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Global HVACR industry members include manufacturers, distributors, and service providers offering 
solutions to manage and control the temperature in air and water in various environments and 
applications. Products include air conditioners, furnaces, boilers, ventilation ducts, automation control 
modules, refrigerants, and evaporator coils, among others.

Sub-Sector Key Players

Equipment Manufacturing

Control Module Manufacturing

Equipment Distribution

Contracting Services

Diversified manufacturers of HVACR 
equipment (e.g. furnaces, air 
conditioners, boilers) that contribute to 
temperature management in residential 
and commercial environments.

Diversified manufacturers of manual or 
automated control modules (e.g.
thermostats, large control panels) that 
regulate HVACR systems in residential 
and commercial environments.

Distributors of a wide variety of HVACR 
equipment, parts, and supplies that 
supply contractors or regional service 
firms worldwide.

Providers of installation, repair, and 
maintenance services of HVACR 
equipment and systems.

 AAON
 Carrier
 Daikin
 Haier
 Johnson Controls
 Lennox

 Midea
 NIBE
 Resideo
 SPX Technologies
 Systemair
 Trane

13.2x

 Emerson
 Honeywell
 Infineon
 Johnson Controls

14.2x

 Beijer Ref
 Ferguson
 Reece
 Watsco
 W. W. Grainger

12.9x

 Comfort Systems USA
 EMCOR
 SPIE
 Bravida
 Tutor Perini

11.1x

Source: Market statistics sourced from Capital IQ as of 12/31/2022
(1)Valuation multiples represent median of each subsector

HVACR Industry Overview

EV/EBITDA 
Multiple(1)

EV/Revenue 
Multiple(1)

2.1x 

3.2x

1.4x

0.9x

Public Company Trading Multiples

Industry Overview & Trends
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HVACR Sub-Group Performance Trends

Financial Metrics for HVACR Indices (12/31/2022)

Trading multiples for the HVACR industry on 12/31/2022 recorded a cumulative median EV/2022E of 13.0x compared to 
16.8x on 1/1/2022:

 Equipment Manufacturing: 13.2x as of 12/31/2022 vs. 17.2x as of 01/01/2022
 Control Module Manufacturing: 14.9x as of 12/31/2022 vs. 17.0x as of 01/01/2022
 Equipment Distribution: 12.9x as of 12/31/2022 vs. 17.1x as of 01/01/2022
 Contracting Services: 11.1x as of 12/31/2022 vs. 11.7x as of 01/01/2022

Source: Market statistics sourced from Capital IQ as of 12/31/2022

Revenue CAGR (2021-2023E) 2022E Gross Margin 2022E EBITDA Margin

Comparative Analysis – HVACR Index Financial Metrics (1/1/2022 vs. 12/31/2022)

2022E Revenue 2022E EBITDA Revenue CAGR (2021-2023E)

$202.6 

$53.6 

$29.6 

$96.6

$192.3 

$58.1 

$29.9 

$94.2

(5.1%)

8.5%

1.2%

(2.5%)

$26.5 

$6.1 

$2.0 

$23.0$24.3 

$7.2 

$1.9 

$22.2

(8.2%)

16.7%

(2.2%)

(3.3%)

Financial performance among most HVACR sub-sectors remained relatively strong in the face of increasingly difficult economic hardships. 
Equipment and Control Module Manufacturing saw a decline in both revenue and EBITDA expectations, as increased commodity prices and longer 

lead times placed pressure on both their top and bottom lines. Distribution was the only sub-sector that realized growth in their financial expectations 
and are expected to realize a CAGR of 13.3% from 2021-2023.

Equipment Manufacturing Control ModulesDistribution Contracting Services

Industry Overview & Trends
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Beijer Ref Acquires Heritage Distribution Holdings from Gryphon Investors

Sub-sector Insight: Consolidation in US Equipment Distribution Market Continues

12.15.2022 – Seale & Associates acted as an exclusive financial advisor to Beijer
Ref AB on its agreement to acquire Heritage Distribution Holdings from Gryphon
Investors for US$1.275B.

The acquisition represents Beijer Ref’s entry into the North American market and will
establish the company as a leading HVACR distributor in the US South/Southeast
Region, one of the most attractive regions for HVACR in North America.

Headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, Heritage Distribution has 64 branches in 10
states and approximately 800 employees. The company has a strong track record of
high and consistent organic growth and a high share of recurring revenues derived
from repair and replacement.

The acquisition of Heritage Distribution constitutes an important strategic step for
Beijer Ref. The North American market is highly fragmented, and Heritage
Distribution offers an excelled platform from which we can continue to drive
consolidation.

has acquired

US$1.275B

 January 2023: Hajoca Corporation acquires 
majority stake in Gustave A. Larson, a major 
distributor of HVAC equipment, parts, and 
supplies.

 January 2023: Daikin Industries acquires 
Williams Distributing, a distributor of heating, 
ventilation, and air conditioning equipment and 
residential building products.

 December 2022: Ferguson plc acquires 
Airefco, a distributor of HVAC equipment, 
parts, and supplies.

 October 2022: Heritage Distribution 
Holdings acquires Coastal Supply Co. Inc., a 
local distributor and service provider of HVACR 
equipment.

 September 2022: Dakota Supply Group 
acquires Western Steel & Plumbing, a 
distributor of HVAC and plumbing products.

 August 2022: Heritage Distribution Holdings
acquires Controlled Temp Supply, a local 
provider of HVACR equipment, parts, supplies, 
and customer service.

 July 2022: HOP Energy acquires Rycor
HVAC, a local full-service reseller or HVAC 
equipment.

Seale & Associates 2022 Market Consolidation Report  Recent M&A Activity

Highlighted Transaction & Subsector Insight

M&A Landscape

The undersigned acted as exclusive 
financial advisor to Beijer Ref
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Global HVACR Industry Announced Deal Volume and Value (1)

Source: Capital IQ, Mergermarket, Press releases
(1) Includes current pending transactions

Announced transaction volume declined 21.1% in 2022 as compared to 2021, which can be attributed to increased inflationary 
pressures, rising interest rates, and economic uncertainties in 2022. Announced deal value increased 19.1% over the same 
period, which is largely driven by multiple large transactions in Q2 and Q4, namely Brookfield Infrastructure Partners’ 
acquisition of HomeServe plc, Chart Industries’ acquisition of Howden Group, and Beijer Ref’s acquisition of Heritage 
Distribution Holdings, with transaction values of $6.08B, $4.40B, and $1.28B, respectively.
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Deal Volume (# of Transactions); Deal Value ($ in billions)

Closed Transactions by Peer Group

Peer Group Count

Equipment Manufacturing 16

Control Module Manufacturing 4

Equipment Distribution 21

Contracting Services 34

Total Closed Deals 75

Equipment Manufacturing: The transition to heat pump technology
will be further accelerated by the Inflation Reduction Act, sparking
M&A activity to acquire scaled businesses with this technology.

David Gitlin, CEO, Carrier
Control Module Manufacturing: “We do think sort of the valuation
is becoming much more appealing which is driving an improved
pipeline, which is driving more activity”

Darius Adamczyk, CEO, Honeywell
Equipment Distribution: Increased private equity interest in
HVACR distribution continues to drive more competition in the
space.
“We will not chase pricing because we’re in for the long term, I don’t
know how long [EBITDA multiples] going to be [high] in terms of
valuations for businesses”

Albert Nahmad, CEO, WATSCO
Contracting Services: “We do think that the market is changing,
that the cost of capital has an effect on what people are willing to --
people are willing to invest capital, and that there are a lot of
companies for sale right now “

William George, CFO, Comfort Systems USA

M&A Landscape

Source: Market statistics sourced from Capital IQ, Merger Market, press releases

HVACR M&A Market Update
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HVACR Transactions with Deal Multiple Data

Source: Transaction statistics sourced from Capital IQ, Merger Market, press releases

Notable HVACR Transactions in 2022

Date 
Announced: 

5/3/23

Has acquired

Transaction Description:

The Hajoca Corp, a larger privately 
held distributor of plumbing, heating 
and cooling, and industrial supplies, 
has taken a major ownership position 
in HVACR equipment, parts and 
supplies distributor Gustave A. Larson 
Company.

Distribution Deal Statistics: 
EV:52M EV/EBITDA: 7.5x

Date 
Announced: 

5/19/22

Has acquired

Transaction Description:

Brookfield Infrastructure Partners, the 
Canada based investor and operator 
of utility businesses, transport and 
energy businesses, and timber assets 
has acquired HomeServe plc, the UK 
based provider of home warranties 
and residential repair services.

Contracting 
Services

Deal Statistics: 
EV:52M EV/EBITDA: 7.5x

Date 
Announced: 

3/3/22

Has acquired

Transaction Description:

One Rock Capital Partners LLC, the 
United States based private equity 
firm, is to acquire Therm O Disc Inc, 
the United States based manufacturer 
of temperature sensors and controls 
for the HVAC, appliance, automotive, 
and electronics industries, from 
Emerson Electric Co.

Control 
Modules

Deal Statistics: 
EV:52M EV/EBITDA: 7.5x

Date 
Announced: 

11/9/22

Is to acquire

Transaction Description:

Chart Industries Inc, the United States 
based manufacturer of equipment 
used in the production, storage and 
end-use of hydrocarbon and industrial 
gases is to acquire Howden Group Ltd, 
the United Kingdom based 
manufacturer of air and gas handling 
equipment.

Equipment 
Manufacturing

Deal Statistics: 
EV:4,400M EV/EBITDA: 12.9x

HVACR Transactions Summaries

M&A Landscape

Date 
Closed Target Location Acquirer Deal Size

(US$M) Deal Description EV/
EBITDA

EV/
Revenue

Pending $440

Aggreko Ltd, the UK-based provider of specialist power and temperature control rental services in two
main product areas, mobile electricity generators, and temperature control equipment announced the
acquisition of Resolute Industrial LLC, the US-based provider of water- and air-cooled chiller rental
services

8.3x 3.0x

Pending $4,400

Chart Industries Inc., the US-based manufacturer of equipment used in the production, storage, and
end-use of hydrocarbon and industrial gases, announced the acquisition of Howden Group Ltd, the
United Kingdom based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment, including industrial fans,
heaters, compressors, and steam turbines

12.9x 0.8x

Pending $86

Ingersoll Rand Inc., a global provider of mission-critical flow creation and industrial solutions,
announced the acquisition of Everest Blowers Private Limited, the Indian market leader for customized 
blower and vacuum pump solutions, and Airmax Groupe, a French compressed air specialist with
strong end-user relationships and a technician network focused on aftermarket service

- 2.5x

Jan-23 $1,275 Beijer Ref AB, a Sweden-based refrigeration and air conditioning technology distribution company has
acquired Heritage Distribution Holdings, a US-based HVACR equipment distribution business 13.4x 2.0x

Jan-23 $525

Ingersoll Rand Inc., the US-based provider of flow control, compression equipment, and associated
aftermarket parts, acquired the air treatment Business from SPX FLOW Inc., the industrial equipment
manufacturer engaged in providing and supplying engineered flow components, process equipment,
and turn-key systems

- 2.9x

Dec-22 $342
Spirax-Sarco Engineering plc, the UK-based manufacturer of a range of products for the efficient
management of steam and other industrial fluids, acquired Durex International Corp., the US-based
company specializing in designing and manufacturing custom thermal solutions

13.5x 4.5x

May-22 $52 DXP Enterprises, the US-based industrial supplies distributor, acquired Cisco Air Systems, Inc., a US-
based distributor of air compressors and related products and services 7.5x 1.2x

Jun-21 $3,625
Madison Industries, one of the world’s largest privately held companies and a provider of industrial
solutions, acquired Nortek Air, a leader in providing critical air management, thermal, and HVAC
solutions

12.5x 2.3x

Air Treatment 
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HVACR Transactions with Deal Multiple Data (cont.)

Source: Transaction statistics sourced from Capital IQ, Merger Market, press releases

M&A Landscape

Date 
Closed Target Location Acquirer Deal Size

(US$M) Deal Description EV/
EBITDA

EV/
Revenue

May-21 $870

Johnson Controls International plc, the Ireland-based company engaged in the manufacture of
commercial and residential HVAC equipment and systems, acquired Silent-Aire Limited Partnership, a
Canada-based designer and manufacturer of custom air handlers and modular data centers for
hyperscale cloud and colocation providers

- 13.6x

Mar-21 $108
Flex-Tek, a US-based provider of engineered components that move heat, fluid, and gases,
acquired Royal Metal Products, a US-based manufacturer of residential and light commercial HVAC
products

- 1.4x

Feb-21 $291 Polypipe Group, a manufacturer of pressure-rated high density polyethylene pipes acquired ADEY
Innovation, a manufacturer and supplier of heating and cooling systems 11.7x 4.1x

Feb-21 $19 Ferro Group, a Poland-based manufacturer and distributor of plumbing equipment, acquired Termet
S.A., a Poland-based manufacturer of HVACR equipment 8.0x 0.6x

Feb-21 $5
Volution Group plc, a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy-efficient indoor air
quality solutions, acquired Nordiska Klimatfabriken AB, a Sweden-based manufacturer of low-carbon
residential ventilation equipment

- 3.3x

Jan-21 $419 Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, a private equity firm focused on the industrial, manufacturing, and IT sectors,
acquired Wolseley UK Limited, a leading specialist distributor of plumbing HVACR equipment - 0.2x

Dec-20 $52
Volution Group plc, a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy-efficient indoor air
quality solutions, acquired ClimaRad B.V., the market leader for decentralized ventilation systems in
the Netherlands

- 6.4x

Nov-20 $360 CSW Industrials Inc, the US-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and 
specialty chemicals, acquired TRUaire, the US-based supplier of passive air handling solutions 10.7x 3.6x

Nov-20 $233

Madison Industries, one of the world's largest privately held companies and a provider of industrial
solutions, through its subsidiary Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC acquired United Coolair
Corporation, the US-based company engaged in manufacturing and providing complex HVAC
systems

- 3.6x

Jan-20 $71
GDI Integrated Facility Services, a Canada-based company engaged in providing integrated facility
services, acquired ESC Automation, a US-based provider of integration services for security and
HVAC systems

- 0.5x

Mean 10.9x 3.1x
Median 11.7x 2.7x
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Date 
Closed Target Sub-Sector Acquirer Deal Size 

US$M Description

Jan-23 Contracting 
Services $6079

Brookfield Infrastructure Partners, the Canada based investor and operator of utility businesses, transport and energy
businesses, and timber assets has acquired HomeServe plc, the UK based provider of home warranties and
residential repair services.

Dec-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing - Capital Export SAS, the France based private equity investment fund, has acquired SEAT Ventilation SA, the local

France-based designer and manufacturer of industrial fans.

Dec-22 Contracting 
Services - Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning

systems has acquired Stan Gelber & Sons Inc, the local HVAC Contractor.

Dec-22 Distribution - Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Airefco, the United
States based distributor of HVAC equipment, parts and supplies.

Dec-22 Control Modules -
Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals
and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired Venstar Inc, the United States based thermostat and energy management
system manufacturer.

Nov-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing - Munters Group AB, the Sweden based producer and marketer of air ventilation and dehumidification units and

systems has acquired Hygromedia LLC, the United States based manufacturer of desiccant dehumidification media.

Nov-22 Distribution -
Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded
residential appliance repair parts has acquired through its subsidiary Munch's Supply LLC, Bell Simons Co, the local
distributor of heating, air conditioning, plumbing and refrigeration equipment.

Nov-22 Distribution - The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Fortress Group Inc, the local provider
of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment.

Nov-22 Contracting 
Services - Astara Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm has acquired Del-Air Heating & Air

Conditioning, the US based provider of air conditioning, heating, and appliance services.

Nov-22 Contracting 
Services -

Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has
acquired M.E. Flow, a provider of heating, air conditioning and plumbing maintenance, repair, and replacement
services.

Nov-22 Distribution $44
Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning and
heating equipment has acquired acquire Australian Air Conditioning Distributors, an Australian based distributor of
HVACR equipment.

Oct-22 Control Modules $45 Borromin Capital Management GmbH has acquired Eberle Controls GmbH, the local manufacturer and distributor of
heating and air-conditioning controls. 

Oct-22 Contracting 
Services - NearU HVAC Services, the United States based provider of HVAC repair and installation services has acquired

Kendal Air Heating & Cooling Inc, the US-based leading provider of HVAC services.

Oct-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing -

Cold Chain Capital LLC, the private equity firm engaged in investing for HVACR: Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning,
and Refrigeration companies has acquired Morgana SAS, the France based manufacturer of made-to-measure
finned heat exchangers.

Oct-22 Distribution - Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based heritage Distribution Holdings is a part of Gryphon has
acquired Coastal Supply Co Inc, the local HVAC/R distributor servicing.

Oct-22 Distribution -
Beijer Ref, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning/heating
equipment, acquires Easy Air Conditioning, the UK-based distributor of commercial AC and heat recovery system
supplies.

Oct-22 Contracting 
Services $50

LTP Home Services Group, the United States based us-based leading residential plumbing and HVAC services
platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions has acquired Acree Plumbing Air & Electric, the local
HVAC services and Air conditioning contractor.

Sep-22 Contracting 
Services -

Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc, the United States based provider of installation, preventative
maintenance, and repair for foodservice facilities has acquired Allied Service Group, the local mechanical and
electrical contractor for the mechanical services of air conditioning, heating, ventilation, and refrigeration.

Sep-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing - Ronin Equity Partners LLC, the US based private equity firm has acquired MTL Cool, the Canada based commercial

refrigeration equipment manufacturer.

Sep-22 Distribution - Dakota Supply Group, the US based distributor of HVACR equipment and supplies, has acquired Western Steel &
Plumbing, Inc. a distributor of plumbing and HVAC products in Bismarck and Minot, North Dakota. 

HVACR Transactions without Deal Multiple Data

Note: Does not included deals that are not closed
Source: Transaction statistics sourced from Capital IQ, Merger Market, press releases

M&A Landscape
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HVACR Transactions without Deal Multiple Data (cont.)

Note: Does not included deals that are not closed
Source: Transaction statistics sourced from Capital IQ, Merger Market, press releases

M&A Landscape

Date 
Closed Target Sub-Sector Acquirer Deal Size 

US$M Description

Aug-22 Contracting 
Services - Fix-It Group, the United States based provider of plumbing, heating, electrical and AC repairs and upgrades, services

has acquired Airmax Group, the local provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners.

Aug-22 Distribution -
Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor has acquired Controlled Temp
Supply, the local controlled Temp Supply providing HVAC/R equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to
residential and commercial customers in Oxford, MS.

Aug-22 Contracting 
Services -

OMERS Private Equity Inc, the Canada based private equity firm has acquired Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc, the
United States based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning installation and repair service from Huron
Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity investment firm.

Aug-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing -

NSi Industries LLC, the US based manufacturer of electrical lugs has acquired Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc, the local US-
based manufacturer and distributor of components and tools designed heating, ventilating, air conditioning,
refrigeration and appliance parts. 

Aug-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing $227 Audax Group LP, the United States based private equity firm, has acquired Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the local

manufacturer of high quality air filters.

Aug-22 Contracting 
Services - Heartland Home Services Inc, the United States based provider of heating and air-conditioning contracting services

has acquired Hurlburt Heating AC & Plumbing, the local company operating in HVACR equipment services.

Aug-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing -

Capital Export SAS, the private equity investment fund and Rives Croissance SAS, the venture capital firm, has
acquired ACFRI International SAS, the France based manufacturer of refrigeration equipment for the catering
business, have acquired the company.

Jul-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing $42

Nederman Holding AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of work environment equipment, including extraction
systems, vacuum cleaning and workplace acoustics has acquired RoboVent Products Group Inc, the United States
based provider of industrial ventilation and filtration solutions.

Jul-22 Contracting 
Services $23

RLJ Equity partners backed portfolio company, Flow Service Partners, the United States based provider of heating,
ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration and plumbing services has acquired R Brooks Mechanical Heating & Air
Conditioning Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation and air conditioning services. 

Jul-22 Contracting 
Services -

Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC, the US-based midwestern-focused platform of Craft Work Capital Partners LLC has
acquired a controlling stake in Sexson Mechanical Corp, the local company that provides a full suite of mechanical
and electrical contracting services, including that for HVACR, electrical, and plumbing systems. 

Jul-22 Distribution - HOP Energy LLC, the United States based full service energy company has acquired Rycor HVAC, the local full-
service reseller of Mitsubishi mini-split heat pump systems.

Jul-22 Contracting 
Services -

A-Gas US Inc, the United States based provider of the supply and life cycle management of specialty chemicals such
as refrigerants, hydrocarbon blowing agents has acquired Certified Refrigerant Services Inc, the local refrigerant
management and logistics company servicing all segments of the refrigerant and HVAC industry. 

Jul-22 Distribution - Aquarius Water Conditioning Inc, the Canada based HVACR service provider, has acquired Comfort Control Systems,
Inc. a distributor and installer of HVACR equipment. 

Jul-22 Contracting 
Services -

Daikin Industries Ltd, a listed Japan-based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has
acquired a majority stake in CM3 Building Solutions Inc, the United States based provider of building services
including automation and technology, energy services, security and fire protection, and HVAC support.

Jul-22 Contracting 
Services - Any Hour Electric Inc, the United States based provider of HVAC services has acquired Magic Electric Plumbing

Heating & Air, the local provider of Plumbing, Heating & Air services.

Jul-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing -

Protectoseal Co, the United States based manufacturer of a wide variety of tank vents and fittings. has acquired
Elmac Technologies Limited, the United Kingdom based auk-based maker of flame arresters and low pressure
venting equipment.

Jul-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing $52

Middleby Corp, the United States based developer, manufacturer and marketer of a broad line of equipment used for
commercial food preparation as well as residential kitchen equipment has acquired Icetro Co Ltd, the South Korea
based industrial refrigeration and refrigeration equipment manufacturer.

Jun-22 Contracting 
Services - Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has

acquired Pro Plumbing Services LLC, the local provider of plumbing, electrical, heating, and air conditioning services. 

Jun-22 Contracting 
Services -

Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and home services
company has acquired Doug's Service Co, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, electrical, and plumbing
services. 

Jun-22 Contracting 
Services - Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and home services

company has acquired Dallas Plumbing Co, the local provider of HVAC and plumbing services. 

Jun-22 Distribution - Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Aaron & Company
Inc, the United States based distributor of plumbing supply, HVAC and sheet metal wholesale. 
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HVACR Transactions without Deal Multiple Data (cont.)

Note: Does not included deals that are not closed
Source: Transaction statistics sourced from Capital IQ, Merger Market, press releases

M&A Landscape

Date 
Closed Target Sub-Sector Acquirer Deal Size 

US$M Description

Jun-22 Contracting 
Services -

Arcticom Group LLC, the United States based provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and
new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry has acquired Tomco Mechanical Corp, the local
provider of refrigeration and HVAC services. 

Jun-22 Contracting 
Services -

American Residential Services, a Memphis, Tennessee-based provider of residential heating, ventilation, air
conditioning (HVAC) and plumbing services, has acquired a family of companies including Absolute Air, Captain
Electric, and OyBoy Heating and Cooling, which provide HVACR and electrical services.

Jun-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing - Audax Management Co LLC, the United States based private equity firm. has acquired Thermogenics Inc, a Canada

based manufacturer of steam and hot-water boilers.

Jun-22 Control Modules $1000
One Rock Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity firm, is to acquire Therm O Disc Inc the United
States based manufacturer of temperature sensors and controls for the HVAC, appliance, automotive, and electronics 
industries.

May-22 Contracting 
Services -

Altamont Capital Management LLC, the United States based private equity firm has acquired Service Minds Inc, the
local owner and operator of multiple franchisees including Mister Sparky, One Hour Heating & AC and Benjamin
Franklin Plumbing systems providing electrical, plumbing and HVAC services. 

May-22 Contracting 
Services -

Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services has acquired Almcoe
Refrigeration Company, the local service agency specializing in refrigeration for commercial, retail, and industrial cold
storage operations.

May-22 Distribution - Industrial Opportunity Partners, a US based private equity firm, has acquired N.B. Handy Company, Inc. a distributor of
metals, HVAC, commercial roofing, and machinery products.

May-22 Contracting 
Services -

Wrench Group LLC, the United States based provider of home maintenance and repair services specializing in
heating, ventilation and air conditioning, plumbing and electrical services has acquired NexGen HVAC & Plumbing
LLC, the local provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services.

May-22 Control Modules - Lorraine Capital, the US based private equity firm has acquired ICM Controls, the US based family-owned electronic
controls manufacturer for the HVAC industry. 

May-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing $35 Daikin Industries, a Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired CCOM

Group, Inc., a distributor of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning equipment (HVAC) in the United States.

Apr-22 Contracting 
Services - Emergent Cold Latin America, the Brazil based temperature-controlled warehousing and logistics provider has

acquired Frigometro SAS, the Colombia based provider of cold storage solutions.

Apr-22 Distribution -
Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air
conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Ed's Supply Co Inc, the 
United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor. 

Apr-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing -

NB Renaissance Partners, the US-based private equity, has agreed to acquire Arbo Spa the Italy based distributor of
spare parts, components and accessories for heating, air conditioning and domestic boilers, in a management
buyout transaction. 

Apr-22 Distribution - Munch's Supply LLC, the US based distributor of HVACR equipment, has acquired System Aire Supply Co., Inc. /
Control-Aire Supply Co., a HVAC wholesale distributor.

Apr-22 Contracting 
Services - Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling

solutions has acquired Wardlaw Heating & Cooling, the local an air conditioning solutions provider.

Apr-22 Distribution - Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based distributor of HVACR equipment has acquired, Mackay Air Supplies, the Australia
based company that engages in the distribution of HVAC&R.

Mar-22 Contracting 
Services - Concentric Equity Partners LP, the private equity firm has acquired Conditioned Air Solutions, the United States based

owned and operated Commercial and Residential HVAC company. 

Mar-22 Contracting 
Services - Catterton Management Co LLC, the private equity firm has acquired LTP Home Services Group, the United States

based residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions.

Mar-22 Contracting 
Services - Frontier Service Partners, the United States based residential services company has acquired AB May Co, the local

residential services company offering HVAC, plumbing and electrical services.

Mar-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing - A group of investors led by Tikehau Capital, is to acquire LMB, the local designer and manufacturer of high

performance fans and AC/DC Brushless motors for the aerospace and defense markets.

Mar-22 Contracting 
Services - McNally Capital LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm also providing advisory services has invested in

Smith & Oby Co, the local HVAC and plumbing mechanical contractor. 
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Closed HVACR Transactions without Deal Multiple Data

Note: Does not included deals that are not closed
Source: Transaction statistics sourced from Capital IQ, Merger Market, press releases

M&A Landscape

Date 
Closed Target Sub-Sector Acquirer Deal Size 

US$M Description

Mar-22 Contracting 
Services -

Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling
solutions has acquired Comfort Group, the local provider of residential heating, cooling, and indoor air quality
services.

Mar-22 Contracting 
Services -

Rush Street Ventures, the United States based US-based private equity firm has acquired a controlling stake in
Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning, the local US-based heating, air conditioning, electrical, home renovation and
handyman services provider.

Feb-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing -

Zehnder Group AG, the Switzerland based manufacturer of furnaces, measuring instruments, battery charges, sheet
metal housing and welding machines through its subsidiaries has agreed to acquire Airia Brands Inc, the Canada
based company engaged in development, manufacturing and distribution of heat recovery ventilation systems. 

Feb-22 Distribution -
Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and 
refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Benoist Brothers Supply Co., the local
us-based family owned HVAC firm. 

Feb-22 Contracting 
Services -

SEI Group Inc, the United States based provider of installation services of products including insulation, garage
doors, and house wrap for single-family and multi-family residential buildings has acquired Coastal Insulation &
Fireplaces LLC and Cool Insulation Co, the local providers of insulation solutions.

Feb-22 Contracting 
Services -

The Kelvin Group, the US-based provider of industrial and commercial mission-critical mechanical services, process
safety management, and environmental compliance has acquired Refrigeration Design & Service Inc, the local
company provides a full line of services to meet the needs of the industrial refrigeration marketplace.

Jan-22 Equipment 
Manufacturing $354

Compagnie Benelux Participations, the investment firm which engages in private equity buy-outs and growth capital
investments has acquired a majority stake in Groupe Climater SAS, the local air-conditioning equipment
manufacturer and installer.

Jan-22 Contracting 
Services -

A&M Capital Partners LP, the US-based private equity fund of Alvarez & Marsal Capital, LLC has acquired a majority
stake in Arcticom Group LLC, the local provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores
deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry.

Jan-22 Distribution - Ferguson plc, the UK-based provider of plumbing and heating products, has acquired acquire Plumbers Supply Co,
the US-based owned wholesale distributor of pipe valves & fittings, pumps/hydronics, electric and hand tools. 

Jan-22 Distribution -
Chroma ATE Inc, the Taiwan (China) based manufacturer of testing equipment and solutions for electronics in
various industries has acquired Environmental Stress Systems Inc, the United States based supplier of thermal
platforms, space simulation thermal chambers, cascade condensers, and liquid recirculating chillers.

Jan-22 Distribution - Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired
ThermalNetics Inc, a United States based supplier of heating and cooling equipment. 

Jan-22 Distribution -
Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired a
majority stake in TriState HVAC Equipment LLP, the United States based representative and integrator of commercial
HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) mechanical systems and related equipment. 

Jan-22 Distribution -
Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded
residential appliance repair parts, has acquired Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air
conditioning products.
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HVACR Public Markets: Stock Performance

 Indexed HVACR stock prices declined 17.9% in CY22, which is reflective of the broader public capital market declines seen
throughout the year. These declines were mainly driven by increased inflationary pressures, accelerated rate hikes by the
Federal Reserve, geopolitical events, and uncertainties about an impending recession

 HVACR index performance:
 Equipment Distribution (-21.5%) remained relatively in line with S&P returns (-19.4%).
 Contracting Services (+4.4%) and Control Module Manufacturing (-7.1%) outperformed the S&P 500 by 23.8% and 12.3%,

respectively. Contracting Services was the only index that ended the year with a positive return.
 Equipment Manufacturing (27.4%) was the worst-performing index, lagging the S&P 500 by almost 8%.

 Broadly, HVACR companies have continued to produce positive earnings; however, equity performance has been heavily
impacted by multiple compression as investors move away from risk assets amidst looming future growth in the broad-based
economy.

2022 Indexed Stock Price Performance(1)

Multiple compression driving stock declines amidst a period of strong earnings growth for the HVACR Industry.

Source: Market statistics sourced from Capital IQ as of 12/31/2022
(1) Based on market capitalization-weighted index methodology

Performance Drivers(1)

2022 Expected Return Analysis
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-9.9% -5.0% +21.8% +8.4% Alpha

Commentary

 The HVACR industry underperformed the broad equity
market by 1.2% in 2022

 Equipment Manufacturing and Distribution both
underperformed relative to their expected return by
-9.9% and -5.0%, respectively

 Underperformance can be attributed to significant
multiple compression in both subsectors – a reduction
of 30%+

 Contracting Services significantly outperformed its
expected return, displaying an alpha of 21.8%

 Home digitalization and green initiatives amongst the
strongest drivers for the industry sub-group

 Control Modules outperformed the market by 8.4%,
driven by digitalization trends in the largest HVACR
markets

.91 .86 .90 .86 Beta (5yrs.)

Capital Market Analysis

Change In:

Sub-Sector Earnings (LTM) Multiples (LTM)
Total 

Change

Equipment Manufacturing 6.5% -33.8% -27.4%

Distribution 19.7% -41.2% -21.5%

Contracting Services -4.8% 9.2% 4.4%

Control Modules 13.6% -22.1% -8.5%

Aggregate Performance 11.1% -29.5% -18.4%

S&P 500:  -19.4%
S&P 500 Industrials: -7.1%

Control ModulesEquipment Manufacturing
Distribution

Contracting Services
S&P 500 S&P 500 Industrials

(P/E: 19.8x) (P/E: 17.8x)
(P/E: 19.1x)

(P/E: 23.4x)
(P/E: 21.5x) (P/E: 25.9x)
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Peer Group Comparable Analysis

Source: Market statistics sourced from Capital IQ
(1) Data represents cumulative totals and median percentages of each peer group

Equipment Manufacturing

Peer Group Summary(1)

EV / EBITDA - Annual 
Average

5 yrs. 
Hist.

2 yrs. 
Fc. 2019 2020 2021 EV / 

EBITDA
EV / 

Revenue

$4,007 $4,074 $770 24.0% 15.5% 14.4% 37.4% 28.8x 27.4x 30.2x 34.0x 5.3x

$34,496 $41,225 $20,449 27.4% 13.9% 0.0% 2.6% - 10.4x 16.6x 12.4x 2.0x

$44,838 $44,942 $24,674 33.3% 14.2% 10.4% 12.3% 11.1x 14.0x 17.3x 11.6x 1.7x

$32,811 $30,325 $34,111 30.9% 7.3% 9.1% 9.0% 9.7x 14.3x 18.6x 11.4x 0.9x

$43,949 $53,279 $25,299 33.0% 12.6% 2.1% 5.7% 9.5x 10.9x 13.2x 13.5x 2.1x

$8,478 $10,239 $4,589 27.3% 15.3% 3.6% 1.0% 18.0x 17.3x 17.8x 12.9x 2.2x

$51,495 $53,466 $49,233 23.2% 9.9% 8.8% 6.1% 12.3x 15.4x 17.5x 10.4x 1.1x

$18,780 $19,465 $3,313 31.1% 16.0% 14.7% 20.1% 19.3x 26.4x 40.2x 32.6x 5.5x

$2,399 $3,746 $6,264 27.4% 12.2% 0.0% 5.4% 15.5x 8.2x 8.1x 4.5x 0.6x

$2,967 $3,030 $1,382 35.5% 8.7% -0.7% 11.6% 14.2x 13.8x 15.1x 22.6x 2.2x

$1,433 $1,694 $981 33.8% 9.2% 8.7% 9.4% 10.6x 11.9x 17.6x 16.0x 1.6x

$38,712 $42,480 $15,487 31.0% 16.4% 2.1% 8.0% 13.0x 11.6x 20.9x 15.5x 2.7x

Mean 29.8% 12.6% 6.1% 10.7% 14.7x 15.2x 19.4x 16.5x 2.3x
Median 30.9% 13.3% 6.1% 8.5% 13.0x 13.9x 17.6x 13.2x 2.1x

12/31/2022
Company Country Market 

Cap. US$M
Enterprise 

Value

Annual 
Sales 
US$M

Gross
Margin

EBITDA 
Margin

Annual Growth

Annual Growth EV / EBITDA - Annual 
Average 12/31/2022

5 yrs. 
Hist.

2 yrs. 
Fc. 2019 2020 2021 EV / 

EBITDA
EV / 

Revenue

Equipment Manufacturing $284,364 $307,966 $186,888 30.9% 13.2% 6.4% 7.6% 13.0x 13.9x 17.6x 13.2x 2.1x

Control Module Manufacturing $287,230 $321,851 $94,013 37.6% 23.9% 1.5% 5.3% 11.0x 13.1x 17.3x 14.2x 3.2x

Equipment Distribution $74,753 $83,840 $59,129 27.9% 10.9% 10.9% 5.9% 14.1x 15.1x 17.6x 12.9x 1.4x

Service Firms $17,578 $20,564 $24,740 14.8% 7.1% 7.8% 9.6% 10.0x 8.8x 11.0x 10.6x 0.9x

Aggregate $663,925 $734,222 $364,770 29.2% 12.3% 7.8% 7.0% 12.3x 12.5x 17.0x 12.9x 1.8x

EBITDA 
MarginSub-Sector Market Cap. 

US$M
Enterprise 

Value
Annual 

Sales US$M
Gross
Margin

Capital Market Analysis
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		Public Comparable Companies



						Equipment Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

																				5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				NasdaqGS:AAON						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		24.0%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				NYSE:CARR						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		-		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				TSE:6367						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		33.3%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				SHSE:600690						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		30.9%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				NYSE:JCI						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				NYSE:LII						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				SZSE:000333						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		23.2%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				OM:NIBE B						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		31.1%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				NYSE:REZI						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				NYSE:SPXC						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				OM:SYSR						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		33.8%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				NYSE:TT						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH



														Mean		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

														Median		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!



						Equipment Distribution

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				OM:BEIJ B						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		26.4%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				NYSE:FERG						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				ASX:REH						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		27.9%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				NYSE:WSO						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				NYSE:GWW						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH



														Mean		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

														Median		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!



						Contracting Services

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$MM		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$MM		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				NYSE:FIX						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				NYSE: EME						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				ENXTPA:SPIE						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		8.4%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				OM:BRAV						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		15.2%		15.2%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				NYSE:TPC						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH





														Mean		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

														Median		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!



						Control Module Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$MM		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$MM		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

		t		NYSE:EMR						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				NasdaqGS:HON						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				XTRA:IFX						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		43.2%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH

				NYSE:JCI						#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH



														Mean		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

														Median		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!



						Peer Group Analysis

						Sub-Sector		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

																		5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

						Equipment Manufacturing		$0		$0		$0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!

						Control Module Manufacturing		$0		$0		$0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!

						Equipment Distribution		$0		$0		$0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!

						Service Firms		$0		$0		$0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!



												Mean		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!

												Median		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!		ERROR:#NUM!























CY2022 Indexed Stock Price_v1

						100

				CY2022 Indexed Stock Price Performance																														Cumulative Daily Index Returns

				Dates		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules		S&P 500		S&P 500 Industrials				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		S&P 500 		S&P 500 Industrials				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		S&P500		90-Day Tbill Rate

				Dec-31-2021		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%														0.50%

				Jan-03-2022		98.48%		99.70%		100.17%		98.96%		100.64%		99.18%				-1.52%		-0.30%		0.17%		-1.04%		0.64%		-0.82%				-0.52%		0.70%		1.17%		-0.04%		1.64%		0.50%

				Jan-04-2022		99.04%		100.53%		101.69%		100.02%		100.57%		101.19%				-0.96%		0.53%		1.69%		0.02%		0.57%		1.19%				-0.08%		2.19%		2.30%		-25.50%		0.96%		0.50%

				Jan-05-2022		98.88%		99.45%		100.12%		100.47%		98.62%		100.22%				-1.12%		-0.55%		0.12%		0.47%		-1.38%		0.22%				-3.00%		0.29%		0.42%		1.44%		-0.24%		0.53%

				Jan-06-2022		98.76%		98.71%		100.70%		100.26%		98.53%		100.68%				-1.24%		-1.29%		0.70%		0.26%		-1.47%		0.68%				2.00%		-0.64%		1.52%		0.86%		1.24%		0.52%

				Jan-07-2022		98.25%		97.10%		99.15%		101.36%		98.13%		100.65%				-1.75%		-2.90%		-0.85%		1.36%		-1.87%		0.65%				3.13%		6.55%		0.09%		1.87%		1.85%		0.51%

				Jan-10-2022		97.32%		94.72%		97.45%		99.83%		97.99%		99.49%				-2.68%		-5.28%		-2.55%		-0.17%		-2.01%		-0.51%				2.24%		2.25%		-10.33%		0.35%		1.16%		0.52%

				Jan-11-2022		97.11%		94.82%		98.18%		101.41%		98.89%		100.12%				-2.89%		-5.18%		-1.82%		1.41%		-1.11%		0.12%				1.13%		0.98%		0.53%		2.90%		0.11%		0.50%

				Jan-12-2022		97.99%		96.12%		98.30%		101.99%		99.16%		100.42%				-2.01%		-3.88%		-1.70%		1.99%		-0.84%		0.42%				0.53%		0.69%		0.85%		1.24%		-1.45%		0.51%

				Jan-13-2022		95.58%		96.17%		98.85%		102.44%		97.75%		100.60%				-4.42%		-3.83%		-1.15%		2.44%		-2.25%		0.60%				3.39%		0.98%		0.21%		1.15%		-7.81%		0.51%

				Jan-14-2022		93.42%		94.15%		97.12%		101.22%		97.83%		100.02%				-6.58%		-5.85%		-2.88%		1.22%		-2.17%		0.02%				1.63%		1.71%		12.53%		0.65%		0.94%		0.51%

				Jan-17-2022		93.60%		94.36%		96.98%		101.35%		97.83%		100.02%				-6.40%		-5.64%		-3.02%		1.35%		-2.17%		0.02%				0.97%		0.96%		1.07%		1.06%		1.00%		0.52%

				Jan-18-2022		92.62%		92.47%		94.15%		99.21%		96.03%		98.84%				-7.38%		-7.53%		-5.85%		-0.79%		-3.97%		-1.16%				1.18%		1.41%		2.40%		0.09%		2.54%		0.52%

				Jan-19-2022		92.14%		90.94%		93.30%		97.91%		95.10%		97.75%				-7.86%		-9.06%		-6.70%		-2.09%		-4.90%		-2.25%				1.08%		1.23%		1.18%		-5.19%		1.31%		0.54%

				Jan-20-2022		93.15%		90.40%		92.79%		96.95%		94.05%		96.54%				-6.85%		-9.60%		-7.21%		-3.05%		-5.95%		-3.46%				0.85%		1.07%		1.09%		1.88%		1.27%		0.52%

				Jan-21-2022		92.44%		88.76%		90.90%		95.43%		92.27%		95.61%				-7.56%		-11.24%		-9.10%		-4.57%		-7.73%		-4.39%				1.12%		1.19%		1.30%		1.74%		1.36%		0.51%

				Jan-24-2022		92.28%		87.60%		91.13%		94.41%		92.53%		96.12%				-7.72%		-12.40%		-8.87%		-5.59%		-7.47%		-3.88%				1.02%		1.11%		0.97%		1.29%		0.96%		0.49%

				Jan-25-2022		90.84%		86.63%		89.16%		93.57%		91.40%		95.22%				-9.16%		-13.37%		-10.84%		-6.43%		-8.60%		-4.78%				1.21%		1.09%		1.25%		1.18%		1.17%		0.51%

				Jan-26-2022		90.72%		86.34%		88.65%		93.54%		91.27%		94.43%				-9.28%		-13.66%		-11.35%		-6.46%		-8.73%		-5.57%				1.01%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.02%		0.50%

				Jan-27-2022		88.22%		85.50%		88.11%		93.33%		90.78%		93.56%				-11.78%		-14.50%		-11.89%		-6.67%		-9.22%		-6.44%				1.30%		1.07%		1.05%		1.04%		1.06%		0.49%

				Jan-28-2022		88.46%		86.98%		89.03%		93.19%		92.99%		94.20%				-11.54%		-13.02%		-10.97%		-6.81%		-7.01%		-5.80%				0.98%		0.89%		0.92%		1.02%		0.73%		0.50%

				Jan-31-2022		89.18%		88.56%		90.50%		94.75%		94.74%		95.24%				-10.82%		-11.44%		-9.50%		-5.25%		-5.26%		-4.76%				0.93%		0.87%		0.85%		0.73%		0.71%		0.51%

				Feb-01-2022		88.91%		88.45%		90.64%		95.04%		95.39%		96.59%				-11.09%		-11.55%		-9.36%		-4.96%		-4.61%		-3.41%				1.03%		1.01%		0.98%		0.93%		0.85%		0.51%

				Feb-02-2022		88.80%		89.23%		90.89%		96.66%		96.29%		97.23%				-11.20%		-10.77%		-9.11%		-3.34%		-3.71%		-2.77%				1.01%		0.93%		0.97%		0.59%		0.75%		0.52%

				Feb-03-2022		86.82%		88.16%		89.79%		91.63%		93.94%		95.61%				-13.18%		-11.84%		-10.21%		-8.37%		-6.06%		-4.39%				1.19%		1.11%		1.14%		3.15%		1.87%		0.50%

				Feb-04-2022		86.07%		85.22%		89.02%		90.43%		94.43%		94.59%				-13.93%		-14.78%		-10.98%		-9.57%		-5.57%		-5.41%				1.06%		1.27%		1.08%		1.16%		0.90%		0.51%

				Feb-07-2022		86.19%		84.17%		88.97%		90.43%		94.08%		94.65%				-13.81%		-15.83%		-11.03%		-9.57%		-5.92%		-5.35%				0.99%		1.08%		1.01%		1.00%		1.08%		0.50%

				Feb-08-2022		86.19%		84.68%		90.00%		90.94%		94.87%		95.60%				-13.81%		-15.32%		-10.00%		-9.06%		-5.13%		-4.40%				1.00%		0.97%		0.90%		0.94%		0.84%		0.53%

				Feb-09-2022		88.37%		86.39%		91.88%		92.85%		96.24%		96.91%				-11.63%		-13.61%		-8.12%		-7.15%		-3.76%		-3.09%				0.83%		0.88%		0.79%		0.76%		0.67%		0.53%

				Feb-10-2022		86.10%		84.97%		90.68%		91.34%		94.50%		95.31%				-13.90%		-15.03%		-9.32%		-8.66%		-5.50%		-4.69%				1.21%		1.11%		1.17%		1.25%		1.63%		0.53%

				Feb-11-2022		85.04%		82.86%		90.25%		89.00%		92.71%		93.88%				-14.96%		-17.14%		-9.75%		-11.00%		-7.29%		-6.12%				1.08%		1.15%		1.05%		1.31%		1.40%		0.53%

				Feb-14-2022		83.52%		82.33%		89.12%		88.24%		92.35%		93.50%				-16.48%		-17.67%		-10.88%		-11.76%		-7.65%		-6.50%				1.11%		1.03%		1.13%		1.08%		1.06%		0.54%

				Feb-15-2022		84.30%		83.52%		92.55%		89.83%		93.81%		94.92%				-15.70%		-16.48%		-7.45%		-10.17%		-6.19%		-5.08%				0.95%		0.93%		0.65%		0.85%		0.78%		0.52%

				Feb-16-2022		84.94%		84.10%		92.53%		89.76%		93.89%		95.41%				-15.06%		-15.90%		-7.47%		-10.24%		-6.11%		-4.59%				0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.54%

				Feb-17-2022		83.41%		83.36%		90.83%		87.50%		91.90%		93.63%				-16.59%		-16.64%		-9.17%		-12.50%		-8.10%		-6.37%				1.11%		1.05%		1.26%		1.24%		1.39%		0.53%

				Feb-18-2022		83.17%		83.64%		90.80%		86.27%		91.24%		92.78%				-16.83%		-16.36%		-9.20%		-13.73%		-8.76%		-7.22%				1.02%		0.98%		1.00%		1.11%		1.09%		0.52%

				Feb-21-2022		82.77%		83.57%		90.05%		85.94%		91.24%		92.78%				-17.23%		-16.43%		-9.95%		-14.06%		-8.76%		-7.22%				1.03%		1.00%		1.09%		1.03%		1.00%		0.52%

				Feb-22-2022		81.93%		83.48%		89.57%		85.92%		90.32%		91.92%				-18.07%		-16.52%		-10.43%		-14.08%		-9.68%		-8.08%				1.05%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		1.12%		0.52%

				Feb-23-2022		81.40%		82.88%		88.84%		84.39%		88.66%		90.20%				-18.60%		-17.12%		-11.16%		-15.61%		-11.34%		-9.80%				1.03%		1.04%		1.08%		1.12%		1.19%		0.53%

				Feb-24-2022		80.25%		82.15%		86.29%		84.51%		89.98%		91.31%				-19.75%		-17.85%		-13.71%		-15.49%		-10.02%		-8.69%				1.07%		1.05%		1.25%		0.99%		0.87%		0.52%

				Feb-25-2022		81.66%		84.40%		89.50%		87.48%		92.00%		93.51%				-18.34%		-15.60%		-10.50%		-12.52%		-8.00%		-6.49%				0.92%		0.87%		0.75%		0.80%		0.78%		0.51%

				Feb-28-2022		81.59%		84.19%		89.19%		87.47%		91.77%		94.16%				-18.41%		-15.81%		-10.81%		-12.53%		-8.23%		-5.84%				1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.03%		0.51%

				Mar-01-2022		81.29%		83.48%		86.17%		84.23%		90.35%		92.73%				-18.71%		-16.52%		-13.83%		-15.77%		-9.65%		-7.27%				1.02%		1.05%		1.31%		1.28%		1.20%		0.50%

				Mar-02-2022		81.20%		84.76%		88.34%		86.11%		92.03%		94.76%				-18.80%		-15.24%		-11.66%		-13.89%		-7.97%		-5.24%				1.01%		0.92%		0.83%		0.87%		0.81%		0.53%

				Mar-03-2022		81.32%		84.33%		86.18%		86.28%		91.55%		94.84%				-18.68%		-15.67%		-13.82%		-13.72%		-8.45%		-5.16%				0.99%		1.03%		1.20%		0.99%		1.07%		0.62%

				Mar-04-2022		79.91%		83.10%		84.76%		84.48%		90.82%		94.62%				-20.09%		-16.90%		-15.24%		-15.52%		-9.18%		-5.38%				1.08%		1.08%		1.11%		1.14%		1.10%		0.66%

				Mar-07-2022		76.46%		80.89%		82.86%		82.23%		88.14%		92.07%				-23.54%		-19.11%		-17.14%		-17.77%		-11.86%		-7.93%				1.18%		1.14%		1.13%		1.15%		1.33%		0.70%

				Mar-08-2022		75.65%		83.46%		83.95%		82.79%		87.51%		91.49%				-24.35%		-16.54%		-16.05%		-17.21%		-12.49%		-8.51%				1.04%		0.86%		0.93%		0.97%		1.06%		0.73%

				Mar-09-2022		77.45%		84.40%		87.96%		85.14%		89.75%		93.15%				-22.55%		-15.60%		-12.04%		-14.86%		-10.25%		-6.85%				0.92%		0.94%		0.73%		0.86%		0.81%		0.75%

				Mar-10-2022		76.95%		83.10%		88.12%		84.10%		89.37%		93.04%				-23.05%		-16.90%		-11.88%		-15.90%		-10.63%		-6.96%				1.02%		1.09%		0.99%		1.08%		1.04%		0.72%

				Mar-11-2022		76.35%		82.15%		89.22%		83.16%		88.21%		92.29%				-23.65%		-17.85%		-10.78%		-16.84%		-11.79%		-7.71%				1.03%		1.06%		0.90%		1.06%		1.12%		0.72%

				Mar-14-2022		75.54%		85.74%		90.02%		83.41%		87.56%		92.59%				-24.46%		-14.26%		-9.98%		-16.59%		-12.44%		-7.41%				1.04%		0.79%		0.92%		0.98%		1.06%		0.73%

				Mar-15-2022		75.19%		84.49%		90.22%		84.74%		89.43%		94.03%				-24.81%		-15.51%		-9.78%		-15.26%		-10.57%		-5.97%				1.01%		1.09%		0.98%		0.91%		0.84%		0.78%

				Mar-16-2022		77.94%		84.50%		91.84%		87.46%		91.43%		95.27%				-22.06%		-15.50%		-8.16%		-12.54%		-8.57%		-4.73%				0.88%		1.00%		0.82%		0.81%		0.79%		0.77%

				Mar-17-2022		79.86%		86.08%		92.10%		87.86%		92.56%		96.55%				-20.14%		-13.92%		-7.90%		-12.14%		-7.44%		-3.45%				0.91%		0.89%		0.96%		0.97%		0.85%		0.72%

				Mar-18-2022		80.37%		87.48%		92.67%		89.06%		93.64%		96.93%				-19.63%		-12.52%		-7.33%		-10.94%		-6.36%		-3.07%				0.97%		0.89%		0.92%		0.89%		0.83%		0.72%

				Mar-21-2022		80.04%		87.10%		92.20%		88.90%		93.60%		97.09%				-19.96%		-12.90%		-7.80%		-11.10%		-6.40%		-2.91%				1.02%		1.03%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		0.72%

				Mar-22-2022		80.08%		87.02%		92.07%		89.45%		94.66%		97.61%				-19.92%		-12.98%		-7.93%		-10.55%		-5.34%		-2.39%				1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		0.95%		0.80%		0.75%

				Mar-23-2022		79.37%		86.91%		89.52%		88.20%		93.50%		96.71%				-20.63%		-13.09%		-10.48%		-11.80%		-6.50%		-3.29%				1.04%		1.01%		1.37%		1.13%		1.27%		0.76%

				Mar-24-2022		79.11%		85.57%		88.59%		89.22%		94.84%		97.44%				-20.89%		-14.43%		-11.41%		-10.78%		-5.16%		-2.56%				1.01%		1.11%		1.10%		0.91%		0.76%		0.76%

				Mar-25-2022		78.47%		84.88%		88.77%		90.49%		95.32%		98.05%				-21.53%		-15.12%		-11.23%		-9.51%		-4.68%		-1.95%				1.03%		1.05%		0.98%		0.87%		0.88%		0.75%

				Mar-28-2022		78.07%		84.42%		88.35%		90.16%		96.00%		98.08%				-21.93%		-15.58%		-11.65%		-9.84%		-4.00%		-1.92%				1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		0.82%		0.77%

				Mar-29-2022		79.00%		85.61%		90.83%		91.45%		97.18%		98.96%				-21.00%		-14.39%		-9.17%		-8.55%		-2.82%		-1.04%				0.96%		0.92%		0.77%		0.85%		0.61%		0.77%

				Mar-30-2022		79.77%		86.25%		90.00%		90.84%		96.56%		98.81%				-20.23%		-13.75%		-10.00%		-9.16%		-3.44%		-1.19%				0.96%		0.95%		1.10%		1.08%		1.34%		0.77%

				Mar-31-2022		79.10%		84.67%		88.71%		89.58%		95.05%		97.26%				-20.90%		-15.33%		-11.29%		-10.42%		-4.95%		-2.74%				1.03%		1.12%		1.14%		1.15%		1.62%		0.77%

				Apr-01-2022		79.74%		84.38%		89.44%		89.96%		95.38%		96.58%				-20.26%		-15.62%		-10.56%		-10.04%		-4.62%		-3.42%				0.97%		1.02%		0.93%		0.96%		0.92%		0.77%

				Apr-04-2022		79.68%		84.58%		88.64%		89.84%		96.15%		96.41%				-20.32%		-15.42%		-11.36%		-10.16%		-3.85%		-3.59%				1.00%		0.99%		1.08%		1.01%		0.79%		0.75%

				Apr-05-2022		79.07%		83.44%		86.56%		88.22%		94.94%		95.07%				-20.93%		-16.56%		-13.44%		-11.78%		-5.06%		-4.93%				1.03%		1.08%		1.20%		1.18%		1.42%		0.78%

				Apr-06-2022		77.94%		82.07%		85.81%		87.55%		94.02%		94.34%				-22.06%		-17.93%		-14.19%		-12.45%		-5.98%		-5.66%				1.06%		1.09%		1.06%		1.06%		1.23%		0.78%

				Apr-07-2022		77.04%		82.60%		86.16%		86.95%		94.42%		94.63%				-22.96%		-17.40%		-13.84%		-13.05%		-5.58%		-5.37%				1.04%		0.97%		0.97%		1.05%		0.92%		0.79%

				Apr-08-2022		76.50%		82.89%		85.80%		85.89%		94.17%		94.06%				-23.50%		-17.11%		-14.20%		-14.11%		-5.83%		-5.94%				1.02%		0.98%		1.03%		1.09%		1.05%		0.78%

				Apr-11-2022		74.44%		81.65%		85.44%		84.91%		92.58%		93.78%				-25.56%		-18.35%		-14.56%		-15.09%		-7.42%		-6.22%				1.09%		1.08%		1.03%		1.07%		1.33%		0.81%

				Apr-12-2022		74.85%		81.54%		86.14%		84.91%		92.26%		93.65%				-25.15%		-18.46%		-13.86%		-15.09%		-7.74%		-6.35%				0.98%		1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		1.05%		0.81%

				Apr-13-2022		75.70%		83.05%		87.29%		86.01%		93.29%		94.56%				-24.30%		-16.95%		-12.71%		-13.99%		-6.71%		-5.44%				0.96%		0.91%		0.91%		0.92%		0.85%		0.81%

				Apr-14-2022		76.06%		81.06%		87.61%		85.61%		92.16%		94.47%				-23.94%		-18.94%		-12.39%		-14.39%		-7.84%		-5.53%				0.98%		1.12%		0.97%		1.03%		1.20%		0.80%

				Apr-15-2022		75.94%		81.06%		87.61%		85.61%		92.16%		94.47%				-24.06%		-18.94%		-12.39%		-14.39%		-7.84%		-5.53%				1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-18-2022		75.18%		80.70%		87.19%		85.21%		92.14%		94.11%				-24.82%		-19.30%		-12.81%		-14.79%		-7.86%		-5.89%				1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-19-2022		75.56%		82.69%		87.45%		87.38%		93.62%		95.81%				-24.44%		-17.31%		-12.55%		-12.62%		-6.38%		-4.19%				0.98%		0.89%		0.98%		0.84%		0.78%		0.82%

				Apr-20-2022		76.79%		83.78%		89.54%		88.17%		93.56%		96.33%				-23.21%		-16.22%		-10.46%		-11.83%		-6.44%		-3.67%				0.95%		0.93%		0.82%		0.93%		1.01%		0.81%

				Apr-21-2022		76.18%		84.68%		89.84%		88.11%		92.18%		95.36%				-23.82%		-15.32%		-10.16%		-11.89%		-7.82%		-4.64%				1.03%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		1.25%		0.80%

				Apr-22-2022		75.12%		82.46%		87.88%		85.51%		89.63%		92.99%				-24.88%		-17.54%		-12.12%		-14.49%		-10.37%		-7.01%				1.05%		1.16%		1.21%		1.24%		1.37%		0.78%

				Apr-25-2022		73.65%		80.87%		87.26%		85.37%		90.14%		92.99%				-26.35%		-19.13%		-12.74%		-14.63%		-9.86%		-7.01%				1.06%		1.10%		1.06%		1.01%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-26-2022		71.38%		78.97%		85.10%		83.01%		87.60%		90.95%				-28.62%		-21.03%		-14.90%		-16.99%		-12.40%		-9.05%				1.09%		1.10%		1.18%		1.17%		1.29%		0.80%

				Apr-27-2022		71.59%		78.67%		84.94%		82.80%		87.78%		91.28%				-28.41%		-21.33%		-15.06%		-17.20%		-12.22%		-8.72%				0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		0.81%

				Apr-28-2022		71.52%		79.97%		83.12%		84.25%		89.96%		92.32%				-28.48%		-20.03%		-16.88%		-15.75%		-10.04%		-7.68%				1.00%		0.94%		1.13%		0.91%		0.81%		0.82%

				Apr-29-2022		72.04%		78.38%		84.01%		84.33%		86.69%		89.90%				-27.96%		-21.62%		-15.99%		-15.67%		-13.31%		-10.10%				0.98%		1.08%		0.94%		0.99%		1.36%		0.80%

				May-02-2022		71.88%		77.21%		83.31%		85.15%		87.18%		90.05%				-28.12%		-22.79%		-16.69%		-14.85%		-12.82%		-9.95%				1.01%		1.06%		1.05%		0.94%		0.96%		0.79%

				May-03-2022		71.88%		76.51%		84.61%		85.61%		87.61%		90.68%				-28.12%		-23.49%		-15.39%		-14.39%		-12.39%		-9.32%				1.00%		1.03%		0.92%		0.97%		0.96%		0.82%

				May-04-2022		71.38%		78.53%		85.39%		86.45%		90.22%		93.28%				-28.62%		-21.47%		-14.61%		-13.55%		-9.78%		-6.72%				1.02%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		0.77%		0.81%

				May-05-2022		70.68%		75.85%		83.55%		83.75%		87.01%		90.80%				-29.32%		-24.15%		-16.45%		-16.25%		-12.99%		-9.20%				1.03%		1.13%		1.14%		1.22%		1.37%		0.84%

				May-06-2022		69.67%		73.98%		82.43%		82.86%		86.51%		90.21%				-30.33%		-26.02%		-17.57%		-17.14%		-13.49%		-9.79%				1.04%		1.08%		1.07%		1.06%		1.04%		0.84%

				May-09-2022		68.11%		72.55%		80.03%		80.75%		83.74%		88.04%				-31.89%		-27.45%		-19.97%		-19.25%		-16.26%		-11.96%				1.05%		1.06%		1.14%		1.13%		1.22%		0.88%

				May-10-2022		68.35%		72.84%		79.98%		80.70%		83.95%		87.47%				-31.65%		-27.16%		-20.02%		-19.30%		-16.05%		-12.53%				0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.90%

				May-11-2022		68.52%		72.35%		79.65%		80.42%		82.56%		86.66%				-31.48%		-27.65%		-20.35%		-19.58%		-17.44%		-13.34%				0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.09%		0.90%

				May-12-2022		69.07%		74.08%		79.20%		80.76%		82.46%		86.78%				-30.93%		-25.92%		-20.80%		-19.24%		-17.54%		-13.22%				0.98%		0.94%		1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		0.89%

				May-13-2022		70.34%		74.94%		80.65%		81.75%		84.43%		87.85%				-29.66%		-25.06%		-19.35%		-18.25%		-15.57%		-12.15%				0.96%		0.97%		0.93%		0.95%		0.88%		0.87%

				May-16-2022		69.75%		74.38%		80.33%		81.75%		84.09%		87.71%				-30.25%		-25.62%		-19.67%		-18.25%		-15.91%		-12.29%				1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.86%

				May-17-2022		70.71%		75.93%		82.10%		83.73%		85.79%		89.71%				-29.29%		-24.07%		-17.90%		-16.27%		-14.21%		-10.29%				0.97%		0.94%		0.91%		0.89%		0.89%		0.89%

				May-18-2022		68.94%		72.92%		80.68%		81.36%		82.32%		86.34%				-31.06%		-27.08%		-19.32%		-18.64%		-17.68%		-13.66%				1.06%		1.13%		1.08%		1.16%		1.26%		0.89%

				May-19-2022		68.77%		73.07%		80.56%		81.30%		81.84%		85.52%				-31.23%		-26.93%		-19.44%		-18.70%		-18.16%		-14.48%				1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.89%

				May-20-2022		69.04%		72.85%		80.40%		80.46%		81.86%		84.61%				-30.96%		-27.15%		-19.60%		-19.54%		-18.14%		-15.39%				0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		0.91%

				May-23-2022		68.73%		73.34%		81.33%		81.11%		83.37%		85.99%				-31.27%		-26.66%		-18.67%		-18.89%		-16.63%		-14.01%				1.01%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		0.91%		0.90%

				May-24-2022		67.95%		72.89%		82.09%		80.43%		82.70%		85.88%				-32.05%		-27.11%		-17.91%		-19.57%		-17.30%		-14.12%				1.03%		1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.04%		0.92%

				May-25-2022		68.03%		72.74%		82.19%		80.63%		83.48%		86.43%				-31.97%		-27.26%		-17.81%		-19.37%		-16.52%		-13.57%				1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.95%		0.91%

				May-26-2022		68.71%		73.58%		83.74%		82.51%		85.14%		88.16%				-31.29%		-26.42%		-16.26%		-17.49%		-14.86%		-11.84%				0.98%		0.97%		0.91%		0.90%		0.89%		0.92%

				May-27-2022		69.63%		75.47%		85.85%		84.35%		87.24%		89.96%				-30.37%		-24.53%		-14.15%		-15.65%		-12.76%		-10.04%				0.97%		0.93%		0.86%		0.89%		0.85%		0.92%

				May-30-2022		70.70%		76.06%		86.27%		84.68%		87.24%		89.96%				-29.30%		-23.94%		-13.73%		-15.32%		-12.76%		-10.04%				0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-31-2022		70.22%		75.33%		84.72%		83.75%		86.70%		89.20%				-29.78%		-24.67%		-15.28%		-16.25%		-13.30%		-10.80%				1.02%		1.03%		1.12%		1.06%		1.05%		0.92%

				Jun-01-2022		69.92%		75.19%		83.24%		83.14%		86.05%		88.64%				-30.08%		-24.81%		-16.76%		-16.86%		-13.95%		-11.36%				1.01%		1.01%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		0.92%

				Jun-02-2022		70.53%		76.38%		85.24%		85.22%		87.63%		90.32%				-29.47%		-23.62%		-14.76%		-14.78%		-12.37%		-9.68%				0.98%		0.95%		0.87%		0.87%		0.88%		0.96%

				Jun-03-2022		70.00%		75.42%		84.76%		84.31%		86.20%		90.00%				-30.00%		-24.58%		-15.24%		-15.69%		-13.80%		-10.00%				1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.07%		1.13%		0.96%

				Jun-06-2022		70.03%		75.70%		85.45%		84.61%		86.47%		90.36%				-29.97%		-24.30%		-14.55%		-15.39%		-13.53%		-9.64%				1.00%		0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		0.96%

				Jun-07-2022		70.29%		75.84%		85.70%		85.20%		87.30%		91.58%				-29.71%		-24.16%		-14.30%		-14.80%		-12.70%		-8.42%				0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.96%		0.93%		0.95%

				Jun-08-2022		69.94%		75.13%		84.79%		84.31%		86.35%		89.91%				-30.06%		-24.87%		-15.21%		-15.69%		-13.65%		-10.09%				1.01%		1.03%		1.07%		1.06%		1.08%		0.96%

				Jun-09-2022		68.69%		73.71%		84.39%		82.76%		84.30%		88.14%				-31.31%		-26.29%		-15.61%		-17.24%		-15.70%		-11.86%				1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.11%		1.16%		0.98%

				Jun-10-2022		67.10%		72.02%		82.10%		80.04%		81.84%		85.53%				-32.90%		-27.98%		-17.90%		-19.96%		-18.16%		-14.47%				1.05%		1.07%		1.16%		1.17%		1.17%		0.99%

				Jun-13-2022		65.02%		70.28%		79.17%		78.04%		78.67%		82.94%				-34.98%		-29.72%		-20.83%		-21.96%		-21.33%		-17.06%				1.07%		1.06%		1.17%		1.11%		1.18%		0.99%

				Jun-14-2022		64.61%		69.83%		78.14%		77.29%		78.37%		82.74%				-35.39%		-30.17%		-21.86%		-22.71%		-21.63%		-17.26%				1.01%		1.02%		1.05%		1.04%		1.01%		0.97%

				Jun-15-2022		65.74%		69.90%		78.88%		78.15%		79.52%		83.57%				-34.26%		-30.10%		-21.12%		-21.85%		-20.48%		-16.43%				0.97%		1.00%		0.96%		0.96%		0.94%		0.99%

				Jun-16-2022		64.35%		67.24%		74.50%		75.08%		76.93%		80.75%				-35.65%		-32.76%		-25.50%		-24.92%		-23.07%		-19.25%				1.04%		1.09%		1.22%		1.15%		1.13%		0.99%

				Jun-17-2022		64.17%		67.27%		75.28%		74.66%		77.10%		80.56%				-35.83%		-32.73%		-24.72%		-25.34%		-22.90%		-19.44%				1.01%		1.00%		0.97%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%

				Jun-20-2022		65.31%		67.47%		75.36%		74.88%		77.10%		80.56%				-34.69%		-32.53%		-24.64%		-25.12%		-22.90%		-19.44%				0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%

				Jun-21-2022		66.29%		68.37%		76.96%		75.55%		78.99%		82.00%				-33.71%		-31.63%		-23.04%		-24.45%		-21.01%		-18.00%				0.97%		0.97%		0.93%		0.97%		0.91%		1.01%

				Jun-22-2022		65.55%		67.54%		77.44%		74.49%		78.89%		81.56%				-34.45%		-32.46%		-22.56%		-25.51%		-21.11%		-18.44%				1.02%		1.03%		0.98%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%

				Jun-23-2022		65.98%		67.06%		77.36%		73.31%		79.64%		81.13%				-34.02%		-32.94%		-22.64%		-26.69%		-20.36%		-18.87%				0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		0.96%		0.97%

				Jun-24-2022		68.16%		69.94%		80.20%		75.97%		82.07%		83.96%				-31.84%		-30.06%		-19.80%		-24.03%		-17.93%		-16.04%				0.93%		0.91%		0.87%		0.90%		0.87%		0.94%

				Jun-27-2022		69.18%		70.98%		80.64%		75.87%		81.83%		83.75%				-30.82%		-29.02%		-19.36%		-24.13%		-18.17%		-16.25%				0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		0.95%

				Jun-28-2022		68.67%		69.61%		80.04%		74.97%		80.18%		82.79%				-31.33%		-30.39%		-19.96%		-25.03%		-19.82%		-17.21%				1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.10%		0.98%

				Jun-29-2022		68.52%		69.88%		78.95%		74.00%		80.12%		82.28%				-31.48%		-30.12%		-21.05%		-26.00%		-19.88%		-17.72%				1.00%		0.99%		1.06%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%

				Jun-30-2022		69.03%		68.84%		78.81%		73.40%		79.42%		82.51%				-30.97%		-31.16%		-21.19%		-26.60%		-20.58%		-17.49%				0.98%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		1.04%		1.00%

				Jul-01-2022		68.81%		69.11%		79.12%		73.58%		80.26%		83.26%				-31.19%		-30.89%		-20.88%		-26.42%		-19.74%		-16.74%				1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.02%

				Jul-04-2022		69.32%		69.45%		79.29%		73.34%		80.26%		83.26%				-30.68%		-30.55%		-20.71%		-26.66%		-19.74%		-16.74%				0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%

				Jul-05-2022		69.08%		68.74%		78.76%		71.95%		80.39%		81.98%				-30.92%		-31.26%		-21.24%		-28.05%		-19.61%		-18.02%				1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.05%		0.99%		1.04%

				Jul-06-2022		68.89%		70.33%		78.71%		72.58%		80.67%		82.48%				-31.11%		-29.67%		-21.29%		-27.42%		-19.33%		-17.52%				1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%		1.04%

				Jul-07-2022		69.05%		71.28%		80.01%		73.13%		81.88%		83.46%				-30.95%		-28.72%		-19.99%		-26.87%		-18.12%		-16.54%				0.99%		0.97%		0.94%		0.98%		0.93%		1.03%

				Jul-08-2022		68.72%		71.06%		80.03%		73.18%		81.81%		83.08%				-31.28%		-28.94%		-19.97%		-26.82%		-18.19%		-16.92%				1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%

				Jul-11-2022		68.64%		70.85%		79.45%		72.67%		80.87%		82.52%				-31.36%		-29.15%		-20.55%		-27.33%		-19.13%		-17.48%				1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%

				Jul-12-2022		69.10%		70.32%		79.48%		72.60%		80.12%		82.26%				-30.90%		-29.68%		-20.52%		-27.40%		-19.88%		-17.74%				0.98%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.03%

				Jul-13-2022		68.09%		68.95%		79.34%		71.98%		79.77%		81.27%				-31.91%		-31.05%		-20.66%		-28.02%		-20.23%		-18.73%				1.03%		1.05%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.03%

				Jul-14-2022		66.54%		69.35%		78.90%		71.15%		79.53%		80.80%				-33.46%		-30.65%		-21.10%		-28.85%		-20.47%		-19.20%				1.05%		0.99%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%

				Jul-15-2022		66.70%		70.69%		80.43%		72.69%		81.05%		82.07%				-33.30%		-29.31%		-19.57%		-27.31%		-18.95%		-17.93%				1.00%		0.95%		0.92%		0.94%		0.92%		1.03%

				Jul-18-2022		66.86%		70.07%		80.53%		72.45%		80.38%		81.58%				-33.14%		-29.93%		-19.47%		-27.55%		-19.62%		-18.42%				1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.02%

				Jul-19-2022		68.23%		71.46%		83.06%		75.13%		82.60%		84.51%				-31.77%		-28.54%		-16.94%		-24.87%		-17.40%		-15.49%				0.96%		0.95%		0.86%		0.90%		0.88%		1.05%

				Jul-20-2022		69.14%		72.45%		83.08%		75.67%		83.08%		85.13%				-30.86%		-27.55%		-16.92%		-24.33%		-16.92%		-14.87%				0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		1.05%

				Jul-21-2022		70.05%		73.15%		83.99%		76.82%		83.90%		85.71%				-29.95%		-26.85%		-16.01%		-23.18%		-16.10%		-14.29%				0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.95%		0.95%		1.09%

				Jul-22-2022		70.63%		73.41%		83.99%		76.89%		83.12%		85.45%				-29.37%		-26.59%		-16.01%		-23.11%		-16.88%		-14.55%				0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.05%		1.13%

				Jul-25-2022		70.67%		73.87%		83.84%		77.00%		83.23%		85.85%				-29.33%		-26.13%		-16.16%		-23.00%		-16.77%		-14.15%				1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.14%

				Jul-26-2022		70.80%		72.14%		83.38%		76.68%		82.27%		85.40%				-29.20%		-27.86%		-16.62%		-23.32%		-17.73%		-14.60%				1.00%		1.07%		1.03%		1.01%		1.06%		1.15%

				Jul-27-2022		71.02%		73.54%		84.37%		78.28%		84.42%		86.74%				-28.98%		-26.46%		-15.63%		-21.72%		-15.58%		-13.26%				0.99%		0.95%		0.94%		0.93%		0.87%		1.16%

				Jul-28-2022		71.87%		75.54%		88.09%		80.57%		85.44%		88.54%				-28.13%		-24.46%		-11.91%		-19.43%		-14.56%		-11.46%				0.97%		0.92%		0.75%		0.89%		0.93%		1.11%

				Jul-29-2022		72.63%		79.80%		90.88%		82.00%		86.66%		90.31%				-27.37%		-20.20%		-9.12%		-18.00%		-13.34%		-9.69%				0.97%		0.82%		0.74%		0.92%		0.91%		1.09%

				Aug-01-2022		72.74%		80.12%		90.96%		81.96%		86.41%		90.43%				-27.26%		-19.88%		-9.04%		-18.04%		-13.59%		-9.57%				1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-02-2022		71.60%		78.79%		89.39%		81.01%		85.84%		89.48%				-28.40%		-21.21%		-10.61%		-18.99%		-14.16%		-10.52%				1.04%		1.07%		1.20%		1.06%		1.05%		1.05%

				Aug-03-2022		71.89%		78.89%		89.76%		82.26%		87.18%		90.35%				-28.11%		-21.11%		-10.24%		-17.74%		-12.82%		-9.65%				0.99%		1.00%		0.96%		0.93%		0.90%		1.06%

				Aug-04-2022		72.77%		79.84%		89.16%		82.93%		87.11%		90.63%				-27.23%		-20.16%		-10.84%		-17.07%		-12.89%		-9.37%				0.97%		0.95%		1.06%		0.96%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-05-2022		72.58%		80.19%		87.98%		82.65%		86.97%		90.82%				-27.42%		-19.81%		-12.02%		-17.35%		-13.03%		-9.18%				1.01%		0.98%		1.12%		1.02%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-08-2022		72.83%		80.49%		88.48%		83.01%		86.86%		90.75%				-27.17%		-19.51%		-11.52%		-16.99%		-13.14%		-9.25%				0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.98%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-09-2022		72.33%		79.18%		87.57%		81.59%		86.49%		90.42%				-27.67%		-20.82%		-12.43%		-18.41%		-13.51%		-9.58%				1.02%		1.07%		1.09%		1.09%		1.03%		1.01%

				Aug-10-2022		73.19%		81.69%		89.59%		83.29%		88.34%		92.42%				-26.81%		-18.31%		-10.41%		-16.71%		-11.66%		-7.58%				0.97%		0.87%		0.82%		0.90%		0.85%		1.04%

				Aug-11-2022		73.93%		81.91%		90.32%		83.85%		88.27%		92.85%				-26.07%		-18.09%		-9.68%		-16.15%		-11.73%		-7.15%				0.97%		0.99%		0.92%		0.96%		1.01%		1.04%

				Aug-12-2022		75.21%		82.73%		91.80%		85.04%		89.80%		94.21%				-24.79%		-17.27%		-8.20%		-14.96%		-10.20%		-5.79%				0.95%		0.95%		0.83%		0.92%		0.86%		1.03%

				Aug-15-2022		75.80%		82.98%		91.36%		85.35%		90.16%		94.44%				-24.20%		-17.02%		-8.64%		-14.65%		-9.84%		-5.56%				0.98%		0.98%		1.06%		0.98%		0.96%		1.01%

				Aug-16-2022		75.70%		83.38%		91.43%		85.92%		90.33%		94.86%				-24.30%		-16.62%		-8.57%		-14.08%		-9.67%		-5.14%				1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		1.01%

				Aug-17-2022		76.03%		83.34%		90.97%		84.79%		89.67%		94.12%				-23.97%		-16.66%		-9.03%		-15.21%		-10.33%		-5.88%				0.99%		1.00%		1.06%		1.09%		1.08%		1.02%

				Aug-18-2022		76.10%		83.45%		91.54%		85.62%		89.88%		94.43%				-23.90%		-16.55%		-8.46%		-14.38%		-10.12%		-5.57%				1.00%		0.99%		0.93%		0.94%		0.98%		1.00%

				Aug-19-2022		74.50%		81.90%		90.04%		84.15%		88.72%		93.23%				-25.50%		-18.10%		-9.96%		-15.85%		-11.28%		-6.77%				1.07%		1.10%		1.20%		1.11%		1.13%		0.98%

				Aug-22-2022		73.25%		80.45%		88.13%		81.96%		86.82%		91.42%				-26.75%		-19.55%		-11.87%		-18.04%		-13.18%		-8.58%				1.05%		1.08%		1.21%		1.15%		1.18%		1.00%

				Aug-23-2022		72.63%		79.75%		87.98%		82.03%		86.63%		91.59%				-27.37%		-20.25%		-12.02%		-17.97%		-13.37%		-8.41%				1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%

				Aug-24-2022		72.50%		80.35%		89.02%		82.15%		86.88%		91.88%				-27.50%		-19.65%		-10.98%		-17.85%		-13.12%		-8.12%				1.00%		0.97%		0.91%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%

				Aug-25-2022		73.76%		81.04%		90.30%		83.42%		88.10%		93.29%				-26.24%		-18.96%		-9.70%		-16.58%		-11.90%		-6.71%				0.95%		0.96%		0.87%		0.92%		0.90%		0.98%

				Aug-26-2022		72.35%		79.02%		88.43%		80.39%		85.13%		90.01%				-27.65%		-20.98%		-11.57%		-19.61%		-14.87%		-9.99%				1.06%		1.11%		1.21%		1.19%		1.27%		1.00%

				Aug-29-2022		71.25%		78.48%		88.17%		79.93%		84.57%		89.62%				-28.75%		-21.52%		-11.83%		-20.07%		-15.43%		-10.38%				1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%

				Aug-30-2022		71.60%		77.87%		86.99%		79.59%		83.63%		88.29%				-28.40%		-22.13%		-13.01%		-20.41%		-16.37%		-11.71%				0.99%		1.03%		1.11%		1.02%		1.07%		0.97%

				Aug-31-2022		71.97%		77.13%		87.09%		78.73%		82.98%		87.53%				-28.03%		-22.87%		-12.91%		-21.27%		-17.02%		-12.47%				0.99%		1.04%		0.99%		1.04%		1.04%		1.01%

				Sep-01-2022		72.68%		76.69%		85.58%		79.06%		83.23%		87.65%				-27.32%		-23.31%		-14.42%		-20.94%		-16.77%		-12.35%				0.97%		1.02%		1.13%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%

				Sep-02-2022		72.19%		76.41%		86.41%		78.53%		82.34%		86.78%				-27.81%		-23.59%		-13.59%		-21.47%		-17.66%		-13.22%				1.02%		1.01%		0.94%		1.03%		1.06%		0.99%

				Sep-05-2022		72.12%		76.18%		85.59%		78.17%		82.34%		86.78%				-27.88%		-23.82%		-14.41%		-21.83%		-17.66%		-13.22%				1.00%		1.01%		1.07%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%

				Sep-06-2022		71.86%		76.63%		85.00%		77.90%		82.00%		86.92%				-28.14%		-23.37%		-15.00%		-22.10%		-18.00%		-13.08%				1.01%		0.98%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%

				Sep-07-2022		72.87%		77.70%		86.72%		79.37%		83.50%		88.34%				-27.13%		-22.30%		-13.28%		-20.63%		-16.50%		-11.66%				0.96%		0.95%		0.88%		0.93%		0.91%		1.01%

				Sep-08-2022		73.92%		78.11%		87.64%		79.57%		84.05%		88.58%				-26.08%		-21.89%		-12.36%		-20.43%		-15.95%		-11.42%				0.96%		0.98%		0.93%		0.99%		0.96%		1.05%

				Sep-09-2022		75.09%		79.20%		89.69%		81.13%		85.34%		89.73%				-24.91%		-20.80%		-10.31%		-18.87%		-14.66%		-10.27%				0.95%		0.95%		0.82%		0.92%		0.91%		1.03%

				Sep-12-2022		75.81%		79.70%		90.98%		81.82%		86.24%		90.27%				-24.19%		-20.30%		-9.02%		-18.18%		-13.76%		-9.73%				0.97%		0.97%		0.86%		0.96%		0.93%		1.02%

				Sep-13-2022		74.37%		77.56%		88.31%		78.50%		82.51%		86.85%				-25.63%		-22.44%		-11.69%		-21.50%		-17.49%		-13.15%				1.06%		1.11%		1.33%		1.19%		1.29%		1.04%

				Sep-14-2022		73.61%		76.42%		87.93%		77.29%		82.79%		86.69%				-26.39%		-23.58%		-12.07%		-22.71%		-17.21%		-13.31%				1.03%		1.05%		1.04%		1.06%		0.98%		1.02%

				Sep-15-2022		73.62%		74.75%		87.77%		76.16%		81.85%		85.77%				-26.38%		-25.25%		-12.23%		-23.84%		-18.15%		-14.23%				1.00%		1.07%		1.01%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%

				Sep-16-2022		71.75%		73.75%		87.42%		75.21%		81.27%		84.00%				-28.25%		-26.25%		-12.58%		-24.79%		-18.73%		-16.00%				1.07%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%

				Sep-19-2022		72.03%		74.50%		88.63%		75.99%		81.82%		85.12%				-27.97%		-25.50%		-11.37%		-24.01%		-18.18%		-14.88%				0.99%		0.97%		0.90%		0.97%		0.97%		1.03%

				Sep-20-2022		70.48%		73.69%		87.46%		75.01%		80.90%		84.07%				-29.52%		-26.31%		-12.54%		-24.99%		-19.10%		-15.93%				1.06%		1.03%		1.11%		1.04%		1.05%		1.04%

				Sep-21-2022		69.10%		72.51%		87.15%		74.16%		79.52%		82.94%				-30.90%		-27.49%		-12.85%		-25.84%		-20.48%		-17.06%				1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.08%		1.03%

				Sep-22-2022		67.29%		71.14%		85.87%		72.95%		78.85%		81.71%				-32.71%		-28.86%		-14.13%		-27.05%		-21.15%		-18.29%				1.06%		1.05%		1.11%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%

				Sep-23-2022		66.83%		69.97%		83.51%		71.68%		77.49%		80.18%				-33.17%		-30.03%		-16.49%		-28.32%		-22.51%		-19.82%				1.01%		1.04%		1.18%		1.05%		1.07%		1.02%

				Sep-26-2022		66.02%		69.56%		82.64%		70.98%		76.69%		79.27%				-33.98%		-30.44%		-17.36%		-29.02%		-23.31%		-20.73%				1.03%		1.01%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%

				Sep-27-2022		66.24%		68.29%		81.85%		70.92%		76.52%		79.03%				-33.76%		-31.71%		-18.15%		-29.08%		-23.48%		-20.97%				0.99%		1.04%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.04%

				Sep-28-2022		67.03%		70.13%		83.44%		72.54%		78.03%		80.80%				-32.97%		-29.87%		-16.56%		-27.46%		-21.97%		-19.20%				0.98%		0.94%		0.91%		0.94%		0.93%		1.05%

				Sep-29-2022		66.09%		68.91%		82.86%		70.96%		76.38%		79.32%				-33.91%		-31.09%		-17.14%		-29.04%		-23.62%		-20.68%				1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%		1.08%		1.05%

				Sep-30-2022		65.55%		68.80%		83.49%		70.25%		75.23%		78.28%				-34.45%		-31.20%		-16.51%		-29.75%		-24.77%		-21.72%				1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.03%		1.05%		1.04%

				Oct-03-2022		67.18%		71.31%		86.14%		72.70%		77.18%		80.67%				-32.82%		-28.69%		-13.86%		-27.30%		-22.82%		-19.33%				0.95%		0.92%		0.83%		0.91%		0.92%		1.04%

				Oct-04-2022		68.97%		74.38%		88.92%		75.58%		79.54%		83.49%				-31.03%		-25.62%		-11.08%		-24.42%		-20.46%		-16.51%				0.94%		0.89%		0.78%		0.89%		0.89%		1.00%

				Oct-05-2022		68.80%		74.32%		87.31%		75.94%		79.38%		83.01%				-31.20%		-25.68%		-12.69%		-24.06%		-20.62%		-16.99%				1.01%		1.00%		1.16%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%

				Oct-06-2022		68.09%		73.45%		87.54%		75.09%		78.56%		82.10%				-31.91%		-26.55%		-12.46%		-24.91%		-21.44%		-17.90%				1.02%		1.04%		0.98%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%

				Oct-07-2022		66.09%		71.28%		85.78%		73.11%		76.36%		80.52%				-33.91%		-28.72%		-14.22%		-26.89%		-23.64%		-19.48%				1.06%		1.08%		1.15%		1.08%		1.11%		1.05%

				Oct-10-2022		66.03%		71.34%		85.95%		73.04%		75.79%		80.79%				-33.97%		-28.66%		-14.05%		-26.96%		-24.21%		-19.21%				1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.03%		1.05%

				Oct-11-2022		65.51%		71.48%		86.79%		73.17%		75.30%		80.80%				-34.49%		-28.52%		-13.21%		-26.83%		-24.70%		-19.20%				1.02%		0.99%		0.94%		0.99%		1.02%		1.05%

				Oct-12-2022		65.04%		70.49%		85.86%		72.92%		75.05%		80.14%				-34.96%		-29.51%		-14.14%		-27.08%		-24.95%		-19.86%				1.01%		1.04%		1.08%		1.01%		1.01%		1.06%

				Oct-13-2022		64.49%		71.31%		87.63%		75.22%		77.00%		81.90%				-35.51%		-28.69%		-12.37%		-24.78%		-23.00%		-18.10%				1.02%		0.97%		0.87%		0.91%		0.92%		1.08%

				Oct-14-2022		64.33%		69.10%		86.66%		73.50%		75.18%		80.07%				-35.67%		-30.90%		-13.34%		-26.50%		-24.82%		-19.93%				1.00%		1.08%		1.09%		1.07%		1.08%		1.07%

				Oct-17-2022		65.01%		71.06%		89.91%		75.15%		77.17%		81.87%				-34.99%		-28.94%		-10.09%		-24.85%		-22.83%		-18.13%				0.98%		0.93%		0.74%		0.94%		0.92%		1.07%

				Oct-18-2022		65.85%		72.65%		91.26%		76.37%		78.05%		83.80%				-34.15%		-27.35%		-8.74%		-23.63%		-21.95%		-16.20%				0.98%		0.94%		0.85%		0.95%		0.96%		1.09%

				Oct-19-2022		63.46%		70.61%		90.64%		75.95%		77.53%		83.23%				-36.54%		-29.39%		-9.36%		-24.05%		-22.47%		-16.77%				1.07%		1.08%		1.08%		1.02%		1.02%		1.07%

				Oct-20-2022		62.22%		69.50%		89.14%		75.43%		76.91%		81.64%				-37.78%		-30.50%		-10.86%		-24.57%		-23.09%		-18.36%				1.03%		1.04%		1.18%		1.02%		1.03%		1.07%

				Oct-21-2022		62.75%		70.62%		90.00%		77.39%		78.74%		83.80%				-37.25%		-29.38%		-10.00%		-22.61%		-21.26%		-16.20%				0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.92%		0.92%		1.08%

				Oct-24-2022		62.88%		72.29%		91.79%		79.13%		79.67%		84.93%				-37.12%		-27.71%		-8.21%		-20.87%		-20.33%		-15.07%				1.00%		0.94%		0.80%		0.92%		0.95%		1.09%

				Oct-25-2022		64.46%		73.89%		93.79%		80.72%		80.97%		86.07%				-35.54%		-26.11%		-6.21%		-19.28%		-19.03%		-13.93%				0.96%		0.94%		0.72%		0.92%		0.93%		1.08%

				Oct-26-2022		64.94%		75.11%		94.81%		80.96%		80.37%		86.37%				-35.06%		-24.89%		-5.19%		-19.04%		-19.63%		-13.63%				0.99%		0.95%		0.80%		0.99%		1.03%		1.10%

				Oct-27-2022		65.32%		74.99%		97.93%		82.17%		79.88%		87.36%				-34.68%		-25.01%		-2.07%		-17.83%		-20.12%		-12.64%				0.99%		1.01%		0.26%		0.93%		1.03%		1.10%

				Oct-28-2022		65.47%		77.31%		99.99%		84.44%		81.85%		89.44%				-34.53%		-22.69%		-0.01%		-15.56%		-18.15%		-10.56%				1.00%		0.90%		-0.93%		0.87%		0.90%		1.09%

				Oct-31-2022		64.72%		77.51%		100.07%		83.62%		81.24%		89.13%				-35.28%		-22.49%		0.07%		-16.38%		-18.76%		-10.87%				1.02%		0.99%		1.08%		1.06%		1.04%		1.08%

				Nov-01-2022		65.47%		78.29%		100.50%		83.47%		80.91%		89.08%				-34.53%		-21.71%		0.50%		-16.53%		-19.09%		-10.92%				0.98%		0.96%		1.40%		1.01%		1.02%		1.10%

				Nov-02-2022		65.31%		77.10%		98.03%		82.39%		78.88%		87.51%				-34.69%		-22.90%		-1.97%		-17.61%		-21.12%		-12.49%				1.00%		1.06%		-0.65%		1.07%		1.11%		1.13%

				Nov-03-2022		65.78%		76.72%		98.59%		84.20%		78.05%		88.42%				-34.22%		-23.28%		-1.41%		-15.80%		-21.95%		-11.58%				0.99%		1.02%		0.42%		0.89%		1.04%		1.16%

				Nov-04-2022		67.68%		77.68%		100.18%		86.73%		79.11%		89.83%				-32.32%		-22.32%		0.18%		-13.27%		-20.89%		-10.17%				0.94%		0.96%		-2.88%		0.83%		0.95%		1.15%

				Nov-07-2022		68.29%		78.13%		101.51%		87.95%		79.87%		90.78%				-31.71%		-21.87%		1.51%		-12.05%		-20.13%		-9.22%				0.98%		0.98%		2.13%		0.90%		0.96%		1.16%

				Nov-08-2022		69.23%		78.87%		101.69%		89.32%		80.32%		91.56%				-30.77%		-21.13%		1.69%		-10.68%		-19.68%		-8.44%				0.97%		0.96%		1.07%		0.88%		0.98%		1.17%

				Nov-09-2022		67.76%		77.63%		100.97%		88.06%		78.65%		90.24%				-32.24%		-22.37%		0.97%		-11.94%		-21.35%		-9.76%				1.05%		1.06%		0.73%		1.13%		1.09%		1.20%

				Nov-10-2022		70.59%		82.69%		105.27%		91.71%		83.01%		94.06%				-29.41%		-17.31%		5.27%		-8.29%		-16.99%		-5.94%				0.91%		0.76%		3.18%		0.67%		0.79%		1.21%

				Nov-11-2022		73.36%		81.60%		104.69%		91.48%		83.78%		93.96%				-26.64%		-18.40%		4.69%		-8.52%		-16.22%		-6.04%				0.90%		1.07%		0.91%		1.03%		0.95%		1.22%

				Nov-14-2022		73.37%		81.31%		103.19%		92.21%		83.03%		93.32%				-26.63%		-18.69%		3.19%		-7.79%		-16.97%		-6.68%				1.00%		1.02%		0.74%		0.90%		1.05%		1.21%

				Nov-15-2022		74.26%		81.12%		104.39%		93.63%		83.75%		94.04%				-25.74%		-18.88%		4.39%		-6.37%		-16.25%		-5.96%				0.97%		1.01%		1.29%		0.79%		0.95%		1.22%

				Nov-16-2022		73.40%		79.95%		104.55%		92.89%		83.06%		93.31%				-26.60%		-20.05%		4.55%		-7.11%		-16.94%		-6.69%				1.03%		1.07%		1.03%		1.14%		1.05%		1.24%

				Nov-17-2022		72.55%		79.74%		104.13%		92.69%		82.80%		93.08%				-27.45%		-20.26%		4.13%		-7.31%		-17.20%		-6.92%				1.03%		1.01%		0.92%		1.03%		1.02%		1.23%

				Nov-18-2022		73.44%		80.44%		106.04%		92.94%		83.20%		93.74%				-26.56%		-19.56%		6.04%		-7.06%		-16.80%		-6.26%				0.97%		0.96%		1.37%		0.96%		0.98%		1.25%

				Nov-21-2022		72.50%		80.68%		105.95%		93.09%		82.87%		94.09%				-27.50%		-19.32%		5.95%		-6.91%		-17.13%		-5.91%				1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.02%		1.26%

				Nov-22-2022		73.25%		81.85%		106.40%		94.13%		84.00%		94.80%				-26.75%		-18.15%		6.40%		-5.87%		-16.00%		-5.20%				0.97%		0.94%		1.06%		0.82%		0.93%		1.28%

				Nov-23-2022		73.44%		82.06%		106.31%		94.13%		84.50%		95.17%				-26.56%		-17.94%		6.31%		-5.87%		-15.50%		-4.83%				0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.97%		1.28%

				Nov-24-2022		73.84%		82.26%		106.75%		94.25%		84.50%		95.17%				-26.16%		-17.74%		6.75%		-5.75%		-15.50%		-4.83%				0.98%		0.99%		1.06%		0.98%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-25-2022		73.79%		82.52%		107.41%		94.40%		84.47%		95.52%				-26.21%		-17.48%		7.41%		-5.60%		-15.53%		-4.48%				1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		0.97%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-28-2022		72.42%		80.78%		105.48%		92.46%		83.17%		93.80%				-27.58%		-19.22%		5.48%		-7.54%		-16.83%		-6.20%				1.05%		1.11%		0.77%		1.42%		1.09%		1.26%

				Nov-29-2022		73.15%		79.97%		105.08%		92.51%		83.04%		94.38%				-26.85%		-20.03%		5.08%		-7.49%		-16.96%		-5.62%				0.97%		1.04%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.25%

				Nov-30-2022		73.61%		81.00%		106.16%		93.99%		85.61%		95.88%				-26.39%		-19.00%		6.16%		-6.01%		-14.39%		-4.12%				0.98%		0.95%		1.18%		0.77%		0.84%		1.28%

				Dec-01-2022		74.99%		81.86%		106.85%		94.18%		85.53%		95.87%				-25.01%		-18.14%		6.85%		-5.82%		-14.47%		-4.13%				0.95%		0.95%		1.10%		0.96%		1.01%		1.27%

				Dec-02-2022		74.98%		80.99%		106.85%		94.94%		85.43%		96.47%				-25.02%		-19.01%		6.85%		-5.06%		-14.57%		-3.53%				1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		0.84%		1.01%		1.25%

				Dec-05-2022		75.15%		79.58%		104.92%		93.67%		83.90%		94.83%				-24.85%		-20.42%		4.92%		-6.33%		-16.10%		-5.17%				0.99%		1.08%		0.75%		1.31%		1.11%		1.25%

				Dec-06-2022		74.31%		80.31%		104.58%		92.44%		82.69%		93.74%				-25.69%		-19.69%		4.58%		-7.56%		-17.31%		-6.26%				1.04%		0.96%		0.94%		1.23%		1.08%		1.28%

				Dec-07-2022		74.61%		80.72%		104.46%		92.40%		82.54%		93.61%				-25.39%		-19.28%		4.46%		-7.60%		-17.46%		-6.39%				0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.28%

				Dec-08-2022		75.00%		81.93%		105.38%		92.84%		83.16%		94.14%				-25.00%		-18.07%		5.38%		-7.16%		-16.84%		-5.86%				0.98%		0.93%		1.17%		0.93%		0.96%		1.28%

				Dec-09-2022		75.77%		82.07%		104.80%		92.01%		82.55%		93.38%				-24.23%		-17.93%		4.80%		-7.99%		-17.45%		-6.62%				0.97%		0.99%		0.91%		1.13%		1.04%		1.27%

				Dec-12-2022		75.50%		82.74%		105.11%		92.90%		83.73%		94.98%				-24.50%		-17.26%		5.11%		-7.10%		-16.27%		-5.02%				1.01%		0.96%		1.05%		0.87%		0.93%		1.26%

				Dec-13-2022		76.64%		83.18%		106.18%		94.35%		84.34%		95.31%				-23.36%		-16.82%		6.18%		-5.65%		-15.66%		-4.69%				0.95%		0.97%		1.18%		0.76%		0.96%		1.31%

				Dec-14-2022		76.89%		82.96%		105.60%		93.90%		83.83%		95.14%				-23.11%		-17.04%		5.60%		-6.10%		-16.17%		-4.86%				0.99%		1.01%		0.92%		1.10%		1.03%		1.32%

				Dec-15-2022		74.67%		79.54%		103.26%		91.13%		81.74%		92.80%				-25.33%		-20.46%		3.26%		-8.87%		-18.26%		-7.20%				1.10%		1.21%		0.65%		1.54%		1.14%		1.28%

				Dec-16-2022		74.02%		78.61%		103.65%		90.58%		80.83%		92.36%				-25.98%		-21.39%		3.65%		-9.42%		-19.17%		-7.64%				1.03%		1.05%		1.09%		1.07%		1.05%		1.30%

				Dec-19-2022		73.29%		78.48%		103.65%		90.36%		80.10%		91.88%				-26.71%		-21.52%		3.65%		-9.64%		-19.90%		-8.12%				1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.04%		1.29%

				Dec-20-2022		72.47%		78.14%		103.54%		90.85%		80.18%		92.01%				-27.53%		-21.86%		3.54%		-9.15%		-19.82%		-7.99%				1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		0.94%		1.00%		1.36%

				Dec-21-2022		73.32%		78.87%		105.11%		92.44%		81.37%		93.71%				-26.68%		-21.13%		5.11%		-7.56%		-18.63%		-6.29%				0.97%		0.97%		1.35%		0.80%		0.94%		1.35%

				Dec-22-2022		72.91%		77.92%		104.72%		90.99%		80.20%		92.53%				-27.09%		-22.08%		4.72%		-9.01%		-19.80%		-7.47%				1.02%		1.05%		0.94%		1.22%		1.07%		1.36%

				Dec-23-2022		72.88%		78.30%		105.35%		91.35%		80.67%		93.06%				-27.12%		-21.70%		5.35%		-8.65%		-19.33%		-6.94%				1.00%		0.98%		1.11%		0.96%		0.98%		1.33%

				Dec-26-2022		72.77%		78.30%		105.35%		91.35%		80.67%		93.06%				-27.23%		-21.70%		5.35%		-8.65%		-19.33%		-6.94%				1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.31%

				Dec-27-2022		73.52%		78.89%		105.67%		91.78%		80.34%		93.37%				-26.48%		-21.11%		5.67%		-8.22%		-19.66%		-6.63%				0.97%		0.97%		1.05%		0.94%		1.02%		1.31%

				Dec-28-2022		72.48%		77.66%		104.29%		90.47%		79.38%		92.14%				-27.52%		-22.34%		4.29%		-9.53%		-20.62%		-7.86%				1.04%		1.06%		0.79%		1.18%		1.05%		1.45%

				Dec-29-2022		73.24%		78.92%		105.71%		91.82%		80.76%		93.27%				-26.76%		-21.08%		5.71%		-8.18%		-19.24%		-6.73%				0.97%		0.94%		1.27%		0.84%		0.93%		1.42%

				Dec-30-2022		72.63%		78.47%		104.38%		91.48%		80.56%		92.90%				-27.37%		-21.53%		4.38%		-8.52%		-19.44%		-7.10%				1.02%		1.02%		0.80%		1.05%		1.01%		1.37%

				Dec-31-2022		72.63%		78.47%		104.38%		91.89%		80.56%		92.90%				-27.37%		-21.53%		4.38%		-8.11%		-19.44%		-7.10%				1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.37%



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Equipment Manufacturing	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	446	55	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.98480000000000001	0.99040000000000006	0.9887999999999999	0.98760000000000003	0.98250000000000004	0.97319999999999995	0.97109999999999996	0.97989999999999999	0.95579999999999998	0.93420000000000003	0.93599999999999994	0.92620000000000002	0.9214	0.93150000000000011	0.9244	0.92280000000000006	0.90839999999999999	0.90720000000000001	0.88219999999999998	0.88460000000000005	0.89180000000000004	0.8891	0.88800000000000001	0.86819999999999997	0.86069999999999991	0.8619	0.8619	0.88370000000000004	0.86099999999999999	0.85039999999999993	0.83519999999999994	0.84299999999999997	0.84939999999999993	0.83409999999999995	0.83169999999999999	0.82769999999999999	0.81930000000000003	0.81400000000000006	0.80249999999999999	0.81659999999999999	0.81590000000000007	0.81289999999999996	0.81200000000000006	0.81319999999999992	0.79909999999999992	0.76460000000000006	0.75650000000000006	0.77450000000000008	0.	76950000000000007	0.76349999999999996	0.75539999999999996	0.75190000000000001	0.77939999999999998	0.79859999999999998	0.80370000000000008	0.80039999999999989	0.80079999999999996	0.79370000000000007	0.79110000000000003	0.78469999999999995	0.78069999999999995	0.79	0.79769999999999996	0.79099999999999993	0.7974	0.79680000000000006	0.79069999999999996	0.77939999999999998	0.77039999999999997	0.76500000000000001	0.74439999999999995	0.74849999999999994	0.75700000000000001	0.76060000000000005	0.75939999999999996	0.75180000000000002	0.75560000000000005	0.76789999999999992	0.76180000000000003	0.75120000000000009	0.73650000000000004	0.71379999999999999	0.71589999999999998	0.71519999999999995	0.72039999999999993	0.71879999999999999	0.71879999999999999	0.71379999999999999	0.70680000000000009	0.69669999999999999	0.68110000000000004	0.6835	0.68519999999999992	0.69069999999999998	0.70340000000000003	0.69750000000000001	0.70710000000000006	0.68940000000000001	0.68769999999999998	0.6903999999999999	0.68730000000000002	0.67949999999999999	0.68030000000000002	0.68710000000000004	0.69629999999999992	0.70700000000000007	0.70219999999999994	0.69920000000000004	0.70530000000000004	0.7	0.70030000000000003	0.70289999999999997	0.69940000000000002	0.68689999999999996	0.67099999999999993	0.65020000000000011	0.64610000000000001	0.6574000000000001	0.64349999999999996	0.64170000000000005	0.65310000000000001	0.66289999999999993	0.65549999999999997	0.65979999999999994	0.68159999999999998	0.69180000000000008	0.68669999999999998	0.6851999999999999	2	0.69030000000000002	0.68810000000000004	0.69319999999999993	0.69079999999999997	0.68889999999999996	0.6905	0.68720000000000003	0.68640000000000001	0.69099999999999995	0.68090000000000006	0.66539999999999988	0.66700000000000004	0.66859999999999997	0.68230000000000002	0.69140000000000001	0.70050000000000001	0.70629999999999993	0.70669999999999999	0.70799999999999996	0.71019999999999994	0.71870000000000001	0.72629999999999995	0.72739999999999994	0.71599999999999997	0.71889999999999998	0.72770000000000001	0.7258	0.72829999999999995	0.72329999999999994	0.7319	0.73930000000000007	0.7521000000000001	0.75800000000000001	0.75700000000000001	0.76029999999999998	0.7609999999999999	0.745	0.73250000000000004	0.72629999999999995	0.72499999999999998	0.73760000000000003	0.72349999999999992	0.71250000000000002	0.71599999999999997	0.71970000000000001	0.72680000000000011	0.72189999999999999	0.72120000000000006	0.71860000000000002	0.72870000000000001	0.73919999999999997	0.75090000000000001	0.7581	0.74370000000000003	0.73609999999999998	0.73620000000000008	0.71750000000000003	0.72030000000000005	0.70480000000000009	0.69099999999999995	0.67289999999999994	0.66830000000000001	0.66020000000000012	0.6624000000000001	0.67030000000000001	0.66090000000000004	0.65549999999999997	0.67180000000000006	0.68969999999999998	0.68799999999999994	0.68090000000000006	0.66090000000000004	0.6603	0.6550999999999999	0.65039999999999987	0.64490000000000014	0.64329999999999998	0.6500999999999999	0.65849999	999999997	0.63460000000000005	0.62219999999999998	0.62749999999999995	0.62880000000000003	0.64460000000000006	0.64939999999999998	0.65319999999999989	0.65469999999999995	0.6472	0.65469999999999995	0.65310000000000001	0.65780000000000005	0.67680000000000007	0.68289999999999995	0.69230000000000003	0.67759999999999987	0.70590000000000008	0.73360000000000003	0.73370000000000002	0.74260000000000004	0.7340000000000001	0.72549999999999992	0.73439999999999994	0.72499999999999998	0.73250000000000004	0.73439999999999994	0.73840000000000006	0.73789999999999989	0.72420000000000007	0.73150000000000004	0.73609999999999998	0.7498999999999999	0.74980000000000002	0.75150000000000006	0.74309999999999998	0.74609999999999999	0.75	0.75769999999999993	0.755	0.76639999999999997	0.76890000000000003	0.74670000000000003	0.74019999999999997	0.73289999999999988	0.72470000000000001	0.73319999999999996	0.72909999999999997	0.7288	0.72770000000000001	0.73519999999999996	0.7248	0.73239999999999994	0.72629999999999995	0.72629999999999995	Distribution	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	446	55	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.997	1.0053000000000001	0.99450000000000005	0.98709999999999998	0.97099999999999997	0.94720000000000004	0.94819999999999993	0.96120000000000005	0.9617	0.9415	0.94359999999999999	0.92469999999999997	0.90939999999999999	0.90400000000000003	0.88760000000000006	0.87599999999999989	0.86629999999999996	0.86340000000000006	0.85499999999999998	0.86980000000000002	0.88560000000000005	0.88450000000000006	0.89230000000000009	0.88159999999999994	0.85219999999999996	0.8417	0.84680000000000011	0.8639	0.84970000000000001	0.8286	0.82330000000000003	0.83519999999999994	0.84099999999999997	0.83360000000000001	0.83640000000000003	0.83569999999999989	0.83479999999999999	0.82879999999999998	0.82150000000000001	0.84400000000000008	0.84189999999999998	0.83479999999999999	0.84760000000000002	0.84329999999999994	0.83099999999999996	0.80889999999999995	0.83460000000000012	0.84400000000000008	0.8309999999999	9996	0.82150000000000001	0.85739999999999994	0.84489999999999998	0.84499999999999997	0.86080000000000001	0.87480000000000002	0.871	0.87019999999999997	0.86909999999999998	0.85569999999999991	0.8488	0.84420000000000006	0.85609999999999997	0.86250000000000004	0.84670000000000001	0.84379999999999999	0.8458	0.83440000000000003	0.82069999999999999	0.82599999999999996	0.82889999999999997	0.8165	0.8153999999999999	0.83050000000000002	0.81059999999999999	0.81059999999999999	0.80700000000000005	0.82689999999999997	0.83779999999999999	0.84680000000000011	0.82460000000000011	0.80870000000000009	0.78969999999999996	0.78670000000000007	0.79969999999999997	0.78379999999999994	0.77210000000000012	0.7651	0.7853	0.75849999999999995	0.739800000	00000001	0.72549999999999992	0.72840000000000005	0.72349999999999992	0.74080000000000001	0.74939999999999996	0.74379999999999991	0.75930000000000009	0.72920000000000007	0.73069999999999991	0.72849999999999993	0.73340000000000005	0.72889999999999999	0.72739999999999994	0.73580000000000001	0.75470000000000004	0.76060000000000005	0.75329999999999997	0.75190000000000001	0.76379999999999992	0.75419999999999998	0.75700000000000001	0.75840000000000007	0.75129999999999997	0.73710000000000009	0.72019999999999995	0.70279999999999998	0.69830000000000003	0.69900000000000007	0.67240000000000011	0.67270000000000008	0.67469999999999997	0.68370000000000009	0.67539999999999989	0.67059999999999997	0.69940000000000002	0.70979999999999999	0.69609999999999994	0.69879999999999998	0.68840000000000001	0.69110000000000005	0.69450000000000001	0.6873999999999999	0.70330000000000004	0.71279999999999999	0.71060000000000001	0.70849999999999991	0.70319999999999994	0.6895	0.69349999999999989	0.70689999999999997	0.70069999999999988	0.71460000000000012	0.72450000000000003	0.73150000000000004	0.73409999999999997	0.73870000000000002	0.72140000000000004	0.73539999999999994	0.75539999999999996	0.79799999999999993	0.80120000000000002	0.78789999999999993	0.78890000000000005	0.7984	0.80189999999999995	0.80489999999999995	0.79180000000000006	0.81689999999999996	0.81909999999999994	0.82730000000000004	0.82980000000000009	0.83379999999999999	0.83340000000000003	0.83450000000000002	0.81900000000000006	0.80449999999999999	0.79749999999999999	0.803499	99999999999	0.8103999999999999	0.79020000000000001	0.78480000000000005	0.77870000000000006	0.77129999999999999	0.76690000000000003	0.7641	0.76180000000000003	0.76629999999999998	0.77700000000000002	0.78110000000000002	0.79200000000000004	0.79700000000000004	0.77560000000000007	0.76419999999999999	0.74750000000000005	0.73750000000000004	0.745	0.7369	0.72510000000000008	0.71140000000000003	0.69969999999999999	0.6956	0.68289999999999995	0.70129999999999992	0.68909999999999993	0.68799999999999994	0.71310000000000007	0.74379999999999991	0.74319999999999997	0.73450000000000004	0.71279999999999999	0.71340000000000003	0.71479999999999999	0.70489999999999997	0.71310000000000007	0.69099999999999995	0.71060000000000001	0.72650000000000003	0.70609999999999995	0.69499999999999995	0.70620000000000005	0.72289999999999988	0.7389	0.75109999999999999	0.7498999999999999	0.77310000000000001	0.77510000000000001	0.78289999999999993	0.77099999999999991	0.76719999999999999	0.77680000000000005	0.78129999999999999	0.78870000000000007	0.77629999999999999	0.82689999999999997	0.81599999999999995	0.81310000000000004	0.81120000000000003	0.79949999999999999	0.7974	0.8044	0.80680000000000007	0.81849999999999989	0.8206	0.8226	0.82519999999999993	0.80779999999999996	0.79969999999999997	0.81	0.81859999999999999	0.80989999999999995	0.79579999999999995	0.80310000000000004	0.80720000000000003	0.81930000000000003	0.82069999999999999	0.82739999999999991	0.83180000000000009	0.82960000000000012	0.79539999999999988	0.78610000000000002	0.78480000000000005	0.78139999999999998	0.78870000000000007	0.7792	0.78299999999999992	0.78299999999999992	0.78890000000000005	0.77659999999999996	0.78920000000000001	0.78469999999999995	0.78469999999999995	Contracting Services	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	1.0017	1.0168999999999999	1.0012000000000001	1.0070000000000001	0.99150000000000005	0.97450000000000003	0.98180000000000012	0.98299999999999998	0.98849999999999993	0.97120000000000006	0.9698	0.9415	0.93299999999999994	0.92790000000000006	0.90900000000000003	0.9113	0.89159999999999995	0.88650000000000007	0.88109999999999999	0.89029999999999998	0.90500000000000003	0.90639999999999998	0.90890000000000004	0.89789999999999992	0.89019999999999999	0.88969999999999994	0.9	0.91879999999999995	0.90680000000000005	0.90249999999999997	0.89119999999999999	0.92549999999999999	0.92530000000000001	0.9083	0.90799999999999992	0.90049999999999997	0.89569999999999994	0.88840000000000008	0.86289999999999989	0.89500000000000002	0.89190000000000003	0.86170000000000002	0.88340000000000007	0.86180000000000012	0.84760000000000002	0.8286	0.83950000000000002	0.87960000000000005	0.88120000000000009	0.89219999999999999	0.9002	0.9022	0.91839999999999999	0.92099999999999993	0.92669999999999997	0.92200000000000004	0.92069999999999996	0.8952	0.88590000000000002	0.88769999999999993	0.88349999999999995	0.9083	0.9	0.88710000000000011	0.89439999999999997	0.88639999999999997	0.86560000000000004	0.85809999999999997	0.86159999999999992	0.85799999999999998	0.85439999999999994	0.86140000000000005	0.8728999999999999	0.87609999999999999	0.87609999999999999	0.87190000000000001	0.87450000000000006	0.89539999999999997	0.89840000000000009	0.87879999999999991	0.87260000000000004	0.85099999999999998	0.84939999999999993	0.83120000000000005	0.84010000000000007	0.83310000000000006	0.84609999999999996	0.85389999999999999	0.83550000000000002	0.82430000	000000003	0.80030000000000001	0.79980000000000007	0.7965000000000001	0.79200000000000004	0.80650000000000011	0.80330000000000001	0.82099999999999995	0.80680000000000007	0.80559999999999998	0.80400000000000005	0.81330000000000002	0.82090000000000007	0.82189999999999996	0.83739999999999992	0.85849999999999993	0.86269999999999991	0.84719999999999995	0.83239999999999992	0.85239999999999994	0.84760000000000002	0.85450000000000004	0.85699999999999998	0.84789999999999988	0.84389999999999998	0.82099999999999995	0.79170000000000007	0.78139999999999998	0.78879999999999995	0.745	0.75280000000000002	0.75360000000000005	0.76960000000000006	0.77439999999999998	0.77359999999999995	0.80200000000000005	0.80640000000000001	0.80039999999999989	0.78949999999999998	0.7881000000000	0002	0.79120000000000001	0.79289999999999994	0.78760000000000008	0.78710000000000013	0.80010000000000003	0.80030000000000001	0.79449999999999998	0.79480000000000006	0.79339999999999999	0.78900000000000003	0.80430000000000001	0.80530000000000002	0.8306	0.83079999999999998	0.83989999999999998	0.83989999999999998	0.83840000000000003	0.83379999999999999	0.84370000000000001	0.88090000000000002	0.90879999999999994	0.90960000000000008	0.89390000000000003	0.89760000000000006	0.89159999999999995	0.87980000000000003	0.88480000000000003	0.87569999999999992	0.89590000000000003	0.90319999999999989	0.91799999999999993	0.91359999999999997	0.91430000000000011	0.90969999999999995	0.91539999999999988	0.90039999999999987	0.88129999999999997	0.87980000000000003	0.8901999	9999999999	0.90300000000000002	0.88430000000000009	0.88170000000000004	0.8698999999999999	0.87090000000000001	0.85580000000000001	0.86409999999999998	0.85589999999999999	0.85	0.86719999999999997	0.87639999999999996	0.89690000000000003	0.90980000000000005	0.8831	0.87930000000000008	0.87769999999999992	0.87419999999999998	0.88629999999999998	0.87460000000000004	0.87150000000000005	0.85870000000000002	0.83510000000000006	0.82640000000000002	0.81849999999999989	0.83440000000000003	0.8286	0.83489999999999998	0.86140000000000005	0.88919999999999999	0.87309999999999999	0.87539999999999996	0.85780000000000001	0.85950000000000004	0.86789999999999989	0.85860000000000003	0.87629999999999997	0.86659999999999993	0.89910000000000001	0.91260000000000008	0.90639999999999998	0.89139999999999997	0.9	0.91789999999999994	0.93790000000000007	0.94810000000000005	0.97930000000000006	0.9998999999999999	1.0006999999999999	1.0049999999999999	0.98030000000000006	0.9859	1.0018	1.0151000000000001	1.0168999999999999	1.0097	1.0527	1.0468999999999999	1.0319	1.0439000000000001	1.0454999999999999	1.0412999999999999	1.0604	1.0595000000000001	1.0640000000000001	1.0630999999999999	1.0674999999999999	1.0741000000000001	1.0548	1.0508	1.0615999999999999	1.0685	1.0685	1.0491999999999999	1.0458000000000001	1.0446	1.0537999999999998	1.048	1.0510999999999999	1.0618000000000001	1.056	1.0326	1.0365	1.0365	1.0354000000000001	1.0510999999999999	1.0471999999999999	1.0534999999999999	1.0534999999999999	1.0567	1.0429000000000002	1.0570999999999999	1.0438000000000001	1.0438000000000001	Control Modules	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.98959999999999992	1.0002	1.0046999999999999	1.0026000000000002	1.0136000000000001	0.99829999999999997	1.0141	1.0199	1.0244	1.0122	1.0134999999999998	0.99209999999999998	0.97909999999999997	0.96950000000000003	0.95430000000000004	0.94409999999999994	0.93569999999999998	0.93540000000000001	0.93330000000000002	0.93189999999999995	0.94750000000000001	0.95040000000000002	0.96660000000000001	0.9163	0.9043000000000001	0.9043000000000001	0.90939999999999999	0.92849999999999999	0.91339999999999999	0.89	0.88239999999999996	0.89829999999999999	0.89760000000000006	0.875	0.86269999999999991	0.85939999999999994	0.85919999999999996	0.84389999999999998	0.84510000000000007	0.87480000000000002	0.87470000000000003	0.84230000000000005	0.86109999999999998	0.86280000000000001	0.8448	0.82230000000000003	0.82789999999999997	0.85140000000000005	0.84099999999999997	0.83160000000000001	0.83409999999999995	0.84739999999999993	0.87460000000000004	0.87860000000000	005	0.89060000000000006	0.88900000000000001	0.89450000000000007	0.88200000000000001	0.89219999999999999	0.90489999999999993	0.90159999999999996	0.91449999999999998	0.90839999999999999	0.89579999999999993	0.89960000000000007	0.89840000000000009	0.88219999999999998	0.87549999999999994	0.86950000000000005	0.8589	0.84909999999999997	0.84909999999999997	0.86010000000000009	0.85609999999999997	0.85609999999999997	0.85210000000000008	0.87379999999999991	0.88170000000000004	0.88109999999999999	0.85510000000000008	0.85370000000000001	0.83010000000000006	0.82799999999999996	0.84250000000000003	0.84329999999999994	0.85150000000000003	0.85609999999999997	0.86450000000000005	0.83750000000000002	0.8286	0.8075	0.80700000000000005	0.80420000000000003	0.8076000000000001	0.8175	0.8175	0.83730000000000004	0.81359999999999999	0.81299999999999994	0.80460000000000009	0.81110000000000004	0.80430000000000001	0.80629999999999991	0.82510000000000006	0.84349999999999992	0.84680000000000011	0.83750000000000002	0.83140000000000003	0.85219999999999996	0.84310000000000007	0.84609999999999996	0.85199999999999998	0.84310000000000007	0.8276	0.80039999999999989	0.78039999999999987	0.77289999999999992	0.78150000000000008	0.75080000000000002	0.74659999999999993	0.74879999999999991	0.75549999999999995	0.7448999999999999	0.73309999999999997	0.75970000000000004	0.75870000000000004	0.74970000000000003	0.74	0.7340000000000001	0.73580000000000001	0.73340000000000005	0.71950000000000003	0.7258	0.73129999999999995	0.73180000000000012	0.72670000000000001	0.72599999999999998	0.7198	0.71150000000000002	0.72689999999999999	0.72450000000000003	0.75129999999999997	0.75670000000000004	0.76819999999999988	0.76890000000000003	0.77	0.76680000000000004	0.78280000000000005	0.80569999999999997	0.82	0.81960000000000011	0.81010000000000004	0.8226	0.82930000000000004	0.82650000000000001	0.83010000000000006	0.81590000000000007	0.83289999999999997	0.83849999999999991	0.85039999999999993	0.85349999999999993	0.85919999999999996	0.84789999999999988	0.85620000000000007	0.84150000000000003	0.81960000000000011	0.82030000000000003	0.82150000000000001	0.83420000000000005	0.80390000000000006	0.79930000000000012	0.79590000000000005	0.7873	0.79059999999999997	0.7853	0.78170000000000006	0.77900000000000003	0.79370000000000007	0.79569999999999996	0.81129999999999991	0.81819999999999993	0.78500000000000003	0.77289999999999992	0.76159999999999994	0.7521000000000001	0.75989999999999991	0.7501000000000001	0.74159999999999993	0.72950000000000004	0.7168000000000001	0.70979999999999999	0.70920000000000005	0.72539999999999993	0.70960000000000012	0.70250000000000001	0.72699999999999998	0.75580000000000003	0.75939999999999996	0.75090000000000001	0.73109999999999997	0.73039999999999994	0.73170000000000002	0.72920000000000007	0.75219999999999998	0.73499999999999999	0.75150000000000006	0.76370000000000005	0.75950000000000006	0.75430000000000008	0.77390000000000003	0.7913	0.80720000000000003	0.8096000000000001	0.82169999999999999	0.84439999999999993	0.83620000000000005	0.8347	0.82389999999999997	0.84200000000000008	0.86730000000000007	0.87950000000000006	0.89319999999999988	0.88060000000000005	0.91710000000000003	0.91480000000000006	0.92209999999999992	0.93629999999999991	0.92890000000000006	0.92689999999999995	0.9294	0.93090000000000006	0.94129999999999991	0.94129999999999991	0.9425	0.94400000000000006	0.92459999999999998	0.92510000000000003	0.93989999999999996	0.94180000000000008	0.94940000000000002	0.93669999999999998	0.9244	0.92400000000000004	0.9284	0.92010000000000003	0.92900000000000005	0.94349999999999989	0.93900000000000006	0.9113	0.90579999999999994	0.90359999999999996	0.90849999999999997	0.9244	0.90989999999999993	0.91349999999999998	0.91349999999999998	0.91780000000000006	0.90469999999999995	0.91819999999999991	0.91480000000000006	0.91890000000000005	S	&	P 500	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	1.0064	1.0057	0.98620000000000008	0.98530000000000006	0.98129999999999995	0.97989999999999999	0.9889	0.99159999999999993	0.97750000000000004	0.97829999999999995	0.97829999999999995	0.96030000000000004	0.95099999999999996	0.9405	0.92269999999999996	0.92530000000000001	0.91400000000000003	0.91269999999999996	0.90780000000000005	0.92989999999999995	0.94739999999999991	0.95389999999999997	0.96290000000000009	0.93940000000000001	0.94430000000000003	0.94079999999999997	0.9487000000000001	0.96239999999999992	0.94499999999999995	0.92709999999999992	0.92349999999999999	0.93810000000000004	0.93889999999999996	0.91900000000000004	0.91239999999999999	0.91239999999999999	0.90319999999999989	0.88659999999999994	0.89980000000000004	0.92	0.91769999999999996	0.90349999999999997	0.92030000000000001	0.91549999999999998	0.9081999999999999	0.88139999999999996	0.8751000000000001	0.89749999999999996	0.89370000000000005	0.88210000000000011	0.87560000000000004	0.89430000000000009	0.91430000000000011	0.92559999999999998	0.93640000000000001	0.93599	999999999994	0.9466	0.93500000000000005	0.94840000000000002	0.95319999999999994	0.96	0.97180000000000011	0.96560000000000001	0.95050000000000001	0.95379999999999998	0.96150000000000002	0.94940000000000002	0.94019999999999992	0.94420000000000004	0.94169999999999998	0.92579999999999996	0.92260000000000009	0.93290000000000006	0.92159999999999997	0.92159999999999997	0.9214	0.93620000000000003	0.93559999999999999	0.92180000000000006	0.89629999999999999	0.90139999999999998	0.87599999999999989	0.87780000000000002	0.89960000000000007	0.8669	0.87180000000000002	0.87609999999999999	0.9022	0.8701000000000001	0.86510000000000009	0.83739999999999992	0.83950000000000002	0.8256	0.82460000000000011	0.84430000000000005	0.84089999999999998	0.85	789999999999988	0.82319999999999993	0.81840000000000002	0.81859999999999999	0.8337	0.82700000000000007	0.83479999999999999	0.85140000000000005	0.87239999999999995	0.87239999999999995	0.86699999999999999	0.86049999999999993	0.87629999999999997	0.86199999999999999	0.86470000000000002	0.873	0.86349999999999993	0.84299999999999997	0.81840000000000002	0.78670000000000007	0.78370000000000006	0.79519999999999991	0.76930000000000009	0.77099999999999991	0.77099999999999991	0.78989999999999994	0.78890000000000005	0.7964	0.82069999999999999	0.81830000000000003	0.80180000000000007	0.80120000000000002	0.79420000000000002	0.80260000000000009	0.80260000000000009	0.80390000000000006	0.80669999999999997	0.81879999999999997	0.81810000000000005	0.80870000000000009	0.80120000000000002	0.79769999999999996	0.79530000000000001	0.8105	0.80379999999999996	0.82599999999999996	0.83079999999999998	0.83900000000000008	0.83120000000000005	0.83230000000000004	0.82269999999999999	0.84420000000000006	0.85439999999999994	0.86659999999999993	0.86409999999999998	0.85840000000000005	0.87180000000000002	0.87109999999999999	0.86970000000000003	0.86860000000000004	0.8649	0.88340000000000007	0.88269999999999993	0.89800000000000002	0.90159999999999996	0.90329999999999999	0.89670000000000005	0.89879999999999993	0.88719999999999999	0.86819999999999997	0.86629999999999996	0.86879999999999991	0.88099999999999989	0.85129999999999995	0.8456999999999999	0.83629999999999993	0.82980000000000009	0.83230000000000004	0.82340000000000002	0.82340000000000002	0.82	0.83499999999999996	0.84050000000000002	0.85340000000000005	0.86239999999999994	0.82510000000000006	0.82789999999999997	0.81849999999999989	0.81269999999999998	0.81819999999999993	0.80900000000000005	0.79519999999999991	0.78849999999999998	0.77489999999999992	0.76690000000000003	0.76519999999999999	0.78029999999999999	0.76379999999999992	0.75230000000000008	0.77180000000000004	0.79539999999999988	0.79379999999999995	0.78560000000000008	0.76359999999999995	0.75789999999999991	0.753	0.75049999999999994	0.77	0.75180000000000002	0.77170000000000005	0.78049999999999997	0.77529999999999999	0.76910000000000001	0.78739999999999999	0.79669999999999996	0.80969999999999998	0.80370000000000008	0.79879999999999995	0.818	49999999999989	0.8123999999999999	0.80909999999999993	0.78879999999999995	0.78049999999999997	0.79110000000000003	0.79870000000000008	0.80319999999999991	0.78650000000000009	0.83010000000000006	0.83779999999999999	0.83030000000000004	0.83750000000000002	0.8306	0.82799999999999996	0.83200000000000007	0.82869999999999999	0.84	0.84499999999999997	0.84499999999999997	0.84470000000000001	0.83169999999999999	0.83039999999999992	0.85609999999999997	0.85530000000000006	0.85430000000000006	0.83900000000000008	0.82689999999999997	0.82539999999999991	0.83160000000000001	0.82550000000000001	0.83730000000000004	0.84340000000000004	0.83829999999999993	0.8173999999999999	0.80830000000000002	0.80099999999999993	0.80180000000000007	0.81370000000000009	0.80200000000000	005	0.80669999999999997	0.80669999999999997	0.8034	0.79379999999999995	0.8076000000000001	0.80559999999999998	0.80559999999999998	S	&	P 500 Industrials	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.99180000000000001	1.0119	1.0022	1.0068000000000001	1.0065	0.9948999999999999	1.0012000000000001	1.0042	1.006	1.0002	1.0002	0.98840000000000006	0.97750000000000004	0.96540000000000004	0.95609999999999995	0.96120000000000005	0.95219999999999994	0.94430000000000003	0.93559999999999999	0.94200000000000006	0.95239999999999991	0.96589999999999998	0.97230000000000005	0.95609999999999995	0.94590000000000007	0.94650000000000001	0.95599999999999996	0.96909999999999996	0.95310000000000006	0.93879999999999997	0.93500000000000005	0.94920000000000004	0.95409999999999995	0.93629999999999991	0.92779999999999996	0.92779999999999996	0.91920000000000002	0.90200000000000002	0.91310000000000002	0.93510000000000004	0.94159999999999999	0.92730000000000001	0.9476	0.94840000000000002	0.94620000000000004	0.92069999999999996	0.91489999999999994	0.93150000000000011	0.93040000000000012	0.92290000000000005	0.92590000000000006	0.94030000000000002	0.95269999999999999	0.96550000000000002	0.96930000000000005	0.97089999999999999	0.976099999999	99997	0.96709999999999996	0.97439999999999993	0.98049999999999993	0.98080000000000001	0.98959999999999992	0.98809999999999998	0.97260000000000002	0.96579999999999999	0.96409999999999996	0.95069999999999988	0.94340000000000002	0.94629999999999992	0.94059999999999999	0.93779999999999997	0.93650000000000011	0.9456	0.94469999999999998	0.94469999999999998	0.94110000000000005	0.95810000000000006	0.96329999999999993	0.9536	0.92989999999999995	0.92989999999999995	0.90949999999999998	0.91280000000000006	0.92319999999999991	0.89900000000000002	0.90049999999999997	0.90680000000000005	0.93279999999999996	0.90799999999999992	0.90210000000000012	0.88039999999999996	0.87470000000000003	0.86659999999999993	0.86780000000000002	0.87849999999999995	0.8771000000000001	0.8971000	0000000012	0.86340000000000006	0.85519999999999996	0.84609999999999996	0.8599	0.85880000000000001	0.86430000000000007	0.88159999999999994	0.89960000000000007	0.89960000000000007	0.89200000000000002	0.88639999999999997	0.90319999999999989	0.9	0.90359999999999996	0.91579999999999995	0.89910000000000001	0.88139999999999996	0.85530000000000006	0.82940000000000003	0.82739999999999991	0.83569999999999989	0.8075	0.80559999999999998	0.80559999999999998	0.82	0.81559999999999999	0.81129999999999991	0.83960000000000012	0.83750000000000002	0.82789999999999997	0.82279999999999998	0.82510000000000006	0.83260000000000001	0.83260000000000001	0.81980000000000008	0.82480000000000009	0.83460000000000012	0.83079999999999998	0.82519999999999993	0.8226	0.81269999999999998	0.80799999999999994	0.82069999999999999	0.81579999999999997	0.84510000000000007	0.85129999999999995	0.85710000000000008	0.85450000000000004	0.85849999999999993	0.85400000000000009	0.86739999999999995	0.88539999999999996	0.90310000000000001	0.9043000000000001	0.89480000000000004	0.90349999999999997	0.90629999999999999	0.9081999999999999	0.90749999999999997	0.9042	0.92420000000000002	0.92849999999999999	0.94209999999999994	0.94440000000000002	0.9486	0.94120000000000004	0.94430000000000003	0.93230000000000002	0.91420000000000001	0.91590000000000005	0.91879999999999995	0.93290000000000006	0.90010000000000001	0.8962	0.88289999999999991	0.87529999999999997	0.87650000000000006	0.86780000000000002	0.86780000000000002	0.86919999999999997	0.88340000000000007	0.88580000000000003	0.89729999999999999	0.90269999999999995	0.86849999999999994	0.8669	0.85769999999999991	0.84	0.85120000000000007	0.84069999999999989	0.82940000000000003	0.81710000000000005	0.80180000000000007	0.79269999999999996	0.7903	0.80799999999999994	0.79319999999999991	0.78280000000000005	0.80669999999999997	0.83489999999999998	0.83010000000000006	0.82099999999999995	0.80519999999999992	0.80789999999999995	0.80799999999999994	0.8014	0.81900000000000006	0.80069999999999997	0.81870000000000009	0.83799999999999997	0.83230000000000004	0.81640000000000001	0.83799999999999997	0.84930000000000005	0.86069999999999991	0.86370000000000002	0.87360000000000004	0.89439999999999997	0.89129999999	999998	0.89080000000000004	0.8751000000000001	0.88419999999999999	0.89829999999999999	0.90780000000000005	0.91559999999999997	0.90239999999999998	0.94059999999999999	0.93959999999999999	0.93319999999999992	0.94040000000000001	0.93310000000000004	0.93079999999999996	0.9373999999999999	0.94090000000000007	0.94799999999999995	0.95169999999999999	0.95169999999999999	0.95519999999999994	0.93799999999999994	0.94379999999999997	0.95879999999999999	0.9587	0.9647	0.94830000000000003	0.9373999999999999	0.93610000000000004	0.94140000000000001	0.93379999999999996	0.94980000000000009	0.95310000000000006	0.95140000000000002	0.92799999999999994	0.92359999999999998	0.91879999999999995	0.92010000000000003	0.93709999999999993	0.92530000000000001	0.93059999999999998	0.93059999999999998	0.93370000000000009	0.9214	0.93269999999999997	0.92900000000000005	0.92900000000000005	
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Expected Return Analysis

																				Expected Return Analysis										Chart

																				Sub-Sector		Actual Return		Expected Return		Delta				Base 1		Base 2

																				Equipment Manufacturing 		-27.4%		-17.4%		-9.9%				-17.4%		-9.9%

																				Distribution		-21.5%		-16.5%		-5.0%				-16.5%		-5.0%

																				Contracting Services		4.4%		-17.4%		21.8%				4.4%		-17.4%

																				Control Panels		-8.1%		-16.5%		8.4%				-8.1%		-8.4%



																				CAPM Model

																				Avg 90 Day T-Bill Rate (2022)		2.02%

																				S&P 500 Annualized Return (2022)		-19.44%



																				Sub-Sector		Historical 5-Yr Beta

																				Equipment Manufacturing 		0.9065972637

																				Distribution		0.8644780579

																				Contracting Services		0.9042317561

																				Control Panels		0.8643053478

																				Aggregate		0.9048252807

















				Indexed Stock Price Performance																Cumulative Index Returns																Daily Index Returns

				Dates		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules		Aggregate		S&P 500				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		Aggregate		S&P 500 						Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		Aggregate		S&P500		90-Day Tbill Rate

				Dec-30-2016		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%																		0.50%

				Jan-02-2017		100.03%		100.05%		100.41%		99.93%		99.99%		100.00%				0.03%		0.05%		0.41%		-0.07%		-0.01%		0.00%						1.03%		1.05%		1.41%		0.93%		0.99%		1.00%		0.50%

				Jan-03-2017		101.73%		100.77%		100.29%		101.11%		101.09%		100.85%				1.73%		0.77%		0.29%		1.11%		1.09%		0.85%						2.65%		1.69%		0.91%		2.27%		2.11%		1.85%		0.50%

				Jan-04-2017		103.25%		101.48%		102.12%		101.08%		101.82%		101.43%				3.25%		1.48%		2.12%		1.08%		1.82%		1.43%						1.56%		1.40%		2.42%		0.99%		1.35%		1.31%		0.53%

				Jan-05-2017		102.83%		100.85%		101.20%		100.78%		101.54%		101.35%				2.83%		0.85%		1.20%		0.78%		1.54%		1.35%						0.90%		0.75%		0.71%		0.86%		0.90%		0.97%		0.52%

				Jan-06-2017		102.87%		100.80%		99.71%		101.99%		101.92%		101.70%				2.87%		0.80%		-0.29%		1.99%		1.92%		1.70%						1.01%		0.97%		0.32%		1.68%		1.15%		1.15%		0.51%

				Jan-09-2017		102.46%		100.47%		97.75%		101.46%		101.41%		101.34%				2.46%		0.47%		-2.25%		1.46%		1.41%		1.34%						0.89%		0.82%		-1.76%		0.82%		0.83%		0.87%		0.52%

				Jan-10-2017		103.82%		100.67%		99.59%		102.39%		102.29%		101.34%				3.82%		0.67%		-0.41%		2.39%		2.29%		1.34%						1.39%		1.14%		-0.47%		1.38%		1.37%		1.00%		0.50%

				Jan-11-2017		103.67%		101.29%		99.92%		102.95%		102.48%		101.63%				3.67%		1.29%		-0.08%		2.95%		2.48%		1.63%						0.97%		1.37%		1.56%		1.17%		1.06%		1.12%		0.51%

				Jan-12-2017		103.67%		101.22%		100.87%		102.68%		102.44%		101.41%				3.67%		1.22%		0.87%		2.68%		2.44%		1.41%						1.00%		0.97%		2.03%		0.93%		0.99%		0.92%		0.51%

				Jan-13-2017		103.68%		101.46%		101.60%		102.75%		102.58%		101.60%				3.68%		1.46%		1.60%		2.75%		2.58%		1.60%						1.00%		1.11%		1.39%		1.02%		1.04%		1.08%		0.51%

				Jan-16-2017		103.92%		101.47%		101.52%		102.64%		102.61%		101.60%				3.92%		1.47%		1.52%		2.64%		2.61%		1.60%						1.05%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		0.52%

				Jan-17-2017		103.91%		101.70%		100.50%		101.82%		102.29%		101.30%				3.91%		1.70%		0.50%		1.82%		2.29%		1.30%						1.00%		1.09%		0.60%		0.77%		0.91%		0.88%		0.52%

				Jan-18-2017		104.36%		102.22%		100.74%		102.56%		102.97%		101.48%				4.36%		2.22%		0.74%		2.56%		2.97%		1.48%						1.09%		1.19%		1.16%		1.26%		1.21%		1.08%		0.54%

				Jan-19-2017		103.68%		101.95%		100.81%		102.68%		102.79%		101.11%				3.68%		1.95%		0.81%		2.68%		2.79%		1.11%						0.87%		0.92%		1.04%		1.03%		0.95%		0.85%		0.52%

				Jan-20-2017		104.50%		102.61%		101.63%		102.88%		103.33%		101.45%				4.50%		2.61%		1.63%		2.88%		3.33%		1.45%						1.18%		1.22%		1.45%		1.05%		1.14%		1.16%		0.51%

				Jan-23-2017		104.77%		102.49%		101.55%		102.64%		103.20%		101.18%				4.77%		2.49%		1.55%		2.64%		3.20%		1.18%						1.05%		0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.97%		0.89%		0.49%

				Jan-24-2017		105.68%		103.38%		103.88%		103.62%		104.10%		101.84%				5.68%		3.38%		3.88%		3.62%		4.10%		1.84%						1.16%		1.26%		1.91%		1.27%		1.21%		1.30%		0.51%

				Jan-25-2017		106.46%		104.26%		106.14%		104.39%		104.96%		102.66%				6.46%		4.26%		6.14%		4.39%		4.96%		2.66%						1.12%		1.20%		1.46%		1.17%		1.17%		1.29%		0.50%

				Jan-26-2017		106.91%		105.49%		105.52%		104.44%		105.26%		102.58%				6.91%		5.49%		5.52%		4.44%		5.26%		2.58%						1.06%		1.23%		0.91%		1.01%		1.05%		0.98%		0.49%

				Jan-27-2017		106.40%		105.52%		104.85%		104.48%		105.22%		102.50%				6.40%		5.52%		4.85%		4.48%		5.22%		2.50%						0.94%		1.00%		0.90%		1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.50%

				Jan-30-2017		106.54%		105.57%		103.73%		104.38%		105.17%		101.88%				6.54%		5.57%		3.73%		4.38%		5.17%		1.88%						1.02%		1.01%		0.81%		0.98%		0.99%		0.82%		0.51%

				Jan-31-2017		106.42%		105.13%		103.39%		104.05%		104.81%		101.79%				6.42%		5.13%		3.39%		4.05%		4.81%		1.79%						0.98%		0.93%		0.93%		0.94%		0.94%		0.97%		0.51%

				Feb-01-2017		105.13%		105.42%		103.52%		103.27%		104.31%		101.82%				5.13%		5.42%		3.52%		3.27%		4.31%		1.82%						0.83%		1.05%		1.03%		0.85%		0.91%		1.01%		0.52%

				Feb-02-2017		104.78%		105.19%		103.53%		103.51%		104.34%		101.88%				4.78%		5.19%		3.53%		3.51%		4.34%		1.88%						0.94%		0.96%		1.00%		1.06%		1.01%		1.02%		0.50%

				Feb-03-2017		105.23%		104.67%		104.78%		104.55%		104.98%		102.62%				5.23%		4.67%		4.78%		4.55%		4.98%		2.62%						1.08%		0.92%		1.28%		1.23%		1.12%		1.26%		0.51%

				Feb-06-2017		105.26%		104.69%		102.91%		104.38%		104.94%		102.40%				5.26%		4.69%		2.91%		4.38%		4.94%		2.40%						1.00%		1.00%		0.68%		0.97%		0.99%		0.94%		0.50%

				Feb-07-2017		104.50%		104.65%		102.74%		104.83%		105.17%		102.42%				4.50%		4.65%		2.74%		4.83%		5.17%		2.42%						0.88%		0.99%		0.96%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		0.53%

				Feb-08-2017		104.74%		104.91%		102.91%		104.62%		105.25%		102.49%				4.74%		4.91%		2.91%		4.62%		5.25%		2.49%						1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		0.96%		1.01%		1.02%		0.53%

				Feb-09-2017		104.85%		105.10%		103.54%		104.96%		105.45%		103.08%				4.85%		5.10%		3.54%		4.96%		5.45%		3.08%						1.02%		1.03%		1.16%		1.06%		1.03%		1.17%		0.53%

				Feb-10-2017		105.62%		105.50%		105.67%		105.93%		106.27%		103.45%				5.62%		5.50%		5.67%		5.93%		6.27%		3.45%						1.13%		1.07%		1.47%		1.16%		1.13%		1.09%		0.53%

				Feb-13-2017		106.02%		106.01%		105.35%		106.87%		107.04%		103.99%				6.02%		6.01%		5.35%		6.87%		7.04%		3.99%						1.06%		1.08%		0.95%		1.14%		1.11%		1.12%		0.54%

				Feb-14-2017		104.71%		105.37%		106.01%		106.69%		106.42%		104.41%				4.71%		5.37%		6.01%		6.69%		6.42%		4.41%						0.81%		0.91%		1.10%		0.98%		0.92%		1.08%		0.52%

				Feb-15-2017		105.36%		104.99%		107.09%		107.05%		106.85%		104.93%				5.36%		4.99%		7.09%		7.05%		6.85%		4.93%						1.11%		0.94%		1.15%		1.05%		1.06%		1.10%		0.54%

				Feb-16-2017		106.52%		105.77%		106.67%		106.86%		107.27%		104.84%				6.52%		5.77%		6.67%		6.86%		7.27%		4.84%						1.18%		1.13%		0.95%		0.98%		1.05%		0.98%		0.53%

				Feb-17-2017		106.19%		105.67%		104.80%		106.57%		106.84%		105.02%				6.19%		5.67%		4.80%		6.57%		6.84%		5.02%						0.96%		0.99%		0.76%		0.96%		0.95%		1.03%		0.52%

				Feb-20-2017		106.73%		105.86%		105.20%		106.54%		107.07%		105.02%				6.73%		5.86%		5.20%		6.54%		7.07%		5.02%						1.08%		1.03%		1.07%		1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		0.52%

				Feb-21-2017		107.35%		106.40%		104.48%		107.18%		107.52%		105.65%				7.35%		6.40%		4.48%		7.18%		7.52%		5.65%						1.08%		1.08%		0.88%		1.08%		1.06%		1.10%		0.52%

				Feb-22-2017		107.60%		106.28%		104.05%		106.98%		107.61%		105.54%				7.60%		6.28%		4.05%		6.98%		7.61%		5.54%						1.03%		0.98%		0.92%		0.98%		1.01%		0.98%		0.53%

				Feb-23-2017		106.96%		104.88%		99.10%		106.24%		106.79%		105.58%				6.96%		4.88%		-0.90%		6.24%		6.79%		5.58%						0.93%		0.81%		0.02%		0.91%		0.90%		1.01%		0.52%

				Feb-24-2017		106.90%		104.78%		101.68%		106.11%		106.68%		105.74%				6.90%		4.78%		1.68%		6.11%		6.68%		5.74%						0.99%		0.98%		26.80%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%		0.51%

				Feb-27-2017		106.36%		104.72%		103.90%		106.37%		106.56%		105.85%				6.36%		4.72%		3.90%		6.37%		6.56%		5.85%						0.93%		0.99%		1.83%		1.04%		0.98%		1.02%		0.51%

				Feb-28-2017		106.25%		104.20%		102.65%		105.79%		106.17%		105.57%				6.25%		4.20%		2.65%		5.79%		6.17%		5.57%						0.99%		0.91%		0.74%		0.92%		0.95%		0.96%		0.50%

				Mar-01-2017		107.34%		104.86%		104.79%		107.90%		107.74%		107.02%				7.34%		4.86%		4.79%		7.90%		7.74%		7.02%						1.15%		1.13%		1.59%		1.31%		1.22%		1.22%		0.53%

				Mar-02-2017		106.53%		104.02%		104.47%		107.05%		106.94%		106.39%				6.53%		4.02%		4.47%		7.05%		6.94%		6.39%						0.90%		0.86%		0.94%		0.90%		0.91%		0.92%		0.62%

				Mar-03-2017		106.38%		103.32%		103.86%		106.86%		106.73%		106.44%				6.38%		3.32%		3.86%		6.86%		6.73%		6.44%						0.98%		0.86%		0.89%		0.98%		0.97%		1.01%		0.66%

				Mar-06-2017		106.93%		103.68%		103.72%		106.51%		106.88%		106.10%				6.93%		3.68%		3.72%		6.51%		6.88%		6.10%						1.07%		1.08%		0.97%		0.96%		1.02%		0.95%		0.70%

				Mar-07-2017		106.94%		103.10%		102.87%		106.36%		106.79%		105.79%				6.94%		3.10%		2.87%		6.36%		6.79%		5.79%						1.00%		0.88%		0.82%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.73%

				Mar-08-2017		106.54%		103.07%		102.37%		106.23%		106.63%		105.55%				6.54%		3.07%		2.37%		6.23%		6.63%		5.55%						0.95%		0.99%		0.87%		0.98%		0.98%		0.96%		0.75%

				Mar-09-2017		105.80%		101.97%		101.37%		105.70%		105.96%		105.63%				5.80%		1.97%		1.37%		5.70%		5.96%		5.63%						0.90%		0.73%		0.70%		0.93%		0.91%		1.01%		0.72%

				Mar-10-2017		107.61%		102.15%		102.70%		106.46%		107.07%		105.98%				7.61%		2.15%		2.70%		6.46%		7.07%		5.98%						1.27%		1.06%		1.56%		1.11%		1.16%		1.05%		0.72%

				Mar-13-2017		107.76%		102.40%		102.40%		106.68%		107.27%		106.01%				7.76%		2.40%		2.40%		6.68%		7.27%		6.01%						1.02%		1.08%		0.92%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		0.73%

				Mar-14-2017		107.38%		101.97%		100.61%		105.80%		106.62%		105.66%				7.38%		1.97%		0.61%		5.80%		6.62%		5.66%						0.96%		0.87%		0.47%		0.89%		0.92%		0.95%		0.78%

				Mar-15-2017		108.96%		103.48%		102.64%		107.34%		108.07%		106.54%				8.96%		3.48%		2.64%		7.34%		8.07%		6.54%						1.19%		1.51%		2.26%		1.23%		1.19%		1.13%		0.77%

				Mar-16-2017		109.07%		103.28%		103.46%		107.22%		108.10%		106.37%				9.07%		3.28%		3.46%		7.22%		8.10%		6.37%						1.01%		0.96%		1.23%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.72%

				Mar-17-2017		109.07%		103.12%		102.99%		107.83%		108.35%		106.23%				9.07%		3.12%		2.99%		7.83%		8.35%		6.23%						1.00%		0.96%		0.89%		1.07%		1.03%		0.98%		0.72%

				Mar-20-2017		109.35%		102.87%		102.04%		107.46%		108.11%		106.01%				9.35%		2.87%		2.04%		7.46%		8.11%		6.01%						1.03%		0.94%		0.76%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.72%

				Mar-21-2017		108.82%		102.17%		100.32%		106.05%		107.22%		104.70%				8.82%		2.17%		0.32%		6.05%		7.22%		4.70%						0.95%		0.82%		0.43%		0.83%		0.90%		0.81%		0.75%

				Mar-22-2017		109.08%		102.17%		100.32%		106.18%		107.27%		104.90%				9.08%		2.17%		0.32%		6.18%		7.27%		4.90%						1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		0.76%

				Mar-23-2017		109.27%		102.31%		100.58%		105.97%		107.35%		104.79%				9.27%		2.31%		0.58%		5.97%		7.35%		4.79%						1.02%		1.04%		1.20%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.76%

				Mar-24-2017		109.42%		102.01%		101.30%		106.46%		107.75%		104.70%				9.42%		2.01%		1.30%		6.46%		7.75%		4.70%						1.01%		0.91%		1.46%		1.07%		1.05%		0.98%		0.75%

				Mar-27-2017		109.04%		101.53%		102.28%		106.45%		107.53%		104.59%				9.04%		1.53%		2.28%		6.45%		7.53%		4.59%						0.96%		0.84%		1.43%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.77%

				Mar-28-2017		109.82%		102.04%		102.77%		107.61%		108.46%		105.35%				9.82%		2.04%		2.77%		7.61%		8.46%		5.35%						1.08%		1.20%		1.15%		1.16%		1.11%		1.14%		0.77%

				Mar-29-2017		110.44%		101.68%		102.73%		107.72%		108.59%		105.46%				10.44%		1.68%		2.73%		7.72%		8.59%		5.46%						1.06%		0.88%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.77%

				Mar-30-2017		109.65%		101.10%		103.51%		107.76%		108.28%		105.77%				9.65%		1.10%		3.51%		7.76%		8.28%		5.77%						0.93%		0.78%		1.21%		1.00%		0.97%		1.05%		0.77%

				Mar-31-2017		109.76%		100.89%		103.44%		107.58%		108.21%		105.53%				9.76%		0.89%		3.44%		7.58%		8.21%		5.53%						1.01%		0.90%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.77%

				Apr-03-2017		109.04%		100.67%		103.01%		106.69%		107.65%		105.36%				9.04%		0.67%		3.01%		6.69%		7.65%		5.36%						0.93%		0.88%		0.90%		0.90%		0.94%		0.97%		0.75%

				Apr-04-2017		108.97%		100.39%		102.70%		106.74%		107.57%		105.42%				8.97%		0.39%		2.70%		6.74%		7.57%		5.42%						0.99%		0.83%		0.92%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.78%

				Apr-05-2017		108.60%		100.34%		103.53%		106.15%		107.20%		105.10%				8.60%		0.34%		3.53%		6.15%		7.20%		5.10%						0.96%		0.96%		1.22%		0.92%		0.96%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-06-2017		108.82%		100.05%		103.90%		106.40%		107.35%		105.30%				8.82%		0.05%		3.90%		6.40%		7.35%		5.30%						1.02%		0.78%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.79%

				Apr-07-2017		108.48%		99.87%		105.19%		106.26%		107.21%		105.21%				8.48%		-0.13%		5.19%		6.26%		7.21%		5.21%						0.97%		0.83%		1.26%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.78%

				Apr-10-2017		108.14%		100.01%		104.86%		106.48%		107.17%		105.29%				8.14%		0.01%		4.86%		6.48%		7.17%		5.29%						0.96%		1.16%		0.95%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		0.81%

				Apr-11-2017		107.98%		100.01%		105.91%		106.44%		107.09%		105.13%				7.98%		0.01%		5.91%		6.44%		7.09%		5.13%						0.98%		1.00%		1.18%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		0.81%

				Apr-12-2017		107.42%		98.80%		103.71%		105.20%		106.04%		104.74%				7.42%		-1.20%		3.71%		5.20%		6.04%		4.74%						0.94%		-0.20%		0.68%		0.83%		0.87%		0.94%		0.81%

				Apr-13-2017		107.47%		98.37%		103.70%		104.63%		105.78%		104.03%				7.47%		-1.63%		3.70%		4.63%		5.78%		4.03%						1.01%		3.15%		1.00%		0.91%		0.96%		0.88%		0.80%

				Apr-14-2017		106.98%		98.37%		103.70%		104.63%		105.58%		104.03%				6.98%		-1.63%		3.70%		4.63%		5.58%		4.03%						0.94%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-17-2017		107.93%		98.70%		104.70%		105.46%		106.36%		104.92%				7.93%		-1.30%		4.70%		5.46%		6.36%		4.92%						1.12%		0.48%		1.21%		1.15%		1.12%		1.18%		0.80%

				Apr-18-2017		108.92%		94.63%		104.51%		105.39%		106.18%		104.62%				8.92%		-5.37%		4.51%		5.39%		6.18%		4.62%						1.11%		14.57%		0.97%		0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.82%

				Apr-19-2017		108.88%		93.61%		104.87%		105.14%		105.94%		104.44%				8.88%		-6.39%		4.87%		5.14%		5.94%		4.44%						1.00%		1.23%		1.07%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.81%

				Apr-20-2017		109.93%		94.14%		105.37%		106.35%		107.00%		105.23%				9.93%		-5.86%		5.37%		6.35%		7.00%		5.23%						1.11%		0.90%		1.09%		1.20%		1.15%		1.15%		0.80%

				Apr-21-2017		110.63%		94.07%		103.92%		107.57%		107.82%		104.91%				10.63%		-5.93%		3.92%		7.57%		7.82%		4.91%						1.06%		1.01%		0.77%		1.17%		1.10%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-24-2017		110.89%		93.95%		107.75%		110.10%		109.21%		106.04%				10.89%		-6.05%		7.75%		10.10%		9.21%		6.04%						1.02%		1.02%		1.78%		1.30%		1.16%		1.19%		0.78%

				Apr-25-2017		111.96%		94.42%		109.67%		110.57%		109.95%		106.69%				11.96%		-5.58%		9.67%		10.57%		9.95%		6.69%						1.09%		0.91%		1.22%		1.04%		1.07%		1.09%		0.80%

				Apr-26-2017		112.41%		94.35%		110.58%		110.89%		110.38%		106.64%				12.41%		-5.65%		10.58%		10.89%		10.38%		6.64%						1.03%		1.02%		1.09%		1.03%		1.04%		0.99%		0.81%

				Apr-27-2017		112.00%		94.09%		111.90%		110.13%		110.06%		106.70%				12.00%		-5.91%		11.90%		10.13%		10.06%		6.70%						0.97%		1.06%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		0.82%

				Apr-28-2017		110.71%		93.90%		110.33%		110.21%		109.66%		106.49%				10.71%		-6.10%		10.33%		10.21%		9.66%		6.49%						0.90%		1.04%		0.88%		1.01%		0.96%		0.97%		0.80%

				May-01-2017		110.65%		93.42%		110.75%		110.11%		109.56%		106.68%				10.65%		-6.58%		10.75%		10.11%		9.56%		6.68%						0.99%		1.09%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		1.03%		0.79%

				May-02-2017		111.89%		94.49%		111.32%		109.77%		110.04%		106.80%				11.89%		-5.51%		11.32%		9.77%		10.04%		6.80%						1.11%		0.81%		1.05%		0.97%		1.05%		1.02%		0.82%

				May-03-2017		112.28%		94.69%		110.98%		109.88%		110.23%		106.67%				12.28%		-5.31%		10.98%		9.88%		10.23%		6.67%						1.03%		0.96%		0.97%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.81%

				May-04-2017		112.51%		93.87%		112.27%		109.22%		109.94%		106.73%				12.51%		-6.13%		12.27%		9.22%		9.94%		6.73%						1.02%		1.19%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		0.84%

				May-05-2017		113.61%		94.15%		112.08%		110.01%		110.72%		107.17%				13.61%		-5.85%		12.08%		10.01%		10.72%		7.17%						1.08%		0.95%		0.99%		1.08%		1.07%		1.06%		0.84%

				May-08-2017		113.99%		93.99%		110.86%		109.66%		110.60%		107.17%				13.99%		-6.01%		10.86%		9.66%		10.60%		7.17%						1.03%		1.03%		0.91%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.88%

				May-09-2017		113.20%		94.29%		110.28%		110.05%		110.52%		107.06%				13.20%		-5.71%		10.28%		10.05%		10.52%		7.06%						0.95%		0.94%		0.95%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.90%

				May-10-2017		113.07%		94.19%		109.57%		110.41%		110.51%		107.18%				13.07%		-5.81%		9.57%		10.41%		10.51%		7.18%						0.99%		1.02%		0.94%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		0.90%

				May-11-2017		113.68%		94.51%		108.56%		109.97%		110.66%		106.95%				13.68%		-5.49%		8.56%		9.97%		10.66%		6.95%						1.04%		0.93%		0.90%		0.96%		1.01%		0.97%		0.89%

				May-12-2017		113.28%		93.90%		106.46%		109.65%		110.14%		106.79%				13.28%		-6.10%		6.46%		9.65%		10.14%		6.79%						0.97%		1.14%		0.78%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.87%

				May-15-2017		113.38%		93.51%		107.74%		110.80%		110.70%		107.30%				13.38%		-6.49%		7.74%		10.80%		10.70%		7.30%						1.01%		1.08%		1.17%		1.11%		1.05%		1.07%		0.86%

				May-16-2017		113.57%		92.89%		107.93%		110.81%		110.84%		107.23%				13.57%		-7.11%		7.93%		10.81%		10.84%		7.23%						1.01%		1.11%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.89%

				May-17-2017		112.08%		91.82%		105.68%		109.18%		109.32%		105.28%				12.08%		-8.18%		5.68%		9.18%		9.32%		5.28%						0.90%		1.18%		0.75%		0.86%		0.87%		0.76%		0.89%

				May-18-2017		112.15%		91.65%		104.62%		109.70%		109.46%		105.67%				12.15%		-8.35%		4.62%		9.70%		9.46%		5.67%						1.01%		1.02%		0.84%		1.05%		1.01%		1.06%		0.89%

				May-19-2017		114.01%		92.21%		107.02%		111.06%		110.89%		106.38%				14.01%		-7.79%		7.02%		11.06%		10.89%		6.38%						1.14%		0.92%		1.43%		1.13%		1.14%		1.11%		0.91%

				May-22-2017		114.83%		92.97%		106.61%		111.20%		111.37%		106.93%				14.83%		-7.03%		6.61%		11.20%		11.37%		6.93%						1.05%		0.89%		0.95%		1.01%		1.04%		1.07%		0.90%

				May-23-2017		114.58%		92.75%		107.83%		110.89%		111.30%		107.13%				14.58%		-7.25%		7.83%		10.89%		11.30%		7.13%						0.98%		1.04%		1.16%		0.97%		0.99%		1.03%		0.92%

				May-24-2017		114.77%		92.94%		107.25%		111.39%		111.64%		107.39%				14.77%		-7.06%		7.25%		11.39%		11.64%		7.39%						1.01%		0.97%		0.93%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.91%

				May-25-2017		114.23%		92.75%		107.45%		112.12%		111.78%		107.87%				14.23%		-7.25%		7.45%		12.12%		11.78%		7.87%						0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		1.06%		1.01%		1.06%		0.92%

				May-26-2017		114.65%		92.15%		107.15%		111.64%		111.64%		107.91%				14.65%		-7.85%		7.15%		11.64%		11.64%		7.91%						1.03%		1.10%		0.96%		0.96%		0.99%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-29-2017		114.59%		92.09%		106.86%		111.62%		111.59%		107.91%				14.59%		-7.91%		6.86%		11.62%		11.59%		7.91%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-30-2017		114.67%		91.91%		106.21%		111.58%		111.56%		107.78%				14.67%		-8.09%		6.21%		11.58%		11.56%		7.78%						1.01%		1.03%		0.92%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.92%

				May-31-2017		115.16%		92.82%		106.36%		111.54%		111.92%		107.73%				15.16%		-7.18%		6.36%		11.54%		11.92%		7.73%						1.03%		0.87%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		0.92%

				Jun-01-2017		116.13%		93.08%		107.71%		112.03%		112.55%		108.54%				16.13%		-6.92%		7.71%		12.03%		12.55%		8.54%						1.06%		0.96%		1.18%		1.04%		1.05%		1.09%		0.96%

				Jun-02-2017		116.57%		92.56%		108.24%		112.64%		113.01%		108.94%				16.57%		-7.44%		8.24%		12.64%		13.01%		8.94%						1.03%		1.09%		1.06%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		0.96%

				Jun-05-2017		116.18%		92.66%		107.54%		112.21%		112.65%		108.81%				16.18%		-7.34%		7.54%		12.21%		12.65%		8.81%						0.98%		0.98%		0.92%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		0.96%

				Jun-06-2017		116.96%		91.87%		107.20%		111.36%		112.62%		108.51%				16.96%		-8.13%		7.20%		11.36%		12.62%		8.51%						1.05%		1.12%		0.96%		0.94%		1.00%		0.97%		0.95%

				Jun-07-2017		117.17%		91.81%		106.40%		111.05%		112.53%		108.68%				17.17%		-8.19%		6.40%		11.05%		12.53%		8.68%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.96%

				Jun-08-2017		118.42%		91.26%		107.46%		112.01%		113.52%		108.71%				18.42%		-8.74%		7.46%		12.01%		13.52%		8.71%						1.07%		1.08%		1.14%		1.08%		1.07%		1.00%		0.98%

				Jun-09-2017		119.35%		92.38%		109.73%		113.03%		114.44%		108.62%				19.35%		-7.62%		9.73%		13.03%		14.44%		8.62%						1.05%		0.86%		1.27%		1.08%		1.06%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-12-2017		119.13%		93.05%		107.64%		111.91%		113.90%		108.51%				19.13%		-6.95%		7.64%		11.91%		13.90%		8.51%						0.99%		0.90%		0.81%		0.92%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-13-2017		119.62%		92.08%		108.96%		112.75%		114.38%		109.00%				19.62%		-7.92%		8.96%		12.75%		14.38%		9.00%						1.02%		1.16%		1.15%		1.07%		1.03%		1.05%		0.97%

				Jun-14-2017		118.47%		92.09%		108.71%		112.43%		113.74%		108.89%				18.47%		-7.91%		8.71%		12.43%		13.74%		8.89%						0.94%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-15-2017		118.47%		91.32%		106.79%		112.29%		113.48%		108.65%				18.47%		-8.68%		6.79%		12.29%		13.48%		8.65%						1.00%		1.11%		0.80%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%

				Jun-16-2017		118.89%		91.72%		107.90%		112.84%		114.07%		108.68%				18.89%		-8.28%		7.90%		12.84%		14.07%		8.68%						1.02%		0.95%		1.14%		1.04%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%

				Jun-19-2017		120.54%		91.49%		108.78%		114.08%		115.25%		109.59%				20.54%		-8.51%		8.78%		14.08%		15.25%		9.59%						1.08%		1.03%		1.10%		1.09%		1.08%		1.09%		1.01%

				Jun-20-2017		120.21%		91.11%		107.36%		112.80%		114.46%		108.85%				20.21%		-8.89%		7.36%		12.80%		14.46%		8.85%						0.98%		1.05%		0.85%		0.92%		0.95%		0.93%		1.01%

				Jun-21-2017		121.26%		90.82%		107.21%		111.61%		114.35%		108.79%				21.26%		-9.18%		7.21%		11.61%		14.35%		8.79%						1.05%		1.04%		0.98%		0.91%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%

				Jun-22-2017		121.02%		90.82%		107.63%		111.73%		114.23%		108.74%				21.02%		-9.18%		7.63%		11.73%		14.23%		8.74%						0.99%		1.00%		1.05%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%

				Jun-23-2017		123.26%		92.90%		109.41%		111.91%		115.54%		108.91%				23.26%		-7.10%		9.41%		11.91%		15.54%		8.91%						1.10%		0.75%		1.21%		1.01%		1.09%		1.02%		0.94%

				Jun-26-2017		123.49%		93.06%		110.33%		112.21%		115.71%		108.94%				23.49%		-6.94%		10.33%		12.21%		15.71%		8.94%						1.01%		0.97%		1.09%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.95%

				Jun-27-2017		123.11%		92.16%		110.72%		111.27%		114.99%		108.06%				23.11%		-7.84%		10.72%		11.27%		14.99%		8.06%						0.98%		1.15%		1.03%		0.93%		0.96%		0.91%		0.98%

				Jun-28-2017		123.20%		92.75%		112.46%		112.20%		115.47%		109.02%				23.20%		-7.25%		12.46%		12.20%		15.47%		9.02%						1.00%		0.91%		1.15%		1.08%		1.03%		1.11%		0.99%

				Jun-29-2017		123.06%		93.17%		111.45%		110.70%		114.67%		108.08%				23.06%		-6.83%		11.45%		10.70%		14.67%		8.08%						0.99%		0.93%		0.92%		0.89%		0.95%		0.91%		1.00%

				Jun-30-2017		123.50%		93.64%		112.84%		112.03%		115.47%		108.24%				23.50%		-6.36%		12.84%		12.03%		15.47%		8.24%						1.02%		0.92%		1.11%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%

				Jul-03-2017		122.15%		94.47%		112.87%		112.40%		115.26%		108.49%				22.15%		-5.53%		12.87%		12.40%		15.26%		8.49%						0.94%		0.85%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.03%		1.01%

				Jul-04-2017		121.72%		94.33%		111.59%		112.33%		114.98%		108.49%				21.72%		-5.67%		11.59%		12.33%		14.98%		8.49%						0.98%		1.03%		0.91%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.04%

				Jul-05-2017		123.56%		94.10%		111.65%		112.28%		115.59%		108.65%				23.56%		-5.90%		11.65%		12.28%		15.59%		8.65%						1.08%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%

				Jul-06-2017		122.44%		93.68%		111.33%		111.81%		114.96%		107.63%				22.44%		-6.32%		11.33%		11.81%		14.96%		7.63%						0.95%		1.09%		0.97%		0.96%		0.96%		0.89%		1.03%

				Jul-07-2017		122.24%		93.32%		111.59%		112.32%		115.10%		108.32%				22.24%		-6.68%		11.59%		12.32%		15.10%		8.32%						0.99%		1.07%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.08%		1.02%

				Jul-10-2017		122.32%		91.95%		111.19%		112.76%		115.14%		108.42%				22.32%		-8.05%		11.19%		12.76%		15.14%		8.42%						1.00%		1.24%		0.97%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%

				Jul-11-2017		123.29%		91.81%		110.63%		112.53%		115.46%		108.34%				23.29%		-8.19%		10.63%		12.53%		15.46%		8.34%						1.04%		1.02%		0.95%		0.98%		1.02%		0.99%		1.03%

				Jul-12-2017		122.89%		90.54%		111.32%		113.38%		115.56%		109.13%				22.89%		-9.46%		11.32%		13.38%		15.56%		9.13%						0.98%		1.18%		1.06%		1.06%		1.01%		1.08%		1.03%

				Jul-13-2017		123.02%		90.73%		111.67%		113.52%		115.68%		109.34%				23.02%		-9.27%		11.67%		13.52%		15.68%		9.34%						1.01%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%

				Jul-14-2017		123.82%		91.05%		111.84%		114.15%		116.31%		109.85%				23.82%		-8.95%		11.84%		14.15%		16.31%		9.85%						1.03%		0.96%		1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.05%		1.03%

				Jul-17-2017		123.84%		91.21%		112.31%		114.02%		116.22%		109.84%				23.84%		-8.79%		12.31%		14.02%		16.22%		9.84%						1.00%		0.98%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.02%

				Jul-18-2017		123.25%		92.03%		111.37%		113.84%		115.96%		109.91%				23.25%		-7.97%		11.37%		13.84%		15.96%		9.91%						0.98%		0.89%		0.93%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%

				Jul-19-2017		123.63%		90.11%		112.32%		114.77%		116.41%		110.50%				23.63%		-9.89%		12.32%		14.77%		16.41%		10.50%						1.02%		1.28%		1.08%		1.06%		1.03%		1.05%		1.05%

				Jul-20-2017		124.45%		90.76%		112.37%		114.30%		116.57%		110.48%				24.45%		-9.24%		12.37%		14.30%		16.57%		10.48%						1.03%		0.93%		1.00%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.09%

				Jul-21-2017		124.11%		90.51%		110.81%		114.19%		116.26%		110.44%				24.11%		-9.49%		10.81%		14.19%		16.26%		10.44%						0.99%		1.03%		0.88%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.13%

				Jul-24-2017		125.01%		90.68%		109.76%		114.48%		116.83%		110.32%				25.01%		-9.32%		9.76%		14.48%		16.83%		10.32%						1.04%		0.98%		0.91%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.14%

				Jul-25-2017		124.76%		91.07%		109.95%		114.61%		116.80%		110.64%				24.76%		-8.93%		9.95%		14.61%		16.80%		10.64%						0.99%		0.95%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.15%

				Jul-26-2017		122.23%		90.48%		109.60%		114.66%		115.96%		110.68%				22.23%		-9.52%		9.60%		14.66%		15.96%		10.68%						0.90%		1.07%		0.97%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.16%

				Jul-27-2017		119.50%		90.88%		112.65%		112.44%		114.67%		110.57%				19.50%		-9.12%		12.65%		12.44%		14.67%		10.57%						0.88%		0.95%		1.29%		0.86%		0.92%		0.99%		1.11%

				Jul-28-2017		119.24%		90.48%		109.74%		111.88%		114.24%		110.42%				19.24%		-9.52%		9.74%		11.88%		14.24%		10.42%						0.99%		1.05%		0.79%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		1.09%

				Jul-31-2017		118.44%		90.66%		109.38%		111.30%		113.79%		110.34%				18.44%		-9.34%		9.38%		11.30%		13.79%		10.34%						0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.06%

				Aug-01-2017		118.06%		91.29%		110.17%		111.96%		114.16%		110.61%				18.06%		-8.71%		10.17%		11.96%		14.16%		10.61%						0.98%		0.92%		1.08%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%

				Aug-02-2017		118.26%		91.39%		108.65%		113.42%		114.84%		110.66%				18.26%		-8.61%		8.65%		13.42%		14.84%		10.66%						1.01%		0.99%		0.86%		1.11%		1.04%		1.00%		1.06%

				Aug-03-2017		117.44%		91.45%		106.94%		113.59%		114.52%		110.42%				17.44%		-8.55%		6.94%		13.59%		14.52%		10.42%						0.96%		0.99%		0.82%		1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		1.06%

				Aug-04-2017		116.52%		91.63%		106.09%		114.18%		114.55%		110.63%				16.52%		-8.37%		6.09%		14.18%		14.55%		10.63%						0.95%		0.98%		0.89%		1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-07-2017		118.17%		91.18%		106.98%		114.00%		114.93%		110.81%				18.17%		-8.82%		6.98%		14.00%		14.93%		10.81%						1.09%		1.06%		1.13%		0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-08-2017		117.68%		90.59%		107.82%		113.48%		114.45%		110.55%				17.68%		-9.41%		7.82%		13.48%		14.45%		10.55%						0.97%		1.08%		1.11%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%

				Aug-09-2017		117.71%		90.86%		107.34%		113.43%		114.50%		110.51%				17.71%		-9.14%		7.34%		13.43%		14.50%		10.51%						1.00%		0.97%		0.95%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%

				Aug-10-2017		116.66%		90.37%		105.23%		112.05%		113.33%		108.91%				16.66%		-9.63%		5.23%		12.05%		13.33%		8.91%						0.94%		1.06%		0.75%		0.90%		0.92%		0.86%		1.04%

				Aug-11-2017		115.45%		90.34%		105.07%		111.53%		112.59%		109.04%				15.45%		-9.66%		5.07%		11.53%		12.59%		9.04%						0.93%		1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		0.95%		1.01%		1.03%

				Aug-14-2017		115.84%		90.80%		106.44%		112.58%		113.44%		110.14%				15.84%		-9.20%		6.44%		12.58%		13.44%		10.14%						1.02%		0.95%		1.23%		1.08%		1.06%		1.11%		1.01%

				Aug-15-2017		114.99%		90.48%		105.41%		111.62%		112.72%		110.08%				14.99%		-9.52%		5.41%		11.62%		12.72%		10.08%						0.95%		1.04%		0.86%		0.93%		0.95%		0.99%		1.01%

				Aug-16-2017		114.02%		90.09%		105.40%		111.74%		112.43%		110.24%				14.02%		-9.91%		5.40%		11.74%		12.43%		10.24%						0.94%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%

				Aug-17-2017		113.54%		90.12%		104.61%		110.06%		111.45%		108.54%				13.54%		-9.88%		4.61%		10.06%		11.45%		8.54%						0.97%		1.00%		0.88%		0.87%		0.93%		0.85%		1.00%

				Aug-18-2017		113.07%		89.35%		104.01%		109.49%		110.79%		108.34%				13.07%		-10.65%		4.01%		9.49%		10.79%		8.34%						0.97%		1.09%		0.89%		0.95%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%

				Aug-21-2017		114.46%		89.03%		103.55%		110.37%		111.45%		108.47%				14.46%		-10.97%		3.55%		10.37%		11.45%		8.47%						1.10%		1.03%		0.91%		1.08%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%

				Aug-22-2017		115.25%		89.02%		104.01%		111.62%		112.38%		109.54%				15.25%		-10.98%		4.01%		11.62%		12.38%		9.54%						1.05%		1.00%		1.10%		1.11%		1.07%		1.11%		0.99%

				Aug-23-2017		115.13%		87.89%		105.23%		111.30%		112.09%		109.17%				15.13%		-12.11%		5.23%		11.30%		12.09%		9.17%						0.99%		1.11%		1.24%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.99%

				Aug-24-2017		115.33%		87.25%		104.59%		111.24%		112.03%		108.94%				15.33%		-12.75%		4.59%		11.24%		12.03%		8.94%						1.01%		1.06%		0.90%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%

				Aug-25-2017		116.32%		87.63%		105.84%		111.82%		112.78%		109.12%				16.32%		-12.37%		5.84%		11.82%		12.78%		9.12%						1.06%		0.97%		1.22%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%		1.00%

				Aug-28-2017		116.90%		87.04%		106.73%		111.96%		113.05%		109.18%				16.90%		-12.96%		6.73%		11.96%		13.05%		9.18%						1.03%		1.05%		1.13%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%

				Aug-29-2017		116.77%		87.07%		106.74%		112.08%		113.10%		109.27%				16.77%		-12.93%		6.74%		12.08%		13.10%		9.27%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.97%

				Aug-30-2017		117.49%		87.51%		107.62%		112.47%		113.58%		109.77%				17.49%		-12.49%		7.62%		12.47%		13.58%		9.77%						1.04%		0.96%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.01%

				Aug-31-2017		117.26%		88.45%		108.83%		113.15%		113.89%		110.40%				17.26%		-11.55%		8.83%		13.15%		13.89%		10.40%						0.99%		0.92%		1.14%		1.05%		1.02%		1.06%		1.01%

				Sep-01-2017		117.38%		88.84%		109.74%		113.28%		114.00%		110.62%				17.38%		-11.16%		9.74%		13.28%		14.00%		10.62%						1.01%		0.96%		1.09%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.99%

				Sep-04-2017		118.01%		88.83%		109.06%		113.19%		114.18%		110.62%				18.01%		-11.17%		9.06%		13.19%		14.18%		10.62%						1.03%		1.00%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%

				Sep-05-2017		118.16%		88.60%		108.72%		112.84%		113.98%		109.78%				18.16%		-11.40%		8.72%		12.84%		13.98%		9.78%						1.01%		1.02%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.93%		1.00%

				Sep-06-2017		117.36%		88.69%		108.82%		113.16%		113.95%		110.13%				17.36%		-11.31%		8.82%		13.16%		13.95%		10.13%						0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		1.01%

				Sep-07-2017		117.76%		88.46%		108.97%		113.60%		114.46%		110.11%				17.76%		-11.54%		8.97%		13.60%		14.46%		10.11%						1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.05%

				Sep-08-2017		117.86%		89.24%		108.96%		113.91%		114.78%		109.94%				17.86%		-10.76%		8.96%		13.91%		14.78%		9.94%						1.01%		0.93%		1.00%		1.02%		1.02%		0.98%		1.03%

				Sep-11-2017		117.36%		89.10%		108.82%		114.87%		115.02%		111.13%				17.36%		-10.90%		8.82%		14.87%		15.02%		11.13%						0.97%		1.01%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.11%		1.02%

				Sep-12-2017		117.99%		89.88%		109.73%		115.29%		115.46%		111.51%				17.99%		-10.12%		9.73%		15.29%		15.46%		11.51%						1.03%		0.92%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.04%

				Sep-13-2017		119.04%		90.02%		109.44%		114.79%		115.65%		111.59%				19.04%		-9.98%		9.44%		14.79%		15.65%		11.59%						1.06%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%

				Sep-14-2017		118.63%		90.08%		109.05%		114.73%		115.38%		111.47%				18.63%		-9.92%		9.05%		14.73%		15.38%		11.47%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%

				Sep-15-2017		120.00%		89.99%		109.14%		115.66%		116.54%		111.68%				20.00%		-10.01%		9.14%		15.66%		16.54%		11.68%						1.07%		1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.07%		1.02%		1.03%

				Sep-18-2017		119.69%		92.70%		109.87%		115.45%		116.70%		111.84%				19.69%		-7.30%		9.87%		15.45%		16.70%		11.84%						0.99%		0.70%		1.07%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.03%

				Sep-19-2017		119.40%		92.53%		109.22%		115.34%		116.63%		111.96%				19.40%		-7.47%		9.22%		15.34%		16.63%		11.96%						0.99%		1.03%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.04%

				Sep-20-2017		120.76%		93.55%		109.61%		116.16%		117.57%		112.03%				20.76%		-6.45%		9.61%		16.16%		17.57%		12.03%						1.07%		0.84%		1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%

				Sep-21-2017		121.00%		94.66%		109.79%		116.98%		118.19%		111.69%				21.00%		-5.34%		9.79%		16.98%		18.19%		11.69%						1.01%		0.80%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		0.97%		1.02%

				Sep-22-2017		121.74%		94.89%		110.76%		117.54%		118.90%		111.76%				21.74%		-5.11%		10.76%		17.54%		18.90%		11.76%						1.03%		0.95%		1.09%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%

				Sep-25-2017		121.24%		95.37%		110.74%		116.93%		118.34%		111.52%				21.24%		-4.63%		10.74%		16.93%		18.34%		11.52%						0.98%		0.88%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%

				Sep-26-2017		120.94%		95.64%		110.53%		116.79%		117.92%		111.52%				20.94%		-4.36%		10.53%		16.79%		17.92%		11.52%						0.99%		0.93%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.04%

				Sep-27-2017		121.23%		95.80%		110.50%		116.58%		118.09%		111.98%				21.23%		-4.20%		10.50%		16.58%		18.09%		11.98%						1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.05%

				Sep-28-2017		121.40%		96.98%		111.27%		116.81%		118.56%		112.12%				21.40%		-3.02%		11.27%		16.81%		18.56%		12.12%						1.01%		0.63%		1.07%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.05%

				Sep-29-2017		122.46%		96.99%		111.04%		117.62%		119.37%		112.53%				22.46%		-3.01%		11.04%		17.62%		19.37%		12.53%						1.05%		1.00%		0.98%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%

				Oct-02-2017		122.85%		97.51%		111.89%		118.56%		120.10%		112.97%				22.85%		-2.49%		11.89%		18.56%		20.10%		12.97%						1.02%		0.74%		1.07%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%

				Oct-03-2017		123.12%		97.77%		111.96%		118.62%		120.27%		113.21%				23.12%		-2.23%		11.96%		18.62%		20.27%		13.21%						1.01%		0.83%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%

				Oct-04-2017		123.80%		99.79%		111.73%		119.15%		120.93%		113.35%				23.80%		-0.21%		11.73%		19.15%		20.93%		13.35%						1.03%		-0.64%		0.98%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.05%

				Oct-05-2017		123.89%		99.80%		111.91%		119.14%		120.90%		113.99%				23.89%		-0.20%		11.91%		19.14%		20.90%		13.99%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.06%

				Oct-06-2017		123.98%		98.78%		111.74%		119.26%		120.92%		113.87%				23.98%		-1.22%		11.74%		19.26%		20.92%		13.87%						1.00%		-0.28%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.05%

				Oct-09-2017		125.65%		98.55%		111.03%		119.08%		121.58%		113.66%				25.65%		-1.45%		11.03%		19.08%		21.58%		13.66%						1.07%		2.05%		0.94%		0.99%		1.03%		0.99%		1.05%

				Oct-10-2017		126.79%		97.70%		111.23%		119.26%		121.81%		113.93%				26.79%		-2.30%		11.23%		19.26%		21.81%		13.93%						1.04%		2.89%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.05%

				Oct-11-2017		126.84%		97.91%		111.34%		119.15%		121.84%		114.13%				26.84%		-2.09%		11.34%		19.15%		21.84%		14.13%						1.00%		0.84%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.06%

				Oct-12-2017		127.93%		99.55%		111.05%		119.49%		122.63%		113.94%				27.93%		-0.45%		11.05%		19.49%		22.63%		13.94%						1.04%		-0.50%		0.98%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.08%

				Oct-13-2017		128.52%		99.99%		111.72%		119.84%		123.06%		114.04%				28.52%		-0.01%		11.72%		19.84%		23.06%		14.04%						1.02%		1.80%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-16-2017		128.17%		100.32%		111.48%		120.10%		123.08%		114.24%				28.17%		0.32%		11.48%		20.10%		23.08%		14.24%						0.99%		1.33%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-17-2017		128.53%		104.00%		110.02%		120.44%		123.94%		114.32%				28.53%		4.00%		10.02%		20.44%		23.94%		14.32%						1.01%		3.79%		0.88%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.09%

				Oct-18-2017		128.79%		104.75%		110.87%		120.07%		124.11%		114.40%				28.79%		4.75%		10.87%		20.07%		24.11%		14.40%						1.01%		1.15%		1.08%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-19-2017		129.23%		103.85%		109.31%		120.50%		124.21%		114.44%				29.23%		3.85%		9.31%		20.50%		24.21%		14.44%						1.01%		0.84%		0.87%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.07%

				Oct-20-2017		128.61%		104.31%		109.54%		121.68%		124.56%		115.02%				28.61%		4.31%		9.54%		21.68%		24.56%		15.02%						0.98%		1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		1.08%

				Oct-23-2017		129.30%		105.77%		109.27%		122.16%		125.28%		114.57%				29.30%		5.77%		9.27%		22.16%		25.28%		14.57%						1.02%		1.27%		0.97%		1.02%		1.03%		0.97%		1.09%

				Oct-24-2017		131.09%		103.97%		108.58%		122.74%		126.01%		114.75%				31.09%		3.97%		8.58%		22.74%		26.01%		14.75%						1.06%		0.73%		0.93%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.08%

				Oct-25-2017		131.84%		103.96%		108.61%		122.16%		126.21%		114.22%				31.84%		3.96%		8.61%		22.16%		26.21%		14.22%						1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		1.10%

				Oct-26-2017		131.78%		104.65%		112.47%		122.95%		126.56%		114.36%				31.78%		4.65%		12.47%		22.95%		26.56%		14.36%						1.00%		1.14%		1.40%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.10%

				Oct-27-2017		132.74%		104.32%		115.74%		123.34%		127.18%		115.29%				32.74%		4.32%		15.74%		23.34%		27.18%		15.29%						1.03%		0.94%		1.24%		1.02%		1.02%		1.06%		1.09%

				Oct-30-2017		132.80%		104.50%		115.63%		122.73%		126.95%		114.92%				32.80%		4.50%		15.63%		22.73%		26.95%		14.92%						1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		0.97%		0.99%		0.98%		1.08%

				Oct-31-2017		131.89%		104.25%		117.13%		121.12%		125.92%		115.03%				31.89%		4.25%		17.13%		21.12%		25.92%		15.03%						0.97%		0.95%		1.09%		0.93%		0.96%		1.01%		1.10%

				Nov-01-2017		131.29%		103.84%		116.41%		121.90%		126.09%		115.21%				31.29%		3.84%		16.41%		21.90%		26.09%		15.21%						0.98%		0.92%		0.96%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.13%

				Nov-02-2017		131.62%		104.48%		116.56%		121.34%		126.15%		115.23%				31.62%		4.48%		16.56%		21.34%		26.15%		15.23%						1.01%		1.13%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.16%

				Nov-03-2017		130.92%		104.70%		117.00%		121.57%		126.03%		115.59%				30.92%		4.70%		17.00%		21.57%		26.03%		15.59%						0.98%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.15%

				Nov-06-2017		133.90%		105.20%		117.15%		122.26%		127.58%		115.74%				33.90%		5.20%		17.15%		22.26%		27.58%		15.74%						1.09%		1.09%		1.01%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.16%

				Nov-07-2017		134.02%		105.54%		116.07%		122.08%		127.56%		115.71%				34.02%		5.54%		16.07%		22.08%		27.56%		15.71%						1.00%		1.05%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.17%

				Nov-08-2017		133.37%		105.89%		115.40%		121.79%		127.14%		115.88%				33.37%		5.89%		15.40%		21.79%		27.14%		15.88%						0.98%		1.05%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.20%

				Nov-09-2017		132.27%		105.13%		113.51%		118.98%		125.68%		115.45%				32.27%		5.13%		13.51%		18.98%		25.68%		15.45%						0.97%		0.89%		0.88%		0.88%		0.95%		0.97%		1.21%

				Nov-10-2017		131.97%		104.69%		114.82%		118.55%		125.77%		115.34%				31.97%		4.69%		14.82%		18.55%		25.77%		15.34%						0.99%		0.93%		1.09%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.22%

				Nov-13-2017		130.88%		103.26%		113.33%		118.25%		125.20%		115.46%				30.88%		3.26%		13.33%		18.25%		25.20%		15.46%						0.97%		0.75%		0.91%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.21%

				Nov-14-2017		129.58%		103.42%		112.22%		118.83%		125.00%		115.19%				29.58%		3.42%		12.22%		18.83%		25.00%		15.19%						0.96%		1.04%		0.92%		1.03%		0.99%		0.98%		1.22%

				Nov-15-2017		129.22%		103.62%		111.33%		117.80%		124.32%		114.55%				29.22%		3.62%		11.33%		17.80%		24.32%		14.55%						0.99%		1.05%		0.93%		0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		1.24%

				Nov-16-2017		131.08%		104.31%		112.72%		118.58%		125.53%		115.49%				31.08%		4.31%		12.72%		18.58%		25.53%		15.49%						1.06%		1.15%		1.11%		1.04%		1.05%		1.06%		1.23%

				Nov-17-2017		132.05%		104.03%		112.44%		118.72%		125.89%		115.19%				32.05%		4.03%		12.44%		18.72%		25.89%		15.19%						1.03%		0.95%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.25%

				Nov-20-2017		131.96%		104.17%		112.91%		119.37%		126.35%		115.33%				31.96%		4.17%		12.91%		19.37%		26.35%		15.33%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.26%

				Nov-21-2017		135.18%		104.32%		113.90%		120.53%		128.38%		116.09%				35.18%		4.32%		13.90%		20.53%		28.38%		16.09%						1.10%		1.03%		1.07%		1.06%		1.07%		1.05%		1.28%

				Nov-22-2017		135.04%		104.52%		113.87%		120.89%		128.32%		116.00%				35.04%		4.52%		13.87%		20.89%		28.32%		16.00%						1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		0.99%		1.28%

				Nov-23-2017		132.21%		104.59%		114.89%		120.99%		127.26%		116.00%				32.21%		4.59%		14.89%		20.99%		27.26%		16.00%						0.92%		1.01%		1.07%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-24-2017		132.83%		104.58%		114.26%		121.47%		127.73%		116.24%				32.83%		4.58%		14.26%		21.47%		27.73%		16.24%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.27%

				Nov-27-2017		131.67%		105.40%		113.54%		121.61%		127.35%		116.20%				31.67%		5.40%		13.54%		21.61%		27.35%		16.20%						0.97%		1.15%		0.95%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.26%

				Nov-28-2017		133.65%		106.77%		114.92%		124.05%		129.34%		117.34%				33.65%		6.77%		14.92%		24.05%		29.34%		17.34%						1.06%		1.21%		1.09%		1.11%		1.07%		1.07%		1.25%

				Nov-29-2017		131.67%		108.78%		116.86%		123.15%		128.42%		117.30%				31.67%		8.78%		16.86%		23.15%		28.42%		17.30%						0.94%		1.26%		1.12%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.28%

				Nov-30-2017		131.11%		109.77%		117.43%		124.44%		129.18%		118.26%				31.11%		9.77%		17.43%		24.44%		29.18%		18.26%						0.98%		1.10%		1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.05%		1.27%

				Dec-01-2017		130.58%		109.67%		116.89%		123.17%		128.28%		118.02%				30.58%		9.67%		16.89%		23.17%		28.28%		18.02%						0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.25%

				Dec-04-2017		130.94%		111.61%		117.80%		122.84%		128.49%		117.89%				30.94%		11.61%		17.80%		22.84%		28.49%		17.89%						1.01%		1.18%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		1.25%

				Dec-05-2017		131.31%		111.37%		116.72%		122.52%		128.49%		117.45%				31.31%		11.37%		16.72%		22.52%		28.49%		17.45%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.28%

				Dec-06-2017		130.23%		110.36%		115.76%		122.26%		127.72%		117.44%				30.23%		10.36%		15.76%		22.26%		27.72%		17.44%						0.97%		0.92%		0.95%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.28%

				Dec-07-2017		129.05%		109.47%		116.21%		122.94%		127.49%		117.78%				29.05%		9.47%		16.21%		22.94%		27.49%		17.78%						0.96%		0.92%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		1.02%		1.28%

				Dec-08-2017		130.55%		109.90%		116.94%		123.46%		128.47%		118.43%				30.55%		9.90%		16.94%		23.46%		28.47%		18.43%						1.05%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.27%

				Dec-11-2017		134.06%		109.58%		117.19%		123.52%		129.82%		118.81%				34.06%		9.58%		17.19%		23.52%		29.82%		18.81%						1.11%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.05%		1.02%		1.26%

				Dec-12-2017		133.83%		109.00%		116.58%		124.10%		129.80%		119.00%				33.83%		9.00%		16.58%		24.10%		29.80%		19.00%						0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.31%

				Dec-13-2017		135.32%		109.35%		116.34%		124.97%		131.10%		118.94%				35.32%		9.35%		16.34%		24.97%		31.10%		18.94%						1.04%		1.04%		0.99%		1.03%		1.04%		1.00%		1.32%

				Dec-14-2017		134.43%		109.02%		114.49%		123.30%		129.78%		118.46%				34.43%		9.02%		14.49%		23.30%		29.78%		18.46%						0.98%		0.97%		0.89%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		1.28%

				Dec-15-2017		133.50%		109.63%		115.74%		123.83%		129.85%		119.52%				33.50%		9.63%		15.74%		23.83%		29.85%		19.52%						0.97%		1.06%		1.08%		1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		1.30%

				Dec-18-2017		136.11%		110.63%		117.13%		124.86%		131.58%		120.16%				36.11%		10.63%		17.13%		24.86%		31.58%		20.16%						1.08%		1.09%		1.08%		1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.29%

				Dec-19-2017		135.41%		110.79%		116.58%		124.71%		131.23%		119.77%				35.41%		10.79%		16.58%		24.71%		31.23%		19.77%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.36%

				Dec-20-2017		135.86%		112.01%		117.00%		125.10%		131.73%		119.67%				35.86%		12.01%		17.00%		25.10%		31.73%		19.67%						1.01%		1.10%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.35%

				Dec-21-2017		137.47%		112.71%		117.23%		125.24%		132.45%		119.91%				37.47%		12.71%		17.23%		25.24%		32.45%		19.91%						1.04%		1.05%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.36%

				Dec-22-2017		137.99%		112.86%		115.92%		125.27%		132.63%		119.85%				37.99%		12.86%		15.92%		25.27%		32.63%		19.85%						1.01%		1.01%		0.93%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.33%

				Dec-25-2017		139.54%		112.86%		115.92%		125.27%		133.26%		119.85%				39.54%		12.86%		15.92%		25.27%		33.26%		19.85%						1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.31%

				Dec-26-2017		137.88%		113.14%		116.32%		125.23%		132.67%		119.73%				37.88%		13.14%		16.32%		25.23%		32.67%		19.73%						0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.31%

				Dec-27-2017		135.97%		113.20%		116.43%		125.47%		132.02%		119.82%				35.97%		13.20%		16.43%		25.47%		32.02%		19.82%						0.95%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.45%

				Dec-28-2017		137.24%		113.04%		116.35%		125.74%		132.60%		120.04%				37.24%		13.04%		16.35%		25.74%		32.60%		20.04%						1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.42%

				Dec-29-2017		137.48%		112.93%		115.84%		125.19%		132.38%		119.42%				37.48%		12.93%		15.84%		25.19%		32.38%		19.42%						1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		1.37%

				Jan-02-2018		138.40%		113.00%		116.27%		126.01%		133.20%		120.41%				38.40%		13.00%		16.27%		26.01%		33.20%		20.41%						1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%		1.37%

				Jan-03-2018		138.66%		112.78%		117.40%		126.61%		133.45%		121.18%				38.66%		12.78%		17.40%		26.61%		33.45%		21.18%						1.01%		0.98%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		1.42%

				Jan-04-2018		142.06%		113.46%		117.75%		128.24%		135.58%		121.67%				42.06%		13.46%		17.75%		28.24%		35.58%		21.67%						1.09%		1.05%		1.02%		1.06%		1.06%		1.02%		1.39%

				Jan-05-2018		141.66%		114.18%		117.51%		128.41%		136.00%		122.53%				41.66%		14.18%		17.51%		28.41%		36.00%		22.53%						0.99%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.39%

				Jan-08-2018		142.43%		113.98%		117.60%		128.41%		136.15%		122.73%				42.43%		13.98%		17.60%		28.41%		36.15%		22.73%						1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.37%

				Jan-09-2018		143.79%		113.64%		116.93%		128.98%		137.01%		122.89%				43.79%		13.64%		16.93%		28.98%		37.01%		22.89%						1.03%		0.98%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.43%

				Jan-10-2018		145.14%		113.45%		116.62%		129.49%		137.73%		122.75%				45.14%		13.45%		16.62%		29.49%		37.73%		22.75%						1.03%		0.99%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		1.42%

				Jan-11-2018		145.11%		114.71%		117.71%		130.24%		138.18%		123.62%				45.11%		14.71%		17.71%		30.24%		38.18%		23.62%						1.00%		1.09%		1.06%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		1.40%

				Jan-12-2018		146.56%		114.13%		119.86%		131.10%		139.20%		124.45%				46.56%		14.13%		19.86%		31.10%		39.20%		24.45%						1.03%		0.96%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.41%

				Jan-15-2018		147.49%		114.44%		119.63%		131.11%		139.61%		124.45%				47.49%		14.44%		19.63%		31.11%		39.61%		24.45%						1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.41%

				Jan-16-2018		147.59%		116.79%		117.22%		130.43%		139.35%		124.01%				47.59%		16.79%		17.22%		30.43%		39.35%		24.01%						1.00%		1.15%		0.88%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.41%

				Jan-17-2018		145.26%		116.08%		117.96%		130.25%		138.43%		125.18%				45.26%		16.08%		17.96%		30.25%		38.43%		25.18%						0.95%		0.96%		1.04%		0.99%		0.98%		1.05%		1.43%

				Jan-18-2018		145.34%		116.43%		117.82%		131.02%		138.99%		124.98%				45.34%		16.43%		17.82%		31.02%		38.99%		24.98%						1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		1.42%

				Jan-19-2018		145.00%		117.02%		119.00%		131.26%		139.21%		125.53%				45.00%		17.02%		19.00%		31.26%		39.21%		25.53%						0.99%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.43%

				Jan-22-2018		148.54%		117.01%		118.41%		131.15%		140.49%		126.54%				48.54%		17.01%		18.41%		31.15%		40.49%		26.54%						1.08%		1.00%		0.97%		1.00%		1.03%		1.04%		1.42%

				Jan-23-2018		150.87%		116.63%		118.43%		132.18%		141.61%		126.81%				50.87%		16.63%		18.43%		32.18%		41.61%		26.81%						1.05%		0.98%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.43%

				Jan-24-2018		149.73%		123.67%		117.95%		131.69%		141.62%		126.74%				49.73%		23.67%		17.95%		31.69%		41.62%		26.74%						0.98%		1.40%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.42%

				Jan-25-2018		150.07%		125.85%		117.25%		132.54%		142.41%		126.82%				50.07%		25.85%		17.25%		32.54%		42.41%		26.82%						1.01%		1.09%		0.96%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.41%

				Jan-26-2018		151.05%		126.46%		116.52%		134.72%		143.89%		128.32%				51.05%		26.46%		16.52%		34.72%		43.89%		28.32%						1.02%		1.02%		0.96%		1.06%		1.03%		1.05%		1.40%

				Jan-29-2018		147.57%		124.67%		115.45%		132.23%		141.10%		127.46%				47.57%		24.67%		15.45%		32.23%		41.10%		27.46%						0.93%		0.93%		0.94%		0.93%		0.94%		0.97%		1.39%

				Jan-30-2018		145.94%		124.37%		114.22%		130.57%		139.61%		126.07%				45.94%		24.37%		14.22%		30.57%		39.61%		26.07%						0.97%		0.99%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		0.95%		1.43%

				Jan-31-2018		146.88%		123.58%		114.18%		130.30%		139.95%		126.13%				46.88%		23.58%		14.18%		30.30%		39.95%		26.13%						1.02%		0.97%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.42%

				Feb-01-2018		147.69%		122.59%		114.80%		130.59%		140.17%		126.05%				47.69%		22.59%		14.80%		30.59%		40.17%		26.05%						1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.44%

				Feb-02-2018		146.91%		120.89%		112.89%		127.88%		138.15%		123.37%				46.91%		20.89%		12.89%		27.88%		38.15%		23.37%						0.98%		0.93%		0.88%		0.91%		0.95%		0.90%		1.46%

				Feb-05-2018		140.79%		119.60%		108.66%		123.55%		133.50%		118.32%				40.79%		19.60%		8.66%		23.55%		33.50%		18.32%						0.87%		0.94%		0.70%		0.85%		0.88%		0.79%		1.46%

				Feb-06-2018		138.28%		119.88%		107.79%		123.92%		132.65%		120.38%				38.28%		19.88%		7.79%		23.92%		32.65%		20.38%						0.94%		1.01%		0.91%		1.02%		0.98%		1.11%		1.49%

				Feb-07-2018		135.77%		120.39%		108.26%		123.88%		131.68%		119.78%				35.77%		20.39%		8.26%		23.88%		31.68%		19.78%						0.94%		1.02%		1.05%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		1.50%

				Feb-08-2018		135.06%		119.40%		105.62%		119.30%		128.92%		115.28%				35.06%		19.40%		5.62%		19.30%		28.92%		15.28%						0.98%		0.95%		0.71%		0.82%		0.92%		0.78%		1.53%

				Feb-09-2018		132.99%		120.63%		107.05%		121.00%		129.29%		117.01%				32.99%		20.63%		7.05%		21.00%		29.29%		17.01%						0.94%		1.06%		1.22%		1.08%		1.01%		1.11%		1.53%

				Feb-12-2018		136.36%		121.08%		106.68%		123.08%		131.55%		118.63%				36.36%		21.08%		6.68%		23.08%		31.55%		18.63%						1.10%		1.02%		0.95%		1.09%		1.07%		1.09%		1.53%

				Feb-13-2018		136.99%		121.49%		106.88%		122.54%		131.57%		118.94%				36.99%		21.49%		6.88%		22.54%		31.57%		18.94%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		0.98%		1.00%		1.02%		1.61%

				Feb-14-2018		139.28%		120.57%		109.07%		124.04%		133.28%		120.54%				39.28%		20.57%		9.07%		24.04%		33.28%		20.54%						1.06%		0.96%		1.28%		1.06%		1.05%		1.08%		1.57%

				Feb-15-2018		140.78%		121.88%		109.15%		125.88%		134.88%		121.99%				40.78%		21.88%		9.15%		25.88%		34.88%		21.99%						1.04%		1.06%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.07%		1.56%

				Feb-16-2018		141.64%		121.40%		110.90%		126.79%		135.68%		122.04%				41.64%		21.40%		10.90%		26.79%		35.68%		22.04%						1.02%		0.98%		1.17%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.56%

				Feb-19-2018		141.67%		121.38%		110.70%		126.72%		135.65%		122.04%				41.67%		21.38%		10.70%		26.72%		35.65%		22.04%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.59%

				Feb-20-2018		140.50%		118.37%		110.20%		126.18%		134.66%		121.32%				40.50%		18.37%		10.20%		26.18%		34.66%		21.32%						0.97%		0.87%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		1.59%

				Feb-21-2018		140.52%		117.80%		109.70%		126.17%		134.59%		120.66%				40.52%		17.80%		9.70%		26.17%		34.59%		20.66%						1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		1.64%

				Feb-22-2018		141.96%		118.25%		110.48%		125.98%		135.11%		120.78%				41.96%		18.25%		10.48%		25.98%		35.11%		20.78%						1.03%		1.02%		1.07%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.62%

				Feb-23-2018		142.53%		118.33%		110.96%		127.14%		135.78%		122.71%				42.53%		18.33%		10.96%		27.14%		35.78%		22.71%						1.01%		1.00%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.09%		1.61%

				Feb-26-2018		143.00%		119.74%		111.37%		128.19%		136.76%		124.15%				43.00%		19.74%		11.37%		28.19%		36.76%		24.15%						1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.06%		1.61%

				Feb-27-2018		139.57%		117.70%		110.28%		126.47%		134.32%		122.58%				39.57%		17.70%		10.28%		26.47%		34.32%		22.58%						0.92%		0.90%		0.91%		0.94%		0.94%		0.94%		1.65%

				Feb-28-2018		138.03%		116.52%		110.64%		124.05%		132.55%		121.22%				38.03%		16.52%		10.64%		24.05%		32.55%		21.22%						0.96%		0.94%		1.03%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		1.64%

				Mar-01-2018		135.54%		115.46%		109.15%		120.93%		129.89%		119.60%				35.54%		15.46%		9.15%		20.93%		29.89%		19.60%						0.94%		0.94%		0.87%		0.88%		0.92%		0.93%		1.63%

				Mar-02-2018		136.17%		115.58%		109.36%		121.26%		130.25%		120.21%				36.17%		15.58%		9.36%		21.26%		30.25%		20.21%						1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.60%

				Mar-05-2018		136.68%		116.79%		109.28%		122.54%		131.12%		121.53%				36.68%		16.79%		9.28%		22.54%		31.12%		21.53%						1.01%		1.07%		0.99%		1.06%		1.03%		1.06%		1.62%

				Mar-06-2018		138.11%		118.21%		111.32%		123.68%		132.44%		121.85%				38.11%		18.21%		11.32%		23.68%		32.44%		21.85%						1.04%		1.08%		1.20%		1.05%		1.04%		1.01%		1.67%

				Mar-07-2018		137.30%		118.89%		113.13%		123.82%		132.42%		121.80%				37.30%		18.89%		13.13%		23.82%		32.42%		21.80%						0.98%		1.04%		1.15%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.65%

				Mar-08-2018		140.18%		121.19%		113.45%		125.06%		134.41%		122.34%				40.18%		21.19%		13.45%		25.06%		34.41%		22.34%						1.08%		1.12%		1.02%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%		1.65%

				Mar-09-2018		142.44%		122.73%		112.69%		127.63%		136.66%		124.47%				42.44%		22.73%		12.69%		27.63%		36.66%		24.47%						1.05%		1.07%		0.95%		1.10%		1.06%		1.09%		1.64%

				Mar-12-2018		143.30%		122.59%		111.51%		126.58%		136.33%		124.31%				43.30%		22.59%		11.51%		26.58%		36.33%		24.31%						1.02%		0.99%		0.91%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		1.64%

				Mar-13-2018		144.11%		122.07%		111.21%		126.06%		136.25%		123.52%				44.11%		22.07%		11.21%		26.06%		36.25%		23.52%						1.02%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		1.68%

				Mar-14-2018		142.27%		123.00%		110.52%		124.45%		135.15%		122.81%				42.27%		23.00%		10.52%		24.45%		35.15%		22.81%						0.96%		1.04%		0.94%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.70%

				Mar-15-2018		143.87%		123.52%		110.47%		124.87%		136.15%		122.71%				43.87%		23.52%		10.47%		24.87%		36.15%		22.71%						1.04%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		1.73%

				Mar-16-2018		141.41%		124.22%		110.28%		125.43%		135.62%		122.92%				41.41%		24.22%		10.28%		25.43%		35.62%		22.92%						0.95%		1.03%		0.98%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.74%

				Mar-19-2018		140.42%		124.06%		108.72%		123.71%		134.27%		121.18%				40.42%		24.06%		8.72%		23.71%		34.27%		21.18%						0.98%		0.99%		0.86%		0.93%		0.96%		0.93%		1.75%

				Mar-20-2018		139.41%		123.67%		108.07%		123.61%		133.89%		121.36%				39.41%		23.67%		8.07%		23.61%		33.89%		21.36%						0.98%		0.98%		0.93%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.77%

				Mar-21-2018		138.80%		124.64%		108.27%		124.54%		134.14%		121.13%				38.80%		24.64%		8.27%		24.54%		34.14%		21.13%						0.98%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		1.78%

				Mar-22-2018		136.55%		123.28%		106.42%		120.99%		131.25%		118.08%				36.55%		23.28%		6.42%		20.99%		31.25%		18.08%						0.94%		0.95%		0.80%		0.86%		0.92%		0.86%		1.71%

				Mar-23-2018		133.19%		121.54%		104.10%		118.20%		128.37%		115.61%				33.19%		21.54%		4.10%		18.20%		28.37%		15.61%						0.91%		0.93%		0.69%		0.87%		0.91%		0.87%		1.69%

				Mar-26-2018		133.94%		123.20%		105.09%		120.63%		130.08%		118.75%				33.94%		23.20%		5.09%		20.63%		30.08%		18.75%						1.02%		1.07%		1.19%		1.13%		1.06%		1.19%		1.71%

				Mar-27-2018		133.20%		122.24%		105.02%		119.12%		129.00%		116.70%				33.20%		22.24%		5.02%		19.12%		29.00%		16.70%						0.98%		0.96%		0.99%		0.93%		0.97%		0.90%		1.76%

				Mar-28-2018		129.89%		122.82%		105.40%		117.67%		126.92%		116.36%				29.89%		22.82%		5.40%		17.67%		26.92%		16.36%						0.90%		1.02%		1.06%		0.93%		0.93%		0.98%		1.74%

				Mar-29-2018		133.75%		124.32%		107.00%		119.10%		129.26%		117.96%				33.75%		24.32%		7.00%		19.10%		29.26%		17.96%						1.12%		1.06%		1.25%		1.08%		1.08%		1.09%		1.70%

				Mar-30-2018		133.32%		124.32%		107.00%		119.10%		129.09%		117.96%				33.32%		24.32%		7.00%		19.10%		29.09%		17.96%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.70%

				Apr-02-2018		130.12%		123.23%		105.44%		116.85%		126.71%		115.32%				30.12%		23.23%		5.44%		16.85%		26.71%		15.32%						0.91%		0.96%		0.81%		0.89%		0.92%		0.86%		1.70%

				Apr-03-2018		130.41%		124.23%		106.28%		118.05%		127.50%		116.78%				30.41%		24.23%		6.28%		18.05%		27.50%		16.78%						1.01%		1.04%		1.13%		1.07%		1.03%		1.09%		1.74%

				Apr-04-2018		131.30%		125.24%		106.44%		118.23%		127.93%		118.13%				31.30%		25.24%		6.44%		18.23%		27.93%		18.13%						1.03%		1.04%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.08%		1.72%

				Apr-05-2018		131.77%		126.12%		107.94%		119.22%		128.94%		118.94%				31.77%		26.12%		7.94%		19.22%		28.94%		18.94%						1.01%		1.03%		1.20%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.68%

				Apr-06-2018		130.03%		124.68%		106.37%		116.39%		126.70%		116.33%				30.03%		24.68%		6.37%		16.39%		26.70%		16.33%						0.95%		0.95%		0.82%		0.86%		0.93%		0.87%		1.69%

				Apr-09-2018		128.30%		124.49%		105.98%		116.31%		126.02%		116.72%				28.30%		24.49%		5.98%		16.31%		26.02%		16.72%						0.94%		0.99%		0.95%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.70%

				Apr-10-2018		131.07%		125.78%		107.60%		118.31%		128.34%		118.67%				31.07%		25.78%		7.60%		18.31%		28.34%		18.67%						1.09%		1.05%		1.23%		1.12%		1.09%		1.11%		1.73%

				Apr-11-2018		131.72%		123.76%		106.25%		117.88%		127.93%		118.02%				31.72%		23.76%		6.25%		17.88%		27.93%		18.02%						1.02%		0.92%		0.84%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		1.71%

				Apr-12-2018		130.88%		125.46%		107.09%		119.44%		128.70%		118.99%				30.88%		25.46%		7.09%		19.44%		28.70%		18.99%						0.97%		1.07%		1.12%		1.08%		1.03%		1.05%		1.70%

				Apr-13-2018		130.78%		124.00%		106.98%		119.17%		128.38%		118.65%				30.78%		24.00%		6.98%		19.17%		28.38%		18.65%						1.00%		0.94%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.72%

				Apr-16-2018		130.18%		125.17%		107.83%		119.93%		128.54%		119.61%				30.18%		25.17%		7.83%		19.93%		28.54%		19.61%						0.98%		1.05%		1.11%		1.04%		1.01%		1.05%		1.73%

				Apr-17-2018		129.96%		125.50%		108.20%		121.13%		129.29%		120.88%				29.96%		25.50%		8.20%		21.13%		29.29%		20.88%						0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.06%		1.76%

				Apr-18-2018		129.56%		126.05%		109.69%		121.76%		129.55%		120.98%				29.56%		26.05%		9.69%		21.76%		29.55%		20.98%						0.99%		1.02%		1.16%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.77%

				Apr-19-2018		131.68%		130.75%		108.95%		120.65%		130.44%		120.29%				31.68%		30.75%		8.95%		20.65%		30.44%		20.29%						1.07%		1.17%		0.93%		0.95%		1.03%		0.97%		1.78%

				Apr-20-2018		131.21%		128.40%		108.37%		121.29%		130.24%		119.27%				31.21%		28.40%		8.37%		21.29%		30.24%		19.27%						0.99%		0.93%		0.94%		1.03%		0.99%		0.95%		1.79%

				Apr-23-2018		131.18%		127.74%		107.74%		120.46%		129.70%		119.27%				31.18%		27.74%		7.74%		20.46%		29.70%		19.27%						1.00%		0.98%		0.93%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		1.78%

				Apr-24-2018		131.66%		126.19%		107.01%		118.73%		128.98%		117.68%				31.66%		26.19%		7.01%		18.73%		28.98%		17.68%						1.01%		0.95%		0.92%		0.92%		0.98%		0.92%		1.84%

				Apr-25-2018		131.32%		125.35%		107.29%		119.04%		128.77%		117.89%				31.32%		25.35%		7.29%		19.04%		28.77%		17.89%						0.99%		0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.84%

				Apr-26-2018		130.54%		125.30%		104.81%		118.92%		128.14%		119.12%				30.54%		25.30%		4.81%		18.92%		28.14%		19.12%						0.98%		1.00%		0.70%		0.99%		0.98%		1.07%		1.82%

				Apr-27-2018		131.33%		125.43%		107.31%		119.15%		128.66%		119.25%				31.33%		25.43%		7.31%		19.15%		28.66%		19.25%						1.03%		1.00%		1.43%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.79%

				Apr-30-2018		130.26%		124.72%		105.15%		117.16%		127.12%		118.28%				30.26%		24.72%		5.15%		17.16%		27.12%		18.28%						0.97%		0.97%		0.74%		0.90%		0.95%		0.95%		1.78%

				May-01-2018		132.19%		124.89%		105.64%		119.06%		128.42%		118.58%				32.19%		24.89%		5.64%		19.06%		28.42%		18.58%						1.06%		1.01%		1.08%		1.10%		1.05%		1.02%		1.84%

				May-02-2018		131.03%		124.52%		104.79%		118.18%		127.56%		117.73%				31.03%		24.52%		4.79%		18.18%		27.56%		17.73%						0.97%		0.99%		0.87%		0.96%		0.97%		0.96%		1.82%

				May-03-2018		133.05%		124.27%		105.38%		118.23%		128.38%		117.46%				33.05%		24.27%		5.38%		18.23%		28.38%		17.46%						1.06%		0.99%		1.10%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.81%

				May-04-2018		132.00%		125.98%		105.54%		119.64%		128.69%		118.97%				32.00%		25.98%		5.54%		19.64%		28.69%		18.97%						0.97%		1.07%		1.03%		1.07%		1.01%		1.08%		1.80%

				May-07-2018		134.36%		126.77%		106.29%		120.84%		130.34%		119.38%				34.36%		26.77%		6.29%		20.84%		30.34%		19.38%						1.07%		1.03%		1.11%		1.06%		1.06%		1.02%		1.80%

				May-08-2018		135.50%		127.08%		107.92%		120.80%		130.97%		119.34%				35.50%		27.08%		7.92%		20.80%		30.97%		19.34%						1.03%		1.01%		1.22%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.83%

				May-09-2018		135.39%		129.53%		107.59%		122.42%		132.11%		120.50%				35.39%		29.53%		7.59%		22.42%		32.11%		20.50%						1.00%		1.09%		0.96%		1.07%		1.04%		1.06%		1.84%

				May-10-2018		136.83%		130.13%		107.22%		123.38%		133.17%		121.63%				36.83%		30.13%		7.22%		23.38%		33.17%		21.63%						1.04%		1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		1.85%

				May-11-2018		136.82%		129.71%		107.37%		123.30%		133.19%		121.84%				36.82%		29.71%		7.37%		23.30%		33.19%		21.84%						1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.86%

				May-14-2018		138.17%		129.38%		106.89%		123.60%		133.81%		121.94%				38.17%		29.38%		6.89%		23.60%		33.81%		21.94%						1.04%		0.99%		0.94%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.88%

				May-15-2018		137.24%		130.17%		106.38%		123.22%		133.35%		121.11%				37.24%		30.17%		6.38%		23.22%		33.35%		21.11%						0.98%		1.03%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.90%

				May-16-2018		136.51%		131.36%		105.93%		123.37%		133.21%		121.60%				36.51%		31.36%		5.93%		23.37%		33.21%		21.60%						0.98%		1.04%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.89%

				May-17-2018		135.60%		131.33%		106.68%		123.73%		133.04%		121.50%				35.60%		31.33%		6.68%		23.73%		33.04%		21.50%						0.98%		1.00%		1.11%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.88%

				May-18-2018		135.68%		131.70%		105.81%		123.71%		133.23%		121.18%				35.68%		31.70%		5.81%		23.71%		33.23%		21.18%						1.00%		1.01%		0.89%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.88%

				May-21-2018		136.39%		133.16%		106.98%		124.83%		134.42%		122.07%				36.39%		33.16%		6.98%		24.83%		34.42%		22.07%						1.02%		1.04%		1.17%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.87%

				May-22-2018		134.77%		133.35%		106.66%		124.49%		133.73%		121.69%				34.77%		33.35%		6.66%		24.49%		33.73%		21.69%						0.96%		1.01%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.90%

				May-23-2018		132.58%		133.32%		105.50%		123.67%		132.61%		122.09%				32.58%		33.32%		5.50%		23.67%		32.61%		22.09%						0.94%		1.00%		0.85%		0.97%		0.97%		1.02%		1.90%

				May-24-2018		131.71%		134.35%		105.08%		123.86%		132.41%		121.84%				31.71%		34.35%		5.08%		23.86%		32.41%		21.84%						0.97%		1.03%		0.94%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		1.88%

				May-25-2018		131.59%		132.81%		105.72%		123.48%		131.92%		121.55%				31.59%		32.81%		5.72%		23.48%		31.92%		21.55%						1.00%		0.96%		1.11%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.87%

				May-28-2018		132.78%		132.64%		105.75%		123.39%		132.34%		121.55%				32.78%		32.64%		5.75%		23.39%		32.34%		21.55%						1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.86%

				May-29-2018		131.84%		131.16%		103.99%		121.24%		130.69%		120.15%				31.84%		31.16%		3.99%		21.24%		30.69%		20.15%						0.97%		0.96%		0.74%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		1.86%

				May-30-2018		131.16%		132.04%		106.22%		122.96%		131.45%		121.67%				31.16%		32.04%		6.22%		22.96%		31.45%		21.67%						0.98%		1.03%		1.45%		1.08%		1.02%		1.07%		1.90%

				May-31-2018		132.93%		132.34%		104.54%		120.96%		131.28%		120.83%				32.93%		32.34%		4.54%		20.96%		31.28%		20.83%						1.06%		1.01%		0.77%		0.92%		0.99%		0.96%		1.90%

				Jun-01-2018		132.47%		133.01%		106.07%		122.25%		131.89%		122.15%				32.47%		33.01%		6.07%		22.25%		31.89%		22.15%						0.99%		1.02%		1.28%		1.06%		1.02%		1.06%		1.89%

				Jun-04-2018		135.35%		134.92%		106.70%		122.62%		133.42%		122.69%				35.35%		34.92%		6.70%		22.62%		33.42%		22.69%						1.09%		1.06%		1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.02%		1.88%

				Jun-05-2018		137.02%		135.25%		107.57%		123.59%		134.59%		122.78%				37.02%		35.25%		7.57%		23.59%		34.59%		22.78%						1.05%		1.01%		1.11%		1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		1.91%

				Jun-06-2018		137.07%		134.70%		108.32%		124.68%		135.17%		123.83%				37.07%		34.70%		8.32%		24.68%		35.17%		23.83%						1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%		1.91%

				Jun-07-2018		137.56%		134.97%		107.83%		125.33%		135.64%		123.74%				37.56%		34.97%		7.83%		25.33%		35.64%		23.74%						1.01%		1.01%		0.95%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.91%

				Jun-08-2018		138.13%		135.46%		108.93%		125.29%		135.89%		124.13%				38.13%		35.46%		8.93%		25.29%		35.89%		24.13%						1.01%		1.01%		1.12%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.90%

				Jun-11-2018		139.70%		136.65%		108.92%		125.63%		136.88%		124.26%				39.70%		36.65%		8.92%		25.63%		36.88%		24.26%						1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.89%

				Jun-12-2018		140.76%		137.39%		109.31%		125.46%		137.28%		124.48%				40.76%		37.39%		9.31%		25.46%		37.28%		24.48%						1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.91%

				Jun-13-2018		140.09%		137.59%		109.04%		125.23%		136.97%		123.98%				40.09%		37.59%		9.04%		25.23%		36.97%		23.98%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.89%

				Jun-14-2018		138.77%		137.71%		109.05%		125.17%		136.42%		124.28%				38.77%		37.71%		9.05%		25.17%		36.42%		24.28%						0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-15-2018		139.13%		137.78%		108.97%		124.31%		136.05%		124.16%				39.13%		37.78%		8.97%		24.31%		36.05%		24.16%						1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.90%

				Jun-18-2018		138.65%		137.21%		108.59%		123.68%		135.56%		123.89%				38.65%		37.21%		8.59%		23.68%		35.56%		23.89%						0.99%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.90%

				Jun-19-2018		136.04%		136.25%		108.35%		121.55%		133.19%		123.39%				36.04%		36.25%		8.35%		21.55%		33.19%		23.39%						0.93%		0.97%		0.97%		0.91%		0.94%		0.98%		1.91%

				Jun-20-2018		137.11%		136.29%		108.82%		121.57%		133.45%		123.61%				37.11%		36.29%		8.82%		21.57%		33.45%		23.61%						1.03%		1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.91%

				Jun-21-2018		136.08%		135.45%		106.53%		119.19%		131.79%		122.82%				36.08%		35.45%		6.53%		19.19%		31.79%		22.82%						0.97%		0.98%		0.77%		0.89%		0.95%		0.97%		1.90%

				Jun-22-2018		135.57%		135.39%		107.21%		118.90%		131.52%		123.05%				35.57%		35.39%		7.21%		18.90%		31.52%		23.05%						0.99%		1.00%		1.09%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-25-2018		134.97%		133.35%		106.37%		118.06%		130.44%		121.36%				34.97%		33.35%		6.37%		18.06%		30.44%		21.36%						0.98%		0.94%		0.90%		0.96%		0.97%		0.93%		1.89%

				Jun-26-2018		133.64%		133.30%		107.15%		117.95%		129.91%		121.63%				33.64%		33.30%		7.15%		17.95%		29.91%		21.63%						0.96%		1.00%		1.11%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-27-2018		130.11%		132.99%		105.29%		117.13%		128.09%		120.58%				30.11%		32.99%		5.29%		17.13%		28.09%		20.58%						0.90%		0.99%		0.77%		0.96%		0.94%		0.95%		1.90%

				Jun-28-2018		129.16%		133.44%		104.19%		116.34%		127.34%		121.33%				29.16%		33.44%		4.19%		16.34%		27.34%		21.33%						0.97%		1.01%		0.83%		0.96%		0.97%		1.03%		1.89%

				Jun-29-2018		131.57%		134.10%		104.94%		117.51%		129.04%		121.42%				31.57%		34.10%		4.94%		17.51%		29.04%		21.42%						1.08%		1.02%		1.14%		1.07%		1.06%		1.00%		1.89%

				Jul-02-2018		127.79%		133.40%		103.66%		117.40%		127.34%		121.79%				27.79%		33.40%		3.66%		17.40%		27.34%		21.79%						0.88%		0.98%		0.78%		0.99%		0.94%		1.02%		1.89%

				Jul-03-2018		127.17%		132.12%		104.20%		117.48%		126.91%		121.19%				27.17%		32.12%		4.20%		17.48%		26.91%		21.19%						0.98%		0.96%		1.12%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-04-2018		124.99%		132.07%		103.43%		117.17%		125.81%		121.19%				24.99%		32.07%		3.43%		17.17%		25.81%		21.19%						0.92%		1.00%		0.85%		0.98%		0.96%		1.00%		1.94%

				Jul-05-2018		125.62%		132.24%		104.40%		118.06%		126.45%		122.23%				25.62%		32.24%		4.40%		18.06%		26.45%		22.23%						1.02%		1.01%		1.22%		1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.94%

				Jul-06-2018		127.05%		132.88%		105.75%		118.76%		127.43%		123.27%				27.05%		32.88%		5.75%		18.76%		27.43%		23.27%						1.05%		1.02%		1.25%		1.04%		1.04%		1.04%		1.92%

				Jul-09-2018		130.33%		134.34%		106.49%		120.40%		129.80%		124.36%				30.33%		34.34%		6.49%		20.40%		29.80%		24.36%						1.12%		1.04%		1.11%		1.08%		1.08%		1.04%		1.93%

				Jul-10-2018		129.88%		134.40%		106.31%		120.81%		129.87%		124.79%				29.88%		34.40%		6.31%		20.81%		29.87%		24.79%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		1.95%

				Jul-11-2018		126.61%		134.42%		106.54%		117.93%		127.13%		123.90%				26.61%		34.42%		6.54%		17.93%		27.13%		23.90%						0.89%		1.00%		1.03%		0.87%		0.91%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-12-2018		127.82%		134.28%		105.78%		120.13%		128.64%		124.99%				27.82%		34.28%		5.78%		20.13%		28.64%		24.99%						1.04%		1.00%		0.90%		1.12%		1.05%		1.04%		1.93%

				Jul-13-2018		128.45%		135.09%		106.98%		120.39%		129.07%		125.12%				28.45%		35.09%		6.98%		20.39%		29.07%		25.12%						1.02%		1.02%		1.18%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.94%

				Jul-16-2018		127.59%		133.73%		106.02%		119.51%		128.14%		125.00%				27.59%		33.73%		6.02%		19.51%		28.14%		25.00%						0.97%		0.96%		0.88%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.94%

				Jul-17-2018		127.58%		134.30%		106.03%		120.85%		128.80%		125.49%				27.58%		34.30%		6.03%		20.85%		28.80%		25.49%						1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		1.98%

				Jul-18-2018		127.03%		139.72%		106.68%		121.69%		129.65%		125.76%				27.03%		39.72%		6.68%		21.69%		29.65%		25.76%						0.98%		1.15%		1.09%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.98%

				Jul-19-2018		127.98%		140.18%		106.72%		121.27%		129.74%		125.27%				27.98%		40.18%		6.72%		21.27%		29.74%		25.27%						1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		0.98%		1.96%

				Jul-20-2018		128.47%		141.33%		105.73%		123.55%		131.23%		125.15%				28.47%		41.33%		5.73%		23.55%		31.23%		25.15%						1.02%		1.03%		0.87%		1.10%		1.05%		1.00%		1.96%

				Jul-23-2018		126.69%		142.18%		105.11%		122.90%		130.37%		125.38%				26.69%		42.18%		5.11%		22.90%		30.37%		25.38%						0.94%		1.02%		0.91%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.95%

				Jul-24-2018		129.01%		140.80%		105.68%		124.03%		131.83%		125.98%				29.01%		40.80%		5.68%		24.03%		31.83%		25.98%						1.08%		0.97%		1.09%		1.05%		1.05%		1.02%		1.96%

				Jul-25-2018		129.78%		140.75%		106.57%		125.06%		132.77%		127.12%				29.78%		40.75%		6.57%		25.06%		32.77%		27.12%						1.03%		1.00%		1.13%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		1.98%

				Jul-26-2018		130.40%		140.00%		106.62%		126.33%		133.57%		126.74%				30.40%		40.00%		6.62%		26.33%		33.57%		26.74%						1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		0.99%		1.97%

				Jul-27-2018		129.50%		139.66%		107.33%		126.73%		133.32%		125.91%				29.50%		39.66%		7.33%		26.73%		33.32%		25.91%						0.97%		0.99%		1.09%		1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-30-2018		129.89%		139.17%		106.85%		125.61%		132.66%		125.18%				29.89%		39.17%		6.85%		25.61%		32.66%		25.18%						1.01%		0.99%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		1.96%

				Jul-31-2018		130.89%		140.77%		106.87%		127.87%		134.21%		125.79%				30.89%		40.77%		6.87%		27.87%		34.21%		25.79%						1.03%		1.04%		1.00%		1.08%		1.05%		1.02%		2.01%

				Aug-01-2018		129.16%		139.55%		105.89%		125.90%		132.19%		125.66%				29.16%		39.55%		5.89%		25.90%		32.19%		25.66%						0.95%		0.97%		0.88%		0.93%		0.94%		1.00%		1.99%

				Aug-02-2018		126.84%		137.63%		104.97%		125.65%		130.81%		126.28%				26.84%		37.63%		4.97%		25.65%		30.81%		26.28%						0.92%		0.95%		0.87%		0.99%		0.96%		1.02%		1.99%

				Aug-03-2018		125.30%		137.85%		104.30%		125.41%		130.00%		126.87%				25.30%		37.85%		4.30%		25.41%		30.00%		26.87%						0.94%		1.01%		0.89%		0.99%		0.97%		1.02%		1.98%

				Aug-06-2018		125.42%		139.70%		105.36%		125.31%		130.32%		127.32%				25.42%		39.70%		5.36%		25.31%		30.32%		27.32%						1.00%		1.05%		1.20%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.97%

				Aug-07-2018		127.70%		140.62%		105.69%		127.11%		132.33%		127.68%				27.70%		40.62%		5.69%		27.11%		32.33%		27.68%						1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.07%		1.06%		1.01%		2.02%

				Aug-08-2018		127.49%		141.59%		106.01%		126.34%		132.09%		127.64%				27.49%		41.59%		6.01%		26.34%		32.09%		27.64%						0.99%		1.02%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		2.02%

				Aug-09-2018		128.42%		141.45%		105.24%		125.76%		132.10%		127.46%				28.42%		41.45%		5.24%		25.76%		32.10%		27.46%						1.03%		1.00%		0.89%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		2.02%

				Aug-10-2018		127.32%		141.12%		103.80%		124.45%		130.95%		126.55%				27.32%		41.12%		3.80%		24.45%		30.95%		26.55%						0.96%		0.99%		0.77%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		2.02%

				Aug-13-2018		125.63%		140.97%		102.91%		123.92%		129.99%		126.04%				25.63%		40.97%		2.91%		23.92%		29.99%		26.04%						0.94%		1.00%		0.81%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		2.01%

				Aug-14-2018		126.15%		142.53%		103.36%		124.98%		130.89%		126.85%				26.15%		42.53%		3.36%		24.98%		30.89%		26.85%						1.02%		1.04%		1.12%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		2.03%

				Aug-15-2018		125.07%		140.49%		102.30%		124.05%		129.49%		125.89%				25.07%		40.49%		2.30%		24.05%		29.49%		25.89%						0.96%		0.95%		0.76%		0.96%		0.96%		0.97%		2.04%

				Aug-16-2018		125.74%		141.01%		102.94%		124.94%		130.33%		126.88%				25.74%		41.01%		2.94%		24.94%		30.33%		26.88%						1.03%		1.01%		1.19%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		2.03%

				Aug-17-2018		125.84%		140.80%		104.19%		125.87%		130.73%		127.30%				25.84%		40.80%		4.19%		25.87%		30.73%		27.30%						1.00%		1.00%		1.32%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		2.03%

				Aug-20-2018		126.89%		142.75%		105.06%		126.57%		131.66%		127.61%				26.89%		42.75%		5.06%		26.57%		31.66%		27.61%						1.04%		1.05%		1.17%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		2.01%

				Aug-21-2018		128.96%		143.25%		107.27%		128.58%		133.40%		127.88%				28.96%		43.25%		7.27%		28.58%		33.40%		27.88%						1.07%		1.01%		1.36%		1.07%		1.05%		1.01%		2.03%

				Aug-22-2018		127.86%		142.98%		107.93%		127.36%		132.38%		127.83%				27.86%		42.98%		7.93%		27.36%		32.38%		27.83%						0.96%		0.99%		1.08%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		2.04%

				Aug-23-2018		127.01%		142.67%		108.97%		128.14%		132.60%		127.61%				27.01%		42.67%		8.97%		28.14%		32.60%		27.61%						0.97%		0.99%		1.12%		1.03%		1.01%		0.99%		2.05%

				Aug-24-2018		127.59%		142.66%		109.46%		128.20%		132.87%		128.40%				27.59%		42.66%		9.46%		28.20%		32.87%		28.40%						1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		2.04%

				Aug-27-2018		129.97%		142.33%		109.66%		130.01%		134.68%		129.39%				29.97%		42.33%		9.66%		30.01%		34.68%		29.39%						1.08%		0.99%		1.02%		1.06%		1.05%		1.03%		2.05%

				Aug-28-2018		129.74%		142.05%		109.45%		129.90%		134.71%		129.42%				29.74%		42.05%		9.45%		29.90%		34.71%		29.42%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.08%

				Aug-29-2018		128.68%		143.48%		109.67%		129.83%		134.55%		130.16%				28.68%		43.48%		9.67%		29.83%		34.55%		30.16%						0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		2.09%

				Aug-30-2018		127.86%		141.89%		109.38%		128.83%		133.69%		129.58%				27.86%		41.89%		9.38%		28.83%		33.69%		29.58%						0.97%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		2.09%

				Aug-31-2018		127.95%		141.98%		109.29%		128.66%		133.61%		129.60%				27.95%		41.98%		9.29%		28.66%		33.61%		29.60%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.07%

				Sep-03-2018		127.33%		142.19%		108.88%		128.68%		133.37%		129.60%				27.33%		42.19%		8.88%		28.68%		33.37%		29.60%						0.98%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.07%

				Sep-04-2018		128.12%		142.03%		106.58%		128.39%		133.43%		129.39%				28.12%		42.03%		6.58%		28.39%		33.43%		29.39%						1.03%		1.00%		0.77%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Sep-05-2018		127.82%		141.75%		106.59%		129.50%		133.75%		129.02%				27.82%		41.75%		6.59%		29.50%		33.75%		29.02%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		2.09%

				Sep-06-2018		127.19%		141.49%		106.63%		130.06%		133.63%		128.55%				27.19%		41.49%		6.63%		30.06%		33.63%		28.55%						0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		2.10%

				Sep-07-2018		126.45%		140.83%		105.39%		128.82%		132.66%		128.27%				26.45%		40.83%		5.39%		28.82%		32.66%		28.27%						0.97%		0.98%		0.84%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		2.09%

				Sep-10-2018		127.58%		141.38%		105.81%		129.37%		133.48%		128.51%				27.58%		41.38%		5.81%		29.37%		33.48%		28.51%						1.04%		1.01%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		2.10%

				Sep-11-2018		127.51%		142.25%		105.85%		128.52%		133.30%		128.99%				27.51%		42.25%		5.85%		28.52%		33.30%		28.99%						1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		2.11%

				Sep-12-2018		127.49%		141.71%		107.46%		128.44%		133.26%		129.04%				27.49%		41.71%		7.46%		28.44%		33.26%		29.04%						1.00%		0.99%		1.24%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.11%

				Sep-13-2018		128.77%		143.60%		107.12%		130.13%		134.82%		129.72%				28.77%		43.60%		7.12%		30.13%		34.82%		29.72%						1.04%		1.04%		0.96%		1.06%		1.05%		1.02%		2.12%

				Sep-14-2018		129.42%		143.82%		107.89%		130.12%		135.12%		129.75%				29.42%		43.82%		7.89%		30.12%		35.12%		29.75%						1.02%		1.00%		1.09%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.11%

				Sep-17-2018		128.63%		143.27%		106.95%		129.97%		134.83%		129.03%				28.63%		43.27%		6.95%		29.97%		34.83%		29.03%						0.97%		0.99%		0.89%		1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		2.12%

				Sep-18-2018		128.92%		144.44%		106.75%		130.48%		135.40%		129.72%				28.92%		44.44%		6.75%		30.48%		35.40%		29.72%						1.01%		1.03%		0.97%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.13%

				Sep-19-2018		129.99%		143.72%		106.49%		129.96%		135.49%		129.89%				29.99%		43.72%		6.49%		29.96%		35.49%		29.89%						1.04%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		2.13%

				Sep-20-2018		129.90%		144.45%		106.81%		131.24%		136.16%		130.91%				29.90%		44.45%		6.81%		31.24%		36.16%		30.91%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		2.12%

				Sep-21-2018		129.70%		144.58%		107.56%		131.03%		136.12%		130.86%				29.70%		44.58%		7.56%		31.03%		36.12%		30.86%						0.99%		1.00%		1.10%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.13%

				Sep-24-2018		128.86%		143.80%		108.02%		129.70%		135.16%		130.40%				28.86%		43.80%		8.02%		29.70%		35.16%		30.40%						0.97%		0.98%		1.05%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		2.14%

				Sep-25-2018		128.51%		144.40%		106.72%		129.58%		135.11%		130.23%				28.51%		44.40%		6.72%		29.58%		35.11%		30.23%						0.99%		1.01%		0.86%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.18%

				Sep-26-2018		128.46%		144.40%		105.54%		129.18%		134.85%		129.80%				28.46%		44.40%		5.54%		29.18%		34.85%		29.80%						1.00%		1.00%		0.85%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		2.17%

				Sep-27-2018		127.70%		145.23%		106.46%		128.78%		134.48%		130.16%				27.70%		45.23%		6.46%		28.78%		34.48%		30.16%						0.97%		1.02%		1.14%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.16%

				Sep-28-2018		127.41%		145.52%		107.93%		128.58%		134.49%		130.16%				27.41%		45.52%		7.93%		28.58%		34.49%		30.16%						0.99%		1.01%		1.20%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.14%

				Oct-01-2018		127.70%		144.72%		107.23%		129.31%		134.85%		130.63%				27.70%		44.72%		7.23%		29.31%		34.85%		30.63%						1.01%		0.98%		0.92%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		2.15%

				Oct-02-2018		128.20%		140.80%		106.08%		129.86%		134.77%		130.58%				28.20%		40.80%		6.08%		29.86%		34.77%		30.58%						1.02%		0.91%		0.86%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		2.19%

				Oct-03-2018		127.61%		139.58%		106.40%		129.94%		134.37%		130.67%				27.61%		39.58%		6.40%		29.94%		34.37%		30.67%						0.98%		0.97%		1.05%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.19%

				Oct-04-2018		127.97%		138.23%		104.80%		129.43%		133.86%		129.60%				27.97%		38.23%		4.80%		29.43%		33.86%		29.60%						1.01%		0.97%		0.78%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		2.19%

				Oct-05-2018		127.54%		138.61%		103.36%		128.80%		133.34%		128.89%				27.54%		38.61%		3.36%		28.80%		33.34%		28.89%						0.99%		1.01%		0.75%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		2.18%

				Oct-08-2018		127.08%		137.58%		102.46%		128.75%		132.91%		128.84%				27.08%		37.58%		2.46%		28.75%		32.91%		28.84%						0.98%		0.97%		0.79%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.18%

				Oct-09-2018		125.19%		135.62%		101.52%		125.63%		130.57%		128.65%				25.19%		35.62%		1.52%		25.63%		30.57%		28.65%						0.93%		0.95%		0.73%		0.90%		0.93%		0.99%		2.18%

				Oct-10-2018		123.30%		128.22%		100.31%		121.96%		127.08%		124.43%				23.30%		28.22%		0.31%		21.96%		27.08%		24.43%						0.93%		0.80%		0.52%		0.86%		0.89%		0.86%		2.21%

				Oct-11-2018		120.64%		126.69%		98.44%		119.55%		124.54%		121.87%				20.64%		26.69%		-1.56%		19.55%		24.54%		21.87%						0.89%		0.95%		-0.43%		0.90%		0.91%		0.90%		2.23%

				Oct-12-2018		120.59%		127.42%		97.47%		120.53%		125.34%		123.60%				20.59%		27.42%		-2.53%		20.53%		25.34%		23.60%						1.00%		1.03%		2.73%		1.05%		1.03%		1.08%		2.22%

				Oct-15-2018		119.01%		128.42%		97.58%		120.48%		124.73%		122.87%				19.01%		28.42%		-2.42%		20.48%		24.73%		22.87%						0.93%		1.04%		0.93%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		2.23%

				Oct-16-2018		120.35%		122.49%		100.42%		123.66%		126.24%		125.51%				20.35%		22.49%		0.42%		23.66%		26.24%		25.51%						1.07%		0.80%		-1.00%		1.15%		1.06%		1.11%		2.27%

				Oct-17-2018		120.49%		122.25%		98.66%		123.11%		125.94%		125.48%				20.49%		22.25%		-1.34%		23.11%		25.94%		25.48%						1.01%		0.99%		-0.24%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		2.26%

				Oct-18-2018		119.30%		121.57%		97.18%		120.39%		123.99%		123.67%				19.30%		21.57%		-2.82%		20.39%		23.99%		23.67%						0.94%		0.97%		5.35%		0.89%		0.93%		0.93%		2.27%

				Oct-19-2018		117.95%		121.29%		95.72%		119.04%		122.67%		123.63%				17.95%		21.29%		-4.28%		19.04%		22.67%		23.63%						0.93%		0.99%		1.80%		0.94%		0.95%		1.00%		2.27%

				Oct-22-2018		117.59%		120.31%		94.96%		118.51%		122.17%		123.10%				17.59%		20.31%		-5.04%		18.51%		22.17%		23.10%						0.98%		0.96%		1.23%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		2.26%

				Oct-23-2018		116.22%		117.26%		92.90%		116.24%		119.94%		122.42%				16.22%		17.26%		-7.10%		16.24%		19.94%		22.42%						0.93%		0.86%		1.51%		0.88%		0.90%		0.97%		2.30%

				Oct-24-2018		115.47%		113.79%		89.36%		111.71%		116.93%		118.64%				15.47%		13.79%		-10.64%		11.71%		16.93%		18.64%						0.96%		0.81%		1.58%		0.74%		0.86%		0.84%		2.29%

				Oct-25-2018		115.62%		112.81%		92.31%		113.35%		117.69%		120.85%				15.62%		12.81%		-7.69%		13.35%		17.69%		20.85%						1.01%		0.93%		0.69%		1.13%		1.04%		1.11%		2.29%

				Oct-26-2018		114.69%		113.15%		94.27%		111.84%		116.79%		118.75%				14.69%		13.15%		-5.73%		11.84%		16.79%		18.75%						0.94%		1.02%		0.71%		0.89%		0.95%		0.90%		2.29%

				Oct-29-2018		110.49%		113.40%		93.52%		110.45%		114.29%		117.97%				10.49%		13.40%		-6.48%		10.45%		14.29%		17.97%						0.73%		1.02%		1.16%		0.89%		0.86%		0.96%		2.28%

				Oct-30-2018		111.73%		114.57%		96.15%		111.99%		115.74%		119.82%				11.73%		14.57%		-3.85%		11.99%		15.74%		19.82%						1.11%		1.08%		0.52%		1.13%		1.09%		1.10%		2.30%

				Oct-31-2018		113.25%		115.53%		96.15%		113.28%		117.14%		121.12%				13.25%		15.53%		-3.85%		13.28%		17.14%		21.12%						1.12%		1.06%		1.00%		1.10%		1.08%		1.06%		2.29%

				Nov-01-2018		116.37%		116.14%		97.34%		115.07%		119.15%		122.40%				16.37%		16.14%		-2.66%		15.07%		19.15%		22.40%						1.22%		1.04%		0.58%		1.13%		1.11%		1.06%		2.29%

				Nov-02-2018		118.67%		116.79%		98.61%		115.11%		120.48%		121.63%				18.67%		16.79%		-1.39%		15.11%		20.48%		21.63%						1.13%		1.04%		0.23%		1.00%		1.07%		0.97%		2.27%

				Nov-05-2018		118.91%		116.18%		98.76%		115.89%		120.79%		122.31%				18.91%		16.18%		-1.24%		15.89%		20.79%		22.31%						1.01%		0.97%		0.62%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%		2.28%

				Nov-06-2018		118.67%		116.03%		100.82%		116.56%		121.07%		123.08%				18.67%		16.03%		0.82%		16.56%		21.07%		23.08%						0.99%		0.99%		-7.58%		1.04%		1.01%		1.03%		2.32%

				Nov-07-2018		118.33%		119.81%		102.44%		117.22%		121.73%		125.69%				18.33%		19.81%		2.44%		17.22%		21.73%		25.69%						0.98%		1.22%		1.89%		1.04%		1.03%		1.11%		2.31%

				Nov-08-2018		120.29%		119.29%		102.81%		117.70%		122.46%		125.37%				20.29%		19.29%		2.81%		17.70%		22.46%		25.37%						1.10%		0.98%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		2.32%

				Nov-09-2018		117.99%		119.21%		100.93%		117.37%		121.28%		124.22%				17.99%		19.21%		0.93%		17.37%		21.28%		24.22%						0.89%		1.00%		0.51%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		2.30%

				Nov-12-2018		118.23%		118.45%		98.66%		114.76%		119.81%		121.77%				18.23%		18.45%		-1.34%		14.76%		19.81%		21.77%						1.01%		0.96%		-0.18%		0.86%		0.93%		0.90%		2.31%

				Nov-13-2018		119.26%		118.48%		98.18%		115.31%		120.36%		121.59%				19.26%		18.48%		-1.82%		15.31%		20.36%		21.59%						1.05%		1.00%		2.41%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		2.31%

				Nov-14-2018		117.50%		117.61%		98.76%		114.99%		119.77%		120.67%				17.50%		17.61%		-1.24%		14.99%		19.77%		20.67%						0.91%		0.96%		0.29%		0.98%		0.97%		0.96%		2.34%

				Nov-15-2018		117.79%		118.62%		98.41%		115.57%		120.28%		121.95%				17.79%		18.62%		-1.59%		15.57%		20.28%		21.95%						1.02%		1.05%		2.46%		1.04%		1.02%		1.06%		2.33%

				Nov-16-2018		117.95%		119.61%		98.07%		115.87%		120.64%		122.22%				17.95%		19.61%		-1.93%		15.87%		20.64%		22.22%						1.01%		1.05%		1.58%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		2.32%

				Nov-19-2018		118.12%		117.32%		97.63%		115.05%		119.98%		120.18%				18.12%		17.32%		-2.37%		15.05%		19.98%		20.18%						1.01%		0.89%		1.47%		0.95%		0.97%		0.91%		2.31%

				Nov-20-2018		115.44%		114.49%		94.99%		112.90%		117.29%		118.00%				15.44%		14.49%		-5.01%		12.90%		17.29%		18.00%						0.86%		0.85%		2.93%		0.87%		0.87%		0.90%		2.34%

				Nov-21-2018		115.57%		115.41%		95.59%		113.50%		117.83%		118.36%				15.57%		15.41%		-4.41%		13.50%		17.83%		18.36%						1.01%		1.06%		0.85%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		2.34%

				Nov-22-2018		115.84%		115.21%		95.21%		113.44%		117.87%		118.36%				15.84%		15.21%		-4.79%		13.44%		17.87%		18.36%						1.02%		0.99%		1.11%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.36%

				Nov-23-2018		114.96%		115.35%		94.56%		112.64%		117.02%		117.59%				14.96%		15.35%		-5.44%		12.64%		17.02%		17.59%						0.95%		1.01%		1.17%		0.94%		0.95%		0.96%		2.36%

				Nov-26-2018		116.24%		117.23%		96.21%		113.42%		118.14%		119.41%				16.24%		17.23%		-3.79%		13.42%		18.14%		19.41%						1.08%		1.11%		0.63%		1.06%		1.06%		1.10%		2.36%

				Nov-27-2018		115.41%		116.03%		95.44%		113.13%		117.56%		119.80%				15.41%		16.03%		-4.56%		13.13%		17.56%		19.80%						0.95%		0.93%		1.28%		0.98%		0.97%		1.02%		2.37%

				Nov-28-2018		117.59%		117.50%		96.51%		114.26%		119.14%		122.55%				17.59%		17.50%		-3.49%		14.26%		19.14%		22.55%						1.13%		1.09%		0.70%		1.08%		1.09%		1.13%		2.36%

				Nov-29-2018		118.03%		119.67%		95.48%		115.16%		119.96%		122.29%				18.03%		19.67%		-4.52%		15.16%		19.96%		22.29%						1.02%		1.12%		1.41%		1.06%		1.04%		0.99%		2.35%

				Nov-30-2018		117.97%		120.32%		95.92%		115.95%		120.32%		123.29%				17.97%		20.32%		-4.08%		15.95%		20.32%		23.29%						1.00%		1.03%		0.88%		1.05%		1.02%		1.04%		2.32%

				Dec-03-2018		121.73%		121.07%		95.59%		118.02%		123.02%		124.64%				21.73%		21.07%		-4.41%		18.02%		23.02%		24.64%						1.20%		1.04%		1.11%		1.12%		1.13%		1.06%		2.32%

				Dec-04-2018		119.15%		117.44%		91.40%		113.39%		119.16%		120.60%				19.15%		17.44%		-8.60%		13.39%		19.16%		20.60%						0.89%		0.84%		2.23%		0.76%		0.84%		0.84%		2.34%

				Dec-05-2018		118.15%		117.16%		90.97%		113.06%		118.52%		120.60%				18.15%		17.16%		-9.03%		13.06%		18.52%		20.60%						0.95%		0.98%		1.06%		0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		2.38%

				Dec-06-2018		116.00%		116.71%		89.44%		111.33%		116.70%		120.42%				16.00%		16.71%		-10.56%		11.33%		16.70%		20.42%						0.89%		0.98%		1.19%		0.88%		0.91%		0.99%		2.38%

				Dec-07-2018		114.62%		114.74%		87.82%		109.46%		115.02%		117.61%				14.62%		14.74%		-12.18%		9.46%		15.02%		17.61%						0.92%		0.89%		1.17%		0.85%		0.91%		0.87%		2.36%

				Dec-10-2018		112.68%		113.58%		85.95%		108.72%		113.69%		117.82%				12.68%		13.58%		-14.05%		8.72%		13.69%		17.82%						0.88%		0.93%		1.17%		0.93%		0.92%		1.01%		2.35%

				Dec-11-2018		111.92%		113.39%		86.85%		108.23%		113.15%		117.78%				11.92%		13.39%		-13.15%		8.23%		13.15%		17.78%						0.94%		0.99%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		1.00%		2.37%

				Dec-12-2018		114.54%		115.11%		87.95%		108.75%		114.65%		118.41%				14.54%		15.11%		-12.05%		8.75%		14.65%		18.41%						1.20%		1.12%		0.91%		1.06%		1.11%		1.03%		2.37%

				Dec-13-2018		116.71%		114.67%		87.17%		108.46%		115.45%		118.39%				16.71%		14.67%		-12.83%		8.46%		15.45%		18.39%						1.14%		0.97%		1.07%		0.97%		1.05%		1.00%		2.39%

				Dec-14-2018		115.29%		114.17%		85.66%		107.07%		114.03%		116.13%				15.29%		14.17%		-14.34%		7.07%		14.03%		16.13%						0.92%		0.97%		1.13%		0.85%		0.91%		0.88%		2.38%

				Dec-17-2018		114.15%		113.78%		84.96%		105.16%		112.69%		113.72%				14.15%		13.78%		-15.04%		5.16%		12.69%		13.72%						0.93%		0.97%		1.05%		0.76%		0.91%		0.86%		2.37%

				Dec-18-2018		113.98%		113.26%		84.35%		105.83%		112.70%		113.73%				13.98%		13.26%		-15.65%		5.83%		12.70%		13.73%						0.99%		0.96%		1.04%		1.11%		1.00%		1.00%		2.36%

				Dec-19-2018		112.50%		111.74%		83.14%		104.22%		111.25%		111.98%				12.50%		11.74%		-16.86%		4.22%		11.25%		11.98%						0.90%		0.89%		1.08%		0.76%		0.89%		0.88%		2.34%

				Dec-20-2018		111.50%		111.09%		81.61%		102.18%		109.68%		110.21%				11.50%		11.09%		-18.39%		2.18%		9.68%		10.21%						0.93%		0.95%		1.10%		0.61%		0.87%		0.86%		2.35%

				Dec-21-2018		110.03%		108.87%		80.57%		101.30%		108.58%		107.94%				10.03%		8.87%		-19.43%		1.30%		8.58%		7.94%						0.88%		0.82%		1.06%		0.72%		0.90%		0.80%		2.34%

				Dec-24-2018		108.67%		108.09%		79.59%		98.39%		106.55%		105.01%				8.67%		8.09%		-20.41%		-1.61%		6.55%		5.01%						0.88%		0.92%		1.05%		-0.27%		0.79%		0.67%		2.34%

				Dec-25-2018		106.64%		108.09%		79.59%		98.39%		105.71%		105.01%				6.64%		8.09%		-20.41%		-1.61%		5.71%		5.01%						0.79%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.89%		1.00%		2.41%

				Dec-26-2018		108.25%		111.34%		81.87%		102.06%		108.51%		110.22%				8.25%		11.34%		-18.13%		2.06%		8.51%		10.22%						1.21%		1.36%		0.88%		-5.02%		1.42%		1.87%		2.41%

				Dec-27-2018		110.02%		111.39%		81.37%		103.01%		109.77%		111.17%				10.02%		11.39%		-18.63%		3.01%		9.77%		11.17%						1.19%		1.00%		1.03%		1.31%		1.13%		1.08%		2.39%

				Dec-28-2018		109.62%		112.11%		81.93%		103.00%		109.73%		111.03%				9.62%		12.11%		-18.07%		3.00%		9.73%		11.03%						0.96%		1.06%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.36%

				Dec-31-2018		109.78%		112.30%		82.95%		103.80%		110.28%		111.97%				9.78%		12.30%		-17.05%		3.80%		10.28%		11.97%						1.02%		1.01%		0.94%		1.20%		1.05%		1.08%		2.35%

				Jan-02-2019		109.92%		111.15%		82.22%		104.04%		110.08%		112.11%				9.92%		11.15%		-17.78%		4.04%		10.08%		12.11%						1.01%		0.91%		1.05%		1.05%		0.98%		1.01%		2.35%

				Jan-03-2019		108.66%		107.96%		80.81%		102.08%		108.19%		109.34%				8.66%		7.96%		-19.19%		2.08%		8.19%		9.34%						0.88%		0.74%		1.08%		0.61%		0.83%		0.79%		2.37%

				Jan-04-2019		110.81%		112.96%		83.85%		105.43%		111.28%		113.09%				10.81%		12.96%		-16.15%		5.43%		11.28%		13.09%						1.22%		1.56%		0.83%		2.09%		1.34%		1.36%		2.36%

				Jan-07-2019		111.64%		112.88%		85.09%		106.67%		112.20%		113.89%				11.64%		12.88%		-14.91%		6.67%		12.20%		13.89%						1.07%		0.99%		0.92%		1.19%		1.07%		1.06%		2.37%

				Jan-08-2019		112.45%		115.43%		87.33%		106.79%		112.90%		114.99%				12.45%		15.43%		-12.67%		6.79%		12.90%		14.99%						1.06%		1.18%		0.84%		1.02%		1.05%		1.07%		2.41%

				Jan-09-2019		116.23%		115.63%		88.68%		107.75%		115.07%		115.46%				16.23%		15.63%		-11.32%		7.75%		15.07%		15.46%						1.28%		1.01%		0.88%		1.12%		1.16%		1.03%		2.41%

				Jan-10-2019		116.19%		116.41%		89.93%		108.61%		115.68%		115.98%				16.19%		16.41%		-10.07%		8.61%		15.68%		15.98%						1.00%		1.05%		0.88%		1.10%		1.04%		1.03%		2.40%

				Jan-11-2019		116.99%		116.20%		90.50%		108.64%		115.95%		115.97%				16.99%		16.20%		-9.50%		8.64%		15.95%		15.97%						1.05%		0.99%		0.94%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.38%

				Jan-14-2019		116.67%		115.96%		90.16%		108.65%		115.72%		115.36%				16.67%		15.96%		-9.84%		8.65%		15.72%		15.36%						0.98%		0.99%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		2.38%

				Jan-15-2019		118.11%		117.79%		90.84%		108.39%		116.60%		116.59%				18.11%		17.79%		-9.16%		8.39%		16.60%		16.59%						1.08%		1.11%		0.92%		0.97%		1.05%		1.08%		2.40%

				Jan-16-2019		118.20%		117.20%		91.36%		108.51%		116.66%		116.85%				18.20%		17.20%		-8.64%		8.51%		16.66%		16.85%						1.00%		0.97%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		2.40%

				Jan-17-2019		118.33%		119.13%		92.03%		109.50%		117.34%		117.74%				18.33%		19.13%		-7.97%		9.50%		17.34%		17.74%						1.01%		1.11%		0.91%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		2.38%

				Jan-18-2019		119.82%		120.53%		92.63%		111.52%		119.12%		119.29%				19.82%		20.53%		-7.37%		11.52%		19.12%		19.29%						1.08%		1.07%		0.91%		1.19%		1.10%		1.08%		2.37%

				Jan-21-2019		119.14%		120.58%		92.24%		111.56%		118.86%		119.29%				19.14%		20.58%		-7.76%		11.56%		18.86%		19.29%						0.97%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.36%

				Jan-22-2019		117.46%		119.93%		90.94%		110.14%		117.30%		117.60%				17.46%		19.93%		-9.06%		10.14%		17.30%		17.60%						0.92%		0.97%		1.19%		0.89%		0.92%		0.92%		2.36%

				Jan-23-2019		117.31%		118.42%		90.44%		110.03%		117.14%		117.86%				17.31%		18.42%		-9.56%		10.03%		17.14%		17.86%						0.99%		0.93%		1.06%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.38%

				Jan-24-2019		117.87%		116.37%		90.95%		111.33%		117.81%		118.02%				17.87%		16.37%		-9.05%		11.33%		17.81%		18.02%						1.03%		0.89%		0.94%		1.12%		1.04%		1.01%		2.36%

				Jan-25-2019		119.13%		117.24%		91.55%		112.47%		118.96%		119.02%				19.13%		17.24%		-8.45%		12.47%		18.96%		19.02%						1.07%		1.05%		0.93%		1.09%		1.06%		1.05%		2.32%

				Jan-28-2019		118.56%		116.92%		90.52%		111.32%		118.02%		118.09%				18.56%		16.92%		-9.48%		11.32%		18.02%		18.09%						0.97%		0.98%		1.14%		0.91%		0.95%		0.95%		2.34%

				Jan-29-2019		120.15%		118.00%		90.95%		112.18%		119.26%		117.92%				20.15%		18.00%		-9.05%		12.18%		19.26%		17.92%						1.08%		1.06%		0.95%		1.07%		1.07%		0.99%		2.37%

				Jan-30-2019		120.06%		117.37%		91.13%		113.80%		119.98%		119.75%				20.06%		17.37%		-8.87%		13.80%		19.98%		19.75%						1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		1.12%		1.04%		1.10%		2.37%

				Jan-31-2019		122.78%		117.63%		91.14%		114.21%		121.16%		120.78%				22.78%		17.63%		-8.86%		14.21%		21.16%		20.78%						1.13%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.06%		1.05%		2.37%

				Feb-01-2019		122.73%		117.28%		90.24%		114.94%		121.62%		120.89%				22.73%		17.28%		-9.76%		14.94%		21.62%		20.89%						1.00%		0.98%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		2.36%

				Feb-04-2019		123.31%		118.43%		90.68%		116.76%		122.86%		121.71%				23.31%		18.43%		-9.32%		16.76%		22.86%		21.71%						1.02%		1.06%		0.95%		1.11%		1.05%		1.04%		2.35%

				Feb-05-2019		123.94%		118.65%		92.40%		116.81%		123.17%		122.28%				23.94%		18.65%		-7.60%		16.81%		23.17%		22.28%						1.03%		1.01%		0.79%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		2.37%

				Feb-06-2019		124.14%		118.91%		91.98%		117.31%		123.53%		122.01%				24.14%		18.91%		-8.02%		17.31%		23.53%		22.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.03%		1.01%		0.99%		2.37%

				Feb-07-2019		123.65%		118.93%		89.44%		116.34%		122.76%		120.87%				23.65%		18.93%		-10.56%		16.34%		22.76%		20.87%						0.98%		1.00%		1.36%		0.95%		0.97%		0.95%		2.37%

				Feb-08-2019		123.21%		118.17%		88.81%		116.38%		122.46%		120.95%				23.21%		18.17%		-11.19%		16.38%		22.46%		20.95%						0.98%		0.96%		1.07%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.37%

				Feb-11-2019		124.66%		119.56%		89.85%		116.52%		123.31%		121.04%				24.66%		19.56%		-10.15%		16.52%		23.31%		21.04%						1.06%		1.07%		0.90%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		2.38%

				Feb-12-2019		126.40%		121.04%		91.62%		118.35%		125.13%		122.60%				26.40%		21.04%		-8.38%		18.35%		25.13%		22.60%						1.07%		1.07%		0.81%		1.10%		1.07%		1.07%		2.40%

				Feb-13-2019		127.64%		123.03%		92.19%		119.19%		126.29%		122.97%				27.64%		23.03%		-7.81%		19.19%		26.29%		22.97%						1.05%		1.09%		0.92%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		2.38%

				Feb-14-2019		127.87%		121.63%		92.47%		117.99%		125.62%		122.64%				27.87%		21.63%		-7.53%		17.99%		25.62%		22.64%						1.01%		0.94%		0.96%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		2.39%

				Feb-15-2019		126.52%		122.49%		95.23%		120.12%		126.31%		123.98%				26.52%		22.49%		-4.77%		20.12%		26.31%		23.98%						0.95%		1.04%		0.58%		1.11%		1.03%		1.06%		2.38%

				Feb-18-2019		127.98%		122.51%		96.27%		120.07%		126.93%		123.98%				27.98%		22.51%		-3.73%		20.07%		26.93%		23.98%						1.05%		1.00%		0.72%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.38%

				Feb-19-2019		127.74%		122.14%		96.49%		119.78%		126.69%		124.16%				27.74%		22.14%		-3.51%		19.78%		26.69%		24.16%						0.99%		0.98%		0.92%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.38%

				Feb-20-2019		128.85%		121.49%		97.47%		120.82%		127.53%		124.38%				28.85%		21.49%		-2.53%		20.82%		27.53%		24.38%						1.04%		0.97%		0.61%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		2.41%

				Feb-21-2019		128.76%		121.11%		97.98%		119.72%		126.81%		123.94%				28.76%		21.11%		-2.02%		19.72%		26.81%		23.94%						1.00%		0.98%		0.67%		0.95%		0.97%		0.98%		2.40%

				Feb-22-2019		128.77%		122.10%		99.84%		120.35%		127.30%		124.74%				28.77%		22.10%		-0.16%		20.35%		27.30%		24.74%						1.00%		1.04%		-0.82%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		2.40%

				Feb-25-2019		132.19%		122.32%		100.41%		121.18%		129.20%		124.89%				32.19%		22.32%		0.41%		21.18%		29.20%		24.89%						1.11%		1.01%		1.68%		1.04%		1.07%		1.01%		2.41%

				Feb-26-2019		130.34%		122.58%		99.44%		120.62%		128.19%		124.79%				30.34%		22.58%		-0.56%		20.62%		28.19%		24.79%						0.94%		1.01%		0.31%		0.97%		0.97%		1.00%		2.42%

				Feb-27-2019		130.79%		123.04%		99.37%		120.71%		128.50%		124.73%				30.79%		23.04%		-0.63%		20.71%		28.50%		24.73%						1.01%		1.02%		0.84%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.40%

				Feb-28-2019		129.94%		121.69%		100.19%		120.13%		127.77%		124.37%				29.94%		21.69%		0.19%		20.13%		27.77%		24.37%						0.97%		0.94%		3.22%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.40%

				Mar-01-2019		131.43%		120.83%		100.60%		121.15%		128.86%		125.23%				31.43%		20.83%		0.60%		21.15%		28.86%		25.23%						1.05%		0.96%		1.34%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		2.40%

				Mar-04-2019		132.46%		120.55%		100.32%		120.59%		128.93%		124.74%				32.46%		20.55%		0.32%		20.59%		28.93%		24.74%						1.03%		0.99%		0.83%		0.97%		1.00%		0.98%		2.39%

				Mar-05-2019		132.39%		120.00%		100.37%		120.30%		128.70%		124.60%				32.39%		20.00%		0.37%		20.30%		28.70%		24.60%						1.00%		0.97%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		2.41%

				Mar-06-2019		132.05%		120.24%		99.46%		119.85%		128.33%		123.79%				32.05%		20.24%		-0.54%		19.85%		28.33%		23.79%						0.99%		1.01%		0.34%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		2.41%

				Mar-07-2019		130.13%		118.69%		97.84%		119.07%		126.72%		122.78%				30.13%		18.69%		-2.16%		19.07%		26.72%		22.78%						0.94%		0.93%		-2.52%		0.96%		0.95%		0.96%		2.41%

				Mar-08-2019		127.98%		118.07%		97.58%		118.46%		125.35%		122.52%				27.98%		18.07%		-2.42%		18.46%		25.35%		22.52%						0.93%		0.97%		1.22%		0.97%		0.95%		0.99%		2.40%

				Mar-11-2019		129.52%		118.29%		99.49%		119.73%		126.71%		124.32%				29.52%		18.29%		-0.51%		19.73%		26.71%		24.32%						1.05%		1.01%		-0.35%		1.07%		1.05%		1.08%		2.41%

				Mar-12-2019		129.46%		118.32%		101.52%		119.75%		126.79%		124.69%				29.46%		18.32%		1.52%		19.75%		26.79%		24.69%						1.00%		1.00%		5.14%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		2.41%

				Mar-13-2019		129.39%		119.33%		102.47%		120.65%		127.35%		125.55%				29.39%		19.33%		2.47%		20.65%		27.35%		25.55%						1.00%		1.05%		1.38%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		2.41%

				Mar-14-2019		129.04%		119.82%		102.90%		120.48%		127.25%		125.44%				29.04%		19.82%		2.90%		20.48%		27.25%		25.44%						0.99%		1.02%		1.12%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.40%

				Mar-15-2019		130.79%		120.09%		104.95%		120.92%		128.38%		126.07%				30.79%		20.09%		4.95%		20.92%		28.38%		26.07%						1.06%		1.01%		1.53%		1.02%		1.04%		1.02%		2.40%

				Mar-18-2019		132.99%		121.06%		105.04%		122.06%		129.87%		126.54%				32.99%		21.06%		5.04%		22.06%		29.87%		26.54%						1.07%		1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.05%		1.02%		2.40%

				Mar-19-2019		133.26%		120.61%		104.68%		122.28%		130.06%		126.52%				33.26%		20.61%		4.68%		22.28%		30.06%		26.52%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		2.39%

				Mar-20-2019		132.49%		120.28%		104.46%		121.58%		129.30%		126.15%				32.49%		20.28%		4.46%		21.58%		29.30%		26.15%						0.98%		0.98%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.41%

				Mar-21-2019		132.85%		121.28%		104.58%		123.28%		130.35%		127.52%				32.85%		21.28%		4.58%		23.28%		30.35%		27.52%						1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.08%		1.03%		1.05%		2.42%

				Mar-22-2019		132.12%		118.93%		102.10%		120.68%		128.48%		125.10%				32.12%		18.93%		2.10%		20.68%		28.48%		25.10%						0.98%		0.89%		0.56%		0.89%		0.94%		0.92%		2.43%

				Mar-25-2019		129.85%		117.20%		101.70%		120.32%		127.12%		124.99%				29.85%		17.20%		1.70%		20.32%		27.12%		24.99%						0.93%		0.91%		0.87%		0.98%		0.95%		1.00%		2.41%

				Mar-26-2019		131.37%		114.08%		101.77%		121.40%		127.89%		125.89%				31.37%		14.08%		1.77%		21.40%		27.89%		25.89%						1.05%		0.83%		1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		2.41%

				Mar-27-2019		132.32%		114.01%		101.68%		120.44%		127.76%		125.31%				32.32%		14.01%		1.68%		20.44%		27.76%		25.31%						1.03%		1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		2.41%

				Mar-28-2019		131.94%		114.75%		102.28%		121.12%		127.97%		125.76%				31.94%		14.75%		2.28%		21.12%		27.97%		25.76%						0.99%		1.05%		1.22%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		2.39%

				Mar-29-2019		134.65%		116.03%		102.93%		121.80%		129.63%		126.60%				34.65%		16.03%		2.93%		21.80%		29.63%		26.60%						1.08%		1.08%		1.20%		1.03%		1.06%		1.03%		2.38%

				Apr-01-2019		138.79%		118.96%		104.95%		124.01%		132.98%		128.07%				38.79%		18.96%		4.95%		24.01%		32.98%		28.07%						1.12%		1.17%		1.51%		1.10%		1.11%		1.05%		2.35%

				Apr-02-2019		137.66%		118.89%		104.74%		123.74%		132.46%		128.07%				37.66%		18.89%		4.74%		23.74%		32.46%		28.07%						0.97%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-03-2019		137.98%		121.36%		105.50%		124.11%		133.24%		128.34%				37.98%		21.36%		5.50%		24.11%		33.24%		28.34%						1.01%		1.12%		1.13%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		2.37%

				Apr-04-2019		139.43%		121.71%		106.12%		124.69%		134.19%		128.61%				39.43%		21.71%		6.12%		24.69%		34.19%		28.61%						1.04%		1.02%		1.10%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		2.39%

				Apr-05-2019		139.85%		122.14%		106.92%		125.21%		134.72%		129.21%				39.85%		22.14%		6.92%		25.21%		34.72%		29.21%						1.01%		1.02%		1.11%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.39%

				Apr-08-2019		140.55%		122.34%		106.13%		125.73%		135.23%		129.34%				40.55%		22.34%		6.13%		25.73%		35.23%		29.34%						1.02%		1.01%		0.90%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-09-2019		140.68%		120.36%		105.34%		124.59%		134.55%		128.56%				40.68%		20.36%		5.34%		24.59%		34.55%		28.56%						1.00%		0.92%		0.89%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		2.38%

				Apr-10-2019		140.10%		119.98%		105.53%		124.24%		134.10%		129.01%				40.10%		19.98%		5.53%		24.24%		34.10%		29.01%						0.99%		0.98%		1.03%		0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		2.37%

				Apr-11-2019		138.52%		121.52%		106.97%		124.85%		134.01%		129.01%				38.52%		21.52%		6.97%		24.85%		34.01%		29.01%						0.96%		1.07%		1.22%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-12-2019		138.26%		121.25%		108.07%		126.35%		134.66%		129.86%				38.26%		21.25%		8.07%		26.35%		34.66%		29.86%						0.99%		0.99%		1.14%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		2.38%

				Apr-15-2019		138.90%		121.27%		108.68%		126.22%		134.73%		129.78%				38.90%		21.27%		8.68%		26.22%		34.73%		29.78%						1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-16-2019		140.17%		123.30%		109.20%		127.13%		135.93%		129.85%				40.17%		23.30%		9.20%		27.13%		35.93%		29.85%						1.03%		1.09%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-17-2019		139.89%		124.09%		109.82%		127.31%		136.11%		129.55%				39.89%		24.09%		9.82%		27.31%		36.11%		29.55%						0.99%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		2.38%

				Apr-18-2019		140.26%		124.49%		110.74%		130.02%		137.79%		129.76%				40.26%		24.49%		10.74%		30.02%		37.79%		29.76%						1.01%		1.02%		1.09%		1.10%		1.05%		1.01%		2.39%

				Apr-19-2019		142.22%		124.49%		110.74%		130.02%		138.61%		129.76%				42.22%		24.49%		10.74%		30.02%		38.61%		29.76%						1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-22-2019		139.88%		121.32%		110.74%		129.71%		137.13%		129.89%				39.88%		21.32%		10.74%		29.71%		37.13%		29.89%						0.95%		0.88%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-23-2019		140.19%		122.16%		110.00%		131.25%		138.10%		131.04%				40.19%		22.16%		10.00%		31.25%		38.10%		31.04%						1.01%		1.04%		0.94%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.39%

				Apr-24-2019		140.62%		122.48%		110.89%		131.02%		138.17%		130.75%				40.62%		22.48%		10.89%		31.02%		38.17%		30.75%						1.01%		1.01%		1.08%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		2.40%

				Apr-25-2019		138.91%		122.46%		110.25%		129.78%		136.88%		130.70%				38.91%		22.46%		10.25%		29.78%		36.88%		30.70%						0.96%		1.00%		0.95%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-26-2019		138.85%		122.07%		109.03%		130.89%		137.23%		131.31%				38.85%		22.07%		9.03%		30.89%		37.23%		31.31%						1.00%		0.98%		0.89%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		2.38%

				Apr-29-2019		141.79%		120.72%		108.46%		130.80%		138.20%		131.45%				41.79%		20.72%		8.46%		30.80%		38.20%		31.45%						1.07%		0.94%		0.94%		1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-30-2019		143.27%		120.88%		112.60%		131.42%		139.26%		131.58%				43.27%		20.88%		12.60%		31.42%		39.26%		31.58%						1.03%		1.01%		1.44%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		2.39%

				May-01-2019		144.20%		119.59%		110.86%		130.96%		138.68%		130.59%				44.20%		19.59%		10.86%		30.96%		38.68%		30.59%						1.02%		0.94%		0.87%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		2.38%

				May-02-2019		144.17%		120.30%		111.47%		130.89%		138.81%		130.31%				44.17%		20.30%		11.47%		30.89%		38.81%		30.31%						1.00%		1.03%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-03-2019		145.20%		121.28%		112.11%		132.45%		140.07%		131.57%				45.20%		21.28%		12.11%		32.45%		40.07%		31.57%						1.02%		1.05%		1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.41%

				May-06-2019		141.61%		120.41%		111.81%		131.31%		137.84%		130.98%				41.61%		20.41%		11.81%		31.31%		37.84%		30.98%						0.92%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.95%		0.98%		2.38%

				May-07-2019		141.87%		119.69%		109.35%		128.62%		136.38%		128.82%				41.87%		19.69%		9.35%		28.62%		36.38%		28.82%						1.01%		0.97%		0.81%		0.92%		0.96%		0.93%		2.39%

				May-08-2019		141.08%		119.94%		108.21%		128.26%		135.80%		128.61%				41.08%		19.94%		8.21%		28.26%		35.80%		28.61%						0.98%		1.01%		0.89%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-09-2019		140.49%		119.24%		106.34%		127.97%		135.20%		128.22%				40.49%		19.24%		6.34%		27.97%		35.20%		28.22%						0.99%		0.97%		0.80%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-10-2019		142.27%		118.74%		107.13%		128.50%		136.18%		128.70%				42.27%		18.74%		7.13%		28.50%		36.18%		28.70%						1.04%		0.98%		1.11%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		2.38%

				May-13-2019		140.37%		116.53%		104.44%		124.78%		133.14%		125.60%				40.37%		16.53%		4.44%		24.78%		33.14%		25.60%						0.96%		0.89%		0.67%		0.87%		0.92%		0.90%		2.38%

				May-14-2019		139.99%		116.89%		106.86%		125.73%		133.60%		126.60%				39.99%		16.89%		6.86%		25.73%		33.60%		26.60%						0.99%		1.02%		1.44%		1.04%		1.01%		1.04%		2.36%

				May-15-2019		141.02%		117.02%		106.85%		126.56%		134.55%		127.34%				41.02%		17.02%		6.85%		26.56%		34.55%		27.34%						1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		2.36%

				May-16-2019		141.41%		117.49%		108.10%		127.23%		135.15%		128.47%				41.41%		17.49%		8.10%		27.23%		35.15%		28.47%						1.01%		1.03%		1.16%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		2.37%

				May-17-2019		140.81%		117.01%		106.56%		126.29%		134.33%		127.72%				40.81%		17.01%		6.56%		26.29%		34.33%		27.72%						0.99%		0.97%		0.83%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		2.35%

				May-20-2019		141.40%		117.61%		105.65%		124.89%		133.80%		126.86%				41.40%		17.61%		5.65%		24.89%		33.80%		26.86%						1.01%		1.03%		0.88%		0.95%		0.98%		0.97%		2.34%

				May-21-2019		141.99%		118.30%		107.06%		126.12%		134.74%		127.94%				41.99%		18.30%		7.06%		26.12%		34.74%		27.94%						1.01%		1.04%		1.21%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.34%

				May-22-2019		141.48%		116.35%		106.43%		125.64%		134.10%		127.58%				41.48%		16.35%		6.43%		25.64%		34.10%		27.58%						0.99%		0.90%		0.92%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		2.34%

				May-23-2019		139.28%		116.46%		104.27%		123.04%		131.81%		126.06%				39.28%		16.46%		4.27%		23.04%		31.81%		26.06%						0.95%		1.01%		0.71%		0.90%		0.93%		0.95%		2.33%

				May-24-2019		139.45%		116.06%		105.54%		122.83%		131.83%		126.23%				39.45%		16.06%		5.54%		22.83%		31.83%		26.23%						1.00%		0.98%		1.24%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		2.32%

				May-27-2019		139.01%		116.03%		105.90%		122.84%		131.66%		126.23%				39.01%		16.03%		5.90%		22.84%		31.66%		26.23%						0.99%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.30%

				May-28-2019		139.46%		116.24%		105.48%		121.76%		131.28%		125.17%				39.46%		16.24%		5.48%		21.76%		31.28%		25.17%						1.01%		1.01%		0.94%		0.95%		0.99%		0.96%		2.30%

				May-29-2019		138.72%		116.61%		103.49%		120.97%		130.56%		124.31%				38.72%		16.61%		3.49%		20.97%		30.56%		24.31%						0.98%		1.02%		0.69%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		2.32%

				May-30-2019		138.69%		117.37%		103.35%		121.88%		130.94%		124.57%				38.69%		17.37%		3.35%		21.88%		30.94%		24.57%						1.00%		1.04%		0.97%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		2.32%

				May-31-2019		137.01%		116.92%		102.22%		120.77%		129.66%		122.92%				37.01%		16.92%		2.22%		20.77%		29.66%		22.92%						0.96%		0.98%		0.74%		0.95%		0.96%		0.94%		2.33%

				Jun-03-2019		138.14%		117.20%		102.77%		121.20%		130.28%		122.58%				38.14%		17.20%		2.77%		21.20%		30.28%		22.58%						1.03%		1.02%		1.17%		1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		2.30%

				Jun-04-2019		138.72%		116.05%		105.99%		122.94%		131.31%		125.21%				38.72%		16.05%		5.99%		22.94%		31.31%		25.21%						1.01%		0.94%		1.85%		1.08%		1.03%		1.11%		2.30%

				Jun-05-2019		139.65%		116.84%		106.07%		123.78%		132.28%		126.23%				39.65%		16.84%		6.07%		23.78%		32.28%		26.23%						1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		2.30%

				Jun-06-2019		139.50%		116.32%		105.68%		123.90%		132.22%		127.01%				39.50%		16.32%		5.68%		23.90%		32.22%		27.01%						1.00%		0.97%		0.94%		1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		2.30%

				Jun-07-2019		139.95%		117.68%		106.72%		124.99%		133.29%		128.34%				39.95%		17.68%		6.72%		24.99%		33.29%		28.34%						1.01%		1.08%		1.16%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		2.28%

				Jun-10-2019		140.94%		116.66%		106.22%		124.76%		133.53%		128.94%				40.94%		16.66%		6.22%		24.76%		33.53%		28.94%						1.02%		0.95%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		2.23%

				Jun-11-2019		142.20%		116.08%		106.25%		124.87%		134.03%		128.89%				42.20%		16.08%		6.25%		24.87%		34.03%		28.89%						1.03%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.24%

				Jun-12-2019		142.56%		116.31%		105.49%		125.39%		134.28%		128.63%				42.56%		16.31%		5.49%		25.39%		34.28%		28.63%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		2.22%

				Jun-13-2019		142.65%		121.77%		106.54%		125.93%		135.06%		129.16%				42.65%		21.77%		6.54%		25.93%		35.06%		29.16%						1.00%		1.32%		1.16%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.19%

				Jun-14-2019		142.50%		120.31%		105.46%		124.85%		134.29%		128.95%				42.50%		20.31%		5.46%		24.85%		34.29%		28.95%						1.00%		0.94%		0.86%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		2.14%

				Jun-17-2019		141.53%		119.69%		105.69%		124.22%		133.70%		129.07%				41.53%		19.69%		5.69%		24.22%		33.70%		29.07%						0.98%		0.97%		1.04%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		2.15%

				Jun-18-2019		142.22%		119.91%		107.80%		126.11%		134.99%		130.32%				42.22%		19.91%		7.80%		26.11%		34.99%		30.32%						1.02%		1.01%		1.32%		1.07%		1.04%		1.04%		2.18%

				Jun-19-2019		143.19%		120.21%		107.93%		125.73%		135.39%		130.71%				43.19%		20.21%		7.93%		25.73%		35.39%		30.71%						1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		2.17%

				Jun-20-2019		146.30%		121.03%		109.24%		127.56%		137.65%		131.95%				46.30%		21.03%		9.24%		27.56%		37.65%		31.95%						1.07%		1.04%		1.15%		1.07%		1.06%		1.04%		2.13%

				Jun-21-2019		144.91%		120.62%		107.90%		126.99%		136.55%		131.79%				44.91%		20.62%		7.90%		26.99%		36.55%		31.79%						0.97%		0.98%		0.87%		0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		2.09%

				Jun-24-2019		145.28%		120.00%		107.87%		127.28%		136.70%		131.56%				45.28%		20.00%		7.87%		27.28%		36.70%		31.56%						1.01%		0.97%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jun-25-2019		144.71%		119.49%		107.76%		127.16%		136.30%		130.31%				44.71%		19.49%		7.76%		27.16%		36.30%		30.31%						0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		2.08%

				Jun-26-2019		144.45%		119.16%		107.73%		127.18%		136.15%		130.15%				44.45%		19.16%		7.73%		27.18%		36.15%		30.15%						0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jun-27-2019		146.18%		119.39%		108.64%		127.49%		137.12%		130.65%				46.18%		19.39%		8.64%		27.49%		37.12%		30.65%						1.04%		1.01%		1.10%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		2.10%

				Jun-28-2019		146.77%		119.80%		110.34%		128.64%		137.89%		131.40%				46.77%		19.80%		10.34%		28.64%		37.89%		31.40%						1.01%		1.02%		1.18%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		2.09%

				Jul-01-2019		150.47%		119.91%		110.71%		130.26%		140.18%		132.41%				50.47%		19.91%		10.71%		30.26%		40.18%		32.41%						1.08%		1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.06%		1.03%		2.08%

				Jul-02-2019		150.77%		120.95%		111.02%		129.83%		140.27%		132.79%				50.77%		20.95%		11.02%		29.83%		40.27%		32.79%						1.01%		1.05%		1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		2.16%

				Jul-03-2019		150.72%		121.48%		111.44%		130.52%		140.65%		133.81%				50.72%		21.48%		11.44%		30.52%		40.65%		33.81%						1.00%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		2.15%

				Jul-04-2019		150.96%		121.39%		111.46%		130.64%		140.81%		133.81%				50.96%		21.39%		11.46%		30.64%		40.81%		33.81%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.16%

				Jul-05-2019		150.75%		120.64%		111.00%		129.59%		140.02%		133.57%				50.75%		20.64%		11.00%		29.59%		40.02%		33.57%						1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.16%

				Jul-08-2019		149.48%		120.05%		111.07%		128.83%		139.06%		132.92%				49.48%		20.05%		11.07%		28.83%		39.06%		32.92%						0.98%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		2.18%

				Jul-09-2019		148.50%		120.03%		110.44%		128.27%		138.33%		133.09%				48.50%		20.03%		10.44%		28.27%		38.33%		33.09%						0.98%		1.00%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		2.21%

				Jul-10-2019		148.04%		119.11%		109.42%		127.66%		137.76%		133.69%				48.04%		19.11%		9.42%		27.66%		37.76%		33.69%						0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%		2.21%

				Jul-11-2019		148.24%		119.79%		109.31%		127.88%		138.03%		133.99%				48.24%		19.79%		9.31%		27.88%		38.03%		33.99%						1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		2.15%

				Jul-12-2019		149.46%		120.79%		110.36%		129.62%		139.59%		134.61%				49.46%		20.79%		10.36%		29.62%		39.59%		34.61%						1.02%		1.05%		1.10%		1.06%		1.04%		1.02%		2.12%

				Jul-15-2019		149.77%		120.60%		111.07%		129.15%		139.38%		134.64%				49.77%		20.60%		11.07%		29.15%		39.38%		34.64%						1.01%		0.99%		1.06%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		2.10%

				Jul-16-2019		148.89%		120.83%		110.85%		129.31%		139.06%		134.18%				48.89%		20.83%		10.85%		29.31%		39.06%		34.18%						0.98%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		2.11%

				Jul-17-2019		147.21%		120.09%		108.26%		125.72%		136.48%		133.30%				47.21%		20.09%		8.26%		25.72%		36.48%		33.30%						0.97%		0.97%		0.78%		0.88%		0.94%		0.97%		2.10%

				Jul-18-2019		146.03%		120.13%		107.62%		127.82%		137.11%		133.78%				46.03%		20.13%		7.62%		27.82%		37.11%		33.78%						0.98%		1.00%		0.93%		1.08%		1.02%		1.01%		2.09%

				Jul-19-2019		146.60%		119.73%		107.01%		128.11%		137.39%		132.95%				46.60%		19.73%		7.01%		28.11%		37.39%		32.95%						1.01%		0.98%		0.93%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		2.01%

				Jul-22-2019		145.27%		121.56%		106.27%		128.50%		137.33%		133.33%				45.27%		21.56%		6.27%		28.50%		37.33%		33.33%						0.97%		1.09%		0.91%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		2.02%

				Jul-23-2019		145.50%		123.17%		107.42%		129.94%		138.44%		134.24%				45.50%		23.17%		7.42%		29.94%		38.44%		34.24%						1.00%		1.07%		1.16%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		2.04%

				Jul-24-2019		145.74%		127.56%		108.71%		130.15%		139.09%		134.87%				45.74%		27.56%		8.71%		30.15%		39.09%		34.87%						1.01%		1.18%		1.15%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		2.02%

				Jul-25-2019		145.55%		127.19%		107.72%		129.57%		138.70%		134.16%				45.55%		27.19%		7.72%		29.57%		38.70%		34.16%						1.00%		0.99%		0.90%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		2.05%

				Jul-26-2019		145.39%		127.00%		105.71%		129.48%		138.47%		135.15%				45.39%		27.00%		5.71%		29.48%		38.47%		35.15%						1.00%		0.99%		0.77%		1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		2.06%

				Jul-29-2019		144.64%		127.57%		104.49%		129.35%		138.19%		134.94%				44.64%		27.57%		4.49%		29.35%		38.19%		34.94%						0.98%		1.02%		0.82%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		2.08%

				Jul-30-2019		146.83%		127.64%		105.37%		129.33%		139.02%		134.59%				46.83%		27.64%		5.37%		29.33%		39.02%		34.59%						1.05%		1.00%		1.16%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jul-31-2019		146.38%		125.73%		104.40%		128.46%		137.77%		133.12%				46.38%		25.73%		4.40%		28.46%		37.77%		33.12%						0.99%		0.93%		0.85%		0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		2.04%

				Aug-01-2019		145.06%		123.03%		103.71%		126.47%		135.91%		131.92%				45.06%		23.03%		3.71%		26.47%		35.91%		31.92%						0.97%		0.90%		0.87%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		2.04%

				Aug-02-2019		143.31%		122.51%		102.49%		124.70%		134.12%		130.96%				43.31%		22.51%		2.49%		24.70%		34.12%		30.96%						0.96%		0.98%		0.74%		0.94%		0.95%		0.97%		2.03%

				Aug-05-2019		139.56%		120.59%		100.36%		120.85%		130.29%		127.06%				39.56%		20.59%		0.36%		20.85%		30.29%		27.06%						0.92%		0.92%		0.39%		0.85%		0.89%		0.88%		2.02%

				Aug-06-2019		140.07%		120.70%		100.52%		122.65%		131.39%		128.72%				40.07%		20.70%		0.52%		22.65%		31.39%		28.72%						1.01%		1.01%		1.12%		1.08%		1.04%		1.06%		2.00%

				Aug-07-2019		139.96%		121.98%		101.14%		121.95%		131.12%		128.82%				39.96%		21.98%		1.14%		21.95%		31.12%		28.82%						1.00%		1.06%		1.41%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		2.01%

				Aug-08-2019		142.14%		122.52%		104.37%		124.60%		133.46%		131.23%				42.14%		22.52%		4.37%		24.60%		33.46%		31.23%						1.05%		1.02%		2.51%		1.12%		1.07%		1.08%		1.98%

				Aug-09-2019		141.33%		119.74%		102.02%		123.60%		132.26%		130.36%				41.33%		19.74%		2.02%		23.60%		32.26%		30.36%						0.98%		0.88%		0.56%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		1.98%

				Aug-12-2019		140.48%		118.94%		101.27%		122.12%		131.10%		128.81%				40.48%		18.94%		1.27%		22.12%		31.10%		28.81%						0.98%		0.96%		0.75%		0.94%		0.97%		0.95%		1.96%

				Aug-13-2019		140.27%		119.84%		101.44%		124.38%		132.08%		130.71%				40.27%		19.84%		1.44%		24.38%		32.08%		30.71%						0.99%		1.05%		1.07%		1.10%		1.03%		1.06%		1.96%

				Aug-14-2019		138.35%		118.72%		98.63%		120.64%		129.37%		126.88%				38.35%		18.72%		-1.37%		20.64%		29.37%		26.88%						0.95%		0.95%		-0.15%		0.85%		0.92%		0.88%		1.96%

				Aug-15-2019		137.75%		118.53%		98.59%		119.25%		128.32%		127.19%				37.75%		18.53%		-1.41%		19.25%		28.32%		27.19%						0.98%		0.99%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		1.92%

				Aug-16-2019		138.93%		119.37%		99.72%		121.54%		129.99%		129.03%				38.93%		19.37%		-0.28%		21.54%		29.99%		29.03%						1.03%		1.04%		-1.76%		1.11%		1.06%		1.07%		1.87%

				Aug-19-2019		140.29%		120.71%		100.72%		122.66%		131.27%		130.59%				40.29%		20.71%		0.72%		22.66%		31.27%		30.59%						1.03%		1.07%		2.39%		1.05%		1.04%		1.05%		1.83%

				Aug-20-2019		140.16%		120.33%		99.51%		121.24%		130.42%		129.55%				40.16%		20.33%		-0.49%		21.24%		30.42%		29.55%						1.00%		0.98%		0.30%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.90%

				Aug-21-2019		140.91%		120.71%		101.25%		121.89%		131.05%		130.62%				40.91%		20.71%		1.25%		21.89%		31.05%		30.62%						1.02%		1.02%		4.41%		1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.90%

				Aug-22-2019		139.59%		120.34%		100.85%		120.92%		130.13%		130.56%				39.59%		20.34%		0.85%		20.92%		30.13%		30.56%						0.97%		0.98%		0.82%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.93%

				Aug-23-2019		139.00%		118.95%		98.56%		117.14%		127.79%		127.17%				39.00%		18.95%		-1.44%		17.14%		27.79%		27.17%						0.99%		0.93%		-0.24%		0.83%		0.92%		0.89%		1.96%

				Aug-26-2019		137.37%		119.67%		98.79%		117.65%		127.40%		128.57%				37.37%		19.67%		-1.21%		17.65%		27.40%		28.57%						0.96%		1.04%		0.48%		1.03%		0.99%		1.05%		1.93%

				Aug-27-2019		139.05%		119.15%		98.48%		118.00%		128.11%		128.15%				39.05%		19.15%		-1.52%		18.00%		28.11%		28.15%						1.04%		0.97%		2.48%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.96%

				Aug-28-2019		139.70%		118.51%		99.26%		119.17%		128.83%		128.99%				39.70%		18.51%		-0.74%		19.17%		28.83%		28.99%						1.02%		0.97%		-0.50%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.94%

				Aug-29-2019		139.82%		119.58%		101.38%		121.65%		130.42%		130.63%				39.82%		19.58%		1.38%		21.65%		30.42%		30.63%						1.00%		1.05%		9.15%		1.12%		1.05%		1.05%		1.95%

				Aug-30-2019		140.91%		119.86%		102.82%		122.44%		131.37%		130.71%				40.91%		19.86%		2.82%		22.44%		31.37%		30.71%						1.03%		1.01%		1.61%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-02-2019		141.78%		119.75%		102.93%		122.30%		131.65%		130.71%				41.78%		19.75%		2.93%		22.30%		31.65%		30.71%						1.02%		0.99%		1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-03-2019		140.51%		121.38%		101.53%		121.17%		130.82%		129.81%				40.51%		21.38%		1.53%		21.17%		30.82%		29.81%						0.97%		1.08%		0.64%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		1.95%

				Sep-04-2019		141.79%		122.08%		102.19%		123.57%		132.68%		131.22%				41.79%		22.08%		2.19%		23.57%		32.68%		31.22%						1.03%		1.03%		1.26%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		1.94%

				Sep-05-2019		142.63%		126.94%		104.34%		126.60%		135.20%		132.93%				42.63%		26.94%		4.34%		26.60%		35.20%		32.93%						1.02%		1.21%		1.67%		1.12%		1.07%		1.05%		1.93%

				Sep-06-2019		144.05%		126.46%		104.14%		127.03%		135.98%		133.05%				44.05%		26.46%		4.14%		27.03%		35.98%		33.05%						1.03%		0.98%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.93%

				Sep-09-2019		143.56%		127.72%		105.01%		127.28%		136.07%		133.04%				43.56%		27.72%		5.01%		27.28%		36.07%		33.04%						0.99%		1.05%		1.17%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.92%

				Sep-10-2019		142.91%		128.23%		106.07%		127.72%		136.11%		133.08%				42.91%		28.23%		6.07%		27.72%		36.11%		33.08%						0.99%		1.02%		1.18%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.92%

				Sep-11-2019		143.84%		129.20%		108.10%		129.46%		137.31%		134.04%				43.84%		29.20%		8.10%		29.46%		37.31%		34.04%						1.02%		1.03%		1.29%		1.06%		1.03%		1.03%		1.91%

				Sep-12-2019		145.49%		129.32%		107.70%		128.35%		137.33%		134.43%				45.49%		29.32%		7.70%		28.35%		37.33%		34.43%						1.04%		1.00%		0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.92%

				Sep-13-2019		145.82%		129.23%		110.30%		128.51%		137.71%		134.33%				45.82%		29.23%		10.30%		28.51%		37.71%		34.33%						1.01%		1.00%		1.30%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.91%

				Sep-16-2019		144.97%		128.99%		109.50%		127.65%		136.92%		133.91%				44.97%		28.99%		9.50%		27.65%		36.92%		33.91%						0.98%		0.99%		0.93%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		1.92%

				Sep-17-2019		144.59%		127.36%		109.79%		127.42%		136.42%		134.25%				44.59%		27.36%		9.79%		27.42%		36.42%		34.25%						0.99%		0.95%		1.03%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.95%

				Sep-18-2019		144.71%		127.19%		109.60%		128.19%		136.80%		134.30%				44.71%		27.19%		9.60%		28.19%		36.80%		34.30%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-19-2019		145.03%		127.35%		110.02%		127.64%		136.68%		134.30%				45.03%		27.35%		10.02%		27.64%		36.68%		34.30%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.91%

				Sep-20-2019		144.42%		127.15%		108.73%		127.64%		136.40%		133.64%				44.42%		27.15%		8.73%		27.64%		36.40%		33.64%						0.99%		0.99%		0.88%		1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.89%

				Sep-23-2019		143.80%		126.79%		108.38%		127.08%		135.68%		133.63%				43.80%		26.79%		8.38%		27.08%		35.68%		33.63%						0.99%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		1.87%

				Sep-24-2019		143.06%		125.90%		108.29%		125.69%		134.72%		132.51%				43.06%		25.90%		8.29%		25.69%		34.72%		32.51%						0.98%		0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		1.90%

				Sep-25-2019		141.62%		126.36%		108.76%		126.27%		134.45%		133.32%				41.62%		26.36%		8.76%		26.27%		34.45%		33.32%						0.97%		1.02%		1.05%		1.02%		0.99%		1.02%		1.88%

				Sep-26-2019		142.02%		127.11%		108.64%		126.26%		134.72%		133.00%				42.02%		27.11%		8.64%		26.26%		34.72%		33.00%						1.01%		1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.85%

				Sep-27-2019		142.23%		127.31%		108.24%		127.31%		135.37%		132.29%				42.23%		27.31%		8.24%		27.31%		35.37%		32.29%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		1.04%		1.02%		0.98%		1.79%

				Sep-30-2019		142.08%		126.94%		109.12%		127.96%		135.60%		132.96%				42.08%		26.94%		9.12%		27.96%		35.60%		32.96%						1.00%		0.99%		1.10%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.76%

				Oct-01-2019		140.58%		124.45%		108.14%		124.73%		133.14%		131.33%				40.58%		24.45%		8.14%		24.73%		33.14%		31.33%						0.97%		0.91%		0.90%		0.89%		0.93%		0.95%		1.84%

				Oct-02-2019		138.81%		124.29%		105.04%		121.95%		131.04%		128.98%				38.81%		24.29%		5.04%		21.95%		31.04%		28.98%						0.96%		0.99%		0.66%		0.89%		0.94%		0.93%		1.78%

				Oct-03-2019		138.79%		124.32%		105.20%		122.54%		131.32%		130.01%				38.79%		24.32%		5.20%		22.54%		31.32%		30.01%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.75%

				Oct-04-2019		139.70%		125.27%		106.98%		124.07%		132.60%		131.86%				39.70%		25.27%		6.98%		24.07%		32.60%		31.86%						1.02%		1.04%		1.29%		1.06%		1.04%		1.06%		1.67%

				Oct-07-2019		139.10%		127.73%		106.80%		123.62%		132.43%		131.26%				39.10%		27.73%		6.80%		23.62%		32.43%		31.26%						0.99%		1.09%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.68%

				Oct-08-2019		139.15%		126.63%		105.22%		120.36%		130.73%		129.22%				39.15%		26.63%		5.22%		20.36%		30.73%		29.22%						1.00%		0.96%		0.80%		0.87%		0.95%		0.94%		1.71%

				Oct-09-2019		139.10%		126.98%		105.73%		121.40%		131.26%		130.40%				39.10%		26.98%		5.73%		21.40%		31.26%		30.40%						1.00%		1.01%		1.08%		1.05%		1.02%		1.04%		1.68%

				Oct-10-2019		139.28%		127.55%		107.33%		122.67%		132.11%		131.24%				39.28%		27.55%		7.33%		22.67%		32.11%		31.24%						1.00%		1.02%		1.24%		1.06%		1.03%		1.03%		1.66%

				Oct-11-2019		141.21%		132.74%		110.54%		125.45%		134.89%		132.67%				41.21%		32.74%		10.54%		25.45%		34.89%		32.67%						1.05%		1.18%		1.39%		1.12%		1.08%		1.04%		1.65%

				Oct-14-2019		141.39%		132.85%		109.81%		124.84%		134.75%		132.49%				41.39%		32.85%		9.81%		24.84%		34.75%		32.49%						1.00%		1.00%		0.94%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.65%

				Oct-15-2019		142.05%		133.16%		110.89%		125.54%		135.49%		133.81%				42.05%		33.16%		10.89%		25.54%		35.49%		33.81%						1.02%		1.01%		1.10%		1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.65%

				Oct-16-2019		142.21%		133.11%		111.00%		125.09%		135.36%		133.54%				42.21%		33.11%		11.00%		25.09%		35.36%		33.54%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.64%

				Oct-17-2019		143.05%		134.46%		112.63%		127.19%		136.92%		133.91%				43.05%		34.46%		12.63%		27.19%		36.92%		33.91%						1.02%		1.04%		1.14%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		1.63%

				Oct-18-2019		142.28%		134.15%		113.65%		126.12%		136.21%		133.38%				42.28%		34.15%		13.65%		26.12%		36.21%		33.38%						0.98%		0.99%		1.07%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.63%

				Oct-21-2019		143.67%		135.47%		115.64%		128.54%		138.20%		134.30%				43.67%		35.47%		15.64%		28.54%		38.20%		34.30%						1.03%		1.04%		1.14%		1.09%		1.05%		1.03%		1.63%

				Oct-22-2019		144.25%		138.00%		115.39%		128.79%		138.77%		133.82%				44.25%		38.00%		15.39%		28.79%		38.77%		33.82%						1.01%		1.07%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.64%

				Oct-23-2019		143.78%		136.97%		115.08%		129.01%		138.66%		134.20%				43.78%		36.97%		15.08%		29.01%		38.66%		34.20%						0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.62%

				Oct-24-2019		143.92%		137.40%		114.84%		129.85%		139.25%		134.46%				43.92%		37.40%		14.84%		29.85%		39.25%		34.46%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.62%

				Oct-25-2019		144.68%		138.19%		116.86%		130.61%		140.07%		135.01%				44.68%		38.19%		16.86%		30.61%		40.07%		35.01%						1.02%		1.02%		1.13%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.64%

				Oct-28-2019		145.46%		137.73%		116.99%		131.53%		140.82%		135.76%				45.46%		37.73%		16.99%		31.53%		40.82%		35.76%						1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.63%

				Oct-29-2019		147.51%		137.22%		116.99%		131.99%		141.67%		135.65%				47.51%		37.22%		16.99%		31.99%		41.67%		35.65%						1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.62%

				Oct-30-2019		146.60%		136.71%		117.99%		132.48%		141.59%		136.09%				46.60%		36.71%		17.99%		32.48%		41.59%		36.09%						0.98%		0.99%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.60%

				Oct-31-2019		148.90%		137.69%		114.62%		131.15%		141.76%		135.68%				48.90%		37.69%		14.62%		31.15%		41.76%		35.68%						1.05%		1.03%		0.82%		0.96%		1.00%		0.99%		1.59%

				Nov-01-2019		152.80%		139.22%		117.62%		133.71%		144.94%		136.99%				52.80%		39.22%		17.62%		33.71%		44.94%		36.99%						1.08%		1.04%		1.19%		1.08%		1.07%		1.04%		1.51%

				Nov-04-2019		154.24%		139.27%		119.08%		136.52%		146.97%		137.49%				54.24%		39.27%		19.08%		36.52%		46.97%		37.49%						1.03%		1.00%		1.08%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		1.49%

				Nov-05-2019		154.81%		139.84%		119.32%		136.85%		147.63%		137.33%				54.81%		39.84%		19.32%		36.85%		47.63%		37.33%						1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.50%

				Nov-06-2019		155.85%		141.25%		115.89%		136.92%		148.04%		137.43%				55.85%		41.25%		15.89%		36.92%		48.04%		37.43%						1.02%		1.03%		0.83%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.53%

				Nov-07-2019		153.56%		141.01%		116.49%		136.01%		147.13%		137.80%				53.56%		41.01%		16.49%		36.01%		47.13%		37.80%						0.96%		0.99%		1.04%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.53%

				Nov-08-2019		153.66%		141.59%		114.64%		136.45%		147.35%		138.16%				53.66%		41.59%		14.64%		36.45%		47.35%		38.16%						1.00%		1.01%		0.89%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.53%

				Nov-11-2019		151.33%		141.74%		114.94%		135.93%		146.20%		137.88%				51.33%		41.74%		14.94%		35.93%		46.20%		37.88%						0.96%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.52%

				Nov-12-2019		151.26%		141.10%		115.36%		137.43%		146.85%		138.10%				51.26%		41.10%		15.36%		37.43%		46.85%		38.10%						1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.52%

				Nov-13-2019		150.62%		140.62%		114.34%		136.83%		146.37%		138.20%				50.62%		40.62%		14.34%		36.83%		46.37%		38.20%						0.99%		0.99%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.56%

				Nov-14-2019		151.00%		140.36%		115.14%		135.66%		145.75%		138.32%				51.00%		40.36%		15.14%		35.66%		45.75%		38.32%						1.01%		0.99%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-15-2019		151.46%		140.88%		114.91%		137.06%		146.74%		139.38%				51.46%		40.88%		14.91%		37.06%		46.74%		39.38%						1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Nov-18-2019		152.21%		140.22%		113.94%		136.08%		146.37%		139.45%				52.21%		40.22%		13.94%		36.08%		46.37%		39.45%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-19-2019		153.71%		139.61%		114.04%		136.36%		146.97%		139.37%				53.71%		39.61%		14.04%		36.36%		46.97%		39.37%						1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-20-2019		152.34%		138.59%		113.08%		134.59%		145.41%		138.84%				52.34%		38.59%		13.08%		34.59%		45.41%		38.84%						0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.54%

				Nov-21-2019		151.33%		138.68%		111.57%		134.32%		144.85%		138.62%				51.33%		38.68%		11.57%		34.32%		44.85%		38.62%						0.98%		1.00%		0.89%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.54%

				Nov-22-2019		151.68%		139.70%		112.18%		134.87%		145.30%		138.92%				51.68%		39.70%		12.18%		34.87%		45.30%		38.92%						1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.55%

				Nov-25-2019		152.68%		141.21%		113.77%		135.27%		146.19%		139.97%				52.68%		41.21%		13.77%		35.27%		46.19%		39.97%						1.02%		1.04%		1.12%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.55%

				Nov-26-2019		152.71%		141.65%		114.81%		136.37%		146.80%		140.28%				52.71%		41.65%		14.81%		36.37%		46.80%		40.28%						1.00%		1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.58%

				Nov-27-2019		152.39%		142.17%		114.38%		136.73%		146.87%		140.86%				52.39%		42.17%		14.38%		36.73%		46.87%		40.86%						0.99%		1.01%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.57%

				Nov-28-2019		152.27%		142.27%		114.49%		136.61%		146.76%		140.86%				52.27%		42.27%		14.49%		36.61%		46.76%		40.86%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.59%

				Nov-29-2019		150.93%		141.51%		113.85%		135.87%		145.77%		140.30%				50.93%		41.51%		13.85%		35.87%		45.77%		40.30%						0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.59%

				Dec-02-2019		150.32%		141.49%		112.18%		133.50%		144.31%		139.09%				50.32%		41.49%		12.18%		33.50%		44.31%		39.09%						0.99%		1.00%		0.89%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.56%

				Dec-03-2019		149.38%		138.14%		111.22%		132.19%		142.91%		138.16%				49.38%		38.14%		11.22%		32.19%		42.91%		38.16%						0.98%		0.92%		0.93%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		1.57%

				Dec-04-2019		150.47%		139.47%		112.23%		133.14%		143.98%		139.04%				50.47%		39.47%		12.23%		33.14%		43.98%		39.04%						1.02%		1.03%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-05-2019		151.18%		140.42%		112.37%		133.47%		144.68%		139.24%				51.18%		40.42%		12.37%		33.47%		44.68%		39.24%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.52%

				Dec-06-2019		152.66%		141.47%		113.03%		135.11%		146.25%		140.52%				52.66%		41.47%		13.03%		35.11%		46.25%		40.52%						1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		1.51%

				Dec-09-2019		152.86%		141.63%		112.59%		134.59%		146.07%		140.07%				52.86%		41.63%		12.59%		34.59%		46.07%		40.07%						1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.50%

				Dec-10-2019		153.19%		141.45%		112.20%		134.27%		145.97%		139.92%				53.19%		41.45%		12.20%		34.27%		45.97%		39.92%						1.01%		1.00%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.51%

				Dec-11-2019		153.85%		142.51%		113.29%		136.06%		147.22%		140.32%				53.85%		42.51%		13.29%		36.06%		47.22%		40.32%						1.01%		1.02%		1.08%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.53%

				Dec-12-2019		153.95%		144.14%		114.37%		137.08%		148.25%		141.53%				53.95%		44.14%		14.37%		37.08%		48.25%		41.53%						1.00%		1.04%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Dec-13-2019		155.78%		144.08%		114.29%		136.00%		148.84%		141.54%				55.78%		44.08%		14.29%		36.00%		48.84%		41.54%						1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.53%

				Dec-16-2019		155.06%		145.11%		114.79%		135.91%		148.58%		142.55%				55.06%		45.11%		14.79%		35.91%		48.58%		42.55%						0.99%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-17-2019		155.60%		146.02%		114.70%		135.88%		148.87%		142.60%				55.60%		46.02%		14.70%		35.88%		48.87%		42.60%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Dec-18-2019		154.12%		145.53%		113.28%		134.71%		147.52%		142.54%				54.12%		45.53%		13.28%		34.71%		47.52%		42.54%						0.97%		0.99%		0.91%		0.97%		0.97%		1.00%		1.53%

				Dec-19-2019		153.78%		146.33%		113.03%		135.69%		147.96%		143.17%				53.78%		46.33%		13.03%		35.69%		47.96%		43.17%						0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.53%

				Dec-20-2019		154.33%		147.58%		113.79%		135.78%		148.28%		143.88%				54.33%		47.58%		13.79%		35.78%		48.28%		43.88%						1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-23-2019		154.23%		148.16%		113.90%		135.93%		148.39%		144.00%				54.23%		48.16%		13.90%		35.93%		48.39%		44.00%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-24-2019		154.44%		148.23%		113.67%		135.59%		148.31%		143.98%				54.44%		48.23%		13.67%		35.59%		48.31%		43.98%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.56%

				Dec-25-2019		154.47%		148.23%		113.67%		135.59%		148.33%		143.98%				54.47%		48.23%		13.67%		35.59%		48.33%		43.98%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-26-2019		155.10%		148.54%		113.39%		136.02%		148.86%		144.71%				55.10%		48.54%		13.39%		36.02%		48.86%		44.71%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.55%

				Dec-27-2019		154.59%		148.50%		113.48%		135.87%		148.58%		144.72%				54.59%		48.50%		13.48%		35.87%		48.58%		44.72%						0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-30-2019		154.55%		148.81%		112.88%		135.65%		148.57%		143.88%				54.55%		48.81%		12.88%		35.65%		48.57%		43.88%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.54%

				Dec-31-2019		154.98%		149.04%		112.59%		135.86%		148.86%		144.31%				54.98%		49.04%		12.59%		35.86%		48.86%		44.31%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.54%

				Jan-02-2020		157.21%		149.79%		112.72%		138.44%		151.11%		145.52%				57.21%		49.79%		12.72%		38.44%		51.11%		45.52%						1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.03%		1.54%

				Jan-03-2020		154.84%		148.69%		112.07%		136.67%		149.21%		144.49%				54.84%		48.69%		12.07%		36.67%		49.21%		44.49%						0.96%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		0.96%		0.98%		1.51%

				Jan-06-2020		153.55%		148.03%		111.43%		136.37%		148.26%		145.00%				53.55%		48.03%		11.43%		36.37%		48.26%		45.00%						0.98%		0.99%		0.95%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.49%

				Jan-07-2020		154.70%		147.92%		110.55%		136.88%		149.10%		144.59%				54.70%		47.92%		10.55%		36.88%		49.10%		44.59%						1.02%		1.00%		0.93%		1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.53%

				Jan-08-2020		154.43%		148.32%		109.96%		137.36%		149.19%		145.30%				54.43%		48.32%		9.96%		37.36%		49.19%		45.30%						1.00%		1.01%		0.95%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-09-2020		156.17%		148.97%		110.99%		138.34%		150.49%		146.27%				56.17%		48.97%		10.99%		38.34%		50.49%		46.27%						1.03%		1.01%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-10-2020		156.83%		148.73%		110.15%		137.57%		150.38%		145.85%				56.83%		48.73%		10.15%		37.57%		50.38%		45.85%						1.01%		1.00%		0.93%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.51%

				Jan-13-2020		157.43%		149.43%		110.58%		139.10%		151.52%		146.87%				57.43%		49.43%		10.58%		39.10%		51.52%		46.87%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-14-2020		157.15%		148.81%		109.89%		138.24%		150.89%		146.65%				57.15%		48.81%		9.89%		38.24%		50.89%		46.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Jan-15-2020		156.27%		150.64%		109.56%		138.19%		150.70%		146.92%				56.27%		50.64%		9.56%		38.19%		50.70%		46.92%						0.98%		1.04%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.54%

				Jan-16-2020		157.44%		150.99%		110.26%		139.28%		151.83%		148.15%				57.44%		50.99%		10.26%		39.28%		51.83%		48.15%						1.02%		1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Jan-17-2020		158.20%		150.87%		110.91%		139.55%		152.31%		148.72%				58.20%		50.87%		10.91%		39.55%		52.31%		48.72%						1.01%		1.00%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.52%

				Jan-20-2020		158.64%		151.00%		110.94%		139.54%		152.51%		148.72%				58.64%		51.00%		10.94%		39.54%		52.51%		48.72%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.53%

				Jan-21-2020		156.57%		149.99%		110.56%		138.37%		150.86%		148.33%				56.57%		49.99%		10.56%		38.37%		50.86%		48.33%						0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.53%

				Jan-22-2020		157.01%		149.22%		110.33%		138.29%		150.81%		148.37%				57.01%		49.22%		10.33%		38.29%		50.81%		48.37%						1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.53%

				Jan-23-2020		154.48%		148.77%		109.98%		138.54%		149.72%		148.54%				54.48%		48.77%		9.98%		38.54%		49.72%		48.54%						0.96%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.52%

				Jan-24-2020		153.58%		148.12%		109.32%		137.31%		148.69%		147.20%				53.58%		48.12%		9.32%		37.31%		48.69%		47.20%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		1.52%

				Jan-27-2020		151.86%		143.96%		107.71%		133.70%		145.74%		144.88%				51.86%		43.96%		7.71%		33.70%		45.74%		44.88%						0.97%		0.92%		0.84%		0.91%		0.94%		0.95%		1.51%

				Jan-28-2020		151.93%		144.21%		109.20%		134.78%		146.30%		146.34%				51.93%		44.21%		9.20%		34.78%		46.30%		46.34%						1.00%		1.01%		1.17%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.52%

				Jan-29-2020		152.82%		145.09%		107.92%		134.46%		146.64%		146.21%				52.82%		45.09%		7.92%		34.46%		46.64%		46.21%						1.02%		1.02%		0.87%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Jan-30-2020		152.49%		143.38%		108.21%		135.26%		146.76%		146.67%				52.49%		43.38%		8.21%		35.26%		46.76%		46.67%						0.99%		0.96%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.53%

				Jan-31-2020		151.61%		141.78%		106.20%		131.33%		144.26%		144.07%				51.61%		41.78%		6.20%		31.33%		44.26%		44.07%						0.98%		0.96%		0.78%		0.89%		0.95%		0.95%		1.54%

				Feb-03-2020		147.05%		140.63%		106.51%		130.72%		141.96%		145.12%				47.05%		40.63%		6.51%		30.72%		41.96%		45.12%						0.91%		0.97%		1.04%		0.98%		0.95%		1.02%		1.52%

				Feb-04-2020		149.82%		145.49%		107.66%		132.94%		144.94%		147.29%				49.82%		45.49%		7.66%		32.94%		44.94%		47.29%						1.06%		1.12%		1.15%		1.07%		1.07%		1.05%		1.54%

				Feb-05-2020		151.68%		147.41%		109.43%		136.32%		147.71%		148.95%				51.68%		47.41%		9.43%		36.32%		47.71%		48.95%						1.04%		1.04%		1.20%		1.10%		1.06%		1.03%		1.54%

				Feb-06-2020		153.46%		146.67%		109.95%		135.81%		148.07%		149.44%				53.46%		46.67%		9.95%		35.81%		48.07%		49.44%						1.03%		0.98%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.54%

				Feb-07-2020		152.17%		144.66%		108.04%		134.58%		146.59%		148.64%				52.17%		44.66%		8.04%		34.58%		46.59%		48.64%						0.98%		0.96%		0.83%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.54%

				Feb-10-2020		152.95%		144.20%		109.37%		135.30%		147.10%		149.73%				52.95%		44.20%		9.37%		35.30%		47.10%		49.73%						1.01%		0.99%		1.15%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.53%

				Feb-11-2020		155.38%		145.28%		110.45%		136.79%		149.03%		149.98%				55.38%		45.28%		10.45%		36.79%		49.03%		49.98%						1.05%		1.02%		1.10%		1.04%		1.04%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-12-2020		156.23%		148.19%		111.63%		139.13%		150.76%		150.95%				56.23%		48.19%		11.63%		39.13%		50.76%		50.95%						1.02%		1.06%		1.10%		1.06%		1.03%		1.02%		1.54%

				Feb-13-2020		154.18%		148.40%		113.48%		137.52%		149.29%		150.70%				54.18%		48.40%		13.48%		37.52%		49.29%		50.70%						0.96%		1.00%		1.15%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-14-2020		153.96%		148.49%		113.97%		138.16%		149.34%		150.98%				53.96%		48.49%		13.97%		38.16%		49.34%		50.98%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.56%

				Feb-17-2020		154.86%		148.64%		113.81%		137.92%		149.60%		150.98%				54.86%		48.64%		13.81%		37.92%		49.60%		50.98%						1.02%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-18-2020		153.88%		148.26%		112.97%		136.27%		148.20%		150.54%				53.88%		48.26%		12.97%		36.27%		48.20%		50.54%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		1.55%

				Feb-19-2020		154.09%		147.26%		114.25%		137.28%		148.78%		151.25%				54.09%		47.26%		14.25%		37.28%		48.78%		51.25%						1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.55%

				Feb-20-2020		155.03%		147.97%		115.14%		137.10%		149.10%		150.67%				55.03%		47.97%		15.14%		37.10%		49.10%		50.67%						1.02%		1.01%		1.06%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.55%

				Feb-21-2020		154.64%		146.93%		115.19%		136.56%		148.47%		149.08%				54.64%		46.93%		15.19%		36.56%		48.47%		49.08%						0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		1.55%

				Feb-24-2020		153.05%		142.34%		109.99%		132.54%		145.11%		144.09%				53.05%		42.34%		9.99%		32.54%		45.11%		44.09%						0.97%		0.90%		0.68%		0.89%		0.93%		0.90%		1.53%

				Feb-25-2020		150.03%		139.68%		106.85%		127.55%		141.30%		139.73%				50.03%		39.68%		6.85%		27.55%		41.30%		39.73%						0.94%		0.94%		0.71%		0.85%		0.92%		0.90%		1.50%

				Feb-26-2020		149.84%		139.29%		105.61%		127.36%		141.07%		139.20%				49.84%		39.29%		5.61%		27.36%		41.07%		39.20%						1.00%		0.99%		0.84%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.50%

				Feb-27-2020		147.93%		136.06%		103.31%		122.08%		137.30%		133.05%				47.93%		36.06%		3.31%		22.08%		37.30%		33.05%						0.96%		0.92%		0.65%		0.81%		0.91%		0.85%		1.50%

				Feb-28-2020		143.46%		134.98%		102.66%		121.94%		135.60%		131.95%				43.46%		34.98%		2.66%		21.94%		35.60%		31.95%						0.91%		0.97%		0.85%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		1.42%

				Mar-02-2020		141.24%		134.86%		104.71%		124.40%		135.68%		138.03%				41.24%		34.86%		4.71%		24.40%		35.68%		38.03%						0.95%		1.00%		1.56%		1.11%		1.00%		1.18%		1.25%

				Mar-03-2020		141.82%		134.55%		104.70%		122.42%		134.96%		134.15%				41.82%		34.55%		4.70%		22.42%		34.96%		34.15%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.92%		0.98%		0.90%		1.10%

				Mar-04-2020		145.98%		140.75%		106.25%		128.27%		140.15%		139.81%				45.98%		40.75%		6.25%		28.27%		40.15%		39.81%						1.10%		1.17%		1.27%		1.25%		1.14%		1.16%		0.93%

				Mar-05-2020		146.76%		140.26%		103.08%		124.01%		138.10%		135.07%				46.76%		40.26%		3.08%		24.01%		38.10%		35.07%						1.02%		0.99%		0.56%		0.85%		0.95%		0.88%		0.71%

				Mar-06-2020		145.09%		136.14%		101.26%		121.86%		135.86%		132.76%				45.09%		36.14%		1.26%		21.86%		35.86%		32.76%						0.97%		0.90%		0.55%		0.91%		0.94%		0.94%		0.61%

				Mar-09-2020		138.24%		130.72%		92.26%		111.15%		126.85%		122.68%				38.24%		30.72%		-7.74%		11.15%		26.85%		22.68%						0.85%		0.85%		-2.98%		0.53%		0.76%		0.70%		0.45%

				Mar-10-2020		140.48%		133.06%		91.10%		117.04%		130.75%		128.74%				40.48%		33.06%		-8.90%		17.04%		30.75%		28.74%						1.06%		1.07%		1.17%		1.48%		1.14%		1.26%		0.32%

				Mar-11-2020		135.84%		131.45%		89.22%		111.72%		126.29%		122.45%				35.84%		31.45%		-10.78%		11.72%		26.29%		22.45%						0.89%		0.95%		1.24%		0.71%		0.86%		0.79%		0.43%

				Mar-12-2020		126.00%		123.90%		74.42%		97.69%		114.39%		110.80%				26.00%		23.90%		-25.58%		-2.31%		14.39%		10.80%						0.73%		0.77%		2.51%		-0.10%		0.56%		0.50%		0.41%

				Mar-13-2020		126.83%		115.14%		78.96%		106.68%		118.24%		121.09%				26.83%		15.14%		-21.04%		6.68%		18.24%		21.09%						1.03%		0.65%		0.82%		-5.86%		1.25%		1.87%		0.33%

				Mar-16-2020		120.66%		107.98%		65.57%		97.50%		109.94%		106.58%				20.66%		7.98%		-34.43%		-2.50%		9.94%		6.58%						0.78%		0.56%		1.67%		-0.20%		0.57%		0.34%		0.27%

				Mar-17-2020		119.13%		105.13%		61.69%		95.56%		108.08%		112.97%				19.13%		5.13%		-38.31%		-4.44%		8.08%		12.97%						0.93%		0.68%		1.12%		2.29%		0.83%		1.84%		0.24%

				Mar-18-2020		115.16%		102.13%		60.79%		85.16%		101.21%		107.11%				15.16%		2.13%		-39.21%		-14.84%		1.21%		7.11%						0.80%		0.51%		1.02%		4.02%		0.24%		0.58%		0.19%

				Mar-19-2020		115.10%		99.13%		62.87%		86.77%		101.85%		107.62%				15.10%		-0.87%		-37.13%		-13.23%		1.85%		7.62%						1.00%		0.04%		0.95%		0.88%		1.29%		1.06%		0.02%

				Mar-20-2020		113.43%		94.58%		61.81%		82.95%		98.87%		102.95%				13.43%		-5.42%		-38.19%		-17.05%		-1.13%		2.95%						0.90%		-34.00%		1.03%		1.31%		-0.05%		0.46%		0.04%

				Mar-23-2020		106.63%		85.52%		61.62%		76.51%		91.88%		99.94%				6.63%		-14.48%		-38.38%		-23.49%		-8.12%		-0.06%						0.53%		3.05%		1.01%		1.40%		54.77%		0.24%		0.05%

				Mar-24-2020		112.38%		91.69%		66.46%		87.31%		100.48%		109.31%				12.38%		-8.31%		-33.54%		-12.69%		0.48%		9.31%						1.75%		0.54%		0.87%		0.52%		-0.21%		10.97%		0.02%

				Mar-25-2020		118.43%		91.65%		68.65%		93.76%		106.39%		110.57%				18.43%		-8.35%		-31.35%		-6.24%		6.39%		10.57%						1.45%		1.01%		0.93%		0.45%		4.99%		1.12%		0.01%

				Mar-26-2020		120.75%		94.60%		75.02%		98.29%		110.12%		117.48%				20.75%		-5.40%		-24.98%		-1.71%		10.12%		17.48%						1.12%		0.60%		0.79%		0.14%		1.50%		1.60%		-0.04%

				Mar-27-2020		119.03%		94.17%		70.96%		93.43%		106.88%		113.52%				19.03%		-5.83%		-29.04%		-6.57%		6.88%		13.52%						0.92%		1.10%		1.17%		7.85%		0.71%		0.79%		-0.05%

				Mar-30-2020		118.17%		105.29%		71.57%		94.34%		108.10%		117.32%				18.17%		5.29%		-28.43%		-5.66%		8.10%		17.32%						0.96%		-1.30%		0.98%		0.84%		1.15%		1.26%		0.03%

				Mar-31-2020		119.68%		104.62%		73.57%		95.68%		109.33%		115.44%				19.68%		4.62%		-26.43%		-4.32%		9.33%		15.44%						1.08%		0.89%		0.93%		0.71%		1.14%		0.90%		0.12%

				Apr-01-2020		115.77%		102.65%		70.23%		91.95%		105.81%		110.35%				15.77%		2.65%		-29.77%		-8.05%		5.81%		10.35%						0.81%		0.65%		1.13%		2.12%		0.66%		0.69%		0.11%

				Apr-02-2020		115.59%		102.90%		70.91%		94.55%		106.94%		112.87%				15.59%		2.90%		-29.09%		-5.45%		6.94%		12.87%						0.99%		1.07%		0.98%		0.63%		1.17%		1.22%		0.09%

				Apr-03-2020		116.69%		98.67%		68.64%		91.37%		105.32%		111.16%				16.69%		-1.33%		-31.36%		-8.63%		5.32%		11.16%						1.07%		-0.08%		1.08%		1.71%		0.80%		0.88%		0.09%

				Apr-06-2020		119.61%		101.62%		73.83%		96.95%		109.53%		118.98%				19.61%		1.62%		-26.17%		-3.05%		9.53%		18.98%						1.17%		-7.94%		0.83%		0.27%		1.67%		1.64%		0.10%

				Apr-07-2020		122.47%		107.94%		75.55%		98.79%		112.27%		118.79%				22.47%		7.94%		-24.45%		-1.21%		12.27%		18.79%						1.14%		3.41%		0.93%		0.10%		1.26%		0.99%		0.15%

				Apr-08-2020		123.04%		110.96%		76.56%		102.24%		114.44%		122.83%				23.04%		10.96%		-23.44%		2.24%		14.44%		22.83%						1.02%		1.34%		0.96%		-15.43%		1.16%		1.20%		0.14%

				Apr-09-2020		125.26%		113.48%		80.04%		104.89%		116.86%		124.61%				25.26%		13.48%		-19.96%		4.89%		16.86%		24.61%						1.09%		1.21%		0.84%		1.82%		1.16%		1.07%		0.22%

				Apr-10-2020		126.20%		113.48%		80.04%		104.89%		117.26%		124.61%				26.20%		13.48%		-19.96%		4.89%		17.26%		24.61%						1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		0.25%

				Apr-13-2020		124.48%		111.95%		78.06%		101.75%		114.94%		123.35%				24.48%		11.95%		-21.94%		1.75%		14.94%		23.35%						0.94%		0.89%		1.10%		0.47%		0.87%		0.95%		0.25%

				Apr-14-2020		127.23%		116.19%		78.50%		103.79%		117.30%		127.12%				27.23%		16.19%		-21.50%		3.79%		17.30%		27.12%						1.11%		1.33%		0.98%		1.74%		1.15%		1.15%		0.26%

				Apr-15-2020		123.36%		114.63%		73.14%		98.50%		112.92%		124.32%				23.36%		14.63%		-26.86%		-1.50%		12.92%		24.32%						0.86%		0.91%		1.26%		-0.10%		0.76%		0.90%		0.20%

				Apr-16-2020		120.79%		110.78%		71.73%		97.04%		110.73%		125.05%				20.79%		10.78%		-28.27%		-2.96%		10.73%		25.05%						0.89%		0.75%		1.05%		3.92%		0.84%		1.03%		0.14%

				Apr-17-2020		123.90%		111.79%		77.25%		101.93%		114.70%		128.40%				23.90%		11.79%		-22.75%		1.93%		14.70%		28.40%						1.14%		1.09%		0.80%		-1.49%		1.34%		1.13%		0.14%

				Apr-20-2020		122.46%		112.84%		75.45%		100.39%		113.60%		126.10%				22.46%		12.84%		-24.55%		0.39%		13.60%		26.10%						0.94%		1.08%		1.08%		0.47%		0.93%		0.92%		0.12%

				Apr-21-2020		119.76%		110.45%		73.42%		97.43%		110.77%		122.23%				19.76%		10.45%		-26.58%		-2.57%		10.77%		22.23%						0.88%		0.83%		1.09%		-1.13%		0.81%		0.86%		0.12%

				Apr-22-2020		121.30%		111.42%		74.10%		98.96%		112.33%		125.03%				21.30%		11.42%		-25.90%		-1.04%		12.33%		25.03%						1.07%		1.08%		0.97%		0.03%		1.13%		1.12%		0.11%

				Apr-23-2020		123.37%		108.87%		76.35%		99.80%		113.44%		124.97%				23.37%		8.87%		-23.65%		-0.20%		13.44%		24.97%						1.09%		0.79%		0.91%		-20.00%		1.08%		1.00%		0.12%

				Apr-24-2020		123.32%		113.71%		75.68%		100.18%		114.12%		126.71%				23.32%		13.71%		-24.32%		0.18%		14.12%		26.71%						1.00%		1.49%		1.03%		1.48%		1.05%		1.07%		0.11%

				Apr-27-2020		125.49%		115.86%		77.56%		103.74%		116.95%		128.57%				25.49%		15.86%		-22.44%		3.74%		16.95%		28.57%						1.09%		1.15%		0.92%		4.02%		1.19%		1.07%		0.12%

				Apr-28-2020		127.24%		120.47%		80.93%		106.27%		119.49%		127.90%				27.24%		20.47%		-19.07%		6.27%		19.49%		27.90%						1.07%		1.27%		0.84%		1.53%		1.14%		0.98%		0.12%

				Apr-29-2020		129.65%		119.73%		86.58%		109.33%		122.03%		131.30%				29.65%		19.73%		-13.42%		9.33%		22.03%		31.30%						1.09%		0.97%		0.69%		1.42%		1.12%		1.12%		0.11%

				Apr-30-2020		129.79%		118.48%		82.57%		105.83%		120.35%		130.09%				29.79%		18.48%		-17.43%		5.83%		20.35%		30.09%						1.00%		0.94%		1.32%		0.66%		0.93%		0.96%		0.10%

				May-01-2020		127.22%		116.59%		80.09%		102.10%		117.30%		126.44%				27.22%		16.59%		-19.91%		2.10%		17.30%		26.44%						0.92%		0.90%		1.15%		0.45%		0.86%		0.88%		0.09%

				May-04-2020		126.72%		116.50%		78.06%		100.97%		116.22%		126.97%				26.72%		16.50%		-21.94%		0.97%		16.22%		26.97%						0.98%		0.99%		1.11%		0.64%		0.94%		1.02%		0.12%

				May-05-2020		126.51%		118.72%		78.03%		101.62%		116.69%		128.12%				26.51%		18.72%		-21.97%		1.62%		16.69%		28.12%						0.99%		1.13%		1.00%		1.33%		1.03%		1.04%		0.13%

				May-06-2020		125.92%		118.78%		76.86%		101.16%		116.24%		127.23%				25.92%		18.78%		-23.14%		1.16%		16.24%		27.23%						0.98%		1.00%		1.06%		0.82%		0.97%		0.97%		0.13%

				May-07-2020		126.70%		119.16%		80.25%		101.76%		117.00%		128.69%				26.70%		19.16%		-19.75%		1.76%		17.00%		28.69%						1.03%		1.02%		0.85%		1.28%		1.04%		1.05%		0.12%

				May-08-2020		132.10%		120.11%		82.99%		104.59%		120.68%		130.86%				32.10%		20.11%		-17.01%		4.59%		20.68%		30.86%						1.19%		1.05%		0.85%		2.03%		1.20%		1.07%		0.11%

				May-11-2020		130.42%		120.89%		80.21%		102.45%		119.15%		130.89%				30.42%		20.89%		-19.79%		2.45%		19.15%		30.89%						0.95%		1.04%		1.17%		0.62%		0.93%		1.00%		0.12%

				May-12-2020		129.63%		118.97%		78.06%		98.46%		116.56%		128.20%				29.63%		18.97%		-21.94%		-1.54%		16.56%		28.20%						0.97%		0.91%		1.11%		-0.16%		0.87%		0.92%		0.12%

				May-13-2020		127.90%		118.84%		76.38%		95.33%		114.25%		125.96%				27.90%		18.84%		-23.62%		-4.67%		14.25%		25.96%						0.94%		0.99%		1.08%		6.80%		0.87%		0.92%		0.13%

				May-14-2020		129.34%		117.63%		75.30%		97.87%		115.69%		127.41%				29.34%		17.63%		-24.70%		-2.13%		15.69%		27.41%						1.05%		0.94%		1.05%		0.31%		1.09%		1.05%		0.13%

				May-15-2020		129.10%		118.17%		76.73%		97.02%		115.27%		127.91%				29.10%		18.17%		-23.27%		-2.98%		15.27%		27.91%						0.99%		1.03%		0.94%		1.75%		0.97%		1.02%		0.12%

				May-18-2020		132.44%		121.04%		82.98%		104.12%		120.75%		131.94%				32.44%		21.04%		-17.02%		4.12%		20.75%		31.94%						1.11%		1.15%		0.72%		-2.59%		1.34%		1.14%		0.12%

				May-19-2020		133.38%		123.39%		81.62%		102.24%		120.50%		130.56%				33.38%		23.39%		-18.38%		2.24%		20.50%		30.56%						1.03%		1.11%		1.08%		0.63%		0.99%		0.96%		0.13%

				May-20-2020		134.56%		125.95%		83.29%		104.81%		122.80%		132.73%				34.56%		25.95%		-16.71%		4.81%		22.80%		32.73%						1.03%		1.10%		0.90%		1.79%		1.11%		1.07%		0.13%

				May-21-2020		135.44%		125.51%		84.24%		105.26%		123.22%		131.70%				35.44%		25.51%		-15.76%		5.26%		23.22%		31.70%						1.02%		0.98%		0.94%		1.08%		1.02%		0.97%		0.12%

				May-22-2020		134.06%		125.77%		83.34%		105.93%		122.95%		132.01%				34.06%		25.77%		-16.66%		5.93%		22.95%		32.01%						0.96%		1.01%		1.06%		1.11%		0.99%		1.01%		0.12%

				May-25-2020		134.36%		126.21%		84.81%		106.15%		123.30%		132.01%				34.36%		26.21%		-15.19%		6.15%		23.30%		32.01%						1.01%		1.02%		0.91%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		0.12%

				May-26-2020		138.96%		131.93%		88.32%		111.12%		128.26%		133.63%				38.96%		31.93%		-11.68%		11.12%		28.26%		33.63%						1.13%		1.21%		0.75%		1.70%		1.20%		1.05%		0.12%

				May-27-2020		141.09%		134.23%		91.91%		113.36%		130.53%		135.61%				41.09%		34.23%		-8.09%		13.36%		30.53%		35.61%						1.05%		1.07%		0.66%		1.18%		1.08%		1.06%		0.14%

				May-28-2020		141.21%		132.81%		89.59%		112.61%		130.04%		135.33%				41.21%		32.81%		-10.41%		12.61%		30.04%		35.33%						1.00%		0.96%		1.33%		0.95%		0.98%		0.99%		0.15%

				May-29-2020		142.67%		133.64%		88.44%		111.56%		130.19%		135.98%				42.67%		33.64%		-11.56%		11.56%		30.19%		35.98%						1.03%		1.02%		1.12%		0.92%		1.00%		1.02%		0.15%

				Jun-01-2020		145.06%		133.91%		90.67%		111.67%		131.28%		136.49%				45.06%		33.91%		-9.33%		11.67%		31.28%		36.49%						1.05%		1.01%		0.79%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		0.14%

				Jun-02-2020		145.17%		135.92%		91.88%		113.77%		132.56%		137.61%				45.17%		35.92%		-8.12%		13.77%		32.56%		37.61%						1.00%		1.06%		0.85%		1.17%		1.04%		1.03%		0.14%

				Jun-03-2020		147.25%		136.92%		94.77%		117.98%		135.59%		139.49%				47.25%		36.92%		-5.23%		17.98%		35.59%		39.49%						1.05%		1.03%		0.59%		1.29%		1.09%		1.05%		0.15%

				Jun-04-2020		149.04%		136.75%		95.98%		119.55%		136.99%		139.02%				49.04%		36.75%		-4.02%		19.55%		36.99%		39.02%						1.04%		1.00%		0.71%		1.08%		1.04%		0.99%		0.16%

				Jun-05-2020		153.08%		137.71%		97.35%		124.76%		141.22%		142.66%				53.08%		37.71%		-2.65%		24.76%		41.22%		42.66%						1.08%		1.03%		0.55%		1.25%		1.11%		1.09%		0.15%

				Jun-08-2020		154.12%		138.57%		98.10%		126.29%		142.40%		144.38%				54.12%		38.57%		-1.90%		26.29%		42.40%		44.38%						1.02%		1.02%		0.55%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		0.15%

				Jun-09-2020		153.49%		138.57%		96.24%		122.90%		140.54%		143.25%				53.49%		38.57%		-3.76%		22.90%		40.54%		43.25%						0.99%		1.00%		3.07%		0.88%		0.96%		0.98%		0.17%

				Jun-10-2020		150.65%		138.11%		93.01%		119.97%		137.95%		142.49%				50.65%		38.11%		-6.99%		19.97%		37.95%		42.49%						0.95%		0.99%		2.17%		0.88%		0.94%		0.98%		0.19%

				Jun-11-2020		146.70%		131.48%		86.75%		112.38%		131.45%		134.09%				46.70%		31.48%		-13.25%		12.38%		31.45%		34.09%						0.92%		0.83%		2.05%		0.64%		0.83%		0.81%		0.17%

				Jun-12-2020		147.29%		130.25%		87.01%		113.29%		131.84%		135.84%				47.29%		30.25%		-12.99%		13.29%		31.84%		35.84%						1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		1.07%		1.01%		1.05%		0.17%

				Jun-15-2020		145.91%		131.09%		88.45%		114.83%		131.98%		136.97%				45.91%		31.09%		-11.55%		14.83%		31.98%		36.97%						0.97%		1.03%		0.88%		1.11%		1.00%		1.03%		0.16%

				Jun-16-2020		149.03%		136.70%		91.08%		116.66%		134.98%		139.57%				49.03%		36.70%		-8.92%		16.66%		34.98%		39.57%						1.07%		1.17%		0.75%		1.12%		1.09%		1.07%		0.18%

				Jun-17-2020		147.90%		136.83%		89.50%		116.13%		134.22%		139.07%				47.90%		36.83%		-10.50%		16.13%		34.22%		39.07%						0.98%		1.00%		1.20%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.17%

				Jun-18-2020		147.26%		135.69%		88.85%		115.52%		133.62%		139.15%				47.26%		35.69%		-11.15%		15.52%		33.62%		39.15%						0.99%		0.97%		1.07%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		0.17%

				Jun-19-2020		148.47%		135.48%		88.40%		114.40%		133.61%		138.36%				48.47%		35.48%		-11.60%		14.40%		33.61%		38.36%						1.03%		0.99%		1.04%		0.93%		1.00%		0.98%		0.16%

				Jun-22-2020		149.70%		135.53%		88.84%		114.32%		133.94%		139.26%				49.70%		35.53%		-11.16%		14.32%		33.94%		39.26%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		0.15%

				Jun-23-2020		150.13%		135.34%		89.73%		114.76%		134.41%		139.86%				50.13%		35.34%		-10.27%		14.76%		34.41%		39.86%						1.01%		0.99%		0.91%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.16%

				Jun-24-2020		148.45%		133.64%		85.83%		110.16%		131.31%		136.25%				48.45%		33.64%		-14.17%		10.16%		31.31%		36.25%						0.97%		0.95%		1.42%		0.71%		0.91%		0.91%		0.16%

				Jun-25-2020		148.19%		130.67%		87.23%		112.29%		132.02%		137.74%				48.19%		30.67%		-12.77%		12.29%		32.02%		37.74%						0.99%		0.91%		0.89%		1.19%		1.02%		1.04%		0.15%

				Jun-26-2020		148.00%		130.87%		87.40%		110.24%		130.89%		134.40%				48.00%		30.87%		-12.60%		10.24%		30.89%		34.40%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.85%		0.97%		0.91%		0.16%

				Jun-29-2020		149.64%		133.06%		89.75%		113.15%		133.35%		136.38%				49.64%		33.06%		-10.25%		13.15%		33.35%		36.38%						1.03%		1.07%		0.80%		1.26%		1.08%		1.06%		0.14%

				Jun-30-2020		150.67%		136.89%		90.95%		114.36%		134.81%		138.48%				50.67%		36.89%		-9.05%		14.36%		34.81%		38.48%						1.02%		1.11%		0.87%		1.09%		1.04%		1.06%		0.14%

				Jul-01-2020		152.78%		135.97%		89.52%		113.51%		135.18%		139.17%				52.78%		35.97%		-10.48%		13.51%		35.18%		39.17%						1.04%		0.98%		1.18%		0.94%		1.01%		1.02%		0.16%

				Jul-02-2020		154.22%		137.93%		89.93%		114.47%		136.42%		139.81%				54.22%		37.93%		-10.07%		14.47%		36.42%		39.81%						1.03%		1.05%		0.96%		1.07%		1.03%		1.02%		0.14%

				Jul-03-2020		154.10%		138.29%		90.10%		114.45%		136.41%		139.81%				54.10%		38.29%		-9.90%		14.45%		36.41%		39.81%						1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.14%

				Jul-06-2020		158.56%		139.40%		91.13%		116.45%		139.44%		142.03%				58.56%		39.40%		-8.87%		16.45%		39.44%		42.03%						1.08%		1.03%		0.88%		1.13%		1.08%		1.05%		0.14%

				Jul-07-2020		158.20%		139.56%		89.19%		114.46%		138.30%		140.49%				58.20%		39.56%		-10.81%		14.46%		38.30%		40.49%						0.99%		1.00%		1.25%		0.89%		0.97%		0.96%		0.15%

				Jul-08-2020		158.60%		137.59%		87.66%		114.72%		138.38%		141.59%				58.60%		37.59%		-12.34%		14.72%		38.38%		41.59%						1.01%		0.95%		1.16%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		0.15%

				Jul-09-2020		158.52%		139.03%		85.19%		112.32%		137.34%		140.79%				58.52%		39.03%		-14.81%		12.32%		37.34%		40.79%						1.00%		1.04%		1.22%		0.85%		0.97%		0.98%		0.15%

				Jul-10-2020		158.17%		139.32%		86.74%		113.77%		137.92%		142.26%				58.17%		39.32%		-13.26%		13.77%		37.92%		42.26%						0.99%		1.01%		0.89%		1.11%		1.02%		1.04%		0.13%

				Jul-13-2020		158.58%		141.08%		88.03%		115.18%		139.05%		140.93%				58.58%		41.08%		-11.97%		15.18%		39.05%		40.93%						1.01%		1.04%		0.89%		1.10%		1.03%		0.97%		0.13%

				Jul-14-2020		159.65%		142.81%		88.41%		117.25%		140.56%		142.82%				59.65%		42.81%		-11.59%		17.25%		40.56%		42.82%						1.02%		1.04%		0.97%		1.13%		1.04%		1.05%		0.14%

				Jul-15-2020		164.77%		147.20%		91.81%		120.48%		144.68%		144.12%				64.77%		47.20%		-8.19%		20.48%		44.68%		44.12%						1.08%		1.10%		0.68%		1.18%		1.10%		1.03%		0.15%

				Jul-16-2020		163.45%		148.56%		91.48%		120.75%		144.20%		143.63%				63.45%		48.56%		-8.52%		20.75%		44.20%		43.63%						0.98%		1.03%		1.05%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.16%

				Jul-17-2020		165.61%		148.07%		91.47%		122.35%		145.79%		144.04%				65.61%		48.07%		-8.53%		22.35%		45.79%		44.04%						1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.07%		1.04%		1.01%		0.11%

				Jul-20-2020		169.08%		148.51%		91.78%		121.16%		146.94%		145.25%				69.08%		48.51%		-8.22%		21.16%		46.94%		45.25%						1.05%		1.01%		0.96%		0.95%		1.02%		1.03%		0.11%

				Jul-21-2020		168.93%		149.47%		93.51%		122.31%		147.69%		145.49%				68.93%		49.47%		-6.49%		22.31%		47.69%		45.49%						1.00%		1.02%		0.76%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		0.13%

				Jul-22-2020		169.56%		150.41%		93.58%		122.64%		148.15%		146.33%				69.56%		50.41%		-6.42%		22.64%		48.15%		46.33%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.13%

				Jul-23-2020		171.90%		152.75%		94.22%		122.25%		149.13%		144.52%				71.90%		52.75%		-5.78%		22.25%		49.13%		44.52%						1.03%		1.05%		0.88%		0.98%		1.02%		0.96%		0.13%

				Jul-24-2020		167.51%		152.58%		92.65%		119.36%		145.77%		143.63%				67.51%		52.58%		-7.35%		19.36%		45.77%		43.63%						0.94%		1.00%		1.33%		0.88%		0.93%		0.98%		0.12%

				Jul-27-2020		169.20%		154.66%		94.12%		120.59%		147.37%		144.69%				69.20%		54.66%		-5.88%		20.59%		47.37%		44.69%						1.02%		1.04%		0.77%		1.06%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Jul-28-2020		167.59%		153.56%		95.61%		120.05%		146.45%		143.76%				67.59%		53.56%		-4.39%		20.05%		46.45%		43.76%						0.98%		0.98%		0.69%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.11%

				Jul-29-2020		174.20%		156.05%		102.04%		122.27%		150.58%		145.54%				74.20%		56.05%		2.04%		22.27%		50.58%		45.54%						1.10%		1.05%		-0.90%		1.11%		1.09%		1.04%		0.11%

				Jul-30-2020		172.65%		155.96%		99.94%		118.82%		148.19%		145.00%				72.65%		55.96%		-0.06%		18.82%		48.19%		45.00%						0.98%		1.00%		0.31%		0.85%		0.95%		0.99%		0.11%

				Jul-31-2020		173.72%		155.10%		99.18%		119.50%		148.55%		146.11%				73.72%		55.10%		-0.82%		19.50%		48.55%		46.11%						1.01%		0.98%		0.19%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-03-2020		176.32%		156.64%		102.09%		119.92%		150.04%		147.16%				76.32%		56.64%		2.09%		19.92%		50.04%		47.16%						1.03%		1.03%		17.17%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-04-2020		176.92%		155.85%		103.12%		119.26%		150.04%		147.69%				76.92%		55.85%		3.12%		19.26%		50.04%		47.69%						1.01%		0.99%		1.33%		0.97%		1.00%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-05-2020		178.45%		157.46%		104.64%		121.59%		152.18%		148.64%				78.45%		57.46%		4.64%		21.59%		52.18%		48.64%						1.02%		1.03%		1.37%		1.12%		1.04%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-06-2020		177.64%		158.12%		103.93%		122.20%		152.20%		149.59%				77.64%		58.12%		3.93%		22.20%		52.20%		49.59%						0.99%		1.01%		0.87%		1.03%		1.00%		1.02%		0.10%

				Aug-07-2020		179.79%		158.74%		105.61%		124.34%		154.21%		149.69%				79.79%		58.74%		5.61%		24.34%		54.21%		49.69%						1.03%		1.01%		1.34%		1.09%		1.04%		1.00%		0.10%

				Aug-10-2020		182.14%		159.41%		107.67%		126.90%		156.45%		150.10%				82.14%		59.41%		7.67%		26.90%		56.45%		50.10%						1.03%		1.01%		1.31%		1.10%		1.04%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-11-2020		182.54%		159.55%		108.01%		129.03%		157.61%		148.90%				82.54%		59.55%		8.01%		29.03%		57.61%		48.90%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.08%		1.02%		0.98%		0.11%

				Aug-12-2020		182.23%		161.69%		108.65%		129.66%		158.00%		150.99%				82.23%		61.69%		8.65%		29.66%		58.00%		50.99%						1.00%		1.04%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		0.11%

				Aug-13-2020		182.78%		162.11%		107.71%		128.33%		157.64%		150.68%				82.78%		62.11%		7.71%		28.33%		57.64%		50.68%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		0.11%

				Aug-14-2020		184.91%		161.44%		106.42%		128.46%		158.45%		150.65%				84.91%		61.44%		6.42%		28.46%		58.45%		50.65%						1.03%		0.99%		0.85%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.10%

				Aug-17-2020		186.30%		161.74%		107.21%		128.19%		159.00%		151.06%				86.30%		61.74%		7.21%		28.19%		59.00%		51.06%						1.02%		1.00%		1.11%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-18-2020		185.30%		164.26%		105.81%		127.16%		158.35%		151.41%				85.30%		64.26%		5.81%		27.16%		58.35%		51.41%						0.99%		1.04%		0.83%		0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-19-2020		183.64%		163.82%		105.56%		126.84%		157.44%		150.74%				83.64%		63.82%		5.56%		26.84%		57.44%		50.74%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.09%

				Aug-20-2020		181.81%		164.14%		103.98%		125.90%		156.17%		151.22%				81.81%		64.14%		3.98%		25.90%		56.17%		51.22%						0.98%		1.00%		0.76%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%		0.11%

				Aug-21-2020		183.18%		163.93%		102.93%		126.74%		157.01%		151.74%				83.18%		63.93%		2.93%		26.74%		57.01%		51.74%						1.02%		1.00%		0.79%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.11%

				Aug-24-2020		185.86%		163.48%		104.57%		128.84%		159.19%		153.26%				85.86%		63.48%		4.57%		28.84%		59.19%		53.26%						1.03%		0.99%		1.42%		1.08%		1.04%		1.03%		0.10%

				Aug-25-2020		186.11%		164.74%		103.96%		131.28%		160.67%		153.81%				86.11%		64.74%		3.96%		31.28%		60.67%		53.81%						1.00%		1.02%		0.89%		1.08%		1.02%		1.01%		0.12%

				Aug-26-2020		186.15%		166.15%		104.19%		132.38%		161.48%		155.38%				86.15%		66.15%		4.19%		32.38%		61.48%		55.38%						1.00%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.11%

				Aug-27-2020		184.44%		167.16%		105.02%		131.94%		160.69%		155.64%				84.44%		67.16%		5.02%		31.94%		60.69%		55.64%						0.98%		1.02%		1.16%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.11%

				Aug-28-2020		186.78%		168.17%		106.50%		133.65%		162.67%		156.69%				86.78%		68.17%		6.50%		33.65%		62.67%		56.69%						1.03%		1.01%		1.25%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Aug-31-2020		185.59%		167.81%		105.88%		131.71%		161.21%		156.35%				85.59%		67.81%		5.88%		31.71%		61.21%		56.35%						0.99%		0.99%		0.92%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		0.10%

				Sep-01-2020		187.51%		168.08%		107.02%		133.44%		162.90%		157.52%				87.51%		68.08%		7.02%		33.44%		62.90%		57.52%						1.02%		1.00%		1.17%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Sep-02-2020		188.27%		169.56%		108.66%		136.25%		164.69%		159.94%				88.27%		69.56%		8.66%		36.25%		64.69%		59.94%						1.01%		1.02%		1.20%		1.08%		1.03%		1.04%		0.12%

				Sep-03-2020		184.13%		166.52%		105.69%		131.28%		160.26%		154.32%				84.13%		66.52%		5.69%		31.28%		60.26%		54.32%						0.95%		0.96%		0.69%		0.87%		0.93%		0.91%		0.12%

				Sep-04-2020		183.32%		161.74%		104.80%		132.01%		159.53%		153.07%				83.32%		61.74%		4.80%		32.01%		59.53%		53.07%						0.99%		0.93%		0.87%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.11%

				Sep-07-2020		181.80%		162.29%		106.14%		132.58%		159.29%		153.07%				81.80%		62.29%		6.14%		32.58%		59.29%		53.07%						0.98%		1.01%		1.23%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.11%

				Sep-08-2020		179.51%		159.99%		104.66%		130.28%		156.93%		148.82%				79.51%		59.99%		4.66%		30.28%		56.93%		48.82%						0.97%		0.96%		0.79%		0.93%		0.96%		0.92%		0.11%

				Sep-09-2020		179.32%		162.43%		105.38%		132.16%		158.03%		151.82%				79.32%		62.43%		5.38%		32.16%		58.03%		51.82%						1.00%		1.04%		1.13%		1.06%		1.02%		1.06%		0.13%

				Sep-10-2020		179.01%		160.99%		105.72%		131.11%		157.20%		149.15%				79.01%		60.99%		5.72%		31.11%		57.20%		49.15%						1.00%		0.98%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.12%

				Sep-11-2020		179.59%		161.74%		104.92%		132.39%		158.04%		149.23%				79.59%		61.74%		4.92%		32.39%		58.04%		49.23%						1.01%		1.01%		0.88%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		0.12%

				Sep-14-2020		182.73%		162.24%		105.65%		134.39%		160.31%		151.13%				82.73%		62.24%		5.65%		34.39%		60.31%		51.13%						1.04%		1.01%		1.12%		1.06%		1.04%		1.04%		0.11%

				Sep-15-2020		185.66%		163.07%		105.34%		134.04%		161.53%		151.92%				85.66%		63.07%		5.34%		34.04%		61.53%		51.92%						1.03%		1.01%		0.95%		0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		0.11%

				Sep-16-2020		186.31%		166.17%		106.48%		135.19%		162.63%		151.22%				86.31%		66.17%		6.48%		35.19%		62.63%		51.22%						1.01%		1.05%		1.18%		1.03%		1.02%		0.99%		0.11%

				Sep-17-2020		187.62%		166.00%		107.73%		135.22%		163.21%		149.95%				87.62%		66.00%		7.73%		35.22%		63.21%		49.95%						1.02%		1.00%		1.17%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.12%

				Sep-18-2020		187.00%		162.89%		107.55%		133.93%		161.96%		148.27%				87.00%		62.89%		7.55%		33.93%		61.96%		48.27%						0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.09%

				Sep-21-2020		183.37%		160.05%		100.22%		128.02%		157.18%		146.55%				83.37%		60.05%		0.22%		28.02%		57.18%		46.55%						0.96%		0.96%		0.14%		0.83%		0.92%		0.97%		0.10%

				Sep-22-2020		184.49%		160.80%		100.85%		129.13%		158.25%		148.09%				84.49%		60.80%		0.85%		29.13%		58.25%		48.09%						1.01%		1.01%		1.52%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		0.10%

				Sep-23-2020		183.17%		158.73%		99.82%		126.54%		156.29%		144.58%				83.17%		58.73%		-0.18%		26.54%		56.29%		44.58%						0.98%		0.97%		0.44%		0.91%		0.97%		0.93%		0.10%

				Sep-24-2020		182.84%		158.93%		99.60%		126.95%		156.23%		145.01%				82.84%		58.93%		-0.40%		26.95%		56.23%		45.01%						1.00%		1.00%		0.73%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.11%

				Sep-25-2020		182.68%		159.67%		99.50%		127.46%		156.63%		147.33%				82.68%		59.67%		-0.50%		27.46%		56.63%		47.33%						1.00%		1.01%		0.83%		1.02%		1.01%		1.05%		0.10%

				Sep-28-2020		185.58%		161.52%		102.47%		130.41%		159.50%		149.70%				85.58%		61.52%		2.47%		30.41%		59.50%		49.70%						1.03%		1.03%		6.94%		1.10%		1.05%		1.05%		0.10%

				Sep-29-2020		187.31%		164.83%		102.57%		130.31%		160.69%		148.98%				87.31%		64.83%		2.57%		30.31%		60.69%		48.98%						1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.11%

				Sep-30-2020		186.03%		165.27%		103.60%		130.39%		160.30%		150.21%				86.03%		65.27%		3.60%		30.39%		60.30%		50.21%						0.99%		1.01%		1.29%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		0.09%

				Oct-01-2020		186.58%		165.64%		104.49%		130.92%		160.94%		151.01%				86.58%		65.64%		4.49%		30.92%		60.94%		51.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.19%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.10%

				Oct-02-2020		186.99%		165.52%		105.08%		132.08%		161.49%		149.56%				86.99%		65.52%		5.08%		32.08%		61.49%		49.56%						1.00%		1.00%		1.11%		1.04%		1.01%		0.97%		0.09%

				Oct-05-2020		189.41%		168.10%		107.81%		134.72%		164.17%		152.25%				89.41%		68.10%		7.81%		34.72%		64.17%		52.25%						1.03%		1.04%		1.45%		1.08%		1.04%		1.05%		0.09%

				Oct-06-2020		187.50%		166.35%		108.66%		133.62%		162.73%		150.12%				87.50%		66.35%		8.66%		33.62%		62.73%		50.12%						0.98%		0.97%		1.10%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.10%

				Oct-07-2020		188.50%		168.65%		109.67%		136.94%		165.00%		152.73%				88.50%		68.65%		9.67%		36.94%		65.00%		52.73%						1.01%		1.03%		1.10%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		0.10%

				Oct-08-2020		189.47%		170.20%		110.86%		138.73%		166.40%		153.96%				89.47%		70.20%		10.86%		38.73%		66.40%		53.96%						1.01%		1.02%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		0.10%

				Oct-09-2020		192.28%		170.49%		112.28%		139.70%		168.27%		155.31%				92.28%		70.49%		12.28%		39.70%		68.27%		55.31%						1.03%		1.00%		1.12%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.09%

				Oct-12-2020		194.18%		175.17%		113.78%		140.54%		170.02%		157.86%				94.18%		75.17%		13.78%		40.54%		70.02%		57.86%						1.02%		1.07%		1.11%		1.02%		1.03%		1.05%		0.10%

				Oct-13-2020		194.00%		174.41%		111.45%		137.78%		168.53%		156.86%				94.00%		74.41%		11.45%		37.78%		68.53%		56.86%						1.00%		0.99%		0.84%		0.93%		0.98%		0.98%		0.10%

				Oct-14-2020		194.24%		175.88%		110.69%		139.01%		169.40%		155.83%				94.24%		75.88%		10.69%		39.01%		69.40%		55.83%						1.00%		1.02%		0.94%		1.03%		1.01%		0.98%		0.11%

				Oct-15-2020		194.47%		175.34%		110.37%		138.35%		169.05%		155.59%				94.47%		75.34%		10.37%		38.35%		69.05%		55.59%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		0.12%

				Oct-16-2020		194.12%		175.26%		110.42%		139.94%		169.64%		155.61%				94.12%		75.26%		10.42%		39.94%		69.64%		55.61%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		0.11%

				Oct-19-2020		192.82%		173.28%		109.83%		138.28%		168.11%		153.07%				92.82%		73.28%		9.83%		38.28%		68.11%		53.07%						0.99%		0.97%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.96%		0.11%

				Oct-20-2020		195.46%		172.89%		110.49%		139.16%		169.51%		153.79%				95.46%		72.89%		10.49%		39.16%		69.51%		53.79%						1.03%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.11%

				Oct-21-2020		197.89%		171.64%		109.09%		138.87%		170.04%		153.45%				97.89%		71.64%		9.09%		38.87%		70.04%		53.45%						1.03%		0.98%		0.88%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.10%

				Oct-22-2020		198.85%		169.66%		108.52%		140.79%		171.04%		154.25%				98.85%		69.66%		8.52%		40.79%		71.04%		54.25%						1.01%		0.97%		0.94%		1.05%		1.01%		1.01%		0.10%

				Oct-23-2020		197.11%		169.97%		108.67%		140.46%		170.18%		154.79%				97.11%		69.97%		8.67%		40.46%		70.18%		54.79%						0.98%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.09%

				Oct-26-2020		194.75%		168.85%		104.96%		136.35%		167.10%		151.91%				94.75%		68.85%		4.96%		36.35%		67.10%		51.91%						0.98%		0.98%		0.62%		0.90%		0.96%		0.95%		0.10%

				Oct-27-2020		193.12%		166.53%		99.89%		133.70%		164.77%		151.45%				93.12%		66.53%		-0.11%		33.70%		64.77%		51.45%						0.98%		0.97%		0.15%		0.93%		0.97%		0.99%		0.11%

				Oct-28-2020		194.24%		162.80%		95.01%		128.61%		162.22%		146.10%				94.24%		62.80%		-4.99%		28.61%		62.22%		46.10%						1.01%		0.94%		-4.48%		0.85%		0.96%		0.90%		0.10%

				Oct-29-2020		199.65%		162.10%		96.81%		130.47%		165.20%		147.85%				99.65%		62.10%		-3.19%		30.47%		65.20%		47.85%						1.06%		0.99%		0.55%		1.06%		1.05%		1.04%		0.10%

				Oct-30-2020		196.83%		161.84%		98.86%		130.67%		164.17%		146.06%				96.83%		61.84%		-1.14%		30.67%		64.17%		46.06%						0.97%		1.00%		0.06%		1.01%		0.98%		0.96%		0.09%

				Nov-02-2020		205.79%		164.39%		101.24%		136.67%		171.13%		147.86%				105.79%		64.39%		1.24%		36.67%		71.13%		47.86%						1.09%		1.04%		-16.00%		1.19%		1.11%		1.04%		0.09%

				Nov-03-2020		208.35%		171.05%		103.86%		140.94%		175.26%		150.49%				108.35%		71.05%		3.86%		40.94%		75.26%		50.49%						1.02%		1.10%		2.17%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		0.09%

				Nov-04-2020		210.55%		172.37%		103.15%		138.75%		175.82%		153.81%				110.55%		72.37%		3.15%		38.75%		75.82%		53.81%						1.02%		1.02%		0.85%		0.95%		1.01%		1.06%		0.10%

				Nov-05-2020		217.08%		173.23%		106.94%		143.06%		180.69%		156.80%				117.08%		73.23%		6.94%		43.06%		80.69%		56.80%						1.06%		1.01%		1.91%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		0.10%

				Nov-06-2020		224.08%		177.98%		104.94%		143.60%		184.37%		156.75%				124.08%		77.98%		4.94%		43.60%		84.37%		56.75%						1.06%		1.06%		0.75%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		0.10%

				Nov-09-2020		223.88%		176.03%		109.67%		152.01%		188.56%		158.59%				123.88%		76.03%		9.67%		52.01%		88.56%		58.59%						1.00%		0.98%		1.80%		1.19%		1.05%		1.03%		0.10%

				Nov-10-2020		221.51%		175.43%		114.46%		153.64%		188.52%		158.37%				121.51%		75.43%		14.46%		53.64%		88.52%		58.37%						0.98%		0.99%		1.45%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		0.11%

				Nov-11-2020		221.75%		176.19%		112.66%		151.78%		187.76%		159.58%				121.75%		76.19%		12.66%		51.78%		87.76%		59.58%						1.00%		1.01%		0.88%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.10%

				Nov-12-2020		224.57%		175.58%		111.99%		150.19%		188.07%		157.98%				124.57%		75.58%		11.99%		50.19%		88.07%		57.98%						1.02%		0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		1.00%		0.97%		0.10%

				Nov-13-2020		226.51%		175.82%		112.94%		153.15%		190.33%		160.14%				126.51%		75.82%		12.94%		53.15%		90.33%		60.14%						1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		0.10%

				Nov-16-2020		229.24%		178.54%		116.36%		157.60%		194.11%		162.00%				129.24%		78.54%		16.36%		57.60%		94.11%		62.00%						1.02%		1.04%		1.25%		1.08%		1.04%		1.03%		0.09%

				Nov-17-2020		229.34%		176.75%		115.88%		155.27%		192.87%		161.22%				129.34%		76.75%		15.88%		55.27%		92.87%		61.22%						1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Nov-18-2020		227.42%		178.22%		115.48%		154.42%		191.39%		159.36%				127.42%		78.22%		15.48%		54.42%		91.39%		59.36%						0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.97%		0.09%

				Nov-19-2020		231.52%		179.11%		114.98%		155.24%		193.74%		159.99%				131.52%		79.11%		14.98%		55.24%		93.74%		59.99%						1.03%		1.01%		0.97%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		0.09%

				Nov-20-2020		228.18%		177.97%		115.28%		154.55%		191.94%		158.90%				128.18%		77.97%		15.28%		54.55%		91.94%		58.90%						0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.07%

				Nov-23-2020		230.44%		179.53%		116.96%		156.53%		194.10%		159.80%				130.44%		79.53%		16.96%		56.53%		94.10%		59.80%						1.02%		1.02%		1.10%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.07%

				Nov-24-2020		229.68%		181.69%		119.57%		159.59%		195.47%		162.38%				129.68%		81.69%		19.57%		59.59%		95.47%		62.38%						0.99%		1.03%		1.15%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		0.08%

				Nov-25-2020		227.63%		180.49%		119.50%		159.11%		194.26%		162.12%				127.63%		80.49%		19.50%		59.11%		94.26%		62.12%						0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Nov-26-2020		225.73%		180.68%		119.56%		159.27%		193.56%		162.12%				125.73%		80.68%		19.56%		59.27%		93.56%		62.12%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Nov-27-2020		225.71%		180.92%		120.09%		160.56%		194.41%		162.51%				125.71%		80.92%		20.09%		60.56%		94.41%		62.51%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.09%

				Nov-30-2020		224.25%		181.81%		117.37%		157.76%		192.26%		161.76%				124.25%		81.81%		17.37%		57.76%		92.26%		61.76%						0.99%		1.01%		0.87%		0.95%		0.98%		0.99%		0.09%

				Dec-01-2020		226.76%		181.23%		118.72%		158.58%		193.70%		163.59%				126.76%		81.23%		18.72%		58.58%		93.70%		63.59%						1.02%		0.99%		1.07%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		0.08%

				Dec-02-2020		226.91%		182.48%		117.54%		158.96%		194.17%		163.88%				126.91%		82.48%		17.54%		58.96%		94.17%		63.88%						1.00%		1.02%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-03-2020		225.24%		182.00%		117.51%		158.69%		193.30%		163.78%				125.24%		82.00%		17.51%		58.69%		93.30%		63.78%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-04-2020		224.63%		182.54%		119.63%		162.87%		195.37%		165.23%				124.63%		82.54%		19.63%		62.87%		95.37%		65.23%						1.00%		1.01%		1.11%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		0.08%

				Dec-07-2020		223.32%		183.31%		119.66%		161.94%		194.57%		164.91%				123.32%		83.31%		19.66%		61.94%		94.57%		64.91%						0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-08-2020		222.47%		184.43%		119.97%		162.94%		194.87%		165.37%				122.47%		84.43%		19.97%		62.94%		94.87%		65.37%						0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.08%

				Dec-09-2020		221.72%		185.71%		120.94%		163.17%		194.70%		164.05%				121.72%		85.71%		20.94%		63.17%		94.70%		64.05%						0.99%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.09%

				Dec-10-2020		219.82%		184.72%		119.66%		162.49%		193.40%		163.84%				119.82%		84.72%		19.66%		62.49%		93.40%		63.84%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-11-2020		218.85%		185.82%		120.24%		163.77%		193.85%		163.63%				118.85%		85.82%		20.24%		63.77%		93.85%		63.63%						0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-14-2020		217.83%		186.80%		121.17%		162.14%		192.80%		162.92%				117.83%		86.80%		21.17%		62.14%		92.80%		62.92%						0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-15-2020		220.75%		188.55%		122.52%		164.92%		195.53%		165.02%				120.75%		88.55%		22.52%		64.92%		95.53%		65.02%						1.02%		1.02%		1.06%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.09%

				Dec-16-2020		222.81%		191.03%		123.26%		163.01%		195.75%		165.32%				122.81%		91.03%		23.26%		63.01%		95.75%		65.32%						1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-17-2020		225.73%		193.00%		123.90%		164.46%		197.84%		166.27%				125.73%		93.00%		23.90%		64.46%		97.84%		66.27%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.09%

				Dec-18-2020		224.02%		191.67%		123.67%		163.39%		196.43%		165.69%				124.02%		91.67%		23.67%		63.39%		96.43%		65.69%						0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-21-2020		223.63%		191.26%		121.77%		162.44%		195.73%		165.04%				123.63%		91.26%		21.77%		62.44%		95.73%		65.04%						1.00%		1.00%		0.92%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-22-2020		223.72%		191.18%		122.31%		161.52%		195.36%		164.70%				123.72%		91.18%		22.31%		61.52%		95.36%		64.70%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.09%

				Dec-23-2020		226.94%		192.05%		124.10%		163.14%		197.69%		164.82%				126.94%		92.05%		24.10%		63.14%		97.69%		64.82%						1.03%		1.01%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-24-2020		228.66%		192.56%		124.46%		162.94%		198.39%		165.40%				128.66%		92.56%		24.46%		62.94%		98.39%		65.40%						1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.09%

				Dec-25-2020		228.95%		192.56%		124.46%		162.94%		198.51%		165.40%				128.95%		92.56%		24.46%		62.94%		98.51%		65.40%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-28-2020		231.74%		192.42%		125.12%		163.60%		200.02%		166.84%				131.74%		92.42%		25.12%		63.60%		100.02%		66.84%						1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.09%

				Dec-29-2020		231.10%		191.54%		124.83%		162.71%		199.22%		166.47%				131.10%		91.54%		24.83%		62.71%		99.22%		66.47%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.11%

				Dec-30-2020		232.34%		191.50%		125.08%		163.98%		200.30%		166.70%				132.34%		91.50%		25.08%		63.98%		100.30%		66.70%						1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.10%

				Dec-31-2020		234.82%		191.51%		124.58%		165.00%		201.84%		167.77%				134.82%		91.51%		24.58%		65.00%		101.84%		67.77%						1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.08%

				Jan-04-2021		235.92%		190.61%		122.35%		162.44%		200.88%		165.29%				135.92%		90.61%		22.35%		62.44%		100.88%		65.29%						1.01%		0.99%		0.91%		0.96%		0.99%		0.96%		0.08%

				Jan-05-2021		240.04%		190.33%		123.61%		163.59%		202.91%		166.46%				140.04%		90.33%		23.61%		63.59%		102.91%		66.46%						1.03%		1.00%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.09%

				Jan-06-2021		242.44%		193.22%		131.62%		167.12%		205.81%		167.42%				142.44%		93.22%		31.62%		67.12%		105.81%		67.42%						1.02%		1.03%		1.33%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-07-2021		248.86%		195.10%		133.56%		168.32%		209.08%		169.90%				148.86%		95.10%		33.56%		68.32%		109.08%		69.90%						1.04%		1.02%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		0.09%

				Jan-08-2021		249.19%		194.80%		132.81%		168.87%		209.43%		170.83%				149.19%		94.80%		32.81%		68.87%		109.43%		70.83%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-11-2021		247.41%		194.52%		130.22%		167.59%		207.95%		169.71%				147.41%		94.52%		30.22%		67.59%		107.95%		69.71%						0.99%		1.00%		0.92%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.08%

				Jan-12-2021		253.22%		196.71%		131.04%		169.55%		211.52%		169.78%				153.22%		96.71%		31.04%		69.55%		111.52%		69.78%						1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		0.08%

				Jan-13-2021		251.88%		194.62%		129.28%		168.58%		210.09%		170.17%				151.88%		94.62%		29.28%		68.58%		110.09%		70.17%						0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-14-2021		248.82%		193.39%		130.49%		169.27%		208.94%		169.53%				148.82%		93.39%		30.49%		69.27%		108.94%		69.53%						0.98%		0.99%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Jan-15-2021		245.97%		193.79%		129.40%		167.02%		206.69%		168.31%				145.97%		93.79%		29.40%		67.02%		106.69%		68.31%						0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.09%

				Jan-18-2021		246.24%		193.71%		129.65%		167.70%		207.17%		168.31%				146.24%		93.71%		29.65%		67.70%		107.17%		68.31%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Jan-19-2021		243.93%		194.70%		130.61%		167.86%		206.46%		169.68%				143.93%		94.70%		30.61%		67.86%		106.46%		69.68%						0.98%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		0.09%

				Jan-20-2021		245.06%		195.20%		131.36%		169.70%		207.80%		172.05%				145.06%		95.20%		31.36%		69.70%		107.80%		72.05%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.09%

				Jan-21-2021		248.91%		194.56%		129.90%		168.91%		208.97%		172.10%				148.91%		94.56%		29.90%		68.91%		108.97%		72.10%						1.03%		0.99%		0.95%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.08%

				Jan-22-2021		248.68%		195.75%		130.35%		166.99%		207.94%		171.58%				148.68%		95.75%		30.35%		66.99%		107.94%		71.58%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Jan-25-2021		249.35%		195.28%		126.39%		165.28%		207.36%		172.20%				149.35%		95.28%		26.39%		65.28%		107.36%		72.20%						1.00%		1.00%		0.87%		0.97%		0.99%		1.01%		0.08%

				Jan-26-2021		241.84%		192.83%		126.57%		163.87%		203.42%		171.95%				141.84%		92.83%		26.57%		63.87%		103.42%		71.95%						0.95%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.96%		1.00%		0.09%

				Jan-27-2021		238.85%		189.45%		122.76%		160.41%		200.32%		167.53%				138.85%		89.45%		22.76%		60.41%		100.32%		67.53%						0.98%		0.96%		0.86%		0.95%		0.97%		0.94%		0.07%

				Jan-28-2021		237.55%		187.93%		124.81%		163.87%		201.27%		169.17%				137.55%		87.93%		24.81%		63.87%		101.27%		69.17%						0.99%		0.98%		1.09%		1.06%		1.01%		1.02%		0.08%

				Jan-29-2021		237.07%		185.47%		122.92%		160.06%		198.54%		165.90%				137.07%		85.47%		22.92%		60.06%		98.54%		65.90%						1.00%		0.97%		0.93%		0.94%		0.97%		0.95%		0.07%

				Feb-01-2021		239.23%		187.20%		125.04%		161.47%		200.18%		168.56%				139.23%		87.20%		25.04%		61.47%		100.18%		68.56%						1.02%		1.02%		1.09%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		0.06%

				Feb-02-2021		241.85%		187.91%		126.76%		164.49%		203.13%		170.91%				141.85%		87.91%		26.76%		64.49%		103.13%		70.91%						1.02%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.07%

				Feb-03-2021		240.41%		186.64%		127.22%		163.87%		202.07%		171.08%				140.41%		86.64%		27.22%		63.87%		102.07%		71.08%						0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.07%

				Feb-04-2021		239.28%		189.01%		127.98%		164.68%		202.15%		172.94%				139.28%		89.01%		27.98%		64.68%		102.15%		72.94%						0.99%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.04%

				Feb-05-2021		241.42%		186.22%		130.18%		166.74%		203.99%		173.61%				141.42%		86.22%		30.18%		66.74%		103.99%		73.61%						1.02%		0.97%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		0.04%

				Feb-08-2021		245.05%		189.55%		132.85%		168.61%		206.82%		174.89%				145.05%		89.55%		32.85%		68.61%		106.82%		74.89%						1.03%		1.04%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		0.03%

				Feb-09-2021		245.73%		188.48%		131.73%		167.15%		206.20%		174.70%				145.73%		88.48%		31.73%		67.15%		106.20%		74.70%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Feb-10-2021		250.73%		188.73%		131.61%		166.68%		208.00%		174.64%				150.73%		88.73%		31.61%		66.68%		108.00%		74.64%						1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-11-2021		252.23%		188.34%		131.62%		168.06%		209.11%		174.93%				152.23%		88.34%		31.62%		68.06%		109.11%		74.93%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Feb-12-2021		252.44%		187.85%		131.87%		169.31%		209.64%		175.75%				152.44%		87.85%		31.87%		69.31%		109.64%		75.75%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Feb-15-2021		253.24%		188.41%		133.34%		169.61%		210.25%		175.75%				153.24%		88.41%		33.34%		69.61%		110.25%		75.75%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-16-2021		253.16%		187.52%		132.35%		169.50%		210.18%		175.65%				153.16%		87.52%		32.35%		69.50%		110.18%		75.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-17-2021		253.38%		188.81%		129.51%		168.85%		209.37%		175.60%				153.38%		88.81%		29.51%		68.85%		109.37%		75.60%						1.00%		1.01%		0.91%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-18-2021		245.46%		189.15%		128.06%		169.69%		206.28%		174.82%				145.46%		89.15%		28.06%		69.69%		106.28%		74.82%						0.95%		1.00%		0.95%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.04%

				Feb-19-2021		246.62%		190.89%		130.12%		171.41%		207.87%		174.50%				146.62%		90.89%		30.12%		71.41%		107.87%		74.50%						1.01%		1.02%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.03%

				Feb-22-2021		237.06%		190.49%		130.33%		171.52%		203.71%		173.15%				137.06%		90.49%		30.33%		71.52%		103.71%		73.15%						0.94%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.96%		0.98%		0.04%

				Feb-23-2021		237.27%		190.70%		131.45%		171.34%		203.86%		173.37%				137.27%		90.70%		31.45%		71.34%		103.86%		73.37%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Feb-24-2021		238.68%		192.91%		134.71%		174.88%		206.69%		175.33%				138.68%		92.91%		34.71%		74.88%		106.69%		75.33%						1.01%		1.02%		1.10%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.04%

				Feb-25-2021		236.66%		192.39%		134.97%		171.64%		204.16%		171.04%				136.66%		92.39%		34.97%		71.64%		104.16%		71.04%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		0.94%		0.03%

				Feb-26-2021		233.01%		188.95%		131.39%		170.42%		201.40%		170.23%				133.01%		88.95%		31.39%		70.42%		101.40%		70.23%						0.97%		0.96%		0.90%		0.98%		0.97%		0.99%		0.04%

				Mar-01-2021		237.84%		193.81%		136.02%		173.36%		205.35%		174.28%				137.84%		93.81%		36.02%		73.36%		105.35%		74.28%						1.04%		1.05%		1.14%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%		0.04%

				Mar-02-2021		237.87%		192.65%		136.41%		172.91%		204.93%		172.87%				137.87%		92.65%		36.41%		72.91%		104.93%		72.87%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.05%

				Mar-03-2021		237.99%		193.29%		137.96%		173.24%		205.15%		170.61%				137.99%		93.29%		37.96%		73.24%		105.15%		70.61%						1.00%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		0.04%

				Mar-04-2021		231.44%		190.80%		136.47%		169.45%		200.17%		168.32%				131.44%		90.80%		36.47%		69.45%		100.17%		68.32%						0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		0.95%		0.95%		0.97%		0.05%

				Mar-05-2021		234.98%		193.12%		138.49%		172.23%		202.97%		171.61%				134.98%		93.12%		38.49%		72.23%		102.97%		71.61%						1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		0.04%

				Mar-08-2021		232.54%		192.40%		142.17%		174.26%		202.78%		170.69%				132.54%		92.40%		42.17%		74.26%		102.78%		70.69%						0.98%		0.99%		1.09%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.04%

				Mar-09-2021		230.27%		193.03%		143.99%		173.96%		202.05%		173.10%				130.27%		93.03%		43.99%		73.96%		102.05%		73.10%						0.98%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		0.05%

				Mar-10-2021		234.47%		193.30%		147.25%		176.34%		204.99%		174.15%				134.47%		93.30%		47.25%		76.34%		104.99%		74.15%						1.03%		1.00%		1.07%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Mar-11-2021		238.14%		195.55%		147.95%		177.49%		207.22%		175.96%				138.14%		95.55%		47.95%		77.49%		107.22%		75.96%						1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Mar-12-2021		240.67%		196.84%		151.07%		178.72%		209.01%		176.13%				140.67%		96.84%		51.07%		78.72%		109.01%		76.13%						1.02%		1.01%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		0.04%

				Mar-15-2021		238.06%		199.28%		148.72%		179.57%		208.40%		177.28%				138.06%		99.28%		48.72%		79.57%		108.40%		77.28%						0.98%		1.02%		0.95%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.04%

				Mar-16-2021		237.19%		197.93%		147.47%		176.40%		206.61%		177.00%				137.19%		97.93%		47.47%		76.40%		106.61%		77.00%						0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Mar-17-2021		239.10%		198.40%		149.20%		177.21%		207.99%		177.51%				139.10%		98.40%		49.20%		77.21%		107.99%		77.51%						1.01%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Mar-18-2021		243.52%		197.14%		147.89%		178.03%		209.87%		174.89%				143.52%		97.14%		47.89%		78.03%		109.87%		74.89%						1.03%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		1.02%		0.97%		0.02%

				Mar-19-2021		239.99%		194.44%		147.86%		175.75%		207.25%		174.78%				139.99%		94.44%		47.86%		75.75%		107.25%		74.78%						0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.01%

				Mar-22-2021		237.54%		194.59%		146.27%		176.94%		206.81%		176.01%				137.54%		94.59%		46.27%		76.94%		106.81%		76.01%						0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.01%

				Mar-23-2021		231.84%		196.72%		142.37%		173.12%		202.84%		174.67%				131.84%		96.72%		42.37%		73.12%		102.84%		74.67%						0.96%		1.02%		0.92%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.03%

				Mar-24-2021		230.63%		192.52%		142.90%		175.03%		202.86%		173.71%				130.63%		92.52%		42.90%		75.03%		102.86%		73.71%						0.99%		0.96%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.01%

				Mar-25-2021		232.13%		193.50%		145.22%		176.21%		204.10%		174.62%				132.13%		93.50%		45.22%		76.21%		104.10%		74.62%						1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Mar-26-2021		235.72%		196.89%		147.38%		180.03%		207.97%		177.53%				135.72%		96.89%		47.38%		80.03%		107.97%		77.53%						1.03%		1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		1.04%		1.04%		0.02%

				Mar-29-2021		236.66%		196.41%		146.48%		180.06%		208.18%		177.37%				136.66%		96.41%		46.48%		80.06%		108.18%		77.37%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Mar-30-2021		237.09%		196.00%		149.39%		180.22%		208.43%		176.81%				137.09%		96.00%		49.39%		80.22%		108.43%		76.81%						1.00%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.03%

				Mar-31-2021		236.62%		195.87%		149.09%		179.40%		208.05%		177.45%				136.62%		95.87%		49.09%		79.40%		108.05%		77.45%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-01-2021		240.51%		200.55%		150.74%		179.86%		210.48%		179.55%				140.51%		100.55%		50.74%		79.86%		110.48%		79.55%						1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		0.03%

				Apr-02-2021		242.26%		200.55%		150.74%		179.86%		211.23%		179.55%				142.26%		100.55%		50.74%		79.86%		111.23%		79.55%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-05-2021		243.49%		202.72%		151.37%		181.82%		212.80%		182.15%				143.49%		102.72%		51.37%		81.82%		112.80%		82.15%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		0.02%

				Apr-06-2021		242.07%		203.34%		153.03%		181.83%		212.29%		181.97%				142.07%		103.34%		53.03%		81.83%		112.29%		81.97%						0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-07-2021		240.24%		203.02%		152.19%		180.90%		211.17%		182.24%				140.24%		103.02%		52.19%		80.90%		111.17%		82.24%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-08-2021		240.99%		204.56%		153.51%		181.43%		211.91%		183.01%				140.99%		104.56%		53.51%		81.43%		111.91%		83.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-09-2021		241.46%		205.85%		155.87%		185.14%		213.97%		184.42%				141.46%		105.85%		55.87%		85.14%		113.97%		84.42%						1.00%		1.01%		1.04%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		0.01%

				Apr-12-2021		240.73%		206.73%		156.38%		185.74%		214.01%		184.38%				140.73%		106.73%		56.38%		85.74%		114.01%		84.38%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-13-2021		240.52%		205.85%		155.79%		185.21%		213.68%		184.99%				140.52%		105.85%		55.79%		85.21%		113.68%		84.99%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-14-2021		241.47%		205.56%		157.05%		185.92%		214.50%		184.23%				141.47%		105.56%		57.05%		85.92%		114.50%		84.23%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		0.03%

				Apr-15-2021		242.65%		207.76%		158.05%		186.53%		215.40%		186.28%				142.65%		107.76%		58.05%		86.53%		115.40%		86.28%						1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				Apr-16-2021		243.53%		209.76%		159.94%		187.88%		216.69%		186.95%				143.53%		109.76%		59.94%		87.88%		116.69%		86.95%						1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-19-2021		246.26%		211.41%		159.64%		186.66%		217.43%		185.96%				146.26%		111.41%		59.64%		86.66%		117.43%		85.96%						1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.02%

				Apr-20-2021		241.96%		210.70%		156.48%		183.20%		213.84%		184.69%				141.96%		110.70%		56.48%		83.20%		113.84%		84.69%						0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		0.02%

				Apr-21-2021		241.99%		212.09%		156.77%		185.44%		215.00%		186.41%				141.99%		112.09%		56.77%		85.44%		115.00%		86.41%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		0.03%

				Apr-22-2021		243.90%		211.33%		156.67%		185.37%		215.54%		184.69%				143.90%		111.33%		56.67%		85.37%		115.54%		84.69%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.03%

				Apr-23-2021		248.05%		212.78%		158.71%		184.72%		216.99%		186.71%				148.05%		112.78%		58.71%		84.72%		116.99%		86.71%						1.03%		1.01%		1.04%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		0.03%

				Apr-26-2021		245.15%		211.66%		159.33%		183.48%		215.04%		187.05%				145.15%		111.66%		59.33%		83.48%		115.04%		87.05%						0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-27-2021		246.83%		211.98%		158.28%		184.51%		216.19%		187.01%				146.83%		111.98%		58.28%		84.51%		116.19%		87.01%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-28-2021		248.21%		211.76%		158.01%		183.58%		216.34%		186.85%				148.21%		111.76%		58.01%		83.58%		116.34%		86.85%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.01%

				Apr-29-2021		249.78%		213.94%		159.76%		184.08%		217.53%		188.11%				149.78%		113.94%		59.76%		84.08%		117.53%		88.11%						1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.01%

				Apr-30-2021		243.93%		212.29%		158.14%		182.11%		214.01%		186.76%				143.93%		112.29%		58.14%		82.11%		114.01%		86.76%						0.96%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.01%

				May-03-2021		245.51%		216.51%		160.61%		183.32%		215.46%		187.27%				145.51%		116.51%		60.61%		83.32%		115.46%		87.27%						1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.01%

				May-04-2021		244.46%		216.80%		159.21%		182.61%		214.68%		186.02%				144.46%		116.80%		59.21%		82.61%		114.68%		86.02%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.04%

				May-05-2021		246.27%		219.91%		160.40%		183.63%		216.16%		186.15%				146.27%		119.91%		60.40%		83.63%		116.16%		86.15%						1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-06-2021		247.31%		220.33%		161.92%		185.31%		217.49%		187.67%				147.31%		120.33%		61.92%		85.31%		117.49%		87.67%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				May-07-2021		247.09%		223.72%		163.71%		187.29%		218.67%		189.05%				147.09%		123.72%		63.71%		87.29%		118.67%		89.05%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				May-10-2021		250.90%		225.95%		162.37%		187.74%		220.68%		187.08%				150.90%		125.95%		62.37%		87.74%		120.68%		87.08%						1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-11-2021		245.67%		219.99%		160.56%		186.14%		217.28%		185.46%				145.67%		119.99%		60.56%		86.14%		117.28%		85.46%						0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-12-2021		239.11%		217.16%		155.36%		180.26%		211.06%		181.48%				139.11%		117.16%		55.36%		80.26%		111.06%		81.48%						0.96%		0.98%		0.92%		0.93%		0.95%		0.95%		0.01%

				May-13-2021		239.32%		220.03%		157.59%		183.10%		212.68%		183.69%				139.32%		120.03%		57.59%		83.10%		112.68%		83.69%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.02%

				May-14-2021		242.63%		221.87%		159.87%		186.51%		215.88%		186.43%				142.63%		121.87%		59.87%		86.51%		115.88%		86.43%						1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.02%

				May-17-2021		244.10%		221.50%		159.42%		186.03%		216.10%		185.96%				144.10%		121.50%		59.42%		86.03%		116.10%		85.96%						1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.01%

				May-18-2021		242.79%		220.07%		158.14%		182.95%		214.25%		184.37%				142.79%		120.07%		58.14%		82.95%		114.25%		84.37%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-19-2021		239.54%		221.02%		156.63%		181.61%		212.30%		183.83%				139.54%		121.02%		56.63%		81.61%		112.30%		83.83%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.02%

				May-20-2021		244.49%		222.99%		157.47%		183.17%		215.29%		185.77%				144.49%		122.99%		57.47%		83.17%		115.29%		85.77%						1.04%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.01%

				May-21-2021		246.38%		223.98%		157.63%		183.76%		216.45%		185.63%				146.38%		123.98%		57.63%		83.76%		116.45%		85.63%						1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.01%

				May-24-2021		248.47%		225.33%		158.81%		184.75%		218.01%		187.47%				148.47%		125.33%		58.81%		84.75%		118.01%		87.47%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.01%

				May-25-2021		250.60%		225.37%		156.19%		184.76%		218.78%		187.07%				150.60%		125.37%		56.19%		84.76%		118.78%		87.07%						1.01%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-26-2021		252.35%		223.91%		156.82%		185.11%		219.30%		187.42%				152.35%		123.91%		56.82%		85.11%		119.30%		87.42%						1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-27-2021		253.11%		223.63%		159.06%		189.15%		221.74%		187.64%				153.11%		123.63%		59.06%		89.15%		121.74%		87.64%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.05%		1.02%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-28-2021		254.27%		224.56%		160.12%		189.89%		222.65%		187.78%				154.27%		124.56%		60.12%		89.89%		122.65%		87.78%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-31-2021		252.62%		224.89%		160.00%		190.02%		222.04%		187.78%				152.62%		124.89%		60.00%		90.02%		122.04%		87.78%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.01%

				Jun-01-2021		253.56%		226.15%		162.89%		191.81%		223.50%		187.69%				153.56%		126.15%		62.89%		91.81%		123.50%		87.69%						1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.01%

				Jun-02-2021		250.82%		226.63%		161.50%		190.30%		221.73%		187.96%				150.82%		126.63%		61.50%		90.30%		121.73%		87.96%						0.98%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-03-2021		248.35%		227.89%		161.78%		189.54%		220.36%		187.28%				148.35%		127.89%		61.78%		89.54%		120.36%		87.28%						0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.02%

				Jun-04-2021		248.18%		230.23%		164.56%		190.51%		221.14%		188.93%				148.18%		130.23%		64.56%		90.51%		121.14%		88.93%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				Jun-07-2021		246.92%		229.48%		164.37%		189.22%		219.94%		188.78%				146.92%		129.48%		64.37%		89.22%		119.94%		88.78%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-08-2021		245.96%		230.54%		165.29%		190.55%		220.10%		188.82%				145.96%		130.54%		65.29%		90.55%		120.10%		88.82%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-09-2021		243.54%		228.46%		164.71%		189.32%		218.27%		188.47%				143.54%		128.46%		64.71%		89.32%		118.27%		88.47%						0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-10-2021		243.78%		226.94%		161.74%		189.23%		217.97%		189.35%				143.78%		126.94%		61.74%		89.23%		117.97%		89.35%						1.00%		0.99%		0.95%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.03%

				Jun-11-2021		242.69%		225.99%		162.46%		188.77%		217.09%		189.72%				142.69%		125.99%		62.46%		88.77%		117.09%		89.72%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-14-2021		241.75%		225.97%		162.19%		187.86%		216.42%		190.06%				141.75%		125.97%		62.19%		87.86%		116.42%		90.06%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-15-2021		242.10%		228.53%		161.85%		188.44%		216.84%		189.68%				142.10%		128.53%		61.85%		88.44%		116.84%		89.68%						1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-16-2021		244.14%		227.08%		159.79%		186.72%		216.60%		188.66%				144.14%		127.08%		59.79%		86.72%		116.60%		88.66%						1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.03%

				Jun-17-2021		239.18%		222.66%		156.12%		183.11%		212.22%		188.57%				139.18%		122.66%		56.12%		83.11%		112.22%		88.57%						0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jun-18-2021		236.08%		220.02%		150.74%		179.04%		208.58%		186.10%				136.08%		120.02%		50.74%		79.04%		108.58%		86.10%						0.98%		0.98%		0.91%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		0.04%

				Jun-21-2021		237.57%		224.16%		154.16%		182.80%		211.22%		188.71%				137.57%		124.16%		54.16%		82.80%		111.22%		88.71%						1.01%		1.03%		1.07%		1.05%		1.02%		1.03%		0.05%

				Jun-22-2021		238.46%		224.88%		154.24%		182.96%		211.66%		189.67%				138.46%		124.88%		54.24%		82.96%		111.66%		89.67%						1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-23-2021		239.25%		224.64%		152.90%		182.10%		211.48%		189.47%				139.25%		124.64%		52.90%		82.10%		111.48%		89.47%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jun-24-2021		239.32%		224.66%		155.63%		184.18%		212.71%		190.57%				139.32%		124.66%		55.63%		84.18%		112.71%		90.57%						1.00%		1.00%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-25-2021		241.03%		225.52%		154.70%		185.14%		213.89%		191.20%				141.03%		125.52%		54.70%		85.14%		113.89%		91.20%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-28-2021		242.03%		225.82%		153.64%		184.55%		213.79%		191.65%				142.03%		125.82%		53.64%		84.55%		113.79%		91.65%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Jun-29-2021		242.32%		228.31%		153.61%		185.35%		214.36%		191.70%				142.32%		128.31%		53.61%		85.35%		114.36%		91.70%						1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jun-30-2021		241.91%		225.88%		153.97%		186.80%		214.67%		191.95%				141.91%		125.88%		53.97%		86.80%		114.67%		91.95%						1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jul-01-2021		244.54%		226.70%		155.62%		187.20%		216.09%		192.96%				144.54%		126.70%		55.62%		87.20%		116.09%		92.96%						1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-02-2021		242.74%		228.97%		154.90%		187.71%		215.80%		194.40%				142.74%		128.97%		54.90%		87.71%		115.80%		94.40%						0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-05-2021		240.20%		229.16%		155.34%		188.00%		214.87%		194.40%				140.20%		129.16%		55.34%		88.00%		114.87%		94.40%						0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-06-2021		240.31%		228.18%		153.76%		185.50%		213.71%		194.01%				140.31%		128.18%		53.76%		85.50%		113.71%		94.01%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-07-2021		243.86%		233.25%		155.33%		187.70%		216.62%		194.66%				143.86%		133.25%		55.33%		87.70%		116.62%		94.66%						1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-08-2021		242.86%		229.14%		152.88%		185.81%		214.83%		192.99%				142.86%		129.14%		52.88%		85.81%		114.83%		92.99%						0.99%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.05%

				Jul-09-2021		243.09%		232.37%		155.43%		189.43%		217.05%		195.17%				143.09%		132.37%		55.43%		89.43%		117.05%		95.17%						1.00%		1.02%		1.05%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Jul-12-2021		247.25%		234.16%		156.87%		190.31%		219.34%		195.84%				147.25%		134.16%		56.87%		90.31%		119.34%		95.84%						1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.06%

				Jul-13-2021		248.99%		233.15%		155.57%		189.16%		219.55%		195.16%				148.99%		133.15%		55.57%		89.16%		119.55%		95.16%						1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Jul-14-2021		247.70%		232.71%		155.30%		191.35%		220.03%		195.38%				147.70%		132.71%		55.30%		91.35%		120.03%		95.38%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-15-2021		247.86%		231.57%		153.76%		193.21%		220.79%		194.75%				147.86%		131.57%		53.76%		93.21%		120.79%		94.75%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		0.06%

				Jul-16-2021		245.52%		229.90%		152.81%		190.79%		218.41%		193.28%				145.52%		129.90%		52.81%		90.79%		118.41%		93.28%						0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.05%

				Jul-19-2021		244.14%		225.26%		148.91%		183.84%		213.98%		190.21%				144.14%		125.26%		48.91%		83.84%		113.98%		90.21%						0.99%		0.96%		0.93%		0.92%		0.96%		0.97%		0.05%

				Jul-20-2021		246.97%		228.63%		152.15%		189.66%		218.35%		193.09%				146.97%		128.63%		52.15%		89.66%		118.35%		93.09%						1.02%		1.03%		1.06%		1.07%		1.04%		1.03%		0.05%

				Jul-21-2021		248.33%		229.73%		154.03%		192.39%		220.26%		194.69%				148.33%		129.73%		54.03%		92.39%		120.26%		94.69%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-22-2021		248.37%		231.22%		152.62%		192.15%		220.27%		195.08%				148.37%		131.22%		52.62%		92.15%		120.27%		95.08%						1.00%		1.01%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-23-2021		248.97%		234.17%		155.71%		191.91%		220.54%		197.06%				148.97%		134.17%		55.71%		91.91%		120.54%		97.06%						1.00%		1.02%		1.06%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-26-2021		247.62%		233.08%		156.28%		192.08%		219.94%		197.53%				147.62%		133.08%		56.28%		92.08%		119.94%		97.53%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-27-2021		245.52%		231.82%		155.22%		191.93%		218.78%		196.60%				145.52%		131.82%		55.22%		91.93%		118.78%		96.60%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Jul-28-2021		245.38%		230.33%		156.69%		192.10%		218.83%		196.56%				145.38%		130.33%		56.69%		92.10%		118.83%		96.56%						1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-29-2021		249.46%		232.52%		155.53%		195.36%		222.05%		197.39%				149.46%		132.52%		55.53%		95.36%		122.05%		97.39%						1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-30-2021		250.68%		229.70%		154.74%		195.74%		222.35%		196.32%				150.68%		129.70%		54.74%		95.74%		122.35%		96.32%						1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-02-2021		252.98%		229.50%		151.93%		195.28%		223.21%		195.96%				152.98%		129.50%		51.93%		95.28%		123.21%		95.96%						1.02%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-03-2021		260.79%		231.87%		154.54%		196.26%		227.15%		197.57%				160.79%		131.87%		54.54%		96.26%		127.15%		97.57%						1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-04-2021		260.82%		230.67%		153.21%		195.27%		226.68%		196.65%				160.82%		130.67%		53.21%		95.27%		126.68%		96.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Aug-05-2021		261.03%		231.69%		154.97%		196.31%		227.42%		197.83%				161.03%		131.69%		54.97%		96.31%		127.42%		97.83%						1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-06-2021		260.69%		230.21%		154.31%		196.36%		226.98%		198.16%				160.69%		130.21%		54.31%		96.36%		126.98%		98.16%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-09-2021		261.40%		228.43%		153.51%		195.93%		226.78%		197.98%				161.40%		128.43%		53.51%		95.93%		126.78%		97.98%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-10-2021		262.71%		229.55%		154.74%		198.00%		228.58%		198.17%				162.71%		129.55%		54.74%		98.00%		128.58%		98.17%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-11-2021		264.97%		230.72%		156.34%		199.40%		230.32%		198.66%				164.97%		130.72%		56.34%		99.40%		130.32%		98.66%						1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-12-2021		263.67%		230.33%		155.09%		198.27%		229.11%		199.25%				163.67%		130.33%		55.09%		98.27%		129.11%		99.25%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-13-2021		264.16%		230.82%		154.64%		197.87%		229.24%		199.57%				164.16%		130.82%		54.64%		97.87%		129.24%		99.57%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-16-2021		268.22%		231.18%		153.47%		198.73%		231.27%		200.09%				168.22%		131.18%		53.47%		98.73%		131.27%		100.09%						1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.06%

				Aug-17-2021		264.15%		227.43%		151.61%		196.74%		228.11%		198.68%				164.15%		127.43%		51.61%		96.74%		128.11%		98.68%						0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-18-2021		263.75%		226.39%		151.93%		194.81%		226.97%		196.54%				163.75%		126.39%		51.93%		94.81%		126.97%		96.54%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.07%

				Aug-19-2021		264.06%		225.74%		150.07%		194.36%		226.53%		196.79%				164.06%		125.74%		50.07%		94.36%		126.53%		96.79%						1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.07%

				Aug-20-2021		264.12%		227.06%		151.29%		195.54%		227.15%		198.39%				164.12%		127.06%		51.29%		95.54%		127.15%		98.39%						1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.06%

				Aug-23-2021		266.82%		229.98%		152.82%		196.98%		229.24%		200.08%				166.82%		129.98%		52.82%		96.98%		129.24%		100.08%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-24-2021		268.61%		228.75%		153.44%		198.96%		230.69%		200.38%				168.61%		128.75%		53.44%		98.96%		130.69%		100.38%						1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-25-2021		268.51%		228.37%		154.59%		200.01%		231.00%		200.83%				168.51%		128.37%		54.59%		100.01%		131.00%		100.83%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-26-2021		266.42%		225.88%		153.40%		199.84%		229.77%		199.66%				166.42%		125.88%		53.40%		99.84%		129.77%		99.66%						0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-27-2021		267.45%		227.39%		156.78%		200.84%		230.97%		201.42%				167.45%		127.39%		56.78%		100.84%		130.97%		101.42%						1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-30-2021		267.14%		228.27%		156.66%		201.69%		231.33%		202.28%				167.14%		128.27%		56.66%		101.69%		131.33%		102.28%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-31-2021		268.28%		229.58%		155.76%		201.29%		231.85%		202.01%				168.28%		129.58%		55.76%		101.29%		131.85%		102.01%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-01-2021		271.92%		229.06%		155.55%		199.78%		232.83%		202.07%				171.92%		129.06%		55.55%		99.78%		132.83%		102.07%						1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-02-2021		273.79%		232.75%		157.54%		201.61%		234.93%		202.65%				173.79%		132.75%		57.54%		101.61%		134.93%		102.65%						1.01%		1.03%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Sep-03-2021		275.20%		231.45%		157.42%		200.22%		234.70%		202.58%				175.20%		131.45%		57.42%		100.22%		134.70%		102.58%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-06-2021		277.93%		231.41%		154.97%		200.38%		235.88%		202.58%				177.93%		131.41%		54.97%		100.38%		135.88%		102.58%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-07-2021		275.44%		228.95%		151.80%		196.42%		232.73%		201.89%				175.44%		128.95%		51.80%		96.42%		132.73%		101.89%						0.99%		0.98%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		0.05%

				Sep-08-2021		275.44%		226.81%		151.94%		196.82%		232.42%		201.63%				175.44%		126.81%		51.94%		96.82%		132.42%		101.63%						1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-09-2021		274.48%		226.22%		151.52%		195.96%		231.22%		200.70%				174.48%		126.22%		51.52%		95.96%		131.22%		100.70%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Sep-10-2021		274.88%		225.75%		149.55%		196.25%		231.44%		199.15%				174.88%		125.75%		49.55%		96.25%		131.44%		99.15%						1.00%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.04%

				Sep-13-2021		271.95%		225.78%		151.69%		195.91%		230.20%		199.60%				171.95%		125.78%		51.69%		95.91%		130.20%		99.60%						0.98%		1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-14-2021		268.81%		224.53%		149.37%		194.70%		227.93%		198.45%				168.81%		124.53%		49.37%		94.70%		127.93%		98.45%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Sep-15-2021		268.02%		225.25%		149.96%		196.49%		228.28%		200.14%				168.02%		125.25%		49.96%		96.49%		128.28%		100.14%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.04%

				Sep-16-2021		265.07%		225.98%		147.92%		194.47%		226.24%		199.83%				165.07%		125.98%		47.92%		94.47%		126.24%		99.83%						0.98%		1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-17-2021		265.36%		222.56%		146.76%		192.33%		225.00%		198.00%				165.36%		122.56%		46.76%		92.33%		125.00%		98.00%						1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.04%

				Sep-20-2021		262.54%		219.00%		145.10%		188.77%		221.94%		194.64%				162.54%		119.00%		45.10%		88.77%		121.94%		94.64%						0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.04%

				Sep-21-2021		258.54%		219.02%		143.45%		188.32%		220.05%		194.49%				158.54%		119.02%		43.45%		88.32%		120.05%		94.49%						0.98%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-22-2021		256.03%		220.99%		146.02%		190.50%		220.24%		196.34%				156.03%		120.99%		46.02%		90.50%		120.24%		96.34%						0.98%		1.02%		1.06%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.03%

				Sep-23-2021		258.70%		223.44%		149.95%		193.62%		223.08%		198.72%				158.70%		123.44%		49.95%		93.62%		123.08%		98.72%						1.02%		1.02%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.03%

				Sep-24-2021		256.93%		221.82%		149.15%		193.03%		221.78%		199.01%				156.93%		121.82%		49.15%		93.03%		121.78%		99.01%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Sep-27-2021		253.58%		221.42%		151.30%		191.90%		220.17%		198.46%				153.58%		121.42%		51.30%		91.90%		120.17%		98.46%						0.98%		1.00%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.03%

				Sep-28-2021		252.29%		214.77%		147.43%		187.75%		217.00%		194.42%				152.29%		114.77%		47.43%		87.75%		117.00%		94.42%						0.99%		0.95%		0.93%		0.96%		0.97%		0.96%		0.04%

				Sep-29-2021		250.80%		214.76%		147.09%		187.61%		216.19%		194.72%				150.80%		114.76%		47.09%		87.61%		116.19%		94.72%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-30-2021		247.74%		213.79%		145.05%		184.93%		213.92%		192.40%				147.74%		113.79%		45.05%		84.93%		113.92%		92.40%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.04%

				Oct-01-2021		247.57%		213.20%		147.73%		186.71%		214.58%		194.61%				147.57%		113.20%		47.73%		86.71%		114.58%		94.61%						1.00%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-04-2021		246.86%		213.25%		148.55%		184.74%		213.36%		192.09%				146.86%		113.25%		48.55%		84.74%		113.36%		92.09%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		0.04%

				Oct-05-2021		246.95%		216.92%		148.44%		187.52%		215.11%		194.11%				146.95%		116.92%		48.44%		87.52%		115.11%		94.11%						1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-06-2021		247.11%		216.04%		147.03%		187.87%		215.17%		194.90%				147.11%		116.04%		47.03%		87.87%		115.17%		94.90%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.04%

				Oct-07-2021		249.50%		218.56%		149.03%		189.96%		217.44%		196.52%				149.50%		118.56%		49.03%		89.96%		117.44%		96.52%						1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-08-2021		248.63%		217.77%		148.17%		188.36%		216.57%		196.14%				148.63%		117.77%		48.17%		88.36%		116.57%		96.14%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Oct-11-2021		247.19%		215.43%		147.42%		186.39%		214.70%		194.80%				147.19%		115.43%		47.42%		86.39%		114.70%		94.80%						0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.05%

				Oct-12-2021		246.83%		217.16%		147.20%		184.84%		213.95%		194.33%				146.83%		117.16%		47.20%		84.84%		113.95%		94.33%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Oct-13-2021		248.33%		219.14%		150.54%		186.45%		215.40%		194.91%				148.33%		119.14%		50.54%		86.45%		115.40%		94.91%						1.01%		1.02%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-14-2021		252.05%		222.21%		152.35%		190.86%		219.01%		198.24%				152.05%		122.21%		52.35%		90.86%		119.01%		98.24%						1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.05%

				Oct-15-2021		255.01%		225.27%		151.38%		192.35%		221.31%		199.72%				155.01%		125.27%		51.38%		92.35%		121.31%		99.72%						1.02%		1.02%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-18-2021		255.05%		225.13%		151.71%		193.16%		221.49%		200.39%				155.05%		125.13%		51.71%		93.16%		121.49%		100.39%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-19-2021		256.76%		227.08%		152.39%		194.19%		223.01%		201.87%				156.76%		127.08%		52.39%		94.19%		123.01%		101.87%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-20-2021		256.06%		228.36%		154.22%		195.62%		223.41%		202.61%				156.06%		128.36%		54.22%		95.62%		123.41%		102.61%						1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-21-2021		258.71%		230.51%		155.77%		196.10%		225.03%		203.22%				158.71%		130.51%		55.77%		96.10%		125.03%		103.22%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-22-2021		264.53%		230.67%		156.88%		193.56%		226.23%		203.00%				164.53%		130.67%		56.88%		93.56%		126.23%		103.00%						1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Oct-25-2021		261.61%		229.33%		156.88%		194.25%		224.98%		203.97%				161.61%		129.33%		56.88%		94.25%		124.98%		103.97%						0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-26-2021		259.05%		228.84%		156.62%		194.33%		224.16%		204.34%				159.05%		128.84%		56.62%		94.33%		124.16%		104.34%						0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.06%

				Oct-27-2021		254.72%		227.73%		153.79%		192.56%		221.32%		203.31%				154.72%		127.73%		53.79%		92.56%		121.32%		103.31%						0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Oct-28-2021		257.32%		230.81%		160.52%		196.00%		224.32%		205.30%				157.32%		130.81%		60.52%		96.00%		124.32%		105.30%						1.02%		1.02%		1.12%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Oct-29-2021		256.90%		236.66%		159.79%		196.20%		224.66%		205.70%				156.90%		136.66%		59.79%		96.20%		124.66%		105.70%						1.00%		1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-01-2021		262.77%		240.23%		161.58%		197.40%		228.21%		206.08%				162.77%		140.23%		61.58%		97.40%		128.21%		106.08%						1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-02-2021		261.07%		240.57%		161.20%		199.50%		228.50%		206.83%				161.07%		140.57%		61.20%		99.50%		128.50%		106.83%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-03-2021		257.81%		241.85%		162.22%		197.73%		226.95%		208.17%				157.81%		141.85%		62.22%		97.73%		126.95%		108.17%						0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-04-2021		261.97%		243.20%		163.23%		198.77%		229.17%		209.04%				161.97%		143.20%		63.23%		98.77%		129.17%		109.04%						1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-05-2021		261.71%		241.92%		168.62%		201.59%		230.38%		209.82%				161.71%		141.92%		68.62%		101.59%		130.38%		109.82%						1.00%		0.99%		1.08%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.04%

				Nov-08-2021		263.16%		244.66%		167.97%		201.38%		231.19%		210.01%				163.16%		144.66%		67.97%		101.38%		131.19%		110.01%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-09-2021		264.34%		245.13%		167.89%		202.47%		231.73%		209.27%				164.34%		145.13%		67.89%		102.47%		131.73%		109.27%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.06%

				Nov-10-2021		262.99%		243.76%		169.15%		200.56%		230.18%		207.55%				162.99%		143.76%		69.15%		100.56%		130.18%		107.55%						0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.04%

				Nov-11-2021		266.24%		245.28%		167.77%		199.18%		230.98%		207.67%				166.24%		145.28%		67.77%		99.18%		130.98%		107.67%						1.02%		1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-12-2021		270.69%		249.53%		168.45%		201.54%		233.94%		209.17%				170.69%		149.53%		68.45%		101.54%		133.94%		109.17%						1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-15-2021		270.29%		248.28%		168.34%		200.90%		233.38%		209.16%				170.29%		148.28%		68.34%		100.90%		133.38%		109.16%						1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-16-2021		271.42%		249.71%		169.41%		200.76%		233.76%		209.97%				171.42%		149.71%		69.41%		100.76%		133.76%		109.97%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-17-2021		269.87%		250.65%		168.53%		199.83%		232.59%		209.43%				169.87%		150.65%		68.53%		99.83%		132.59%		109.43%						0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-18-2021		269.08%		251.25%		168.82%		200.64%		232.66%		210.13%				169.08%		151.25%		68.82%		100.64%		132.66%		110.13%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-19-2021		270.04%		250.27%		169.03%		199.28%		232.09%		209.84%				170.04%		150.27%		69.03%		99.28%		132.09%		109.84%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-22-2021		268.10%		252.06%		168.81%		198.96%		231.39%		209.17%				168.10%		152.06%		68.81%		98.96%		131.39%		109.17%						0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Nov-23-2021		265.65%		250.09%		168.28%		196.91%		229.03%		209.52%				165.65%		150.09%		68.28%		96.91%		129.03%		109.52%						0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-24-2021		264.55%		249.71%		166.31%		194.41%		227.44%		210.00%				164.55%		149.71%		66.31%		94.41%		127.44%		110.00%						0.99%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-25-2021		264.15%		250.29%		166.37%		194.25%		227.39%		210.00%				164.15%		150.29%		66.37%		94.25%		127.39%		110.00%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-26-2021		261.84%		244.21%		160.18%		189.58%		223.37%		205.22%				161.84%		144.21%		60.18%		89.58%		123.37%		105.22%						0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		0.06%

				Nov-29-2021		261.83%		246.03%		159.70%		190.62%		223.71%		207.93%				161.83%		146.03%		59.70%		90.62%		123.71%		107.93%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.06%

				Nov-30-2021		256.51%		242.05%		157.13%		185.17%		219.00%		203.99%				156.51%		142.05%		57.13%		85.17%		119.00%		103.99%						0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		0.94%		0.96%		0.96%		0.06%

				Dec-01-2021		258.68%		242.08%		157.73%		185.31%		220.01%		201.58%				158.68%		142.08%		57.73%		85.31%		120.01%		101.58%						1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-02-2021		261.96%		245.54%		160.48%		187.92%		222.89%		204.44%				161.96%		145.54%		60.48%		87.92%		122.89%		104.44%						1.02%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.06%

				Dec-03-2021		264.96%		244.70%		159.89%		188.33%		223.87%		202.71%				164.96%		144.70%		59.89%		88.33%		123.87%		102.71%						1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-06-2021		267.13%		245.90%		161.99%		189.95%		225.81%		205.09%				167.13%		145.90%		61.99%		89.95%		125.81%		105.09%						1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Dec-07-2021		272.18%		255.24%		163.54%		192.86%		230.39%		209.34%				172.18%		155.24%		63.54%		92.86%		130.39%		109.34%						1.03%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		0.06%

				Dec-08-2021		273.80%		255.08%		164.80%		191.18%		229.99%		209.99%				173.80%		155.08%		64.80%		91.18%		129.99%		109.99%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		0.06%

				Dec-09-2021		274.64%		256.17%		162.62%		190.71%		230.36%		208.48%				174.64%		156.17%		62.62%		90.71%		130.36%		108.48%						1.00%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.07%

				Dec-10-2021		274.77%		258.00%		162.75%		192.59%		231.46%		210.47%				174.77%		158.00%		62.75%		92.59%		131.46%		110.47%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.06%

				Dec-13-2021		275.51%		258.27%		161.81%		192.00%		231.58%		208.55%				175.51%		158.27%		61.81%		92.00%		131.58%		108.55%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.06%

				Dec-14-2021		270.07%		256.65%		159.48%		188.89%		227.71%		206.99%				170.07%		156.65%		59.48%		88.89%		127.71%		106.99%						0.97%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		0.05%

				Dec-15-2021		269.79%		261.39%		161.14%		191.29%		229.35%		210.37%				169.79%		161.39%		61.14%		91.29%		129.35%		110.37%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.05%

				Dec-16-2021		272.35%		261.48%		161.16%		191.79%		230.66%		208.53%				172.35%		161.48%		61.16%		91.79%		130.66%		108.53%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		0.06%

				Dec-17-2021		265.10%		254.95%		159.18%		187.35%		225.00%		206.39%				165.10%		154.95%		59.18%		87.35%		125.00%		106.39%						0.96%		0.96%		0.97%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-20-2021		260.72%		254.86%		155.82%		184.15%		221.58%		204.04%				160.72%		154.86%		55.82%		84.15%		121.58%		104.04%						0.97%		1.00%		0.94%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-21-2021		265.48%		258.05%		159.87%		186.47%		225.01%		207.66%				165.48%		158.05%		59.87%		86.47%		125.01%		107.66%						1.03%		1.02%		1.07%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		0.07%

				Dec-22-2021		267.05%		263.05%		161.83%		186.68%		226.29%		209.78%				167.05%		163.05%		61.83%		86.68%		126.29%		109.78%						1.01%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		0.07%

				Dec-23-2021		268.69%		265.33%		163.31%		189.02%		228.40%		211.08%				168.69%		165.33%		63.31%		89.02%		128.40%		111.08%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		0.08%

				Dec-24-2021		269.03%		265.55%		162.95%		188.80%		228.56%		211.08%				169.03%		165.55%		62.95%		88.80%		128.56%		111.08%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-27-2021		271.74%		270.51%		165.75%		191.13%		231.17%		214.00%				171.74%		170.51%		65.75%		91.13%		131.17%		114.00%						1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.08%

				Dec-28-2021		276.63%		272.52%		165.54%		192.28%		233.77%		213.79%				176.63%		172.52%		65.54%		92.28%		133.77%		113.79%						1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		0.06%

				Dec-29-2021		275.57%		274.00%		166.17%		192.56%		233.47%		214.09%				175.57%		174.00%		66.17%		92.56%		133.47%		114.09%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Dec-30-2021		275.05%		272.69%		165.00%		192.37%		232.98%		213.45%				175.05%		172.69%		65.00%		92.37%		132.98%		113.45%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Dec-31-2021		276.22%		273.15%		165.18%		193.52%		233.91%		212.89%				176.22%		173.15%		65.18%		93.52%		133.91%		112.89%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%



																		Beta		1.6845756511		1.4741597849		0.6099132305		0.9208202984										0.9065972637		0.8644780579		0.9042317561		0.8643053478		0.9048252807		1



																				1483.2037648177		1298.2336159023		537.2579003371		810.7209653419		1129.3158626858		880.3748011934

																				1.6847412747		1.4746374091		0.610260425		0.9208816112		1.2827671364

																		Check:		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Base 1	-17.4%	-16.5%	4.4%	-8.1%	-0.17435130896709738	-0.16531051447811473	4.3799999999999999E-2	-8.1099999999999992E-2	Base 2	-9.9348691032902614E-2	-4.9989485521885285E-2	-0.1738435579914368	-8.4173442635945075E-2	Actual Return	Equipment Manufacturing 	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Panels	-0.2737	-0.21530000000000002	4.3799999999999999E-2	-8.1099999999999992E-2	Expected Return	Equipment Manufacturing 	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Panels	-0.17435130896709738	-0.16531051447811473	-0.1738435579914368	-0.16527344263594507	









Stock Return Tables

				Performance Drivers

						Change In:

				Sub-Sector		Earnings (LTM)		Multiples (LTM)		Total Change

				Equipment Manufacturing		6.5%		-33.8%		-27.4%

				Distribution		19.7%		-41.2%		-21.5%

				Contracting Services		-4.8%		9.2%		4.4%

				Control Modules		-30.6%		22.1%		-8.5%

				Aggregate Performance		11.1%		-29.5%		-18.4%





				Expected Return Analysis

				Sub-Sector		Expected Return		Actual Return		Delta

				Equipment Manufacturing		-17.4%		-27.4%		-9.9%

				Distribution		-16.5%		-21.5%		-5.0%

				Contracting Services		-17.4%		4.4%		21.8%

				Control Modules		-16.5%		-8.1%		8.4%

				Aggregate Performance		-17.4%		-18.6%		-1.2%





TEV-EBITDA Multiple Analysis

				Date		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules

				12/31/21		9.34x		17.50x		17.37x		15.96x

				1/31/22		8.52x		15.54x		15.51x		15.17x

				2/28/22		8.20x		14.48x		14.14x		13.84x								TEV / EBITDA Volatility

				3/31/22		7.98x		14.58x		13.74x		14.03x								Date		Q4 CY21		Q1 CY22		Q2 CY22		Q3 CY22

				4/30/22		7.84x		13.00x		12.13x		13.48x								Equipment Manufacturing		9.34x		7.98x		7.79x		9.00x

				5/31/22		8.19x		12.50x		11.99x		13.31x								Distribution		17.50x		14.58x		11.27x		10.08x

				6/30/22		7.79x		11.27x		11.81x		11.98x								Contracting Services		17.37x		13.74x		11.81x		11.25x

				7/31/22		9.10x		12.32x		12.37x		13.26x								Control Modules		15.96x		14.03x		11.98x		12.19x

				8/31/22		9.36x		11.86x		12.28x		13.31x

				9/30/22		9.00x		10.08x		11.25x		12.19x









Equipment Manufacturing	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	9.3444916469693506	8.52224	46717904603	8.1956234934536205	7.9796479334094101	7.8357242715331203	8.1908884220474505	7.7932573947095696	9.0989329235124501	9.3592896781867001	8.9986691095952391	Distribution	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	17.498116110200499	15.5379998636586	14.475415332528399	14.5773686214938	12.9977320742594	12.4971224619752	11.272816119765	12.3184423942769	11.858038077846199	10.0840892865043	Contracting Services	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	17.370851808864298	15.5109010204686	14.144503372657701	13.7426807406555	12.126990983443701	11.9904325027506	11.	805884991055599	12.367922624088299	12.283729308897099	11.252156641535301	Control Modules	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	15.9609590713175	15.170881528927699	13.8378571591659	14.028216356101501	13.4791201822808	13.3140360840046	11.982302594869701	13.2618918876778	13.3125325866986	12.193532576642699	







Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	9.3444916469693506	17.498116110200499	17.370851808864298	15.9609590713175	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	7.9796479334094101	14.5773686214938	13.7426807406555	14.028216356101501	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	7.7932573947095696	11.272816119765	11.805884991055599	11.982302594869701	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	8.9986691095952391	10.0840892865043	11.252156641535301	12.193532576642699	









Company Financial Metrics

		Public Comparable Companies



				Equipment Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Gross
Margin (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual EBITDA Margin (Expected 12/31/2022)		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual GM (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual EBITDA (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		2023 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		CAGR				Company				Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR								Company		Revenue
1/1		Revenue
12/31		EBITDA
(1/1)		EBITDA
(12/31)		CAGR		CAGR

				Ticker																2021-2023E (12/31/2022)																2021-2023E (1/1/2022)												2021-2023E										1-Jan		31-Dec		1-Jan		31-Dec		1-Jan		31-Dec

				NasdaqGS:AAON		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$535		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!				Equipment Manufacturing				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!								Equipment Manufacturing		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!

				NYSE:CARR		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$20,613		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!				Distribution				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!								Distribution		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!

				TSE:6367		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$18,933		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!				Contracting Services				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!								Contracting Services		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!

				SHSE:600690		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$33,591		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!				Control Modules				ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!								Control Modules		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#DIV/0!				ERROR:#DIV/0!

				NYSE:JCI		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$23,668		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				NYSE:LII		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$4,194		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				SZSE:000333		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$50,372		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				OM:NIBE B		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$2,974		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				NYSE:REZI		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$5,846		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				NYSE:SPXC		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$1,220		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				OM:SYSR		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$822		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				NYSE:TT		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$14,136		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!





														Mean		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		$0		$0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		$0		$0				ERROR:#VALUE!

														Median		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!								ERROR:#VALUE!





				Distribution

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

				OM:BEIJ B		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$1,630		#REFRESH		26.4%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				NYSE:FERG		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$22,792		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				ASX:REH		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$4,357		#REFRESH		27.9%		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				NYSE:WSO		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$6,280		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				NYSE:GWW		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$13,022		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!





														Mean		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		$0		$0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		$0		$0				ERROR:#VALUE!

														Median		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!								ERROR:#VALUE!





				Contracting Services

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin
(Expected 12/31/2022)		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

				NYSE:FIX		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$3,074		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				NYSE: EME		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$9,904		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				ENXTPA:SPIE		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$7,600		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				OM:BRAV		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$2,110		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				NYSE:TPC		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$4,642		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!





														Mean		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		$0		$0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		$0		$0				ERROR:#VALUE!

														Median		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!								ERROR:#VALUE!





				Control Modules

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

		t		NYSE:EMR		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$18,236		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				NasdaqGS:HON		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$34,392		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				XTRA:IFX		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$11,886		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!

				NYSE:JCI		#REFRESH				#REFRESH		$23,668		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		#REFRESH		ERROR:#VALUE!





														Mean		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		$0		$0		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		$0		$0				ERROR:#VALUE!

														Median		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!						ERROR:#VALUE!		ERROR:#VALUE!								ERROR:#VALUE!















Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	0	0	0	0	



Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	0	0	0	0	



Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	0	0	0	0	

1-Jan	0	0	0	0	31-Dec	0	0	0	0	



1-Jan	0	0	0	0	31-Dec	0	0	0	0	



1-Jan	0	0	0	0	31-Dec	0	0	0	0	





Precedent Transaction Analysis

				Date Closed		Target		Location		Acquirer		Deal Size
(US$ millions)		Deal Description		EV/
EBITDA		EV/
Revenue

				Pending								$440		Aggreko Ltd, the UK-based provider of specialist power and temperature control rental services in two main product areas, mobile electricity generators, and temperature control equipment announced the acquisition of Resolute Industrial LLC, the US-based provider of water- and air-cooled chiller rental services		8.3x		3.0x				Dailybusinessgroup.co.uk

				Pending								$4,400		Chart Industries Inc., the US-based manufacturer of equipment used in the production, storage, and end-use of hydrocarbon and industrial gases, announced the acquisition of Howden Group Ltd, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment, including industrial fans, heaters, compressors, and steam turbines		12.9x		0.8x

				Pending								$86		Ingersoll Rand Inc., a global provider of mission-critical flow creation and industrial solutions, announced the acquisition of Everest Blowers Private Limited, the Indian market leader for customized blower and vacuum pump solutions, and Airmax Groupe, a French compressed air specialist with strong end-user relationships and a technician network focused on aftermarket service		-		2.5x

				Jan-23								$1,275		Beijer Ref AB, a Sweden-based refrigeration and air conditioning technology distribution company has acquired Heritage Distribution Holdings, a US-based HVACR equipment distribution business		13.4x		2.0x

				Jan-23								$525		Ingersoll Rand Inc., the US-based provider of flow control, compression equipment, and associated aftermarket parts, acquired the air treatment Business from SPX FLOW Inc., the industrial equipment manufacturer engaged in providing and supplying engineered flow components, process equipment, and turn-key systems		-		2.9x

				Dec-22								$342		Spirax-Sarco Engineering plc, the UK-based manufacturer of a range of products for the efficient management of steam and other industrial fluids, acquired Durex International Corp., the US-based company specializing in designing and manufacturing custom thermal solutions		13.5x		4.5x

				May-22								$52		DXP Enterprises, the US-based industrial supplies distributor, acquired Cisco Air Systems, Inc., a US-based distributor of air compressors and related products and services		7.5x		1.2x				Marketscreener.com

				Jun-21								$3,625		Madison Industries, one of the world’s largest privately held companies and a provider of industrial solutions, acquired Nortek Air, a leader in providing critical air management, thermal, and HVAC solutions		12.5x		2.3x

				May-21								$870		Johnson Controls International plc, the Ireland-based company engaged in the manufacture of commercial and residential HVAC equipment and systems, acquired Silent-Aire Limited Partnership, a Canada-based designer and manufacturer of custom air handlers and modular data centers for hyperscale cloud and colocation providers		-		13.6x

				Mar-21								$108		Flex-Tek, a US-based provider of engineered components that move heat, fluid, and gases,  acquired Royal Metal Products, a US-based manufacturer of residential and light commercial HVAC products		-		1.4x

				Feb-21								$291		Polypipe Group, a manufacturer of pressure-rated high density polyethylene pipes acquired ADEY Innovation, a manufacturer and supplier of heating and cooling systems		11.7x		4.1x

				Feb-21								$19		Ferro Group, a Poland-based manufacturer and distributor of plumbing equipment, acquired Termet S.A., a Poland-based manufacturer of HVACR equipment		8.0x		0.6x

				Feb-21								$5		Volution Group plc, a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy-efficient indoor air quality solutions, acquired Nordiska Klimatfabriken AB, a Sweden-based manufacturer of low-carbon residential ventilation equipment		-		3.3x

				Jan-21								$419		Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, a private equity firm focused on the industrial, manufacturing, and IT sectors, acquired Wolseley UK Limited, a leading specialist distributor of plumbing HVACR equipment		-		0.2x

				Dec-20								$52		Volution Group plc, a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy-efficient indoor air quality solutions,  acquired ClimaRad B.V., the market leader for decentralized ventilation systems in the Netherlands		-		6.4x

				Nov-20								$360		CSW Industrials Inc, the US-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, acquired TRUaire, the US-based supplier of passive air handling solutions		10.7x		3.6x

				Nov-20								$233		Madison Industries, one of the world's largest privately held companies and a provider of industrial solutions, through its subsidiary Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC acquired United Coolair Corporation, the US-based company engaged in manufacturing and providing complex HVAC systems		-		3.6x

				Jan-20								$71		GDI Integrated Facility Services, a Canada-based company engaged in providing integrated facility services, acquired ESC Automation, a US-based provider of integration services for security and HVAC systems		-		0.5x



														Mean		10.9x		3.1x

														Median		11.7x		2.7x
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Transactions wo Multiples





				Date Closed		Target		Sub-Sector		Acquirer		Deal Value		Description

				Jan-23				Contracting Services				$6079		Brookfield Infrastructure Partners, the Canada based investor and operator of utility businesses, transport and energy businesses, and timber assets has acquired HomeServe plc, the UK based provider of home warranties and residential repair services.

				Dec-22				Equipment
Manufacturing				-		Capital Export SAS, the France based private equity investment fund, has acquired SEAT Ventilation SA, the local France-based designer and manufacturer of industrial fans.

				Dec-22				Service
Firms				-		Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning systems has acquired Stan Gelber & Sons Inc, the local HVAC Contractor.

				Dec-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Airefco, the United States based distributor of HVAC equipment, parts and supplies.

				Dec-22				Control Modules				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired Venstar Inc, the United States based thermostat and energy management system manufacturer.

				Nov-22				Equipment
Manufacturing				-		Munters Group AB, the Sweden based producer and marketer of air ventilation and dehumidification units and systems has acquired Hygromedia LLC, the United States based manufacturer of desiccant dehumidification media.

				Nov-22				Distribution				-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts has acquired through its subsidiary Munch's Supply LLC, Bell Simons Co, the local distributor of heating, air conditioning, plumbing and refrigeration equipment.

				Nov-22				Distribution				-		The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Fortress Group Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment.

				Nov-22				Service
Firms				-		Astara Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm has acquired Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning, the US based provider of air conditioning, heating, and appliance services.

				Nov-22				Service
Firms				-		Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired M.E. Flow, a provider of heating, air conditioning and plumbing maintenance, repair, and replacement services.

				Nov-22				Distribution				$44		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning and heating equipment has acquired acquire Australian Air Conditioning Distributors, an Australian based distributor of HVACR equipment.

				Oct-22				Control 
Modules				$45		Borromin Capital Management GmbH has acquired Eberle Controls GmbH, the local manufacturer and distributor of heating and air-conditioning controls. 

				Oct-22				Contracting Services				-		NearU HVAC Services, the United States based provider of HVAC repair and installation services has acquired Kendal Air Heating & Cooling Inc, the US-based leading provider of HVAC services.

				Oct-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Cold Chain Capital LLC, the private equity firm engaged in investing for HVACR: Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration companies has acquired Morgana SAS, the France based manufacturer of made-to-measure finned heat exchangers.

				Oct-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based heritage Distribution Holdings is a part of Gryphon has acquired Coastal Supply Co Inc, the local HVAC/R distributor servicing.

				Oct-22				Distribution				-		Beijer Ref, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning/heating equipment, acquires Easy Air Conditioning, the UK-based distributor of commercial AC and heat recovery system supplies.

				Oct-22				Contracting Services				$50		LTP Home Services Group, the United States based us-based leading residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions has acquired Acree Plumbing Air & Electric, the local HVAC services and Air conditioning contractor.

				Sep-22				Contracting Services				-		Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc, the United States based provider of installation, preventative maintenance, and repair for foodservice facilities has acquired Allied Service Group, the local mechanical and electrical contractor for the mechanical services of air conditioning, heating, ventilation, and refrigeration.

				Sep-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Ronin Equity Partners LLC, the US based private equity firm has acquired MTL Cool, the Canada based commercial refrigeration equipment manufacturer.

				Sep-22				Distribution				-		Dakota Supply Group, the US based distributor of HVACR equipment and supplies, has acquired Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. a distributor of plumbing and HVAC products in Bismarck and Minot, North Dakota. 

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		Fix-It Group, the United States based provider of plumbing, heating, electrical and AC repairs and upgrades, services has acquired Airmax Group, the local provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners.

				Aug-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor has acquired Controlled Temp Supply, the local controlled Temp Supply providing HVAC/R equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in Oxford, MS.

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		OMERS Private Equity Inc, the Canada based private equity firm has acquired Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning installation and repair service from Huron Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity investment firm.

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		NSi Industries LLC, the US based manufacturer of electrical lugs has acquired Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc, the local US-based manufacturer and distributor of components and tools designed heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration and appliance parts. 

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$227		Audax Group LP, the United States based private equity firm, has acquired Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the local manufacturer of high quality air filters.

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		Heartland Home Services Inc, the United States based provider of heating and air-conditioning contracting services has acquired Hurlburt Heating AC & Plumbing, the local company operating in HVACR equipment services.

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Capital Export SAS, the private equity investment fund and Rives Croissance SAS, the venture capital firm, has acquired ACFRI International SAS, the France based manufacturer of refrigeration equipment for the catering business, have acquired the company.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$42		Nederman Holding AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of work environment equipment, including extraction systems, vacuum cleaning and workplace acoustics has acquired RoboVent Products Group Inc, the United States based provider of industrial ventilation and filtration solutions.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				$23		RLJ Equity partners backed portfolio company, Flow Service Partners, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration and plumbing services has acquired R Brooks Mechanical Heating & Air Conditioning Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation and air conditioning services. 

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC, the United States based midwestern-focused platform of Craft Work Capital Partners LLC has acquired a controlling stake in Sexson Mechanical Corp, the local company that provides a full suite of mechanical and electrical contracting services, including that for HVACR, electrical, and plumbing systems. 

				Jul-22				Distribution				-		HOP Energy LLC, the United States based full service energy company has acquired Rycor HVAC, the local full-service reseller of Mitsubishi mini-split heat pump systems.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		A-Gas US Inc, the United States based provider of the supply and life cycle management of specialty chemicals such as refrigerants, hydrocarbon blowing agents has acquired Certified Refrigerant Services Inc, the local refrigerant management and logistics company servicing all segments of the refrigerant and HVAC industry. 

				Jul-22				Distribution				-		Aquarius Water Conditioning Inc, the Canada based HVACR service provider, has acquired Comfort Control Systems, Inc. a distributor and installer of HVACR equipment. 

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, a listed Japan-based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired a majority stake in CM3 Building Solutions Inc, the United States based provider of building services including automation and technology, energy services, security and fire protection, and HVAC support.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Any Hour Electric Inc, the United States based provider of HVAC services has acquired Magic Electric Plumbing Heating & Air, the local provider of Plumbing, Heating & Air services.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Protectoseal Co, the United States based manufacturer of a wide variety of tank vents and fittings. has acquired Elmac Technologies Limited, the United Kingdom based auk-based maker of flame arresters and low pressure venting equipment.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$52		Middleby Corp, the United States based developer, manufacturer and marketer of a broad line of equipment used for commercial food preparation as well as residential kitchen equipment has acquired Icetro Co Ltd, the South Korea based industrial refrigeration and refrigeration equipment manufacturer.

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired Pro Plumbing Services LLC, the local provider of plumbing, electrical, heating, and air conditioning services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and home services company has acquired Doug's Service Co, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, electrical, and plumbing services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and home services company has acquired Dallas Plumbing Co, the local provider of HVAC and plumbing services. 

				Jun-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Aaron & Company Inc, the United States based distributor of plumbing supply, HVAC and sheet metal wholesale. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Arcticom Group LLC, the United States based provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry has acquired Tomco Mechanical Corp, the local provider of refrigeration and HVAC services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		American Residential Services, a Memphis, Tennessee-based provider of residential heating, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC) and plumbing services, has acquired a family of companies including Absolute Air, Captain Electric, and OyBoy Heating and Cooling, which provide HVACR and electrical services.

				Jun-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Audax Management Co LLC, the United States based private equity firm. has acquired Thermogenics Inc, a Canada based manufacturer of steam and hot-water boilers.

				Jun-22				Control Modules				$1000		One Rock Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity firm, is to acquire Therm O Disc Inc the United States based manufacturer of temperature sensors and controls for the HVAC, appliance, automotive, and electronics industries.

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Altamont Capital Management LLC, the United States based private equity firm has acquired Service Minds Inc, the local owner and operator of multiple franchisees including Mister Sparky, One Hour Heating & AC and Benjamin Franklin Plumbing systems providing electrical, plumbing and HVAC services. 

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services has acquired Almcoe Refrigeration Company, the local service agency specializing in refrigeration for commercial, retail, and industrial cold storage operations.

				May-22				Distribution				-		Industrial Opportunity Partners, a US based private equity firm, has acquired N.B. Handy Company, Inc. a distributor of metals, HVAC, commercial roofing, and machinery products.

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Wrench Group LLC, the United States based provider of home maintenance and repair services specializing in heating, ventilation and air conditioning, plumbing and electrical services has acquired NexGen HVAC & Plumbing LLC, the local provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services.

				May-22				Control Modules				-		Lorraine Capital, the US based private equity firm has acquired ICM Controls, the US based family-owned electronic controls manufacturer for the HVAC industry. 

				May-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$35		Daikin Industries, a Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired CCOM Group, Inc., a distributor of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning equipment (HVAC) in the United States.

				Apr-22				Contracting Services				-		Emergent Cold Latin America, the Brazil based temperature-controlled warehousing and logistics provider has acquired Frigometro SAS, the Colombia based provider of cold storage solutions.

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor. 

				Apr-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		NB Renaissance Partners, the US-based private equity, has agreed to acquire Arbo Spa the Italy based distributor of spare parts, components and accessories for heating, air conditioning and domestic boilers, in a management buyout transaction. 

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Munch's Supply LLC, the US based distributor of HVACR equipment, has acquired System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co., a HVAC wholesale distributor.

				Apr-22				Contracting Services				-		Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Wardlaw Heating & Cooling, the local an air conditioning solutions provider.

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based distributor of HVACR equipment has acquired, Mackay Air Supplies, the Australia based company that engages in the distribution of HVAC&R.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Concentric Equity Partners LP, the private equity firm has acquired Conditioned Air Solutions, the United States based owned and operated Commercial and Residential HVAC company. 

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Catterton Management Co LLC, the private equity firm has acquired LTP Home Services Group, the United States based residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Frontier Service Partners, the United States based residential services company has acquired AB May Co, the local residential services company offering HVAC, plumbing and electrical services.

				Mar-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		A group of investors led by Tikehau Capital, is to acquire LMB, the local designer and manufacturer of high performance fans and AC/DC Brushless motors for the aerospace and defense markets.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		McNally Capital LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm also providing advisory services has invested in Smith & Oby Co, the local HVAC and plumbing mechanical contractor. 

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Comfort Group, the local provider of residential heating, cooling, and indoor air quality services.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Rush Street Ventures, the United States based US-based private equity firm has acquired a controlling stake in Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning, the local US-based heating, air conditioning, electrical, home renovation and handyman services provider.

				Feb-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Zehnder Group AG, the Switzerland based manufacturer of furnaces, measuring instruments, battery charges, sheet metal housing and welding machines through its subsidiaries has agreed to acquire Airia Brands Inc, the Canada based company engaged in development, manufacturing and distribution of heat recovery ventilation systems. 

				Feb-22				Distribution				-		Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Benoist Brothers Supply Co., the local us-based family owned HVAC firm. 

				Feb-22				Contracting Services				-		SEI Group Inc, the United States based provider of installation services of products including insulation, garage doors, and house wrap for single-family and multi-family residential buildings has acquired Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces LLC and Cool Insulation Co, the local providers of insulation solutions.

				Feb-22				Contracting Services				-		The Kelvin Group, the United States-based provider of industrial and commercial mission-critical mechanical services, process safety management, and environmental compliance has acquired Refrigeration Design & Service Inc, the local the company provides a full line of services to meet the needs of the industrial refrigeration marketplace.

				Jan-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$354		Compagnie Benelux Participations, the investment firm which engages in private equity buy-outs and growth capital investments has acquired a majority stake in Groupe Climater SAS, the local air-conditioning equipment manufacturer and installer.

				Jan-22				Contracting Services				-		A&M Capital Partners LP, the United States based private equity fund of Alvarez & Marsal Capital, LLC has acquired a majority stake in Arcticom Group LLC, the local provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry.

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products, has acquired acquire Plumbers Supply Co, the United States based owned wholesale distributor of pipe valves & fittings, pumps/hydronics, electric and hand tools. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Chroma ATE Inc, the Taiwan (China) based manufacturer of testing equipment and solutions for electronics in various industries has acquired Environmental Stress Systems Inc, the United States based supplier of thermal platforms, space simulation thermal chambers, cascade condensers, and liquid recirculating chillers.

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired ThermalNetics Inc, a United States based supplier of heating and cooling equipment. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired a majority stake in TriState HVAC Equipment LLP, the United States based representative and integrator of commercial HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) mechanical systems and related equipment. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts, has acquired Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products.
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				Announced Date		Completed Date		Target Company		Bidder Company		Deal Value USD(m)		Deal Description

				1/6/23		Pending		G.A. Larson co		Hajoca Corporation

				1/2/23		Pending		Williams Distributing		Daikin Industries Limited				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired Williams Distributing Co, the United States based distributor of heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment and residential building products. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/28/22		Pending		Resolute Industrial, LLC (100% Stake)		Aggreko PLC		$   440.0		Aggreko Ltd, the United Kingdom based provider of specialist power and temperature control rental services in two main product areas, mobile electricity generators, and temperature control equipment is to acquire Resolute Industrial LLC, the United States based provider of water- and air-cooled chiller rental services from AE Industrial Partners LP, the private equity firm focused on investing in the aerospace, power generation, and specialty industrial markets. The consideration was $440m. The transaction provides an exit strategy for AE Industrial Partners LP.

				12/16/22		12/16/22		SEAT Ventilation SA (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Capital Export SAS				Capital Export SAS, the France based private equity investment fund. has acquired SEAT Ventilation SA, the local france-based designer and manufacturer of industrial fans from Ciclad SAS, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Ciclad SAS.

				12/15/22		Pending		Heritage Distribution Holdings (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Beijer Ref AB		$   1,275.0		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning and heating equipment is to acquire 98% of https://heritagedistribution.com/, the United States based distribution company for Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning and Refrigeration from Gryphon Investors Inc private equity firm. The consideration was $1.275bn. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Gryphon Investors Inc. The transaction is conditional upon regulatory approvals and customary closing conditions and is expected to close early in Q1 2023.

				12/13/22		12/13/22		Stan Gelber & Sons (100% Stake)		Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC				Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning systems has acquired Stan Gelber & Sons Inc, the local HVAC Contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/2/22		12/2/22		Airefco (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Airefco, the United States based distributor of HVAC equipment, parts and supplies. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/2/22		12/2/22		Venstar, Inc. (100% Stake)		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin North America LLC				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, through its subsidiary Daikin North America LLC, the United States based air-conditioning equipment manufacturer, has acquired Venstar Inc, the United States based thermostat and energy management system manufacturer. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/18/22		11/18/22		Hygromedia LLC (100% Stake); Rotor Source Inc (100% Stake)		Munters Group AB				Munters Group AB, the Sweden based producer and marketer of air ventilation and dehumidification units and systems has acquired Hygromedia LLC, the United States based manufacturer of desiccant dehumidification media from Air Holdings AB, the local company manufacturing desiccant rotors. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/10/22		11/10/22		BellSimons  (100% Stake)		Munch's Supply LLC; Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts has acquired through its subsidiary Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products Bell Simons Co, the local distributor of heating, air conditioning, plumbing and refrigeration equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc is backed by GenStar Capital LLC.

				11/9/22		Pending		Howden Group Limited (100% Stake)		Chart Industries, Inc.		$   4,400.0		KPS Capital Partners LP, a private equity firm, is reportedly looking to sell Howden Group Ltd, the United KIngdon based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment including industrial fans, heaters, compressors and steam turbines. The terms of the deal are undisclosed, but KPS may seek valuation of $3.5bn for Howden as per Bloomberg. The transaction provides an exit strategy for KPS Capital Partners LP. 9 Nov 22 - Chart Industries Inc, the United States based manufacturer of equipment used in the production, storage and end-use of hydrocarbon and industrial gases is to acquire Howden Group Ltd, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment including industrial fans, heaters, compressors and steam turbines from KPS Capital Partners LP, the United Kingdom based private equity firm. The consideration was $4.4bn, which consist of $3.3bn paid in cash, $1.1bn paid in convertible preferred. The transaction provides an exit strategy for KPS Capital Partners LP. The transaction is subject to certain regulatory approvals and the satisfaction of other customary closing conditions and is expected to close in the first half of 2023.

				11/7/22		11/7/22		Fortress Group Inc (100% Stake)		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Fortress Group Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipments. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/4/22		11/4/22		Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning (100% Stake)		Astara Capital Partners				Astara Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm has acquired Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning, the US based provider of air conditioning, heating, and appliance services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/2/22		11/2/22		M.E. Flow (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired M.E. Flow, a provider of heating, air conditioning and plumbing maintenance, repair, and replacement services throughout northern Virginia and parts of West Virginia. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/27/22		Pending		Airmax Group (100% Stake); Everest Blowers Pvt Ltd (100% Stake); Everest Blower Systems Pvt Ltd (100% Stake)		Ingersoll Rand Inc.		$   86.0		Ingersoll Rand Inc, the United States based provider of flow control and compression equipment and associated aftermarket parts, consumables and services has acquired Everest Blowers Pvt Ltd, Everest Blower System Pvt Ltd, the India based manufacturers of blowers and vacuum systems and Airmax Group, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners. The combined all-cash upfront purchase price of approximately $86m with additional potential consideration based on achievement of Everest financial targets. The transactions are expected to close in the fourth quarter of 2022.

				10/27/22		10/27/22		Eberle Controls GmbH (100% Stake)		Borromin Capital Management GmbH; Existing Management		$   45.1		The Management of Eberle Controls GmbH, the local manufacturer and distributor of heating and air-conditioning controls. has acquired the company along with Borromin Capital Management GmbH, from Schneider Electric GmbH, the local company engaged in providing energy management and automation solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/24/22		10/24/22		Kendal Air Heating and Cooling Inc (100% Stake)		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services, the United States based provider of HVAC repair and installation services has acquired Kendal Air Heating & Cooling Inc, the US-based leading provider of HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/12/22		10/12/22		Morgana SAS (100% Stake); Samifi France (100% Stake)		Cold Chain Capital, LLC				Cold Chain Capital LLC, the private equity firm engaged in investing for HVACR: Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration companies has acquired Morgana SAS, the France based manufacturer of made-to-measure finned heat exchangers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/12/22		10/12/22		Coastal Supply Co (100% Stake)		Heritage Distribution Holdings				Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based heritage Distribution Holdings is a part of Gryphon has acquired Coastal Supply Co Inc, the local hVAC/R distributor servicing. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/6/22		1/3/23		SPX FLOW Inc (Air Treatment Business) (100% Stake)		Ingersoll Rand Inc.		$   525.0		Ingersoll Rand Inc, the United States based provider of flow control and compression equipment and associated aftermarket parts, consumables and services is to acquire the local air Treatment Business from SPX FLOW Inc, the local industrial equipment manufacturer that is engaged in providing and suppling engineered flow components, process equipment and turn-key systems. The consideration was $525m. The all-cash transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter upon obtaining required regulatory approvals. 3 Jan 23 - The transaction has been completed.

				10/4/22		10/4/22		Easyairconditioning Limited		Beijer Ref AB

				10/1/22		10/1/22		Acree Plumbing Air & Electric (100% Stake)		LTP Home Services Group		$   50.0		LTP Home Services Group, the United States based uS-based leading residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions has acquired Acree Plumbing Air & Electric, the local hVAC services and Air conditioning contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/28/22		12/2/22		Durex International Corp (100% Stake)		Spirax-Sarco Engineering Plc		$   342.2		Spirax-Sarco Engineering plc, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of a range of products for the efficient management of steam and other industrial fluids is to acquire Durex International Corp, the United States based company specializing in designing and manufacturing custom thermal solutions. The consideration was $342.2m. The transaction is expected to close in October 2022, following regulatory approval.

				9/27/22		9/27/22		Allied Service Group  (100% Stake)		Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc				Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc, the United States based provider of installation, preventative maintenance, and repair for foodservice facilities has acquired Allied Service Group, the local mechanical and electrical contractor, specializing in the mechanical services of air conditioning, heating, ventilation, refrigeration and electrical system. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/19/22		11/1/22		Australian airconditioning distributors		Beijer Ref AB		$   44.4

				9/19/22		9/19/22		MTL COOL (100% Stake)		Ronin Equity Partners, Inc				Ronin Equity Partners LLC, the private Equity Firm has acquired MTL Cool, the Canada based commercial refrigeration. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/1/22		9/1/22		Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc.		Dakota Supply Group, Inc.		-		Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. operates as a distributor of plumbing and HVAC products in Bismarck and Minot, North Dakota. The company was founded in 1949 and is based in Bismarck, North Dakota. As of September 1, 2022, Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Dakota Supply Group, Inc.

				8/31/22		8/31/22		Airmax Group (100% Stake)		Fix-It Group				Fix-It Group, the United States based provider of plumbing, heating, electrical and AC repairs and upgrades, services has acquired Airmax Group, the local provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Fix-It Group is backed by New Harbor Capital LLC, a United States, private equity firm.

				8/30/22		8/30/22		Controlled Temp Supply (100% Stake)		Ed's Supply Company				Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor has acquired Controlled Temp Supply, the local controlled Temp Supply providing HVAC/R equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in Oxford, MS. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/17/22		8/17/22		Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc (100% Stake)		NSi Industries, LLC				NSi Industries LLC, the United States based manufacturer of electrical lugs has acquired Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc, the local uS-based manufacturer and distributor of components and tools designed heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration and appliance parts. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/15/22		8/15/22		Rensa Filtration (100% Stake)		Audax Group, Inc.		$   227.0		Audax Group LP, the United States based private equity firm, has acquired Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the local manufacturer of high quality air filters, from Duchossois Capital Management LLC, the local investment firm, and Edgewater Services LLC, the local Private equity firm specializing in lower middle market growth capital investments. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/5/22		8/24/22		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc. (100% Stake)		OMERS Private Equity Inc				5 Aug 22 - OMERS Private Equity Inc, the Canada based private equity firm is to acquire Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning installation and repair service from Huron Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity investment firm, specializing in facilitating management buyouts, recapitalizations, corporate spinoffs, and buy-and-build strategies. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Huron Capital Partners LLC. 24 Aug 22 - The transaction was completed.

				8/4/22		8/4/22		Hurlburt Heating, AC, & Plumbing (100% Stake)		Heartland Home Services, Inc.				Heartland Home Services Inc, the United States based provider of heating and air-conditioning contracting services has acquired Hurlburt Heating AC & Plumbing, the local company operating in Refrigeration equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/2/22		8/2/22		Atelier Construction Frigorifique (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Capital Export SAS; Rives Growth				Capital Export SAS, the private equity investment fund and Rives Croissance SAS, the venture capital firm, along with the management of ACFRI International SAS, the France based manufacturer of refrigeration equipment for the catering business, have acquired the company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/29/22		7/29/22		RoboVent, Inc. (100% Stake)		Nederman		$   42.2		Nederman Holding AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of work environment equipment, including extraction systems, vacuum cleaning and workplace acoustics has acquired RoboVent Products Group Inc, the United States based provider of industrial ventilation and filtration solutions from Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the United States based manufacturer of high quality air filters. The consideration was SEK 430m ($42.24m).

				7/28/22		7/28/22		Blue Frontier, Inc		2150 UK Limited; VoLo Earth Ventures; Breakthrough Inc; Modern Niagara Group Inc		$   20.0		Breakthrough Inc, the United States based manufactures educational computer software has acquired an undisclosed stake in Blue Frontier Inc, the local uS-based developer of efficient air conditioning for commercial buildings. The consideration was $20m.

				7/27/22		7/27/22		R Brooks Mechanical Heating and Air Conditioning Inc (100% Stake)		Flow Service Partners		$   22.5		RLJ Equity partners backed portfolio company, Flow Service Partners, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration and plumbing services has acquired R Brooks Mechanical Heating & Air Conditioning Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation and air conditioning services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/19/22		7/19/22		Sexson Mechanical Company		Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC				Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC, the United States based midwestern-focused platform of Craft Work Capital Partners LLC has acquired a controlling stake in Sexson Mechanical Corp, the local company that provides a full suite of mechanical and electrical contracting services, including that for heating, ventilation, air conditioning, refrigeration, electrical, and plumbing systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC is backed by Craft Work Capital Partners LLC.

				7/18/22		7/18/22		Rycor HVAC (100% Stake)		HOP Energy LLC				HOP Energy LLC, the United States based full service energy company has acquired Rycor HVAC, the local full-service reseller of Mitsubishi mini-split heat pump systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/14/22		7/14/22		Certified Refrigerant Services Inc (100% Stake)		A-Gas Americas				A-Gas US Inc, the United States based provider of the supply and life cycle management of specialty chemicals such as refrigerants, hydrocarbon blowing agents has acquired Certified Refrigerant Services Inc, the local refrigerant management and logistics company servicing all segments of the refrigerant and HVAC industry. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/12/22		7/12/22		Comfort Control Systems, Inc.		Aquarius Water Conditioning, Inc.		-		Comfort Control Systems, Inc. distributes, sells, and installs heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment. The company was incorporated in 2022 and is based in De Pere, Wisconsin. As of July 12, 2022, Comfort Control Systems operates as a subsidiary of Aquarius Water Conditioning, Inc.

				7/8/22		7/8/22		CM3 Building Solutions Inc		Daikin Industries, Ltd.				Daikin Industries Ltd, a listed Japan-based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired a majority stake in CM3 Building Solutions Inc, the United States based provider of building services including automation and technology, energy services, security and fire protection, and HVAC support. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/6/22		7/6/22		Magic Electric, Plumbing, Heating & Air (100% Stake); Perfect Plumbing, Heating & Air (100% Stake); Strongbuilt LLC (100% Stake)		Any Hour Services				Any Hour Electric Inc, the United States based provider of HVAC services has acquired Magic Electric Plumbing Heating & Air, the local provider of Plumbing, Heating & Air services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/4/22		7/4/22		Elmac Technologies Limited (100% Stake)		Protectoseal Co				Protectoseal Co, the United States based manufacturer of a wide variety of tank vents and fittings. has acquired Elmac Technologies Limited, the United Kingdom based uK-based maker of flame arresters and low pressure venting equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/29/22		6/29/22		Pro Plumbing Services  (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired Pro Plumbing Services LLC, the local provider of plumbing, electrical, heating, and air conditioning services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Southern HVAC Corp is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				6/23/22		6/23/22		Dallas Plumbing Co (100% Stake)		Air pros				Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") and home services company has acquired Dallas Plumbing Co, the local provider of HVAC and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/14/22		6/14/22		Aaron & Co Inc (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Aaron & Company Inc, the United States based distributor of plumbing supply, HVAC and sheet metal wholesale. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/7/22		6/7/22		Tomco Mechanical Corp (100% Stake)		The Arcticom Group, LLC				Arcticom Group LLC, the United States based provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry has acquired Tomco Mechanical Corp, the local provider of refrigeration and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/2/22		6/2/22		OyBoy Heating and Cooling (100% Stake); Captain Electric (100% Stake); Absolute Air (100% Stake)		American Residential Services LLC				GI Partners LLC backed portfolio company, American Residential Services LLC, the United States based provides maintenance services for heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems. Also services plumbing, electrical and other systems in homes and small commercial buildings and provides installation services has acquired. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/2/22		6/2/22		Thermogenics Inc. (100% Stake)		Audax Private Equity Group				Audax Management Co LLC, the United States based private equity firm. has acquired Thermogenics Inc, a Canada based manufacturer of steam and hot-water boilers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/31/22		5/31/22		Service Minds Inc (100% Stake)		Altamont Capital Partners, Inc				Altamont Capital Management LLC, the United States based private equity firm has acquired Service Minds Inc, the local owner and operator of multiple franchisees including Mister Sparky, One Hour Heating & AC and Benjamin Franklin Plumbing systems providing electrical, plumbing and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/20/22		7/1/22		Icetro Co Ltd (100% Stake)		The Middleby Corporation		$   51.9		20 May 22 - Middleby Corp, the United States based developer, manufacturer and marketer of a broad line of equipment used for commercial food preparation as well as residential kitchen equipment is to acquire Icetro Co Ltd, the South Korea based industrial refrigeration and refrigeration equipment manufacturer. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 1 Jul 22 - The transaction has completed.

				5/19/22		1/4/23		Homeserve plc		Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P.		$   6,079.3

				5/17/22		5/17/22		Almcoe Refrigeration Company (100% Stake)		Smart Care Equipment Solutions ; Zone Climate Services Inc				Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services has acquired through its subsidiary EEC Acquisition LLC, the local provider of commercial kitchen repair, maintenance services, and parts for commercial cooking, refrigeration, ware washing, and other foodservice equipment Almcoe Refrigeration Company, the local service agency specializing in refrigeration for commercial, retail, and industrial cold storage operations. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Zone Climate Services Inc is a portfolio company of Wind Point Partners.

				5/17/22		5/17/22		N.B. Handy Company, Inc.		Industrial Opportunity Partners, LLC		-		N.B. Handy Company, Inc. distributes metals, HVAC, commercial roofing, and machinery products in Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia. The company was founded in 1891 and is based in Lynchburg, Virginia with locations in Rosedale and Hanover, Maryland; Springfield, Norfolk, Richmond, and Roanoke, Virginia; Charlotte, Greensboro, and Raleigh, North Carolina; Greenville and Columbia, South Carolina; and Atlanta, Georgia.

				5/5/22		5/5/22		NexGen Air Conditioning & Plumbing, LLC (100% Stake)		Wrench Group Inc.				Leonard Green & Partners LP backed portfolio company, Wrench Group LLC, the United States based provider of home maintenance and repair services specializing in heating, ventilation and air conditioning, plumbing and electrical services has acquired NexGen HVAC & Plumbing LLC, the local provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/3/22		5/3/22		Cisco Air Systems		DXP Enterprises		$   52.0		DXP Enterprises [NASDAQ:DXPE], a Houston, Texas-based industrial supplies distributor, acquired Cisco Air Systems, Inc., a Sacramento, California-based distributor of air compressors and related products and services. Financial terms were not disclosed.

				5/3/22		5/3/22		ICM Controls (100% Stake)		Lorraine Capital LLC				Lorraine Capital, the Private equity firm has acquired ICM Controls, the US based family-owned electronic controls manufacturer for the HVAC industry. The terms of the deal are undisclosed.

				4/26/22		4/26/22		Frigometro SAS (100% Stake)		Emergent Cold LatAm Management LLC				Emergent Cold Latin America, the Brazil based temperature-controlled warehousing and logistics provider has acquired Frigometro SAS, the Colombia based provider of cold storage solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				4/25/22		4/25/22		Ed's Supply Company (100% Stake)		Wittichen Supply Company				Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Gryphon Investors Inc is a portfolio company of Wittichen Supply Co.

				4/13/22		4/13/22		Arbo S.p.A (100% Stake)		Existing Management; NB Renaissance Partners				28 Jan 22 - Ersel Finanziaria SpA, the Italy based investment company is reportedly seeking buyers for Arbo SpA, the Italy based distributor of spare parts, components and accessories for heating, air conditioning and domestic boilers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 13 Apr 22 - NB Renaissance Partners, the US-based private equity, has agreed to acquire Arbo Spa, in a management buyout transaction. Terms were not disclosed.

				4/13/22		4/13/22		System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co.		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co. represents the combined operations of System Aire Supply Co., Inc. and Control-Aire Supply Co. in their sale to Munch's Supply LLC. As of April 13, 2022, System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co. was acquired by Munch's Supply LLC. System Aire Supply Co., Inc. operates as a HVAC wholesale distributor. Control-Aire Supply Co. distributes HVAC systems. The companies are based in the United States.

				4/1/22		4/1/22		Wardlaw Heating and Cooling (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Wardlaw Heating & Cooling, the local an air conditioning solutions provider. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				4/1/22		4/1/22		Mackay Air Supplies		Beijer Ref AB (publ) (OM:BEIJ B)		-		Mackay Air Supplies engages in the distribution of HVAC&R. The company is based in West Mackay, Australia. As of April 1, 2022, Mackay Air Supplies operates as a subsidiary of Beijer Ref AB (publ).

				3/24/22		3/24/22		Conditioned Air Solutions (100% Stake)		Concentric Equity Partners, L.P.				Concentric Equity Partners LP, the private equity firm has acquired Conditioned Air Solutions, the United States based owned and operated Commercial and Residential HVAC company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				3/22/22		3/22/22		LTP Home Services Group (100% Stake)		L Catterton Management Limited				Catterton Management Co LLC, the private equity firm has acquired LTP Home Services Group, the United States based residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions from Thompson Street Capital Partners, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Thompson Street Capital Partners.

				3/18/22		5/2/22		CCOM Group, Inc.		Daikin Comfort Technologies North America, Inc.		$   34.8		CCOM Group, Inc., through its subsidiaries, distributes heating, ventilating, and air conditioning equipment (HVAC) in the United States. It also distributes whole-house generators; climate control systems; plumbing and electrical fixtures and supplies; and parts and accessories. In addition, the company provides control system design, custom control panel fabrication, technical field support, in-house training, and climate control consultation services for engineers and installers; and designs direct digital control systems, as well as systems that control multi-location facilities through the Internet. It markets its products to HVAC, plumbing, and electrical contractors; building contractors; and other users primarily in New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts, and portions of eastern Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Vermont. The company was formerly known as Colonial Commercial Corp. and changed its name to CCOM Group, Inc. in July 2012. CCOM Group, Inc. was founded in 1964 and is based in Hawthorne, New Jersey. As of May 2, 2022, CCOM Group, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Daikin Comfort Technologies North America, Inc.  

				3/11/22		3/11/22		A.B. May (100% Stake)		Frontier Service Partners				Frontier Service Partners, the United States based residential services company has acquired AB May Co, the local residential services company offering HVAC, plumbing and electrical services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Frontier Service Partners is a portfolio company of Imperial Capital Group Ltd.

				3/8/22		3/8/22		The Smith & Oby Company		McNally Capital, LLC				Mcnally Capital LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm also providing advisory services has invested in Smith & Oby Co, the local hVAC and plumbing mechanical contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				3/7/22		3/7/22		The Comfort Group (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Comfort Group, the local provider of residential heating, cooling, and indoor air quality services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				3/3/22		6/1/22		Therm-O-Disc Inc (100% Stake)		One Rock Capital Partners, LLC		$   1,000.0		26 Oct 21 - Emerson Electric Co, the United States based technology and engineering company providing innovative solutions for customers in industrial, commercial and residential markets is reportedly seeking buyers for Therm O Disc Inc, the United States based manufacturer of temperature sensors and controls for the HVAC, appliance, automotive, and electronics industries. The transaction could value Therm-O-Disc at about $1bn according to Bloomberg. 3 Mar 22 - One Rock Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity firm, is to acquire Therm O Disc Inc from Emerson Electric Co. The transaction is expected to close in the second calendar quarter of 2022 subject to regulatory approvals and other customary closing conditions 01 Jun 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				3/1/22		3/1/22		Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning		Rush Street Ventures				Rush Street Ventures, the United States based uS-based private equity firm has acquired a controlling stake in Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning, the local uS-based heating, air conditioning, electrical, home renovation and handyman services provider. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/25/22		6/25/22		Doug's Service Co (100% Stake)		Air pros				Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") and home services company has acquired Doug's Service Co, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, electrical, and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/18/22		2/22/22		Airia Brands Inc. (100% Stake)		Zehnder Group AG				18 Feb 22 - Zehnder Group AG, the Switzerland based manufactures furnaces, measuring instruments, battery charges, sheet metal housing and welding machines through its subsidiaries has agreed to acquire Airia Brands Inc, the Canada based company engaged in development, manufacturing and distribution of heat recovery ventilation systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The completion is expected to take place in the next few days after the closing conditions have been fulfilled. 22 Feb 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				2/15/22		2/15/22		Benoist Brothers Supply Co. (100% Stake)		Wittichen Supply Company				Gryphon Investors Inc backed portfolio company, Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Benoist Brothers Supply Co., the local uS-based family owned HVAC firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/2/22		2/2/22		Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces, LLC (100% Stake); Cool Insulation Company (100% Stake)		SEI Group LLC				SEI Group Inc, the United States based provider of installation services of products including insulation, garage doors, and housewrap for single-family and multi-family residential buildings has acquired Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces LLC and Cool Insulation Co, the local providers of insulation solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. SEI Group is a portfolio company of Quad-C Management Inc.

				2/1/22		2/1/22		Refrigeration Design & Service (100% Stake)		The Kelvin Group				The Kelvin Group, the United States-based provider of industrial and commercial mission-critical mechanical services, process safety management, and environmental compliance has acquired Refrigeration Design & Service Inc, the local the company provides a full line of services to meet the needs of the industrial refrigeration marketplace. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/24/22		1/24/22		The Arcticom Group, LLC		A&M Capital Partners, LP				A&M Capital Partners LP, the United States based private equity fund of Alvarez & Marsal Capital, LLC has acquired a majority stake in Arcticom Group LLC, the local provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry from Goense Capital Partners, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Goense Capital Partners.

				1/17/22		1/17/22		Environmental Stress Systems, Inc. (100% Stake)		Chroma Ate Inc.				Chroma ATE Inc, the Taiwan (China) based manufacturer of testing equipment and solutions for electronics in various industries has acquired Environmental Stress Systems Inc, the United States based supplier of thermal platforms, space simulation thermal chambers, cascade condensers, and liquid recirculating chillers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/14/22		6/29/22		ENVEA (18.33% Stake)		Carlyle Group Inc		$   61.9		Carlyle Group Inc, the United States based global asset management firm specializing in private equity is to acquire the remaining 18.33% of Envea SA, the France based gas, dust and water analysis instrumentation manufacturer. The consideration was €54.108m, based on 309,193 shares acquired at an offer price of €175 per share.



				1/12/22		1/12/22		ThermalNetics		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors has acquired through its subsidiary Daikin Applied Americas Inc, a United States based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment ThermalNetics Inc, a United States based supplier of heating and cooling equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/12/22		1/12/22		TriState HVAC Equipment LLP		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors through its subsidiary Daikin Applied Americas Inc, the United States based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment has acquired a majority stake in TriState HVAC Equipment LLP, the United States based representative and integrator of commercial HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) mechanical systems and related equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/11/22		1/11/22		Munch's Supply LLC (100% Stake)		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts, has acquired Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products, from Ridgemont Partners Management LLC, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Ridgemont Partners Management LLC. Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc is a portfolio company of GenStar Capital LLC.

				1/4/22		1/24/22		Plumbers Supply Co (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc; Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products, through its subsidiary Ferguson Enterprises LLC, the United States based national distributor of plumbing supplies and HVAC equipment, is to acquire Plumbers Supply Co, the United States based owned wholesale distributor of pipe valves & fittings, pumps/hydronics, electric and hand tools. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 24 Jan 22 - The transaction has closed.

				12/31/21		12/31/21		Braeburn Systems LLC  (63% Stake)		Computime Group Limited		$   10.1		Computime Group Ltd, the Hong Kong (China) based electronic controls and automation devices manufacturer has acquired 62.9998% of Braeburn, the United States based focusing on energy saving technologies and smart HVAC controls and systems. The consideration was $10.069m.

				12/29/21		12/30/21		Zhejiang Maer Fan Motor Co Ltd (51% Stake)		Undisclosed bidder		$   15.6		Undisclosed Acquiror, the China based undisclosed Acquiror is to acquire 51% of Zhejiang Maer Fan Motor Co Ltd, the local ventilator manufacturer from Zhejiang Yilida Ventilator Co Ltd, the local producer of fans, HVAC equipment and ventilation equipment. The consideration was 99.35m CNY.

				12/23/21		12/23/21		Total Line Refrigeration LLC (100% Stake)		Zone Climate Services Inc				Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired Total Line Refrigeration LLC, the local provider of commercial HVAC installation services. The terms of the deal are undisclosed.

				12/22/21				Specialty Products & Insulation Co.		Incline Management, L.P.		-		Specialty Products & Insulation Co. is a distributor and fabricator of mechanical insulation and complementary products for commercial and industrial applications. Its products include mechanical, industrial, commercial, building, metal building and HVAC insulation systems; OEM products; passive fire protection systems; and architectural acoustical panels. The company was founded in 1981 and is headquartered in Rye, New York.

				12/21/21				EvoAir International Limited		Unex Holdings Inc. (OTCPK:UNEX)		$   - 0		EvoAir International Limited engages in the sales of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products in Asia. The company was incorporated in 2021 and is based in Tortola, BVI. As of December 20, 2021, EvoAir International Limited operates as a subsidiary of Unex Holdings Inc.

				12/20/21				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc		Genstar Capital, LLC		-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc. distributes and sells appliance parts, cooling and heating equipment, property maintenance supplies, tools, and others products for homes in the United States. The company provides parts and accessories for refrigerators, washing machines, dryers, ranges, dishwashers, air conditioners, ice machines, disposers, HVAC parts and supplies, plumbing, apartment supplies, and others. It also offers various installation and accessory essentials, water filters, water filtration systems, ice makers, range hoods, and specialty cleaning products, as well as installation services. The company was founded in 1932 and is based in Saint Louis, Missouri with locations in California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Canada.

				12/13/21		12/13/21		Value Added HVAC Distributors, Inc. (100% Stake)		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Value Added HVAC Distributors Inc, the United States based HVAC contractors with residential and commercial heating and air-conditioning equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/6/21		3/9/22		LMB SAS (100% Stake)		IDIA Capital Investissement; Existing Management; Tikehau Capital Partners; Amundi Private Equity Funds; Grand Sud Ouest Capital SA; Credit Agricole Centre France				06 Dec 21 - A group of investors led by Tikehau Capital, is to acquire LMB, the local designer and manufacturer of high performance fans and AC/DC Brushless motors for the aerospace and defence markets, from MBO Partenaires SAS, Arkea Capital Investissement SA and RAISE Investissement SA, the private equity firms. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for MBO Partenaires SAS, Arkea Capital Investissement SA and RAISE Investissement SAS. 09 Mar 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				12/2/21		12/31/21		Buehr GmbH  (100% Stake)		Existing Management; HANNOVER Finanz GmbH; Lueck Invest GmbH				HANNOVER Finanz GmbH, the private equity firm, Lueck Invest GmbH, the Germany based investment company and management buyout group have signed and agreement to acquire Buehr GmbH, the local provider of construction, HVAC installation and engineering solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction is subject to approval by the antitrust authorities. 31 Dec 21 - The transaction has closed.

				12/2/21				Air Reps LLC		Daikin North America LLC		-		Air Reps LLC offers air movement and distribution, and chiller systems. It offers variable speed drives/refrigerant volume systems, direct fired industrial heaters, exhaust and supply fans/louvers, commercial HVAC systems, plate/specialty industrial heat exchangers, vertical and ceiling heating/air conditioning units, process cooling systems and accessories, cooling towers, fluid coolers, ice storage systems, electric resistance heating systems, absorption chillers, and modular ceiling-hung plenums. The company also offers unified heat recovery and pump condensing units, mini splits, data processing systems, commercial/industrial filtration systems, air handlers, DX refrigeration/non-chemical water treatment/tower sump sweeper and water filtration/pool ventilation heat recovery/piping connection systems, custom rooftop heating/AC units, water/evaporative-cooled condensing units, air/evaporative-cooled chillers, water source heat pumps, V-Cube self-contained floor- by-floor units, applied air/commercial fan/UV-C products, indirect/direct evaporative cooling units, air curtains, humidification/heat recovery air handling equipment, fan/VAV terminals, fire/smoke dampers, air flow monitoring/measurement systems, fan coil units, triple deck multi-zone units, air cooled condensers and columns, blower coils, line reactors, harmonic/EMI filters, energy/heat recovery ventilators, integrated air handling units, sound attenuation devices, vibration isolators, seismic restraint systems, and floating floors, as well as gas fired, steam, and electric make-up air and heating equipment. In addition, it provides replacement parts, such as cylinder bottles, air coil parts, and ABB drives, as well as support and services. It works with design/build firms, contractors, and building owners in Western Washington and Oregon, as well as parts of Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana. The company was founded in 1975 and is based in Bellevue, Washington with an additional office in Spokane, Washington. As of December 2, 2021, Air Reps LLC operates as a subsidiary of Daikin North America LLC.

				11/18/21		1/31/22		Groupe Climater SAS		Cobepa S.A.		$   354.0		Compagnie Benelux Participations SA-COBEPA, the investment firm which engages in private equity buy-outs and growth capital investments is to acquire a majority stake in Groupe Climater SAS, the local air-conditioning equipment manufacturer and installer from Sagard SAS, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Climater is estimated to be valued at around EUR 350m. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Sagard SAS. 31 Jan 2022: The transaction has been completed.

				11/18/21		12/13/21		BasX Solutions LLC (100% Stake)		AAON, Inc.		$   180.0		Aaon Inc, the United States based manufactures commercial rooftop air-conditioning, heating and heat recovery equipment is to acquire BasX Solutions LLC, the local manufacturer of products including HVAC solutions and OEM products. The consideration was $180m, which consists of $100m in cash and $80m in earnout payments. The acquisition is expected to close by year-end, subject to customary closing conditions and approvals. 13 Dec 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				11/18/21		11/18/21		Aeris Cleantec AG (100% Stake)		iRobot Corporation				iRobot Corp, the United States based robotics company providing cleaning robots for home use has acquired Aeris Cleantec AG, the Switzerland based provider of premium air purifiers from Sarona Ventures, the Israel based venture capital firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Sarona Ventures.

				11/18/21				Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC		User Friendly Home Services, LLC		-		Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC provides HVAC equipment installation services for commercial and residential customers. The company was founded in 1990 and is based in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma. As of November 18, 2021, Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC operates as a subsidiary of User Friendly Home Services.

				11/17/21		12/17/21		DiversiTech Corporation (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Partners Group Holding AG		$   2,200.0		27 October 2021: Permira Ltd, the private equity firm, is reportedly seeking buyers for DiversiTech Corp. The consideration is $1.5bn, according to Bloomberg. 18 November 2021: Partners Group Holding AG, the United States based private equity firm is to acquire DiversiTech Corp, the local provider of engineered aftermarket parts and components used in the repair, replacement and installation of residential HVACR systems from Permira Ltd, the United Kingdom based private equity firm. The consideration was $2.2bn. On Completion Partners Group and management will be the largest investors going forward, with the Permira funds maintaining an ownership stake. The transaction is expected to close in December 2021, subject to customary regulatory approvals and closing conditions. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Permira Ltd.

				11/15/21		12/16/21		Cincinnati Fan & Ventilator Company, Inc. (100% Stake)		SPX Corporation		$   145.0		15 Nov 21 - SPX Corp, the listed United States based manufactures technical products and systems has signed an agreement to acquire Cincinnati Fan & Ventilator Co Inc, the local leader in the manufacture of cast aluminum and fabricated steel industrial fans, blowers, and exhausters from Dominus Capital LP, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction is expected to close by year end 2021 and is subject to regulatory approval and customary closing conditions. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Dominus Capital LP. 16 Dec 21 - The transaction has been completed and consideration was $145m.

				11/15/21		11/15/21		Superior Boiler Works & Welding Ltd (100% Stake)		Wavecom Capital Inc				Wavecom Capital Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Superior Boiler Works & Welding Ltd, the Canada-based provider of general, mechanical, HVAC/R and electrical contractors. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/8/21		11/8/21		Commercial Kitchens, Inc. (100% Stake)		Tech-24				Foodservice Technologies Inc, the United States based commercial equipment service and repair company has acquired Commercial Kitchens Inc, the United Kingdom based provider of commercial food equipment and refrigeration repair services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Foodservice Technologies Inc is a portfolio company of HCI Equity Partners.

				11/3/21		11/3/21		Clay’s Climate Control, LLC (100% Stake)		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings LLC, the United States based provider of HVAC solutions has acquired Clay's Climate Control LLC, the local provider of HVAC maintenance and installation services. The terms of the deal were not disclosed.

				10/28/21		10/28/21		Done Service Group (100% Stake)		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated				Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services has acquired Done Service Group Inc, the local provider of plumbing, heating, air-conditioning. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Radiant Plumbing Service Inc is a portfolio company of Riverside Co.

				10/28/21		10/28/21		Done Plumbing & Heating Inc (100% Stake)		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated				Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services has acquired Done Plumbing & Heating Inc, the local provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/25/21		11/19/21		EZ-FLO International, Inc.  (100% Stake)		Reliance Worldwide Corporation Limited		$   325.0		25 Oct 21 - Reliance Worldwide Corp Ltd, the Australia based manufacturer of water control valves, plumbing and pipe fittings and related products is to acquire EZ-FLO International Inc, the United States based manufacturer & distributor of plumbing, HVAC, electrical & hardware items. The consideration is $325m. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions & expected to complete in November 2021. 19 Nov 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				10/22/21		10/22/21		Columbus Industries Inc (100% Stake)		Madison Industries; Filtration Group Corporation				Madison Industries Holdings LLC, the United States based conglomerate involved in industrial and mechanical businesses through its subsidiary Filtration Group Corp, has acquired Columbus Industries Inc, the local original equipment manufacturer (OEM) of Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/21/21		10/21/21		Morris-Jenkins (100% Stake)		Wrench Group Inc.				Wrench Group LLC, the United States-based provider of home maintenance and repair services has acquired Morris Jenkins Inc, the United States-based provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/19/21		10/19/21		GIANT Factories Inc. (100% Stake)		A. O. Smith Corporation		$   192.0		AO Smith Corp, the listed United States based manufacturer of electrical motors and water heating equipment, has acquired GIANT Factories Inc, the Canada based manufacturer of water heaters. The consideration for the transaction is $192m.

				10/18/21		10/18/21		furnaceguys Home Heating & Cooling (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Furnaceguys Home Heating And Cooling Inc, the local provider of home heating and cooling solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/8/21				Shearer Supply, Inc.		PNC RiverArch Capital		-		Shearer Supply, Inc. distributes and supplies heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment. The company sells products, such as commercial HVAC, motors, compressor, compressor parts, refrigeration accessories, air handlers, HP condensers, AC condensers, gas furnaces, coils, HVAC split system, HVAC system components, and residential HVAC equipment accessories. Shearer Supply, Inc. was founded in 1983 and is based in Farmers Branch, Texas with additional locations across USA.

				10/7/21		10/7/21		Advanced Climate Solutions LLC (100% Stake)		Orion Group				Orion Group, the United States based investment company has acquired Advanced Climate Solutions LLC, the United States based commercial HVACR services company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/5/21		10/5/21		Hart & Cooley, LLC (100% Stake)		DuraVent				Duravent Inc, the United States based manufacturer of residential and commercial venting products and accessories, has acquired Hart & Cooley LLC, the local company manufactures grilles, registers and diffusers used in residential and light commercial applications from HIG Capital LLC, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for HIG Capital LLC. Duravent Inc is a portfolio company of Egeria BV.

				10/4/21		10/4/21		Southern HVAC Corporation (100% Stake)		Gryphon Investors Inc; Existing Management				Gryphon Investors Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Southern Air & Heat Inc, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, and ventilation installation, repair, and maintenance services from MSouth Equity Partners LLC, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for MSouth Equity Partners LLC

				9/30/21		9/30/21		HealthWay Home Products, Inc.		AE Industrial Partners LP				AE Industrial Partners LP has acquired HealthWay Home Products, Inc., the US-based provider of air purification technology solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				9/29/21		9/29/21		Greystone Energy Systems Inc (100% Stake)		Investment AB Latour; Bemsiq AB				Investment AB Latour, the Sweden based investment company, through its subsidiary Bemsiq AB, the local building automation, metering and energy efficiency services provider, has acquired Greystone Energy Systems Inc, the Canada based designer and manufacturer of HVAC sensors and transmitters for the building automation industry. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/29/21		9/29/21		Protect Plus Air, LLC		Freudenberg Filtration Technologies SE & Co. KG				PE-firm HKW has sold Protect Plus Air, a Hickory, North Carolina-based manufacturer of home environment air quality filters, to Freudenberg Filtration Technologies, a Germany-based company engaged in the development and production of air and liquid filtration solutions.

Press release:

HKW, a middle-market private equity firm focused on growth-oriented companies, announces the sale of PPA Holding, Inc. ("Protect Plus Air") to Freudenberg Filtration Technologies. Protect Plus Air, headquartered in Hickory, NC, is a leading manufacturer of home environment air quality filters.

HKW partnered with Protect Plus Air in September 2017. During the investment period, HKW helped Protect Plus Air strengthen foundational operating processes, including capital investments in automation and enhanced manufacturing efficiencies.

"I appreciate HKW’s collaborative approach," said Greg Schorr, CEO at Protect Plus Air. "Their commitment to growth, and strategic vision facilitated our ability to grow the company over our partnership."

"Protect Plus Air has a great product line and is a perfect example of a company where HKW could provide operating expertise to support management on improving efficiencies," said James Snyder, Partner at HKW. "Greg and the entire management team did a fantastic job during our ownership. We appreciate their hard work and dedication, especially over this last year with the multitude of pandemic challenges."

Chris Eline, Principal at HKW, added, "Over the past several years, consumers have been increasingly focused on air quality. Protect Plus was well positioned to support this Health & Wellness trend and management did a great job capitalizing on the market opportunities.”

				9/17/21		9/1/21		Elite Heating & Air Inc		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, a portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC has acquired Elite Heating & Air Inc, the US-based provider of heating, cooling, and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

Source Links:

Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC press release, 17 September 2021 [https://strikepointgroupholdings.com/strikepoint-group-holdings-acquires-elite-heating-and-air/]

Generational Group press release, 01 October 2021 [https://www.genequityco.com/press-releases/elite-heating-air-in-sale-to-strikepoint-group-holdings]

				9/13/21		10/15/21		Farrar Scientific Corp (100% Stake)		Trane Technologies plc		$   365.0		Trane Technologies plc, the United States based diversified, global company engaged in the design, manufacture, sale and service of industrial and commercial products such as air conditioning systems, climate control equipment and other industrial machinery. Operates in four business segments: Climate Solutions, Residential Solutions, Industrial Technologies and Security Technologies is to acquire Farrar Scientific Corp, the local manufacturer of ultra-low temperature cascade refrigeration engineering, consultative solutions and OEM products for pharmaceutical, life science, biotechnology and biorepository applications. The consideration is $365m, which consists of $250m to be paid in cash & $115m to be paid in earnout. The transaction is subject to regulatory approvals, customary closing conditions & is expected to complete in the fourth quarter of 2021. 15 Oct 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				9/8/21		10/18/21		Distribution International, Inc.		TopBuild Corp.		$   1,000.0		TopBuild Corp [NYSE:BLD], a Daytona Beach, Florida-based installer and distributor of insulation and building material products, has signed an agreement to acquire Distribution International (DI), a Houston, Texas-based mechanical-insulation distributor backed by Advent International.

The all-cash transaction is valued at USD 1bn.

Founded in 1986, DI posted pro-forma revenue of around USD 747m for the 12 months ended 30 June 2021.

J.P. Morgan Securities acted as advisor to TopBuild, while Jones Day was its lawyer. RBC Capital Markets was the advisor and Weil, Gotshal & Manges the lawyer to Advent and DI.

TopBuild has a market cap of USD 7.14bn.

Press release:

Distribution International is the leading North American specialty distributor and custom fabricator of mechanical insulation and related accessories to the industrial and commercial end-markets

 * Provides significant entry into ~$5 billion mechanical insulation market
 * Expands footprint and increases penetration within key markets, including recurring MRO business
 * Adds industry leading fabrication capabilities
 * Strategically positions TopBuild as the leading supplier of energy saving insulation products in three critical and growing end-markets
 * Enhances robust M&A pipeline with new roll-up opportunities in fragmented industrial and commercial end-markets
 * Expected to be accretive to GAAP EPS in the first full year after close
 * Anticipate $35M to $40M of run-rate cost synergies

TopBuild Corp. (NYSE:BLD) has entered into an agreement to acquire Distribution International (“DI”) from global private equity firm Advent International in an all-cash transaction valued at $1.0 billion. TopBuild expects to finance the acquisition using a combination of debt financing and cash on hand and to close the transaction in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Robert Buck, President and Chief Executive Officer of TopBuild, stated, “The acquisition of Distribution International is highly strategic for TopBuild. It aligns with our strategy of seeking well managed companies with experienced, talented teams with expertise in our core business of insulation and adjacent products. DI provides us with a direct entry and immediate leadership position in the $5 billion mechanical insulation market which is a highly attractive and complementary new growth platform for TopBuild. In addition, DI’s Maintenance, Repair and Operations (“MRO”) business provides a strong recurring revenue stream, and its fabrication capabilities offer additional value-add services for customers. From a talent perspective, Steve Margolius and the DI leadership team have a rich blend of industry experience and large-scale specialty distribution expertise, and we are excited they will be joining the TopBuild team.

“Following the closing of this transaction, TopBuild will be the leader of energy saving insulation solutions in all three major end-markets: residential, commercial, and industrial. Increasingly stricter energy codes, and the desire for energy efficient solutions and reductions in carbon footprint are driving demand, and we expect they will continue to be important growth drivers for our Company.”

Founded in 1986, DI is the leading specialty distributor of mechanical insulation solutions for the industrial and commercial end-markets. DI has grown significantly through both market share gains and acquisitions, having completed 11 transactions over the past six years. DI has 84 branches across the United States and 17 branches in Canada.

For the trailing 12 months ended June 30, 2021, DI generated pro-forma revenue of approximately $747 million, approximately half of which was tied to its MRO business and the other half related to new construction activity.

TopBuild expects to achieve run rate synergies between $35 million and $40 million over the 24 months following the close of this transaction. This acquisition will position TopBuild as the largest player in the $5 billion market for technical insulation solutions.

“Our robust M&A pipeline will be further enhanced within the sizable and highly fragmented industrial and commercial markets,” Buck noted. “It also cements our position as the leading specialty distributor of all types of insulation and further strengthens our relationships with the major insulation manufacturers.”

Steve Margolius, President and Chief Executive Officer of DI added, “We are very pleased to announce this transaction and look forward to joining the TopBuild team. This will be a tremendous outcome for our customers and associates as the combined organization will now have exposure to all end-market insulation segments. Both companies have similar corporate cultures and shared values and are guided by a commitment to people, safety, integrity, and operational excellence.”

On a June 30, 2021 pro forma basis, the combined company had trailing twelve-month revenue of $3.93 billion and adjusted EBITDA of $647 million, inclusive of expected run rate synergies of $35 million to $40 million.

TopBuild plans to fund this transaction using cash on hand and long-term debt. At the close of the transaction, the Company’s net debt to pro forma adjusted EBITDA, is expected to be approximately 2.5 times pre-synergies.

In conclusion Buck added, “The identification and integration of acquisitions is a TopBuild core competency as evidenced by our successful M&A track record over the past six years. During this period, we have acquired 26 companies that are contributing over $820 million of annual revenue and creating tremendous value for our stakeholders. We are confident DI will be another outstanding addition to our Company and we welcome Steve and the DI team to TopBuild.”

The transaction, which has been approved by TopBuild’s Board of Directors, is subject to customary closing conditions, including expiration or termination of the waiting period under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976. The Company expects the transaction to close in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Supplemental information on TopBuild’s binding agreement to acquire DI will be available online at www.topbuild.com [https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=fqoMULpYbFK6F7e7nVT_x9W2CWPI6cJ-D1Hw4YRqvBMFI1QDzIsT9a7F4i5ZUCLkA2oN1gN_4l9WDfFCkH0hVw%3D%3D].

J.P. Morgan Securities LLC is serving as financial advisor to TopBuild and Jones Day is acting as legal counsel. RBC Capital Markets, LLC is serving as financial advisor, and Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP is acting as legal counsel to Advent and DI.

UPDATE 18 October 2021: The transaction has been completed.

Source Link:

TopBuild Corp. 8-K form filed with SEC on 08 September 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1633931/000155837021012281/bld-20210907xex99d1.htm]

				9/8/21		8/31/21		Air Conditioning Specialist, Inc.		Hidden Harbor Capital Partners, LLC				Air Conditioning Specialist, a Milledgeville and Covington, Georgia-based HVAC service provider focused on residential and commercial customers in the southeastern United States, has been acquired by Hidden Harbor Capital Partners.

Hidden Harbor invests in lower middle market companies with up to USD 500m in revenue and EBITDA up to USD 30m.

Press release:

Hidden Harbor Capital Partners (“Hidden Harbor”), an operationally focused private equity firm specializing in control investments in lower middle market companies, is pleased to announce the acquisition of Air Conditioning Specialist, Inc., (“ACS”), a leading Heating, Ventilation, & Air Conditioning (“HVAC”) service provider focused on residential and commercial customers in the southeastern United States.

Based in Milledgeville and Covington, Georgia and founded in 1967, ACS provides a differentiated value proposition to customers through its expertise and reliability in HVAC services. ACS provides highly responsive preventative maintenance, service, and repair work for thousands of residential and commercial customers across Georgia and has broad capabilities in retrofit and rehab HVAC installations, with a particular focus on the education and healthcare segments.

“ACS, in its nearly 55-year operating history, has established itself as a trusted provider of HVAC services in Georgia, recognized for its exceptional quality, around-the-clock availability, dedicated employees, and customer service,” said Russell Kreutter, a Vice President at Hidden Harbor.

“We look forward to supporting the exciting growth of ACS in partnership with its talented management team while continuing to provide superior service and products to existing customers,” added Chris Paldino, a Managing Partner at Hidden Harbor.

“The ACS team is thrilled to partner with Hidden Harbor,” said Pat Hayes, CEO of ACS. “Working together with the Hidden Harbor team will allow us to strengthen our capabilities for our current customers and expand our service offering into more cities across Georgia and the southeastern United States. At ACS, service is the lifeblood of our organization, and we remain highly committed to our existing customers and suppliers.”

Hidden Harbor’s acquisition of ACS closed on August 31st, 2021. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Source Link:

Hidden Harbor Capital Partners, LLC press release, 08 September 2021 [https://www.hh-cp.com/hhcp-acquires-air-conditioning-specialist-inc]

				9/7/21		8/20/21		Minus Forty Corporation; QBD Cooling Systems Inc.		Ronin Equity Partners, Inc		$   183.5		QBD and Minus Forty, Canada’s Greater Toronto area-situated manufacturers of commercial refrigeration equipment, have been acquired by Ronin Equity Partners.

With the simultaneous purchases, Ronin has invested or reserved for follow-on portfolio investment around USD 300m, which includes all the capital raised for its inaugural fund plus all co-investments, the press release reported.

Triago Americas, Inc., acted as sole placement agent for Ronin Fund I.

For the QBD and Minus Forty purchases, Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP and Bennett Jones LLP acted as legal advisors.

Buyside advisors were M&A Advisory Services and Rabobank.

The transaction was supported with financing provided by J.P. Morgan as Lead Left & Administrative Agent; HSBC, TD Bank, Fifth Third Bank, Rabobank and CIBC as Joint Lead Arrangers; and BHI and Stifel Bank as Participants.

Press release:

Ronin Equity Partners has acquired two leading North American manufacturers of commercial refrigeration equipment, QBD and Minus Forty, both located in Canada’s Greater Toronto area. The brands will continue to be marketed under their own names, but the merged group will be a platform for consolidation in the fragmented refrigerated display case industry, where 60 percent of the market is divided between over one hundred family-owned businesses.

In addition to being the industry’s largest provider of pet food coolers, Minus Forty has developed superior product presentation coolers and freezers for the micro market and food industries that are enhanced by industry-leading smart technology (i.e. the “internet of things”). QBD is a leader in beverage cooler sales and high concept, cost-efficient, and customized refrigerated displays. QBD uses state-of-the art EPA-certified Energy Star products and environmentally friendly natural refrigerants.

“This deal expands our reach into new sectors, it widens the use of our green cooling deck design, and allows us to leverage Minus Forty’s internet of things technology to reinforce our position in the beverage sector,” says Safder Jaffer, President of QBD. “The expanded group will double manufacturing capacity, allow us to expand our unbeatable value proposition, and combines cutting-edge, complementary technologies to create a fantastic platform for buy-and-build acquisitions,” says Julian Attree, Co-Founder of Minus Forty.

Both Attree and Jaffer will be actively involved in the combined business. One of Ronin’s Managing Partners, Jesse Yao, will become Chief Financial Officer, and two other Ronin executives will hold senior roles. The group’s Chief Executive will be Ronin operating advisor, Troy Shannan, who is joining from Nonni’s Foods, where he was Executive Vice President in charge of Supply Chain and Manufacturing. Prior to that he ran Global Operations and Supply Chain at Kraft Heinz. Existing management and the acquired companies’ founders will retain a significant stake in the new group.

“The Minus Forty and QBD teams will create a powerhouse in commercial refrigeration, with technologies and expertise that will usher in an era of energy efficiency, high concept design and innovation in a sector that’s growing six percent annually,” says Ronin Chief Investment Officer Ike Helene. “We are going to create a foundation of continued consolidation in a fragmented sector that rewards scale with higher margins and better than average growth,” says Ronin Managing Partner David Feierstein. “The team we’re assembling will leverage the full breadth of Ronin’s capabilities in integration, operational excellence and commercial expertise.” The merged group is looking at multiple acquisitions in the U.S., Europe and Latin America.

The QBD and Minus Forty transaction – sourced on a proprietary basis through Ronin’s network of operating advisors – has an enterprise value of $230 million. The double-digit top and bottom-line growth of QBD and Minus Forty should be significantly enhanced by raw material purchasing synergies, a combined sales force, organic expansion into new sectors and future acquisitions. Northleaf Capital Partners, Cherng Family Trust, Stephens Capital Partners, Nicola Wealth, Northwood Ventures, Knott Partners and Sope Creek Capital acted as co-investors in the transaction. Measured by sales, the combined company will be the number two player in the North American refrigerated display market.

With the simultaneous purchases, Ronin has invested or reserved for follow-on portfolio investment some $300 million. This includes all the capital raised for its inaugural fund plus all co-investments.

Triago Americas, Inc., acted as sole placement agent for Ronin Fund I. “Ronin stands out from the crowd with an intense focus on operations and simultaneous industry rollups that reduce risk and increase returns,” says Matt Swain, a partner at Triago.

For the QBD and Minus Forty purchases, Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP and Bennett Jones LLP acted as legal advisors. Buyside advisors were Cleive Dumas and William Strenglis of M&A Advisory Services, and Rabobank. The transaction was supported with financing provided by J.P. Morgan as Lead Left & Administrative Agent; HSBC, TD Bank, Fifth Third Bank, Rabobank, and CIBC as Joint Lead Arrangers; and BHI and Stifel Bank as Participants.

				9/1/21		9/1/21		AirX Intermediate, Inc.		Thor Industries, Inc.		$   750.0		THOR Industries, Inc (NYSE: THO), an Elkhart, Indiana-based manufacturer of recreational vehicles, bought the RV Group of Airxcel, a Wichita, Kansas-based manufacturer of air conditioning, heating, ventilating and related appliances, for USD 750m.

The deal broadens Thor's supply chain and adds more revenue.

Baird served as lead financial advisor to Airxcel, with William Blair, Jefferies and Nomura also serving as co-advisors. Kirkland & Ellis LLP served as legal advisor to Airxcel.

Airxcel is backed by L Catterton, a private equity firm.

Press release 1:

L Catterton, the largest global consumer-focused private equity firm, today announced that its portfolio company Airxcel has sold its RV Group to THOR Industries, Inc. (NYSE: THO) ("THOR") for an all-cash purchase price of $750 million, subject to standard post-closing adjustments. Airxcel's retained segment will become AirX Climate Solutions, Inc., a pure-play leader, designer, manufacturer, and distributor of the most functionally critical products for specialty HVAC markets.

Since partnering with Airxcel in 2018, L Catterton has worked with CEO Jeff Rutherford and his team to advance the Company's innovation pipeline with the launch of 55 new products, while also executing meaningful operational improvements across manufacturing, engineering, procurement, and logistics. In addition, L Catterton supported Airxcel in acquiring market leaders within the RV space, including CAN, a European manufacturer of cooking appliances, Cleer Vision, a manufacturer of windows and glass, and Aqua Hot, a designer and manufacturer of hydronic heating systems. These acquisitions have enhanced Airxcel's best-in-class product offerings and extended its reach, particularly in Europe. Most recently, L Catterton and Airxcel have leveraged the Company's unique global supply chain and domestic manufacturing capabilities to mitigate the impact of the pandemic and deliver significant market share growth across all product lines, including significant continued growth within OEM.

"This transaction represents a great outcome for Airxcel, L Catterton and THOR," said Marc Magliacano, a Managing Partner in L Catterton's Flagship Fund. "Over the last three years, our partnership with Jeff has driven significant growth across Airxcel's business, expanding to new products and services, completing multiple strategic acquisitions, and driving increased market share across all of Airxcel's product lines. We know the THOR team well, having previously sold Heartland RV to THOR in 2010, and we're confident that Airxcel's RV business will thrive under their ownership. We are excited to support the ongoing success of the HVAC business as a standalone company. We would like to thank all the Airxcel associates for their tremendous contribution."

"L Catterton played an invaluable role in our growth story, and we're grateful for their partnership," said Jeff Rutherford, CEO of Airxcel. "With their deep operational experience, L Catterton helped position Airxcel as the leading supplier of trusted brands for the RV and HVAC markets. We look forward to building upon these achievements as we enter this exciting next chapter, with the RV Group joining THOR and the HVAC Group becoming a standalone company. I would like to thank all the associates at Airxcel for their relentless commitment to success."

Airxcel's Specialty HVAC Group to Become AirX Climate Solutions, Inc.

With this transaction, Airxcel's specialty HVAC Group will become a standalone, pure-play HVAC leader, AirX Climate Solutions, Inc. ("ACS"). ACS will have a portfolio of premier brands such as Marvair, Industrial Climate Engineering ("ICE"), Suburban AP, Eubank, and Custom Air Products & Services ("CAPS"). With the continued support of L Catterton, ACS will continue to extend its leadership as a committed and preferred partner to a broad range of specialty HVAC clients. ACS will be led by Rick Aldridge, currently President of the Specialty HVAC Group at Airxcel.

"With this transaction, we're positioning ACS as a leader – and consolidator – in a highly fragmented space," said Matt Lischick, Partner at L Catterton. "We see tremendous market expansion opportunities within Specialty HVAC given continued focus on air quality and purification, as well as accelerated investment in ACS' end customer segments, such as telecom infrastructure and energy storage. We look forward to continuing to invest in the business and extending our partnership with Rick and the talented ACS team to drive innovation and value creation."

Rick Aldridge, President of the AirX Climate Solutions group at Airxcel, said, "Over the last several years, we have successfully extended our reach and offerings both organically and through acquisitions, most recently adding valuable new end customer segments and expanding our service capabilities through our acquisition of CAPS. With a premier brand lineup and the support of L Catterton, ACS will have a strong platform and foundation from which to accelerate our growth. We look forward to continued expansion as we enhance our portfolio to bring more high-quality HVAC offerings to customers."

The Company retained Baird to serve as lead financial advisor to Airxcel, with William Blair, Jefferies, and Nomura also serving as co-advisors. Kirkland & Ellis LLP served as legal advisor to Airxcel.

Press release 2:

THOR Industries, Inc. (NYSE: THO) announced it has acquired Wichita, Kansas-based AirX Intermediate, Inc. ("Airxcel") with the transaction closing effective September 1, 2021. Airxcel manufactures a comprehensive line of high-quality RV products which they sell to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) as well as consumers via aftermarket sales through dealers and retailers. The purchase price is $750 million, subject to standard post-closing adjustments, and was funded through a combination cash-on-hand and $625 million from THOR's expanded Asset-Based Credit Facility (ABL).

Financial Highlights

 * Airxcel generated annual pro forma revenue of approximately $680 million
 * The purchase price is approximately 7.6x estimated, adjusted EBITDA for calendar year 2021
 * Approximately 80% of Airxcel's revenues are from OEM sales with the remaining 20% from aftermarket sales
 * Approximately 30% of Airxcel's OEM revenues were generated from sales to subsidiaries of THOR Industries, Inc.
 * The acquisition is consistent with THOR's long-term strategic growth plan to grow sales and enhance consolidated gross margins
 * The acquisition is expected to be accretive to THOR's fiscal year 2022 earnings

Transaction Benefits

The acquisition of Airxcel by THOR provides significant long-term, strategic benefits to THOR, including:

 * Strengthening the THOR and broader RV supply chain
   * With increased investment, Airxcel will be an even more reliable supply partner to the RV industry expanding its offering of functionally critical components
 * Diversifying and growing THOR's revenue streams with enhanced gross margin, particularly in the aftermarket business
   * With revenue from both OEM and aftermarket sales, Airxcel's businesses diversify THOR's existing revenue streams and gross profit mix
   * Broadening of THOR's product offerings to the RV aftermarket, a growing and recurring revenue stream that benefits from enhanced gross margins
 * Expanding THOR's Innovation Focus
   * Acquisition will allow for even closer collaboration between OEM customers of Airxcel on new, innovative products and features desired by RV OEM manufacturers, RV dealers and end consumers
 * Opportunity to Enter New Product Segments with THOR Investment
   * Potential to expand Airxcel's supply chain business in North America and Europe over time to meet increased RV OEM and aftermarket demand

Overview of Airxcel

Airxcel manufactures and sells a comprehensive line of functionally critical, branded products to the RV industry including:

 * Coleman-Mach rooftop air conditioners, heat pumps, thermostats and accessories
 * Suburban furnaces, water heaters and cooking appliances
 * MAXXAIR ventilation solutions
 * Aqua-Hot hydronic heating systems
 * Dicor roofing products, sealants, coatings, wheels and more
 * Vixen Composites fiberglass reinforced plastic and custom composite panels
 * CAN Italian cooking appliances, sinks and accessories
 * Cleer Vision windows and tempered glass
 * MCD roller shades
 * United Shade window shades

Airxcel began in 1991 as a divesture of the Coleman RV Air Conditioner division. The company has continued to grow through innovative product development, market expansion, and strategic acquisitions. The Airxcel RV Group provides industry-leading products in recreational vehicle heating, cooling, ventilation, cooking, window covering, side wall, and roofing materials under the current brands: Aqua-Hot, CAN, Coleman-Mach, Dicor Products, United Shade, Vixen Composites, Maxxair, MCD, and Suburban. Airxcel's employees are based in five facilities across the U.S. and in Italy, where they design, manufacture, and distribute products all over the world. For additional information, please visit: www.Airxcel.com.

"We are excited to welcome Airxcel to the THOR Industries family. Airxcel has been a long-time business partner to THOR and the RV industry, supplying some of the highest-quality products over decades to the RV industry. There were a number of factors that made this acquisition a compelling and timely fit for THOR, including (i) the strength of their management team and dedicated workforce, (ii) the quality of their products and reputation for innovation, (iii) the long-standing relationships with both OEM and aftermarket customers and, (iv) in the face of so many supply chain challenges over the past year, the ability to invest in the growth of a key supplier for THOR and the RV industry both in North America and Europe. We believe the long-term growth potential for the RV industry remains very positive, and this acquisition reflects our confidence that the RV industry will continue to grow. Airxcel will operate independently in THOR's decentralized business structure, and we will govern this business much like we have managed our Postle Aluminum supply company post acquisition. Airxcel will operate at arm's length from THOR's RV OEM companies and will sell to the various THOR brands as they would any other OEM in the RV industry. Importantly, the current management team at Airxcel will continue operating the business and serving their diverse customer base while gaining access to the financial strength of THOR to support their growth," said Bob Martin, President and CEO of THOR Industries.

"We have had a long history as a key supplier to the RV industry and to THOR and its many brands specifically, and we are excited to become part of the THOR family of companies," said Airxcel's CEO Jeff Rutherford. "Under THOR's ownership, Airxcel will continue its long-standing relationship with manufacturers and aftermarket providers throughout the RV industry without interruption, while continuing to develop, manufacture and sell high-quality, innovative RV product solutions," concluded Rutherford.

Transaction Financing

Thor funded the acquisition of Airxcel from a combination of cash on-hand and its ABL facility. In conjunction with the Airxcel acquisition, THOR expanded its Asset-Based Credit Facility from $750 million to $1.0 billion under favorable terms for THOR. "Consistent with our stated capital allocation priorities, we expect to remain focused on paying down our outstanding debt balances from future net cash generated from operations," said Colleen Zuhl, THOR Industries' Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer.

				8/30/21		8/30/21		Sunny Day Group LLC (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corporation, the US based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services, has acquired Sunny Day Group LLC, the local provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Southern HVAC Corporation is a portfolio company of MSouth Equity Partners.

				8/20/21		8/20/21		ECR International, Inc. (100% Stake)		TerraVest Industries Inc.				TerraVest Industries Inc, the listed Canada based provider of fabrication products and services to the oil and gas industry, has acquired ECR International Inc, the United States based HVAC manufacturer from BDR Thermea Group BV, the Netherlands based heating system manufacturer and contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/16/21		8/16/21		T&O Refrigeration, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the portfolio company of Ares Management LLC, has acquired T&O Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/15/21		8/15/21		Level Home Services Inc.		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, a portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC, has acquired Level Home Services Inc., the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and plumbing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/15/21		8/15/21		SolvIt Home Services		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, the portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC, has acquired SolvIt Home Services, the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and plumbing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/6/21		8/6/21		Boothe's Heating, Air & Plumbing		Wrench Group Inc.				Wrench Group, a Marietta, Georgia-based home repair, replacement and maintenance services business backed by Leonard Green, has acquired Hollywood, Maryland-based Boothe’s Heating, Air & Plumbing.

Boothe’s was founded in 1993 and provides a wide array of services for homeowners in southern Maryland. The firm has 115 employees.

Press release:

Wrench Group, LLC [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=Wrench+Group%2C+LLC&esheet=52472889&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=64032d35780a195914899fb65f56dc6f&newsitemid=20210806005343&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wrenchgroup.com%2F] (“Wrench”), a national leader in home services, announced that Boothe’s Heating, Air & Plumbing [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=Boothe%26%238217%3Bs+Heating%2C+Air+%26amp%3B+Plumbing&esheet=52472889&id=smartlink&index=2&lan=en-US&md5=95d176aeb718de9eaf61163b4e710197&newsitemid=20210806005343&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.boothehvac.com%2F], based in Hollywood, Md., has joined the company’s family of regional brands. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction expands the Wrench Group presence into the Mid-Atlantic region. Boothe’s was founded in 1993 and provides a wide array of services for homeowners in southern Maryland, including heating, air conditioning, indoor air quality, plumbing and drains.

“Boothe’s has built a reputation of outstanding customer service and rapid response from certified technicians over their nearly three decades in business,” said Ken Haines, Wrench Group CEO. “Their track record of growth is a perfect match for Wrench Group as we move into the mid-Atlantic for the first time.”

“Joining the Wrench Group family is a major milestone for us, as they embody the same values of excellence that I founded our business upon,” said Wayne Boothe, president and owner of Boothe’s. “Wrench’s technology and operations support will enable us to grow more efficiently while providing the same high level of service that our customers have come to rely on.”

Boothe’s will retain its local leadership and management, and continue to operate under its current brand. They currently have over 115 team members and serve approximately 25,000 clients across southern Maryland, with a service area that spans from the southeast Washington D.C. suburbs to Point Lookout, from the Potomac River across to the Chesapeake Bay.

Source Link:

Wrench Group Inc. press release, 06 August 2021 [https://www.wrenchgroup.com/articles/wrench-group-expands-to-midwest-through-partnership-with-williams-comfort-air-of-indianapolis-partner-brands-in-louisville-and-cincinnati-2/]

				8/4/21		8/4/21		Grogg's Home Services (100% Stake)		NearU HVAC Services				NearU Services ("NearU"), a founder-led premier home services platform, today announced the acquisition of Grogg's Home Services ("Grogg's" or the "Company"), a well-established home services provider with locations in Parkersburg and Clarksburg, West Virginia. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/2/21		8/2/21		Wittichen Supply Company		Gryphon Investors Inc				Wittichen Supply Company, a Birmingham, Alabama-based wholesale heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts and supplies distributor, has been acquired by Gryphon Investors, a private equity firm. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

This represents the second investment closed by Gryphon's Heritage Fund, a new small-cap fund launched by Gryphon in 2020.

Gryphon was advised by legal counsel Kirkland & Ellis and financial advisor Lincoln International. Uplift Partners served as the exclusive financial advisor to Wittichen Supply Company, and Maynard Cooper Gale served as legal counsel.

Wittichen Supply Company has 25 locations. Gryphon makes equity investments of USD 50m to USD 300m in companies with enterprise values of USD 100m to USD 600m.



Press release:

Gryphon Investors ("Gryphon"), a leading middle-market private equity firm, today announced that it has acquired Wittichen Supply Company ("Wittichen" or the "Company"), a wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in the Southeastern United States. This represents the second investment closed by Gryphon's Heritage Fund, a new small-cap fund offering launched by Gryphon in 2020. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1914 and headquartered in Birmingham, AL, Wittichen provides best-in-class parts, supplies, and customer service, distributing products from more than 500 leading HVAC/R manufacturers. With 25 locations, the Company is the industry leader in Alabama, and has a growing presence in the Florida panhandle as well as western Georgia. With a loyal technician customer base, the Company maintains long-standing relationships with leading HVAC/R manufacturers and vendors, including Rheem, Chemours, Fujitsu, Nu-Calgon, and Emerson Climate Technologies.

Keith Stimson, Deal Partner and Head of the Heritage Fund Team at Gryphon, said, "Our investment in Wittichen is testament to Gryphon's Heritage Fund strategy, which leverages Gryphon's sector initiative strategy and focuses on partnering with market leaders with sustainable differentiation. We expect to make future investments to develop a strong platform across the Sun Belt."

General Manager Charles Herring, who has been with Wittichen for 48 years, will become President of the Company, and will continue to work closely with the existing management team. Gryphon has also appointed several executive advisors with deep HVAC/R OEM manufacturing and industrial distribution experience to the Company's Board of Directors.

Craig Nikrant, Gryphon Operating Partner on the Heritage Fund Team, said, "Wittichen is a 100-year-old brand with a strong culture and exceptionally loyal employee and customer base. We look forward to partnering and supporting the Wittichen management team in their next phase of growth by leveraging Gryphon's in-house Operations Resource Group and Human Capital Team to enable further investment in its business and employees."

Mr. Herring commented, "We are excited to welcome and partner with the Gryphon team as we build on our recent growth and look to the future. We are experiencing steady demand for product repair, maintenance, and improvement, and we expect that demand to continue in a post COVID-19 environment that is driving greater need for high-quality, safe air filtration. We look forward to servicing our existing and new customers with the same great team, supported by the added resources provided by our new partner."

David Henderson, outgoing President of Wittichen, added, "My goal is to leave the Company, our employees, customers, and suppliers in the best hands, and I feel confident that we have found the best partner in Gryphon. Our business has been built on providing a premium service and customer experience and that will not change. Gryphon's financial resources and operational know-how will be invaluable as Wittichen builds on its geographic expansion and continues to look for the most innovative ways to serve our loyal customers."

Gryphon was advised by legal counsel Kirkland & Ellis and financial advisor Lincoln International. Uplift Partners served as the exclusive financial advisor to Wittichen Supply Company, and Maynard Cooper Gale served as legal counsel.

Source Link:

Gryphon Investors Inc press release, 02 August 2021 [https://www.gryphon-inv.com/news-article/gryphon-investors-acquires-wittichen-supply-company/]

				8/2/21				Heritage Distribution Holdings		Gryphon Investors Inc		-		Wittichen Supply Company Inc. distributes heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) parts, equipment, and supplies to HVAC/R contractors in the Southeastern United States. It offers its products for residential and commercial applications. The company was founded in 1914 and is based in Birmingham, Alabama. It operates stores in Alabama, Georgia, and Florida.

				8/1/21		Pending		Roth Zachry Heating, Inc.		Turnpoint Services, LLC				Turnpoint Services, LLC, a portfolio company of OMERS Private Equity Inc, has agreed to acquire Roth Zachry Heating, Inc., the US-based provider of US-based provider of plumbing, electrical & HVAC services.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

				7/28/21		8/30/21		Friedrich Air Conditioning Co., Ltd.		Rheem Manufacturing Company Inc				Rheem, an Atlanta, Georgia-based HVAC equipment maker has acquired Friedrich Air Conditioning, a San Antonio, Texas-based air conditioning and related products manufacturer, from Monomoy Capital Partners.

Financial terms were not disclosed.

Lazard Middle Market LLC served as financial advisor to Friedrich Air Conditioning.

KeyBanc Capital Markets advised the Board of Managers of Friedrich.

Baker & McKenzie LLP served as legal counsel and Alvarez & Marsal Transaction Advisory Group served as accounting advisor to Friedrich Air Conditioning.

Friedrich Air Conditioning has between 201 to 500 employees, as per its LinkedIn profile.

Press release:

Monomoy Capital Partners, a middle-market private investment firm focused on operational value creation, has sold Friedrich Air Conditioning to Rheem, a global manufacturer of HVAC equipment, water heaters, boilers and commercial refrigeration solutions. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1883, Friedrich manufactures room air conditioning, dehumidification and air purification products for residential and commercial applications. Friedrich is among industry leaders in high-end air conditioning solutions for single room use in lodging, commercial and multi-family sectors. The company is based in San Antonio, Texas with manufacturing operations in Monterrey, Mexico and distribution centers in Texas and New Jersey.

Monomoy acquired Friedrich in February of 2017 with the goal of investing in new product development, upgrading and professionalizing the company’s systems and talent, and diversifying the business into the fast-growing commercial, lodging and multi-family sectors. Over the four and a half years of Monomoy ownership, Friedrich implemented a wide-ranging value creation program to improve cash flow, maximize profitability, execute a growth plan and position the business for sale to a strategic buyer.

Monomoy Managing Director Jaime Forsyth remarked, “Friedrich’s stellar brand reputation, comprehensive product offering and innovative product developments resulted in tremendous growth under our ownership. We are proud of the work that management accomplished to enhance the company’s core business systems while implementing strategic initiatives to grow into new, higher-margin end markets.”

The sale of Friedrich is the latest in a string of successful exits for Monomoy, which sold its majority stake in West Marine, Inc. to consumer product sponsor L Catterton in June [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=West+Marine%2C+Inc.+to+consumer+product+sponsor+L+Catterton+in+June&esheet=52483171&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=42f23f8cd866f98a14be1508801bba66&newsitemid=20210830005066&url=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.mcpfunds.com%2Fnews%2Fmonomoy-capital-partners-agrees-to-sell-west-marine-inc].

“The world-class investing and operating talent at Monomoy provided strategic direction and operating resources to navigate the most challenging of times while positioning our business for future growth and success,” explained Friedrich’s Chief Executive Officer Chuck Campbell. “Because of this support, we have consistently grown our top and bottom lines while also reshaping our commercial outlook and plans to continue scaling our business.”

Monomoy acquired Friedrich through its second private equity vehicle, Monomoy Capital Partners II, L.P., a $420 million fund raised in 2011.

Jim Reilly and Dave Hallett of Lazard Middle Market LLC served as financial advisor to Friedrich with respect to the transaction. TJ Monico of KeyBanc Capital Markets, Inc. advised the Board of Managers of Friedrich. Darcy Down and J. Brooke Mestre of Baker & McKenzie LLP served as legal counsel to the company. Christian Mangelsen of Alvarez & Marsal Transaction Advisory Group, LLC served as accounting advisor of the company.

				7/27/21		Pending		Reedy Industries Inc.		Partners Group Holding AG				PE firm Audax Private Equity has signed an agreement to sell Reedy Industries, a Deerfield, Illinois-based HVAC, plumbing and building controls services firm, to peer Partners Group.

Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.

Audax invested in Reedy in 2019. It has completed 15 add-on acquisitions since the PE investment.

Truist acted as advisor and Kirkland & Ellis as lawyer to Audax and Reedy on the deal.

Press release:

Audax Private Equity (“Audax”) today announced that it has signed a definitive agreement to sell Reedy Industries (“Reedy” or the “Company”), a leading provider of commercial heating, ventilation and air conditioning (“HVAC”), to Partners Group, acting on behalf of its clients. Audax will continue to be an investor in the Company and remain on the Company’s board of directors. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1930, Reedy Industries serves commercial, industrial, and municipal buildings in the United States through its HVAC services, mechanical building automation, controls, and energy solutions. With 9,000 customers and nearly 5,000 preventative maintenance contracts, Reedy helps its customers reduce maintenance costs, optimize asset performance and improve energy efficiency to create healthier, more cost-effective environments. Through an active expansion strategy led by Reedy’s highly experienced management team, the company expanded into a multi-regional platform serving the Midwest, Mountain West, South, and Southeast regions.

Since Audax’ investment in 2019, Reedy has undergone a period of growth and transformation, which included:

 * Completing 15 add-on acquisitions to date to create a multi-regional commercial HVAC and building controls platform diversified across end-markets, customers, geographies, and service lines;
 * Building a world-class management team; and
 * Investing in technology and infrastructure to support the company’s long-term growth.

Don Bramley, Managing Director at Audax, said, “The Reedy team has built an exceptionally strong business. We are proud to have partnered with management and supported the company’s growth during this pivotal time. We strongly believe Reedy is setting the standard for premier commercial and industrial building services and wish Joe and the entire Reedy team continued success on their next phase of growth with Partners Group.”

Joe Kirmser, CEO of Reedy Industries, said, “The Audax team has been an incredible partner over the past two years. With their support we have executed numerous add-on acquisitions to further our mission of providing high-quality service to our customers, and, we believe, position Reedy for sustainable, long-term growth. We are thankful for Audax’ partnership, which has been instrumental in driving our geographic expansion, and look forward to continuing to execute on our strategy alongside Partners Group.”

Truist served as financial advisor and Kirkland & Ellis served as legal advisor to Audax and Reedy.

Source Link:

Audax Private Equity Group press 27 July 2021 [https://www.audaxprivateequity.com/news/audax-private-equity-to-sell-reedy-industries-to-partners-group]

				7/27/21		7/27/21		HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd		Exchanger Industries Limited				Exchanger Industries Limited has acquired HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd, the UK-based specialist supplier of heat exchangers, from S E Pither, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition provides Exchanger with immediate access to a cost-effective global footprint with scalable hubs in both India and Spain, and a combined portfolio of anti-fouling technologies that enhances differentiation and acts as a unique platform to create value for customers.

HRS Heat Exchangers had reported revenues of GBP 35.27m with a net profit of GBP 1.54m for the year ended 31 December 2019.

Source Links:

HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd press release, 27 July 2021 [https://www.hrs-heatexchangers.com/news/hrs-heat-exchangers-acquired-by-exchanger-industries-limited/]

Exchanger Industries Limited press release, 27 July 2021 [https://www.exchangerindustries.com/exchanger-industries-limited-acquires-hrs-heat-exchangers/]

				7/20/21		Pending		LSB Industries Inc		Eldridge Industries, LLC		$   300.0		Eldridge Industries, LLC has agreed to acquire LSB Industries Inc, the US-based company making a wide variety of chemicals (including nitric acid) and climate-control products.

The consideration is USD 300m based on offer price of USD 6.16 per share. The transaction values LSB at USD 645.587m including debt. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions, including receipt of stockholder approval from the holders of a majority of the shares of our outstanding common stock not held by Eldridge or any of its affiliates.

				7/12/21		7/12/21		Capstone Mechanical, LP		Reedy Industries Inc.				Audax Private Equity Group portfolio company Reedy Industries Inc. has acquired Capstone Mechanical, LP.

Capstone is the thirteenth strategic add-on acquisition for Reedy Industries since 2019.

Company

Located in the US, Capstone is a hvac and plumbing services firm.

Source Link:

Reedy Industries Inc. press release, 12 July 2021 [https://reedyindustries.com/news/growing-hvac-plumbing-and-building-controls-platform-expands-2/]

				7/6/21		7/6/21		Air Comm Corporation		Arcline Investment Management LP				Arcline Investment Management LP has acquired a majority stake in Air Comm Corporation.

The investment values Air Comm at USD 250m.

Company
Headquartered in Westminster, Colorado, Air Comm manufactures bleed air heaters and vapor-cycle air conditioners for aerospace industry.

Source Link:

Arcline Investment Management LP press release, 06 July 2021 [https://arcline.com/press-release/arcline-investment-management-invests-in-air-comm-corporation/]

				7/2/21				Lathrop-Trotter LLC		Koch Air, LLC		-		Lathrop-Trotter LLC distributes industrial and commercial HVAC products in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, and Wyoming. It offers industrial boilers, such as stock, steam, hot water, firetube, water tube, electric, high efficiency, and heat recovery boilers. The company also provides industrial burners industrial fans and blowers, air handling equipment, turbines, and utility power equipment. The company was founded in 1922 and is based in Cincinnati, Ohio. As of July 2, 2021, Lathrop-Trotter LLC operates as a subsidiary of Koch Air, LLC.

				7/1/21		7/1/21		Sapelec (100% Stake)		Existing Management				The management buyout group has acquired Sapelec, the French manufacturer of industrial process control equipment has acquired the company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/30/21		8/3/21		Global HVAC & Automation Inc.		Kontrol Technologies Corp.		$   7.3		Kontrol Technologies [NEO:KNR], a Toronto, Ontario-based developer of cloud-based and SaaS technology for smart buildings, has acquired Global HVAC & Automation for USD 7.25m

Kontrol anticipates full year revenue for 2021 will be in the USD 38m range up from USD 13m in 2020 and anticipated 2021 Adjusted EBITDA of USD 3.7m.

Press release:

Kontrol Technologies Corp. (NEO: KNR) (OTCQB: KNRLF) (FSE: 1K8) ("Kontrol" or the "Company"), a leader in smart building technologies announces the completion of the acquisition (see prior release dated June 30th, 2021) of Global HVAC & Automation Inc. ("Global") and a record revenue order book of $155 million.

"We are excited to complete such a significant acquisition, which adds substantial new revenues and the largest consolidated revenue order book in our operating history," said Paul Ghezzi, CEO of Kontrol. "This acquisition brings with it an impressive roster of new customers and technical capabilities, which we believe should create many potential lucrative cross-selling opportunities. As such, the acquisition of Global has the potential to drive significant growth and scale for Kontrol over the long term. With a consolidated revenue order book of $155 million, we are well poised for our next stage of growth."

Corporate Outlook

Kontrol anticipates full year revenue for 2021 will be in the $38 million range up from $13million in 2020 and anticipated 2021 Adjusted EBITDA* of $3.7 Million.

For 2022 Kontrol anticipates revenues in the range of $65 to $70 million and Adjusted EBITDA* in the range of $4.5 to $4.8 million.

The Importance of HVAC Systems and Automation for Smart Buildings

Global provides integrated installations of complex heating, cooling, ventilation and building automation systems to its customers.

Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems can account for up to 70% of overall energy consumption in commercial buildings. Efficient and smart HVAC systems can drive important intelligence and improvements to make buildings more sustainable, profitable and healthier.

Kontrol already provides its customers with a growing suite of Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud-based technology to optimize heating, cooling, and ventilation, as well as overall energy management and emission reduction. Kontrol specializes in the provision of real-time monitoring, asset optimization, data analytics, and enhanced facility management. This is driven by Kontrol's smart-learning software platform, which provides the Company with a crucial competitive edge.

Global's service offering complements Kontrol's existing product portfolio neatly. The combination of the two is expected to create significant growth opportunities over the coming years.

Acquisition Synergies

Global has traditionally focused on larger projects, with one-time project revenues. A small percentage of its overall business is in recurring service and asset maintenance. Global will operate as a subsidiary of Kontrol with its current management team in place. Kontrol will seek to grow Global's recurring revenues through vertical integration with its current software and ongoing service agreements.

Software

Kontrol's SmartSite platform integrates into building automation systems and provides a data analysis, reporting and smart learning algorithms to drive improvements in overall energy management and sustainability. Kontrol will integrate its facility management with the Global project platform to drive software revenues.

Service

Kontrol operates a facility management platform with ongoing and recurring revenues to manage energy assets and optimize them for performance. Kontrol will integrate its facility management with the Global project platform to drive service revenues.

Building Automation Installations

Currently Global outsources building automation improvements to third party contractors. Kontrol will internalize building automation installations.

Cost Reductions

Kontrol will work diligently to reduce costs by reducing duplication of staff and focusing on in house project capabilities to drive full vertical integration across its customer base.

Kontrol BioCloud

BioCloud can be integrated into each HVAC installation delivered by Global to provide real-time monitoring for virus and pathogens.

Transaction Details

Pursuant to the agreement, Kontrol has acquired all the outstanding shares of Global HVAC & Automation Inc. for the purchase price of $7.25 Million and any additional contingent performance-based consideration. The purchase price is subject to adjustments for working capital balances at closing date. The purchase price is settled by the following consideration: (i) $3.5 million in cash on the closing, subject to customary post closing adjustments and reconciliations; (ii) $3.5 million Vendor Take Back at 3% annual interest rate with bullet repayment at the end of 3 years from the closing date (iii) a vendor performance payment equal to 45% of adjusted 3 years cumulative earnings after-tax in excess of $4.5 million.

				6/30/21		6/30/21		Plumbing Heating Paramedics		Threshold Brands				The Riverside Company backed portfolio company, Threshold Brands, has acquired Plumbing Heating Paramedics, from Ryan Carpenter.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Based in Noblesville, Indiana, Plumbing Heating Paramedics is the US-Based company engaged in providing engaged in HVAC system repairs, HVAC system replacements, plumbing system repairs and recurring maintenance.

Source Links:

The Riverside Company press release, 30 June 2021 [https://www.riversidecompany.com/currents/to-the-rescue-riverside-s-threshold-brands-acquires-plumbing-heating-paramedics/]

Jones Day press release, June 2021 [https://www.jonesday.com/en/practices/experience/2021/06/riverside-acquires-plumbing-heating-paramedics]

				6/23/21		6/23/21		Refrigeration Sales Corporation		Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC				Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in Refrigeration Sales Corporation.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company
Headquartered in Valley View, Refrigeration Sales Corporation is a distributor of heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, parts and supplies.

				6/23/21				Refrigeration Sales Company LLC		Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC		-		Refrigeration Sales Company LLC, trading as Refrigeration Sales Corporation, distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and refrigeration equipment, parts, and supplies in Ohio and Western Pennsylvania. It provides support services, such as technical support, sales and marketing support, training and education, delivery, after-sales services, maintenance, and reclamations. Refrigeration Sales Company LLC was formerly known as Refrigeration Sales Corporation of Cleveland and changed its name to Refrigeration Sales Company LLC in June 2021. The company was incorporated in 1945 and is based in Valley View, Ohio.

				6/11/21		6/11/21		Temperature Control, Inc.		Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc.				Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc. (AWHAP), the portfolio company of Dubin Clark & Company, Inc., has acquired Temperature Control, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Company

Headquartered in Woodland Hills, California and founded in 1987, Temperature Control is a provider of HVAC installation and replacement services for residential customers.

Source Link:

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 11 June 2021 [https://dubinclark.com/dubin-clark-portfolio-affordable-water-heaters-and-plumbing-acquires-temperature-control-inc/]

				6/9/21		6/9/21		Moncrief Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Grove Mountain Partners, LLC backed Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC has acquired Moncrief Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc., the US-based company engaged in providing HVAC maintenance and installation solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/9/21		6/9/21		Werley Heating & Air Conditioning Co.		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Grove Mountain Partners, LLC backed Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC has acquired Werley Heating & Air Conditioning Co., the US-based company providing heating and air conditioning solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/7/21		6/7/21		ACR Supplies Ltd		DiversiTech Corporation				DiversiTech Corp, the United States based provider of engineered aftermarket parts and components used in the repair, replacement and installation of residential HVACR systems and a portfolio company of Permira Ltd, has acquired ACR Supplies Limited, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration ancillaries.
The terms of the deal were undisclosed.
DiversiTech Corp is a portfolio company of Permira.

				6/7/21		6/7/21		Marks Supply, Inc		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC a portfolio company of Ridgemont Equity Partners has acquired Marks Supply, Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Marks Supply, Inc. is a Canada-based provider of HVAC, plumbing, hydronic, and pipe, valves, and fittings products.

Source Links:

Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 07 June 2021 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/munchs-supply-acquires-ontario-based-marks-supply/]

				6/7/21				Marks Supply Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		Marks Supply Inc. engages in the distribution of plumbing, pipe, valves, fittings, hydronics, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. It offers plumbing products, such as bath and showers, bidets, drinking fountains, wash fountains, lavatories, toilets and toilet seats, sinks and faucets, flush valves, water dispensers, water treatment, pumps, tanks, water heaters, tankless water heaters, tools, and repair parts; and P.V.F. products, including backflow prevention, brass, copper, MJ/cast iron, plastic, steel, and stainless steel products, valves, and fittings. The company also provides boilers, water heaters, pumps, valves, radiant heating products, venting products, pipes, regulators, components, regulators, and components; and press systems, tappan dealerships, and spiral ducts for Commercial HVAC. In addition, it offers HVAC products, which include IAQ products, sheet metal products, furnaces, air conditioners, unit heaters, radiant heaters, controls, unit heaters, radiant heaters, refrigerant, and refrigerant reclaims; and fasteners, chemical and compounds, solder, and hand tools. Further, the company provides hydronics and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning design services, such as heat-loss/gain calculations, equipment sizing, duct and ventilation design, stamped designs for building permits, site visits and budget quotes, in-floor heating layouts, boiler piping schematics, snowmelt systems, and HVAC and hydronics equipment. The company was incorporated in 1962 and is based in Kitchener, Canada. It has additional offices in Guelph, Brantford, Burlington, Niagara Falls, London, Windsor, Mississauga, and Vaughan, Canada. As of June 7, 2021, Marks Supply Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Munch's Supply LLC.

				6/3/21		6/3/21		CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment Ltd.		The Arcticom Group, LLC				Arcticom Group, a Walnut Creek, California-based commercial refrigeration and HVAC services consolidator, has acquired Canada-based CT Control Temp, IHM Mechanical and CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment.

CT Control and IHM Mechanical are located in Vancouver, and CTR Refrigeration serves Calgary and Edmonton.

This news service reported [https://www.mergermarket.com/intelligence/view/2906553] in 2019 that Arcticom hopes to expand its reach and revenue through additional acquisitions.

Press release:

The Arcticom Group (TAG) [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=The+Arcticom+Group+%28TAG%29&esheet=52440095&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=37fd3922022299cef8ffe6e03da00ac5&newsitemid=20210603005838&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thearcticomgroup.com%2F], a leading North American provider of refrigeration and mechanical services, announces its international expansion into the Canadian HVACR market with acquisitions that add three established and successful brands to the company’s broad geographic operations.

CT Control Temp Ltd. and IHM Mechanical Ltd., located in Vancouver, BC, and CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment Ltd. that serves Calgary and Edmonton are TAG’s newest additions. Financial terms of the deals were not disclosed.

“The addition of CT, IHM & CTR substantially advance The Arcticom Group as an elite specialty mechanical services company by bringing together the market leaders in western Canada with TAG’s existing, loyal client base across the western and southern US. These substantial additions give us access to the growing Canadian market with full design build capability and a reputation for delivering exceptional customer experiences in all aspects of commercial HVACR service and installation,” noted Jim Pape, CEO of The Arcticom Group.

John Devita, CT CEO stated, “We are excited and look forward to being part of The Arcticom Group. I believe our combined systems and HVACR industry knowledge will benefit current and future clients across the border for many years.”

Dean Gabriele, President of CT and IHM, added: “Becoming part of the TAG family of companies gives our business and our people the opportunity to continue to grow.”

CTR President, Stacey Lauer concluded, “We are proud to be joining forces with an enterprise that takes customer success as seriously as we do.”

Through its growing family of HVACR companies, TAG provides a wide variety of commercial refrigeration services including preventative maintenance, repair, installation, renovation, new system engineering and design, energy optimization and refrigerant management programs.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 03 June 2021 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/three-new-partners-in-canada/]

				6/3/21		6/3/21		Green Air Care		Granite Comfort		$   16.0		Granite Comfort, a portfolio company of Tiger Infrastructure Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Green Air Care, the US-based company engaged in providing ventilation and heating services, for a consideration of USD 16m.

As part of the transaction, Green Air Care will join Granite Comfort’s Dallas-based Frymire Home Services.

Previous Funding

In 2019, Tiger Infrastructure Partners formed Granite Comfort.

Source Link:

Granite Comfort press release, 03 June 2021 [https://granitecomfort.com/granite-comfort-expands-footprint-to-chicagoland-with-acquisition-of-green-air-care/]

Baker McKenzie press release, 09 June 2021 [https://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/newsroom/2021/06/granite-comfort-acquires-green-air-care]

				6/1/21		6/1/21		American Heating Company Inc (100% Stake)		Enerquip LLC				Enerquip LLC, the United States based designer and fabricator of stainless-steel heat exchangers and sanitary vessels has acquired American Heating Company Inc, the local provider of industrial heating equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/31/21		5/31/21		Gagnon & Associates Inc		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group L.P. has acquired Gagnon & Associates Inc, a Canada-based company specializing in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

The Master Group L.P. press release, 31 May 2021 [https://www.master.ca/en/press_releases/the-master-group-acquires-ontario-firm-gagnon-associates-inc-]

				5/26/21		5/26/21		Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Morgan Stanley Private Equity				Morgan Stanley Private Equity along with management of Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. has acquired the company from Dubin Clark & Company, Inc., in a management buyout transaction.

The financial terms of transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Headquartered in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, Sila Heating & Air Conditioning is engaged in providing HVAC services.

Source Link:

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 26 May 2021
[https://dubinclark.com/dubin-clark-completes-sale-of-hvac-platform-sila-heating-air/]

Debevoise & Plimpton LLP press release, 26 May 2021 [https://www.debevoise.com/news/2021/05/debevoise-advises-morgan-stanley-capital]

				5/24/21		7/1/21		Bacharach, Inc.		MSA Safety Incorporated		$   337.0		FFL Partners LP has agreed to sell its portfolio company, Bacharach, Inc. to MSA Safety Incorporated, for a consideration of USD 337m.

The transaction is expected to be funded through a combination of long-term fixed rate debt and variable senior revolving incremental borrowings with an after-tax cost of less than two percent. As part of the transaction, MSA amended and extended its credit facilities to increase borrowing capacity.

The acquisition is expected to be accretive to MSA's earnings, margins and cash flow in the first full year of ownership. It includes adjusted earnings accretion of USD 0.10 - USD 0.15 per share in the second half of 2021 and USD 0.25 - USD 0.35 per share for the full year of 2022.

The transaction is expected to close in early July 2021, subject to receipt of regulatory approvals and satisfaction of other customary closing conditions.

Company
Based in New Kensington, Pennsylvania, Bacharach is a company engaged in the design, manufacture and service of gas detection, monitoring and analysis instrumentation for the HVAC and refrigeration industries.

The company reported revenue of approximately USD 70m and employs 200 people across four locations in the U.S., Canada and Ireland.

UPDATE 01 July 2021: The transaction is completed.

Source Links:

MSA Safety Incorporated press release, 24 May 2021 [https://investors.msasafety.com/news-releases/news-release-details/msa-safety-expand-gas-detection-business-acquisition-bacharach]

Bacharach, Inc. press release, 24 May 2021 [https://www.mybacharach.com/msa-safety-acquires-bacharach-inc/]

FFL Partners LP press release, 24 May 2021 [https://www.fflpartners.com/msa-safety-to-expand-gas-detection-business-with-acquisition-of-bacharach-inc]

MSA Safety Incorporated press release, 01 July 2021 [https://investors.msasafety.com/news-releases/news-release-details/msa-safety-completes-acquisition-bacharach-inc-leader-heating]

				5/20/21		5/20/21		Thermal Resource Sales, Inc.; Supermarket Environment Services Co.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC, has acquired Thermal Resource Sales, Inc., and Supermarket Environment Services Co. (together TRS-SESCO), the US-based providers of commercial and industrial HVAC and energy solutions.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 20 May 2021 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-trs-sesco/]

				5/19/21		5/19/21		Dial Plumbing and Air Conditioning Inc.		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners' portfolio company Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Dial Plumbing and Air Conditioning, a US-based provider of residential and light commercial plumbing, heating, air conditioning, ventilation and gas services.

The financial terms of the trasnaction are not disclosed.

				5/13/21		5/13/21		Sturm Heating Inc.		The SEER Group LLC				The SEER Group LLC has acquired Sturm Heating Inc, the US-based company providing equipment and repair related services for heating, air conditioning, electrical, and water heater needs of residential and commercial customers, for an undisclosed consideration.

				5/12/21		5/12/21		UV Resources, LLC		Madison Industries				Madison Industries has acquired UV Resources, LLC, the US-based manufacturer of Ultraviolet-C disinfection and HVAC efficiency products, for an undisclosed consideration.

Pursuant to the transaction, UVR will be a division within Madison’s Indoor Air Quality segment.

Source Link:

FocalPoint Partners, LLC press release, 12 May 2021 [https://focalpointllc.com/uv-resources-madison-industries/]

				5/11/21		5/7/21		Acme Refrigeration of Baton Rouge, LLC		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc. has acquired Acme Refrigeration of Baton Rouge, LLC, the US-based distributor of air conditioning, heating and refrigeration products, for an undisclosed consideration.

Acme Refrigeration has reported an annual turnover of USD 60m in 2020.

Source Link:

https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=58563https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=58563Watsco, Inc. press release, 11 May 2021
[https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-acquisition-acme-refrigeration]

				5/4/21		5/4/21		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated (100% Stake)		The Riverside Company				Riverside Co, the private equity firm has acquired Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States-based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/4/21		5/4/21		Custom Air Products & Services, Inc.		Airxcel, Inc.				L Catterton Management Limited's portfolio company, Airxcel, Inc. has acquired Custom Air Products & Services, Inc., the US-based commercial and industrial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) manufacturing and service company, for an undisclosed consideration.

In March 2018, L Catterton had acquired Airxcel from One Rock Capital Partners, LLC for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Airxcel, Inc. press release, 04 May 2021 [https://www.airxcel.com/news/2021/05/04/airxcel-acquires-custom-air-products-services]

				4/30/21		4/30/21		Primex - HVAC Venting Products		Menzies Metal Products		$   5.7		Menzies Metal Products has acquired Primex - HVAC Venting Products, a Canada-based company which designs and builds HVAC Venting solutions, from Primex Manufacturing Limited for a consideration of CAD 7m.

				4/29/21		4/29/21		Larry & Sons		Len The Plumber, LLC				Len The Plumber, LLC, a portfolio company of Thompson Street Capital Partners LP has acquired Larry & Sons. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company

Based in Maryland, USA, Larry & Sons is a full-service residential plumbing and HVAC company.

Source Link:

Thompson Street Capital Partners LP press release, 29 April 2021 [https://www.tscp.com/press-release/thompson-street-capital-partners-portfolio-company-len-the-plumber-acquires-larry-sons-plumbing-heating-services/]

				4/28/21		4/21/21		Mission Plumbing Heating & Cooling LLC		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners' portfolio company Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Mission Plumbing Heating & Cooling LLC, the US-based company engaged in providing HAV, plumbing and heating solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transition will enhance business operations and provide growth and expansion opportunities.

				4/19/21		Pending		Melrose Plc (Nortek Air Management business)		Madison Industries		$   3,646.0		Madison Industries has agreed to acquire Nortek Air Management business of Melrose Plc, comprising of Nortek Global HVAC and Air Quality & Home Solutions segments., for a cash consideration of GBP 2.62bn.

The transaction is subject to approval from shareholders of Melrose, approval from antitrust authorities and other customary closing conditions. The transaction is expected to complete in the second or third quarter of 2021.

Source Links:

Melrose Plc press release, 19 April 2021 [https://www.melroseplc.net/media/announcements/2021/proposed-disposal-of-nortek-air-management-for-3625-billion/]

Madison Industries press release, 19 April 2021 [https://madison.net/madison-industries-agrees-to-acquire-nortek-air-to-bolster-indoor-air-quality-offering/]

Madison Industries stock exchange announcement, 19 April 2021 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/MRO/proposed-disposal-of-nortek-air-management/14941834]

				4/19/21		4/19/21		Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd. (30% Stake)		Carrier Global Corporation		$   46.1		Carrier Global Corporation has agreed to acquire 30% stake in Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd, a China-based company engaged in the commercial air-conditioning business from Chigo Holding Limited.

Terms: The consideration for the transaction is CNY 300m.

Conditions:

 * Carrier 's 70% stake acquisition in Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd from GW Group.
 * Customary closing conditions and regulatory sanctions.
 * Other necessary conditions.

Background:

 * Carrier will also acquire other subsidiaries of Guangdong Giwee Group Co., Ltd. - namely Guangdong Giwee Technology Co., Ltd. and Guangdong Giwee electronic commerce Co., Ltd.
 * Chigo Heating reported net profit of CNY 85.664m and CNY 31.799m for the year ended 31 December 2019 and 2020, respectively

UPDATED 19 April 2021: completed

Source Links:

Carrier Global Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 19 April 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000095014221001308/eh210145593_8k.htm]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 19 April 2021 [https://www.corporate.carrier.com/news/news-articles/carrier-agrees-to-acquire-guangdong-giwee-group-a-chinabased-hvac-manufacturer.html]

				4/19/21				Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin		Mestek, Inc. (OTCPK:MCCK)		-		As of April 19, 2021, Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin was acquired by Mestek, Inc. Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin comprises HVAC systems for industrial, commercial, and residential spaces. The asset is located in the United States.

				4/15/21		Pending		Titanium Steel & Manufacturing Co Ltd		Koch Chemical Technology Group Saudi Arabia Limited		$   9.7		Koch Chemical Technology Group Saudi Arabia Limited, has agreed to acquire Titanium Steel & Manufacturing Co Ltd, a Saudi Arabia-based company engaged in manufacturing of heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment including ventilation systems, heat exchangers, drums, reactors and evaporators; provides repair and maintenance services, from Saudi Steel Pipe Company, for a cash consideration of USD 9.7m.

The transaction is subject to approval by the General Authority for Competition, and is expected to close within the third quarter of 2021. In 2020, Saudi Steel Pipe has incurred net losses of SAR 34.5m (USD 9.2m) compared with SAR 26.8m (USD 7.15m) in 2019.

				4/15/21		4/15/21		Carolina Air, Inc. Heating & Cooling		NearU HVAC Services				SkyKnight Capital backed NearU Services has acquired Carolina Air, Inc. Heating & Cooling.

The financial terms of transaction are not disclosed. Following the transaction, Carolina Air will continue to operate under its own brand.

Company
Headquartered in Carthage, North Carolina, Carolina Air Heating & Cooling is engaged in providing heating, air purification and air conditioning repair solutions. It currently has 40 employees.

Source Link:

NearU Services press release, 15 April 2021 [https://nearu-services.com/news/nearu-services-continues-strong-momentum-in-north-carolina-through-the-acquisition-of-carolina-air-a-premier-home-services-brand-in-the-broader-raleigh-durham-market]

				4/14/21		4/14/21		API of NH and Delta T		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch’s Supply, an Illinois-based HVAC distributor backed by Ridgemont Equity Partners, has acquired API of NH and Delta T, a New Hampshire-based family owned HVAC distributor. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction includes acquisition of API's eight branches servicing New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine and Vermont.

Source Link:
Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 14 April 2021 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/munchs-supply-acquires-new-hampshire-based-api-of-nh-and-delta-t/]

				4/9/21		5/12/21		Silent-Aire Limited Partnership		Johnson Controls International plc		$   630.0		Johnson Controls International plc has agreed to acquire Silent-Aire Limited Partnership, a Canada-based designer and manufacturer of custom air handlers and modular data centers for hyperscale cloud and colocation providers, for a cash consideration of USD 630m.

Silent-Aire will also receive up to USD 240m as earnout, subject to the achievement of post-closing milestones. The transaction is expected to be immediately accretive and add USD 0.07 to USD 0.09 to FY22 adjusted EPS.

The transaction is expected to close in the fiscal third quarter of 2021, subject to the receipt of regulatory approval and customary closing conditions. Silent-Aire’s revenue for fiscal year 2021 (May) is expected to approximate USD 650m and currently has around 3,000 employees globally.

UPDATE 12 May 2021: The transaction has completed.

Source Links:

Johnson Controls International plc press release, 09 April 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/media-center/news/press-releases/2021/04/09/johnson-controls-agrees-to-acquire-silentaire-to-accelerate-growth-in-hyperscale-data-center-vertica]

Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP press release, 09 April 2021 [https://www.clearygottlieb.com/news-and-insights/news-listing/johnson-controls-to-acquire-silent-aire-for-870-million]

Johnson Controls International plc press release, 12 May 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_in/media-center/news/press-releases/2021/05/12/johnson-controls-completes-acquisition-of-silent-aire]

				4/8/21		4/8/21		Zone Mechanical, LLC		Wind Point Partners, L.P.				Wind Point Partners, L.P. along with the management of Zone Mechanical, LLC, the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC mechanical services to the grocery, convenience store and warehouse industries, have acquired the company, from TJM Capital Partners, for an undisclosed consideration, in a management uyout deal.

Source Links:

Wind Point Partners, L.P. press release, 08 April 2021 [https://www.wppartners.com/overview/wind-point-partners-acquires-zone-mechanical]

NXT Capital, LLC press release, 12 April 2021 [https://www.nxtcapital.com/news/nxt-capital-provides-senior-credit-facility-to-support-wind-point-partners-acquisition-of-zone-mechanical/#0]

Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated press release, April 2021 [https://www.rwbaird.com/ma-transactions/investment-banking/DealCard/5734?utm_source=linkedin&utm_medium=social&utm_content=&utm_campaign=&utm_term=&sf141909978=1]

				4/7/21		4/7/21		Neffsville Plumbing, Heating & Cooling Services		Len The Plumber, LLC				Len The Plumber, LLC, the portfolio company of Thompson Street Capital Partners LP, has acquired Neffsville Plumbing, Heating & Cooling Services.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Company

Headquartered in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Neffsville is a provider of residential plumbing and HVAC full-services.

Source:

Thompson Street Capital Partners LP press release, 07 April 2021 [https://www.tscp.com/press-release/thompson-street-capital-partners-portfolio-company-len-the-plumber-announces-acquisition-of-neffsville-plumbing-heating-services/]

				4/6/21		11/1/20		Wagner Mechanical, Inc		Stan’s Heating & Cooling				Stan’s Heating & Cooling, backed by Treaty Oak Equity LLC has acquired Wagner Mechanical, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company

Located in US,,Wagner Mechanical, Inc. is a heating, plumbing and electrical services company.

				4/2/21		4/14/21		Skydome ; ESSEMES Services		Kingspan Group Plc				Kingspan Group Plc has agreed to acquire Skydome, a France-based company engaged in production of daylighting, ventilation, smoke evacuation, and roofing access systems, and ESSEMES Services, a France-based company engaged in the installation of skylights and the maintenance of fire safety equipment, from SMAC, SAS for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction enables SMAC to concentrate on Travaux, its core business consisting of waterproofing and building envelope solutions. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions. In 2020, Skydome reported revenues of approximately EUR 45m.

SMAC is a portfolio company of OpenGate Capital Management, LLC. SMAC had signed an exclusivity agreement in January 2021.

UPDATE 14 April 2021: The acquisition of Skydome and ESSEMES Services has been completed.

Source Links:

SMAC, SAS press release, 19 January 2021 (French) [https://www.smac-sa.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Communiqu%C3%A9-de-presse-SMAC-c%C3%A8de-son-p%C3%B4le-lanterneaux.19.01.21.pdf]

OpenGate Capital Management, LL press release, 25 January 2021 [https://opengatecapital.com/ogc-news/opengate-capital-portfolio-company-smac-signs-agreement-to-sell-skylights-business-to-kingspan-lightair/]

Kingspan Group Plc stock exchange announcement, 19 February 2021 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/KGP/final-results/14871014]

SMAC, SAS press release, 02 April 2021 (French) [https://www.smac-sa.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CP_SMAC-a-finalis%C3%A9-la-vente-de_SKYDOME_ESSEMES-Service_02.04.21.pdf]

OpenGate Capital Management, LLC press release, 14 April 2021 [https://opengatecapital.com/ogc-news/opengate-capital-portfolio-company-smac-completes-sale-of-skydome-and-essemes-services-businesses-to-kingspan-light-air/]

				3/31/21		3/31/21		Sierra Air Inc		Service Champions, Inc.				Odyssey Investment Partners, LLC-backed Service Champions, Inc. has acquired Sierra Air Inc.

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Sierra's founder Ron Ford has become a shareholder of Service Champions.

Company

Based in Reno, Nevada, Sierra Air Inc is an HVAC home services company.

				3/26/21		3/26/21		Royal Metal Products		Flex-Tek		$   107.6		Flex-Tek, a US-based provider of engineered components that move heat, fluid and gases, has acquired Royal Metal Products, a Temple, Georgia-based manufacturer of residential and light commercial HVAC products

				3/16/21		Pending		Temperature Equipment Corporation		Watsco, Inc.; Carrier Global Corporation				Watsco, Inc. and Carrier Global Corporation (Carrier) Temperature Equipment Corporation (TEC), the US-based distributor of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning equipment and related parts and supplies, for an undisclosed consideration.

As per the terms of the agreement, Watsco and Carrier will own 80% and 20% stake in TEC, respectively. Post-acquisition, TEC will operate as an independent entity

In 2020, TEC reported revenues of USD 291m. TEC serves around 10,000 customers from 32 locations in Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota and Missouri.

Source Links:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 16 March 2021 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-acquire-temperature-equipment-corporation-291-million]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 16 March 2021 [https://ir.carrier.com/node/8996/pdf]

				3/10/21		3/10/21		Hurley & David, Inc.		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				New Mountain Capital, LLC-backed Horizon Services, LLC has agreed to acquire Hurley & David, Inc.

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company

Based in Springfield, Massachusetts, Hurley & David, Inc. is a provider of heating, cooling, and whole-home comfort.

				3/1/21				Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co.		F.W. Webb Company, Inc.		-		Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co. engages in the distribution of plumbing, heating and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. The company is based in Danbury, Connecticut. As of March 1, 2021, Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co. operates as a subsidiary of F.W. Webb Company, Inc.

				2/23/21		2/23/21		Cool Solution Refrigeration Ltd		Johnson Controls, Inc.				Johnson Controls, Inc. (JCI) has acquired Cool Solution Refrigeration Ltd (CSR), an UK-based company engaged in designing, installation and maintenance of air-conditioner and refrigerator, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will increase JCI’s customer base, enhance its operations and strengthen the company’s market position. The transaction will provide growth and expansion opportunities.

CSR had a workforce of 25 employees.

Source Links:

Johnson Controls International plc press release,23 February 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_gb/insights/2021/pr/johnson-controls-acquires-cool-solution]

Johnson Controls International plc press release,03 March 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_gb/-/media/jci/be/united-kingdom/insights/files/pr/cool_solution_acquisition_release_final.pdf]

				2/19/21		2/19/21		Termet S.A.		Ferro Group		$   19.2		Ferro Group, a US based private equity firm specializing in the acquisition of manufacturing and distribution services, acquired Termet S.A., a Poland based manufacturer of HVACR equipment.

				2/17/21		3/1/21		Holyoake Industries Ltd.		Price Industries Limited				Price Industries Limited has agreed to acquire an undisclosed stake in Holyoake Industries Ltd, a New Zealand-based manufacturer of commercial HVAC equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is Price’s first key expansion into New Zealand and Australia, creating an Australasian HVAC powerhouse. Post-acquisition, Holyoake will operate independently under the name ‘Holyoake by Price’. Holyoake currently operates in Australia and New Zealand.

UPDATE 02 March 2021: The acquisition completed on 01 March.

				2/11/21		2/11/21		Adey Innovation LLP		Polypipe Group
(LSE:PLP)		$   290.7		Polypipe Group is a manufactures and sells pressure-rated high density polyethylene pipes aquired ADEY Innovation, a manufacturer and supplier of heating and cooling systems.

				2/8/21		2/8/21		ElitAire, Inc.		Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Applied Americas Inc. has acquired ElitAire, Inc., the US-based company engaged in providing HVAC equipment and building automation control solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/5/21		3/2/21		Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company		Tinicum Incorporated				Tinicum Incorporated has agreed to acquire an undisclosed controlling stake in Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Desloge family shareholders will continue to have minority ownership in Watlow. Watlow will continue to operate from its headquarters in St. Louis, Missouri. The transaction is subject to receipt of customary regulatory approvals.

Company
Headquartered in Saint Louis, Missouri, and founded in 1922, Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company is a company engaged in the design and manufacture of industrial electric heaters, sensors, controllers, and software.

It reported revenues of USD 450m in 2019.

UPDATE 02 March 2021: The transaction has been completed.

Source Links:

Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company press release, 05 February 2021 [https://www.watlow.com/about-watlow/news/tinicum-press-release]

Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company press release, 02 March 2021 [https://www.watlow.com/about-watlow/news/tinicum-lp-acquires-controlling-interest-in-watlow]

				2/3/21		2/3/21		Texas Chiller Systems, LLC		Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.				Jackson Mechanical Service Inc., an Orion Group company backed by Alpine Investors LP has acquired Texas Chiller Systems, LLC.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition is in line with Orion group's strategy of building a national platform by partnering with founder-owned facility services businesses and providing resources to help them in their expansion and growth.

It will also enable TCS to expand its service offerings in San Antonio and also expand its geographic presence to other Texas markets.

Previous Funding
Alpine Investors LP acquired Jackson Mechanical Service Inc. in 2020, which led to the formation of the Orion group.

Company
Headquartered in San Antonio, Texas, and founded in 2006, Texas Chiller Systems, LLC is a provider of commercial HVAC services company.

				2/3/21				Munch's Supply Colorado LLC		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		Munch's Supply Colorado LLC, doing business as C&L Supply HVAC and Plumbing, engages in the distribution of heating and air conditioning equipment, and plumbing products. The company was incorporated in 2021 and is based in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. As of February 3, 2021, Munch's Supply Colorado LLC operates as a subsidiary of Munch's Supply LLC.

				2/3/21		2/3/21		Nordiska Klimatfabriken		Volution Group		$   4.8		Volution Group plc,  a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy efficient indoor air quality solutions, has acquired Nordiska Klimatfabriken AB, a Sweden based manufactuturer of low carbon residential ventilation equipment.

				2/2/21		7/16/21		Enwave Energy Corp. (US business)		Ullico Inc.; QIC Limited		$   950.0		QIC Limited and Ullico Inc. have agreed to acquire the US-based business of Enwave Energy Corp., a Canada based heating and air conditioning services company, from Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P.

Terms:

 * QIC and Ullico will acquire Enwave Energy US for a consideration of approximately USD 950m.
 * Concurrently, Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan Board and IFM Investors have agreed to acquire Enwave’s Canadian business for an estimated consideration of USD 2.9bn.

Rationale:

 * The acquisition will enable QIC to expand its global infrastructure presence to 20 assets in six countries.
 * It will also help Ullico to diversify its portfolio within district energy business.

Expected Completion: The transaction is expected to occur in mid-2021.

Conditions:

 * Regulatory approvals.
 * Customary closing conditions.

Background:

 * Enwave Energy US currently serves over 340 clients and operates in eight cities across eight states, providing energy solutions to more than 400 buildings across universities, school districts and hospitals.
 * In October 2012, Brookfield Asset Management had acquired Enwave Energy Corp., from Borealis Infrastructure Management Inc, for an enterprise value of USD 480m.

UPDATE 16 July 2021: The acquisition of Enwave Energy Corp. has been completed and it will operate under the name CenTrio.

Source Links:

Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://bip.brookfield.com/press-releases/2021/02-02-2021-123147392]

Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P. 8-K form filed with SEC on 02 February 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1406234/000117184321000655/f6k_020221.htm]

 * Press Release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1406234/000117184321000655/exh_991.htm]

Enwave Energy Corp. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.enwave.com/resources/statement-on-ownership-transition/]

Ullico Inc. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.ullico.com/news-item/EnwaveEnergy]

QIC Limited press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.qic.com.au/knowledge-centre/qic-acquires-enwave-energy-us-20210202]

				2/1/21		2/1/21		Wolseley UK Limited		Clayton Dublilier & Rice		$   418.6		Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, a private equity firm focused in the industrial, manufacturing, and IT sectors, acquired Wolseley UK Limited, a leading specialist distributor of plumbing HVACR equipment.

				1/26/21		1/26/21		United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC		SPP Management Services, LLC; Capitala Group; Pareto & Company LLC				SPP Management Services, LLC (Summit Park), Capitala Group and Pareto & Company LLC and along with the management team of United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC (UAT), acquired the company in a management buyout deal.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Summit Park via Summit Park III, L.P. fund lead the majority recapitalization of UAT. The management team included, President Mr. Mike Giordano and CEO Mr. Gabe Ivanescu who was the majority owner of UAT prior to the recapitalization.

The transaction will help in UAT's organic growth, expand the company's geographic reach and pursue future add-on acquisitions

The transaction represents sixth investment in via fund Summit Park III, L.P.

Debt

The transaction was supported through debt financing by Bank of Montreal.

Company

Headquartered in Lorton, Virginia, US, United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC (UAT) is a provider of residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") services

Source link:

https://www.unitedairtemp.com/https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=267213SPP Management Services, LLC press release, 26 January 2021 [https://www.summitparkllc.com/news/1776/summit-park-leads-majority-recapitalization-of-united-air-temp]https://www.summitparkllc.com/news/1776/summit-park-leads-majority-recapitalization-of-united-air-temp

				1/12/21		1/12/21		ABCO HVACR Supply + Solutions		Daikin North America LLC				Daikin North America LLC has acquired ABCO HVACR Supply + Solutions, the US-based HVAC distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

Daikin will be able to strengthen its opportunity for greater collaboration in the local territories among ABCO branches. It will allow ABCO to grow by retaining and growing its contractor customer base, hiring new talent, adding more business technology, expanding product lines. Post-acquisition, ABCO’s senior management team will continue to be the leaders of ABCO and Mr. Michael Senter will continue to be CEO. ABCO will operate as a unit of Daikin.

				1/4/21		1/4/21		Robinson Plumbing & Heating Supply Co., Inc.		Goodman Distribution, Inc.				Goodman Distribution, Inc. has acquired Robinson Plumbing & Heating Supply Co., Inc., the US-based HVAC, hydronics and plumbing equipment and services firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is in line with Goodman’s planned growth strategy. It will also enable Goodman to expand its presence in the Northeast regions of USA. Post acquisition, Robinson will maintain its headquarters at Fall River, Massachusetts. There will also be no changes in the management structure throughout its existing branch locations.

Robinson currently operates seven branches across Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island.

Source Link:

https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=1393381https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=1393381Goodman Distribution, Inc. press release, 04 January 2021
[https://www.goodmanmfg.com/pdfviewer.aspx?pdfurl=docs/librariesprovider6/default-document-library/robinson-supply-news-release-final--mr-rev-tracked.pdf?view=true]

				1/4/21		12/31/20		Purification Solutions LLC		Atlas Copco AB				Atlas Copco AB has acquired Purification Solutions LLC (Nano Purification Solutions), the US-based manufacturer of air treatment and on-site nitrogen generation equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

Atlas Copco will be able to enhance its market share as well as accelerate growth in North America, Europe and other strategic markets by leveraging on the expertise and product portfolio of Nano Purification Solutions. Post-acquisition, Nano Purification Solutions will become part of the Industrial Air division within the Compressor Technique Business Area.

In 2019, Purification Solutions reported revenues of USD 26m with a work force of 60 employees operating in Europe and the United States.

Source Links:

Atlas Copco AB press release, 04 January 2021 [https://www.atlascopcogroup.com/content/dam/corporate/cision/20210104_Atlas_Copco_has_acquired_air_treatment_and_nitrogen_generator_manufacturer.pdf]

Atlas Copco AB press release, 04 January 2021 (Swedish) [https://www.atlascopcogroup.com/content/dam/corporate/cision/20210104_Atlas_Copco_har_f_rv_rvat_tillverkare_av_luftbehandlare_och_kv_vegeneratorer.pdf]

				12/31/20		12/31/20		Airo Mechanical, LLC		Thomas Investments LLC				Thomas Investments LLC has agreed to acquire Airo Mechanical, LLC, the US-based contractor for multifamily HVAC and plumbing solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Clarity Capital Advisors press release [https://clarityexit.com/completed-deals/#airo]

				12/30/20		12/30/20		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.		Gryphon Investors Inc		$   78.0		Gryphon Investors has acquired a majority stake in Canada-based Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc., from Clairvest Group Inc., for a consideration of approximately CAD 100m (USD 78.02m).

The sale represents a 4.7x multiple, for Clairvest on its investment of CAD 21.3m over a period of two years, and an IRR of 110%.

Right Time’s management will continue to remain with the Company and retain a significant equity stake.

The transaction will help Right Time to benefit from the resources and expertise of Gryphon and further expand organically and through acquisitions.

Pursuant to the transaction, Mr. Jeff Balagna, will become Chairman, and Right Time co-founder and CEO Mr. Vaughn Goettler will become Vice Chairman, while co-founder and President Mr. Jeremy Hetherington has been named CEO of the company. Mr. Alex Earls of Gryphon will join the Board of Directors.

Previous funding
In 2018, Clairvest Group Inc via its Clairvest Equity Partners V fund, in partnership with the management of Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc., acquired the company, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 2014 and headquartered in St. Catharines, Ontario, Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning, is a provider of Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) installation, preventative maintenance programs, repairs, and replacements services. It owns and operates 10 brands across 11 locations in Ontario, Manitoba, and British Columbia. It employs 400 people.

Source Links:

Clairvest Group Inc. press release, 30 December 2020 [https://www.clairvest.com/clairvest-generates-an-irr-of-110-and-a-4-7x-multiple-of-capital-on-the-sale-of-right-time-heating-and-air-conditioning/]

Gryphon Investors Inc press release, 30 December 2020 [https://www.gryphon-inv.com/news-article/gryphon-investors-completes-majority-investment-in-right-time-heating-and-air-conditioning/]

				12/22/20		12/9/20		Cunningham Associates Heating and Air Conditioning		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners LLC backed Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Cunningham Associates Heating and Air Conditioning, from Mr. Bob Cunningham.

The terms of the transactions are not disclosed.

				12/21/20				Sierra Air Conditioning, Inc.		SE Capital Partners, LLC		-		Sierra Air Conditioning, Inc. provides residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) installation services to new homes built by national and local homebuilders. It offers heating and cooling, indoor air quality, home comfort club, and other installments. The company was founded in 1987 and is based in Las Vegas, Nevada.

				12/18/20		12/18/20		Heatex AB (100% Stake)		Madison Industries				Madison Industries Holdings LLC, the United States based conglomerate involved in industrial and mechanical businesses has acquired Heatex AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of air-to-air heat exchangers for applications in buildings, data centers as well as wind turbines from BWB Partners, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for BWB Partners.

				12/18/20		12/18/20		ClimaRad B.V.		Volution Group		$   51.5		Volution Group plc,  a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy efficient indoor air quality solutions, has acquired 75% of the issued share capital of ClimaRad B.V., the market leader for decentralised ventilation systems in the Netherlands.

				12/15/20		12/15/20		Heartland Home Services, Inc.		Cobepa S.A.; The Jordan Company, L.P.				The Jordan Company, L.P. (TJC) and Cobepa S.A., along with the management of Heartland Home Services, Inc. (Heartland), has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in the company, from North Branch Capital, LLC (North Branch), in a management buyout transaction.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed. Under the terms, Cobepa made significant investment whereas North Branch will retain minority stake in Heartland. TJC made investment via its The Resolute Fund IV, L.P.

The transaction will enable Heartland to expand its HVAC service offerings to customers.

Prior to this, Heartland completed nine add-on acquisitions.

Debt

The Carlyle Group provided debt financing to TJC for supporting the acquisition.

Previous Funding

In January 2020, North Branch Capital formed Heartland Home Services with the acquisition of A+ Derr Heating & Cooling.

Company

Headquartered in Macomb, Michigan and founded in 2016, Heartland Home Services, Inc. is a provider of residential HVAC replacement and maintenance, plumbing and electrical services.

Source Links:

The Carlyle Group press release, 15 December 2020 [https://www.carlyle.com/media-room/news-release-archive/carlyle-group-leads-structures-debt-financing-jordan-companys-acquisition-heartland-home-services]

				12/15/20				H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc.		Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions, Inc.		-		H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc. offers heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems' repair, replacement, construction, and installation services in Austin and the surrounding areas. The company was founded in 2011 and is based in Austin, Texas. As of December 15, 2020, H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions, Inc.

				11/29/20		Pending		Afpro Filters B.V.		Filtration Group Corporation				Filtration Group Corporation has agreed to acquire Afpro Filters B.V. (Afpro), the Netherlands-based manufacturer of air filtration products, from Stichting Administratiekantoor Acs Holding, for an undisclosed consideration.

Filtration Group is in talks with lenders for incremental TLB add-on of EUR 175m for the acquisition of Afpro Filters. In 2019, Afpro had reported EBITDA of approximately EUR 15m. AFPRO has offices in the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, France, Poland, Finland, Switzerland, China and Australia, with more than 700 employees worldwide.

				11/23/20				Dukes of Air		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based home repair services provider, has acquired Dukes of Air, LLC, a Mesa, Arizona-based HVAC services firm. 

				11/23/20		11/23/20		7AC Technologies Inc.		Emerson Electric Co.				3M Ventures-backed 7AC Technologies Inc. has been sold to Emerson Electric Co.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

The transaction will enable Emerson’s to provide with enhanced air management solutions to customers.

Previous Funding

Till date, 7AC has raised USD 22.3m of funding from various investors.

Company

Headquartered in Beverly, Massachusetts and founded in 2009, 7AC Technologies Inc. is a company engaged in developer of high efficiency heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.

Source Link:

Emerson Electric Co. press release, 23 November 2020 [https://www.emerson.com/en-us/news/corporate/7ac-acquisition]

				11/20/20		11/20/20		Filtration Group Corporation		Sequoia Capital		$   275.0		Sequoia Capital via its Sequoia Capital Heritage Fund has invested USD 257m in Filtration Group Equity LLC, the US-based company that manufactures filtration products and systems.

Company
Based in Oak Brook, IL, Filtration Group offers air filters which include products for the heating, ventilation, air conditioning, industrial, dust, liquid, gas phase, clean room, power systems, pain, and filter media markets.

				11/17/20		11/17/20		Old Dominion Supply, Inc.; Atlantic Construction Fabrics, Inc.		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc has acquired Old Dominion Supply, Inc., the US-based wholesale distributor of HVAC parts and supplies, and Atlantic Construction Fabrics, Inc. (ACF), the US-based manufacturer of erosion control, storm water management, inlet protection, perimeter and sediment control fabric products, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition of Old Dominion will enable the company to expand in the HVAC market with greater synergies. ACF acquisition will also allow the company to expand its geographic footprint along the East Coast. It will further diversify Ferguson's Waterworks business and will complement its existing offerings in geosynthetics, erosion control and storm water management.

Old Dominion reported revenues of around USD 55m and ACF reported revenues of around USD 100m for the year 2019.

Source Links:

Ferguson plc press release, 17 November 2020 [https://www.fergusonplc.com/en/investors-and-media/news/financial-news/2020/ferguson-acquires-old-dominion-supply-inc-and-atlantic-construction-fabrics-inc.html]

Ferguson plc stock exchange announcement, 17 November 2020 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/FERG/ferguson-acquires-old-dominion-and-acf/14759235]

				11/10/20		11/10/20		Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.		Alpine Investors LP				Alpine Investors LP has acquired Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition is in line with Alpine's strategy of building a leading player in the HVACR and plumbing businesses.

Mr. Larry Beatty and Mr. Matt Olson will continue to lead Jackson. With this acquisition, Alpine will create a new commercial facility services platform Orion Group.

Company

Headquartered in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and founded in 1957, Jackson Mechanical Service Inc. is a company engaged in commercial and industrial HVACR and boiler business.

Source Links:

Alpine Investors LP press release, 10 November 2020 [https://updates.alpineinvestors.com/alpine-investors-exits-healthcomp-0]

				11/5/20		11/5/20		TRUaire		CSW Industrials		$   360.0		CSW Industrials, Inc , the Texas-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, and TRUaire, the Santa Fe Springs, California-based supplier of passive air handling solutions.

				11/4/20		11/4/20		United Coolair Corporation		Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC		$   233.0		CSW Industrials, Inc , the Texas-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, and TRUaire, the Santa Fe Springs, California-based supplier of passive air handling solutions.

				11/2/20		11/2/20		Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC		Daikin Industries, Ltd.				Daikin Industries, Ltd. has acquired Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC, the US-based equipment, accessories, and parts wholesale distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will add on to further growth and development for Daikin Industries, Ltd. The addition of Stevens will bring in more business know-how, extension of product lines, and more client base. It will also endure the supply and sales of Daikin brands.

Post-acquisition Stevens will function as exclusively owned business element of Daikin. The management team led by Mr. Dave DeSutter, Senior Executive Advisor will be retained by Daikin. The team will continue there operations from Eagan, Minnesota. Stevens has 18 branch locations across USA.

Source Link:

Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC press release, 03 November 2020 [https://www.stevensequipmentsupply.com/post/daikin-acquires-stevens-equipment-supply-for-distribution-in-12-states-from-minnesota-to-arizona]

				10/15/20		7/31/20		Hunter-Davisson, Inc.		Employees				The employees of Hunter-Davisson, Inc., the US-based full-service heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration company has acquired the company for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction provides Hunter-Davisson's employee owners with an ongoing financial interest in the business and rewards.

Source Link:

FMI Capital Advisorspress release, 15 October 2020 [https://www.fminet.com/news/2020/10/15/fmi-capital-advisors-announces-hunter-davisson-becomes-100-employee-owned/]

Hunter-Davisson, Inc. press release, 20 October 2020 [http://www.hunterdavisson.com/hunter-davisson-is-now-an-employee-owned-company/]

				10/7/20		10/7/20		Hart & Cooley, LLC		H.I.G. Capital, LLC				H.I.G. Capital has acquired Hart & Cooley, LLC from Johnson Controls International plc. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will enable Hart & Cooley on focus on growth with operational improvements, provide new opportunities and better serve its customers.

Company
Founded in 1901 and headquartered in Grand Rapids, MI, Hart & Cooley is a manufacturer of HVAC and air distribution products, including vents, grilles, registers, diffusers, and rooftop and chimney products.

It has eight manufacturing sites and six distribution centers spread across the United States, Mexico, and Canada.

Source Link:
H.I.G. Capital, LLC press release, 07 October 2020 [https://higcapital.com/news/release/1294]

				10/1/20				UGI HVAC Operations		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based home repair services provider and subsidiary of HomeServe [LSE:HSV], has acquired HVAC operations from UGI Corporation [NYSE: UGI].

				10/1/20		10/1/20		EFI Concepts		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group L.P., the portfolio company of Novacap Investments, Inc. acquired EFI Concepts. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will accelerate Master Group’s growth and expand its product and service portfolio.

Previous Funding

In March 2014, Novacap acquired 65% stake in The Master Group, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1990 and based in Canada, EFI Concepts is a manufacturer's representative in HVAC applications in industrial, institutional and environmental business solutions

Source Links:

The Master Group L.P. press release, 01 October 2020 [https://www.master.ca/en/press_releases/the-master-group-acquires-the-ontario-manufacturers-representative-efi-concepts]

Novacap Investments, Inc. press release, 01 October 2020 [https://www.novacap.ca/en/news/industries/novacap-portfolio-company-the-master-group-acquires-ontario-manufacturers-representative-efi-concepts/]

EFI Concepts press release, 01 October 2020 [http://www.eficoncepts.com/site_Files/Content/PDF/Press_Release_Master_EFI.PDF]

				9/30/20		9/30/20		Carolina Refrigeration Services Inc		CoolSys, Inc.				Ares Management-backed CoolSys has acquired Carolina Refrigeration Services, the US-based commercial HVAC and refrigeration company.

The financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.

CoolSys expands its expansion into the Southeast via the acquisition.

Ares Management acquired CoolSys in 2019 from Audax Private Equity.

Company
Headquartered in Lexington, South Carolina, Carolina Refrigeration provides refrigeration and commercial and industrial HVAC services.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 30 September 2020 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-carolina-refrigeration/]

				9/16/20		9/16/20		Rogers Mechanical Contractors, Inc.		Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC				Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC has made a control investment in Rogers Mechanical Contractors, Inc. (RMC), the US-based provider of mechanical, HVAC and plumbing contracting services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC is a specialized joint venture between Aterian Investment Partners LLC and Craft Work Capital, LLC, established to make strategic investments in mechanical, electrical and other related specialty contractors.

The transaction will enable RMC to expand their business in USA and will continue to be led by Dustin Rogers, who will remain as CEO, and Dustin’s leadership team.

Source Link:

Craft Work Capital, LLC press release, 16 September 2020 [http://www.craftworkcap.com/in-the-news/]

				9/15/20		10/30/20		American Residential Services LLC		GI Partners				GI Partners has acquired a majority stake in American Residential Services (ARS), in a management buyout transaction.

Existing investors Charlesbank Capital Partners and management are also making significant investments as a part of the transaction.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will help ARS to benefit from the expertise and resources of GI and expand its current offering and provide its customers with enhanced services.

The transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter of 2020 and is subject to customary closing conditions and regulatory approvals.

The transaction was carried thorugh an auction process and saw participation from Centerbridge Partners, HIG Capital and Platinum Equity.

Previous funding
In 2014, Charlesbank Capital Partners, acquired American Residential Services, from CI Capital Partners LLC and Royal Palm Capital Management, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 2006 and based in Memphis, Tennessee, American Residential Services is a provider of heating, cooling, indoor air quality, plumbing, drain cleaning, sewer line, radiant barrier, insulation, and ventilation services to retail and light commercial customers.

ARS operates via a network of more than 70 locally managed service centers and has around 6,500 employees.

UPDATE 30 October 2020: This transaction has been completed.

Source Links:

GI Partners press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.gipartners.com/news/gi-partners-joins-charlesbank-capital-partners-to-accelerate-growth-at-american-residential-services]

Charlesbank Capital Partners, LLC press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.charlesbank.com/news/2020/gi-partners-joins-charlesbank-capital-partners-to-accelerate-growth-at-american-residential-services/]

American Residential Services LLC press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.ars.com/blog/gi-partners-accelerate-growth-ars]

Goodwin Procter LLP press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.goodwinlaw.com/news/2020/09/09_15-ars-receives-majority-investment-gi-partners]

				9/9/20		9/9/20		MSR Mechanical LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, LLC (TAG) has acquired MSR Mechanical LLC, the US-based industrial refrigeration and HVAC installation and services company, for an undisclosed consideration.

MSR complements to TAG’s portfolio and brings a broad base of customers in numerous vertical markets. The transaction will continue to increase the market share in MSR’s core business. Trevor Miller, MSR’s president will become a member of the TAG leadership team and lead the operations and expansion of TAG-Mechanical.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 09 September 2020 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/msr-mechanical-acquisition/]

				9/1/20		9/1/20		Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Astar Heating & Air, LLC				Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. backed Astar Heating & Air, LLC has acquired Sila Heating & Air Conditioning Inc.

The financial terms of the deal were not disclosed. The acquisition will expand the combined company's presence in mid-Atlantic & northeast US regions and will result into further growth of the company.

Concurrent to this transaction, Astar Heating has also acquired Jones Services, a HVAC company headquartered in New York. Following the transactions, Astar Heating will be rebranded into Sila Heating & Air Conditioning.

Debt
Varagon Capital Partners, L.P. provided senior debt financing to support the acquisition.

Previous Funding
In July 2019, Dubin Clark invested in Astar Heating.

Company
Formed in 1989 and headquartered in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, Sila Heating provides heating and air-conditioning services.

Source Links:

Varagon Capital Partners, L.P. press release, 01 September 2020 [https://varagon.com/blog/1579-varagon-capital-partners-supports-dubin-clark-company-s-acquisition-of-sila-heating-air-conditioning-inc]

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 02 September 2020 [https://dubinclark.com/sila-heating-and-air/]

				9/1/20				Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc./ Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc		Havtech Management, LLC		-		Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc./ Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc represents the combined operations of Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc. and Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc in their sale to Havtech Management, LLC. Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc. distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) solutions to owners, engineers, and contractors. Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc offers certified testing, adjusting, and balancing of HVAC air and hydronic systems, as well as building systems commissioning. The companies are based in the United States.

				8/26/20		8/26/20		Airxchange, Inc.		Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC				Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC has acquired an undisclosed controlling stake in Airxchange, Inc., the US-based manufacturer of heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/10/20				Freedom Heating and Cooling		HomeServe plc				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of home repair services and subsidiary of HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV], bought Freedom Heating and Cooling, a Birmingham, Alabama-based heating and cooling services provider.

				8/4/20		8/4/20		Enerphase Industrial Solutions, Inc.		Xebec Adsorption Inc		$   6.0		Xebec Adsorption Inc has acquired Enerphase Industrial Solutions, Inc (Air Flow), the US-based distributor and service provider of compressed air equipment doing business , for an approximate consideration of USD 6m.

Post-acquisition, the principles of Air Flow will remain the same to support integration of Air Flow in Xebec’s industrial service and support business.

				7/31/20				Patriot Supply, Inc.		Style Crest, Inc.				Style Crest, Inc. has acquired Patriot Supply, Inc., the US-based company engaged in building product distribution and HVAC installation and servicing business for the manufactured housing industry, for an undisclosed consideration.

The addition of Capitol Supply will strengthen Style Crest’s presence in the Michigan market and allow Style Crest to provide HVAC installation and servicing capabilities to the State.

Source Link:

Cascade Partners LLC, press release [https://cascade-partners.com/transactions/capitol-supply-and-service-was-acquired-by-style-crest-inc#:~:text=Patriot%20Supply%2C%20Inc.&text=For%20over%2040%20years%2C%20Capitol,products%20to%20its%20customer%20base.]

				7/21/20		7/21/20		Bass Air Conditioning Company		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services has acquired Bass Air Conditioning Company, the US-based company that provides recurring maintenance, repair, and installation services for HVAC equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will allow NearU to double its workforce in the eastern North Carolina market. It will help NearU to expand its customer reach as well. Post-acquisition, under NearU, the Bass team will continue to operate under the reputed local brand of Bass Air Conditioning.

				7/21/20				Bass Air Conditioning Co, Inc.		NearU Services		-		Bass Air Conditioning Co, Inc. provides heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment contractor, installation, and maintenance services to commercial and residential clients. The company was founded in 1952 and is based in Fayetteville, North Carolina. As of July 21, 2020, Bass Air Conditioning Co Inc operates as a subsidiary of NearU HVAC Services.

				7/17/20		7/17/20		Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc. (100% Stake)		Dubin Clark & Company, Inc.				Dubin Clark & Co Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Affordable Water Heaters & Plumbing Inc, the United States based provider of water heater and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/14/20		7/14/20		ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc.		Service Champions, Inc.				CenterOak Partners LLC through its portfolio Service Champions, Inc., has acquired ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc. (ABC), for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enhance the residential service agreement base of Service Champions across California. It will also enable Service Champions to expand its operations East Bay and strengthen its position as residential services provider in Southern and Northern California. It will also enable them to expand its customer base.

This is the fifth acquisition of Service Champions through the support of CenterOak. ABC will be a part of or merge with Bell Brothers Heating and Air, Inc., the subsidiary of Service Champions.

Previous funding
In 2019, CenterOak had acquired a majority stake in Service Champions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 1953 and headquartered in Hayward, ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc. is a provider of residential air conditioning and plumbing repair services.

Source Link:

CenterOak Partners LLC press release, 14 July 2020 [https://centeroakpartners.com/service-champions-expands-into-east-bay-with-acquisition-of-abc/]

				7/13/20		4/17/20		Metal-Era LLC		GreyLion Capital LP				GreyLion Capital LP has acquired Metal-Era Inc. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction supports the growth strategy of Metal-Era.

Debt

The transaction is supported by Antares Capital LP by providing USD 65m senior debt in the form of term loans and revolving credit facility.

Company

Headquartered in Wisconsin, US and founded in 1980, Metal-Era Inc is a manufacturer of roof edges and roof ventilation solutions.

				7/10/20		7/10/20		Arctic Engineering Co. Inc.		Reedy Industries Inc.				Audax Private Equity Group-backed portfolio company, Reedy Industries Inc., has acquired Arctic Engineering Co. Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will expand Reedy's services footprint deeply into Indiana and within their core end markets. The combination will create significant value and growth potential for vendor partners, employees and customers.

Mr. Bill Mitchell, the President of Arctic, will stay in his current role.

Previous Funding
Audax Private Equity, along with the family and management of Reedy, acquired the company, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 1958 and based in Merrillville, Indiana, Arctic Engineering Co. Inc. is HVAC design, installation and maintenance firm.

Source Link:

Reedy Industries Inc. press release, 10 July 2020 [https://reedyindustries.com/news/reedy-industries-acquires-merrillville-indiana-arctic-engineering/]

				7/8/20				Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Southern HVAC Corporation		-		Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. offers professional repair, service, and installation for residential and light commercial services. It provides air conditioners, furnaces, air handlers, water heaters, garage heaters, and other related products. The company was founded in 1994 and is based in Hastings, Nebraska. As of June 30, 2020 Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Southern HVAC Corporation.

				7/6/20		7/6/20		Service Champions Heating & Air Conditioning		Wrench Group Inc.				Leonard Green & Partners, L.P.-backed Wrench Group Inc. has acquired Service Champions Heating & Air Conditioning from Mr. Kevin Comerford

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Mr. Kevin Comerford, Owner and President of Service Champions will continue to lead the organization along with his management team.

Previous Funding

In April 2019, Leonard Green & Partners acquired Wrench Group from Investcorp, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 2000 and based in Orange County, California, Service Champions, Inc. is a provider of essential residential service and replacement services including air conditioning repair and replacement, plumbing, solar and electrical services.

Source Link:

Wrench Group Inc. press release, 06 July 2020 [https://www.wrenchgroup.com/articles/wrench-group-acquires-service-champions/]

				6/30/20		6/30/20		Precision Heating & Air LLC		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corporation, a portfolio company of MSouth Equity Partners has acquired Precision Heating & Air LLC, the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/29/20		6/29/20		Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				Ares Management LLC-backed portfolio company, CoolSys, Inc. has acquired Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will support CoolSys' M&A growth strategy. This acquisition will complement CoolSys' acquisition of BRR Refrigeration. The acquisition will provide CoolSys with an access across the entire state of Virginia and will accelerate their presence in Maryland, West Virginia and North Carolina.

Previous funding

In March 2019, Ares Management acquired CoolSys from Audax Private Equity Group, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1954 and based in Ashland, Virginia, Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc. is a commercial refrigeration and air conditioning service and installation company. The company serves Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina and West Virginia locations.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 29 June 2020 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-richmond-refrigeration/]

				6/11/20		6/11/20		Carolina Heating Service Inc.		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services, the Charlotte, North Carolina-based HVAC services provider, has acquired Piedmont, South Carolina-based Carolina Heating Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: With this acquisition, NearU has established a footprint in South Carolina and tripled its employee base within the first four months of its formation and first acquisition
 * Post-deal details: Connie Caldwell will lead the combined entity.

Target (Carolina Heating) Piedmont, South Carolina

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides maintenance, repair, and installation services for HVAC equipment and redundant power equipment for residential and commercial customers
 * Size: Serves most of the Upstate of South Carolina with a fleet of more than 20 vehicles and has approximately 50 employees

Buyer (NearU) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides residential and light commercial HVAC services; company founded in February
 * Size: Has between 51 and 200 employees; acquired Fayetteville, North Carolina-based MARK-AIR Heating & Air Conditioning in February

				6/11/20		3/31/20		McDowall Air Conditioning (UK) Limited		Johnson Controls, Inc.				Johnson Controls International plc (JCI) has acquired McDowall Air Conditioning (UK) Limited, the UK-based designer and service provider for air conditioning and ventilation systems, from David Pugh, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is in line with JCI's expasion strategy by expanding its installation and services capabilities in the UK. It will also enable JCI gain expertise in office building retrofit work alongside strong relationships with interior design and fit out firms.

In 2018, McDowall generated revenues of GBP 11.318m.

Source Link:

KBS Corporate press release, 21 June 2020 [https://www.kbscorporate.com/mcdowall-holdings-limited-sold-to-johnsn-controls-international/]

				6/10/20				Hays Cooling, Heating, and Plumbing		HomeServe plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of home repair services and subsidiary of HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV], has acquired Phoenix, Arizona-based Hays Cooling, Heating and Plumbing.

				5/7/20		5/7/20		Race Engineering, LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, LLC portfolio company of Goense Capital Partners has acquired Race Engineering, LLC, the US-based industrial refrigeration and HVAC installation and service company, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Arcticom to create opportunity to elevate its value proposition to our existing customers. The acquisition will enable Arcticom to use Race Engineering's infrastructure and tools to support its growth and to leverage with their long-standing list of loyal customer.

On December 1, 2017, private equity firms Goense Capital Partners and Backcast Partners has acquired acquired The Arcticom Group.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 07 May 2020 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/race-engineering-acquisition/]

				5/1/20		4/21/20		Four Star Mechanical, LLC ; Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc.		Veregy				Bow River Capital Partners-backed Veregy has acquired Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc. and Four Star Mechanical, LLC. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The acquisition will allow Veregy to strive growing energy efficiency, power generation, and long-term master planning needs for both current and prospective customers across Texas.

Previous funding
In June 2019, Bow River Capital Partners acquired Dynamix Energy Services, LLC and Dynamix Engineering Ltd, for an undisclosed consideration. The two companies along with Midstate Energy, Urban Energy Solutions, Control Technology & Solutions, Johnson-Melloh Solutions were consolidated under the umbrella of the newly created trade name, VeregyTM.

Company
Founded in 1985 and based in Texas, US, Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc. is a mechanical HVAC contracting services provider.

Based in Texas, US, Four Star Mechanical, LLC is a plumbing, piping, and domestic water design and implementation services provider.

Source Link:

Bow River Capital Partners press release, 02 May 2020 [https://bowrivercapital.com/veregy-bow-river-capitals-national-energy-services-company-expands-services-and-geographic-reach-with-additional-acquisitions/]

				3/13/20		4/16/20		Refrigerated Solutions Group		Ten Oaks Group		$   11.0		Ten Oaks Group has agreed to acquire Refrigerated Solutions Group, (RSG) the US-based manufacturer of refrigerated cabinets and walk-ins for customers food service and retail markets, from Standex International Corporation for cash consideration of USD 11m.

The sale of RSG is in line with Standex’s strategy to simplify its portfolio and focus on business that have that higher growth & margins. Post transaction Standex anticipates to incur approximately USD 27m in non-cash charges regarding the sale including goodwill impairment in the fiscal third quarter of 2020. In addition, the disposal of RSG is expteced to have immaterial impact on Standex's earnings per share for the remainder of 2020 fiscal year.

The transaction is expected to close in second quarter of 2020, subject to customary closing conditions. RSG reported revenues of USD 150m and an operating loss of USD 1m in 2019.

UPDATE 16 April 2020: The transaction is completed.

Source Links:

Standex International Corporation 8-k form filed with SEC on 13 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/310354/000143774920005083/sxi20200312b_8k.htm]

 * Press release (Exhibit 99) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/310354/000143774920005083/ex_176980.htm]

Standex International Corporation press release, 13 March 2020 [http://www.standex.com/about/news-releases/2020/03/13/standex-international-signs-definitive-agreement-to-divest-refrigerated-solutions-group]

				3/11/20		4/3/20		Carrier Global Corporation		United Technologies Corporation (Shareholders)		$   11,910.6		United Technologies Corporation has agreed to spin off UTC Climate, Controls & Security into a separate listed company Carrier Global Corporation on the New York Stock Exchange.

UTC Climate, Controls & Security, is the US-based provider of fire safety and security, building automation, heating and cooling and refrigeration systems and services headquartered in Palm Beach Gardens.

Terms:

 * The shareholders of UTC will receive 1 share of CARR common stock for every one UTC share held.
 * The shareholders would be receiving cash in case of any remaining fractional share entitlement post application of the above ratio.
 * Based upon the outstanding 866,223,435 shares of UTC as of 28 February 2020, the UTC shareholders would be receiving approximately 866,223,435 shares of CARR common stock.

Rationale:

 * Through this spin off, CARR would be able to take independent strategic, operational and financial decisions. Thus, attaining operational excellence, business profitability and accelerated growth.
 * Both UTC and CARR will be able to focus on their core business as both companies have strong financial position and good credit rating to lead their businesses independently.
 * This transaction would pave the way for new employee incentives such as employee stock options that will ensure better performance.

Post Deal Details:

 * Following the spin-off, CARR would be operating as an independent public company listed in the New York stock exchange.
 * The new company will begin “when-issued” trading on the New York Stock Exchange around 18 March 2020 under the symbol “CARR WI”.
 * On 3rd April 2020, CARR will be trading in the “regular way” on New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “CARR”.
 * Following the separation CARR and UTC will enter into certain other agreements such as transition services agreement, a tax matters agreement, an employee matters agreement and an intellectual property agreement.
 * CARR will be distributing USD 10.9bn in cash to UTC. The proceeds of this distribution will be financed via CARR’s unsecured, unsubordinated notes, revolving credit facility and term loan credit facility of USD 9.5bn, USD 2bn and 1.75bn respectively along with USD 2bn unsecure, unsubordinated commercial paper that it intends to issue.
 * The separate operational activities would be implemented in the next 12-24 months.
 * Following the Spin-off, John V. Faraci would be joining CARR as Executive Chairman and Jean-Pierre Garnier, David Gitlin, John J. Greisch, Charles M. Holley, Jr., Michael M. McNamara, Michael A. Todman, Virginia M. (Gina) Wilson will be joining as Directors of CARR.

Conditions:

 * Certain conditions as per Registration Statements on form 10 filed by CARR
 * Form 10 declared effective by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
 * Distribution occurring on the Distribution date, at the close of trading on 2 April 2020

Background:

 * On 26 November 2018, UTC announced its intention to spin off CARR
 * On 11 March 2020, the UTC Board of Directors approved the separation of CARR from UTC
 * Concurrently, UTC's aerospace businesses will be merging with Raytheon and simultaneously UTC will be spinning off Otis Elevator Company

UPDATE 19 March 2020: Carrier Global Corporation began trading on a when-issued basis on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “CARR WI”.

UPDATE 03 April 2020: Carrier Global Corporation began "regular-way" trading on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol "CARR" at an opening price of USD 13.75 per share.

Source Links:

United Technologies Corporation press release, 26 November 2018 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2018/11/26/united-technologies-announces-intention-to-separate-into-three-independent-compan]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 11 December 2019 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2019/12/11/united-technologies-appoints-members-of-the-board-of-directors-for-future-indepen-2]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 21 January 2020 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/CCS/2020/01/21/Carrier-to-Host-Investor-and-Analyst-Meeting]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 11 March 2020 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2020/03/11/united-technologies-board-of-directors-approves-separation-of-carrier-and-otis-an]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 03 June 2019 [https://www.ccs.utc.com/news/news-article/united_technologies_appoints_ceos_for_future_independent_carrier_and_otis.html]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 11 December 2019 [https://www.ccs.utc.com/news/news-article/united_technologies_appoints_members_of_the_board_of_directors_for_future_independent_carrier.html]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 27 November 2018 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000119312518334171/d659415d8k.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000119312518334171/d659415dex991.htm]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 03 June 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000010182919000022/a2019-06x03item801othereve.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000010182919000022/a2019-06x03exhibit991press.htm]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 13 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000114036120005675/nc10009877x1_8k.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000114036120005675/nc10009877x1_ex99-1.htm]

Carrier Global Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 16 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_8k.htm]

 * Information statement of [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm]Carrier Global Corporation (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_8k.htm]
 * Separation and Distribution agreement [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#t6]
 * Income Statement [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#ftSO]
 * Balance Sheet [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#ftBS]

				3/11/20				Donovan Heat and Air, Inc.		Wrench Group, LLC		-		Donovan Heat and Air, Inc. offers residential and commercial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) installation, repair, and maintenance services. The company was founded in 1987 and is based in Jacksonville Beach, Florida. As of March 11, 2020, Donovan Heat and Air, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Wrench Group, LLC.

				3/9/20		3/9/20		Arctic Cooling Systems, LLC		PMC Capital Partners, LLC				PMC Capital Partners, LLC has acquired the Chino, California branch operations of The AMS Group division, from Hill Phoenix, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed. The acquisition is done by PMC through a newly created company Arctic Cooling Systems, LLC (ACS).

The transaction will enable ACS to expand its business geographically and provide better HVAC solutions to clients. It will also help to grow its business both organically as well as inorganically.

Post transaction, the business acquired will be operated under its current management team.

Company
Headquartered in Chino, California, the acquired business operations provide aftermarket service in the commercial and industrial refrigeration and HVAC market.

				3/9/20		3/9/20		FEL Group Limited		Existing Management				The management team of FEL Group Limited (FGL), an UK-based provider of data center cooling solutions, installation and maintenance of ventilation and air conditioning equipment, has acquired the company, for an undisclosed consideration.

FEL has received a 0.5m funding line as a part of the management buyout. In 2019, FGL had around 35 employees.

Source Link:

Bibby Financial Services Limited press release, 09 March 2020 [https://www.bibbyfinancialservices.com/about-us/news-and-insights/news/2020/fel-group-secures-funding-line]

				2/15/20		2/15/20		Enex Srl SU		Roen Est Group				Cold Chain Capital, LLC (CCC), portfolio company Roen Est Group has acquired Enex Srl SU, an Italy-based company engaged in designing and production of refrigeration systems using natural fluids, for an undisclosed consideration.

CCC expects to generate a revenue of EUR 200m from similar acquisitions in the next 2 years. CCC also expects to grow Enex’s presence in the market and grow organically. Roen Est Group, which was acquired by CCC on 31 January 2020. Enex generated a revenue of approximately EUR 10m in the year 2019.

Source Link:

Roen Est Group press release, 18 February 2020 [https://www.roenest.com/en/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-enex-s-r-l/?page_id=18]

				1/31/20		1/31/20		Roen Est Group		Cold Chain Capital, LLC				CCC Holdings Europe S.p.A. (“CCCHE”) has agreed to acquire Roen Est Group, manufacturer of heat exchangers and ventilation devices, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will help Roen Est to develope with CCCHE's focuses on HVACR middle-market . Roen Est has reported EUR 35m of revenues and approximately 400 employees in 2019.

Source Link:

Roen Est Group press release, 03 February 2020 [https://www.roenest.com/en/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-roen-est-s-p-a/]

Roen Est Group press release, 03 February 2020 (Italy) [https://www.roenest.com/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-roen-est-s-p-a/]

				1/28/20		11/1/20		Carrier Transicold CESKA REPUBLIKA		Undisclosed bidder				An undisclosed bidder has acquired Carrier Transicold CESKA REPUBLIKA, the Czech Republic-based manufacturer of land transport refrigeration systems, from Carrier Transicold, Inc, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

bpv Braun Partners press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.bpv-huegel.com/en/newspost/bpv-legal-czech-republic-provided-legal-advice-to-carrier-transicold/4/]

				1/28/20		1/31/20		ACD Trade		Beijer Ref AB				Beijer Ref AB [STO:BEIJ-B], the Swedish refrigeration wholesaler, has agreed to acquire Australia-based ACD Trade from Cliplight US Holdings.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; completion of transaction is scheduled for 31 January.
 * Strategic Rationale: Strengthens Beijer Ref's presence in the Asia Pacific region and especially in Australia.
 * Post Deal Details: ACD Trade will continue to operate as an independent entity. The acquisition is not expected to affect the Beijer Ref ’s earnings.
 * Expected Completion: Acquisition is expected to get complete by 31 January 2020

Target (ACD Trade) Australia

 * Ownership: Private; owned by Cliplight US Holdings
 * Business Description: HVAC distribution company that provides HVAC units and components
 * Size: Annual sales of SEK 540m (USD 56.1m); approximately 60 employees and nine branches

Buyer (Beijer Ref) Sweden

 * Ownership: Public [STO:BEIJ-B]
 * Business Description: Refrigeration wholesaler that offers refrigeration and climate control products
 * Size: SEK 68.4bn market cap

UPDATE 31 January 2020: The transaction is complete.

Source Links:

Beijer Ref AB press release, 28 January 2020 [http://www.beijerref.com/en/Investor-Relations/Current-Affairs/Press-releases/2020/Beijer-Ref-carries-out-acquisition-in-Australia]

Beijer Ref AB press release, 28 January 2020 (Swedish) [http://www.beijerref.com/sv/Investor-Relations/Aktuellt/Pressmeddelanden/2020/Beijer-Ref-genomfoer-foervaerv-i-Australien]

Ashurst press release, 16 July 2020 [https://www.ashurst.com/en/news-and-insights/news-deals-and-awards/ashurst-acts-on-beijer-refs-acquisition-of-acd-holding-company-pty-ltd/]

				1/28/20		1/28/20		Huckestein Mechanical Services, Inc.		Service Logic, LLC				Service Logic, a Charlotte, North Carolina-based HVAC services provider backed by Warburg Pincus, has acquired Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania-based Huckestein Mechanical Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Undisclosed

Target (Huckestein Mechanical) Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Mechanical services provider offering HVAC solutions, including design-build, ongoing maintenance, and repair to the institutional, commercial, and government markets throughout Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, and Maryland
 * Size: 11-50 employees at one location

Buyer (Service Logic) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Private Equity; Warburg Pincus (2017)
 * Business Description: Provides aftermarket maintenance, repair, and replacement services for commercial HVAC equipment, chilled water systems, and building automation and control systems
 * Size: Owns 28 HVAC service companies nationwide and has more than 1,000 employees

Advisors

 * Sellside: Brown Gibbons Lang & Company (financial)
 * Buyside: n/a

Source Link:

Brown Gibbons Lang & Company LLC press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.bglco.com/press-release/bgl-announces-the-sale-of-huckestein-mechanical-services-to-service-logic-a-portfolio-company-of-warburg-pincus/]

				1/28/20		1/15/20		Bigham Services, Inc.		TransPacific Holdings				TransPacific Holdings, has acquired Bigham Services, Inc., the US-based provider of Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with TransPacific's growth strategy. Bigham Servicesis the owner of multiple One Hour Heat and Air Conditioning and multiple Mister Sparky Franchises in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Source Link:

Generational Group press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.genequityco.com/ca/press-releases/bigham-services-in-sale-to-a-transpacific-holdings]

				1/24/20		1/24/20		Controlled Environment Structures, LLC		NewSpring Capital; Adelphi Capital Partners				NewSpring Capital and Adelphi Capital Partners have acquired an undisclosed stake in Controlled Environment Structures, LLC (CES).

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition will enable CES to further grow its business and solidify its position in the cold storage market. Mr. Don Roussinos will become the CEO of CES.

Company

Headquartered in Mansfield, Massachusetts and founded in 1985, Controlled Environment Structures, LLC is a provider of cold storage and other controlled environments

Source Links:

NewSpring Capital press release, 24 January 2020 [https://newspringcapital.com/news/2020/newspring-completes-investment-in-controlled-environment-structures]

				1/17/20		1/17/20		Thermo Energy Systems Inc.		Gibraltar Industries, Inc.				Gibraltar Industries, Inc. has acquired Thermo Energy Systems Inc.,Canada-based supplies and installs greenhouse heating and cooling systems, irrigation systems, CO2 systems, hot water storage tanks, boiler install and service, greenhouse carts, custom stainless steel kitchens in bunkhouses and fabrication of greenhouse structures from Mr Henry Froese, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with the Gibraltar Industries's expansion strategy. The acquisition will provide Gibraltar access to Thermo’s experience and domain knowledge in commercial growing which will help Gibraltar further expand its leadership position in the design, manufacture, installation and systems integration in the biologically-grown organic food market

The acquisition is expected to increase the earnings of Gibraltar Industries in 2020. Thermo Energy Systems is expected to contribute to Gibraltar's annual revenue at a run rate of approximately USD 75m.

Source link:

Gibraltar Industries, Inc. 8-K form filled with SEC as on 17 January, 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/912562/000091256220000002/a8-kthermoenergysystems.htm]

 * Exhibit 99.1 Press release [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/912562/000091256220000002/ex991thermoenergysyste.htm]

Gibraltar Industries, Inc. press release, 17 January 2020 [http://ir.gibraltar1.com/node/19721/pdf]

				1/15/20		1/15/20		ESC Automation Inc		GDI Integrated Facility Services		$   70.7		GDI Integrated Facility Services, a Canada based company engaged in providing integrated facility services, acquired ESC Automation, a US based provider of integration services for security and HVAC systems.

				1/12/20		1/12/20		Signature HVACR		Granite Comfort		$   13.2		Granite Comfort, a portfolio company of Tiger Infrastructure Partners acquired Signature HVACR for USD 13.191m.

As part of the transaction, Signature will join Granite Comfort’s Raleigh-based Air Experts and Dallas-based Frymire Home Services.

The acquisition will accelerate Signature’s geographical reach.

Previous Funding

In 2019, Tiger Infrastructure Partners formed Granite Comfort.

Company

Based in Pennsylvania, USA, Signature HVACR is a residential HVAC company.

Source Links:

Granite Comfort press release, 12 January 2021 [https://granitecomfort.com/granite-comfort-expands-footprint-to-philadelphia-with-acquisition-of-signature-hvacr/]

Tiger Infrastructure Partners LP press release, 12 January 2021 [https://www.tigerinfrastructure.com/documents/FG/tigerNew/news/609240_Granite_Comfort_Expands_Footprint_to_Philadelphia_With_Acquisition_of_Signature_HVACR.pdf]

Baker McKenzie press release, 20 January 2021 [https://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/newsroom/2021/1/tiger-infrastructure]

				1/9/20		1/2/20		Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc.		Trudela Partners LLC				Coltala Holdings Inc, via its platform company Trudela Partners, has acquired Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

The transaction will enable Trudela Partners to enhance its platform services offered to DFW area whereas Walker Heating will also use resources and expertise provided by Trudela to expand its HVAC business.

The transaction represents 1st acquisition made by Trudela Partners.

Previous Funding

Coltala launched Trudela as an acquisition platform to make acquisitions in the HVAC segment.

Company

Headquartered in Mesquite, Texas and founded in 1963, Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc. is a company engaged in air conditioning and heating related services.

Source Link:

Coltala Holdings press release, 09 January 2020 [http://coltala.com/sites/default/pdf/trudela_acquisition_01092020.pdf]

				1/6/20		1/6/20		Thermaltek Inc.		Sandvik AB				Sandvik AB has acquired Thermaltek, the US-based manufacturer of high temperature furnace systems and metallic heating elements, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will further strengthen Sandvik’s leading position in industrial heating important for Sandvik Materials Technology’s Kanthal division. The acquisition will also help Kanthal to expand its global presence in sustainable industrial heating. Pursuant to the transaction, Thermaltek will continue to operate under the same brand name.

Thermaltek reported a turnover of USD 13m in 2019 and has an employee base of 30.

Source Link:

Sadnvik AB press release, 06 January 2020 [https://www.home.sandvik/en/news-and-media/newslist/news/2020/01/sandvik-acquires-thermaltek/]

Sadnvik AB press release, 06 January 2020 (Swedish) [https://www.home.sandvik/se/nyheter-och-media/nyhetslista/nyheter/2020/01/sandvik-f%C3%B6rv%C3%A4rvar-thermaltek/]

				12/19/19		12/19/19		BRR Refrigeration LLC		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc. a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC from BRR Refrigeration LLC for an undisclosed consideration.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. The acquisition is CoolSys's first step into the Mid-Atlantic region. It will help CoolSys's to expand its presence in that area.

Previous Funding

Earlier in March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired, CoolSys, Inc. from Audax Private Equity Group.

Company

Founded in 2001, BRR Refrigeration LLC is the Virginia Beach-based commercial refrigeration and HVAC services company.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 19 December 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-brr-refrigeration-in-virginia/]

				12/16/19		12/16/19		Tech Mechanical, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC has acquired Tech Mechanical, Inc., for an undisclosed consideration.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. The acquisition will strengthen CoolSys' commercial division and expand its market presence into Michigan.

Previous Funding

Earlier in March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired, CoolSys, Inc. from Audax Private Equity Group.

Company

Founded in 1983, Tech Mechanical is the Michigan-based provider of commercial and industrial heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration services.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 16 December 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-tech-mechanical/]

Vinson & Elkins LLP press release, 20 December 2019 [https://www.velaw.com/news/coolsys-acquires-brr-refrigeration-and-tech-mechanical/]

				12/12/19		12/12/19		Crawford Services, Inc.		HomeServe USA Corp.				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of service plans, repair, and installation services, has acquired Grand Prairie, Texas-based Crawford Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: HomeServe's first acquisition in Texas establishes an HVAC operations hub in the Southwest.

Target (Crawford Services) Grand Prairie, Texas

 * Ownership: Private, family owned and operated
 * Business Description: Provides air conditioning, heating and plumbing services for residential and commercial properties in the Dallas – Fort Worth Metroplex
 * Size: Has more than 100 employees

Buyer (HomeServe USA) Norwalk, Connecticut

 * Ownership: Subsidiary of UK-based HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV]
 * Business Description: Provider of service plans, repair, and installation services
 * Size: Has between 501 and 1,000 employees

				12/3/19				N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc.		Watsco, Inc. (NYSE:WSO)		$   4.0		N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. distributes plumbing, heating, HVAC, and specialty products to contractors and homeowners. It offers oil burners, gas burners, chimney liners, electric water heaters, gas water heaters, furnaces, hot water boilers, shower doors, and others. The company also operates plumbing showrooms. In addition, it provides various types of training to the professional installer in the areas of NATE and EPA certifications, service and installation sessions for geo thermal units, solar hot water heating, radiant heating, high efficiency heating equipment, heat pumps, high SEER air conditioning, and various other products. N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. was formerly known as Lou's New and Used. The company was founded in 1946 and is based in Fishkill, New York. As of November 26, 2019, N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Watsco, Inc.

				11/15/19		11/14/19		Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC (49% Stake)		Undisclosed bidder		$   14.1		An undisclosed bidder has acquired a 49% stake in, Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC, a Vietnam-based company engaged in real estate business, installation of water supply, drainage, heating and air-conditioning systems, and other construction activities, from No Va Land Investment Group Corp, for a minimum consideration of VND 324.9bn (USD 14.0824m).

No Va Land Investment Group Corp will transfer 27,448,300 shares with a par value of VND 274,483m (USD 11.89m) in Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC.

Source Link:

No Va Land Investment Group Corp stock exchange announcement, 15 November 2019 [https://links.sgx.com/FileOpen/20191115_NQHDQT_ve_viec_thoai_von_tai_Cong_ty_Van_Phat.ashx?App=Announcement&FileID=586293]

				11/13/19		11/13/19		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC		New Mountain Capital, LLC				New Mountain Capital, LLC has acquired Horizon Services, LLC from Sun Capital Partners, Inc.

Previous Funding
In March 2017, Sun Capital acquired Horizon Services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Formed in 1987 and based in Delaware, USA, Horizon Services, LLC is a provider of plumbing, heating and air conditioning services.

Source Link:

Sun Capital Partners, Inc. press release, 13 November 219 [http://align5.com/horizon-services-acquired-sun-capital-assistance-align5-team-sts-capital-partners/]

				11/13/19		11/13/19		Harsco Industrial Patterson Kelley		SPX Corporation		$   60.0		SPX Corporation , the listed US-based provider of highly specialized engineering solutions and various other industrial services to different industries has acquired Harsco Industrial Patterson Kelley, the US based company engaged in manufacturing and selling full-line of high-efficiency boilers and water heaters, from Harsco Corporation, the listed US-based company providing industrial services and engineered products worldwide in Metal and Minerals, Industrial and Rail segments for a consideration of USD 60m.

The acquisition will enable Harsco to reduce its debt. It will be able to strengthen its balance sheet, increase financial flexibility. It will be able to transform into a single thesis environmental solutions company. Patterson Kelley will become a part of diversified global company. Patterson Kelly is expected to generate a revenue of approximately USD 35m in 2019.

Source Links:

Harsco Corporation press release, 13 November 2019 [https://www.harsco.com/press-release/harsco-sells-patterson-kelley-business]

SPX Corporation press release, 13 November 2019 [https://www.spx.com/spx-announces-purchase-of-patterson-kelley-from-harsco-corporation/]

Harsco Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 13 November 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/45876/000004587619000147/a8-kdocumentxnovember1.htm]

 * Press release (Exibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/45876/000004587619000147/exhibit991.htm]

				11/12/19				SW Anderson Sales Corporation		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, a UK-based company engaged in distribution of plumbing and heating products and supplier of building materials, has acquired SW Anderson Sales Corporation, the US-based HVAC equipment and supplies distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition of SW Anderson complements Ferguson’s HVAC business. It will enhance Ferguson’s product offerings. In 2018, SW Anderson had revenues of USD 90m and it employs around 150 people.

Source Links:

Ferguson plc press release, 12 November 2019 [https://www.fergusonplc.com/en/investors-and-media/news/financial-news/2019/ferguson-acquires-new-york-based-hvac-distributor--s--w--anderso.html]

Ferguson plc stock exchange announcement, 12 November 2019 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/exchange/news/market-news/market-news-detail/FERG/14304807.html]

				11/11/19		11/11/19		Albers Mechanical Contractors, Inc.		The Vollrath Co., L.L.C.				The Vollrath Co., L.L.C. has acquired Albers Mechanical Contractors, Inc., the US-based stainless-steel fabricator for the food service industry, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enlarge Vollrath’s high-end custom fabrication capabilities and capacity. The products and capabilities of Albers are natural fit to grow Serving Systems and Components business of Vollrath. Post-acquisition, Vollrath will establish a new facility in Minnesota which will occupy an area of more than 70,000 square foot.

Source Links:

The Vollrath Co., L.L.C. press release, 11 November 2019 [https://vollrath.com/Press-Room/Press-Releases/Vollrath-Acquires-Assets-of-Albers-Mechanical-Contractors-Inc-to-Expand-Custom-Fabrication-Capabilities]

				11/4/19		11/4/19		American Equipment Group Inc.		Resolute Industrial, LLC				Resolute Industrial, LLC, the US-based provider of Water and Air Cooled Chiller rental services, compressor remanufacturing, and other custom HVAC services, and a portfolio company of AE Industrial Partners LP, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired American Equipment Group Inc., the US-based industrial equipment dealer, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will allow Resolute to expand its existing rental fleet and service offerings, adding complementary power rental equipment products. Moreover, it will broaden the company's geographic presence.

In March 2019, AE Industrial Partners had Resolute Industrial, from One Equity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

				10/4/19		11/1/19		Batchelor & Kimball, Inc.		EMCOR Group, Inc.		$   220.0		EMCOR Group, Inc., the listed US-based provider of mechanical and electrical construction, energy infrastructure, and facilities services, has agreed to acquire Batchelor & Kimball, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical construction and maintenance services, for a consideration of USD 220m.

The consideration will be settled in cash. The acquisition will enable EMCOR to accelerate its position in the mechanical construction and maintenance services industry. Moreover, it will broaden EMCOR’s reach in the South and Southeast regions. Furthermore, the transaction will strengthen BKI’s mechanical construction and services operation. EMCOR expects BKI to contribute revenues of approximately USD 400m for 2020 with nominal diluted EPS accretion. EMCOR also believes that the increased earnings contribution will be partially offset by amortization expense associated with acquired intangible assets. It expects BKI's non-GAAP EBITDA margins to be at the higher end of subsidiaries included in its US Mechanical Construction and Facilities Services segment.

The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions and regulatory approvals, and is expected to be completed by the end of 2019.

UPDATE 01 Novemebr 2019 : EMCOR Group, Inc. has completed the acquisition of Batchelor & Kimball, Inc.

Source Links:

EMCOR Group, Inc. 8-K form filed with SEC on 04 October 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563419000177/eme-20191004x8k.htm]

 * Press release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563419000177/eme-ex9920191004x8k.htm]

EMCOR Group, Inc. press release, 04 October 2019 [https://www.emcorgroup.com/news-1/2019-news/emcor-group-inc-announces-agreement-to-acquire-batchelor-kimball-inc]

EMCOR Group, Inc. press release, 01 November 2019 [https://emcorgroup.com/news-1/2019-news/emcor-group-inc-completes-acquisition-of-batchelor-kimball]

EMCOR Group, Inc. 10-K form filed with SEC on 28 February 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563420000043/eme-20191231x10k.htm]

				9/27/19		9/27/19		Southern Air Heating & Cooling		Apex Service Partners, LLC				Apex Service Partners, a portfolio company of Alpine Investors LP, has acquired Southern Air Heating & Cooling.

The financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Being a part of the Apex platform, Southern Air will be able to expand its business across the US.

Southern Air will join Florida based businesses Best Home Services and Frank Gay Services as a member of the Apex platform. The company will continue to be operated independently by the Preuett family under its brand name.

Previous Funding
In July 2019, Alpine Investors acquired Frank Gay Services, Inc and formed Apex Service Partners as platform company.

Company
Headquartered in Ball and founded in 1994 by Ira Preuett, Southern Air Heating & Cooling is a company engaged in HVAC and plumbing services business. The company has locations across Louisiana and Mississipp.

Source:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 27 September 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190927-mofo-advises-alpine-investors.html]

				9/24/19		9/20/19		Vredevoogd Heating and Cooling		Randazzo Mechanical Heating & Cooling, LLC				Randazzo Mechanical Heating & Cooling, LLC, a company backed by North Branch Capital, has acquired Vredevoogd Heating & Cooling, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition represents North Branch’s eleventh transaction.

Debt

Maranon Capital provided debt for the transaction.

Previous funding

In December 2017, North Branch had acquired an undisclosed stake Randazzo in a management buyout transaction for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1964, Vredevoogd is the US-based provider of non-discretionary, residential heating, ventilation and air conditioning replacement and maintenance services

Source Link:

North Branch Capital, LLC press release, 24 September 2019 [https://www.northbranchcap.com/images/news/pdf/Vredevoogd_Merger%20Announcement.pdf]

				9/19/19		9/19/19		Newcore, Inc.		HomeServe Plc				HomeServe Plc has acquired Newcore, Inc., the US-based company providing heating and air conditioning services, which is doing business as Fred's Home Services, from Mr. Steve Newman, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will allow HomeServe to enter into the installation business and increase geographic of their HVAC business in the US.

Newcore is the second Cleveland-area company to be acquired by HomeServe. In December 2018, HomeServe acquired Elyria-based Geisel Heating, Air Conditioning and Plumbing, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

HomeServe USA Corp press release, 19 September 2019 [https://www.homeserve.com/media/fred]

				9/13/19		9/13/19		Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd.		Trane Inc.				Trane Inc., the US-based company that manufactures, supplies and services heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems or controls for commercial, residential, institutional and industrial markets, has acquired Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd., a Canada-based HVAC manufacturer, engaged in high efficiency air- and water-cooled magnetic bearing, modular, and process chillers for commercial HVAC and process cooling applications, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with Trane’s strategy of focusing on energy efficiency and sustainability. The transaction will enable Trane to offer new products and services. Further, Arctic will expand the availability and distribution of Trane’s products. Arctic Chiller operates from locations in Ontario, Canada, and Newberry, US.

Source Links:

Trane Inc. press release, 13 September 2019 [https://www.trane.com/commercial/north-america/us/en/about-us/newsroom/press-releases/Trane-Acquires-Arctic-Chiller-Group.html]

Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd. press release, 19 September 2019 [https://www.arcticchillergroup.com/news/trane-acquires-arctic-chiller-group/#more-53073]

				9/10/19		9/10/19		Market Refrigeration Specialists Inc.		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, a Walnut Creek, California-based provider of commercial refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired Corona, California-based Market Refrigeration Specialists.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands Articom's California footprint and increases the number of HVAC and refrigeration companies it owns in the Western US to seven

Target (Market Refrigeration Specialists Inc.) Corona, California

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides comprehensive commercial HVAC and refrigeration services to retail, commercial, and industrial customers
 * Size: One office location

Buyer (The Arcticom Group LLC) Walnut Creek, California

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides commercial HVAC and refrigeration services including preventative maintenance, repair, installation, renovation, new system engineering and design, and energy optimization
 * Size: 17 office locations and 201-500 employees

				9/4/19		9/4/19		Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions		Caltius Equity Partners				Caltius Equity Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired an undisclosed stake in Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions (ACIS), the US-based provider of HVAC solutions and services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will accelerate ACIS’s growth through Caltius Equity’s knowledge of the facility services industry and expand its geographical reach. The transaction will expand ACIS’s development both organically and through acquisitions.

Source Link:

Caltius Equity Partners press release, 04 September 2019 [https://www.caltius.com/equity-partners/news/caltius-equity-partners-invests-in-air-conditioning-innovative-solutions/]

				8/5/19		8/5/19		ABC Industries, Inc.		Branford Castle Partners, LP; Brookside Mezzanine Partners				Branford Castle Inc, the US-based private equity firm via Branford Castle Fund, L.P., along with Brookside Mezzanine Partners, the US-based mezzanine provider and private equity firm , have acquired ABC Industries, Inc., the US based manufacturer and distributor of ventilation products and technical fabrics, from CID Capital, the US-based venture capital firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is supported through senior debt financing by TCF Capital Funding and mezzanine debt financing by Brookside Mezzanine Partners. The acquisition supports the growth strategy of ABC Industries to accelerate its product development and expand its geographic footprints and also cater better services to its customers organically and through potential acquisitions. The transaction represents 10th acquisition from Branford Castle Fund, L.P. In 2012, CID Capital acquired an undisclosed stake in ABC Industries.

				8/2/19		8/2/19		QM Power, Inc (72.02% Stake)		KCK Group				KCK Group, has acquired 72.02% stake of, QM Power, Inc, the US-based provider of electric motor technology, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/2/19				Peirce-Phelps, Inc.		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc has agreed to acquire Peirce-Phelps, for an undisclosed consideration.

Watsco, Inc. is the listed US-based distributor of residential central air conditioners, stocks heating systems, industrial and commercial refrigeration products, headquartered in Florida.

Peirce-Phelps, Inc. is the US-based distributor of residential and commercial HVAC equipment

Carrier Enterprise, LLC is the US-based joint venture between Watsco and Carrier Corporation, head quartered in North Carolina

Carrier Corporation is the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, and refrigeration systems, controls, services, and building solutions, head quartered in Connecticut

Rationale:

 * The transaction will benefit Peirce with capital, technology and reach.
 * Furthermore, the transaction will enable Watsco to increase its presence in the Northeast.

Post Deal Details:

 * Pursuant to the transaction, Peirce will operate as a separate business of Carrier Enterprise, LLC.
 * Moreover, the Peirce brothers will continue to lead Peirce-Phelps.

Expected Completion: The transaction is expected to be completed in the next 30 days.

Conditions:

 * Customary conditions.

Background:

 * Peirce serves over 9,000 contractor-customers from 19 locations in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware and reported revenues of USD 206m.

UPDATE 02 August 2019: Watsco, Inc. has completed the acquisition of Peirce-Phelps, Inc.

Source Links:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 18 July 2019 [https://www.watsco.com/newsitem/watsco-to-acquire-peirce-phelps-inc-206-million-philadelphia-based-hvac-distributor/]

Watsco, Inc. 8-K form filed with SEC on 18 July 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105016/000119312519196032/d776061d8k.htm]

 * Press Release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105016/000119312519196032/d776061dex991.htm]

Watsco, Inc. press release, 02 August 2019 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-peirce-phelps-acquisition]

				7/31/19		7/31/19		Agape Mechanical		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services to the retail, food service, commercial and industrial market segments, has acquired Agape Mechanical, the US-based company providing HVAC, refrigeration, electrical and plumbing services, as well as hot water hydro-scrubbing, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable CoolSys to its Light-Commercial Division and further strengthen its presence in Midwest region. The deal will also enable CoolSys to offer better services to Agape's consumers by lowering the cost. The resources from CoolSys will further support Agape to further grow its business.

In March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired CoolSys, Inc from Audax Private Equity Group.

Source Links:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 31 July 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-agape-mechanical-in-the-midwest/]

Vinson & Elkins press release, 01 August 2019 [https://www.velaw.com/News/CoolSys-Acquires-Agape-Mechanical-in-the-Midwest/]

				7/30/19				Action Plumbing Supply, LLC		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson Enterprises, LLC, the US-based company engaged in the wholesale distribution of residential and commercial plumbing supplies, pipes, valves, fittings, and heating and cooling equipments, has acquired Action Plumbing Supply, LLC, the US-based company engaged in wholesale and distribution of plumbing, heating, and HVAC parts and supplies, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Ferguson to provide better service to its West Palm customers and expand its presence and competitiveness in the commercial market. Post-acquisition Action Plumbing will be re-branded as Action Plumbing Supply, a Ferguson enterprise. Action Plumbing has two locations in Margate and Lake Worth, Florida. Pursuant to the current transcation, Ferguson also acquired Innovative Soil Solutions LLC, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Ferguson Enterprises, LLC press release, 30 July 2019 [https://www.fergusonpressroom.com/ferguson-expands-geotextile-and-erosion-control-capabilities-through-recent-acquisition/]

				7/29/19		7/29/19		Frank Gay Services, Inc		Alpine Investors LP				Frank Gay Services, an Orlando, Florida-based plumbing, HVAC, electrical, and mechanical services company, has been acquired by Alpine Investors.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; Alpine invests in companies with EBITDA of USD 1m to USD 30m and enterprise values of USD 10m to USD 300m; Frank Gay will be combined with Best Home Services, an Alpine portfolio company, to serve as the foundation for Apex Service Partners, Alpine's new platform.
 * Rationale: The transaction is in line with the growth strategy of Apex and will enable it to have access to capital to build new facilities and enhance their customers’ experience.
 * Post deal deatils: Frank Gay will continue to operate independently.

Target (Frank Gay) Orlando, Florida

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides plumbing, HVAC, electrical, and general contractor services for residential, commercial, and municipal customers
 * Size: Has two locations in Orlando and Tampa, Florida, 140 service vehicles, and 175 full-time employees

Buyer (Alpine Investors - Private Equity)

 * Fund: Undisclosed; most recent fund, Alpine Investors VII, has USD 750m in capital commitments and launched in March
 * Investment Team: Daniel Cohen (San Francisco, CA)
 * Acquisition History: Alpine holdings on Mergermarket PE Portfolio

Source Links:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190729-mofo-advises-alpine-acquisitions.html]

Alpine Investors LP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://updates.alpineinvestors.com/alpine-launches-apex-service-partners]

Apex Service Partners, LLC press release, 29 July 2019 [https://apexservicepartners.com/alpine-launches-hvac-plumbing-and-electrical-services-platform-apex-service-partners-with-acquisition-of-frank-gay-services/]

				7/24/19				Richmond Electric Supply Co.		Locke Supply Co.				Locke Supply Co., the US-based company engaged in plumbing, electrical, HVAC distribution, has acquired Richmond Electric Supply Co. (RESCO), the US-based plumbing, electrical, and HVAC distributor, from RTK Family Capital LLC, the US-based family-owned investment firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable RESCO to expand its footprint in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast region of the US markets. Post-transaction, the entire RESCO team will integrate into Locke.

RESCO was acquired in 2012 from Mr. Darryl Harman by RTK and industry veteran Mr. Mike Bourn. It has operations in Farmville, VA and Norfolk, VA.

Source Links:

Matrix Capital Markets Group press release, 24 July 2019 [https://matrixcmg.com/press-releases/matrix-announces-the-successful-sale-of-richmond-electric-supply-co-llc/]

				7/10/19		7/10/19		Booth Dispensers Limited		Existing Management				The management of the company has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in Booth Dispensers Limited, the UK-based manufacturer of refrigeration systems with respect to drink equipment and vending machines, from Mr. Phil Elliott and Mr. Mike Mitchell, for an undisclosed consideration.

Post the transaction, Mr. Mark Williams, Mr. Daniel Hatton, Mr. Tony McKee, and Mr. Mark Richardson will be a part of the new Board of Directors of Booth Dispensers. Mr. Mark Williams and Mr. Daniel Hatton already were minority shareholders and existing board of directors in Booth Dispensers. Mr. Tony McKee, and Mr. Mark Richardson also became shareholders through this transaction.

Mr. Phil Elliott and Mr. Mike Mitchell held a majority stake in Booth Dispensers. Booth Dispensers Limited has a total of 120 employees.

Source Link:

Farleys Solicitors LLP press release, 10 July 2019 [https://www.farleys.com/news/booth-dispensers-completes-management-buyout-with-help-from-farleys-corporate-team/]

				7/10/19				Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc.		O'connor Company, Inc.		-		As of June 30, 2019, Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc. was acquired by O'connor Company. Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc. comprises heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment distribution centre. The asset is located in the United States.

				7/8/19		7/8/19		SGS Refrigeration Inc.		SPX Corporation		$   11.5		SPX Corporation, the listed US-based provider of highly specialized engineering solutions and various other industrial services to different industries, has acquired SGS Refrigeration Inc., the US-based manufacturer and distributor of industrial and commercial refrigeration equipment.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms:
   * SPX will pay a consideration of USD 10m.
   * Additionally, an earn-out of up to USD 1.5m will be paid if SGS achieves certain milestones in 2019.
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands SPX's market and portfolio of industrial refrigeration products
 * Post deal details: SGS’s financial results will be reported as a part of SPX’s HVAC Cooling business unit within its HVAC segment.
 * Background:
   * In 2018, SGS reported revenues of approximately USD 15m, which include approximately USD 3.5m of inter-company sales with SPX.
   * Since 2015, SGS has been involved in a partnership with SPX to produce the Cube line of forced draft and induced draft evaporative condenser designed to support a variety of industrial cooling and refrigeration applications

Target (SGS) Dixon, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Manufacturer and distributor of industrial refrigeration products including evaporators and evaporative condensers
 * Size: USD 15m annual revenue and 11-50 employees

Buyer (SPX) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Public [NYSE:SPXC]
 * Business Description: HVAC, detection and measurement, and engineered equipment supplier with USD 1.4bn in 2018 revenue and 4,000 employees in 17 countries
 * Size: USD 1.5bn market cap

Source Links:

SPX Corporation press release, 08 July 2019 [https://www.spx.com/spx-announces-purchase-of-sgs-refrigeration-inc/]

SPX Corporation 10-K form filed with SEC on 14 February 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/88205/000008820520000008/spxc-20191231.htm]

				7/8/19				Temperature Control Systems Inc.		Kele, Inc.		-		Temperature Control Systems Inc. operates as distributor of commercial and industrial HVAC controls; burner and boiler controls; and building automation systems. The company was founded in 1975 and is headquartered in Dallas, Texas. As of June 28, 2019, Temperature Control Systems, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Kele, Inc.

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Freije-RSC Engineered Solutions Co. (Industrial refrigeration division)		InterCool USA, LLC				InterCool USA, LLC, the US-based commercial and industrial refrigeration design-build contractor, has acquired the US-based industrial refrigeration division of Freije-RSC Engineered Solutions Co., the US-based national specialty engineering, service and installation services firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition does not include the mechanical and plumbing service and construction divisions of Freije-RSC. The acquisition will expand InterCool and Freije-RSC's presence across the nation. Their respective customer bases will have access to additional products, services and markets. The transaction will create growth opportunites for employees and customers of both the companies. It will enable Freije-RSC to focus on its mechanical and plumbing service and construction divisions. Post transaction, the acquired division will maintain its name and continue to operate out of its current offices in Indiana and Ohio. Its existing leadership team will remain in place.

UPDATE 23 July 2019: RF Investment Partners, US-based private equity firm, recently closed its investment in InterCool to support its acquisition of Freije-RSC's division.

Source Link:

RFE Investment Partners press release, 23 July 2019 [http://www.rf-partners.com/news-article/12/RF-Investment-Partners-Closes-Investment-in-InterCool]

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Keen Home Inc.		ConnectM Technology Solutions Inc.				ConnectM Technology Solutions, a Marlborough, Massachusetts-based provider of indoor climate technology and services, has acquired New York City-based Keen Home, from a group of sellers.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale:
   * Expands ConnectM’s product offerings and services and accelerates its entry into new and contiguous markets.
   * ConnectM will able to strengthen its market position in indoor climate and health solutions market.
   * ConnectM and Keen Home will be able to serve thier customers better.
 * Post Deal Details: ConnectM and Keen Home will continue to operate under their own names, with their own existing brands.

Target (Keen) New York, New York

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides hardware and software used to manage temperature by regulating airflow on a room-by-room basis or for the entire home
 * Size: One office location with 11-50 employees; has raised USD 5.5m in funding (Source: Crunchbase)

Buyer (ConnectM) Marlborough, Massachusetts

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides an IoT platform to connect, monitor, and control HVAC, IAQ, and indoor climate assets
 * Size: Three office locations in Massachusetts, New Jersey, and India and 11-50 employees; has raised USD 10m in funding (Source: Crunchbase)

Vendors:

 * TechStars, LLC, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * FundersClub Inc., the US-based venture capital firm.
 * American Family Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm
 * Brand Foundry Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * NYU Innovation Venture Fund, the US-based venture capital firm
 * R/GA Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * RMR Capital, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * Upslope Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Best Home Services		Alpine Investors LP				Alpine Investors LP, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired an undisclosed stake in Best Home Services, the US-based provider of HVAC, plumbing and electrical service and repair services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Best Home to expand its product offerings in HVAC field by enhancing its infrastructure and tools and strengthen its presence in Florida. Pursuant to transaction, Mr. Keegan Hodges and Mr. Chadd Hodges, Co-CEO’s of Best Home Services, will continue to operate independently under its brand name.

Best has an employee-base of around 300 employees.

Source Link:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190729-mofo-advises-alpine-acquisitions.html]

				7/1/19		6/26/19		Alabama Controls, Inc.		Albireo Energy, LLC				Albireo Energy, LLC, the US-based company that provides building automation solutions and energy services to commercial and institutional buildings and a portfolio company of Huron Capital Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Alabama Controls, Inc., US-based provider of building automation and HVAC control solutions to commercial and institutional buildings, from Bobby Reuse, the US-based private investor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition supports the growth strategy of Alabama. It will enable Albireo to diversify its customer base in the government and higher education sectors and expand its footprints in southeastern U.S regions. Albireo will be able to diversify its offerings and enhace its capabilities to serve its customers better. Post transaction, Alabama’s subsidiaries Alabama Equipment, Inc., NOVA Environmental Technologies, Inc. and Wholesale Controls International, Inc. will integrate into Albireo. Alabama’s management will continue to operate the operations of the company.

Alabama employs over 80 people and has even offices with locations in Alabama, Florida and Tennessee. In 2014, Huron Capital formed Albireo.


Source links:

Alabama Controls, Inc. Corporate website [https://alabamacontrols.com/alabama-controls-ae-merge/]

Albireo Energy, LLC press release, 01 July 2019 [https://www.albireoenergy.com/alabama-controls-corporation-joins-albireo-energy/]

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 18 July 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-albireo-energy-completes-add-on-acquisition-of-alabama-controls/]

				6/27/19		6/27/19		Brannon Inc.		ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc.				ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc., the US-based company engaged in designing, manufacturing, installing, and servicing air conditioning, heating, ventilation, plumbing, process piping, electrical, and direct digital control systems, has acquired Brannon Inc., the US-based provider of specialty general construction services to Central California, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable ACCO to expand its geographical base in Northern and Southern California. Furthermore, the acquisition creates significant added resources and capabilities that will directly benefit customers in the construction market. The transaction will enable the growth of the Smith brand.

Source Links:

ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc. press release, 27 June 2019 [https://www.accoes.com/acco-engineered-systems-announces-key-acquisition-in-central-coast-of-california/]

				6/17/19		6/17/19		InOvate Technologies, Inc.		Continental Materials Corporation		$   12.3		Continental Materials Corporation (CMC), the listed US-based company that manufactures and sells construction, hardware, heating, ventilation and air conditioning products through its subsidiaries has acquired InOvate Technologies, Inc., US-based manufacturer of metal dryer venting accessories used in residential home construction, from Richard Harpenau, the US-based private investor, for a maximum cash consideration of USD 12.2m.

The consideration includes earnouts of upto USD 1.25m, which is payable within 12 months. The transaction will enable CMC to strengthen their presence in the building products industry and expand its product portfolio. The transaction is in line with CMC’s strategy to acquire strong family owned, manufacturing companies. It will enable InOvate to pursue its full potential. It will enable InOvate to expand its product portfolio and existing channels.

Source Links:

Continental Materials Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 17 June 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_18k.htm]

 * Asset Purchase Agreement (Exhibit 10.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_1ex10d1.htm]
 * Press release (Exhibiy 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_1ex99d1.htm]

				6/4/19		5/31/19		Trantech Radiator Products, Inc.		Main Street Capital Corporation		$   10.7		Main Street Capital Corporation, the US-based private equity firm, along with the management of Trantech Radiator Products, Inc, the US-based company that manufactures specialty radiators and cooling systems for transformer, has acquired the company in a management buyout transaction, from Industrial Opportunity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm for a consideration of USD 10.7m.

The transaction was financed by Main Street along with the Company's senior management team. Main Street financed USD 15.1m via mix of first-lien, senior secured term debt and a direct equity investment. They provided Trantech a credit facility to back its future growth and working capital needs. The transaction was in line with Trantech’s strategy to serve its customers in a better way and enhance its product portfolio.

The sale of Trantech was IOP’s tenth investment. In November 2011, IOP, via Industrial Opportunity Partners, L.P. had acquired Trantech, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Main Street Capital Corporation press release, 5 June 2019 [http://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_d682724a8bd83329b3dca9557271d837/mainstcapital/news/2019-06-05_Main_Street_Announces_New_Portfolio_2518.pdf]

Industrial Opportunity Partners LLC press release, 4 June 2019 [https://www.iopfund.com/industrial-opportunity-partners-completes-sale-of-portfolio-company-trantech-radiator-products/]

Winston & Strawn LLP corporate website [http://www.winston.com/print/content/1020088/industrial-opportunity-partners-sale-of-trantech-radiator.pdf]

Dennard Lascar Investor Relations press release, 5 June 2019 [https://www.dennardlascar.com/news-multimedia/detail/18401/main-street-announces-new-portfolio-investment]

				5/22/19				Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc.		The SEER Group, LLC		-		Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. provides commercial HVAC installation and maintenance services. Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. was formerly known as Specialty Heating & Fabrication, Inc. and changed its name to Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. in July 2000. The company was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in Tigard, Oregon. As of March 31, 2019, Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of The SEER Group LLC.

				5/16/19		5/16/19		Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc.		Climate Pros, Inc.				Climate Pros, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC repair, maintenance, and construction services and a portfolio company of Saw Mill Capital LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, from Mr. Michael Wade and Mr. James Robinson, the US-based private investors, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will accelerate Climate Pros’ geographic reach and expand its customer base. The transaction will strengthen Climate Pros’ cold-chain customers in the Texas markets.

Concurrently, Climate Pros has also acquired Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration. In January 2017, Saw Mill Capital LLC through its Saw Mill Capital Partners II, LP, had acquired Climate Pros, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Saw Mill Capital LLC press release, 16 May 2019 [http://www.sawmillcapital.com/news/articles/51]

				5/7/19		5/7/19		Reedy Industries Inc.		Audax Private Equity Group				Audax Private Equity Group, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Reedy Industries Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; Audax targets platforms with USD 8m to USD 50m in EBITDA and enterprise values of USD 50m to USD 400m
 * Rationale: The resources and expertise from Audax will assist Reedy to continue their growth through strategic acquisitions and growth initiatives.

Target (Reedy) Glenview, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provider of commercial HVAC services, mechanical services, and energy solutions primarily serving commercial, industrial, and municipal buildings in the Midwest
 * Size: Has 201-500 employees serving more than 6,000 customers; besides Illinois has additional entities servicing Indiana, Kansas, Missouri, Ohio, and Wisconsin

Buyer (Audax Private Equity)

 * Fund: Undisclosed; most recent fund, Audax Private Equity Fund VI, has USD 3.5bn in capital commitments and launched in 2018
 * Investment Team: Don Bramley (Boston, MA)

				5/7/19		5/1/19		Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc.		Climate Pros, Inc.				Climate Pros, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC repair, maintenance, and construction services and a portfolio company of Saw Mill Capital LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, from Mr. Mike Smith, and Ms. Kali Smith, the US-based private investors, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will accelerate Climate Pros’ geographic reach and expand its customer base. The transaction will strengthen Climate Pros’ cold-chain customers in the Texas markets.

Concurrently, Climate Pros has also acquired Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration. In January 2017, Saw Mill Capital LLC through its Saw Mill Capital Partners II, LP, had acquired Climate Pros, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Statesman Business Advisors press release, 07 May 2019 [http://statesmanbiz.com/norfoxx-has-been-acquired-by-climate-pros/]

Saw Mill Capital LLC press release, 16 May 2019 [http://www.sawmillcapital.com/news/articles/51]

				4/30/19		3/19/19		Metro Air Limited		Pinnacle Home Environment Solutions				Pinnacle Home Environment Solutions, a Canada-based home services company that offers a complete range of home efficiency solutions and comfort products, from heating and cooling to fireplaces and mantles, has acquired Metro Air Limited, a Canada-based company that operates as a mechanical contractor offering heating and air conditioning equipment repair and installation services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Metro Air’s home services complement Pinnacle’s home efficiency solutions. The acquisition closed 19 March 2019.

Source Link:

Generational Group press release, 30 April 2019 [https://www.genequityco.com/press-releases/metro-air-sale-to-pinnacle-home-environment-solutions]

				4/26/19				KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC		-		KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC offers maintenance, repair, and hvac services of refrigerators. The company was founded in 2013 and is based in Murrieta, California. As of April 26, 2019, KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC operates as a subsidiary of The Arcticom Group, LLC.

				4/17/19				Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC		Badger Bob's Services Inc.		-		Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC distributes heating, air conditioning, and indoor air quality products and also offers HVAC services. The company is based in Venice, Florida. As of April 17, 2019, Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC operates as a subsidiary of Badger Bob's Services, Inc.

				4/12/19		4/11/19		Munch's Supply LLC		Ridgemont Equity Partners				Ridgemont Equity Partners, the US-based private equity firm along with the management team of Munch's Supply LLC the US-based distributor heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) have acquired the company from Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC, the US-based private equity firm for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition was financed by a consortium of incumbent lenders led by PNC Erieview Capital, Kayne Anderson Private Credit and JPMorgan, with additional support provided by AEA Private Debt, PineBridge Private Credit and Stellus Capital Management, LLC. Through this acquisition, Munch's Supply will leverage on the expertise of Ridgemont to achieve future growth. It will also enable Munch's Supply to expand their business in new geographic areas and provide better product and services to their customers.

Rotunda acquired a majority stake in Munch’s in 2015. Since Rotunda’s investment, Munch’s tripled its revenue, completed four acquisitions, and expanded from seven locations in one state to 27 locations in nine states.As reported by this news service in late March, Munch’s Supply was holding management presentations in an auction process run by Lincoln International.

Source links:

Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 12 April 2019 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/ridgemont-equity-partners-acquires-munchs-supply/]

Lincoln International LLC corporate website [https://www.lincolninternational.com/transactions/munchs-supply-a-portfolio-company-of-rotunda-capital-partners-has-been-sold-to-ridgemont-equity-partners/]

				4/4/19				Dunphey & Associates Supply Co., Inc.		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc. [NYSE:WSO], the Miami, Florida-based distributor of HVAC products, has acquired Whippany, New Jersey-based DASCO Supply.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: DASCO will operate as a subsidiary of Watsco under its present name and leadership; Watsco will provide the resources to assist in achieving DASCO's growth plans

Target (DASCO) Whippany, New Jersey

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Distributor of air conditioning and heating products
 * Size: Revenues of about USD 56m in 2018; has seven locations in New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut

Buyer (Watsco) Miami, Florida

 * Ownership: Public [NYSE:WSO]
 * Business Description: Distributor of heating, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) products with 571 locations in the US, Canada, Mexico, and Puerto Rico
 * Size: USD 5.54bn market cap

Source Link:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 04 April 2019 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-acquisition-dasco-supply]

				4/2/19		4/2/19		Grupo CYVSA, SA de CV		Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Applied Americas Inc., a US-based company engaged in manufactures and sells commercial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, has agreed to acquire Grupo CYVSA, SA de CV, a Mexico-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable the companies to respond to increasing market expectations for integrated solutions. The transaction will also help CYVSA to grow its Clima-Flex product portfolio in America and expand its services to maximize value to customers. It will also help the companies to provide better customer experiences.

Post-acquisition, CYVSA group will continue to operate independently. Daikin Airconditioning Mexico will continue to serve all existing channels and customers independently. CYVSA was found in 1951 and executes over 29,000 projects in Mexico, United States and the Caribbean.

Source Links:

Daikin Applied Americas Inc. press release, 02 April 2019 [https://news.daikinapplied.com/Press-Releases/ArticleID/421/Daikin-Applied-and-CYVSA-Form-Alliance]

Daikin Airconditioning Mexico, S de RL de CV press release, 02 April 2019 [http://daikin.com.mx/daikin-applied-cyvsa-form-alliance/]

				4/1/19		3/29/19		Kysor/Warren Corp.		Epta S.p.A.		$   49.0		Epta S.p.A., an Italy-based company engaged in the design, development, manufacture and sale of commercial refrigerated systems, has acquired Kysor/Warren Corp., the US-based manufacturer of refrigerated systems and display cases, from Lennox International Inc., the listed US-based company engaged in designing, manufacturing and distributing heating and refrigeration products and solutions, for a cash consideration of USD 49m.

The sale of Kysor/Warren will help Lennox International to focus and grow its commercial refrigeration business in North America and Europe. The acquisition is in line with the growth strategy of Epta enabling expansion and cornerstone on sustainability and efficiency.

Earlier in January 2011, Lennox acquired Kysor Warren and Kysor Warren de Mexico S. De RL de CV from Manitowoc for a consideration of USD 138m. In February 2019, Lennox had announced its intention to sell Kysor Warren. Kysor Warren has a workforce of over 500 employees and have operations in U.S. and Mexico.

Source Link:

Lennox International Inc. press release, 01 April 2019 [https://lennoxinternational.gcs-web.com/news-releases/news-release-details/lennox-international-closes-sale-kysor-warren]

				3/21/19		3/21/19		CoolSys, Inc.		Ares Management LLC				Ares Management LLC, the US-based private equity firm has acquired, CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services to the retail, food service, commercial and industrial market segments from, Audax Private Equity Group, the US-based private equity firm for an undisclosed consideration.

CoolSys will leverage Ares’s expertise enabling it to pursue strategic acquisitions and expansion strategy. Ares will accelerate CoolSys's growth organically and through add on acquistions.

CoolSys employs more than 2,000 people. Audax Private Equity Group had acquired CoolSys in 2015, which was then known as Source Refrigeration from Arsenal Capital Partners. Ares Management LLC is a subsidiary of, Ares Management, L.P, the US-based company that operates as an alternative asset manager in four segments: Tradable Credit group, Direct Lending group, Private Equity group and Real Estate group.

Source links:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 21 March 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquired-by-ares-management-corporation/]

Ares Management, L.P. press release, 21 March 2019 [http://www.ares-ir.com/file/Index?KeyFile=397195140]

Lincoln International LLC press release, 21 March 2019 [https://www.lincolninternational.com/transactions/audax-private-equity-has-sold-coolsys-to-a-private-equity-group-of-ares-management/?gdpr=accepted]

				3/13/19				CroppMetcalfe		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of service plans, repair, and installation services, has acquired Fairfax, Virginia-based CroppMetcalfe.

				3/12/19				Comfort Air Distributing Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, a New Lenox, Illinois-based heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor backed by Rotunda Capital Partners, has acquired Denver, Colorado-based Comfort Air Distributing Inc.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands Munch’s geographic footprint into new region.
 * The transaction is part of the long-term strategy of Munch's Supply, to expand the platform into other regions through strategic acquisitions.
 * Post deal details: Comfort Air Distributing will continue to operate under its own name and serve Colorado and 13 Wyoming counties out of the branches in Denver, Centennial and Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Target (Comfort Air Distributing Inc.) Denver, Colorado

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provider of Rheem heating and air conditioning equipment to customers in Colorado and 13 Wyoming counties
 * Size: Has three Colorado branches and 11-50 employees

Buyer (Munch's Supply LLC) New Lenox, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private Equity; Rotunda Capital Partners (2015)
 * Business Description: HVAC distributor founded in 1956
 * Size: Has 27 locations in nine states after acquisition of Comfort Air Distributing and more than 500 employees

				3/8/19		3/8/19		Resolute Industrial, LLC		AE Industrial Partners LP				AE Industrial Partners, LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Resolute Industrial, LLC, the US-based provider of water and air-cooled chiller rental services, compressor remanufacturing, and other custom HVAC services, from One Equity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction enables Resolute to accelerate its organic growth by expanding its capabilities and geographic footprint in the North American markets. Post-acquisition, Mr. David Myers and Mr. David Kornblatt serve on the Board of Directors of Resolute.

Earlier in 2015, One Equity Partners LLC acquired Resolute Industrial, LLC, from Johnson Controls International plc.

Source Link:

AE Industrial Partners, LLC, 08 March 2019 [https://www.aeroequity.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Resolute-Press-Release-3-8-19-vFINAL.pdf]

				3/4/19		3/4/19		ABC Refrigeration & Air Conditioning, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired ABC Refrigeration & Air Conditioning, Inc., the US-based company engaged in commercial refrigeration, HVAC installation, service and maintenance, and HVAC fabrication, from Joseph Ligoci, the US-based private investor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will help CoolSys in their plan of expansion throughout the US and create a strategic position in the Northeast market. ABC Refrigeration has 160 employees.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 04 March 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-abc-refrigeration-hvac-in-new-york/]

				2/25/19		2/25/19		Ductmate Canada Limited		Infuse Capital Partners LLC				Infuse Capital Partners LLC, the US-based investment firm has acquired Ductmate Canada Limited, the Canada-based manufactures and distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system components for HVAC systems, from Ductmate Industries, Inc., the US-based company engaged in manufacturing of ventilation and air conditioning system components, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/21/19		1/4/19		Hill York Air Conditioning & Energy Solutions		EMCOR Group, Inc.				EMCOR Group, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical and electrical construction, energy infrastructure, and facilities services, has acquired Hill York Air Conditioning & Energy Solutions, the US-based company providing construction, maintenance, repairing, air conditioning, and energy services for heating, cooling, and ventilation systems, from Wesley Companies Inc., US-based company providing roofing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/20/19		2/20/19		Heat Transfer Sales, LLC		Hoffman & Hoffman, Inc.				Hoffman & Hoffman, Inc., the US-based manufacturers of HVAC equipment and controls, has acquired Heat Transfer Sales, LLC, the US-based provider of hydronic HVAC, pumps, heat exchangers, boilers, water heaters, controls, cooling towers, connectors, pressure gauges, etc. for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will provide Hoffman with access to Heat Transfer Sales' manufacturing facilities of pre-fab units for mechanical rooms and will add hydronic equipment into its product lines. It will also enable Hoffman to expand its product offerings and footings in the Carolinas.

Following the acquisition, Heat Transfer Sales will operate as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hoffman and will have a workforce of 445 employees.

				2/15/19		2/8/19		TEMP-AIR, Inc		Sunbelt Rentals, Inc.		$   118.0		Sunbelt Rentals, Inc., the US-based equipment rental company, has acquired TEMP-AIR, Inc, the US-based company engaged in temporary, portable heating, cooling, dehumidifying, and air filtration rental services, for a consideration of GBP 92m.

Temp Air is a climate control business operating across 13 markets within the US.

Source links:

Ashtead Group Plc annual report 2019 [http://www.ashtead-group.com/lib/docs/081525-ec1052862ashteadar19indexed.pdf#page=132]

				2/7/19		2/7/19		Systecon Inc.		ENGIE North America Inc.				Engie North America, a Houston, Texas-based energy company that is a subsidiary of Engie [EPA:ENGI], has acquired West Chester, Ohio-based Systecon.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed.
 * Strategic Rationale:
   * Strengthens Engie's ability to provide maintenance, mechanical service, construction, commissioning, and energy solutions in North America.
   * The deal will also help Systecon to enhance approach to delivering modular HVAC and mechanical contracting solutions.
 * Post Deal Details: After the completion, the employees of Systecon will join ENGIE North America.

Target (Systecon) West Chester, Ohio

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides modular HVAC and mechanical contracting solutions including chiller plants, hot water/steam boiler plants, and cogeneration plants
 * Size: Has 85 employees at one location

Buyer (Engie North America) Houston, Texas

 * Ownership: Engie [EPA:ENGI]
 * Business Description: Manages energy businesses in the US and Canada offering clean power generation, cogeneration, and energy storage; retail energy sales; and services to help customers run their facilities more efficiently
 * Size: Has 5,001-10,000 employees at locations throughout the US and Canada.

Source Links:

Systecon Inc. press release, 07 February 2019 [https://www.systecon.com/media/documents/ENGIE%20NA%20Systecon%20Press%20Release.pdf]

ENGIE North America Inc. press release, 08 February 2019 [http://www.engie-na.com/2019/02/08/engie-north-america-acquires-systecon-llc/]

				1/29/19		1/29/19		Newgaard Mechanical Inc.		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc.				Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC replacement, retrofit and repair services primarily for facilities in education, municipal, and healthcare end markets and a portfolio company of Huron Capital Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Newgaard Mechanical Inc., the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system solutions and services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition enhances Pueblo’s capability and capacity to design, build and maintain complex systems for customers across Arizona. It will strengthen Pueblo’s position in the HVAC services sector. Post acquisition, Newgaard employees will join Pueblo. The owners of Newgaard will remain involved in operations of the business.

Concurrently, Pueblo acquired CFM Mechanical LLC, the US-based provider HVAC solutions including retrofit and installation of HVAC systems in commercial properties industry, for an undisclosed consideration. The acquisitions will increase Pueblo’s annual revenue to over USD 100m. Newgaard serves industrial, commercial office, hospitality, education, transportation and other industries. In 2018, Huron along with the management of Pueblo, acquired the company in a management buyout transaction.

Source Link:

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 29 January 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-pueblo-mechanical-controls-completes-second-and-third-add-on-acquisitions/]

				1/29/19				Newgaard Mechanical Inc./CFM Mechanical LLC		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC		-		Newgaard Mechanical Inc./CFM Mechanical LLC represents the combines operations of CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. in their sale to Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC. As of January 29, 2019, Newgaard Mechanical Inc. and CFM Mechanical LLC was acquired by Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC. CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. distributes hvac solutions. CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. are based in the United States.

				1/29/19				Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc		Hilltop Opportunity Partners LLC.; Treaty Oak Equity LLC		-		Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc distributes and repairs air conditioning systems, furnaces, heat pumps, mini-splits, geothermal products, zoning systems, and thermostats for clients in Texas. It offers system repairs, HVAC system replacement, heating and air conditioning maintenance and performance checking, new construction heating and air conditioning installations, home insulation, solar screens, ductwork sealing and repair, air balancing, indoor air quality improvements, system performance testing, and energy audit services. The company also provides geothermal heating and cooling services that include geothermal systems repair and maintenance, geothermal systems replace existing, and new geothermal systems installation. Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc was founded in 1954 and is based in Austin, Texas.

				1/22/19		1/22/19		Arjae Sheet Metal Co., Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, a Brea, California-based parent of refrigeration and HVAC companies backed by Audax Private Equity, acquired Milwaukie, Oregon-based Arjae HVAC and Mechanical Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed.
 * Strategic Rationale: Strengthens CoolSys' presence in the Northwest and expands HVAC capabilities.
 * Target (Arjae HVAC) Milwaukie, Oregon.

Ownership: Private

 * Business Description: Provides commercial and industrial HVAC installation and services, as well as sheet metal fabrication.
 * Size: Operates a 25,000-square-foot custom manufacturing plant.
 * Buyer (CoolSys) Brea, California.

Ownership: Private Equity; Audax Private Equity

 * Business Description: Provides refrigeration and HVAC maintenance and installation services to grocery retailers, convenience store chains, telecommunication hubs, and other industrial customers in the US.
 * Size: Has more than 1,200 employees and over 4,000 customers.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 22 January 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-arjae-hvac-and-mechanical-services-in-oregon/]

				1/17/19		1/17/19		Atlantic Cooling Technologies & Services LLC		Service Logic, LLC				Service Logic, LLC, the US-based provider of repair and replacement services for commercial Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment, chilled water systems, and building automation and control systems, has acquired Atlantic Cooling Technologies & Services LLC, the US-based company providing construction and alterations services of new and pre-existing cooling towers, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Akerman LLP press release, 17 January 2019 [https://www.akerman.com/en/firm/newsroom/akerman-advises-atlantic-cooling-technologies-llc-in-its-sale-to-service-logic-llc.html]

				1/15/19		1/15/19		Yearout Companies		Legence				Yearout Companies, an Albuquerque, New Mexico-based design-build provider of mechanical, fabrication and maintenance services, has been acquired by Therma Holdings, a San Jose, California-based mechanical services company that is backed by Gemspring Capital.

The transaction is in line with Therma’s growth strategy to expand its geographic footprint globally. Pursuant to the transaction, Yearout will operate as a division of Therma whereas Mr. Kevin Yearout, CEO of Yearout, will continue to lead the company.

Yearout Companies, founded in 1963, includes Yearout Fabrication, the US-based provider of fabrication solutions, Yearout Insulation, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical and industrial project insulation solutions, Yearout Mechanical, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical services and Yearout Service, LLC, the US-based provider of heating, ventilating, air-conditioning and refrigeration (HVAC/R) services and solutions. In June 2017, Gemspring Capital acquired Therma.

Source Link:

Therma Corporation press release, January 2019 [https://www.therma.com/therma-aquires-yearout-mechanical/]

Gemspring Capital, LLC press release, 15 January 2019 [http://www.gemspring.com/news/therma-holdings-llc-acquires-yearout-mechanical]

				1/11/19		2/19/19		Morris Sheet Metal Corporation; Morris Enterprises, LLC; Morris Transportation, LLC		Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd.		$   6.6		Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd has agreed to acquire Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, JTD Spiral, Inc., Morris Enterprises, LLC and Morris Transportation, LLC, from Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd., the listed US-based investment company having interest in companies engaged in automotive technologies, electronics manufacturing, energy services & fabrication technologies, headquartered in phoenix, Arizona.

Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, the US-based company engaged in designing, fabrication and installation of dust collectors, commercial ductwork, kitchen hoods, industrial ventilation systems, machine guards, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

JTD Spiral, Inc., the US-based subsidiary of Morris Sheet Metal that Fabricates and delivers spiral duct, oval duct, and dual wall duct and fittings, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Morris Enterprises, LLC, the US-based company engaged in business to design, fabricate, commercial ductwork, industrial ventilation systems and other contract metal fabrication, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Morris Transportation, LLC, the US-based company engaged in business to design, fabricate, commercial ductwork, industrial ventilation systems and other contract metal fabrication, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Mr. James Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. Daniel Morris is the US-based private investors.

Terms:

 * Alpine 4 Technologies has agreed to acquire Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, JTD Spiral, Inc., Morris Enterprises, LLC and Morris Transportation, LLC, from Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris, for a consideration of USD 6.6m.
 * The consideration consists of:
   * Cash payment of USD 3.15m
   * Notes payment of USD 3.45m which include:
     * Secured notes of USD 1.033m payable to each of Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.
     * Supplement notes of USD 0.116m to each of Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.
   * Earn outs of 50% of EBIDTA over USD 1.5m if achieved within the 12 months of closing of transaction.

Rationale: The acquisition is in line with Alpine 4 Technologies’s strategy of DSF (Driver, Stabilizer, Facilitator business) acquisition.

Conditions:

 * Completion of due diligence.
 * Approval from board of directors of Alpine 4 Technologies.

Background:

 * Morris Sheet Metal has entered in Consulting Services Agreement with Mr. James Morris and Mr. Daniel Morris pursuant to which James and Daniel Morris agreed for a period of 90 days, following the closing of the Transaction to provide strategic management services to the Morris Sheet Metal and companies.

UPDATE 19 February 2019: Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd has completed the acquisition of Morris Enterprises, LLC, Morris Sheet Metal Corporation and Morris Transportation, LLC.

Source Links:

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd. 8-K form filed with SEC on 11 January 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606698/000109690619000015/alpine4.htm]

 * Exhibit 99.1 (SEcurities Purchase agreement) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606698/000109690619000015/exh99_1.htm]

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd. press release, 19 February 2019 [https://www.alpine4.com/news/alpine-4-technologies-ltd-alpp-subsidiary-morris-sheet-metal-corp-of-fort-wayne-indiana-announces-several-new-projects-that-will-generate-3-8-million-dollars-of-new-revenue-in-2019/]

				1/8/19		1/8/19		PB Heat, LLC		Noritz Corporation		$   47.0		Noritz Corporation, the listed Japan-based company engaged in manufacturing and sales of various water heaters, hydropic systems, and gas co-generation system, has acquired PB Heat, LLC, the US-based company engaged in manufacture and sales of boilers and heaters for residential and commercial applications, from Atlantic Shores Corporation, the US-based company engaged in various line of business, including retail sale of electric and gas refrigerators, stoves, and other household appliances, for a consideration of USD 47m.

The transaction will enable Noritz to expand its business line across North America with PB's existing brand awareness. It also allows Noritz to absorb PB's existing technologies and manufacturing facilities. Post-transaction, PB Heat will become a wholly-owned subsidiary of Noritz. The transaction has been completed on 08 January 2019. Prior to the transaction, PB Heat was a wholly-owned subsidiary of Atlantic Shores.

Sources Links:

Noritz Corporation press release, 08 January 2019 (Japanese) [https://www.noritz.co.jp/company/news/assets/20190108_1h8e.pdf]

				1/2/19		1/2/19		Commercial Air, Inc.		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc.				Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC replacement, retrofit and repair services primarily for facilities in education, municipal, and healthcare end markets, has acquired Commercial Air, Inc. the US-based company engaged in designing, installing and maintaining air conditioning, refrigeration and heating systems, for an undisclosed consideration.

Pueblo’s management resources and expertise in the HVAC industry are a great fit Commercial air’s commercial service offerings. Post-acquisition, all the employees of Commercial Air will be retained.

Earlier in January 2018, Huron Capital Partners LLC and Mr. Dan Bueschel along with the management of Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc. had acquired the company in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 03 January 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-pueblo-mechanical-controls-completes-add-on-acquisition/]

				12/14/18				Slakey Brothers, Inc.		The Walters Family				The Walters Family, the US-based family, and owner of Gensco Inc, the US-based wholesale distributor and manufacturer of Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning equipment and supplies, has acquired Slakey Brothers, Inc., the US-based wholesale distributor of plumbing, heating and air conditioning equipment, and parts, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line Walters Family's plan to expand their geographic footprint with the current presence of Slakey in California. Post-acquisition, Slakey will operate as a sister concern of Gensco and will continue to operate under the same name with same team, product lines and under the same leadership. Chris Walters, the President of Gensco, will become the CEO of Slakey Brothers.

Slakey Brothers has 24 branches in three states with 22 in California, one in Nevada and one in Oregon and has three plumbing showrooms in California.

				12/11/18				Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc.		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC		-		Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc. represents the combined operations of Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. and Wallwork Bros., Inc. in their sale to Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. As of December 11, 2018, Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc. was acquired by Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. distributes plumbing supplies, and HVAC and waterworks products and solutions. Wallwork Bros., Inc. supplies heating and cooling products. Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. and Wallwork Bros., Inc. are based in the United States.

				11/1/18				Thermal Mechanics, Inc.		Goodman Manufacturing Company, L.P.				Goodman Manufacturing Company, L.P., the US residential and commercial air conditioning and heating equipment manufacturer has acquired Thermal Mechanics, Inc., the US-based company that provides HVAC equipment and integrated building control solutions, for an undisclosed consideration

Goodman will also take over substantially all the assets of Thermal Mechanics’ affiliates, namely RK Pipe Supply, LLC and Taycon-TMI, LLC.

Source Link:

Haynes and Boone LLP press release [http://www.haynesboone.com/representative%20matters/2018/11/05/haynes%20and%20boone%20represents%20goodman%20manufacturing%20in%20acquisition%20of%20private%20hvac%20services%20company]

				8/29/18				Tommark Company		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor, has acquired Tommark Company, the US-based wholesale distribution of warm air heating and air-conditioning equipment and supplies company, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction includes Tommark six branches in Michigan. The deal expands Munch's' geographic footprint to 24 locations, and will further develop its presence in Michigan state. The deal will enable Munch's supply to expand in new product offerings and customer segment. The transaction helps Tommark’s customers to access Munch’s proven and impressive framework that includes enhanced technology and a strong name brand product offering.

				8/27/18				Ott Distributors, Inc.		MORSCO HVAC Supply Company, LLC		-		Ott Distributors, Inc. distributes HVAC part and equipment. The company was incorporated in 1972 and is based in North Charleston, South Carolina. As of August 27, 2018, Ott Distributors, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of MORSCO HVAC Supply Company, LLC.

				8/8/18				Brock McVey Company		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson Enterprises, Inc., the US-based company engaged in the wholesale distribution of residential and commercial plumbing supplies, pipes, valves, fittings, and heating and cooling equipment, has acquired Brock McVey Company, the US-based seven-location plumbing and HVAC supplier, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will help Ferguson in expanding its commercial and residential business in Kentucky. Post completion Brock will continue to operate as usual prior to transition into Ferguson brand.

Concurrently, Ferguson also acquired Appliance Distributors of Louisiana, Wright Plumbing Supply and Lighting Design Center.

Source Link:

Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. press release, 08 August 2018 [https://www.fergusonpressroom.com/ferguson-acquires-four-companies-in-july-expands-footprint-in-louisiana-kentucky-and-california/]

				6/4/18				North Fork Heating & Supply Corp.		F.W. Webb Company, Inc.		-		North Fork Heating & Supply Corp. distributes plumbing, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment, parts, and accessories. The company was founded in 1982 and is based in Riverhead, New York. As of June 4, 2018, North Fork Heating & Supply Corp. operates as a subsidiary of F.W. Webb Company, Inc.

				4/23/18				Bush Supply Inc.		MORSCO Inc.		-		Bush Supply Inc. engages in distribution of HVAC products. The company was founded in 1987 and is headquartered in Phoenix, Arizona. As of April 23, 2018, Bush Supply Inc. operates as a subsidiary of MORSCO Inc..

				12/3/17				O’Connor Company, Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor and a portfolio company of Rotunda Capital Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired O’Connor Company, Inc., the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction expands Munch's distribution footprint in six additional branches serving portions of Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa and Missouri. Munch and O’Connor will combine to operate 18 branches in eight states. Post transaction, O’Connor will continue to operate under the same name as an independent company and will retain its current management team. Executive Director of Operations, Mr. Greg Borr, will become President of O’Connor.

Earlier in 2015, Rotunda acquired majority stake in Munch's for an undisclosed consideration.

				10/3/17				Wieland-Kessler, LLC		Wieland-Werke Aktiengesellschaft		-		Wieland-Kessler, LLC, doing business as Kessler Sales & Distribution, supplies pipes and tubing products, fittings, valves, struts and rods, and water heaters. It serves plumbing and heating wholesalers, HVAC wholesalers, industrial supply houses, waterworks suppliers, and OEMs. Wieland-Kessler, LLC was formerly known as Kessler Industries, Inc. and changed its name to Wieland-Kessler, LLC. in October 2017. The company was founded in 1935 and is based in Woodbridge, New Jersey with regional distribution centers in the continental United States. As of October 3, 2017, Wieland-Kessler, LLC operates as a subsidiary of Wieland-Werke AG.

				6/21/17				Russell Sigler Inc.		Carrier Enterprise, LLC		$   63.6		Russell Sigler Inc. operates as an independent distributor for HVAC products for residential, heavy commercial, and industrial customers. The company offers residential equipment, such as aftermarket coils and items, carrier coils, indoor and outdoor air conditioners, indoor and outdoor heat pumps, fan coils, heat pumps, residential thermostats, gas packages, furnaces, horizontal EVAP coils, and gas furnaces; and commercial equipment, including curbs and economizers. It also provides various parts and tools. The company distributes its products through stores and dealers, as well as online. Russell Sigler Inc. was founded in 1950 and is based in Tolleson, Arizona. It has branches in Arizona, North and South California, Idaho, New Mexico, Nevada, and Texas.

				3/28/17				The BAASE Company, Inc.		Tozour Energy Systems, Inc.		-		The BAASE Company, Inc. distributes plumbing, heating, and air conditioning products for commercial customers in Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, and Delaware. It offers plumbing products, such as water heaters, pumps, sump and sewage basins, freeze protection cables, expansion tanks, pressure booster systems, and flue piping for gas fired water heaters; and HVAC products, including boilers, heat exchangers, flue piping for boilers, pumps, heat tracing, pump accessories, and expansion tanks. The company was founded in 1966 and is headquartered in Warminster, Pennsylvania. As of March 28, 2017, The BAASE Company, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Tozour Energy Systems, Inc.
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Company Comparable Analysis_v1

		Public Comparable Companies



						Equipment Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

																				5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				NasdaqGS:AAON						$4,007		$4,074		$770		24.0%		15.5%		14.4%		37.4%		28.8x		27.4x		30.2x		34.0x		5.3x

				NYSE:CARR						$34,496		$41,225		$20,449		27.4%		13.9%		0.0%		2.6%		-		10.4x		16.6x		12.4x		2.0x

				TSE:6367						$44,838		$44,942		$24,674		33.3%		14.2%		10.4%		12.3%		11.1x		14.0x		17.3x		11.6x		1.7x

				SHSE:600690						$32,811		$30,325		$34,111		30.9%		7.3%		9.1%		9.0%		9.7x		14.3x		18.6x		11.4x		0.9x

				NYSE:JCI						$43,949		$53,279		$25,505		33.5%		12.4%		-2.1%		5.6%		9.5x		10.9x		13.2x		13.5x		2.1x

				NYSE:LII						$8,478		$10,239		$4,718		27.2%		15.5%		4.2%		1.2%		18.0x		17.3x		17.8x		12.9x		2.2x

				SZSE:000333						$51,495		$53,466		$49,233		23.2%		9.9%		8.8%		6.1%		12.3x		15.4x		17.5x		10.4x		1.1x

				OM:NIBE B						$18,780		$19,465		$3,313		31.1%		16.0%		14.7%		20.1%		19.3x		26.4x		40.2x		32.6x		5.5x

				NYSE:REZI						$2,399		$3,746		$6,264		27.4%		12.2%		0.0%		5.4%		15.5x		8.2x		8.1x		4.5x		0.6x

				NYSE:SPXC						$2,967		$3,030		$1,382		35.5%		8.7%		-0.7%		11.6%		14.2x		13.8x		15.1x		22.6x		2.2x

				OM:SYSR						$1,433		$1,694		$981		33.8%		9.2%		8.7%		9.4%		10.6x		11.9x		17.6x		16.0x		1.6x

				NYSE:TT						$38,712		$42,480		$15,487		31.0%		16.4%		2.1%		4.8%		13.0x		11.6x		20.9x		15.5x		2.7x



														Mean		29.9%		12.6%		5.8%		10.5%		14.7x		15.2x		19.4x		16.5x		2.3x

														Median		30.9%		13.2%		6.4%		7.6%		13.0x		13.9x		17.6x		13.2x		2.1x



						Equipment Distribution

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				OM:BEIJ B						$5,369		$5,984		$2,172		26.4%		10.3%		18.2%		10.4%		19.7x		24.7x		39.2x		27.3x		3.0x

				NYSE:FERG						$26,250		$30,309		$29,694		30.5%		10.9%		8.7%		1.1%		10.9x		11.3x		14.6x		8.2x		1.0x

				ASX:REH						$6,213		$7,356		$5,274		27.9%		9.2%		25.8%		2.7%		15.1x		15.1x		22.0x		13.1x		1.4x

				NYSE:WSO						$8,815		$9,429		$7,205		27.9%		11.5%		10.9%		9.1%		14.1x		15.8x		17.6x		9.8x		1.3x

				NYSE:GWW						$28,107		$30,763		$14,785		37.8%		15.7%		7.6%		7.6%		10.9x		12.7x		15.0x		12.9x		2.1x



														Mean		30.1%		11.5%		14.2%		6.2%		14.2x		15.9x		21.7x		14.3x		1.8x

														Median		27.9%		10.9%		10.9%		7.6%		14.1x		15.1x		17.6x		12.9x		1.4x



						Contracting Services

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$MM		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				NYSE:FIX						$4,102		$4,547		$3,879		17.6%		7.8%		17.7%		20.4%		9.3x		7.8x		11.0x		13.1x		1.2x

				NYSE: EME						$7,058		$7,368		$10,766		14.4%		6.0%		7.1%		8.8%		7.2x		5.3x		7.4x		8.4x		0.7x

				ENXTPA:SPIE						$4,241		$6,263		$7,881		8.4%		6.4%		7.5%		8.2%		10.0x		8.8x		9.0x		9.4x		0.8x

				OM:BRAV						$2,177		$2,386		$2,213		15.2%		15.2%		8.1%		10.6%		12.4x		12.3x		14.8x		11.8x		1.0x

				NYSE:TPC						$389		$1,076		$3,921		4.6%		0.8%		-4.0%		-7.3%		5.3x		3.6x		3.2x		10.4x		0.3x





														Mean		12.1%		7.2%		7.3%		8.1%		8.8x		7.5x		9.1x		10.6x		0.8x

														Median		14.4%		6.4%		7.5%		8.8%		9.3x		7.8x		9.0x		10.4x		0.8x



						Control Module Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$MM		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

		t		NYSE:EMR						$56,810		$71,824		$19,629		41.7%		23.4%		5.2%		-10.4%		12.4x		11.6x		15.1x		14.9x		3.7x

				NasdaqGS:HON						$136,273		$154,691		$35,466		32.8%		21.5%		-2.6%		4.7%		14.0x		14.5x		19.4x		17.5x		4.4x

				XTRA:IFX						$51,785		$42,058		$13,942		43.2%		32.1%		15.0%		7.7%		9.7x		14.7x		19.6x		8.4x		2.8x

				NYSE:JCI						$43,949		$53,279		$25,505		33.5%		12.4%		-2.1%		5.6%		9.5x		10.9x		13.2x		13.5x		2.1x



														Mean		37.8%		22.4%		3.9%		1.9%		11.4x		12.9x		16.9x		13.6x		3.2x

														Median		37.6%		22.5%		1.5%		5.1%		11.0x		13.1x		17.3x		14.2x		3.2x



						Peer Group Analysis

						Sub-Sector		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

																		5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

						Equipment Manufacturing		$284,364		$307,966		$186,888		30.9%		13.2%		6.4%		7.6%		13.0x		13.9x		17.6x		13.2x		2.1x

						Control Module Manufacturing		$288,817		$321,851		$94,542		37.6%		22.5%		1.5%		5.1%		11.0x		13.1x		17.3x		14.2x		3.2x

						Equipment Distribution		$74,753		$83,840		$59,129		27.9%		10.9%		10.9%		7.6%		14.1x		15.1x		17.6x		12.9x		1.4x

						Service Firms		$17,578		$20,564		$24,740		14.8%		7.1%		7.8%		9.7%		10.0x		8.8x		11.0x		10.6x		0.9x

						Aggregate		$665,513		$734,222		$365,299		29.2%		12.3%		7.8%		7.7%		12.3x		12.5x		17.0x		12.9x		1.8x



												Mean		28.1%		13.2%		6.9%		7.5%		12.1x		12.7x		16.1x		12.7x		1.9x

												Median		29.2%		12.3%		7.8%		7.6%		12.3x		13.1x		17.3x		12.9x		1.8x























CY2022 Indexed Stock Price_v1

						100

				CY2022 Indexed Stock Price Performance																														Cumulative Daily Index Returns

				Dates		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules		S&P 500		S&P 500 Industrials				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		S&P 500 		S&P 500 Industrials				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		S&P500		90-Day Tbill Rate

				Dec-31-2021		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%														0.50%

				Jan-03-2022		98.48%		99.70%		100.17%		98.96%		100.64%		99.18%				-1.52%		-0.30%		0.17%		-1.04%		0.64%		-0.82%				-0.52%		0.70%		1.17%		-0.04%		1.64%		0.50%

				Jan-04-2022		99.04%		100.53%		101.69%		100.02%		100.57%		101.19%				-0.96%		0.53%		1.69%		0.02%		0.57%		1.19%				-0.08%		2.19%		2.30%		-25.50%		0.96%		0.50%

				Jan-05-2022		98.88%		99.45%		100.12%		100.47%		98.62%		100.22%				-1.12%		-0.55%		0.12%		0.47%		-1.38%		0.22%				-3.00%		0.29%		0.42%		1.44%		-0.24%		0.53%

				Jan-06-2022		98.76%		98.71%		100.70%		100.26%		98.53%		100.68%				-1.24%		-1.29%		0.70%		0.26%		-1.47%		0.68%				2.00%		-0.64%		1.52%		0.86%		1.24%		0.52%

				Jan-07-2022		98.25%		97.10%		99.15%		101.36%		98.13%		100.65%				-1.75%		-2.90%		-0.85%		1.36%		-1.87%		0.65%				3.13%		6.55%		0.09%		1.87%		1.85%		0.51%

				Jan-10-2022		97.32%		94.72%		97.45%		99.83%		97.99%		99.49%				-2.68%		-5.28%		-2.55%		-0.17%		-2.01%		-0.51%				2.24%		2.25%		-10.33%		0.35%		1.16%		0.52%

				Jan-11-2022		97.11%		94.82%		98.18%		101.41%		98.89%		100.12%				-2.89%		-5.18%		-1.82%		1.41%		-1.11%		0.12%				1.13%		0.98%		0.53%		2.90%		0.11%		0.50%

				Jan-12-2022		97.99%		96.12%		98.30%		101.99%		99.16%		100.42%				-2.01%		-3.88%		-1.70%		1.99%		-0.84%		0.42%				0.53%		0.69%		0.85%		1.24%		-1.45%		0.51%

				Jan-13-2022		95.58%		96.17%		98.85%		102.44%		97.75%		100.60%				-4.42%		-3.83%		-1.15%		2.44%		-2.25%		0.60%				3.39%		0.98%		0.21%		1.15%		-7.81%		0.51%

				Jan-14-2022		93.42%		94.15%		97.12%		101.22%		97.83%		100.02%				-6.58%		-5.85%		-2.88%		1.22%		-2.17%		0.02%				1.63%		1.71%		12.53%		0.65%		0.94%		0.51%

				Jan-17-2022		93.60%		94.36%		96.98%		101.35%		97.83%		100.02%				-6.40%		-5.64%		-3.02%		1.35%		-2.17%		0.02%				0.97%		0.96%		1.07%		1.06%		1.00%		0.52%

				Jan-18-2022		92.62%		92.47%		94.15%		99.21%		96.03%		98.84%				-7.38%		-7.53%		-5.85%		-0.79%		-3.97%		-1.16%				1.18%		1.41%		2.40%		0.09%		2.54%		0.52%

				Jan-19-2022		92.14%		90.94%		93.30%		97.91%		95.10%		97.75%				-7.86%		-9.06%		-6.70%		-2.09%		-4.90%		-2.25%				1.08%		1.23%		1.18%		-5.19%		1.31%		0.54%

				Jan-20-2022		93.15%		90.40%		92.79%		96.95%		94.05%		96.54%				-6.85%		-9.60%		-7.21%		-3.05%		-5.95%		-3.46%				0.85%		1.07%		1.09%		1.88%		1.27%		0.52%

				Jan-21-2022		92.44%		88.76%		90.90%		95.43%		92.27%		95.61%				-7.56%		-11.24%		-9.10%		-4.57%		-7.73%		-4.39%				1.12%		1.19%		1.30%		1.74%		1.36%		0.51%

				Jan-24-2022		92.28%		87.60%		91.13%		94.41%		92.53%		96.12%				-7.72%		-12.40%		-8.87%		-5.59%		-7.47%		-3.88%				1.02%		1.11%		0.97%		1.29%		0.96%		0.49%

				Jan-25-2022		90.84%		86.63%		89.16%		93.57%		91.40%		95.22%				-9.16%		-13.37%		-10.84%		-6.43%		-8.60%		-4.78%				1.21%		1.09%		1.25%		1.18%		1.17%		0.51%

				Jan-26-2022		90.72%		86.34%		88.65%		93.54%		91.27%		94.43%				-9.28%		-13.66%		-11.35%		-6.46%		-8.73%		-5.57%				1.01%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.02%		0.50%

				Jan-27-2022		88.22%		85.50%		88.11%		93.33%		90.78%		93.56%				-11.78%		-14.50%		-11.89%		-6.67%		-9.22%		-6.44%				1.30%		1.07%		1.05%		1.04%		1.06%		0.49%

				Jan-28-2022		88.46%		86.98%		89.03%		93.19%		92.99%		94.20%				-11.54%		-13.02%		-10.97%		-6.81%		-7.01%		-5.80%				0.98%		0.89%		0.92%		1.02%		0.73%		0.50%

				Jan-31-2022		89.18%		88.56%		90.50%		94.75%		94.74%		95.24%				-10.82%		-11.44%		-9.50%		-5.25%		-5.26%		-4.76%				0.93%		0.87%		0.85%		0.73%		0.71%		0.51%

				Feb-01-2022		88.91%		88.45%		90.64%		95.04%		95.39%		96.59%				-11.09%		-11.55%		-9.36%		-4.96%		-4.61%		-3.41%				1.03%		1.01%		0.98%		0.93%		0.85%		0.51%

				Feb-02-2022		88.80%		89.23%		90.89%		96.66%		96.29%		97.23%				-11.20%		-10.77%		-9.11%		-3.34%		-3.71%		-2.77%				1.01%		0.93%		0.97%		0.59%		0.75%		0.52%

				Feb-03-2022		86.82%		88.16%		89.79%		91.63%		93.94%		95.61%				-13.18%		-11.84%		-10.21%		-8.37%		-6.06%		-4.39%				1.19%		1.11%		1.14%		3.15%		1.87%		0.50%

				Feb-04-2022		86.07%		85.22%		89.02%		90.43%		94.43%		94.59%				-13.93%		-14.78%		-10.98%		-9.57%		-5.57%		-5.41%				1.06%		1.27%		1.08%		1.16%		0.90%		0.51%

				Feb-07-2022		86.19%		84.17%		88.97%		90.43%		94.08%		94.65%				-13.81%		-15.83%		-11.03%		-9.57%		-5.92%		-5.35%				0.99%		1.08%		1.01%		1.00%		1.08%		0.50%

				Feb-08-2022		86.19%		84.68%		90.00%		90.94%		94.87%		95.60%				-13.81%		-15.32%		-10.00%		-9.06%		-5.13%		-4.40%				1.00%		0.97%		0.90%		0.94%		0.84%		0.53%

				Feb-09-2022		88.37%		86.39%		91.88%		92.85%		96.24%		96.91%				-11.63%		-13.61%		-8.12%		-7.15%		-3.76%		-3.09%				0.83%		0.88%		0.79%		0.76%		0.67%		0.53%

				Feb-10-2022		86.10%		84.97%		90.68%		91.34%		94.50%		95.31%				-13.90%		-15.03%		-9.32%		-8.66%		-5.50%		-4.69%				1.21%		1.11%		1.17%		1.25%		1.63%		0.53%

				Feb-11-2022		85.04%		82.86%		90.25%		89.00%		92.71%		93.88%				-14.96%		-17.14%		-9.75%		-11.00%		-7.29%		-6.12%				1.08%		1.15%		1.05%		1.31%		1.40%		0.53%

				Feb-14-2022		83.52%		82.33%		89.12%		88.24%		92.35%		93.50%				-16.48%		-17.67%		-10.88%		-11.76%		-7.65%		-6.50%				1.11%		1.03%		1.13%		1.08%		1.06%		0.54%

				Feb-15-2022		84.30%		83.52%		92.55%		89.83%		93.81%		94.92%				-15.70%		-16.48%		-7.45%		-10.17%		-6.19%		-5.08%				0.95%		0.93%		0.65%		0.85%		0.78%		0.52%

				Feb-16-2022		84.94%		84.10%		92.53%		89.76%		93.89%		95.41%				-15.06%		-15.90%		-7.47%		-10.24%		-6.11%		-4.59%				0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.54%

				Feb-17-2022		83.41%		83.36%		90.83%		87.50%		91.90%		93.63%				-16.59%		-16.64%		-9.17%		-12.50%		-8.10%		-6.37%				1.11%		1.05%		1.26%		1.24%		1.39%		0.53%

				Feb-18-2022		83.17%		83.64%		90.80%		86.27%		91.24%		92.78%				-16.83%		-16.36%		-9.20%		-13.73%		-8.76%		-7.22%				1.02%		0.98%		1.00%		1.11%		1.09%		0.52%

				Feb-21-2022		82.77%		83.57%		90.05%		85.94%		91.24%		92.78%				-17.23%		-16.43%		-9.95%		-14.06%		-8.76%		-7.22%				1.03%		1.00%		1.09%		1.03%		1.00%		0.52%

				Feb-22-2022		81.93%		83.48%		89.57%		85.92%		90.32%		91.92%				-18.07%		-16.52%		-10.43%		-14.08%		-9.68%		-8.08%				1.05%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		1.12%		0.52%

				Feb-23-2022		81.40%		82.88%		88.84%		84.39%		88.66%		90.20%				-18.60%		-17.12%		-11.16%		-15.61%		-11.34%		-9.80%				1.03%		1.04%		1.08%		1.12%		1.19%		0.53%

				Feb-24-2022		80.25%		82.15%		86.29%		84.51%		89.98%		91.31%				-19.75%		-17.85%		-13.71%		-15.49%		-10.02%		-8.69%				1.07%		1.05%		1.25%		0.99%		0.87%		0.52%

				Feb-25-2022		81.66%		84.40%		89.50%		87.48%		92.00%		93.51%				-18.34%		-15.60%		-10.50%		-12.52%		-8.00%		-6.49%				0.92%		0.87%		0.75%		0.80%		0.78%		0.51%

				Feb-28-2022		81.59%		84.19%		89.19%		87.47%		91.77%		94.16%				-18.41%		-15.81%		-10.81%		-12.53%		-8.23%		-5.84%				1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.03%		0.51%

				Mar-01-2022		81.29%		83.48%		86.17%		84.23%		90.35%		92.73%				-18.71%		-16.52%		-13.83%		-15.77%		-9.65%		-7.27%				1.02%		1.05%		1.31%		1.28%		1.20%		0.50%

				Mar-02-2022		81.20%		84.76%		88.34%		86.11%		92.03%		94.76%				-18.80%		-15.24%		-11.66%		-13.89%		-7.97%		-5.24%				1.01%		0.92%		0.83%		0.87%		0.81%		0.53%

				Mar-03-2022		81.32%		84.33%		86.18%		86.28%		91.55%		94.84%				-18.68%		-15.67%		-13.82%		-13.72%		-8.45%		-5.16%				0.99%		1.03%		1.20%		0.99%		1.07%		0.62%

				Mar-04-2022		79.91%		83.10%		84.76%		84.48%		90.82%		94.62%				-20.09%		-16.90%		-15.24%		-15.52%		-9.18%		-5.38%				1.08%		1.08%		1.11%		1.14%		1.10%		0.66%

				Mar-07-2022		76.46%		80.89%		82.86%		82.23%		88.14%		92.07%				-23.54%		-19.11%		-17.14%		-17.77%		-11.86%		-7.93%				1.18%		1.14%		1.13%		1.15%		1.33%		0.70%

				Mar-08-2022		75.65%		83.46%		83.95%		82.79%		87.51%		91.49%				-24.35%		-16.54%		-16.05%		-17.21%		-12.49%		-8.51%				1.04%		0.86%		0.93%		0.97%		1.06%		0.73%

				Mar-09-2022		77.45%		84.40%		87.96%		85.14%		89.75%		93.15%				-22.55%		-15.60%		-12.04%		-14.86%		-10.25%		-6.85%				0.92%		0.94%		0.73%		0.86%		0.81%		0.75%

				Mar-10-2022		76.95%		83.10%		88.12%		84.10%		89.37%		93.04%				-23.05%		-16.90%		-11.88%		-15.90%		-10.63%		-6.96%				1.02%		1.09%		0.99%		1.08%		1.04%		0.72%

				Mar-11-2022		76.35%		82.15%		89.22%		83.16%		88.21%		92.29%				-23.65%		-17.85%		-10.78%		-16.84%		-11.79%		-7.71%				1.03%		1.06%		0.90%		1.06%		1.12%		0.72%

				Mar-14-2022		75.54%		85.74%		90.02%		83.41%		87.56%		92.59%				-24.46%		-14.26%		-9.98%		-16.59%		-12.44%		-7.41%				1.04%		0.79%		0.92%		0.98%		1.06%		0.73%

				Mar-15-2022		75.19%		84.49%		90.22%		84.74%		89.43%		94.03%				-24.81%		-15.51%		-9.78%		-15.26%		-10.57%		-5.97%				1.01%		1.09%		0.98%		0.91%		0.84%		0.78%

				Mar-16-2022		77.94%		84.50%		91.84%		87.46%		91.43%		95.27%				-22.06%		-15.50%		-8.16%		-12.54%		-8.57%		-4.73%				0.88%		1.00%		0.82%		0.81%		0.79%		0.77%

				Mar-17-2022		79.86%		86.08%		92.10%		87.86%		92.56%		96.55%				-20.14%		-13.92%		-7.90%		-12.14%		-7.44%		-3.45%				0.91%		0.89%		0.96%		0.97%		0.85%		0.72%

				Mar-18-2022		80.37%		87.48%		92.67%		89.06%		93.64%		96.93%				-19.63%		-12.52%		-7.33%		-10.94%		-6.36%		-3.07%				0.97%		0.89%		0.92%		0.89%		0.83%		0.72%

				Mar-21-2022		80.04%		87.10%		92.20%		88.90%		93.60%		97.09%				-19.96%		-12.90%		-7.80%		-11.10%		-6.40%		-2.91%				1.02%		1.03%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		0.72%

				Mar-22-2022		80.08%		87.02%		92.07%		89.45%		94.66%		97.61%				-19.92%		-12.98%		-7.93%		-10.55%		-5.34%		-2.39%				1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		0.95%		0.80%		0.75%

				Mar-23-2022		79.37%		86.91%		89.52%		88.20%		93.50%		96.71%				-20.63%		-13.09%		-10.48%		-11.80%		-6.50%		-3.29%				1.04%		1.01%		1.37%		1.13%		1.27%		0.76%

				Mar-24-2022		79.11%		85.57%		88.59%		89.22%		94.84%		97.44%				-20.89%		-14.43%		-11.41%		-10.78%		-5.16%		-2.56%				1.01%		1.11%		1.10%		0.91%		0.76%		0.76%

				Mar-25-2022		78.47%		84.88%		88.77%		90.49%		95.32%		98.05%				-21.53%		-15.12%		-11.23%		-9.51%		-4.68%		-1.95%				1.03%		1.05%		0.98%		0.87%		0.88%		0.75%

				Mar-28-2022		78.07%		84.42%		88.35%		90.16%		96.00%		98.08%				-21.93%		-15.58%		-11.65%		-9.84%		-4.00%		-1.92%				1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		0.82%		0.77%

				Mar-29-2022		79.00%		85.61%		90.83%		91.45%		97.18%		98.96%				-21.00%		-14.39%		-9.17%		-8.55%		-2.82%		-1.04%				0.96%		0.92%		0.77%		0.85%		0.61%		0.77%

				Mar-30-2022		79.77%		86.25%		90.00%		90.84%		96.56%		98.81%				-20.23%		-13.75%		-10.00%		-9.16%		-3.44%		-1.19%				0.96%		0.95%		1.10%		1.08%		1.34%		0.77%

				Mar-31-2022		79.10%		84.67%		88.71%		89.58%		95.05%		97.26%				-20.90%		-15.33%		-11.29%		-10.42%		-4.95%		-2.74%				1.03%		1.12%		1.14%		1.15%		1.62%		0.77%

				Apr-01-2022		79.74%		84.38%		89.44%		89.96%		95.38%		96.58%				-20.26%		-15.62%		-10.56%		-10.04%		-4.62%		-3.42%				0.97%		1.02%		0.93%		0.96%		0.92%		0.77%

				Apr-04-2022		79.68%		84.58%		88.64%		89.84%		96.15%		96.41%				-20.32%		-15.42%		-11.36%		-10.16%		-3.85%		-3.59%				1.00%		0.99%		1.08%		1.01%		0.79%		0.75%

				Apr-05-2022		79.07%		83.44%		86.56%		88.22%		94.94%		95.07%				-20.93%		-16.56%		-13.44%		-11.78%		-5.06%		-4.93%				1.03%		1.08%		1.20%		1.18%		1.42%		0.78%

				Apr-06-2022		77.94%		82.07%		85.81%		87.55%		94.02%		94.34%				-22.06%		-17.93%		-14.19%		-12.45%		-5.98%		-5.66%				1.06%		1.09%		1.06%		1.06%		1.23%		0.78%

				Apr-07-2022		77.04%		82.60%		86.16%		86.95%		94.42%		94.63%				-22.96%		-17.40%		-13.84%		-13.05%		-5.58%		-5.37%				1.04%		0.97%		0.97%		1.05%		0.92%		0.79%

				Apr-08-2022		76.50%		82.89%		85.80%		85.89%		94.17%		94.06%				-23.50%		-17.11%		-14.20%		-14.11%		-5.83%		-5.94%				1.02%		0.98%		1.03%		1.09%		1.05%		0.78%

				Apr-11-2022		74.44%		81.65%		85.44%		84.91%		92.58%		93.78%				-25.56%		-18.35%		-14.56%		-15.09%		-7.42%		-6.22%				1.09%		1.08%		1.03%		1.07%		1.33%		0.81%

				Apr-12-2022		74.85%		81.54%		86.14%		84.91%		92.26%		93.65%				-25.15%		-18.46%		-13.86%		-15.09%		-7.74%		-6.35%				0.98%		1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		1.05%		0.81%

				Apr-13-2022		75.70%		83.05%		87.29%		86.01%		93.29%		94.56%				-24.30%		-16.95%		-12.71%		-13.99%		-6.71%		-5.44%				0.96%		0.91%		0.91%		0.92%		0.85%		0.81%

				Apr-14-2022		76.06%		81.06%		87.61%		85.61%		92.16%		94.47%				-23.94%		-18.94%		-12.39%		-14.39%		-7.84%		-5.53%				0.98%		1.12%		0.97%		1.03%		1.20%		0.80%

				Apr-15-2022		75.94%		81.06%		87.61%		85.61%		92.16%		94.47%				-24.06%		-18.94%		-12.39%		-14.39%		-7.84%		-5.53%				1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-18-2022		75.18%		80.70%		87.19%		85.21%		92.14%		94.11%				-24.82%		-19.30%		-12.81%		-14.79%		-7.86%		-5.89%				1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-19-2022		75.56%		82.69%		87.45%		87.38%		93.62%		95.81%				-24.44%		-17.31%		-12.55%		-12.62%		-6.38%		-4.19%				0.98%		0.89%		0.98%		0.84%		0.78%		0.82%

				Apr-20-2022		76.79%		83.78%		89.54%		88.17%		93.56%		96.33%				-23.21%		-16.22%		-10.46%		-11.83%		-6.44%		-3.67%				0.95%		0.93%		0.82%		0.93%		1.01%		0.81%

				Apr-21-2022		76.18%		84.68%		89.84%		88.11%		92.18%		95.36%				-23.82%		-15.32%		-10.16%		-11.89%		-7.82%		-4.64%				1.03%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		1.25%		0.80%

				Apr-22-2022		75.12%		82.46%		87.88%		85.51%		89.63%		92.99%				-24.88%		-17.54%		-12.12%		-14.49%		-10.37%		-7.01%				1.05%		1.16%		1.21%		1.24%		1.37%		0.78%

				Apr-25-2022		73.65%		80.87%		87.26%		85.37%		90.14%		92.99%				-26.35%		-19.13%		-12.74%		-14.63%		-9.86%		-7.01%				1.06%		1.10%		1.06%		1.01%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-26-2022		71.38%		78.97%		85.10%		83.01%		87.60%		90.95%				-28.62%		-21.03%		-14.90%		-16.99%		-12.40%		-9.05%				1.09%		1.10%		1.18%		1.17%		1.29%		0.80%

				Apr-27-2022		71.59%		78.67%		84.94%		82.80%		87.78%		91.28%				-28.41%		-21.33%		-15.06%		-17.20%		-12.22%		-8.72%				0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		0.81%

				Apr-28-2022		71.52%		79.97%		83.12%		84.25%		89.96%		92.32%				-28.48%		-20.03%		-16.88%		-15.75%		-10.04%		-7.68%				1.00%		0.94%		1.13%		0.91%		0.81%		0.82%

				Apr-29-2022		72.04%		78.38%		84.01%		84.33%		86.69%		89.90%				-27.96%		-21.62%		-15.99%		-15.67%		-13.31%		-10.10%				0.98%		1.08%		0.94%		0.99%		1.36%		0.80%

				May-02-2022		71.88%		77.21%		83.31%		85.15%		87.18%		90.05%				-28.12%		-22.79%		-16.69%		-14.85%		-12.82%		-9.95%				1.01%		1.06%		1.05%		0.94%		0.96%		0.79%

				May-03-2022		71.88%		76.51%		84.61%		85.61%		87.61%		90.68%				-28.12%		-23.49%		-15.39%		-14.39%		-12.39%		-9.32%				1.00%		1.03%		0.92%		0.97%		0.96%		0.82%

				May-04-2022		71.38%		78.53%		85.39%		86.45%		90.22%		93.28%				-28.62%		-21.47%		-14.61%		-13.55%		-9.78%		-6.72%				1.02%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		0.77%		0.81%

				May-05-2022		70.68%		75.85%		83.55%		83.75%		87.01%		90.80%				-29.32%		-24.15%		-16.45%		-16.25%		-12.99%		-9.20%				1.03%		1.13%		1.14%		1.22%		1.37%		0.84%

				May-06-2022		69.67%		73.98%		82.43%		82.86%		86.51%		90.21%				-30.33%		-26.02%		-17.57%		-17.14%		-13.49%		-9.79%				1.04%		1.08%		1.07%		1.06%		1.04%		0.84%

				May-09-2022		68.11%		72.55%		80.03%		80.75%		83.74%		88.04%				-31.89%		-27.45%		-19.97%		-19.25%		-16.26%		-11.96%				1.05%		1.06%		1.14%		1.13%		1.22%		0.88%

				May-10-2022		68.35%		72.84%		79.98%		80.70%		83.95%		87.47%				-31.65%		-27.16%		-20.02%		-19.30%		-16.05%		-12.53%				0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.90%

				May-11-2022		68.52%		72.35%		79.65%		80.42%		82.56%		86.66%				-31.48%		-27.65%		-20.35%		-19.58%		-17.44%		-13.34%				0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.09%		0.90%

				May-12-2022		69.07%		74.08%		79.20%		80.76%		82.46%		86.78%				-30.93%		-25.92%		-20.80%		-19.24%		-17.54%		-13.22%				0.98%		0.94%		1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		0.89%

				May-13-2022		70.34%		74.94%		80.65%		81.75%		84.43%		87.85%				-29.66%		-25.06%		-19.35%		-18.25%		-15.57%		-12.15%				0.96%		0.97%		0.93%		0.95%		0.88%		0.87%

				May-16-2022		69.75%		74.38%		80.33%		81.75%		84.09%		87.71%				-30.25%		-25.62%		-19.67%		-18.25%		-15.91%		-12.29%				1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.86%

				May-17-2022		70.71%		75.93%		82.10%		83.73%		85.79%		89.71%				-29.29%		-24.07%		-17.90%		-16.27%		-14.21%		-10.29%				0.97%		0.94%		0.91%		0.89%		0.89%		0.89%

				May-18-2022		68.94%		72.92%		80.68%		81.36%		82.32%		86.34%				-31.06%		-27.08%		-19.32%		-18.64%		-17.68%		-13.66%				1.06%		1.13%		1.08%		1.16%		1.26%		0.89%

				May-19-2022		68.77%		73.07%		80.56%		81.30%		81.84%		85.52%				-31.23%		-26.93%		-19.44%		-18.70%		-18.16%		-14.48%				1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.89%

				May-20-2022		69.04%		72.85%		80.40%		80.46%		81.86%		84.61%				-30.96%		-27.15%		-19.60%		-19.54%		-18.14%		-15.39%				0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		0.91%

				May-23-2022		68.73%		73.34%		81.33%		81.11%		83.37%		85.99%				-31.27%		-26.66%		-18.67%		-18.89%		-16.63%		-14.01%				1.01%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		0.91%		0.90%

				May-24-2022		67.95%		72.89%		82.09%		80.43%		82.70%		85.88%				-32.05%		-27.11%		-17.91%		-19.57%		-17.30%		-14.12%				1.03%		1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.04%		0.92%

				May-25-2022		68.03%		72.74%		82.19%		80.63%		83.48%		86.43%				-31.97%		-27.26%		-17.81%		-19.37%		-16.52%		-13.57%				1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.95%		0.91%

				May-26-2022		68.71%		73.58%		83.74%		82.51%		85.14%		88.16%				-31.29%		-26.42%		-16.26%		-17.49%		-14.86%		-11.84%				0.98%		0.97%		0.91%		0.90%		0.89%		0.92%

				May-27-2022		69.63%		75.47%		85.85%		84.35%		87.24%		89.96%				-30.37%		-24.53%		-14.15%		-15.65%		-12.76%		-10.04%				0.97%		0.93%		0.86%		0.89%		0.85%		0.92%

				May-30-2022		70.70%		76.06%		86.27%		84.68%		87.24%		89.96%				-29.30%		-23.94%		-13.73%		-15.32%		-12.76%		-10.04%				0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-31-2022		70.22%		75.33%		84.72%		83.75%		86.70%		89.20%				-29.78%		-24.67%		-15.28%		-16.25%		-13.30%		-10.80%				1.02%		1.03%		1.12%		1.06%		1.05%		0.92%

				Jun-01-2022		69.92%		75.19%		83.24%		83.14%		86.05%		88.64%				-30.08%		-24.81%		-16.76%		-16.86%		-13.95%		-11.36%				1.01%		1.01%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		0.92%

				Jun-02-2022		70.53%		76.38%		85.24%		85.22%		87.63%		90.32%				-29.47%		-23.62%		-14.76%		-14.78%		-12.37%		-9.68%				0.98%		0.95%		0.87%		0.87%		0.88%		0.96%

				Jun-03-2022		70.00%		75.42%		84.76%		84.31%		86.20%		90.00%				-30.00%		-24.58%		-15.24%		-15.69%		-13.80%		-10.00%				1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.07%		1.13%		0.96%

				Jun-06-2022		70.03%		75.70%		85.45%		84.61%		86.47%		90.36%				-29.97%		-24.30%		-14.55%		-15.39%		-13.53%		-9.64%				1.00%		0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		0.96%

				Jun-07-2022		70.29%		75.84%		85.70%		85.20%		87.30%		91.58%				-29.71%		-24.16%		-14.30%		-14.80%		-12.70%		-8.42%				0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.96%		0.93%		0.95%

				Jun-08-2022		69.94%		75.13%		84.79%		84.31%		86.35%		89.91%				-30.06%		-24.87%		-15.21%		-15.69%		-13.65%		-10.09%				1.01%		1.03%		1.07%		1.06%		1.08%		0.96%

				Jun-09-2022		68.69%		73.71%		84.39%		82.76%		84.30%		88.14%				-31.31%		-26.29%		-15.61%		-17.24%		-15.70%		-11.86%				1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.11%		1.16%		0.98%

				Jun-10-2022		67.10%		72.02%		82.10%		80.04%		81.84%		85.53%				-32.90%		-27.98%		-17.90%		-19.96%		-18.16%		-14.47%				1.05%		1.07%		1.16%		1.17%		1.17%		0.99%

				Jun-13-2022		65.02%		70.28%		79.17%		78.04%		78.67%		82.94%				-34.98%		-29.72%		-20.83%		-21.96%		-21.33%		-17.06%				1.07%		1.06%		1.17%		1.11%		1.18%		0.99%

				Jun-14-2022		64.61%		69.83%		78.14%		77.29%		78.37%		82.74%				-35.39%		-30.17%		-21.86%		-22.71%		-21.63%		-17.26%				1.01%		1.02%		1.05%		1.04%		1.01%		0.97%

				Jun-15-2022		65.74%		69.90%		78.88%		78.15%		79.52%		83.57%				-34.26%		-30.10%		-21.12%		-21.85%		-20.48%		-16.43%				0.97%		1.00%		0.96%		0.96%		0.94%		0.99%

				Jun-16-2022		64.35%		67.24%		74.50%		75.08%		76.93%		80.75%				-35.65%		-32.76%		-25.50%		-24.92%		-23.07%		-19.25%				1.04%		1.09%		1.22%		1.15%		1.13%		0.99%

				Jun-17-2022		64.17%		67.27%		75.28%		74.66%		77.10%		80.56%				-35.83%		-32.73%		-24.72%		-25.34%		-22.90%		-19.44%				1.01%		1.00%		0.97%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%

				Jun-20-2022		65.31%		67.47%		75.36%		74.88%		77.10%		80.56%				-34.69%		-32.53%		-24.64%		-25.12%		-22.90%		-19.44%				0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%

				Jun-21-2022		66.29%		68.37%		76.96%		75.55%		78.99%		82.00%				-33.71%		-31.63%		-23.04%		-24.45%		-21.01%		-18.00%				0.97%		0.97%		0.93%		0.97%		0.91%		1.01%

				Jun-22-2022		65.55%		67.54%		77.44%		74.49%		78.89%		81.56%				-34.45%		-32.46%		-22.56%		-25.51%		-21.11%		-18.44%				1.02%		1.03%		0.98%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%

				Jun-23-2022		65.98%		67.06%		77.36%		73.31%		79.64%		81.13%				-34.02%		-32.94%		-22.64%		-26.69%		-20.36%		-18.87%				0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		0.96%		0.97%

				Jun-24-2022		68.16%		69.94%		80.20%		75.97%		82.07%		83.96%				-31.84%		-30.06%		-19.80%		-24.03%		-17.93%		-16.04%				0.93%		0.91%		0.87%		0.90%		0.87%		0.94%

				Jun-27-2022		69.18%		70.98%		80.64%		75.87%		81.83%		83.75%				-30.82%		-29.02%		-19.36%		-24.13%		-18.17%		-16.25%				0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		0.95%

				Jun-28-2022		68.67%		69.61%		80.04%		74.97%		80.18%		82.79%				-31.33%		-30.39%		-19.96%		-25.03%		-19.82%		-17.21%				1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.10%		0.98%

				Jun-29-2022		68.52%		69.88%		78.95%		74.00%		80.12%		82.28%				-31.48%		-30.12%		-21.05%		-26.00%		-19.88%		-17.72%				1.00%		0.99%		1.06%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%

				Jun-30-2022		69.03%		68.84%		78.81%		73.40%		79.42%		82.51%				-30.97%		-31.16%		-21.19%		-26.60%		-20.58%		-17.49%				0.98%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		1.04%		1.00%

				Jul-01-2022		68.81%		69.11%		79.12%		73.58%		80.26%		83.26%				-31.19%		-30.89%		-20.88%		-26.42%		-19.74%		-16.74%				1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.02%

				Jul-04-2022		69.32%		69.45%		79.29%		73.34%		80.26%		83.26%				-30.68%		-30.55%		-20.71%		-26.66%		-19.74%		-16.74%				0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%

				Jul-05-2022		69.08%		68.74%		78.76%		71.95%		80.39%		81.98%				-30.92%		-31.26%		-21.24%		-28.05%		-19.61%		-18.02%				1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.05%		0.99%		1.04%

				Jul-06-2022		68.89%		70.33%		78.71%		72.58%		80.67%		82.48%				-31.11%		-29.67%		-21.29%		-27.42%		-19.33%		-17.52%				1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%		1.04%

				Jul-07-2022		69.05%		71.28%		80.01%		73.13%		81.88%		83.46%				-30.95%		-28.72%		-19.99%		-26.87%		-18.12%		-16.54%				0.99%		0.97%		0.94%		0.98%		0.93%		1.03%

				Jul-08-2022		68.72%		71.06%		80.03%		73.18%		81.81%		83.08%				-31.28%		-28.94%		-19.97%		-26.82%		-18.19%		-16.92%				1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%

				Jul-11-2022		68.64%		70.85%		79.45%		72.67%		80.87%		82.52%				-31.36%		-29.15%		-20.55%		-27.33%		-19.13%		-17.48%				1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%

				Jul-12-2022		69.10%		70.32%		79.48%		72.60%		80.12%		82.26%				-30.90%		-29.68%		-20.52%		-27.40%		-19.88%		-17.74%				0.98%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.03%

				Jul-13-2022		68.09%		68.95%		79.34%		71.98%		79.77%		81.27%				-31.91%		-31.05%		-20.66%		-28.02%		-20.23%		-18.73%				1.03%		1.05%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.03%

				Jul-14-2022		66.54%		69.35%		78.90%		71.15%		79.53%		80.80%				-33.46%		-30.65%		-21.10%		-28.85%		-20.47%		-19.20%				1.05%		0.99%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%

				Jul-15-2022		66.70%		70.69%		80.43%		72.69%		81.05%		82.07%				-33.30%		-29.31%		-19.57%		-27.31%		-18.95%		-17.93%				1.00%		0.95%		0.92%		0.94%		0.92%		1.03%

				Jul-18-2022		66.86%		70.07%		80.53%		72.45%		80.38%		81.58%				-33.14%		-29.93%		-19.47%		-27.55%		-19.62%		-18.42%				1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.02%

				Jul-19-2022		68.23%		71.46%		83.06%		75.13%		82.60%		84.51%				-31.77%		-28.54%		-16.94%		-24.87%		-17.40%		-15.49%				0.96%		0.95%		0.86%		0.90%		0.88%		1.05%

				Jul-20-2022		69.14%		72.45%		83.08%		75.67%		83.08%		85.13%				-30.86%		-27.55%		-16.92%		-24.33%		-16.92%		-14.87%				0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		1.05%

				Jul-21-2022		70.05%		73.15%		83.99%		76.82%		83.90%		85.71%				-29.95%		-26.85%		-16.01%		-23.18%		-16.10%		-14.29%				0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.95%		0.95%		1.09%

				Jul-22-2022		70.63%		73.41%		83.99%		76.89%		83.12%		85.45%				-29.37%		-26.59%		-16.01%		-23.11%		-16.88%		-14.55%				0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.05%		1.13%

				Jul-25-2022		70.67%		73.87%		83.84%		77.00%		83.23%		85.85%				-29.33%		-26.13%		-16.16%		-23.00%		-16.77%		-14.15%				1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.14%

				Jul-26-2022		70.80%		72.14%		83.38%		76.68%		82.27%		85.40%				-29.20%		-27.86%		-16.62%		-23.32%		-17.73%		-14.60%				1.00%		1.07%		1.03%		1.01%		1.06%		1.15%

				Jul-27-2022		71.02%		73.54%		84.37%		78.28%		84.42%		86.74%				-28.98%		-26.46%		-15.63%		-21.72%		-15.58%		-13.26%				0.99%		0.95%		0.94%		0.93%		0.87%		1.16%

				Jul-28-2022		71.87%		75.54%		88.09%		80.57%		85.44%		88.54%				-28.13%		-24.46%		-11.91%		-19.43%		-14.56%		-11.46%				0.97%		0.92%		0.75%		0.89%		0.93%		1.11%

				Jul-29-2022		72.63%		79.80%		90.88%		82.00%		86.66%		90.31%				-27.37%		-20.20%		-9.12%		-18.00%		-13.34%		-9.69%				0.97%		0.82%		0.74%		0.92%		0.91%		1.09%

				Aug-01-2022		72.74%		80.12%		90.96%		81.96%		86.41%		90.43%				-27.26%		-19.88%		-9.04%		-18.04%		-13.59%		-9.57%				1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-02-2022		71.60%		78.79%		89.39%		81.01%		85.84%		89.48%				-28.40%		-21.21%		-10.61%		-18.99%		-14.16%		-10.52%				1.04%		1.07%		1.20%		1.06%		1.05%		1.05%

				Aug-03-2022		71.89%		78.89%		89.76%		82.26%		87.18%		90.35%				-28.11%		-21.11%		-10.24%		-17.74%		-12.82%		-9.65%				0.99%		1.00%		0.96%		0.93%		0.90%		1.06%

				Aug-04-2022		72.77%		79.84%		89.16%		82.93%		87.11%		90.63%				-27.23%		-20.16%		-10.84%		-17.07%		-12.89%		-9.37%				0.97%		0.95%		1.06%		0.96%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-05-2022		72.58%		80.19%		87.98%		82.65%		86.97%		90.82%				-27.42%		-19.81%		-12.02%		-17.35%		-13.03%		-9.18%				1.01%		0.98%		1.12%		1.02%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-08-2022		72.83%		80.49%		88.48%		83.01%		86.86%		90.75%				-27.17%		-19.51%		-11.52%		-16.99%		-13.14%		-9.25%				0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.98%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-09-2022		72.33%		79.18%		87.57%		81.59%		86.49%		90.42%				-27.67%		-20.82%		-12.43%		-18.41%		-13.51%		-9.58%				1.02%		1.07%		1.09%		1.09%		1.03%		1.01%

				Aug-10-2022		73.19%		81.69%		89.59%		83.29%		88.34%		92.42%				-26.81%		-18.31%		-10.41%		-16.71%		-11.66%		-7.58%				0.97%		0.87%		0.82%		0.90%		0.85%		1.04%

				Aug-11-2022		73.93%		81.91%		90.32%		83.85%		88.27%		92.85%				-26.07%		-18.09%		-9.68%		-16.15%		-11.73%		-7.15%				0.97%		0.99%		0.92%		0.96%		1.01%		1.04%

				Aug-12-2022		75.21%		82.73%		91.80%		85.04%		89.80%		94.21%				-24.79%		-17.27%		-8.20%		-14.96%		-10.20%		-5.79%				0.95%		0.95%		0.83%		0.92%		0.86%		1.03%

				Aug-15-2022		75.80%		82.98%		91.36%		85.35%		90.16%		94.44%				-24.20%		-17.02%		-8.64%		-14.65%		-9.84%		-5.56%				0.98%		0.98%		1.06%		0.98%		0.96%		1.01%

				Aug-16-2022		75.70%		83.38%		91.43%		85.92%		90.33%		94.86%				-24.30%		-16.62%		-8.57%		-14.08%		-9.67%		-5.14%				1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		1.01%

				Aug-17-2022		76.03%		83.34%		90.97%		84.79%		89.67%		94.12%				-23.97%		-16.66%		-9.03%		-15.21%		-10.33%		-5.88%				0.99%		1.00%		1.06%		1.09%		1.08%		1.02%

				Aug-18-2022		76.10%		83.45%		91.54%		85.62%		89.88%		94.43%				-23.90%		-16.55%		-8.46%		-14.38%		-10.12%		-5.57%				1.00%		0.99%		0.93%		0.94%		0.98%		1.00%

				Aug-19-2022		74.50%		81.90%		90.04%		84.15%		88.72%		93.23%				-25.50%		-18.10%		-9.96%		-15.85%		-11.28%		-6.77%				1.07%		1.10%		1.20%		1.11%		1.13%		0.98%

				Aug-22-2022		73.25%		80.45%		88.13%		81.96%		86.82%		91.42%				-26.75%		-19.55%		-11.87%		-18.04%		-13.18%		-8.58%				1.05%		1.08%		1.21%		1.15%		1.18%		1.00%

				Aug-23-2022		72.63%		79.75%		87.98%		82.03%		86.63%		91.59%				-27.37%		-20.25%		-12.02%		-17.97%		-13.37%		-8.41%				1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%

				Aug-24-2022		72.50%		80.35%		89.02%		82.15%		86.88%		91.88%				-27.50%		-19.65%		-10.98%		-17.85%		-13.12%		-8.12%				1.00%		0.97%		0.91%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%

				Aug-25-2022		73.76%		81.04%		90.30%		83.42%		88.10%		93.29%				-26.24%		-18.96%		-9.70%		-16.58%		-11.90%		-6.71%				0.95%		0.96%		0.87%		0.92%		0.90%		0.98%

				Aug-26-2022		72.35%		79.02%		88.43%		80.39%		85.13%		90.01%				-27.65%		-20.98%		-11.57%		-19.61%		-14.87%		-9.99%				1.06%		1.11%		1.21%		1.19%		1.27%		1.00%

				Aug-29-2022		71.25%		78.48%		88.17%		79.93%		84.57%		89.62%				-28.75%		-21.52%		-11.83%		-20.07%		-15.43%		-10.38%				1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%

				Aug-30-2022		71.60%		77.87%		86.99%		79.59%		83.63%		88.29%				-28.40%		-22.13%		-13.01%		-20.41%		-16.37%		-11.71%				0.99%		1.03%		1.11%		1.02%		1.07%		0.97%

				Aug-31-2022		71.97%		77.13%		87.09%		78.73%		82.98%		87.53%				-28.03%		-22.87%		-12.91%		-21.27%		-17.02%		-12.47%				0.99%		1.04%		0.99%		1.04%		1.04%		1.01%

				Sep-01-2022		72.68%		76.69%		85.58%		79.06%		83.23%		87.65%				-27.32%		-23.31%		-14.42%		-20.94%		-16.77%		-12.35%				0.97%		1.02%		1.13%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%

				Sep-02-2022		72.19%		76.41%		86.41%		78.53%		82.34%		86.78%				-27.81%		-23.59%		-13.59%		-21.47%		-17.66%		-13.22%				1.02%		1.01%		0.94%		1.03%		1.06%		0.99%

				Sep-05-2022		72.12%		76.18%		85.59%		78.17%		82.34%		86.78%				-27.88%		-23.82%		-14.41%		-21.83%		-17.66%		-13.22%				1.00%		1.01%		1.07%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%

				Sep-06-2022		71.86%		76.63%		85.00%		77.90%		82.00%		86.92%				-28.14%		-23.37%		-15.00%		-22.10%		-18.00%		-13.08%				1.01%		0.98%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%

				Sep-07-2022		72.87%		77.70%		86.72%		79.37%		83.50%		88.34%				-27.13%		-22.30%		-13.28%		-20.63%		-16.50%		-11.66%				0.96%		0.95%		0.88%		0.93%		0.91%		1.01%

				Sep-08-2022		73.92%		78.11%		87.64%		79.57%		84.05%		88.58%				-26.08%		-21.89%		-12.36%		-20.43%		-15.95%		-11.42%				0.96%		0.98%		0.93%		0.99%		0.96%		1.05%

				Sep-09-2022		75.09%		79.20%		89.69%		81.13%		85.34%		89.73%				-24.91%		-20.80%		-10.31%		-18.87%		-14.66%		-10.27%				0.95%		0.95%		0.82%		0.92%		0.91%		1.03%

				Sep-12-2022		75.81%		79.70%		90.98%		81.82%		86.24%		90.27%				-24.19%		-20.30%		-9.02%		-18.18%		-13.76%		-9.73%				0.97%		0.97%		0.86%		0.96%		0.93%		1.02%

				Sep-13-2022		74.37%		77.56%		88.31%		78.50%		82.51%		86.85%				-25.63%		-22.44%		-11.69%		-21.50%		-17.49%		-13.15%				1.06%		1.11%		1.33%		1.19%		1.29%		1.04%

				Sep-14-2022		73.61%		76.42%		87.93%		77.29%		82.79%		86.69%				-26.39%		-23.58%		-12.07%		-22.71%		-17.21%		-13.31%				1.03%		1.05%		1.04%		1.06%		0.98%		1.02%

				Sep-15-2022		73.62%		74.75%		87.77%		76.16%		81.85%		85.77%				-26.38%		-25.25%		-12.23%		-23.84%		-18.15%		-14.23%				1.00%		1.07%		1.01%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%

				Sep-16-2022		71.75%		73.75%		87.42%		75.21%		81.27%		84.00%				-28.25%		-26.25%		-12.58%		-24.79%		-18.73%		-16.00%				1.07%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%

				Sep-19-2022		72.03%		74.50%		88.63%		75.99%		81.82%		85.12%				-27.97%		-25.50%		-11.37%		-24.01%		-18.18%		-14.88%				0.99%		0.97%		0.90%		0.97%		0.97%		1.03%

				Sep-20-2022		70.48%		73.69%		87.46%		75.01%		80.90%		84.07%				-29.52%		-26.31%		-12.54%		-24.99%		-19.10%		-15.93%				1.06%		1.03%		1.11%		1.04%		1.05%		1.04%

				Sep-21-2022		69.10%		72.51%		87.15%		74.16%		79.52%		82.94%				-30.90%		-27.49%		-12.85%		-25.84%		-20.48%		-17.06%				1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.08%		1.03%

				Sep-22-2022		67.29%		71.14%		85.87%		72.95%		78.85%		81.71%				-32.71%		-28.86%		-14.13%		-27.05%		-21.15%		-18.29%				1.06%		1.05%		1.11%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%

				Sep-23-2022		66.83%		69.97%		83.51%		71.68%		77.49%		80.18%				-33.17%		-30.03%		-16.49%		-28.32%		-22.51%		-19.82%				1.01%		1.04%		1.18%		1.05%		1.07%		1.02%

				Sep-26-2022		66.02%		69.56%		82.64%		70.98%		76.69%		79.27%				-33.98%		-30.44%		-17.36%		-29.02%		-23.31%		-20.73%				1.03%		1.01%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%

				Sep-27-2022		66.24%		68.29%		81.85%		70.92%		76.52%		79.03%				-33.76%		-31.71%		-18.15%		-29.08%		-23.48%		-20.97%				0.99%		1.04%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.04%

				Sep-28-2022		67.03%		70.13%		83.44%		72.54%		78.03%		80.80%				-32.97%		-29.87%		-16.56%		-27.46%		-21.97%		-19.20%				0.98%		0.94%		0.91%		0.94%		0.93%		1.05%

				Sep-29-2022		66.09%		68.91%		82.86%		70.96%		76.38%		79.32%				-33.91%		-31.09%		-17.14%		-29.04%		-23.62%		-20.68%				1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%		1.08%		1.05%

				Sep-30-2022		65.55%		68.80%		83.49%		70.25%		75.23%		78.28%				-34.45%		-31.20%		-16.51%		-29.75%		-24.77%		-21.72%				1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.03%		1.05%		1.04%

				Oct-03-2022		67.18%		71.31%		86.14%		72.70%		77.18%		80.67%				-32.82%		-28.69%		-13.86%		-27.30%		-22.82%		-19.33%				0.95%		0.92%		0.83%		0.91%		0.92%		1.04%

				Oct-04-2022		68.97%		74.38%		88.92%		75.58%		79.54%		83.49%				-31.03%		-25.62%		-11.08%		-24.42%		-20.46%		-16.51%				0.94%		0.89%		0.78%		0.89%		0.89%		1.00%

				Oct-05-2022		68.80%		74.32%		87.31%		75.94%		79.38%		83.01%				-31.20%		-25.68%		-12.69%		-24.06%		-20.62%		-16.99%				1.01%		1.00%		1.16%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%

				Oct-06-2022		68.09%		73.45%		87.54%		75.09%		78.56%		82.10%				-31.91%		-26.55%		-12.46%		-24.91%		-21.44%		-17.90%				1.02%		1.04%		0.98%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%

				Oct-07-2022		66.09%		71.28%		85.78%		73.11%		76.36%		80.52%				-33.91%		-28.72%		-14.22%		-26.89%		-23.64%		-19.48%				1.06%		1.08%		1.15%		1.08%		1.11%		1.05%

				Oct-10-2022		66.03%		71.34%		85.95%		73.04%		75.79%		80.79%				-33.97%		-28.66%		-14.05%		-26.96%		-24.21%		-19.21%				1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.03%		1.05%

				Oct-11-2022		65.51%		71.48%		86.79%		73.17%		75.30%		80.80%				-34.49%		-28.52%		-13.21%		-26.83%		-24.70%		-19.20%				1.02%		0.99%		0.94%		0.99%		1.02%		1.05%

				Oct-12-2022		65.04%		70.49%		85.86%		72.92%		75.05%		80.14%				-34.96%		-29.51%		-14.14%		-27.08%		-24.95%		-19.86%				1.01%		1.04%		1.08%		1.01%		1.01%		1.06%

				Oct-13-2022		64.49%		71.31%		87.63%		75.22%		77.00%		81.90%				-35.51%		-28.69%		-12.37%		-24.78%		-23.00%		-18.10%				1.02%		0.97%		0.87%		0.91%		0.92%		1.08%

				Oct-14-2022		64.33%		69.10%		86.66%		73.50%		75.18%		80.07%				-35.67%		-30.90%		-13.34%		-26.50%		-24.82%		-19.93%				1.00%		1.08%		1.09%		1.07%		1.08%		1.07%

				Oct-17-2022		65.01%		71.06%		89.91%		75.15%		77.17%		81.87%				-34.99%		-28.94%		-10.09%		-24.85%		-22.83%		-18.13%				0.98%		0.93%		0.74%		0.94%		0.92%		1.07%

				Oct-18-2022		65.85%		72.65%		91.26%		76.37%		78.05%		83.80%				-34.15%		-27.35%		-8.74%		-23.63%		-21.95%		-16.20%				0.98%		0.94%		0.85%		0.95%		0.96%		1.09%

				Oct-19-2022		63.46%		70.61%		90.64%		75.95%		77.53%		83.23%				-36.54%		-29.39%		-9.36%		-24.05%		-22.47%		-16.77%				1.07%		1.08%		1.08%		1.02%		1.02%		1.07%

				Oct-20-2022		62.22%		69.50%		89.14%		75.43%		76.91%		81.64%				-37.78%		-30.50%		-10.86%		-24.57%		-23.09%		-18.36%				1.03%		1.04%		1.18%		1.02%		1.03%		1.07%

				Oct-21-2022		62.75%		70.62%		90.00%		77.39%		78.74%		83.80%				-37.25%		-29.38%		-10.00%		-22.61%		-21.26%		-16.20%				0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.92%		0.92%		1.08%

				Oct-24-2022		62.88%		72.29%		91.79%		79.13%		79.67%		84.93%				-37.12%		-27.71%		-8.21%		-20.87%		-20.33%		-15.07%				1.00%		0.94%		0.80%		0.92%		0.95%		1.09%

				Oct-25-2022		64.46%		73.89%		93.79%		80.72%		80.97%		86.07%				-35.54%		-26.11%		-6.21%		-19.28%		-19.03%		-13.93%				0.96%		0.94%		0.72%		0.92%		0.93%		1.08%

				Oct-26-2022		64.94%		75.11%		94.81%		80.96%		80.37%		86.37%				-35.06%		-24.89%		-5.19%		-19.04%		-19.63%		-13.63%				0.99%		0.95%		0.80%		0.99%		1.03%		1.10%

				Oct-27-2022		65.32%		74.99%		97.93%		82.17%		79.88%		87.36%				-34.68%		-25.01%		-2.07%		-17.83%		-20.12%		-12.64%				0.99%		1.01%		0.26%		0.93%		1.03%		1.10%

				Oct-28-2022		65.47%		77.31%		99.99%		84.44%		81.85%		89.44%				-34.53%		-22.69%		-0.01%		-15.56%		-18.15%		-10.56%				1.00%		0.90%		-0.93%		0.87%		0.90%		1.09%

				Oct-31-2022		64.72%		77.51%		100.07%		83.62%		81.24%		89.13%				-35.28%		-22.49%		0.07%		-16.38%		-18.76%		-10.87%				1.02%		0.99%		1.08%		1.06%		1.04%		1.08%

				Nov-01-2022		65.47%		78.29%		100.50%		83.47%		80.91%		89.08%				-34.53%		-21.71%		0.50%		-16.53%		-19.09%		-10.92%				0.98%		0.96%		1.40%		1.01%		1.02%		1.10%

				Nov-02-2022		65.31%		77.10%		98.03%		82.39%		78.88%		87.51%				-34.69%		-22.90%		-1.97%		-17.61%		-21.12%		-12.49%				1.00%		1.06%		-0.65%		1.07%		1.11%		1.13%

				Nov-03-2022		65.78%		76.72%		98.59%		84.20%		78.05%		88.42%				-34.22%		-23.28%		-1.41%		-15.80%		-21.95%		-11.58%				0.99%		1.02%		0.42%		0.89%		1.04%		1.16%

				Nov-04-2022		67.68%		77.68%		100.18%		86.73%		79.11%		89.83%				-32.32%		-22.32%		0.18%		-13.27%		-20.89%		-10.17%				0.94%		0.96%		-2.88%		0.83%		0.95%		1.15%

				Nov-07-2022		68.29%		78.13%		101.51%		87.95%		79.87%		90.78%				-31.71%		-21.87%		1.51%		-12.05%		-20.13%		-9.22%				0.98%		0.98%		2.13%		0.90%		0.96%		1.16%

				Nov-08-2022		69.23%		78.87%		101.69%		89.32%		80.32%		91.56%				-30.77%		-21.13%		1.69%		-10.68%		-19.68%		-8.44%				0.97%		0.96%		1.07%		0.88%		0.98%		1.17%

				Nov-09-2022		67.76%		77.63%		100.97%		88.06%		78.65%		90.24%				-32.24%		-22.37%		0.97%		-11.94%		-21.35%		-9.76%				1.05%		1.06%		0.73%		1.13%		1.09%		1.20%

				Nov-10-2022		70.59%		82.69%		105.27%		91.71%		83.01%		94.06%				-29.41%		-17.31%		5.27%		-8.29%		-16.99%		-5.94%				0.91%		0.76%		3.18%		0.67%		0.79%		1.21%

				Nov-11-2022		73.36%		81.60%		104.69%		91.48%		83.78%		93.96%				-26.64%		-18.40%		4.69%		-8.52%		-16.22%		-6.04%				0.90%		1.07%		0.91%		1.03%		0.95%		1.22%

				Nov-14-2022		73.37%		81.31%		103.19%		92.21%		83.03%		93.32%				-26.63%		-18.69%		3.19%		-7.79%		-16.97%		-6.68%				1.00%		1.02%		0.74%		0.90%		1.05%		1.21%

				Nov-15-2022		74.26%		81.12%		104.39%		93.63%		83.75%		94.04%				-25.74%		-18.88%		4.39%		-6.37%		-16.25%		-5.96%				0.97%		1.01%		1.29%		0.79%		0.95%		1.22%

				Nov-16-2022		73.40%		79.95%		104.55%		92.89%		83.06%		93.31%				-26.60%		-20.05%		4.55%		-7.11%		-16.94%		-6.69%				1.03%		1.07%		1.03%		1.14%		1.05%		1.24%

				Nov-17-2022		72.55%		79.74%		104.13%		92.69%		82.80%		93.08%				-27.45%		-20.26%		4.13%		-7.31%		-17.20%		-6.92%				1.03%		1.01%		0.92%		1.03%		1.02%		1.23%

				Nov-18-2022		73.44%		80.44%		106.04%		92.94%		83.20%		93.74%				-26.56%		-19.56%		6.04%		-7.06%		-16.80%		-6.26%				0.97%		0.96%		1.37%		0.96%		0.98%		1.25%

				Nov-21-2022		72.50%		80.68%		105.95%		93.09%		82.87%		94.09%				-27.50%		-19.32%		5.95%		-6.91%		-17.13%		-5.91%				1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.02%		1.26%

				Nov-22-2022		73.25%		81.85%		106.40%		94.13%		84.00%		94.80%				-26.75%		-18.15%		6.40%		-5.87%		-16.00%		-5.20%				0.97%		0.94%		1.06%		0.82%		0.93%		1.28%

				Nov-23-2022		73.44%		82.06%		106.31%		94.13%		84.50%		95.17%				-26.56%		-17.94%		6.31%		-5.87%		-15.50%		-4.83%				0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.97%		1.28%

				Nov-24-2022		73.84%		82.26%		106.75%		94.25%		84.50%		95.17%				-26.16%		-17.74%		6.75%		-5.75%		-15.50%		-4.83%				0.98%		0.99%		1.06%		0.98%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-25-2022		73.79%		82.52%		107.41%		94.40%		84.47%		95.52%				-26.21%		-17.48%		7.41%		-5.60%		-15.53%		-4.48%				1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		0.97%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-28-2022		72.42%		80.78%		105.48%		92.46%		83.17%		93.80%				-27.58%		-19.22%		5.48%		-7.54%		-16.83%		-6.20%				1.05%		1.11%		0.77%		1.42%		1.09%		1.26%

				Nov-29-2022		73.15%		79.97%		105.08%		92.51%		83.04%		94.38%				-26.85%		-20.03%		5.08%		-7.49%		-16.96%		-5.62%				0.97%		1.04%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.25%

				Nov-30-2022		73.61%		81.00%		106.16%		93.99%		85.61%		95.88%				-26.39%		-19.00%		6.16%		-6.01%		-14.39%		-4.12%				0.98%		0.95%		1.18%		0.77%		0.84%		1.28%

				Dec-01-2022		74.99%		81.86%		106.85%		94.18%		85.53%		95.87%				-25.01%		-18.14%		6.85%		-5.82%		-14.47%		-4.13%				0.95%		0.95%		1.10%		0.96%		1.01%		1.27%

				Dec-02-2022		74.98%		80.99%		106.85%		94.94%		85.43%		96.47%				-25.02%		-19.01%		6.85%		-5.06%		-14.57%		-3.53%				1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		0.84%		1.01%		1.25%

				Dec-05-2022		75.15%		79.58%		104.92%		93.67%		83.90%		94.83%				-24.85%		-20.42%		4.92%		-6.33%		-16.10%		-5.17%				0.99%		1.08%		0.75%		1.31%		1.11%		1.25%

				Dec-06-2022		74.31%		80.31%		104.58%		92.44%		82.69%		93.74%				-25.69%		-19.69%		4.58%		-7.56%		-17.31%		-6.26%				1.04%		0.96%		0.94%		1.23%		1.08%		1.28%

				Dec-07-2022		74.61%		80.72%		104.46%		92.40%		82.54%		93.61%				-25.39%		-19.28%		4.46%		-7.60%		-17.46%		-6.39%				0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.28%

				Dec-08-2022		75.00%		81.93%		105.38%		92.84%		83.16%		94.14%				-25.00%		-18.07%		5.38%		-7.16%		-16.84%		-5.86%				0.98%		0.93%		1.17%		0.93%		0.96%		1.28%

				Dec-09-2022		75.77%		82.07%		104.80%		92.01%		82.55%		93.38%				-24.23%		-17.93%		4.80%		-7.99%		-17.45%		-6.62%				0.97%		0.99%		0.91%		1.13%		1.04%		1.27%

				Dec-12-2022		75.50%		82.74%		105.11%		92.90%		83.73%		94.98%				-24.50%		-17.26%		5.11%		-7.10%		-16.27%		-5.02%				1.01%		0.96%		1.05%		0.87%		0.93%		1.26%

				Dec-13-2022		76.64%		83.18%		106.18%		94.35%		84.34%		95.31%				-23.36%		-16.82%		6.18%		-5.65%		-15.66%		-4.69%				0.95%		0.97%		1.18%		0.76%		0.96%		1.31%

				Dec-14-2022		76.89%		82.96%		105.60%		93.90%		83.83%		95.14%				-23.11%		-17.04%		5.60%		-6.10%		-16.17%		-4.86%				0.99%		1.01%		0.92%		1.10%		1.03%		1.32%

				Dec-15-2022		74.67%		79.54%		103.26%		91.13%		81.74%		92.80%				-25.33%		-20.46%		3.26%		-8.87%		-18.26%		-7.20%				1.10%		1.21%		0.65%		1.54%		1.14%		1.28%

				Dec-16-2022		74.02%		78.61%		103.65%		90.58%		80.83%		92.36%				-25.98%		-21.39%		3.65%		-9.42%		-19.17%		-7.64%				1.03%		1.05%		1.09%		1.07%		1.05%		1.30%

				Dec-19-2022		73.29%		78.48%		103.65%		90.36%		80.10%		91.88%				-26.71%		-21.52%		3.65%		-9.64%		-19.90%		-8.12%				1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.04%		1.29%

				Dec-20-2022		72.47%		78.14%		103.54%		90.85%		80.18%		92.01%				-27.53%		-21.86%		3.54%		-9.15%		-19.82%		-7.99%				1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		0.94%		1.00%		1.36%

				Dec-21-2022		73.32%		78.87%		105.11%		92.44%		81.37%		93.71%				-26.68%		-21.13%		5.11%		-7.56%		-18.63%		-6.29%				0.97%		0.97%		1.35%		0.80%		0.94%		1.35%

				Dec-22-2022		72.91%		77.92%		104.72%		90.99%		80.20%		92.53%				-27.09%		-22.08%		4.72%		-9.01%		-19.80%		-7.47%				1.02%		1.05%		0.94%		1.22%		1.07%		1.36%

				Dec-23-2022		72.88%		78.30%		105.35%		91.35%		80.67%		93.06%				-27.12%		-21.70%		5.35%		-8.65%		-19.33%		-6.94%				1.00%		0.98%		1.11%		0.96%		0.98%		1.33%

				Dec-26-2022		72.77%		78.30%		105.35%		91.35%		80.67%		93.06%				-27.23%		-21.70%		5.35%		-8.65%		-19.33%		-6.94%				1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.31%

				Dec-27-2022		73.52%		78.89%		105.67%		91.78%		80.34%		93.37%				-26.48%		-21.11%		5.67%		-8.22%		-19.66%		-6.63%				0.97%		0.97%		1.05%		0.94%		1.02%		1.31%

				Dec-28-2022		72.48%		77.66%		104.29%		90.47%		79.38%		92.14%				-27.52%		-22.34%		4.29%		-9.53%		-20.62%		-7.86%				1.04%		1.06%		0.79%		1.18%		1.05%		1.45%

				Dec-29-2022		73.24%		78.92%		105.71%		91.82%		80.76%		93.27%				-26.76%		-21.08%		5.71%		-8.18%		-19.24%		-6.73%				0.97%		0.94%		1.27%		0.84%		0.93%		1.42%

				Dec-30-2022		72.63%		78.47%		104.38%		91.48%		80.56%		92.90%				-27.37%		-21.53%		4.38%		-8.52%		-19.44%		-7.10%				1.02%		1.02%		0.80%		1.05%		1.01%		1.37%

				Dec-31-2022		72.63%		78.47%		104.38%		91.89%		80.56%		92.90%				-27.37%		-21.53%		4.38%		-8.11%		-19.44%		-7.10%				1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.37%



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Equipment Manufacturing	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	446	55	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.98480000000000001	0.99040000000000006	0.9887999999999999	0.98760000000000003	0.98250000000000004	0.97319999999999995	0.97109999999999996	0.97989999999999999	0.95579999999999998	0.93420000000000003	0.93599999999999994	0.92620000000000002	0.9214	0.93150000000000011	0.9244	0.92280000000000006	0.90839999999999999	0.90720000000000001	0.88219999999999998	0.88460000000000005	0.89180000000000004	0.8891	0.88800000000000001	0.86819999999999997	0.86069999999999991	0.8619	0.8619	0.88370000000000004	0.86099999999999999	0.85039999999999993	0.83519999999999994	0.84299999999999997	0.84939999999999993	0.83409999999999995	0.83169999999999999	0.82769999999999999	0.81930000000000003	0.81400000000000006	0.80249999999999999	0.81659999999999999	0.81590000000000007	0.81289999999999996	0.81200000000000006	0.81319999999999992	0.79909999999999992	0.76460000000000006	0.75650000000000006	0.77450000000000008	0.	76950000000000007	0.76349999999999996	0.75539999999999996	0.75190000000000001	0.77939999999999998	0.79859999999999998	0.80370000000000008	0.80039999999999989	0.80079999999999996	0.79370000000000007	0.79110000000000003	0.78469999999999995	0.78069999999999995	0.79	0.79769999999999996	0.79099999999999993	0.7974	0.79680000000000006	0.79069999999999996	0.77939999999999998	0.77039999999999997	0.76500000000000001	0.74439999999999995	0.74849999999999994	0.75700000000000001	0.76060000000000005	0.75939999999999996	0.75180000000000002	0.75560000000000005	0.76789999999999992	0.76180000000000003	0.75120000000000009	0.73650000000000004	0.71379999999999999	0.71589999999999998	0.71519999999999995	0.72039999999999993	0.71879999999999999	0.71879999999999999	0.71379999999999999	0.70680000000000009	0.69669999999999999	0.68110000000000004	0.6835	0.68519999999999992	0.69069999999999998	0.70340000000000003	0.69750000000000001	0.70710000000000006	0.68940000000000001	0.68769999999999998	0.6903999999999999	0.68730000000000002	0.67949999999999999	0.68030000000000002	0.68710000000000004	0.69629999999999992	0.70700000000000007	0.70219999999999994	0.69920000000000004	0.70530000000000004	0.7	0.70030000000000003	0.70289999999999997	0.69940000000000002	0.68689999999999996	0.67099999999999993	0.65020000000000011	0.64610000000000001	0.6574000000000001	0.64349999999999996	0.64170000000000005	0.65310000000000001	0.66289999999999993	0.65549999999999997	0.65979999999999994	0.68159999999999998	0.69180000000000008	0.68669999999999998	0.6851999999999999	2	0.69030000000000002	0.68810000000000004	0.69319999999999993	0.69079999999999997	0.68889999999999996	0.6905	0.68720000000000003	0.68640000000000001	0.69099999999999995	0.68090000000000006	0.66539999999999988	0.66700000000000004	0.66859999999999997	0.68230000000000002	0.69140000000000001	0.70050000000000001	0.70629999999999993	0.70669999999999999	0.70799999999999996	0.71019999999999994	0.71870000000000001	0.72629999999999995	0.72739999999999994	0.71599999999999997	0.71889999999999998	0.72770000000000001	0.7258	0.72829999999999995	0.72329999999999994	0.7319	0.73930000000000007	0.7521000000000001	0.75800000000000001	0.75700000000000001	0.76029999999999998	0.7609999999999999	0.745	0.73250000000000004	0.72629999999999995	0.72499999999999998	0.73760000000000003	0.72349999999999992	0.71250000000000002	0.71599999999999997	0.71970000000000001	0.72680000000000011	0.72189999999999999	0.72120000000000006	0.71860000000000002	0.72870000000000001	0.73919999999999997	0.75090000000000001	0.7581	0.74370000000000003	0.73609999999999998	0.73620000000000008	0.71750000000000003	0.72030000000000005	0.70480000000000009	0.69099999999999995	0.67289999999999994	0.66830000000000001	0.66020000000000012	0.6624000000000001	0.67030000000000001	0.66090000000000004	0.65549999999999997	0.67180000000000006	0.68969999999999998	0.68799999999999994	0.68090000000000006	0.66090000000000004	0.6603	0.6550999999999999	0.65039999999999987	0.64490000000000014	0.64329999999999998	0.6500999999999999	0.65849999	999999997	0.63460000000000005	0.62219999999999998	0.62749999999999995	0.62880000000000003	0.64460000000000006	0.64939999999999998	0.65319999999999989	0.65469999999999995	0.6472	0.65469999999999995	0.65310000000000001	0.65780000000000005	0.67680000000000007	0.68289999999999995	0.69230000000000003	0.67759999999999987	0.70590000000000008	0.73360000000000003	0.73370000000000002	0.74260000000000004	0.7340000000000001	0.72549999999999992	0.73439999999999994	0.72499999999999998	0.73250000000000004	0.73439999999999994	0.73840000000000006	0.73789999999999989	0.72420000000000007	0.73150000000000004	0.73609999999999998	0.7498999999999999	0.74980000000000002	0.75150000000000006	0.74309999999999998	0.74609999999999999	0.75	0.75769999999999993	0.755	0.76639999999999997	0.76890000000000003	0.74670000000000003	0.74019999999999997	0.73289999999999988	0.72470000000000001	0.73319999999999996	0.72909999999999997	0.7288	0.72770000000000001	0.73519999999999996	0.7248	0.73239999999999994	0.72629999999999995	0.72629999999999995	Distribution	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	446	55	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.997	1.0053000000000001	0.99450000000000005	0.98709999999999998	0.97099999999999997	0.94720000000000004	0.94819999999999993	0.96120000000000005	0.9617	0.9415	0.94359999999999999	0.92469999999999997	0.90939999999999999	0.90400000000000003	0.88760000000000006	0.87599999999999989	0.86629999999999996	0.86340000000000006	0.85499999999999998	0.86980000000000002	0.88560000000000005	0.88450000000000006	0.89230000000000009	0.88159999999999994	0.85219999999999996	0.8417	0.84680000000000011	0.8639	0.84970000000000001	0.8286	0.82330000000000003	0.83519999999999994	0.84099999999999997	0.83360000000000001	0.83640000000000003	0.83569999999999989	0.83479999999999999	0.82879999999999998	0.82150000000000001	0.84400000000000008	0.84189999999999998	0.83479999999999999	0.84760000000000002	0.84329999999999994	0.83099999999999996	0.80889999999999995	0.83460000000000012	0.84400000000000008	0.8309999999999	9996	0.82150000000000001	0.85739999999999994	0.84489999999999998	0.84499999999999997	0.86080000000000001	0.87480000000000002	0.871	0.87019999999999997	0.86909999999999998	0.85569999999999991	0.8488	0.84420000000000006	0.85609999999999997	0.86250000000000004	0.84670000000000001	0.84379999999999999	0.8458	0.83440000000000003	0.82069999999999999	0.82599999999999996	0.82889999999999997	0.8165	0.8153999999999999	0.83050000000000002	0.81059999999999999	0.81059999999999999	0.80700000000000005	0.82689999999999997	0.83779999999999999	0.84680000000000011	0.82460000000000011	0.80870000000000009	0.78969999999999996	0.78670000000000007	0.79969999999999997	0.78379999999999994	0.77210000000000012	0.7651	0.7853	0.75849999999999995	0.739800000	00000001	0.72549999999999992	0.72840000000000005	0.72349999999999992	0.74080000000000001	0.74939999999999996	0.74379999999999991	0.75930000000000009	0.72920000000000007	0.73069999999999991	0.72849999999999993	0.73340000000000005	0.72889999999999999	0.72739999999999994	0.73580000000000001	0.75470000000000004	0.76060000000000005	0.75329999999999997	0.75190000000000001	0.76379999999999992	0.75419999999999998	0.75700000000000001	0.75840000000000007	0.75129999999999997	0.73710000000000009	0.72019999999999995	0.70279999999999998	0.69830000000000003	0.69900000000000007	0.67240000000000011	0.67270000000000008	0.67469999999999997	0.68370000000000009	0.67539999999999989	0.67059999999999997	0.69940000000000002	0.70979999999999999	0.69609999999999994	0.69879999999999998	0.68840000000000001	0.69110000000000005	0.69450000000000001	0.6873999999999999	0.70330000000000004	0.71279999999999999	0.71060000000000001	0.70849999999999991	0.70319999999999994	0.6895	0.69349999999999989	0.70689999999999997	0.70069999999999988	0.71460000000000012	0.72450000000000003	0.73150000000000004	0.73409999999999997	0.73870000000000002	0.72140000000000004	0.73539999999999994	0.75539999999999996	0.79799999999999993	0.80120000000000002	0.78789999999999993	0.78890000000000005	0.7984	0.80189999999999995	0.80489999999999995	0.79180000000000006	0.81689999999999996	0.81909999999999994	0.82730000000000004	0.82980000000000009	0.83379999999999999	0.83340000000000003	0.83450000000000002	0.81900000000000006	0.80449999999999999	0.79749999999999999	0.803499	99999999999	0.8103999999999999	0.79020000000000001	0.78480000000000005	0.77870000000000006	0.77129999999999999	0.76690000000000003	0.7641	0.76180000000000003	0.76629999999999998	0.77700000000000002	0.78110000000000002	0.79200000000000004	0.79700000000000004	0.77560000000000007	0.76419999999999999	0.74750000000000005	0.73750000000000004	0.745	0.7369	0.72510000000000008	0.71140000000000003	0.69969999999999999	0.6956	0.68289999999999995	0.70129999999999992	0.68909999999999993	0.68799999999999994	0.71310000000000007	0.74379999999999991	0.74319999999999997	0.73450000000000004	0.71279999999999999	0.71340000000000003	0.71479999999999999	0.70489999999999997	0.71310000000000007	0.69099999999999995	0.71060000000000001	0.72650000000000003	0.70609999999999995	0.69499999999999995	0.70620000000000005	0.72289999999999988	0.7389	0.75109999999999999	0.7498999999999999	0.77310000000000001	0.77510000000000001	0.78289999999999993	0.77099999999999991	0.76719999999999999	0.77680000000000005	0.78129999999999999	0.78870000000000007	0.77629999999999999	0.82689999999999997	0.81599999999999995	0.81310000000000004	0.81120000000000003	0.79949999999999999	0.7974	0.8044	0.80680000000000007	0.81849999999999989	0.8206	0.8226	0.82519999999999993	0.80779999999999996	0.79969999999999997	0.81	0.81859999999999999	0.80989999999999995	0.79579999999999995	0.80310000000000004	0.80720000000000003	0.81930000000000003	0.82069999999999999	0.82739999999999991	0.83180000000000009	0.82960000000000012	0.79539999999999988	0.78610000000000002	0.78480000000000005	0.78139999999999998	0.78870000000000007	0.7792	0.78299999999999992	0.78299999999999992	0.78890000000000005	0.77659999999999996	0.78920000000000001	0.78469999999999995	0.78469999999999995	Contracting Services	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	1.0017	1.0168999999999999	1.0012000000000001	1.0070000000000001	0.99150000000000005	0.97450000000000003	0.98180000000000012	0.98299999999999998	0.98849999999999993	0.97120000000000006	0.9698	0.9415	0.93299999999999994	0.92790000000000006	0.90900000000000003	0.9113	0.89159999999999995	0.88650000000000007	0.88109999999999999	0.89029999999999998	0.90500000000000003	0.90639999999999998	0.90890000000000004	0.89789999999999992	0.89019999999999999	0.88969999999999994	0.9	0.91879999999999995	0.90680000000000005	0.90249999999999997	0.89119999999999999	0.92549999999999999	0.92530000000000001	0.9083	0.90799999999999992	0.90049999999999997	0.89569999999999994	0.88840000000000008	0.86289999999999989	0.89500000000000002	0.89190000000000003	0.86170000000000002	0.88340000000000007	0.86180000000000012	0.84760000000000002	0.8286	0.83950000000000002	0.87960000000000005	0.88120000000000009	0.89219999999999999	0.9002	0.9022	0.91839999999999999	0.92099999999999993	0.92669999999999997	0.92200000000000004	0.92069999999999996	0.8952	0.88590000000000002	0.88769999999999993	0.88349999999999995	0.9083	0.9	0.88710000000000011	0.89439999999999997	0.88639999999999997	0.86560000000000004	0.85809999999999997	0.86159999999999992	0.85799999999999998	0.85439999999999994	0.86140000000000005	0.8728999999999999	0.87609999999999999	0.87609999999999999	0.87190000000000001	0.87450000000000006	0.89539999999999997	0.89840000000000009	0.87879999999999991	0.87260000000000004	0.85099999999999998	0.84939999999999993	0.83120000000000005	0.84010000000000007	0.83310000000000006	0.84609999999999996	0.85389999999999999	0.83550000000000002	0.82430000	000000003	0.80030000000000001	0.79980000000000007	0.7965000000000001	0.79200000000000004	0.80650000000000011	0.80330000000000001	0.82099999999999995	0.80680000000000007	0.80559999999999998	0.80400000000000005	0.81330000000000002	0.82090000000000007	0.82189999999999996	0.83739999999999992	0.85849999999999993	0.86269999999999991	0.84719999999999995	0.83239999999999992	0.85239999999999994	0.84760000000000002	0.85450000000000004	0.85699999999999998	0.84789999999999988	0.84389999999999998	0.82099999999999995	0.79170000000000007	0.78139999999999998	0.78879999999999995	0.745	0.75280000000000002	0.75360000000000005	0.76960000000000006	0.77439999999999998	0.77359999999999995	0.80200000000000005	0.80640000000000001	0.80039999999999989	0.78949999999999998	0.7881000000000	0002	0.79120000000000001	0.79289999999999994	0.78760000000000008	0.78710000000000013	0.80010000000000003	0.80030000000000001	0.79449999999999998	0.79480000000000006	0.79339999999999999	0.78900000000000003	0.80430000000000001	0.80530000000000002	0.8306	0.83079999999999998	0.83989999999999998	0.83989999999999998	0.83840000000000003	0.83379999999999999	0.84370000000000001	0.88090000000000002	0.90879999999999994	0.90960000000000008	0.89390000000000003	0.89760000000000006	0.89159999999999995	0.87980000000000003	0.88480000000000003	0.87569999999999992	0.89590000000000003	0.90319999999999989	0.91799999999999993	0.91359999999999997	0.91430000000000011	0.90969999999999995	0.91539999999999988	0.90039999999999987	0.88129999999999997	0.87980000000000003	0.8901999	9999999999	0.90300000000000002	0.88430000000000009	0.88170000000000004	0.8698999999999999	0.87090000000000001	0.85580000000000001	0.86409999999999998	0.85589999999999999	0.85	0.86719999999999997	0.87639999999999996	0.89690000000000003	0.90980000000000005	0.8831	0.87930000000000008	0.87769999999999992	0.87419999999999998	0.88629999999999998	0.87460000000000004	0.87150000000000005	0.85870000000000002	0.83510000000000006	0.82640000000000002	0.81849999999999989	0.83440000000000003	0.8286	0.83489999999999998	0.86140000000000005	0.88919999999999999	0.87309999999999999	0.87539999999999996	0.85780000000000001	0.85950000000000004	0.86789999999999989	0.85860000000000003	0.87629999999999997	0.86659999999999993	0.89910000000000001	0.91260000000000008	0.90639999999999998	0.89139999999999997	0.9	0.91789999999999994	0.93790000000000007	0.94810000000000005	0.97930000000000006	0.9998999999999999	1.0006999999999999	1.0049999999999999	0.98030000000000006	0.9859	1.0018	1.0151000000000001	1.0168999999999999	1.0097	1.0527	1.0468999999999999	1.0319	1.0439000000000001	1.0454999999999999	1.0412999999999999	1.0604	1.0595000000000001	1.0640000000000001	1.0630999999999999	1.0674999999999999	1.0741000000000001	1.0548	1.0508	1.0615999999999999	1.0685	1.0685	1.0491999999999999	1.0458000000000001	1.0446	1.0537999999999998	1.048	1.0510999999999999	1.0618000000000001	1.056	1.0326	1.0365	1.0365	1.0354000000000001	1.0510999999999999	1.0471999999999999	1.0534999999999999	1.0534999999999999	1.0567	1.0429000000000002	1.0570999999999999	1.0438000000000001	1.0438000000000001	Control Modules	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.98959999999999992	1.0002	1.0046999999999999	1.0026000000000002	1.0136000000000001	0.99829999999999997	1.0141	1.0199	1.0244	1.0122	1.0134999999999998	0.99209999999999998	0.97909999999999997	0.96950000000000003	0.95430000000000004	0.94409999999999994	0.93569999999999998	0.93540000000000001	0.93330000000000002	0.93189999999999995	0.94750000000000001	0.95040000000000002	0.96660000000000001	0.9163	0.9043000000000001	0.9043000000000001	0.90939999999999999	0.92849999999999999	0.91339999999999999	0.89	0.88239999999999996	0.89829999999999999	0.89760000000000006	0.875	0.86269999999999991	0.85939999999999994	0.85919999999999996	0.84389999999999998	0.84510000000000007	0.87480000000000002	0.87470000000000003	0.84230000000000005	0.86109999999999998	0.86280000000000001	0.8448	0.82230000000000003	0.82789999999999997	0.85140000000000005	0.84099999999999997	0.83160000000000001	0.83409999999999995	0.84739999999999993	0.87460000000000004	0.87860000000000	005	0.89060000000000006	0.88900000000000001	0.89450000000000007	0.88200000000000001	0.89219999999999999	0.90489999999999993	0.90159999999999996	0.91449999999999998	0.90839999999999999	0.89579999999999993	0.89960000000000007	0.89840000000000009	0.88219999999999998	0.87549999999999994	0.86950000000000005	0.8589	0.84909999999999997	0.84909999999999997	0.86010000000000009	0.85609999999999997	0.85609999999999997	0.85210000000000008	0.87379999999999991	0.88170000000000004	0.88109999999999999	0.85510000000000008	0.85370000000000001	0.83010000000000006	0.82799999999999996	0.84250000000000003	0.84329999999999994	0.85150000000000003	0.85609999999999997	0.86450000000000005	0.83750000000000002	0.8286	0.8075	0.80700000000000005	0.80420000000000003	0.8076000000000001	0.8175	0.8175	0.83730000000000004	0.81359999999999999	0.81299999999999994	0.80460000000000009	0.81110000000000004	0.80430000000000001	0.80629999999999991	0.82510000000000006	0.84349999999999992	0.84680000000000011	0.83750000000000002	0.83140000000000003	0.85219999999999996	0.84310000000000007	0.84609999999999996	0.85199999999999998	0.84310000000000007	0.8276	0.80039999999999989	0.78039999999999987	0.77289999999999992	0.78150000000000008	0.75080000000000002	0.74659999999999993	0.74879999999999991	0.75549999999999995	0.7448999999999999	0.73309999999999997	0.75970000000000004	0.75870000000000004	0.74970000000000003	0.74	0.7340000000000001	0.73580000000000001	0.73340000000000005	0.71950000000000003	0.7258	0.73129999999999995	0.73180000000000012	0.72670000000000001	0.72599999999999998	0.7198	0.71150000000000002	0.72689999999999999	0.72450000000000003	0.75129999999999997	0.75670000000000004	0.76819999999999988	0.76890000000000003	0.77	0.76680000000000004	0.78280000000000005	0.80569999999999997	0.82	0.81960000000000011	0.81010000000000004	0.8226	0.82930000000000004	0.82650000000000001	0.83010000000000006	0.81590000000000007	0.83289999999999997	0.83849999999999991	0.85039999999999993	0.85349999999999993	0.85919999999999996	0.84789999999999988	0.85620000000000007	0.84150000000000003	0.81960000000000011	0.82030000000000003	0.82150000000000001	0.83420000000000005	0.80390000000000006	0.79930000000000012	0.79590000000000005	0.7873	0.79059999999999997	0.7853	0.78170000000000006	0.77900000000000003	0.79370000000000007	0.79569999999999996	0.81129999999999991	0.81819999999999993	0.78500000000000003	0.77289999999999992	0.76159999999999994	0.7521000000000001	0.75989999999999991	0.7501000000000001	0.74159999999999993	0.72950000000000004	0.7168000000000001	0.70979999999999999	0.70920000000000005	0.72539999999999993	0.70960000000000012	0.70250000000000001	0.72699999999999998	0.75580000000000003	0.75939999999999996	0.75090000000000001	0.73109999999999997	0.73039999999999994	0.73170000000000002	0.72920000000000007	0.75219999999999998	0.73499999999999999	0.75150000000000006	0.76370000000000005	0.75950000000000006	0.75430000000000008	0.77390000000000003	0.7913	0.80720000000000003	0.8096000000000001	0.82169999999999999	0.84439999999999993	0.83620000000000005	0.8347	0.82389999999999997	0.84200000000000008	0.86730000000000007	0.87950000000000006	0.89319999999999988	0.88060000000000005	0.91710000000000003	0.91480000000000006	0.92209999999999992	0.93629999999999991	0.92890000000000006	0.92689999999999995	0.9294	0.93090000000000006	0.94129999999999991	0.94129999999999991	0.9425	0.94400000000000006	0.92459999999999998	0.92510000000000003	0.93989999999999996	0.94180000000000008	0.94940000000000002	0.93669999999999998	0.9244	0.92400000000000004	0.9284	0.92010000000000003	0.92900000000000005	0.94349999999999989	0.93900000000000006	0.9113	0.90579999999999994	0.90359999999999996	0.90849999999999997	0.9244	0.90989999999999993	0.91349999999999998	0.91349999999999998	0.91780000000000006	0.90469999999999995	0.91819999999999991	0.91480000000000006	0.91890000000000005	S	&	P 500	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	1.0064	1.0057	0.98620000000000008	0.98530000000000006	0.98129999999999995	0.97989999999999999	0.9889	0.99159999999999993	0.97750000000000004	0.97829999999999995	0.97829999999999995	0.96030000000000004	0.95099999999999996	0.9405	0.92269999999999996	0.92530000000000001	0.91400000000000003	0.91269999999999996	0.90780000000000005	0.92989999999999995	0.94739999999999991	0.95389999999999997	0.96290000000000009	0.93940000000000001	0.94430000000000003	0.94079999999999997	0.9487000000000001	0.96239999999999992	0.94499999999999995	0.92709999999999992	0.92349999999999999	0.93810000000000004	0.93889999999999996	0.91900000000000004	0.91239999999999999	0.91239999999999999	0.90319999999999989	0.88659999999999994	0.89980000000000004	0.92	0.91769999999999996	0.90349999999999997	0.92030000000000001	0.91549999999999998	0.9081999999999999	0.88139999999999996	0.8751000000000001	0.89749999999999996	0.89370000000000005	0.88210000000000011	0.87560000000000004	0.89430000000000009	0.91430000000000011	0.92559999999999998	0.93640000000000001	0.93599	999999999994	0.9466	0.93500000000000005	0.94840000000000002	0.95319999999999994	0.96	0.97180000000000011	0.96560000000000001	0.95050000000000001	0.95379999999999998	0.96150000000000002	0.94940000000000002	0.94019999999999992	0.94420000000000004	0.94169999999999998	0.92579999999999996	0.92260000000000009	0.93290000000000006	0.92159999999999997	0.92159999999999997	0.9214	0.93620000000000003	0.93559999999999999	0.92180000000000006	0.89629999999999999	0.90139999999999998	0.87599999999999989	0.87780000000000002	0.89960000000000007	0.8669	0.87180000000000002	0.87609999999999999	0.9022	0.8701000000000001	0.86510000000000009	0.83739999999999992	0.83950000000000002	0.8256	0.82460000000000011	0.84430000000000005	0.84089999999999998	0.85	789999999999988	0.82319999999999993	0.81840000000000002	0.81859999999999999	0.8337	0.82700000000000007	0.83479999999999999	0.85140000000000005	0.87239999999999995	0.87239999999999995	0.86699999999999999	0.86049999999999993	0.87629999999999997	0.86199999999999999	0.86470000000000002	0.873	0.86349999999999993	0.84299999999999997	0.81840000000000002	0.78670000000000007	0.78370000000000006	0.79519999999999991	0.76930000000000009	0.77099999999999991	0.77099999999999991	0.78989999999999994	0.78890000000000005	0.7964	0.82069999999999999	0.81830000000000003	0.80180000000000007	0.80120000000000002	0.79420000000000002	0.80260000000000009	0.80260000000000009	0.80390000000000006	0.80669999999999997	0.81879999999999997	0.81810000000000005	0.80870000000000009	0.80120000000000002	0.79769999999999996	0.79530000000000001	0.8105	0.80379999999999996	0.82599999999999996	0.83079999999999998	0.83900000000000008	0.83120000000000005	0.83230000000000004	0.82269999999999999	0.84420000000000006	0.85439999999999994	0.86659999999999993	0.86409999999999998	0.85840000000000005	0.87180000000000002	0.87109999999999999	0.86970000000000003	0.86860000000000004	0.8649	0.88340000000000007	0.88269999999999993	0.89800000000000002	0.90159999999999996	0.90329999999999999	0.89670000000000005	0.89879999999999993	0.88719999999999999	0.86819999999999997	0.86629999999999996	0.86879999999999991	0.88099999999999989	0.85129999999999995	0.8456999999999999	0.83629999999999993	0.82980000000000009	0.83230000000000004	0.82340000000000002	0.82340000000000002	0.82	0.83499999999999996	0.84050000000000002	0.85340000000000005	0.86239999999999994	0.82510000000000006	0.82789999999999997	0.81849999999999989	0.81269999999999998	0.81819999999999993	0.80900000000000005	0.79519999999999991	0.78849999999999998	0.77489999999999992	0.76690000000000003	0.76519999999999999	0.78029999999999999	0.76379999999999992	0.75230000000000008	0.77180000000000004	0.79539999999999988	0.79379999999999995	0.78560000000000008	0.76359999999999995	0.75789999999999991	0.753	0.75049999999999994	0.77	0.75180000000000002	0.77170000000000005	0.78049999999999997	0.77529999999999999	0.76910000000000001	0.78739999999999999	0.79669999999999996	0.80969999999999998	0.80370000000000008	0.79879999999999995	0.818	49999999999989	0.8123999999999999	0.80909999999999993	0.78879999999999995	0.78049999999999997	0.79110000000000003	0.79870000000000008	0.80319999999999991	0.78650000000000009	0.83010000000000006	0.83779999999999999	0.83030000000000004	0.83750000000000002	0.8306	0.82799999999999996	0.83200000000000007	0.82869999999999999	0.84	0.84499999999999997	0.84499999999999997	0.84470000000000001	0.83169999999999999	0.83039999999999992	0.85609999999999997	0.85530000000000006	0.85430000000000006	0.83900000000000008	0.82689999999999997	0.82539999999999991	0.83160000000000001	0.82550000000000001	0.83730000000000004	0.84340000000000004	0.83829999999999993	0.8173999999999999	0.80830000000000002	0.80099999999999993	0.80180000000000007	0.81370000000000009	0.80200000000000	005	0.80669999999999997	0.80669999999999997	0.8034	0.79379999999999995	0.8076000000000001	0.80559999999999998	0.80559999999999998	S	&	P 500 Industrials	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.99180000000000001	1.0119	1.0022	1.0068000000000001	1.0065	0.9948999999999999	1.0012000000000001	1.0042	1.006	1.0002	1.0002	0.98840000000000006	0.97750000000000004	0.96540000000000004	0.95609999999999995	0.96120000000000005	0.95219999999999994	0.94430000000000003	0.93559999999999999	0.94200000000000006	0.95239999999999991	0.96589999999999998	0.97230000000000005	0.95609999999999995	0.94590000000000007	0.94650000000000001	0.95599999999999996	0.96909999999999996	0.95310000000000006	0.93879999999999997	0.93500000000000005	0.94920000000000004	0.95409999999999995	0.93629999999999991	0.92779999999999996	0.92779999999999996	0.91920000000000002	0.90200000000000002	0.91310000000000002	0.93510000000000004	0.94159999999999999	0.92730000000000001	0.9476	0.94840000000000002	0.94620000000000004	0.92069999999999996	0.91489999999999994	0.93150000000000011	0.93040000000000012	0.92290000000000005	0.92590000000000006	0.94030000000000002	0.95269999999999999	0.96550000000000002	0.96930000000000005	0.97089999999999999	0.976099999999	99997	0.96709999999999996	0.97439999999999993	0.98049999999999993	0.98080000000000001	0.98959999999999992	0.98809999999999998	0.97260000000000002	0.96579999999999999	0.96409999999999996	0.95069999999999988	0.94340000000000002	0.94629999999999992	0.94059999999999999	0.93779999999999997	0.93650000000000011	0.9456	0.94469999999999998	0.94469999999999998	0.94110000000000005	0.95810000000000006	0.96329999999999993	0.9536	0.92989999999999995	0.92989999999999995	0.90949999999999998	0.91280000000000006	0.92319999999999991	0.89900000000000002	0.90049999999999997	0.90680000000000005	0.93279999999999996	0.90799999999999992	0.90210000000000012	0.88039999999999996	0.87470000000000003	0.86659999999999993	0.86780000000000002	0.87849999999999995	0.8771000000000001	0.8971000	0000000012	0.86340000000000006	0.85519999999999996	0.84609999999999996	0.8599	0.85880000000000001	0.86430000000000007	0.88159999999999994	0.89960000000000007	0.89960000000000007	0.89200000000000002	0.88639999999999997	0.90319999999999989	0.9	0.90359999999999996	0.91579999999999995	0.89910000000000001	0.88139999999999996	0.85530000000000006	0.82940000000000003	0.82739999999999991	0.83569999999999989	0.8075	0.80559999999999998	0.80559999999999998	0.82	0.81559999999999999	0.81129999999999991	0.83960000000000012	0.83750000000000002	0.82789999999999997	0.82279999999999998	0.82510000000000006	0.83260000000000001	0.83260000000000001	0.81980000000000008	0.82480000000000009	0.83460000000000012	0.83079999999999998	0.82519999999999993	0.8226	0.81269999999999998	0.80799999999999994	0.82069999999999999	0.81579999999999997	0.84510000000000007	0.85129999999999995	0.85710000000000008	0.85450000000000004	0.85849999999999993	0.85400000000000009	0.86739999999999995	0.88539999999999996	0.90310000000000001	0.9043000000000001	0.89480000000000004	0.90349999999999997	0.90629999999999999	0.9081999999999999	0.90749999999999997	0.9042	0.92420000000000002	0.92849999999999999	0.94209999999999994	0.94440000000000002	0.9486	0.94120000000000004	0.94430000000000003	0.93230000000000002	0.91420000000000001	0.91590000000000005	0.91879999999999995	0.93290000000000006	0.90010000000000001	0.8962	0.88289999999999991	0.87529999999999997	0.87650000000000006	0.86780000000000002	0.86780000000000002	0.86919999999999997	0.88340000000000007	0.88580000000000003	0.89729999999999999	0.90269999999999995	0.86849999999999994	0.8669	0.85769999999999991	0.84	0.85120000000000007	0.84069999999999989	0.82940000000000003	0.81710000000000005	0.80180000000000007	0.79269999999999996	0.7903	0.80799999999999994	0.79319999999999991	0.78280000000000005	0.80669999999999997	0.83489999999999998	0.83010000000000006	0.82099999999999995	0.80519999999999992	0.80789999999999995	0.80799999999999994	0.8014	0.81900000000000006	0.80069999999999997	0.81870000000000009	0.83799999999999997	0.83230000000000004	0.81640000000000001	0.83799999999999997	0.84930000000000005	0.86069999999999991	0.86370000000000002	0.87360000000000004	0.89439999999999997	0.89129999999	999998	0.89080000000000004	0.8751000000000001	0.88419999999999999	0.89829999999999999	0.90780000000000005	0.91559999999999997	0.90239999999999998	0.94059999999999999	0.93959999999999999	0.93319999999999992	0.94040000000000001	0.93310000000000004	0.93079999999999996	0.9373999999999999	0.94090000000000007	0.94799999999999995	0.95169999999999999	0.95169999999999999	0.95519999999999994	0.93799999999999994	0.94379999999999997	0.95879999999999999	0.9587	0.9647	0.94830000000000003	0.9373999999999999	0.93610000000000004	0.94140000000000001	0.93379999999999996	0.94980000000000009	0.95310000000000006	0.95140000000000002	0.92799999999999994	0.92359999999999998	0.91879999999999995	0.92010000000000003	0.93709999999999993	0.92530000000000001	0.93059999999999998	0.93059999999999998	0.93370000000000009	0.9214	0.93269999999999997	0.92900000000000005	0.92900000000000005	
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Expected Return Analysis

																				Expected Return Analysis										Chart

																				Sub-Sector		Actual Return		Expected Return		Delta				Base 1		Base 2

																				Equipment Manufacturing 		-27.4%		-17.4%		-9.9%				-17.4%		-9.9%

																				Distribution		-21.5%		-16.5%		-5.0%				-16.5%		-5.0%

																				Contracting Services		4.4%		-17.4%		21.8%				4.4%		-17.4%

																				Control Panels		-8.1%		-16.5%		8.4%				-8.1%		-8.4%



																				CAPM Model

																				Avg 90 Day T-Bill Rate (2022)		2.02%

																				S&P 500 Annualized Return (2022)		-19.44%



																				Sub-Sector		Historical 5-Yr Beta

																				Equipment Manufacturing 		0.9065972637

																				Distribution		0.8644780579

																				Contracting Services		0.9042317561

																				Control Panels		0.8643053478

																				Aggregate		0.9048252807

















				Indexed Stock Price Performance																Cumulative Index Returns																Daily Index Returns

				Dates		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules		Aggregate		S&P 500				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		Aggregate		S&P 500 						Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		Aggregate		S&P500		90-Day Tbill Rate

				Dec-30-2016		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%																		0.50%

				Jan-02-2017		100.03%		100.05%		100.41%		99.93%		99.99%		100.00%				0.03%		0.05%		0.41%		-0.07%		-0.01%		0.00%						1.03%		1.05%		1.41%		0.93%		0.99%		1.00%		0.50%

				Jan-03-2017		101.73%		100.77%		100.29%		101.11%		101.09%		100.85%				1.73%		0.77%		0.29%		1.11%		1.09%		0.85%						2.65%		1.69%		0.91%		2.27%		2.11%		1.85%		0.50%

				Jan-04-2017		103.25%		101.48%		102.12%		101.08%		101.82%		101.43%				3.25%		1.48%		2.12%		1.08%		1.82%		1.43%						1.56%		1.40%		2.42%		0.99%		1.35%		1.31%		0.53%

				Jan-05-2017		102.83%		100.85%		101.20%		100.78%		101.54%		101.35%				2.83%		0.85%		1.20%		0.78%		1.54%		1.35%						0.90%		0.75%		0.71%		0.86%		0.90%		0.97%		0.52%

				Jan-06-2017		102.87%		100.80%		99.71%		101.99%		101.92%		101.70%				2.87%		0.80%		-0.29%		1.99%		1.92%		1.70%						1.01%		0.97%		0.32%		1.68%		1.15%		1.15%		0.51%

				Jan-09-2017		102.46%		100.47%		97.75%		101.46%		101.41%		101.34%				2.46%		0.47%		-2.25%		1.46%		1.41%		1.34%						0.89%		0.82%		-1.76%		0.82%		0.83%		0.87%		0.52%

				Jan-10-2017		103.82%		100.67%		99.59%		102.39%		102.29%		101.34%				3.82%		0.67%		-0.41%		2.39%		2.29%		1.34%						1.39%		1.14%		-0.47%		1.38%		1.37%		1.00%		0.50%

				Jan-11-2017		103.67%		101.29%		99.92%		102.95%		102.48%		101.63%				3.67%		1.29%		-0.08%		2.95%		2.48%		1.63%						0.97%		1.37%		1.56%		1.17%		1.06%		1.12%		0.51%

				Jan-12-2017		103.67%		101.22%		100.87%		102.68%		102.44%		101.41%				3.67%		1.22%		0.87%		2.68%		2.44%		1.41%						1.00%		0.97%		2.03%		0.93%		0.99%		0.92%		0.51%

				Jan-13-2017		103.68%		101.46%		101.60%		102.75%		102.58%		101.60%				3.68%		1.46%		1.60%		2.75%		2.58%		1.60%						1.00%		1.11%		1.39%		1.02%		1.04%		1.08%		0.51%

				Jan-16-2017		103.92%		101.47%		101.52%		102.64%		102.61%		101.60%				3.92%		1.47%		1.52%		2.64%		2.61%		1.60%						1.05%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		0.52%

				Jan-17-2017		103.91%		101.70%		100.50%		101.82%		102.29%		101.30%				3.91%		1.70%		0.50%		1.82%		2.29%		1.30%						1.00%		1.09%		0.60%		0.77%		0.91%		0.88%		0.52%

				Jan-18-2017		104.36%		102.22%		100.74%		102.56%		102.97%		101.48%				4.36%		2.22%		0.74%		2.56%		2.97%		1.48%						1.09%		1.19%		1.16%		1.26%		1.21%		1.08%		0.54%

				Jan-19-2017		103.68%		101.95%		100.81%		102.68%		102.79%		101.11%				3.68%		1.95%		0.81%		2.68%		2.79%		1.11%						0.87%		0.92%		1.04%		1.03%		0.95%		0.85%		0.52%

				Jan-20-2017		104.50%		102.61%		101.63%		102.88%		103.33%		101.45%				4.50%		2.61%		1.63%		2.88%		3.33%		1.45%						1.18%		1.22%		1.45%		1.05%		1.14%		1.16%		0.51%

				Jan-23-2017		104.77%		102.49%		101.55%		102.64%		103.20%		101.18%				4.77%		2.49%		1.55%		2.64%		3.20%		1.18%						1.05%		0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.97%		0.89%		0.49%

				Jan-24-2017		105.68%		103.38%		103.88%		103.62%		104.10%		101.84%				5.68%		3.38%		3.88%		3.62%		4.10%		1.84%						1.16%		1.26%		1.91%		1.27%		1.21%		1.30%		0.51%

				Jan-25-2017		106.46%		104.26%		106.14%		104.39%		104.96%		102.66%				6.46%		4.26%		6.14%		4.39%		4.96%		2.66%						1.12%		1.20%		1.46%		1.17%		1.17%		1.29%		0.50%

				Jan-26-2017		106.91%		105.49%		105.52%		104.44%		105.26%		102.58%				6.91%		5.49%		5.52%		4.44%		5.26%		2.58%						1.06%		1.23%		0.91%		1.01%		1.05%		0.98%		0.49%

				Jan-27-2017		106.40%		105.52%		104.85%		104.48%		105.22%		102.50%				6.40%		5.52%		4.85%		4.48%		5.22%		2.50%						0.94%		1.00%		0.90%		1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.50%

				Jan-30-2017		106.54%		105.57%		103.73%		104.38%		105.17%		101.88%				6.54%		5.57%		3.73%		4.38%		5.17%		1.88%						1.02%		1.01%		0.81%		0.98%		0.99%		0.82%		0.51%

				Jan-31-2017		106.42%		105.13%		103.39%		104.05%		104.81%		101.79%				6.42%		5.13%		3.39%		4.05%		4.81%		1.79%						0.98%		0.93%		0.93%		0.94%		0.94%		0.97%		0.51%

				Feb-01-2017		105.13%		105.42%		103.52%		103.27%		104.31%		101.82%				5.13%		5.42%		3.52%		3.27%		4.31%		1.82%						0.83%		1.05%		1.03%		0.85%		0.91%		1.01%		0.52%

				Feb-02-2017		104.78%		105.19%		103.53%		103.51%		104.34%		101.88%				4.78%		5.19%		3.53%		3.51%		4.34%		1.88%						0.94%		0.96%		1.00%		1.06%		1.01%		1.02%		0.50%

				Feb-03-2017		105.23%		104.67%		104.78%		104.55%		104.98%		102.62%				5.23%		4.67%		4.78%		4.55%		4.98%		2.62%						1.08%		0.92%		1.28%		1.23%		1.12%		1.26%		0.51%

				Feb-06-2017		105.26%		104.69%		102.91%		104.38%		104.94%		102.40%				5.26%		4.69%		2.91%		4.38%		4.94%		2.40%						1.00%		1.00%		0.68%		0.97%		0.99%		0.94%		0.50%

				Feb-07-2017		104.50%		104.65%		102.74%		104.83%		105.17%		102.42%				4.50%		4.65%		2.74%		4.83%		5.17%		2.42%						0.88%		0.99%		0.96%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		0.53%

				Feb-08-2017		104.74%		104.91%		102.91%		104.62%		105.25%		102.49%				4.74%		4.91%		2.91%		4.62%		5.25%		2.49%						1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		0.96%		1.01%		1.02%		0.53%

				Feb-09-2017		104.85%		105.10%		103.54%		104.96%		105.45%		103.08%				4.85%		5.10%		3.54%		4.96%		5.45%		3.08%						1.02%		1.03%		1.16%		1.06%		1.03%		1.17%		0.53%

				Feb-10-2017		105.62%		105.50%		105.67%		105.93%		106.27%		103.45%				5.62%		5.50%		5.67%		5.93%		6.27%		3.45%						1.13%		1.07%		1.47%		1.16%		1.13%		1.09%		0.53%

				Feb-13-2017		106.02%		106.01%		105.35%		106.87%		107.04%		103.99%				6.02%		6.01%		5.35%		6.87%		7.04%		3.99%						1.06%		1.08%		0.95%		1.14%		1.11%		1.12%		0.54%

				Feb-14-2017		104.71%		105.37%		106.01%		106.69%		106.42%		104.41%				4.71%		5.37%		6.01%		6.69%		6.42%		4.41%						0.81%		0.91%		1.10%		0.98%		0.92%		1.08%		0.52%

				Feb-15-2017		105.36%		104.99%		107.09%		107.05%		106.85%		104.93%				5.36%		4.99%		7.09%		7.05%		6.85%		4.93%						1.11%		0.94%		1.15%		1.05%		1.06%		1.10%		0.54%

				Feb-16-2017		106.52%		105.77%		106.67%		106.86%		107.27%		104.84%				6.52%		5.77%		6.67%		6.86%		7.27%		4.84%						1.18%		1.13%		0.95%		0.98%		1.05%		0.98%		0.53%

				Feb-17-2017		106.19%		105.67%		104.80%		106.57%		106.84%		105.02%				6.19%		5.67%		4.80%		6.57%		6.84%		5.02%						0.96%		0.99%		0.76%		0.96%		0.95%		1.03%		0.52%

				Feb-20-2017		106.73%		105.86%		105.20%		106.54%		107.07%		105.02%				6.73%		5.86%		5.20%		6.54%		7.07%		5.02%						1.08%		1.03%		1.07%		1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		0.52%

				Feb-21-2017		107.35%		106.40%		104.48%		107.18%		107.52%		105.65%				7.35%		6.40%		4.48%		7.18%		7.52%		5.65%						1.08%		1.08%		0.88%		1.08%		1.06%		1.10%		0.52%

				Feb-22-2017		107.60%		106.28%		104.05%		106.98%		107.61%		105.54%				7.60%		6.28%		4.05%		6.98%		7.61%		5.54%						1.03%		0.98%		0.92%		0.98%		1.01%		0.98%		0.53%

				Feb-23-2017		106.96%		104.88%		99.10%		106.24%		106.79%		105.58%				6.96%		4.88%		-0.90%		6.24%		6.79%		5.58%						0.93%		0.81%		0.02%		0.91%		0.90%		1.01%		0.52%

				Feb-24-2017		106.90%		104.78%		101.68%		106.11%		106.68%		105.74%				6.90%		4.78%		1.68%		6.11%		6.68%		5.74%						0.99%		0.98%		26.80%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%		0.51%

				Feb-27-2017		106.36%		104.72%		103.90%		106.37%		106.56%		105.85%				6.36%		4.72%		3.90%		6.37%		6.56%		5.85%						0.93%		0.99%		1.83%		1.04%		0.98%		1.02%		0.51%

				Feb-28-2017		106.25%		104.20%		102.65%		105.79%		106.17%		105.57%				6.25%		4.20%		2.65%		5.79%		6.17%		5.57%						0.99%		0.91%		0.74%		0.92%		0.95%		0.96%		0.50%

				Mar-01-2017		107.34%		104.86%		104.79%		107.90%		107.74%		107.02%				7.34%		4.86%		4.79%		7.90%		7.74%		7.02%						1.15%		1.13%		1.59%		1.31%		1.22%		1.22%		0.53%

				Mar-02-2017		106.53%		104.02%		104.47%		107.05%		106.94%		106.39%				6.53%		4.02%		4.47%		7.05%		6.94%		6.39%						0.90%		0.86%		0.94%		0.90%		0.91%		0.92%		0.62%

				Mar-03-2017		106.38%		103.32%		103.86%		106.86%		106.73%		106.44%				6.38%		3.32%		3.86%		6.86%		6.73%		6.44%						0.98%		0.86%		0.89%		0.98%		0.97%		1.01%		0.66%

				Mar-06-2017		106.93%		103.68%		103.72%		106.51%		106.88%		106.10%				6.93%		3.68%		3.72%		6.51%		6.88%		6.10%						1.07%		1.08%		0.97%		0.96%		1.02%		0.95%		0.70%

				Mar-07-2017		106.94%		103.10%		102.87%		106.36%		106.79%		105.79%				6.94%		3.10%		2.87%		6.36%		6.79%		5.79%						1.00%		0.88%		0.82%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.73%

				Mar-08-2017		106.54%		103.07%		102.37%		106.23%		106.63%		105.55%				6.54%		3.07%		2.37%		6.23%		6.63%		5.55%						0.95%		0.99%		0.87%		0.98%		0.98%		0.96%		0.75%

				Mar-09-2017		105.80%		101.97%		101.37%		105.70%		105.96%		105.63%				5.80%		1.97%		1.37%		5.70%		5.96%		5.63%						0.90%		0.73%		0.70%		0.93%		0.91%		1.01%		0.72%

				Mar-10-2017		107.61%		102.15%		102.70%		106.46%		107.07%		105.98%				7.61%		2.15%		2.70%		6.46%		7.07%		5.98%						1.27%		1.06%		1.56%		1.11%		1.16%		1.05%		0.72%

				Mar-13-2017		107.76%		102.40%		102.40%		106.68%		107.27%		106.01%				7.76%		2.40%		2.40%		6.68%		7.27%		6.01%						1.02%		1.08%		0.92%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		0.73%

				Mar-14-2017		107.38%		101.97%		100.61%		105.80%		106.62%		105.66%				7.38%		1.97%		0.61%		5.80%		6.62%		5.66%						0.96%		0.87%		0.47%		0.89%		0.92%		0.95%		0.78%

				Mar-15-2017		108.96%		103.48%		102.64%		107.34%		108.07%		106.54%				8.96%		3.48%		2.64%		7.34%		8.07%		6.54%						1.19%		1.51%		2.26%		1.23%		1.19%		1.13%		0.77%

				Mar-16-2017		109.07%		103.28%		103.46%		107.22%		108.10%		106.37%				9.07%		3.28%		3.46%		7.22%		8.10%		6.37%						1.01%		0.96%		1.23%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.72%

				Mar-17-2017		109.07%		103.12%		102.99%		107.83%		108.35%		106.23%				9.07%		3.12%		2.99%		7.83%		8.35%		6.23%						1.00%		0.96%		0.89%		1.07%		1.03%		0.98%		0.72%

				Mar-20-2017		109.35%		102.87%		102.04%		107.46%		108.11%		106.01%				9.35%		2.87%		2.04%		7.46%		8.11%		6.01%						1.03%		0.94%		0.76%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.72%

				Mar-21-2017		108.82%		102.17%		100.32%		106.05%		107.22%		104.70%				8.82%		2.17%		0.32%		6.05%		7.22%		4.70%						0.95%		0.82%		0.43%		0.83%		0.90%		0.81%		0.75%

				Mar-22-2017		109.08%		102.17%		100.32%		106.18%		107.27%		104.90%				9.08%		2.17%		0.32%		6.18%		7.27%		4.90%						1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		0.76%

				Mar-23-2017		109.27%		102.31%		100.58%		105.97%		107.35%		104.79%				9.27%		2.31%		0.58%		5.97%		7.35%		4.79%						1.02%		1.04%		1.20%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.76%

				Mar-24-2017		109.42%		102.01%		101.30%		106.46%		107.75%		104.70%				9.42%		2.01%		1.30%		6.46%		7.75%		4.70%						1.01%		0.91%		1.46%		1.07%		1.05%		0.98%		0.75%

				Mar-27-2017		109.04%		101.53%		102.28%		106.45%		107.53%		104.59%				9.04%		1.53%		2.28%		6.45%		7.53%		4.59%						0.96%		0.84%		1.43%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.77%

				Mar-28-2017		109.82%		102.04%		102.77%		107.61%		108.46%		105.35%				9.82%		2.04%		2.77%		7.61%		8.46%		5.35%						1.08%		1.20%		1.15%		1.16%		1.11%		1.14%		0.77%

				Mar-29-2017		110.44%		101.68%		102.73%		107.72%		108.59%		105.46%				10.44%		1.68%		2.73%		7.72%		8.59%		5.46%						1.06%		0.88%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.77%

				Mar-30-2017		109.65%		101.10%		103.51%		107.76%		108.28%		105.77%				9.65%		1.10%		3.51%		7.76%		8.28%		5.77%						0.93%		0.78%		1.21%		1.00%		0.97%		1.05%		0.77%

				Mar-31-2017		109.76%		100.89%		103.44%		107.58%		108.21%		105.53%				9.76%		0.89%		3.44%		7.58%		8.21%		5.53%						1.01%		0.90%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.77%

				Apr-03-2017		109.04%		100.67%		103.01%		106.69%		107.65%		105.36%				9.04%		0.67%		3.01%		6.69%		7.65%		5.36%						0.93%		0.88%		0.90%		0.90%		0.94%		0.97%		0.75%

				Apr-04-2017		108.97%		100.39%		102.70%		106.74%		107.57%		105.42%				8.97%		0.39%		2.70%		6.74%		7.57%		5.42%						0.99%		0.83%		0.92%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.78%

				Apr-05-2017		108.60%		100.34%		103.53%		106.15%		107.20%		105.10%				8.60%		0.34%		3.53%		6.15%		7.20%		5.10%						0.96%		0.96%		1.22%		0.92%		0.96%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-06-2017		108.82%		100.05%		103.90%		106.40%		107.35%		105.30%				8.82%		0.05%		3.90%		6.40%		7.35%		5.30%						1.02%		0.78%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.79%

				Apr-07-2017		108.48%		99.87%		105.19%		106.26%		107.21%		105.21%				8.48%		-0.13%		5.19%		6.26%		7.21%		5.21%						0.97%		0.83%		1.26%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.78%

				Apr-10-2017		108.14%		100.01%		104.86%		106.48%		107.17%		105.29%				8.14%		0.01%		4.86%		6.48%		7.17%		5.29%						0.96%		1.16%		0.95%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		0.81%

				Apr-11-2017		107.98%		100.01%		105.91%		106.44%		107.09%		105.13%				7.98%		0.01%		5.91%		6.44%		7.09%		5.13%						0.98%		1.00%		1.18%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		0.81%

				Apr-12-2017		107.42%		98.80%		103.71%		105.20%		106.04%		104.74%				7.42%		-1.20%		3.71%		5.20%		6.04%		4.74%						0.94%		-0.20%		0.68%		0.83%		0.87%		0.94%		0.81%

				Apr-13-2017		107.47%		98.37%		103.70%		104.63%		105.78%		104.03%				7.47%		-1.63%		3.70%		4.63%		5.78%		4.03%						1.01%		3.15%		1.00%		0.91%		0.96%		0.88%		0.80%

				Apr-14-2017		106.98%		98.37%		103.70%		104.63%		105.58%		104.03%				6.98%		-1.63%		3.70%		4.63%		5.58%		4.03%						0.94%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-17-2017		107.93%		98.70%		104.70%		105.46%		106.36%		104.92%				7.93%		-1.30%		4.70%		5.46%		6.36%		4.92%						1.12%		0.48%		1.21%		1.15%		1.12%		1.18%		0.80%

				Apr-18-2017		108.92%		94.63%		104.51%		105.39%		106.18%		104.62%				8.92%		-5.37%		4.51%		5.39%		6.18%		4.62%						1.11%		14.57%		0.97%		0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.82%

				Apr-19-2017		108.88%		93.61%		104.87%		105.14%		105.94%		104.44%				8.88%		-6.39%		4.87%		5.14%		5.94%		4.44%						1.00%		1.23%		1.07%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.81%

				Apr-20-2017		109.93%		94.14%		105.37%		106.35%		107.00%		105.23%				9.93%		-5.86%		5.37%		6.35%		7.00%		5.23%						1.11%		0.90%		1.09%		1.20%		1.15%		1.15%		0.80%

				Apr-21-2017		110.63%		94.07%		103.92%		107.57%		107.82%		104.91%				10.63%		-5.93%		3.92%		7.57%		7.82%		4.91%						1.06%		1.01%		0.77%		1.17%		1.10%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-24-2017		110.89%		93.95%		107.75%		110.10%		109.21%		106.04%				10.89%		-6.05%		7.75%		10.10%		9.21%		6.04%						1.02%		1.02%		1.78%		1.30%		1.16%		1.19%		0.78%

				Apr-25-2017		111.96%		94.42%		109.67%		110.57%		109.95%		106.69%				11.96%		-5.58%		9.67%		10.57%		9.95%		6.69%						1.09%		0.91%		1.22%		1.04%		1.07%		1.09%		0.80%

				Apr-26-2017		112.41%		94.35%		110.58%		110.89%		110.38%		106.64%				12.41%		-5.65%		10.58%		10.89%		10.38%		6.64%						1.03%		1.02%		1.09%		1.03%		1.04%		0.99%		0.81%

				Apr-27-2017		112.00%		94.09%		111.90%		110.13%		110.06%		106.70%				12.00%		-5.91%		11.90%		10.13%		10.06%		6.70%						0.97%		1.06%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		0.82%

				Apr-28-2017		110.71%		93.90%		110.33%		110.21%		109.66%		106.49%				10.71%		-6.10%		10.33%		10.21%		9.66%		6.49%						0.90%		1.04%		0.88%		1.01%		0.96%		0.97%		0.80%

				May-01-2017		110.65%		93.42%		110.75%		110.11%		109.56%		106.68%				10.65%		-6.58%		10.75%		10.11%		9.56%		6.68%						0.99%		1.09%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		1.03%		0.79%

				May-02-2017		111.89%		94.49%		111.32%		109.77%		110.04%		106.80%				11.89%		-5.51%		11.32%		9.77%		10.04%		6.80%						1.11%		0.81%		1.05%		0.97%		1.05%		1.02%		0.82%

				May-03-2017		112.28%		94.69%		110.98%		109.88%		110.23%		106.67%				12.28%		-5.31%		10.98%		9.88%		10.23%		6.67%						1.03%		0.96%		0.97%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.81%

				May-04-2017		112.51%		93.87%		112.27%		109.22%		109.94%		106.73%				12.51%		-6.13%		12.27%		9.22%		9.94%		6.73%						1.02%		1.19%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		0.84%

				May-05-2017		113.61%		94.15%		112.08%		110.01%		110.72%		107.17%				13.61%		-5.85%		12.08%		10.01%		10.72%		7.17%						1.08%		0.95%		0.99%		1.08%		1.07%		1.06%		0.84%

				May-08-2017		113.99%		93.99%		110.86%		109.66%		110.60%		107.17%				13.99%		-6.01%		10.86%		9.66%		10.60%		7.17%						1.03%		1.03%		0.91%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.88%

				May-09-2017		113.20%		94.29%		110.28%		110.05%		110.52%		107.06%				13.20%		-5.71%		10.28%		10.05%		10.52%		7.06%						0.95%		0.94%		0.95%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.90%

				May-10-2017		113.07%		94.19%		109.57%		110.41%		110.51%		107.18%				13.07%		-5.81%		9.57%		10.41%		10.51%		7.18%						0.99%		1.02%		0.94%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		0.90%

				May-11-2017		113.68%		94.51%		108.56%		109.97%		110.66%		106.95%				13.68%		-5.49%		8.56%		9.97%		10.66%		6.95%						1.04%		0.93%		0.90%		0.96%		1.01%		0.97%		0.89%

				May-12-2017		113.28%		93.90%		106.46%		109.65%		110.14%		106.79%				13.28%		-6.10%		6.46%		9.65%		10.14%		6.79%						0.97%		1.14%		0.78%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.87%

				May-15-2017		113.38%		93.51%		107.74%		110.80%		110.70%		107.30%				13.38%		-6.49%		7.74%		10.80%		10.70%		7.30%						1.01%		1.08%		1.17%		1.11%		1.05%		1.07%		0.86%

				May-16-2017		113.57%		92.89%		107.93%		110.81%		110.84%		107.23%				13.57%		-7.11%		7.93%		10.81%		10.84%		7.23%						1.01%		1.11%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.89%

				May-17-2017		112.08%		91.82%		105.68%		109.18%		109.32%		105.28%				12.08%		-8.18%		5.68%		9.18%		9.32%		5.28%						0.90%		1.18%		0.75%		0.86%		0.87%		0.76%		0.89%

				May-18-2017		112.15%		91.65%		104.62%		109.70%		109.46%		105.67%				12.15%		-8.35%		4.62%		9.70%		9.46%		5.67%						1.01%		1.02%		0.84%		1.05%		1.01%		1.06%		0.89%

				May-19-2017		114.01%		92.21%		107.02%		111.06%		110.89%		106.38%				14.01%		-7.79%		7.02%		11.06%		10.89%		6.38%						1.14%		0.92%		1.43%		1.13%		1.14%		1.11%		0.91%

				May-22-2017		114.83%		92.97%		106.61%		111.20%		111.37%		106.93%				14.83%		-7.03%		6.61%		11.20%		11.37%		6.93%						1.05%		0.89%		0.95%		1.01%		1.04%		1.07%		0.90%

				May-23-2017		114.58%		92.75%		107.83%		110.89%		111.30%		107.13%				14.58%		-7.25%		7.83%		10.89%		11.30%		7.13%						0.98%		1.04%		1.16%		0.97%		0.99%		1.03%		0.92%

				May-24-2017		114.77%		92.94%		107.25%		111.39%		111.64%		107.39%				14.77%		-7.06%		7.25%		11.39%		11.64%		7.39%						1.01%		0.97%		0.93%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.91%

				May-25-2017		114.23%		92.75%		107.45%		112.12%		111.78%		107.87%				14.23%		-7.25%		7.45%		12.12%		11.78%		7.87%						0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		1.06%		1.01%		1.06%		0.92%

				May-26-2017		114.65%		92.15%		107.15%		111.64%		111.64%		107.91%				14.65%		-7.85%		7.15%		11.64%		11.64%		7.91%						1.03%		1.10%		0.96%		0.96%		0.99%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-29-2017		114.59%		92.09%		106.86%		111.62%		111.59%		107.91%				14.59%		-7.91%		6.86%		11.62%		11.59%		7.91%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-30-2017		114.67%		91.91%		106.21%		111.58%		111.56%		107.78%				14.67%		-8.09%		6.21%		11.58%		11.56%		7.78%						1.01%		1.03%		0.92%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.92%

				May-31-2017		115.16%		92.82%		106.36%		111.54%		111.92%		107.73%				15.16%		-7.18%		6.36%		11.54%		11.92%		7.73%						1.03%		0.87%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		0.92%

				Jun-01-2017		116.13%		93.08%		107.71%		112.03%		112.55%		108.54%				16.13%		-6.92%		7.71%		12.03%		12.55%		8.54%						1.06%		0.96%		1.18%		1.04%		1.05%		1.09%		0.96%

				Jun-02-2017		116.57%		92.56%		108.24%		112.64%		113.01%		108.94%				16.57%		-7.44%		8.24%		12.64%		13.01%		8.94%						1.03%		1.09%		1.06%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		0.96%

				Jun-05-2017		116.18%		92.66%		107.54%		112.21%		112.65%		108.81%				16.18%		-7.34%		7.54%		12.21%		12.65%		8.81%						0.98%		0.98%		0.92%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		0.96%

				Jun-06-2017		116.96%		91.87%		107.20%		111.36%		112.62%		108.51%				16.96%		-8.13%		7.20%		11.36%		12.62%		8.51%						1.05%		1.12%		0.96%		0.94%		1.00%		0.97%		0.95%

				Jun-07-2017		117.17%		91.81%		106.40%		111.05%		112.53%		108.68%				17.17%		-8.19%		6.40%		11.05%		12.53%		8.68%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.96%

				Jun-08-2017		118.42%		91.26%		107.46%		112.01%		113.52%		108.71%				18.42%		-8.74%		7.46%		12.01%		13.52%		8.71%						1.07%		1.08%		1.14%		1.08%		1.07%		1.00%		0.98%

				Jun-09-2017		119.35%		92.38%		109.73%		113.03%		114.44%		108.62%				19.35%		-7.62%		9.73%		13.03%		14.44%		8.62%						1.05%		0.86%		1.27%		1.08%		1.06%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-12-2017		119.13%		93.05%		107.64%		111.91%		113.90%		108.51%				19.13%		-6.95%		7.64%		11.91%		13.90%		8.51%						0.99%		0.90%		0.81%		0.92%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-13-2017		119.62%		92.08%		108.96%		112.75%		114.38%		109.00%				19.62%		-7.92%		8.96%		12.75%		14.38%		9.00%						1.02%		1.16%		1.15%		1.07%		1.03%		1.05%		0.97%

				Jun-14-2017		118.47%		92.09%		108.71%		112.43%		113.74%		108.89%				18.47%		-7.91%		8.71%		12.43%		13.74%		8.89%						0.94%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-15-2017		118.47%		91.32%		106.79%		112.29%		113.48%		108.65%				18.47%		-8.68%		6.79%		12.29%		13.48%		8.65%						1.00%		1.11%		0.80%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%

				Jun-16-2017		118.89%		91.72%		107.90%		112.84%		114.07%		108.68%				18.89%		-8.28%		7.90%		12.84%		14.07%		8.68%						1.02%		0.95%		1.14%		1.04%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%

				Jun-19-2017		120.54%		91.49%		108.78%		114.08%		115.25%		109.59%				20.54%		-8.51%		8.78%		14.08%		15.25%		9.59%						1.08%		1.03%		1.10%		1.09%		1.08%		1.09%		1.01%

				Jun-20-2017		120.21%		91.11%		107.36%		112.80%		114.46%		108.85%				20.21%		-8.89%		7.36%		12.80%		14.46%		8.85%						0.98%		1.05%		0.85%		0.92%		0.95%		0.93%		1.01%

				Jun-21-2017		121.26%		90.82%		107.21%		111.61%		114.35%		108.79%				21.26%		-9.18%		7.21%		11.61%		14.35%		8.79%						1.05%		1.04%		0.98%		0.91%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%

				Jun-22-2017		121.02%		90.82%		107.63%		111.73%		114.23%		108.74%				21.02%		-9.18%		7.63%		11.73%		14.23%		8.74%						0.99%		1.00%		1.05%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%

				Jun-23-2017		123.26%		92.90%		109.41%		111.91%		115.54%		108.91%				23.26%		-7.10%		9.41%		11.91%		15.54%		8.91%						1.10%		0.75%		1.21%		1.01%		1.09%		1.02%		0.94%

				Jun-26-2017		123.49%		93.06%		110.33%		112.21%		115.71%		108.94%				23.49%		-6.94%		10.33%		12.21%		15.71%		8.94%						1.01%		0.97%		1.09%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.95%

				Jun-27-2017		123.11%		92.16%		110.72%		111.27%		114.99%		108.06%				23.11%		-7.84%		10.72%		11.27%		14.99%		8.06%						0.98%		1.15%		1.03%		0.93%		0.96%		0.91%		0.98%

				Jun-28-2017		123.20%		92.75%		112.46%		112.20%		115.47%		109.02%				23.20%		-7.25%		12.46%		12.20%		15.47%		9.02%						1.00%		0.91%		1.15%		1.08%		1.03%		1.11%		0.99%

				Jun-29-2017		123.06%		93.17%		111.45%		110.70%		114.67%		108.08%				23.06%		-6.83%		11.45%		10.70%		14.67%		8.08%						0.99%		0.93%		0.92%		0.89%		0.95%		0.91%		1.00%

				Jun-30-2017		123.50%		93.64%		112.84%		112.03%		115.47%		108.24%				23.50%		-6.36%		12.84%		12.03%		15.47%		8.24%						1.02%		0.92%		1.11%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%

				Jul-03-2017		122.15%		94.47%		112.87%		112.40%		115.26%		108.49%				22.15%		-5.53%		12.87%		12.40%		15.26%		8.49%						0.94%		0.85%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.03%		1.01%

				Jul-04-2017		121.72%		94.33%		111.59%		112.33%		114.98%		108.49%				21.72%		-5.67%		11.59%		12.33%		14.98%		8.49%						0.98%		1.03%		0.91%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.04%

				Jul-05-2017		123.56%		94.10%		111.65%		112.28%		115.59%		108.65%				23.56%		-5.90%		11.65%		12.28%		15.59%		8.65%						1.08%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%

				Jul-06-2017		122.44%		93.68%		111.33%		111.81%		114.96%		107.63%				22.44%		-6.32%		11.33%		11.81%		14.96%		7.63%						0.95%		1.09%		0.97%		0.96%		0.96%		0.89%		1.03%

				Jul-07-2017		122.24%		93.32%		111.59%		112.32%		115.10%		108.32%				22.24%		-6.68%		11.59%		12.32%		15.10%		8.32%						0.99%		1.07%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.08%		1.02%

				Jul-10-2017		122.32%		91.95%		111.19%		112.76%		115.14%		108.42%				22.32%		-8.05%		11.19%		12.76%		15.14%		8.42%						1.00%		1.24%		0.97%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%

				Jul-11-2017		123.29%		91.81%		110.63%		112.53%		115.46%		108.34%				23.29%		-8.19%		10.63%		12.53%		15.46%		8.34%						1.04%		1.02%		0.95%		0.98%		1.02%		0.99%		1.03%

				Jul-12-2017		122.89%		90.54%		111.32%		113.38%		115.56%		109.13%				22.89%		-9.46%		11.32%		13.38%		15.56%		9.13%						0.98%		1.18%		1.06%		1.06%		1.01%		1.08%		1.03%

				Jul-13-2017		123.02%		90.73%		111.67%		113.52%		115.68%		109.34%				23.02%		-9.27%		11.67%		13.52%		15.68%		9.34%						1.01%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%

				Jul-14-2017		123.82%		91.05%		111.84%		114.15%		116.31%		109.85%				23.82%		-8.95%		11.84%		14.15%		16.31%		9.85%						1.03%		0.96%		1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.05%		1.03%

				Jul-17-2017		123.84%		91.21%		112.31%		114.02%		116.22%		109.84%				23.84%		-8.79%		12.31%		14.02%		16.22%		9.84%						1.00%		0.98%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.02%

				Jul-18-2017		123.25%		92.03%		111.37%		113.84%		115.96%		109.91%				23.25%		-7.97%		11.37%		13.84%		15.96%		9.91%						0.98%		0.89%		0.93%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%

				Jul-19-2017		123.63%		90.11%		112.32%		114.77%		116.41%		110.50%				23.63%		-9.89%		12.32%		14.77%		16.41%		10.50%						1.02%		1.28%		1.08%		1.06%		1.03%		1.05%		1.05%

				Jul-20-2017		124.45%		90.76%		112.37%		114.30%		116.57%		110.48%				24.45%		-9.24%		12.37%		14.30%		16.57%		10.48%						1.03%		0.93%		1.00%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.09%

				Jul-21-2017		124.11%		90.51%		110.81%		114.19%		116.26%		110.44%				24.11%		-9.49%		10.81%		14.19%		16.26%		10.44%						0.99%		1.03%		0.88%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.13%

				Jul-24-2017		125.01%		90.68%		109.76%		114.48%		116.83%		110.32%				25.01%		-9.32%		9.76%		14.48%		16.83%		10.32%						1.04%		0.98%		0.91%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.14%

				Jul-25-2017		124.76%		91.07%		109.95%		114.61%		116.80%		110.64%				24.76%		-8.93%		9.95%		14.61%		16.80%		10.64%						0.99%		0.95%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.15%

				Jul-26-2017		122.23%		90.48%		109.60%		114.66%		115.96%		110.68%				22.23%		-9.52%		9.60%		14.66%		15.96%		10.68%						0.90%		1.07%		0.97%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.16%

				Jul-27-2017		119.50%		90.88%		112.65%		112.44%		114.67%		110.57%				19.50%		-9.12%		12.65%		12.44%		14.67%		10.57%						0.88%		0.95%		1.29%		0.86%		0.92%		0.99%		1.11%

				Jul-28-2017		119.24%		90.48%		109.74%		111.88%		114.24%		110.42%				19.24%		-9.52%		9.74%		11.88%		14.24%		10.42%						0.99%		1.05%		0.79%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		1.09%

				Jul-31-2017		118.44%		90.66%		109.38%		111.30%		113.79%		110.34%				18.44%		-9.34%		9.38%		11.30%		13.79%		10.34%						0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.06%

				Aug-01-2017		118.06%		91.29%		110.17%		111.96%		114.16%		110.61%				18.06%		-8.71%		10.17%		11.96%		14.16%		10.61%						0.98%		0.92%		1.08%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%

				Aug-02-2017		118.26%		91.39%		108.65%		113.42%		114.84%		110.66%				18.26%		-8.61%		8.65%		13.42%		14.84%		10.66%						1.01%		0.99%		0.86%		1.11%		1.04%		1.00%		1.06%

				Aug-03-2017		117.44%		91.45%		106.94%		113.59%		114.52%		110.42%				17.44%		-8.55%		6.94%		13.59%		14.52%		10.42%						0.96%		0.99%		0.82%		1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		1.06%

				Aug-04-2017		116.52%		91.63%		106.09%		114.18%		114.55%		110.63%				16.52%		-8.37%		6.09%		14.18%		14.55%		10.63%						0.95%		0.98%		0.89%		1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-07-2017		118.17%		91.18%		106.98%		114.00%		114.93%		110.81%				18.17%		-8.82%		6.98%		14.00%		14.93%		10.81%						1.09%		1.06%		1.13%		0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-08-2017		117.68%		90.59%		107.82%		113.48%		114.45%		110.55%				17.68%		-9.41%		7.82%		13.48%		14.45%		10.55%						0.97%		1.08%		1.11%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%

				Aug-09-2017		117.71%		90.86%		107.34%		113.43%		114.50%		110.51%				17.71%		-9.14%		7.34%		13.43%		14.50%		10.51%						1.00%		0.97%		0.95%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%

				Aug-10-2017		116.66%		90.37%		105.23%		112.05%		113.33%		108.91%				16.66%		-9.63%		5.23%		12.05%		13.33%		8.91%						0.94%		1.06%		0.75%		0.90%		0.92%		0.86%		1.04%

				Aug-11-2017		115.45%		90.34%		105.07%		111.53%		112.59%		109.04%				15.45%		-9.66%		5.07%		11.53%		12.59%		9.04%						0.93%		1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		0.95%		1.01%		1.03%

				Aug-14-2017		115.84%		90.80%		106.44%		112.58%		113.44%		110.14%				15.84%		-9.20%		6.44%		12.58%		13.44%		10.14%						1.02%		0.95%		1.23%		1.08%		1.06%		1.11%		1.01%

				Aug-15-2017		114.99%		90.48%		105.41%		111.62%		112.72%		110.08%				14.99%		-9.52%		5.41%		11.62%		12.72%		10.08%						0.95%		1.04%		0.86%		0.93%		0.95%		0.99%		1.01%

				Aug-16-2017		114.02%		90.09%		105.40%		111.74%		112.43%		110.24%				14.02%		-9.91%		5.40%		11.74%		12.43%		10.24%						0.94%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%

				Aug-17-2017		113.54%		90.12%		104.61%		110.06%		111.45%		108.54%				13.54%		-9.88%		4.61%		10.06%		11.45%		8.54%						0.97%		1.00%		0.88%		0.87%		0.93%		0.85%		1.00%

				Aug-18-2017		113.07%		89.35%		104.01%		109.49%		110.79%		108.34%				13.07%		-10.65%		4.01%		9.49%		10.79%		8.34%						0.97%		1.09%		0.89%		0.95%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%

				Aug-21-2017		114.46%		89.03%		103.55%		110.37%		111.45%		108.47%				14.46%		-10.97%		3.55%		10.37%		11.45%		8.47%						1.10%		1.03%		0.91%		1.08%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%

				Aug-22-2017		115.25%		89.02%		104.01%		111.62%		112.38%		109.54%				15.25%		-10.98%		4.01%		11.62%		12.38%		9.54%						1.05%		1.00%		1.10%		1.11%		1.07%		1.11%		0.99%

				Aug-23-2017		115.13%		87.89%		105.23%		111.30%		112.09%		109.17%				15.13%		-12.11%		5.23%		11.30%		12.09%		9.17%						0.99%		1.11%		1.24%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.99%

				Aug-24-2017		115.33%		87.25%		104.59%		111.24%		112.03%		108.94%				15.33%		-12.75%		4.59%		11.24%		12.03%		8.94%						1.01%		1.06%		0.90%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%

				Aug-25-2017		116.32%		87.63%		105.84%		111.82%		112.78%		109.12%				16.32%		-12.37%		5.84%		11.82%		12.78%		9.12%						1.06%		0.97%		1.22%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%		1.00%

				Aug-28-2017		116.90%		87.04%		106.73%		111.96%		113.05%		109.18%				16.90%		-12.96%		6.73%		11.96%		13.05%		9.18%						1.03%		1.05%		1.13%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%

				Aug-29-2017		116.77%		87.07%		106.74%		112.08%		113.10%		109.27%				16.77%		-12.93%		6.74%		12.08%		13.10%		9.27%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.97%

				Aug-30-2017		117.49%		87.51%		107.62%		112.47%		113.58%		109.77%				17.49%		-12.49%		7.62%		12.47%		13.58%		9.77%						1.04%		0.96%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.01%

				Aug-31-2017		117.26%		88.45%		108.83%		113.15%		113.89%		110.40%				17.26%		-11.55%		8.83%		13.15%		13.89%		10.40%						0.99%		0.92%		1.14%		1.05%		1.02%		1.06%		1.01%

				Sep-01-2017		117.38%		88.84%		109.74%		113.28%		114.00%		110.62%				17.38%		-11.16%		9.74%		13.28%		14.00%		10.62%						1.01%		0.96%		1.09%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.99%

				Sep-04-2017		118.01%		88.83%		109.06%		113.19%		114.18%		110.62%				18.01%		-11.17%		9.06%		13.19%		14.18%		10.62%						1.03%		1.00%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%

				Sep-05-2017		118.16%		88.60%		108.72%		112.84%		113.98%		109.78%				18.16%		-11.40%		8.72%		12.84%		13.98%		9.78%						1.01%		1.02%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.93%		1.00%

				Sep-06-2017		117.36%		88.69%		108.82%		113.16%		113.95%		110.13%				17.36%		-11.31%		8.82%		13.16%		13.95%		10.13%						0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		1.01%

				Sep-07-2017		117.76%		88.46%		108.97%		113.60%		114.46%		110.11%				17.76%		-11.54%		8.97%		13.60%		14.46%		10.11%						1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.05%

				Sep-08-2017		117.86%		89.24%		108.96%		113.91%		114.78%		109.94%				17.86%		-10.76%		8.96%		13.91%		14.78%		9.94%						1.01%		0.93%		1.00%		1.02%		1.02%		0.98%		1.03%

				Sep-11-2017		117.36%		89.10%		108.82%		114.87%		115.02%		111.13%				17.36%		-10.90%		8.82%		14.87%		15.02%		11.13%						0.97%		1.01%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.11%		1.02%

				Sep-12-2017		117.99%		89.88%		109.73%		115.29%		115.46%		111.51%				17.99%		-10.12%		9.73%		15.29%		15.46%		11.51%						1.03%		0.92%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.04%

				Sep-13-2017		119.04%		90.02%		109.44%		114.79%		115.65%		111.59%				19.04%		-9.98%		9.44%		14.79%		15.65%		11.59%						1.06%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%

				Sep-14-2017		118.63%		90.08%		109.05%		114.73%		115.38%		111.47%				18.63%		-9.92%		9.05%		14.73%		15.38%		11.47%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%

				Sep-15-2017		120.00%		89.99%		109.14%		115.66%		116.54%		111.68%				20.00%		-10.01%		9.14%		15.66%		16.54%		11.68%						1.07%		1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.07%		1.02%		1.03%

				Sep-18-2017		119.69%		92.70%		109.87%		115.45%		116.70%		111.84%				19.69%		-7.30%		9.87%		15.45%		16.70%		11.84%						0.99%		0.70%		1.07%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.03%

				Sep-19-2017		119.40%		92.53%		109.22%		115.34%		116.63%		111.96%				19.40%		-7.47%		9.22%		15.34%		16.63%		11.96%						0.99%		1.03%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.04%

				Sep-20-2017		120.76%		93.55%		109.61%		116.16%		117.57%		112.03%				20.76%		-6.45%		9.61%		16.16%		17.57%		12.03%						1.07%		0.84%		1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%

				Sep-21-2017		121.00%		94.66%		109.79%		116.98%		118.19%		111.69%				21.00%		-5.34%		9.79%		16.98%		18.19%		11.69%						1.01%		0.80%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		0.97%		1.02%

				Sep-22-2017		121.74%		94.89%		110.76%		117.54%		118.90%		111.76%				21.74%		-5.11%		10.76%		17.54%		18.90%		11.76%						1.03%		0.95%		1.09%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%

				Sep-25-2017		121.24%		95.37%		110.74%		116.93%		118.34%		111.52%				21.24%		-4.63%		10.74%		16.93%		18.34%		11.52%						0.98%		0.88%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%

				Sep-26-2017		120.94%		95.64%		110.53%		116.79%		117.92%		111.52%				20.94%		-4.36%		10.53%		16.79%		17.92%		11.52%						0.99%		0.93%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.04%

				Sep-27-2017		121.23%		95.80%		110.50%		116.58%		118.09%		111.98%				21.23%		-4.20%		10.50%		16.58%		18.09%		11.98%						1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.05%

				Sep-28-2017		121.40%		96.98%		111.27%		116.81%		118.56%		112.12%				21.40%		-3.02%		11.27%		16.81%		18.56%		12.12%						1.01%		0.63%		1.07%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.05%

				Sep-29-2017		122.46%		96.99%		111.04%		117.62%		119.37%		112.53%				22.46%		-3.01%		11.04%		17.62%		19.37%		12.53%						1.05%		1.00%		0.98%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%

				Oct-02-2017		122.85%		97.51%		111.89%		118.56%		120.10%		112.97%				22.85%		-2.49%		11.89%		18.56%		20.10%		12.97%						1.02%		0.74%		1.07%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%

				Oct-03-2017		123.12%		97.77%		111.96%		118.62%		120.27%		113.21%				23.12%		-2.23%		11.96%		18.62%		20.27%		13.21%						1.01%		0.83%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%

				Oct-04-2017		123.80%		99.79%		111.73%		119.15%		120.93%		113.35%				23.80%		-0.21%		11.73%		19.15%		20.93%		13.35%						1.03%		-0.64%		0.98%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.05%

				Oct-05-2017		123.89%		99.80%		111.91%		119.14%		120.90%		113.99%				23.89%		-0.20%		11.91%		19.14%		20.90%		13.99%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.06%

				Oct-06-2017		123.98%		98.78%		111.74%		119.26%		120.92%		113.87%				23.98%		-1.22%		11.74%		19.26%		20.92%		13.87%						1.00%		-0.28%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.05%

				Oct-09-2017		125.65%		98.55%		111.03%		119.08%		121.58%		113.66%				25.65%		-1.45%		11.03%		19.08%		21.58%		13.66%						1.07%		2.05%		0.94%		0.99%		1.03%		0.99%		1.05%

				Oct-10-2017		126.79%		97.70%		111.23%		119.26%		121.81%		113.93%				26.79%		-2.30%		11.23%		19.26%		21.81%		13.93%						1.04%		2.89%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.05%

				Oct-11-2017		126.84%		97.91%		111.34%		119.15%		121.84%		114.13%				26.84%		-2.09%		11.34%		19.15%		21.84%		14.13%						1.00%		0.84%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.06%

				Oct-12-2017		127.93%		99.55%		111.05%		119.49%		122.63%		113.94%				27.93%		-0.45%		11.05%		19.49%		22.63%		13.94%						1.04%		-0.50%		0.98%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.08%

				Oct-13-2017		128.52%		99.99%		111.72%		119.84%		123.06%		114.04%				28.52%		-0.01%		11.72%		19.84%		23.06%		14.04%						1.02%		1.80%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-16-2017		128.17%		100.32%		111.48%		120.10%		123.08%		114.24%				28.17%		0.32%		11.48%		20.10%		23.08%		14.24%						0.99%		1.33%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-17-2017		128.53%		104.00%		110.02%		120.44%		123.94%		114.32%				28.53%		4.00%		10.02%		20.44%		23.94%		14.32%						1.01%		3.79%		0.88%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.09%

				Oct-18-2017		128.79%		104.75%		110.87%		120.07%		124.11%		114.40%				28.79%		4.75%		10.87%		20.07%		24.11%		14.40%						1.01%		1.15%		1.08%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-19-2017		129.23%		103.85%		109.31%		120.50%		124.21%		114.44%				29.23%		3.85%		9.31%		20.50%		24.21%		14.44%						1.01%		0.84%		0.87%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.07%

				Oct-20-2017		128.61%		104.31%		109.54%		121.68%		124.56%		115.02%				28.61%		4.31%		9.54%		21.68%		24.56%		15.02%						0.98%		1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		1.08%

				Oct-23-2017		129.30%		105.77%		109.27%		122.16%		125.28%		114.57%				29.30%		5.77%		9.27%		22.16%		25.28%		14.57%						1.02%		1.27%		0.97%		1.02%		1.03%		0.97%		1.09%

				Oct-24-2017		131.09%		103.97%		108.58%		122.74%		126.01%		114.75%				31.09%		3.97%		8.58%		22.74%		26.01%		14.75%						1.06%		0.73%		0.93%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.08%

				Oct-25-2017		131.84%		103.96%		108.61%		122.16%		126.21%		114.22%				31.84%		3.96%		8.61%		22.16%		26.21%		14.22%						1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		1.10%

				Oct-26-2017		131.78%		104.65%		112.47%		122.95%		126.56%		114.36%				31.78%		4.65%		12.47%		22.95%		26.56%		14.36%						1.00%		1.14%		1.40%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.10%

				Oct-27-2017		132.74%		104.32%		115.74%		123.34%		127.18%		115.29%				32.74%		4.32%		15.74%		23.34%		27.18%		15.29%						1.03%		0.94%		1.24%		1.02%		1.02%		1.06%		1.09%

				Oct-30-2017		132.80%		104.50%		115.63%		122.73%		126.95%		114.92%				32.80%		4.50%		15.63%		22.73%		26.95%		14.92%						1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		0.97%		0.99%		0.98%		1.08%

				Oct-31-2017		131.89%		104.25%		117.13%		121.12%		125.92%		115.03%				31.89%		4.25%		17.13%		21.12%		25.92%		15.03%						0.97%		0.95%		1.09%		0.93%		0.96%		1.01%		1.10%

				Nov-01-2017		131.29%		103.84%		116.41%		121.90%		126.09%		115.21%				31.29%		3.84%		16.41%		21.90%		26.09%		15.21%						0.98%		0.92%		0.96%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.13%

				Nov-02-2017		131.62%		104.48%		116.56%		121.34%		126.15%		115.23%				31.62%		4.48%		16.56%		21.34%		26.15%		15.23%						1.01%		1.13%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.16%

				Nov-03-2017		130.92%		104.70%		117.00%		121.57%		126.03%		115.59%				30.92%		4.70%		17.00%		21.57%		26.03%		15.59%						0.98%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.15%

				Nov-06-2017		133.90%		105.20%		117.15%		122.26%		127.58%		115.74%				33.90%		5.20%		17.15%		22.26%		27.58%		15.74%						1.09%		1.09%		1.01%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.16%

				Nov-07-2017		134.02%		105.54%		116.07%		122.08%		127.56%		115.71%				34.02%		5.54%		16.07%		22.08%		27.56%		15.71%						1.00%		1.05%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.17%

				Nov-08-2017		133.37%		105.89%		115.40%		121.79%		127.14%		115.88%				33.37%		5.89%		15.40%		21.79%		27.14%		15.88%						0.98%		1.05%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.20%

				Nov-09-2017		132.27%		105.13%		113.51%		118.98%		125.68%		115.45%				32.27%		5.13%		13.51%		18.98%		25.68%		15.45%						0.97%		0.89%		0.88%		0.88%		0.95%		0.97%		1.21%

				Nov-10-2017		131.97%		104.69%		114.82%		118.55%		125.77%		115.34%				31.97%		4.69%		14.82%		18.55%		25.77%		15.34%						0.99%		0.93%		1.09%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.22%

				Nov-13-2017		130.88%		103.26%		113.33%		118.25%		125.20%		115.46%				30.88%		3.26%		13.33%		18.25%		25.20%		15.46%						0.97%		0.75%		0.91%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.21%

				Nov-14-2017		129.58%		103.42%		112.22%		118.83%		125.00%		115.19%				29.58%		3.42%		12.22%		18.83%		25.00%		15.19%						0.96%		1.04%		0.92%		1.03%		0.99%		0.98%		1.22%

				Nov-15-2017		129.22%		103.62%		111.33%		117.80%		124.32%		114.55%				29.22%		3.62%		11.33%		17.80%		24.32%		14.55%						0.99%		1.05%		0.93%		0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		1.24%

				Nov-16-2017		131.08%		104.31%		112.72%		118.58%		125.53%		115.49%				31.08%		4.31%		12.72%		18.58%		25.53%		15.49%						1.06%		1.15%		1.11%		1.04%		1.05%		1.06%		1.23%

				Nov-17-2017		132.05%		104.03%		112.44%		118.72%		125.89%		115.19%				32.05%		4.03%		12.44%		18.72%		25.89%		15.19%						1.03%		0.95%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.25%

				Nov-20-2017		131.96%		104.17%		112.91%		119.37%		126.35%		115.33%				31.96%		4.17%		12.91%		19.37%		26.35%		15.33%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.26%

				Nov-21-2017		135.18%		104.32%		113.90%		120.53%		128.38%		116.09%				35.18%		4.32%		13.90%		20.53%		28.38%		16.09%						1.10%		1.03%		1.07%		1.06%		1.07%		1.05%		1.28%

				Nov-22-2017		135.04%		104.52%		113.87%		120.89%		128.32%		116.00%				35.04%		4.52%		13.87%		20.89%		28.32%		16.00%						1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		0.99%		1.28%

				Nov-23-2017		132.21%		104.59%		114.89%		120.99%		127.26%		116.00%				32.21%		4.59%		14.89%		20.99%		27.26%		16.00%						0.92%		1.01%		1.07%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-24-2017		132.83%		104.58%		114.26%		121.47%		127.73%		116.24%				32.83%		4.58%		14.26%		21.47%		27.73%		16.24%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.27%

				Nov-27-2017		131.67%		105.40%		113.54%		121.61%		127.35%		116.20%				31.67%		5.40%		13.54%		21.61%		27.35%		16.20%						0.97%		1.15%		0.95%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.26%

				Nov-28-2017		133.65%		106.77%		114.92%		124.05%		129.34%		117.34%				33.65%		6.77%		14.92%		24.05%		29.34%		17.34%						1.06%		1.21%		1.09%		1.11%		1.07%		1.07%		1.25%

				Nov-29-2017		131.67%		108.78%		116.86%		123.15%		128.42%		117.30%				31.67%		8.78%		16.86%		23.15%		28.42%		17.30%						0.94%		1.26%		1.12%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.28%

				Nov-30-2017		131.11%		109.77%		117.43%		124.44%		129.18%		118.26%				31.11%		9.77%		17.43%		24.44%		29.18%		18.26%						0.98%		1.10%		1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.05%		1.27%

				Dec-01-2017		130.58%		109.67%		116.89%		123.17%		128.28%		118.02%				30.58%		9.67%		16.89%		23.17%		28.28%		18.02%						0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.25%

				Dec-04-2017		130.94%		111.61%		117.80%		122.84%		128.49%		117.89%				30.94%		11.61%		17.80%		22.84%		28.49%		17.89%						1.01%		1.18%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		1.25%

				Dec-05-2017		131.31%		111.37%		116.72%		122.52%		128.49%		117.45%				31.31%		11.37%		16.72%		22.52%		28.49%		17.45%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.28%

				Dec-06-2017		130.23%		110.36%		115.76%		122.26%		127.72%		117.44%				30.23%		10.36%		15.76%		22.26%		27.72%		17.44%						0.97%		0.92%		0.95%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.28%

				Dec-07-2017		129.05%		109.47%		116.21%		122.94%		127.49%		117.78%				29.05%		9.47%		16.21%		22.94%		27.49%		17.78%						0.96%		0.92%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		1.02%		1.28%

				Dec-08-2017		130.55%		109.90%		116.94%		123.46%		128.47%		118.43%				30.55%		9.90%		16.94%		23.46%		28.47%		18.43%						1.05%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.27%

				Dec-11-2017		134.06%		109.58%		117.19%		123.52%		129.82%		118.81%				34.06%		9.58%		17.19%		23.52%		29.82%		18.81%						1.11%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.05%		1.02%		1.26%

				Dec-12-2017		133.83%		109.00%		116.58%		124.10%		129.80%		119.00%				33.83%		9.00%		16.58%		24.10%		29.80%		19.00%						0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.31%

				Dec-13-2017		135.32%		109.35%		116.34%		124.97%		131.10%		118.94%				35.32%		9.35%		16.34%		24.97%		31.10%		18.94%						1.04%		1.04%		0.99%		1.03%		1.04%		1.00%		1.32%

				Dec-14-2017		134.43%		109.02%		114.49%		123.30%		129.78%		118.46%				34.43%		9.02%		14.49%		23.30%		29.78%		18.46%						0.98%		0.97%		0.89%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		1.28%

				Dec-15-2017		133.50%		109.63%		115.74%		123.83%		129.85%		119.52%				33.50%		9.63%		15.74%		23.83%		29.85%		19.52%						0.97%		1.06%		1.08%		1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		1.30%

				Dec-18-2017		136.11%		110.63%		117.13%		124.86%		131.58%		120.16%				36.11%		10.63%		17.13%		24.86%		31.58%		20.16%						1.08%		1.09%		1.08%		1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.29%

				Dec-19-2017		135.41%		110.79%		116.58%		124.71%		131.23%		119.77%				35.41%		10.79%		16.58%		24.71%		31.23%		19.77%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.36%

				Dec-20-2017		135.86%		112.01%		117.00%		125.10%		131.73%		119.67%				35.86%		12.01%		17.00%		25.10%		31.73%		19.67%						1.01%		1.10%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.35%

				Dec-21-2017		137.47%		112.71%		117.23%		125.24%		132.45%		119.91%				37.47%		12.71%		17.23%		25.24%		32.45%		19.91%						1.04%		1.05%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.36%

				Dec-22-2017		137.99%		112.86%		115.92%		125.27%		132.63%		119.85%				37.99%		12.86%		15.92%		25.27%		32.63%		19.85%						1.01%		1.01%		0.93%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.33%

				Dec-25-2017		139.54%		112.86%		115.92%		125.27%		133.26%		119.85%				39.54%		12.86%		15.92%		25.27%		33.26%		19.85%						1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.31%

				Dec-26-2017		137.88%		113.14%		116.32%		125.23%		132.67%		119.73%				37.88%		13.14%		16.32%		25.23%		32.67%		19.73%						0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.31%

				Dec-27-2017		135.97%		113.20%		116.43%		125.47%		132.02%		119.82%				35.97%		13.20%		16.43%		25.47%		32.02%		19.82%						0.95%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.45%

				Dec-28-2017		137.24%		113.04%		116.35%		125.74%		132.60%		120.04%				37.24%		13.04%		16.35%		25.74%		32.60%		20.04%						1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.42%

				Dec-29-2017		137.48%		112.93%		115.84%		125.19%		132.38%		119.42%				37.48%		12.93%		15.84%		25.19%		32.38%		19.42%						1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		1.37%

				Jan-02-2018		138.40%		113.00%		116.27%		126.01%		133.20%		120.41%				38.40%		13.00%		16.27%		26.01%		33.20%		20.41%						1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%		1.37%

				Jan-03-2018		138.66%		112.78%		117.40%		126.61%		133.45%		121.18%				38.66%		12.78%		17.40%		26.61%		33.45%		21.18%						1.01%		0.98%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		1.42%

				Jan-04-2018		142.06%		113.46%		117.75%		128.24%		135.58%		121.67%				42.06%		13.46%		17.75%		28.24%		35.58%		21.67%						1.09%		1.05%		1.02%		1.06%		1.06%		1.02%		1.39%

				Jan-05-2018		141.66%		114.18%		117.51%		128.41%		136.00%		122.53%				41.66%		14.18%		17.51%		28.41%		36.00%		22.53%						0.99%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.39%

				Jan-08-2018		142.43%		113.98%		117.60%		128.41%		136.15%		122.73%				42.43%		13.98%		17.60%		28.41%		36.15%		22.73%						1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.37%

				Jan-09-2018		143.79%		113.64%		116.93%		128.98%		137.01%		122.89%				43.79%		13.64%		16.93%		28.98%		37.01%		22.89%						1.03%		0.98%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.43%

				Jan-10-2018		145.14%		113.45%		116.62%		129.49%		137.73%		122.75%				45.14%		13.45%		16.62%		29.49%		37.73%		22.75%						1.03%		0.99%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		1.42%

				Jan-11-2018		145.11%		114.71%		117.71%		130.24%		138.18%		123.62%				45.11%		14.71%		17.71%		30.24%		38.18%		23.62%						1.00%		1.09%		1.06%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		1.40%

				Jan-12-2018		146.56%		114.13%		119.86%		131.10%		139.20%		124.45%				46.56%		14.13%		19.86%		31.10%		39.20%		24.45%						1.03%		0.96%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.41%

				Jan-15-2018		147.49%		114.44%		119.63%		131.11%		139.61%		124.45%				47.49%		14.44%		19.63%		31.11%		39.61%		24.45%						1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.41%

				Jan-16-2018		147.59%		116.79%		117.22%		130.43%		139.35%		124.01%				47.59%		16.79%		17.22%		30.43%		39.35%		24.01%						1.00%		1.15%		0.88%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.41%

				Jan-17-2018		145.26%		116.08%		117.96%		130.25%		138.43%		125.18%				45.26%		16.08%		17.96%		30.25%		38.43%		25.18%						0.95%		0.96%		1.04%		0.99%		0.98%		1.05%		1.43%

				Jan-18-2018		145.34%		116.43%		117.82%		131.02%		138.99%		124.98%				45.34%		16.43%		17.82%		31.02%		38.99%		24.98%						1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		1.42%

				Jan-19-2018		145.00%		117.02%		119.00%		131.26%		139.21%		125.53%				45.00%		17.02%		19.00%		31.26%		39.21%		25.53%						0.99%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.43%

				Jan-22-2018		148.54%		117.01%		118.41%		131.15%		140.49%		126.54%				48.54%		17.01%		18.41%		31.15%		40.49%		26.54%						1.08%		1.00%		0.97%		1.00%		1.03%		1.04%		1.42%

				Jan-23-2018		150.87%		116.63%		118.43%		132.18%		141.61%		126.81%				50.87%		16.63%		18.43%		32.18%		41.61%		26.81%						1.05%		0.98%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.43%

				Jan-24-2018		149.73%		123.67%		117.95%		131.69%		141.62%		126.74%				49.73%		23.67%		17.95%		31.69%		41.62%		26.74%						0.98%		1.40%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.42%

				Jan-25-2018		150.07%		125.85%		117.25%		132.54%		142.41%		126.82%				50.07%		25.85%		17.25%		32.54%		42.41%		26.82%						1.01%		1.09%		0.96%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.41%

				Jan-26-2018		151.05%		126.46%		116.52%		134.72%		143.89%		128.32%				51.05%		26.46%		16.52%		34.72%		43.89%		28.32%						1.02%		1.02%		0.96%		1.06%		1.03%		1.05%		1.40%

				Jan-29-2018		147.57%		124.67%		115.45%		132.23%		141.10%		127.46%				47.57%		24.67%		15.45%		32.23%		41.10%		27.46%						0.93%		0.93%		0.94%		0.93%		0.94%		0.97%		1.39%

				Jan-30-2018		145.94%		124.37%		114.22%		130.57%		139.61%		126.07%				45.94%		24.37%		14.22%		30.57%		39.61%		26.07%						0.97%		0.99%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		0.95%		1.43%

				Jan-31-2018		146.88%		123.58%		114.18%		130.30%		139.95%		126.13%				46.88%		23.58%		14.18%		30.30%		39.95%		26.13%						1.02%		0.97%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.42%

				Feb-01-2018		147.69%		122.59%		114.80%		130.59%		140.17%		126.05%				47.69%		22.59%		14.80%		30.59%		40.17%		26.05%						1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.44%

				Feb-02-2018		146.91%		120.89%		112.89%		127.88%		138.15%		123.37%				46.91%		20.89%		12.89%		27.88%		38.15%		23.37%						0.98%		0.93%		0.88%		0.91%		0.95%		0.90%		1.46%

				Feb-05-2018		140.79%		119.60%		108.66%		123.55%		133.50%		118.32%				40.79%		19.60%		8.66%		23.55%		33.50%		18.32%						0.87%		0.94%		0.70%		0.85%		0.88%		0.79%		1.46%

				Feb-06-2018		138.28%		119.88%		107.79%		123.92%		132.65%		120.38%				38.28%		19.88%		7.79%		23.92%		32.65%		20.38%						0.94%		1.01%		0.91%		1.02%		0.98%		1.11%		1.49%

				Feb-07-2018		135.77%		120.39%		108.26%		123.88%		131.68%		119.78%				35.77%		20.39%		8.26%		23.88%		31.68%		19.78%						0.94%		1.02%		1.05%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		1.50%

				Feb-08-2018		135.06%		119.40%		105.62%		119.30%		128.92%		115.28%				35.06%		19.40%		5.62%		19.30%		28.92%		15.28%						0.98%		0.95%		0.71%		0.82%		0.92%		0.78%		1.53%

				Feb-09-2018		132.99%		120.63%		107.05%		121.00%		129.29%		117.01%				32.99%		20.63%		7.05%		21.00%		29.29%		17.01%						0.94%		1.06%		1.22%		1.08%		1.01%		1.11%		1.53%

				Feb-12-2018		136.36%		121.08%		106.68%		123.08%		131.55%		118.63%				36.36%		21.08%		6.68%		23.08%		31.55%		18.63%						1.10%		1.02%		0.95%		1.09%		1.07%		1.09%		1.53%

				Feb-13-2018		136.99%		121.49%		106.88%		122.54%		131.57%		118.94%				36.99%		21.49%		6.88%		22.54%		31.57%		18.94%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		0.98%		1.00%		1.02%		1.61%

				Feb-14-2018		139.28%		120.57%		109.07%		124.04%		133.28%		120.54%				39.28%		20.57%		9.07%		24.04%		33.28%		20.54%						1.06%		0.96%		1.28%		1.06%		1.05%		1.08%		1.57%

				Feb-15-2018		140.78%		121.88%		109.15%		125.88%		134.88%		121.99%				40.78%		21.88%		9.15%		25.88%		34.88%		21.99%						1.04%		1.06%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.07%		1.56%

				Feb-16-2018		141.64%		121.40%		110.90%		126.79%		135.68%		122.04%				41.64%		21.40%		10.90%		26.79%		35.68%		22.04%						1.02%		0.98%		1.17%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.56%

				Feb-19-2018		141.67%		121.38%		110.70%		126.72%		135.65%		122.04%				41.67%		21.38%		10.70%		26.72%		35.65%		22.04%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.59%

				Feb-20-2018		140.50%		118.37%		110.20%		126.18%		134.66%		121.32%				40.50%		18.37%		10.20%		26.18%		34.66%		21.32%						0.97%		0.87%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		1.59%

				Feb-21-2018		140.52%		117.80%		109.70%		126.17%		134.59%		120.66%				40.52%		17.80%		9.70%		26.17%		34.59%		20.66%						1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		1.64%

				Feb-22-2018		141.96%		118.25%		110.48%		125.98%		135.11%		120.78%				41.96%		18.25%		10.48%		25.98%		35.11%		20.78%						1.03%		1.02%		1.07%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.62%

				Feb-23-2018		142.53%		118.33%		110.96%		127.14%		135.78%		122.71%				42.53%		18.33%		10.96%		27.14%		35.78%		22.71%						1.01%		1.00%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.09%		1.61%

				Feb-26-2018		143.00%		119.74%		111.37%		128.19%		136.76%		124.15%				43.00%		19.74%		11.37%		28.19%		36.76%		24.15%						1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.06%		1.61%

				Feb-27-2018		139.57%		117.70%		110.28%		126.47%		134.32%		122.58%				39.57%		17.70%		10.28%		26.47%		34.32%		22.58%						0.92%		0.90%		0.91%		0.94%		0.94%		0.94%		1.65%

				Feb-28-2018		138.03%		116.52%		110.64%		124.05%		132.55%		121.22%				38.03%		16.52%		10.64%		24.05%		32.55%		21.22%						0.96%		0.94%		1.03%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		1.64%

				Mar-01-2018		135.54%		115.46%		109.15%		120.93%		129.89%		119.60%				35.54%		15.46%		9.15%		20.93%		29.89%		19.60%						0.94%		0.94%		0.87%		0.88%		0.92%		0.93%		1.63%

				Mar-02-2018		136.17%		115.58%		109.36%		121.26%		130.25%		120.21%				36.17%		15.58%		9.36%		21.26%		30.25%		20.21%						1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.60%

				Mar-05-2018		136.68%		116.79%		109.28%		122.54%		131.12%		121.53%				36.68%		16.79%		9.28%		22.54%		31.12%		21.53%						1.01%		1.07%		0.99%		1.06%		1.03%		1.06%		1.62%

				Mar-06-2018		138.11%		118.21%		111.32%		123.68%		132.44%		121.85%				38.11%		18.21%		11.32%		23.68%		32.44%		21.85%						1.04%		1.08%		1.20%		1.05%		1.04%		1.01%		1.67%

				Mar-07-2018		137.30%		118.89%		113.13%		123.82%		132.42%		121.80%				37.30%		18.89%		13.13%		23.82%		32.42%		21.80%						0.98%		1.04%		1.15%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.65%

				Mar-08-2018		140.18%		121.19%		113.45%		125.06%		134.41%		122.34%				40.18%		21.19%		13.45%		25.06%		34.41%		22.34%						1.08%		1.12%		1.02%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%		1.65%

				Mar-09-2018		142.44%		122.73%		112.69%		127.63%		136.66%		124.47%				42.44%		22.73%		12.69%		27.63%		36.66%		24.47%						1.05%		1.07%		0.95%		1.10%		1.06%		1.09%		1.64%

				Mar-12-2018		143.30%		122.59%		111.51%		126.58%		136.33%		124.31%				43.30%		22.59%		11.51%		26.58%		36.33%		24.31%						1.02%		0.99%		0.91%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		1.64%

				Mar-13-2018		144.11%		122.07%		111.21%		126.06%		136.25%		123.52%				44.11%		22.07%		11.21%		26.06%		36.25%		23.52%						1.02%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		1.68%

				Mar-14-2018		142.27%		123.00%		110.52%		124.45%		135.15%		122.81%				42.27%		23.00%		10.52%		24.45%		35.15%		22.81%						0.96%		1.04%		0.94%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.70%

				Mar-15-2018		143.87%		123.52%		110.47%		124.87%		136.15%		122.71%				43.87%		23.52%		10.47%		24.87%		36.15%		22.71%						1.04%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		1.73%

				Mar-16-2018		141.41%		124.22%		110.28%		125.43%		135.62%		122.92%				41.41%		24.22%		10.28%		25.43%		35.62%		22.92%						0.95%		1.03%		0.98%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.74%

				Mar-19-2018		140.42%		124.06%		108.72%		123.71%		134.27%		121.18%				40.42%		24.06%		8.72%		23.71%		34.27%		21.18%						0.98%		0.99%		0.86%		0.93%		0.96%		0.93%		1.75%

				Mar-20-2018		139.41%		123.67%		108.07%		123.61%		133.89%		121.36%				39.41%		23.67%		8.07%		23.61%		33.89%		21.36%						0.98%		0.98%		0.93%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.77%

				Mar-21-2018		138.80%		124.64%		108.27%		124.54%		134.14%		121.13%				38.80%		24.64%		8.27%		24.54%		34.14%		21.13%						0.98%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		1.78%

				Mar-22-2018		136.55%		123.28%		106.42%		120.99%		131.25%		118.08%				36.55%		23.28%		6.42%		20.99%		31.25%		18.08%						0.94%		0.95%		0.80%		0.86%		0.92%		0.86%		1.71%

				Mar-23-2018		133.19%		121.54%		104.10%		118.20%		128.37%		115.61%				33.19%		21.54%		4.10%		18.20%		28.37%		15.61%						0.91%		0.93%		0.69%		0.87%		0.91%		0.87%		1.69%

				Mar-26-2018		133.94%		123.20%		105.09%		120.63%		130.08%		118.75%				33.94%		23.20%		5.09%		20.63%		30.08%		18.75%						1.02%		1.07%		1.19%		1.13%		1.06%		1.19%		1.71%

				Mar-27-2018		133.20%		122.24%		105.02%		119.12%		129.00%		116.70%				33.20%		22.24%		5.02%		19.12%		29.00%		16.70%						0.98%		0.96%		0.99%		0.93%		0.97%		0.90%		1.76%

				Mar-28-2018		129.89%		122.82%		105.40%		117.67%		126.92%		116.36%				29.89%		22.82%		5.40%		17.67%		26.92%		16.36%						0.90%		1.02%		1.06%		0.93%		0.93%		0.98%		1.74%

				Mar-29-2018		133.75%		124.32%		107.00%		119.10%		129.26%		117.96%				33.75%		24.32%		7.00%		19.10%		29.26%		17.96%						1.12%		1.06%		1.25%		1.08%		1.08%		1.09%		1.70%

				Mar-30-2018		133.32%		124.32%		107.00%		119.10%		129.09%		117.96%				33.32%		24.32%		7.00%		19.10%		29.09%		17.96%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.70%

				Apr-02-2018		130.12%		123.23%		105.44%		116.85%		126.71%		115.32%				30.12%		23.23%		5.44%		16.85%		26.71%		15.32%						0.91%		0.96%		0.81%		0.89%		0.92%		0.86%		1.70%

				Apr-03-2018		130.41%		124.23%		106.28%		118.05%		127.50%		116.78%				30.41%		24.23%		6.28%		18.05%		27.50%		16.78%						1.01%		1.04%		1.13%		1.07%		1.03%		1.09%		1.74%

				Apr-04-2018		131.30%		125.24%		106.44%		118.23%		127.93%		118.13%				31.30%		25.24%		6.44%		18.23%		27.93%		18.13%						1.03%		1.04%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.08%		1.72%

				Apr-05-2018		131.77%		126.12%		107.94%		119.22%		128.94%		118.94%				31.77%		26.12%		7.94%		19.22%		28.94%		18.94%						1.01%		1.03%		1.20%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.68%

				Apr-06-2018		130.03%		124.68%		106.37%		116.39%		126.70%		116.33%				30.03%		24.68%		6.37%		16.39%		26.70%		16.33%						0.95%		0.95%		0.82%		0.86%		0.93%		0.87%		1.69%

				Apr-09-2018		128.30%		124.49%		105.98%		116.31%		126.02%		116.72%				28.30%		24.49%		5.98%		16.31%		26.02%		16.72%						0.94%		0.99%		0.95%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.70%

				Apr-10-2018		131.07%		125.78%		107.60%		118.31%		128.34%		118.67%				31.07%		25.78%		7.60%		18.31%		28.34%		18.67%						1.09%		1.05%		1.23%		1.12%		1.09%		1.11%		1.73%

				Apr-11-2018		131.72%		123.76%		106.25%		117.88%		127.93%		118.02%				31.72%		23.76%		6.25%		17.88%		27.93%		18.02%						1.02%		0.92%		0.84%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		1.71%

				Apr-12-2018		130.88%		125.46%		107.09%		119.44%		128.70%		118.99%				30.88%		25.46%		7.09%		19.44%		28.70%		18.99%						0.97%		1.07%		1.12%		1.08%		1.03%		1.05%		1.70%

				Apr-13-2018		130.78%		124.00%		106.98%		119.17%		128.38%		118.65%				30.78%		24.00%		6.98%		19.17%		28.38%		18.65%						1.00%		0.94%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.72%

				Apr-16-2018		130.18%		125.17%		107.83%		119.93%		128.54%		119.61%				30.18%		25.17%		7.83%		19.93%		28.54%		19.61%						0.98%		1.05%		1.11%		1.04%		1.01%		1.05%		1.73%

				Apr-17-2018		129.96%		125.50%		108.20%		121.13%		129.29%		120.88%				29.96%		25.50%		8.20%		21.13%		29.29%		20.88%						0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.06%		1.76%

				Apr-18-2018		129.56%		126.05%		109.69%		121.76%		129.55%		120.98%				29.56%		26.05%		9.69%		21.76%		29.55%		20.98%						0.99%		1.02%		1.16%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.77%

				Apr-19-2018		131.68%		130.75%		108.95%		120.65%		130.44%		120.29%				31.68%		30.75%		8.95%		20.65%		30.44%		20.29%						1.07%		1.17%		0.93%		0.95%		1.03%		0.97%		1.78%

				Apr-20-2018		131.21%		128.40%		108.37%		121.29%		130.24%		119.27%				31.21%		28.40%		8.37%		21.29%		30.24%		19.27%						0.99%		0.93%		0.94%		1.03%		0.99%		0.95%		1.79%

				Apr-23-2018		131.18%		127.74%		107.74%		120.46%		129.70%		119.27%				31.18%		27.74%		7.74%		20.46%		29.70%		19.27%						1.00%		0.98%		0.93%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		1.78%

				Apr-24-2018		131.66%		126.19%		107.01%		118.73%		128.98%		117.68%				31.66%		26.19%		7.01%		18.73%		28.98%		17.68%						1.01%		0.95%		0.92%		0.92%		0.98%		0.92%		1.84%

				Apr-25-2018		131.32%		125.35%		107.29%		119.04%		128.77%		117.89%				31.32%		25.35%		7.29%		19.04%		28.77%		17.89%						0.99%		0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.84%

				Apr-26-2018		130.54%		125.30%		104.81%		118.92%		128.14%		119.12%				30.54%		25.30%		4.81%		18.92%		28.14%		19.12%						0.98%		1.00%		0.70%		0.99%		0.98%		1.07%		1.82%

				Apr-27-2018		131.33%		125.43%		107.31%		119.15%		128.66%		119.25%				31.33%		25.43%		7.31%		19.15%		28.66%		19.25%						1.03%		1.00%		1.43%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.79%

				Apr-30-2018		130.26%		124.72%		105.15%		117.16%		127.12%		118.28%				30.26%		24.72%		5.15%		17.16%		27.12%		18.28%						0.97%		0.97%		0.74%		0.90%		0.95%		0.95%		1.78%

				May-01-2018		132.19%		124.89%		105.64%		119.06%		128.42%		118.58%				32.19%		24.89%		5.64%		19.06%		28.42%		18.58%						1.06%		1.01%		1.08%		1.10%		1.05%		1.02%		1.84%

				May-02-2018		131.03%		124.52%		104.79%		118.18%		127.56%		117.73%				31.03%		24.52%		4.79%		18.18%		27.56%		17.73%						0.97%		0.99%		0.87%		0.96%		0.97%		0.96%		1.82%

				May-03-2018		133.05%		124.27%		105.38%		118.23%		128.38%		117.46%				33.05%		24.27%		5.38%		18.23%		28.38%		17.46%						1.06%		0.99%		1.10%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.81%

				May-04-2018		132.00%		125.98%		105.54%		119.64%		128.69%		118.97%				32.00%		25.98%		5.54%		19.64%		28.69%		18.97%						0.97%		1.07%		1.03%		1.07%		1.01%		1.08%		1.80%

				May-07-2018		134.36%		126.77%		106.29%		120.84%		130.34%		119.38%				34.36%		26.77%		6.29%		20.84%		30.34%		19.38%						1.07%		1.03%		1.11%		1.06%		1.06%		1.02%		1.80%

				May-08-2018		135.50%		127.08%		107.92%		120.80%		130.97%		119.34%				35.50%		27.08%		7.92%		20.80%		30.97%		19.34%						1.03%		1.01%		1.22%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.83%

				May-09-2018		135.39%		129.53%		107.59%		122.42%		132.11%		120.50%				35.39%		29.53%		7.59%		22.42%		32.11%		20.50%						1.00%		1.09%		0.96%		1.07%		1.04%		1.06%		1.84%

				May-10-2018		136.83%		130.13%		107.22%		123.38%		133.17%		121.63%				36.83%		30.13%		7.22%		23.38%		33.17%		21.63%						1.04%		1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		1.85%

				May-11-2018		136.82%		129.71%		107.37%		123.30%		133.19%		121.84%				36.82%		29.71%		7.37%		23.30%		33.19%		21.84%						1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.86%

				May-14-2018		138.17%		129.38%		106.89%		123.60%		133.81%		121.94%				38.17%		29.38%		6.89%		23.60%		33.81%		21.94%						1.04%		0.99%		0.94%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.88%

				May-15-2018		137.24%		130.17%		106.38%		123.22%		133.35%		121.11%				37.24%		30.17%		6.38%		23.22%		33.35%		21.11%						0.98%		1.03%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.90%

				May-16-2018		136.51%		131.36%		105.93%		123.37%		133.21%		121.60%				36.51%		31.36%		5.93%		23.37%		33.21%		21.60%						0.98%		1.04%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.89%

				May-17-2018		135.60%		131.33%		106.68%		123.73%		133.04%		121.50%				35.60%		31.33%		6.68%		23.73%		33.04%		21.50%						0.98%		1.00%		1.11%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.88%

				May-18-2018		135.68%		131.70%		105.81%		123.71%		133.23%		121.18%				35.68%		31.70%		5.81%		23.71%		33.23%		21.18%						1.00%		1.01%		0.89%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.88%

				May-21-2018		136.39%		133.16%		106.98%		124.83%		134.42%		122.07%				36.39%		33.16%		6.98%		24.83%		34.42%		22.07%						1.02%		1.04%		1.17%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.87%

				May-22-2018		134.77%		133.35%		106.66%		124.49%		133.73%		121.69%				34.77%		33.35%		6.66%		24.49%		33.73%		21.69%						0.96%		1.01%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.90%

				May-23-2018		132.58%		133.32%		105.50%		123.67%		132.61%		122.09%				32.58%		33.32%		5.50%		23.67%		32.61%		22.09%						0.94%		1.00%		0.85%		0.97%		0.97%		1.02%		1.90%

				May-24-2018		131.71%		134.35%		105.08%		123.86%		132.41%		121.84%				31.71%		34.35%		5.08%		23.86%		32.41%		21.84%						0.97%		1.03%		0.94%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		1.88%

				May-25-2018		131.59%		132.81%		105.72%		123.48%		131.92%		121.55%				31.59%		32.81%		5.72%		23.48%		31.92%		21.55%						1.00%		0.96%		1.11%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.87%

				May-28-2018		132.78%		132.64%		105.75%		123.39%		132.34%		121.55%				32.78%		32.64%		5.75%		23.39%		32.34%		21.55%						1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.86%

				May-29-2018		131.84%		131.16%		103.99%		121.24%		130.69%		120.15%				31.84%		31.16%		3.99%		21.24%		30.69%		20.15%						0.97%		0.96%		0.74%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		1.86%

				May-30-2018		131.16%		132.04%		106.22%		122.96%		131.45%		121.67%				31.16%		32.04%		6.22%		22.96%		31.45%		21.67%						0.98%		1.03%		1.45%		1.08%		1.02%		1.07%		1.90%

				May-31-2018		132.93%		132.34%		104.54%		120.96%		131.28%		120.83%				32.93%		32.34%		4.54%		20.96%		31.28%		20.83%						1.06%		1.01%		0.77%		0.92%		0.99%		0.96%		1.90%

				Jun-01-2018		132.47%		133.01%		106.07%		122.25%		131.89%		122.15%				32.47%		33.01%		6.07%		22.25%		31.89%		22.15%						0.99%		1.02%		1.28%		1.06%		1.02%		1.06%		1.89%

				Jun-04-2018		135.35%		134.92%		106.70%		122.62%		133.42%		122.69%				35.35%		34.92%		6.70%		22.62%		33.42%		22.69%						1.09%		1.06%		1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.02%		1.88%

				Jun-05-2018		137.02%		135.25%		107.57%		123.59%		134.59%		122.78%				37.02%		35.25%		7.57%		23.59%		34.59%		22.78%						1.05%		1.01%		1.11%		1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		1.91%

				Jun-06-2018		137.07%		134.70%		108.32%		124.68%		135.17%		123.83%				37.07%		34.70%		8.32%		24.68%		35.17%		23.83%						1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%		1.91%

				Jun-07-2018		137.56%		134.97%		107.83%		125.33%		135.64%		123.74%				37.56%		34.97%		7.83%		25.33%		35.64%		23.74%						1.01%		1.01%		0.95%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.91%

				Jun-08-2018		138.13%		135.46%		108.93%		125.29%		135.89%		124.13%				38.13%		35.46%		8.93%		25.29%		35.89%		24.13%						1.01%		1.01%		1.12%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.90%

				Jun-11-2018		139.70%		136.65%		108.92%		125.63%		136.88%		124.26%				39.70%		36.65%		8.92%		25.63%		36.88%		24.26%						1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.89%

				Jun-12-2018		140.76%		137.39%		109.31%		125.46%		137.28%		124.48%				40.76%		37.39%		9.31%		25.46%		37.28%		24.48%						1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.91%

				Jun-13-2018		140.09%		137.59%		109.04%		125.23%		136.97%		123.98%				40.09%		37.59%		9.04%		25.23%		36.97%		23.98%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.89%

				Jun-14-2018		138.77%		137.71%		109.05%		125.17%		136.42%		124.28%				38.77%		37.71%		9.05%		25.17%		36.42%		24.28%						0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-15-2018		139.13%		137.78%		108.97%		124.31%		136.05%		124.16%				39.13%		37.78%		8.97%		24.31%		36.05%		24.16%						1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.90%

				Jun-18-2018		138.65%		137.21%		108.59%		123.68%		135.56%		123.89%				38.65%		37.21%		8.59%		23.68%		35.56%		23.89%						0.99%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.90%

				Jun-19-2018		136.04%		136.25%		108.35%		121.55%		133.19%		123.39%				36.04%		36.25%		8.35%		21.55%		33.19%		23.39%						0.93%		0.97%		0.97%		0.91%		0.94%		0.98%		1.91%

				Jun-20-2018		137.11%		136.29%		108.82%		121.57%		133.45%		123.61%				37.11%		36.29%		8.82%		21.57%		33.45%		23.61%						1.03%		1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.91%

				Jun-21-2018		136.08%		135.45%		106.53%		119.19%		131.79%		122.82%				36.08%		35.45%		6.53%		19.19%		31.79%		22.82%						0.97%		0.98%		0.77%		0.89%		0.95%		0.97%		1.90%

				Jun-22-2018		135.57%		135.39%		107.21%		118.90%		131.52%		123.05%				35.57%		35.39%		7.21%		18.90%		31.52%		23.05%						0.99%		1.00%		1.09%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-25-2018		134.97%		133.35%		106.37%		118.06%		130.44%		121.36%				34.97%		33.35%		6.37%		18.06%		30.44%		21.36%						0.98%		0.94%		0.90%		0.96%		0.97%		0.93%		1.89%

				Jun-26-2018		133.64%		133.30%		107.15%		117.95%		129.91%		121.63%				33.64%		33.30%		7.15%		17.95%		29.91%		21.63%						0.96%		1.00%		1.11%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-27-2018		130.11%		132.99%		105.29%		117.13%		128.09%		120.58%				30.11%		32.99%		5.29%		17.13%		28.09%		20.58%						0.90%		0.99%		0.77%		0.96%		0.94%		0.95%		1.90%

				Jun-28-2018		129.16%		133.44%		104.19%		116.34%		127.34%		121.33%				29.16%		33.44%		4.19%		16.34%		27.34%		21.33%						0.97%		1.01%		0.83%		0.96%		0.97%		1.03%		1.89%

				Jun-29-2018		131.57%		134.10%		104.94%		117.51%		129.04%		121.42%				31.57%		34.10%		4.94%		17.51%		29.04%		21.42%						1.08%		1.02%		1.14%		1.07%		1.06%		1.00%		1.89%

				Jul-02-2018		127.79%		133.40%		103.66%		117.40%		127.34%		121.79%				27.79%		33.40%		3.66%		17.40%		27.34%		21.79%						0.88%		0.98%		0.78%		0.99%		0.94%		1.02%		1.89%

				Jul-03-2018		127.17%		132.12%		104.20%		117.48%		126.91%		121.19%				27.17%		32.12%		4.20%		17.48%		26.91%		21.19%						0.98%		0.96%		1.12%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-04-2018		124.99%		132.07%		103.43%		117.17%		125.81%		121.19%				24.99%		32.07%		3.43%		17.17%		25.81%		21.19%						0.92%		1.00%		0.85%		0.98%		0.96%		1.00%		1.94%

				Jul-05-2018		125.62%		132.24%		104.40%		118.06%		126.45%		122.23%				25.62%		32.24%		4.40%		18.06%		26.45%		22.23%						1.02%		1.01%		1.22%		1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.94%

				Jul-06-2018		127.05%		132.88%		105.75%		118.76%		127.43%		123.27%				27.05%		32.88%		5.75%		18.76%		27.43%		23.27%						1.05%		1.02%		1.25%		1.04%		1.04%		1.04%		1.92%

				Jul-09-2018		130.33%		134.34%		106.49%		120.40%		129.80%		124.36%				30.33%		34.34%		6.49%		20.40%		29.80%		24.36%						1.12%		1.04%		1.11%		1.08%		1.08%		1.04%		1.93%

				Jul-10-2018		129.88%		134.40%		106.31%		120.81%		129.87%		124.79%				29.88%		34.40%		6.31%		20.81%		29.87%		24.79%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		1.95%

				Jul-11-2018		126.61%		134.42%		106.54%		117.93%		127.13%		123.90%				26.61%		34.42%		6.54%		17.93%		27.13%		23.90%						0.89%		1.00%		1.03%		0.87%		0.91%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-12-2018		127.82%		134.28%		105.78%		120.13%		128.64%		124.99%				27.82%		34.28%		5.78%		20.13%		28.64%		24.99%						1.04%		1.00%		0.90%		1.12%		1.05%		1.04%		1.93%

				Jul-13-2018		128.45%		135.09%		106.98%		120.39%		129.07%		125.12%				28.45%		35.09%		6.98%		20.39%		29.07%		25.12%						1.02%		1.02%		1.18%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.94%

				Jul-16-2018		127.59%		133.73%		106.02%		119.51%		128.14%		125.00%				27.59%		33.73%		6.02%		19.51%		28.14%		25.00%						0.97%		0.96%		0.88%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.94%

				Jul-17-2018		127.58%		134.30%		106.03%		120.85%		128.80%		125.49%				27.58%		34.30%		6.03%		20.85%		28.80%		25.49%						1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		1.98%

				Jul-18-2018		127.03%		139.72%		106.68%		121.69%		129.65%		125.76%				27.03%		39.72%		6.68%		21.69%		29.65%		25.76%						0.98%		1.15%		1.09%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.98%

				Jul-19-2018		127.98%		140.18%		106.72%		121.27%		129.74%		125.27%				27.98%		40.18%		6.72%		21.27%		29.74%		25.27%						1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		0.98%		1.96%

				Jul-20-2018		128.47%		141.33%		105.73%		123.55%		131.23%		125.15%				28.47%		41.33%		5.73%		23.55%		31.23%		25.15%						1.02%		1.03%		0.87%		1.10%		1.05%		1.00%		1.96%

				Jul-23-2018		126.69%		142.18%		105.11%		122.90%		130.37%		125.38%				26.69%		42.18%		5.11%		22.90%		30.37%		25.38%						0.94%		1.02%		0.91%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.95%

				Jul-24-2018		129.01%		140.80%		105.68%		124.03%		131.83%		125.98%				29.01%		40.80%		5.68%		24.03%		31.83%		25.98%						1.08%		0.97%		1.09%		1.05%		1.05%		1.02%		1.96%

				Jul-25-2018		129.78%		140.75%		106.57%		125.06%		132.77%		127.12%				29.78%		40.75%		6.57%		25.06%		32.77%		27.12%						1.03%		1.00%		1.13%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		1.98%

				Jul-26-2018		130.40%		140.00%		106.62%		126.33%		133.57%		126.74%				30.40%		40.00%		6.62%		26.33%		33.57%		26.74%						1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		0.99%		1.97%

				Jul-27-2018		129.50%		139.66%		107.33%		126.73%		133.32%		125.91%				29.50%		39.66%		7.33%		26.73%		33.32%		25.91%						0.97%		0.99%		1.09%		1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-30-2018		129.89%		139.17%		106.85%		125.61%		132.66%		125.18%				29.89%		39.17%		6.85%		25.61%		32.66%		25.18%						1.01%		0.99%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		1.96%

				Jul-31-2018		130.89%		140.77%		106.87%		127.87%		134.21%		125.79%				30.89%		40.77%		6.87%		27.87%		34.21%		25.79%						1.03%		1.04%		1.00%		1.08%		1.05%		1.02%		2.01%

				Aug-01-2018		129.16%		139.55%		105.89%		125.90%		132.19%		125.66%				29.16%		39.55%		5.89%		25.90%		32.19%		25.66%						0.95%		0.97%		0.88%		0.93%		0.94%		1.00%		1.99%

				Aug-02-2018		126.84%		137.63%		104.97%		125.65%		130.81%		126.28%				26.84%		37.63%		4.97%		25.65%		30.81%		26.28%						0.92%		0.95%		0.87%		0.99%		0.96%		1.02%		1.99%

				Aug-03-2018		125.30%		137.85%		104.30%		125.41%		130.00%		126.87%				25.30%		37.85%		4.30%		25.41%		30.00%		26.87%						0.94%		1.01%		0.89%		0.99%		0.97%		1.02%		1.98%

				Aug-06-2018		125.42%		139.70%		105.36%		125.31%		130.32%		127.32%				25.42%		39.70%		5.36%		25.31%		30.32%		27.32%						1.00%		1.05%		1.20%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.97%

				Aug-07-2018		127.70%		140.62%		105.69%		127.11%		132.33%		127.68%				27.70%		40.62%		5.69%		27.11%		32.33%		27.68%						1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.07%		1.06%		1.01%		2.02%

				Aug-08-2018		127.49%		141.59%		106.01%		126.34%		132.09%		127.64%				27.49%		41.59%		6.01%		26.34%		32.09%		27.64%						0.99%		1.02%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		2.02%

				Aug-09-2018		128.42%		141.45%		105.24%		125.76%		132.10%		127.46%				28.42%		41.45%		5.24%		25.76%		32.10%		27.46%						1.03%		1.00%		0.89%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		2.02%

				Aug-10-2018		127.32%		141.12%		103.80%		124.45%		130.95%		126.55%				27.32%		41.12%		3.80%		24.45%		30.95%		26.55%						0.96%		0.99%		0.77%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		2.02%

				Aug-13-2018		125.63%		140.97%		102.91%		123.92%		129.99%		126.04%				25.63%		40.97%		2.91%		23.92%		29.99%		26.04%						0.94%		1.00%		0.81%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		2.01%

				Aug-14-2018		126.15%		142.53%		103.36%		124.98%		130.89%		126.85%				26.15%		42.53%		3.36%		24.98%		30.89%		26.85%						1.02%		1.04%		1.12%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		2.03%

				Aug-15-2018		125.07%		140.49%		102.30%		124.05%		129.49%		125.89%				25.07%		40.49%		2.30%		24.05%		29.49%		25.89%						0.96%		0.95%		0.76%		0.96%		0.96%		0.97%		2.04%

				Aug-16-2018		125.74%		141.01%		102.94%		124.94%		130.33%		126.88%				25.74%		41.01%		2.94%		24.94%		30.33%		26.88%						1.03%		1.01%		1.19%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		2.03%

				Aug-17-2018		125.84%		140.80%		104.19%		125.87%		130.73%		127.30%				25.84%		40.80%		4.19%		25.87%		30.73%		27.30%						1.00%		1.00%		1.32%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		2.03%

				Aug-20-2018		126.89%		142.75%		105.06%		126.57%		131.66%		127.61%				26.89%		42.75%		5.06%		26.57%		31.66%		27.61%						1.04%		1.05%		1.17%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		2.01%

				Aug-21-2018		128.96%		143.25%		107.27%		128.58%		133.40%		127.88%				28.96%		43.25%		7.27%		28.58%		33.40%		27.88%						1.07%		1.01%		1.36%		1.07%		1.05%		1.01%		2.03%

				Aug-22-2018		127.86%		142.98%		107.93%		127.36%		132.38%		127.83%				27.86%		42.98%		7.93%		27.36%		32.38%		27.83%						0.96%		0.99%		1.08%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		2.04%

				Aug-23-2018		127.01%		142.67%		108.97%		128.14%		132.60%		127.61%				27.01%		42.67%		8.97%		28.14%		32.60%		27.61%						0.97%		0.99%		1.12%		1.03%		1.01%		0.99%		2.05%

				Aug-24-2018		127.59%		142.66%		109.46%		128.20%		132.87%		128.40%				27.59%		42.66%		9.46%		28.20%		32.87%		28.40%						1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		2.04%

				Aug-27-2018		129.97%		142.33%		109.66%		130.01%		134.68%		129.39%				29.97%		42.33%		9.66%		30.01%		34.68%		29.39%						1.08%		0.99%		1.02%		1.06%		1.05%		1.03%		2.05%

				Aug-28-2018		129.74%		142.05%		109.45%		129.90%		134.71%		129.42%				29.74%		42.05%		9.45%		29.90%		34.71%		29.42%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.08%

				Aug-29-2018		128.68%		143.48%		109.67%		129.83%		134.55%		130.16%				28.68%		43.48%		9.67%		29.83%		34.55%		30.16%						0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		2.09%

				Aug-30-2018		127.86%		141.89%		109.38%		128.83%		133.69%		129.58%				27.86%		41.89%		9.38%		28.83%		33.69%		29.58%						0.97%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		2.09%

				Aug-31-2018		127.95%		141.98%		109.29%		128.66%		133.61%		129.60%				27.95%		41.98%		9.29%		28.66%		33.61%		29.60%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.07%

				Sep-03-2018		127.33%		142.19%		108.88%		128.68%		133.37%		129.60%				27.33%		42.19%		8.88%		28.68%		33.37%		29.60%						0.98%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.07%

				Sep-04-2018		128.12%		142.03%		106.58%		128.39%		133.43%		129.39%				28.12%		42.03%		6.58%		28.39%		33.43%		29.39%						1.03%		1.00%		0.77%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Sep-05-2018		127.82%		141.75%		106.59%		129.50%		133.75%		129.02%				27.82%		41.75%		6.59%		29.50%		33.75%		29.02%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		2.09%

				Sep-06-2018		127.19%		141.49%		106.63%		130.06%		133.63%		128.55%				27.19%		41.49%		6.63%		30.06%		33.63%		28.55%						0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		2.10%

				Sep-07-2018		126.45%		140.83%		105.39%		128.82%		132.66%		128.27%				26.45%		40.83%		5.39%		28.82%		32.66%		28.27%						0.97%		0.98%		0.84%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		2.09%

				Sep-10-2018		127.58%		141.38%		105.81%		129.37%		133.48%		128.51%				27.58%		41.38%		5.81%		29.37%		33.48%		28.51%						1.04%		1.01%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		2.10%

				Sep-11-2018		127.51%		142.25%		105.85%		128.52%		133.30%		128.99%				27.51%		42.25%		5.85%		28.52%		33.30%		28.99%						1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		2.11%

				Sep-12-2018		127.49%		141.71%		107.46%		128.44%		133.26%		129.04%				27.49%		41.71%		7.46%		28.44%		33.26%		29.04%						1.00%		0.99%		1.24%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.11%

				Sep-13-2018		128.77%		143.60%		107.12%		130.13%		134.82%		129.72%				28.77%		43.60%		7.12%		30.13%		34.82%		29.72%						1.04%		1.04%		0.96%		1.06%		1.05%		1.02%		2.12%

				Sep-14-2018		129.42%		143.82%		107.89%		130.12%		135.12%		129.75%				29.42%		43.82%		7.89%		30.12%		35.12%		29.75%						1.02%		1.00%		1.09%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.11%

				Sep-17-2018		128.63%		143.27%		106.95%		129.97%		134.83%		129.03%				28.63%		43.27%		6.95%		29.97%		34.83%		29.03%						0.97%		0.99%		0.89%		1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		2.12%

				Sep-18-2018		128.92%		144.44%		106.75%		130.48%		135.40%		129.72%				28.92%		44.44%		6.75%		30.48%		35.40%		29.72%						1.01%		1.03%		0.97%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.13%

				Sep-19-2018		129.99%		143.72%		106.49%		129.96%		135.49%		129.89%				29.99%		43.72%		6.49%		29.96%		35.49%		29.89%						1.04%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		2.13%

				Sep-20-2018		129.90%		144.45%		106.81%		131.24%		136.16%		130.91%				29.90%		44.45%		6.81%		31.24%		36.16%		30.91%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		2.12%

				Sep-21-2018		129.70%		144.58%		107.56%		131.03%		136.12%		130.86%				29.70%		44.58%		7.56%		31.03%		36.12%		30.86%						0.99%		1.00%		1.10%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.13%

				Sep-24-2018		128.86%		143.80%		108.02%		129.70%		135.16%		130.40%				28.86%		43.80%		8.02%		29.70%		35.16%		30.40%						0.97%		0.98%		1.05%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		2.14%

				Sep-25-2018		128.51%		144.40%		106.72%		129.58%		135.11%		130.23%				28.51%		44.40%		6.72%		29.58%		35.11%		30.23%						0.99%		1.01%		0.86%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.18%

				Sep-26-2018		128.46%		144.40%		105.54%		129.18%		134.85%		129.80%				28.46%		44.40%		5.54%		29.18%		34.85%		29.80%						1.00%		1.00%		0.85%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		2.17%

				Sep-27-2018		127.70%		145.23%		106.46%		128.78%		134.48%		130.16%				27.70%		45.23%		6.46%		28.78%		34.48%		30.16%						0.97%		1.02%		1.14%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.16%

				Sep-28-2018		127.41%		145.52%		107.93%		128.58%		134.49%		130.16%				27.41%		45.52%		7.93%		28.58%		34.49%		30.16%						0.99%		1.01%		1.20%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.14%

				Oct-01-2018		127.70%		144.72%		107.23%		129.31%		134.85%		130.63%				27.70%		44.72%		7.23%		29.31%		34.85%		30.63%						1.01%		0.98%		0.92%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		2.15%

				Oct-02-2018		128.20%		140.80%		106.08%		129.86%		134.77%		130.58%				28.20%		40.80%		6.08%		29.86%		34.77%		30.58%						1.02%		0.91%		0.86%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		2.19%

				Oct-03-2018		127.61%		139.58%		106.40%		129.94%		134.37%		130.67%				27.61%		39.58%		6.40%		29.94%		34.37%		30.67%						0.98%		0.97%		1.05%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.19%

				Oct-04-2018		127.97%		138.23%		104.80%		129.43%		133.86%		129.60%				27.97%		38.23%		4.80%		29.43%		33.86%		29.60%						1.01%		0.97%		0.78%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		2.19%

				Oct-05-2018		127.54%		138.61%		103.36%		128.80%		133.34%		128.89%				27.54%		38.61%		3.36%		28.80%		33.34%		28.89%						0.99%		1.01%		0.75%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		2.18%

				Oct-08-2018		127.08%		137.58%		102.46%		128.75%		132.91%		128.84%				27.08%		37.58%		2.46%		28.75%		32.91%		28.84%						0.98%		0.97%		0.79%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.18%

				Oct-09-2018		125.19%		135.62%		101.52%		125.63%		130.57%		128.65%				25.19%		35.62%		1.52%		25.63%		30.57%		28.65%						0.93%		0.95%		0.73%		0.90%		0.93%		0.99%		2.18%

				Oct-10-2018		123.30%		128.22%		100.31%		121.96%		127.08%		124.43%				23.30%		28.22%		0.31%		21.96%		27.08%		24.43%						0.93%		0.80%		0.52%		0.86%		0.89%		0.86%		2.21%

				Oct-11-2018		120.64%		126.69%		98.44%		119.55%		124.54%		121.87%				20.64%		26.69%		-1.56%		19.55%		24.54%		21.87%						0.89%		0.95%		-0.43%		0.90%		0.91%		0.90%		2.23%

				Oct-12-2018		120.59%		127.42%		97.47%		120.53%		125.34%		123.60%				20.59%		27.42%		-2.53%		20.53%		25.34%		23.60%						1.00%		1.03%		2.73%		1.05%		1.03%		1.08%		2.22%

				Oct-15-2018		119.01%		128.42%		97.58%		120.48%		124.73%		122.87%				19.01%		28.42%		-2.42%		20.48%		24.73%		22.87%						0.93%		1.04%		0.93%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		2.23%

				Oct-16-2018		120.35%		122.49%		100.42%		123.66%		126.24%		125.51%				20.35%		22.49%		0.42%		23.66%		26.24%		25.51%						1.07%		0.80%		-1.00%		1.15%		1.06%		1.11%		2.27%

				Oct-17-2018		120.49%		122.25%		98.66%		123.11%		125.94%		125.48%				20.49%		22.25%		-1.34%		23.11%		25.94%		25.48%						1.01%		0.99%		-0.24%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		2.26%

				Oct-18-2018		119.30%		121.57%		97.18%		120.39%		123.99%		123.67%				19.30%		21.57%		-2.82%		20.39%		23.99%		23.67%						0.94%		0.97%		5.35%		0.89%		0.93%		0.93%		2.27%

				Oct-19-2018		117.95%		121.29%		95.72%		119.04%		122.67%		123.63%				17.95%		21.29%		-4.28%		19.04%		22.67%		23.63%						0.93%		0.99%		1.80%		0.94%		0.95%		1.00%		2.27%

				Oct-22-2018		117.59%		120.31%		94.96%		118.51%		122.17%		123.10%				17.59%		20.31%		-5.04%		18.51%		22.17%		23.10%						0.98%		0.96%		1.23%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		2.26%

				Oct-23-2018		116.22%		117.26%		92.90%		116.24%		119.94%		122.42%				16.22%		17.26%		-7.10%		16.24%		19.94%		22.42%						0.93%		0.86%		1.51%		0.88%		0.90%		0.97%		2.30%

				Oct-24-2018		115.47%		113.79%		89.36%		111.71%		116.93%		118.64%				15.47%		13.79%		-10.64%		11.71%		16.93%		18.64%						0.96%		0.81%		1.58%		0.74%		0.86%		0.84%		2.29%

				Oct-25-2018		115.62%		112.81%		92.31%		113.35%		117.69%		120.85%				15.62%		12.81%		-7.69%		13.35%		17.69%		20.85%						1.01%		0.93%		0.69%		1.13%		1.04%		1.11%		2.29%

				Oct-26-2018		114.69%		113.15%		94.27%		111.84%		116.79%		118.75%				14.69%		13.15%		-5.73%		11.84%		16.79%		18.75%						0.94%		1.02%		0.71%		0.89%		0.95%		0.90%		2.29%

				Oct-29-2018		110.49%		113.40%		93.52%		110.45%		114.29%		117.97%				10.49%		13.40%		-6.48%		10.45%		14.29%		17.97%						0.73%		1.02%		1.16%		0.89%		0.86%		0.96%		2.28%

				Oct-30-2018		111.73%		114.57%		96.15%		111.99%		115.74%		119.82%				11.73%		14.57%		-3.85%		11.99%		15.74%		19.82%						1.11%		1.08%		0.52%		1.13%		1.09%		1.10%		2.30%

				Oct-31-2018		113.25%		115.53%		96.15%		113.28%		117.14%		121.12%				13.25%		15.53%		-3.85%		13.28%		17.14%		21.12%						1.12%		1.06%		1.00%		1.10%		1.08%		1.06%		2.29%

				Nov-01-2018		116.37%		116.14%		97.34%		115.07%		119.15%		122.40%				16.37%		16.14%		-2.66%		15.07%		19.15%		22.40%						1.22%		1.04%		0.58%		1.13%		1.11%		1.06%		2.29%

				Nov-02-2018		118.67%		116.79%		98.61%		115.11%		120.48%		121.63%				18.67%		16.79%		-1.39%		15.11%		20.48%		21.63%						1.13%		1.04%		0.23%		1.00%		1.07%		0.97%		2.27%

				Nov-05-2018		118.91%		116.18%		98.76%		115.89%		120.79%		122.31%				18.91%		16.18%		-1.24%		15.89%		20.79%		22.31%						1.01%		0.97%		0.62%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%		2.28%

				Nov-06-2018		118.67%		116.03%		100.82%		116.56%		121.07%		123.08%				18.67%		16.03%		0.82%		16.56%		21.07%		23.08%						0.99%		0.99%		-7.58%		1.04%		1.01%		1.03%		2.32%

				Nov-07-2018		118.33%		119.81%		102.44%		117.22%		121.73%		125.69%				18.33%		19.81%		2.44%		17.22%		21.73%		25.69%						0.98%		1.22%		1.89%		1.04%		1.03%		1.11%		2.31%

				Nov-08-2018		120.29%		119.29%		102.81%		117.70%		122.46%		125.37%				20.29%		19.29%		2.81%		17.70%		22.46%		25.37%						1.10%		0.98%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		2.32%

				Nov-09-2018		117.99%		119.21%		100.93%		117.37%		121.28%		124.22%				17.99%		19.21%		0.93%		17.37%		21.28%		24.22%						0.89%		1.00%		0.51%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		2.30%

				Nov-12-2018		118.23%		118.45%		98.66%		114.76%		119.81%		121.77%				18.23%		18.45%		-1.34%		14.76%		19.81%		21.77%						1.01%		0.96%		-0.18%		0.86%		0.93%		0.90%		2.31%

				Nov-13-2018		119.26%		118.48%		98.18%		115.31%		120.36%		121.59%				19.26%		18.48%		-1.82%		15.31%		20.36%		21.59%						1.05%		1.00%		2.41%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		2.31%

				Nov-14-2018		117.50%		117.61%		98.76%		114.99%		119.77%		120.67%				17.50%		17.61%		-1.24%		14.99%		19.77%		20.67%						0.91%		0.96%		0.29%		0.98%		0.97%		0.96%		2.34%

				Nov-15-2018		117.79%		118.62%		98.41%		115.57%		120.28%		121.95%				17.79%		18.62%		-1.59%		15.57%		20.28%		21.95%						1.02%		1.05%		2.46%		1.04%		1.02%		1.06%		2.33%

				Nov-16-2018		117.95%		119.61%		98.07%		115.87%		120.64%		122.22%				17.95%		19.61%		-1.93%		15.87%		20.64%		22.22%						1.01%		1.05%		1.58%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		2.32%

				Nov-19-2018		118.12%		117.32%		97.63%		115.05%		119.98%		120.18%				18.12%		17.32%		-2.37%		15.05%		19.98%		20.18%						1.01%		0.89%		1.47%		0.95%		0.97%		0.91%		2.31%

				Nov-20-2018		115.44%		114.49%		94.99%		112.90%		117.29%		118.00%				15.44%		14.49%		-5.01%		12.90%		17.29%		18.00%						0.86%		0.85%		2.93%		0.87%		0.87%		0.90%		2.34%

				Nov-21-2018		115.57%		115.41%		95.59%		113.50%		117.83%		118.36%				15.57%		15.41%		-4.41%		13.50%		17.83%		18.36%						1.01%		1.06%		0.85%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		2.34%

				Nov-22-2018		115.84%		115.21%		95.21%		113.44%		117.87%		118.36%				15.84%		15.21%		-4.79%		13.44%		17.87%		18.36%						1.02%		0.99%		1.11%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.36%

				Nov-23-2018		114.96%		115.35%		94.56%		112.64%		117.02%		117.59%				14.96%		15.35%		-5.44%		12.64%		17.02%		17.59%						0.95%		1.01%		1.17%		0.94%		0.95%		0.96%		2.36%

				Nov-26-2018		116.24%		117.23%		96.21%		113.42%		118.14%		119.41%				16.24%		17.23%		-3.79%		13.42%		18.14%		19.41%						1.08%		1.11%		0.63%		1.06%		1.06%		1.10%		2.36%

				Nov-27-2018		115.41%		116.03%		95.44%		113.13%		117.56%		119.80%				15.41%		16.03%		-4.56%		13.13%		17.56%		19.80%						0.95%		0.93%		1.28%		0.98%		0.97%		1.02%		2.37%

				Nov-28-2018		117.59%		117.50%		96.51%		114.26%		119.14%		122.55%				17.59%		17.50%		-3.49%		14.26%		19.14%		22.55%						1.13%		1.09%		0.70%		1.08%		1.09%		1.13%		2.36%

				Nov-29-2018		118.03%		119.67%		95.48%		115.16%		119.96%		122.29%				18.03%		19.67%		-4.52%		15.16%		19.96%		22.29%						1.02%		1.12%		1.41%		1.06%		1.04%		0.99%		2.35%

				Nov-30-2018		117.97%		120.32%		95.92%		115.95%		120.32%		123.29%				17.97%		20.32%		-4.08%		15.95%		20.32%		23.29%						1.00%		1.03%		0.88%		1.05%		1.02%		1.04%		2.32%

				Dec-03-2018		121.73%		121.07%		95.59%		118.02%		123.02%		124.64%				21.73%		21.07%		-4.41%		18.02%		23.02%		24.64%						1.20%		1.04%		1.11%		1.12%		1.13%		1.06%		2.32%

				Dec-04-2018		119.15%		117.44%		91.40%		113.39%		119.16%		120.60%				19.15%		17.44%		-8.60%		13.39%		19.16%		20.60%						0.89%		0.84%		2.23%		0.76%		0.84%		0.84%		2.34%

				Dec-05-2018		118.15%		117.16%		90.97%		113.06%		118.52%		120.60%				18.15%		17.16%		-9.03%		13.06%		18.52%		20.60%						0.95%		0.98%		1.06%		0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		2.38%

				Dec-06-2018		116.00%		116.71%		89.44%		111.33%		116.70%		120.42%				16.00%		16.71%		-10.56%		11.33%		16.70%		20.42%						0.89%		0.98%		1.19%		0.88%		0.91%		0.99%		2.38%

				Dec-07-2018		114.62%		114.74%		87.82%		109.46%		115.02%		117.61%				14.62%		14.74%		-12.18%		9.46%		15.02%		17.61%						0.92%		0.89%		1.17%		0.85%		0.91%		0.87%		2.36%

				Dec-10-2018		112.68%		113.58%		85.95%		108.72%		113.69%		117.82%				12.68%		13.58%		-14.05%		8.72%		13.69%		17.82%						0.88%		0.93%		1.17%		0.93%		0.92%		1.01%		2.35%

				Dec-11-2018		111.92%		113.39%		86.85%		108.23%		113.15%		117.78%				11.92%		13.39%		-13.15%		8.23%		13.15%		17.78%						0.94%		0.99%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		1.00%		2.37%

				Dec-12-2018		114.54%		115.11%		87.95%		108.75%		114.65%		118.41%				14.54%		15.11%		-12.05%		8.75%		14.65%		18.41%						1.20%		1.12%		0.91%		1.06%		1.11%		1.03%		2.37%

				Dec-13-2018		116.71%		114.67%		87.17%		108.46%		115.45%		118.39%				16.71%		14.67%		-12.83%		8.46%		15.45%		18.39%						1.14%		0.97%		1.07%		0.97%		1.05%		1.00%		2.39%

				Dec-14-2018		115.29%		114.17%		85.66%		107.07%		114.03%		116.13%				15.29%		14.17%		-14.34%		7.07%		14.03%		16.13%						0.92%		0.97%		1.13%		0.85%		0.91%		0.88%		2.38%

				Dec-17-2018		114.15%		113.78%		84.96%		105.16%		112.69%		113.72%				14.15%		13.78%		-15.04%		5.16%		12.69%		13.72%						0.93%		0.97%		1.05%		0.76%		0.91%		0.86%		2.37%

				Dec-18-2018		113.98%		113.26%		84.35%		105.83%		112.70%		113.73%				13.98%		13.26%		-15.65%		5.83%		12.70%		13.73%						0.99%		0.96%		1.04%		1.11%		1.00%		1.00%		2.36%

				Dec-19-2018		112.50%		111.74%		83.14%		104.22%		111.25%		111.98%				12.50%		11.74%		-16.86%		4.22%		11.25%		11.98%						0.90%		0.89%		1.08%		0.76%		0.89%		0.88%		2.34%

				Dec-20-2018		111.50%		111.09%		81.61%		102.18%		109.68%		110.21%				11.50%		11.09%		-18.39%		2.18%		9.68%		10.21%						0.93%		0.95%		1.10%		0.61%		0.87%		0.86%		2.35%

				Dec-21-2018		110.03%		108.87%		80.57%		101.30%		108.58%		107.94%				10.03%		8.87%		-19.43%		1.30%		8.58%		7.94%						0.88%		0.82%		1.06%		0.72%		0.90%		0.80%		2.34%

				Dec-24-2018		108.67%		108.09%		79.59%		98.39%		106.55%		105.01%				8.67%		8.09%		-20.41%		-1.61%		6.55%		5.01%						0.88%		0.92%		1.05%		-0.27%		0.79%		0.67%		2.34%

				Dec-25-2018		106.64%		108.09%		79.59%		98.39%		105.71%		105.01%				6.64%		8.09%		-20.41%		-1.61%		5.71%		5.01%						0.79%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.89%		1.00%		2.41%

				Dec-26-2018		108.25%		111.34%		81.87%		102.06%		108.51%		110.22%				8.25%		11.34%		-18.13%		2.06%		8.51%		10.22%						1.21%		1.36%		0.88%		-5.02%		1.42%		1.87%		2.41%

				Dec-27-2018		110.02%		111.39%		81.37%		103.01%		109.77%		111.17%				10.02%		11.39%		-18.63%		3.01%		9.77%		11.17%						1.19%		1.00%		1.03%		1.31%		1.13%		1.08%		2.39%

				Dec-28-2018		109.62%		112.11%		81.93%		103.00%		109.73%		111.03%				9.62%		12.11%		-18.07%		3.00%		9.73%		11.03%						0.96%		1.06%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.36%

				Dec-31-2018		109.78%		112.30%		82.95%		103.80%		110.28%		111.97%				9.78%		12.30%		-17.05%		3.80%		10.28%		11.97%						1.02%		1.01%		0.94%		1.20%		1.05%		1.08%		2.35%

				Jan-02-2019		109.92%		111.15%		82.22%		104.04%		110.08%		112.11%				9.92%		11.15%		-17.78%		4.04%		10.08%		12.11%						1.01%		0.91%		1.05%		1.05%		0.98%		1.01%		2.35%

				Jan-03-2019		108.66%		107.96%		80.81%		102.08%		108.19%		109.34%				8.66%		7.96%		-19.19%		2.08%		8.19%		9.34%						0.88%		0.74%		1.08%		0.61%		0.83%		0.79%		2.37%

				Jan-04-2019		110.81%		112.96%		83.85%		105.43%		111.28%		113.09%				10.81%		12.96%		-16.15%		5.43%		11.28%		13.09%						1.22%		1.56%		0.83%		2.09%		1.34%		1.36%		2.36%

				Jan-07-2019		111.64%		112.88%		85.09%		106.67%		112.20%		113.89%				11.64%		12.88%		-14.91%		6.67%		12.20%		13.89%						1.07%		0.99%		0.92%		1.19%		1.07%		1.06%		2.37%

				Jan-08-2019		112.45%		115.43%		87.33%		106.79%		112.90%		114.99%				12.45%		15.43%		-12.67%		6.79%		12.90%		14.99%						1.06%		1.18%		0.84%		1.02%		1.05%		1.07%		2.41%

				Jan-09-2019		116.23%		115.63%		88.68%		107.75%		115.07%		115.46%				16.23%		15.63%		-11.32%		7.75%		15.07%		15.46%						1.28%		1.01%		0.88%		1.12%		1.16%		1.03%		2.41%

				Jan-10-2019		116.19%		116.41%		89.93%		108.61%		115.68%		115.98%				16.19%		16.41%		-10.07%		8.61%		15.68%		15.98%						1.00%		1.05%		0.88%		1.10%		1.04%		1.03%		2.40%

				Jan-11-2019		116.99%		116.20%		90.50%		108.64%		115.95%		115.97%				16.99%		16.20%		-9.50%		8.64%		15.95%		15.97%						1.05%		0.99%		0.94%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.38%

				Jan-14-2019		116.67%		115.96%		90.16%		108.65%		115.72%		115.36%				16.67%		15.96%		-9.84%		8.65%		15.72%		15.36%						0.98%		0.99%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		2.38%

				Jan-15-2019		118.11%		117.79%		90.84%		108.39%		116.60%		116.59%				18.11%		17.79%		-9.16%		8.39%		16.60%		16.59%						1.08%		1.11%		0.92%		0.97%		1.05%		1.08%		2.40%

				Jan-16-2019		118.20%		117.20%		91.36%		108.51%		116.66%		116.85%				18.20%		17.20%		-8.64%		8.51%		16.66%		16.85%						1.00%		0.97%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		2.40%

				Jan-17-2019		118.33%		119.13%		92.03%		109.50%		117.34%		117.74%				18.33%		19.13%		-7.97%		9.50%		17.34%		17.74%						1.01%		1.11%		0.91%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		2.38%

				Jan-18-2019		119.82%		120.53%		92.63%		111.52%		119.12%		119.29%				19.82%		20.53%		-7.37%		11.52%		19.12%		19.29%						1.08%		1.07%		0.91%		1.19%		1.10%		1.08%		2.37%

				Jan-21-2019		119.14%		120.58%		92.24%		111.56%		118.86%		119.29%				19.14%		20.58%		-7.76%		11.56%		18.86%		19.29%						0.97%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.36%

				Jan-22-2019		117.46%		119.93%		90.94%		110.14%		117.30%		117.60%				17.46%		19.93%		-9.06%		10.14%		17.30%		17.60%						0.92%		0.97%		1.19%		0.89%		0.92%		0.92%		2.36%

				Jan-23-2019		117.31%		118.42%		90.44%		110.03%		117.14%		117.86%				17.31%		18.42%		-9.56%		10.03%		17.14%		17.86%						0.99%		0.93%		1.06%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.38%

				Jan-24-2019		117.87%		116.37%		90.95%		111.33%		117.81%		118.02%				17.87%		16.37%		-9.05%		11.33%		17.81%		18.02%						1.03%		0.89%		0.94%		1.12%		1.04%		1.01%		2.36%

				Jan-25-2019		119.13%		117.24%		91.55%		112.47%		118.96%		119.02%				19.13%		17.24%		-8.45%		12.47%		18.96%		19.02%						1.07%		1.05%		0.93%		1.09%		1.06%		1.05%		2.32%

				Jan-28-2019		118.56%		116.92%		90.52%		111.32%		118.02%		118.09%				18.56%		16.92%		-9.48%		11.32%		18.02%		18.09%						0.97%		0.98%		1.14%		0.91%		0.95%		0.95%		2.34%

				Jan-29-2019		120.15%		118.00%		90.95%		112.18%		119.26%		117.92%				20.15%		18.00%		-9.05%		12.18%		19.26%		17.92%						1.08%		1.06%		0.95%		1.07%		1.07%		0.99%		2.37%

				Jan-30-2019		120.06%		117.37%		91.13%		113.80%		119.98%		119.75%				20.06%		17.37%		-8.87%		13.80%		19.98%		19.75%						1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		1.12%		1.04%		1.10%		2.37%

				Jan-31-2019		122.78%		117.63%		91.14%		114.21%		121.16%		120.78%				22.78%		17.63%		-8.86%		14.21%		21.16%		20.78%						1.13%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.06%		1.05%		2.37%

				Feb-01-2019		122.73%		117.28%		90.24%		114.94%		121.62%		120.89%				22.73%		17.28%		-9.76%		14.94%		21.62%		20.89%						1.00%		0.98%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		2.36%

				Feb-04-2019		123.31%		118.43%		90.68%		116.76%		122.86%		121.71%				23.31%		18.43%		-9.32%		16.76%		22.86%		21.71%						1.02%		1.06%		0.95%		1.11%		1.05%		1.04%		2.35%

				Feb-05-2019		123.94%		118.65%		92.40%		116.81%		123.17%		122.28%				23.94%		18.65%		-7.60%		16.81%		23.17%		22.28%						1.03%		1.01%		0.79%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		2.37%

				Feb-06-2019		124.14%		118.91%		91.98%		117.31%		123.53%		122.01%				24.14%		18.91%		-8.02%		17.31%		23.53%		22.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.03%		1.01%		0.99%		2.37%

				Feb-07-2019		123.65%		118.93%		89.44%		116.34%		122.76%		120.87%				23.65%		18.93%		-10.56%		16.34%		22.76%		20.87%						0.98%		1.00%		1.36%		0.95%		0.97%		0.95%		2.37%

				Feb-08-2019		123.21%		118.17%		88.81%		116.38%		122.46%		120.95%				23.21%		18.17%		-11.19%		16.38%		22.46%		20.95%						0.98%		0.96%		1.07%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.37%

				Feb-11-2019		124.66%		119.56%		89.85%		116.52%		123.31%		121.04%				24.66%		19.56%		-10.15%		16.52%		23.31%		21.04%						1.06%		1.07%		0.90%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		2.38%

				Feb-12-2019		126.40%		121.04%		91.62%		118.35%		125.13%		122.60%				26.40%		21.04%		-8.38%		18.35%		25.13%		22.60%						1.07%		1.07%		0.81%		1.10%		1.07%		1.07%		2.40%

				Feb-13-2019		127.64%		123.03%		92.19%		119.19%		126.29%		122.97%				27.64%		23.03%		-7.81%		19.19%		26.29%		22.97%						1.05%		1.09%		0.92%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		2.38%

				Feb-14-2019		127.87%		121.63%		92.47%		117.99%		125.62%		122.64%				27.87%		21.63%		-7.53%		17.99%		25.62%		22.64%						1.01%		0.94%		0.96%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		2.39%

				Feb-15-2019		126.52%		122.49%		95.23%		120.12%		126.31%		123.98%				26.52%		22.49%		-4.77%		20.12%		26.31%		23.98%						0.95%		1.04%		0.58%		1.11%		1.03%		1.06%		2.38%

				Feb-18-2019		127.98%		122.51%		96.27%		120.07%		126.93%		123.98%				27.98%		22.51%		-3.73%		20.07%		26.93%		23.98%						1.05%		1.00%		0.72%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.38%

				Feb-19-2019		127.74%		122.14%		96.49%		119.78%		126.69%		124.16%				27.74%		22.14%		-3.51%		19.78%		26.69%		24.16%						0.99%		0.98%		0.92%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.38%

				Feb-20-2019		128.85%		121.49%		97.47%		120.82%		127.53%		124.38%				28.85%		21.49%		-2.53%		20.82%		27.53%		24.38%						1.04%		0.97%		0.61%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		2.41%

				Feb-21-2019		128.76%		121.11%		97.98%		119.72%		126.81%		123.94%				28.76%		21.11%		-2.02%		19.72%		26.81%		23.94%						1.00%		0.98%		0.67%		0.95%		0.97%		0.98%		2.40%

				Feb-22-2019		128.77%		122.10%		99.84%		120.35%		127.30%		124.74%				28.77%		22.10%		-0.16%		20.35%		27.30%		24.74%						1.00%		1.04%		-0.82%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		2.40%

				Feb-25-2019		132.19%		122.32%		100.41%		121.18%		129.20%		124.89%				32.19%		22.32%		0.41%		21.18%		29.20%		24.89%						1.11%		1.01%		1.68%		1.04%		1.07%		1.01%		2.41%

				Feb-26-2019		130.34%		122.58%		99.44%		120.62%		128.19%		124.79%				30.34%		22.58%		-0.56%		20.62%		28.19%		24.79%						0.94%		1.01%		0.31%		0.97%		0.97%		1.00%		2.42%

				Feb-27-2019		130.79%		123.04%		99.37%		120.71%		128.50%		124.73%				30.79%		23.04%		-0.63%		20.71%		28.50%		24.73%						1.01%		1.02%		0.84%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.40%

				Feb-28-2019		129.94%		121.69%		100.19%		120.13%		127.77%		124.37%				29.94%		21.69%		0.19%		20.13%		27.77%		24.37%						0.97%		0.94%		3.22%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.40%

				Mar-01-2019		131.43%		120.83%		100.60%		121.15%		128.86%		125.23%				31.43%		20.83%		0.60%		21.15%		28.86%		25.23%						1.05%		0.96%		1.34%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		2.40%

				Mar-04-2019		132.46%		120.55%		100.32%		120.59%		128.93%		124.74%				32.46%		20.55%		0.32%		20.59%		28.93%		24.74%						1.03%		0.99%		0.83%		0.97%		1.00%		0.98%		2.39%

				Mar-05-2019		132.39%		120.00%		100.37%		120.30%		128.70%		124.60%				32.39%		20.00%		0.37%		20.30%		28.70%		24.60%						1.00%		0.97%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		2.41%

				Mar-06-2019		132.05%		120.24%		99.46%		119.85%		128.33%		123.79%				32.05%		20.24%		-0.54%		19.85%		28.33%		23.79%						0.99%		1.01%		0.34%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		2.41%

				Mar-07-2019		130.13%		118.69%		97.84%		119.07%		126.72%		122.78%				30.13%		18.69%		-2.16%		19.07%		26.72%		22.78%						0.94%		0.93%		-2.52%		0.96%		0.95%		0.96%		2.41%

				Mar-08-2019		127.98%		118.07%		97.58%		118.46%		125.35%		122.52%				27.98%		18.07%		-2.42%		18.46%		25.35%		22.52%						0.93%		0.97%		1.22%		0.97%		0.95%		0.99%		2.40%

				Mar-11-2019		129.52%		118.29%		99.49%		119.73%		126.71%		124.32%				29.52%		18.29%		-0.51%		19.73%		26.71%		24.32%						1.05%		1.01%		-0.35%		1.07%		1.05%		1.08%		2.41%

				Mar-12-2019		129.46%		118.32%		101.52%		119.75%		126.79%		124.69%				29.46%		18.32%		1.52%		19.75%		26.79%		24.69%						1.00%		1.00%		5.14%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		2.41%

				Mar-13-2019		129.39%		119.33%		102.47%		120.65%		127.35%		125.55%				29.39%		19.33%		2.47%		20.65%		27.35%		25.55%						1.00%		1.05%		1.38%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		2.41%

				Mar-14-2019		129.04%		119.82%		102.90%		120.48%		127.25%		125.44%				29.04%		19.82%		2.90%		20.48%		27.25%		25.44%						0.99%		1.02%		1.12%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.40%

				Mar-15-2019		130.79%		120.09%		104.95%		120.92%		128.38%		126.07%				30.79%		20.09%		4.95%		20.92%		28.38%		26.07%						1.06%		1.01%		1.53%		1.02%		1.04%		1.02%		2.40%

				Mar-18-2019		132.99%		121.06%		105.04%		122.06%		129.87%		126.54%				32.99%		21.06%		5.04%		22.06%		29.87%		26.54%						1.07%		1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.05%		1.02%		2.40%

				Mar-19-2019		133.26%		120.61%		104.68%		122.28%		130.06%		126.52%				33.26%		20.61%		4.68%		22.28%		30.06%		26.52%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		2.39%

				Mar-20-2019		132.49%		120.28%		104.46%		121.58%		129.30%		126.15%				32.49%		20.28%		4.46%		21.58%		29.30%		26.15%						0.98%		0.98%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.41%

				Mar-21-2019		132.85%		121.28%		104.58%		123.28%		130.35%		127.52%				32.85%		21.28%		4.58%		23.28%		30.35%		27.52%						1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.08%		1.03%		1.05%		2.42%

				Mar-22-2019		132.12%		118.93%		102.10%		120.68%		128.48%		125.10%				32.12%		18.93%		2.10%		20.68%		28.48%		25.10%						0.98%		0.89%		0.56%		0.89%		0.94%		0.92%		2.43%

				Mar-25-2019		129.85%		117.20%		101.70%		120.32%		127.12%		124.99%				29.85%		17.20%		1.70%		20.32%		27.12%		24.99%						0.93%		0.91%		0.87%		0.98%		0.95%		1.00%		2.41%

				Mar-26-2019		131.37%		114.08%		101.77%		121.40%		127.89%		125.89%				31.37%		14.08%		1.77%		21.40%		27.89%		25.89%						1.05%		0.83%		1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		2.41%

				Mar-27-2019		132.32%		114.01%		101.68%		120.44%		127.76%		125.31%				32.32%		14.01%		1.68%		20.44%		27.76%		25.31%						1.03%		1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		2.41%

				Mar-28-2019		131.94%		114.75%		102.28%		121.12%		127.97%		125.76%				31.94%		14.75%		2.28%		21.12%		27.97%		25.76%						0.99%		1.05%		1.22%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		2.39%

				Mar-29-2019		134.65%		116.03%		102.93%		121.80%		129.63%		126.60%				34.65%		16.03%		2.93%		21.80%		29.63%		26.60%						1.08%		1.08%		1.20%		1.03%		1.06%		1.03%		2.38%

				Apr-01-2019		138.79%		118.96%		104.95%		124.01%		132.98%		128.07%				38.79%		18.96%		4.95%		24.01%		32.98%		28.07%						1.12%		1.17%		1.51%		1.10%		1.11%		1.05%		2.35%

				Apr-02-2019		137.66%		118.89%		104.74%		123.74%		132.46%		128.07%				37.66%		18.89%		4.74%		23.74%		32.46%		28.07%						0.97%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-03-2019		137.98%		121.36%		105.50%		124.11%		133.24%		128.34%				37.98%		21.36%		5.50%		24.11%		33.24%		28.34%						1.01%		1.12%		1.13%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		2.37%

				Apr-04-2019		139.43%		121.71%		106.12%		124.69%		134.19%		128.61%				39.43%		21.71%		6.12%		24.69%		34.19%		28.61%						1.04%		1.02%		1.10%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		2.39%

				Apr-05-2019		139.85%		122.14%		106.92%		125.21%		134.72%		129.21%				39.85%		22.14%		6.92%		25.21%		34.72%		29.21%						1.01%		1.02%		1.11%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.39%

				Apr-08-2019		140.55%		122.34%		106.13%		125.73%		135.23%		129.34%				40.55%		22.34%		6.13%		25.73%		35.23%		29.34%						1.02%		1.01%		0.90%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-09-2019		140.68%		120.36%		105.34%		124.59%		134.55%		128.56%				40.68%		20.36%		5.34%		24.59%		34.55%		28.56%						1.00%		0.92%		0.89%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		2.38%

				Apr-10-2019		140.10%		119.98%		105.53%		124.24%		134.10%		129.01%				40.10%		19.98%		5.53%		24.24%		34.10%		29.01%						0.99%		0.98%		1.03%		0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		2.37%

				Apr-11-2019		138.52%		121.52%		106.97%		124.85%		134.01%		129.01%				38.52%		21.52%		6.97%		24.85%		34.01%		29.01%						0.96%		1.07%		1.22%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-12-2019		138.26%		121.25%		108.07%		126.35%		134.66%		129.86%				38.26%		21.25%		8.07%		26.35%		34.66%		29.86%						0.99%		0.99%		1.14%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		2.38%

				Apr-15-2019		138.90%		121.27%		108.68%		126.22%		134.73%		129.78%				38.90%		21.27%		8.68%		26.22%		34.73%		29.78%						1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-16-2019		140.17%		123.30%		109.20%		127.13%		135.93%		129.85%				40.17%		23.30%		9.20%		27.13%		35.93%		29.85%						1.03%		1.09%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-17-2019		139.89%		124.09%		109.82%		127.31%		136.11%		129.55%				39.89%		24.09%		9.82%		27.31%		36.11%		29.55%						0.99%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		2.38%

				Apr-18-2019		140.26%		124.49%		110.74%		130.02%		137.79%		129.76%				40.26%		24.49%		10.74%		30.02%		37.79%		29.76%						1.01%		1.02%		1.09%		1.10%		1.05%		1.01%		2.39%

				Apr-19-2019		142.22%		124.49%		110.74%		130.02%		138.61%		129.76%				42.22%		24.49%		10.74%		30.02%		38.61%		29.76%						1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-22-2019		139.88%		121.32%		110.74%		129.71%		137.13%		129.89%				39.88%		21.32%		10.74%		29.71%		37.13%		29.89%						0.95%		0.88%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-23-2019		140.19%		122.16%		110.00%		131.25%		138.10%		131.04%				40.19%		22.16%		10.00%		31.25%		38.10%		31.04%						1.01%		1.04%		0.94%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.39%

				Apr-24-2019		140.62%		122.48%		110.89%		131.02%		138.17%		130.75%				40.62%		22.48%		10.89%		31.02%		38.17%		30.75%						1.01%		1.01%		1.08%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		2.40%

				Apr-25-2019		138.91%		122.46%		110.25%		129.78%		136.88%		130.70%				38.91%		22.46%		10.25%		29.78%		36.88%		30.70%						0.96%		1.00%		0.95%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-26-2019		138.85%		122.07%		109.03%		130.89%		137.23%		131.31%				38.85%		22.07%		9.03%		30.89%		37.23%		31.31%						1.00%		0.98%		0.89%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		2.38%

				Apr-29-2019		141.79%		120.72%		108.46%		130.80%		138.20%		131.45%				41.79%		20.72%		8.46%		30.80%		38.20%		31.45%						1.07%		0.94%		0.94%		1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-30-2019		143.27%		120.88%		112.60%		131.42%		139.26%		131.58%				43.27%		20.88%		12.60%		31.42%		39.26%		31.58%						1.03%		1.01%		1.44%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		2.39%

				May-01-2019		144.20%		119.59%		110.86%		130.96%		138.68%		130.59%				44.20%		19.59%		10.86%		30.96%		38.68%		30.59%						1.02%		0.94%		0.87%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		2.38%

				May-02-2019		144.17%		120.30%		111.47%		130.89%		138.81%		130.31%				44.17%		20.30%		11.47%		30.89%		38.81%		30.31%						1.00%		1.03%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-03-2019		145.20%		121.28%		112.11%		132.45%		140.07%		131.57%				45.20%		21.28%		12.11%		32.45%		40.07%		31.57%						1.02%		1.05%		1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.41%

				May-06-2019		141.61%		120.41%		111.81%		131.31%		137.84%		130.98%				41.61%		20.41%		11.81%		31.31%		37.84%		30.98%						0.92%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.95%		0.98%		2.38%

				May-07-2019		141.87%		119.69%		109.35%		128.62%		136.38%		128.82%				41.87%		19.69%		9.35%		28.62%		36.38%		28.82%						1.01%		0.97%		0.81%		0.92%		0.96%		0.93%		2.39%

				May-08-2019		141.08%		119.94%		108.21%		128.26%		135.80%		128.61%				41.08%		19.94%		8.21%		28.26%		35.80%		28.61%						0.98%		1.01%		0.89%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-09-2019		140.49%		119.24%		106.34%		127.97%		135.20%		128.22%				40.49%		19.24%		6.34%		27.97%		35.20%		28.22%						0.99%		0.97%		0.80%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-10-2019		142.27%		118.74%		107.13%		128.50%		136.18%		128.70%				42.27%		18.74%		7.13%		28.50%		36.18%		28.70%						1.04%		0.98%		1.11%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		2.38%

				May-13-2019		140.37%		116.53%		104.44%		124.78%		133.14%		125.60%				40.37%		16.53%		4.44%		24.78%		33.14%		25.60%						0.96%		0.89%		0.67%		0.87%		0.92%		0.90%		2.38%

				May-14-2019		139.99%		116.89%		106.86%		125.73%		133.60%		126.60%				39.99%		16.89%		6.86%		25.73%		33.60%		26.60%						0.99%		1.02%		1.44%		1.04%		1.01%		1.04%		2.36%

				May-15-2019		141.02%		117.02%		106.85%		126.56%		134.55%		127.34%				41.02%		17.02%		6.85%		26.56%		34.55%		27.34%						1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		2.36%

				May-16-2019		141.41%		117.49%		108.10%		127.23%		135.15%		128.47%				41.41%		17.49%		8.10%		27.23%		35.15%		28.47%						1.01%		1.03%		1.16%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		2.37%

				May-17-2019		140.81%		117.01%		106.56%		126.29%		134.33%		127.72%				40.81%		17.01%		6.56%		26.29%		34.33%		27.72%						0.99%		0.97%		0.83%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		2.35%

				May-20-2019		141.40%		117.61%		105.65%		124.89%		133.80%		126.86%				41.40%		17.61%		5.65%		24.89%		33.80%		26.86%						1.01%		1.03%		0.88%		0.95%		0.98%		0.97%		2.34%

				May-21-2019		141.99%		118.30%		107.06%		126.12%		134.74%		127.94%				41.99%		18.30%		7.06%		26.12%		34.74%		27.94%						1.01%		1.04%		1.21%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.34%

				May-22-2019		141.48%		116.35%		106.43%		125.64%		134.10%		127.58%				41.48%		16.35%		6.43%		25.64%		34.10%		27.58%						0.99%		0.90%		0.92%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		2.34%

				May-23-2019		139.28%		116.46%		104.27%		123.04%		131.81%		126.06%				39.28%		16.46%		4.27%		23.04%		31.81%		26.06%						0.95%		1.01%		0.71%		0.90%		0.93%		0.95%		2.33%

				May-24-2019		139.45%		116.06%		105.54%		122.83%		131.83%		126.23%				39.45%		16.06%		5.54%		22.83%		31.83%		26.23%						1.00%		0.98%		1.24%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		2.32%

				May-27-2019		139.01%		116.03%		105.90%		122.84%		131.66%		126.23%				39.01%		16.03%		5.90%		22.84%		31.66%		26.23%						0.99%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.30%

				May-28-2019		139.46%		116.24%		105.48%		121.76%		131.28%		125.17%				39.46%		16.24%		5.48%		21.76%		31.28%		25.17%						1.01%		1.01%		0.94%		0.95%		0.99%		0.96%		2.30%

				May-29-2019		138.72%		116.61%		103.49%		120.97%		130.56%		124.31%				38.72%		16.61%		3.49%		20.97%		30.56%		24.31%						0.98%		1.02%		0.69%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		2.32%

				May-30-2019		138.69%		117.37%		103.35%		121.88%		130.94%		124.57%				38.69%		17.37%		3.35%		21.88%		30.94%		24.57%						1.00%		1.04%		0.97%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		2.32%

				May-31-2019		137.01%		116.92%		102.22%		120.77%		129.66%		122.92%				37.01%		16.92%		2.22%		20.77%		29.66%		22.92%						0.96%		0.98%		0.74%		0.95%		0.96%		0.94%		2.33%

				Jun-03-2019		138.14%		117.20%		102.77%		121.20%		130.28%		122.58%				38.14%		17.20%		2.77%		21.20%		30.28%		22.58%						1.03%		1.02%		1.17%		1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		2.30%

				Jun-04-2019		138.72%		116.05%		105.99%		122.94%		131.31%		125.21%				38.72%		16.05%		5.99%		22.94%		31.31%		25.21%						1.01%		0.94%		1.85%		1.08%		1.03%		1.11%		2.30%

				Jun-05-2019		139.65%		116.84%		106.07%		123.78%		132.28%		126.23%				39.65%		16.84%		6.07%		23.78%		32.28%		26.23%						1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		2.30%

				Jun-06-2019		139.50%		116.32%		105.68%		123.90%		132.22%		127.01%				39.50%		16.32%		5.68%		23.90%		32.22%		27.01%						1.00%		0.97%		0.94%		1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		2.30%

				Jun-07-2019		139.95%		117.68%		106.72%		124.99%		133.29%		128.34%				39.95%		17.68%		6.72%		24.99%		33.29%		28.34%						1.01%		1.08%		1.16%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		2.28%

				Jun-10-2019		140.94%		116.66%		106.22%		124.76%		133.53%		128.94%				40.94%		16.66%		6.22%		24.76%		33.53%		28.94%						1.02%		0.95%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		2.23%

				Jun-11-2019		142.20%		116.08%		106.25%		124.87%		134.03%		128.89%				42.20%		16.08%		6.25%		24.87%		34.03%		28.89%						1.03%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.24%

				Jun-12-2019		142.56%		116.31%		105.49%		125.39%		134.28%		128.63%				42.56%		16.31%		5.49%		25.39%		34.28%		28.63%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		2.22%

				Jun-13-2019		142.65%		121.77%		106.54%		125.93%		135.06%		129.16%				42.65%		21.77%		6.54%		25.93%		35.06%		29.16%						1.00%		1.32%		1.16%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.19%

				Jun-14-2019		142.50%		120.31%		105.46%		124.85%		134.29%		128.95%				42.50%		20.31%		5.46%		24.85%		34.29%		28.95%						1.00%		0.94%		0.86%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		2.14%

				Jun-17-2019		141.53%		119.69%		105.69%		124.22%		133.70%		129.07%				41.53%		19.69%		5.69%		24.22%		33.70%		29.07%						0.98%		0.97%		1.04%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		2.15%

				Jun-18-2019		142.22%		119.91%		107.80%		126.11%		134.99%		130.32%				42.22%		19.91%		7.80%		26.11%		34.99%		30.32%						1.02%		1.01%		1.32%		1.07%		1.04%		1.04%		2.18%

				Jun-19-2019		143.19%		120.21%		107.93%		125.73%		135.39%		130.71%				43.19%		20.21%		7.93%		25.73%		35.39%		30.71%						1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		2.17%

				Jun-20-2019		146.30%		121.03%		109.24%		127.56%		137.65%		131.95%				46.30%		21.03%		9.24%		27.56%		37.65%		31.95%						1.07%		1.04%		1.15%		1.07%		1.06%		1.04%		2.13%

				Jun-21-2019		144.91%		120.62%		107.90%		126.99%		136.55%		131.79%				44.91%		20.62%		7.90%		26.99%		36.55%		31.79%						0.97%		0.98%		0.87%		0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		2.09%

				Jun-24-2019		145.28%		120.00%		107.87%		127.28%		136.70%		131.56%				45.28%		20.00%		7.87%		27.28%		36.70%		31.56%						1.01%		0.97%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jun-25-2019		144.71%		119.49%		107.76%		127.16%		136.30%		130.31%				44.71%		19.49%		7.76%		27.16%		36.30%		30.31%						0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		2.08%

				Jun-26-2019		144.45%		119.16%		107.73%		127.18%		136.15%		130.15%				44.45%		19.16%		7.73%		27.18%		36.15%		30.15%						0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jun-27-2019		146.18%		119.39%		108.64%		127.49%		137.12%		130.65%				46.18%		19.39%		8.64%		27.49%		37.12%		30.65%						1.04%		1.01%		1.10%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		2.10%

				Jun-28-2019		146.77%		119.80%		110.34%		128.64%		137.89%		131.40%				46.77%		19.80%		10.34%		28.64%		37.89%		31.40%						1.01%		1.02%		1.18%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		2.09%

				Jul-01-2019		150.47%		119.91%		110.71%		130.26%		140.18%		132.41%				50.47%		19.91%		10.71%		30.26%		40.18%		32.41%						1.08%		1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.06%		1.03%		2.08%

				Jul-02-2019		150.77%		120.95%		111.02%		129.83%		140.27%		132.79%				50.77%		20.95%		11.02%		29.83%		40.27%		32.79%						1.01%		1.05%		1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		2.16%

				Jul-03-2019		150.72%		121.48%		111.44%		130.52%		140.65%		133.81%				50.72%		21.48%		11.44%		30.52%		40.65%		33.81%						1.00%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		2.15%

				Jul-04-2019		150.96%		121.39%		111.46%		130.64%		140.81%		133.81%				50.96%		21.39%		11.46%		30.64%		40.81%		33.81%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.16%

				Jul-05-2019		150.75%		120.64%		111.00%		129.59%		140.02%		133.57%				50.75%		20.64%		11.00%		29.59%		40.02%		33.57%						1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.16%

				Jul-08-2019		149.48%		120.05%		111.07%		128.83%		139.06%		132.92%				49.48%		20.05%		11.07%		28.83%		39.06%		32.92%						0.98%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		2.18%

				Jul-09-2019		148.50%		120.03%		110.44%		128.27%		138.33%		133.09%				48.50%		20.03%		10.44%		28.27%		38.33%		33.09%						0.98%		1.00%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		2.21%

				Jul-10-2019		148.04%		119.11%		109.42%		127.66%		137.76%		133.69%				48.04%		19.11%		9.42%		27.66%		37.76%		33.69%						0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%		2.21%

				Jul-11-2019		148.24%		119.79%		109.31%		127.88%		138.03%		133.99%				48.24%		19.79%		9.31%		27.88%		38.03%		33.99%						1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		2.15%

				Jul-12-2019		149.46%		120.79%		110.36%		129.62%		139.59%		134.61%				49.46%		20.79%		10.36%		29.62%		39.59%		34.61%						1.02%		1.05%		1.10%		1.06%		1.04%		1.02%		2.12%

				Jul-15-2019		149.77%		120.60%		111.07%		129.15%		139.38%		134.64%				49.77%		20.60%		11.07%		29.15%		39.38%		34.64%						1.01%		0.99%		1.06%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		2.10%

				Jul-16-2019		148.89%		120.83%		110.85%		129.31%		139.06%		134.18%				48.89%		20.83%		10.85%		29.31%		39.06%		34.18%						0.98%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		2.11%

				Jul-17-2019		147.21%		120.09%		108.26%		125.72%		136.48%		133.30%				47.21%		20.09%		8.26%		25.72%		36.48%		33.30%						0.97%		0.97%		0.78%		0.88%		0.94%		0.97%		2.10%

				Jul-18-2019		146.03%		120.13%		107.62%		127.82%		137.11%		133.78%				46.03%		20.13%		7.62%		27.82%		37.11%		33.78%						0.98%		1.00%		0.93%		1.08%		1.02%		1.01%		2.09%

				Jul-19-2019		146.60%		119.73%		107.01%		128.11%		137.39%		132.95%				46.60%		19.73%		7.01%		28.11%		37.39%		32.95%						1.01%		0.98%		0.93%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		2.01%

				Jul-22-2019		145.27%		121.56%		106.27%		128.50%		137.33%		133.33%				45.27%		21.56%		6.27%		28.50%		37.33%		33.33%						0.97%		1.09%		0.91%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		2.02%

				Jul-23-2019		145.50%		123.17%		107.42%		129.94%		138.44%		134.24%				45.50%		23.17%		7.42%		29.94%		38.44%		34.24%						1.00%		1.07%		1.16%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		2.04%

				Jul-24-2019		145.74%		127.56%		108.71%		130.15%		139.09%		134.87%				45.74%		27.56%		8.71%		30.15%		39.09%		34.87%						1.01%		1.18%		1.15%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		2.02%

				Jul-25-2019		145.55%		127.19%		107.72%		129.57%		138.70%		134.16%				45.55%		27.19%		7.72%		29.57%		38.70%		34.16%						1.00%		0.99%		0.90%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		2.05%

				Jul-26-2019		145.39%		127.00%		105.71%		129.48%		138.47%		135.15%				45.39%		27.00%		5.71%		29.48%		38.47%		35.15%						1.00%		0.99%		0.77%		1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		2.06%

				Jul-29-2019		144.64%		127.57%		104.49%		129.35%		138.19%		134.94%				44.64%		27.57%		4.49%		29.35%		38.19%		34.94%						0.98%		1.02%		0.82%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		2.08%

				Jul-30-2019		146.83%		127.64%		105.37%		129.33%		139.02%		134.59%				46.83%		27.64%		5.37%		29.33%		39.02%		34.59%						1.05%		1.00%		1.16%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jul-31-2019		146.38%		125.73%		104.40%		128.46%		137.77%		133.12%				46.38%		25.73%		4.40%		28.46%		37.77%		33.12%						0.99%		0.93%		0.85%		0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		2.04%

				Aug-01-2019		145.06%		123.03%		103.71%		126.47%		135.91%		131.92%				45.06%		23.03%		3.71%		26.47%		35.91%		31.92%						0.97%		0.90%		0.87%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		2.04%

				Aug-02-2019		143.31%		122.51%		102.49%		124.70%		134.12%		130.96%				43.31%		22.51%		2.49%		24.70%		34.12%		30.96%						0.96%		0.98%		0.74%		0.94%		0.95%		0.97%		2.03%

				Aug-05-2019		139.56%		120.59%		100.36%		120.85%		130.29%		127.06%				39.56%		20.59%		0.36%		20.85%		30.29%		27.06%						0.92%		0.92%		0.39%		0.85%		0.89%		0.88%		2.02%

				Aug-06-2019		140.07%		120.70%		100.52%		122.65%		131.39%		128.72%				40.07%		20.70%		0.52%		22.65%		31.39%		28.72%						1.01%		1.01%		1.12%		1.08%		1.04%		1.06%		2.00%

				Aug-07-2019		139.96%		121.98%		101.14%		121.95%		131.12%		128.82%				39.96%		21.98%		1.14%		21.95%		31.12%		28.82%						1.00%		1.06%		1.41%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		2.01%

				Aug-08-2019		142.14%		122.52%		104.37%		124.60%		133.46%		131.23%				42.14%		22.52%		4.37%		24.60%		33.46%		31.23%						1.05%		1.02%		2.51%		1.12%		1.07%		1.08%		1.98%

				Aug-09-2019		141.33%		119.74%		102.02%		123.60%		132.26%		130.36%				41.33%		19.74%		2.02%		23.60%		32.26%		30.36%						0.98%		0.88%		0.56%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		1.98%

				Aug-12-2019		140.48%		118.94%		101.27%		122.12%		131.10%		128.81%				40.48%		18.94%		1.27%		22.12%		31.10%		28.81%						0.98%		0.96%		0.75%		0.94%		0.97%		0.95%		1.96%

				Aug-13-2019		140.27%		119.84%		101.44%		124.38%		132.08%		130.71%				40.27%		19.84%		1.44%		24.38%		32.08%		30.71%						0.99%		1.05%		1.07%		1.10%		1.03%		1.06%		1.96%

				Aug-14-2019		138.35%		118.72%		98.63%		120.64%		129.37%		126.88%				38.35%		18.72%		-1.37%		20.64%		29.37%		26.88%						0.95%		0.95%		-0.15%		0.85%		0.92%		0.88%		1.96%

				Aug-15-2019		137.75%		118.53%		98.59%		119.25%		128.32%		127.19%				37.75%		18.53%		-1.41%		19.25%		28.32%		27.19%						0.98%		0.99%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		1.92%

				Aug-16-2019		138.93%		119.37%		99.72%		121.54%		129.99%		129.03%				38.93%		19.37%		-0.28%		21.54%		29.99%		29.03%						1.03%		1.04%		-1.76%		1.11%		1.06%		1.07%		1.87%

				Aug-19-2019		140.29%		120.71%		100.72%		122.66%		131.27%		130.59%				40.29%		20.71%		0.72%		22.66%		31.27%		30.59%						1.03%		1.07%		2.39%		1.05%		1.04%		1.05%		1.83%

				Aug-20-2019		140.16%		120.33%		99.51%		121.24%		130.42%		129.55%				40.16%		20.33%		-0.49%		21.24%		30.42%		29.55%						1.00%		0.98%		0.30%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.90%

				Aug-21-2019		140.91%		120.71%		101.25%		121.89%		131.05%		130.62%				40.91%		20.71%		1.25%		21.89%		31.05%		30.62%						1.02%		1.02%		4.41%		1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.90%

				Aug-22-2019		139.59%		120.34%		100.85%		120.92%		130.13%		130.56%				39.59%		20.34%		0.85%		20.92%		30.13%		30.56%						0.97%		0.98%		0.82%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.93%

				Aug-23-2019		139.00%		118.95%		98.56%		117.14%		127.79%		127.17%				39.00%		18.95%		-1.44%		17.14%		27.79%		27.17%						0.99%		0.93%		-0.24%		0.83%		0.92%		0.89%		1.96%

				Aug-26-2019		137.37%		119.67%		98.79%		117.65%		127.40%		128.57%				37.37%		19.67%		-1.21%		17.65%		27.40%		28.57%						0.96%		1.04%		0.48%		1.03%		0.99%		1.05%		1.93%

				Aug-27-2019		139.05%		119.15%		98.48%		118.00%		128.11%		128.15%				39.05%		19.15%		-1.52%		18.00%		28.11%		28.15%						1.04%		0.97%		2.48%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.96%

				Aug-28-2019		139.70%		118.51%		99.26%		119.17%		128.83%		128.99%				39.70%		18.51%		-0.74%		19.17%		28.83%		28.99%						1.02%		0.97%		-0.50%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.94%

				Aug-29-2019		139.82%		119.58%		101.38%		121.65%		130.42%		130.63%				39.82%		19.58%		1.38%		21.65%		30.42%		30.63%						1.00%		1.05%		9.15%		1.12%		1.05%		1.05%		1.95%

				Aug-30-2019		140.91%		119.86%		102.82%		122.44%		131.37%		130.71%				40.91%		19.86%		2.82%		22.44%		31.37%		30.71%						1.03%		1.01%		1.61%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-02-2019		141.78%		119.75%		102.93%		122.30%		131.65%		130.71%				41.78%		19.75%		2.93%		22.30%		31.65%		30.71%						1.02%		0.99%		1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-03-2019		140.51%		121.38%		101.53%		121.17%		130.82%		129.81%				40.51%		21.38%		1.53%		21.17%		30.82%		29.81%						0.97%		1.08%		0.64%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		1.95%

				Sep-04-2019		141.79%		122.08%		102.19%		123.57%		132.68%		131.22%				41.79%		22.08%		2.19%		23.57%		32.68%		31.22%						1.03%		1.03%		1.26%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		1.94%

				Sep-05-2019		142.63%		126.94%		104.34%		126.60%		135.20%		132.93%				42.63%		26.94%		4.34%		26.60%		35.20%		32.93%						1.02%		1.21%		1.67%		1.12%		1.07%		1.05%		1.93%

				Sep-06-2019		144.05%		126.46%		104.14%		127.03%		135.98%		133.05%				44.05%		26.46%		4.14%		27.03%		35.98%		33.05%						1.03%		0.98%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.93%

				Sep-09-2019		143.56%		127.72%		105.01%		127.28%		136.07%		133.04%				43.56%		27.72%		5.01%		27.28%		36.07%		33.04%						0.99%		1.05%		1.17%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.92%

				Sep-10-2019		142.91%		128.23%		106.07%		127.72%		136.11%		133.08%				42.91%		28.23%		6.07%		27.72%		36.11%		33.08%						0.99%		1.02%		1.18%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.92%

				Sep-11-2019		143.84%		129.20%		108.10%		129.46%		137.31%		134.04%				43.84%		29.20%		8.10%		29.46%		37.31%		34.04%						1.02%		1.03%		1.29%		1.06%		1.03%		1.03%		1.91%

				Sep-12-2019		145.49%		129.32%		107.70%		128.35%		137.33%		134.43%				45.49%		29.32%		7.70%		28.35%		37.33%		34.43%						1.04%		1.00%		0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.92%

				Sep-13-2019		145.82%		129.23%		110.30%		128.51%		137.71%		134.33%				45.82%		29.23%		10.30%		28.51%		37.71%		34.33%						1.01%		1.00%		1.30%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.91%

				Sep-16-2019		144.97%		128.99%		109.50%		127.65%		136.92%		133.91%				44.97%		28.99%		9.50%		27.65%		36.92%		33.91%						0.98%		0.99%		0.93%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		1.92%

				Sep-17-2019		144.59%		127.36%		109.79%		127.42%		136.42%		134.25%				44.59%		27.36%		9.79%		27.42%		36.42%		34.25%						0.99%		0.95%		1.03%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.95%

				Sep-18-2019		144.71%		127.19%		109.60%		128.19%		136.80%		134.30%				44.71%		27.19%		9.60%		28.19%		36.80%		34.30%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-19-2019		145.03%		127.35%		110.02%		127.64%		136.68%		134.30%				45.03%		27.35%		10.02%		27.64%		36.68%		34.30%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.91%

				Sep-20-2019		144.42%		127.15%		108.73%		127.64%		136.40%		133.64%				44.42%		27.15%		8.73%		27.64%		36.40%		33.64%						0.99%		0.99%		0.88%		1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.89%

				Sep-23-2019		143.80%		126.79%		108.38%		127.08%		135.68%		133.63%				43.80%		26.79%		8.38%		27.08%		35.68%		33.63%						0.99%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		1.87%

				Sep-24-2019		143.06%		125.90%		108.29%		125.69%		134.72%		132.51%				43.06%		25.90%		8.29%		25.69%		34.72%		32.51%						0.98%		0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		1.90%

				Sep-25-2019		141.62%		126.36%		108.76%		126.27%		134.45%		133.32%				41.62%		26.36%		8.76%		26.27%		34.45%		33.32%						0.97%		1.02%		1.05%		1.02%		0.99%		1.02%		1.88%

				Sep-26-2019		142.02%		127.11%		108.64%		126.26%		134.72%		133.00%				42.02%		27.11%		8.64%		26.26%		34.72%		33.00%						1.01%		1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.85%

				Sep-27-2019		142.23%		127.31%		108.24%		127.31%		135.37%		132.29%				42.23%		27.31%		8.24%		27.31%		35.37%		32.29%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		1.04%		1.02%		0.98%		1.79%

				Sep-30-2019		142.08%		126.94%		109.12%		127.96%		135.60%		132.96%				42.08%		26.94%		9.12%		27.96%		35.60%		32.96%						1.00%		0.99%		1.10%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.76%

				Oct-01-2019		140.58%		124.45%		108.14%		124.73%		133.14%		131.33%				40.58%		24.45%		8.14%		24.73%		33.14%		31.33%						0.97%		0.91%		0.90%		0.89%		0.93%		0.95%		1.84%

				Oct-02-2019		138.81%		124.29%		105.04%		121.95%		131.04%		128.98%				38.81%		24.29%		5.04%		21.95%		31.04%		28.98%						0.96%		0.99%		0.66%		0.89%		0.94%		0.93%		1.78%

				Oct-03-2019		138.79%		124.32%		105.20%		122.54%		131.32%		130.01%				38.79%		24.32%		5.20%		22.54%		31.32%		30.01%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.75%

				Oct-04-2019		139.70%		125.27%		106.98%		124.07%		132.60%		131.86%				39.70%		25.27%		6.98%		24.07%		32.60%		31.86%						1.02%		1.04%		1.29%		1.06%		1.04%		1.06%		1.67%

				Oct-07-2019		139.10%		127.73%		106.80%		123.62%		132.43%		131.26%				39.10%		27.73%		6.80%		23.62%		32.43%		31.26%						0.99%		1.09%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.68%

				Oct-08-2019		139.15%		126.63%		105.22%		120.36%		130.73%		129.22%				39.15%		26.63%		5.22%		20.36%		30.73%		29.22%						1.00%		0.96%		0.80%		0.87%		0.95%		0.94%		1.71%

				Oct-09-2019		139.10%		126.98%		105.73%		121.40%		131.26%		130.40%				39.10%		26.98%		5.73%		21.40%		31.26%		30.40%						1.00%		1.01%		1.08%		1.05%		1.02%		1.04%		1.68%

				Oct-10-2019		139.28%		127.55%		107.33%		122.67%		132.11%		131.24%				39.28%		27.55%		7.33%		22.67%		32.11%		31.24%						1.00%		1.02%		1.24%		1.06%		1.03%		1.03%		1.66%

				Oct-11-2019		141.21%		132.74%		110.54%		125.45%		134.89%		132.67%				41.21%		32.74%		10.54%		25.45%		34.89%		32.67%						1.05%		1.18%		1.39%		1.12%		1.08%		1.04%		1.65%

				Oct-14-2019		141.39%		132.85%		109.81%		124.84%		134.75%		132.49%				41.39%		32.85%		9.81%		24.84%		34.75%		32.49%						1.00%		1.00%		0.94%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.65%

				Oct-15-2019		142.05%		133.16%		110.89%		125.54%		135.49%		133.81%				42.05%		33.16%		10.89%		25.54%		35.49%		33.81%						1.02%		1.01%		1.10%		1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.65%

				Oct-16-2019		142.21%		133.11%		111.00%		125.09%		135.36%		133.54%				42.21%		33.11%		11.00%		25.09%		35.36%		33.54%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.64%

				Oct-17-2019		143.05%		134.46%		112.63%		127.19%		136.92%		133.91%				43.05%		34.46%		12.63%		27.19%		36.92%		33.91%						1.02%		1.04%		1.14%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		1.63%

				Oct-18-2019		142.28%		134.15%		113.65%		126.12%		136.21%		133.38%				42.28%		34.15%		13.65%		26.12%		36.21%		33.38%						0.98%		0.99%		1.07%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.63%

				Oct-21-2019		143.67%		135.47%		115.64%		128.54%		138.20%		134.30%				43.67%		35.47%		15.64%		28.54%		38.20%		34.30%						1.03%		1.04%		1.14%		1.09%		1.05%		1.03%		1.63%

				Oct-22-2019		144.25%		138.00%		115.39%		128.79%		138.77%		133.82%				44.25%		38.00%		15.39%		28.79%		38.77%		33.82%						1.01%		1.07%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.64%

				Oct-23-2019		143.78%		136.97%		115.08%		129.01%		138.66%		134.20%				43.78%		36.97%		15.08%		29.01%		38.66%		34.20%						0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.62%

				Oct-24-2019		143.92%		137.40%		114.84%		129.85%		139.25%		134.46%				43.92%		37.40%		14.84%		29.85%		39.25%		34.46%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.62%

				Oct-25-2019		144.68%		138.19%		116.86%		130.61%		140.07%		135.01%				44.68%		38.19%		16.86%		30.61%		40.07%		35.01%						1.02%		1.02%		1.13%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.64%

				Oct-28-2019		145.46%		137.73%		116.99%		131.53%		140.82%		135.76%				45.46%		37.73%		16.99%		31.53%		40.82%		35.76%						1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.63%

				Oct-29-2019		147.51%		137.22%		116.99%		131.99%		141.67%		135.65%				47.51%		37.22%		16.99%		31.99%		41.67%		35.65%						1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.62%

				Oct-30-2019		146.60%		136.71%		117.99%		132.48%		141.59%		136.09%				46.60%		36.71%		17.99%		32.48%		41.59%		36.09%						0.98%		0.99%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.60%

				Oct-31-2019		148.90%		137.69%		114.62%		131.15%		141.76%		135.68%				48.90%		37.69%		14.62%		31.15%		41.76%		35.68%						1.05%		1.03%		0.82%		0.96%		1.00%		0.99%		1.59%

				Nov-01-2019		152.80%		139.22%		117.62%		133.71%		144.94%		136.99%				52.80%		39.22%		17.62%		33.71%		44.94%		36.99%						1.08%		1.04%		1.19%		1.08%		1.07%		1.04%		1.51%

				Nov-04-2019		154.24%		139.27%		119.08%		136.52%		146.97%		137.49%				54.24%		39.27%		19.08%		36.52%		46.97%		37.49%						1.03%		1.00%		1.08%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		1.49%

				Nov-05-2019		154.81%		139.84%		119.32%		136.85%		147.63%		137.33%				54.81%		39.84%		19.32%		36.85%		47.63%		37.33%						1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.50%

				Nov-06-2019		155.85%		141.25%		115.89%		136.92%		148.04%		137.43%				55.85%		41.25%		15.89%		36.92%		48.04%		37.43%						1.02%		1.03%		0.83%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.53%

				Nov-07-2019		153.56%		141.01%		116.49%		136.01%		147.13%		137.80%				53.56%		41.01%		16.49%		36.01%		47.13%		37.80%						0.96%		0.99%		1.04%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.53%

				Nov-08-2019		153.66%		141.59%		114.64%		136.45%		147.35%		138.16%				53.66%		41.59%		14.64%		36.45%		47.35%		38.16%						1.00%		1.01%		0.89%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.53%

				Nov-11-2019		151.33%		141.74%		114.94%		135.93%		146.20%		137.88%				51.33%		41.74%		14.94%		35.93%		46.20%		37.88%						0.96%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.52%

				Nov-12-2019		151.26%		141.10%		115.36%		137.43%		146.85%		138.10%				51.26%		41.10%		15.36%		37.43%		46.85%		38.10%						1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.52%

				Nov-13-2019		150.62%		140.62%		114.34%		136.83%		146.37%		138.20%				50.62%		40.62%		14.34%		36.83%		46.37%		38.20%						0.99%		0.99%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.56%

				Nov-14-2019		151.00%		140.36%		115.14%		135.66%		145.75%		138.32%				51.00%		40.36%		15.14%		35.66%		45.75%		38.32%						1.01%		0.99%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-15-2019		151.46%		140.88%		114.91%		137.06%		146.74%		139.38%				51.46%		40.88%		14.91%		37.06%		46.74%		39.38%						1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Nov-18-2019		152.21%		140.22%		113.94%		136.08%		146.37%		139.45%				52.21%		40.22%		13.94%		36.08%		46.37%		39.45%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-19-2019		153.71%		139.61%		114.04%		136.36%		146.97%		139.37%				53.71%		39.61%		14.04%		36.36%		46.97%		39.37%						1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-20-2019		152.34%		138.59%		113.08%		134.59%		145.41%		138.84%				52.34%		38.59%		13.08%		34.59%		45.41%		38.84%						0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.54%

				Nov-21-2019		151.33%		138.68%		111.57%		134.32%		144.85%		138.62%				51.33%		38.68%		11.57%		34.32%		44.85%		38.62%						0.98%		1.00%		0.89%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.54%

				Nov-22-2019		151.68%		139.70%		112.18%		134.87%		145.30%		138.92%				51.68%		39.70%		12.18%		34.87%		45.30%		38.92%						1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.55%

				Nov-25-2019		152.68%		141.21%		113.77%		135.27%		146.19%		139.97%				52.68%		41.21%		13.77%		35.27%		46.19%		39.97%						1.02%		1.04%		1.12%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.55%

				Nov-26-2019		152.71%		141.65%		114.81%		136.37%		146.80%		140.28%				52.71%		41.65%		14.81%		36.37%		46.80%		40.28%						1.00%		1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.58%

				Nov-27-2019		152.39%		142.17%		114.38%		136.73%		146.87%		140.86%				52.39%		42.17%		14.38%		36.73%		46.87%		40.86%						0.99%		1.01%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.57%

				Nov-28-2019		152.27%		142.27%		114.49%		136.61%		146.76%		140.86%				52.27%		42.27%		14.49%		36.61%		46.76%		40.86%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.59%

				Nov-29-2019		150.93%		141.51%		113.85%		135.87%		145.77%		140.30%				50.93%		41.51%		13.85%		35.87%		45.77%		40.30%						0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.59%

				Dec-02-2019		150.32%		141.49%		112.18%		133.50%		144.31%		139.09%				50.32%		41.49%		12.18%		33.50%		44.31%		39.09%						0.99%		1.00%		0.89%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.56%

				Dec-03-2019		149.38%		138.14%		111.22%		132.19%		142.91%		138.16%				49.38%		38.14%		11.22%		32.19%		42.91%		38.16%						0.98%		0.92%		0.93%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		1.57%

				Dec-04-2019		150.47%		139.47%		112.23%		133.14%		143.98%		139.04%				50.47%		39.47%		12.23%		33.14%		43.98%		39.04%						1.02%		1.03%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-05-2019		151.18%		140.42%		112.37%		133.47%		144.68%		139.24%				51.18%		40.42%		12.37%		33.47%		44.68%		39.24%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.52%

				Dec-06-2019		152.66%		141.47%		113.03%		135.11%		146.25%		140.52%				52.66%		41.47%		13.03%		35.11%		46.25%		40.52%						1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		1.51%

				Dec-09-2019		152.86%		141.63%		112.59%		134.59%		146.07%		140.07%				52.86%		41.63%		12.59%		34.59%		46.07%		40.07%						1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.50%

				Dec-10-2019		153.19%		141.45%		112.20%		134.27%		145.97%		139.92%				53.19%		41.45%		12.20%		34.27%		45.97%		39.92%						1.01%		1.00%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.51%

				Dec-11-2019		153.85%		142.51%		113.29%		136.06%		147.22%		140.32%				53.85%		42.51%		13.29%		36.06%		47.22%		40.32%						1.01%		1.02%		1.08%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.53%

				Dec-12-2019		153.95%		144.14%		114.37%		137.08%		148.25%		141.53%				53.95%		44.14%		14.37%		37.08%		48.25%		41.53%						1.00%		1.04%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Dec-13-2019		155.78%		144.08%		114.29%		136.00%		148.84%		141.54%				55.78%		44.08%		14.29%		36.00%		48.84%		41.54%						1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.53%

				Dec-16-2019		155.06%		145.11%		114.79%		135.91%		148.58%		142.55%				55.06%		45.11%		14.79%		35.91%		48.58%		42.55%						0.99%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-17-2019		155.60%		146.02%		114.70%		135.88%		148.87%		142.60%				55.60%		46.02%		14.70%		35.88%		48.87%		42.60%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Dec-18-2019		154.12%		145.53%		113.28%		134.71%		147.52%		142.54%				54.12%		45.53%		13.28%		34.71%		47.52%		42.54%						0.97%		0.99%		0.91%		0.97%		0.97%		1.00%		1.53%

				Dec-19-2019		153.78%		146.33%		113.03%		135.69%		147.96%		143.17%				53.78%		46.33%		13.03%		35.69%		47.96%		43.17%						0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.53%

				Dec-20-2019		154.33%		147.58%		113.79%		135.78%		148.28%		143.88%				54.33%		47.58%		13.79%		35.78%		48.28%		43.88%						1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-23-2019		154.23%		148.16%		113.90%		135.93%		148.39%		144.00%				54.23%		48.16%		13.90%		35.93%		48.39%		44.00%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-24-2019		154.44%		148.23%		113.67%		135.59%		148.31%		143.98%				54.44%		48.23%		13.67%		35.59%		48.31%		43.98%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.56%

				Dec-25-2019		154.47%		148.23%		113.67%		135.59%		148.33%		143.98%				54.47%		48.23%		13.67%		35.59%		48.33%		43.98%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-26-2019		155.10%		148.54%		113.39%		136.02%		148.86%		144.71%				55.10%		48.54%		13.39%		36.02%		48.86%		44.71%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.55%

				Dec-27-2019		154.59%		148.50%		113.48%		135.87%		148.58%		144.72%				54.59%		48.50%		13.48%		35.87%		48.58%		44.72%						0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-30-2019		154.55%		148.81%		112.88%		135.65%		148.57%		143.88%				54.55%		48.81%		12.88%		35.65%		48.57%		43.88%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.54%

				Dec-31-2019		154.98%		149.04%		112.59%		135.86%		148.86%		144.31%				54.98%		49.04%		12.59%		35.86%		48.86%		44.31%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.54%

				Jan-02-2020		157.21%		149.79%		112.72%		138.44%		151.11%		145.52%				57.21%		49.79%		12.72%		38.44%		51.11%		45.52%						1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.03%		1.54%

				Jan-03-2020		154.84%		148.69%		112.07%		136.67%		149.21%		144.49%				54.84%		48.69%		12.07%		36.67%		49.21%		44.49%						0.96%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		0.96%		0.98%		1.51%

				Jan-06-2020		153.55%		148.03%		111.43%		136.37%		148.26%		145.00%				53.55%		48.03%		11.43%		36.37%		48.26%		45.00%						0.98%		0.99%		0.95%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.49%

				Jan-07-2020		154.70%		147.92%		110.55%		136.88%		149.10%		144.59%				54.70%		47.92%		10.55%		36.88%		49.10%		44.59%						1.02%		1.00%		0.93%		1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.53%

				Jan-08-2020		154.43%		148.32%		109.96%		137.36%		149.19%		145.30%				54.43%		48.32%		9.96%		37.36%		49.19%		45.30%						1.00%		1.01%		0.95%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-09-2020		156.17%		148.97%		110.99%		138.34%		150.49%		146.27%				56.17%		48.97%		10.99%		38.34%		50.49%		46.27%						1.03%		1.01%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-10-2020		156.83%		148.73%		110.15%		137.57%		150.38%		145.85%				56.83%		48.73%		10.15%		37.57%		50.38%		45.85%						1.01%		1.00%		0.93%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.51%

				Jan-13-2020		157.43%		149.43%		110.58%		139.10%		151.52%		146.87%				57.43%		49.43%		10.58%		39.10%		51.52%		46.87%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-14-2020		157.15%		148.81%		109.89%		138.24%		150.89%		146.65%				57.15%		48.81%		9.89%		38.24%		50.89%		46.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Jan-15-2020		156.27%		150.64%		109.56%		138.19%		150.70%		146.92%				56.27%		50.64%		9.56%		38.19%		50.70%		46.92%						0.98%		1.04%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.54%

				Jan-16-2020		157.44%		150.99%		110.26%		139.28%		151.83%		148.15%				57.44%		50.99%		10.26%		39.28%		51.83%		48.15%						1.02%		1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Jan-17-2020		158.20%		150.87%		110.91%		139.55%		152.31%		148.72%				58.20%		50.87%		10.91%		39.55%		52.31%		48.72%						1.01%		1.00%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.52%

				Jan-20-2020		158.64%		151.00%		110.94%		139.54%		152.51%		148.72%				58.64%		51.00%		10.94%		39.54%		52.51%		48.72%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.53%

				Jan-21-2020		156.57%		149.99%		110.56%		138.37%		150.86%		148.33%				56.57%		49.99%		10.56%		38.37%		50.86%		48.33%						0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.53%

				Jan-22-2020		157.01%		149.22%		110.33%		138.29%		150.81%		148.37%				57.01%		49.22%		10.33%		38.29%		50.81%		48.37%						1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.53%

				Jan-23-2020		154.48%		148.77%		109.98%		138.54%		149.72%		148.54%				54.48%		48.77%		9.98%		38.54%		49.72%		48.54%						0.96%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.52%

				Jan-24-2020		153.58%		148.12%		109.32%		137.31%		148.69%		147.20%				53.58%		48.12%		9.32%		37.31%		48.69%		47.20%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		1.52%

				Jan-27-2020		151.86%		143.96%		107.71%		133.70%		145.74%		144.88%				51.86%		43.96%		7.71%		33.70%		45.74%		44.88%						0.97%		0.92%		0.84%		0.91%		0.94%		0.95%		1.51%

				Jan-28-2020		151.93%		144.21%		109.20%		134.78%		146.30%		146.34%				51.93%		44.21%		9.20%		34.78%		46.30%		46.34%						1.00%		1.01%		1.17%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.52%

				Jan-29-2020		152.82%		145.09%		107.92%		134.46%		146.64%		146.21%				52.82%		45.09%		7.92%		34.46%		46.64%		46.21%						1.02%		1.02%		0.87%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Jan-30-2020		152.49%		143.38%		108.21%		135.26%		146.76%		146.67%				52.49%		43.38%		8.21%		35.26%		46.76%		46.67%						0.99%		0.96%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.53%

				Jan-31-2020		151.61%		141.78%		106.20%		131.33%		144.26%		144.07%				51.61%		41.78%		6.20%		31.33%		44.26%		44.07%						0.98%		0.96%		0.78%		0.89%		0.95%		0.95%		1.54%

				Feb-03-2020		147.05%		140.63%		106.51%		130.72%		141.96%		145.12%				47.05%		40.63%		6.51%		30.72%		41.96%		45.12%						0.91%		0.97%		1.04%		0.98%		0.95%		1.02%		1.52%

				Feb-04-2020		149.82%		145.49%		107.66%		132.94%		144.94%		147.29%				49.82%		45.49%		7.66%		32.94%		44.94%		47.29%						1.06%		1.12%		1.15%		1.07%		1.07%		1.05%		1.54%

				Feb-05-2020		151.68%		147.41%		109.43%		136.32%		147.71%		148.95%				51.68%		47.41%		9.43%		36.32%		47.71%		48.95%						1.04%		1.04%		1.20%		1.10%		1.06%		1.03%		1.54%

				Feb-06-2020		153.46%		146.67%		109.95%		135.81%		148.07%		149.44%				53.46%		46.67%		9.95%		35.81%		48.07%		49.44%						1.03%		0.98%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.54%

				Feb-07-2020		152.17%		144.66%		108.04%		134.58%		146.59%		148.64%				52.17%		44.66%		8.04%		34.58%		46.59%		48.64%						0.98%		0.96%		0.83%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.54%

				Feb-10-2020		152.95%		144.20%		109.37%		135.30%		147.10%		149.73%				52.95%		44.20%		9.37%		35.30%		47.10%		49.73%						1.01%		0.99%		1.15%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.53%

				Feb-11-2020		155.38%		145.28%		110.45%		136.79%		149.03%		149.98%				55.38%		45.28%		10.45%		36.79%		49.03%		49.98%						1.05%		1.02%		1.10%		1.04%		1.04%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-12-2020		156.23%		148.19%		111.63%		139.13%		150.76%		150.95%				56.23%		48.19%		11.63%		39.13%		50.76%		50.95%						1.02%		1.06%		1.10%		1.06%		1.03%		1.02%		1.54%

				Feb-13-2020		154.18%		148.40%		113.48%		137.52%		149.29%		150.70%				54.18%		48.40%		13.48%		37.52%		49.29%		50.70%						0.96%		1.00%		1.15%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-14-2020		153.96%		148.49%		113.97%		138.16%		149.34%		150.98%				53.96%		48.49%		13.97%		38.16%		49.34%		50.98%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.56%

				Feb-17-2020		154.86%		148.64%		113.81%		137.92%		149.60%		150.98%				54.86%		48.64%		13.81%		37.92%		49.60%		50.98%						1.02%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-18-2020		153.88%		148.26%		112.97%		136.27%		148.20%		150.54%				53.88%		48.26%		12.97%		36.27%		48.20%		50.54%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		1.55%

				Feb-19-2020		154.09%		147.26%		114.25%		137.28%		148.78%		151.25%				54.09%		47.26%		14.25%		37.28%		48.78%		51.25%						1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.55%

				Feb-20-2020		155.03%		147.97%		115.14%		137.10%		149.10%		150.67%				55.03%		47.97%		15.14%		37.10%		49.10%		50.67%						1.02%		1.01%		1.06%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.55%

				Feb-21-2020		154.64%		146.93%		115.19%		136.56%		148.47%		149.08%				54.64%		46.93%		15.19%		36.56%		48.47%		49.08%						0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		1.55%

				Feb-24-2020		153.05%		142.34%		109.99%		132.54%		145.11%		144.09%				53.05%		42.34%		9.99%		32.54%		45.11%		44.09%						0.97%		0.90%		0.68%		0.89%		0.93%		0.90%		1.53%

				Feb-25-2020		150.03%		139.68%		106.85%		127.55%		141.30%		139.73%				50.03%		39.68%		6.85%		27.55%		41.30%		39.73%						0.94%		0.94%		0.71%		0.85%		0.92%		0.90%		1.50%

				Feb-26-2020		149.84%		139.29%		105.61%		127.36%		141.07%		139.20%				49.84%		39.29%		5.61%		27.36%		41.07%		39.20%						1.00%		0.99%		0.84%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.50%

				Feb-27-2020		147.93%		136.06%		103.31%		122.08%		137.30%		133.05%				47.93%		36.06%		3.31%		22.08%		37.30%		33.05%						0.96%		0.92%		0.65%		0.81%		0.91%		0.85%		1.50%

				Feb-28-2020		143.46%		134.98%		102.66%		121.94%		135.60%		131.95%				43.46%		34.98%		2.66%		21.94%		35.60%		31.95%						0.91%		0.97%		0.85%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		1.42%

				Mar-02-2020		141.24%		134.86%		104.71%		124.40%		135.68%		138.03%				41.24%		34.86%		4.71%		24.40%		35.68%		38.03%						0.95%		1.00%		1.56%		1.11%		1.00%		1.18%		1.25%

				Mar-03-2020		141.82%		134.55%		104.70%		122.42%		134.96%		134.15%				41.82%		34.55%		4.70%		22.42%		34.96%		34.15%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.92%		0.98%		0.90%		1.10%

				Mar-04-2020		145.98%		140.75%		106.25%		128.27%		140.15%		139.81%				45.98%		40.75%		6.25%		28.27%		40.15%		39.81%						1.10%		1.17%		1.27%		1.25%		1.14%		1.16%		0.93%

				Mar-05-2020		146.76%		140.26%		103.08%		124.01%		138.10%		135.07%				46.76%		40.26%		3.08%		24.01%		38.10%		35.07%						1.02%		0.99%		0.56%		0.85%		0.95%		0.88%		0.71%

				Mar-06-2020		145.09%		136.14%		101.26%		121.86%		135.86%		132.76%				45.09%		36.14%		1.26%		21.86%		35.86%		32.76%						0.97%		0.90%		0.55%		0.91%		0.94%		0.94%		0.61%

				Mar-09-2020		138.24%		130.72%		92.26%		111.15%		126.85%		122.68%				38.24%		30.72%		-7.74%		11.15%		26.85%		22.68%						0.85%		0.85%		-2.98%		0.53%		0.76%		0.70%		0.45%

				Mar-10-2020		140.48%		133.06%		91.10%		117.04%		130.75%		128.74%				40.48%		33.06%		-8.90%		17.04%		30.75%		28.74%						1.06%		1.07%		1.17%		1.48%		1.14%		1.26%		0.32%

				Mar-11-2020		135.84%		131.45%		89.22%		111.72%		126.29%		122.45%				35.84%		31.45%		-10.78%		11.72%		26.29%		22.45%						0.89%		0.95%		1.24%		0.71%		0.86%		0.79%		0.43%

				Mar-12-2020		126.00%		123.90%		74.42%		97.69%		114.39%		110.80%				26.00%		23.90%		-25.58%		-2.31%		14.39%		10.80%						0.73%		0.77%		2.51%		-0.10%		0.56%		0.50%		0.41%

				Mar-13-2020		126.83%		115.14%		78.96%		106.68%		118.24%		121.09%				26.83%		15.14%		-21.04%		6.68%		18.24%		21.09%						1.03%		0.65%		0.82%		-5.86%		1.25%		1.87%		0.33%

				Mar-16-2020		120.66%		107.98%		65.57%		97.50%		109.94%		106.58%				20.66%		7.98%		-34.43%		-2.50%		9.94%		6.58%						0.78%		0.56%		1.67%		-0.20%		0.57%		0.34%		0.27%

				Mar-17-2020		119.13%		105.13%		61.69%		95.56%		108.08%		112.97%				19.13%		5.13%		-38.31%		-4.44%		8.08%		12.97%						0.93%		0.68%		1.12%		2.29%		0.83%		1.84%		0.24%

				Mar-18-2020		115.16%		102.13%		60.79%		85.16%		101.21%		107.11%				15.16%		2.13%		-39.21%		-14.84%		1.21%		7.11%						0.80%		0.51%		1.02%		4.02%		0.24%		0.58%		0.19%

				Mar-19-2020		115.10%		99.13%		62.87%		86.77%		101.85%		107.62%				15.10%		-0.87%		-37.13%		-13.23%		1.85%		7.62%						1.00%		0.04%		0.95%		0.88%		1.29%		1.06%		0.02%

				Mar-20-2020		113.43%		94.58%		61.81%		82.95%		98.87%		102.95%				13.43%		-5.42%		-38.19%		-17.05%		-1.13%		2.95%						0.90%		-34.00%		1.03%		1.31%		-0.05%		0.46%		0.04%

				Mar-23-2020		106.63%		85.52%		61.62%		76.51%		91.88%		99.94%				6.63%		-14.48%		-38.38%		-23.49%		-8.12%		-0.06%						0.53%		3.05%		1.01%		1.40%		54.77%		0.24%		0.05%

				Mar-24-2020		112.38%		91.69%		66.46%		87.31%		100.48%		109.31%				12.38%		-8.31%		-33.54%		-12.69%		0.48%		9.31%						1.75%		0.54%		0.87%		0.52%		-0.21%		10.97%		0.02%

				Mar-25-2020		118.43%		91.65%		68.65%		93.76%		106.39%		110.57%				18.43%		-8.35%		-31.35%		-6.24%		6.39%		10.57%						1.45%		1.01%		0.93%		0.45%		4.99%		1.12%		0.01%

				Mar-26-2020		120.75%		94.60%		75.02%		98.29%		110.12%		117.48%				20.75%		-5.40%		-24.98%		-1.71%		10.12%		17.48%						1.12%		0.60%		0.79%		0.14%		1.50%		1.60%		-0.04%

				Mar-27-2020		119.03%		94.17%		70.96%		93.43%		106.88%		113.52%				19.03%		-5.83%		-29.04%		-6.57%		6.88%		13.52%						0.92%		1.10%		1.17%		7.85%		0.71%		0.79%		-0.05%

				Mar-30-2020		118.17%		105.29%		71.57%		94.34%		108.10%		117.32%				18.17%		5.29%		-28.43%		-5.66%		8.10%		17.32%						0.96%		-1.30%		0.98%		0.84%		1.15%		1.26%		0.03%

				Mar-31-2020		119.68%		104.62%		73.57%		95.68%		109.33%		115.44%				19.68%		4.62%		-26.43%		-4.32%		9.33%		15.44%						1.08%		0.89%		0.93%		0.71%		1.14%		0.90%		0.12%

				Apr-01-2020		115.77%		102.65%		70.23%		91.95%		105.81%		110.35%				15.77%		2.65%		-29.77%		-8.05%		5.81%		10.35%						0.81%		0.65%		1.13%		2.12%		0.66%		0.69%		0.11%

				Apr-02-2020		115.59%		102.90%		70.91%		94.55%		106.94%		112.87%				15.59%		2.90%		-29.09%		-5.45%		6.94%		12.87%						0.99%		1.07%		0.98%		0.63%		1.17%		1.22%		0.09%

				Apr-03-2020		116.69%		98.67%		68.64%		91.37%		105.32%		111.16%				16.69%		-1.33%		-31.36%		-8.63%		5.32%		11.16%						1.07%		-0.08%		1.08%		1.71%		0.80%		0.88%		0.09%

				Apr-06-2020		119.61%		101.62%		73.83%		96.95%		109.53%		118.98%				19.61%		1.62%		-26.17%		-3.05%		9.53%		18.98%						1.17%		-7.94%		0.83%		0.27%		1.67%		1.64%		0.10%

				Apr-07-2020		122.47%		107.94%		75.55%		98.79%		112.27%		118.79%				22.47%		7.94%		-24.45%		-1.21%		12.27%		18.79%						1.14%		3.41%		0.93%		0.10%		1.26%		0.99%		0.15%

				Apr-08-2020		123.04%		110.96%		76.56%		102.24%		114.44%		122.83%				23.04%		10.96%		-23.44%		2.24%		14.44%		22.83%						1.02%		1.34%		0.96%		-15.43%		1.16%		1.20%		0.14%

				Apr-09-2020		125.26%		113.48%		80.04%		104.89%		116.86%		124.61%				25.26%		13.48%		-19.96%		4.89%		16.86%		24.61%						1.09%		1.21%		0.84%		1.82%		1.16%		1.07%		0.22%

				Apr-10-2020		126.20%		113.48%		80.04%		104.89%		117.26%		124.61%				26.20%		13.48%		-19.96%		4.89%		17.26%		24.61%						1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		0.25%

				Apr-13-2020		124.48%		111.95%		78.06%		101.75%		114.94%		123.35%				24.48%		11.95%		-21.94%		1.75%		14.94%		23.35%						0.94%		0.89%		1.10%		0.47%		0.87%		0.95%		0.25%

				Apr-14-2020		127.23%		116.19%		78.50%		103.79%		117.30%		127.12%				27.23%		16.19%		-21.50%		3.79%		17.30%		27.12%						1.11%		1.33%		0.98%		1.74%		1.15%		1.15%		0.26%

				Apr-15-2020		123.36%		114.63%		73.14%		98.50%		112.92%		124.32%				23.36%		14.63%		-26.86%		-1.50%		12.92%		24.32%						0.86%		0.91%		1.26%		-0.10%		0.76%		0.90%		0.20%

				Apr-16-2020		120.79%		110.78%		71.73%		97.04%		110.73%		125.05%				20.79%		10.78%		-28.27%		-2.96%		10.73%		25.05%						0.89%		0.75%		1.05%		3.92%		0.84%		1.03%		0.14%

				Apr-17-2020		123.90%		111.79%		77.25%		101.93%		114.70%		128.40%				23.90%		11.79%		-22.75%		1.93%		14.70%		28.40%						1.14%		1.09%		0.80%		-1.49%		1.34%		1.13%		0.14%

				Apr-20-2020		122.46%		112.84%		75.45%		100.39%		113.60%		126.10%				22.46%		12.84%		-24.55%		0.39%		13.60%		26.10%						0.94%		1.08%		1.08%		0.47%		0.93%		0.92%		0.12%

				Apr-21-2020		119.76%		110.45%		73.42%		97.43%		110.77%		122.23%				19.76%		10.45%		-26.58%		-2.57%		10.77%		22.23%						0.88%		0.83%		1.09%		-1.13%		0.81%		0.86%		0.12%

				Apr-22-2020		121.30%		111.42%		74.10%		98.96%		112.33%		125.03%				21.30%		11.42%		-25.90%		-1.04%		12.33%		25.03%						1.07%		1.08%		0.97%		0.03%		1.13%		1.12%		0.11%

				Apr-23-2020		123.37%		108.87%		76.35%		99.80%		113.44%		124.97%				23.37%		8.87%		-23.65%		-0.20%		13.44%		24.97%						1.09%		0.79%		0.91%		-20.00%		1.08%		1.00%		0.12%

				Apr-24-2020		123.32%		113.71%		75.68%		100.18%		114.12%		126.71%				23.32%		13.71%		-24.32%		0.18%		14.12%		26.71%						1.00%		1.49%		1.03%		1.48%		1.05%		1.07%		0.11%

				Apr-27-2020		125.49%		115.86%		77.56%		103.74%		116.95%		128.57%				25.49%		15.86%		-22.44%		3.74%		16.95%		28.57%						1.09%		1.15%		0.92%		4.02%		1.19%		1.07%		0.12%

				Apr-28-2020		127.24%		120.47%		80.93%		106.27%		119.49%		127.90%				27.24%		20.47%		-19.07%		6.27%		19.49%		27.90%						1.07%		1.27%		0.84%		1.53%		1.14%		0.98%		0.12%

				Apr-29-2020		129.65%		119.73%		86.58%		109.33%		122.03%		131.30%				29.65%		19.73%		-13.42%		9.33%		22.03%		31.30%						1.09%		0.97%		0.69%		1.42%		1.12%		1.12%		0.11%

				Apr-30-2020		129.79%		118.48%		82.57%		105.83%		120.35%		130.09%				29.79%		18.48%		-17.43%		5.83%		20.35%		30.09%						1.00%		0.94%		1.32%		0.66%		0.93%		0.96%		0.10%

				May-01-2020		127.22%		116.59%		80.09%		102.10%		117.30%		126.44%				27.22%		16.59%		-19.91%		2.10%		17.30%		26.44%						0.92%		0.90%		1.15%		0.45%		0.86%		0.88%		0.09%

				May-04-2020		126.72%		116.50%		78.06%		100.97%		116.22%		126.97%				26.72%		16.50%		-21.94%		0.97%		16.22%		26.97%						0.98%		0.99%		1.11%		0.64%		0.94%		1.02%		0.12%

				May-05-2020		126.51%		118.72%		78.03%		101.62%		116.69%		128.12%				26.51%		18.72%		-21.97%		1.62%		16.69%		28.12%						0.99%		1.13%		1.00%		1.33%		1.03%		1.04%		0.13%

				May-06-2020		125.92%		118.78%		76.86%		101.16%		116.24%		127.23%				25.92%		18.78%		-23.14%		1.16%		16.24%		27.23%						0.98%		1.00%		1.06%		0.82%		0.97%		0.97%		0.13%

				May-07-2020		126.70%		119.16%		80.25%		101.76%		117.00%		128.69%				26.70%		19.16%		-19.75%		1.76%		17.00%		28.69%						1.03%		1.02%		0.85%		1.28%		1.04%		1.05%		0.12%

				May-08-2020		132.10%		120.11%		82.99%		104.59%		120.68%		130.86%				32.10%		20.11%		-17.01%		4.59%		20.68%		30.86%						1.19%		1.05%		0.85%		2.03%		1.20%		1.07%		0.11%

				May-11-2020		130.42%		120.89%		80.21%		102.45%		119.15%		130.89%				30.42%		20.89%		-19.79%		2.45%		19.15%		30.89%						0.95%		1.04%		1.17%		0.62%		0.93%		1.00%		0.12%

				May-12-2020		129.63%		118.97%		78.06%		98.46%		116.56%		128.20%				29.63%		18.97%		-21.94%		-1.54%		16.56%		28.20%						0.97%		0.91%		1.11%		-0.16%		0.87%		0.92%		0.12%

				May-13-2020		127.90%		118.84%		76.38%		95.33%		114.25%		125.96%				27.90%		18.84%		-23.62%		-4.67%		14.25%		25.96%						0.94%		0.99%		1.08%		6.80%		0.87%		0.92%		0.13%

				May-14-2020		129.34%		117.63%		75.30%		97.87%		115.69%		127.41%				29.34%		17.63%		-24.70%		-2.13%		15.69%		27.41%						1.05%		0.94%		1.05%		0.31%		1.09%		1.05%		0.13%

				May-15-2020		129.10%		118.17%		76.73%		97.02%		115.27%		127.91%				29.10%		18.17%		-23.27%		-2.98%		15.27%		27.91%						0.99%		1.03%		0.94%		1.75%		0.97%		1.02%		0.12%

				May-18-2020		132.44%		121.04%		82.98%		104.12%		120.75%		131.94%				32.44%		21.04%		-17.02%		4.12%		20.75%		31.94%						1.11%		1.15%		0.72%		-2.59%		1.34%		1.14%		0.12%

				May-19-2020		133.38%		123.39%		81.62%		102.24%		120.50%		130.56%				33.38%		23.39%		-18.38%		2.24%		20.50%		30.56%						1.03%		1.11%		1.08%		0.63%		0.99%		0.96%		0.13%

				May-20-2020		134.56%		125.95%		83.29%		104.81%		122.80%		132.73%				34.56%		25.95%		-16.71%		4.81%		22.80%		32.73%						1.03%		1.10%		0.90%		1.79%		1.11%		1.07%		0.13%

				May-21-2020		135.44%		125.51%		84.24%		105.26%		123.22%		131.70%				35.44%		25.51%		-15.76%		5.26%		23.22%		31.70%						1.02%		0.98%		0.94%		1.08%		1.02%		0.97%		0.12%

				May-22-2020		134.06%		125.77%		83.34%		105.93%		122.95%		132.01%				34.06%		25.77%		-16.66%		5.93%		22.95%		32.01%						0.96%		1.01%		1.06%		1.11%		0.99%		1.01%		0.12%

				May-25-2020		134.36%		126.21%		84.81%		106.15%		123.30%		132.01%				34.36%		26.21%		-15.19%		6.15%		23.30%		32.01%						1.01%		1.02%		0.91%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		0.12%

				May-26-2020		138.96%		131.93%		88.32%		111.12%		128.26%		133.63%				38.96%		31.93%		-11.68%		11.12%		28.26%		33.63%						1.13%		1.21%		0.75%		1.70%		1.20%		1.05%		0.12%

				May-27-2020		141.09%		134.23%		91.91%		113.36%		130.53%		135.61%				41.09%		34.23%		-8.09%		13.36%		30.53%		35.61%						1.05%		1.07%		0.66%		1.18%		1.08%		1.06%		0.14%

				May-28-2020		141.21%		132.81%		89.59%		112.61%		130.04%		135.33%				41.21%		32.81%		-10.41%		12.61%		30.04%		35.33%						1.00%		0.96%		1.33%		0.95%		0.98%		0.99%		0.15%

				May-29-2020		142.67%		133.64%		88.44%		111.56%		130.19%		135.98%				42.67%		33.64%		-11.56%		11.56%		30.19%		35.98%						1.03%		1.02%		1.12%		0.92%		1.00%		1.02%		0.15%

				Jun-01-2020		145.06%		133.91%		90.67%		111.67%		131.28%		136.49%				45.06%		33.91%		-9.33%		11.67%		31.28%		36.49%						1.05%		1.01%		0.79%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		0.14%

				Jun-02-2020		145.17%		135.92%		91.88%		113.77%		132.56%		137.61%				45.17%		35.92%		-8.12%		13.77%		32.56%		37.61%						1.00%		1.06%		0.85%		1.17%		1.04%		1.03%		0.14%

				Jun-03-2020		147.25%		136.92%		94.77%		117.98%		135.59%		139.49%				47.25%		36.92%		-5.23%		17.98%		35.59%		39.49%						1.05%		1.03%		0.59%		1.29%		1.09%		1.05%		0.15%

				Jun-04-2020		149.04%		136.75%		95.98%		119.55%		136.99%		139.02%				49.04%		36.75%		-4.02%		19.55%		36.99%		39.02%						1.04%		1.00%		0.71%		1.08%		1.04%		0.99%		0.16%

				Jun-05-2020		153.08%		137.71%		97.35%		124.76%		141.22%		142.66%				53.08%		37.71%		-2.65%		24.76%		41.22%		42.66%						1.08%		1.03%		0.55%		1.25%		1.11%		1.09%		0.15%

				Jun-08-2020		154.12%		138.57%		98.10%		126.29%		142.40%		144.38%				54.12%		38.57%		-1.90%		26.29%		42.40%		44.38%						1.02%		1.02%		0.55%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		0.15%

				Jun-09-2020		153.49%		138.57%		96.24%		122.90%		140.54%		143.25%				53.49%		38.57%		-3.76%		22.90%		40.54%		43.25%						0.99%		1.00%		3.07%		0.88%		0.96%		0.98%		0.17%

				Jun-10-2020		150.65%		138.11%		93.01%		119.97%		137.95%		142.49%				50.65%		38.11%		-6.99%		19.97%		37.95%		42.49%						0.95%		0.99%		2.17%		0.88%		0.94%		0.98%		0.19%

				Jun-11-2020		146.70%		131.48%		86.75%		112.38%		131.45%		134.09%				46.70%		31.48%		-13.25%		12.38%		31.45%		34.09%						0.92%		0.83%		2.05%		0.64%		0.83%		0.81%		0.17%

				Jun-12-2020		147.29%		130.25%		87.01%		113.29%		131.84%		135.84%				47.29%		30.25%		-12.99%		13.29%		31.84%		35.84%						1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		1.07%		1.01%		1.05%		0.17%

				Jun-15-2020		145.91%		131.09%		88.45%		114.83%		131.98%		136.97%				45.91%		31.09%		-11.55%		14.83%		31.98%		36.97%						0.97%		1.03%		0.88%		1.11%		1.00%		1.03%		0.16%

				Jun-16-2020		149.03%		136.70%		91.08%		116.66%		134.98%		139.57%				49.03%		36.70%		-8.92%		16.66%		34.98%		39.57%						1.07%		1.17%		0.75%		1.12%		1.09%		1.07%		0.18%

				Jun-17-2020		147.90%		136.83%		89.50%		116.13%		134.22%		139.07%				47.90%		36.83%		-10.50%		16.13%		34.22%		39.07%						0.98%		1.00%		1.20%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.17%

				Jun-18-2020		147.26%		135.69%		88.85%		115.52%		133.62%		139.15%				47.26%		35.69%		-11.15%		15.52%		33.62%		39.15%						0.99%		0.97%		1.07%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		0.17%

				Jun-19-2020		148.47%		135.48%		88.40%		114.40%		133.61%		138.36%				48.47%		35.48%		-11.60%		14.40%		33.61%		38.36%						1.03%		0.99%		1.04%		0.93%		1.00%		0.98%		0.16%

				Jun-22-2020		149.70%		135.53%		88.84%		114.32%		133.94%		139.26%				49.70%		35.53%		-11.16%		14.32%		33.94%		39.26%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		0.15%

				Jun-23-2020		150.13%		135.34%		89.73%		114.76%		134.41%		139.86%				50.13%		35.34%		-10.27%		14.76%		34.41%		39.86%						1.01%		0.99%		0.91%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.16%

				Jun-24-2020		148.45%		133.64%		85.83%		110.16%		131.31%		136.25%				48.45%		33.64%		-14.17%		10.16%		31.31%		36.25%						0.97%		0.95%		1.42%		0.71%		0.91%		0.91%		0.16%

				Jun-25-2020		148.19%		130.67%		87.23%		112.29%		132.02%		137.74%				48.19%		30.67%		-12.77%		12.29%		32.02%		37.74%						0.99%		0.91%		0.89%		1.19%		1.02%		1.04%		0.15%

				Jun-26-2020		148.00%		130.87%		87.40%		110.24%		130.89%		134.40%				48.00%		30.87%		-12.60%		10.24%		30.89%		34.40%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.85%		0.97%		0.91%		0.16%

				Jun-29-2020		149.64%		133.06%		89.75%		113.15%		133.35%		136.38%				49.64%		33.06%		-10.25%		13.15%		33.35%		36.38%						1.03%		1.07%		0.80%		1.26%		1.08%		1.06%		0.14%

				Jun-30-2020		150.67%		136.89%		90.95%		114.36%		134.81%		138.48%				50.67%		36.89%		-9.05%		14.36%		34.81%		38.48%						1.02%		1.11%		0.87%		1.09%		1.04%		1.06%		0.14%

				Jul-01-2020		152.78%		135.97%		89.52%		113.51%		135.18%		139.17%				52.78%		35.97%		-10.48%		13.51%		35.18%		39.17%						1.04%		0.98%		1.18%		0.94%		1.01%		1.02%		0.16%

				Jul-02-2020		154.22%		137.93%		89.93%		114.47%		136.42%		139.81%				54.22%		37.93%		-10.07%		14.47%		36.42%		39.81%						1.03%		1.05%		0.96%		1.07%		1.03%		1.02%		0.14%

				Jul-03-2020		154.10%		138.29%		90.10%		114.45%		136.41%		139.81%				54.10%		38.29%		-9.90%		14.45%		36.41%		39.81%						1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.14%

				Jul-06-2020		158.56%		139.40%		91.13%		116.45%		139.44%		142.03%				58.56%		39.40%		-8.87%		16.45%		39.44%		42.03%						1.08%		1.03%		0.88%		1.13%		1.08%		1.05%		0.14%

				Jul-07-2020		158.20%		139.56%		89.19%		114.46%		138.30%		140.49%				58.20%		39.56%		-10.81%		14.46%		38.30%		40.49%						0.99%		1.00%		1.25%		0.89%		0.97%		0.96%		0.15%

				Jul-08-2020		158.60%		137.59%		87.66%		114.72%		138.38%		141.59%				58.60%		37.59%		-12.34%		14.72%		38.38%		41.59%						1.01%		0.95%		1.16%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		0.15%

				Jul-09-2020		158.52%		139.03%		85.19%		112.32%		137.34%		140.79%				58.52%		39.03%		-14.81%		12.32%		37.34%		40.79%						1.00%		1.04%		1.22%		0.85%		0.97%		0.98%		0.15%

				Jul-10-2020		158.17%		139.32%		86.74%		113.77%		137.92%		142.26%				58.17%		39.32%		-13.26%		13.77%		37.92%		42.26%						0.99%		1.01%		0.89%		1.11%		1.02%		1.04%		0.13%

				Jul-13-2020		158.58%		141.08%		88.03%		115.18%		139.05%		140.93%				58.58%		41.08%		-11.97%		15.18%		39.05%		40.93%						1.01%		1.04%		0.89%		1.10%		1.03%		0.97%		0.13%

				Jul-14-2020		159.65%		142.81%		88.41%		117.25%		140.56%		142.82%				59.65%		42.81%		-11.59%		17.25%		40.56%		42.82%						1.02%		1.04%		0.97%		1.13%		1.04%		1.05%		0.14%

				Jul-15-2020		164.77%		147.20%		91.81%		120.48%		144.68%		144.12%				64.77%		47.20%		-8.19%		20.48%		44.68%		44.12%						1.08%		1.10%		0.68%		1.18%		1.10%		1.03%		0.15%

				Jul-16-2020		163.45%		148.56%		91.48%		120.75%		144.20%		143.63%				63.45%		48.56%		-8.52%		20.75%		44.20%		43.63%						0.98%		1.03%		1.05%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.16%

				Jul-17-2020		165.61%		148.07%		91.47%		122.35%		145.79%		144.04%				65.61%		48.07%		-8.53%		22.35%		45.79%		44.04%						1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.07%		1.04%		1.01%		0.11%

				Jul-20-2020		169.08%		148.51%		91.78%		121.16%		146.94%		145.25%				69.08%		48.51%		-8.22%		21.16%		46.94%		45.25%						1.05%		1.01%		0.96%		0.95%		1.02%		1.03%		0.11%

				Jul-21-2020		168.93%		149.47%		93.51%		122.31%		147.69%		145.49%				68.93%		49.47%		-6.49%		22.31%		47.69%		45.49%						1.00%		1.02%		0.76%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		0.13%

				Jul-22-2020		169.56%		150.41%		93.58%		122.64%		148.15%		146.33%				69.56%		50.41%		-6.42%		22.64%		48.15%		46.33%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.13%

				Jul-23-2020		171.90%		152.75%		94.22%		122.25%		149.13%		144.52%				71.90%		52.75%		-5.78%		22.25%		49.13%		44.52%						1.03%		1.05%		0.88%		0.98%		1.02%		0.96%		0.13%

				Jul-24-2020		167.51%		152.58%		92.65%		119.36%		145.77%		143.63%				67.51%		52.58%		-7.35%		19.36%		45.77%		43.63%						0.94%		1.00%		1.33%		0.88%		0.93%		0.98%		0.12%

				Jul-27-2020		169.20%		154.66%		94.12%		120.59%		147.37%		144.69%				69.20%		54.66%		-5.88%		20.59%		47.37%		44.69%						1.02%		1.04%		0.77%		1.06%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Jul-28-2020		167.59%		153.56%		95.61%		120.05%		146.45%		143.76%				67.59%		53.56%		-4.39%		20.05%		46.45%		43.76%						0.98%		0.98%		0.69%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.11%

				Jul-29-2020		174.20%		156.05%		102.04%		122.27%		150.58%		145.54%				74.20%		56.05%		2.04%		22.27%		50.58%		45.54%						1.10%		1.05%		-0.90%		1.11%		1.09%		1.04%		0.11%

				Jul-30-2020		172.65%		155.96%		99.94%		118.82%		148.19%		145.00%				72.65%		55.96%		-0.06%		18.82%		48.19%		45.00%						0.98%		1.00%		0.31%		0.85%		0.95%		0.99%		0.11%

				Jul-31-2020		173.72%		155.10%		99.18%		119.50%		148.55%		146.11%				73.72%		55.10%		-0.82%		19.50%		48.55%		46.11%						1.01%		0.98%		0.19%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-03-2020		176.32%		156.64%		102.09%		119.92%		150.04%		147.16%				76.32%		56.64%		2.09%		19.92%		50.04%		47.16%						1.03%		1.03%		17.17%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-04-2020		176.92%		155.85%		103.12%		119.26%		150.04%		147.69%				76.92%		55.85%		3.12%		19.26%		50.04%		47.69%						1.01%		0.99%		1.33%		0.97%		1.00%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-05-2020		178.45%		157.46%		104.64%		121.59%		152.18%		148.64%				78.45%		57.46%		4.64%		21.59%		52.18%		48.64%						1.02%		1.03%		1.37%		1.12%		1.04%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-06-2020		177.64%		158.12%		103.93%		122.20%		152.20%		149.59%				77.64%		58.12%		3.93%		22.20%		52.20%		49.59%						0.99%		1.01%		0.87%		1.03%		1.00%		1.02%		0.10%

				Aug-07-2020		179.79%		158.74%		105.61%		124.34%		154.21%		149.69%				79.79%		58.74%		5.61%		24.34%		54.21%		49.69%						1.03%		1.01%		1.34%		1.09%		1.04%		1.00%		0.10%

				Aug-10-2020		182.14%		159.41%		107.67%		126.90%		156.45%		150.10%				82.14%		59.41%		7.67%		26.90%		56.45%		50.10%						1.03%		1.01%		1.31%		1.10%		1.04%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-11-2020		182.54%		159.55%		108.01%		129.03%		157.61%		148.90%				82.54%		59.55%		8.01%		29.03%		57.61%		48.90%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.08%		1.02%		0.98%		0.11%

				Aug-12-2020		182.23%		161.69%		108.65%		129.66%		158.00%		150.99%				82.23%		61.69%		8.65%		29.66%		58.00%		50.99%						1.00%		1.04%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		0.11%

				Aug-13-2020		182.78%		162.11%		107.71%		128.33%		157.64%		150.68%				82.78%		62.11%		7.71%		28.33%		57.64%		50.68%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		0.11%

				Aug-14-2020		184.91%		161.44%		106.42%		128.46%		158.45%		150.65%				84.91%		61.44%		6.42%		28.46%		58.45%		50.65%						1.03%		0.99%		0.85%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.10%

				Aug-17-2020		186.30%		161.74%		107.21%		128.19%		159.00%		151.06%				86.30%		61.74%		7.21%		28.19%		59.00%		51.06%						1.02%		1.00%		1.11%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-18-2020		185.30%		164.26%		105.81%		127.16%		158.35%		151.41%				85.30%		64.26%		5.81%		27.16%		58.35%		51.41%						0.99%		1.04%		0.83%		0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-19-2020		183.64%		163.82%		105.56%		126.84%		157.44%		150.74%				83.64%		63.82%		5.56%		26.84%		57.44%		50.74%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.09%

				Aug-20-2020		181.81%		164.14%		103.98%		125.90%		156.17%		151.22%				81.81%		64.14%		3.98%		25.90%		56.17%		51.22%						0.98%		1.00%		0.76%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%		0.11%

				Aug-21-2020		183.18%		163.93%		102.93%		126.74%		157.01%		151.74%				83.18%		63.93%		2.93%		26.74%		57.01%		51.74%						1.02%		1.00%		0.79%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.11%

				Aug-24-2020		185.86%		163.48%		104.57%		128.84%		159.19%		153.26%				85.86%		63.48%		4.57%		28.84%		59.19%		53.26%						1.03%		0.99%		1.42%		1.08%		1.04%		1.03%		0.10%

				Aug-25-2020		186.11%		164.74%		103.96%		131.28%		160.67%		153.81%				86.11%		64.74%		3.96%		31.28%		60.67%		53.81%						1.00%		1.02%		0.89%		1.08%		1.02%		1.01%		0.12%

				Aug-26-2020		186.15%		166.15%		104.19%		132.38%		161.48%		155.38%				86.15%		66.15%		4.19%		32.38%		61.48%		55.38%						1.00%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.11%

				Aug-27-2020		184.44%		167.16%		105.02%		131.94%		160.69%		155.64%				84.44%		67.16%		5.02%		31.94%		60.69%		55.64%						0.98%		1.02%		1.16%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.11%

				Aug-28-2020		186.78%		168.17%		106.50%		133.65%		162.67%		156.69%				86.78%		68.17%		6.50%		33.65%		62.67%		56.69%						1.03%		1.01%		1.25%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Aug-31-2020		185.59%		167.81%		105.88%		131.71%		161.21%		156.35%				85.59%		67.81%		5.88%		31.71%		61.21%		56.35%						0.99%		0.99%		0.92%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		0.10%

				Sep-01-2020		187.51%		168.08%		107.02%		133.44%		162.90%		157.52%				87.51%		68.08%		7.02%		33.44%		62.90%		57.52%						1.02%		1.00%		1.17%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Sep-02-2020		188.27%		169.56%		108.66%		136.25%		164.69%		159.94%				88.27%		69.56%		8.66%		36.25%		64.69%		59.94%						1.01%		1.02%		1.20%		1.08%		1.03%		1.04%		0.12%

				Sep-03-2020		184.13%		166.52%		105.69%		131.28%		160.26%		154.32%				84.13%		66.52%		5.69%		31.28%		60.26%		54.32%						0.95%		0.96%		0.69%		0.87%		0.93%		0.91%		0.12%

				Sep-04-2020		183.32%		161.74%		104.80%		132.01%		159.53%		153.07%				83.32%		61.74%		4.80%		32.01%		59.53%		53.07%						0.99%		0.93%		0.87%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.11%

				Sep-07-2020		181.80%		162.29%		106.14%		132.58%		159.29%		153.07%				81.80%		62.29%		6.14%		32.58%		59.29%		53.07%						0.98%		1.01%		1.23%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.11%

				Sep-08-2020		179.51%		159.99%		104.66%		130.28%		156.93%		148.82%				79.51%		59.99%		4.66%		30.28%		56.93%		48.82%						0.97%		0.96%		0.79%		0.93%		0.96%		0.92%		0.11%

				Sep-09-2020		179.32%		162.43%		105.38%		132.16%		158.03%		151.82%				79.32%		62.43%		5.38%		32.16%		58.03%		51.82%						1.00%		1.04%		1.13%		1.06%		1.02%		1.06%		0.13%

				Sep-10-2020		179.01%		160.99%		105.72%		131.11%		157.20%		149.15%				79.01%		60.99%		5.72%		31.11%		57.20%		49.15%						1.00%		0.98%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.12%

				Sep-11-2020		179.59%		161.74%		104.92%		132.39%		158.04%		149.23%				79.59%		61.74%		4.92%		32.39%		58.04%		49.23%						1.01%		1.01%		0.88%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		0.12%

				Sep-14-2020		182.73%		162.24%		105.65%		134.39%		160.31%		151.13%				82.73%		62.24%		5.65%		34.39%		60.31%		51.13%						1.04%		1.01%		1.12%		1.06%		1.04%		1.04%		0.11%

				Sep-15-2020		185.66%		163.07%		105.34%		134.04%		161.53%		151.92%				85.66%		63.07%		5.34%		34.04%		61.53%		51.92%						1.03%		1.01%		0.95%		0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		0.11%

				Sep-16-2020		186.31%		166.17%		106.48%		135.19%		162.63%		151.22%				86.31%		66.17%		6.48%		35.19%		62.63%		51.22%						1.01%		1.05%		1.18%		1.03%		1.02%		0.99%		0.11%

				Sep-17-2020		187.62%		166.00%		107.73%		135.22%		163.21%		149.95%				87.62%		66.00%		7.73%		35.22%		63.21%		49.95%						1.02%		1.00%		1.17%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.12%

				Sep-18-2020		187.00%		162.89%		107.55%		133.93%		161.96%		148.27%				87.00%		62.89%		7.55%		33.93%		61.96%		48.27%						0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.09%

				Sep-21-2020		183.37%		160.05%		100.22%		128.02%		157.18%		146.55%				83.37%		60.05%		0.22%		28.02%		57.18%		46.55%						0.96%		0.96%		0.14%		0.83%		0.92%		0.97%		0.10%

				Sep-22-2020		184.49%		160.80%		100.85%		129.13%		158.25%		148.09%				84.49%		60.80%		0.85%		29.13%		58.25%		48.09%						1.01%		1.01%		1.52%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		0.10%

				Sep-23-2020		183.17%		158.73%		99.82%		126.54%		156.29%		144.58%				83.17%		58.73%		-0.18%		26.54%		56.29%		44.58%						0.98%		0.97%		0.44%		0.91%		0.97%		0.93%		0.10%

				Sep-24-2020		182.84%		158.93%		99.60%		126.95%		156.23%		145.01%				82.84%		58.93%		-0.40%		26.95%		56.23%		45.01%						1.00%		1.00%		0.73%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.11%

				Sep-25-2020		182.68%		159.67%		99.50%		127.46%		156.63%		147.33%				82.68%		59.67%		-0.50%		27.46%		56.63%		47.33%						1.00%		1.01%		0.83%		1.02%		1.01%		1.05%		0.10%

				Sep-28-2020		185.58%		161.52%		102.47%		130.41%		159.50%		149.70%				85.58%		61.52%		2.47%		30.41%		59.50%		49.70%						1.03%		1.03%		6.94%		1.10%		1.05%		1.05%		0.10%

				Sep-29-2020		187.31%		164.83%		102.57%		130.31%		160.69%		148.98%				87.31%		64.83%		2.57%		30.31%		60.69%		48.98%						1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.11%

				Sep-30-2020		186.03%		165.27%		103.60%		130.39%		160.30%		150.21%				86.03%		65.27%		3.60%		30.39%		60.30%		50.21%						0.99%		1.01%		1.29%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		0.09%

				Oct-01-2020		186.58%		165.64%		104.49%		130.92%		160.94%		151.01%				86.58%		65.64%		4.49%		30.92%		60.94%		51.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.19%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.10%

				Oct-02-2020		186.99%		165.52%		105.08%		132.08%		161.49%		149.56%				86.99%		65.52%		5.08%		32.08%		61.49%		49.56%						1.00%		1.00%		1.11%		1.04%		1.01%		0.97%		0.09%

				Oct-05-2020		189.41%		168.10%		107.81%		134.72%		164.17%		152.25%				89.41%		68.10%		7.81%		34.72%		64.17%		52.25%						1.03%		1.04%		1.45%		1.08%		1.04%		1.05%		0.09%

				Oct-06-2020		187.50%		166.35%		108.66%		133.62%		162.73%		150.12%				87.50%		66.35%		8.66%		33.62%		62.73%		50.12%						0.98%		0.97%		1.10%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.10%

				Oct-07-2020		188.50%		168.65%		109.67%		136.94%		165.00%		152.73%				88.50%		68.65%		9.67%		36.94%		65.00%		52.73%						1.01%		1.03%		1.10%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		0.10%

				Oct-08-2020		189.47%		170.20%		110.86%		138.73%		166.40%		153.96%				89.47%		70.20%		10.86%		38.73%		66.40%		53.96%						1.01%		1.02%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		0.10%

				Oct-09-2020		192.28%		170.49%		112.28%		139.70%		168.27%		155.31%				92.28%		70.49%		12.28%		39.70%		68.27%		55.31%						1.03%		1.00%		1.12%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.09%

				Oct-12-2020		194.18%		175.17%		113.78%		140.54%		170.02%		157.86%				94.18%		75.17%		13.78%		40.54%		70.02%		57.86%						1.02%		1.07%		1.11%		1.02%		1.03%		1.05%		0.10%

				Oct-13-2020		194.00%		174.41%		111.45%		137.78%		168.53%		156.86%				94.00%		74.41%		11.45%		37.78%		68.53%		56.86%						1.00%		0.99%		0.84%		0.93%		0.98%		0.98%		0.10%

				Oct-14-2020		194.24%		175.88%		110.69%		139.01%		169.40%		155.83%				94.24%		75.88%		10.69%		39.01%		69.40%		55.83%						1.00%		1.02%		0.94%		1.03%		1.01%		0.98%		0.11%

				Oct-15-2020		194.47%		175.34%		110.37%		138.35%		169.05%		155.59%				94.47%		75.34%		10.37%		38.35%		69.05%		55.59%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		0.12%

				Oct-16-2020		194.12%		175.26%		110.42%		139.94%		169.64%		155.61%				94.12%		75.26%		10.42%		39.94%		69.64%		55.61%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		0.11%

				Oct-19-2020		192.82%		173.28%		109.83%		138.28%		168.11%		153.07%				92.82%		73.28%		9.83%		38.28%		68.11%		53.07%						0.99%		0.97%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.96%		0.11%

				Oct-20-2020		195.46%		172.89%		110.49%		139.16%		169.51%		153.79%				95.46%		72.89%		10.49%		39.16%		69.51%		53.79%						1.03%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.11%

				Oct-21-2020		197.89%		171.64%		109.09%		138.87%		170.04%		153.45%				97.89%		71.64%		9.09%		38.87%		70.04%		53.45%						1.03%		0.98%		0.88%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.10%

				Oct-22-2020		198.85%		169.66%		108.52%		140.79%		171.04%		154.25%				98.85%		69.66%		8.52%		40.79%		71.04%		54.25%						1.01%		0.97%		0.94%		1.05%		1.01%		1.01%		0.10%

				Oct-23-2020		197.11%		169.97%		108.67%		140.46%		170.18%		154.79%				97.11%		69.97%		8.67%		40.46%		70.18%		54.79%						0.98%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.09%

				Oct-26-2020		194.75%		168.85%		104.96%		136.35%		167.10%		151.91%				94.75%		68.85%		4.96%		36.35%		67.10%		51.91%						0.98%		0.98%		0.62%		0.90%		0.96%		0.95%		0.10%

				Oct-27-2020		193.12%		166.53%		99.89%		133.70%		164.77%		151.45%				93.12%		66.53%		-0.11%		33.70%		64.77%		51.45%						0.98%		0.97%		0.15%		0.93%		0.97%		0.99%		0.11%

				Oct-28-2020		194.24%		162.80%		95.01%		128.61%		162.22%		146.10%				94.24%		62.80%		-4.99%		28.61%		62.22%		46.10%						1.01%		0.94%		-4.48%		0.85%		0.96%		0.90%		0.10%

				Oct-29-2020		199.65%		162.10%		96.81%		130.47%		165.20%		147.85%				99.65%		62.10%		-3.19%		30.47%		65.20%		47.85%						1.06%		0.99%		0.55%		1.06%		1.05%		1.04%		0.10%

				Oct-30-2020		196.83%		161.84%		98.86%		130.67%		164.17%		146.06%				96.83%		61.84%		-1.14%		30.67%		64.17%		46.06%						0.97%		1.00%		0.06%		1.01%		0.98%		0.96%		0.09%

				Nov-02-2020		205.79%		164.39%		101.24%		136.67%		171.13%		147.86%				105.79%		64.39%		1.24%		36.67%		71.13%		47.86%						1.09%		1.04%		-16.00%		1.19%		1.11%		1.04%		0.09%

				Nov-03-2020		208.35%		171.05%		103.86%		140.94%		175.26%		150.49%				108.35%		71.05%		3.86%		40.94%		75.26%		50.49%						1.02%		1.10%		2.17%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		0.09%

				Nov-04-2020		210.55%		172.37%		103.15%		138.75%		175.82%		153.81%				110.55%		72.37%		3.15%		38.75%		75.82%		53.81%						1.02%		1.02%		0.85%		0.95%		1.01%		1.06%		0.10%

				Nov-05-2020		217.08%		173.23%		106.94%		143.06%		180.69%		156.80%				117.08%		73.23%		6.94%		43.06%		80.69%		56.80%						1.06%		1.01%		1.91%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		0.10%

				Nov-06-2020		224.08%		177.98%		104.94%		143.60%		184.37%		156.75%				124.08%		77.98%		4.94%		43.60%		84.37%		56.75%						1.06%		1.06%		0.75%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		0.10%

				Nov-09-2020		223.88%		176.03%		109.67%		152.01%		188.56%		158.59%				123.88%		76.03%		9.67%		52.01%		88.56%		58.59%						1.00%		0.98%		1.80%		1.19%		1.05%		1.03%		0.10%

				Nov-10-2020		221.51%		175.43%		114.46%		153.64%		188.52%		158.37%				121.51%		75.43%		14.46%		53.64%		88.52%		58.37%						0.98%		0.99%		1.45%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		0.11%

				Nov-11-2020		221.75%		176.19%		112.66%		151.78%		187.76%		159.58%				121.75%		76.19%		12.66%		51.78%		87.76%		59.58%						1.00%		1.01%		0.88%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.10%

				Nov-12-2020		224.57%		175.58%		111.99%		150.19%		188.07%		157.98%				124.57%		75.58%		11.99%		50.19%		88.07%		57.98%						1.02%		0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		1.00%		0.97%		0.10%

				Nov-13-2020		226.51%		175.82%		112.94%		153.15%		190.33%		160.14%				126.51%		75.82%		12.94%		53.15%		90.33%		60.14%						1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		0.10%

				Nov-16-2020		229.24%		178.54%		116.36%		157.60%		194.11%		162.00%				129.24%		78.54%		16.36%		57.60%		94.11%		62.00%						1.02%		1.04%		1.25%		1.08%		1.04%		1.03%		0.09%

				Nov-17-2020		229.34%		176.75%		115.88%		155.27%		192.87%		161.22%				129.34%		76.75%		15.88%		55.27%		92.87%		61.22%						1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Nov-18-2020		227.42%		178.22%		115.48%		154.42%		191.39%		159.36%				127.42%		78.22%		15.48%		54.42%		91.39%		59.36%						0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.97%		0.09%

				Nov-19-2020		231.52%		179.11%		114.98%		155.24%		193.74%		159.99%				131.52%		79.11%		14.98%		55.24%		93.74%		59.99%						1.03%		1.01%		0.97%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		0.09%

				Nov-20-2020		228.18%		177.97%		115.28%		154.55%		191.94%		158.90%				128.18%		77.97%		15.28%		54.55%		91.94%		58.90%						0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.07%

				Nov-23-2020		230.44%		179.53%		116.96%		156.53%		194.10%		159.80%				130.44%		79.53%		16.96%		56.53%		94.10%		59.80%						1.02%		1.02%		1.10%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.07%

				Nov-24-2020		229.68%		181.69%		119.57%		159.59%		195.47%		162.38%				129.68%		81.69%		19.57%		59.59%		95.47%		62.38%						0.99%		1.03%		1.15%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		0.08%

				Nov-25-2020		227.63%		180.49%		119.50%		159.11%		194.26%		162.12%				127.63%		80.49%		19.50%		59.11%		94.26%		62.12%						0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Nov-26-2020		225.73%		180.68%		119.56%		159.27%		193.56%		162.12%				125.73%		80.68%		19.56%		59.27%		93.56%		62.12%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Nov-27-2020		225.71%		180.92%		120.09%		160.56%		194.41%		162.51%				125.71%		80.92%		20.09%		60.56%		94.41%		62.51%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.09%

				Nov-30-2020		224.25%		181.81%		117.37%		157.76%		192.26%		161.76%				124.25%		81.81%		17.37%		57.76%		92.26%		61.76%						0.99%		1.01%		0.87%		0.95%		0.98%		0.99%		0.09%

				Dec-01-2020		226.76%		181.23%		118.72%		158.58%		193.70%		163.59%				126.76%		81.23%		18.72%		58.58%		93.70%		63.59%						1.02%		0.99%		1.07%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		0.08%

				Dec-02-2020		226.91%		182.48%		117.54%		158.96%		194.17%		163.88%				126.91%		82.48%		17.54%		58.96%		94.17%		63.88%						1.00%		1.02%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-03-2020		225.24%		182.00%		117.51%		158.69%		193.30%		163.78%				125.24%		82.00%		17.51%		58.69%		93.30%		63.78%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-04-2020		224.63%		182.54%		119.63%		162.87%		195.37%		165.23%				124.63%		82.54%		19.63%		62.87%		95.37%		65.23%						1.00%		1.01%		1.11%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		0.08%

				Dec-07-2020		223.32%		183.31%		119.66%		161.94%		194.57%		164.91%				123.32%		83.31%		19.66%		61.94%		94.57%		64.91%						0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-08-2020		222.47%		184.43%		119.97%		162.94%		194.87%		165.37%				122.47%		84.43%		19.97%		62.94%		94.87%		65.37%						0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.08%

				Dec-09-2020		221.72%		185.71%		120.94%		163.17%		194.70%		164.05%				121.72%		85.71%		20.94%		63.17%		94.70%		64.05%						0.99%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.09%

				Dec-10-2020		219.82%		184.72%		119.66%		162.49%		193.40%		163.84%				119.82%		84.72%		19.66%		62.49%		93.40%		63.84%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-11-2020		218.85%		185.82%		120.24%		163.77%		193.85%		163.63%				118.85%		85.82%		20.24%		63.77%		93.85%		63.63%						0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-14-2020		217.83%		186.80%		121.17%		162.14%		192.80%		162.92%				117.83%		86.80%		21.17%		62.14%		92.80%		62.92%						0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-15-2020		220.75%		188.55%		122.52%		164.92%		195.53%		165.02%				120.75%		88.55%		22.52%		64.92%		95.53%		65.02%						1.02%		1.02%		1.06%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.09%

				Dec-16-2020		222.81%		191.03%		123.26%		163.01%		195.75%		165.32%				122.81%		91.03%		23.26%		63.01%		95.75%		65.32%						1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-17-2020		225.73%		193.00%		123.90%		164.46%		197.84%		166.27%				125.73%		93.00%		23.90%		64.46%		97.84%		66.27%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.09%

				Dec-18-2020		224.02%		191.67%		123.67%		163.39%		196.43%		165.69%				124.02%		91.67%		23.67%		63.39%		96.43%		65.69%						0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-21-2020		223.63%		191.26%		121.77%		162.44%		195.73%		165.04%				123.63%		91.26%		21.77%		62.44%		95.73%		65.04%						1.00%		1.00%		0.92%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-22-2020		223.72%		191.18%		122.31%		161.52%		195.36%		164.70%				123.72%		91.18%		22.31%		61.52%		95.36%		64.70%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.09%

				Dec-23-2020		226.94%		192.05%		124.10%		163.14%		197.69%		164.82%				126.94%		92.05%		24.10%		63.14%		97.69%		64.82%						1.03%		1.01%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-24-2020		228.66%		192.56%		124.46%		162.94%		198.39%		165.40%				128.66%		92.56%		24.46%		62.94%		98.39%		65.40%						1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.09%

				Dec-25-2020		228.95%		192.56%		124.46%		162.94%		198.51%		165.40%				128.95%		92.56%		24.46%		62.94%		98.51%		65.40%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-28-2020		231.74%		192.42%		125.12%		163.60%		200.02%		166.84%				131.74%		92.42%		25.12%		63.60%		100.02%		66.84%						1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.09%

				Dec-29-2020		231.10%		191.54%		124.83%		162.71%		199.22%		166.47%				131.10%		91.54%		24.83%		62.71%		99.22%		66.47%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.11%

				Dec-30-2020		232.34%		191.50%		125.08%		163.98%		200.30%		166.70%				132.34%		91.50%		25.08%		63.98%		100.30%		66.70%						1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.10%

				Dec-31-2020		234.82%		191.51%		124.58%		165.00%		201.84%		167.77%				134.82%		91.51%		24.58%		65.00%		101.84%		67.77%						1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.08%

				Jan-04-2021		235.92%		190.61%		122.35%		162.44%		200.88%		165.29%				135.92%		90.61%		22.35%		62.44%		100.88%		65.29%						1.01%		0.99%		0.91%		0.96%		0.99%		0.96%		0.08%

				Jan-05-2021		240.04%		190.33%		123.61%		163.59%		202.91%		166.46%				140.04%		90.33%		23.61%		63.59%		102.91%		66.46%						1.03%		1.00%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.09%

				Jan-06-2021		242.44%		193.22%		131.62%		167.12%		205.81%		167.42%				142.44%		93.22%		31.62%		67.12%		105.81%		67.42%						1.02%		1.03%		1.33%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-07-2021		248.86%		195.10%		133.56%		168.32%		209.08%		169.90%				148.86%		95.10%		33.56%		68.32%		109.08%		69.90%						1.04%		1.02%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		0.09%

				Jan-08-2021		249.19%		194.80%		132.81%		168.87%		209.43%		170.83%				149.19%		94.80%		32.81%		68.87%		109.43%		70.83%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-11-2021		247.41%		194.52%		130.22%		167.59%		207.95%		169.71%				147.41%		94.52%		30.22%		67.59%		107.95%		69.71%						0.99%		1.00%		0.92%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.08%

				Jan-12-2021		253.22%		196.71%		131.04%		169.55%		211.52%		169.78%				153.22%		96.71%		31.04%		69.55%		111.52%		69.78%						1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		0.08%

				Jan-13-2021		251.88%		194.62%		129.28%		168.58%		210.09%		170.17%				151.88%		94.62%		29.28%		68.58%		110.09%		70.17%						0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-14-2021		248.82%		193.39%		130.49%		169.27%		208.94%		169.53%				148.82%		93.39%		30.49%		69.27%		108.94%		69.53%						0.98%		0.99%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Jan-15-2021		245.97%		193.79%		129.40%		167.02%		206.69%		168.31%				145.97%		93.79%		29.40%		67.02%		106.69%		68.31%						0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.09%

				Jan-18-2021		246.24%		193.71%		129.65%		167.70%		207.17%		168.31%				146.24%		93.71%		29.65%		67.70%		107.17%		68.31%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Jan-19-2021		243.93%		194.70%		130.61%		167.86%		206.46%		169.68%				143.93%		94.70%		30.61%		67.86%		106.46%		69.68%						0.98%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		0.09%

				Jan-20-2021		245.06%		195.20%		131.36%		169.70%		207.80%		172.05%				145.06%		95.20%		31.36%		69.70%		107.80%		72.05%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.09%

				Jan-21-2021		248.91%		194.56%		129.90%		168.91%		208.97%		172.10%				148.91%		94.56%		29.90%		68.91%		108.97%		72.10%						1.03%		0.99%		0.95%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.08%

				Jan-22-2021		248.68%		195.75%		130.35%		166.99%		207.94%		171.58%				148.68%		95.75%		30.35%		66.99%		107.94%		71.58%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Jan-25-2021		249.35%		195.28%		126.39%		165.28%		207.36%		172.20%				149.35%		95.28%		26.39%		65.28%		107.36%		72.20%						1.00%		1.00%		0.87%		0.97%		0.99%		1.01%		0.08%

				Jan-26-2021		241.84%		192.83%		126.57%		163.87%		203.42%		171.95%				141.84%		92.83%		26.57%		63.87%		103.42%		71.95%						0.95%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.96%		1.00%		0.09%

				Jan-27-2021		238.85%		189.45%		122.76%		160.41%		200.32%		167.53%				138.85%		89.45%		22.76%		60.41%		100.32%		67.53%						0.98%		0.96%		0.86%		0.95%		0.97%		0.94%		0.07%

				Jan-28-2021		237.55%		187.93%		124.81%		163.87%		201.27%		169.17%				137.55%		87.93%		24.81%		63.87%		101.27%		69.17%						0.99%		0.98%		1.09%		1.06%		1.01%		1.02%		0.08%

				Jan-29-2021		237.07%		185.47%		122.92%		160.06%		198.54%		165.90%				137.07%		85.47%		22.92%		60.06%		98.54%		65.90%						1.00%		0.97%		0.93%		0.94%		0.97%		0.95%		0.07%

				Feb-01-2021		239.23%		187.20%		125.04%		161.47%		200.18%		168.56%				139.23%		87.20%		25.04%		61.47%		100.18%		68.56%						1.02%		1.02%		1.09%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		0.06%

				Feb-02-2021		241.85%		187.91%		126.76%		164.49%		203.13%		170.91%				141.85%		87.91%		26.76%		64.49%		103.13%		70.91%						1.02%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.07%

				Feb-03-2021		240.41%		186.64%		127.22%		163.87%		202.07%		171.08%				140.41%		86.64%		27.22%		63.87%		102.07%		71.08%						0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.07%

				Feb-04-2021		239.28%		189.01%		127.98%		164.68%		202.15%		172.94%				139.28%		89.01%		27.98%		64.68%		102.15%		72.94%						0.99%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.04%

				Feb-05-2021		241.42%		186.22%		130.18%		166.74%		203.99%		173.61%				141.42%		86.22%		30.18%		66.74%		103.99%		73.61%						1.02%		0.97%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		0.04%

				Feb-08-2021		245.05%		189.55%		132.85%		168.61%		206.82%		174.89%				145.05%		89.55%		32.85%		68.61%		106.82%		74.89%						1.03%		1.04%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		0.03%

				Feb-09-2021		245.73%		188.48%		131.73%		167.15%		206.20%		174.70%				145.73%		88.48%		31.73%		67.15%		106.20%		74.70%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Feb-10-2021		250.73%		188.73%		131.61%		166.68%		208.00%		174.64%				150.73%		88.73%		31.61%		66.68%		108.00%		74.64%						1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-11-2021		252.23%		188.34%		131.62%		168.06%		209.11%		174.93%				152.23%		88.34%		31.62%		68.06%		109.11%		74.93%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Feb-12-2021		252.44%		187.85%		131.87%		169.31%		209.64%		175.75%				152.44%		87.85%		31.87%		69.31%		109.64%		75.75%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Feb-15-2021		253.24%		188.41%		133.34%		169.61%		210.25%		175.75%				153.24%		88.41%		33.34%		69.61%		110.25%		75.75%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-16-2021		253.16%		187.52%		132.35%		169.50%		210.18%		175.65%				153.16%		87.52%		32.35%		69.50%		110.18%		75.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-17-2021		253.38%		188.81%		129.51%		168.85%		209.37%		175.60%				153.38%		88.81%		29.51%		68.85%		109.37%		75.60%						1.00%		1.01%		0.91%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-18-2021		245.46%		189.15%		128.06%		169.69%		206.28%		174.82%				145.46%		89.15%		28.06%		69.69%		106.28%		74.82%						0.95%		1.00%		0.95%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.04%

				Feb-19-2021		246.62%		190.89%		130.12%		171.41%		207.87%		174.50%				146.62%		90.89%		30.12%		71.41%		107.87%		74.50%						1.01%		1.02%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.03%

				Feb-22-2021		237.06%		190.49%		130.33%		171.52%		203.71%		173.15%				137.06%		90.49%		30.33%		71.52%		103.71%		73.15%						0.94%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.96%		0.98%		0.04%

				Feb-23-2021		237.27%		190.70%		131.45%		171.34%		203.86%		173.37%				137.27%		90.70%		31.45%		71.34%		103.86%		73.37%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Feb-24-2021		238.68%		192.91%		134.71%		174.88%		206.69%		175.33%				138.68%		92.91%		34.71%		74.88%		106.69%		75.33%						1.01%		1.02%		1.10%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.04%

				Feb-25-2021		236.66%		192.39%		134.97%		171.64%		204.16%		171.04%				136.66%		92.39%		34.97%		71.64%		104.16%		71.04%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		0.94%		0.03%

				Feb-26-2021		233.01%		188.95%		131.39%		170.42%		201.40%		170.23%				133.01%		88.95%		31.39%		70.42%		101.40%		70.23%						0.97%		0.96%		0.90%		0.98%		0.97%		0.99%		0.04%

				Mar-01-2021		237.84%		193.81%		136.02%		173.36%		205.35%		174.28%				137.84%		93.81%		36.02%		73.36%		105.35%		74.28%						1.04%		1.05%		1.14%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%		0.04%

				Mar-02-2021		237.87%		192.65%		136.41%		172.91%		204.93%		172.87%				137.87%		92.65%		36.41%		72.91%		104.93%		72.87%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.05%

				Mar-03-2021		237.99%		193.29%		137.96%		173.24%		205.15%		170.61%				137.99%		93.29%		37.96%		73.24%		105.15%		70.61%						1.00%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		0.04%

				Mar-04-2021		231.44%		190.80%		136.47%		169.45%		200.17%		168.32%				131.44%		90.80%		36.47%		69.45%		100.17%		68.32%						0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		0.95%		0.95%		0.97%		0.05%

				Mar-05-2021		234.98%		193.12%		138.49%		172.23%		202.97%		171.61%				134.98%		93.12%		38.49%		72.23%		102.97%		71.61%						1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		0.04%

				Mar-08-2021		232.54%		192.40%		142.17%		174.26%		202.78%		170.69%				132.54%		92.40%		42.17%		74.26%		102.78%		70.69%						0.98%		0.99%		1.09%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.04%

				Mar-09-2021		230.27%		193.03%		143.99%		173.96%		202.05%		173.10%				130.27%		93.03%		43.99%		73.96%		102.05%		73.10%						0.98%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		0.05%

				Mar-10-2021		234.47%		193.30%		147.25%		176.34%		204.99%		174.15%				134.47%		93.30%		47.25%		76.34%		104.99%		74.15%						1.03%		1.00%		1.07%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Mar-11-2021		238.14%		195.55%		147.95%		177.49%		207.22%		175.96%				138.14%		95.55%		47.95%		77.49%		107.22%		75.96%						1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Mar-12-2021		240.67%		196.84%		151.07%		178.72%		209.01%		176.13%				140.67%		96.84%		51.07%		78.72%		109.01%		76.13%						1.02%		1.01%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		0.04%

				Mar-15-2021		238.06%		199.28%		148.72%		179.57%		208.40%		177.28%				138.06%		99.28%		48.72%		79.57%		108.40%		77.28%						0.98%		1.02%		0.95%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.04%

				Mar-16-2021		237.19%		197.93%		147.47%		176.40%		206.61%		177.00%				137.19%		97.93%		47.47%		76.40%		106.61%		77.00%						0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Mar-17-2021		239.10%		198.40%		149.20%		177.21%		207.99%		177.51%				139.10%		98.40%		49.20%		77.21%		107.99%		77.51%						1.01%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Mar-18-2021		243.52%		197.14%		147.89%		178.03%		209.87%		174.89%				143.52%		97.14%		47.89%		78.03%		109.87%		74.89%						1.03%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		1.02%		0.97%		0.02%

				Mar-19-2021		239.99%		194.44%		147.86%		175.75%		207.25%		174.78%				139.99%		94.44%		47.86%		75.75%		107.25%		74.78%						0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.01%

				Mar-22-2021		237.54%		194.59%		146.27%		176.94%		206.81%		176.01%				137.54%		94.59%		46.27%		76.94%		106.81%		76.01%						0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.01%

				Mar-23-2021		231.84%		196.72%		142.37%		173.12%		202.84%		174.67%				131.84%		96.72%		42.37%		73.12%		102.84%		74.67%						0.96%		1.02%		0.92%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.03%

				Mar-24-2021		230.63%		192.52%		142.90%		175.03%		202.86%		173.71%				130.63%		92.52%		42.90%		75.03%		102.86%		73.71%						0.99%		0.96%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.01%

				Mar-25-2021		232.13%		193.50%		145.22%		176.21%		204.10%		174.62%				132.13%		93.50%		45.22%		76.21%		104.10%		74.62%						1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Mar-26-2021		235.72%		196.89%		147.38%		180.03%		207.97%		177.53%				135.72%		96.89%		47.38%		80.03%		107.97%		77.53%						1.03%		1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		1.04%		1.04%		0.02%

				Mar-29-2021		236.66%		196.41%		146.48%		180.06%		208.18%		177.37%				136.66%		96.41%		46.48%		80.06%		108.18%		77.37%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Mar-30-2021		237.09%		196.00%		149.39%		180.22%		208.43%		176.81%				137.09%		96.00%		49.39%		80.22%		108.43%		76.81%						1.00%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.03%

				Mar-31-2021		236.62%		195.87%		149.09%		179.40%		208.05%		177.45%				136.62%		95.87%		49.09%		79.40%		108.05%		77.45%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-01-2021		240.51%		200.55%		150.74%		179.86%		210.48%		179.55%				140.51%		100.55%		50.74%		79.86%		110.48%		79.55%						1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		0.03%

				Apr-02-2021		242.26%		200.55%		150.74%		179.86%		211.23%		179.55%				142.26%		100.55%		50.74%		79.86%		111.23%		79.55%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-05-2021		243.49%		202.72%		151.37%		181.82%		212.80%		182.15%				143.49%		102.72%		51.37%		81.82%		112.80%		82.15%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		0.02%

				Apr-06-2021		242.07%		203.34%		153.03%		181.83%		212.29%		181.97%				142.07%		103.34%		53.03%		81.83%		112.29%		81.97%						0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-07-2021		240.24%		203.02%		152.19%		180.90%		211.17%		182.24%				140.24%		103.02%		52.19%		80.90%		111.17%		82.24%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-08-2021		240.99%		204.56%		153.51%		181.43%		211.91%		183.01%				140.99%		104.56%		53.51%		81.43%		111.91%		83.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-09-2021		241.46%		205.85%		155.87%		185.14%		213.97%		184.42%				141.46%		105.85%		55.87%		85.14%		113.97%		84.42%						1.00%		1.01%		1.04%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		0.01%

				Apr-12-2021		240.73%		206.73%		156.38%		185.74%		214.01%		184.38%				140.73%		106.73%		56.38%		85.74%		114.01%		84.38%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-13-2021		240.52%		205.85%		155.79%		185.21%		213.68%		184.99%				140.52%		105.85%		55.79%		85.21%		113.68%		84.99%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-14-2021		241.47%		205.56%		157.05%		185.92%		214.50%		184.23%				141.47%		105.56%		57.05%		85.92%		114.50%		84.23%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		0.03%

				Apr-15-2021		242.65%		207.76%		158.05%		186.53%		215.40%		186.28%				142.65%		107.76%		58.05%		86.53%		115.40%		86.28%						1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				Apr-16-2021		243.53%		209.76%		159.94%		187.88%		216.69%		186.95%				143.53%		109.76%		59.94%		87.88%		116.69%		86.95%						1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-19-2021		246.26%		211.41%		159.64%		186.66%		217.43%		185.96%				146.26%		111.41%		59.64%		86.66%		117.43%		85.96%						1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.02%

				Apr-20-2021		241.96%		210.70%		156.48%		183.20%		213.84%		184.69%				141.96%		110.70%		56.48%		83.20%		113.84%		84.69%						0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		0.02%

				Apr-21-2021		241.99%		212.09%		156.77%		185.44%		215.00%		186.41%				141.99%		112.09%		56.77%		85.44%		115.00%		86.41%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		0.03%

				Apr-22-2021		243.90%		211.33%		156.67%		185.37%		215.54%		184.69%				143.90%		111.33%		56.67%		85.37%		115.54%		84.69%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.03%

				Apr-23-2021		248.05%		212.78%		158.71%		184.72%		216.99%		186.71%				148.05%		112.78%		58.71%		84.72%		116.99%		86.71%						1.03%		1.01%		1.04%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		0.03%

				Apr-26-2021		245.15%		211.66%		159.33%		183.48%		215.04%		187.05%				145.15%		111.66%		59.33%		83.48%		115.04%		87.05%						0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-27-2021		246.83%		211.98%		158.28%		184.51%		216.19%		187.01%				146.83%		111.98%		58.28%		84.51%		116.19%		87.01%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-28-2021		248.21%		211.76%		158.01%		183.58%		216.34%		186.85%				148.21%		111.76%		58.01%		83.58%		116.34%		86.85%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.01%

				Apr-29-2021		249.78%		213.94%		159.76%		184.08%		217.53%		188.11%				149.78%		113.94%		59.76%		84.08%		117.53%		88.11%						1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.01%

				Apr-30-2021		243.93%		212.29%		158.14%		182.11%		214.01%		186.76%				143.93%		112.29%		58.14%		82.11%		114.01%		86.76%						0.96%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.01%

				May-03-2021		245.51%		216.51%		160.61%		183.32%		215.46%		187.27%				145.51%		116.51%		60.61%		83.32%		115.46%		87.27%						1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.01%

				May-04-2021		244.46%		216.80%		159.21%		182.61%		214.68%		186.02%				144.46%		116.80%		59.21%		82.61%		114.68%		86.02%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.04%

				May-05-2021		246.27%		219.91%		160.40%		183.63%		216.16%		186.15%				146.27%		119.91%		60.40%		83.63%		116.16%		86.15%						1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-06-2021		247.31%		220.33%		161.92%		185.31%		217.49%		187.67%				147.31%		120.33%		61.92%		85.31%		117.49%		87.67%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				May-07-2021		247.09%		223.72%		163.71%		187.29%		218.67%		189.05%				147.09%		123.72%		63.71%		87.29%		118.67%		89.05%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				May-10-2021		250.90%		225.95%		162.37%		187.74%		220.68%		187.08%				150.90%		125.95%		62.37%		87.74%		120.68%		87.08%						1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-11-2021		245.67%		219.99%		160.56%		186.14%		217.28%		185.46%				145.67%		119.99%		60.56%		86.14%		117.28%		85.46%						0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-12-2021		239.11%		217.16%		155.36%		180.26%		211.06%		181.48%				139.11%		117.16%		55.36%		80.26%		111.06%		81.48%						0.96%		0.98%		0.92%		0.93%		0.95%		0.95%		0.01%

				May-13-2021		239.32%		220.03%		157.59%		183.10%		212.68%		183.69%				139.32%		120.03%		57.59%		83.10%		112.68%		83.69%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.02%

				May-14-2021		242.63%		221.87%		159.87%		186.51%		215.88%		186.43%				142.63%		121.87%		59.87%		86.51%		115.88%		86.43%						1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.02%

				May-17-2021		244.10%		221.50%		159.42%		186.03%		216.10%		185.96%				144.10%		121.50%		59.42%		86.03%		116.10%		85.96%						1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.01%

				May-18-2021		242.79%		220.07%		158.14%		182.95%		214.25%		184.37%				142.79%		120.07%		58.14%		82.95%		114.25%		84.37%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-19-2021		239.54%		221.02%		156.63%		181.61%		212.30%		183.83%				139.54%		121.02%		56.63%		81.61%		112.30%		83.83%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.02%

				May-20-2021		244.49%		222.99%		157.47%		183.17%		215.29%		185.77%				144.49%		122.99%		57.47%		83.17%		115.29%		85.77%						1.04%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.01%

				May-21-2021		246.38%		223.98%		157.63%		183.76%		216.45%		185.63%				146.38%		123.98%		57.63%		83.76%		116.45%		85.63%						1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.01%

				May-24-2021		248.47%		225.33%		158.81%		184.75%		218.01%		187.47%				148.47%		125.33%		58.81%		84.75%		118.01%		87.47%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.01%

				May-25-2021		250.60%		225.37%		156.19%		184.76%		218.78%		187.07%				150.60%		125.37%		56.19%		84.76%		118.78%		87.07%						1.01%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-26-2021		252.35%		223.91%		156.82%		185.11%		219.30%		187.42%				152.35%		123.91%		56.82%		85.11%		119.30%		87.42%						1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-27-2021		253.11%		223.63%		159.06%		189.15%		221.74%		187.64%				153.11%		123.63%		59.06%		89.15%		121.74%		87.64%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.05%		1.02%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-28-2021		254.27%		224.56%		160.12%		189.89%		222.65%		187.78%				154.27%		124.56%		60.12%		89.89%		122.65%		87.78%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-31-2021		252.62%		224.89%		160.00%		190.02%		222.04%		187.78%				152.62%		124.89%		60.00%		90.02%		122.04%		87.78%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.01%

				Jun-01-2021		253.56%		226.15%		162.89%		191.81%		223.50%		187.69%				153.56%		126.15%		62.89%		91.81%		123.50%		87.69%						1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.01%

				Jun-02-2021		250.82%		226.63%		161.50%		190.30%		221.73%		187.96%				150.82%		126.63%		61.50%		90.30%		121.73%		87.96%						0.98%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-03-2021		248.35%		227.89%		161.78%		189.54%		220.36%		187.28%				148.35%		127.89%		61.78%		89.54%		120.36%		87.28%						0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.02%

				Jun-04-2021		248.18%		230.23%		164.56%		190.51%		221.14%		188.93%				148.18%		130.23%		64.56%		90.51%		121.14%		88.93%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				Jun-07-2021		246.92%		229.48%		164.37%		189.22%		219.94%		188.78%				146.92%		129.48%		64.37%		89.22%		119.94%		88.78%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-08-2021		245.96%		230.54%		165.29%		190.55%		220.10%		188.82%				145.96%		130.54%		65.29%		90.55%		120.10%		88.82%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-09-2021		243.54%		228.46%		164.71%		189.32%		218.27%		188.47%				143.54%		128.46%		64.71%		89.32%		118.27%		88.47%						0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-10-2021		243.78%		226.94%		161.74%		189.23%		217.97%		189.35%				143.78%		126.94%		61.74%		89.23%		117.97%		89.35%						1.00%		0.99%		0.95%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.03%

				Jun-11-2021		242.69%		225.99%		162.46%		188.77%		217.09%		189.72%				142.69%		125.99%		62.46%		88.77%		117.09%		89.72%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-14-2021		241.75%		225.97%		162.19%		187.86%		216.42%		190.06%				141.75%		125.97%		62.19%		87.86%		116.42%		90.06%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-15-2021		242.10%		228.53%		161.85%		188.44%		216.84%		189.68%				142.10%		128.53%		61.85%		88.44%		116.84%		89.68%						1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-16-2021		244.14%		227.08%		159.79%		186.72%		216.60%		188.66%				144.14%		127.08%		59.79%		86.72%		116.60%		88.66%						1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.03%

				Jun-17-2021		239.18%		222.66%		156.12%		183.11%		212.22%		188.57%				139.18%		122.66%		56.12%		83.11%		112.22%		88.57%						0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jun-18-2021		236.08%		220.02%		150.74%		179.04%		208.58%		186.10%				136.08%		120.02%		50.74%		79.04%		108.58%		86.10%						0.98%		0.98%		0.91%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		0.04%

				Jun-21-2021		237.57%		224.16%		154.16%		182.80%		211.22%		188.71%				137.57%		124.16%		54.16%		82.80%		111.22%		88.71%						1.01%		1.03%		1.07%		1.05%		1.02%		1.03%		0.05%

				Jun-22-2021		238.46%		224.88%		154.24%		182.96%		211.66%		189.67%				138.46%		124.88%		54.24%		82.96%		111.66%		89.67%						1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-23-2021		239.25%		224.64%		152.90%		182.10%		211.48%		189.47%				139.25%		124.64%		52.90%		82.10%		111.48%		89.47%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jun-24-2021		239.32%		224.66%		155.63%		184.18%		212.71%		190.57%				139.32%		124.66%		55.63%		84.18%		112.71%		90.57%						1.00%		1.00%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-25-2021		241.03%		225.52%		154.70%		185.14%		213.89%		191.20%				141.03%		125.52%		54.70%		85.14%		113.89%		91.20%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-28-2021		242.03%		225.82%		153.64%		184.55%		213.79%		191.65%				142.03%		125.82%		53.64%		84.55%		113.79%		91.65%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Jun-29-2021		242.32%		228.31%		153.61%		185.35%		214.36%		191.70%				142.32%		128.31%		53.61%		85.35%		114.36%		91.70%						1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jun-30-2021		241.91%		225.88%		153.97%		186.80%		214.67%		191.95%				141.91%		125.88%		53.97%		86.80%		114.67%		91.95%						1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jul-01-2021		244.54%		226.70%		155.62%		187.20%		216.09%		192.96%				144.54%		126.70%		55.62%		87.20%		116.09%		92.96%						1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-02-2021		242.74%		228.97%		154.90%		187.71%		215.80%		194.40%				142.74%		128.97%		54.90%		87.71%		115.80%		94.40%						0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-05-2021		240.20%		229.16%		155.34%		188.00%		214.87%		194.40%				140.20%		129.16%		55.34%		88.00%		114.87%		94.40%						0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-06-2021		240.31%		228.18%		153.76%		185.50%		213.71%		194.01%				140.31%		128.18%		53.76%		85.50%		113.71%		94.01%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-07-2021		243.86%		233.25%		155.33%		187.70%		216.62%		194.66%				143.86%		133.25%		55.33%		87.70%		116.62%		94.66%						1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-08-2021		242.86%		229.14%		152.88%		185.81%		214.83%		192.99%				142.86%		129.14%		52.88%		85.81%		114.83%		92.99%						0.99%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.05%

				Jul-09-2021		243.09%		232.37%		155.43%		189.43%		217.05%		195.17%				143.09%		132.37%		55.43%		89.43%		117.05%		95.17%						1.00%		1.02%		1.05%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Jul-12-2021		247.25%		234.16%		156.87%		190.31%		219.34%		195.84%				147.25%		134.16%		56.87%		90.31%		119.34%		95.84%						1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.06%

				Jul-13-2021		248.99%		233.15%		155.57%		189.16%		219.55%		195.16%				148.99%		133.15%		55.57%		89.16%		119.55%		95.16%						1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Jul-14-2021		247.70%		232.71%		155.30%		191.35%		220.03%		195.38%				147.70%		132.71%		55.30%		91.35%		120.03%		95.38%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-15-2021		247.86%		231.57%		153.76%		193.21%		220.79%		194.75%				147.86%		131.57%		53.76%		93.21%		120.79%		94.75%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		0.06%

				Jul-16-2021		245.52%		229.90%		152.81%		190.79%		218.41%		193.28%				145.52%		129.90%		52.81%		90.79%		118.41%		93.28%						0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.05%

				Jul-19-2021		244.14%		225.26%		148.91%		183.84%		213.98%		190.21%				144.14%		125.26%		48.91%		83.84%		113.98%		90.21%						0.99%		0.96%		0.93%		0.92%		0.96%		0.97%		0.05%

				Jul-20-2021		246.97%		228.63%		152.15%		189.66%		218.35%		193.09%				146.97%		128.63%		52.15%		89.66%		118.35%		93.09%						1.02%		1.03%		1.06%		1.07%		1.04%		1.03%		0.05%

				Jul-21-2021		248.33%		229.73%		154.03%		192.39%		220.26%		194.69%				148.33%		129.73%		54.03%		92.39%		120.26%		94.69%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-22-2021		248.37%		231.22%		152.62%		192.15%		220.27%		195.08%				148.37%		131.22%		52.62%		92.15%		120.27%		95.08%						1.00%		1.01%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-23-2021		248.97%		234.17%		155.71%		191.91%		220.54%		197.06%				148.97%		134.17%		55.71%		91.91%		120.54%		97.06%						1.00%		1.02%		1.06%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-26-2021		247.62%		233.08%		156.28%		192.08%		219.94%		197.53%				147.62%		133.08%		56.28%		92.08%		119.94%		97.53%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-27-2021		245.52%		231.82%		155.22%		191.93%		218.78%		196.60%				145.52%		131.82%		55.22%		91.93%		118.78%		96.60%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Jul-28-2021		245.38%		230.33%		156.69%		192.10%		218.83%		196.56%				145.38%		130.33%		56.69%		92.10%		118.83%		96.56%						1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-29-2021		249.46%		232.52%		155.53%		195.36%		222.05%		197.39%				149.46%		132.52%		55.53%		95.36%		122.05%		97.39%						1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-30-2021		250.68%		229.70%		154.74%		195.74%		222.35%		196.32%				150.68%		129.70%		54.74%		95.74%		122.35%		96.32%						1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-02-2021		252.98%		229.50%		151.93%		195.28%		223.21%		195.96%				152.98%		129.50%		51.93%		95.28%		123.21%		95.96%						1.02%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-03-2021		260.79%		231.87%		154.54%		196.26%		227.15%		197.57%				160.79%		131.87%		54.54%		96.26%		127.15%		97.57%						1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-04-2021		260.82%		230.67%		153.21%		195.27%		226.68%		196.65%				160.82%		130.67%		53.21%		95.27%		126.68%		96.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Aug-05-2021		261.03%		231.69%		154.97%		196.31%		227.42%		197.83%				161.03%		131.69%		54.97%		96.31%		127.42%		97.83%						1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-06-2021		260.69%		230.21%		154.31%		196.36%		226.98%		198.16%				160.69%		130.21%		54.31%		96.36%		126.98%		98.16%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-09-2021		261.40%		228.43%		153.51%		195.93%		226.78%		197.98%				161.40%		128.43%		53.51%		95.93%		126.78%		97.98%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-10-2021		262.71%		229.55%		154.74%		198.00%		228.58%		198.17%				162.71%		129.55%		54.74%		98.00%		128.58%		98.17%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-11-2021		264.97%		230.72%		156.34%		199.40%		230.32%		198.66%				164.97%		130.72%		56.34%		99.40%		130.32%		98.66%						1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-12-2021		263.67%		230.33%		155.09%		198.27%		229.11%		199.25%				163.67%		130.33%		55.09%		98.27%		129.11%		99.25%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-13-2021		264.16%		230.82%		154.64%		197.87%		229.24%		199.57%				164.16%		130.82%		54.64%		97.87%		129.24%		99.57%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-16-2021		268.22%		231.18%		153.47%		198.73%		231.27%		200.09%				168.22%		131.18%		53.47%		98.73%		131.27%		100.09%						1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.06%

				Aug-17-2021		264.15%		227.43%		151.61%		196.74%		228.11%		198.68%				164.15%		127.43%		51.61%		96.74%		128.11%		98.68%						0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-18-2021		263.75%		226.39%		151.93%		194.81%		226.97%		196.54%				163.75%		126.39%		51.93%		94.81%		126.97%		96.54%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.07%

				Aug-19-2021		264.06%		225.74%		150.07%		194.36%		226.53%		196.79%				164.06%		125.74%		50.07%		94.36%		126.53%		96.79%						1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.07%

				Aug-20-2021		264.12%		227.06%		151.29%		195.54%		227.15%		198.39%				164.12%		127.06%		51.29%		95.54%		127.15%		98.39%						1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.06%

				Aug-23-2021		266.82%		229.98%		152.82%		196.98%		229.24%		200.08%				166.82%		129.98%		52.82%		96.98%		129.24%		100.08%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-24-2021		268.61%		228.75%		153.44%		198.96%		230.69%		200.38%				168.61%		128.75%		53.44%		98.96%		130.69%		100.38%						1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-25-2021		268.51%		228.37%		154.59%		200.01%		231.00%		200.83%				168.51%		128.37%		54.59%		100.01%		131.00%		100.83%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-26-2021		266.42%		225.88%		153.40%		199.84%		229.77%		199.66%				166.42%		125.88%		53.40%		99.84%		129.77%		99.66%						0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-27-2021		267.45%		227.39%		156.78%		200.84%		230.97%		201.42%				167.45%		127.39%		56.78%		100.84%		130.97%		101.42%						1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-30-2021		267.14%		228.27%		156.66%		201.69%		231.33%		202.28%				167.14%		128.27%		56.66%		101.69%		131.33%		102.28%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-31-2021		268.28%		229.58%		155.76%		201.29%		231.85%		202.01%				168.28%		129.58%		55.76%		101.29%		131.85%		102.01%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-01-2021		271.92%		229.06%		155.55%		199.78%		232.83%		202.07%				171.92%		129.06%		55.55%		99.78%		132.83%		102.07%						1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-02-2021		273.79%		232.75%		157.54%		201.61%		234.93%		202.65%				173.79%		132.75%		57.54%		101.61%		134.93%		102.65%						1.01%		1.03%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Sep-03-2021		275.20%		231.45%		157.42%		200.22%		234.70%		202.58%				175.20%		131.45%		57.42%		100.22%		134.70%		102.58%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-06-2021		277.93%		231.41%		154.97%		200.38%		235.88%		202.58%				177.93%		131.41%		54.97%		100.38%		135.88%		102.58%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-07-2021		275.44%		228.95%		151.80%		196.42%		232.73%		201.89%				175.44%		128.95%		51.80%		96.42%		132.73%		101.89%						0.99%		0.98%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		0.05%

				Sep-08-2021		275.44%		226.81%		151.94%		196.82%		232.42%		201.63%				175.44%		126.81%		51.94%		96.82%		132.42%		101.63%						1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-09-2021		274.48%		226.22%		151.52%		195.96%		231.22%		200.70%				174.48%		126.22%		51.52%		95.96%		131.22%		100.70%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Sep-10-2021		274.88%		225.75%		149.55%		196.25%		231.44%		199.15%				174.88%		125.75%		49.55%		96.25%		131.44%		99.15%						1.00%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.04%

				Sep-13-2021		271.95%		225.78%		151.69%		195.91%		230.20%		199.60%				171.95%		125.78%		51.69%		95.91%		130.20%		99.60%						0.98%		1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-14-2021		268.81%		224.53%		149.37%		194.70%		227.93%		198.45%				168.81%		124.53%		49.37%		94.70%		127.93%		98.45%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Sep-15-2021		268.02%		225.25%		149.96%		196.49%		228.28%		200.14%				168.02%		125.25%		49.96%		96.49%		128.28%		100.14%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.04%

				Sep-16-2021		265.07%		225.98%		147.92%		194.47%		226.24%		199.83%				165.07%		125.98%		47.92%		94.47%		126.24%		99.83%						0.98%		1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-17-2021		265.36%		222.56%		146.76%		192.33%		225.00%		198.00%				165.36%		122.56%		46.76%		92.33%		125.00%		98.00%						1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.04%

				Sep-20-2021		262.54%		219.00%		145.10%		188.77%		221.94%		194.64%				162.54%		119.00%		45.10%		88.77%		121.94%		94.64%						0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.04%

				Sep-21-2021		258.54%		219.02%		143.45%		188.32%		220.05%		194.49%				158.54%		119.02%		43.45%		88.32%		120.05%		94.49%						0.98%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-22-2021		256.03%		220.99%		146.02%		190.50%		220.24%		196.34%				156.03%		120.99%		46.02%		90.50%		120.24%		96.34%						0.98%		1.02%		1.06%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.03%

				Sep-23-2021		258.70%		223.44%		149.95%		193.62%		223.08%		198.72%				158.70%		123.44%		49.95%		93.62%		123.08%		98.72%						1.02%		1.02%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.03%

				Sep-24-2021		256.93%		221.82%		149.15%		193.03%		221.78%		199.01%				156.93%		121.82%		49.15%		93.03%		121.78%		99.01%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Sep-27-2021		253.58%		221.42%		151.30%		191.90%		220.17%		198.46%				153.58%		121.42%		51.30%		91.90%		120.17%		98.46%						0.98%		1.00%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.03%

				Sep-28-2021		252.29%		214.77%		147.43%		187.75%		217.00%		194.42%				152.29%		114.77%		47.43%		87.75%		117.00%		94.42%						0.99%		0.95%		0.93%		0.96%		0.97%		0.96%		0.04%

				Sep-29-2021		250.80%		214.76%		147.09%		187.61%		216.19%		194.72%				150.80%		114.76%		47.09%		87.61%		116.19%		94.72%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-30-2021		247.74%		213.79%		145.05%		184.93%		213.92%		192.40%				147.74%		113.79%		45.05%		84.93%		113.92%		92.40%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.04%

				Oct-01-2021		247.57%		213.20%		147.73%		186.71%		214.58%		194.61%				147.57%		113.20%		47.73%		86.71%		114.58%		94.61%						1.00%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-04-2021		246.86%		213.25%		148.55%		184.74%		213.36%		192.09%				146.86%		113.25%		48.55%		84.74%		113.36%		92.09%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		0.04%

				Oct-05-2021		246.95%		216.92%		148.44%		187.52%		215.11%		194.11%				146.95%		116.92%		48.44%		87.52%		115.11%		94.11%						1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-06-2021		247.11%		216.04%		147.03%		187.87%		215.17%		194.90%				147.11%		116.04%		47.03%		87.87%		115.17%		94.90%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.04%

				Oct-07-2021		249.50%		218.56%		149.03%		189.96%		217.44%		196.52%				149.50%		118.56%		49.03%		89.96%		117.44%		96.52%						1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-08-2021		248.63%		217.77%		148.17%		188.36%		216.57%		196.14%				148.63%		117.77%		48.17%		88.36%		116.57%		96.14%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Oct-11-2021		247.19%		215.43%		147.42%		186.39%		214.70%		194.80%				147.19%		115.43%		47.42%		86.39%		114.70%		94.80%						0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.05%

				Oct-12-2021		246.83%		217.16%		147.20%		184.84%		213.95%		194.33%				146.83%		117.16%		47.20%		84.84%		113.95%		94.33%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Oct-13-2021		248.33%		219.14%		150.54%		186.45%		215.40%		194.91%				148.33%		119.14%		50.54%		86.45%		115.40%		94.91%						1.01%		1.02%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-14-2021		252.05%		222.21%		152.35%		190.86%		219.01%		198.24%				152.05%		122.21%		52.35%		90.86%		119.01%		98.24%						1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.05%

				Oct-15-2021		255.01%		225.27%		151.38%		192.35%		221.31%		199.72%				155.01%		125.27%		51.38%		92.35%		121.31%		99.72%						1.02%		1.02%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-18-2021		255.05%		225.13%		151.71%		193.16%		221.49%		200.39%				155.05%		125.13%		51.71%		93.16%		121.49%		100.39%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-19-2021		256.76%		227.08%		152.39%		194.19%		223.01%		201.87%				156.76%		127.08%		52.39%		94.19%		123.01%		101.87%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-20-2021		256.06%		228.36%		154.22%		195.62%		223.41%		202.61%				156.06%		128.36%		54.22%		95.62%		123.41%		102.61%						1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-21-2021		258.71%		230.51%		155.77%		196.10%		225.03%		203.22%				158.71%		130.51%		55.77%		96.10%		125.03%		103.22%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-22-2021		264.53%		230.67%		156.88%		193.56%		226.23%		203.00%				164.53%		130.67%		56.88%		93.56%		126.23%		103.00%						1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Oct-25-2021		261.61%		229.33%		156.88%		194.25%		224.98%		203.97%				161.61%		129.33%		56.88%		94.25%		124.98%		103.97%						0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-26-2021		259.05%		228.84%		156.62%		194.33%		224.16%		204.34%				159.05%		128.84%		56.62%		94.33%		124.16%		104.34%						0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.06%

				Oct-27-2021		254.72%		227.73%		153.79%		192.56%		221.32%		203.31%				154.72%		127.73%		53.79%		92.56%		121.32%		103.31%						0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Oct-28-2021		257.32%		230.81%		160.52%		196.00%		224.32%		205.30%				157.32%		130.81%		60.52%		96.00%		124.32%		105.30%						1.02%		1.02%		1.12%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Oct-29-2021		256.90%		236.66%		159.79%		196.20%		224.66%		205.70%				156.90%		136.66%		59.79%		96.20%		124.66%		105.70%						1.00%		1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-01-2021		262.77%		240.23%		161.58%		197.40%		228.21%		206.08%				162.77%		140.23%		61.58%		97.40%		128.21%		106.08%						1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-02-2021		261.07%		240.57%		161.20%		199.50%		228.50%		206.83%				161.07%		140.57%		61.20%		99.50%		128.50%		106.83%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-03-2021		257.81%		241.85%		162.22%		197.73%		226.95%		208.17%				157.81%		141.85%		62.22%		97.73%		126.95%		108.17%						0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-04-2021		261.97%		243.20%		163.23%		198.77%		229.17%		209.04%				161.97%		143.20%		63.23%		98.77%		129.17%		109.04%						1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-05-2021		261.71%		241.92%		168.62%		201.59%		230.38%		209.82%				161.71%		141.92%		68.62%		101.59%		130.38%		109.82%						1.00%		0.99%		1.08%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.04%

				Nov-08-2021		263.16%		244.66%		167.97%		201.38%		231.19%		210.01%				163.16%		144.66%		67.97%		101.38%		131.19%		110.01%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-09-2021		264.34%		245.13%		167.89%		202.47%		231.73%		209.27%				164.34%		145.13%		67.89%		102.47%		131.73%		109.27%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.06%

				Nov-10-2021		262.99%		243.76%		169.15%		200.56%		230.18%		207.55%				162.99%		143.76%		69.15%		100.56%		130.18%		107.55%						0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.04%

				Nov-11-2021		266.24%		245.28%		167.77%		199.18%		230.98%		207.67%				166.24%		145.28%		67.77%		99.18%		130.98%		107.67%						1.02%		1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-12-2021		270.69%		249.53%		168.45%		201.54%		233.94%		209.17%				170.69%		149.53%		68.45%		101.54%		133.94%		109.17%						1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-15-2021		270.29%		248.28%		168.34%		200.90%		233.38%		209.16%				170.29%		148.28%		68.34%		100.90%		133.38%		109.16%						1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-16-2021		271.42%		249.71%		169.41%		200.76%		233.76%		209.97%				171.42%		149.71%		69.41%		100.76%		133.76%		109.97%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-17-2021		269.87%		250.65%		168.53%		199.83%		232.59%		209.43%				169.87%		150.65%		68.53%		99.83%		132.59%		109.43%						0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-18-2021		269.08%		251.25%		168.82%		200.64%		232.66%		210.13%				169.08%		151.25%		68.82%		100.64%		132.66%		110.13%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-19-2021		270.04%		250.27%		169.03%		199.28%		232.09%		209.84%				170.04%		150.27%		69.03%		99.28%		132.09%		109.84%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-22-2021		268.10%		252.06%		168.81%		198.96%		231.39%		209.17%				168.10%		152.06%		68.81%		98.96%		131.39%		109.17%						0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Nov-23-2021		265.65%		250.09%		168.28%		196.91%		229.03%		209.52%				165.65%		150.09%		68.28%		96.91%		129.03%		109.52%						0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-24-2021		264.55%		249.71%		166.31%		194.41%		227.44%		210.00%				164.55%		149.71%		66.31%		94.41%		127.44%		110.00%						0.99%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-25-2021		264.15%		250.29%		166.37%		194.25%		227.39%		210.00%				164.15%		150.29%		66.37%		94.25%		127.39%		110.00%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-26-2021		261.84%		244.21%		160.18%		189.58%		223.37%		205.22%				161.84%		144.21%		60.18%		89.58%		123.37%		105.22%						0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		0.06%

				Nov-29-2021		261.83%		246.03%		159.70%		190.62%		223.71%		207.93%				161.83%		146.03%		59.70%		90.62%		123.71%		107.93%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.06%

				Nov-30-2021		256.51%		242.05%		157.13%		185.17%		219.00%		203.99%				156.51%		142.05%		57.13%		85.17%		119.00%		103.99%						0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		0.94%		0.96%		0.96%		0.06%

				Dec-01-2021		258.68%		242.08%		157.73%		185.31%		220.01%		201.58%				158.68%		142.08%		57.73%		85.31%		120.01%		101.58%						1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-02-2021		261.96%		245.54%		160.48%		187.92%		222.89%		204.44%				161.96%		145.54%		60.48%		87.92%		122.89%		104.44%						1.02%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.06%

				Dec-03-2021		264.96%		244.70%		159.89%		188.33%		223.87%		202.71%				164.96%		144.70%		59.89%		88.33%		123.87%		102.71%						1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-06-2021		267.13%		245.90%		161.99%		189.95%		225.81%		205.09%				167.13%		145.90%		61.99%		89.95%		125.81%		105.09%						1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Dec-07-2021		272.18%		255.24%		163.54%		192.86%		230.39%		209.34%				172.18%		155.24%		63.54%		92.86%		130.39%		109.34%						1.03%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		0.06%

				Dec-08-2021		273.80%		255.08%		164.80%		191.18%		229.99%		209.99%				173.80%		155.08%		64.80%		91.18%		129.99%		109.99%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		0.06%

				Dec-09-2021		274.64%		256.17%		162.62%		190.71%		230.36%		208.48%				174.64%		156.17%		62.62%		90.71%		130.36%		108.48%						1.00%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.07%

				Dec-10-2021		274.77%		258.00%		162.75%		192.59%		231.46%		210.47%				174.77%		158.00%		62.75%		92.59%		131.46%		110.47%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.06%

				Dec-13-2021		275.51%		258.27%		161.81%		192.00%		231.58%		208.55%				175.51%		158.27%		61.81%		92.00%		131.58%		108.55%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.06%

				Dec-14-2021		270.07%		256.65%		159.48%		188.89%		227.71%		206.99%				170.07%		156.65%		59.48%		88.89%		127.71%		106.99%						0.97%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		0.05%

				Dec-15-2021		269.79%		261.39%		161.14%		191.29%		229.35%		210.37%				169.79%		161.39%		61.14%		91.29%		129.35%		110.37%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.05%

				Dec-16-2021		272.35%		261.48%		161.16%		191.79%		230.66%		208.53%				172.35%		161.48%		61.16%		91.79%		130.66%		108.53%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		0.06%

				Dec-17-2021		265.10%		254.95%		159.18%		187.35%		225.00%		206.39%				165.10%		154.95%		59.18%		87.35%		125.00%		106.39%						0.96%		0.96%		0.97%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-20-2021		260.72%		254.86%		155.82%		184.15%		221.58%		204.04%				160.72%		154.86%		55.82%		84.15%		121.58%		104.04%						0.97%		1.00%		0.94%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-21-2021		265.48%		258.05%		159.87%		186.47%		225.01%		207.66%				165.48%		158.05%		59.87%		86.47%		125.01%		107.66%						1.03%		1.02%		1.07%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		0.07%

				Dec-22-2021		267.05%		263.05%		161.83%		186.68%		226.29%		209.78%				167.05%		163.05%		61.83%		86.68%		126.29%		109.78%						1.01%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		0.07%

				Dec-23-2021		268.69%		265.33%		163.31%		189.02%		228.40%		211.08%				168.69%		165.33%		63.31%		89.02%		128.40%		111.08%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		0.08%

				Dec-24-2021		269.03%		265.55%		162.95%		188.80%		228.56%		211.08%				169.03%		165.55%		62.95%		88.80%		128.56%		111.08%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-27-2021		271.74%		270.51%		165.75%		191.13%		231.17%		214.00%				171.74%		170.51%		65.75%		91.13%		131.17%		114.00%						1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.08%

				Dec-28-2021		276.63%		272.52%		165.54%		192.28%		233.77%		213.79%				176.63%		172.52%		65.54%		92.28%		133.77%		113.79%						1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		0.06%

				Dec-29-2021		275.57%		274.00%		166.17%		192.56%		233.47%		214.09%				175.57%		174.00%		66.17%		92.56%		133.47%		114.09%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Dec-30-2021		275.05%		272.69%		165.00%		192.37%		232.98%		213.45%				175.05%		172.69%		65.00%		92.37%		132.98%		113.45%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Dec-31-2021		276.22%		273.15%		165.18%		193.52%		233.91%		212.89%				176.22%		173.15%		65.18%		93.52%		133.91%		112.89%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%



																		Beta		1.6845756511		1.4741597849		0.6099132305		0.9208202984										0.9065972637		0.8644780579		0.9042317561		0.8643053478		0.9048252807		1



																				1483.2037648177		1298.2336159023		537.2579003371		810.7209653419		1129.3158626858		880.3748011934

																				1.6847412747		1.4746374091		0.610260425		0.9208816112		1.2827671364

																		Check:		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Base 1	-17.4%	-16.5%	4.4%	-8.1%	-0.17435130896709738	-0.16531051447811473	4.3799999999999999E-2	-8.1099999999999992E-2	Base 2	-9.9348691032902614E-2	-4.9989485521885285E-2	-0.1738435579914368	-8.4173442635945075E-2	Actual Return	Equipment Manufacturing 	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Panels	-0.2737	-0.21530000000000002	4.3799999999999999E-2	-8.1099999999999992E-2	Expected Return	Equipment Manufacturing 	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Panels	-0.17435130896709738	-0.16531051447811473	-0.1738435579914368	-0.16527344263594507	









Stock Return Tables

				Performance Drivers

						Change In:

				Sub-Sector		Earnings (LTM)		Multiples (LTM)		Total Change

				Equipment Manufacturing		6.5%		-33.8%		-27.4%

				Distribution		19.7%		-41.2%		-21.5%

				Contracting Services		-4.8%		9.2%		4.4%

				Control Modules		13.6%		-22.1%		-8.5%

				Aggregate Performance		11.1%		-29.5%		-18.4%





				Expected Return Analysis

				Sub-Sector		Expected Return		Actual Return		Delta

				Equipment Manufacturing		-17.4%		-27.4%		-9.9%

				Distribution		-16.5%		-21.5%		-5.0%

				Contracting Services		-17.4%		4.4%		21.8%

				Control Modules		-16.5%		-8.1%		8.4%

				Aggregate Performance		-17.4%		-18.6%		-1.2%





TEV-EBITDA Multiple Analysis

				Date		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules

				12/31/21		9.34x		17.50x		17.37x		15.96x

				1/31/22		8.52x		15.54x		15.51x		15.17x

				2/28/22		8.20x		14.48x		14.14x		13.84x								TEV / EBITDA Volatility

				3/31/22		7.98x		14.58x		13.74x		14.03x								Date		Q4 CY21		Q1 CY22		Q2 CY22		Q3 CY22

				4/30/22		7.84x		13.00x		12.13x		13.48x								Equipment Manufacturing		9.34x		7.98x		7.79x		9.00x

				5/31/22		8.19x		12.50x		11.99x		13.31x								Distribution		17.50x		14.58x		11.27x		10.08x

				6/30/22		7.79x		11.27x		11.81x		11.98x								Contracting Services		17.37x		13.74x		11.81x		11.25x

				7/31/22		9.10x		12.32x		12.37x		13.26x								Control Modules		15.96x		14.03x		11.98x		12.19x

				8/31/22		9.36x		11.86x		12.28x		13.31x

				9/30/22		9.00x		10.08x		11.25x		12.19x









Equipment Manufacturing	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	9.3444916469693506	8.52224	46717904603	8.1956234934536205	7.9796479334094101	7.8357242715331203	8.1908884220474505	7.7932573947095696	9.0989329235124501	9.3592896781867001	8.9986691095952391	Distribution	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	17.498116110200499	15.5379998636586	14.475415332528399	14.5773686214938	12.9977320742594	12.4971224619752	11.272816119765	12.3184423942769	11.858038077846199	10.0840892865043	Contracting Services	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	17.370851808864298	15.5109010204686	14.144503372657701	13.7426807406555	12.126990983443701	11.9904325027506	11.	805884991055599	12.367922624088299	12.283729308897099	11.252156641535301	Control Modules	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	15.9609590713175	15.170881528927699	13.8378571591659	14.028216356101501	13.4791201822808	13.3140360840046	11.982302594869701	13.2618918876778	13.3125325866986	12.193532576642699	







Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	9.3444916469693506	17.498116110200499	17.370851808864298	15.9609590713175	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	7.9796479334094101	14.5773686214938	13.7426807406555	14.028216356101501	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	7.7932573947095696	11.272816119765	11.805884991055599	11.982302594869701	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	8.9986691095952391	10.0840892865043	11.252156641535301	12.193532576642699	









Company Financial Metrics

		Public Comparable Companies



				Equipment Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Gross
Margin (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual EBITDA Margin (Expected 12/31/2022)		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual GM (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual EBITDA (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		2023 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		CAGR				Company				Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR								Company		Revenue
1/1		Revenue
12/31		EBITDA
(1/1)		EBITDA
(12/31)		CAGR		CAGR

				Ticker																2021-2023E (12/31/2022)																2021-2023E (1/1/2022)												2021-2023E										1-Jan		31-Dec		1-Jan		31-Dec		1-Jan		31-Dec

				NasdaqGS:AAON		AAON, Inc.				United States		$535		$1,010		26.3%		17.8%		37.4%		$156		$875		22.1%		28.7%		$158		$716		$758		19.1%				Equipment Manufacturing				31.1%		15.1%		7.9%								Equipment Manufacturing		$   202.6		$   192.4		$   26.5		$   24.3		10.5%		7.9%		-0.0506761453				-0.0833522413

				NYSE:CARR		Carrier Global Corporation				United States		$20,613		$21,681		27.4%		15.9%		2.6%		$3,245		$20,407		16.4%		30.0%		$3,492		$21,294		$22,103		3.6%				Distribution				27.9%		11.7%		13.3%								Distribution		$   53.6		$   58.1		$   6.1		$   7.2		9.4%		13.3%		0.0847362796				0.1668102282

				TSE:6367		Daikin Industries,Ltd.				Japan		$18,933		$29,002		34.8%		14.5%		23.8%		$3,640		$25,117		15.0%		35.0%		$3,834		$25,621		$27,085		19.6%				Contracting Services				14.6%		7.9%		9.4%								Contracting Services		$   29.6		$   29.9		$   2.0		$   1.9		6.4%		9.4%		0.0115352541				-0.0224478526

				SHSE:600690		Haier Smart Home Co., Ltd.				China		$33,591		$39,160		31.1%		8.6%		8.0%		$3,111		$36,160		8.8%		30.6%		$3,529		$40,219		$43,647		14.0%				Control Modules				37.1%		25.5%		5.1%								Control Modules		$   96.6		$   94.2		$   23.0		$   22.2		7.2%		5.1%		-0.0250188057				-0.0325112783

				NYSE:JCI		Johnson Controls International plc				Ireland		$23,668		$26,945		32.9%		14.7%		6.7%		$3,727		$25,332		15.9%		33.9%		$4,101		$25,790		$27,300		7.4%

				NYSE:LII		Lennox International Inc.				United States		$4,194		$4,687		27.3%		15.5%		5.7%		$736		$4,739		16.9%		29.1%		$753		$4,449		$4,598		4.7%

				SZSE:000333		Midea Group Co., Ltd.				China		$50,372		$55,487		23.6%		10.2%		5.0%		$5,249		$51,364		10.8%		25.9%		$6,205		$57,255		$61,896		10.9%

				OM:NIBE B		NIBE Industrier AB (publ)				Sweden		$2,974		$4,154		31.0%		17.7%		18.2%		$663		$3,750		19.0%		33.3%		$713		$3,748		$4,096		17.4%

				NYSE:REZI		Resideo Technologies, Inc.				United States		$5,846		$6,548		27.5%		11.6%		5.8%		$741		$6,376		12.0%		27.5%		$728		$6,091		$6,404		4.7%

				NYSE:SPXC		SPX Technologies, Inc.				United States		$1,220		$1,517		35.7%		15.4%		11.5%		$224		$1,451		15.5%		35.7%		$213		$1,377		$1,477		10.1%

				OM:SYSR		Systemair AB (publ)				Sweden		$822		$1,103		34.9%		12.5%		15.9%		$120		$964		13.2%		35.3%		$134		$1,012		$1,072		14.2%

				NYSE:TT		Trane Technologies plc				Ireland		$14,136		$16,428		31.2%		16.9%		7.8%		$2,674		$15,817		17.5%		32.6%		$2,635		$15,047		$15,789		5.7%





														Mean		30.3%		14.3%		12.4%		$24,287		$192,351		15.3%		31.5%		$26,495		$202,619				10.9%

														Median		31.1%		15.1%		7.9%						15.7%		31.6%								10.5%





				Distribution

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

				OM:BEIJ B		Beijer Ref AB (publ)				Sweden		$1,630		$2,413		26.4%		12.0%		21.7%		$256		$2,137		12.0%		0.0%		$247		$2,062		$2,219		16.7%

				NYSE:FERG		Ferguson plc				United Kingdom		$22,792		$29,256		30.7%		10.9%		13.3%		$3,109		$28,524		10.3%		31.0%		$2,694		$26,153		$27,372		9.6%

				ASX:REH		Reece Limited				Australia		$4,357		$5,653		27.9%		11.3%		13.9%		$563		$4,980		11.3%		0.0%		$563		$4,966		$5,217		9.4%

				NYSE:WSO		Watsco, Inc.				United States		$6,280		$7,436		27.9%		11.7%		8.8%		$858		$7,309		10.1%		26.2%		$655		$6,472		$6,637		2.8%

				NYSE:GWW		W.W. Grainger, Inc.				United States		$13,022		$15,889		38.0%		15.7%		10.5%		$2,385		$15,182		14.2%		37.0%		$1,986		$13,938		$15,003		7.3%





														Mean		30.2%		12.3%		13.6%		$7,170		$58,132		11.6%		18.8%		$6,145		$53,591				9.2%

														Median		27.9%		11.7%		13.3%						11.3%		31.0%								9.4%





				Contracting Services

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin
(Expected 12/31/2022)		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

				NYSE:FIX		Comfort Systems USA, Inc.				United States		$3,074		$4,361		17.7%		7.9%		19.1%		$323		$4,092		9.7%		19.2%		$319		$3,300		$3,480		6.4%

				NYSE: EME		EMCOR Group, Inc.				United States		$9,904		$11,784		14.2%		5.9%		9.1%		$652		$11,000		6.6%		15.8%		$676		$10,246		$10,753		4.2%

				ENXTPA:SPIE		SPIE SA				France		$7,600		$8,838		87.6%		8.8%		7.8%		$753		$8,531		8.7%		86.8%		$761		$8,758		$9,060		9.2%

				OM:BRAV		Bravida Holding AB (publ)				Sweden		$2,110		$2,541		15.0%		8.2%		9.8%		$202		$2,447		8.6%		15.0%		$217		$2,524		$2,624		11.5%

				NYSE:TPC		Tutor Perini Corporation				United States		$4,642		$4,066		4.0%		-0.3%		-6.4%		-$12		$3,854		7.4%		10.2%		$354		$4,754		$5,198		5.8%





														Mean		27.7%		6.1%		7.9%		$1,929		$29,924		8.2%		29.4%		$1,974		$29,582				7.4%

														Median		14.6%		7.9%		9.4%						8.6%		15.4%								6.4%





				Control Modules

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

		t		NYSE:EMR		Emerson Electric Co.				United States		$18,236		$14,916		41.4%		25.7%		-9.6%		$5,034		$19,612		23.8%		42.4%		$4,628		$19,437		$20,452		5.9%

				NasdaqGS:HON		Honeywell International Inc.				United States		$34,392		$36,842		32.8%		25.3%		3.5%		$8,986		$35,539		26.3%		35.2%		$9,684		$36,878		$39,335		6.9%

				XTRA:IFX		Infineon Technologies AG				Germany		$11,886		$16,566		43.1%		32.7%		18.1%		$4,487		$13,735		31.4%		40.4%		$4,569		$14,531		$15,888		15.6%

				NYSE:JCI		Johnson Controls International plc				Ireland		$23,668		$26,945		32.9%		14.7%		6.7%		$3,727		$25,332		15.9%		33.9%		$4,101		$25,790		$27,300		7.4%





														Mean		37.5%		24.6%		4.7%		$22,234		$94,218		24.4%		38.0%		$22,981		$96,636				9.0%

														Median		37.1%		25.5%		5.1%						25.0%		37.8%								7.2%















Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	7.8870832790173373E-2	0.13296180196750007	9.4173573608288375E-2	5.0994306739461481E-2	



Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	0.31092839999999999	0.27900000000000003	0.1463333	0.37148719999999996	



Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	0.15076548117590621	0.11736257421949819	7.8975662203108199E-2	0.25476333450332811	

1-Jan	202.6187507400	0002	53.591025710000004	29.58235307	96.635906039999995	31-Dec	192.35081347999997	58.132129850000005	29.923593029999999	94.218191080000011	



1-Jan	26.49493913999	9996	6.1450297799999998	1.9737562800000001	22.98117637	31-Dec	24.28652658	7.1700835999999999	1.92944969	22.234028949999999	



1-Jan	0.10452238941236769	9.4272060172131	855E-2	6.4059585091302385E-2	7.1719779833619546E-2	31-Dec	7.8870832790173373E-2	0.13296180196750007	9.4173573608288375E-2	5.0994306739461481E-2	
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				Announced Date		Completed Date		Target Company		Bidder Company		Deal Value USD(m)		Deal Description

				1/6/23		Pending		G.A. Larson co		Hajoca Corporation

				1/2/23		Pending		Williams Distributing		Daikin Industries Limited				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired Williams Distributing Co, the United States based distributor of heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment and residential building products. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/28/22		Pending		Resolute Industrial, LLC (100% Stake)		Aggreko PLC		$   440.0		Aggreko Ltd, the United Kingdom based provider of specialist power and temperature control rental services in two main product areas, mobile electricity generators, and temperature control equipment is to acquire Resolute Industrial LLC, the United States based provider of water- and air-cooled chiller rental services from AE Industrial Partners LP, the private equity firm focused on investing in the aerospace, power generation, and specialty industrial markets. The consideration was $440m. The transaction provides an exit strategy for AE Industrial Partners LP.

				12/16/22		12/16/22		SEAT Ventilation SA (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Capital Export SAS				Capital Export SAS, the France based private equity investment fund. has acquired SEAT Ventilation SA, the local france-based designer and manufacturer of industrial fans from Ciclad SAS, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Ciclad SAS.

				12/15/22		Pending		Heritage Distribution Holdings (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Beijer Ref AB		$   1,275.0		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning and heating equipment is to acquire 98% of https://heritagedistribution.com/, the United States based distribution company for Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning and Refrigeration from Gryphon Investors Inc private equity firm. The consideration was $1.275bn. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Gryphon Investors Inc. The transaction is conditional upon regulatory approvals and customary closing conditions and is expected to close early in Q1 2023.

				12/13/22		12/13/22		Stan Gelber & Sons (100% Stake)		Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC				Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning systems has acquired Stan Gelber & Sons Inc, the local HVAC Contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/2/22		12/2/22		Airefco (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Airefco, the United States based distributor of HVAC equipment, parts and supplies. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/2/22		12/2/22		Venstar, Inc. (100% Stake)		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin North America LLC				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, through its subsidiary Daikin North America LLC, the United States based air-conditioning equipment manufacturer, has acquired Venstar Inc, the United States based thermostat and energy management system manufacturer. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/18/22		11/18/22		Hygromedia LLC (100% Stake); Rotor Source Inc (100% Stake)		Munters Group AB				Munters Group AB, the Sweden based producer and marketer of air ventilation and dehumidification units and systems has acquired Hygromedia LLC, the United States based manufacturer of desiccant dehumidification media from Air Holdings AB, the local company manufacturing desiccant rotors. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/10/22		11/10/22		BellSimons  (100% Stake)		Munch's Supply LLC; Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts has acquired through its subsidiary Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products Bell Simons Co, the local distributor of heating, air conditioning, plumbing and refrigeration equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc is backed by GenStar Capital LLC.

				11/9/22		Pending		Howden Group Limited (100% Stake)		Chart Industries, Inc.		$   4,400.0		KPS Capital Partners LP, a private equity firm, is reportedly looking to sell Howden Group Ltd, the United KIngdon based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment including industrial fans, heaters, compressors and steam turbines. The terms of the deal are undisclosed, but KPS may seek valuation of $3.5bn for Howden as per Bloomberg. The transaction provides an exit strategy for KPS Capital Partners LP. 9 Nov 22 - Chart Industries Inc, the United States based manufacturer of equipment used in the production, storage and end-use of hydrocarbon and industrial gases is to acquire Howden Group Ltd, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment including industrial fans, heaters, compressors and steam turbines from KPS Capital Partners LP, the United Kingdom based private equity firm. The consideration was $4.4bn, which consist of $3.3bn paid in cash, $1.1bn paid in convertible preferred. The transaction provides an exit strategy for KPS Capital Partners LP. The transaction is subject to certain regulatory approvals and the satisfaction of other customary closing conditions and is expected to close in the first half of 2023.

				11/7/22		11/7/22		Fortress Group Inc (100% Stake)		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Fortress Group Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipments. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/4/22		11/4/22		Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning (100% Stake)		Astara Capital Partners				Astara Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm has acquired Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning, the US based provider of air conditioning, heating, and appliance services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/2/22		11/2/22		M.E. Flow (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired M.E. Flow, a provider of heating, air conditioning and plumbing maintenance, repair, and replacement services throughout northern Virginia and parts of West Virginia. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/27/22		Pending		Airmax Group (100% Stake); Everest Blowers Pvt Ltd (100% Stake); Everest Blower Systems Pvt Ltd (100% Stake)		Ingersoll Rand Inc.		$   86.0		Ingersoll Rand Inc, the United States based provider of flow control and compression equipment and associated aftermarket parts, consumables and services has acquired Everest Blowers Pvt Ltd, Everest Blower System Pvt Ltd, the India based manufacturers of blowers and vacuum systems and Airmax Group, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners. The combined all-cash upfront purchase price of approximately $86m with additional potential consideration based on achievement of Everest financial targets. The transactions are expected to close in the fourth quarter of 2022.

				10/27/22		10/27/22		Eberle Controls GmbH (100% Stake)		Borromin Capital Management GmbH; Existing Management		$   45.1		The Management of Eberle Controls GmbH, the local manufacturer and distributor of heating and air-conditioning controls. has acquired the company along with Borromin Capital Management GmbH, from Schneider Electric GmbH, the local company engaged in providing energy management and automation solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/24/22		10/24/22		Kendal Air Heating and Cooling Inc (100% Stake)		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services, the United States based provider of HVAC repair and installation services has acquired Kendal Air Heating & Cooling Inc, the US-based leading provider of HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/12/22		10/12/22		Morgana SAS (100% Stake); Samifi France (100% Stake)		Cold Chain Capital, LLC				Cold Chain Capital LLC, the private equity firm engaged in investing for HVACR: Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration companies has acquired Morgana SAS, the France based manufacturer of made-to-measure finned heat exchangers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/12/22		10/12/22		Coastal Supply Co (100% Stake)		Heritage Distribution Holdings				Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based heritage Distribution Holdings is a part of Gryphon has acquired Coastal Supply Co Inc, the local hVAC/R distributor servicing. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/6/22		1/3/23		SPX FLOW Inc (Air Treatment Business) (100% Stake)		Ingersoll Rand Inc.		$   525.0		Ingersoll Rand Inc, the United States based provider of flow control and compression equipment and associated aftermarket parts, consumables and services is to acquire the local air Treatment Business from SPX FLOW Inc, the local industrial equipment manufacturer that is engaged in providing and suppling engineered flow components, process equipment and turn-key systems. The consideration was $525m. The all-cash transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter upon obtaining required regulatory approvals. 3 Jan 23 - The transaction has been completed.

				10/4/22		10/4/22		Easyairconditioning Limited		Beijer Ref AB

				10/1/22		10/1/22		Acree Plumbing Air & Electric (100% Stake)		LTP Home Services Group		$   50.0		LTP Home Services Group, the United States based uS-based leading residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions has acquired Acree Plumbing Air & Electric, the local hVAC services and Air conditioning contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/28/22		12/2/22		Durex International Corp (100% Stake)		Spirax-Sarco Engineering Plc		$   342.2		Spirax-Sarco Engineering plc, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of a range of products for the efficient management of steam and other industrial fluids is to acquire Durex International Corp, the United States based company specializing in designing and manufacturing custom thermal solutions. The consideration was $342.2m. The transaction is expected to close in October 2022, following regulatory approval.

				9/27/22		9/27/22		Allied Service Group  (100% Stake)		Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc				Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc, the United States based provider of installation, preventative maintenance, and repair for foodservice facilities has acquired Allied Service Group, the local mechanical and electrical contractor, specializing in the mechanical services of air conditioning, heating, ventilation, refrigeration and electrical system. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/19/22		11/1/22		Australian airconditioning distributors		Beijer Ref AB		$   44.4

				9/19/22		9/19/22		MTL COOL (100% Stake)		Ronin Equity Partners, Inc				Ronin Equity Partners LLC, the private Equity Firm has acquired MTL Cool, the Canada based commercial refrigeration. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/1/22		9/1/22		Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc.		Dakota Supply Group, Inc.		-		Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. operates as a distributor of plumbing and HVAC products in Bismarck and Minot, North Dakota. The company was founded in 1949 and is based in Bismarck, North Dakota. As of September 1, 2022, Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Dakota Supply Group, Inc.

				8/31/22		8/31/22		Airmax Group (100% Stake)		Fix-It Group				Fix-It Group, the United States based provider of plumbing, heating, electrical and AC repairs and upgrades, services has acquired Airmax Group, the local provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Fix-It Group is backed by New Harbor Capital LLC, a United States, private equity firm.

				8/30/22		8/30/22		Controlled Temp Supply (100% Stake)		Ed's Supply Company				Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor has acquired Controlled Temp Supply, the local controlled Temp Supply providing HVAC/R equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in Oxford, MS. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/17/22		8/17/22		Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc (100% Stake)		NSi Industries, LLC				NSi Industries LLC, the United States based manufacturer of electrical lugs has acquired Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc, the local uS-based manufacturer and distributor of components and tools designed heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration and appliance parts. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/15/22		8/15/22		Rensa Filtration (100% Stake)		Audax Group, Inc.		$   227.0		Audax Group LP, the United States based private equity firm, has acquired Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the local manufacturer of high quality air filters, from Duchossois Capital Management LLC, the local investment firm, and Edgewater Services LLC, the local Private equity firm specializing in lower middle market growth capital investments. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/5/22		8/24/22		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc. (100% Stake)		OMERS Private Equity Inc				5 Aug 22 - OMERS Private Equity Inc, the Canada based private equity firm is to acquire Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning installation and repair service from Huron Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity investment firm, specializing in facilitating management buyouts, recapitalizations, corporate spinoffs, and buy-and-build strategies. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Huron Capital Partners LLC. 24 Aug 22 - The transaction was completed.

				8/4/22		8/4/22		Hurlburt Heating, AC, & Plumbing (100% Stake)		Heartland Home Services, Inc.				Heartland Home Services Inc, the United States based provider of heating and air-conditioning contracting services has acquired Hurlburt Heating AC & Plumbing, the local company operating in Refrigeration equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/2/22		8/2/22		Atelier Construction Frigorifique (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Capital Export SAS; Rives Growth				Capital Export SAS, the private equity investment fund and Rives Croissance SAS, the venture capital firm, along with the management of ACFRI International SAS, the France based manufacturer of refrigeration equipment for the catering business, have acquired the company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/29/22		7/29/22		RoboVent, Inc. (100% Stake)		Nederman		$   42.2		Nederman Holding AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of work environment equipment, including extraction systems, vacuum cleaning and workplace acoustics has acquired RoboVent Products Group Inc, the United States based provider of industrial ventilation and filtration solutions from Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the United States based manufacturer of high quality air filters. The consideration was SEK 430m ($42.24m).

				7/28/22		7/28/22		Blue Frontier, Inc		2150 UK Limited; VoLo Earth Ventures; Breakthrough Inc; Modern Niagara Group Inc		$   20.0		Breakthrough Inc, the United States based manufactures educational computer software has acquired an undisclosed stake in Blue Frontier Inc, the local uS-based developer of efficient air conditioning for commercial buildings. The consideration was $20m.

				7/27/22		7/27/22		R Brooks Mechanical Heating and Air Conditioning Inc (100% Stake)		Flow Service Partners		$   22.5		RLJ Equity partners backed portfolio company, Flow Service Partners, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration and plumbing services has acquired R Brooks Mechanical Heating & Air Conditioning Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation and air conditioning services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/19/22		7/19/22		Sexson Mechanical Company		Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC				Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC, the United States based midwestern-focused platform of Craft Work Capital Partners LLC has acquired a controlling stake in Sexson Mechanical Corp, the local company that provides a full suite of mechanical and electrical contracting services, including that for heating, ventilation, air conditioning, refrigeration, electrical, and plumbing systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC is backed by Craft Work Capital Partners LLC.

				7/18/22		7/18/22		Rycor HVAC (100% Stake)		HOP Energy LLC				HOP Energy LLC, the United States based full service energy company has acquired Rycor HVAC, the local full-service reseller of Mitsubishi mini-split heat pump systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/14/22		7/14/22		Certified Refrigerant Services Inc (100% Stake)		A-Gas Americas				A-Gas US Inc, the United States based provider of the supply and life cycle management of specialty chemicals such as refrigerants, hydrocarbon blowing agents has acquired Certified Refrigerant Services Inc, the local refrigerant management and logistics company servicing all segments of the refrigerant and HVAC industry. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/12/22		7/12/22		Comfort Control Systems, Inc.		Aquarius Water Conditioning, Inc.		-		Comfort Control Systems, Inc. distributes, sells, and installs heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment. The company was incorporated in 2022 and is based in De Pere, Wisconsin. As of July 12, 2022, Comfort Control Systems operates as a subsidiary of Aquarius Water Conditioning, Inc.

				7/8/22		7/8/22		CM3 Building Solutions Inc		Daikin Industries, Ltd.				Daikin Industries Ltd, a listed Japan-based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired a majority stake in CM3 Building Solutions Inc, the United States based provider of building services including automation and technology, energy services, security and fire protection, and HVAC support. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/6/22		7/6/22		Magic Electric, Plumbing, Heating & Air (100% Stake); Perfect Plumbing, Heating & Air (100% Stake); Strongbuilt LLC (100% Stake)		Any Hour Services				Any Hour Electric Inc, the United States based provider of HVAC services has acquired Magic Electric Plumbing Heating & Air, the local provider of Plumbing, Heating & Air services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/4/22		7/4/22		Elmac Technologies Limited (100% Stake)		Protectoseal Co				Protectoseal Co, the United States based manufacturer of a wide variety of tank vents and fittings. has acquired Elmac Technologies Limited, the United Kingdom based uK-based maker of flame arresters and low pressure venting equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/29/22		6/29/22		Pro Plumbing Services  (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired Pro Plumbing Services LLC, the local provider of plumbing, electrical, heating, and air conditioning services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Southern HVAC Corp is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				6/23/22		6/23/22		Dallas Plumbing Co (100% Stake)		Air pros				Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") and home services company has acquired Dallas Plumbing Co, the local provider of HVAC and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/14/22		6/14/22		Aaron & Co Inc (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Aaron & Company Inc, the United States based distributor of plumbing supply, HVAC and sheet metal wholesale. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/7/22		6/7/22		Tomco Mechanical Corp (100% Stake)		The Arcticom Group, LLC				Arcticom Group LLC, the United States based provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry has acquired Tomco Mechanical Corp, the local provider of refrigeration and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/2/22		6/2/22		OyBoy Heating and Cooling (100% Stake); Captain Electric (100% Stake); Absolute Air (100% Stake)		American Residential Services LLC				GI Partners LLC backed portfolio company, American Residential Services LLC, the United States based provides maintenance services for heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems. Also services plumbing, electrical and other systems in homes and small commercial buildings and provides installation services has acquired. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/2/22		6/2/22		Thermogenics Inc. (100% Stake)		Audax Private Equity Group				Audax Management Co LLC, the United States based private equity firm. has acquired Thermogenics Inc, a Canada based manufacturer of steam and hot-water boilers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/31/22		5/31/22		Service Minds Inc (100% Stake)		Altamont Capital Partners, Inc				Altamont Capital Management LLC, the United States based private equity firm has acquired Service Minds Inc, the local owner and operator of multiple franchisees including Mister Sparky, One Hour Heating & AC and Benjamin Franklin Plumbing systems providing electrical, plumbing and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/20/22		7/1/22		Icetro Co Ltd (100% Stake)		The Middleby Corporation		$   51.9		20 May 22 - Middleby Corp, the United States based developer, manufacturer and marketer of a broad line of equipment used for commercial food preparation as well as residential kitchen equipment is to acquire Icetro Co Ltd, the South Korea based industrial refrigeration and refrigeration equipment manufacturer. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 1 Jul 22 - The transaction has completed.

				5/19/22		1/4/23		Homeserve plc		Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P.		$   6,079.3

				5/17/22		5/17/22		Almcoe Refrigeration Company (100% Stake)		Smart Care Equipment Solutions ; Zone Climate Services Inc				Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services has acquired through its subsidiary EEC Acquisition LLC, the local provider of commercial kitchen repair, maintenance services, and parts for commercial cooking, refrigeration, ware washing, and other foodservice equipment Almcoe Refrigeration Company, the local service agency specializing in refrigeration for commercial, retail, and industrial cold storage operations. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Zone Climate Services Inc is a portfolio company of Wind Point Partners.

				5/17/22		5/17/22		N.B. Handy Company, Inc.		Industrial Opportunity Partners, LLC		-		N.B. Handy Company, Inc. distributes metals, HVAC, commercial roofing, and machinery products in Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia. The company was founded in 1891 and is based in Lynchburg, Virginia with locations in Rosedale and Hanover, Maryland; Springfield, Norfolk, Richmond, and Roanoke, Virginia; Charlotte, Greensboro, and Raleigh, North Carolina; Greenville and Columbia, South Carolina; and Atlanta, Georgia.

				5/5/22		5/5/22		NexGen Air Conditioning & Plumbing, LLC (100% Stake)		Wrench Group Inc.				Leonard Green & Partners LP backed portfolio company, Wrench Group LLC, the United States based provider of home maintenance and repair services specializing in heating, ventilation and air conditioning, plumbing and electrical services has acquired NexGen HVAC & Plumbing LLC, the local provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/3/22		5/3/22		Cisco Air Systems		DXP Enterprises		$   52.0		DXP Enterprises [NASDAQ:DXPE], a Houston, Texas-based industrial supplies distributor, acquired Cisco Air Systems, Inc., a Sacramento, California-based distributor of air compressors and related products and services. Financial terms were not disclosed.

				5/3/22		5/3/22		ICM Controls (100% Stake)		Lorraine Capital LLC				Lorraine Capital, the Private equity firm has acquired ICM Controls, the US based family-owned electronic controls manufacturer for the HVAC industry. The terms of the deal are undisclosed.

				4/26/22		4/26/22		Frigometro SAS (100% Stake)		Emergent Cold LatAm Management LLC				Emergent Cold Latin America, the Brazil based temperature-controlled warehousing and logistics provider has acquired Frigometro SAS, the Colombia based provider of cold storage solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				4/25/22		4/25/22		Ed's Supply Company (100% Stake)		Wittichen Supply Company				Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Gryphon Investors Inc is a portfolio company of Wittichen Supply Co.

				4/13/22		4/13/22		Arbo S.p.A (100% Stake)		Existing Management; NB Renaissance Partners				28 Jan 22 - Ersel Finanziaria SpA, the Italy based investment company is reportedly seeking buyers for Arbo SpA, the Italy based distributor of spare parts, components and accessories for heating, air conditioning and domestic boilers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 13 Apr 22 - NB Renaissance Partners, the US-based private equity, has agreed to acquire Arbo Spa, in a management buyout transaction. Terms were not disclosed.

				4/13/22		4/13/22		System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co.		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co. represents the combined operations of System Aire Supply Co., Inc. and Control-Aire Supply Co. in their sale to Munch's Supply LLC. As of April 13, 2022, System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co. was acquired by Munch's Supply LLC. System Aire Supply Co., Inc. operates as a HVAC wholesale distributor. Control-Aire Supply Co. distributes HVAC systems. The companies are based in the United States.

				4/1/22		4/1/22		Wardlaw Heating and Cooling (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Wardlaw Heating & Cooling, the local an air conditioning solutions provider. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				4/1/22		4/1/22		Mackay Air Supplies		Beijer Ref AB (publ) (OM:BEIJ B)		-		Mackay Air Supplies engages in the distribution of HVAC&R. The company is based in West Mackay, Australia. As of April 1, 2022, Mackay Air Supplies operates as a subsidiary of Beijer Ref AB (publ).

				3/24/22		3/24/22		Conditioned Air Solutions (100% Stake)		Concentric Equity Partners, L.P.				Concentric Equity Partners LP, the private equity firm has acquired Conditioned Air Solutions, the United States based owned and operated Commercial and Residential HVAC company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				3/22/22		3/22/22		LTP Home Services Group (100% Stake)		L Catterton Management Limited				Catterton Management Co LLC, the private equity firm has acquired LTP Home Services Group, the United States based residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions from Thompson Street Capital Partners, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Thompson Street Capital Partners.

				3/18/22		5/2/22		CCOM Group, Inc.		Daikin Comfort Technologies North America, Inc.		$   34.8		CCOM Group, Inc., through its subsidiaries, distributes heating, ventilating, and air conditioning equipment (HVAC) in the United States. It also distributes whole-house generators; climate control systems; plumbing and electrical fixtures and supplies; and parts and accessories. In addition, the company provides control system design, custom control panel fabrication, technical field support, in-house training, and climate control consultation services for engineers and installers; and designs direct digital control systems, as well as systems that control multi-location facilities through the Internet. It markets its products to HVAC, plumbing, and electrical contractors; building contractors; and other users primarily in New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts, and portions of eastern Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Vermont. The company was formerly known as Colonial Commercial Corp. and changed its name to CCOM Group, Inc. in July 2012. CCOM Group, Inc. was founded in 1964 and is based in Hawthorne, New Jersey. As of May 2, 2022, CCOM Group, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Daikin Comfort Technologies North America, Inc.  

				3/11/22		3/11/22		A.B. May (100% Stake)		Frontier Service Partners				Frontier Service Partners, the United States based residential services company has acquired AB May Co, the local residential services company offering HVAC, plumbing and electrical services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Frontier Service Partners is a portfolio company of Imperial Capital Group Ltd.

				3/8/22		3/8/22		The Smith & Oby Company		McNally Capital, LLC				Mcnally Capital LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm also providing advisory services has invested in Smith & Oby Co, the local hVAC and plumbing mechanical contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				3/7/22		3/7/22		The Comfort Group (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Comfort Group, the local provider of residential heating, cooling, and indoor air quality services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				3/3/22		6/1/22		Therm-O-Disc Inc (100% Stake)		One Rock Capital Partners, LLC		$   1,000.0		26 Oct 21 - Emerson Electric Co, the United States based technology and engineering company providing innovative solutions for customers in industrial, commercial and residential markets is reportedly seeking buyers for Therm O Disc Inc, the United States based manufacturer of temperature sensors and controls for the HVAC, appliance, automotive, and electronics industries. The transaction could value Therm-O-Disc at about $1bn according to Bloomberg. 3 Mar 22 - One Rock Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity firm, is to acquire Therm O Disc Inc from Emerson Electric Co. The transaction is expected to close in the second calendar quarter of 2022 subject to regulatory approvals and other customary closing conditions 01 Jun 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				3/1/22		3/1/22		Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning		Rush Street Ventures				Rush Street Ventures, the United States based uS-based private equity firm has acquired a controlling stake in Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning, the local uS-based heating, air conditioning, electrical, home renovation and handyman services provider. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/25/22		6/25/22		Doug's Service Co (100% Stake)		Air pros				Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") and home services company has acquired Doug's Service Co, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, electrical, and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/18/22		2/22/22		Airia Brands Inc. (100% Stake)		Zehnder Group AG				18 Feb 22 - Zehnder Group AG, the Switzerland based manufactures furnaces, measuring instruments, battery charges, sheet metal housing and welding machines through its subsidiaries has agreed to acquire Airia Brands Inc, the Canada based company engaged in development, manufacturing and distribution of heat recovery ventilation systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The completion is expected to take place in the next few days after the closing conditions have been fulfilled. 22 Feb 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				2/15/22		2/15/22		Benoist Brothers Supply Co. (100% Stake)		Wittichen Supply Company				Gryphon Investors Inc backed portfolio company, Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Benoist Brothers Supply Co., the local uS-based family owned HVAC firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/2/22		2/2/22		Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces, LLC (100% Stake); Cool Insulation Company (100% Stake)		SEI Group LLC				SEI Group Inc, the United States based provider of installation services of products including insulation, garage doors, and housewrap for single-family and multi-family residential buildings has acquired Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces LLC and Cool Insulation Co, the local providers of insulation solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. SEI Group is a portfolio company of Quad-C Management Inc.

				2/1/22		2/1/22		Refrigeration Design & Service (100% Stake)		The Kelvin Group				The Kelvin Group, the United States-based provider of industrial and commercial mission-critical mechanical services, process safety management, and environmental compliance has acquired Refrigeration Design & Service Inc, the local the company provides a full line of services to meet the needs of the industrial refrigeration marketplace. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/24/22		1/24/22		The Arcticom Group, LLC		A&M Capital Partners, LP				A&M Capital Partners LP, the United States based private equity fund of Alvarez & Marsal Capital, LLC has acquired a majority stake in Arcticom Group LLC, the local provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry from Goense Capital Partners, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Goense Capital Partners.

				1/17/22		1/17/22		Environmental Stress Systems, Inc. (100% Stake)		Chroma Ate Inc.				Chroma ATE Inc, the Taiwan (China) based manufacturer of testing equipment and solutions for electronics in various industries has acquired Environmental Stress Systems Inc, the United States based supplier of thermal platforms, space simulation thermal chambers, cascade condensers, and liquid recirculating chillers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/14/22		6/29/22		ENVEA (18.33% Stake)		Carlyle Group Inc		$   61.9		Carlyle Group Inc, the United States based global asset management firm specializing in private equity is to acquire the remaining 18.33% of Envea SA, the France based gas, dust and water analysis instrumentation manufacturer. The consideration was €54.108m, based on 309,193 shares acquired at an offer price of €175 per share.



				1/12/22		1/12/22		ThermalNetics		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors has acquired through its subsidiary Daikin Applied Americas Inc, a United States based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment ThermalNetics Inc, a United States based supplier of heating and cooling equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/12/22		1/12/22		TriState HVAC Equipment LLP		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors through its subsidiary Daikin Applied Americas Inc, the United States based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment has acquired a majority stake in TriState HVAC Equipment LLP, the United States based representative and integrator of commercial HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) mechanical systems and related equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/11/22		1/11/22		Munch's Supply LLC (100% Stake)		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts, has acquired Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products, from Ridgemont Partners Management LLC, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Ridgemont Partners Management LLC. Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc is a portfolio company of GenStar Capital LLC.

				1/4/22		1/24/22		Plumbers Supply Co (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc; Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products, through its subsidiary Ferguson Enterprises LLC, the United States based national distributor of plumbing supplies and HVAC equipment, is to acquire Plumbers Supply Co, the United States based owned wholesale distributor of pipe valves & fittings, pumps/hydronics, electric and hand tools. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 24 Jan 22 - The transaction has closed.

				12/31/21		12/31/21		Braeburn Systems LLC  (63% Stake)		Computime Group Limited		$   10.1		Computime Group Ltd, the Hong Kong (China) based electronic controls and automation devices manufacturer has acquired 62.9998% of Braeburn, the United States based focusing on energy saving technologies and smart HVAC controls and systems. The consideration was $10.069m.

				12/29/21		12/30/21		Zhejiang Maer Fan Motor Co Ltd (51% Stake)		Undisclosed bidder		$   15.6		Undisclosed Acquiror, the China based undisclosed Acquiror is to acquire 51% of Zhejiang Maer Fan Motor Co Ltd, the local ventilator manufacturer from Zhejiang Yilida Ventilator Co Ltd, the local producer of fans, HVAC equipment and ventilation equipment. The consideration was 99.35m CNY.

				12/23/21		12/23/21		Total Line Refrigeration LLC (100% Stake)		Zone Climate Services Inc				Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired Total Line Refrigeration LLC, the local provider of commercial HVAC installation services. The terms of the deal are undisclosed.

				12/22/21				Specialty Products & Insulation Co.		Incline Management, L.P.		-		Specialty Products & Insulation Co. is a distributor and fabricator of mechanical insulation and complementary products for commercial and industrial applications. Its products include mechanical, industrial, commercial, building, metal building and HVAC insulation systems; OEM products; passive fire protection systems; and architectural acoustical panels. The company was founded in 1981 and is headquartered in Rye, New York.

				12/21/21				EvoAir International Limited		Unex Holdings Inc. (OTCPK:UNEX)		$   - 0		EvoAir International Limited engages in the sales of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products in Asia. The company was incorporated in 2021 and is based in Tortola, BVI. As of December 20, 2021, EvoAir International Limited operates as a subsidiary of Unex Holdings Inc.

				12/20/21				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc		Genstar Capital, LLC		-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc. distributes and sells appliance parts, cooling and heating equipment, property maintenance supplies, tools, and others products for homes in the United States. The company provides parts and accessories for refrigerators, washing machines, dryers, ranges, dishwashers, air conditioners, ice machines, disposers, HVAC parts and supplies, plumbing, apartment supplies, and others. It also offers various installation and accessory essentials, water filters, water filtration systems, ice makers, range hoods, and specialty cleaning products, as well as installation services. The company was founded in 1932 and is based in Saint Louis, Missouri with locations in California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Canada.

				12/13/21		12/13/21		Value Added HVAC Distributors, Inc. (100% Stake)		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Value Added HVAC Distributors Inc, the United States based HVAC contractors with residential and commercial heating and air-conditioning equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/6/21		3/9/22		LMB SAS (100% Stake)		IDIA Capital Investissement; Existing Management; Tikehau Capital Partners; Amundi Private Equity Funds; Grand Sud Ouest Capital SA; Credit Agricole Centre France				06 Dec 21 - A group of investors led by Tikehau Capital, is to acquire LMB, the local designer and manufacturer of high performance fans and AC/DC Brushless motors for the aerospace and defence markets, from MBO Partenaires SAS, Arkea Capital Investissement SA and RAISE Investissement SA, the private equity firms. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for MBO Partenaires SAS, Arkea Capital Investissement SA and RAISE Investissement SAS. 09 Mar 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				12/2/21		12/31/21		Buehr GmbH  (100% Stake)		Existing Management; HANNOVER Finanz GmbH; Lueck Invest GmbH				HANNOVER Finanz GmbH, the private equity firm, Lueck Invest GmbH, the Germany based investment company and management buyout group have signed and agreement to acquire Buehr GmbH, the local provider of construction, HVAC installation and engineering solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction is subject to approval by the antitrust authorities. 31 Dec 21 - The transaction has closed.

				12/2/21				Air Reps LLC		Daikin North America LLC		-		Air Reps LLC offers air movement and distribution, and chiller systems. It offers variable speed drives/refrigerant volume systems, direct fired industrial heaters, exhaust and supply fans/louvers, commercial HVAC systems, plate/specialty industrial heat exchangers, vertical and ceiling heating/air conditioning units, process cooling systems and accessories, cooling towers, fluid coolers, ice storage systems, electric resistance heating systems, absorption chillers, and modular ceiling-hung plenums. The company also offers unified heat recovery and pump condensing units, mini splits, data processing systems, commercial/industrial filtration systems, air handlers, DX refrigeration/non-chemical water treatment/tower sump sweeper and water filtration/pool ventilation heat recovery/piping connection systems, custom rooftop heating/AC units, water/evaporative-cooled condensing units, air/evaporative-cooled chillers, water source heat pumps, V-Cube self-contained floor- by-floor units, applied air/commercial fan/UV-C products, indirect/direct evaporative cooling units, air curtains, humidification/heat recovery air handling equipment, fan/VAV terminals, fire/smoke dampers, air flow monitoring/measurement systems, fan coil units, triple deck multi-zone units, air cooled condensers and columns, blower coils, line reactors, harmonic/EMI filters, energy/heat recovery ventilators, integrated air handling units, sound attenuation devices, vibration isolators, seismic restraint systems, and floating floors, as well as gas fired, steam, and electric make-up air and heating equipment. In addition, it provides replacement parts, such as cylinder bottles, air coil parts, and ABB drives, as well as support and services. It works with design/build firms, contractors, and building owners in Western Washington and Oregon, as well as parts of Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana. The company was founded in 1975 and is based in Bellevue, Washington with an additional office in Spokane, Washington. As of December 2, 2021, Air Reps LLC operates as a subsidiary of Daikin North America LLC.

				11/18/21		1/31/22		Groupe Climater SAS		Cobepa S.A.		$   354.0		Compagnie Benelux Participations SA-COBEPA, the investment firm which engages in private equity buy-outs and growth capital investments is to acquire a majority stake in Groupe Climater SAS, the local air-conditioning equipment manufacturer and installer from Sagard SAS, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Climater is estimated to be valued at around EUR 350m. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Sagard SAS. 31 Jan 2022: The transaction has been completed.

				11/18/21		12/13/21		BasX Solutions LLC (100% Stake)		AAON, Inc.		$   180.0		Aaon Inc, the United States based manufactures commercial rooftop air-conditioning, heating and heat recovery equipment is to acquire BasX Solutions LLC, the local manufacturer of products including HVAC solutions and OEM products. The consideration was $180m, which consists of $100m in cash and $80m in earnout payments. The acquisition is expected to close by year-end, subject to customary closing conditions and approvals. 13 Dec 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				11/18/21		11/18/21		Aeris Cleantec AG (100% Stake)		iRobot Corporation				iRobot Corp, the United States based robotics company providing cleaning robots for home use has acquired Aeris Cleantec AG, the Switzerland based provider of premium air purifiers from Sarona Ventures, the Israel based venture capital firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Sarona Ventures.

				11/18/21				Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC		User Friendly Home Services, LLC		-		Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC provides HVAC equipment installation services for commercial and residential customers. The company was founded in 1990 and is based in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma. As of November 18, 2021, Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC operates as a subsidiary of User Friendly Home Services.

				11/17/21		12/17/21		DiversiTech Corporation (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Partners Group Holding AG		$   2,200.0		27 October 2021: Permira Ltd, the private equity firm, is reportedly seeking buyers for DiversiTech Corp. The consideration is $1.5bn, according to Bloomberg. 18 November 2021: Partners Group Holding AG, the United States based private equity firm is to acquire DiversiTech Corp, the local provider of engineered aftermarket parts and components used in the repair, replacement and installation of residential HVACR systems from Permira Ltd, the United Kingdom based private equity firm. The consideration was $2.2bn. On Completion Partners Group and management will be the largest investors going forward, with the Permira funds maintaining an ownership stake. The transaction is expected to close in December 2021, subject to customary regulatory approvals and closing conditions. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Permira Ltd.

				11/15/21		12/16/21		Cincinnati Fan & Ventilator Company, Inc. (100% Stake)		SPX Corporation		$   145.0		15 Nov 21 - SPX Corp, the listed United States based manufactures technical products and systems has signed an agreement to acquire Cincinnati Fan & Ventilator Co Inc, the local leader in the manufacture of cast aluminum and fabricated steel industrial fans, blowers, and exhausters from Dominus Capital LP, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction is expected to close by year end 2021 and is subject to regulatory approval and customary closing conditions. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Dominus Capital LP. 16 Dec 21 - The transaction has been completed and consideration was $145m.

				11/15/21		11/15/21		Superior Boiler Works & Welding Ltd (100% Stake)		Wavecom Capital Inc				Wavecom Capital Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Superior Boiler Works & Welding Ltd, the Canada-based provider of general, mechanical, HVAC/R and electrical contractors. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/8/21		11/8/21		Commercial Kitchens, Inc. (100% Stake)		Tech-24				Foodservice Technologies Inc, the United States based commercial equipment service and repair company has acquired Commercial Kitchens Inc, the United Kingdom based provider of commercial food equipment and refrigeration repair services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Foodservice Technologies Inc is a portfolio company of HCI Equity Partners.

				11/3/21		11/3/21		Clay’s Climate Control, LLC (100% Stake)		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings LLC, the United States based provider of HVAC solutions has acquired Clay's Climate Control LLC, the local provider of HVAC maintenance and installation services. The terms of the deal were not disclosed.

				10/28/21		10/28/21		Done Service Group (100% Stake)		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated				Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services has acquired Done Service Group Inc, the local provider of plumbing, heating, air-conditioning. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Radiant Plumbing Service Inc is a portfolio company of Riverside Co.

				10/28/21		10/28/21		Done Plumbing & Heating Inc (100% Stake)		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated				Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services has acquired Done Plumbing & Heating Inc, the local provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/25/21		11/19/21		EZ-FLO International, Inc.  (100% Stake)		Reliance Worldwide Corporation Limited		$   325.0		25 Oct 21 - Reliance Worldwide Corp Ltd, the Australia based manufacturer of water control valves, plumbing and pipe fittings and related products is to acquire EZ-FLO International Inc, the United States based manufacturer & distributor of plumbing, HVAC, electrical & hardware items. The consideration is $325m. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions & expected to complete in November 2021. 19 Nov 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				10/22/21		10/22/21		Columbus Industries Inc (100% Stake)		Madison Industries; Filtration Group Corporation				Madison Industries Holdings LLC, the United States based conglomerate involved in industrial and mechanical businesses through its subsidiary Filtration Group Corp, has acquired Columbus Industries Inc, the local original equipment manufacturer (OEM) of Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/21/21		10/21/21		Morris-Jenkins (100% Stake)		Wrench Group Inc.				Wrench Group LLC, the United States-based provider of home maintenance and repair services has acquired Morris Jenkins Inc, the United States-based provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/19/21		10/19/21		GIANT Factories Inc. (100% Stake)		A. O. Smith Corporation		$   192.0		AO Smith Corp, the listed United States based manufacturer of electrical motors and water heating equipment, has acquired GIANT Factories Inc, the Canada based manufacturer of water heaters. The consideration for the transaction is $192m.

				10/18/21		10/18/21		furnaceguys Home Heating & Cooling (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Furnaceguys Home Heating And Cooling Inc, the local provider of home heating and cooling solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/8/21				Shearer Supply, Inc.		PNC RiverArch Capital		-		Shearer Supply, Inc. distributes and supplies heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment. The company sells products, such as commercial HVAC, motors, compressor, compressor parts, refrigeration accessories, air handlers, HP condensers, AC condensers, gas furnaces, coils, HVAC split system, HVAC system components, and residential HVAC equipment accessories. Shearer Supply, Inc. was founded in 1983 and is based in Farmers Branch, Texas with additional locations across USA.

				10/7/21		10/7/21		Advanced Climate Solutions LLC (100% Stake)		Orion Group				Orion Group, the United States based investment company has acquired Advanced Climate Solutions LLC, the United States based commercial HVACR services company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/5/21		10/5/21		Hart & Cooley, LLC (100% Stake)		DuraVent				Duravent Inc, the United States based manufacturer of residential and commercial venting products and accessories, has acquired Hart & Cooley LLC, the local company manufactures grilles, registers and diffusers used in residential and light commercial applications from HIG Capital LLC, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for HIG Capital LLC. Duravent Inc is a portfolio company of Egeria BV.

				10/4/21		10/4/21		Southern HVAC Corporation (100% Stake)		Gryphon Investors Inc; Existing Management				Gryphon Investors Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Southern Air & Heat Inc, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, and ventilation installation, repair, and maintenance services from MSouth Equity Partners LLC, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for MSouth Equity Partners LLC

				9/30/21		9/30/21		HealthWay Home Products, Inc.		AE Industrial Partners LP				AE Industrial Partners LP has acquired HealthWay Home Products, Inc., the US-based provider of air purification technology solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				9/29/21		9/29/21		Greystone Energy Systems Inc (100% Stake)		Investment AB Latour; Bemsiq AB				Investment AB Latour, the Sweden based investment company, through its subsidiary Bemsiq AB, the local building automation, metering and energy efficiency services provider, has acquired Greystone Energy Systems Inc, the Canada based designer and manufacturer of HVAC sensors and transmitters for the building automation industry. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/29/21		9/29/21		Protect Plus Air, LLC		Freudenberg Filtration Technologies SE & Co. KG				PE-firm HKW has sold Protect Plus Air, a Hickory, North Carolina-based manufacturer of home environment air quality filters, to Freudenberg Filtration Technologies, a Germany-based company engaged in the development and production of air and liquid filtration solutions.

Press release:

HKW, a middle-market private equity firm focused on growth-oriented companies, announces the sale of PPA Holding, Inc. ("Protect Plus Air") to Freudenberg Filtration Technologies. Protect Plus Air, headquartered in Hickory, NC, is a leading manufacturer of home environment air quality filters.

HKW partnered with Protect Plus Air in September 2017. During the investment period, HKW helped Protect Plus Air strengthen foundational operating processes, including capital investments in automation and enhanced manufacturing efficiencies.

"I appreciate HKW’s collaborative approach," said Greg Schorr, CEO at Protect Plus Air. "Their commitment to growth, and strategic vision facilitated our ability to grow the company over our partnership."

"Protect Plus Air has a great product line and is a perfect example of a company where HKW could provide operating expertise to support management on improving efficiencies," said James Snyder, Partner at HKW. "Greg and the entire management team did a fantastic job during our ownership. We appreciate their hard work and dedication, especially over this last year with the multitude of pandemic challenges."

Chris Eline, Principal at HKW, added, "Over the past several years, consumers have been increasingly focused on air quality. Protect Plus was well positioned to support this Health & Wellness trend and management did a great job capitalizing on the market opportunities.”

				9/17/21		9/1/21		Elite Heating & Air Inc		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, a portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC has acquired Elite Heating & Air Inc, the US-based provider of heating, cooling, and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

Source Links:

Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC press release, 17 September 2021 [https://strikepointgroupholdings.com/strikepoint-group-holdings-acquires-elite-heating-and-air/]

Generational Group press release, 01 October 2021 [https://www.genequityco.com/press-releases/elite-heating-air-in-sale-to-strikepoint-group-holdings]

				9/13/21		10/15/21		Farrar Scientific Corp (100% Stake)		Trane Technologies plc		$   365.0		Trane Technologies plc, the United States based diversified, global company engaged in the design, manufacture, sale and service of industrial and commercial products such as air conditioning systems, climate control equipment and other industrial machinery. Operates in four business segments: Climate Solutions, Residential Solutions, Industrial Technologies and Security Technologies is to acquire Farrar Scientific Corp, the local manufacturer of ultra-low temperature cascade refrigeration engineering, consultative solutions and OEM products for pharmaceutical, life science, biotechnology and biorepository applications. The consideration is $365m, which consists of $250m to be paid in cash & $115m to be paid in earnout. The transaction is subject to regulatory approvals, customary closing conditions & is expected to complete in the fourth quarter of 2021. 15 Oct 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				9/8/21		10/18/21		Distribution International, Inc.		TopBuild Corp.		$   1,000.0		TopBuild Corp [NYSE:BLD], a Daytona Beach, Florida-based installer and distributor of insulation and building material products, has signed an agreement to acquire Distribution International (DI), a Houston, Texas-based mechanical-insulation distributor backed by Advent International.

The all-cash transaction is valued at USD 1bn.

Founded in 1986, DI posted pro-forma revenue of around USD 747m for the 12 months ended 30 June 2021.

J.P. Morgan Securities acted as advisor to TopBuild, while Jones Day was its lawyer. RBC Capital Markets was the advisor and Weil, Gotshal & Manges the lawyer to Advent and DI.

TopBuild has a market cap of USD 7.14bn.

Press release:

Distribution International is the leading North American specialty distributor and custom fabricator of mechanical insulation and related accessories to the industrial and commercial end-markets

 * Provides significant entry into ~$5 billion mechanical insulation market
 * Expands footprint and increases penetration within key markets, including recurring MRO business
 * Adds industry leading fabrication capabilities
 * Strategically positions TopBuild as the leading supplier of energy saving insulation products in three critical and growing end-markets
 * Enhances robust M&A pipeline with new roll-up opportunities in fragmented industrial and commercial end-markets
 * Expected to be accretive to GAAP EPS in the first full year after close
 * Anticipate $35M to $40M of run-rate cost synergies

TopBuild Corp. (NYSE:BLD) has entered into an agreement to acquire Distribution International (“DI”) from global private equity firm Advent International in an all-cash transaction valued at $1.0 billion. TopBuild expects to finance the acquisition using a combination of debt financing and cash on hand and to close the transaction in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Robert Buck, President and Chief Executive Officer of TopBuild, stated, “The acquisition of Distribution International is highly strategic for TopBuild. It aligns with our strategy of seeking well managed companies with experienced, talented teams with expertise in our core business of insulation and adjacent products. DI provides us with a direct entry and immediate leadership position in the $5 billion mechanical insulation market which is a highly attractive and complementary new growth platform for TopBuild. In addition, DI’s Maintenance, Repair and Operations (“MRO”) business provides a strong recurring revenue stream, and its fabrication capabilities offer additional value-add services for customers. From a talent perspective, Steve Margolius and the DI leadership team have a rich blend of industry experience and large-scale specialty distribution expertise, and we are excited they will be joining the TopBuild team.

“Following the closing of this transaction, TopBuild will be the leader of energy saving insulation solutions in all three major end-markets: residential, commercial, and industrial. Increasingly stricter energy codes, and the desire for energy efficient solutions and reductions in carbon footprint are driving demand, and we expect they will continue to be important growth drivers for our Company.”

Founded in 1986, DI is the leading specialty distributor of mechanical insulation solutions for the industrial and commercial end-markets. DI has grown significantly through both market share gains and acquisitions, having completed 11 transactions over the past six years. DI has 84 branches across the United States and 17 branches in Canada.

For the trailing 12 months ended June 30, 2021, DI generated pro-forma revenue of approximately $747 million, approximately half of which was tied to its MRO business and the other half related to new construction activity.

TopBuild expects to achieve run rate synergies between $35 million and $40 million over the 24 months following the close of this transaction. This acquisition will position TopBuild as the largest player in the $5 billion market for technical insulation solutions.

“Our robust M&A pipeline will be further enhanced within the sizable and highly fragmented industrial and commercial markets,” Buck noted. “It also cements our position as the leading specialty distributor of all types of insulation and further strengthens our relationships with the major insulation manufacturers.”

Steve Margolius, President and Chief Executive Officer of DI added, “We are very pleased to announce this transaction and look forward to joining the TopBuild team. This will be a tremendous outcome for our customers and associates as the combined organization will now have exposure to all end-market insulation segments. Both companies have similar corporate cultures and shared values and are guided by a commitment to people, safety, integrity, and operational excellence.”

On a June 30, 2021 pro forma basis, the combined company had trailing twelve-month revenue of $3.93 billion and adjusted EBITDA of $647 million, inclusive of expected run rate synergies of $35 million to $40 million.

TopBuild plans to fund this transaction using cash on hand and long-term debt. At the close of the transaction, the Company’s net debt to pro forma adjusted EBITDA, is expected to be approximately 2.5 times pre-synergies.

In conclusion Buck added, “The identification and integration of acquisitions is a TopBuild core competency as evidenced by our successful M&A track record over the past six years. During this period, we have acquired 26 companies that are contributing over $820 million of annual revenue and creating tremendous value for our stakeholders. We are confident DI will be another outstanding addition to our Company and we welcome Steve and the DI team to TopBuild.”

The transaction, which has been approved by TopBuild’s Board of Directors, is subject to customary closing conditions, including expiration or termination of the waiting period under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976. The Company expects the transaction to close in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Supplemental information on TopBuild’s binding agreement to acquire DI will be available online at www.topbuild.com [https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=fqoMULpYbFK6F7e7nVT_x9W2CWPI6cJ-D1Hw4YRqvBMFI1QDzIsT9a7F4i5ZUCLkA2oN1gN_4l9WDfFCkH0hVw%3D%3D].

J.P. Morgan Securities LLC is serving as financial advisor to TopBuild and Jones Day is acting as legal counsel. RBC Capital Markets, LLC is serving as financial advisor, and Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP is acting as legal counsel to Advent and DI.

UPDATE 18 October 2021: The transaction has been completed.

Source Link:

TopBuild Corp. 8-K form filed with SEC on 08 September 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1633931/000155837021012281/bld-20210907xex99d1.htm]

				9/8/21		8/31/21		Air Conditioning Specialist, Inc.		Hidden Harbor Capital Partners, LLC				Air Conditioning Specialist, a Milledgeville and Covington, Georgia-based HVAC service provider focused on residential and commercial customers in the southeastern United States, has been acquired by Hidden Harbor Capital Partners.

Hidden Harbor invests in lower middle market companies with up to USD 500m in revenue and EBITDA up to USD 30m.

Press release:

Hidden Harbor Capital Partners (“Hidden Harbor”), an operationally focused private equity firm specializing in control investments in lower middle market companies, is pleased to announce the acquisition of Air Conditioning Specialist, Inc., (“ACS”), a leading Heating, Ventilation, & Air Conditioning (“HVAC”) service provider focused on residential and commercial customers in the southeastern United States.

Based in Milledgeville and Covington, Georgia and founded in 1967, ACS provides a differentiated value proposition to customers through its expertise and reliability in HVAC services. ACS provides highly responsive preventative maintenance, service, and repair work for thousands of residential and commercial customers across Georgia and has broad capabilities in retrofit and rehab HVAC installations, with a particular focus on the education and healthcare segments.

“ACS, in its nearly 55-year operating history, has established itself as a trusted provider of HVAC services in Georgia, recognized for its exceptional quality, around-the-clock availability, dedicated employees, and customer service,” said Russell Kreutter, a Vice President at Hidden Harbor.

“We look forward to supporting the exciting growth of ACS in partnership with its talented management team while continuing to provide superior service and products to existing customers,” added Chris Paldino, a Managing Partner at Hidden Harbor.

“The ACS team is thrilled to partner with Hidden Harbor,” said Pat Hayes, CEO of ACS. “Working together with the Hidden Harbor team will allow us to strengthen our capabilities for our current customers and expand our service offering into more cities across Georgia and the southeastern United States. At ACS, service is the lifeblood of our organization, and we remain highly committed to our existing customers and suppliers.”

Hidden Harbor’s acquisition of ACS closed on August 31st, 2021. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Source Link:

Hidden Harbor Capital Partners, LLC press release, 08 September 2021 [https://www.hh-cp.com/hhcp-acquires-air-conditioning-specialist-inc]

				9/7/21		8/20/21		Minus Forty Corporation; QBD Cooling Systems Inc.		Ronin Equity Partners, Inc		$   183.5		QBD and Minus Forty, Canada’s Greater Toronto area-situated manufacturers of commercial refrigeration equipment, have been acquired by Ronin Equity Partners.

With the simultaneous purchases, Ronin has invested or reserved for follow-on portfolio investment around USD 300m, which includes all the capital raised for its inaugural fund plus all co-investments, the press release reported.

Triago Americas, Inc., acted as sole placement agent for Ronin Fund I.

For the QBD and Minus Forty purchases, Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP and Bennett Jones LLP acted as legal advisors.

Buyside advisors were M&A Advisory Services and Rabobank.

The transaction was supported with financing provided by J.P. Morgan as Lead Left & Administrative Agent; HSBC, TD Bank, Fifth Third Bank, Rabobank and CIBC as Joint Lead Arrangers; and BHI and Stifel Bank as Participants.

Press release:

Ronin Equity Partners has acquired two leading North American manufacturers of commercial refrigeration equipment, QBD and Minus Forty, both located in Canada’s Greater Toronto area. The brands will continue to be marketed under their own names, but the merged group will be a platform for consolidation in the fragmented refrigerated display case industry, where 60 percent of the market is divided between over one hundred family-owned businesses.

In addition to being the industry’s largest provider of pet food coolers, Minus Forty has developed superior product presentation coolers and freezers for the micro market and food industries that are enhanced by industry-leading smart technology (i.e. the “internet of things”). QBD is a leader in beverage cooler sales and high concept, cost-efficient, and customized refrigerated displays. QBD uses state-of-the art EPA-certified Energy Star products and environmentally friendly natural refrigerants.

“This deal expands our reach into new sectors, it widens the use of our green cooling deck design, and allows us to leverage Minus Forty’s internet of things technology to reinforce our position in the beverage sector,” says Safder Jaffer, President of QBD. “The expanded group will double manufacturing capacity, allow us to expand our unbeatable value proposition, and combines cutting-edge, complementary technologies to create a fantastic platform for buy-and-build acquisitions,” says Julian Attree, Co-Founder of Minus Forty.

Both Attree and Jaffer will be actively involved in the combined business. One of Ronin’s Managing Partners, Jesse Yao, will become Chief Financial Officer, and two other Ronin executives will hold senior roles. The group’s Chief Executive will be Ronin operating advisor, Troy Shannan, who is joining from Nonni’s Foods, where he was Executive Vice President in charge of Supply Chain and Manufacturing. Prior to that he ran Global Operations and Supply Chain at Kraft Heinz. Existing management and the acquired companies’ founders will retain a significant stake in the new group.

“The Minus Forty and QBD teams will create a powerhouse in commercial refrigeration, with technologies and expertise that will usher in an era of energy efficiency, high concept design and innovation in a sector that’s growing six percent annually,” says Ronin Chief Investment Officer Ike Helene. “We are going to create a foundation of continued consolidation in a fragmented sector that rewards scale with higher margins and better than average growth,” says Ronin Managing Partner David Feierstein. “The team we’re assembling will leverage the full breadth of Ronin’s capabilities in integration, operational excellence and commercial expertise.” The merged group is looking at multiple acquisitions in the U.S., Europe and Latin America.

The QBD and Minus Forty transaction – sourced on a proprietary basis through Ronin’s network of operating advisors – has an enterprise value of $230 million. The double-digit top and bottom-line growth of QBD and Minus Forty should be significantly enhanced by raw material purchasing synergies, a combined sales force, organic expansion into new sectors and future acquisitions. Northleaf Capital Partners, Cherng Family Trust, Stephens Capital Partners, Nicola Wealth, Northwood Ventures, Knott Partners and Sope Creek Capital acted as co-investors in the transaction. Measured by sales, the combined company will be the number two player in the North American refrigerated display market.

With the simultaneous purchases, Ronin has invested or reserved for follow-on portfolio investment some $300 million. This includes all the capital raised for its inaugural fund plus all co-investments.

Triago Americas, Inc., acted as sole placement agent for Ronin Fund I. “Ronin stands out from the crowd with an intense focus on operations and simultaneous industry rollups that reduce risk and increase returns,” says Matt Swain, a partner at Triago.

For the QBD and Minus Forty purchases, Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP and Bennett Jones LLP acted as legal advisors. Buyside advisors were Cleive Dumas and William Strenglis of M&A Advisory Services, and Rabobank. The transaction was supported with financing provided by J.P. Morgan as Lead Left & Administrative Agent; HSBC, TD Bank, Fifth Third Bank, Rabobank, and CIBC as Joint Lead Arrangers; and BHI and Stifel Bank as Participants.

				9/1/21		9/1/21		AirX Intermediate, Inc.		Thor Industries, Inc.		$   750.0		THOR Industries, Inc (NYSE: THO), an Elkhart, Indiana-based manufacturer of recreational vehicles, bought the RV Group of Airxcel, a Wichita, Kansas-based manufacturer of air conditioning, heating, ventilating and related appliances, for USD 750m.

The deal broadens Thor's supply chain and adds more revenue.

Baird served as lead financial advisor to Airxcel, with William Blair, Jefferies and Nomura also serving as co-advisors. Kirkland & Ellis LLP served as legal advisor to Airxcel.

Airxcel is backed by L Catterton, a private equity firm.

Press release 1:

L Catterton, the largest global consumer-focused private equity firm, today announced that its portfolio company Airxcel has sold its RV Group to THOR Industries, Inc. (NYSE: THO) ("THOR") for an all-cash purchase price of $750 million, subject to standard post-closing adjustments. Airxcel's retained segment will become AirX Climate Solutions, Inc., a pure-play leader, designer, manufacturer, and distributor of the most functionally critical products for specialty HVAC markets.

Since partnering with Airxcel in 2018, L Catterton has worked with CEO Jeff Rutherford and his team to advance the Company's innovation pipeline with the launch of 55 new products, while also executing meaningful operational improvements across manufacturing, engineering, procurement, and logistics. In addition, L Catterton supported Airxcel in acquiring market leaders within the RV space, including CAN, a European manufacturer of cooking appliances, Cleer Vision, a manufacturer of windows and glass, and Aqua Hot, a designer and manufacturer of hydronic heating systems. These acquisitions have enhanced Airxcel's best-in-class product offerings and extended its reach, particularly in Europe. Most recently, L Catterton and Airxcel have leveraged the Company's unique global supply chain and domestic manufacturing capabilities to mitigate the impact of the pandemic and deliver significant market share growth across all product lines, including significant continued growth within OEM.

"This transaction represents a great outcome for Airxcel, L Catterton and THOR," said Marc Magliacano, a Managing Partner in L Catterton's Flagship Fund. "Over the last three years, our partnership with Jeff has driven significant growth across Airxcel's business, expanding to new products and services, completing multiple strategic acquisitions, and driving increased market share across all of Airxcel's product lines. We know the THOR team well, having previously sold Heartland RV to THOR in 2010, and we're confident that Airxcel's RV business will thrive under their ownership. We are excited to support the ongoing success of the HVAC business as a standalone company. We would like to thank all the Airxcel associates for their tremendous contribution."

"L Catterton played an invaluable role in our growth story, and we're grateful for their partnership," said Jeff Rutherford, CEO of Airxcel. "With their deep operational experience, L Catterton helped position Airxcel as the leading supplier of trusted brands for the RV and HVAC markets. We look forward to building upon these achievements as we enter this exciting next chapter, with the RV Group joining THOR and the HVAC Group becoming a standalone company. I would like to thank all the associates at Airxcel for their relentless commitment to success."

Airxcel's Specialty HVAC Group to Become AirX Climate Solutions, Inc.

With this transaction, Airxcel's specialty HVAC Group will become a standalone, pure-play HVAC leader, AirX Climate Solutions, Inc. ("ACS"). ACS will have a portfolio of premier brands such as Marvair, Industrial Climate Engineering ("ICE"), Suburban AP, Eubank, and Custom Air Products & Services ("CAPS"). With the continued support of L Catterton, ACS will continue to extend its leadership as a committed and preferred partner to a broad range of specialty HVAC clients. ACS will be led by Rick Aldridge, currently President of the Specialty HVAC Group at Airxcel.

"With this transaction, we're positioning ACS as a leader – and consolidator – in a highly fragmented space," said Matt Lischick, Partner at L Catterton. "We see tremendous market expansion opportunities within Specialty HVAC given continued focus on air quality and purification, as well as accelerated investment in ACS' end customer segments, such as telecom infrastructure and energy storage. We look forward to continuing to invest in the business and extending our partnership with Rick and the talented ACS team to drive innovation and value creation."

Rick Aldridge, President of the AirX Climate Solutions group at Airxcel, said, "Over the last several years, we have successfully extended our reach and offerings both organically and through acquisitions, most recently adding valuable new end customer segments and expanding our service capabilities through our acquisition of CAPS. With a premier brand lineup and the support of L Catterton, ACS will have a strong platform and foundation from which to accelerate our growth. We look forward to continued expansion as we enhance our portfolio to bring more high-quality HVAC offerings to customers."

The Company retained Baird to serve as lead financial advisor to Airxcel, with William Blair, Jefferies, and Nomura also serving as co-advisors. Kirkland & Ellis LLP served as legal advisor to Airxcel.

Press release 2:

THOR Industries, Inc. (NYSE: THO) announced it has acquired Wichita, Kansas-based AirX Intermediate, Inc. ("Airxcel") with the transaction closing effective September 1, 2021. Airxcel manufactures a comprehensive line of high-quality RV products which they sell to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) as well as consumers via aftermarket sales through dealers and retailers. The purchase price is $750 million, subject to standard post-closing adjustments, and was funded through a combination cash-on-hand and $625 million from THOR's expanded Asset-Based Credit Facility (ABL).

Financial Highlights

 * Airxcel generated annual pro forma revenue of approximately $680 million
 * The purchase price is approximately 7.6x estimated, adjusted EBITDA for calendar year 2021
 * Approximately 80% of Airxcel's revenues are from OEM sales with the remaining 20% from aftermarket sales
 * Approximately 30% of Airxcel's OEM revenues were generated from sales to subsidiaries of THOR Industries, Inc.
 * The acquisition is consistent with THOR's long-term strategic growth plan to grow sales and enhance consolidated gross margins
 * The acquisition is expected to be accretive to THOR's fiscal year 2022 earnings

Transaction Benefits

The acquisition of Airxcel by THOR provides significant long-term, strategic benefits to THOR, including:

 * Strengthening the THOR and broader RV supply chain
   * With increased investment, Airxcel will be an even more reliable supply partner to the RV industry expanding its offering of functionally critical components
 * Diversifying and growing THOR's revenue streams with enhanced gross margin, particularly in the aftermarket business
   * With revenue from both OEM and aftermarket sales, Airxcel's businesses diversify THOR's existing revenue streams and gross profit mix
   * Broadening of THOR's product offerings to the RV aftermarket, a growing and recurring revenue stream that benefits from enhanced gross margins
 * Expanding THOR's Innovation Focus
   * Acquisition will allow for even closer collaboration between OEM customers of Airxcel on new, innovative products and features desired by RV OEM manufacturers, RV dealers and end consumers
 * Opportunity to Enter New Product Segments with THOR Investment
   * Potential to expand Airxcel's supply chain business in North America and Europe over time to meet increased RV OEM and aftermarket demand

Overview of Airxcel

Airxcel manufactures and sells a comprehensive line of functionally critical, branded products to the RV industry including:

 * Coleman-Mach rooftop air conditioners, heat pumps, thermostats and accessories
 * Suburban furnaces, water heaters and cooking appliances
 * MAXXAIR ventilation solutions
 * Aqua-Hot hydronic heating systems
 * Dicor roofing products, sealants, coatings, wheels and more
 * Vixen Composites fiberglass reinforced plastic and custom composite panels
 * CAN Italian cooking appliances, sinks and accessories
 * Cleer Vision windows and tempered glass
 * MCD roller shades
 * United Shade window shades

Airxcel began in 1991 as a divesture of the Coleman RV Air Conditioner division. The company has continued to grow through innovative product development, market expansion, and strategic acquisitions. The Airxcel RV Group provides industry-leading products in recreational vehicle heating, cooling, ventilation, cooking, window covering, side wall, and roofing materials under the current brands: Aqua-Hot, CAN, Coleman-Mach, Dicor Products, United Shade, Vixen Composites, Maxxair, MCD, and Suburban. Airxcel's employees are based in five facilities across the U.S. and in Italy, where they design, manufacture, and distribute products all over the world. For additional information, please visit: www.Airxcel.com.

"We are excited to welcome Airxcel to the THOR Industries family. Airxcel has been a long-time business partner to THOR and the RV industry, supplying some of the highest-quality products over decades to the RV industry. There were a number of factors that made this acquisition a compelling and timely fit for THOR, including (i) the strength of their management team and dedicated workforce, (ii) the quality of their products and reputation for innovation, (iii) the long-standing relationships with both OEM and aftermarket customers and, (iv) in the face of so many supply chain challenges over the past year, the ability to invest in the growth of a key supplier for THOR and the RV industry both in North America and Europe. We believe the long-term growth potential for the RV industry remains very positive, and this acquisition reflects our confidence that the RV industry will continue to grow. Airxcel will operate independently in THOR's decentralized business structure, and we will govern this business much like we have managed our Postle Aluminum supply company post acquisition. Airxcel will operate at arm's length from THOR's RV OEM companies and will sell to the various THOR brands as they would any other OEM in the RV industry. Importantly, the current management team at Airxcel will continue operating the business and serving their diverse customer base while gaining access to the financial strength of THOR to support their growth," said Bob Martin, President and CEO of THOR Industries.

"We have had a long history as a key supplier to the RV industry and to THOR and its many brands specifically, and we are excited to become part of the THOR family of companies," said Airxcel's CEO Jeff Rutherford. "Under THOR's ownership, Airxcel will continue its long-standing relationship with manufacturers and aftermarket providers throughout the RV industry without interruption, while continuing to develop, manufacture and sell high-quality, innovative RV product solutions," concluded Rutherford.

Transaction Financing

Thor funded the acquisition of Airxcel from a combination of cash on-hand and its ABL facility. In conjunction with the Airxcel acquisition, THOR expanded its Asset-Based Credit Facility from $750 million to $1.0 billion under favorable terms for THOR. "Consistent with our stated capital allocation priorities, we expect to remain focused on paying down our outstanding debt balances from future net cash generated from operations," said Colleen Zuhl, THOR Industries' Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer.

				8/30/21		8/30/21		Sunny Day Group LLC (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corporation, the US based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services, has acquired Sunny Day Group LLC, the local provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Southern HVAC Corporation is a portfolio company of MSouth Equity Partners.

				8/20/21		8/20/21		ECR International, Inc. (100% Stake)		TerraVest Industries Inc.				TerraVest Industries Inc, the listed Canada based provider of fabrication products and services to the oil and gas industry, has acquired ECR International Inc, the United States based HVAC manufacturer from BDR Thermea Group BV, the Netherlands based heating system manufacturer and contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/16/21		8/16/21		T&O Refrigeration, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the portfolio company of Ares Management LLC, has acquired T&O Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/15/21		8/15/21		Level Home Services Inc.		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, a portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC, has acquired Level Home Services Inc., the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and plumbing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/15/21		8/15/21		SolvIt Home Services		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, the portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC, has acquired SolvIt Home Services, the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and plumbing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/6/21		8/6/21		Boothe's Heating, Air & Plumbing		Wrench Group Inc.				Wrench Group, a Marietta, Georgia-based home repair, replacement and maintenance services business backed by Leonard Green, has acquired Hollywood, Maryland-based Boothe’s Heating, Air & Plumbing.

Boothe’s was founded in 1993 and provides a wide array of services for homeowners in southern Maryland. The firm has 115 employees.

Press release:

Wrench Group, LLC [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=Wrench+Group%2C+LLC&esheet=52472889&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=64032d35780a195914899fb65f56dc6f&newsitemid=20210806005343&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wrenchgroup.com%2F] (“Wrench”), a national leader in home services, announced that Boothe’s Heating, Air & Plumbing [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=Boothe%26%238217%3Bs+Heating%2C+Air+%26amp%3B+Plumbing&esheet=52472889&id=smartlink&index=2&lan=en-US&md5=95d176aeb718de9eaf61163b4e710197&newsitemid=20210806005343&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.boothehvac.com%2F], based in Hollywood, Md., has joined the company’s family of regional brands. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction expands the Wrench Group presence into the Mid-Atlantic region. Boothe’s was founded in 1993 and provides a wide array of services for homeowners in southern Maryland, including heating, air conditioning, indoor air quality, plumbing and drains.

“Boothe’s has built a reputation of outstanding customer service and rapid response from certified technicians over their nearly three decades in business,” said Ken Haines, Wrench Group CEO. “Their track record of growth is a perfect match for Wrench Group as we move into the mid-Atlantic for the first time.”

“Joining the Wrench Group family is a major milestone for us, as they embody the same values of excellence that I founded our business upon,” said Wayne Boothe, president and owner of Boothe’s. “Wrench’s technology and operations support will enable us to grow more efficiently while providing the same high level of service that our customers have come to rely on.”

Boothe’s will retain its local leadership and management, and continue to operate under its current brand. They currently have over 115 team members and serve approximately 25,000 clients across southern Maryland, with a service area that spans from the southeast Washington D.C. suburbs to Point Lookout, from the Potomac River across to the Chesapeake Bay.

Source Link:

Wrench Group Inc. press release, 06 August 2021 [https://www.wrenchgroup.com/articles/wrench-group-expands-to-midwest-through-partnership-with-williams-comfort-air-of-indianapolis-partner-brands-in-louisville-and-cincinnati-2/]

				8/4/21		8/4/21		Grogg's Home Services (100% Stake)		NearU HVAC Services				NearU Services ("NearU"), a founder-led premier home services platform, today announced the acquisition of Grogg's Home Services ("Grogg's" or the "Company"), a well-established home services provider with locations in Parkersburg and Clarksburg, West Virginia. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/2/21		8/2/21		Wittichen Supply Company		Gryphon Investors Inc				Wittichen Supply Company, a Birmingham, Alabama-based wholesale heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts and supplies distributor, has been acquired by Gryphon Investors, a private equity firm. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

This represents the second investment closed by Gryphon's Heritage Fund, a new small-cap fund launched by Gryphon in 2020.

Gryphon was advised by legal counsel Kirkland & Ellis and financial advisor Lincoln International. Uplift Partners served as the exclusive financial advisor to Wittichen Supply Company, and Maynard Cooper Gale served as legal counsel.

Wittichen Supply Company has 25 locations. Gryphon makes equity investments of USD 50m to USD 300m in companies with enterprise values of USD 100m to USD 600m.



Press release:

Gryphon Investors ("Gryphon"), a leading middle-market private equity firm, today announced that it has acquired Wittichen Supply Company ("Wittichen" or the "Company"), a wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in the Southeastern United States. This represents the second investment closed by Gryphon's Heritage Fund, a new small-cap fund offering launched by Gryphon in 2020. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1914 and headquartered in Birmingham, AL, Wittichen provides best-in-class parts, supplies, and customer service, distributing products from more than 500 leading HVAC/R manufacturers. With 25 locations, the Company is the industry leader in Alabama, and has a growing presence in the Florida panhandle as well as western Georgia. With a loyal technician customer base, the Company maintains long-standing relationships with leading HVAC/R manufacturers and vendors, including Rheem, Chemours, Fujitsu, Nu-Calgon, and Emerson Climate Technologies.

Keith Stimson, Deal Partner and Head of the Heritage Fund Team at Gryphon, said, "Our investment in Wittichen is testament to Gryphon's Heritage Fund strategy, which leverages Gryphon's sector initiative strategy and focuses on partnering with market leaders with sustainable differentiation. We expect to make future investments to develop a strong platform across the Sun Belt."

General Manager Charles Herring, who has been with Wittichen for 48 years, will become President of the Company, and will continue to work closely with the existing management team. Gryphon has also appointed several executive advisors with deep HVAC/R OEM manufacturing and industrial distribution experience to the Company's Board of Directors.

Craig Nikrant, Gryphon Operating Partner on the Heritage Fund Team, said, "Wittichen is a 100-year-old brand with a strong culture and exceptionally loyal employee and customer base. We look forward to partnering and supporting the Wittichen management team in their next phase of growth by leveraging Gryphon's in-house Operations Resource Group and Human Capital Team to enable further investment in its business and employees."

Mr. Herring commented, "We are excited to welcome and partner with the Gryphon team as we build on our recent growth and look to the future. We are experiencing steady demand for product repair, maintenance, and improvement, and we expect that demand to continue in a post COVID-19 environment that is driving greater need for high-quality, safe air filtration. We look forward to servicing our existing and new customers with the same great team, supported by the added resources provided by our new partner."

David Henderson, outgoing President of Wittichen, added, "My goal is to leave the Company, our employees, customers, and suppliers in the best hands, and I feel confident that we have found the best partner in Gryphon. Our business has been built on providing a premium service and customer experience and that will not change. Gryphon's financial resources and operational know-how will be invaluable as Wittichen builds on its geographic expansion and continues to look for the most innovative ways to serve our loyal customers."

Gryphon was advised by legal counsel Kirkland & Ellis and financial advisor Lincoln International. Uplift Partners served as the exclusive financial advisor to Wittichen Supply Company, and Maynard Cooper Gale served as legal counsel.

Source Link:

Gryphon Investors Inc press release, 02 August 2021 [https://www.gryphon-inv.com/news-article/gryphon-investors-acquires-wittichen-supply-company/]

				8/2/21				Heritage Distribution Holdings		Gryphon Investors Inc		-		Wittichen Supply Company Inc. distributes heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) parts, equipment, and supplies to HVAC/R contractors in the Southeastern United States. It offers its products for residential and commercial applications. The company was founded in 1914 and is based in Birmingham, Alabama. It operates stores in Alabama, Georgia, and Florida.

				8/1/21		Pending		Roth Zachry Heating, Inc.		Turnpoint Services, LLC				Turnpoint Services, LLC, a portfolio company of OMERS Private Equity Inc, has agreed to acquire Roth Zachry Heating, Inc., the US-based provider of US-based provider of plumbing, electrical & HVAC services.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

				7/28/21		8/30/21		Friedrich Air Conditioning Co., Ltd.		Rheem Manufacturing Company Inc				Rheem, an Atlanta, Georgia-based HVAC equipment maker has acquired Friedrich Air Conditioning, a San Antonio, Texas-based air conditioning and related products manufacturer, from Monomoy Capital Partners.

Financial terms were not disclosed.

Lazard Middle Market LLC served as financial advisor to Friedrich Air Conditioning.

KeyBanc Capital Markets advised the Board of Managers of Friedrich.

Baker & McKenzie LLP served as legal counsel and Alvarez & Marsal Transaction Advisory Group served as accounting advisor to Friedrich Air Conditioning.

Friedrich Air Conditioning has between 201 to 500 employees, as per its LinkedIn profile.

Press release:

Monomoy Capital Partners, a middle-market private investment firm focused on operational value creation, has sold Friedrich Air Conditioning to Rheem, a global manufacturer of HVAC equipment, water heaters, boilers and commercial refrigeration solutions. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1883, Friedrich manufactures room air conditioning, dehumidification and air purification products for residential and commercial applications. Friedrich is among industry leaders in high-end air conditioning solutions for single room use in lodging, commercial and multi-family sectors. The company is based in San Antonio, Texas with manufacturing operations in Monterrey, Mexico and distribution centers in Texas and New Jersey.

Monomoy acquired Friedrich in February of 2017 with the goal of investing in new product development, upgrading and professionalizing the company’s systems and talent, and diversifying the business into the fast-growing commercial, lodging and multi-family sectors. Over the four and a half years of Monomoy ownership, Friedrich implemented a wide-ranging value creation program to improve cash flow, maximize profitability, execute a growth plan and position the business for sale to a strategic buyer.

Monomoy Managing Director Jaime Forsyth remarked, “Friedrich’s stellar brand reputation, comprehensive product offering and innovative product developments resulted in tremendous growth under our ownership. We are proud of the work that management accomplished to enhance the company’s core business systems while implementing strategic initiatives to grow into new, higher-margin end markets.”

The sale of Friedrich is the latest in a string of successful exits for Monomoy, which sold its majority stake in West Marine, Inc. to consumer product sponsor L Catterton in June [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=West+Marine%2C+Inc.+to+consumer+product+sponsor+L+Catterton+in+June&esheet=52483171&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=42f23f8cd866f98a14be1508801bba66&newsitemid=20210830005066&url=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.mcpfunds.com%2Fnews%2Fmonomoy-capital-partners-agrees-to-sell-west-marine-inc].

“The world-class investing and operating talent at Monomoy provided strategic direction and operating resources to navigate the most challenging of times while positioning our business for future growth and success,” explained Friedrich’s Chief Executive Officer Chuck Campbell. “Because of this support, we have consistently grown our top and bottom lines while also reshaping our commercial outlook and plans to continue scaling our business.”

Monomoy acquired Friedrich through its second private equity vehicle, Monomoy Capital Partners II, L.P., a $420 million fund raised in 2011.

Jim Reilly and Dave Hallett of Lazard Middle Market LLC served as financial advisor to Friedrich with respect to the transaction. TJ Monico of KeyBanc Capital Markets, Inc. advised the Board of Managers of Friedrich. Darcy Down and J. Brooke Mestre of Baker & McKenzie LLP served as legal counsel to the company. Christian Mangelsen of Alvarez & Marsal Transaction Advisory Group, LLC served as accounting advisor of the company.

				7/27/21		Pending		Reedy Industries Inc.		Partners Group Holding AG				PE firm Audax Private Equity has signed an agreement to sell Reedy Industries, a Deerfield, Illinois-based HVAC, plumbing and building controls services firm, to peer Partners Group.

Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.

Audax invested in Reedy in 2019. It has completed 15 add-on acquisitions since the PE investment.

Truist acted as advisor and Kirkland & Ellis as lawyer to Audax and Reedy on the deal.

Press release:

Audax Private Equity (“Audax”) today announced that it has signed a definitive agreement to sell Reedy Industries (“Reedy” or the “Company”), a leading provider of commercial heating, ventilation and air conditioning (“HVAC”), to Partners Group, acting on behalf of its clients. Audax will continue to be an investor in the Company and remain on the Company’s board of directors. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1930, Reedy Industries serves commercial, industrial, and municipal buildings in the United States through its HVAC services, mechanical building automation, controls, and energy solutions. With 9,000 customers and nearly 5,000 preventative maintenance contracts, Reedy helps its customers reduce maintenance costs, optimize asset performance and improve energy efficiency to create healthier, more cost-effective environments. Through an active expansion strategy led by Reedy’s highly experienced management team, the company expanded into a multi-regional platform serving the Midwest, Mountain West, South, and Southeast regions.

Since Audax’ investment in 2019, Reedy has undergone a period of growth and transformation, which included:

 * Completing 15 add-on acquisitions to date to create a multi-regional commercial HVAC and building controls platform diversified across end-markets, customers, geographies, and service lines;
 * Building a world-class management team; and
 * Investing in technology and infrastructure to support the company’s long-term growth.

Don Bramley, Managing Director at Audax, said, “The Reedy team has built an exceptionally strong business. We are proud to have partnered with management and supported the company’s growth during this pivotal time. We strongly believe Reedy is setting the standard for premier commercial and industrial building services and wish Joe and the entire Reedy team continued success on their next phase of growth with Partners Group.”

Joe Kirmser, CEO of Reedy Industries, said, “The Audax team has been an incredible partner over the past two years. With their support we have executed numerous add-on acquisitions to further our mission of providing high-quality service to our customers, and, we believe, position Reedy for sustainable, long-term growth. We are thankful for Audax’ partnership, which has been instrumental in driving our geographic expansion, and look forward to continuing to execute on our strategy alongside Partners Group.”

Truist served as financial advisor and Kirkland & Ellis served as legal advisor to Audax and Reedy.

Source Link:

Audax Private Equity Group press 27 July 2021 [https://www.audaxprivateequity.com/news/audax-private-equity-to-sell-reedy-industries-to-partners-group]

				7/27/21		7/27/21		HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd		Exchanger Industries Limited				Exchanger Industries Limited has acquired HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd, the UK-based specialist supplier of heat exchangers, from S E Pither, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition provides Exchanger with immediate access to a cost-effective global footprint with scalable hubs in both India and Spain, and a combined portfolio of anti-fouling technologies that enhances differentiation and acts as a unique platform to create value for customers.

HRS Heat Exchangers had reported revenues of GBP 35.27m with a net profit of GBP 1.54m for the year ended 31 December 2019.

Source Links:

HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd press release, 27 July 2021 [https://www.hrs-heatexchangers.com/news/hrs-heat-exchangers-acquired-by-exchanger-industries-limited/]

Exchanger Industries Limited press release, 27 July 2021 [https://www.exchangerindustries.com/exchanger-industries-limited-acquires-hrs-heat-exchangers/]

				7/20/21		Pending		LSB Industries Inc		Eldridge Industries, LLC		$   300.0		Eldridge Industries, LLC has agreed to acquire LSB Industries Inc, the US-based company making a wide variety of chemicals (including nitric acid) and climate-control products.

The consideration is USD 300m based on offer price of USD 6.16 per share. The transaction values LSB at USD 645.587m including debt. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions, including receipt of stockholder approval from the holders of a majority of the shares of our outstanding common stock not held by Eldridge or any of its affiliates.

				7/12/21		7/12/21		Capstone Mechanical, LP		Reedy Industries Inc.				Audax Private Equity Group portfolio company Reedy Industries Inc. has acquired Capstone Mechanical, LP.

Capstone is the thirteenth strategic add-on acquisition for Reedy Industries since 2019.

Company

Located in the US, Capstone is a hvac and plumbing services firm.

Source Link:

Reedy Industries Inc. press release, 12 July 2021 [https://reedyindustries.com/news/growing-hvac-plumbing-and-building-controls-platform-expands-2/]

				7/6/21		7/6/21		Air Comm Corporation		Arcline Investment Management LP				Arcline Investment Management LP has acquired a majority stake in Air Comm Corporation.

The investment values Air Comm at USD 250m.

Company
Headquartered in Westminster, Colorado, Air Comm manufactures bleed air heaters and vapor-cycle air conditioners for aerospace industry.

Source Link:

Arcline Investment Management LP press release, 06 July 2021 [https://arcline.com/press-release/arcline-investment-management-invests-in-air-comm-corporation/]

				7/2/21				Lathrop-Trotter LLC		Koch Air, LLC		-		Lathrop-Trotter LLC distributes industrial and commercial HVAC products in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, and Wyoming. It offers industrial boilers, such as stock, steam, hot water, firetube, water tube, electric, high efficiency, and heat recovery boilers. The company also provides industrial burners industrial fans and blowers, air handling equipment, turbines, and utility power equipment. The company was founded in 1922 and is based in Cincinnati, Ohio. As of July 2, 2021, Lathrop-Trotter LLC operates as a subsidiary of Koch Air, LLC.

				7/1/21		7/1/21		Sapelec (100% Stake)		Existing Management				The management buyout group has acquired Sapelec, the French manufacturer of industrial process control equipment has acquired the company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/30/21		8/3/21		Global HVAC & Automation Inc.		Kontrol Technologies Corp.		$   7.3		Kontrol Technologies [NEO:KNR], a Toronto, Ontario-based developer of cloud-based and SaaS technology for smart buildings, has acquired Global HVAC & Automation for USD 7.25m

Kontrol anticipates full year revenue for 2021 will be in the USD 38m range up from USD 13m in 2020 and anticipated 2021 Adjusted EBITDA of USD 3.7m.

Press release:

Kontrol Technologies Corp. (NEO: KNR) (OTCQB: KNRLF) (FSE: 1K8) ("Kontrol" or the "Company"), a leader in smart building technologies announces the completion of the acquisition (see prior release dated June 30th, 2021) of Global HVAC & Automation Inc. ("Global") and a record revenue order book of $155 million.

"We are excited to complete such a significant acquisition, which adds substantial new revenues and the largest consolidated revenue order book in our operating history," said Paul Ghezzi, CEO of Kontrol. "This acquisition brings with it an impressive roster of new customers and technical capabilities, which we believe should create many potential lucrative cross-selling opportunities. As such, the acquisition of Global has the potential to drive significant growth and scale for Kontrol over the long term. With a consolidated revenue order book of $155 million, we are well poised for our next stage of growth."

Corporate Outlook

Kontrol anticipates full year revenue for 2021 will be in the $38 million range up from $13million in 2020 and anticipated 2021 Adjusted EBITDA* of $3.7 Million.

For 2022 Kontrol anticipates revenues in the range of $65 to $70 million and Adjusted EBITDA* in the range of $4.5 to $4.8 million.

The Importance of HVAC Systems and Automation for Smart Buildings

Global provides integrated installations of complex heating, cooling, ventilation and building automation systems to its customers.

Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems can account for up to 70% of overall energy consumption in commercial buildings. Efficient and smart HVAC systems can drive important intelligence and improvements to make buildings more sustainable, profitable and healthier.

Kontrol already provides its customers with a growing suite of Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud-based technology to optimize heating, cooling, and ventilation, as well as overall energy management and emission reduction. Kontrol specializes in the provision of real-time monitoring, asset optimization, data analytics, and enhanced facility management. This is driven by Kontrol's smart-learning software platform, which provides the Company with a crucial competitive edge.

Global's service offering complements Kontrol's existing product portfolio neatly. The combination of the two is expected to create significant growth opportunities over the coming years.

Acquisition Synergies

Global has traditionally focused on larger projects, with one-time project revenues. A small percentage of its overall business is in recurring service and asset maintenance. Global will operate as a subsidiary of Kontrol with its current management team in place. Kontrol will seek to grow Global's recurring revenues through vertical integration with its current software and ongoing service agreements.

Software

Kontrol's SmartSite platform integrates into building automation systems and provides a data analysis, reporting and smart learning algorithms to drive improvements in overall energy management and sustainability. Kontrol will integrate its facility management with the Global project platform to drive software revenues.

Service

Kontrol operates a facility management platform with ongoing and recurring revenues to manage energy assets and optimize them for performance. Kontrol will integrate its facility management with the Global project platform to drive service revenues.

Building Automation Installations

Currently Global outsources building automation improvements to third party contractors. Kontrol will internalize building automation installations.

Cost Reductions

Kontrol will work diligently to reduce costs by reducing duplication of staff and focusing on in house project capabilities to drive full vertical integration across its customer base.

Kontrol BioCloud

BioCloud can be integrated into each HVAC installation delivered by Global to provide real-time monitoring for virus and pathogens.

Transaction Details

Pursuant to the agreement, Kontrol has acquired all the outstanding shares of Global HVAC & Automation Inc. for the purchase price of $7.25 Million and any additional contingent performance-based consideration. The purchase price is subject to adjustments for working capital balances at closing date. The purchase price is settled by the following consideration: (i) $3.5 million in cash on the closing, subject to customary post closing adjustments and reconciliations; (ii) $3.5 million Vendor Take Back at 3% annual interest rate with bullet repayment at the end of 3 years from the closing date (iii) a vendor performance payment equal to 45% of adjusted 3 years cumulative earnings after-tax in excess of $4.5 million.

				6/30/21		6/30/21		Plumbing Heating Paramedics		Threshold Brands				The Riverside Company backed portfolio company, Threshold Brands, has acquired Plumbing Heating Paramedics, from Ryan Carpenter.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Based in Noblesville, Indiana, Plumbing Heating Paramedics is the US-Based company engaged in providing engaged in HVAC system repairs, HVAC system replacements, plumbing system repairs and recurring maintenance.

Source Links:

The Riverside Company press release, 30 June 2021 [https://www.riversidecompany.com/currents/to-the-rescue-riverside-s-threshold-brands-acquires-plumbing-heating-paramedics/]

Jones Day press release, June 2021 [https://www.jonesday.com/en/practices/experience/2021/06/riverside-acquires-plumbing-heating-paramedics]

				6/23/21		6/23/21		Refrigeration Sales Corporation		Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC				Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in Refrigeration Sales Corporation.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company
Headquartered in Valley View, Refrigeration Sales Corporation is a distributor of heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, parts and supplies.

				6/23/21				Refrigeration Sales Company LLC		Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC		-		Refrigeration Sales Company LLC, trading as Refrigeration Sales Corporation, distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and refrigeration equipment, parts, and supplies in Ohio and Western Pennsylvania. It provides support services, such as technical support, sales and marketing support, training and education, delivery, after-sales services, maintenance, and reclamations. Refrigeration Sales Company LLC was formerly known as Refrigeration Sales Corporation of Cleveland and changed its name to Refrigeration Sales Company LLC in June 2021. The company was incorporated in 1945 and is based in Valley View, Ohio.

				6/11/21		6/11/21		Temperature Control, Inc.		Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc.				Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc. (AWHAP), the portfolio company of Dubin Clark & Company, Inc., has acquired Temperature Control, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Company

Headquartered in Woodland Hills, California and founded in 1987, Temperature Control is a provider of HVAC installation and replacement services for residential customers.

Source Link:

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 11 June 2021 [https://dubinclark.com/dubin-clark-portfolio-affordable-water-heaters-and-plumbing-acquires-temperature-control-inc/]

				6/9/21		6/9/21		Moncrief Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Grove Mountain Partners, LLC backed Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC has acquired Moncrief Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc., the US-based company engaged in providing HVAC maintenance and installation solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/9/21		6/9/21		Werley Heating & Air Conditioning Co.		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Grove Mountain Partners, LLC backed Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC has acquired Werley Heating & Air Conditioning Co., the US-based company providing heating and air conditioning solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/7/21		6/7/21		ACR Supplies Ltd		DiversiTech Corporation				DiversiTech Corp, the United States based provider of engineered aftermarket parts and components used in the repair, replacement and installation of residential HVACR systems and a portfolio company of Permira Ltd, has acquired ACR Supplies Limited, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration ancillaries.
The terms of the deal were undisclosed.
DiversiTech Corp is a portfolio company of Permira.

				6/7/21		6/7/21		Marks Supply, Inc		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC a portfolio company of Ridgemont Equity Partners has acquired Marks Supply, Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Marks Supply, Inc. is a Canada-based provider of HVAC, plumbing, hydronic, and pipe, valves, and fittings products.

Source Links:

Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 07 June 2021 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/munchs-supply-acquires-ontario-based-marks-supply/]

				6/7/21				Marks Supply Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		Marks Supply Inc. engages in the distribution of plumbing, pipe, valves, fittings, hydronics, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. It offers plumbing products, such as bath and showers, bidets, drinking fountains, wash fountains, lavatories, toilets and toilet seats, sinks and faucets, flush valves, water dispensers, water treatment, pumps, tanks, water heaters, tankless water heaters, tools, and repair parts; and P.V.F. products, including backflow prevention, brass, copper, MJ/cast iron, plastic, steel, and stainless steel products, valves, and fittings. The company also provides boilers, water heaters, pumps, valves, radiant heating products, venting products, pipes, regulators, components, regulators, and components; and press systems, tappan dealerships, and spiral ducts for Commercial HVAC. In addition, it offers HVAC products, which include IAQ products, sheet metal products, furnaces, air conditioners, unit heaters, radiant heaters, controls, unit heaters, radiant heaters, refrigerant, and refrigerant reclaims; and fasteners, chemical and compounds, solder, and hand tools. Further, the company provides hydronics and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning design services, such as heat-loss/gain calculations, equipment sizing, duct and ventilation design, stamped designs for building permits, site visits and budget quotes, in-floor heating layouts, boiler piping schematics, snowmelt systems, and HVAC and hydronics equipment. The company was incorporated in 1962 and is based in Kitchener, Canada. It has additional offices in Guelph, Brantford, Burlington, Niagara Falls, London, Windsor, Mississauga, and Vaughan, Canada. As of June 7, 2021, Marks Supply Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Munch's Supply LLC.

				6/3/21		6/3/21		CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment Ltd.		The Arcticom Group, LLC				Arcticom Group, a Walnut Creek, California-based commercial refrigeration and HVAC services consolidator, has acquired Canada-based CT Control Temp, IHM Mechanical and CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment.

CT Control and IHM Mechanical are located in Vancouver, and CTR Refrigeration serves Calgary and Edmonton.

This news service reported [https://www.mergermarket.com/intelligence/view/2906553] in 2019 that Arcticom hopes to expand its reach and revenue through additional acquisitions.

Press release:

The Arcticom Group (TAG) [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=The+Arcticom+Group+%28TAG%29&esheet=52440095&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=37fd3922022299cef8ffe6e03da00ac5&newsitemid=20210603005838&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thearcticomgroup.com%2F], a leading North American provider of refrigeration and mechanical services, announces its international expansion into the Canadian HVACR market with acquisitions that add three established and successful brands to the company’s broad geographic operations.

CT Control Temp Ltd. and IHM Mechanical Ltd., located in Vancouver, BC, and CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment Ltd. that serves Calgary and Edmonton are TAG’s newest additions. Financial terms of the deals were not disclosed.

“The addition of CT, IHM & CTR substantially advance The Arcticom Group as an elite specialty mechanical services company by bringing together the market leaders in western Canada with TAG’s existing, loyal client base across the western and southern US. These substantial additions give us access to the growing Canadian market with full design build capability and a reputation for delivering exceptional customer experiences in all aspects of commercial HVACR service and installation,” noted Jim Pape, CEO of The Arcticom Group.

John Devita, CT CEO stated, “We are excited and look forward to being part of The Arcticom Group. I believe our combined systems and HVACR industry knowledge will benefit current and future clients across the border for many years.”

Dean Gabriele, President of CT and IHM, added: “Becoming part of the TAG family of companies gives our business and our people the opportunity to continue to grow.”

CTR President, Stacey Lauer concluded, “We are proud to be joining forces with an enterprise that takes customer success as seriously as we do.”

Through its growing family of HVACR companies, TAG provides a wide variety of commercial refrigeration services including preventative maintenance, repair, installation, renovation, new system engineering and design, energy optimization and refrigerant management programs.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 03 June 2021 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/three-new-partners-in-canada/]

				6/3/21		6/3/21		Green Air Care		Granite Comfort		$   16.0		Granite Comfort, a portfolio company of Tiger Infrastructure Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Green Air Care, the US-based company engaged in providing ventilation and heating services, for a consideration of USD 16m.

As part of the transaction, Green Air Care will join Granite Comfort’s Dallas-based Frymire Home Services.

Previous Funding

In 2019, Tiger Infrastructure Partners formed Granite Comfort.

Source Link:

Granite Comfort press release, 03 June 2021 [https://granitecomfort.com/granite-comfort-expands-footprint-to-chicagoland-with-acquisition-of-green-air-care/]

Baker McKenzie press release, 09 June 2021 [https://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/newsroom/2021/06/granite-comfort-acquires-green-air-care]

				6/1/21		6/1/21		American Heating Company Inc (100% Stake)		Enerquip LLC				Enerquip LLC, the United States based designer and fabricator of stainless-steel heat exchangers and sanitary vessels has acquired American Heating Company Inc, the local provider of industrial heating equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/31/21		5/31/21		Gagnon & Associates Inc		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group L.P. has acquired Gagnon & Associates Inc, a Canada-based company specializing in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

The Master Group L.P. press release, 31 May 2021 [https://www.master.ca/en/press_releases/the-master-group-acquires-ontario-firm-gagnon-associates-inc-]

				5/26/21		5/26/21		Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Morgan Stanley Private Equity				Morgan Stanley Private Equity along with management of Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. has acquired the company from Dubin Clark & Company, Inc., in a management buyout transaction.

The financial terms of transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Headquartered in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, Sila Heating & Air Conditioning is engaged in providing HVAC services.

Source Link:

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 26 May 2021
[https://dubinclark.com/dubin-clark-completes-sale-of-hvac-platform-sila-heating-air/]

Debevoise & Plimpton LLP press release, 26 May 2021 [https://www.debevoise.com/news/2021/05/debevoise-advises-morgan-stanley-capital]

				5/24/21		7/1/21		Bacharach, Inc.		MSA Safety Incorporated		$   337.0		FFL Partners LP has agreed to sell its portfolio company, Bacharach, Inc. to MSA Safety Incorporated, for a consideration of USD 337m.

The transaction is expected to be funded through a combination of long-term fixed rate debt and variable senior revolving incremental borrowings with an after-tax cost of less than two percent. As part of the transaction, MSA amended and extended its credit facilities to increase borrowing capacity.

The acquisition is expected to be accretive to MSA's earnings, margins and cash flow in the first full year of ownership. It includes adjusted earnings accretion of USD 0.10 - USD 0.15 per share in the second half of 2021 and USD 0.25 - USD 0.35 per share for the full year of 2022.

The transaction is expected to close in early July 2021, subject to receipt of regulatory approvals and satisfaction of other customary closing conditions.

Company
Based in New Kensington, Pennsylvania, Bacharach is a company engaged in the design, manufacture and service of gas detection, monitoring and analysis instrumentation for the HVAC and refrigeration industries.

The company reported revenue of approximately USD 70m and employs 200 people across four locations in the U.S., Canada and Ireland.

UPDATE 01 July 2021: The transaction is completed.

Source Links:

MSA Safety Incorporated press release, 24 May 2021 [https://investors.msasafety.com/news-releases/news-release-details/msa-safety-expand-gas-detection-business-acquisition-bacharach]

Bacharach, Inc. press release, 24 May 2021 [https://www.mybacharach.com/msa-safety-acquires-bacharach-inc/]

FFL Partners LP press release, 24 May 2021 [https://www.fflpartners.com/msa-safety-to-expand-gas-detection-business-with-acquisition-of-bacharach-inc]

MSA Safety Incorporated press release, 01 July 2021 [https://investors.msasafety.com/news-releases/news-release-details/msa-safety-completes-acquisition-bacharach-inc-leader-heating]

				5/20/21		5/20/21		Thermal Resource Sales, Inc.; Supermarket Environment Services Co.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC, has acquired Thermal Resource Sales, Inc., and Supermarket Environment Services Co. (together TRS-SESCO), the US-based providers of commercial and industrial HVAC and energy solutions.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 20 May 2021 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-trs-sesco/]

				5/19/21		5/19/21		Dial Plumbing and Air Conditioning Inc.		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners' portfolio company Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Dial Plumbing and Air Conditioning, a US-based provider of residential and light commercial plumbing, heating, air conditioning, ventilation and gas services.

The financial terms of the trasnaction are not disclosed.

				5/13/21		5/13/21		Sturm Heating Inc.		The SEER Group LLC				The SEER Group LLC has acquired Sturm Heating Inc, the US-based company providing equipment and repair related services for heating, air conditioning, electrical, and water heater needs of residential and commercial customers, for an undisclosed consideration.

				5/12/21		5/12/21		UV Resources, LLC		Madison Industries				Madison Industries has acquired UV Resources, LLC, the US-based manufacturer of Ultraviolet-C disinfection and HVAC efficiency products, for an undisclosed consideration.

Pursuant to the transaction, UVR will be a division within Madison’s Indoor Air Quality segment.

Source Link:

FocalPoint Partners, LLC press release, 12 May 2021 [https://focalpointllc.com/uv-resources-madison-industries/]

				5/11/21		5/7/21		Acme Refrigeration of Baton Rouge, LLC		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc. has acquired Acme Refrigeration of Baton Rouge, LLC, the US-based distributor of air conditioning, heating and refrigeration products, for an undisclosed consideration.

Acme Refrigeration has reported an annual turnover of USD 60m in 2020.

Source Link:

https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=58563https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=58563Watsco, Inc. press release, 11 May 2021
[https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-acquisition-acme-refrigeration]

				5/4/21		5/4/21		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated (100% Stake)		The Riverside Company				Riverside Co, the private equity firm has acquired Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States-based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/4/21		5/4/21		Custom Air Products & Services, Inc.		Airxcel, Inc.				L Catterton Management Limited's portfolio company, Airxcel, Inc. has acquired Custom Air Products & Services, Inc., the US-based commercial and industrial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) manufacturing and service company, for an undisclosed consideration.

In March 2018, L Catterton had acquired Airxcel from One Rock Capital Partners, LLC for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Airxcel, Inc. press release, 04 May 2021 [https://www.airxcel.com/news/2021/05/04/airxcel-acquires-custom-air-products-services]

				4/30/21		4/30/21		Primex - HVAC Venting Products		Menzies Metal Products		$   5.7		Menzies Metal Products has acquired Primex - HVAC Venting Products, a Canada-based company which designs and builds HVAC Venting solutions, from Primex Manufacturing Limited for a consideration of CAD 7m.

				4/29/21		4/29/21		Larry & Sons		Len The Plumber, LLC				Len The Plumber, LLC, a portfolio company of Thompson Street Capital Partners LP has acquired Larry & Sons. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company

Based in Maryland, USA, Larry & Sons is a full-service residential plumbing and HVAC company.

Source Link:

Thompson Street Capital Partners LP press release, 29 April 2021 [https://www.tscp.com/press-release/thompson-street-capital-partners-portfolio-company-len-the-plumber-acquires-larry-sons-plumbing-heating-services/]

				4/28/21		4/21/21		Mission Plumbing Heating & Cooling LLC		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners' portfolio company Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Mission Plumbing Heating & Cooling LLC, the US-based company engaged in providing HAV, plumbing and heating solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transition will enhance business operations and provide growth and expansion opportunities.

				4/19/21		Pending		Melrose Plc (Nortek Air Management business)		Madison Industries		$   3,646.0		Madison Industries has agreed to acquire Nortek Air Management business of Melrose Plc, comprising of Nortek Global HVAC and Air Quality & Home Solutions segments., for a cash consideration of GBP 2.62bn.

The transaction is subject to approval from shareholders of Melrose, approval from antitrust authorities and other customary closing conditions. The transaction is expected to complete in the second or third quarter of 2021.

Source Links:

Melrose Plc press release, 19 April 2021 [https://www.melroseplc.net/media/announcements/2021/proposed-disposal-of-nortek-air-management-for-3625-billion/]

Madison Industries press release, 19 April 2021 [https://madison.net/madison-industries-agrees-to-acquire-nortek-air-to-bolster-indoor-air-quality-offering/]

Madison Industries stock exchange announcement, 19 April 2021 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/MRO/proposed-disposal-of-nortek-air-management/14941834]

				4/19/21		4/19/21		Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd. (30% Stake)		Carrier Global Corporation		$   46.1		Carrier Global Corporation has agreed to acquire 30% stake in Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd, a China-based company engaged in the commercial air-conditioning business from Chigo Holding Limited.

Terms: The consideration for the transaction is CNY 300m.

Conditions:

 * Carrier 's 70% stake acquisition in Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd from GW Group.
 * Customary closing conditions and regulatory sanctions.
 * Other necessary conditions.

Background:

 * Carrier will also acquire other subsidiaries of Guangdong Giwee Group Co., Ltd. - namely Guangdong Giwee Technology Co., Ltd. and Guangdong Giwee electronic commerce Co., Ltd.
 * Chigo Heating reported net profit of CNY 85.664m and CNY 31.799m for the year ended 31 December 2019 and 2020, respectively

UPDATED 19 April 2021: completed

Source Links:

Carrier Global Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 19 April 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000095014221001308/eh210145593_8k.htm]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 19 April 2021 [https://www.corporate.carrier.com/news/news-articles/carrier-agrees-to-acquire-guangdong-giwee-group-a-chinabased-hvac-manufacturer.html]

				4/19/21				Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin		Mestek, Inc. (OTCPK:MCCK)		-		As of April 19, 2021, Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin was acquired by Mestek, Inc. Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin comprises HVAC systems for industrial, commercial, and residential spaces. The asset is located in the United States.

				4/15/21		Pending		Titanium Steel & Manufacturing Co Ltd		Koch Chemical Technology Group Saudi Arabia Limited		$   9.7		Koch Chemical Technology Group Saudi Arabia Limited, has agreed to acquire Titanium Steel & Manufacturing Co Ltd, a Saudi Arabia-based company engaged in manufacturing of heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment including ventilation systems, heat exchangers, drums, reactors and evaporators; provides repair and maintenance services, from Saudi Steel Pipe Company, for a cash consideration of USD 9.7m.

The transaction is subject to approval by the General Authority for Competition, and is expected to close within the third quarter of 2021. In 2020, Saudi Steel Pipe has incurred net losses of SAR 34.5m (USD 9.2m) compared with SAR 26.8m (USD 7.15m) in 2019.

				4/15/21		4/15/21		Carolina Air, Inc. Heating & Cooling		NearU HVAC Services				SkyKnight Capital backed NearU Services has acquired Carolina Air, Inc. Heating & Cooling.

The financial terms of transaction are not disclosed. Following the transaction, Carolina Air will continue to operate under its own brand.

Company
Headquartered in Carthage, North Carolina, Carolina Air Heating & Cooling is engaged in providing heating, air purification and air conditioning repair solutions. It currently has 40 employees.

Source Link:

NearU Services press release, 15 April 2021 [https://nearu-services.com/news/nearu-services-continues-strong-momentum-in-north-carolina-through-the-acquisition-of-carolina-air-a-premier-home-services-brand-in-the-broader-raleigh-durham-market]

				4/14/21		4/14/21		API of NH and Delta T		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch’s Supply, an Illinois-based HVAC distributor backed by Ridgemont Equity Partners, has acquired API of NH and Delta T, a New Hampshire-based family owned HVAC distributor. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction includes acquisition of API's eight branches servicing New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine and Vermont.

Source Link:
Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 14 April 2021 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/munchs-supply-acquires-new-hampshire-based-api-of-nh-and-delta-t/]

				4/9/21		5/12/21		Silent-Aire Limited Partnership		Johnson Controls International plc		$   630.0		Johnson Controls International plc has agreed to acquire Silent-Aire Limited Partnership, a Canada-based designer and manufacturer of custom air handlers and modular data centers for hyperscale cloud and colocation providers, for a cash consideration of USD 630m.

Silent-Aire will also receive up to USD 240m as earnout, subject to the achievement of post-closing milestones. The transaction is expected to be immediately accretive and add USD 0.07 to USD 0.09 to FY22 adjusted EPS.

The transaction is expected to close in the fiscal third quarter of 2021, subject to the receipt of regulatory approval and customary closing conditions. Silent-Aire’s revenue for fiscal year 2021 (May) is expected to approximate USD 650m and currently has around 3,000 employees globally.

UPDATE 12 May 2021: The transaction has completed.

Source Links:

Johnson Controls International plc press release, 09 April 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/media-center/news/press-releases/2021/04/09/johnson-controls-agrees-to-acquire-silentaire-to-accelerate-growth-in-hyperscale-data-center-vertica]

Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP press release, 09 April 2021 [https://www.clearygottlieb.com/news-and-insights/news-listing/johnson-controls-to-acquire-silent-aire-for-870-million]

Johnson Controls International plc press release, 12 May 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_in/media-center/news/press-releases/2021/05/12/johnson-controls-completes-acquisition-of-silent-aire]

				4/8/21		4/8/21		Zone Mechanical, LLC		Wind Point Partners, L.P.				Wind Point Partners, L.P. along with the management of Zone Mechanical, LLC, the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC mechanical services to the grocery, convenience store and warehouse industries, have acquired the company, from TJM Capital Partners, for an undisclosed consideration, in a management uyout deal.

Source Links:

Wind Point Partners, L.P. press release, 08 April 2021 [https://www.wppartners.com/overview/wind-point-partners-acquires-zone-mechanical]

NXT Capital, LLC press release, 12 April 2021 [https://www.nxtcapital.com/news/nxt-capital-provides-senior-credit-facility-to-support-wind-point-partners-acquisition-of-zone-mechanical/#0]

Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated press release, April 2021 [https://www.rwbaird.com/ma-transactions/investment-banking/DealCard/5734?utm_source=linkedin&utm_medium=social&utm_content=&utm_campaign=&utm_term=&sf141909978=1]

				4/7/21		4/7/21		Neffsville Plumbing, Heating & Cooling Services		Len The Plumber, LLC				Len The Plumber, LLC, the portfolio company of Thompson Street Capital Partners LP, has acquired Neffsville Plumbing, Heating & Cooling Services.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Company

Headquartered in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Neffsville is a provider of residential plumbing and HVAC full-services.

Source:

Thompson Street Capital Partners LP press release, 07 April 2021 [https://www.tscp.com/press-release/thompson-street-capital-partners-portfolio-company-len-the-plumber-announces-acquisition-of-neffsville-plumbing-heating-services/]

				4/6/21		11/1/20		Wagner Mechanical, Inc		Stan’s Heating & Cooling				Stan’s Heating & Cooling, backed by Treaty Oak Equity LLC has acquired Wagner Mechanical, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company

Located in US,,Wagner Mechanical, Inc. is a heating, plumbing and electrical services company.

				4/2/21		4/14/21		Skydome ; ESSEMES Services		Kingspan Group Plc				Kingspan Group Plc has agreed to acquire Skydome, a France-based company engaged in production of daylighting, ventilation, smoke evacuation, and roofing access systems, and ESSEMES Services, a France-based company engaged in the installation of skylights and the maintenance of fire safety equipment, from SMAC, SAS for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction enables SMAC to concentrate on Travaux, its core business consisting of waterproofing and building envelope solutions. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions. In 2020, Skydome reported revenues of approximately EUR 45m.

SMAC is a portfolio company of OpenGate Capital Management, LLC. SMAC had signed an exclusivity agreement in January 2021.

UPDATE 14 April 2021: The acquisition of Skydome and ESSEMES Services has been completed.

Source Links:

SMAC, SAS press release, 19 January 2021 (French) [https://www.smac-sa.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Communiqu%C3%A9-de-presse-SMAC-c%C3%A8de-son-p%C3%B4le-lanterneaux.19.01.21.pdf]

OpenGate Capital Management, LL press release, 25 January 2021 [https://opengatecapital.com/ogc-news/opengate-capital-portfolio-company-smac-signs-agreement-to-sell-skylights-business-to-kingspan-lightair/]

Kingspan Group Plc stock exchange announcement, 19 February 2021 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/KGP/final-results/14871014]

SMAC, SAS press release, 02 April 2021 (French) [https://www.smac-sa.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CP_SMAC-a-finalis%C3%A9-la-vente-de_SKYDOME_ESSEMES-Service_02.04.21.pdf]

OpenGate Capital Management, LLC press release, 14 April 2021 [https://opengatecapital.com/ogc-news/opengate-capital-portfolio-company-smac-completes-sale-of-skydome-and-essemes-services-businesses-to-kingspan-light-air/]

				3/31/21		3/31/21		Sierra Air Inc		Service Champions, Inc.				Odyssey Investment Partners, LLC-backed Service Champions, Inc. has acquired Sierra Air Inc.

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Sierra's founder Ron Ford has become a shareholder of Service Champions.

Company

Based in Reno, Nevada, Sierra Air Inc is an HVAC home services company.

				3/26/21		3/26/21		Royal Metal Products		Flex-Tek		$   107.6		Flex-Tek, a US-based provider of engineered components that move heat, fluid and gases, has acquired Royal Metal Products, a Temple, Georgia-based manufacturer of residential and light commercial HVAC products

				3/16/21		Pending		Temperature Equipment Corporation		Watsco, Inc.; Carrier Global Corporation				Watsco, Inc. and Carrier Global Corporation (Carrier) Temperature Equipment Corporation (TEC), the US-based distributor of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning equipment and related parts and supplies, for an undisclosed consideration.

As per the terms of the agreement, Watsco and Carrier will own 80% and 20% stake in TEC, respectively. Post-acquisition, TEC will operate as an independent entity

In 2020, TEC reported revenues of USD 291m. TEC serves around 10,000 customers from 32 locations in Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota and Missouri.

Source Links:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 16 March 2021 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-acquire-temperature-equipment-corporation-291-million]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 16 March 2021 [https://ir.carrier.com/node/8996/pdf]

				3/10/21		3/10/21		Hurley & David, Inc.		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				New Mountain Capital, LLC-backed Horizon Services, LLC has agreed to acquire Hurley & David, Inc.

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company

Based in Springfield, Massachusetts, Hurley & David, Inc. is a provider of heating, cooling, and whole-home comfort.

				3/1/21				Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co.		F.W. Webb Company, Inc.		-		Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co. engages in the distribution of plumbing, heating and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. The company is based in Danbury, Connecticut. As of March 1, 2021, Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co. operates as a subsidiary of F.W. Webb Company, Inc.

				2/23/21		2/23/21		Cool Solution Refrigeration Ltd		Johnson Controls, Inc.				Johnson Controls, Inc. (JCI) has acquired Cool Solution Refrigeration Ltd (CSR), an UK-based company engaged in designing, installation and maintenance of air-conditioner and refrigerator, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will increase JCI’s customer base, enhance its operations and strengthen the company’s market position. The transaction will provide growth and expansion opportunities.

CSR had a workforce of 25 employees.

Source Links:

Johnson Controls International plc press release,23 February 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_gb/insights/2021/pr/johnson-controls-acquires-cool-solution]

Johnson Controls International plc press release,03 March 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_gb/-/media/jci/be/united-kingdom/insights/files/pr/cool_solution_acquisition_release_final.pdf]

				2/19/21		2/19/21		Termet S.A.		Ferro Group		$   19.2		Ferro Group, a US based private equity firm specializing in the acquisition of manufacturing and distribution services, acquired Termet S.A., a Poland based manufacturer of HVACR equipment.

				2/17/21		3/1/21		Holyoake Industries Ltd.		Price Industries Limited				Price Industries Limited has agreed to acquire an undisclosed stake in Holyoake Industries Ltd, a New Zealand-based manufacturer of commercial HVAC equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is Price’s first key expansion into New Zealand and Australia, creating an Australasian HVAC powerhouse. Post-acquisition, Holyoake will operate independently under the name ‘Holyoake by Price’. Holyoake currently operates in Australia and New Zealand.

UPDATE 02 March 2021: The acquisition completed on 01 March.

				2/11/21		2/11/21		Adey Innovation LLP		Polypipe Group
(LSE:PLP)		$   290.7		Polypipe Group is a manufactures and sells pressure-rated high density polyethylene pipes aquired ADEY Innovation, a manufacturer and supplier of heating and cooling systems.

				2/8/21		2/8/21		ElitAire, Inc.		Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Applied Americas Inc. has acquired ElitAire, Inc., the US-based company engaged in providing HVAC equipment and building automation control solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/5/21		3/2/21		Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company		Tinicum Incorporated				Tinicum Incorporated has agreed to acquire an undisclosed controlling stake in Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Desloge family shareholders will continue to have minority ownership in Watlow. Watlow will continue to operate from its headquarters in St. Louis, Missouri. The transaction is subject to receipt of customary regulatory approvals.

Company
Headquartered in Saint Louis, Missouri, and founded in 1922, Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company is a company engaged in the design and manufacture of industrial electric heaters, sensors, controllers, and software.

It reported revenues of USD 450m in 2019.

UPDATE 02 March 2021: The transaction has been completed.

Source Links:

Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company press release, 05 February 2021 [https://www.watlow.com/about-watlow/news/tinicum-press-release]

Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company press release, 02 March 2021 [https://www.watlow.com/about-watlow/news/tinicum-lp-acquires-controlling-interest-in-watlow]

				2/3/21		2/3/21		Texas Chiller Systems, LLC		Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.				Jackson Mechanical Service Inc., an Orion Group company backed by Alpine Investors LP has acquired Texas Chiller Systems, LLC.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition is in line with Orion group's strategy of building a national platform by partnering with founder-owned facility services businesses and providing resources to help them in their expansion and growth.

It will also enable TCS to expand its service offerings in San Antonio and also expand its geographic presence to other Texas markets.

Previous Funding
Alpine Investors LP acquired Jackson Mechanical Service Inc. in 2020, which led to the formation of the Orion group.

Company
Headquartered in San Antonio, Texas, and founded in 2006, Texas Chiller Systems, LLC is a provider of commercial HVAC services company.

				2/3/21				Munch's Supply Colorado LLC		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		Munch's Supply Colorado LLC, doing business as C&L Supply HVAC and Plumbing, engages in the distribution of heating and air conditioning equipment, and plumbing products. The company was incorporated in 2021 and is based in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. As of February 3, 2021, Munch's Supply Colorado LLC operates as a subsidiary of Munch's Supply LLC.

				2/3/21		2/3/21		Nordiska Klimatfabriken		Volution Group		$   4.8		Volution Group plc,  a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy efficient indoor air quality solutions, has acquired Nordiska Klimatfabriken AB, a Sweden based manufactuturer of low carbon residential ventilation equipment.

				2/2/21		7/16/21		Enwave Energy Corp. (US business)		Ullico Inc.; QIC Limited		$   950.0		QIC Limited and Ullico Inc. have agreed to acquire the US-based business of Enwave Energy Corp., a Canada based heating and air conditioning services company, from Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P.

Terms:

 * QIC and Ullico will acquire Enwave Energy US for a consideration of approximately USD 950m.
 * Concurrently, Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan Board and IFM Investors have agreed to acquire Enwave’s Canadian business for an estimated consideration of USD 2.9bn.

Rationale:

 * The acquisition will enable QIC to expand its global infrastructure presence to 20 assets in six countries.
 * It will also help Ullico to diversify its portfolio within district energy business.

Expected Completion: The transaction is expected to occur in mid-2021.

Conditions:

 * Regulatory approvals.
 * Customary closing conditions.

Background:

 * Enwave Energy US currently serves over 340 clients and operates in eight cities across eight states, providing energy solutions to more than 400 buildings across universities, school districts and hospitals.
 * In October 2012, Brookfield Asset Management had acquired Enwave Energy Corp., from Borealis Infrastructure Management Inc, for an enterprise value of USD 480m.

UPDATE 16 July 2021: The acquisition of Enwave Energy Corp. has been completed and it will operate under the name CenTrio.

Source Links:

Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://bip.brookfield.com/press-releases/2021/02-02-2021-123147392]

Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P. 8-K form filed with SEC on 02 February 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1406234/000117184321000655/f6k_020221.htm]

 * Press Release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1406234/000117184321000655/exh_991.htm]

Enwave Energy Corp. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.enwave.com/resources/statement-on-ownership-transition/]

Ullico Inc. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.ullico.com/news-item/EnwaveEnergy]

QIC Limited press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.qic.com.au/knowledge-centre/qic-acquires-enwave-energy-us-20210202]

				2/1/21		2/1/21		Wolseley UK Limited		Clayton Dublilier & Rice		$   418.6		Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, a private equity firm focused in the industrial, manufacturing, and IT sectors, acquired Wolseley UK Limited, a leading specialist distributor of plumbing HVACR equipment.

				1/26/21		1/26/21		United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC		SPP Management Services, LLC; Capitala Group; Pareto & Company LLC				SPP Management Services, LLC (Summit Park), Capitala Group and Pareto & Company LLC and along with the management team of United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC (UAT), acquired the company in a management buyout deal.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Summit Park via Summit Park III, L.P. fund lead the majority recapitalization of UAT. The management team included, President Mr. Mike Giordano and CEO Mr. Gabe Ivanescu who was the majority owner of UAT prior to the recapitalization.

The transaction will help in UAT's organic growth, expand the company's geographic reach and pursue future add-on acquisitions

The transaction represents sixth investment in via fund Summit Park III, L.P.

Debt

The transaction was supported through debt financing by Bank of Montreal.

Company

Headquartered in Lorton, Virginia, US, United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC (UAT) is a provider of residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") services

Source link:

https://www.unitedairtemp.com/https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=267213SPP Management Services, LLC press release, 26 January 2021 [https://www.summitparkllc.com/news/1776/summit-park-leads-majority-recapitalization-of-united-air-temp]https://www.summitparkllc.com/news/1776/summit-park-leads-majority-recapitalization-of-united-air-temp

				1/12/21		1/12/21		ABCO HVACR Supply + Solutions		Daikin North America LLC				Daikin North America LLC has acquired ABCO HVACR Supply + Solutions, the US-based HVAC distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

Daikin will be able to strengthen its opportunity for greater collaboration in the local territories among ABCO branches. It will allow ABCO to grow by retaining and growing its contractor customer base, hiring new talent, adding more business technology, expanding product lines. Post-acquisition, ABCO’s senior management team will continue to be the leaders of ABCO and Mr. Michael Senter will continue to be CEO. ABCO will operate as a unit of Daikin.

				1/4/21		1/4/21		Robinson Plumbing & Heating Supply Co., Inc.		Goodman Distribution, Inc.				Goodman Distribution, Inc. has acquired Robinson Plumbing & Heating Supply Co., Inc., the US-based HVAC, hydronics and plumbing equipment and services firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is in line with Goodman’s planned growth strategy. It will also enable Goodman to expand its presence in the Northeast regions of USA. Post acquisition, Robinson will maintain its headquarters at Fall River, Massachusetts. There will also be no changes in the management structure throughout its existing branch locations.

Robinson currently operates seven branches across Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island.

Source Link:

https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=1393381https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=1393381Goodman Distribution, Inc. press release, 04 January 2021
[https://www.goodmanmfg.com/pdfviewer.aspx?pdfurl=docs/librariesprovider6/default-document-library/robinson-supply-news-release-final--mr-rev-tracked.pdf?view=true]

				1/4/21		12/31/20		Purification Solutions LLC		Atlas Copco AB				Atlas Copco AB has acquired Purification Solutions LLC (Nano Purification Solutions), the US-based manufacturer of air treatment and on-site nitrogen generation equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

Atlas Copco will be able to enhance its market share as well as accelerate growth in North America, Europe and other strategic markets by leveraging on the expertise and product portfolio of Nano Purification Solutions. Post-acquisition, Nano Purification Solutions will become part of the Industrial Air division within the Compressor Technique Business Area.

In 2019, Purification Solutions reported revenues of USD 26m with a work force of 60 employees operating in Europe and the United States.

Source Links:

Atlas Copco AB press release, 04 January 2021 [https://www.atlascopcogroup.com/content/dam/corporate/cision/20210104_Atlas_Copco_has_acquired_air_treatment_and_nitrogen_generator_manufacturer.pdf]

Atlas Copco AB press release, 04 January 2021 (Swedish) [https://www.atlascopcogroup.com/content/dam/corporate/cision/20210104_Atlas_Copco_har_f_rv_rvat_tillverkare_av_luftbehandlare_och_kv_vegeneratorer.pdf]

				12/31/20		12/31/20		Airo Mechanical, LLC		Thomas Investments LLC				Thomas Investments LLC has agreed to acquire Airo Mechanical, LLC, the US-based contractor for multifamily HVAC and plumbing solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Clarity Capital Advisors press release [https://clarityexit.com/completed-deals/#airo]

				12/30/20		12/30/20		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.		Gryphon Investors Inc		$   78.0		Gryphon Investors has acquired a majority stake in Canada-based Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc., from Clairvest Group Inc., for a consideration of approximately CAD 100m (USD 78.02m).

The sale represents a 4.7x multiple, for Clairvest on its investment of CAD 21.3m over a period of two years, and an IRR of 110%.

Right Time’s management will continue to remain with the Company and retain a significant equity stake.

The transaction will help Right Time to benefit from the resources and expertise of Gryphon and further expand organically and through acquisitions.

Pursuant to the transaction, Mr. Jeff Balagna, will become Chairman, and Right Time co-founder and CEO Mr. Vaughn Goettler will become Vice Chairman, while co-founder and President Mr. Jeremy Hetherington has been named CEO of the company. Mr. Alex Earls of Gryphon will join the Board of Directors.

Previous funding
In 2018, Clairvest Group Inc via its Clairvest Equity Partners V fund, in partnership with the management of Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc., acquired the company, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 2014 and headquartered in St. Catharines, Ontario, Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning, is a provider of Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) installation, preventative maintenance programs, repairs, and replacements services. It owns and operates 10 brands across 11 locations in Ontario, Manitoba, and British Columbia. It employs 400 people.

Source Links:

Clairvest Group Inc. press release, 30 December 2020 [https://www.clairvest.com/clairvest-generates-an-irr-of-110-and-a-4-7x-multiple-of-capital-on-the-sale-of-right-time-heating-and-air-conditioning/]

Gryphon Investors Inc press release, 30 December 2020 [https://www.gryphon-inv.com/news-article/gryphon-investors-completes-majority-investment-in-right-time-heating-and-air-conditioning/]

				12/22/20		12/9/20		Cunningham Associates Heating and Air Conditioning		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners LLC backed Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Cunningham Associates Heating and Air Conditioning, from Mr. Bob Cunningham.

The terms of the transactions are not disclosed.

				12/21/20				Sierra Air Conditioning, Inc.		SE Capital Partners, LLC		-		Sierra Air Conditioning, Inc. provides residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) installation services to new homes built by national and local homebuilders. It offers heating and cooling, indoor air quality, home comfort club, and other installments. The company was founded in 1987 and is based in Las Vegas, Nevada.

				12/18/20		12/18/20		Heatex AB (100% Stake)		Madison Industries				Madison Industries Holdings LLC, the United States based conglomerate involved in industrial and mechanical businesses has acquired Heatex AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of air-to-air heat exchangers for applications in buildings, data centers as well as wind turbines from BWB Partners, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for BWB Partners.

				12/18/20		12/18/20		ClimaRad B.V.		Volution Group		$   51.5		Volution Group plc,  a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy efficient indoor air quality solutions, has acquired 75% of the issued share capital of ClimaRad B.V., the market leader for decentralised ventilation systems in the Netherlands.

				12/15/20		12/15/20		Heartland Home Services, Inc.		Cobepa S.A.; The Jordan Company, L.P.				The Jordan Company, L.P. (TJC) and Cobepa S.A., along with the management of Heartland Home Services, Inc. (Heartland), has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in the company, from North Branch Capital, LLC (North Branch), in a management buyout transaction.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed. Under the terms, Cobepa made significant investment whereas North Branch will retain minority stake in Heartland. TJC made investment via its The Resolute Fund IV, L.P.

The transaction will enable Heartland to expand its HVAC service offerings to customers.

Prior to this, Heartland completed nine add-on acquisitions.

Debt

The Carlyle Group provided debt financing to TJC for supporting the acquisition.

Previous Funding

In January 2020, North Branch Capital formed Heartland Home Services with the acquisition of A+ Derr Heating & Cooling.

Company

Headquartered in Macomb, Michigan and founded in 2016, Heartland Home Services, Inc. is a provider of residential HVAC replacement and maintenance, plumbing and electrical services.

Source Links:

The Carlyle Group press release, 15 December 2020 [https://www.carlyle.com/media-room/news-release-archive/carlyle-group-leads-structures-debt-financing-jordan-companys-acquisition-heartland-home-services]

				12/15/20				H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc.		Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions, Inc.		-		H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc. offers heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems' repair, replacement, construction, and installation services in Austin and the surrounding areas. The company was founded in 2011 and is based in Austin, Texas. As of December 15, 2020, H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions, Inc.

				11/29/20		Pending		Afpro Filters B.V.		Filtration Group Corporation				Filtration Group Corporation has agreed to acquire Afpro Filters B.V. (Afpro), the Netherlands-based manufacturer of air filtration products, from Stichting Administratiekantoor Acs Holding, for an undisclosed consideration.

Filtration Group is in talks with lenders for incremental TLB add-on of EUR 175m for the acquisition of Afpro Filters. In 2019, Afpro had reported EBITDA of approximately EUR 15m. AFPRO has offices in the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, France, Poland, Finland, Switzerland, China and Australia, with more than 700 employees worldwide.

				11/23/20				Dukes of Air		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based home repair services provider, has acquired Dukes of Air, LLC, a Mesa, Arizona-based HVAC services firm. 

				11/23/20		11/23/20		7AC Technologies Inc.		Emerson Electric Co.				3M Ventures-backed 7AC Technologies Inc. has been sold to Emerson Electric Co.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

The transaction will enable Emerson’s to provide with enhanced air management solutions to customers.

Previous Funding

Till date, 7AC has raised USD 22.3m of funding from various investors.

Company

Headquartered in Beverly, Massachusetts and founded in 2009, 7AC Technologies Inc. is a company engaged in developer of high efficiency heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.

Source Link:

Emerson Electric Co. press release, 23 November 2020 [https://www.emerson.com/en-us/news/corporate/7ac-acquisition]

				11/20/20		11/20/20		Filtration Group Corporation		Sequoia Capital		$   275.0		Sequoia Capital via its Sequoia Capital Heritage Fund has invested USD 257m in Filtration Group Equity LLC, the US-based company that manufactures filtration products and systems.

Company
Based in Oak Brook, IL, Filtration Group offers air filters which include products for the heating, ventilation, air conditioning, industrial, dust, liquid, gas phase, clean room, power systems, pain, and filter media markets.

				11/17/20		11/17/20		Old Dominion Supply, Inc.; Atlantic Construction Fabrics, Inc.		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc has acquired Old Dominion Supply, Inc., the US-based wholesale distributor of HVAC parts and supplies, and Atlantic Construction Fabrics, Inc. (ACF), the US-based manufacturer of erosion control, storm water management, inlet protection, perimeter and sediment control fabric products, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition of Old Dominion will enable the company to expand in the HVAC market with greater synergies. ACF acquisition will also allow the company to expand its geographic footprint along the East Coast. It will further diversify Ferguson's Waterworks business and will complement its existing offerings in geosynthetics, erosion control and storm water management.

Old Dominion reported revenues of around USD 55m and ACF reported revenues of around USD 100m for the year 2019.

Source Links:

Ferguson plc press release, 17 November 2020 [https://www.fergusonplc.com/en/investors-and-media/news/financial-news/2020/ferguson-acquires-old-dominion-supply-inc-and-atlantic-construction-fabrics-inc.html]

Ferguson plc stock exchange announcement, 17 November 2020 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/FERG/ferguson-acquires-old-dominion-and-acf/14759235]

				11/10/20		11/10/20		Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.		Alpine Investors LP				Alpine Investors LP has acquired Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition is in line with Alpine's strategy of building a leading player in the HVACR and plumbing businesses.

Mr. Larry Beatty and Mr. Matt Olson will continue to lead Jackson. With this acquisition, Alpine will create a new commercial facility services platform Orion Group.

Company

Headquartered in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and founded in 1957, Jackson Mechanical Service Inc. is a company engaged in commercial and industrial HVACR and boiler business.

Source Links:

Alpine Investors LP press release, 10 November 2020 [https://updates.alpineinvestors.com/alpine-investors-exits-healthcomp-0]

				11/5/20		11/5/20		TRUaire		CSW Industrials		$   360.0		CSW Industrials, Inc , the Texas-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, and TRUaire, the Santa Fe Springs, California-based supplier of passive air handling solutions.

				11/4/20		11/4/20		United Coolair Corporation		Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC		$   233.0		CSW Industrials, Inc , the Texas-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, and TRUaire, the Santa Fe Springs, California-based supplier of passive air handling solutions.

				11/2/20		11/2/20		Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC		Daikin Industries, Ltd.				Daikin Industries, Ltd. has acquired Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC, the US-based equipment, accessories, and parts wholesale distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will add on to further growth and development for Daikin Industries, Ltd. The addition of Stevens will bring in more business know-how, extension of product lines, and more client base. It will also endure the supply and sales of Daikin brands.

Post-acquisition Stevens will function as exclusively owned business element of Daikin. The management team led by Mr. Dave DeSutter, Senior Executive Advisor will be retained by Daikin. The team will continue there operations from Eagan, Minnesota. Stevens has 18 branch locations across USA.

Source Link:

Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC press release, 03 November 2020 [https://www.stevensequipmentsupply.com/post/daikin-acquires-stevens-equipment-supply-for-distribution-in-12-states-from-minnesota-to-arizona]

				10/15/20		7/31/20		Hunter-Davisson, Inc.		Employees				The employees of Hunter-Davisson, Inc., the US-based full-service heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration company has acquired the company for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction provides Hunter-Davisson's employee owners with an ongoing financial interest in the business and rewards.

Source Link:

FMI Capital Advisorspress release, 15 October 2020 [https://www.fminet.com/news/2020/10/15/fmi-capital-advisors-announces-hunter-davisson-becomes-100-employee-owned/]

Hunter-Davisson, Inc. press release, 20 October 2020 [http://www.hunterdavisson.com/hunter-davisson-is-now-an-employee-owned-company/]

				10/7/20		10/7/20		Hart & Cooley, LLC		H.I.G. Capital, LLC				H.I.G. Capital has acquired Hart & Cooley, LLC from Johnson Controls International plc. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will enable Hart & Cooley on focus on growth with operational improvements, provide new opportunities and better serve its customers.

Company
Founded in 1901 and headquartered in Grand Rapids, MI, Hart & Cooley is a manufacturer of HVAC and air distribution products, including vents, grilles, registers, diffusers, and rooftop and chimney products.

It has eight manufacturing sites and six distribution centers spread across the United States, Mexico, and Canada.

Source Link:
H.I.G. Capital, LLC press release, 07 October 2020 [https://higcapital.com/news/release/1294]

				10/1/20				UGI HVAC Operations		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based home repair services provider and subsidiary of HomeServe [LSE:HSV], has acquired HVAC operations from UGI Corporation [NYSE: UGI].

				10/1/20		10/1/20		EFI Concepts		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group L.P., the portfolio company of Novacap Investments, Inc. acquired EFI Concepts. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will accelerate Master Group’s growth and expand its product and service portfolio.

Previous Funding

In March 2014, Novacap acquired 65% stake in The Master Group, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1990 and based in Canada, EFI Concepts is a manufacturer's representative in HVAC applications in industrial, institutional and environmental business solutions

Source Links:

The Master Group L.P. press release, 01 October 2020 [https://www.master.ca/en/press_releases/the-master-group-acquires-the-ontario-manufacturers-representative-efi-concepts]

Novacap Investments, Inc. press release, 01 October 2020 [https://www.novacap.ca/en/news/industries/novacap-portfolio-company-the-master-group-acquires-ontario-manufacturers-representative-efi-concepts/]

EFI Concepts press release, 01 October 2020 [http://www.eficoncepts.com/site_Files/Content/PDF/Press_Release_Master_EFI.PDF]

				9/30/20		9/30/20		Carolina Refrigeration Services Inc		CoolSys, Inc.				Ares Management-backed CoolSys has acquired Carolina Refrigeration Services, the US-based commercial HVAC and refrigeration company.

The financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.

CoolSys expands its expansion into the Southeast via the acquisition.

Ares Management acquired CoolSys in 2019 from Audax Private Equity.

Company
Headquartered in Lexington, South Carolina, Carolina Refrigeration provides refrigeration and commercial and industrial HVAC services.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 30 September 2020 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-carolina-refrigeration/]

				9/16/20		9/16/20		Rogers Mechanical Contractors, Inc.		Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC				Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC has made a control investment in Rogers Mechanical Contractors, Inc. (RMC), the US-based provider of mechanical, HVAC and plumbing contracting services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC is a specialized joint venture between Aterian Investment Partners LLC and Craft Work Capital, LLC, established to make strategic investments in mechanical, electrical and other related specialty contractors.

The transaction will enable RMC to expand their business in USA and will continue to be led by Dustin Rogers, who will remain as CEO, and Dustin’s leadership team.

Source Link:

Craft Work Capital, LLC press release, 16 September 2020 [http://www.craftworkcap.com/in-the-news/]

				9/15/20		10/30/20		American Residential Services LLC		GI Partners				GI Partners has acquired a majority stake in American Residential Services (ARS), in a management buyout transaction.

Existing investors Charlesbank Capital Partners and management are also making significant investments as a part of the transaction.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will help ARS to benefit from the expertise and resources of GI and expand its current offering and provide its customers with enhanced services.

The transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter of 2020 and is subject to customary closing conditions and regulatory approvals.

The transaction was carried thorugh an auction process and saw participation from Centerbridge Partners, HIG Capital and Platinum Equity.

Previous funding
In 2014, Charlesbank Capital Partners, acquired American Residential Services, from CI Capital Partners LLC and Royal Palm Capital Management, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 2006 and based in Memphis, Tennessee, American Residential Services is a provider of heating, cooling, indoor air quality, plumbing, drain cleaning, sewer line, radiant barrier, insulation, and ventilation services to retail and light commercial customers.

ARS operates via a network of more than 70 locally managed service centers and has around 6,500 employees.

UPDATE 30 October 2020: This transaction has been completed.

Source Links:

GI Partners press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.gipartners.com/news/gi-partners-joins-charlesbank-capital-partners-to-accelerate-growth-at-american-residential-services]

Charlesbank Capital Partners, LLC press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.charlesbank.com/news/2020/gi-partners-joins-charlesbank-capital-partners-to-accelerate-growth-at-american-residential-services/]

American Residential Services LLC press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.ars.com/blog/gi-partners-accelerate-growth-ars]

Goodwin Procter LLP press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.goodwinlaw.com/news/2020/09/09_15-ars-receives-majority-investment-gi-partners]

				9/9/20		9/9/20		MSR Mechanical LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, LLC (TAG) has acquired MSR Mechanical LLC, the US-based industrial refrigeration and HVAC installation and services company, for an undisclosed consideration.

MSR complements to TAG’s portfolio and brings a broad base of customers in numerous vertical markets. The transaction will continue to increase the market share in MSR’s core business. Trevor Miller, MSR’s president will become a member of the TAG leadership team and lead the operations and expansion of TAG-Mechanical.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 09 September 2020 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/msr-mechanical-acquisition/]

				9/1/20		9/1/20		Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Astar Heating & Air, LLC				Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. backed Astar Heating & Air, LLC has acquired Sila Heating & Air Conditioning Inc.

The financial terms of the deal were not disclosed. The acquisition will expand the combined company's presence in mid-Atlantic & northeast US regions and will result into further growth of the company.

Concurrent to this transaction, Astar Heating has also acquired Jones Services, a HVAC company headquartered in New York. Following the transactions, Astar Heating will be rebranded into Sila Heating & Air Conditioning.

Debt
Varagon Capital Partners, L.P. provided senior debt financing to support the acquisition.

Previous Funding
In July 2019, Dubin Clark invested in Astar Heating.

Company
Formed in 1989 and headquartered in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, Sila Heating provides heating and air-conditioning services.

Source Links:

Varagon Capital Partners, L.P. press release, 01 September 2020 [https://varagon.com/blog/1579-varagon-capital-partners-supports-dubin-clark-company-s-acquisition-of-sila-heating-air-conditioning-inc]

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 02 September 2020 [https://dubinclark.com/sila-heating-and-air/]

				9/1/20				Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc./ Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc		Havtech Management, LLC		-		Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc./ Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc represents the combined operations of Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc. and Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc in their sale to Havtech Management, LLC. Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc. distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) solutions to owners, engineers, and contractors. Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc offers certified testing, adjusting, and balancing of HVAC air and hydronic systems, as well as building systems commissioning. The companies are based in the United States.

				8/26/20		8/26/20		Airxchange, Inc.		Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC				Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC has acquired an undisclosed controlling stake in Airxchange, Inc., the US-based manufacturer of heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/10/20				Freedom Heating and Cooling		HomeServe plc				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of home repair services and subsidiary of HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV], bought Freedom Heating and Cooling, a Birmingham, Alabama-based heating and cooling services provider.

				8/4/20		8/4/20		Enerphase Industrial Solutions, Inc.		Xebec Adsorption Inc		$   6.0		Xebec Adsorption Inc has acquired Enerphase Industrial Solutions, Inc (Air Flow), the US-based distributor and service provider of compressed air equipment doing business , for an approximate consideration of USD 6m.

Post-acquisition, the principles of Air Flow will remain the same to support integration of Air Flow in Xebec’s industrial service and support business.

				7/31/20				Patriot Supply, Inc.		Style Crest, Inc.				Style Crest, Inc. has acquired Patriot Supply, Inc., the US-based company engaged in building product distribution and HVAC installation and servicing business for the manufactured housing industry, for an undisclosed consideration.

The addition of Capitol Supply will strengthen Style Crest’s presence in the Michigan market and allow Style Crest to provide HVAC installation and servicing capabilities to the State.

Source Link:

Cascade Partners LLC, press release [https://cascade-partners.com/transactions/capitol-supply-and-service-was-acquired-by-style-crest-inc#:~:text=Patriot%20Supply%2C%20Inc.&text=For%20over%2040%20years%2C%20Capitol,products%20to%20its%20customer%20base.]

				7/21/20		7/21/20		Bass Air Conditioning Company		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services has acquired Bass Air Conditioning Company, the US-based company that provides recurring maintenance, repair, and installation services for HVAC equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will allow NearU to double its workforce in the eastern North Carolina market. It will help NearU to expand its customer reach as well. Post-acquisition, under NearU, the Bass team will continue to operate under the reputed local brand of Bass Air Conditioning.

				7/21/20				Bass Air Conditioning Co, Inc.		NearU Services		-		Bass Air Conditioning Co, Inc. provides heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment contractor, installation, and maintenance services to commercial and residential clients. The company was founded in 1952 and is based in Fayetteville, North Carolina. As of July 21, 2020, Bass Air Conditioning Co Inc operates as a subsidiary of NearU HVAC Services.

				7/17/20		7/17/20		Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc. (100% Stake)		Dubin Clark & Company, Inc.				Dubin Clark & Co Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Affordable Water Heaters & Plumbing Inc, the United States based provider of water heater and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/14/20		7/14/20		ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc.		Service Champions, Inc.				CenterOak Partners LLC through its portfolio Service Champions, Inc., has acquired ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc. (ABC), for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enhance the residential service agreement base of Service Champions across California. It will also enable Service Champions to expand its operations East Bay and strengthen its position as residential services provider in Southern and Northern California. It will also enable them to expand its customer base.

This is the fifth acquisition of Service Champions through the support of CenterOak. ABC will be a part of or merge with Bell Brothers Heating and Air, Inc., the subsidiary of Service Champions.

Previous funding
In 2019, CenterOak had acquired a majority stake in Service Champions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 1953 and headquartered in Hayward, ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc. is a provider of residential air conditioning and plumbing repair services.

Source Link:

CenterOak Partners LLC press release, 14 July 2020 [https://centeroakpartners.com/service-champions-expands-into-east-bay-with-acquisition-of-abc/]

				7/13/20		4/17/20		Metal-Era LLC		GreyLion Capital LP				GreyLion Capital LP has acquired Metal-Era Inc. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction supports the growth strategy of Metal-Era.

Debt

The transaction is supported by Antares Capital LP by providing USD 65m senior debt in the form of term loans and revolving credit facility.

Company

Headquartered in Wisconsin, US and founded in 1980, Metal-Era Inc is a manufacturer of roof edges and roof ventilation solutions.

				7/10/20		7/10/20		Arctic Engineering Co. Inc.		Reedy Industries Inc.				Audax Private Equity Group-backed portfolio company, Reedy Industries Inc., has acquired Arctic Engineering Co. Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will expand Reedy's services footprint deeply into Indiana and within their core end markets. The combination will create significant value and growth potential for vendor partners, employees and customers.

Mr. Bill Mitchell, the President of Arctic, will stay in his current role.

Previous Funding
Audax Private Equity, along with the family and management of Reedy, acquired the company, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 1958 and based in Merrillville, Indiana, Arctic Engineering Co. Inc. is HVAC design, installation and maintenance firm.

Source Link:

Reedy Industries Inc. press release, 10 July 2020 [https://reedyindustries.com/news/reedy-industries-acquires-merrillville-indiana-arctic-engineering/]

				7/8/20				Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Southern HVAC Corporation		-		Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. offers professional repair, service, and installation for residential and light commercial services. It provides air conditioners, furnaces, air handlers, water heaters, garage heaters, and other related products. The company was founded in 1994 and is based in Hastings, Nebraska. As of June 30, 2020 Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Southern HVAC Corporation.

				7/6/20		7/6/20		Service Champions Heating & Air Conditioning		Wrench Group Inc.				Leonard Green & Partners, L.P.-backed Wrench Group Inc. has acquired Service Champions Heating & Air Conditioning from Mr. Kevin Comerford

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Mr. Kevin Comerford, Owner and President of Service Champions will continue to lead the organization along with his management team.

Previous Funding

In April 2019, Leonard Green & Partners acquired Wrench Group from Investcorp, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 2000 and based in Orange County, California, Service Champions, Inc. is a provider of essential residential service and replacement services including air conditioning repair and replacement, plumbing, solar and electrical services.

Source Link:

Wrench Group Inc. press release, 06 July 2020 [https://www.wrenchgroup.com/articles/wrench-group-acquires-service-champions/]

				6/30/20		6/30/20		Precision Heating & Air LLC		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corporation, a portfolio company of MSouth Equity Partners has acquired Precision Heating & Air LLC, the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/29/20		6/29/20		Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				Ares Management LLC-backed portfolio company, CoolSys, Inc. has acquired Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will support CoolSys' M&A growth strategy. This acquisition will complement CoolSys' acquisition of BRR Refrigeration. The acquisition will provide CoolSys with an access across the entire state of Virginia and will accelerate their presence in Maryland, West Virginia and North Carolina.

Previous funding

In March 2019, Ares Management acquired CoolSys from Audax Private Equity Group, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1954 and based in Ashland, Virginia, Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc. is a commercial refrigeration and air conditioning service and installation company. The company serves Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina and West Virginia locations.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 29 June 2020 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-richmond-refrigeration/]

				6/11/20		6/11/20		Carolina Heating Service Inc.		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services, the Charlotte, North Carolina-based HVAC services provider, has acquired Piedmont, South Carolina-based Carolina Heating Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: With this acquisition, NearU has established a footprint in South Carolina and tripled its employee base within the first four months of its formation and first acquisition
 * Post-deal details: Connie Caldwell will lead the combined entity.

Target (Carolina Heating) Piedmont, South Carolina

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides maintenance, repair, and installation services for HVAC equipment and redundant power equipment for residential and commercial customers
 * Size: Serves most of the Upstate of South Carolina with a fleet of more than 20 vehicles and has approximately 50 employees

Buyer (NearU) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides residential and light commercial HVAC services; company founded in February
 * Size: Has between 51 and 200 employees; acquired Fayetteville, North Carolina-based MARK-AIR Heating & Air Conditioning in February

				6/11/20		3/31/20		McDowall Air Conditioning (UK) Limited		Johnson Controls, Inc.				Johnson Controls International plc (JCI) has acquired McDowall Air Conditioning (UK) Limited, the UK-based designer and service provider for air conditioning and ventilation systems, from David Pugh, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is in line with JCI's expasion strategy by expanding its installation and services capabilities in the UK. It will also enable JCI gain expertise in office building retrofit work alongside strong relationships with interior design and fit out firms.

In 2018, McDowall generated revenues of GBP 11.318m.

Source Link:

KBS Corporate press release, 21 June 2020 [https://www.kbscorporate.com/mcdowall-holdings-limited-sold-to-johnsn-controls-international/]

				6/10/20				Hays Cooling, Heating, and Plumbing		HomeServe plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of home repair services and subsidiary of HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV], has acquired Phoenix, Arizona-based Hays Cooling, Heating and Plumbing.

				5/7/20		5/7/20		Race Engineering, LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, LLC portfolio company of Goense Capital Partners has acquired Race Engineering, LLC, the US-based industrial refrigeration and HVAC installation and service company, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Arcticom to create opportunity to elevate its value proposition to our existing customers. The acquisition will enable Arcticom to use Race Engineering's infrastructure and tools to support its growth and to leverage with their long-standing list of loyal customer.

On December 1, 2017, private equity firms Goense Capital Partners and Backcast Partners has acquired acquired The Arcticom Group.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 07 May 2020 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/race-engineering-acquisition/]

				5/1/20		4/21/20		Four Star Mechanical, LLC ; Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc.		Veregy				Bow River Capital Partners-backed Veregy has acquired Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc. and Four Star Mechanical, LLC. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The acquisition will allow Veregy to strive growing energy efficiency, power generation, and long-term master planning needs for both current and prospective customers across Texas.

Previous funding
In June 2019, Bow River Capital Partners acquired Dynamix Energy Services, LLC and Dynamix Engineering Ltd, for an undisclosed consideration. The two companies along with Midstate Energy, Urban Energy Solutions, Control Technology & Solutions, Johnson-Melloh Solutions were consolidated under the umbrella of the newly created trade name, VeregyTM.

Company
Founded in 1985 and based in Texas, US, Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc. is a mechanical HVAC contracting services provider.

Based in Texas, US, Four Star Mechanical, LLC is a plumbing, piping, and domestic water design and implementation services provider.

Source Link:

Bow River Capital Partners press release, 02 May 2020 [https://bowrivercapital.com/veregy-bow-river-capitals-national-energy-services-company-expands-services-and-geographic-reach-with-additional-acquisitions/]

				3/13/20		4/16/20		Refrigerated Solutions Group		Ten Oaks Group		$   11.0		Ten Oaks Group has agreed to acquire Refrigerated Solutions Group, (RSG) the US-based manufacturer of refrigerated cabinets and walk-ins for customers food service and retail markets, from Standex International Corporation for cash consideration of USD 11m.

The sale of RSG is in line with Standex’s strategy to simplify its portfolio and focus on business that have that higher growth & margins. Post transaction Standex anticipates to incur approximately USD 27m in non-cash charges regarding the sale including goodwill impairment in the fiscal third quarter of 2020. In addition, the disposal of RSG is expteced to have immaterial impact on Standex's earnings per share for the remainder of 2020 fiscal year.

The transaction is expected to close in second quarter of 2020, subject to customary closing conditions. RSG reported revenues of USD 150m and an operating loss of USD 1m in 2019.

UPDATE 16 April 2020: The transaction is completed.

Source Links:

Standex International Corporation 8-k form filed with SEC on 13 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/310354/000143774920005083/sxi20200312b_8k.htm]

 * Press release (Exhibit 99) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/310354/000143774920005083/ex_176980.htm]

Standex International Corporation press release, 13 March 2020 [http://www.standex.com/about/news-releases/2020/03/13/standex-international-signs-definitive-agreement-to-divest-refrigerated-solutions-group]

				3/11/20		4/3/20		Carrier Global Corporation		United Technologies Corporation (Shareholders)		$   11,910.6		United Technologies Corporation has agreed to spin off UTC Climate, Controls & Security into a separate listed company Carrier Global Corporation on the New York Stock Exchange.

UTC Climate, Controls & Security, is the US-based provider of fire safety and security, building automation, heating and cooling and refrigeration systems and services headquartered in Palm Beach Gardens.

Terms:

 * The shareholders of UTC will receive 1 share of CARR common stock for every one UTC share held.
 * The shareholders would be receiving cash in case of any remaining fractional share entitlement post application of the above ratio.
 * Based upon the outstanding 866,223,435 shares of UTC as of 28 February 2020, the UTC shareholders would be receiving approximately 866,223,435 shares of CARR common stock.

Rationale:

 * Through this spin off, CARR would be able to take independent strategic, operational and financial decisions. Thus, attaining operational excellence, business profitability and accelerated growth.
 * Both UTC and CARR will be able to focus on their core business as both companies have strong financial position and good credit rating to lead their businesses independently.
 * This transaction would pave the way for new employee incentives such as employee stock options that will ensure better performance.

Post Deal Details:

 * Following the spin-off, CARR would be operating as an independent public company listed in the New York stock exchange.
 * The new company will begin “when-issued” trading on the New York Stock Exchange around 18 March 2020 under the symbol “CARR WI”.
 * On 3rd April 2020, CARR will be trading in the “regular way” on New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “CARR”.
 * Following the separation CARR and UTC will enter into certain other agreements such as transition services agreement, a tax matters agreement, an employee matters agreement and an intellectual property agreement.
 * CARR will be distributing USD 10.9bn in cash to UTC. The proceeds of this distribution will be financed via CARR’s unsecured, unsubordinated notes, revolving credit facility and term loan credit facility of USD 9.5bn, USD 2bn and 1.75bn respectively along with USD 2bn unsecure, unsubordinated commercial paper that it intends to issue.
 * The separate operational activities would be implemented in the next 12-24 months.
 * Following the Spin-off, John V. Faraci would be joining CARR as Executive Chairman and Jean-Pierre Garnier, David Gitlin, John J. Greisch, Charles M. Holley, Jr., Michael M. McNamara, Michael A. Todman, Virginia M. (Gina) Wilson will be joining as Directors of CARR.

Conditions:

 * Certain conditions as per Registration Statements on form 10 filed by CARR
 * Form 10 declared effective by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
 * Distribution occurring on the Distribution date, at the close of trading on 2 April 2020

Background:

 * On 26 November 2018, UTC announced its intention to spin off CARR
 * On 11 March 2020, the UTC Board of Directors approved the separation of CARR from UTC
 * Concurrently, UTC's aerospace businesses will be merging with Raytheon and simultaneously UTC will be spinning off Otis Elevator Company

UPDATE 19 March 2020: Carrier Global Corporation began trading on a when-issued basis on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “CARR WI”.

UPDATE 03 April 2020: Carrier Global Corporation began "regular-way" trading on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol "CARR" at an opening price of USD 13.75 per share.

Source Links:

United Technologies Corporation press release, 26 November 2018 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2018/11/26/united-technologies-announces-intention-to-separate-into-three-independent-compan]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 11 December 2019 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2019/12/11/united-technologies-appoints-members-of-the-board-of-directors-for-future-indepen-2]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 21 January 2020 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/CCS/2020/01/21/Carrier-to-Host-Investor-and-Analyst-Meeting]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 11 March 2020 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2020/03/11/united-technologies-board-of-directors-approves-separation-of-carrier-and-otis-an]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 03 June 2019 [https://www.ccs.utc.com/news/news-article/united_technologies_appoints_ceos_for_future_independent_carrier_and_otis.html]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 11 December 2019 [https://www.ccs.utc.com/news/news-article/united_technologies_appoints_members_of_the_board_of_directors_for_future_independent_carrier.html]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 27 November 2018 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000119312518334171/d659415d8k.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000119312518334171/d659415dex991.htm]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 03 June 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000010182919000022/a2019-06x03item801othereve.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000010182919000022/a2019-06x03exhibit991press.htm]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 13 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000114036120005675/nc10009877x1_8k.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000114036120005675/nc10009877x1_ex99-1.htm]

Carrier Global Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 16 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_8k.htm]

 * Information statement of [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm]Carrier Global Corporation (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_8k.htm]
 * Separation and Distribution agreement [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#t6]
 * Income Statement [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#ftSO]
 * Balance Sheet [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#ftBS]

				3/11/20				Donovan Heat and Air, Inc.		Wrench Group, LLC		-		Donovan Heat and Air, Inc. offers residential and commercial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) installation, repair, and maintenance services. The company was founded in 1987 and is based in Jacksonville Beach, Florida. As of March 11, 2020, Donovan Heat and Air, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Wrench Group, LLC.

				3/9/20		3/9/20		Arctic Cooling Systems, LLC		PMC Capital Partners, LLC				PMC Capital Partners, LLC has acquired the Chino, California branch operations of The AMS Group division, from Hill Phoenix, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed. The acquisition is done by PMC through a newly created company Arctic Cooling Systems, LLC (ACS).

The transaction will enable ACS to expand its business geographically and provide better HVAC solutions to clients. It will also help to grow its business both organically as well as inorganically.

Post transaction, the business acquired will be operated under its current management team.

Company
Headquartered in Chino, California, the acquired business operations provide aftermarket service in the commercial and industrial refrigeration and HVAC market.

				3/9/20		3/9/20		FEL Group Limited		Existing Management				The management team of FEL Group Limited (FGL), an UK-based provider of data center cooling solutions, installation and maintenance of ventilation and air conditioning equipment, has acquired the company, for an undisclosed consideration.

FEL has received a 0.5m funding line as a part of the management buyout. In 2019, FGL had around 35 employees.

Source Link:

Bibby Financial Services Limited press release, 09 March 2020 [https://www.bibbyfinancialservices.com/about-us/news-and-insights/news/2020/fel-group-secures-funding-line]

				2/15/20		2/15/20		Enex Srl SU		Roen Est Group				Cold Chain Capital, LLC (CCC), portfolio company Roen Est Group has acquired Enex Srl SU, an Italy-based company engaged in designing and production of refrigeration systems using natural fluids, for an undisclosed consideration.

CCC expects to generate a revenue of EUR 200m from similar acquisitions in the next 2 years. CCC also expects to grow Enex’s presence in the market and grow organically. Roen Est Group, which was acquired by CCC on 31 January 2020. Enex generated a revenue of approximately EUR 10m in the year 2019.

Source Link:

Roen Est Group press release, 18 February 2020 [https://www.roenest.com/en/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-enex-s-r-l/?page_id=18]

				1/31/20		1/31/20		Roen Est Group		Cold Chain Capital, LLC				CCC Holdings Europe S.p.A. (“CCCHE”) has agreed to acquire Roen Est Group, manufacturer of heat exchangers and ventilation devices, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will help Roen Est to develope with CCCHE's focuses on HVACR middle-market . Roen Est has reported EUR 35m of revenues and approximately 400 employees in 2019.

Source Link:

Roen Est Group press release, 03 February 2020 [https://www.roenest.com/en/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-roen-est-s-p-a/]

Roen Est Group press release, 03 February 2020 (Italy) [https://www.roenest.com/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-roen-est-s-p-a/]

				1/28/20		11/1/20		Carrier Transicold CESKA REPUBLIKA		Undisclosed bidder				An undisclosed bidder has acquired Carrier Transicold CESKA REPUBLIKA, the Czech Republic-based manufacturer of land transport refrigeration systems, from Carrier Transicold, Inc, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

bpv Braun Partners press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.bpv-huegel.com/en/newspost/bpv-legal-czech-republic-provided-legal-advice-to-carrier-transicold/4/]

				1/28/20		1/31/20		ACD Trade		Beijer Ref AB				Beijer Ref AB [STO:BEIJ-B], the Swedish refrigeration wholesaler, has agreed to acquire Australia-based ACD Trade from Cliplight US Holdings.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; completion of transaction is scheduled for 31 January.
 * Strategic Rationale: Strengthens Beijer Ref's presence in the Asia Pacific region and especially in Australia.
 * Post Deal Details: ACD Trade will continue to operate as an independent entity. The acquisition is not expected to affect the Beijer Ref ’s earnings.
 * Expected Completion: Acquisition is expected to get complete by 31 January 2020

Target (ACD Trade) Australia

 * Ownership: Private; owned by Cliplight US Holdings
 * Business Description: HVAC distribution company that provides HVAC units and components
 * Size: Annual sales of SEK 540m (USD 56.1m); approximately 60 employees and nine branches

Buyer (Beijer Ref) Sweden

 * Ownership: Public [STO:BEIJ-B]
 * Business Description: Refrigeration wholesaler that offers refrigeration and climate control products
 * Size: SEK 68.4bn market cap

UPDATE 31 January 2020: The transaction is complete.

Source Links:

Beijer Ref AB press release, 28 January 2020 [http://www.beijerref.com/en/Investor-Relations/Current-Affairs/Press-releases/2020/Beijer-Ref-carries-out-acquisition-in-Australia]

Beijer Ref AB press release, 28 January 2020 (Swedish) [http://www.beijerref.com/sv/Investor-Relations/Aktuellt/Pressmeddelanden/2020/Beijer-Ref-genomfoer-foervaerv-i-Australien]

Ashurst press release, 16 July 2020 [https://www.ashurst.com/en/news-and-insights/news-deals-and-awards/ashurst-acts-on-beijer-refs-acquisition-of-acd-holding-company-pty-ltd/]

				1/28/20		1/28/20		Huckestein Mechanical Services, Inc.		Service Logic, LLC				Service Logic, a Charlotte, North Carolina-based HVAC services provider backed by Warburg Pincus, has acquired Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania-based Huckestein Mechanical Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Undisclosed

Target (Huckestein Mechanical) Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Mechanical services provider offering HVAC solutions, including design-build, ongoing maintenance, and repair to the institutional, commercial, and government markets throughout Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, and Maryland
 * Size: 11-50 employees at one location

Buyer (Service Logic) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Private Equity; Warburg Pincus (2017)
 * Business Description: Provides aftermarket maintenance, repair, and replacement services for commercial HVAC equipment, chilled water systems, and building automation and control systems
 * Size: Owns 28 HVAC service companies nationwide and has more than 1,000 employees

Advisors

 * Sellside: Brown Gibbons Lang & Company (financial)
 * Buyside: n/a

Source Link:

Brown Gibbons Lang & Company LLC press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.bglco.com/press-release/bgl-announces-the-sale-of-huckestein-mechanical-services-to-service-logic-a-portfolio-company-of-warburg-pincus/]

				1/28/20		1/15/20		Bigham Services, Inc.		TransPacific Holdings				TransPacific Holdings, has acquired Bigham Services, Inc., the US-based provider of Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with TransPacific's growth strategy. Bigham Servicesis the owner of multiple One Hour Heat and Air Conditioning and multiple Mister Sparky Franchises in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Source Link:

Generational Group press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.genequityco.com/ca/press-releases/bigham-services-in-sale-to-a-transpacific-holdings]

				1/24/20		1/24/20		Controlled Environment Structures, LLC		NewSpring Capital; Adelphi Capital Partners				NewSpring Capital and Adelphi Capital Partners have acquired an undisclosed stake in Controlled Environment Structures, LLC (CES).

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition will enable CES to further grow its business and solidify its position in the cold storage market. Mr. Don Roussinos will become the CEO of CES.

Company

Headquartered in Mansfield, Massachusetts and founded in 1985, Controlled Environment Structures, LLC is a provider of cold storage and other controlled environments

Source Links:

NewSpring Capital press release, 24 January 2020 [https://newspringcapital.com/news/2020/newspring-completes-investment-in-controlled-environment-structures]

				1/17/20		1/17/20		Thermo Energy Systems Inc.		Gibraltar Industries, Inc.				Gibraltar Industries, Inc. has acquired Thermo Energy Systems Inc.,Canada-based supplies and installs greenhouse heating and cooling systems, irrigation systems, CO2 systems, hot water storage tanks, boiler install and service, greenhouse carts, custom stainless steel kitchens in bunkhouses and fabrication of greenhouse structures from Mr Henry Froese, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with the Gibraltar Industries's expansion strategy. The acquisition will provide Gibraltar access to Thermo’s experience and domain knowledge in commercial growing which will help Gibraltar further expand its leadership position in the design, manufacture, installation and systems integration in the biologically-grown organic food market

The acquisition is expected to increase the earnings of Gibraltar Industries in 2020. Thermo Energy Systems is expected to contribute to Gibraltar's annual revenue at a run rate of approximately USD 75m.

Source link:

Gibraltar Industries, Inc. 8-K form filled with SEC as on 17 January, 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/912562/000091256220000002/a8-kthermoenergysystems.htm]

 * Exhibit 99.1 Press release [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/912562/000091256220000002/ex991thermoenergysyste.htm]

Gibraltar Industries, Inc. press release, 17 January 2020 [http://ir.gibraltar1.com/node/19721/pdf]

				1/15/20		1/15/20		ESC Automation Inc		GDI Integrated Facility Services		$   70.7		GDI Integrated Facility Services, a Canada based company engaged in providing integrated facility services, acquired ESC Automation, a US based provider of integration services for security and HVAC systems.

				1/12/20		1/12/20		Signature HVACR		Granite Comfort		$   13.2		Granite Comfort, a portfolio company of Tiger Infrastructure Partners acquired Signature HVACR for USD 13.191m.

As part of the transaction, Signature will join Granite Comfort’s Raleigh-based Air Experts and Dallas-based Frymire Home Services.

The acquisition will accelerate Signature’s geographical reach.

Previous Funding

In 2019, Tiger Infrastructure Partners formed Granite Comfort.

Company

Based in Pennsylvania, USA, Signature HVACR is a residential HVAC company.

Source Links:

Granite Comfort press release, 12 January 2021 [https://granitecomfort.com/granite-comfort-expands-footprint-to-philadelphia-with-acquisition-of-signature-hvacr/]

Tiger Infrastructure Partners LP press release, 12 January 2021 [https://www.tigerinfrastructure.com/documents/FG/tigerNew/news/609240_Granite_Comfort_Expands_Footprint_to_Philadelphia_With_Acquisition_of_Signature_HVACR.pdf]

Baker McKenzie press release, 20 January 2021 [https://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/newsroom/2021/1/tiger-infrastructure]

				1/9/20		1/2/20		Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc.		Trudela Partners LLC				Coltala Holdings Inc, via its platform company Trudela Partners, has acquired Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

The transaction will enable Trudela Partners to enhance its platform services offered to DFW area whereas Walker Heating will also use resources and expertise provided by Trudela to expand its HVAC business.

The transaction represents 1st acquisition made by Trudela Partners.

Previous Funding

Coltala launched Trudela as an acquisition platform to make acquisitions in the HVAC segment.

Company

Headquartered in Mesquite, Texas and founded in 1963, Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc. is a company engaged in air conditioning and heating related services.

Source Link:

Coltala Holdings press release, 09 January 2020 [http://coltala.com/sites/default/pdf/trudela_acquisition_01092020.pdf]

				1/6/20		1/6/20		Thermaltek Inc.		Sandvik AB				Sandvik AB has acquired Thermaltek, the US-based manufacturer of high temperature furnace systems and metallic heating elements, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will further strengthen Sandvik’s leading position in industrial heating important for Sandvik Materials Technology’s Kanthal division. The acquisition will also help Kanthal to expand its global presence in sustainable industrial heating. Pursuant to the transaction, Thermaltek will continue to operate under the same brand name.

Thermaltek reported a turnover of USD 13m in 2019 and has an employee base of 30.

Source Link:

Sadnvik AB press release, 06 January 2020 [https://www.home.sandvik/en/news-and-media/newslist/news/2020/01/sandvik-acquires-thermaltek/]

Sadnvik AB press release, 06 January 2020 (Swedish) [https://www.home.sandvik/se/nyheter-och-media/nyhetslista/nyheter/2020/01/sandvik-f%C3%B6rv%C3%A4rvar-thermaltek/]

				12/19/19		12/19/19		BRR Refrigeration LLC		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc. a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC from BRR Refrigeration LLC for an undisclosed consideration.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. The acquisition is CoolSys's first step into the Mid-Atlantic region. It will help CoolSys's to expand its presence in that area.

Previous Funding

Earlier in March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired, CoolSys, Inc. from Audax Private Equity Group.

Company

Founded in 2001, BRR Refrigeration LLC is the Virginia Beach-based commercial refrigeration and HVAC services company.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 19 December 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-brr-refrigeration-in-virginia/]

				12/16/19		12/16/19		Tech Mechanical, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC has acquired Tech Mechanical, Inc., for an undisclosed consideration.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. The acquisition will strengthen CoolSys' commercial division and expand its market presence into Michigan.

Previous Funding

Earlier in March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired, CoolSys, Inc. from Audax Private Equity Group.

Company

Founded in 1983, Tech Mechanical is the Michigan-based provider of commercial and industrial heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration services.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 16 December 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-tech-mechanical/]

Vinson & Elkins LLP press release, 20 December 2019 [https://www.velaw.com/news/coolsys-acquires-brr-refrigeration-and-tech-mechanical/]

				12/12/19		12/12/19		Crawford Services, Inc.		HomeServe USA Corp.				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of service plans, repair, and installation services, has acquired Grand Prairie, Texas-based Crawford Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: HomeServe's first acquisition in Texas establishes an HVAC operations hub in the Southwest.

Target (Crawford Services) Grand Prairie, Texas

 * Ownership: Private, family owned and operated
 * Business Description: Provides air conditioning, heating and plumbing services for residential and commercial properties in the Dallas – Fort Worth Metroplex
 * Size: Has more than 100 employees

Buyer (HomeServe USA) Norwalk, Connecticut

 * Ownership: Subsidiary of UK-based HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV]
 * Business Description: Provider of service plans, repair, and installation services
 * Size: Has between 501 and 1,000 employees

				12/3/19				N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc.		Watsco, Inc. (NYSE:WSO)		$   4.0		N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. distributes plumbing, heating, HVAC, and specialty products to contractors and homeowners. It offers oil burners, gas burners, chimney liners, electric water heaters, gas water heaters, furnaces, hot water boilers, shower doors, and others. The company also operates plumbing showrooms. In addition, it provides various types of training to the professional installer in the areas of NATE and EPA certifications, service and installation sessions for geo thermal units, solar hot water heating, radiant heating, high efficiency heating equipment, heat pumps, high SEER air conditioning, and various other products. N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. was formerly known as Lou's New and Used. The company was founded in 1946 and is based in Fishkill, New York. As of November 26, 2019, N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Watsco, Inc.

				11/15/19		11/14/19		Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC (49% Stake)		Undisclosed bidder		$   14.1		An undisclosed bidder has acquired a 49% stake in, Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC, a Vietnam-based company engaged in real estate business, installation of water supply, drainage, heating and air-conditioning systems, and other construction activities, from No Va Land Investment Group Corp, for a minimum consideration of VND 324.9bn (USD 14.0824m).

No Va Land Investment Group Corp will transfer 27,448,300 shares with a par value of VND 274,483m (USD 11.89m) in Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC.

Source Link:

No Va Land Investment Group Corp stock exchange announcement, 15 November 2019 [https://links.sgx.com/FileOpen/20191115_NQHDQT_ve_viec_thoai_von_tai_Cong_ty_Van_Phat.ashx?App=Announcement&FileID=586293]

				11/13/19		11/13/19		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC		New Mountain Capital, LLC				New Mountain Capital, LLC has acquired Horizon Services, LLC from Sun Capital Partners, Inc.

Previous Funding
In March 2017, Sun Capital acquired Horizon Services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Formed in 1987 and based in Delaware, USA, Horizon Services, LLC is a provider of plumbing, heating and air conditioning services.

Source Link:

Sun Capital Partners, Inc. press release, 13 November 219 [http://align5.com/horizon-services-acquired-sun-capital-assistance-align5-team-sts-capital-partners/]

				11/13/19		11/13/19		Harsco Industrial Patterson Kelley		SPX Corporation		$   60.0		SPX Corporation , the listed US-based provider of highly specialized engineering solutions and various other industrial services to different industries has acquired Harsco Industrial Patterson Kelley, the US based company engaged in manufacturing and selling full-line of high-efficiency boilers and water heaters, from Harsco Corporation, the listed US-based company providing industrial services and engineered products worldwide in Metal and Minerals, Industrial and Rail segments for a consideration of USD 60m.

The acquisition will enable Harsco to reduce its debt. It will be able to strengthen its balance sheet, increase financial flexibility. It will be able to transform into a single thesis environmental solutions company. Patterson Kelley will become a part of diversified global company. Patterson Kelly is expected to generate a revenue of approximately USD 35m in 2019.

Source Links:

Harsco Corporation press release, 13 November 2019 [https://www.harsco.com/press-release/harsco-sells-patterson-kelley-business]

SPX Corporation press release, 13 November 2019 [https://www.spx.com/spx-announces-purchase-of-patterson-kelley-from-harsco-corporation/]

Harsco Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 13 November 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/45876/000004587619000147/a8-kdocumentxnovember1.htm]

 * Press release (Exibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/45876/000004587619000147/exhibit991.htm]

				11/12/19				SW Anderson Sales Corporation		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, a UK-based company engaged in distribution of plumbing and heating products and supplier of building materials, has acquired SW Anderson Sales Corporation, the US-based HVAC equipment and supplies distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition of SW Anderson complements Ferguson’s HVAC business. It will enhance Ferguson’s product offerings. In 2018, SW Anderson had revenues of USD 90m and it employs around 150 people.

Source Links:

Ferguson plc press release, 12 November 2019 [https://www.fergusonplc.com/en/investors-and-media/news/financial-news/2019/ferguson-acquires-new-york-based-hvac-distributor--s--w--anderso.html]

Ferguson plc stock exchange announcement, 12 November 2019 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/exchange/news/market-news/market-news-detail/FERG/14304807.html]

				11/11/19		11/11/19		Albers Mechanical Contractors, Inc.		The Vollrath Co., L.L.C.				The Vollrath Co., L.L.C. has acquired Albers Mechanical Contractors, Inc., the US-based stainless-steel fabricator for the food service industry, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enlarge Vollrath’s high-end custom fabrication capabilities and capacity. The products and capabilities of Albers are natural fit to grow Serving Systems and Components business of Vollrath. Post-acquisition, Vollrath will establish a new facility in Minnesota which will occupy an area of more than 70,000 square foot.

Source Links:

The Vollrath Co., L.L.C. press release, 11 November 2019 [https://vollrath.com/Press-Room/Press-Releases/Vollrath-Acquires-Assets-of-Albers-Mechanical-Contractors-Inc-to-Expand-Custom-Fabrication-Capabilities]

				11/4/19		11/4/19		American Equipment Group Inc.		Resolute Industrial, LLC				Resolute Industrial, LLC, the US-based provider of Water and Air Cooled Chiller rental services, compressor remanufacturing, and other custom HVAC services, and a portfolio company of AE Industrial Partners LP, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired American Equipment Group Inc., the US-based industrial equipment dealer, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will allow Resolute to expand its existing rental fleet and service offerings, adding complementary power rental equipment products. Moreover, it will broaden the company's geographic presence.

In March 2019, AE Industrial Partners had Resolute Industrial, from One Equity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

				10/4/19		11/1/19		Batchelor & Kimball, Inc.		EMCOR Group, Inc.		$   220.0		EMCOR Group, Inc., the listed US-based provider of mechanical and electrical construction, energy infrastructure, and facilities services, has agreed to acquire Batchelor & Kimball, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical construction and maintenance services, for a consideration of USD 220m.

The consideration will be settled in cash. The acquisition will enable EMCOR to accelerate its position in the mechanical construction and maintenance services industry. Moreover, it will broaden EMCOR’s reach in the South and Southeast regions. Furthermore, the transaction will strengthen BKI’s mechanical construction and services operation. EMCOR expects BKI to contribute revenues of approximately USD 400m for 2020 with nominal diluted EPS accretion. EMCOR also believes that the increased earnings contribution will be partially offset by amortization expense associated with acquired intangible assets. It expects BKI's non-GAAP EBITDA margins to be at the higher end of subsidiaries included in its US Mechanical Construction and Facilities Services segment.

The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions and regulatory approvals, and is expected to be completed by the end of 2019.

UPDATE 01 Novemebr 2019 : EMCOR Group, Inc. has completed the acquisition of Batchelor & Kimball, Inc.

Source Links:

EMCOR Group, Inc. 8-K form filed with SEC on 04 October 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563419000177/eme-20191004x8k.htm]

 * Press release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563419000177/eme-ex9920191004x8k.htm]

EMCOR Group, Inc. press release, 04 October 2019 [https://www.emcorgroup.com/news-1/2019-news/emcor-group-inc-announces-agreement-to-acquire-batchelor-kimball-inc]

EMCOR Group, Inc. press release, 01 November 2019 [https://emcorgroup.com/news-1/2019-news/emcor-group-inc-completes-acquisition-of-batchelor-kimball]

EMCOR Group, Inc. 10-K form filed with SEC on 28 February 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563420000043/eme-20191231x10k.htm]

				9/27/19		9/27/19		Southern Air Heating & Cooling		Apex Service Partners, LLC				Apex Service Partners, a portfolio company of Alpine Investors LP, has acquired Southern Air Heating & Cooling.

The financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Being a part of the Apex platform, Southern Air will be able to expand its business across the US.

Southern Air will join Florida based businesses Best Home Services and Frank Gay Services as a member of the Apex platform. The company will continue to be operated independently by the Preuett family under its brand name.

Previous Funding
In July 2019, Alpine Investors acquired Frank Gay Services, Inc and formed Apex Service Partners as platform company.

Company
Headquartered in Ball and founded in 1994 by Ira Preuett, Southern Air Heating & Cooling is a company engaged in HVAC and plumbing services business. The company has locations across Louisiana and Mississipp.

Source:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 27 September 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190927-mofo-advises-alpine-investors.html]

				9/24/19		9/20/19		Vredevoogd Heating and Cooling		Randazzo Mechanical Heating & Cooling, LLC				Randazzo Mechanical Heating & Cooling, LLC, a company backed by North Branch Capital, has acquired Vredevoogd Heating & Cooling, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition represents North Branch’s eleventh transaction.

Debt

Maranon Capital provided debt for the transaction.

Previous funding

In December 2017, North Branch had acquired an undisclosed stake Randazzo in a management buyout transaction for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1964, Vredevoogd is the US-based provider of non-discretionary, residential heating, ventilation and air conditioning replacement and maintenance services

Source Link:

North Branch Capital, LLC press release, 24 September 2019 [https://www.northbranchcap.com/images/news/pdf/Vredevoogd_Merger%20Announcement.pdf]

				9/19/19		9/19/19		Newcore, Inc.		HomeServe Plc				HomeServe Plc has acquired Newcore, Inc., the US-based company providing heating and air conditioning services, which is doing business as Fred's Home Services, from Mr. Steve Newman, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will allow HomeServe to enter into the installation business and increase geographic of their HVAC business in the US.

Newcore is the second Cleveland-area company to be acquired by HomeServe. In December 2018, HomeServe acquired Elyria-based Geisel Heating, Air Conditioning and Plumbing, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

HomeServe USA Corp press release, 19 September 2019 [https://www.homeserve.com/media/fred]

				9/13/19		9/13/19		Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd.		Trane Inc.				Trane Inc., the US-based company that manufactures, supplies and services heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems or controls for commercial, residential, institutional and industrial markets, has acquired Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd., a Canada-based HVAC manufacturer, engaged in high efficiency air- and water-cooled magnetic bearing, modular, and process chillers for commercial HVAC and process cooling applications, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with Trane’s strategy of focusing on energy efficiency and sustainability. The transaction will enable Trane to offer new products and services. Further, Arctic will expand the availability and distribution of Trane’s products. Arctic Chiller operates from locations in Ontario, Canada, and Newberry, US.

Source Links:

Trane Inc. press release, 13 September 2019 [https://www.trane.com/commercial/north-america/us/en/about-us/newsroom/press-releases/Trane-Acquires-Arctic-Chiller-Group.html]

Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd. press release, 19 September 2019 [https://www.arcticchillergroup.com/news/trane-acquires-arctic-chiller-group/#more-53073]

				9/10/19		9/10/19		Market Refrigeration Specialists Inc.		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, a Walnut Creek, California-based provider of commercial refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired Corona, California-based Market Refrigeration Specialists.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands Articom's California footprint and increases the number of HVAC and refrigeration companies it owns in the Western US to seven

Target (Market Refrigeration Specialists Inc.) Corona, California

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides comprehensive commercial HVAC and refrigeration services to retail, commercial, and industrial customers
 * Size: One office location

Buyer (The Arcticom Group LLC) Walnut Creek, California

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides commercial HVAC and refrigeration services including preventative maintenance, repair, installation, renovation, new system engineering and design, and energy optimization
 * Size: 17 office locations and 201-500 employees

				9/4/19		9/4/19		Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions		Caltius Equity Partners				Caltius Equity Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired an undisclosed stake in Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions (ACIS), the US-based provider of HVAC solutions and services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will accelerate ACIS’s growth through Caltius Equity’s knowledge of the facility services industry and expand its geographical reach. The transaction will expand ACIS’s development both organically and through acquisitions.

Source Link:

Caltius Equity Partners press release, 04 September 2019 [https://www.caltius.com/equity-partners/news/caltius-equity-partners-invests-in-air-conditioning-innovative-solutions/]

				8/5/19		8/5/19		ABC Industries, Inc.		Branford Castle Partners, LP; Brookside Mezzanine Partners				Branford Castle Inc, the US-based private equity firm via Branford Castle Fund, L.P., along with Brookside Mezzanine Partners, the US-based mezzanine provider and private equity firm , have acquired ABC Industries, Inc., the US based manufacturer and distributor of ventilation products and technical fabrics, from CID Capital, the US-based venture capital firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is supported through senior debt financing by TCF Capital Funding and mezzanine debt financing by Brookside Mezzanine Partners. The acquisition supports the growth strategy of ABC Industries to accelerate its product development and expand its geographic footprints and also cater better services to its customers organically and through potential acquisitions. The transaction represents 10th acquisition from Branford Castle Fund, L.P. In 2012, CID Capital acquired an undisclosed stake in ABC Industries.

				8/2/19		8/2/19		QM Power, Inc (72.02% Stake)		KCK Group				KCK Group, has acquired 72.02% stake of, QM Power, Inc, the US-based provider of electric motor technology, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/2/19				Peirce-Phelps, Inc.		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc has agreed to acquire Peirce-Phelps, for an undisclosed consideration.

Watsco, Inc. is the listed US-based distributor of residential central air conditioners, stocks heating systems, industrial and commercial refrigeration products, headquartered in Florida.

Peirce-Phelps, Inc. is the US-based distributor of residential and commercial HVAC equipment

Carrier Enterprise, LLC is the US-based joint venture between Watsco and Carrier Corporation, head quartered in North Carolina

Carrier Corporation is the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, and refrigeration systems, controls, services, and building solutions, head quartered in Connecticut

Rationale:

 * The transaction will benefit Peirce with capital, technology and reach.
 * Furthermore, the transaction will enable Watsco to increase its presence in the Northeast.

Post Deal Details:

 * Pursuant to the transaction, Peirce will operate as a separate business of Carrier Enterprise, LLC.
 * Moreover, the Peirce brothers will continue to lead Peirce-Phelps.

Expected Completion: The transaction is expected to be completed in the next 30 days.

Conditions:

 * Customary conditions.

Background:

 * Peirce serves over 9,000 contractor-customers from 19 locations in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware and reported revenues of USD 206m.

UPDATE 02 August 2019: Watsco, Inc. has completed the acquisition of Peirce-Phelps, Inc.

Source Links:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 18 July 2019 [https://www.watsco.com/newsitem/watsco-to-acquire-peirce-phelps-inc-206-million-philadelphia-based-hvac-distributor/]

Watsco, Inc. 8-K form filed with SEC on 18 July 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105016/000119312519196032/d776061d8k.htm]

 * Press Release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105016/000119312519196032/d776061dex991.htm]

Watsco, Inc. press release, 02 August 2019 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-peirce-phelps-acquisition]

				7/31/19		7/31/19		Agape Mechanical		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services to the retail, food service, commercial and industrial market segments, has acquired Agape Mechanical, the US-based company providing HVAC, refrigeration, electrical and plumbing services, as well as hot water hydro-scrubbing, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable CoolSys to its Light-Commercial Division and further strengthen its presence in Midwest region. The deal will also enable CoolSys to offer better services to Agape's consumers by lowering the cost. The resources from CoolSys will further support Agape to further grow its business.

In March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired CoolSys, Inc from Audax Private Equity Group.

Source Links:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 31 July 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-agape-mechanical-in-the-midwest/]

Vinson & Elkins press release, 01 August 2019 [https://www.velaw.com/News/CoolSys-Acquires-Agape-Mechanical-in-the-Midwest/]

				7/30/19				Action Plumbing Supply, LLC		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson Enterprises, LLC, the US-based company engaged in the wholesale distribution of residential and commercial plumbing supplies, pipes, valves, fittings, and heating and cooling equipments, has acquired Action Plumbing Supply, LLC, the US-based company engaged in wholesale and distribution of plumbing, heating, and HVAC parts and supplies, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Ferguson to provide better service to its West Palm customers and expand its presence and competitiveness in the commercial market. Post-acquisition Action Plumbing will be re-branded as Action Plumbing Supply, a Ferguson enterprise. Action Plumbing has two locations in Margate and Lake Worth, Florida. Pursuant to the current transcation, Ferguson also acquired Innovative Soil Solutions LLC, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Ferguson Enterprises, LLC press release, 30 July 2019 [https://www.fergusonpressroom.com/ferguson-expands-geotextile-and-erosion-control-capabilities-through-recent-acquisition/]

				7/29/19		7/29/19		Frank Gay Services, Inc		Alpine Investors LP				Frank Gay Services, an Orlando, Florida-based plumbing, HVAC, electrical, and mechanical services company, has been acquired by Alpine Investors.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; Alpine invests in companies with EBITDA of USD 1m to USD 30m and enterprise values of USD 10m to USD 300m; Frank Gay will be combined with Best Home Services, an Alpine portfolio company, to serve as the foundation for Apex Service Partners, Alpine's new platform.
 * Rationale: The transaction is in line with the growth strategy of Apex and will enable it to have access to capital to build new facilities and enhance their customers’ experience.
 * Post deal deatils: Frank Gay will continue to operate independently.

Target (Frank Gay) Orlando, Florida

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides plumbing, HVAC, electrical, and general contractor services for residential, commercial, and municipal customers
 * Size: Has two locations in Orlando and Tampa, Florida, 140 service vehicles, and 175 full-time employees

Buyer (Alpine Investors - Private Equity)

 * Fund: Undisclosed; most recent fund, Alpine Investors VII, has USD 750m in capital commitments and launched in March
 * Investment Team: Daniel Cohen (San Francisco, CA)
 * Acquisition History: Alpine holdings on Mergermarket PE Portfolio

Source Links:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190729-mofo-advises-alpine-acquisitions.html]

Alpine Investors LP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://updates.alpineinvestors.com/alpine-launches-apex-service-partners]

Apex Service Partners, LLC press release, 29 July 2019 [https://apexservicepartners.com/alpine-launches-hvac-plumbing-and-electrical-services-platform-apex-service-partners-with-acquisition-of-frank-gay-services/]

				7/24/19				Richmond Electric Supply Co.		Locke Supply Co.				Locke Supply Co., the US-based company engaged in plumbing, electrical, HVAC distribution, has acquired Richmond Electric Supply Co. (RESCO), the US-based plumbing, electrical, and HVAC distributor, from RTK Family Capital LLC, the US-based family-owned investment firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable RESCO to expand its footprint in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast region of the US markets. Post-transaction, the entire RESCO team will integrate into Locke.

RESCO was acquired in 2012 from Mr. Darryl Harman by RTK and industry veteran Mr. Mike Bourn. It has operations in Farmville, VA and Norfolk, VA.

Source Links:

Matrix Capital Markets Group press release, 24 July 2019 [https://matrixcmg.com/press-releases/matrix-announces-the-successful-sale-of-richmond-electric-supply-co-llc/]

				7/10/19		7/10/19		Booth Dispensers Limited		Existing Management				The management of the company has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in Booth Dispensers Limited, the UK-based manufacturer of refrigeration systems with respect to drink equipment and vending machines, from Mr. Phil Elliott and Mr. Mike Mitchell, for an undisclosed consideration.

Post the transaction, Mr. Mark Williams, Mr. Daniel Hatton, Mr. Tony McKee, and Mr. Mark Richardson will be a part of the new Board of Directors of Booth Dispensers. Mr. Mark Williams and Mr. Daniel Hatton already were minority shareholders and existing board of directors in Booth Dispensers. Mr. Tony McKee, and Mr. Mark Richardson also became shareholders through this transaction.

Mr. Phil Elliott and Mr. Mike Mitchell held a majority stake in Booth Dispensers. Booth Dispensers Limited has a total of 120 employees.

Source Link:

Farleys Solicitors LLP press release, 10 July 2019 [https://www.farleys.com/news/booth-dispensers-completes-management-buyout-with-help-from-farleys-corporate-team/]

				7/10/19				Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc.		O'connor Company, Inc.		-		As of June 30, 2019, Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc. was acquired by O'connor Company. Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc. comprises heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment distribution centre. The asset is located in the United States.

				7/8/19		7/8/19		SGS Refrigeration Inc.		SPX Corporation		$   11.5		SPX Corporation, the listed US-based provider of highly specialized engineering solutions and various other industrial services to different industries, has acquired SGS Refrigeration Inc., the US-based manufacturer and distributor of industrial and commercial refrigeration equipment.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms:
   * SPX will pay a consideration of USD 10m.
   * Additionally, an earn-out of up to USD 1.5m will be paid if SGS achieves certain milestones in 2019.
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands SPX's market and portfolio of industrial refrigeration products
 * Post deal details: SGS’s financial results will be reported as a part of SPX’s HVAC Cooling business unit within its HVAC segment.
 * Background:
   * In 2018, SGS reported revenues of approximately USD 15m, which include approximately USD 3.5m of inter-company sales with SPX.
   * Since 2015, SGS has been involved in a partnership with SPX to produce the Cube line of forced draft and induced draft evaporative condenser designed to support a variety of industrial cooling and refrigeration applications

Target (SGS) Dixon, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Manufacturer and distributor of industrial refrigeration products including evaporators and evaporative condensers
 * Size: USD 15m annual revenue and 11-50 employees

Buyer (SPX) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Public [NYSE:SPXC]
 * Business Description: HVAC, detection and measurement, and engineered equipment supplier with USD 1.4bn in 2018 revenue and 4,000 employees in 17 countries
 * Size: USD 1.5bn market cap

Source Links:

SPX Corporation press release, 08 July 2019 [https://www.spx.com/spx-announces-purchase-of-sgs-refrigeration-inc/]

SPX Corporation 10-K form filed with SEC on 14 February 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/88205/000008820520000008/spxc-20191231.htm]

				7/8/19				Temperature Control Systems Inc.		Kele, Inc.		-		Temperature Control Systems Inc. operates as distributor of commercial and industrial HVAC controls; burner and boiler controls; and building automation systems. The company was founded in 1975 and is headquartered in Dallas, Texas. As of June 28, 2019, Temperature Control Systems, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Kele, Inc.

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Freije-RSC Engineered Solutions Co. (Industrial refrigeration division)		InterCool USA, LLC				InterCool USA, LLC, the US-based commercial and industrial refrigeration design-build contractor, has acquired the US-based industrial refrigeration division of Freije-RSC Engineered Solutions Co., the US-based national specialty engineering, service and installation services firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition does not include the mechanical and plumbing service and construction divisions of Freije-RSC. The acquisition will expand InterCool and Freije-RSC's presence across the nation. Their respective customer bases will have access to additional products, services and markets. The transaction will create growth opportunites for employees and customers of both the companies. It will enable Freije-RSC to focus on its mechanical and plumbing service and construction divisions. Post transaction, the acquired division will maintain its name and continue to operate out of its current offices in Indiana and Ohio. Its existing leadership team will remain in place.

UPDATE 23 July 2019: RF Investment Partners, US-based private equity firm, recently closed its investment in InterCool to support its acquisition of Freije-RSC's division.

Source Link:

RFE Investment Partners press release, 23 July 2019 [http://www.rf-partners.com/news-article/12/RF-Investment-Partners-Closes-Investment-in-InterCool]

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Keen Home Inc.		ConnectM Technology Solutions Inc.				ConnectM Technology Solutions, a Marlborough, Massachusetts-based provider of indoor climate technology and services, has acquired New York City-based Keen Home, from a group of sellers.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale:
   * Expands ConnectM’s product offerings and services and accelerates its entry into new and contiguous markets.
   * ConnectM will able to strengthen its market position in indoor climate and health solutions market.
   * ConnectM and Keen Home will be able to serve thier customers better.
 * Post Deal Details: ConnectM and Keen Home will continue to operate under their own names, with their own existing brands.

Target (Keen) New York, New York

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides hardware and software used to manage temperature by regulating airflow on a room-by-room basis or for the entire home
 * Size: One office location with 11-50 employees; has raised USD 5.5m in funding (Source: Crunchbase)

Buyer (ConnectM) Marlborough, Massachusetts

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides an IoT platform to connect, monitor, and control HVAC, IAQ, and indoor climate assets
 * Size: Three office locations in Massachusetts, New Jersey, and India and 11-50 employees; has raised USD 10m in funding (Source: Crunchbase)

Vendors:

 * TechStars, LLC, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * FundersClub Inc., the US-based venture capital firm.
 * American Family Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm
 * Brand Foundry Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * NYU Innovation Venture Fund, the US-based venture capital firm
 * R/GA Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * RMR Capital, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * Upslope Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Best Home Services		Alpine Investors LP				Alpine Investors LP, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired an undisclosed stake in Best Home Services, the US-based provider of HVAC, plumbing and electrical service and repair services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Best Home to expand its product offerings in HVAC field by enhancing its infrastructure and tools and strengthen its presence in Florida. Pursuant to transaction, Mr. Keegan Hodges and Mr. Chadd Hodges, Co-CEO’s of Best Home Services, will continue to operate independently under its brand name.

Best has an employee-base of around 300 employees.

Source Link:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190729-mofo-advises-alpine-acquisitions.html]

				7/1/19		6/26/19		Alabama Controls, Inc.		Albireo Energy, LLC				Albireo Energy, LLC, the US-based company that provides building automation solutions and energy services to commercial and institutional buildings and a portfolio company of Huron Capital Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Alabama Controls, Inc., US-based provider of building automation and HVAC control solutions to commercial and institutional buildings, from Bobby Reuse, the US-based private investor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition supports the growth strategy of Alabama. It will enable Albireo to diversify its customer base in the government and higher education sectors and expand its footprints in southeastern U.S regions. Albireo will be able to diversify its offerings and enhace its capabilities to serve its customers better. Post transaction, Alabama’s subsidiaries Alabama Equipment, Inc., NOVA Environmental Technologies, Inc. and Wholesale Controls International, Inc. will integrate into Albireo. Alabama’s management will continue to operate the operations of the company.

Alabama employs over 80 people and has even offices with locations in Alabama, Florida and Tennessee. In 2014, Huron Capital formed Albireo.


Source links:

Alabama Controls, Inc. Corporate website [https://alabamacontrols.com/alabama-controls-ae-merge/]

Albireo Energy, LLC press release, 01 July 2019 [https://www.albireoenergy.com/alabama-controls-corporation-joins-albireo-energy/]

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 18 July 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-albireo-energy-completes-add-on-acquisition-of-alabama-controls/]

				6/27/19		6/27/19		Brannon Inc.		ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc.				ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc., the US-based company engaged in designing, manufacturing, installing, and servicing air conditioning, heating, ventilation, plumbing, process piping, electrical, and direct digital control systems, has acquired Brannon Inc., the US-based provider of specialty general construction services to Central California, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable ACCO to expand its geographical base in Northern and Southern California. Furthermore, the acquisition creates significant added resources and capabilities that will directly benefit customers in the construction market. The transaction will enable the growth of the Smith brand.

Source Links:

ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc. press release, 27 June 2019 [https://www.accoes.com/acco-engineered-systems-announces-key-acquisition-in-central-coast-of-california/]

				6/17/19		6/17/19		InOvate Technologies, Inc.		Continental Materials Corporation		$   12.3		Continental Materials Corporation (CMC), the listed US-based company that manufactures and sells construction, hardware, heating, ventilation and air conditioning products through its subsidiaries has acquired InOvate Technologies, Inc., US-based manufacturer of metal dryer venting accessories used in residential home construction, from Richard Harpenau, the US-based private investor, for a maximum cash consideration of USD 12.2m.

The consideration includes earnouts of upto USD 1.25m, which is payable within 12 months. The transaction will enable CMC to strengthen their presence in the building products industry and expand its product portfolio. The transaction is in line with CMC’s strategy to acquire strong family owned, manufacturing companies. It will enable InOvate to pursue its full potential. It will enable InOvate to expand its product portfolio and existing channels.

Source Links:

Continental Materials Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 17 June 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_18k.htm]

 * Asset Purchase Agreement (Exhibit 10.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_1ex10d1.htm]
 * Press release (Exhibiy 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_1ex99d1.htm]

				6/4/19		5/31/19		Trantech Radiator Products, Inc.		Main Street Capital Corporation		$   10.7		Main Street Capital Corporation, the US-based private equity firm, along with the management of Trantech Radiator Products, Inc, the US-based company that manufactures specialty radiators and cooling systems for transformer, has acquired the company in a management buyout transaction, from Industrial Opportunity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm for a consideration of USD 10.7m.

The transaction was financed by Main Street along with the Company's senior management team. Main Street financed USD 15.1m via mix of first-lien, senior secured term debt and a direct equity investment. They provided Trantech a credit facility to back its future growth and working capital needs. The transaction was in line with Trantech’s strategy to serve its customers in a better way and enhance its product portfolio.

The sale of Trantech was IOP’s tenth investment. In November 2011, IOP, via Industrial Opportunity Partners, L.P. had acquired Trantech, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Main Street Capital Corporation press release, 5 June 2019 [http://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_d682724a8bd83329b3dca9557271d837/mainstcapital/news/2019-06-05_Main_Street_Announces_New_Portfolio_2518.pdf]

Industrial Opportunity Partners LLC press release, 4 June 2019 [https://www.iopfund.com/industrial-opportunity-partners-completes-sale-of-portfolio-company-trantech-radiator-products/]

Winston & Strawn LLP corporate website [http://www.winston.com/print/content/1020088/industrial-opportunity-partners-sale-of-trantech-radiator.pdf]

Dennard Lascar Investor Relations press release, 5 June 2019 [https://www.dennardlascar.com/news-multimedia/detail/18401/main-street-announces-new-portfolio-investment]

				5/22/19				Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc.		The SEER Group, LLC		-		Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. provides commercial HVAC installation and maintenance services. Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. was formerly known as Specialty Heating & Fabrication, Inc. and changed its name to Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. in July 2000. The company was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in Tigard, Oregon. As of March 31, 2019, Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of The SEER Group LLC.

				5/16/19		5/16/19		Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc.		Climate Pros, Inc.				Climate Pros, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC repair, maintenance, and construction services and a portfolio company of Saw Mill Capital LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, from Mr. Michael Wade and Mr. James Robinson, the US-based private investors, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will accelerate Climate Pros’ geographic reach and expand its customer base. The transaction will strengthen Climate Pros’ cold-chain customers in the Texas markets.

Concurrently, Climate Pros has also acquired Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration. In January 2017, Saw Mill Capital LLC through its Saw Mill Capital Partners II, LP, had acquired Climate Pros, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Saw Mill Capital LLC press release, 16 May 2019 [http://www.sawmillcapital.com/news/articles/51]

				5/7/19		5/7/19		Reedy Industries Inc.		Audax Private Equity Group				Audax Private Equity Group, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Reedy Industries Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; Audax targets platforms with USD 8m to USD 50m in EBITDA and enterprise values of USD 50m to USD 400m
 * Rationale: The resources and expertise from Audax will assist Reedy to continue their growth through strategic acquisitions and growth initiatives.

Target (Reedy) Glenview, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provider of commercial HVAC services, mechanical services, and energy solutions primarily serving commercial, industrial, and municipal buildings in the Midwest
 * Size: Has 201-500 employees serving more than 6,000 customers; besides Illinois has additional entities servicing Indiana, Kansas, Missouri, Ohio, and Wisconsin

Buyer (Audax Private Equity)

 * Fund: Undisclosed; most recent fund, Audax Private Equity Fund VI, has USD 3.5bn in capital commitments and launched in 2018
 * Investment Team: Don Bramley (Boston, MA)

				5/7/19		5/1/19		Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc.		Climate Pros, Inc.				Climate Pros, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC repair, maintenance, and construction services and a portfolio company of Saw Mill Capital LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, from Mr. Mike Smith, and Ms. Kali Smith, the US-based private investors, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will accelerate Climate Pros’ geographic reach and expand its customer base. The transaction will strengthen Climate Pros’ cold-chain customers in the Texas markets.

Concurrently, Climate Pros has also acquired Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration. In January 2017, Saw Mill Capital LLC through its Saw Mill Capital Partners II, LP, had acquired Climate Pros, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Statesman Business Advisors press release, 07 May 2019 [http://statesmanbiz.com/norfoxx-has-been-acquired-by-climate-pros/]

Saw Mill Capital LLC press release, 16 May 2019 [http://www.sawmillcapital.com/news/articles/51]

				4/30/19		3/19/19		Metro Air Limited		Pinnacle Home Environment Solutions				Pinnacle Home Environment Solutions, a Canada-based home services company that offers a complete range of home efficiency solutions and comfort products, from heating and cooling to fireplaces and mantles, has acquired Metro Air Limited, a Canada-based company that operates as a mechanical contractor offering heating and air conditioning equipment repair and installation services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Metro Air’s home services complement Pinnacle’s home efficiency solutions. The acquisition closed 19 March 2019.

Source Link:

Generational Group press release, 30 April 2019 [https://www.genequityco.com/press-releases/metro-air-sale-to-pinnacle-home-environment-solutions]

				4/26/19				KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC		-		KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC offers maintenance, repair, and hvac services of refrigerators. The company was founded in 2013 and is based in Murrieta, California. As of April 26, 2019, KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC operates as a subsidiary of The Arcticom Group, LLC.

				4/17/19				Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC		Badger Bob's Services Inc.		-		Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC distributes heating, air conditioning, and indoor air quality products and also offers HVAC services. The company is based in Venice, Florida. As of April 17, 2019, Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC operates as a subsidiary of Badger Bob's Services, Inc.

				4/12/19		4/11/19		Munch's Supply LLC		Ridgemont Equity Partners				Ridgemont Equity Partners, the US-based private equity firm along with the management team of Munch's Supply LLC the US-based distributor heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) have acquired the company from Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC, the US-based private equity firm for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition was financed by a consortium of incumbent lenders led by PNC Erieview Capital, Kayne Anderson Private Credit and JPMorgan, with additional support provided by AEA Private Debt, PineBridge Private Credit and Stellus Capital Management, LLC. Through this acquisition, Munch's Supply will leverage on the expertise of Ridgemont to achieve future growth. It will also enable Munch's Supply to expand their business in new geographic areas and provide better product and services to their customers.

Rotunda acquired a majority stake in Munch’s in 2015. Since Rotunda’s investment, Munch’s tripled its revenue, completed four acquisitions, and expanded from seven locations in one state to 27 locations in nine states.As reported by this news service in late March, Munch’s Supply was holding management presentations in an auction process run by Lincoln International.

Source links:

Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 12 April 2019 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/ridgemont-equity-partners-acquires-munchs-supply/]

Lincoln International LLC corporate website [https://www.lincolninternational.com/transactions/munchs-supply-a-portfolio-company-of-rotunda-capital-partners-has-been-sold-to-ridgemont-equity-partners/]

				4/4/19				Dunphey & Associates Supply Co., Inc.		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc. [NYSE:WSO], the Miami, Florida-based distributor of HVAC products, has acquired Whippany, New Jersey-based DASCO Supply.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: DASCO will operate as a subsidiary of Watsco under its present name and leadership; Watsco will provide the resources to assist in achieving DASCO's growth plans

Target (DASCO) Whippany, New Jersey

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Distributor of air conditioning and heating products
 * Size: Revenues of about USD 56m in 2018; has seven locations in New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut

Buyer (Watsco) Miami, Florida

 * Ownership: Public [NYSE:WSO]
 * Business Description: Distributor of heating, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) products with 571 locations in the US, Canada, Mexico, and Puerto Rico
 * Size: USD 5.54bn market cap

Source Link:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 04 April 2019 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-acquisition-dasco-supply]

				4/2/19		4/2/19		Grupo CYVSA, SA de CV		Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Applied Americas Inc., a US-based company engaged in manufactures and sells commercial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, has agreed to acquire Grupo CYVSA, SA de CV, a Mexico-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable the companies to respond to increasing market expectations for integrated solutions. The transaction will also help CYVSA to grow its Clima-Flex product portfolio in America and expand its services to maximize value to customers. It will also help the companies to provide better customer experiences.

Post-acquisition, CYVSA group will continue to operate independently. Daikin Airconditioning Mexico will continue to serve all existing channels and customers independently. CYVSA was found in 1951 and executes over 29,000 projects in Mexico, United States and the Caribbean.

Source Links:

Daikin Applied Americas Inc. press release, 02 April 2019 [https://news.daikinapplied.com/Press-Releases/ArticleID/421/Daikin-Applied-and-CYVSA-Form-Alliance]

Daikin Airconditioning Mexico, S de RL de CV press release, 02 April 2019 [http://daikin.com.mx/daikin-applied-cyvsa-form-alliance/]

				4/1/19		3/29/19		Kysor/Warren Corp.		Epta S.p.A.		$   49.0		Epta S.p.A., an Italy-based company engaged in the design, development, manufacture and sale of commercial refrigerated systems, has acquired Kysor/Warren Corp., the US-based manufacturer of refrigerated systems and display cases, from Lennox International Inc., the listed US-based company engaged in designing, manufacturing and distributing heating and refrigeration products and solutions, for a cash consideration of USD 49m.

The sale of Kysor/Warren will help Lennox International to focus and grow its commercial refrigeration business in North America and Europe. The acquisition is in line with the growth strategy of Epta enabling expansion and cornerstone on sustainability and efficiency.

Earlier in January 2011, Lennox acquired Kysor Warren and Kysor Warren de Mexico S. De RL de CV from Manitowoc for a consideration of USD 138m. In February 2019, Lennox had announced its intention to sell Kysor Warren. Kysor Warren has a workforce of over 500 employees and have operations in U.S. and Mexico.

Source Link:

Lennox International Inc. press release, 01 April 2019 [https://lennoxinternational.gcs-web.com/news-releases/news-release-details/lennox-international-closes-sale-kysor-warren]

				3/21/19		3/21/19		CoolSys, Inc.		Ares Management LLC				Ares Management LLC, the US-based private equity firm has acquired, CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services to the retail, food service, commercial and industrial market segments from, Audax Private Equity Group, the US-based private equity firm for an undisclosed consideration.

CoolSys will leverage Ares’s expertise enabling it to pursue strategic acquisitions and expansion strategy. Ares will accelerate CoolSys's growth organically and through add on acquistions.

CoolSys employs more than 2,000 people. Audax Private Equity Group had acquired CoolSys in 2015, which was then known as Source Refrigeration from Arsenal Capital Partners. Ares Management LLC is a subsidiary of, Ares Management, L.P, the US-based company that operates as an alternative asset manager in four segments: Tradable Credit group, Direct Lending group, Private Equity group and Real Estate group.

Source links:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 21 March 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquired-by-ares-management-corporation/]

Ares Management, L.P. press release, 21 March 2019 [http://www.ares-ir.com/file/Index?KeyFile=397195140]

Lincoln International LLC press release, 21 March 2019 [https://www.lincolninternational.com/transactions/audax-private-equity-has-sold-coolsys-to-a-private-equity-group-of-ares-management/?gdpr=accepted]

				3/13/19				CroppMetcalfe		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of service plans, repair, and installation services, has acquired Fairfax, Virginia-based CroppMetcalfe.

				3/12/19				Comfort Air Distributing Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, a New Lenox, Illinois-based heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor backed by Rotunda Capital Partners, has acquired Denver, Colorado-based Comfort Air Distributing Inc.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands Munch’s geographic footprint into new region.
 * The transaction is part of the long-term strategy of Munch's Supply, to expand the platform into other regions through strategic acquisitions.
 * Post deal details: Comfort Air Distributing will continue to operate under its own name and serve Colorado and 13 Wyoming counties out of the branches in Denver, Centennial and Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Target (Comfort Air Distributing Inc.) Denver, Colorado

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provider of Rheem heating and air conditioning equipment to customers in Colorado and 13 Wyoming counties
 * Size: Has three Colorado branches and 11-50 employees

Buyer (Munch's Supply LLC) New Lenox, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private Equity; Rotunda Capital Partners (2015)
 * Business Description: HVAC distributor founded in 1956
 * Size: Has 27 locations in nine states after acquisition of Comfort Air Distributing and more than 500 employees

				3/8/19		3/8/19		Resolute Industrial, LLC		AE Industrial Partners LP				AE Industrial Partners, LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Resolute Industrial, LLC, the US-based provider of water and air-cooled chiller rental services, compressor remanufacturing, and other custom HVAC services, from One Equity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction enables Resolute to accelerate its organic growth by expanding its capabilities and geographic footprint in the North American markets. Post-acquisition, Mr. David Myers and Mr. David Kornblatt serve on the Board of Directors of Resolute.

Earlier in 2015, One Equity Partners LLC acquired Resolute Industrial, LLC, from Johnson Controls International plc.

Source Link:

AE Industrial Partners, LLC, 08 March 2019 [https://www.aeroequity.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Resolute-Press-Release-3-8-19-vFINAL.pdf]

				3/4/19		3/4/19		ABC Refrigeration & Air Conditioning, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired ABC Refrigeration & Air Conditioning, Inc., the US-based company engaged in commercial refrigeration, HVAC installation, service and maintenance, and HVAC fabrication, from Joseph Ligoci, the US-based private investor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will help CoolSys in their plan of expansion throughout the US and create a strategic position in the Northeast market. ABC Refrigeration has 160 employees.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 04 March 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-abc-refrigeration-hvac-in-new-york/]

				2/25/19		2/25/19		Ductmate Canada Limited		Infuse Capital Partners LLC				Infuse Capital Partners LLC, the US-based investment firm has acquired Ductmate Canada Limited, the Canada-based manufactures and distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system components for HVAC systems, from Ductmate Industries, Inc., the US-based company engaged in manufacturing of ventilation and air conditioning system components, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/21/19		1/4/19		Hill York Air Conditioning & Energy Solutions		EMCOR Group, Inc.				EMCOR Group, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical and electrical construction, energy infrastructure, and facilities services, has acquired Hill York Air Conditioning & Energy Solutions, the US-based company providing construction, maintenance, repairing, air conditioning, and energy services for heating, cooling, and ventilation systems, from Wesley Companies Inc., US-based company providing roofing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/20/19		2/20/19		Heat Transfer Sales, LLC		Hoffman & Hoffman, Inc.				Hoffman & Hoffman, Inc., the US-based manufacturers of HVAC equipment and controls, has acquired Heat Transfer Sales, LLC, the US-based provider of hydronic HVAC, pumps, heat exchangers, boilers, water heaters, controls, cooling towers, connectors, pressure gauges, etc. for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will provide Hoffman with access to Heat Transfer Sales' manufacturing facilities of pre-fab units for mechanical rooms and will add hydronic equipment into its product lines. It will also enable Hoffman to expand its product offerings and footings in the Carolinas.

Following the acquisition, Heat Transfer Sales will operate as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hoffman and will have a workforce of 445 employees.

				2/15/19		2/8/19		TEMP-AIR, Inc		Sunbelt Rentals, Inc.		$   118.0		Sunbelt Rentals, Inc., the US-based equipment rental company, has acquired TEMP-AIR, Inc, the US-based company engaged in temporary, portable heating, cooling, dehumidifying, and air filtration rental services, for a consideration of GBP 92m.

Temp Air is a climate control business operating across 13 markets within the US.

Source links:

Ashtead Group Plc annual report 2019 [http://www.ashtead-group.com/lib/docs/081525-ec1052862ashteadar19indexed.pdf#page=132]

				2/7/19		2/7/19		Systecon Inc.		ENGIE North America Inc.				Engie North America, a Houston, Texas-based energy company that is a subsidiary of Engie [EPA:ENGI], has acquired West Chester, Ohio-based Systecon.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed.
 * Strategic Rationale:
   * Strengthens Engie's ability to provide maintenance, mechanical service, construction, commissioning, and energy solutions in North America.
   * The deal will also help Systecon to enhance approach to delivering modular HVAC and mechanical contracting solutions.
 * Post Deal Details: After the completion, the employees of Systecon will join ENGIE North America.

Target (Systecon) West Chester, Ohio

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides modular HVAC and mechanical contracting solutions including chiller plants, hot water/steam boiler plants, and cogeneration plants
 * Size: Has 85 employees at one location

Buyer (Engie North America) Houston, Texas

 * Ownership: Engie [EPA:ENGI]
 * Business Description: Manages energy businesses in the US and Canada offering clean power generation, cogeneration, and energy storage; retail energy sales; and services to help customers run their facilities more efficiently
 * Size: Has 5,001-10,000 employees at locations throughout the US and Canada.

Source Links:

Systecon Inc. press release, 07 February 2019 [https://www.systecon.com/media/documents/ENGIE%20NA%20Systecon%20Press%20Release.pdf]

ENGIE North America Inc. press release, 08 February 2019 [http://www.engie-na.com/2019/02/08/engie-north-america-acquires-systecon-llc/]

				1/29/19		1/29/19		Newgaard Mechanical Inc.		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc.				Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC replacement, retrofit and repair services primarily for facilities in education, municipal, and healthcare end markets and a portfolio company of Huron Capital Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Newgaard Mechanical Inc., the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system solutions and services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition enhances Pueblo’s capability and capacity to design, build and maintain complex systems for customers across Arizona. It will strengthen Pueblo’s position in the HVAC services sector. Post acquisition, Newgaard employees will join Pueblo. The owners of Newgaard will remain involved in operations of the business.

Concurrently, Pueblo acquired CFM Mechanical LLC, the US-based provider HVAC solutions including retrofit and installation of HVAC systems in commercial properties industry, for an undisclosed consideration. The acquisitions will increase Pueblo’s annual revenue to over USD 100m. Newgaard serves industrial, commercial office, hospitality, education, transportation and other industries. In 2018, Huron along with the management of Pueblo, acquired the company in a management buyout transaction.

Source Link:

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 29 January 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-pueblo-mechanical-controls-completes-second-and-third-add-on-acquisitions/]

				1/29/19				Newgaard Mechanical Inc./CFM Mechanical LLC		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC		-		Newgaard Mechanical Inc./CFM Mechanical LLC represents the combines operations of CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. in their sale to Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC. As of January 29, 2019, Newgaard Mechanical Inc. and CFM Mechanical LLC was acquired by Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC. CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. distributes hvac solutions. CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. are based in the United States.

				1/29/19				Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc		Hilltop Opportunity Partners LLC.; Treaty Oak Equity LLC		-		Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc distributes and repairs air conditioning systems, furnaces, heat pumps, mini-splits, geothermal products, zoning systems, and thermostats for clients in Texas. It offers system repairs, HVAC system replacement, heating and air conditioning maintenance and performance checking, new construction heating and air conditioning installations, home insulation, solar screens, ductwork sealing and repair, air balancing, indoor air quality improvements, system performance testing, and energy audit services. The company also provides geothermal heating and cooling services that include geothermal systems repair and maintenance, geothermal systems replace existing, and new geothermal systems installation. Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc was founded in 1954 and is based in Austin, Texas.

				1/22/19		1/22/19		Arjae Sheet Metal Co., Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, a Brea, California-based parent of refrigeration and HVAC companies backed by Audax Private Equity, acquired Milwaukie, Oregon-based Arjae HVAC and Mechanical Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed.
 * Strategic Rationale: Strengthens CoolSys' presence in the Northwest and expands HVAC capabilities.
 * Target (Arjae HVAC) Milwaukie, Oregon.

Ownership: Private

 * Business Description: Provides commercial and industrial HVAC installation and services, as well as sheet metal fabrication.
 * Size: Operates a 25,000-square-foot custom manufacturing plant.
 * Buyer (CoolSys) Brea, California.

Ownership: Private Equity; Audax Private Equity

 * Business Description: Provides refrigeration and HVAC maintenance and installation services to grocery retailers, convenience store chains, telecommunication hubs, and other industrial customers in the US.
 * Size: Has more than 1,200 employees and over 4,000 customers.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 22 January 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-arjae-hvac-and-mechanical-services-in-oregon/]

				1/17/19		1/17/19		Atlantic Cooling Technologies & Services LLC		Service Logic, LLC				Service Logic, LLC, the US-based provider of repair and replacement services for commercial Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment, chilled water systems, and building automation and control systems, has acquired Atlantic Cooling Technologies & Services LLC, the US-based company providing construction and alterations services of new and pre-existing cooling towers, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Akerman LLP press release, 17 January 2019 [https://www.akerman.com/en/firm/newsroom/akerman-advises-atlantic-cooling-technologies-llc-in-its-sale-to-service-logic-llc.html]

				1/15/19		1/15/19		Yearout Companies		Legence				Yearout Companies, an Albuquerque, New Mexico-based design-build provider of mechanical, fabrication and maintenance services, has been acquired by Therma Holdings, a San Jose, California-based mechanical services company that is backed by Gemspring Capital.

The transaction is in line with Therma’s growth strategy to expand its geographic footprint globally. Pursuant to the transaction, Yearout will operate as a division of Therma whereas Mr. Kevin Yearout, CEO of Yearout, will continue to lead the company.

Yearout Companies, founded in 1963, includes Yearout Fabrication, the US-based provider of fabrication solutions, Yearout Insulation, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical and industrial project insulation solutions, Yearout Mechanical, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical services and Yearout Service, LLC, the US-based provider of heating, ventilating, air-conditioning and refrigeration (HVAC/R) services and solutions. In June 2017, Gemspring Capital acquired Therma.

Source Link:

Therma Corporation press release, January 2019 [https://www.therma.com/therma-aquires-yearout-mechanical/]

Gemspring Capital, LLC press release, 15 January 2019 [http://www.gemspring.com/news/therma-holdings-llc-acquires-yearout-mechanical]

				1/11/19		2/19/19		Morris Sheet Metal Corporation; Morris Enterprises, LLC; Morris Transportation, LLC		Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd.		$   6.6		Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd has agreed to acquire Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, JTD Spiral, Inc., Morris Enterprises, LLC and Morris Transportation, LLC, from Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd., the listed US-based investment company having interest in companies engaged in automotive technologies, electronics manufacturing, energy services & fabrication technologies, headquartered in phoenix, Arizona.

Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, the US-based company engaged in designing, fabrication and installation of dust collectors, commercial ductwork, kitchen hoods, industrial ventilation systems, machine guards, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

JTD Spiral, Inc., the US-based subsidiary of Morris Sheet Metal that Fabricates and delivers spiral duct, oval duct, and dual wall duct and fittings, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Morris Enterprises, LLC, the US-based company engaged in business to design, fabricate, commercial ductwork, industrial ventilation systems and other contract metal fabrication, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Morris Transportation, LLC, the US-based company engaged in business to design, fabricate, commercial ductwork, industrial ventilation systems and other contract metal fabrication, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Mr. James Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. Daniel Morris is the US-based private investors.

Terms:

 * Alpine 4 Technologies has agreed to acquire Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, JTD Spiral, Inc., Morris Enterprises, LLC and Morris Transportation, LLC, from Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris, for a consideration of USD 6.6m.
 * The consideration consists of:
   * Cash payment of USD 3.15m
   * Notes payment of USD 3.45m which include:
     * Secured notes of USD 1.033m payable to each of Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.
     * Supplement notes of USD 0.116m to each of Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.
   * Earn outs of 50% of EBIDTA over USD 1.5m if achieved within the 12 months of closing of transaction.

Rationale: The acquisition is in line with Alpine 4 Technologies’s strategy of DSF (Driver, Stabilizer, Facilitator business) acquisition.

Conditions:

 * Completion of due diligence.
 * Approval from board of directors of Alpine 4 Technologies.

Background:

 * Morris Sheet Metal has entered in Consulting Services Agreement with Mr. James Morris and Mr. Daniel Morris pursuant to which James and Daniel Morris agreed for a period of 90 days, following the closing of the Transaction to provide strategic management services to the Morris Sheet Metal and companies.

UPDATE 19 February 2019: Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd has completed the acquisition of Morris Enterprises, LLC, Morris Sheet Metal Corporation and Morris Transportation, LLC.

Source Links:

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd. 8-K form filed with SEC on 11 January 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606698/000109690619000015/alpine4.htm]

 * Exhibit 99.1 (SEcurities Purchase agreement) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606698/000109690619000015/exh99_1.htm]

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd. press release, 19 February 2019 [https://www.alpine4.com/news/alpine-4-technologies-ltd-alpp-subsidiary-morris-sheet-metal-corp-of-fort-wayne-indiana-announces-several-new-projects-that-will-generate-3-8-million-dollars-of-new-revenue-in-2019/]

				1/8/19		1/8/19		PB Heat, LLC		Noritz Corporation		$   47.0		Noritz Corporation, the listed Japan-based company engaged in manufacturing and sales of various water heaters, hydropic systems, and gas co-generation system, has acquired PB Heat, LLC, the US-based company engaged in manufacture and sales of boilers and heaters for residential and commercial applications, from Atlantic Shores Corporation, the US-based company engaged in various line of business, including retail sale of electric and gas refrigerators, stoves, and other household appliances, for a consideration of USD 47m.

The transaction will enable Noritz to expand its business line across North America with PB's existing brand awareness. It also allows Noritz to absorb PB's existing technologies and manufacturing facilities. Post-transaction, PB Heat will become a wholly-owned subsidiary of Noritz. The transaction has been completed on 08 January 2019. Prior to the transaction, PB Heat was a wholly-owned subsidiary of Atlantic Shores.

Sources Links:

Noritz Corporation press release, 08 January 2019 (Japanese) [https://www.noritz.co.jp/company/news/assets/20190108_1h8e.pdf]

				1/2/19		1/2/19		Commercial Air, Inc.		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc.				Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC replacement, retrofit and repair services primarily for facilities in education, municipal, and healthcare end markets, has acquired Commercial Air, Inc. the US-based company engaged in designing, installing and maintaining air conditioning, refrigeration and heating systems, for an undisclosed consideration.

Pueblo’s management resources and expertise in the HVAC industry are a great fit Commercial air’s commercial service offerings. Post-acquisition, all the employees of Commercial Air will be retained.

Earlier in January 2018, Huron Capital Partners LLC and Mr. Dan Bueschel along with the management of Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc. had acquired the company in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 03 January 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-pueblo-mechanical-controls-completes-add-on-acquisition/]

				12/14/18				Slakey Brothers, Inc.		The Walters Family				The Walters Family, the US-based family, and owner of Gensco Inc, the US-based wholesale distributor and manufacturer of Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning equipment and supplies, has acquired Slakey Brothers, Inc., the US-based wholesale distributor of plumbing, heating and air conditioning equipment, and parts, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line Walters Family's plan to expand their geographic footprint with the current presence of Slakey in California. Post-acquisition, Slakey will operate as a sister concern of Gensco and will continue to operate under the same name with same team, product lines and under the same leadership. Chris Walters, the President of Gensco, will become the CEO of Slakey Brothers.

Slakey Brothers has 24 branches in three states with 22 in California, one in Nevada and one in Oregon and has three plumbing showrooms in California.

				12/11/18				Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc.		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC		-		Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc. represents the combined operations of Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. and Wallwork Bros., Inc. in their sale to Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. As of December 11, 2018, Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc. was acquired by Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. distributes plumbing supplies, and HVAC and waterworks products and solutions. Wallwork Bros., Inc. supplies heating and cooling products. Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. and Wallwork Bros., Inc. are based in the United States.

				11/1/18				Thermal Mechanics, Inc.		Goodman Manufacturing Company, L.P.				Goodman Manufacturing Company, L.P., the US residential and commercial air conditioning and heating equipment manufacturer has acquired Thermal Mechanics, Inc., the US-based company that provides HVAC equipment and integrated building control solutions, for an undisclosed consideration

Goodman will also take over substantially all the assets of Thermal Mechanics’ affiliates, namely RK Pipe Supply, LLC and Taycon-TMI, LLC.

Source Link:

Haynes and Boone LLP press release [http://www.haynesboone.com/representative%20matters/2018/11/05/haynes%20and%20boone%20represents%20goodman%20manufacturing%20in%20acquisition%20of%20private%20hvac%20services%20company]

				8/29/18				Tommark Company		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor, has acquired Tommark Company, the US-based wholesale distribution of warm air heating and air-conditioning equipment and supplies company, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction includes Tommark six branches in Michigan. The deal expands Munch's' geographic footprint to 24 locations, and will further develop its presence in Michigan state. The deal will enable Munch's supply to expand in new product offerings and customer segment. The transaction helps Tommark’s customers to access Munch’s proven and impressive framework that includes enhanced technology and a strong name brand product offering.

				8/27/18				Ott Distributors, Inc.		MORSCO HVAC Supply Company, LLC		-		Ott Distributors, Inc. distributes HVAC part and equipment. The company was incorporated in 1972 and is based in North Charleston, South Carolina. As of August 27, 2018, Ott Distributors, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of MORSCO HVAC Supply Company, LLC.

				8/8/18				Brock McVey Company		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson Enterprises, Inc., the US-based company engaged in the wholesale distribution of residential and commercial plumbing supplies, pipes, valves, fittings, and heating and cooling equipment, has acquired Brock McVey Company, the US-based seven-location plumbing and HVAC supplier, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will help Ferguson in expanding its commercial and residential business in Kentucky. Post completion Brock will continue to operate as usual prior to transition into Ferguson brand.

Concurrently, Ferguson also acquired Appliance Distributors of Louisiana, Wright Plumbing Supply and Lighting Design Center.

Source Link:

Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. press release, 08 August 2018 [https://www.fergusonpressroom.com/ferguson-acquires-four-companies-in-july-expands-footprint-in-louisiana-kentucky-and-california/]

				6/4/18				North Fork Heating & Supply Corp.		F.W. Webb Company, Inc.		-		North Fork Heating & Supply Corp. distributes plumbing, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment, parts, and accessories. The company was founded in 1982 and is based in Riverhead, New York. As of June 4, 2018, North Fork Heating & Supply Corp. operates as a subsidiary of F.W. Webb Company, Inc.

				4/23/18				Bush Supply Inc.		MORSCO Inc.		-		Bush Supply Inc. engages in distribution of HVAC products. The company was founded in 1987 and is headquartered in Phoenix, Arizona. As of April 23, 2018, Bush Supply Inc. operates as a subsidiary of MORSCO Inc..

				12/3/17				O’Connor Company, Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor and a portfolio company of Rotunda Capital Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired O’Connor Company, Inc., the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction expands Munch's distribution footprint in six additional branches serving portions of Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa and Missouri. Munch and O’Connor will combine to operate 18 branches in eight states. Post transaction, O’Connor will continue to operate under the same name as an independent company and will retain its current management team. Executive Director of Operations, Mr. Greg Borr, will become President of O’Connor.

Earlier in 2015, Rotunda acquired majority stake in Munch's for an undisclosed consideration.

				10/3/17				Wieland-Kessler, LLC		Wieland-Werke Aktiengesellschaft		-		Wieland-Kessler, LLC, doing business as Kessler Sales & Distribution, supplies pipes and tubing products, fittings, valves, struts and rods, and water heaters. It serves plumbing and heating wholesalers, HVAC wholesalers, industrial supply houses, waterworks suppliers, and OEMs. Wieland-Kessler, LLC was formerly known as Kessler Industries, Inc. and changed its name to Wieland-Kessler, LLC. in October 2017. The company was founded in 1935 and is based in Woodbridge, New Jersey with regional distribution centers in the continental United States. As of October 3, 2017, Wieland-Kessler, LLC operates as a subsidiary of Wieland-Werke AG.

				6/21/17				Russell Sigler Inc.		Carrier Enterprise, LLC		$   63.6		Russell Sigler Inc. operates as an independent distributor for HVAC products for residential, heavy commercial, and industrial customers. The company offers residential equipment, such as aftermarket coils and items, carrier coils, indoor and outdoor air conditioners, indoor and outdoor heat pumps, fan coils, heat pumps, residential thermostats, gas packages, furnaces, horizontal EVAP coils, and gas furnaces; and commercial equipment, including curbs and economizers. It also provides various parts and tools. The company distributes its products through stores and dealers, as well as online. Russell Sigler Inc. was founded in 1950 and is based in Tolleson, Arizona. It has branches in Arizona, North and South California, Idaho, New Mexico, Nevada, and Texas.

				3/28/17				The BAASE Company, Inc.		Tozour Energy Systems, Inc.		-		The BAASE Company, Inc. distributes plumbing, heating, and air conditioning products for commercial customers in Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, and Delaware. It offers plumbing products, such as water heaters, pumps, sump and sewage basins, freeze protection cables, expansion tanks, pressure booster systems, and flue piping for gas fired water heaters; and HVAC products, including boilers, heat exchangers, flue piping for boilers, pumps, heat tracing, pump accessories, and expansion tanks. The company was founded in 1966 and is headquartered in Warminster, Pennsylvania. As of March 28, 2017, The BAASE Company, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Tozour Energy Systems, Inc.





Precedent Transaction Analysis

				Date Closed		Target		Location		Acquirer		Deal Size
(US$M)		Deal Description		EV/
EBITDA		EV/
Revenue

				Pending								$440		Aggreko Ltd, the UK-based provider of specialist power and temperature control rental services in two main product areas, mobile electricity generators, and temperature control equipment announced the acquisition of Resolute Industrial LLC, the US-based provider of water- and air-cooled chiller rental services		8.3x		3.0x				Dailybusinessgroup.co.uk

				Pending								$4,400		Chart Industries Inc., the US-based manufacturer of equipment used in the production, storage, and end-use of hydrocarbon and industrial gases, announced the acquisition of Howden Group Ltd, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment, including industrial fans, heaters, compressors, and steam turbines		12.9x		0.8x

				Pending								$86		Ingersoll Rand Inc., a global provider of mission-critical flow creation and industrial solutions, announced the acquisition of Everest Blowers Private Limited, the Indian market leader for customized blower and vacuum pump solutions, and Airmax Groupe, a French compressed air specialist with strong end-user relationships and a technician network focused on aftermarket service		-		2.5x

				Jan-23								$1,275		Beijer Ref AB, a Sweden-based refrigeration and air conditioning technology distribution company has acquired Heritage Distribution Holdings, a US-based HVACR equipment distribution business		13.4x		2.0x

				Jan-23								$525		Ingersoll Rand Inc., the US-based provider of flow control, compression equipment, and associated aftermarket parts, acquired the air treatment Business from SPX FLOW Inc., the industrial equipment manufacturer engaged in providing and supplying engineered flow components, process equipment, and turn-key systems		-		2.9x

				Dec-22								$342		Spirax-Sarco Engineering plc, the UK-based manufacturer of a range of products for the efficient management of steam and other industrial fluids, acquired Durex International Corp., the US-based company specializing in designing and manufacturing custom thermal solutions		13.5x		4.5x

				May-22								$52		DXP Enterprises, the US-based industrial supplies distributor, acquired Cisco Air Systems, Inc., a US-based distributor of air compressors and related products and services		7.5x		1.2x				Marketscreener.com

				Jun-21								$3,625		Madison Industries, one of the world’s largest privately held companies and a provider of industrial solutions, acquired Nortek Air, a leader in providing critical air management, thermal, and HVAC solutions		12.5x		2.3x

				May-21								$870		Johnson Controls International plc, the Ireland-based company engaged in the manufacture of commercial and residential HVAC equipment and systems, acquired Silent-Aire Limited Partnership, a Canada-based designer and manufacturer of custom air handlers and modular data centers for hyperscale cloud and colocation providers		-		13.6x

				Mar-21								$108		Flex-Tek, a US-based provider of engineered components that move heat, fluid, and gases,  acquired Royal Metal Products, a US-based manufacturer of residential and light commercial HVAC products		-		1.4x

				Feb-21								$291		Polypipe Group, a manufacturer of pressure-rated high density polyethylene pipes acquired ADEY Innovation, a manufacturer and supplier of heating and cooling systems		11.7x		4.1x

				Feb-21								$19		Ferro Group, a Poland-based manufacturer and distributor of plumbing equipment, acquired Termet S.A., a Poland-based manufacturer of HVACR equipment		8.0x		0.6x

				Feb-21								$5		Volution Group plc, a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy-efficient indoor air quality solutions, acquired Nordiska Klimatfabriken AB, a Sweden-based manufacturer of low-carbon residential ventilation equipment		-		3.3x

				Jan-21								$419		Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, a private equity firm focused on the industrial, manufacturing, and IT sectors, acquired Wolseley UK Limited, a leading specialist distributor of plumbing HVACR equipment		-		0.2x

				Dec-20								$52		Volution Group plc, a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy-efficient indoor air quality solutions,  acquired ClimaRad B.V., the market leader for decentralized ventilation systems in the Netherlands		-		6.4x

				Nov-20								$360		CSW Industrials Inc, the US-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, acquired TRUaire, the US-based supplier of passive air handling solutions		10.7x		3.6x

				Nov-20								$233		Madison Industries, one of the world's largest privately held companies and a provider of industrial solutions, through its subsidiary Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC acquired United Coolair Corporation, the US-based company engaged in manufacturing and providing complex HVAC systems		-		3.6x

				Jan-20								$71		GDI Integrated Facility Services, a Canada-based company engaged in providing integrated facility services, acquired ESC Automation, a US-based provider of integration services for security and HVAC systems		-		0.5x



														Mean		10.9x		3.1x

														Median		11.7x		2.7x
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Transactions wo Multiples





				Date Closed		Target		Sub-Sector		Acquirer		Deal Size 
US$M		Description						Transactions per Peer Group

				Jan-23				Contracting Services				$6079		Brookfield Infrastructure Partners, the Canada based investor and operator of utility businesses, transport and energy businesses, and timber assets has acquired HomeServe plc, the UK based provider of home warranties and residential repair services.						Equipment Manufacturing		16

				Dec-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Capital Export SAS, the France based private equity investment fund, has acquired SEAT Ventilation SA, the local France-based designer and manufacturer of industrial fans.						Control Module Manufacturing		4

				Dec-22				Contracting Services				-		Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning systems has acquired Stan Gelber & Sons Inc, the local HVAC Contractor.						Equipment Distribution		21

				Dec-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Airefco, the United States based distributor of HVAC equipment, parts and supplies.						Contracting Services		34

				Dec-22				Control Modules				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired Venstar Inc, the United States based thermostat and energy management system manufacturer.

				Nov-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Munters Group AB, the Sweden based producer and marketer of air ventilation and dehumidification units and systems has acquired Hygromedia LLC, the United States based manufacturer of desiccant dehumidification media.

				Nov-22				Distribution				-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts has acquired through its subsidiary Munch's Supply LLC, Bell Simons Co, the local distributor of heating, air conditioning, plumbing and refrigeration equipment.

				Nov-22				Distribution				-		The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Fortress Group Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment.

				Nov-22				Contracting Services				-		Astara Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm has acquired Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning, the US based provider of air conditioning, heating, and appliance services.

				Nov-22				Contracting Services				-		Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired M.E. Flow, a provider of heating, air conditioning and plumbing maintenance, repair, and replacement services.

				Nov-22				Distribution				$44		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning and heating equipment has acquired acquire Australian Air Conditioning Distributors, an Australian based distributor of HVACR equipment.

				Oct-22				Control Modules				$45		Borromin Capital Management GmbH has acquired Eberle Controls GmbH, the local manufacturer and distributor of heating and air-conditioning controls. 

				Oct-22				Contracting Services				-		NearU HVAC Services, the United States based provider of HVAC repair and installation services has acquired Kendal Air Heating & Cooling Inc, the US-based leading provider of HVAC services.

				Oct-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Cold Chain Capital LLC, the private equity firm engaged in investing for HVACR: Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration companies has acquired Morgana SAS, the France based manufacturer of made-to-measure finned heat exchangers.

				Oct-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based heritage Distribution Holdings is a part of Gryphon has acquired Coastal Supply Co Inc, the local HVAC/R distributor servicing.

				Oct-22				Distribution				-		Beijer Ref, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning/heating equipment, acquires Easy Air Conditioning, the UK-based distributor of commercial AC and heat recovery system supplies.

				Oct-22				Contracting Services				$50		LTP Home Services Group, the United States based us-based leading residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions has acquired Acree Plumbing Air & Electric, the local HVAC services and Air conditioning contractor.

				Sep-22				Contracting Services				-		Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc, the United States based provider of installation, preventative maintenance, and repair for foodservice facilities has acquired Allied Service Group, the local mechanical and electrical contractor for the mechanical services of air conditioning, heating, ventilation, and refrigeration.

				Sep-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Ronin Equity Partners LLC, the US based private equity firm has acquired MTL Cool, the Canada based commercial refrigeration equipment manufacturer.

				Sep-22				Distribution				-		Dakota Supply Group, the US based distributor of HVACR equipment and supplies, has acquired Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. a distributor of plumbing and HVAC products in Bismarck and Minot, North Dakota. 



				Date Closed		Target		Sub-Sector		Acquirer		Deal Size 
US$M		Description

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		Fix-It Group, the United States based provider of plumbing, heating, electrical and AC repairs and upgrades, services has acquired Airmax Group, the local provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners.

				Aug-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor has acquired Controlled Temp Supply, the local controlled Temp Supply providing HVAC/R equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in Oxford, MS.

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		OMERS Private Equity Inc, the Canada based private equity firm has acquired Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning installation and repair service from Huron Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity investment firm.

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		NSi Industries LLC, the US based manufacturer of electrical lugs has acquired Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc, the local US-based manufacturer and distributor of components and tools designed heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration and appliance parts. 

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$227		Audax Group LP, the United States based private equity firm, has acquired Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the local manufacturer of high quality air filters.

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		Heartland Home Services Inc, the United States based provider of heating and air-conditioning contracting services has acquired Hurlburt Heating AC & Plumbing, the local company operating in HVACR equipment services.

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Capital Export SAS, the private equity investment fund and Rives Croissance SAS, the venture capital firm, has acquired ACFRI International SAS, the France based manufacturer of refrigeration equipment for the catering business, have acquired the company.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$42		Nederman Holding AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of work environment equipment, including extraction systems, vacuum cleaning and workplace acoustics has acquired RoboVent Products Group Inc, the United States based provider of industrial ventilation and filtration solutions.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				$23		RLJ Equity partners backed portfolio company, Flow Service Partners, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration and plumbing services has acquired R Brooks Mechanical Heating & Air Conditioning Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation and air conditioning services. 

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC, the United States based midwestern-focused platform of Craft Work Capital Partners LLC has acquired a controlling stake in Sexson Mechanical Corp, the local company that provides a full suite of mechanical and electrical contracting services, including that for HVACR, electrical, and plumbing systems. 

				Jul-22				Distribution				-		HOP Energy LLC, the United States based full service energy company has acquired Rycor HVAC, the local full-service reseller of Mitsubishi mini-split heat pump systems.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		A-Gas US Inc, the United States based provider of the supply and life cycle management of specialty chemicals such as refrigerants, hydrocarbon blowing agents has acquired Certified Refrigerant Services Inc, the local refrigerant management and logistics company servicing all segments of the refrigerant and HVAC industry. 

				Jul-22				Distribution				-		Aquarius Water Conditioning Inc, the Canada based HVACR service provider, has acquired Comfort Control Systems, Inc. a distributor and installer of HVACR equipment. 

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, a listed Japan-based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired a majority stake in CM3 Building Solutions Inc, the United States based provider of building services including automation and technology, energy services, security and fire protection, and HVAC support.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Any Hour Electric Inc, the United States based provider of HVAC services has acquired Magic Electric Plumbing Heating & Air, the local provider of Plumbing, Heating & Air services.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Protectoseal Co, the United States based manufacturer of a wide variety of tank vents and fittings. has acquired Elmac Technologies Limited, the United Kingdom based auk-based maker of flame arresters and low pressure venting equipment.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$52		Middleby Corp, the United States based developer, manufacturer and marketer of a broad line of equipment used for commercial food preparation as well as residential kitchen equipment has acquired Icetro Co Ltd, the South Korea based industrial refrigeration and refrigeration equipment manufacturer.

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired Pro Plumbing Services LLC, the local provider of plumbing, electrical, heating, and air conditioning services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and home services company has acquired Doug's Service Co, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, electrical, and plumbing services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and home services company has acquired Dallas Plumbing Co, the local provider of HVAC and plumbing services. 

				Jun-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Aaron & Company Inc, the United States based distributor of plumbing supply, HVAC and sheet metal wholesale. 



				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Arcticom Group LLC, the United States based provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry has acquired Tomco Mechanical Corp, the local provider of refrigeration and HVAC services. 



				Date Closed		Target		Sub-Sector		Acquirer		Deal Size 
US$M		Description

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		American Residential Services, a Memphis, Tennessee-based provider of residential heating, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC) and plumbing services, has acquired a family of companies including Absolute Air, Captain Electric, and OyBoy Heating and Cooling, which provide HVACR and electrical services.

				Jun-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Audax Management Co LLC, the United States based private equity firm. has acquired Thermogenics Inc, a Canada based manufacturer of steam and hot-water boilers.

				Jun-22				Control Modules				$1000		One Rock Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity firm, is to acquire Therm O Disc Inc the United States based manufacturer of temperature sensors and controls for the HVAC, appliance, automotive, and electronics industries.

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Altamont Capital Management LLC, the United States based private equity firm has acquired Service Minds Inc, the local owner and operator of multiple franchisees including Mister Sparky, One Hour Heating & AC and Benjamin Franklin Plumbing systems providing electrical, plumbing and HVAC services. 

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services has acquired Almcoe Refrigeration Company, the local service agency specializing in refrigeration for commercial, retail, and industrial cold storage operations.

				May-22				Distribution				-		Industrial Opportunity Partners, a US based private equity firm, has acquired N.B. Handy Company, Inc. a distributor of metals, HVAC, commercial roofing, and machinery products.

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Wrench Group LLC, the United States based provider of home maintenance and repair services specializing in heating, ventilation and air conditioning, plumbing and electrical services has acquired NexGen HVAC & Plumbing LLC, the local provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services.

				May-22				Control Modules				-		Lorraine Capital, the US based private equity firm has acquired ICM Controls, the US based family-owned electronic controls manufacturer for the HVAC industry. 

				May-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$35		Daikin Industries, a Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired CCOM Group, Inc., a distributor of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning equipment (HVAC) in the United States.

				Apr-22				Contracting Services				-		Emergent Cold Latin America, the Brazil based temperature-controlled warehousing and logistics provider has acquired Frigometro SAS, the Colombia based provider of cold storage solutions.

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor. 

				Apr-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		NB Renaissance Partners, the US-based private equity, has agreed to acquire Arbo Spa the Italy based distributor of spare parts, components and accessories for heating, air conditioning and domestic boilers, in a management buyout transaction. 

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Munch's Supply LLC, the US based distributor of HVACR equipment, has acquired System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co., a HVAC wholesale distributor.

				Apr-22				Contracting Services				-		Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Wardlaw Heating & Cooling, the local an air conditioning solutions provider.

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based distributor of HVACR equipment has acquired, Mackay Air Supplies, the Australia based company that engages in the distribution of HVAC&R.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Concentric Equity Partners LP, the private equity firm has acquired Conditioned Air Solutions, the United States based owned and operated Commercial and Residential HVAC company. 

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Catterton Management Co LLC, the private equity firm has acquired LTP Home Services Group, the United States based residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Frontier Service Partners, the United States based residential services company has acquired AB May Co, the local residential services company offering HVAC, plumbing and electrical services.

				Mar-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		A group of investors led by Tikehau Capital, is to acquire LMB, the local designer and manufacturer of high performance fans and AC/DC Brushless motors for the aerospace and defense markets.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		McNally Capital LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm also providing advisory services has invested in Smith & Oby Co, the local HVAC and plumbing mechanical contractor. 



				Date Closed		Target		Sub-Sector		Acquirer		Deal Size 
US$M		Description

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Comfort Group, the local provider of residential heating, cooling, and indoor air quality services.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Rush Street Ventures, the United States based US-based private equity firm has acquired a controlling stake in Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning, the local US-based heating, air conditioning, electrical, home renovation and handyman services provider.

				Feb-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Zehnder Group AG, the Switzerland based manufacturer of furnaces, measuring instruments, battery charges, sheet metal housing and welding machines through its subsidiaries has agreed to acquire Airia Brands Inc, the Canada based company engaged in development, manufacturing and distribution of heat recovery ventilation systems. 

				Feb-22				Distribution				-		Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Benoist Brothers Supply Co., the local us-based family owned HVAC firm. 

				Feb-22				Contracting Services				-		SEI Group Inc, the United States based provider of installation services of products including insulation, garage doors, and house wrap for single-family and multi-family residential buildings has acquired Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces LLC and Cool Insulation Co, the local providers of insulation solutions.

				Feb-22				Contracting Services				-		The Kelvin Group, the US-based provider of industrial and commercial mission-critical mechanical services, process safety management, and environmental compliance has acquired Refrigeration Design & Service Inc, the local company provides a full line of services to meet the needs of the industrial refrigeration marketplace.

				Jan-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$354		Compagnie Benelux Participations, the investment firm which engages in private equity buy-outs and growth capital investments has acquired a majority stake in Groupe Climater SAS, the local air-conditioning equipment manufacturer and installer.

				Jan-22				Contracting Services				-		A&M Capital Partners LP, the US-based private equity fund of Alvarez & Marsal Capital, LLC has acquired a majority stake in Arcticom Group LLC, the local provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry.

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the UK-based provider of plumbing and heating products, has acquired acquire Plumbers Supply Co, the US-based owned wholesale distributor of pipe valves & fittings, pumps/hydronics, electric and hand tools. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Chroma ATE Inc, the Taiwan (China) based manufacturer of testing equipment and solutions for electronics in various industries has acquired Environmental Stress Systems Inc, the United States based supplier of thermal platforms, space simulation thermal chambers, cascade condensers, and liquid recirculating chillers.

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired ThermalNetics Inc, a United States based supplier of heating and cooling equipment. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired a majority stake in TriState HVAC Equipment LLP, the United States based representative and integrator of commercial HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) mechanical systems and related equipment. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts, has acquired Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products.
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171.6268	71.95	11.5	298.10239999999999	12005.463000000002	0	6	997.52629999999999	1790.88	4697.6851000000006	2598.4610000000002	3421.6365000000001	1096.7112	6183.2858999999999	356.1653	7163.3035	
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HVAC Industry Update 2022

EV / EBITDA - Annual 
Average

5 yrs. 
Hist.

2 yrs. 
Fc. 2019 2020 2021 EV / 

EBITDA
EV / 

Revenue

$4,102 $4,547 $3,879 17.6% 7.8% 17.7% 20.4% 9.3x 7.8x 11.0x 13.1x 1.2x

$7,058 $7,368 $10,766 14.4% 6.0% 7.1% 8.8% 7.2x 5.3x 7.4x 8.4x 0.7x

$4,241 $6,263 $7,881 8.4% 6.4% 7.5% 8.2% 10.0x 8.8x 9.0x 9.4x 0.8x

$2,177 $2,386 $2,213 15.2% 15.2% 8.1% 10.4% 12.4x 12.3x 14.8x 11.8x 1.0x

$389 $1,076 $3,921 4.6% 0.8% -4.0% -7.3% 5.3x 3.6x 3.2x 10.4x 0.3x

Mean 12.1% 7.2% 7.3% 8.1% 8.8x 7.5x 9.1x 10.6x 0.8x
Median 14.4% 6.4% 7.5% 8.8% 9.3x 7.8x 9.0x 10.4x 0.8x

Company Enterprise 
Value

Annual 
Sales 
US$M

EBITDA 
Margin

Gross
Margin

12/31/2022
Country

Market 
Cap. 

US$MM

Annual Growth

EV / EBITDA - Annual 
Average

5 yrs. 
Hist.

2 yrs. 
Fc. 2019 2020 2021 EV / 

EBITDA
EV / 

Revenue

$56,810 $71,824 $19,629 41.7% 23.4% 5.2% -10.4% 12.4x 11.6x 15.1x 14.9x 3.7x

$138,350 $154,691 $34,937 32.3% 24.3% -2.5% 3.6% 14.0x 14.5x 19.4x 17.5x 4.4x

$46,555 $42,058 $13,942 43.2% 32.1% 15.0% 7.9% 9.7x 14.7x 19.6x 8.4x 2.8x

$43,949 $53,279 $25,299 33.0% 12.6% 2.1% 5.7% 9.5x 10.9x 13.2x 13.5x 2.1x

Mean 37.6% 23.1% 4.9% 1.7% 11.4x 12.9x 16.9x 13.6x 3.2x
Median 37.3% 23.9% 3.6% 4.7% 11.0x 13.1x 17.3x 14.2x 3.2x

Enterprise 
Value

Annual 
Sales 
US$M

EBITDA 
Margin

12/31/2022
Gross
MarginCompany Country

Market 
Cap. 

US$MM

Annual Growth

Source: Market statistics sourced from Capital IQ

Peer Group Comparable Analysis

Control Module Manufacturing

Equipment Distribution

Contracting Services

EV / EBITDA - Annual 
Average

5 yrs. 
Hist.

2 yrs. 
Fc. 2019 2020 2021 EV / 

EBITDA
EV / 

Revenue

$5,369 $5,984 $1,899 26.4% 9.3% 17.0% 22.2% 19.7x 24.7x 39.2x 27.3x 3.0x

$26,250 $30,309 $29,694 30.5% 10.9% 8.7% 1.0% 10.9x 11.3x 14.6x 8.2x 1.0x

$6,213 $7,356 $5,274 27.9% 9.2% 25.8% 2.7% 15.1x 15.1x 22.0x 13.1x 1.4x

$8,815 $9,429 $7,205 27.9% 11.5% 10.9% 9.1% 14.1x 15.8x 17.6x 9.8x 1.3x

$28,107 $30,763 $14,785 37.8% 15.7% 7.6% 10.6% 10.9x 12.7x 15.0x 12.9x 2.1x

Mean 30.1% 11.3% 14.0% 9.1% 14.2x 15.9x 21.7x 14.3x 1.8x
Median 27.9% 10.9% 10.9% 9.1% 14.1x 15.1x 17.6x 12.9x 1.4x

12/31/2022
Gross 
Margin

Annual 
Sales 
US$M

EBITDA 
Margin

Annual Growth

Company Country Market 
Cap. US$M

Enterprise 
Value

Capital Market Analysis


Company Comparable Analysis_v1

		Public Comparable Companies



						Equipment Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

																				5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				NasdaqGS:AAON						$4,007		$4,074		$770		24.0%		15.5%		14.4%		37.4%		28.8x		27.4x		30.2x		34.0x		5.3x

				NYSE:CARR						$34,496		$41,225		$20,449		27.4%		13.9%		0.0%		2.6%		-		10.4x		16.6x		12.4x		2.0x

				TSE:6367						$44,838		$44,942		$24,674		33.3%		14.2%		10.4%		12.3%		11.1x		14.0x		17.3x		11.6x		1.7x

				SHSE:600690						$32,811		$30,325		$34,111		30.9%		7.3%		9.1%		9.0%		9.7x		14.3x		18.6x		11.4x		0.9x

				NYSE:JCI						$43,949		$53,279		$25,505		33.5%		12.4%		-2.1%		5.6%		9.5x		10.9x		13.2x		13.5x		2.1x

				NYSE:LII						$8,478		$10,239		$4,718		27.2%		15.5%		4.2%		1.2%		18.0x		17.3x		17.8x		12.9x		2.2x

				SZSE:000333						$51,495		$53,466		$49,233		23.2%		9.9%		8.8%		6.1%		12.3x		15.4x		17.5x		10.4x		1.1x

				OM:NIBE B						$18,780		$19,465		$3,313		31.1%		16.0%		14.7%		20.1%		19.3x		26.4x		40.2x		32.6x		5.5x

				NYSE:REZI						$2,399		$3,746		$6,264		27.4%		12.2%		0.0%		5.4%		15.5x		8.2x		8.1x		4.5x		0.6x

				NYSE:SPXC						$2,967		$3,030		$1,382		35.5%		8.7%		-0.7%		11.6%		14.2x		13.8x		15.1x		22.6x		2.2x

				OM:SYSR						$1,433		$1,694		$981		33.8%		9.2%		8.7%		9.4%		10.6x		11.9x		17.6x		16.0x		1.6x

				NYSE:TT						$38,712		$42,480		$15,487		31.0%		16.4%		2.1%		4.8%		13.0x		11.6x		20.9x		15.5x		2.7x



														Mean		29.9%		12.6%		5.8%		10.5%		14.7x		15.2x		19.4x		16.5x		2.3x

														Median		30.9%		13.2%		6.4%		7.6%		13.0x		13.9x		17.6x		13.2x		2.1x



						Equipment Distribution

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				OM:BEIJ B						$5,369		$5,984		$2,172		26.4%		10.3%		18.2%		10.4%		19.7x		24.7x		39.2x		27.3x		3.0x

				NYSE:FERG						$26,250		$30,309		$29,694		30.5%		10.9%		8.7%		1.1%		10.9x		11.3x		14.6x		8.2x		1.0x

				ASX:REH						$6,213		$7,356		$5,274		27.9%		9.2%		25.8%		2.7%		15.1x		15.1x		22.0x		13.1x		1.4x

				NYSE:WSO						$8,815		$9,429		$7,205		27.9%		11.5%		10.9%		9.1%		14.1x		15.8x		17.6x		9.8x		1.3x

				NYSE:GWW						$28,107		$30,763		$14,785		37.8%		15.7%		7.6%		7.6%		10.9x		12.7x		15.0x		12.9x		2.1x



														Mean		30.1%		11.5%		14.2%		6.2%		14.2x		15.9x		21.7x		14.3x		1.8x

														Median		27.9%		10.9%		10.9%		7.6%		14.1x		15.1x		17.6x		12.9x		1.4x



						Contracting Services

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$MM		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				NYSE:FIX						$4,102		$4,547		$3,879		17.6%		7.8%		17.7%		20.4%		9.3x		7.8x		11.0x		13.1x		1.2x

				NYSE: EME						$7,058		$7,368		$10,766		14.4%		6.0%		7.1%		8.8%		7.2x		5.3x		7.4x		8.4x		0.7x

				ENXTPA:SPIE						$4,241		$6,263		$7,881		8.4%		6.4%		7.5%		8.2%		10.0x		8.8x		9.0x		9.4x		0.8x

				OM:BRAV						$2,177		$2,386		$2,213		15.2%		15.2%		8.1%		10.6%		12.4x		12.3x		14.8x		11.8x		1.0x

				NYSE:TPC						$389		$1,076		$3,921		4.6%		0.8%		-4.0%		-7.3%		5.3x		3.6x		3.2x		10.4x		0.3x





														Mean		12.1%		7.2%		7.3%		8.1%		8.8x		7.5x		9.1x		10.6x		0.8x

														Median		14.4%		6.4%		7.5%		8.8%		9.3x		7.8x		9.0x		10.4x		0.8x



						Control Module Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$MM		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

		t		NYSE:EMR						$56,810		$71,824		$19,629		41.7%		23.4%		5.2%		-10.4%		12.4x		11.6x		15.1x		14.9x		3.7x

				NasdaqGS:HON						$136,273		$154,691		$35,466		32.8%		21.5%		-2.6%		4.7%		14.0x		14.5x		19.4x		17.5x		4.4x

				XTRA:IFX						$51,785		$42,058		$13,942		43.2%		32.1%		15.0%		7.7%		9.7x		14.7x		19.6x		8.4x		2.8x

				NYSE:JCI						$43,949		$53,279		$25,505		33.5%		12.4%		-2.1%		5.6%		9.5x		10.9x		13.2x		13.5x		2.1x



														Mean		37.8%		22.4%		3.9%		1.9%		11.4x		12.9x		16.9x		13.6x		3.2x

														Median		37.6%		22.5%		1.5%		5.1%		11.0x		13.1x		17.3x		14.2x		3.2x



						Peer Group Analysis

						Sub-Sector		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

																		5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

						Equipment Manufacturing		$284,364		$307,966		$186,888		30.9%		13.2%		6.4%		7.6%		13.0x		13.9x		17.6x		13.2x		2.1x

						Control Module Manufacturing		$288,817		$321,851		$94,542		37.6%		22.5%		1.5%		5.1%		11.0x		13.1x		17.3x		14.2x		3.2x

						Equipment Distribution		$74,753		$83,840		$59,129		27.9%		10.9%		10.9%		7.6%		14.1x		15.1x		17.6x		12.9x		1.4x

						Service Firms		$17,967		$21,640		$28,661		14.4%		6.4%		7.5%		8.8%		9.3x		7.8x		9.0x		10.4x		0.8x



												Mean		27.7%		13.2%		6.6%		7.3%		11.9x		12.5x		15.4x		12.7x		1.9x

												Median		29.4%		12.0%		6.9%		7.6%		12.0x		13.5x		17.4x		13.0x		1.7x























CY2022 Indexed Stock Price_v1

						100

				CY2022 Indexed Stock Price Performance																														Cumulative Daily Index Returns

				Dates		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules		S&P 500		S&P 500 Industrials				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		S&P 500 		S&P 500 Industrials				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		S&P500		90-Day Tbill Rate

				Dec-31-2021		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%														0.50%

				Jan-03-2022		98.48%		99.70%		100.17%		98.96%		100.64%		99.18%				-1.52%		-0.30%		0.17%		-1.04%		0.64%		-0.82%				-0.52%		0.70%		1.17%		-0.04%		1.64%		0.50%

				Jan-04-2022		99.04%		100.53%		101.69%		100.02%		100.57%		101.19%				-0.96%		0.53%		1.69%		0.02%		0.57%		1.19%				-0.08%		2.19%		2.30%		-25.50%		0.96%		0.50%

				Jan-05-2022		98.88%		99.45%		100.12%		100.47%		98.62%		100.22%				-1.12%		-0.55%		0.12%		0.47%		-1.38%		0.22%				-3.00%		0.29%		0.42%		1.44%		-0.24%		0.53%

				Jan-06-2022		98.76%		98.71%		100.70%		100.26%		98.53%		100.68%				-1.24%		-1.29%		0.70%		0.26%		-1.47%		0.68%				2.00%		-0.64%		1.52%		0.86%		1.24%		0.52%

				Jan-07-2022		98.25%		97.10%		99.15%		101.36%		98.13%		100.65%				-1.75%		-2.90%		-0.85%		1.36%		-1.87%		0.65%				3.13%		6.55%		0.09%		1.87%		1.85%		0.51%

				Jan-10-2022		97.32%		94.72%		97.45%		99.83%		97.99%		99.49%				-2.68%		-5.28%		-2.55%		-0.17%		-2.01%		-0.51%				2.24%		2.25%		-10.33%		0.35%		1.16%		0.52%

				Jan-11-2022		97.11%		94.82%		98.18%		101.41%		98.89%		100.12%				-2.89%		-5.18%		-1.82%		1.41%		-1.11%		0.12%				1.13%		0.98%		0.53%		2.90%		0.11%		0.50%

				Jan-12-2022		97.99%		96.12%		98.30%		101.99%		99.16%		100.42%				-2.01%		-3.88%		-1.70%		1.99%		-0.84%		0.42%				0.53%		0.69%		0.85%		1.24%		-1.45%		0.51%

				Jan-13-2022		95.58%		96.17%		98.85%		102.44%		97.75%		100.60%				-4.42%		-3.83%		-1.15%		2.44%		-2.25%		0.60%				3.39%		0.98%		0.21%		1.15%		-7.81%		0.51%

				Jan-14-2022		93.42%		94.15%		97.12%		101.22%		97.83%		100.02%				-6.58%		-5.85%		-2.88%		1.22%		-2.17%		0.02%				1.63%		1.71%		12.53%		0.65%		0.94%		0.51%

				Jan-17-2022		93.60%		94.36%		96.98%		101.35%		97.83%		100.02%				-6.40%		-5.64%		-3.02%		1.35%		-2.17%		0.02%				0.97%		0.96%		1.07%		1.06%		1.00%		0.52%

				Jan-18-2022		92.62%		92.47%		94.15%		99.21%		96.03%		98.84%				-7.38%		-7.53%		-5.85%		-0.79%		-3.97%		-1.16%				1.18%		1.41%		2.40%		0.09%		2.54%		0.52%

				Jan-19-2022		92.14%		90.94%		93.30%		97.91%		95.10%		97.75%				-7.86%		-9.06%		-6.70%		-2.09%		-4.90%		-2.25%				1.08%		1.23%		1.18%		-5.19%		1.31%		0.54%

				Jan-20-2022		93.15%		90.40%		92.79%		96.95%		94.05%		96.54%				-6.85%		-9.60%		-7.21%		-3.05%		-5.95%		-3.46%				0.85%		1.07%		1.09%		1.88%		1.27%		0.52%

				Jan-21-2022		92.44%		88.76%		90.90%		95.43%		92.27%		95.61%				-7.56%		-11.24%		-9.10%		-4.57%		-7.73%		-4.39%				1.12%		1.19%		1.30%		1.74%		1.36%		0.51%

				Jan-24-2022		92.28%		87.60%		91.13%		94.41%		92.53%		96.12%				-7.72%		-12.40%		-8.87%		-5.59%		-7.47%		-3.88%				1.02%		1.11%		0.97%		1.29%		0.96%		0.49%

				Jan-25-2022		90.84%		86.63%		89.16%		93.57%		91.40%		95.22%				-9.16%		-13.37%		-10.84%		-6.43%		-8.60%		-4.78%				1.21%		1.09%		1.25%		1.18%		1.17%		0.51%

				Jan-26-2022		90.72%		86.34%		88.65%		93.54%		91.27%		94.43%				-9.28%		-13.66%		-11.35%		-6.46%		-8.73%		-5.57%				1.01%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.02%		0.50%

				Jan-27-2022		88.22%		85.50%		88.11%		93.33%		90.78%		93.56%				-11.78%		-14.50%		-11.89%		-6.67%		-9.22%		-6.44%				1.30%		1.07%		1.05%		1.04%		1.06%		0.49%

				Jan-28-2022		88.46%		86.98%		89.03%		93.19%		92.99%		94.20%				-11.54%		-13.02%		-10.97%		-6.81%		-7.01%		-5.80%				0.98%		0.89%		0.92%		1.02%		0.73%		0.50%

				Jan-31-2022		89.18%		88.56%		90.50%		94.75%		94.74%		95.24%				-10.82%		-11.44%		-9.50%		-5.25%		-5.26%		-4.76%				0.93%		0.87%		0.85%		0.73%		0.71%		0.51%

				Feb-01-2022		88.91%		88.45%		90.64%		95.04%		95.39%		96.59%				-11.09%		-11.55%		-9.36%		-4.96%		-4.61%		-3.41%				1.03%		1.01%		0.98%		0.93%		0.85%		0.51%

				Feb-02-2022		88.80%		89.23%		90.89%		96.66%		96.29%		97.23%				-11.20%		-10.77%		-9.11%		-3.34%		-3.71%		-2.77%				1.01%		0.93%		0.97%		0.59%		0.75%		0.52%

				Feb-03-2022		86.82%		88.16%		89.79%		91.63%		93.94%		95.61%				-13.18%		-11.84%		-10.21%		-8.37%		-6.06%		-4.39%				1.19%		1.11%		1.14%		3.15%		1.87%		0.50%

				Feb-04-2022		86.07%		85.22%		89.02%		90.43%		94.43%		94.59%				-13.93%		-14.78%		-10.98%		-9.57%		-5.57%		-5.41%				1.06%		1.27%		1.08%		1.16%		0.90%		0.51%

				Feb-07-2022		86.19%		84.17%		88.97%		90.43%		94.08%		94.65%				-13.81%		-15.83%		-11.03%		-9.57%		-5.92%		-5.35%				0.99%		1.08%		1.01%		1.00%		1.08%		0.50%

				Feb-08-2022		86.19%		84.68%		90.00%		90.94%		94.87%		95.60%				-13.81%		-15.32%		-10.00%		-9.06%		-5.13%		-4.40%				1.00%		0.97%		0.90%		0.94%		0.84%		0.53%

				Feb-09-2022		88.37%		86.39%		91.88%		92.85%		96.24%		96.91%				-11.63%		-13.61%		-8.12%		-7.15%		-3.76%		-3.09%				0.83%		0.88%		0.79%		0.76%		0.67%		0.53%

				Feb-10-2022		86.10%		84.97%		90.68%		91.34%		94.50%		95.31%				-13.90%		-15.03%		-9.32%		-8.66%		-5.50%		-4.69%				1.21%		1.11%		1.17%		1.25%		1.63%		0.53%

				Feb-11-2022		85.04%		82.86%		90.25%		89.00%		92.71%		93.88%				-14.96%		-17.14%		-9.75%		-11.00%		-7.29%		-6.12%				1.08%		1.15%		1.05%		1.31%		1.40%		0.53%

				Feb-14-2022		83.52%		82.33%		89.12%		88.24%		92.35%		93.50%				-16.48%		-17.67%		-10.88%		-11.76%		-7.65%		-6.50%				1.11%		1.03%		1.13%		1.08%		1.06%		0.54%

				Feb-15-2022		84.30%		83.52%		92.55%		89.83%		93.81%		94.92%				-15.70%		-16.48%		-7.45%		-10.17%		-6.19%		-5.08%				0.95%		0.93%		0.65%		0.85%		0.78%		0.52%

				Feb-16-2022		84.94%		84.10%		92.53%		89.76%		93.89%		95.41%				-15.06%		-15.90%		-7.47%		-10.24%		-6.11%		-4.59%				0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.54%

				Feb-17-2022		83.41%		83.36%		90.83%		87.50%		91.90%		93.63%				-16.59%		-16.64%		-9.17%		-12.50%		-8.10%		-6.37%				1.11%		1.05%		1.26%		1.24%		1.39%		0.53%

				Feb-18-2022		83.17%		83.64%		90.80%		86.27%		91.24%		92.78%				-16.83%		-16.36%		-9.20%		-13.73%		-8.76%		-7.22%				1.02%		0.98%		1.00%		1.11%		1.09%		0.52%

				Feb-21-2022		82.77%		83.57%		90.05%		85.94%		91.24%		92.78%				-17.23%		-16.43%		-9.95%		-14.06%		-8.76%		-7.22%				1.03%		1.00%		1.09%		1.03%		1.00%		0.52%

				Feb-22-2022		81.93%		83.48%		89.57%		85.92%		90.32%		91.92%				-18.07%		-16.52%		-10.43%		-14.08%		-9.68%		-8.08%				1.05%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		1.12%		0.52%

				Feb-23-2022		81.40%		82.88%		88.84%		84.39%		88.66%		90.20%				-18.60%		-17.12%		-11.16%		-15.61%		-11.34%		-9.80%				1.03%		1.04%		1.08%		1.12%		1.19%		0.53%

				Feb-24-2022		80.25%		82.15%		86.29%		84.51%		89.98%		91.31%				-19.75%		-17.85%		-13.71%		-15.49%		-10.02%		-8.69%				1.07%		1.05%		1.25%		0.99%		0.87%		0.52%

				Feb-25-2022		81.66%		84.40%		89.50%		87.48%		92.00%		93.51%				-18.34%		-15.60%		-10.50%		-12.52%		-8.00%		-6.49%				0.92%		0.87%		0.75%		0.80%		0.78%		0.51%

				Feb-28-2022		81.59%		84.19%		89.19%		87.47%		91.77%		94.16%				-18.41%		-15.81%		-10.81%		-12.53%		-8.23%		-5.84%				1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.03%		0.51%

				Mar-01-2022		81.29%		83.48%		86.17%		84.23%		90.35%		92.73%				-18.71%		-16.52%		-13.83%		-15.77%		-9.65%		-7.27%				1.02%		1.05%		1.31%		1.28%		1.20%		0.50%

				Mar-02-2022		81.20%		84.76%		88.34%		86.11%		92.03%		94.76%				-18.80%		-15.24%		-11.66%		-13.89%		-7.97%		-5.24%				1.01%		0.92%		0.83%		0.87%		0.81%		0.53%

				Mar-03-2022		81.32%		84.33%		86.18%		86.28%		91.55%		94.84%				-18.68%		-15.67%		-13.82%		-13.72%		-8.45%		-5.16%				0.99%		1.03%		1.20%		0.99%		1.07%		0.62%

				Mar-04-2022		79.91%		83.10%		84.76%		84.48%		90.82%		94.62%				-20.09%		-16.90%		-15.24%		-15.52%		-9.18%		-5.38%				1.08%		1.08%		1.11%		1.14%		1.10%		0.66%

				Mar-07-2022		76.46%		80.89%		82.86%		82.23%		88.14%		92.07%				-23.54%		-19.11%		-17.14%		-17.77%		-11.86%		-7.93%				1.18%		1.14%		1.13%		1.15%		1.33%		0.70%

				Mar-08-2022		75.65%		83.46%		83.95%		82.79%		87.51%		91.49%				-24.35%		-16.54%		-16.05%		-17.21%		-12.49%		-8.51%				1.04%		0.86%		0.93%		0.97%		1.06%		0.73%

				Mar-09-2022		77.45%		84.40%		87.96%		85.14%		89.75%		93.15%				-22.55%		-15.60%		-12.04%		-14.86%		-10.25%		-6.85%				0.92%		0.94%		0.73%		0.86%		0.81%		0.75%

				Mar-10-2022		76.95%		83.10%		88.12%		84.10%		89.37%		93.04%				-23.05%		-16.90%		-11.88%		-15.90%		-10.63%		-6.96%				1.02%		1.09%		0.99%		1.08%		1.04%		0.72%

				Mar-11-2022		76.35%		82.15%		89.22%		83.16%		88.21%		92.29%				-23.65%		-17.85%		-10.78%		-16.84%		-11.79%		-7.71%				1.03%		1.06%		0.90%		1.06%		1.12%		0.72%

				Mar-14-2022		75.54%		85.74%		90.02%		83.41%		87.56%		92.59%				-24.46%		-14.26%		-9.98%		-16.59%		-12.44%		-7.41%				1.04%		0.79%		0.92%		0.98%		1.06%		0.73%

				Mar-15-2022		75.19%		84.49%		90.22%		84.74%		89.43%		94.03%				-24.81%		-15.51%		-9.78%		-15.26%		-10.57%		-5.97%				1.01%		1.09%		0.98%		0.91%		0.84%		0.78%

				Mar-16-2022		77.94%		84.50%		91.84%		87.46%		91.43%		95.27%				-22.06%		-15.50%		-8.16%		-12.54%		-8.57%		-4.73%				0.88%		1.00%		0.82%		0.81%		0.79%		0.77%

				Mar-17-2022		79.86%		86.08%		92.10%		87.86%		92.56%		96.55%				-20.14%		-13.92%		-7.90%		-12.14%		-7.44%		-3.45%				0.91%		0.89%		0.96%		0.97%		0.85%		0.72%

				Mar-18-2022		80.37%		87.48%		92.67%		89.06%		93.64%		96.93%				-19.63%		-12.52%		-7.33%		-10.94%		-6.36%		-3.07%				0.97%		0.89%		0.92%		0.89%		0.83%		0.72%

				Mar-21-2022		80.04%		87.10%		92.20%		88.90%		93.60%		97.09%				-19.96%		-12.90%		-7.80%		-11.10%		-6.40%		-2.91%				1.02%		1.03%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		0.72%

				Mar-22-2022		80.08%		87.02%		92.07%		89.45%		94.66%		97.61%				-19.92%		-12.98%		-7.93%		-10.55%		-5.34%		-2.39%				1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		0.95%		0.80%		0.75%

				Mar-23-2022		79.37%		86.91%		89.52%		88.20%		93.50%		96.71%				-20.63%		-13.09%		-10.48%		-11.80%		-6.50%		-3.29%				1.04%		1.01%		1.37%		1.13%		1.27%		0.76%

				Mar-24-2022		79.11%		85.57%		88.59%		89.22%		94.84%		97.44%				-20.89%		-14.43%		-11.41%		-10.78%		-5.16%		-2.56%				1.01%		1.11%		1.10%		0.91%		0.76%		0.76%

				Mar-25-2022		78.47%		84.88%		88.77%		90.49%		95.32%		98.05%				-21.53%		-15.12%		-11.23%		-9.51%		-4.68%		-1.95%				1.03%		1.05%		0.98%		0.87%		0.88%		0.75%

				Mar-28-2022		78.07%		84.42%		88.35%		90.16%		96.00%		98.08%				-21.93%		-15.58%		-11.65%		-9.84%		-4.00%		-1.92%				1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		0.82%		0.77%

				Mar-29-2022		79.00%		85.61%		90.83%		91.45%		97.18%		98.96%				-21.00%		-14.39%		-9.17%		-8.55%		-2.82%		-1.04%				0.96%		0.92%		0.77%		0.85%		0.61%		0.77%

				Mar-30-2022		79.77%		86.25%		90.00%		90.84%		96.56%		98.81%				-20.23%		-13.75%		-10.00%		-9.16%		-3.44%		-1.19%				0.96%		0.95%		1.10%		1.08%		1.34%		0.77%

				Mar-31-2022		79.10%		84.67%		88.71%		89.58%		95.05%		97.26%				-20.90%		-15.33%		-11.29%		-10.42%		-4.95%		-2.74%				1.03%		1.12%		1.14%		1.15%		1.62%		0.77%

				Apr-01-2022		79.74%		84.38%		89.44%		89.96%		95.38%		96.58%				-20.26%		-15.62%		-10.56%		-10.04%		-4.62%		-3.42%				0.97%		1.02%		0.93%		0.96%		0.92%		0.77%

				Apr-04-2022		79.68%		84.58%		88.64%		89.84%		96.15%		96.41%				-20.32%		-15.42%		-11.36%		-10.16%		-3.85%		-3.59%				1.00%		0.99%		1.08%		1.01%		0.79%		0.75%

				Apr-05-2022		79.07%		83.44%		86.56%		88.22%		94.94%		95.07%				-20.93%		-16.56%		-13.44%		-11.78%		-5.06%		-4.93%				1.03%		1.08%		1.20%		1.18%		1.42%		0.78%

				Apr-06-2022		77.94%		82.07%		85.81%		87.55%		94.02%		94.34%				-22.06%		-17.93%		-14.19%		-12.45%		-5.98%		-5.66%				1.06%		1.09%		1.06%		1.06%		1.23%		0.78%

				Apr-07-2022		77.04%		82.60%		86.16%		86.95%		94.42%		94.63%				-22.96%		-17.40%		-13.84%		-13.05%		-5.58%		-5.37%				1.04%		0.97%		0.97%		1.05%		0.92%		0.79%

				Apr-08-2022		76.50%		82.89%		85.80%		85.89%		94.17%		94.06%				-23.50%		-17.11%		-14.20%		-14.11%		-5.83%		-5.94%				1.02%		0.98%		1.03%		1.09%		1.05%		0.78%

				Apr-11-2022		74.44%		81.65%		85.44%		84.91%		92.58%		93.78%				-25.56%		-18.35%		-14.56%		-15.09%		-7.42%		-6.22%				1.09%		1.08%		1.03%		1.07%		1.33%		0.81%

				Apr-12-2022		74.85%		81.54%		86.14%		84.91%		92.26%		93.65%				-25.15%		-18.46%		-13.86%		-15.09%		-7.74%		-6.35%				0.98%		1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		1.05%		0.81%

				Apr-13-2022		75.70%		83.05%		87.29%		86.01%		93.29%		94.56%				-24.30%		-16.95%		-12.71%		-13.99%		-6.71%		-5.44%				0.96%		0.91%		0.91%		0.92%		0.85%		0.81%

				Apr-14-2022		76.06%		81.06%		87.61%		85.61%		92.16%		94.47%				-23.94%		-18.94%		-12.39%		-14.39%		-7.84%		-5.53%				0.98%		1.12%		0.97%		1.03%		1.20%		0.80%

				Apr-15-2022		75.94%		81.06%		87.61%		85.61%		92.16%		94.47%				-24.06%		-18.94%		-12.39%		-14.39%		-7.84%		-5.53%				1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-18-2022		75.18%		80.70%		87.19%		85.21%		92.14%		94.11%				-24.82%		-19.30%		-12.81%		-14.79%		-7.86%		-5.89%				1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-19-2022		75.56%		82.69%		87.45%		87.38%		93.62%		95.81%				-24.44%		-17.31%		-12.55%		-12.62%		-6.38%		-4.19%				0.98%		0.89%		0.98%		0.84%		0.78%		0.82%

				Apr-20-2022		76.79%		83.78%		89.54%		88.17%		93.56%		96.33%				-23.21%		-16.22%		-10.46%		-11.83%		-6.44%		-3.67%				0.95%		0.93%		0.82%		0.93%		1.01%		0.81%

				Apr-21-2022		76.18%		84.68%		89.84%		88.11%		92.18%		95.36%				-23.82%		-15.32%		-10.16%		-11.89%		-7.82%		-4.64%				1.03%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		1.25%		0.80%

				Apr-22-2022		75.12%		82.46%		87.88%		85.51%		89.63%		92.99%				-24.88%		-17.54%		-12.12%		-14.49%		-10.37%		-7.01%				1.05%		1.16%		1.21%		1.24%		1.37%		0.78%

				Apr-25-2022		73.65%		80.87%		87.26%		85.37%		90.14%		92.99%				-26.35%		-19.13%		-12.74%		-14.63%		-9.86%		-7.01%				1.06%		1.10%		1.06%		1.01%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-26-2022		71.38%		78.97%		85.10%		83.01%		87.60%		90.95%				-28.62%		-21.03%		-14.90%		-16.99%		-12.40%		-9.05%				1.09%		1.10%		1.18%		1.17%		1.29%		0.80%

				Apr-27-2022		71.59%		78.67%		84.94%		82.80%		87.78%		91.28%				-28.41%		-21.33%		-15.06%		-17.20%		-12.22%		-8.72%				0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		0.81%

				Apr-28-2022		71.52%		79.97%		83.12%		84.25%		89.96%		92.32%				-28.48%		-20.03%		-16.88%		-15.75%		-10.04%		-7.68%				1.00%		0.94%		1.13%		0.91%		0.81%		0.82%

				Apr-29-2022		72.04%		78.38%		84.01%		84.33%		86.69%		89.90%				-27.96%		-21.62%		-15.99%		-15.67%		-13.31%		-10.10%				0.98%		1.08%		0.94%		0.99%		1.36%		0.80%

				May-02-2022		71.88%		77.21%		83.31%		85.15%		87.18%		90.05%				-28.12%		-22.79%		-16.69%		-14.85%		-12.82%		-9.95%				1.01%		1.06%		1.05%		0.94%		0.96%		0.79%

				May-03-2022		71.88%		76.51%		84.61%		85.61%		87.61%		90.68%				-28.12%		-23.49%		-15.39%		-14.39%		-12.39%		-9.32%				1.00%		1.03%		0.92%		0.97%		0.96%		0.82%

				May-04-2022		71.38%		78.53%		85.39%		86.45%		90.22%		93.28%				-28.62%		-21.47%		-14.61%		-13.55%		-9.78%		-6.72%				1.02%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		0.77%		0.81%

				May-05-2022		70.68%		75.85%		83.55%		83.75%		87.01%		90.80%				-29.32%		-24.15%		-16.45%		-16.25%		-12.99%		-9.20%				1.03%		1.13%		1.14%		1.22%		1.37%		0.84%

				May-06-2022		69.67%		73.98%		82.43%		82.86%		86.51%		90.21%				-30.33%		-26.02%		-17.57%		-17.14%		-13.49%		-9.79%				1.04%		1.08%		1.07%		1.06%		1.04%		0.84%

				May-09-2022		68.11%		72.55%		80.03%		80.75%		83.74%		88.04%				-31.89%		-27.45%		-19.97%		-19.25%		-16.26%		-11.96%				1.05%		1.06%		1.14%		1.13%		1.22%		0.88%

				May-10-2022		68.35%		72.84%		79.98%		80.70%		83.95%		87.47%				-31.65%		-27.16%		-20.02%		-19.30%		-16.05%		-12.53%				0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.90%

				May-11-2022		68.52%		72.35%		79.65%		80.42%		82.56%		86.66%				-31.48%		-27.65%		-20.35%		-19.58%		-17.44%		-13.34%				0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.09%		0.90%

				May-12-2022		69.07%		74.08%		79.20%		80.76%		82.46%		86.78%				-30.93%		-25.92%		-20.80%		-19.24%		-17.54%		-13.22%				0.98%		0.94%		1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		0.89%

				May-13-2022		70.34%		74.94%		80.65%		81.75%		84.43%		87.85%				-29.66%		-25.06%		-19.35%		-18.25%		-15.57%		-12.15%				0.96%		0.97%		0.93%		0.95%		0.88%		0.87%

				May-16-2022		69.75%		74.38%		80.33%		81.75%		84.09%		87.71%				-30.25%		-25.62%		-19.67%		-18.25%		-15.91%		-12.29%				1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.86%

				May-17-2022		70.71%		75.93%		82.10%		83.73%		85.79%		89.71%				-29.29%		-24.07%		-17.90%		-16.27%		-14.21%		-10.29%				0.97%		0.94%		0.91%		0.89%		0.89%		0.89%

				May-18-2022		68.94%		72.92%		80.68%		81.36%		82.32%		86.34%				-31.06%		-27.08%		-19.32%		-18.64%		-17.68%		-13.66%				1.06%		1.13%		1.08%		1.16%		1.26%		0.89%

				May-19-2022		68.77%		73.07%		80.56%		81.30%		81.84%		85.52%				-31.23%		-26.93%		-19.44%		-18.70%		-18.16%		-14.48%				1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.89%

				May-20-2022		69.04%		72.85%		80.40%		80.46%		81.86%		84.61%				-30.96%		-27.15%		-19.60%		-19.54%		-18.14%		-15.39%				0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		0.91%

				May-23-2022		68.73%		73.34%		81.33%		81.11%		83.37%		85.99%				-31.27%		-26.66%		-18.67%		-18.89%		-16.63%		-14.01%				1.01%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		0.91%		0.90%

				May-24-2022		67.95%		72.89%		82.09%		80.43%		82.70%		85.88%				-32.05%		-27.11%		-17.91%		-19.57%		-17.30%		-14.12%				1.03%		1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.04%		0.92%

				May-25-2022		68.03%		72.74%		82.19%		80.63%		83.48%		86.43%				-31.97%		-27.26%		-17.81%		-19.37%		-16.52%		-13.57%				1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.95%		0.91%

				May-26-2022		68.71%		73.58%		83.74%		82.51%		85.14%		88.16%				-31.29%		-26.42%		-16.26%		-17.49%		-14.86%		-11.84%				0.98%		0.97%		0.91%		0.90%		0.89%		0.92%

				May-27-2022		69.63%		75.47%		85.85%		84.35%		87.24%		89.96%				-30.37%		-24.53%		-14.15%		-15.65%		-12.76%		-10.04%				0.97%		0.93%		0.86%		0.89%		0.85%		0.92%

				May-30-2022		70.70%		76.06%		86.27%		84.68%		87.24%		89.96%				-29.30%		-23.94%		-13.73%		-15.32%		-12.76%		-10.04%				0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-31-2022		70.22%		75.33%		84.72%		83.75%		86.70%		89.20%				-29.78%		-24.67%		-15.28%		-16.25%		-13.30%		-10.80%				1.02%		1.03%		1.12%		1.06%		1.05%		0.92%

				Jun-01-2022		69.92%		75.19%		83.24%		83.14%		86.05%		88.64%				-30.08%		-24.81%		-16.76%		-16.86%		-13.95%		-11.36%				1.01%		1.01%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		0.92%

				Jun-02-2022		70.53%		76.38%		85.24%		85.22%		87.63%		90.32%				-29.47%		-23.62%		-14.76%		-14.78%		-12.37%		-9.68%				0.98%		0.95%		0.87%		0.87%		0.88%		0.96%

				Jun-03-2022		70.00%		75.42%		84.76%		84.31%		86.20%		90.00%				-30.00%		-24.58%		-15.24%		-15.69%		-13.80%		-10.00%				1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.07%		1.13%		0.96%

				Jun-06-2022		70.03%		75.70%		85.45%		84.61%		86.47%		90.36%				-29.97%		-24.30%		-14.55%		-15.39%		-13.53%		-9.64%				1.00%		0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		0.96%

				Jun-07-2022		70.29%		75.84%		85.70%		85.20%		87.30%		91.58%				-29.71%		-24.16%		-14.30%		-14.80%		-12.70%		-8.42%				0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.96%		0.93%		0.95%

				Jun-08-2022		69.94%		75.13%		84.79%		84.31%		86.35%		89.91%				-30.06%		-24.87%		-15.21%		-15.69%		-13.65%		-10.09%				1.01%		1.03%		1.07%		1.06%		1.08%		0.96%

				Jun-09-2022		68.69%		73.71%		84.39%		82.76%		84.30%		88.14%				-31.31%		-26.29%		-15.61%		-17.24%		-15.70%		-11.86%				1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.11%		1.16%		0.98%

				Jun-10-2022		67.10%		72.02%		82.10%		80.04%		81.84%		85.53%				-32.90%		-27.98%		-17.90%		-19.96%		-18.16%		-14.47%				1.05%		1.07%		1.16%		1.17%		1.17%		0.99%

				Jun-13-2022		65.02%		70.28%		79.17%		78.04%		78.67%		82.94%				-34.98%		-29.72%		-20.83%		-21.96%		-21.33%		-17.06%				1.07%		1.06%		1.17%		1.11%		1.18%		0.99%

				Jun-14-2022		64.61%		69.83%		78.14%		77.29%		78.37%		82.74%				-35.39%		-30.17%		-21.86%		-22.71%		-21.63%		-17.26%				1.01%		1.02%		1.05%		1.04%		1.01%		0.97%

				Jun-15-2022		65.74%		69.90%		78.88%		78.15%		79.52%		83.57%				-34.26%		-30.10%		-21.12%		-21.85%		-20.48%		-16.43%				0.97%		1.00%		0.96%		0.96%		0.94%		0.99%

				Jun-16-2022		64.35%		67.24%		74.50%		75.08%		76.93%		80.75%				-35.65%		-32.76%		-25.50%		-24.92%		-23.07%		-19.25%				1.04%		1.09%		1.22%		1.15%		1.13%		0.99%

				Jun-17-2022		64.17%		67.27%		75.28%		74.66%		77.10%		80.56%				-35.83%		-32.73%		-24.72%		-25.34%		-22.90%		-19.44%				1.01%		1.00%		0.97%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%

				Jun-20-2022		65.31%		67.47%		75.36%		74.88%		77.10%		80.56%				-34.69%		-32.53%		-24.64%		-25.12%		-22.90%		-19.44%				0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%

				Jun-21-2022		66.29%		68.37%		76.96%		75.55%		78.99%		82.00%				-33.71%		-31.63%		-23.04%		-24.45%		-21.01%		-18.00%				0.97%		0.97%		0.93%		0.97%		0.91%		1.01%

				Jun-22-2022		65.55%		67.54%		77.44%		74.49%		78.89%		81.56%				-34.45%		-32.46%		-22.56%		-25.51%		-21.11%		-18.44%				1.02%		1.03%		0.98%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%

				Jun-23-2022		65.98%		67.06%		77.36%		73.31%		79.64%		81.13%				-34.02%		-32.94%		-22.64%		-26.69%		-20.36%		-18.87%				0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		0.96%		0.97%

				Jun-24-2022		68.16%		69.94%		80.20%		75.97%		82.07%		83.96%				-31.84%		-30.06%		-19.80%		-24.03%		-17.93%		-16.04%				0.93%		0.91%		0.87%		0.90%		0.87%		0.94%

				Jun-27-2022		69.18%		70.98%		80.64%		75.87%		81.83%		83.75%				-30.82%		-29.02%		-19.36%		-24.13%		-18.17%		-16.25%				0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		0.95%

				Jun-28-2022		68.67%		69.61%		80.04%		74.97%		80.18%		82.79%				-31.33%		-30.39%		-19.96%		-25.03%		-19.82%		-17.21%				1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.10%		0.98%

				Jun-29-2022		68.52%		69.88%		78.95%		74.00%		80.12%		82.28%				-31.48%		-30.12%		-21.05%		-26.00%		-19.88%		-17.72%				1.00%		0.99%		1.06%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%

				Jun-30-2022		69.03%		68.84%		78.81%		73.40%		79.42%		82.51%				-30.97%		-31.16%		-21.19%		-26.60%		-20.58%		-17.49%				0.98%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		1.04%		1.00%

				Jul-01-2022		68.81%		69.11%		79.12%		73.58%		80.26%		83.26%				-31.19%		-30.89%		-20.88%		-26.42%		-19.74%		-16.74%				1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.02%

				Jul-04-2022		69.32%		69.45%		79.29%		73.34%		80.26%		83.26%				-30.68%		-30.55%		-20.71%		-26.66%		-19.74%		-16.74%				0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%

				Jul-05-2022		69.08%		68.74%		78.76%		71.95%		80.39%		81.98%				-30.92%		-31.26%		-21.24%		-28.05%		-19.61%		-18.02%				1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.05%		0.99%		1.04%

				Jul-06-2022		68.89%		70.33%		78.71%		72.58%		80.67%		82.48%				-31.11%		-29.67%		-21.29%		-27.42%		-19.33%		-17.52%				1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%		1.04%

				Jul-07-2022		69.05%		71.28%		80.01%		73.13%		81.88%		83.46%				-30.95%		-28.72%		-19.99%		-26.87%		-18.12%		-16.54%				0.99%		0.97%		0.94%		0.98%		0.93%		1.03%

				Jul-08-2022		68.72%		71.06%		80.03%		73.18%		81.81%		83.08%				-31.28%		-28.94%		-19.97%		-26.82%		-18.19%		-16.92%				1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%

				Jul-11-2022		68.64%		70.85%		79.45%		72.67%		80.87%		82.52%				-31.36%		-29.15%		-20.55%		-27.33%		-19.13%		-17.48%				1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%

				Jul-12-2022		69.10%		70.32%		79.48%		72.60%		80.12%		82.26%				-30.90%		-29.68%		-20.52%		-27.40%		-19.88%		-17.74%				0.98%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.03%

				Jul-13-2022		68.09%		68.95%		79.34%		71.98%		79.77%		81.27%				-31.91%		-31.05%		-20.66%		-28.02%		-20.23%		-18.73%				1.03%		1.05%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.03%

				Jul-14-2022		66.54%		69.35%		78.90%		71.15%		79.53%		80.80%				-33.46%		-30.65%		-21.10%		-28.85%		-20.47%		-19.20%				1.05%		0.99%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%

				Jul-15-2022		66.70%		70.69%		80.43%		72.69%		81.05%		82.07%				-33.30%		-29.31%		-19.57%		-27.31%		-18.95%		-17.93%				1.00%		0.95%		0.92%		0.94%		0.92%		1.03%

				Jul-18-2022		66.86%		70.07%		80.53%		72.45%		80.38%		81.58%				-33.14%		-29.93%		-19.47%		-27.55%		-19.62%		-18.42%				1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.02%

				Jul-19-2022		68.23%		71.46%		83.06%		75.13%		82.60%		84.51%				-31.77%		-28.54%		-16.94%		-24.87%		-17.40%		-15.49%				0.96%		0.95%		0.86%		0.90%		0.88%		1.05%

				Jul-20-2022		69.14%		72.45%		83.08%		75.67%		83.08%		85.13%				-30.86%		-27.55%		-16.92%		-24.33%		-16.92%		-14.87%				0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		1.05%

				Jul-21-2022		70.05%		73.15%		83.99%		76.82%		83.90%		85.71%				-29.95%		-26.85%		-16.01%		-23.18%		-16.10%		-14.29%				0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.95%		0.95%		1.09%

				Jul-22-2022		70.63%		73.41%		83.99%		76.89%		83.12%		85.45%				-29.37%		-26.59%		-16.01%		-23.11%		-16.88%		-14.55%				0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.05%		1.13%

				Jul-25-2022		70.67%		73.87%		83.84%		77.00%		83.23%		85.85%				-29.33%		-26.13%		-16.16%		-23.00%		-16.77%		-14.15%				1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.14%

				Jul-26-2022		70.80%		72.14%		83.38%		76.68%		82.27%		85.40%				-29.20%		-27.86%		-16.62%		-23.32%		-17.73%		-14.60%				1.00%		1.07%		1.03%		1.01%		1.06%		1.15%

				Jul-27-2022		71.02%		73.54%		84.37%		78.28%		84.42%		86.74%				-28.98%		-26.46%		-15.63%		-21.72%		-15.58%		-13.26%				0.99%		0.95%		0.94%		0.93%		0.87%		1.16%

				Jul-28-2022		71.87%		75.54%		88.09%		80.57%		85.44%		88.54%				-28.13%		-24.46%		-11.91%		-19.43%		-14.56%		-11.46%				0.97%		0.92%		0.75%		0.89%		0.93%		1.11%

				Jul-29-2022		72.63%		79.80%		90.88%		82.00%		86.66%		90.31%				-27.37%		-20.20%		-9.12%		-18.00%		-13.34%		-9.69%				0.97%		0.82%		0.74%		0.92%		0.91%		1.09%

				Aug-01-2022		72.74%		80.12%		90.96%		81.96%		86.41%		90.43%				-27.26%		-19.88%		-9.04%		-18.04%		-13.59%		-9.57%				1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-02-2022		71.60%		78.79%		89.39%		81.01%		85.84%		89.48%				-28.40%		-21.21%		-10.61%		-18.99%		-14.16%		-10.52%				1.04%		1.07%		1.20%		1.06%		1.05%		1.05%

				Aug-03-2022		71.89%		78.89%		89.76%		82.26%		87.18%		90.35%				-28.11%		-21.11%		-10.24%		-17.74%		-12.82%		-9.65%				0.99%		1.00%		0.96%		0.93%		0.90%		1.06%

				Aug-04-2022		72.77%		79.84%		89.16%		82.93%		87.11%		90.63%				-27.23%		-20.16%		-10.84%		-17.07%		-12.89%		-9.37%				0.97%		0.95%		1.06%		0.96%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-05-2022		72.58%		80.19%		87.98%		82.65%		86.97%		90.82%				-27.42%		-19.81%		-12.02%		-17.35%		-13.03%		-9.18%				1.01%		0.98%		1.12%		1.02%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-08-2022		72.83%		80.49%		88.48%		83.01%		86.86%		90.75%				-27.17%		-19.51%		-11.52%		-16.99%		-13.14%		-9.25%				0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.98%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-09-2022		72.33%		79.18%		87.57%		81.59%		86.49%		90.42%				-27.67%		-20.82%		-12.43%		-18.41%		-13.51%		-9.58%				1.02%		1.07%		1.09%		1.09%		1.03%		1.01%

				Aug-10-2022		73.19%		81.69%		89.59%		83.29%		88.34%		92.42%				-26.81%		-18.31%		-10.41%		-16.71%		-11.66%		-7.58%				0.97%		0.87%		0.82%		0.90%		0.85%		1.04%

				Aug-11-2022		73.93%		81.91%		90.32%		83.85%		88.27%		92.85%				-26.07%		-18.09%		-9.68%		-16.15%		-11.73%		-7.15%				0.97%		0.99%		0.92%		0.96%		1.01%		1.04%

				Aug-12-2022		75.21%		82.73%		91.80%		85.04%		89.80%		94.21%				-24.79%		-17.27%		-8.20%		-14.96%		-10.20%		-5.79%				0.95%		0.95%		0.83%		0.92%		0.86%		1.03%

				Aug-15-2022		75.80%		82.98%		91.36%		85.35%		90.16%		94.44%				-24.20%		-17.02%		-8.64%		-14.65%		-9.84%		-5.56%				0.98%		0.98%		1.06%		0.98%		0.96%		1.01%

				Aug-16-2022		75.70%		83.38%		91.43%		85.92%		90.33%		94.86%				-24.30%		-16.62%		-8.57%		-14.08%		-9.67%		-5.14%				1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		1.01%

				Aug-17-2022		76.03%		83.34%		90.97%		84.79%		89.67%		94.12%				-23.97%		-16.66%		-9.03%		-15.21%		-10.33%		-5.88%				0.99%		1.00%		1.06%		1.09%		1.08%		1.02%

				Aug-18-2022		76.10%		83.45%		91.54%		85.62%		89.88%		94.43%				-23.90%		-16.55%		-8.46%		-14.38%		-10.12%		-5.57%				1.00%		0.99%		0.93%		0.94%		0.98%		1.00%

				Aug-19-2022		74.50%		81.90%		90.04%		84.15%		88.72%		93.23%				-25.50%		-18.10%		-9.96%		-15.85%		-11.28%		-6.77%				1.07%		1.10%		1.20%		1.11%		1.13%		0.98%

				Aug-22-2022		73.25%		80.45%		88.13%		81.96%		86.82%		91.42%				-26.75%		-19.55%		-11.87%		-18.04%		-13.18%		-8.58%				1.05%		1.08%		1.21%		1.15%		1.18%		1.00%

				Aug-23-2022		72.63%		79.75%		87.98%		82.03%		86.63%		91.59%				-27.37%		-20.25%		-12.02%		-17.97%		-13.37%		-8.41%				1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%

				Aug-24-2022		72.50%		80.35%		89.02%		82.15%		86.88%		91.88%				-27.50%		-19.65%		-10.98%		-17.85%		-13.12%		-8.12%				1.00%		0.97%		0.91%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%

				Aug-25-2022		73.76%		81.04%		90.30%		83.42%		88.10%		93.29%				-26.24%		-18.96%		-9.70%		-16.58%		-11.90%		-6.71%				0.95%		0.96%		0.87%		0.92%		0.90%		0.98%

				Aug-26-2022		72.35%		79.02%		88.43%		80.39%		85.13%		90.01%				-27.65%		-20.98%		-11.57%		-19.61%		-14.87%		-9.99%				1.06%		1.11%		1.21%		1.19%		1.27%		1.00%

				Aug-29-2022		71.25%		78.48%		88.17%		79.93%		84.57%		89.62%				-28.75%		-21.52%		-11.83%		-20.07%		-15.43%		-10.38%				1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%

				Aug-30-2022		71.60%		77.87%		86.99%		79.59%		83.63%		88.29%				-28.40%		-22.13%		-13.01%		-20.41%		-16.37%		-11.71%				0.99%		1.03%		1.11%		1.02%		1.07%		0.97%

				Aug-31-2022		71.97%		77.13%		87.09%		78.73%		82.98%		87.53%				-28.03%		-22.87%		-12.91%		-21.27%		-17.02%		-12.47%				0.99%		1.04%		0.99%		1.04%		1.04%		1.01%

				Sep-01-2022		72.68%		76.69%		85.58%		79.06%		83.23%		87.65%				-27.32%		-23.31%		-14.42%		-20.94%		-16.77%		-12.35%				0.97%		1.02%		1.13%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%

				Sep-02-2022		72.19%		76.41%		86.41%		78.53%		82.34%		86.78%				-27.81%		-23.59%		-13.59%		-21.47%		-17.66%		-13.22%				1.02%		1.01%		0.94%		1.03%		1.06%		0.99%

				Sep-05-2022		72.12%		76.18%		85.59%		78.17%		82.34%		86.78%				-27.88%		-23.82%		-14.41%		-21.83%		-17.66%		-13.22%				1.00%		1.01%		1.07%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%

				Sep-06-2022		71.86%		76.63%		85.00%		77.90%		82.00%		86.92%				-28.14%		-23.37%		-15.00%		-22.10%		-18.00%		-13.08%				1.01%		0.98%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%

				Sep-07-2022		72.87%		77.70%		86.72%		79.37%		83.50%		88.34%				-27.13%		-22.30%		-13.28%		-20.63%		-16.50%		-11.66%				0.96%		0.95%		0.88%		0.93%		0.91%		1.01%

				Sep-08-2022		73.92%		78.11%		87.64%		79.57%		84.05%		88.58%				-26.08%		-21.89%		-12.36%		-20.43%		-15.95%		-11.42%				0.96%		0.98%		0.93%		0.99%		0.96%		1.05%

				Sep-09-2022		75.09%		79.20%		89.69%		81.13%		85.34%		89.73%				-24.91%		-20.80%		-10.31%		-18.87%		-14.66%		-10.27%				0.95%		0.95%		0.82%		0.92%		0.91%		1.03%

				Sep-12-2022		75.81%		79.70%		90.98%		81.82%		86.24%		90.27%				-24.19%		-20.30%		-9.02%		-18.18%		-13.76%		-9.73%				0.97%		0.97%		0.86%		0.96%		0.93%		1.02%

				Sep-13-2022		74.37%		77.56%		88.31%		78.50%		82.51%		86.85%				-25.63%		-22.44%		-11.69%		-21.50%		-17.49%		-13.15%				1.06%		1.11%		1.33%		1.19%		1.29%		1.04%

				Sep-14-2022		73.61%		76.42%		87.93%		77.29%		82.79%		86.69%				-26.39%		-23.58%		-12.07%		-22.71%		-17.21%		-13.31%				1.03%		1.05%		1.04%		1.06%		0.98%		1.02%

				Sep-15-2022		73.62%		74.75%		87.77%		76.16%		81.85%		85.77%				-26.38%		-25.25%		-12.23%		-23.84%		-18.15%		-14.23%				1.00%		1.07%		1.01%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%

				Sep-16-2022		71.75%		73.75%		87.42%		75.21%		81.27%		84.00%				-28.25%		-26.25%		-12.58%		-24.79%		-18.73%		-16.00%				1.07%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%

				Sep-19-2022		72.03%		74.50%		88.63%		75.99%		81.82%		85.12%				-27.97%		-25.50%		-11.37%		-24.01%		-18.18%		-14.88%				0.99%		0.97%		0.90%		0.97%		0.97%		1.03%

				Sep-20-2022		70.48%		73.69%		87.46%		75.01%		80.90%		84.07%				-29.52%		-26.31%		-12.54%		-24.99%		-19.10%		-15.93%				1.06%		1.03%		1.11%		1.04%		1.05%		1.04%

				Sep-21-2022		69.10%		72.51%		87.15%		74.16%		79.52%		82.94%				-30.90%		-27.49%		-12.85%		-25.84%		-20.48%		-17.06%				1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.08%		1.03%

				Sep-22-2022		67.29%		71.14%		85.87%		72.95%		78.85%		81.71%				-32.71%		-28.86%		-14.13%		-27.05%		-21.15%		-18.29%				1.06%		1.05%		1.11%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%

				Sep-23-2022		66.83%		69.97%		83.51%		71.68%		77.49%		80.18%				-33.17%		-30.03%		-16.49%		-28.32%		-22.51%		-19.82%				1.01%		1.04%		1.18%		1.05%		1.07%		1.02%

				Sep-26-2022		66.02%		69.56%		82.64%		70.98%		76.69%		79.27%				-33.98%		-30.44%		-17.36%		-29.02%		-23.31%		-20.73%				1.03%		1.01%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%

				Sep-27-2022		66.24%		68.29%		81.85%		70.92%		76.52%		79.03%				-33.76%		-31.71%		-18.15%		-29.08%		-23.48%		-20.97%				0.99%		1.04%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.04%

				Sep-28-2022		67.03%		70.13%		83.44%		72.54%		78.03%		80.80%				-32.97%		-29.87%		-16.56%		-27.46%		-21.97%		-19.20%				0.98%		0.94%		0.91%		0.94%		0.93%		1.05%

				Sep-29-2022		66.09%		68.91%		82.86%		70.96%		76.38%		79.32%				-33.91%		-31.09%		-17.14%		-29.04%		-23.62%		-20.68%				1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%		1.08%		1.05%

				Sep-30-2022		65.55%		68.80%		83.49%		70.25%		75.23%		78.28%				-34.45%		-31.20%		-16.51%		-29.75%		-24.77%		-21.72%				1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.03%		1.05%		1.04%

				Oct-03-2022		67.18%		71.31%		86.14%		72.70%		77.18%		80.67%				-32.82%		-28.69%		-13.86%		-27.30%		-22.82%		-19.33%				0.95%		0.92%		0.83%		0.91%		0.92%		1.04%

				Oct-04-2022		68.97%		74.38%		88.92%		75.58%		79.54%		83.49%				-31.03%		-25.62%		-11.08%		-24.42%		-20.46%		-16.51%				0.94%		0.89%		0.78%		0.89%		0.89%		1.00%

				Oct-05-2022		68.80%		74.32%		87.31%		75.94%		79.38%		83.01%				-31.20%		-25.68%		-12.69%		-24.06%		-20.62%		-16.99%				1.01%		1.00%		1.16%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%

				Oct-06-2022		68.09%		73.45%		87.54%		75.09%		78.56%		82.10%				-31.91%		-26.55%		-12.46%		-24.91%		-21.44%		-17.90%				1.02%		1.04%		0.98%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%

				Oct-07-2022		66.09%		71.28%		85.78%		73.11%		76.36%		80.52%				-33.91%		-28.72%		-14.22%		-26.89%		-23.64%		-19.48%				1.06%		1.08%		1.15%		1.08%		1.11%		1.05%

				Oct-10-2022		66.03%		71.34%		85.95%		73.04%		75.79%		80.79%				-33.97%		-28.66%		-14.05%		-26.96%		-24.21%		-19.21%				1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.03%		1.05%

				Oct-11-2022		65.51%		71.48%		86.79%		73.17%		75.30%		80.80%				-34.49%		-28.52%		-13.21%		-26.83%		-24.70%		-19.20%				1.02%		0.99%		0.94%		0.99%		1.02%		1.05%

				Oct-12-2022		65.04%		70.49%		85.86%		72.92%		75.05%		80.14%				-34.96%		-29.51%		-14.14%		-27.08%		-24.95%		-19.86%				1.01%		1.04%		1.08%		1.01%		1.01%		1.06%

				Oct-13-2022		64.49%		71.31%		87.63%		75.22%		77.00%		81.90%				-35.51%		-28.69%		-12.37%		-24.78%		-23.00%		-18.10%				1.02%		0.97%		0.87%		0.91%		0.92%		1.08%

				Oct-14-2022		64.33%		69.10%		86.66%		73.50%		75.18%		80.07%				-35.67%		-30.90%		-13.34%		-26.50%		-24.82%		-19.93%				1.00%		1.08%		1.09%		1.07%		1.08%		1.07%

				Oct-17-2022		65.01%		71.06%		89.91%		75.15%		77.17%		81.87%				-34.99%		-28.94%		-10.09%		-24.85%		-22.83%		-18.13%				0.98%		0.93%		0.74%		0.94%		0.92%		1.07%

				Oct-18-2022		65.85%		72.65%		91.26%		76.37%		78.05%		83.80%				-34.15%		-27.35%		-8.74%		-23.63%		-21.95%		-16.20%				0.98%		0.94%		0.85%		0.95%		0.96%		1.09%

				Oct-19-2022		63.46%		70.61%		90.64%		75.95%		77.53%		83.23%				-36.54%		-29.39%		-9.36%		-24.05%		-22.47%		-16.77%				1.07%		1.08%		1.08%		1.02%		1.02%		1.07%

				Oct-20-2022		62.22%		69.50%		89.14%		75.43%		76.91%		81.64%				-37.78%		-30.50%		-10.86%		-24.57%		-23.09%		-18.36%				1.03%		1.04%		1.18%		1.02%		1.03%		1.07%

				Oct-21-2022		62.75%		70.62%		90.00%		77.39%		78.74%		83.80%				-37.25%		-29.38%		-10.00%		-22.61%		-21.26%		-16.20%				0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.92%		0.92%		1.08%

				Oct-24-2022		62.88%		72.29%		91.79%		79.13%		79.67%		84.93%				-37.12%		-27.71%		-8.21%		-20.87%		-20.33%		-15.07%				1.00%		0.94%		0.80%		0.92%		0.95%		1.09%

				Oct-25-2022		64.46%		73.89%		93.79%		80.72%		80.97%		86.07%				-35.54%		-26.11%		-6.21%		-19.28%		-19.03%		-13.93%				0.96%		0.94%		0.72%		0.92%		0.93%		1.08%

				Oct-26-2022		64.94%		75.11%		94.81%		80.96%		80.37%		86.37%				-35.06%		-24.89%		-5.19%		-19.04%		-19.63%		-13.63%				0.99%		0.95%		0.80%		0.99%		1.03%		1.10%

				Oct-27-2022		65.32%		74.99%		97.93%		82.17%		79.88%		87.36%				-34.68%		-25.01%		-2.07%		-17.83%		-20.12%		-12.64%				0.99%		1.01%		0.26%		0.93%		1.03%		1.10%

				Oct-28-2022		65.47%		77.31%		99.99%		84.44%		81.85%		89.44%				-34.53%		-22.69%		-0.01%		-15.56%		-18.15%		-10.56%				1.00%		0.90%		-0.93%		0.87%		0.90%		1.09%

				Oct-31-2022		64.72%		77.51%		100.07%		83.62%		81.24%		89.13%				-35.28%		-22.49%		0.07%		-16.38%		-18.76%		-10.87%				1.02%		0.99%		1.08%		1.06%		1.04%		1.08%

				Nov-01-2022		65.47%		78.29%		100.50%		83.47%		80.91%		89.08%				-34.53%		-21.71%		0.50%		-16.53%		-19.09%		-10.92%				0.98%		0.96%		1.40%		1.01%		1.02%		1.10%

				Nov-02-2022		65.31%		77.10%		98.03%		82.39%		78.88%		87.51%				-34.69%		-22.90%		-1.97%		-17.61%		-21.12%		-12.49%				1.00%		1.06%		-0.65%		1.07%		1.11%		1.13%

				Nov-03-2022		65.78%		76.72%		98.59%		84.20%		78.05%		88.42%				-34.22%		-23.28%		-1.41%		-15.80%		-21.95%		-11.58%				0.99%		1.02%		0.42%		0.89%		1.04%		1.16%

				Nov-04-2022		67.68%		77.68%		100.18%		86.73%		79.11%		89.83%				-32.32%		-22.32%		0.18%		-13.27%		-20.89%		-10.17%				0.94%		0.96%		-2.88%		0.83%		0.95%		1.15%

				Nov-07-2022		68.29%		78.13%		101.51%		87.95%		79.87%		90.78%				-31.71%		-21.87%		1.51%		-12.05%		-20.13%		-9.22%				0.98%		0.98%		2.13%		0.90%		0.96%		1.16%

				Nov-08-2022		69.23%		78.87%		101.69%		89.32%		80.32%		91.56%				-30.77%		-21.13%		1.69%		-10.68%		-19.68%		-8.44%				0.97%		0.96%		1.07%		0.88%		0.98%		1.17%

				Nov-09-2022		67.76%		77.63%		100.97%		88.06%		78.65%		90.24%				-32.24%		-22.37%		0.97%		-11.94%		-21.35%		-9.76%				1.05%		1.06%		0.73%		1.13%		1.09%		1.20%

				Nov-10-2022		70.59%		82.69%		105.27%		91.71%		83.01%		94.06%				-29.41%		-17.31%		5.27%		-8.29%		-16.99%		-5.94%				0.91%		0.76%		3.18%		0.67%		0.79%		1.21%

				Nov-11-2022		73.36%		81.60%		104.69%		91.48%		83.78%		93.96%				-26.64%		-18.40%		4.69%		-8.52%		-16.22%		-6.04%				0.90%		1.07%		0.91%		1.03%		0.95%		1.22%

				Nov-14-2022		73.37%		81.31%		103.19%		92.21%		83.03%		93.32%				-26.63%		-18.69%		3.19%		-7.79%		-16.97%		-6.68%				1.00%		1.02%		0.74%		0.90%		1.05%		1.21%

				Nov-15-2022		74.26%		81.12%		104.39%		93.63%		83.75%		94.04%				-25.74%		-18.88%		4.39%		-6.37%		-16.25%		-5.96%				0.97%		1.01%		1.29%		0.79%		0.95%		1.22%

				Nov-16-2022		73.40%		79.95%		104.55%		92.89%		83.06%		93.31%				-26.60%		-20.05%		4.55%		-7.11%		-16.94%		-6.69%				1.03%		1.07%		1.03%		1.14%		1.05%		1.24%

				Nov-17-2022		72.55%		79.74%		104.13%		92.69%		82.80%		93.08%				-27.45%		-20.26%		4.13%		-7.31%		-17.20%		-6.92%				1.03%		1.01%		0.92%		1.03%		1.02%		1.23%

				Nov-18-2022		73.44%		80.44%		106.04%		92.94%		83.20%		93.74%				-26.56%		-19.56%		6.04%		-7.06%		-16.80%		-6.26%				0.97%		0.96%		1.37%		0.96%		0.98%		1.25%

				Nov-21-2022		72.50%		80.68%		105.95%		93.09%		82.87%		94.09%				-27.50%		-19.32%		5.95%		-6.91%		-17.13%		-5.91%				1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.02%		1.26%

				Nov-22-2022		73.25%		81.85%		106.40%		94.13%		84.00%		94.80%				-26.75%		-18.15%		6.40%		-5.87%		-16.00%		-5.20%				0.97%		0.94%		1.06%		0.82%		0.93%		1.28%

				Nov-23-2022		73.44%		82.06%		106.31%		94.13%		84.50%		95.17%				-26.56%		-17.94%		6.31%		-5.87%		-15.50%		-4.83%				0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.97%		1.28%

				Nov-24-2022		73.84%		82.26%		106.75%		94.25%		84.50%		95.17%				-26.16%		-17.74%		6.75%		-5.75%		-15.50%		-4.83%				0.98%		0.99%		1.06%		0.98%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-25-2022		73.79%		82.52%		107.41%		94.40%		84.47%		95.52%				-26.21%		-17.48%		7.41%		-5.60%		-15.53%		-4.48%				1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		0.97%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-28-2022		72.42%		80.78%		105.48%		92.46%		83.17%		93.80%				-27.58%		-19.22%		5.48%		-7.54%		-16.83%		-6.20%				1.05%		1.11%		0.77%		1.42%		1.09%		1.26%

				Nov-29-2022		73.15%		79.97%		105.08%		92.51%		83.04%		94.38%				-26.85%		-20.03%		5.08%		-7.49%		-16.96%		-5.62%				0.97%		1.04%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.25%

				Nov-30-2022		73.61%		81.00%		106.16%		93.99%		85.61%		95.88%				-26.39%		-19.00%		6.16%		-6.01%		-14.39%		-4.12%				0.98%		0.95%		1.18%		0.77%		0.84%		1.28%

				Dec-01-2022		74.99%		81.86%		106.85%		94.18%		85.53%		95.87%				-25.01%		-18.14%		6.85%		-5.82%		-14.47%		-4.13%				0.95%		0.95%		1.10%		0.96%		1.01%		1.27%

				Dec-02-2022		74.98%		80.99%		106.85%		94.94%		85.43%		96.47%				-25.02%		-19.01%		6.85%		-5.06%		-14.57%		-3.53%				1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		0.84%		1.01%		1.25%

				Dec-05-2022		75.15%		79.58%		104.92%		93.67%		83.90%		94.83%				-24.85%		-20.42%		4.92%		-6.33%		-16.10%		-5.17%				0.99%		1.08%		0.75%		1.31%		1.11%		1.25%

				Dec-06-2022		74.31%		80.31%		104.58%		92.44%		82.69%		93.74%				-25.69%		-19.69%		4.58%		-7.56%		-17.31%		-6.26%				1.04%		0.96%		0.94%		1.23%		1.08%		1.28%

				Dec-07-2022		74.61%		80.72%		104.46%		92.40%		82.54%		93.61%				-25.39%		-19.28%		4.46%		-7.60%		-17.46%		-6.39%				0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.28%

				Dec-08-2022		75.00%		81.93%		105.38%		92.84%		83.16%		94.14%				-25.00%		-18.07%		5.38%		-7.16%		-16.84%		-5.86%				0.98%		0.93%		1.17%		0.93%		0.96%		1.28%

				Dec-09-2022		75.77%		82.07%		104.80%		92.01%		82.55%		93.38%				-24.23%		-17.93%		4.80%		-7.99%		-17.45%		-6.62%				0.97%		0.99%		0.91%		1.13%		1.04%		1.27%

				Dec-12-2022		75.50%		82.74%		105.11%		92.90%		83.73%		94.98%				-24.50%		-17.26%		5.11%		-7.10%		-16.27%		-5.02%				1.01%		0.96%		1.05%		0.87%		0.93%		1.26%

				Dec-13-2022		76.64%		83.18%		106.18%		94.35%		84.34%		95.31%				-23.36%		-16.82%		6.18%		-5.65%		-15.66%		-4.69%				0.95%		0.97%		1.18%		0.76%		0.96%		1.31%

				Dec-14-2022		76.89%		82.96%		105.60%		93.90%		83.83%		95.14%				-23.11%		-17.04%		5.60%		-6.10%		-16.17%		-4.86%				0.99%		1.01%		0.92%		1.10%		1.03%		1.32%

				Dec-15-2022		74.67%		79.54%		103.26%		91.13%		81.74%		92.80%				-25.33%		-20.46%		3.26%		-8.87%		-18.26%		-7.20%				1.10%		1.21%		0.65%		1.54%		1.14%		1.28%

				Dec-16-2022		74.02%		78.61%		103.65%		90.58%		80.83%		92.36%				-25.98%		-21.39%		3.65%		-9.42%		-19.17%		-7.64%				1.03%		1.05%		1.09%		1.07%		1.05%		1.30%

				Dec-19-2022		73.29%		78.48%		103.65%		90.36%		80.10%		91.88%				-26.71%		-21.52%		3.65%		-9.64%		-19.90%		-8.12%				1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.04%		1.29%

				Dec-20-2022		72.47%		78.14%		103.54%		90.85%		80.18%		92.01%				-27.53%		-21.86%		3.54%		-9.15%		-19.82%		-7.99%				1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		0.94%		1.00%		1.36%

				Dec-21-2022		73.32%		78.87%		105.11%		92.44%		81.37%		93.71%				-26.68%		-21.13%		5.11%		-7.56%		-18.63%		-6.29%				0.97%		0.97%		1.35%		0.80%		0.94%		1.35%

				Dec-22-2022		72.91%		77.92%		104.72%		90.99%		80.20%		92.53%				-27.09%		-22.08%		4.72%		-9.01%		-19.80%		-7.47%				1.02%		1.05%		0.94%		1.22%		1.07%		1.36%

				Dec-23-2022		72.88%		78.30%		105.35%		91.35%		80.67%		93.06%				-27.12%		-21.70%		5.35%		-8.65%		-19.33%		-6.94%				1.00%		0.98%		1.11%		0.96%		0.98%		1.33%

				Dec-26-2022		72.77%		78.30%		105.35%		91.35%		80.67%		93.06%				-27.23%		-21.70%		5.35%		-8.65%		-19.33%		-6.94%				1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.31%

				Dec-27-2022		73.52%		78.89%		105.67%		91.78%		80.34%		93.37%				-26.48%		-21.11%		5.67%		-8.22%		-19.66%		-6.63%				0.97%		0.97%		1.05%		0.94%		1.02%		1.31%

				Dec-28-2022		72.48%		77.66%		104.29%		90.47%		79.38%		92.14%				-27.52%		-22.34%		4.29%		-9.53%		-20.62%		-7.86%				1.04%		1.06%		0.79%		1.18%		1.05%		1.45%

				Dec-29-2022		73.24%		78.92%		105.71%		91.82%		80.76%		93.27%				-26.76%		-21.08%		5.71%		-8.18%		-19.24%		-6.73%				0.97%		0.94%		1.27%		0.84%		0.93%		1.42%

				Dec-30-2022		72.63%		78.47%		104.38%		91.48%		80.56%		92.90%				-27.37%		-21.53%		4.38%		-8.52%		-19.44%		-7.10%				1.02%		1.02%		0.80%		1.05%		1.01%		1.37%

				Dec-31-2022		72.63%		78.47%		104.38%		91.89%		80.56%		92.90%				-27.37%		-21.53%		4.38%		-8.11%		-19.44%		-7.10%				1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.37%



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Equipment Manufacturing	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	446	55	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.98480000000000001	0.99040000000000006	0.9887999999999999	0.98760000000000003	0.98250000000000004	0.97319999999999995	0.97109999999999996	0.97989999999999999	0.95579999999999998	0.93420000000000003	0.93599999999999994	0.92620000000000002	0.9214	0.93150000000000011	0.9244	0.92280000000000006	0.90839999999999999	0.90720000000000001	0.88219999999999998	0.88460000000000005	0.89180000000000004	0.8891	0.88800000000000001	0.86819999999999997	0.86069999999999991	0.8619	0.8619	0.88370000000000004	0.86099999999999999	0.85039999999999993	0.83519999999999994	0.84299999999999997	0.84939999999999993	0.83409999999999995	0.83169999999999999	0.82769999999999999	0.81930000000000003	0.81400000000000006	0.80249999999999999	0.81659999999999999	0.81590000000000007	0.81289999999999996	0.81200000000000006	0.81319999999999992	0.79909999999999992	0.76460000000000006	0.75650000000000006	0.77450000000000008	0.	76950000000000007	0.76349999999999996	0.75539999999999996	0.75190000000000001	0.77939999999999998	0.79859999999999998	0.80370000000000008	0.80039999999999989	0.80079999999999996	0.79370000000000007	0.79110000000000003	0.78469999999999995	0.78069999999999995	0.79	0.79769999999999996	0.79099999999999993	0.7974	0.79680000000000006	0.79069999999999996	0.77939999999999998	0.77039999999999997	0.76500000000000001	0.74439999999999995	0.74849999999999994	0.75700000000000001	0.76060000000000005	0.75939999999999996	0.75180000000000002	0.75560000000000005	0.76789999999999992	0.76180000000000003	0.75120000000000009	0.73650000000000004	0.71379999999999999	0.71589999999999998	0.71519999999999995	0.72039999999999993	0.71879999999999999	0.71879999999999999	0.71379999999999999	0.70680000000000009	0.69669999999999999	0.68110000000000004	0.6835	0.68519999999999992	0.69069999999999998	0.70340000000000003	0.69750000000000001	0.70710000000000006	0.68940000000000001	0.68769999999999998	0.6903999999999999	0.68730000000000002	0.67949999999999999	0.68030000000000002	0.68710000000000004	0.69629999999999992	0.70700000000000007	0.70219999999999994	0.69920000000000004	0.70530000000000004	0.7	0.70030000000000003	0.70289999999999997	0.69940000000000002	0.68689999999999996	0.67099999999999993	0.65020000000000011	0.64610000000000001	0.6574000000000001	0.64349999999999996	0.64170000000000005	0.65310000000000001	0.66289999999999993	0.65549999999999997	0.65979999999999994	0.68159999999999998	0.69180000000000008	0.68669999999999998	0.6851999999999999	2	0.69030000000000002	0.68810000000000004	0.69319999999999993	0.69079999999999997	0.68889999999999996	0.6905	0.68720000000000003	0.68640000000000001	0.69099999999999995	0.68090000000000006	0.66539999999999988	0.66700000000000004	0.66859999999999997	0.68230000000000002	0.69140000000000001	0.70050000000000001	0.70629999999999993	0.70669999999999999	0.70799999999999996	0.71019999999999994	0.71870000000000001	0.72629999999999995	0.72739999999999994	0.71599999999999997	0.71889999999999998	0.72770000000000001	0.7258	0.72829999999999995	0.72329999999999994	0.7319	0.73930000000000007	0.7521000000000001	0.75800000000000001	0.75700000000000001	0.76029999999999998	0.7609999999999999	0.745	0.73250000000000004	0.72629999999999995	0.72499999999999998	0.73760000000000003	0.72349999999999992	0.71250000000000002	0.71599999999999997	0.71970000000000001	0.72680000000000011	0.72189999999999999	0.72120000000000006	0.71860000000000002	0.72870000000000001	0.73919999999999997	0.75090000000000001	0.7581	0.74370000000000003	0.73609999999999998	0.73620000000000008	0.71750000000000003	0.72030000000000005	0.70480000000000009	0.69099999999999995	0.67289999999999994	0.66830000000000001	0.66020000000000012	0.6624000000000001	0.67030000000000001	0.66090000000000004	0.65549999999999997	0.67180000000000006	0.68969999999999998	0.68799999999999994	0.68090000000000006	0.66090000000000004	0.6603	0.6550999999999999	0.65039999999999987	0.64490000000000014	0.64329999999999998	0.6500999999999999	0.65849999	999999997	0.63460000000000005	0.62219999999999998	0.62749999999999995	0.62880000000000003	0.64460000000000006	0.64939999999999998	0.65319999999999989	0.65469999999999995	0.6472	0.65469999999999995	0.65310000000000001	0.65780000000000005	0.67680000000000007	0.68289999999999995	0.69230000000000003	0.67759999999999987	0.70590000000000008	0.73360000000000003	0.73370000000000002	0.74260000000000004	0.7340000000000001	0.72549999999999992	0.73439999999999994	0.72499999999999998	0.73250000000000004	0.73439999999999994	0.73840000000000006	0.73789999999999989	0.72420000000000007	0.73150000000000004	0.73609999999999998	0.7498999999999999	0.74980000000000002	0.75150000000000006	0.74309999999999998	0.74609999999999999	0.75	0.75769999999999993	0.755	0.76639999999999997	0.76890000000000003	0.74670000000000003	0.74019999999999997	0.73289999999999988	0.72470000000000001	0.73319999999999996	0.72909999999999997	0.7288	0.72770000000000001	0.73519999999999996	0.7248	0.73239999999999994	0.72629999999999995	0.72629999999999995	Distribution	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	446	55	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.997	1.0053000000000001	0.99450000000000005	0.98709999999999998	0.97099999999999997	0.94720000000000004	0.94819999999999993	0.96120000000000005	0.9617	0.9415	0.94359999999999999	0.92469999999999997	0.90939999999999999	0.90400000000000003	0.88760000000000006	0.87599999999999989	0.86629999999999996	0.86340000000000006	0.85499999999999998	0.86980000000000002	0.88560000000000005	0.88450000000000006	0.89230000000000009	0.88159999999999994	0.85219999999999996	0.8417	0.84680000000000011	0.8639	0.84970000000000001	0.8286	0.82330000000000003	0.83519999999999994	0.84099999999999997	0.83360000000000001	0.83640000000000003	0.83569999999999989	0.83479999999999999	0.82879999999999998	0.82150000000000001	0.84400000000000008	0.84189999999999998	0.83479999999999999	0.84760000000000002	0.84329999999999994	0.83099999999999996	0.80889999999999995	0.83460000000000012	0.84400000000000008	0.8309999999999	9996	0.82150000000000001	0.85739999999999994	0.84489999999999998	0.84499999999999997	0.86080000000000001	0.87480000000000002	0.871	0.87019999999999997	0.86909999999999998	0.85569999999999991	0.8488	0.84420000000000006	0.85609999999999997	0.86250000000000004	0.84670000000000001	0.84379999999999999	0.8458	0.83440000000000003	0.82069999999999999	0.82599999999999996	0.82889999999999997	0.8165	0.8153999999999999	0.83050000000000002	0.81059999999999999	0.81059999999999999	0.80700000000000005	0.82689999999999997	0.83779999999999999	0.84680000000000011	0.82460000000000011	0.80870000000000009	0.78969999999999996	0.78670000000000007	0.79969999999999997	0.78379999999999994	0.77210000000000012	0.7651	0.7853	0.75849999999999995	0.739800000	00000001	0.72549999999999992	0.72840000000000005	0.72349999999999992	0.74080000000000001	0.74939999999999996	0.74379999999999991	0.75930000000000009	0.72920000000000007	0.73069999999999991	0.72849999999999993	0.73340000000000005	0.72889999999999999	0.72739999999999994	0.73580000000000001	0.75470000000000004	0.76060000000000005	0.75329999999999997	0.75190000000000001	0.76379999999999992	0.75419999999999998	0.75700000000000001	0.75840000000000007	0.75129999999999997	0.73710000000000009	0.72019999999999995	0.70279999999999998	0.69830000000000003	0.69900000000000007	0.67240000000000011	0.67270000000000008	0.67469999999999997	0.68370000000000009	0.67539999999999989	0.67059999999999997	0.69940000000000002	0.70979999999999999	0.69609999999999994	0.69879999999999998	0.68840000000000001	0.69110000000000005	0.69450000000000001	0.6873999999999999	0.70330000000000004	0.71279999999999999	0.71060000000000001	0.70849999999999991	0.70319999999999994	0.6895	0.69349999999999989	0.70689999999999997	0.70069999999999988	0.71460000000000012	0.72450000000000003	0.73150000000000004	0.73409999999999997	0.73870000000000002	0.72140000000000004	0.73539999999999994	0.75539999999999996	0.79799999999999993	0.80120000000000002	0.78789999999999993	0.78890000000000005	0.7984	0.80189999999999995	0.80489999999999995	0.79180000000000006	0.81689999999999996	0.81909999999999994	0.82730000000000004	0.82980000000000009	0.83379999999999999	0.83340000000000003	0.83450000000000002	0.81900000000000006	0.80449999999999999	0.79749999999999999	0.803499	99999999999	0.8103999999999999	0.79020000000000001	0.78480000000000005	0.77870000000000006	0.77129999999999999	0.76690000000000003	0.7641	0.76180000000000003	0.76629999999999998	0.77700000000000002	0.78110000000000002	0.79200000000000004	0.79700000000000004	0.77560000000000007	0.76419999999999999	0.74750000000000005	0.73750000000000004	0.745	0.7369	0.72510000000000008	0.71140000000000003	0.69969999999999999	0.6956	0.68289999999999995	0.70129999999999992	0.68909999999999993	0.68799999999999994	0.71310000000000007	0.74379999999999991	0.74319999999999997	0.73450000000000004	0.71279999999999999	0.71340000000000003	0.71479999999999999	0.70489999999999997	0.71310000000000007	0.69099999999999995	0.71060000000000001	0.72650000000000003	0.70609999999999995	0.69499999999999995	0.70620000000000005	0.72289999999999988	0.7389	0.75109999999999999	0.7498999999999999	0.77310000000000001	0.77510000000000001	0.78289999999999993	0.77099999999999991	0.76719999999999999	0.77680000000000005	0.78129999999999999	0.78870000000000007	0.77629999999999999	0.82689999999999997	0.81599999999999995	0.81310000000000004	0.81120000000000003	0.79949999999999999	0.7974	0.8044	0.80680000000000007	0.81849999999999989	0.8206	0.8226	0.82519999999999993	0.80779999999999996	0.79969999999999997	0.81	0.81859999999999999	0.80989999999999995	0.79579999999999995	0.80310000000000004	0.80720000000000003	0.81930000000000003	0.82069999999999999	0.82739999999999991	0.83180000000000009	0.82960000000000012	0.79539999999999988	0.78610000000000002	0.78480000000000005	0.78139999999999998	0.78870000000000007	0.7792	0.78299999999999992	0.78299999999999992	0.78890000000000005	0.77659999999999996	0.78920000000000001	0.78469999999999995	0.78469999999999995	Contracting Services	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	1.0017	1.0168999999999999	1.0012000000000001	1.0070000000000001	0.99150000000000005	0.97450000000000003	0.98180000000000012	0.98299999999999998	0.98849999999999993	0.97120000000000006	0.9698	0.9415	0.93299999999999994	0.92790000000000006	0.90900000000000003	0.9113	0.89159999999999995	0.88650000000000007	0.88109999999999999	0.89029999999999998	0.90500000000000003	0.90639999999999998	0.90890000000000004	0.89789999999999992	0.89019999999999999	0.88969999999999994	0.9	0.91879999999999995	0.90680000000000005	0.90249999999999997	0.89119999999999999	0.92549999999999999	0.92530000000000001	0.9083	0.90799999999999992	0.90049999999999997	0.89569999999999994	0.88840000000000008	0.86289999999999989	0.89500000000000002	0.89190000000000003	0.86170000000000002	0.88340000000000007	0.86180000000000012	0.84760000000000002	0.8286	0.83950000000000002	0.87960000000000005	0.88120000000000009	0.89219999999999999	0.9002	0.9022	0.91839999999999999	0.92099999999999993	0.92669999999999997	0.92200000000000004	0.92069999999999996	0.8952	0.88590000000000002	0.88769999999999993	0.88349999999999995	0.9083	0.9	0.88710000000000011	0.89439999999999997	0.88639999999999997	0.86560000000000004	0.85809999999999997	0.86159999999999992	0.85799999999999998	0.85439999999999994	0.86140000000000005	0.8728999999999999	0.87609999999999999	0.87609999999999999	0.87190000000000001	0.87450000000000006	0.89539999999999997	0.89840000000000009	0.87879999999999991	0.87260000000000004	0.85099999999999998	0.84939999999999993	0.83120000000000005	0.84010000000000007	0.83310000000000006	0.84609999999999996	0.85389999999999999	0.83550000000000002	0.82430000	000000003	0.80030000000000001	0.79980000000000007	0.7965000000000001	0.79200000000000004	0.80650000000000011	0.80330000000000001	0.82099999999999995	0.80680000000000007	0.80559999999999998	0.80400000000000005	0.81330000000000002	0.82090000000000007	0.82189999999999996	0.83739999999999992	0.85849999999999993	0.86269999999999991	0.84719999999999995	0.83239999999999992	0.85239999999999994	0.84760000000000002	0.85450000000000004	0.85699999999999998	0.84789999999999988	0.84389999999999998	0.82099999999999995	0.79170000000000007	0.78139999999999998	0.78879999999999995	0.745	0.75280000000000002	0.75360000000000005	0.76960000000000006	0.77439999999999998	0.77359999999999995	0.80200000000000005	0.80640000000000001	0.80039999999999989	0.78949999999999998	0.7881000000000	0002	0.79120000000000001	0.79289999999999994	0.78760000000000008	0.78710000000000013	0.80010000000000003	0.80030000000000001	0.79449999999999998	0.79480000000000006	0.79339999999999999	0.78900000000000003	0.80430000000000001	0.80530000000000002	0.8306	0.83079999999999998	0.83989999999999998	0.83989999999999998	0.83840000000000003	0.83379999999999999	0.84370000000000001	0.88090000000000002	0.90879999999999994	0.90960000000000008	0.89390000000000003	0.89760000000000006	0.89159999999999995	0.87980000000000003	0.88480000000000003	0.87569999999999992	0.89590000000000003	0.90319999999999989	0.91799999999999993	0.91359999999999997	0.91430000000000011	0.90969999999999995	0.91539999999999988	0.90039999999999987	0.88129999999999997	0.87980000000000003	0.8901999	9999999999	0.90300000000000002	0.88430000000000009	0.88170000000000004	0.8698999999999999	0.87090000000000001	0.85580000000000001	0.86409999999999998	0.85589999999999999	0.85	0.86719999999999997	0.87639999999999996	0.89690000000000003	0.90980000000000005	0.8831	0.87930000000000008	0.87769999999999992	0.87419999999999998	0.88629999999999998	0.87460000000000004	0.87150000000000005	0.85870000000000002	0.83510000000000006	0.82640000000000002	0.81849999999999989	0.83440000000000003	0.8286	0.83489999999999998	0.86140000000000005	0.88919999999999999	0.87309999999999999	0.87539999999999996	0.85780000000000001	0.85950000000000004	0.86789999999999989	0.85860000000000003	0.87629999999999997	0.86659999999999993	0.89910000000000001	0.91260000000000008	0.90639999999999998	0.89139999999999997	0.9	0.91789999999999994	0.93790000000000007	0.94810000000000005	0.97930000000000006	0.9998999999999999	1.0006999999999999	1.0049999999999999	0.98030000000000006	0.9859	1.0018	1.0151000000000001	1.0168999999999999	1.0097	1.0527	1.0468999999999999	1.0319	1.0439000000000001	1.0454999999999999	1.0412999999999999	1.0604	1.0595000000000001	1.0640000000000001	1.0630999999999999	1.0674999999999999	1.0741000000000001	1.0548	1.0508	1.0615999999999999	1.0685	1.0685	1.0491999999999999	1.0458000000000001	1.0446	1.0537999999999998	1.048	1.0510999999999999	1.0618000000000001	1.056	1.0326	1.0365	1.0365	1.0354000000000001	1.0510999999999999	1.0471999999999999	1.0534999999999999	1.0534999999999999	1.0567	1.0429000000000002	1.0570999999999999	1.0438000000000001	1.0438000000000001	Control Modules	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.98959999999999992	1.0002	1.0046999999999999	1.0026000000000002	1.0136000000000001	0.99829999999999997	1.0141	1.0199	1.0244	1.0122	1.0134999999999998	0.99209999999999998	0.97909999999999997	0.96950000000000003	0.95430000000000004	0.94409999999999994	0.93569999999999998	0.93540000000000001	0.93330000000000002	0.93189999999999995	0.94750000000000001	0.95040000000000002	0.96660000000000001	0.9163	0.9043000000000001	0.9043000000000001	0.90939999999999999	0.92849999999999999	0.91339999999999999	0.89	0.88239999999999996	0.89829999999999999	0.89760000000000006	0.875	0.86269999999999991	0.85939999999999994	0.85919999999999996	0.84389999999999998	0.84510000000000007	0.87480000000000002	0.87470000000000003	0.84230000000000005	0.86109999999999998	0.86280000000000001	0.8448	0.82230000000000003	0.82789999999999997	0.85140000000000005	0.84099999999999997	0.83160000000000001	0.83409999999999995	0.84739999999999993	0.87460000000000004	0.87860000000000	005	0.89060000000000006	0.88900000000000001	0.89450000000000007	0.88200000000000001	0.89219999999999999	0.90489999999999993	0.90159999999999996	0.91449999999999998	0.90839999999999999	0.89579999999999993	0.89960000000000007	0.89840000000000009	0.88219999999999998	0.87549999999999994	0.86950000000000005	0.8589	0.84909999999999997	0.84909999999999997	0.86010000000000009	0.85609999999999997	0.85609999999999997	0.85210000000000008	0.87379999999999991	0.88170000000000004	0.88109999999999999	0.85510000000000008	0.85370000000000001	0.83010000000000006	0.82799999999999996	0.84250000000000003	0.84329999999999994	0.85150000000000003	0.85609999999999997	0.86450000000000005	0.83750000000000002	0.8286	0.8075	0.80700000000000005	0.80420000000000003	0.8076000000000001	0.8175	0.8175	0.83730000000000004	0.81359999999999999	0.81299999999999994	0.80460000000000009	0.81110000000000004	0.80430000000000001	0.80629999999999991	0.82510000000000006	0.84349999999999992	0.84680000000000011	0.83750000000000002	0.83140000000000003	0.85219999999999996	0.84310000000000007	0.84609999999999996	0.85199999999999998	0.84310000000000007	0.8276	0.80039999999999989	0.78039999999999987	0.77289999999999992	0.78150000000000008	0.75080000000000002	0.74659999999999993	0.74879999999999991	0.75549999999999995	0.7448999999999999	0.73309999999999997	0.75970000000000004	0.75870000000000004	0.74970000000000003	0.74	0.7340000000000001	0.73580000000000001	0.73340000000000005	0.71950000000000003	0.7258	0.73129999999999995	0.73180000000000012	0.72670000000000001	0.72599999999999998	0.7198	0.71150000000000002	0.72689999999999999	0.72450000000000003	0.75129999999999997	0.75670000000000004	0.76819999999999988	0.76890000000000003	0.77	0.76680000000000004	0.78280000000000005	0.80569999999999997	0.82	0.81960000000000011	0.81010000000000004	0.8226	0.82930000000000004	0.82650000000000001	0.83010000000000006	0.81590000000000007	0.83289999999999997	0.83849999999999991	0.85039999999999993	0.85349999999999993	0.85919999999999996	0.84789999999999988	0.85620000000000007	0.84150000000000003	0.81960000000000011	0.82030000000000003	0.82150000000000001	0.83420000000000005	0.80390000000000006	0.79930000000000012	0.79590000000000005	0.7873	0.79059999999999997	0.7853	0.78170000000000006	0.77900000000000003	0.79370000000000007	0.79569999999999996	0.81129999999999991	0.81819999999999993	0.78500000000000003	0.77289999999999992	0.76159999999999994	0.7521000000000001	0.75989999999999991	0.7501000000000001	0.74159999999999993	0.72950000000000004	0.7168000000000001	0.70979999999999999	0.70920000000000005	0.72539999999999993	0.70960000000000012	0.70250000000000001	0.72699999999999998	0.75580000000000003	0.75939999999999996	0.75090000000000001	0.73109999999999997	0.73039999999999994	0.73170000000000002	0.72920000000000007	0.75219999999999998	0.73499999999999999	0.75150000000000006	0.76370000000000005	0.75950000000000006	0.75430000000000008	0.77390000000000003	0.7913	0.80720000000000003	0.8096000000000001	0.82169999999999999	0.84439999999999993	0.83620000000000005	0.8347	0.82389999999999997	0.84200000000000008	0.86730000000000007	0.87950000000000006	0.89319999999999988	0.88060000000000005	0.91710000000000003	0.91480000000000006	0.92209999999999992	0.93629999999999991	0.92890000000000006	0.92689999999999995	0.9294	0.93090000000000006	0.94129999999999991	0.94129999999999991	0.9425	0.94400000000000006	0.92459999999999998	0.92510000000000003	0.93989999999999996	0.94180000000000008	0.94940000000000002	0.93669999999999998	0.9244	0.92400000000000004	0.9284	0.92010000000000003	0.92900000000000005	0.94349999999999989	0.93900000000000006	0.9113	0.90579999999999994	0.90359999999999996	0.90849999999999997	0.9244	0.90989999999999993	0.91349999999999998	0.91349999999999998	0.91780000000000006	0.90469999999999995	0.91819999999999991	0.91480000000000006	0.91890000000000005	S	&	P 500	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	1.0064	1.0057	0.98620000000000008	0.98530000000000006	0.98129999999999995	0.97989999999999999	0.9889	0.99159999999999993	0.97750000000000004	0.97829999999999995	0.97829999999999995	0.96030000000000004	0.95099999999999996	0.9405	0.92269999999999996	0.92530000000000001	0.91400000000000003	0.91269999999999996	0.90780000000000005	0.92989999999999995	0.94739999999999991	0.95389999999999997	0.96290000000000009	0.93940000000000001	0.94430000000000003	0.94079999999999997	0.9487000000000001	0.96239999999999992	0.94499999999999995	0.92709999999999992	0.92349999999999999	0.93810000000000004	0.93889999999999996	0.91900000000000004	0.91239999999999999	0.91239999999999999	0.90319999999999989	0.88659999999999994	0.89980000000000004	0.92	0.91769999999999996	0.90349999999999997	0.92030000000000001	0.91549999999999998	0.9081999999999999	0.88139999999999996	0.8751000000000001	0.89749999999999996	0.89370000000000005	0.88210000000000011	0.87560000000000004	0.89430000000000009	0.91430000000000011	0.92559999999999998	0.93640000000000001	0.93599	999999999994	0.9466	0.93500000000000005	0.94840000000000002	0.95319999999999994	0.96	0.97180000000000011	0.96560000000000001	0.95050000000000001	0.95379999999999998	0.96150000000000002	0.94940000000000002	0.94019999999999992	0.94420000000000004	0.94169999999999998	0.92579999999999996	0.92260000000000009	0.93290000000000006	0.92159999999999997	0.92159999999999997	0.9214	0.93620000000000003	0.93559999999999999	0.92180000000000006	0.89629999999999999	0.90139999999999998	0.87599999999999989	0.87780000000000002	0.89960000000000007	0.8669	0.87180000000000002	0.87609999999999999	0.9022	0.8701000000000001	0.86510000000000009	0.83739999999999992	0.83950000000000002	0.8256	0.82460000000000011	0.84430000000000005	0.84089999999999998	0.85	789999999999988	0.82319999999999993	0.81840000000000002	0.81859999999999999	0.8337	0.82700000000000007	0.83479999999999999	0.85140000000000005	0.87239999999999995	0.87239999999999995	0.86699999999999999	0.86049999999999993	0.87629999999999997	0.86199999999999999	0.86470000000000002	0.873	0.86349999999999993	0.84299999999999997	0.81840000000000002	0.78670000000000007	0.78370000000000006	0.79519999999999991	0.76930000000000009	0.77099999999999991	0.77099999999999991	0.78989999999999994	0.78890000000000005	0.7964	0.82069999999999999	0.81830000000000003	0.80180000000000007	0.80120000000000002	0.79420000000000002	0.80260000000000009	0.80260000000000009	0.80390000000000006	0.80669999999999997	0.81879999999999997	0.81810000000000005	0.80870000000000009	0.80120000000000002	0.79769999999999996	0.79530000000000001	0.8105	0.80379999999999996	0.82599999999999996	0.83079999999999998	0.83900000000000008	0.83120000000000005	0.83230000000000004	0.82269999999999999	0.84420000000000006	0.85439999999999994	0.86659999999999993	0.86409999999999998	0.85840000000000005	0.87180000000000002	0.87109999999999999	0.86970000000000003	0.86860000000000004	0.8649	0.88340000000000007	0.88269999999999993	0.89800000000000002	0.90159999999999996	0.90329999999999999	0.89670000000000005	0.89879999999999993	0.88719999999999999	0.86819999999999997	0.86629999999999996	0.86879999999999991	0.88099999999999989	0.85129999999999995	0.8456999999999999	0.83629999999999993	0.82980000000000009	0.83230000000000004	0.82340000000000002	0.82340000000000002	0.82	0.83499999999999996	0.84050000000000002	0.85340000000000005	0.86239999999999994	0.82510000000000006	0.82789999999999997	0.81849999999999989	0.81269999999999998	0.81819999999999993	0.80900000000000005	0.79519999999999991	0.78849999999999998	0.77489999999999992	0.76690000000000003	0.76519999999999999	0.78029999999999999	0.76379999999999992	0.75230000000000008	0.77180000000000004	0.79539999999999988	0.79379999999999995	0.78560000000000008	0.76359999999999995	0.75789999999999991	0.753	0.75049999999999994	0.77	0.75180000000000002	0.77170000000000005	0.78049999999999997	0.77529999999999999	0.76910000000000001	0.78739999999999999	0.79669999999999996	0.80969999999999998	0.80370000000000008	0.79879999999999995	0.818	49999999999989	0.8123999999999999	0.80909999999999993	0.78879999999999995	0.78049999999999997	0.79110000000000003	0.79870000000000008	0.80319999999999991	0.78650000000000009	0.83010000000000006	0.83779999999999999	0.83030000000000004	0.83750000000000002	0.8306	0.82799999999999996	0.83200000000000007	0.82869999999999999	0.84	0.84499999999999997	0.84499999999999997	0.84470000000000001	0.83169999999999999	0.83039999999999992	0.85609999999999997	0.85530000000000006	0.85430000000000006	0.83900000000000008	0.82689999999999997	0.82539999999999991	0.83160000000000001	0.82550000000000001	0.83730000000000004	0.84340000000000004	0.83829999999999993	0.8173999999999999	0.80830000000000002	0.80099999999999993	0.80180000000000007	0.81370000000000009	0.80200000000000	005	0.80669999999999997	0.80669999999999997	0.8034	0.79379999999999995	0.8076000000000001	0.80559999999999998	0.80559999999999998	S	&	P 500 Industrials	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.99180000000000001	1.0119	1.0022	1.0068000000000001	1.0065	0.9948999999999999	1.0012000000000001	1.0042	1.006	1.0002	1.0002	0.98840000000000006	0.97750000000000004	0.96540000000000004	0.95609999999999995	0.96120000000000005	0.95219999999999994	0.94430000000000003	0.93559999999999999	0.94200000000000006	0.95239999999999991	0.96589999999999998	0.97230000000000005	0.95609999999999995	0.94590000000000007	0.94650000000000001	0.95599999999999996	0.96909999999999996	0.95310000000000006	0.93879999999999997	0.93500000000000005	0.94920000000000004	0.95409999999999995	0.93629999999999991	0.92779999999999996	0.92779999999999996	0.91920000000000002	0.90200000000000002	0.91310000000000002	0.93510000000000004	0.94159999999999999	0.92730000000000001	0.9476	0.94840000000000002	0.94620000000000004	0.92069999999999996	0.91489999999999994	0.93150000000000011	0.93040000000000012	0.92290000000000005	0.92590000000000006	0.94030000000000002	0.95269999999999999	0.96550000000000002	0.96930000000000005	0.97089999999999999	0.976099999999	99997	0.96709999999999996	0.97439999999999993	0.98049999999999993	0.98080000000000001	0.98959999999999992	0.98809999999999998	0.97260000000000002	0.96579999999999999	0.96409999999999996	0.95069999999999988	0.94340000000000002	0.94629999999999992	0.94059999999999999	0.93779999999999997	0.93650000000000011	0.9456	0.94469999999999998	0.94469999999999998	0.94110000000000005	0.95810000000000006	0.96329999999999993	0.9536	0.92989999999999995	0.92989999999999995	0.90949999999999998	0.91280000000000006	0.92319999999999991	0.89900000000000002	0.90049999999999997	0.90680000000000005	0.93279999999999996	0.90799999999999992	0.90210000000000012	0.88039999999999996	0.87470000000000003	0.86659999999999993	0.86780000000000002	0.87849999999999995	0.8771000000000001	0.8971000	0000000012	0.86340000000000006	0.85519999999999996	0.84609999999999996	0.8599	0.85880000000000001	0.86430000000000007	0.88159999999999994	0.89960000000000007	0.89960000000000007	0.89200000000000002	0.88639999999999997	0.90319999999999989	0.9	0.90359999999999996	0.91579999999999995	0.89910000000000001	0.88139999999999996	0.85530000000000006	0.82940000000000003	0.82739999999999991	0.83569999999999989	0.8075	0.80559999999999998	0.80559999999999998	0.82	0.81559999999999999	0.81129999999999991	0.83960000000000012	0.83750000000000002	0.82789999999999997	0.82279999999999998	0.82510000000000006	0.83260000000000001	0.83260000000000001	0.81980000000000008	0.82480000000000009	0.83460000000000012	0.83079999999999998	0.82519999999999993	0.8226	0.81269999999999998	0.80799999999999994	0.82069999999999999	0.81579999999999997	0.84510000000000007	0.85129999999999995	0.85710000000000008	0.85450000000000004	0.85849999999999993	0.85400000000000009	0.86739999999999995	0.88539999999999996	0.90310000000000001	0.9043000000000001	0.89480000000000004	0.90349999999999997	0.90629999999999999	0.9081999999999999	0.90749999999999997	0.9042	0.92420000000000002	0.92849999999999999	0.94209999999999994	0.94440000000000002	0.9486	0.94120000000000004	0.94430000000000003	0.93230000000000002	0.91420000000000001	0.91590000000000005	0.91879999999999995	0.93290000000000006	0.90010000000000001	0.8962	0.88289999999999991	0.87529999999999997	0.87650000000000006	0.86780000000000002	0.86780000000000002	0.86919999999999997	0.88340000000000007	0.88580000000000003	0.89729999999999999	0.90269999999999995	0.86849999999999994	0.8669	0.85769999999999991	0.84	0.85120000000000007	0.84069999999999989	0.82940000000000003	0.81710000000000005	0.80180000000000007	0.79269999999999996	0.7903	0.80799999999999994	0.79319999999999991	0.78280000000000005	0.80669999999999997	0.83489999999999998	0.83010000000000006	0.82099999999999995	0.80519999999999992	0.80789999999999995	0.80799999999999994	0.8014	0.81900000000000006	0.80069999999999997	0.81870000000000009	0.83799999999999997	0.83230000000000004	0.81640000000000001	0.83799999999999997	0.84930000000000005	0.86069999999999991	0.86370000000000002	0.87360000000000004	0.89439999999999997	0.89129999999	999998	0.89080000000000004	0.8751000000000001	0.88419999999999999	0.89829999999999999	0.90780000000000005	0.91559999999999997	0.90239999999999998	0.94059999999999999	0.93959999999999999	0.93319999999999992	0.94040000000000001	0.93310000000000004	0.93079999999999996	0.9373999999999999	0.94090000000000007	0.94799999999999995	0.95169999999999999	0.95169999999999999	0.95519999999999994	0.93799999999999994	0.94379999999999997	0.95879999999999999	0.9587	0.9647	0.94830000000000003	0.9373999999999999	0.93610000000000004	0.94140000000000001	0.93379999999999996	0.94980000000000009	0.95310000000000006	0.95140000000000002	0.92799999999999994	0.92359999999999998	0.91879999999999995	0.92010000000000003	0.93709999999999993	0.92530000000000001	0.93059999999999998	0.93059999999999998	0.93370000000000009	0.9214	0.93269999999999997	0.92900000000000005	0.92900000000000005	
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Expected Return Analysis

																				Expected Return Analysis										Chart

																				Sub-Sector		Actual Return		Expected Return		Delta				Base 1		Base 2

																				Equipment Manufacturing 		-27.4%		-17.4%		-9.9%				-17.4%		-9.9%

																				Distribution		-21.5%		-16.5%		-5.0%				-16.5%		-5.0%

																				Contracting Services		4.4%		-17.4%		21.8%				4.4%		-17.4%

																				Control Panels		-8.1%		-16.5%		8.4%				-8.1%		-8.4%



																				CAPM Model

																				Avg 90 Day T-Bill Rate (2022)		2.02%

																				S&P 500 Annualized Return (2022)		-19.44%



																				Sub-Sector		Historical 5-Yr Beta

																				Equipment Manufacturing 		0.9065972637

																				Distribution		0.8644780579

																				Contracting Services		0.9042317561

																				Control Panels		0.8643053478

																				Aggregate		0.9048252807

















				Indexed Stock Price Performance																Cumulative Index Returns																Daily Index Returns

				Dates		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules		Aggregate		S&P 500				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		Aggregate		S&P 500 						Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		Aggregate		S&P500		90-Day Tbill Rate

				Dec-30-2016		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%																		0.50%

				Jan-02-2017		100.03%		100.05%		100.41%		99.93%		99.99%		100.00%				0.03%		0.05%		0.41%		-0.07%		-0.01%		0.00%						1.03%		1.05%		1.41%		0.93%		0.99%		1.00%		0.50%

				Jan-03-2017		101.73%		100.77%		100.29%		101.11%		101.09%		100.85%				1.73%		0.77%		0.29%		1.11%		1.09%		0.85%						2.65%		1.69%		0.91%		2.27%		2.11%		1.85%		0.50%

				Jan-04-2017		103.25%		101.48%		102.12%		101.08%		101.82%		101.43%				3.25%		1.48%		2.12%		1.08%		1.82%		1.43%						1.56%		1.40%		2.42%		0.99%		1.35%		1.31%		0.53%

				Jan-05-2017		102.83%		100.85%		101.20%		100.78%		101.54%		101.35%				2.83%		0.85%		1.20%		0.78%		1.54%		1.35%						0.90%		0.75%		0.71%		0.86%		0.90%		0.97%		0.52%

				Jan-06-2017		102.87%		100.80%		99.71%		101.99%		101.92%		101.70%				2.87%		0.80%		-0.29%		1.99%		1.92%		1.70%						1.01%		0.97%		0.32%		1.68%		1.15%		1.15%		0.51%

				Jan-09-2017		102.46%		100.47%		97.75%		101.46%		101.41%		101.34%				2.46%		0.47%		-2.25%		1.46%		1.41%		1.34%						0.89%		0.82%		-1.76%		0.82%		0.83%		0.87%		0.52%

				Jan-10-2017		103.82%		100.67%		99.59%		102.39%		102.29%		101.34%				3.82%		0.67%		-0.41%		2.39%		2.29%		1.34%						1.39%		1.14%		-0.47%		1.38%		1.37%		1.00%		0.50%

				Jan-11-2017		103.67%		101.29%		99.92%		102.95%		102.48%		101.63%				3.67%		1.29%		-0.08%		2.95%		2.48%		1.63%						0.97%		1.37%		1.56%		1.17%		1.06%		1.12%		0.51%

				Jan-12-2017		103.67%		101.22%		100.87%		102.68%		102.44%		101.41%				3.67%		1.22%		0.87%		2.68%		2.44%		1.41%						1.00%		0.97%		2.03%		0.93%		0.99%		0.92%		0.51%

				Jan-13-2017		103.68%		101.46%		101.60%		102.75%		102.58%		101.60%				3.68%		1.46%		1.60%		2.75%		2.58%		1.60%						1.00%		1.11%		1.39%		1.02%		1.04%		1.08%		0.51%

				Jan-16-2017		103.92%		101.47%		101.52%		102.64%		102.61%		101.60%				3.92%		1.47%		1.52%		2.64%		2.61%		1.60%						1.05%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		0.52%

				Jan-17-2017		103.91%		101.70%		100.50%		101.82%		102.29%		101.30%				3.91%		1.70%		0.50%		1.82%		2.29%		1.30%						1.00%		1.09%		0.60%		0.77%		0.91%		0.88%		0.52%

				Jan-18-2017		104.36%		102.22%		100.74%		102.56%		102.97%		101.48%				4.36%		2.22%		0.74%		2.56%		2.97%		1.48%						1.09%		1.19%		1.16%		1.26%		1.21%		1.08%		0.54%

				Jan-19-2017		103.68%		101.95%		100.81%		102.68%		102.79%		101.11%				3.68%		1.95%		0.81%		2.68%		2.79%		1.11%						0.87%		0.92%		1.04%		1.03%		0.95%		0.85%		0.52%

				Jan-20-2017		104.50%		102.61%		101.63%		102.88%		103.33%		101.45%				4.50%		2.61%		1.63%		2.88%		3.33%		1.45%						1.18%		1.22%		1.45%		1.05%		1.14%		1.16%		0.51%

				Jan-23-2017		104.77%		102.49%		101.55%		102.64%		103.20%		101.18%				4.77%		2.49%		1.55%		2.64%		3.20%		1.18%						1.05%		0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.97%		0.89%		0.49%

				Jan-24-2017		105.68%		103.38%		103.88%		103.62%		104.10%		101.84%				5.68%		3.38%		3.88%		3.62%		4.10%		1.84%						1.16%		1.26%		1.91%		1.27%		1.21%		1.30%		0.51%

				Jan-25-2017		106.46%		104.26%		106.14%		104.39%		104.96%		102.66%				6.46%		4.26%		6.14%		4.39%		4.96%		2.66%						1.12%		1.20%		1.46%		1.17%		1.17%		1.29%		0.50%

				Jan-26-2017		106.91%		105.49%		105.52%		104.44%		105.26%		102.58%				6.91%		5.49%		5.52%		4.44%		5.26%		2.58%						1.06%		1.23%		0.91%		1.01%		1.05%		0.98%		0.49%

				Jan-27-2017		106.40%		105.52%		104.85%		104.48%		105.22%		102.50%				6.40%		5.52%		4.85%		4.48%		5.22%		2.50%						0.94%		1.00%		0.90%		1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.50%

				Jan-30-2017		106.54%		105.57%		103.73%		104.38%		105.17%		101.88%				6.54%		5.57%		3.73%		4.38%		5.17%		1.88%						1.02%		1.01%		0.81%		0.98%		0.99%		0.82%		0.51%

				Jan-31-2017		106.42%		105.13%		103.39%		104.05%		104.81%		101.79%				6.42%		5.13%		3.39%		4.05%		4.81%		1.79%						0.98%		0.93%		0.93%		0.94%		0.94%		0.97%		0.51%

				Feb-01-2017		105.13%		105.42%		103.52%		103.27%		104.31%		101.82%				5.13%		5.42%		3.52%		3.27%		4.31%		1.82%						0.83%		1.05%		1.03%		0.85%		0.91%		1.01%		0.52%

				Feb-02-2017		104.78%		105.19%		103.53%		103.51%		104.34%		101.88%				4.78%		5.19%		3.53%		3.51%		4.34%		1.88%						0.94%		0.96%		1.00%		1.06%		1.01%		1.02%		0.50%

				Feb-03-2017		105.23%		104.67%		104.78%		104.55%		104.98%		102.62%				5.23%		4.67%		4.78%		4.55%		4.98%		2.62%						1.08%		0.92%		1.28%		1.23%		1.12%		1.26%		0.51%

				Feb-06-2017		105.26%		104.69%		102.91%		104.38%		104.94%		102.40%				5.26%		4.69%		2.91%		4.38%		4.94%		2.40%						1.00%		1.00%		0.68%		0.97%		0.99%		0.94%		0.50%

				Feb-07-2017		104.50%		104.65%		102.74%		104.83%		105.17%		102.42%				4.50%		4.65%		2.74%		4.83%		5.17%		2.42%						0.88%		0.99%		0.96%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		0.53%

				Feb-08-2017		104.74%		104.91%		102.91%		104.62%		105.25%		102.49%				4.74%		4.91%		2.91%		4.62%		5.25%		2.49%						1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		0.96%		1.01%		1.02%		0.53%

				Feb-09-2017		104.85%		105.10%		103.54%		104.96%		105.45%		103.08%				4.85%		5.10%		3.54%		4.96%		5.45%		3.08%						1.02%		1.03%		1.16%		1.06%		1.03%		1.17%		0.53%

				Feb-10-2017		105.62%		105.50%		105.67%		105.93%		106.27%		103.45%				5.62%		5.50%		5.67%		5.93%		6.27%		3.45%						1.13%		1.07%		1.47%		1.16%		1.13%		1.09%		0.53%

				Feb-13-2017		106.02%		106.01%		105.35%		106.87%		107.04%		103.99%				6.02%		6.01%		5.35%		6.87%		7.04%		3.99%						1.06%		1.08%		0.95%		1.14%		1.11%		1.12%		0.54%

				Feb-14-2017		104.71%		105.37%		106.01%		106.69%		106.42%		104.41%				4.71%		5.37%		6.01%		6.69%		6.42%		4.41%						0.81%		0.91%		1.10%		0.98%		0.92%		1.08%		0.52%

				Feb-15-2017		105.36%		104.99%		107.09%		107.05%		106.85%		104.93%				5.36%		4.99%		7.09%		7.05%		6.85%		4.93%						1.11%		0.94%		1.15%		1.05%		1.06%		1.10%		0.54%

				Feb-16-2017		106.52%		105.77%		106.67%		106.86%		107.27%		104.84%				6.52%		5.77%		6.67%		6.86%		7.27%		4.84%						1.18%		1.13%		0.95%		0.98%		1.05%		0.98%		0.53%

				Feb-17-2017		106.19%		105.67%		104.80%		106.57%		106.84%		105.02%				6.19%		5.67%		4.80%		6.57%		6.84%		5.02%						0.96%		0.99%		0.76%		0.96%		0.95%		1.03%		0.52%

				Feb-20-2017		106.73%		105.86%		105.20%		106.54%		107.07%		105.02%				6.73%		5.86%		5.20%		6.54%		7.07%		5.02%						1.08%		1.03%		1.07%		1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		0.52%

				Feb-21-2017		107.35%		106.40%		104.48%		107.18%		107.52%		105.65%				7.35%		6.40%		4.48%		7.18%		7.52%		5.65%						1.08%		1.08%		0.88%		1.08%		1.06%		1.10%		0.52%

				Feb-22-2017		107.60%		106.28%		104.05%		106.98%		107.61%		105.54%				7.60%		6.28%		4.05%		6.98%		7.61%		5.54%						1.03%		0.98%		0.92%		0.98%		1.01%		0.98%		0.53%

				Feb-23-2017		106.96%		104.88%		99.10%		106.24%		106.79%		105.58%				6.96%		4.88%		-0.90%		6.24%		6.79%		5.58%						0.93%		0.81%		0.02%		0.91%		0.90%		1.01%		0.52%

				Feb-24-2017		106.90%		104.78%		101.68%		106.11%		106.68%		105.74%				6.90%		4.78%		1.68%		6.11%		6.68%		5.74%						0.99%		0.98%		26.80%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%		0.51%

				Feb-27-2017		106.36%		104.72%		103.90%		106.37%		106.56%		105.85%				6.36%		4.72%		3.90%		6.37%		6.56%		5.85%						0.93%		0.99%		1.83%		1.04%		0.98%		1.02%		0.51%

				Feb-28-2017		106.25%		104.20%		102.65%		105.79%		106.17%		105.57%				6.25%		4.20%		2.65%		5.79%		6.17%		5.57%						0.99%		0.91%		0.74%		0.92%		0.95%		0.96%		0.50%

				Mar-01-2017		107.34%		104.86%		104.79%		107.90%		107.74%		107.02%				7.34%		4.86%		4.79%		7.90%		7.74%		7.02%						1.15%		1.13%		1.59%		1.31%		1.22%		1.22%		0.53%

				Mar-02-2017		106.53%		104.02%		104.47%		107.05%		106.94%		106.39%				6.53%		4.02%		4.47%		7.05%		6.94%		6.39%						0.90%		0.86%		0.94%		0.90%		0.91%		0.92%		0.62%

				Mar-03-2017		106.38%		103.32%		103.86%		106.86%		106.73%		106.44%				6.38%		3.32%		3.86%		6.86%		6.73%		6.44%						0.98%		0.86%		0.89%		0.98%		0.97%		1.01%		0.66%

				Mar-06-2017		106.93%		103.68%		103.72%		106.51%		106.88%		106.10%				6.93%		3.68%		3.72%		6.51%		6.88%		6.10%						1.07%		1.08%		0.97%		0.96%		1.02%		0.95%		0.70%

				Mar-07-2017		106.94%		103.10%		102.87%		106.36%		106.79%		105.79%				6.94%		3.10%		2.87%		6.36%		6.79%		5.79%						1.00%		0.88%		0.82%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.73%

				Mar-08-2017		106.54%		103.07%		102.37%		106.23%		106.63%		105.55%				6.54%		3.07%		2.37%		6.23%		6.63%		5.55%						0.95%		0.99%		0.87%		0.98%		0.98%		0.96%		0.75%

				Mar-09-2017		105.80%		101.97%		101.37%		105.70%		105.96%		105.63%				5.80%		1.97%		1.37%		5.70%		5.96%		5.63%						0.90%		0.73%		0.70%		0.93%		0.91%		1.01%		0.72%

				Mar-10-2017		107.61%		102.15%		102.70%		106.46%		107.07%		105.98%				7.61%		2.15%		2.70%		6.46%		7.07%		5.98%						1.27%		1.06%		1.56%		1.11%		1.16%		1.05%		0.72%

				Mar-13-2017		107.76%		102.40%		102.40%		106.68%		107.27%		106.01%				7.76%		2.40%		2.40%		6.68%		7.27%		6.01%						1.02%		1.08%		0.92%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		0.73%

				Mar-14-2017		107.38%		101.97%		100.61%		105.80%		106.62%		105.66%				7.38%		1.97%		0.61%		5.80%		6.62%		5.66%						0.96%		0.87%		0.47%		0.89%		0.92%		0.95%		0.78%

				Mar-15-2017		108.96%		103.48%		102.64%		107.34%		108.07%		106.54%				8.96%		3.48%		2.64%		7.34%		8.07%		6.54%						1.19%		1.51%		2.26%		1.23%		1.19%		1.13%		0.77%

				Mar-16-2017		109.07%		103.28%		103.46%		107.22%		108.10%		106.37%				9.07%		3.28%		3.46%		7.22%		8.10%		6.37%						1.01%		0.96%		1.23%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.72%

				Mar-17-2017		109.07%		103.12%		102.99%		107.83%		108.35%		106.23%				9.07%		3.12%		2.99%		7.83%		8.35%		6.23%						1.00%		0.96%		0.89%		1.07%		1.03%		0.98%		0.72%

				Mar-20-2017		109.35%		102.87%		102.04%		107.46%		108.11%		106.01%				9.35%		2.87%		2.04%		7.46%		8.11%		6.01%						1.03%		0.94%		0.76%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.72%

				Mar-21-2017		108.82%		102.17%		100.32%		106.05%		107.22%		104.70%				8.82%		2.17%		0.32%		6.05%		7.22%		4.70%						0.95%		0.82%		0.43%		0.83%		0.90%		0.81%		0.75%

				Mar-22-2017		109.08%		102.17%		100.32%		106.18%		107.27%		104.90%				9.08%		2.17%		0.32%		6.18%		7.27%		4.90%						1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		0.76%

				Mar-23-2017		109.27%		102.31%		100.58%		105.97%		107.35%		104.79%				9.27%		2.31%		0.58%		5.97%		7.35%		4.79%						1.02%		1.04%		1.20%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.76%

				Mar-24-2017		109.42%		102.01%		101.30%		106.46%		107.75%		104.70%				9.42%		2.01%		1.30%		6.46%		7.75%		4.70%						1.01%		0.91%		1.46%		1.07%		1.05%		0.98%		0.75%

				Mar-27-2017		109.04%		101.53%		102.28%		106.45%		107.53%		104.59%				9.04%		1.53%		2.28%		6.45%		7.53%		4.59%						0.96%		0.84%		1.43%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.77%

				Mar-28-2017		109.82%		102.04%		102.77%		107.61%		108.46%		105.35%				9.82%		2.04%		2.77%		7.61%		8.46%		5.35%						1.08%		1.20%		1.15%		1.16%		1.11%		1.14%		0.77%

				Mar-29-2017		110.44%		101.68%		102.73%		107.72%		108.59%		105.46%				10.44%		1.68%		2.73%		7.72%		8.59%		5.46%						1.06%		0.88%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.77%

				Mar-30-2017		109.65%		101.10%		103.51%		107.76%		108.28%		105.77%				9.65%		1.10%		3.51%		7.76%		8.28%		5.77%						0.93%		0.78%		1.21%		1.00%		0.97%		1.05%		0.77%

				Mar-31-2017		109.76%		100.89%		103.44%		107.58%		108.21%		105.53%				9.76%		0.89%		3.44%		7.58%		8.21%		5.53%						1.01%		0.90%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.77%

				Apr-03-2017		109.04%		100.67%		103.01%		106.69%		107.65%		105.36%				9.04%		0.67%		3.01%		6.69%		7.65%		5.36%						0.93%		0.88%		0.90%		0.90%		0.94%		0.97%		0.75%

				Apr-04-2017		108.97%		100.39%		102.70%		106.74%		107.57%		105.42%				8.97%		0.39%		2.70%		6.74%		7.57%		5.42%						0.99%		0.83%		0.92%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.78%

				Apr-05-2017		108.60%		100.34%		103.53%		106.15%		107.20%		105.10%				8.60%		0.34%		3.53%		6.15%		7.20%		5.10%						0.96%		0.96%		1.22%		0.92%		0.96%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-06-2017		108.82%		100.05%		103.90%		106.40%		107.35%		105.30%				8.82%		0.05%		3.90%		6.40%		7.35%		5.30%						1.02%		0.78%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.79%

				Apr-07-2017		108.48%		99.87%		105.19%		106.26%		107.21%		105.21%				8.48%		-0.13%		5.19%		6.26%		7.21%		5.21%						0.97%		0.83%		1.26%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.78%

				Apr-10-2017		108.14%		100.01%		104.86%		106.48%		107.17%		105.29%				8.14%		0.01%		4.86%		6.48%		7.17%		5.29%						0.96%		1.16%		0.95%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		0.81%

				Apr-11-2017		107.98%		100.01%		105.91%		106.44%		107.09%		105.13%				7.98%		0.01%		5.91%		6.44%		7.09%		5.13%						0.98%		1.00%		1.18%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		0.81%

				Apr-12-2017		107.42%		98.80%		103.71%		105.20%		106.04%		104.74%				7.42%		-1.20%		3.71%		5.20%		6.04%		4.74%						0.94%		-0.20%		0.68%		0.83%		0.87%		0.94%		0.81%

				Apr-13-2017		107.47%		98.37%		103.70%		104.63%		105.78%		104.03%				7.47%		-1.63%		3.70%		4.63%		5.78%		4.03%						1.01%		3.15%		1.00%		0.91%		0.96%		0.88%		0.80%

				Apr-14-2017		106.98%		98.37%		103.70%		104.63%		105.58%		104.03%				6.98%		-1.63%		3.70%		4.63%		5.58%		4.03%						0.94%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-17-2017		107.93%		98.70%		104.70%		105.46%		106.36%		104.92%				7.93%		-1.30%		4.70%		5.46%		6.36%		4.92%						1.12%		0.48%		1.21%		1.15%		1.12%		1.18%		0.80%

				Apr-18-2017		108.92%		94.63%		104.51%		105.39%		106.18%		104.62%				8.92%		-5.37%		4.51%		5.39%		6.18%		4.62%						1.11%		14.57%		0.97%		0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.82%

				Apr-19-2017		108.88%		93.61%		104.87%		105.14%		105.94%		104.44%				8.88%		-6.39%		4.87%		5.14%		5.94%		4.44%						1.00%		1.23%		1.07%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.81%

				Apr-20-2017		109.93%		94.14%		105.37%		106.35%		107.00%		105.23%				9.93%		-5.86%		5.37%		6.35%		7.00%		5.23%						1.11%		0.90%		1.09%		1.20%		1.15%		1.15%		0.80%

				Apr-21-2017		110.63%		94.07%		103.92%		107.57%		107.82%		104.91%				10.63%		-5.93%		3.92%		7.57%		7.82%		4.91%						1.06%		1.01%		0.77%		1.17%		1.10%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-24-2017		110.89%		93.95%		107.75%		110.10%		109.21%		106.04%				10.89%		-6.05%		7.75%		10.10%		9.21%		6.04%						1.02%		1.02%		1.78%		1.30%		1.16%		1.19%		0.78%

				Apr-25-2017		111.96%		94.42%		109.67%		110.57%		109.95%		106.69%				11.96%		-5.58%		9.67%		10.57%		9.95%		6.69%						1.09%		0.91%		1.22%		1.04%		1.07%		1.09%		0.80%

				Apr-26-2017		112.41%		94.35%		110.58%		110.89%		110.38%		106.64%				12.41%		-5.65%		10.58%		10.89%		10.38%		6.64%						1.03%		1.02%		1.09%		1.03%		1.04%		0.99%		0.81%

				Apr-27-2017		112.00%		94.09%		111.90%		110.13%		110.06%		106.70%				12.00%		-5.91%		11.90%		10.13%		10.06%		6.70%						0.97%		1.06%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		0.82%

				Apr-28-2017		110.71%		93.90%		110.33%		110.21%		109.66%		106.49%				10.71%		-6.10%		10.33%		10.21%		9.66%		6.49%						0.90%		1.04%		0.88%		1.01%		0.96%		0.97%		0.80%

				May-01-2017		110.65%		93.42%		110.75%		110.11%		109.56%		106.68%				10.65%		-6.58%		10.75%		10.11%		9.56%		6.68%						0.99%		1.09%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		1.03%		0.79%

				May-02-2017		111.89%		94.49%		111.32%		109.77%		110.04%		106.80%				11.89%		-5.51%		11.32%		9.77%		10.04%		6.80%						1.11%		0.81%		1.05%		0.97%		1.05%		1.02%		0.82%

				May-03-2017		112.28%		94.69%		110.98%		109.88%		110.23%		106.67%				12.28%		-5.31%		10.98%		9.88%		10.23%		6.67%						1.03%		0.96%		0.97%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.81%

				May-04-2017		112.51%		93.87%		112.27%		109.22%		109.94%		106.73%				12.51%		-6.13%		12.27%		9.22%		9.94%		6.73%						1.02%		1.19%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		0.84%

				May-05-2017		113.61%		94.15%		112.08%		110.01%		110.72%		107.17%				13.61%		-5.85%		12.08%		10.01%		10.72%		7.17%						1.08%		0.95%		0.99%		1.08%		1.07%		1.06%		0.84%

				May-08-2017		113.99%		93.99%		110.86%		109.66%		110.60%		107.17%				13.99%		-6.01%		10.86%		9.66%		10.60%		7.17%						1.03%		1.03%		0.91%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.88%

				May-09-2017		113.20%		94.29%		110.28%		110.05%		110.52%		107.06%				13.20%		-5.71%		10.28%		10.05%		10.52%		7.06%						0.95%		0.94%		0.95%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.90%

				May-10-2017		113.07%		94.19%		109.57%		110.41%		110.51%		107.18%				13.07%		-5.81%		9.57%		10.41%		10.51%		7.18%						0.99%		1.02%		0.94%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		0.90%

				May-11-2017		113.68%		94.51%		108.56%		109.97%		110.66%		106.95%				13.68%		-5.49%		8.56%		9.97%		10.66%		6.95%						1.04%		0.93%		0.90%		0.96%		1.01%		0.97%		0.89%

				May-12-2017		113.28%		93.90%		106.46%		109.65%		110.14%		106.79%				13.28%		-6.10%		6.46%		9.65%		10.14%		6.79%						0.97%		1.14%		0.78%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.87%

				May-15-2017		113.38%		93.51%		107.74%		110.80%		110.70%		107.30%				13.38%		-6.49%		7.74%		10.80%		10.70%		7.30%						1.01%		1.08%		1.17%		1.11%		1.05%		1.07%		0.86%

				May-16-2017		113.57%		92.89%		107.93%		110.81%		110.84%		107.23%				13.57%		-7.11%		7.93%		10.81%		10.84%		7.23%						1.01%		1.11%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.89%

				May-17-2017		112.08%		91.82%		105.68%		109.18%		109.32%		105.28%				12.08%		-8.18%		5.68%		9.18%		9.32%		5.28%						0.90%		1.18%		0.75%		0.86%		0.87%		0.76%		0.89%

				May-18-2017		112.15%		91.65%		104.62%		109.70%		109.46%		105.67%				12.15%		-8.35%		4.62%		9.70%		9.46%		5.67%						1.01%		1.02%		0.84%		1.05%		1.01%		1.06%		0.89%

				May-19-2017		114.01%		92.21%		107.02%		111.06%		110.89%		106.38%				14.01%		-7.79%		7.02%		11.06%		10.89%		6.38%						1.14%		0.92%		1.43%		1.13%		1.14%		1.11%		0.91%

				May-22-2017		114.83%		92.97%		106.61%		111.20%		111.37%		106.93%				14.83%		-7.03%		6.61%		11.20%		11.37%		6.93%						1.05%		0.89%		0.95%		1.01%		1.04%		1.07%		0.90%

				May-23-2017		114.58%		92.75%		107.83%		110.89%		111.30%		107.13%				14.58%		-7.25%		7.83%		10.89%		11.30%		7.13%						0.98%		1.04%		1.16%		0.97%		0.99%		1.03%		0.92%

				May-24-2017		114.77%		92.94%		107.25%		111.39%		111.64%		107.39%				14.77%		-7.06%		7.25%		11.39%		11.64%		7.39%						1.01%		0.97%		0.93%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.91%

				May-25-2017		114.23%		92.75%		107.45%		112.12%		111.78%		107.87%				14.23%		-7.25%		7.45%		12.12%		11.78%		7.87%						0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		1.06%		1.01%		1.06%		0.92%

				May-26-2017		114.65%		92.15%		107.15%		111.64%		111.64%		107.91%				14.65%		-7.85%		7.15%		11.64%		11.64%		7.91%						1.03%		1.10%		0.96%		0.96%		0.99%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-29-2017		114.59%		92.09%		106.86%		111.62%		111.59%		107.91%				14.59%		-7.91%		6.86%		11.62%		11.59%		7.91%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-30-2017		114.67%		91.91%		106.21%		111.58%		111.56%		107.78%				14.67%		-8.09%		6.21%		11.58%		11.56%		7.78%						1.01%		1.03%		0.92%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.92%

				May-31-2017		115.16%		92.82%		106.36%		111.54%		111.92%		107.73%				15.16%		-7.18%		6.36%		11.54%		11.92%		7.73%						1.03%		0.87%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		0.92%

				Jun-01-2017		116.13%		93.08%		107.71%		112.03%		112.55%		108.54%				16.13%		-6.92%		7.71%		12.03%		12.55%		8.54%						1.06%		0.96%		1.18%		1.04%		1.05%		1.09%		0.96%

				Jun-02-2017		116.57%		92.56%		108.24%		112.64%		113.01%		108.94%				16.57%		-7.44%		8.24%		12.64%		13.01%		8.94%						1.03%		1.09%		1.06%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		0.96%

				Jun-05-2017		116.18%		92.66%		107.54%		112.21%		112.65%		108.81%				16.18%		-7.34%		7.54%		12.21%		12.65%		8.81%						0.98%		0.98%		0.92%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		0.96%

				Jun-06-2017		116.96%		91.87%		107.20%		111.36%		112.62%		108.51%				16.96%		-8.13%		7.20%		11.36%		12.62%		8.51%						1.05%		1.12%		0.96%		0.94%		1.00%		0.97%		0.95%

				Jun-07-2017		117.17%		91.81%		106.40%		111.05%		112.53%		108.68%				17.17%		-8.19%		6.40%		11.05%		12.53%		8.68%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.96%

				Jun-08-2017		118.42%		91.26%		107.46%		112.01%		113.52%		108.71%				18.42%		-8.74%		7.46%		12.01%		13.52%		8.71%						1.07%		1.08%		1.14%		1.08%		1.07%		1.00%		0.98%

				Jun-09-2017		119.35%		92.38%		109.73%		113.03%		114.44%		108.62%				19.35%		-7.62%		9.73%		13.03%		14.44%		8.62%						1.05%		0.86%		1.27%		1.08%		1.06%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-12-2017		119.13%		93.05%		107.64%		111.91%		113.90%		108.51%				19.13%		-6.95%		7.64%		11.91%		13.90%		8.51%						0.99%		0.90%		0.81%		0.92%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-13-2017		119.62%		92.08%		108.96%		112.75%		114.38%		109.00%				19.62%		-7.92%		8.96%		12.75%		14.38%		9.00%						1.02%		1.16%		1.15%		1.07%		1.03%		1.05%		0.97%

				Jun-14-2017		118.47%		92.09%		108.71%		112.43%		113.74%		108.89%				18.47%		-7.91%		8.71%		12.43%		13.74%		8.89%						0.94%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-15-2017		118.47%		91.32%		106.79%		112.29%		113.48%		108.65%				18.47%		-8.68%		6.79%		12.29%		13.48%		8.65%						1.00%		1.11%		0.80%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%

				Jun-16-2017		118.89%		91.72%		107.90%		112.84%		114.07%		108.68%				18.89%		-8.28%		7.90%		12.84%		14.07%		8.68%						1.02%		0.95%		1.14%		1.04%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%

				Jun-19-2017		120.54%		91.49%		108.78%		114.08%		115.25%		109.59%				20.54%		-8.51%		8.78%		14.08%		15.25%		9.59%						1.08%		1.03%		1.10%		1.09%		1.08%		1.09%		1.01%

				Jun-20-2017		120.21%		91.11%		107.36%		112.80%		114.46%		108.85%				20.21%		-8.89%		7.36%		12.80%		14.46%		8.85%						0.98%		1.05%		0.85%		0.92%		0.95%		0.93%		1.01%

				Jun-21-2017		121.26%		90.82%		107.21%		111.61%		114.35%		108.79%				21.26%		-9.18%		7.21%		11.61%		14.35%		8.79%						1.05%		1.04%		0.98%		0.91%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%

				Jun-22-2017		121.02%		90.82%		107.63%		111.73%		114.23%		108.74%				21.02%		-9.18%		7.63%		11.73%		14.23%		8.74%						0.99%		1.00%		1.05%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%

				Jun-23-2017		123.26%		92.90%		109.41%		111.91%		115.54%		108.91%				23.26%		-7.10%		9.41%		11.91%		15.54%		8.91%						1.10%		0.75%		1.21%		1.01%		1.09%		1.02%		0.94%

				Jun-26-2017		123.49%		93.06%		110.33%		112.21%		115.71%		108.94%				23.49%		-6.94%		10.33%		12.21%		15.71%		8.94%						1.01%		0.97%		1.09%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.95%

				Jun-27-2017		123.11%		92.16%		110.72%		111.27%		114.99%		108.06%				23.11%		-7.84%		10.72%		11.27%		14.99%		8.06%						0.98%		1.15%		1.03%		0.93%		0.96%		0.91%		0.98%

				Jun-28-2017		123.20%		92.75%		112.46%		112.20%		115.47%		109.02%				23.20%		-7.25%		12.46%		12.20%		15.47%		9.02%						1.00%		0.91%		1.15%		1.08%		1.03%		1.11%		0.99%

				Jun-29-2017		123.06%		93.17%		111.45%		110.70%		114.67%		108.08%				23.06%		-6.83%		11.45%		10.70%		14.67%		8.08%						0.99%		0.93%		0.92%		0.89%		0.95%		0.91%		1.00%

				Jun-30-2017		123.50%		93.64%		112.84%		112.03%		115.47%		108.24%				23.50%		-6.36%		12.84%		12.03%		15.47%		8.24%						1.02%		0.92%		1.11%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%

				Jul-03-2017		122.15%		94.47%		112.87%		112.40%		115.26%		108.49%				22.15%		-5.53%		12.87%		12.40%		15.26%		8.49%						0.94%		0.85%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.03%		1.01%

				Jul-04-2017		121.72%		94.33%		111.59%		112.33%		114.98%		108.49%				21.72%		-5.67%		11.59%		12.33%		14.98%		8.49%						0.98%		1.03%		0.91%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.04%

				Jul-05-2017		123.56%		94.10%		111.65%		112.28%		115.59%		108.65%				23.56%		-5.90%		11.65%		12.28%		15.59%		8.65%						1.08%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%

				Jul-06-2017		122.44%		93.68%		111.33%		111.81%		114.96%		107.63%				22.44%		-6.32%		11.33%		11.81%		14.96%		7.63%						0.95%		1.09%		0.97%		0.96%		0.96%		0.89%		1.03%

				Jul-07-2017		122.24%		93.32%		111.59%		112.32%		115.10%		108.32%				22.24%		-6.68%		11.59%		12.32%		15.10%		8.32%						0.99%		1.07%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.08%		1.02%

				Jul-10-2017		122.32%		91.95%		111.19%		112.76%		115.14%		108.42%				22.32%		-8.05%		11.19%		12.76%		15.14%		8.42%						1.00%		1.24%		0.97%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%

				Jul-11-2017		123.29%		91.81%		110.63%		112.53%		115.46%		108.34%				23.29%		-8.19%		10.63%		12.53%		15.46%		8.34%						1.04%		1.02%		0.95%		0.98%		1.02%		0.99%		1.03%

				Jul-12-2017		122.89%		90.54%		111.32%		113.38%		115.56%		109.13%				22.89%		-9.46%		11.32%		13.38%		15.56%		9.13%						0.98%		1.18%		1.06%		1.06%		1.01%		1.08%		1.03%

				Jul-13-2017		123.02%		90.73%		111.67%		113.52%		115.68%		109.34%				23.02%		-9.27%		11.67%		13.52%		15.68%		9.34%						1.01%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%

				Jul-14-2017		123.82%		91.05%		111.84%		114.15%		116.31%		109.85%				23.82%		-8.95%		11.84%		14.15%		16.31%		9.85%						1.03%		0.96%		1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.05%		1.03%

				Jul-17-2017		123.84%		91.21%		112.31%		114.02%		116.22%		109.84%				23.84%		-8.79%		12.31%		14.02%		16.22%		9.84%						1.00%		0.98%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.02%

				Jul-18-2017		123.25%		92.03%		111.37%		113.84%		115.96%		109.91%				23.25%		-7.97%		11.37%		13.84%		15.96%		9.91%						0.98%		0.89%		0.93%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%

				Jul-19-2017		123.63%		90.11%		112.32%		114.77%		116.41%		110.50%				23.63%		-9.89%		12.32%		14.77%		16.41%		10.50%						1.02%		1.28%		1.08%		1.06%		1.03%		1.05%		1.05%

				Jul-20-2017		124.45%		90.76%		112.37%		114.30%		116.57%		110.48%				24.45%		-9.24%		12.37%		14.30%		16.57%		10.48%						1.03%		0.93%		1.00%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.09%

				Jul-21-2017		124.11%		90.51%		110.81%		114.19%		116.26%		110.44%				24.11%		-9.49%		10.81%		14.19%		16.26%		10.44%						0.99%		1.03%		0.88%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.13%

				Jul-24-2017		125.01%		90.68%		109.76%		114.48%		116.83%		110.32%				25.01%		-9.32%		9.76%		14.48%		16.83%		10.32%						1.04%		0.98%		0.91%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.14%

				Jul-25-2017		124.76%		91.07%		109.95%		114.61%		116.80%		110.64%				24.76%		-8.93%		9.95%		14.61%		16.80%		10.64%						0.99%		0.95%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.15%

				Jul-26-2017		122.23%		90.48%		109.60%		114.66%		115.96%		110.68%				22.23%		-9.52%		9.60%		14.66%		15.96%		10.68%						0.90%		1.07%		0.97%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.16%

				Jul-27-2017		119.50%		90.88%		112.65%		112.44%		114.67%		110.57%				19.50%		-9.12%		12.65%		12.44%		14.67%		10.57%						0.88%		0.95%		1.29%		0.86%		0.92%		0.99%		1.11%

				Jul-28-2017		119.24%		90.48%		109.74%		111.88%		114.24%		110.42%				19.24%		-9.52%		9.74%		11.88%		14.24%		10.42%						0.99%		1.05%		0.79%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		1.09%

				Jul-31-2017		118.44%		90.66%		109.38%		111.30%		113.79%		110.34%				18.44%		-9.34%		9.38%		11.30%		13.79%		10.34%						0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.06%

				Aug-01-2017		118.06%		91.29%		110.17%		111.96%		114.16%		110.61%				18.06%		-8.71%		10.17%		11.96%		14.16%		10.61%						0.98%		0.92%		1.08%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%

				Aug-02-2017		118.26%		91.39%		108.65%		113.42%		114.84%		110.66%				18.26%		-8.61%		8.65%		13.42%		14.84%		10.66%						1.01%		0.99%		0.86%		1.11%		1.04%		1.00%		1.06%

				Aug-03-2017		117.44%		91.45%		106.94%		113.59%		114.52%		110.42%				17.44%		-8.55%		6.94%		13.59%		14.52%		10.42%						0.96%		0.99%		0.82%		1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		1.06%

				Aug-04-2017		116.52%		91.63%		106.09%		114.18%		114.55%		110.63%				16.52%		-8.37%		6.09%		14.18%		14.55%		10.63%						0.95%		0.98%		0.89%		1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-07-2017		118.17%		91.18%		106.98%		114.00%		114.93%		110.81%				18.17%		-8.82%		6.98%		14.00%		14.93%		10.81%						1.09%		1.06%		1.13%		0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-08-2017		117.68%		90.59%		107.82%		113.48%		114.45%		110.55%				17.68%		-9.41%		7.82%		13.48%		14.45%		10.55%						0.97%		1.08%		1.11%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%

				Aug-09-2017		117.71%		90.86%		107.34%		113.43%		114.50%		110.51%				17.71%		-9.14%		7.34%		13.43%		14.50%		10.51%						1.00%		0.97%		0.95%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%

				Aug-10-2017		116.66%		90.37%		105.23%		112.05%		113.33%		108.91%				16.66%		-9.63%		5.23%		12.05%		13.33%		8.91%						0.94%		1.06%		0.75%		0.90%		0.92%		0.86%		1.04%

				Aug-11-2017		115.45%		90.34%		105.07%		111.53%		112.59%		109.04%				15.45%		-9.66%		5.07%		11.53%		12.59%		9.04%						0.93%		1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		0.95%		1.01%		1.03%

				Aug-14-2017		115.84%		90.80%		106.44%		112.58%		113.44%		110.14%				15.84%		-9.20%		6.44%		12.58%		13.44%		10.14%						1.02%		0.95%		1.23%		1.08%		1.06%		1.11%		1.01%

				Aug-15-2017		114.99%		90.48%		105.41%		111.62%		112.72%		110.08%				14.99%		-9.52%		5.41%		11.62%		12.72%		10.08%						0.95%		1.04%		0.86%		0.93%		0.95%		0.99%		1.01%

				Aug-16-2017		114.02%		90.09%		105.40%		111.74%		112.43%		110.24%				14.02%		-9.91%		5.40%		11.74%		12.43%		10.24%						0.94%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%

				Aug-17-2017		113.54%		90.12%		104.61%		110.06%		111.45%		108.54%				13.54%		-9.88%		4.61%		10.06%		11.45%		8.54%						0.97%		1.00%		0.88%		0.87%		0.93%		0.85%		1.00%

				Aug-18-2017		113.07%		89.35%		104.01%		109.49%		110.79%		108.34%				13.07%		-10.65%		4.01%		9.49%		10.79%		8.34%						0.97%		1.09%		0.89%		0.95%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%

				Aug-21-2017		114.46%		89.03%		103.55%		110.37%		111.45%		108.47%				14.46%		-10.97%		3.55%		10.37%		11.45%		8.47%						1.10%		1.03%		0.91%		1.08%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%

				Aug-22-2017		115.25%		89.02%		104.01%		111.62%		112.38%		109.54%				15.25%		-10.98%		4.01%		11.62%		12.38%		9.54%						1.05%		1.00%		1.10%		1.11%		1.07%		1.11%		0.99%

				Aug-23-2017		115.13%		87.89%		105.23%		111.30%		112.09%		109.17%				15.13%		-12.11%		5.23%		11.30%		12.09%		9.17%						0.99%		1.11%		1.24%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.99%

				Aug-24-2017		115.33%		87.25%		104.59%		111.24%		112.03%		108.94%				15.33%		-12.75%		4.59%		11.24%		12.03%		8.94%						1.01%		1.06%		0.90%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%

				Aug-25-2017		116.32%		87.63%		105.84%		111.82%		112.78%		109.12%				16.32%		-12.37%		5.84%		11.82%		12.78%		9.12%						1.06%		0.97%		1.22%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%		1.00%

				Aug-28-2017		116.90%		87.04%		106.73%		111.96%		113.05%		109.18%				16.90%		-12.96%		6.73%		11.96%		13.05%		9.18%						1.03%		1.05%		1.13%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%

				Aug-29-2017		116.77%		87.07%		106.74%		112.08%		113.10%		109.27%				16.77%		-12.93%		6.74%		12.08%		13.10%		9.27%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.97%

				Aug-30-2017		117.49%		87.51%		107.62%		112.47%		113.58%		109.77%				17.49%		-12.49%		7.62%		12.47%		13.58%		9.77%						1.04%		0.96%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.01%

				Aug-31-2017		117.26%		88.45%		108.83%		113.15%		113.89%		110.40%				17.26%		-11.55%		8.83%		13.15%		13.89%		10.40%						0.99%		0.92%		1.14%		1.05%		1.02%		1.06%		1.01%

				Sep-01-2017		117.38%		88.84%		109.74%		113.28%		114.00%		110.62%				17.38%		-11.16%		9.74%		13.28%		14.00%		10.62%						1.01%		0.96%		1.09%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.99%

				Sep-04-2017		118.01%		88.83%		109.06%		113.19%		114.18%		110.62%				18.01%		-11.17%		9.06%		13.19%		14.18%		10.62%						1.03%		1.00%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%

				Sep-05-2017		118.16%		88.60%		108.72%		112.84%		113.98%		109.78%				18.16%		-11.40%		8.72%		12.84%		13.98%		9.78%						1.01%		1.02%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.93%		1.00%

				Sep-06-2017		117.36%		88.69%		108.82%		113.16%		113.95%		110.13%				17.36%		-11.31%		8.82%		13.16%		13.95%		10.13%						0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		1.01%

				Sep-07-2017		117.76%		88.46%		108.97%		113.60%		114.46%		110.11%				17.76%		-11.54%		8.97%		13.60%		14.46%		10.11%						1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.05%

				Sep-08-2017		117.86%		89.24%		108.96%		113.91%		114.78%		109.94%				17.86%		-10.76%		8.96%		13.91%		14.78%		9.94%						1.01%		0.93%		1.00%		1.02%		1.02%		0.98%		1.03%

				Sep-11-2017		117.36%		89.10%		108.82%		114.87%		115.02%		111.13%				17.36%		-10.90%		8.82%		14.87%		15.02%		11.13%						0.97%		1.01%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.11%		1.02%

				Sep-12-2017		117.99%		89.88%		109.73%		115.29%		115.46%		111.51%				17.99%		-10.12%		9.73%		15.29%		15.46%		11.51%						1.03%		0.92%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.04%

				Sep-13-2017		119.04%		90.02%		109.44%		114.79%		115.65%		111.59%				19.04%		-9.98%		9.44%		14.79%		15.65%		11.59%						1.06%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%

				Sep-14-2017		118.63%		90.08%		109.05%		114.73%		115.38%		111.47%				18.63%		-9.92%		9.05%		14.73%		15.38%		11.47%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%

				Sep-15-2017		120.00%		89.99%		109.14%		115.66%		116.54%		111.68%				20.00%		-10.01%		9.14%		15.66%		16.54%		11.68%						1.07%		1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.07%		1.02%		1.03%

				Sep-18-2017		119.69%		92.70%		109.87%		115.45%		116.70%		111.84%				19.69%		-7.30%		9.87%		15.45%		16.70%		11.84%						0.99%		0.70%		1.07%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.03%

				Sep-19-2017		119.40%		92.53%		109.22%		115.34%		116.63%		111.96%				19.40%		-7.47%		9.22%		15.34%		16.63%		11.96%						0.99%		1.03%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.04%

				Sep-20-2017		120.76%		93.55%		109.61%		116.16%		117.57%		112.03%				20.76%		-6.45%		9.61%		16.16%		17.57%		12.03%						1.07%		0.84%		1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%

				Sep-21-2017		121.00%		94.66%		109.79%		116.98%		118.19%		111.69%				21.00%		-5.34%		9.79%		16.98%		18.19%		11.69%						1.01%		0.80%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		0.97%		1.02%

				Sep-22-2017		121.74%		94.89%		110.76%		117.54%		118.90%		111.76%				21.74%		-5.11%		10.76%		17.54%		18.90%		11.76%						1.03%		0.95%		1.09%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%

				Sep-25-2017		121.24%		95.37%		110.74%		116.93%		118.34%		111.52%				21.24%		-4.63%		10.74%		16.93%		18.34%		11.52%						0.98%		0.88%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%

				Sep-26-2017		120.94%		95.64%		110.53%		116.79%		117.92%		111.52%				20.94%		-4.36%		10.53%		16.79%		17.92%		11.52%						0.99%		0.93%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.04%

				Sep-27-2017		121.23%		95.80%		110.50%		116.58%		118.09%		111.98%				21.23%		-4.20%		10.50%		16.58%		18.09%		11.98%						1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.05%

				Sep-28-2017		121.40%		96.98%		111.27%		116.81%		118.56%		112.12%				21.40%		-3.02%		11.27%		16.81%		18.56%		12.12%						1.01%		0.63%		1.07%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.05%

				Sep-29-2017		122.46%		96.99%		111.04%		117.62%		119.37%		112.53%				22.46%		-3.01%		11.04%		17.62%		19.37%		12.53%						1.05%		1.00%		0.98%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%

				Oct-02-2017		122.85%		97.51%		111.89%		118.56%		120.10%		112.97%				22.85%		-2.49%		11.89%		18.56%		20.10%		12.97%						1.02%		0.74%		1.07%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%

				Oct-03-2017		123.12%		97.77%		111.96%		118.62%		120.27%		113.21%				23.12%		-2.23%		11.96%		18.62%		20.27%		13.21%						1.01%		0.83%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%

				Oct-04-2017		123.80%		99.79%		111.73%		119.15%		120.93%		113.35%				23.80%		-0.21%		11.73%		19.15%		20.93%		13.35%						1.03%		-0.64%		0.98%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.05%

				Oct-05-2017		123.89%		99.80%		111.91%		119.14%		120.90%		113.99%				23.89%		-0.20%		11.91%		19.14%		20.90%		13.99%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.06%

				Oct-06-2017		123.98%		98.78%		111.74%		119.26%		120.92%		113.87%				23.98%		-1.22%		11.74%		19.26%		20.92%		13.87%						1.00%		-0.28%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.05%

				Oct-09-2017		125.65%		98.55%		111.03%		119.08%		121.58%		113.66%				25.65%		-1.45%		11.03%		19.08%		21.58%		13.66%						1.07%		2.05%		0.94%		0.99%		1.03%		0.99%		1.05%

				Oct-10-2017		126.79%		97.70%		111.23%		119.26%		121.81%		113.93%				26.79%		-2.30%		11.23%		19.26%		21.81%		13.93%						1.04%		2.89%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.05%

				Oct-11-2017		126.84%		97.91%		111.34%		119.15%		121.84%		114.13%				26.84%		-2.09%		11.34%		19.15%		21.84%		14.13%						1.00%		0.84%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.06%

				Oct-12-2017		127.93%		99.55%		111.05%		119.49%		122.63%		113.94%				27.93%		-0.45%		11.05%		19.49%		22.63%		13.94%						1.04%		-0.50%		0.98%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.08%

				Oct-13-2017		128.52%		99.99%		111.72%		119.84%		123.06%		114.04%				28.52%		-0.01%		11.72%		19.84%		23.06%		14.04%						1.02%		1.80%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-16-2017		128.17%		100.32%		111.48%		120.10%		123.08%		114.24%				28.17%		0.32%		11.48%		20.10%		23.08%		14.24%						0.99%		1.33%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-17-2017		128.53%		104.00%		110.02%		120.44%		123.94%		114.32%				28.53%		4.00%		10.02%		20.44%		23.94%		14.32%						1.01%		3.79%		0.88%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.09%

				Oct-18-2017		128.79%		104.75%		110.87%		120.07%		124.11%		114.40%				28.79%		4.75%		10.87%		20.07%		24.11%		14.40%						1.01%		1.15%		1.08%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-19-2017		129.23%		103.85%		109.31%		120.50%		124.21%		114.44%				29.23%		3.85%		9.31%		20.50%		24.21%		14.44%						1.01%		0.84%		0.87%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.07%

				Oct-20-2017		128.61%		104.31%		109.54%		121.68%		124.56%		115.02%				28.61%		4.31%		9.54%		21.68%		24.56%		15.02%						0.98%		1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		1.08%

				Oct-23-2017		129.30%		105.77%		109.27%		122.16%		125.28%		114.57%				29.30%		5.77%		9.27%		22.16%		25.28%		14.57%						1.02%		1.27%		0.97%		1.02%		1.03%		0.97%		1.09%

				Oct-24-2017		131.09%		103.97%		108.58%		122.74%		126.01%		114.75%				31.09%		3.97%		8.58%		22.74%		26.01%		14.75%						1.06%		0.73%		0.93%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.08%

				Oct-25-2017		131.84%		103.96%		108.61%		122.16%		126.21%		114.22%				31.84%		3.96%		8.61%		22.16%		26.21%		14.22%						1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		1.10%

				Oct-26-2017		131.78%		104.65%		112.47%		122.95%		126.56%		114.36%				31.78%		4.65%		12.47%		22.95%		26.56%		14.36%						1.00%		1.14%		1.40%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.10%

				Oct-27-2017		132.74%		104.32%		115.74%		123.34%		127.18%		115.29%				32.74%		4.32%		15.74%		23.34%		27.18%		15.29%						1.03%		0.94%		1.24%		1.02%		1.02%		1.06%		1.09%

				Oct-30-2017		132.80%		104.50%		115.63%		122.73%		126.95%		114.92%				32.80%		4.50%		15.63%		22.73%		26.95%		14.92%						1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		0.97%		0.99%		0.98%		1.08%

				Oct-31-2017		131.89%		104.25%		117.13%		121.12%		125.92%		115.03%				31.89%		4.25%		17.13%		21.12%		25.92%		15.03%						0.97%		0.95%		1.09%		0.93%		0.96%		1.01%		1.10%

				Nov-01-2017		131.29%		103.84%		116.41%		121.90%		126.09%		115.21%				31.29%		3.84%		16.41%		21.90%		26.09%		15.21%						0.98%		0.92%		0.96%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.13%

				Nov-02-2017		131.62%		104.48%		116.56%		121.34%		126.15%		115.23%				31.62%		4.48%		16.56%		21.34%		26.15%		15.23%						1.01%		1.13%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.16%

				Nov-03-2017		130.92%		104.70%		117.00%		121.57%		126.03%		115.59%				30.92%		4.70%		17.00%		21.57%		26.03%		15.59%						0.98%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.15%

				Nov-06-2017		133.90%		105.20%		117.15%		122.26%		127.58%		115.74%				33.90%		5.20%		17.15%		22.26%		27.58%		15.74%						1.09%		1.09%		1.01%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.16%

				Nov-07-2017		134.02%		105.54%		116.07%		122.08%		127.56%		115.71%				34.02%		5.54%		16.07%		22.08%		27.56%		15.71%						1.00%		1.05%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.17%

				Nov-08-2017		133.37%		105.89%		115.40%		121.79%		127.14%		115.88%				33.37%		5.89%		15.40%		21.79%		27.14%		15.88%						0.98%		1.05%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.20%

				Nov-09-2017		132.27%		105.13%		113.51%		118.98%		125.68%		115.45%				32.27%		5.13%		13.51%		18.98%		25.68%		15.45%						0.97%		0.89%		0.88%		0.88%		0.95%		0.97%		1.21%

				Nov-10-2017		131.97%		104.69%		114.82%		118.55%		125.77%		115.34%				31.97%		4.69%		14.82%		18.55%		25.77%		15.34%						0.99%		0.93%		1.09%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.22%

				Nov-13-2017		130.88%		103.26%		113.33%		118.25%		125.20%		115.46%				30.88%		3.26%		13.33%		18.25%		25.20%		15.46%						0.97%		0.75%		0.91%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.21%

				Nov-14-2017		129.58%		103.42%		112.22%		118.83%		125.00%		115.19%				29.58%		3.42%		12.22%		18.83%		25.00%		15.19%						0.96%		1.04%		0.92%		1.03%		0.99%		0.98%		1.22%

				Nov-15-2017		129.22%		103.62%		111.33%		117.80%		124.32%		114.55%				29.22%		3.62%		11.33%		17.80%		24.32%		14.55%						0.99%		1.05%		0.93%		0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		1.24%

				Nov-16-2017		131.08%		104.31%		112.72%		118.58%		125.53%		115.49%				31.08%		4.31%		12.72%		18.58%		25.53%		15.49%						1.06%		1.15%		1.11%		1.04%		1.05%		1.06%		1.23%

				Nov-17-2017		132.05%		104.03%		112.44%		118.72%		125.89%		115.19%				32.05%		4.03%		12.44%		18.72%		25.89%		15.19%						1.03%		0.95%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.25%

				Nov-20-2017		131.96%		104.17%		112.91%		119.37%		126.35%		115.33%				31.96%		4.17%		12.91%		19.37%		26.35%		15.33%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.26%

				Nov-21-2017		135.18%		104.32%		113.90%		120.53%		128.38%		116.09%				35.18%		4.32%		13.90%		20.53%		28.38%		16.09%						1.10%		1.03%		1.07%		1.06%		1.07%		1.05%		1.28%

				Nov-22-2017		135.04%		104.52%		113.87%		120.89%		128.32%		116.00%				35.04%		4.52%		13.87%		20.89%		28.32%		16.00%						1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		0.99%		1.28%

				Nov-23-2017		132.21%		104.59%		114.89%		120.99%		127.26%		116.00%				32.21%		4.59%		14.89%		20.99%		27.26%		16.00%						0.92%		1.01%		1.07%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-24-2017		132.83%		104.58%		114.26%		121.47%		127.73%		116.24%				32.83%		4.58%		14.26%		21.47%		27.73%		16.24%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.27%

				Nov-27-2017		131.67%		105.40%		113.54%		121.61%		127.35%		116.20%				31.67%		5.40%		13.54%		21.61%		27.35%		16.20%						0.97%		1.15%		0.95%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.26%

				Nov-28-2017		133.65%		106.77%		114.92%		124.05%		129.34%		117.34%				33.65%		6.77%		14.92%		24.05%		29.34%		17.34%						1.06%		1.21%		1.09%		1.11%		1.07%		1.07%		1.25%

				Nov-29-2017		131.67%		108.78%		116.86%		123.15%		128.42%		117.30%				31.67%		8.78%		16.86%		23.15%		28.42%		17.30%						0.94%		1.26%		1.12%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.28%

				Nov-30-2017		131.11%		109.77%		117.43%		124.44%		129.18%		118.26%				31.11%		9.77%		17.43%		24.44%		29.18%		18.26%						0.98%		1.10%		1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.05%		1.27%

				Dec-01-2017		130.58%		109.67%		116.89%		123.17%		128.28%		118.02%				30.58%		9.67%		16.89%		23.17%		28.28%		18.02%						0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.25%

				Dec-04-2017		130.94%		111.61%		117.80%		122.84%		128.49%		117.89%				30.94%		11.61%		17.80%		22.84%		28.49%		17.89%						1.01%		1.18%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		1.25%

				Dec-05-2017		131.31%		111.37%		116.72%		122.52%		128.49%		117.45%				31.31%		11.37%		16.72%		22.52%		28.49%		17.45%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.28%

				Dec-06-2017		130.23%		110.36%		115.76%		122.26%		127.72%		117.44%				30.23%		10.36%		15.76%		22.26%		27.72%		17.44%						0.97%		0.92%		0.95%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.28%

				Dec-07-2017		129.05%		109.47%		116.21%		122.94%		127.49%		117.78%				29.05%		9.47%		16.21%		22.94%		27.49%		17.78%						0.96%		0.92%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		1.02%		1.28%

				Dec-08-2017		130.55%		109.90%		116.94%		123.46%		128.47%		118.43%				30.55%		9.90%		16.94%		23.46%		28.47%		18.43%						1.05%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.27%

				Dec-11-2017		134.06%		109.58%		117.19%		123.52%		129.82%		118.81%				34.06%		9.58%		17.19%		23.52%		29.82%		18.81%						1.11%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.05%		1.02%		1.26%

				Dec-12-2017		133.83%		109.00%		116.58%		124.10%		129.80%		119.00%				33.83%		9.00%		16.58%		24.10%		29.80%		19.00%						0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.31%

				Dec-13-2017		135.32%		109.35%		116.34%		124.97%		131.10%		118.94%				35.32%		9.35%		16.34%		24.97%		31.10%		18.94%						1.04%		1.04%		0.99%		1.03%		1.04%		1.00%		1.32%

				Dec-14-2017		134.43%		109.02%		114.49%		123.30%		129.78%		118.46%				34.43%		9.02%		14.49%		23.30%		29.78%		18.46%						0.98%		0.97%		0.89%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		1.28%

				Dec-15-2017		133.50%		109.63%		115.74%		123.83%		129.85%		119.52%				33.50%		9.63%		15.74%		23.83%		29.85%		19.52%						0.97%		1.06%		1.08%		1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		1.30%

				Dec-18-2017		136.11%		110.63%		117.13%		124.86%		131.58%		120.16%				36.11%		10.63%		17.13%		24.86%		31.58%		20.16%						1.08%		1.09%		1.08%		1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.29%

				Dec-19-2017		135.41%		110.79%		116.58%		124.71%		131.23%		119.77%				35.41%		10.79%		16.58%		24.71%		31.23%		19.77%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.36%

				Dec-20-2017		135.86%		112.01%		117.00%		125.10%		131.73%		119.67%				35.86%		12.01%		17.00%		25.10%		31.73%		19.67%						1.01%		1.10%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.35%

				Dec-21-2017		137.47%		112.71%		117.23%		125.24%		132.45%		119.91%				37.47%		12.71%		17.23%		25.24%		32.45%		19.91%						1.04%		1.05%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.36%

				Dec-22-2017		137.99%		112.86%		115.92%		125.27%		132.63%		119.85%				37.99%		12.86%		15.92%		25.27%		32.63%		19.85%						1.01%		1.01%		0.93%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.33%

				Dec-25-2017		139.54%		112.86%		115.92%		125.27%		133.26%		119.85%				39.54%		12.86%		15.92%		25.27%		33.26%		19.85%						1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.31%

				Dec-26-2017		137.88%		113.14%		116.32%		125.23%		132.67%		119.73%				37.88%		13.14%		16.32%		25.23%		32.67%		19.73%						0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.31%

				Dec-27-2017		135.97%		113.20%		116.43%		125.47%		132.02%		119.82%				35.97%		13.20%		16.43%		25.47%		32.02%		19.82%						0.95%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.45%

				Dec-28-2017		137.24%		113.04%		116.35%		125.74%		132.60%		120.04%				37.24%		13.04%		16.35%		25.74%		32.60%		20.04%						1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.42%

				Dec-29-2017		137.48%		112.93%		115.84%		125.19%		132.38%		119.42%				37.48%		12.93%		15.84%		25.19%		32.38%		19.42%						1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		1.37%

				Jan-02-2018		138.40%		113.00%		116.27%		126.01%		133.20%		120.41%				38.40%		13.00%		16.27%		26.01%		33.20%		20.41%						1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%		1.37%

				Jan-03-2018		138.66%		112.78%		117.40%		126.61%		133.45%		121.18%				38.66%		12.78%		17.40%		26.61%		33.45%		21.18%						1.01%		0.98%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		1.42%

				Jan-04-2018		142.06%		113.46%		117.75%		128.24%		135.58%		121.67%				42.06%		13.46%		17.75%		28.24%		35.58%		21.67%						1.09%		1.05%		1.02%		1.06%		1.06%		1.02%		1.39%

				Jan-05-2018		141.66%		114.18%		117.51%		128.41%		136.00%		122.53%				41.66%		14.18%		17.51%		28.41%		36.00%		22.53%						0.99%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.39%

				Jan-08-2018		142.43%		113.98%		117.60%		128.41%		136.15%		122.73%				42.43%		13.98%		17.60%		28.41%		36.15%		22.73%						1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.37%

				Jan-09-2018		143.79%		113.64%		116.93%		128.98%		137.01%		122.89%				43.79%		13.64%		16.93%		28.98%		37.01%		22.89%						1.03%		0.98%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.43%

				Jan-10-2018		145.14%		113.45%		116.62%		129.49%		137.73%		122.75%				45.14%		13.45%		16.62%		29.49%		37.73%		22.75%						1.03%		0.99%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		1.42%

				Jan-11-2018		145.11%		114.71%		117.71%		130.24%		138.18%		123.62%				45.11%		14.71%		17.71%		30.24%		38.18%		23.62%						1.00%		1.09%		1.06%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		1.40%

				Jan-12-2018		146.56%		114.13%		119.86%		131.10%		139.20%		124.45%				46.56%		14.13%		19.86%		31.10%		39.20%		24.45%						1.03%		0.96%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.41%

				Jan-15-2018		147.49%		114.44%		119.63%		131.11%		139.61%		124.45%				47.49%		14.44%		19.63%		31.11%		39.61%		24.45%						1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.41%

				Jan-16-2018		147.59%		116.79%		117.22%		130.43%		139.35%		124.01%				47.59%		16.79%		17.22%		30.43%		39.35%		24.01%						1.00%		1.15%		0.88%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.41%

				Jan-17-2018		145.26%		116.08%		117.96%		130.25%		138.43%		125.18%				45.26%		16.08%		17.96%		30.25%		38.43%		25.18%						0.95%		0.96%		1.04%		0.99%		0.98%		1.05%		1.43%

				Jan-18-2018		145.34%		116.43%		117.82%		131.02%		138.99%		124.98%				45.34%		16.43%		17.82%		31.02%		38.99%		24.98%						1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		1.42%

				Jan-19-2018		145.00%		117.02%		119.00%		131.26%		139.21%		125.53%				45.00%		17.02%		19.00%		31.26%		39.21%		25.53%						0.99%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.43%

				Jan-22-2018		148.54%		117.01%		118.41%		131.15%		140.49%		126.54%				48.54%		17.01%		18.41%		31.15%		40.49%		26.54%						1.08%		1.00%		0.97%		1.00%		1.03%		1.04%		1.42%

				Jan-23-2018		150.87%		116.63%		118.43%		132.18%		141.61%		126.81%				50.87%		16.63%		18.43%		32.18%		41.61%		26.81%						1.05%		0.98%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.43%

				Jan-24-2018		149.73%		123.67%		117.95%		131.69%		141.62%		126.74%				49.73%		23.67%		17.95%		31.69%		41.62%		26.74%						0.98%		1.40%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.42%

				Jan-25-2018		150.07%		125.85%		117.25%		132.54%		142.41%		126.82%				50.07%		25.85%		17.25%		32.54%		42.41%		26.82%						1.01%		1.09%		0.96%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.41%

				Jan-26-2018		151.05%		126.46%		116.52%		134.72%		143.89%		128.32%				51.05%		26.46%		16.52%		34.72%		43.89%		28.32%						1.02%		1.02%		0.96%		1.06%		1.03%		1.05%		1.40%

				Jan-29-2018		147.57%		124.67%		115.45%		132.23%		141.10%		127.46%				47.57%		24.67%		15.45%		32.23%		41.10%		27.46%						0.93%		0.93%		0.94%		0.93%		0.94%		0.97%		1.39%

				Jan-30-2018		145.94%		124.37%		114.22%		130.57%		139.61%		126.07%				45.94%		24.37%		14.22%		30.57%		39.61%		26.07%						0.97%		0.99%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		0.95%		1.43%

				Jan-31-2018		146.88%		123.58%		114.18%		130.30%		139.95%		126.13%				46.88%		23.58%		14.18%		30.30%		39.95%		26.13%						1.02%		0.97%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.42%

				Feb-01-2018		147.69%		122.59%		114.80%		130.59%		140.17%		126.05%				47.69%		22.59%		14.80%		30.59%		40.17%		26.05%						1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.44%

				Feb-02-2018		146.91%		120.89%		112.89%		127.88%		138.15%		123.37%				46.91%		20.89%		12.89%		27.88%		38.15%		23.37%						0.98%		0.93%		0.88%		0.91%		0.95%		0.90%		1.46%

				Feb-05-2018		140.79%		119.60%		108.66%		123.55%		133.50%		118.32%				40.79%		19.60%		8.66%		23.55%		33.50%		18.32%						0.87%		0.94%		0.70%		0.85%		0.88%		0.79%		1.46%

				Feb-06-2018		138.28%		119.88%		107.79%		123.92%		132.65%		120.38%				38.28%		19.88%		7.79%		23.92%		32.65%		20.38%						0.94%		1.01%		0.91%		1.02%		0.98%		1.11%		1.49%

				Feb-07-2018		135.77%		120.39%		108.26%		123.88%		131.68%		119.78%				35.77%		20.39%		8.26%		23.88%		31.68%		19.78%						0.94%		1.02%		1.05%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		1.50%

				Feb-08-2018		135.06%		119.40%		105.62%		119.30%		128.92%		115.28%				35.06%		19.40%		5.62%		19.30%		28.92%		15.28%						0.98%		0.95%		0.71%		0.82%		0.92%		0.78%		1.53%

				Feb-09-2018		132.99%		120.63%		107.05%		121.00%		129.29%		117.01%				32.99%		20.63%		7.05%		21.00%		29.29%		17.01%						0.94%		1.06%		1.22%		1.08%		1.01%		1.11%		1.53%

				Feb-12-2018		136.36%		121.08%		106.68%		123.08%		131.55%		118.63%				36.36%		21.08%		6.68%		23.08%		31.55%		18.63%						1.10%		1.02%		0.95%		1.09%		1.07%		1.09%		1.53%

				Feb-13-2018		136.99%		121.49%		106.88%		122.54%		131.57%		118.94%				36.99%		21.49%		6.88%		22.54%		31.57%		18.94%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		0.98%		1.00%		1.02%		1.61%

				Feb-14-2018		139.28%		120.57%		109.07%		124.04%		133.28%		120.54%				39.28%		20.57%		9.07%		24.04%		33.28%		20.54%						1.06%		0.96%		1.28%		1.06%		1.05%		1.08%		1.57%

				Feb-15-2018		140.78%		121.88%		109.15%		125.88%		134.88%		121.99%				40.78%		21.88%		9.15%		25.88%		34.88%		21.99%						1.04%		1.06%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.07%		1.56%

				Feb-16-2018		141.64%		121.40%		110.90%		126.79%		135.68%		122.04%				41.64%		21.40%		10.90%		26.79%		35.68%		22.04%						1.02%		0.98%		1.17%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.56%

				Feb-19-2018		141.67%		121.38%		110.70%		126.72%		135.65%		122.04%				41.67%		21.38%		10.70%		26.72%		35.65%		22.04%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.59%

				Feb-20-2018		140.50%		118.37%		110.20%		126.18%		134.66%		121.32%				40.50%		18.37%		10.20%		26.18%		34.66%		21.32%						0.97%		0.87%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		1.59%

				Feb-21-2018		140.52%		117.80%		109.70%		126.17%		134.59%		120.66%				40.52%		17.80%		9.70%		26.17%		34.59%		20.66%						1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		1.64%

				Feb-22-2018		141.96%		118.25%		110.48%		125.98%		135.11%		120.78%				41.96%		18.25%		10.48%		25.98%		35.11%		20.78%						1.03%		1.02%		1.07%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.62%

				Feb-23-2018		142.53%		118.33%		110.96%		127.14%		135.78%		122.71%				42.53%		18.33%		10.96%		27.14%		35.78%		22.71%						1.01%		1.00%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.09%		1.61%

				Feb-26-2018		143.00%		119.74%		111.37%		128.19%		136.76%		124.15%				43.00%		19.74%		11.37%		28.19%		36.76%		24.15%						1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.06%		1.61%

				Feb-27-2018		139.57%		117.70%		110.28%		126.47%		134.32%		122.58%				39.57%		17.70%		10.28%		26.47%		34.32%		22.58%						0.92%		0.90%		0.91%		0.94%		0.94%		0.94%		1.65%

				Feb-28-2018		138.03%		116.52%		110.64%		124.05%		132.55%		121.22%				38.03%		16.52%		10.64%		24.05%		32.55%		21.22%						0.96%		0.94%		1.03%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		1.64%

				Mar-01-2018		135.54%		115.46%		109.15%		120.93%		129.89%		119.60%				35.54%		15.46%		9.15%		20.93%		29.89%		19.60%						0.94%		0.94%		0.87%		0.88%		0.92%		0.93%		1.63%

				Mar-02-2018		136.17%		115.58%		109.36%		121.26%		130.25%		120.21%				36.17%		15.58%		9.36%		21.26%		30.25%		20.21%						1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.60%

				Mar-05-2018		136.68%		116.79%		109.28%		122.54%		131.12%		121.53%				36.68%		16.79%		9.28%		22.54%		31.12%		21.53%						1.01%		1.07%		0.99%		1.06%		1.03%		1.06%		1.62%

				Mar-06-2018		138.11%		118.21%		111.32%		123.68%		132.44%		121.85%				38.11%		18.21%		11.32%		23.68%		32.44%		21.85%						1.04%		1.08%		1.20%		1.05%		1.04%		1.01%		1.67%

				Mar-07-2018		137.30%		118.89%		113.13%		123.82%		132.42%		121.80%				37.30%		18.89%		13.13%		23.82%		32.42%		21.80%						0.98%		1.04%		1.15%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.65%

				Mar-08-2018		140.18%		121.19%		113.45%		125.06%		134.41%		122.34%				40.18%		21.19%		13.45%		25.06%		34.41%		22.34%						1.08%		1.12%		1.02%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%		1.65%

				Mar-09-2018		142.44%		122.73%		112.69%		127.63%		136.66%		124.47%				42.44%		22.73%		12.69%		27.63%		36.66%		24.47%						1.05%		1.07%		0.95%		1.10%		1.06%		1.09%		1.64%

				Mar-12-2018		143.30%		122.59%		111.51%		126.58%		136.33%		124.31%				43.30%		22.59%		11.51%		26.58%		36.33%		24.31%						1.02%		0.99%		0.91%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		1.64%

				Mar-13-2018		144.11%		122.07%		111.21%		126.06%		136.25%		123.52%				44.11%		22.07%		11.21%		26.06%		36.25%		23.52%						1.02%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		1.68%

				Mar-14-2018		142.27%		123.00%		110.52%		124.45%		135.15%		122.81%				42.27%		23.00%		10.52%		24.45%		35.15%		22.81%						0.96%		1.04%		0.94%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.70%

				Mar-15-2018		143.87%		123.52%		110.47%		124.87%		136.15%		122.71%				43.87%		23.52%		10.47%		24.87%		36.15%		22.71%						1.04%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		1.73%

				Mar-16-2018		141.41%		124.22%		110.28%		125.43%		135.62%		122.92%				41.41%		24.22%		10.28%		25.43%		35.62%		22.92%						0.95%		1.03%		0.98%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.74%

				Mar-19-2018		140.42%		124.06%		108.72%		123.71%		134.27%		121.18%				40.42%		24.06%		8.72%		23.71%		34.27%		21.18%						0.98%		0.99%		0.86%		0.93%		0.96%		0.93%		1.75%

				Mar-20-2018		139.41%		123.67%		108.07%		123.61%		133.89%		121.36%				39.41%		23.67%		8.07%		23.61%		33.89%		21.36%						0.98%		0.98%		0.93%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.77%

				Mar-21-2018		138.80%		124.64%		108.27%		124.54%		134.14%		121.13%				38.80%		24.64%		8.27%		24.54%		34.14%		21.13%						0.98%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		1.78%

				Mar-22-2018		136.55%		123.28%		106.42%		120.99%		131.25%		118.08%				36.55%		23.28%		6.42%		20.99%		31.25%		18.08%						0.94%		0.95%		0.80%		0.86%		0.92%		0.86%		1.71%

				Mar-23-2018		133.19%		121.54%		104.10%		118.20%		128.37%		115.61%				33.19%		21.54%		4.10%		18.20%		28.37%		15.61%						0.91%		0.93%		0.69%		0.87%		0.91%		0.87%		1.69%

				Mar-26-2018		133.94%		123.20%		105.09%		120.63%		130.08%		118.75%				33.94%		23.20%		5.09%		20.63%		30.08%		18.75%						1.02%		1.07%		1.19%		1.13%		1.06%		1.19%		1.71%

				Mar-27-2018		133.20%		122.24%		105.02%		119.12%		129.00%		116.70%				33.20%		22.24%		5.02%		19.12%		29.00%		16.70%						0.98%		0.96%		0.99%		0.93%		0.97%		0.90%		1.76%

				Mar-28-2018		129.89%		122.82%		105.40%		117.67%		126.92%		116.36%				29.89%		22.82%		5.40%		17.67%		26.92%		16.36%						0.90%		1.02%		1.06%		0.93%		0.93%		0.98%		1.74%

				Mar-29-2018		133.75%		124.32%		107.00%		119.10%		129.26%		117.96%				33.75%		24.32%		7.00%		19.10%		29.26%		17.96%						1.12%		1.06%		1.25%		1.08%		1.08%		1.09%		1.70%

				Mar-30-2018		133.32%		124.32%		107.00%		119.10%		129.09%		117.96%				33.32%		24.32%		7.00%		19.10%		29.09%		17.96%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.70%

				Apr-02-2018		130.12%		123.23%		105.44%		116.85%		126.71%		115.32%				30.12%		23.23%		5.44%		16.85%		26.71%		15.32%						0.91%		0.96%		0.81%		0.89%		0.92%		0.86%		1.70%

				Apr-03-2018		130.41%		124.23%		106.28%		118.05%		127.50%		116.78%				30.41%		24.23%		6.28%		18.05%		27.50%		16.78%						1.01%		1.04%		1.13%		1.07%		1.03%		1.09%		1.74%

				Apr-04-2018		131.30%		125.24%		106.44%		118.23%		127.93%		118.13%				31.30%		25.24%		6.44%		18.23%		27.93%		18.13%						1.03%		1.04%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.08%		1.72%

				Apr-05-2018		131.77%		126.12%		107.94%		119.22%		128.94%		118.94%				31.77%		26.12%		7.94%		19.22%		28.94%		18.94%						1.01%		1.03%		1.20%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.68%

				Apr-06-2018		130.03%		124.68%		106.37%		116.39%		126.70%		116.33%				30.03%		24.68%		6.37%		16.39%		26.70%		16.33%						0.95%		0.95%		0.82%		0.86%		0.93%		0.87%		1.69%

				Apr-09-2018		128.30%		124.49%		105.98%		116.31%		126.02%		116.72%				28.30%		24.49%		5.98%		16.31%		26.02%		16.72%						0.94%		0.99%		0.95%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.70%

				Apr-10-2018		131.07%		125.78%		107.60%		118.31%		128.34%		118.67%				31.07%		25.78%		7.60%		18.31%		28.34%		18.67%						1.09%		1.05%		1.23%		1.12%		1.09%		1.11%		1.73%

				Apr-11-2018		131.72%		123.76%		106.25%		117.88%		127.93%		118.02%				31.72%		23.76%		6.25%		17.88%		27.93%		18.02%						1.02%		0.92%		0.84%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		1.71%

				Apr-12-2018		130.88%		125.46%		107.09%		119.44%		128.70%		118.99%				30.88%		25.46%		7.09%		19.44%		28.70%		18.99%						0.97%		1.07%		1.12%		1.08%		1.03%		1.05%		1.70%

				Apr-13-2018		130.78%		124.00%		106.98%		119.17%		128.38%		118.65%				30.78%		24.00%		6.98%		19.17%		28.38%		18.65%						1.00%		0.94%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.72%

				Apr-16-2018		130.18%		125.17%		107.83%		119.93%		128.54%		119.61%				30.18%		25.17%		7.83%		19.93%		28.54%		19.61%						0.98%		1.05%		1.11%		1.04%		1.01%		1.05%		1.73%

				Apr-17-2018		129.96%		125.50%		108.20%		121.13%		129.29%		120.88%				29.96%		25.50%		8.20%		21.13%		29.29%		20.88%						0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.06%		1.76%

				Apr-18-2018		129.56%		126.05%		109.69%		121.76%		129.55%		120.98%				29.56%		26.05%		9.69%		21.76%		29.55%		20.98%						0.99%		1.02%		1.16%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.77%

				Apr-19-2018		131.68%		130.75%		108.95%		120.65%		130.44%		120.29%				31.68%		30.75%		8.95%		20.65%		30.44%		20.29%						1.07%		1.17%		0.93%		0.95%		1.03%		0.97%		1.78%

				Apr-20-2018		131.21%		128.40%		108.37%		121.29%		130.24%		119.27%				31.21%		28.40%		8.37%		21.29%		30.24%		19.27%						0.99%		0.93%		0.94%		1.03%		0.99%		0.95%		1.79%

				Apr-23-2018		131.18%		127.74%		107.74%		120.46%		129.70%		119.27%				31.18%		27.74%		7.74%		20.46%		29.70%		19.27%						1.00%		0.98%		0.93%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		1.78%

				Apr-24-2018		131.66%		126.19%		107.01%		118.73%		128.98%		117.68%				31.66%		26.19%		7.01%		18.73%		28.98%		17.68%						1.01%		0.95%		0.92%		0.92%		0.98%		0.92%		1.84%

				Apr-25-2018		131.32%		125.35%		107.29%		119.04%		128.77%		117.89%				31.32%		25.35%		7.29%		19.04%		28.77%		17.89%						0.99%		0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.84%

				Apr-26-2018		130.54%		125.30%		104.81%		118.92%		128.14%		119.12%				30.54%		25.30%		4.81%		18.92%		28.14%		19.12%						0.98%		1.00%		0.70%		0.99%		0.98%		1.07%		1.82%

				Apr-27-2018		131.33%		125.43%		107.31%		119.15%		128.66%		119.25%				31.33%		25.43%		7.31%		19.15%		28.66%		19.25%						1.03%		1.00%		1.43%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.79%

				Apr-30-2018		130.26%		124.72%		105.15%		117.16%		127.12%		118.28%				30.26%		24.72%		5.15%		17.16%		27.12%		18.28%						0.97%		0.97%		0.74%		0.90%		0.95%		0.95%		1.78%

				May-01-2018		132.19%		124.89%		105.64%		119.06%		128.42%		118.58%				32.19%		24.89%		5.64%		19.06%		28.42%		18.58%						1.06%		1.01%		1.08%		1.10%		1.05%		1.02%		1.84%

				May-02-2018		131.03%		124.52%		104.79%		118.18%		127.56%		117.73%				31.03%		24.52%		4.79%		18.18%		27.56%		17.73%						0.97%		0.99%		0.87%		0.96%		0.97%		0.96%		1.82%

				May-03-2018		133.05%		124.27%		105.38%		118.23%		128.38%		117.46%				33.05%		24.27%		5.38%		18.23%		28.38%		17.46%						1.06%		0.99%		1.10%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.81%

				May-04-2018		132.00%		125.98%		105.54%		119.64%		128.69%		118.97%				32.00%		25.98%		5.54%		19.64%		28.69%		18.97%						0.97%		1.07%		1.03%		1.07%		1.01%		1.08%		1.80%

				May-07-2018		134.36%		126.77%		106.29%		120.84%		130.34%		119.38%				34.36%		26.77%		6.29%		20.84%		30.34%		19.38%						1.07%		1.03%		1.11%		1.06%		1.06%		1.02%		1.80%

				May-08-2018		135.50%		127.08%		107.92%		120.80%		130.97%		119.34%				35.50%		27.08%		7.92%		20.80%		30.97%		19.34%						1.03%		1.01%		1.22%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.83%

				May-09-2018		135.39%		129.53%		107.59%		122.42%		132.11%		120.50%				35.39%		29.53%		7.59%		22.42%		32.11%		20.50%						1.00%		1.09%		0.96%		1.07%		1.04%		1.06%		1.84%

				May-10-2018		136.83%		130.13%		107.22%		123.38%		133.17%		121.63%				36.83%		30.13%		7.22%		23.38%		33.17%		21.63%						1.04%		1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		1.85%

				May-11-2018		136.82%		129.71%		107.37%		123.30%		133.19%		121.84%				36.82%		29.71%		7.37%		23.30%		33.19%		21.84%						1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.86%

				May-14-2018		138.17%		129.38%		106.89%		123.60%		133.81%		121.94%				38.17%		29.38%		6.89%		23.60%		33.81%		21.94%						1.04%		0.99%		0.94%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.88%

				May-15-2018		137.24%		130.17%		106.38%		123.22%		133.35%		121.11%				37.24%		30.17%		6.38%		23.22%		33.35%		21.11%						0.98%		1.03%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.90%

				May-16-2018		136.51%		131.36%		105.93%		123.37%		133.21%		121.60%				36.51%		31.36%		5.93%		23.37%		33.21%		21.60%						0.98%		1.04%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.89%

				May-17-2018		135.60%		131.33%		106.68%		123.73%		133.04%		121.50%				35.60%		31.33%		6.68%		23.73%		33.04%		21.50%						0.98%		1.00%		1.11%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.88%

				May-18-2018		135.68%		131.70%		105.81%		123.71%		133.23%		121.18%				35.68%		31.70%		5.81%		23.71%		33.23%		21.18%						1.00%		1.01%		0.89%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.88%

				May-21-2018		136.39%		133.16%		106.98%		124.83%		134.42%		122.07%				36.39%		33.16%		6.98%		24.83%		34.42%		22.07%						1.02%		1.04%		1.17%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.87%

				May-22-2018		134.77%		133.35%		106.66%		124.49%		133.73%		121.69%				34.77%		33.35%		6.66%		24.49%		33.73%		21.69%						0.96%		1.01%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.90%

				May-23-2018		132.58%		133.32%		105.50%		123.67%		132.61%		122.09%				32.58%		33.32%		5.50%		23.67%		32.61%		22.09%						0.94%		1.00%		0.85%		0.97%		0.97%		1.02%		1.90%

				May-24-2018		131.71%		134.35%		105.08%		123.86%		132.41%		121.84%				31.71%		34.35%		5.08%		23.86%		32.41%		21.84%						0.97%		1.03%		0.94%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		1.88%

				May-25-2018		131.59%		132.81%		105.72%		123.48%		131.92%		121.55%				31.59%		32.81%		5.72%		23.48%		31.92%		21.55%						1.00%		0.96%		1.11%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.87%

				May-28-2018		132.78%		132.64%		105.75%		123.39%		132.34%		121.55%				32.78%		32.64%		5.75%		23.39%		32.34%		21.55%						1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.86%

				May-29-2018		131.84%		131.16%		103.99%		121.24%		130.69%		120.15%				31.84%		31.16%		3.99%		21.24%		30.69%		20.15%						0.97%		0.96%		0.74%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		1.86%

				May-30-2018		131.16%		132.04%		106.22%		122.96%		131.45%		121.67%				31.16%		32.04%		6.22%		22.96%		31.45%		21.67%						0.98%		1.03%		1.45%		1.08%		1.02%		1.07%		1.90%

				May-31-2018		132.93%		132.34%		104.54%		120.96%		131.28%		120.83%				32.93%		32.34%		4.54%		20.96%		31.28%		20.83%						1.06%		1.01%		0.77%		0.92%		0.99%		0.96%		1.90%

				Jun-01-2018		132.47%		133.01%		106.07%		122.25%		131.89%		122.15%				32.47%		33.01%		6.07%		22.25%		31.89%		22.15%						0.99%		1.02%		1.28%		1.06%		1.02%		1.06%		1.89%

				Jun-04-2018		135.35%		134.92%		106.70%		122.62%		133.42%		122.69%				35.35%		34.92%		6.70%		22.62%		33.42%		22.69%						1.09%		1.06%		1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.02%		1.88%

				Jun-05-2018		137.02%		135.25%		107.57%		123.59%		134.59%		122.78%				37.02%		35.25%		7.57%		23.59%		34.59%		22.78%						1.05%		1.01%		1.11%		1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		1.91%

				Jun-06-2018		137.07%		134.70%		108.32%		124.68%		135.17%		123.83%				37.07%		34.70%		8.32%		24.68%		35.17%		23.83%						1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%		1.91%

				Jun-07-2018		137.56%		134.97%		107.83%		125.33%		135.64%		123.74%				37.56%		34.97%		7.83%		25.33%		35.64%		23.74%						1.01%		1.01%		0.95%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.91%

				Jun-08-2018		138.13%		135.46%		108.93%		125.29%		135.89%		124.13%				38.13%		35.46%		8.93%		25.29%		35.89%		24.13%						1.01%		1.01%		1.12%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.90%

				Jun-11-2018		139.70%		136.65%		108.92%		125.63%		136.88%		124.26%				39.70%		36.65%		8.92%		25.63%		36.88%		24.26%						1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.89%

				Jun-12-2018		140.76%		137.39%		109.31%		125.46%		137.28%		124.48%				40.76%		37.39%		9.31%		25.46%		37.28%		24.48%						1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.91%

				Jun-13-2018		140.09%		137.59%		109.04%		125.23%		136.97%		123.98%				40.09%		37.59%		9.04%		25.23%		36.97%		23.98%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.89%

				Jun-14-2018		138.77%		137.71%		109.05%		125.17%		136.42%		124.28%				38.77%		37.71%		9.05%		25.17%		36.42%		24.28%						0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-15-2018		139.13%		137.78%		108.97%		124.31%		136.05%		124.16%				39.13%		37.78%		8.97%		24.31%		36.05%		24.16%						1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.90%

				Jun-18-2018		138.65%		137.21%		108.59%		123.68%		135.56%		123.89%				38.65%		37.21%		8.59%		23.68%		35.56%		23.89%						0.99%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.90%

				Jun-19-2018		136.04%		136.25%		108.35%		121.55%		133.19%		123.39%				36.04%		36.25%		8.35%		21.55%		33.19%		23.39%						0.93%		0.97%		0.97%		0.91%		0.94%		0.98%		1.91%

				Jun-20-2018		137.11%		136.29%		108.82%		121.57%		133.45%		123.61%				37.11%		36.29%		8.82%		21.57%		33.45%		23.61%						1.03%		1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.91%

				Jun-21-2018		136.08%		135.45%		106.53%		119.19%		131.79%		122.82%				36.08%		35.45%		6.53%		19.19%		31.79%		22.82%						0.97%		0.98%		0.77%		0.89%		0.95%		0.97%		1.90%

				Jun-22-2018		135.57%		135.39%		107.21%		118.90%		131.52%		123.05%				35.57%		35.39%		7.21%		18.90%		31.52%		23.05%						0.99%		1.00%		1.09%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-25-2018		134.97%		133.35%		106.37%		118.06%		130.44%		121.36%				34.97%		33.35%		6.37%		18.06%		30.44%		21.36%						0.98%		0.94%		0.90%		0.96%		0.97%		0.93%		1.89%

				Jun-26-2018		133.64%		133.30%		107.15%		117.95%		129.91%		121.63%				33.64%		33.30%		7.15%		17.95%		29.91%		21.63%						0.96%		1.00%		1.11%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-27-2018		130.11%		132.99%		105.29%		117.13%		128.09%		120.58%				30.11%		32.99%		5.29%		17.13%		28.09%		20.58%						0.90%		0.99%		0.77%		0.96%		0.94%		0.95%		1.90%

				Jun-28-2018		129.16%		133.44%		104.19%		116.34%		127.34%		121.33%				29.16%		33.44%		4.19%		16.34%		27.34%		21.33%						0.97%		1.01%		0.83%		0.96%		0.97%		1.03%		1.89%

				Jun-29-2018		131.57%		134.10%		104.94%		117.51%		129.04%		121.42%				31.57%		34.10%		4.94%		17.51%		29.04%		21.42%						1.08%		1.02%		1.14%		1.07%		1.06%		1.00%		1.89%

				Jul-02-2018		127.79%		133.40%		103.66%		117.40%		127.34%		121.79%				27.79%		33.40%		3.66%		17.40%		27.34%		21.79%						0.88%		0.98%		0.78%		0.99%		0.94%		1.02%		1.89%

				Jul-03-2018		127.17%		132.12%		104.20%		117.48%		126.91%		121.19%				27.17%		32.12%		4.20%		17.48%		26.91%		21.19%						0.98%		0.96%		1.12%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-04-2018		124.99%		132.07%		103.43%		117.17%		125.81%		121.19%				24.99%		32.07%		3.43%		17.17%		25.81%		21.19%						0.92%		1.00%		0.85%		0.98%		0.96%		1.00%		1.94%

				Jul-05-2018		125.62%		132.24%		104.40%		118.06%		126.45%		122.23%				25.62%		32.24%		4.40%		18.06%		26.45%		22.23%						1.02%		1.01%		1.22%		1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.94%

				Jul-06-2018		127.05%		132.88%		105.75%		118.76%		127.43%		123.27%				27.05%		32.88%		5.75%		18.76%		27.43%		23.27%						1.05%		1.02%		1.25%		1.04%		1.04%		1.04%		1.92%

				Jul-09-2018		130.33%		134.34%		106.49%		120.40%		129.80%		124.36%				30.33%		34.34%		6.49%		20.40%		29.80%		24.36%						1.12%		1.04%		1.11%		1.08%		1.08%		1.04%		1.93%

				Jul-10-2018		129.88%		134.40%		106.31%		120.81%		129.87%		124.79%				29.88%		34.40%		6.31%		20.81%		29.87%		24.79%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		1.95%

				Jul-11-2018		126.61%		134.42%		106.54%		117.93%		127.13%		123.90%				26.61%		34.42%		6.54%		17.93%		27.13%		23.90%						0.89%		1.00%		1.03%		0.87%		0.91%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-12-2018		127.82%		134.28%		105.78%		120.13%		128.64%		124.99%				27.82%		34.28%		5.78%		20.13%		28.64%		24.99%						1.04%		1.00%		0.90%		1.12%		1.05%		1.04%		1.93%

				Jul-13-2018		128.45%		135.09%		106.98%		120.39%		129.07%		125.12%				28.45%		35.09%		6.98%		20.39%		29.07%		25.12%						1.02%		1.02%		1.18%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.94%

				Jul-16-2018		127.59%		133.73%		106.02%		119.51%		128.14%		125.00%				27.59%		33.73%		6.02%		19.51%		28.14%		25.00%						0.97%		0.96%		0.88%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.94%

				Jul-17-2018		127.58%		134.30%		106.03%		120.85%		128.80%		125.49%				27.58%		34.30%		6.03%		20.85%		28.80%		25.49%						1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		1.98%

				Jul-18-2018		127.03%		139.72%		106.68%		121.69%		129.65%		125.76%				27.03%		39.72%		6.68%		21.69%		29.65%		25.76%						0.98%		1.15%		1.09%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.98%

				Jul-19-2018		127.98%		140.18%		106.72%		121.27%		129.74%		125.27%				27.98%		40.18%		6.72%		21.27%		29.74%		25.27%						1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		0.98%		1.96%

				Jul-20-2018		128.47%		141.33%		105.73%		123.55%		131.23%		125.15%				28.47%		41.33%		5.73%		23.55%		31.23%		25.15%						1.02%		1.03%		0.87%		1.10%		1.05%		1.00%		1.96%

				Jul-23-2018		126.69%		142.18%		105.11%		122.90%		130.37%		125.38%				26.69%		42.18%		5.11%		22.90%		30.37%		25.38%						0.94%		1.02%		0.91%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.95%

				Jul-24-2018		129.01%		140.80%		105.68%		124.03%		131.83%		125.98%				29.01%		40.80%		5.68%		24.03%		31.83%		25.98%						1.08%		0.97%		1.09%		1.05%		1.05%		1.02%		1.96%

				Jul-25-2018		129.78%		140.75%		106.57%		125.06%		132.77%		127.12%				29.78%		40.75%		6.57%		25.06%		32.77%		27.12%						1.03%		1.00%		1.13%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		1.98%

				Jul-26-2018		130.40%		140.00%		106.62%		126.33%		133.57%		126.74%				30.40%		40.00%		6.62%		26.33%		33.57%		26.74%						1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		0.99%		1.97%

				Jul-27-2018		129.50%		139.66%		107.33%		126.73%		133.32%		125.91%				29.50%		39.66%		7.33%		26.73%		33.32%		25.91%						0.97%		0.99%		1.09%		1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-30-2018		129.89%		139.17%		106.85%		125.61%		132.66%		125.18%				29.89%		39.17%		6.85%		25.61%		32.66%		25.18%						1.01%		0.99%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		1.96%

				Jul-31-2018		130.89%		140.77%		106.87%		127.87%		134.21%		125.79%				30.89%		40.77%		6.87%		27.87%		34.21%		25.79%						1.03%		1.04%		1.00%		1.08%		1.05%		1.02%		2.01%

				Aug-01-2018		129.16%		139.55%		105.89%		125.90%		132.19%		125.66%				29.16%		39.55%		5.89%		25.90%		32.19%		25.66%						0.95%		0.97%		0.88%		0.93%		0.94%		1.00%		1.99%

				Aug-02-2018		126.84%		137.63%		104.97%		125.65%		130.81%		126.28%				26.84%		37.63%		4.97%		25.65%		30.81%		26.28%						0.92%		0.95%		0.87%		0.99%		0.96%		1.02%		1.99%

				Aug-03-2018		125.30%		137.85%		104.30%		125.41%		130.00%		126.87%				25.30%		37.85%		4.30%		25.41%		30.00%		26.87%						0.94%		1.01%		0.89%		0.99%		0.97%		1.02%		1.98%

				Aug-06-2018		125.42%		139.70%		105.36%		125.31%		130.32%		127.32%				25.42%		39.70%		5.36%		25.31%		30.32%		27.32%						1.00%		1.05%		1.20%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.97%

				Aug-07-2018		127.70%		140.62%		105.69%		127.11%		132.33%		127.68%				27.70%		40.62%		5.69%		27.11%		32.33%		27.68%						1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.07%		1.06%		1.01%		2.02%

				Aug-08-2018		127.49%		141.59%		106.01%		126.34%		132.09%		127.64%				27.49%		41.59%		6.01%		26.34%		32.09%		27.64%						0.99%		1.02%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		2.02%

				Aug-09-2018		128.42%		141.45%		105.24%		125.76%		132.10%		127.46%				28.42%		41.45%		5.24%		25.76%		32.10%		27.46%						1.03%		1.00%		0.89%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		2.02%

				Aug-10-2018		127.32%		141.12%		103.80%		124.45%		130.95%		126.55%				27.32%		41.12%		3.80%		24.45%		30.95%		26.55%						0.96%		0.99%		0.77%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		2.02%

				Aug-13-2018		125.63%		140.97%		102.91%		123.92%		129.99%		126.04%				25.63%		40.97%		2.91%		23.92%		29.99%		26.04%						0.94%		1.00%		0.81%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		2.01%

				Aug-14-2018		126.15%		142.53%		103.36%		124.98%		130.89%		126.85%				26.15%		42.53%		3.36%		24.98%		30.89%		26.85%						1.02%		1.04%		1.12%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		2.03%

				Aug-15-2018		125.07%		140.49%		102.30%		124.05%		129.49%		125.89%				25.07%		40.49%		2.30%		24.05%		29.49%		25.89%						0.96%		0.95%		0.76%		0.96%		0.96%		0.97%		2.04%

				Aug-16-2018		125.74%		141.01%		102.94%		124.94%		130.33%		126.88%				25.74%		41.01%		2.94%		24.94%		30.33%		26.88%						1.03%		1.01%		1.19%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		2.03%

				Aug-17-2018		125.84%		140.80%		104.19%		125.87%		130.73%		127.30%				25.84%		40.80%		4.19%		25.87%		30.73%		27.30%						1.00%		1.00%		1.32%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		2.03%

				Aug-20-2018		126.89%		142.75%		105.06%		126.57%		131.66%		127.61%				26.89%		42.75%		5.06%		26.57%		31.66%		27.61%						1.04%		1.05%		1.17%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		2.01%

				Aug-21-2018		128.96%		143.25%		107.27%		128.58%		133.40%		127.88%				28.96%		43.25%		7.27%		28.58%		33.40%		27.88%						1.07%		1.01%		1.36%		1.07%		1.05%		1.01%		2.03%

				Aug-22-2018		127.86%		142.98%		107.93%		127.36%		132.38%		127.83%				27.86%		42.98%		7.93%		27.36%		32.38%		27.83%						0.96%		0.99%		1.08%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		2.04%

				Aug-23-2018		127.01%		142.67%		108.97%		128.14%		132.60%		127.61%				27.01%		42.67%		8.97%		28.14%		32.60%		27.61%						0.97%		0.99%		1.12%		1.03%		1.01%		0.99%		2.05%

				Aug-24-2018		127.59%		142.66%		109.46%		128.20%		132.87%		128.40%				27.59%		42.66%		9.46%		28.20%		32.87%		28.40%						1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		2.04%

				Aug-27-2018		129.97%		142.33%		109.66%		130.01%		134.68%		129.39%				29.97%		42.33%		9.66%		30.01%		34.68%		29.39%						1.08%		0.99%		1.02%		1.06%		1.05%		1.03%		2.05%

				Aug-28-2018		129.74%		142.05%		109.45%		129.90%		134.71%		129.42%				29.74%		42.05%		9.45%		29.90%		34.71%		29.42%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.08%

				Aug-29-2018		128.68%		143.48%		109.67%		129.83%		134.55%		130.16%				28.68%		43.48%		9.67%		29.83%		34.55%		30.16%						0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		2.09%

				Aug-30-2018		127.86%		141.89%		109.38%		128.83%		133.69%		129.58%				27.86%		41.89%		9.38%		28.83%		33.69%		29.58%						0.97%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		2.09%

				Aug-31-2018		127.95%		141.98%		109.29%		128.66%		133.61%		129.60%				27.95%		41.98%		9.29%		28.66%		33.61%		29.60%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.07%

				Sep-03-2018		127.33%		142.19%		108.88%		128.68%		133.37%		129.60%				27.33%		42.19%		8.88%		28.68%		33.37%		29.60%						0.98%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.07%

				Sep-04-2018		128.12%		142.03%		106.58%		128.39%		133.43%		129.39%				28.12%		42.03%		6.58%		28.39%		33.43%		29.39%						1.03%		1.00%		0.77%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Sep-05-2018		127.82%		141.75%		106.59%		129.50%		133.75%		129.02%				27.82%		41.75%		6.59%		29.50%		33.75%		29.02%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		2.09%

				Sep-06-2018		127.19%		141.49%		106.63%		130.06%		133.63%		128.55%				27.19%		41.49%		6.63%		30.06%		33.63%		28.55%						0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		2.10%

				Sep-07-2018		126.45%		140.83%		105.39%		128.82%		132.66%		128.27%				26.45%		40.83%		5.39%		28.82%		32.66%		28.27%						0.97%		0.98%		0.84%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		2.09%

				Sep-10-2018		127.58%		141.38%		105.81%		129.37%		133.48%		128.51%				27.58%		41.38%		5.81%		29.37%		33.48%		28.51%						1.04%		1.01%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		2.10%

				Sep-11-2018		127.51%		142.25%		105.85%		128.52%		133.30%		128.99%				27.51%		42.25%		5.85%		28.52%		33.30%		28.99%						1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		2.11%

				Sep-12-2018		127.49%		141.71%		107.46%		128.44%		133.26%		129.04%				27.49%		41.71%		7.46%		28.44%		33.26%		29.04%						1.00%		0.99%		1.24%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.11%

				Sep-13-2018		128.77%		143.60%		107.12%		130.13%		134.82%		129.72%				28.77%		43.60%		7.12%		30.13%		34.82%		29.72%						1.04%		1.04%		0.96%		1.06%		1.05%		1.02%		2.12%

				Sep-14-2018		129.42%		143.82%		107.89%		130.12%		135.12%		129.75%				29.42%		43.82%		7.89%		30.12%		35.12%		29.75%						1.02%		1.00%		1.09%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.11%

				Sep-17-2018		128.63%		143.27%		106.95%		129.97%		134.83%		129.03%				28.63%		43.27%		6.95%		29.97%		34.83%		29.03%						0.97%		0.99%		0.89%		1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		2.12%

				Sep-18-2018		128.92%		144.44%		106.75%		130.48%		135.40%		129.72%				28.92%		44.44%		6.75%		30.48%		35.40%		29.72%						1.01%		1.03%		0.97%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.13%

				Sep-19-2018		129.99%		143.72%		106.49%		129.96%		135.49%		129.89%				29.99%		43.72%		6.49%		29.96%		35.49%		29.89%						1.04%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		2.13%

				Sep-20-2018		129.90%		144.45%		106.81%		131.24%		136.16%		130.91%				29.90%		44.45%		6.81%		31.24%		36.16%		30.91%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		2.12%

				Sep-21-2018		129.70%		144.58%		107.56%		131.03%		136.12%		130.86%				29.70%		44.58%		7.56%		31.03%		36.12%		30.86%						0.99%		1.00%		1.10%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.13%

				Sep-24-2018		128.86%		143.80%		108.02%		129.70%		135.16%		130.40%				28.86%		43.80%		8.02%		29.70%		35.16%		30.40%						0.97%		0.98%		1.05%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		2.14%

				Sep-25-2018		128.51%		144.40%		106.72%		129.58%		135.11%		130.23%				28.51%		44.40%		6.72%		29.58%		35.11%		30.23%						0.99%		1.01%		0.86%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.18%

				Sep-26-2018		128.46%		144.40%		105.54%		129.18%		134.85%		129.80%				28.46%		44.40%		5.54%		29.18%		34.85%		29.80%						1.00%		1.00%		0.85%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		2.17%

				Sep-27-2018		127.70%		145.23%		106.46%		128.78%		134.48%		130.16%				27.70%		45.23%		6.46%		28.78%		34.48%		30.16%						0.97%		1.02%		1.14%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.16%

				Sep-28-2018		127.41%		145.52%		107.93%		128.58%		134.49%		130.16%				27.41%		45.52%		7.93%		28.58%		34.49%		30.16%						0.99%		1.01%		1.20%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.14%

				Oct-01-2018		127.70%		144.72%		107.23%		129.31%		134.85%		130.63%				27.70%		44.72%		7.23%		29.31%		34.85%		30.63%						1.01%		0.98%		0.92%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		2.15%

				Oct-02-2018		128.20%		140.80%		106.08%		129.86%		134.77%		130.58%				28.20%		40.80%		6.08%		29.86%		34.77%		30.58%						1.02%		0.91%		0.86%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		2.19%

				Oct-03-2018		127.61%		139.58%		106.40%		129.94%		134.37%		130.67%				27.61%		39.58%		6.40%		29.94%		34.37%		30.67%						0.98%		0.97%		1.05%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.19%

				Oct-04-2018		127.97%		138.23%		104.80%		129.43%		133.86%		129.60%				27.97%		38.23%		4.80%		29.43%		33.86%		29.60%						1.01%		0.97%		0.78%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		2.19%

				Oct-05-2018		127.54%		138.61%		103.36%		128.80%		133.34%		128.89%				27.54%		38.61%		3.36%		28.80%		33.34%		28.89%						0.99%		1.01%		0.75%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		2.18%

				Oct-08-2018		127.08%		137.58%		102.46%		128.75%		132.91%		128.84%				27.08%		37.58%		2.46%		28.75%		32.91%		28.84%						0.98%		0.97%		0.79%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.18%

				Oct-09-2018		125.19%		135.62%		101.52%		125.63%		130.57%		128.65%				25.19%		35.62%		1.52%		25.63%		30.57%		28.65%						0.93%		0.95%		0.73%		0.90%		0.93%		0.99%		2.18%

				Oct-10-2018		123.30%		128.22%		100.31%		121.96%		127.08%		124.43%				23.30%		28.22%		0.31%		21.96%		27.08%		24.43%						0.93%		0.80%		0.52%		0.86%		0.89%		0.86%		2.21%

				Oct-11-2018		120.64%		126.69%		98.44%		119.55%		124.54%		121.87%				20.64%		26.69%		-1.56%		19.55%		24.54%		21.87%						0.89%		0.95%		-0.43%		0.90%		0.91%		0.90%		2.23%

				Oct-12-2018		120.59%		127.42%		97.47%		120.53%		125.34%		123.60%				20.59%		27.42%		-2.53%		20.53%		25.34%		23.60%						1.00%		1.03%		2.73%		1.05%		1.03%		1.08%		2.22%

				Oct-15-2018		119.01%		128.42%		97.58%		120.48%		124.73%		122.87%				19.01%		28.42%		-2.42%		20.48%		24.73%		22.87%						0.93%		1.04%		0.93%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		2.23%

				Oct-16-2018		120.35%		122.49%		100.42%		123.66%		126.24%		125.51%				20.35%		22.49%		0.42%		23.66%		26.24%		25.51%						1.07%		0.80%		-1.00%		1.15%		1.06%		1.11%		2.27%

				Oct-17-2018		120.49%		122.25%		98.66%		123.11%		125.94%		125.48%				20.49%		22.25%		-1.34%		23.11%		25.94%		25.48%						1.01%		0.99%		-0.24%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		2.26%

				Oct-18-2018		119.30%		121.57%		97.18%		120.39%		123.99%		123.67%				19.30%		21.57%		-2.82%		20.39%		23.99%		23.67%						0.94%		0.97%		5.35%		0.89%		0.93%		0.93%		2.27%

				Oct-19-2018		117.95%		121.29%		95.72%		119.04%		122.67%		123.63%				17.95%		21.29%		-4.28%		19.04%		22.67%		23.63%						0.93%		0.99%		1.80%		0.94%		0.95%		1.00%		2.27%

				Oct-22-2018		117.59%		120.31%		94.96%		118.51%		122.17%		123.10%				17.59%		20.31%		-5.04%		18.51%		22.17%		23.10%						0.98%		0.96%		1.23%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		2.26%

				Oct-23-2018		116.22%		117.26%		92.90%		116.24%		119.94%		122.42%				16.22%		17.26%		-7.10%		16.24%		19.94%		22.42%						0.93%		0.86%		1.51%		0.88%		0.90%		0.97%		2.30%

				Oct-24-2018		115.47%		113.79%		89.36%		111.71%		116.93%		118.64%				15.47%		13.79%		-10.64%		11.71%		16.93%		18.64%						0.96%		0.81%		1.58%		0.74%		0.86%		0.84%		2.29%

				Oct-25-2018		115.62%		112.81%		92.31%		113.35%		117.69%		120.85%				15.62%		12.81%		-7.69%		13.35%		17.69%		20.85%						1.01%		0.93%		0.69%		1.13%		1.04%		1.11%		2.29%

				Oct-26-2018		114.69%		113.15%		94.27%		111.84%		116.79%		118.75%				14.69%		13.15%		-5.73%		11.84%		16.79%		18.75%						0.94%		1.02%		0.71%		0.89%		0.95%		0.90%		2.29%

				Oct-29-2018		110.49%		113.40%		93.52%		110.45%		114.29%		117.97%				10.49%		13.40%		-6.48%		10.45%		14.29%		17.97%						0.73%		1.02%		1.16%		0.89%		0.86%		0.96%		2.28%

				Oct-30-2018		111.73%		114.57%		96.15%		111.99%		115.74%		119.82%				11.73%		14.57%		-3.85%		11.99%		15.74%		19.82%						1.11%		1.08%		0.52%		1.13%		1.09%		1.10%		2.30%

				Oct-31-2018		113.25%		115.53%		96.15%		113.28%		117.14%		121.12%				13.25%		15.53%		-3.85%		13.28%		17.14%		21.12%						1.12%		1.06%		1.00%		1.10%		1.08%		1.06%		2.29%

				Nov-01-2018		116.37%		116.14%		97.34%		115.07%		119.15%		122.40%				16.37%		16.14%		-2.66%		15.07%		19.15%		22.40%						1.22%		1.04%		0.58%		1.13%		1.11%		1.06%		2.29%

				Nov-02-2018		118.67%		116.79%		98.61%		115.11%		120.48%		121.63%				18.67%		16.79%		-1.39%		15.11%		20.48%		21.63%						1.13%		1.04%		0.23%		1.00%		1.07%		0.97%		2.27%

				Nov-05-2018		118.91%		116.18%		98.76%		115.89%		120.79%		122.31%				18.91%		16.18%		-1.24%		15.89%		20.79%		22.31%						1.01%		0.97%		0.62%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%		2.28%

				Nov-06-2018		118.67%		116.03%		100.82%		116.56%		121.07%		123.08%				18.67%		16.03%		0.82%		16.56%		21.07%		23.08%						0.99%		0.99%		-7.58%		1.04%		1.01%		1.03%		2.32%

				Nov-07-2018		118.33%		119.81%		102.44%		117.22%		121.73%		125.69%				18.33%		19.81%		2.44%		17.22%		21.73%		25.69%						0.98%		1.22%		1.89%		1.04%		1.03%		1.11%		2.31%

				Nov-08-2018		120.29%		119.29%		102.81%		117.70%		122.46%		125.37%				20.29%		19.29%		2.81%		17.70%		22.46%		25.37%						1.10%		0.98%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		2.32%

				Nov-09-2018		117.99%		119.21%		100.93%		117.37%		121.28%		124.22%				17.99%		19.21%		0.93%		17.37%		21.28%		24.22%						0.89%		1.00%		0.51%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		2.30%

				Nov-12-2018		118.23%		118.45%		98.66%		114.76%		119.81%		121.77%				18.23%		18.45%		-1.34%		14.76%		19.81%		21.77%						1.01%		0.96%		-0.18%		0.86%		0.93%		0.90%		2.31%

				Nov-13-2018		119.26%		118.48%		98.18%		115.31%		120.36%		121.59%				19.26%		18.48%		-1.82%		15.31%		20.36%		21.59%						1.05%		1.00%		2.41%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		2.31%

				Nov-14-2018		117.50%		117.61%		98.76%		114.99%		119.77%		120.67%				17.50%		17.61%		-1.24%		14.99%		19.77%		20.67%						0.91%		0.96%		0.29%		0.98%		0.97%		0.96%		2.34%

				Nov-15-2018		117.79%		118.62%		98.41%		115.57%		120.28%		121.95%				17.79%		18.62%		-1.59%		15.57%		20.28%		21.95%						1.02%		1.05%		2.46%		1.04%		1.02%		1.06%		2.33%

				Nov-16-2018		117.95%		119.61%		98.07%		115.87%		120.64%		122.22%				17.95%		19.61%		-1.93%		15.87%		20.64%		22.22%						1.01%		1.05%		1.58%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		2.32%

				Nov-19-2018		118.12%		117.32%		97.63%		115.05%		119.98%		120.18%				18.12%		17.32%		-2.37%		15.05%		19.98%		20.18%						1.01%		0.89%		1.47%		0.95%		0.97%		0.91%		2.31%

				Nov-20-2018		115.44%		114.49%		94.99%		112.90%		117.29%		118.00%				15.44%		14.49%		-5.01%		12.90%		17.29%		18.00%						0.86%		0.85%		2.93%		0.87%		0.87%		0.90%		2.34%

				Nov-21-2018		115.57%		115.41%		95.59%		113.50%		117.83%		118.36%				15.57%		15.41%		-4.41%		13.50%		17.83%		18.36%						1.01%		1.06%		0.85%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		2.34%

				Nov-22-2018		115.84%		115.21%		95.21%		113.44%		117.87%		118.36%				15.84%		15.21%		-4.79%		13.44%		17.87%		18.36%						1.02%		0.99%		1.11%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.36%

				Nov-23-2018		114.96%		115.35%		94.56%		112.64%		117.02%		117.59%				14.96%		15.35%		-5.44%		12.64%		17.02%		17.59%						0.95%		1.01%		1.17%		0.94%		0.95%		0.96%		2.36%

				Nov-26-2018		116.24%		117.23%		96.21%		113.42%		118.14%		119.41%				16.24%		17.23%		-3.79%		13.42%		18.14%		19.41%						1.08%		1.11%		0.63%		1.06%		1.06%		1.10%		2.36%

				Nov-27-2018		115.41%		116.03%		95.44%		113.13%		117.56%		119.80%				15.41%		16.03%		-4.56%		13.13%		17.56%		19.80%						0.95%		0.93%		1.28%		0.98%		0.97%		1.02%		2.37%

				Nov-28-2018		117.59%		117.50%		96.51%		114.26%		119.14%		122.55%				17.59%		17.50%		-3.49%		14.26%		19.14%		22.55%						1.13%		1.09%		0.70%		1.08%		1.09%		1.13%		2.36%

				Nov-29-2018		118.03%		119.67%		95.48%		115.16%		119.96%		122.29%				18.03%		19.67%		-4.52%		15.16%		19.96%		22.29%						1.02%		1.12%		1.41%		1.06%		1.04%		0.99%		2.35%

				Nov-30-2018		117.97%		120.32%		95.92%		115.95%		120.32%		123.29%				17.97%		20.32%		-4.08%		15.95%		20.32%		23.29%						1.00%		1.03%		0.88%		1.05%		1.02%		1.04%		2.32%

				Dec-03-2018		121.73%		121.07%		95.59%		118.02%		123.02%		124.64%				21.73%		21.07%		-4.41%		18.02%		23.02%		24.64%						1.20%		1.04%		1.11%		1.12%		1.13%		1.06%		2.32%

				Dec-04-2018		119.15%		117.44%		91.40%		113.39%		119.16%		120.60%				19.15%		17.44%		-8.60%		13.39%		19.16%		20.60%						0.89%		0.84%		2.23%		0.76%		0.84%		0.84%		2.34%

				Dec-05-2018		118.15%		117.16%		90.97%		113.06%		118.52%		120.60%				18.15%		17.16%		-9.03%		13.06%		18.52%		20.60%						0.95%		0.98%		1.06%		0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		2.38%

				Dec-06-2018		116.00%		116.71%		89.44%		111.33%		116.70%		120.42%				16.00%		16.71%		-10.56%		11.33%		16.70%		20.42%						0.89%		0.98%		1.19%		0.88%		0.91%		0.99%		2.38%

				Dec-07-2018		114.62%		114.74%		87.82%		109.46%		115.02%		117.61%				14.62%		14.74%		-12.18%		9.46%		15.02%		17.61%						0.92%		0.89%		1.17%		0.85%		0.91%		0.87%		2.36%

				Dec-10-2018		112.68%		113.58%		85.95%		108.72%		113.69%		117.82%				12.68%		13.58%		-14.05%		8.72%		13.69%		17.82%						0.88%		0.93%		1.17%		0.93%		0.92%		1.01%		2.35%

				Dec-11-2018		111.92%		113.39%		86.85%		108.23%		113.15%		117.78%				11.92%		13.39%		-13.15%		8.23%		13.15%		17.78%						0.94%		0.99%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		1.00%		2.37%

				Dec-12-2018		114.54%		115.11%		87.95%		108.75%		114.65%		118.41%				14.54%		15.11%		-12.05%		8.75%		14.65%		18.41%						1.20%		1.12%		0.91%		1.06%		1.11%		1.03%		2.37%

				Dec-13-2018		116.71%		114.67%		87.17%		108.46%		115.45%		118.39%				16.71%		14.67%		-12.83%		8.46%		15.45%		18.39%						1.14%		0.97%		1.07%		0.97%		1.05%		1.00%		2.39%

				Dec-14-2018		115.29%		114.17%		85.66%		107.07%		114.03%		116.13%				15.29%		14.17%		-14.34%		7.07%		14.03%		16.13%						0.92%		0.97%		1.13%		0.85%		0.91%		0.88%		2.38%

				Dec-17-2018		114.15%		113.78%		84.96%		105.16%		112.69%		113.72%				14.15%		13.78%		-15.04%		5.16%		12.69%		13.72%						0.93%		0.97%		1.05%		0.76%		0.91%		0.86%		2.37%

				Dec-18-2018		113.98%		113.26%		84.35%		105.83%		112.70%		113.73%				13.98%		13.26%		-15.65%		5.83%		12.70%		13.73%						0.99%		0.96%		1.04%		1.11%		1.00%		1.00%		2.36%

				Dec-19-2018		112.50%		111.74%		83.14%		104.22%		111.25%		111.98%				12.50%		11.74%		-16.86%		4.22%		11.25%		11.98%						0.90%		0.89%		1.08%		0.76%		0.89%		0.88%		2.34%

				Dec-20-2018		111.50%		111.09%		81.61%		102.18%		109.68%		110.21%				11.50%		11.09%		-18.39%		2.18%		9.68%		10.21%						0.93%		0.95%		1.10%		0.61%		0.87%		0.86%		2.35%

				Dec-21-2018		110.03%		108.87%		80.57%		101.30%		108.58%		107.94%				10.03%		8.87%		-19.43%		1.30%		8.58%		7.94%						0.88%		0.82%		1.06%		0.72%		0.90%		0.80%		2.34%

				Dec-24-2018		108.67%		108.09%		79.59%		98.39%		106.55%		105.01%				8.67%		8.09%		-20.41%		-1.61%		6.55%		5.01%						0.88%		0.92%		1.05%		-0.27%		0.79%		0.67%		2.34%

				Dec-25-2018		106.64%		108.09%		79.59%		98.39%		105.71%		105.01%				6.64%		8.09%		-20.41%		-1.61%		5.71%		5.01%						0.79%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.89%		1.00%		2.41%

				Dec-26-2018		108.25%		111.34%		81.87%		102.06%		108.51%		110.22%				8.25%		11.34%		-18.13%		2.06%		8.51%		10.22%						1.21%		1.36%		0.88%		-5.02%		1.42%		1.87%		2.41%

				Dec-27-2018		110.02%		111.39%		81.37%		103.01%		109.77%		111.17%				10.02%		11.39%		-18.63%		3.01%		9.77%		11.17%						1.19%		1.00%		1.03%		1.31%		1.13%		1.08%		2.39%

				Dec-28-2018		109.62%		112.11%		81.93%		103.00%		109.73%		111.03%				9.62%		12.11%		-18.07%		3.00%		9.73%		11.03%						0.96%		1.06%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.36%

				Dec-31-2018		109.78%		112.30%		82.95%		103.80%		110.28%		111.97%				9.78%		12.30%		-17.05%		3.80%		10.28%		11.97%						1.02%		1.01%		0.94%		1.20%		1.05%		1.08%		2.35%

				Jan-02-2019		109.92%		111.15%		82.22%		104.04%		110.08%		112.11%				9.92%		11.15%		-17.78%		4.04%		10.08%		12.11%						1.01%		0.91%		1.05%		1.05%		0.98%		1.01%		2.35%

				Jan-03-2019		108.66%		107.96%		80.81%		102.08%		108.19%		109.34%				8.66%		7.96%		-19.19%		2.08%		8.19%		9.34%						0.88%		0.74%		1.08%		0.61%		0.83%		0.79%		2.37%

				Jan-04-2019		110.81%		112.96%		83.85%		105.43%		111.28%		113.09%				10.81%		12.96%		-16.15%		5.43%		11.28%		13.09%						1.22%		1.56%		0.83%		2.09%		1.34%		1.36%		2.36%

				Jan-07-2019		111.64%		112.88%		85.09%		106.67%		112.20%		113.89%				11.64%		12.88%		-14.91%		6.67%		12.20%		13.89%						1.07%		0.99%		0.92%		1.19%		1.07%		1.06%		2.37%

				Jan-08-2019		112.45%		115.43%		87.33%		106.79%		112.90%		114.99%				12.45%		15.43%		-12.67%		6.79%		12.90%		14.99%						1.06%		1.18%		0.84%		1.02%		1.05%		1.07%		2.41%

				Jan-09-2019		116.23%		115.63%		88.68%		107.75%		115.07%		115.46%				16.23%		15.63%		-11.32%		7.75%		15.07%		15.46%						1.28%		1.01%		0.88%		1.12%		1.16%		1.03%		2.41%

				Jan-10-2019		116.19%		116.41%		89.93%		108.61%		115.68%		115.98%				16.19%		16.41%		-10.07%		8.61%		15.68%		15.98%						1.00%		1.05%		0.88%		1.10%		1.04%		1.03%		2.40%

				Jan-11-2019		116.99%		116.20%		90.50%		108.64%		115.95%		115.97%				16.99%		16.20%		-9.50%		8.64%		15.95%		15.97%						1.05%		0.99%		0.94%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.38%

				Jan-14-2019		116.67%		115.96%		90.16%		108.65%		115.72%		115.36%				16.67%		15.96%		-9.84%		8.65%		15.72%		15.36%						0.98%		0.99%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		2.38%

				Jan-15-2019		118.11%		117.79%		90.84%		108.39%		116.60%		116.59%				18.11%		17.79%		-9.16%		8.39%		16.60%		16.59%						1.08%		1.11%		0.92%		0.97%		1.05%		1.08%		2.40%

				Jan-16-2019		118.20%		117.20%		91.36%		108.51%		116.66%		116.85%				18.20%		17.20%		-8.64%		8.51%		16.66%		16.85%						1.00%		0.97%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		2.40%

				Jan-17-2019		118.33%		119.13%		92.03%		109.50%		117.34%		117.74%				18.33%		19.13%		-7.97%		9.50%		17.34%		17.74%						1.01%		1.11%		0.91%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		2.38%

				Jan-18-2019		119.82%		120.53%		92.63%		111.52%		119.12%		119.29%				19.82%		20.53%		-7.37%		11.52%		19.12%		19.29%						1.08%		1.07%		0.91%		1.19%		1.10%		1.08%		2.37%

				Jan-21-2019		119.14%		120.58%		92.24%		111.56%		118.86%		119.29%				19.14%		20.58%		-7.76%		11.56%		18.86%		19.29%						0.97%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.36%

				Jan-22-2019		117.46%		119.93%		90.94%		110.14%		117.30%		117.60%				17.46%		19.93%		-9.06%		10.14%		17.30%		17.60%						0.92%		0.97%		1.19%		0.89%		0.92%		0.92%		2.36%

				Jan-23-2019		117.31%		118.42%		90.44%		110.03%		117.14%		117.86%				17.31%		18.42%		-9.56%		10.03%		17.14%		17.86%						0.99%		0.93%		1.06%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.38%

				Jan-24-2019		117.87%		116.37%		90.95%		111.33%		117.81%		118.02%				17.87%		16.37%		-9.05%		11.33%		17.81%		18.02%						1.03%		0.89%		0.94%		1.12%		1.04%		1.01%		2.36%

				Jan-25-2019		119.13%		117.24%		91.55%		112.47%		118.96%		119.02%				19.13%		17.24%		-8.45%		12.47%		18.96%		19.02%						1.07%		1.05%		0.93%		1.09%		1.06%		1.05%		2.32%

				Jan-28-2019		118.56%		116.92%		90.52%		111.32%		118.02%		118.09%				18.56%		16.92%		-9.48%		11.32%		18.02%		18.09%						0.97%		0.98%		1.14%		0.91%		0.95%		0.95%		2.34%

				Jan-29-2019		120.15%		118.00%		90.95%		112.18%		119.26%		117.92%				20.15%		18.00%		-9.05%		12.18%		19.26%		17.92%						1.08%		1.06%		0.95%		1.07%		1.07%		0.99%		2.37%

				Jan-30-2019		120.06%		117.37%		91.13%		113.80%		119.98%		119.75%				20.06%		17.37%		-8.87%		13.80%		19.98%		19.75%						1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		1.12%		1.04%		1.10%		2.37%

				Jan-31-2019		122.78%		117.63%		91.14%		114.21%		121.16%		120.78%				22.78%		17.63%		-8.86%		14.21%		21.16%		20.78%						1.13%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.06%		1.05%		2.37%

				Feb-01-2019		122.73%		117.28%		90.24%		114.94%		121.62%		120.89%				22.73%		17.28%		-9.76%		14.94%		21.62%		20.89%						1.00%		0.98%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		2.36%

				Feb-04-2019		123.31%		118.43%		90.68%		116.76%		122.86%		121.71%				23.31%		18.43%		-9.32%		16.76%		22.86%		21.71%						1.02%		1.06%		0.95%		1.11%		1.05%		1.04%		2.35%

				Feb-05-2019		123.94%		118.65%		92.40%		116.81%		123.17%		122.28%				23.94%		18.65%		-7.60%		16.81%		23.17%		22.28%						1.03%		1.01%		0.79%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		2.37%

				Feb-06-2019		124.14%		118.91%		91.98%		117.31%		123.53%		122.01%				24.14%		18.91%		-8.02%		17.31%		23.53%		22.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.03%		1.01%		0.99%		2.37%

				Feb-07-2019		123.65%		118.93%		89.44%		116.34%		122.76%		120.87%				23.65%		18.93%		-10.56%		16.34%		22.76%		20.87%						0.98%		1.00%		1.36%		0.95%		0.97%		0.95%		2.37%

				Feb-08-2019		123.21%		118.17%		88.81%		116.38%		122.46%		120.95%				23.21%		18.17%		-11.19%		16.38%		22.46%		20.95%						0.98%		0.96%		1.07%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.37%

				Feb-11-2019		124.66%		119.56%		89.85%		116.52%		123.31%		121.04%				24.66%		19.56%		-10.15%		16.52%		23.31%		21.04%						1.06%		1.07%		0.90%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		2.38%

				Feb-12-2019		126.40%		121.04%		91.62%		118.35%		125.13%		122.60%				26.40%		21.04%		-8.38%		18.35%		25.13%		22.60%						1.07%		1.07%		0.81%		1.10%		1.07%		1.07%		2.40%

				Feb-13-2019		127.64%		123.03%		92.19%		119.19%		126.29%		122.97%				27.64%		23.03%		-7.81%		19.19%		26.29%		22.97%						1.05%		1.09%		0.92%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		2.38%

				Feb-14-2019		127.87%		121.63%		92.47%		117.99%		125.62%		122.64%				27.87%		21.63%		-7.53%		17.99%		25.62%		22.64%						1.01%		0.94%		0.96%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		2.39%

				Feb-15-2019		126.52%		122.49%		95.23%		120.12%		126.31%		123.98%				26.52%		22.49%		-4.77%		20.12%		26.31%		23.98%						0.95%		1.04%		0.58%		1.11%		1.03%		1.06%		2.38%

				Feb-18-2019		127.98%		122.51%		96.27%		120.07%		126.93%		123.98%				27.98%		22.51%		-3.73%		20.07%		26.93%		23.98%						1.05%		1.00%		0.72%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.38%

				Feb-19-2019		127.74%		122.14%		96.49%		119.78%		126.69%		124.16%				27.74%		22.14%		-3.51%		19.78%		26.69%		24.16%						0.99%		0.98%		0.92%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.38%

				Feb-20-2019		128.85%		121.49%		97.47%		120.82%		127.53%		124.38%				28.85%		21.49%		-2.53%		20.82%		27.53%		24.38%						1.04%		0.97%		0.61%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		2.41%

				Feb-21-2019		128.76%		121.11%		97.98%		119.72%		126.81%		123.94%				28.76%		21.11%		-2.02%		19.72%		26.81%		23.94%						1.00%		0.98%		0.67%		0.95%		0.97%		0.98%		2.40%

				Feb-22-2019		128.77%		122.10%		99.84%		120.35%		127.30%		124.74%				28.77%		22.10%		-0.16%		20.35%		27.30%		24.74%						1.00%		1.04%		-0.82%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		2.40%

				Feb-25-2019		132.19%		122.32%		100.41%		121.18%		129.20%		124.89%				32.19%		22.32%		0.41%		21.18%		29.20%		24.89%						1.11%		1.01%		1.68%		1.04%		1.07%		1.01%		2.41%

				Feb-26-2019		130.34%		122.58%		99.44%		120.62%		128.19%		124.79%				30.34%		22.58%		-0.56%		20.62%		28.19%		24.79%						0.94%		1.01%		0.31%		0.97%		0.97%		1.00%		2.42%

				Feb-27-2019		130.79%		123.04%		99.37%		120.71%		128.50%		124.73%				30.79%		23.04%		-0.63%		20.71%		28.50%		24.73%						1.01%		1.02%		0.84%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.40%

				Feb-28-2019		129.94%		121.69%		100.19%		120.13%		127.77%		124.37%				29.94%		21.69%		0.19%		20.13%		27.77%		24.37%						0.97%		0.94%		3.22%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.40%

				Mar-01-2019		131.43%		120.83%		100.60%		121.15%		128.86%		125.23%				31.43%		20.83%		0.60%		21.15%		28.86%		25.23%						1.05%		0.96%		1.34%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		2.40%

				Mar-04-2019		132.46%		120.55%		100.32%		120.59%		128.93%		124.74%				32.46%		20.55%		0.32%		20.59%		28.93%		24.74%						1.03%		0.99%		0.83%		0.97%		1.00%		0.98%		2.39%

				Mar-05-2019		132.39%		120.00%		100.37%		120.30%		128.70%		124.60%				32.39%		20.00%		0.37%		20.30%		28.70%		24.60%						1.00%		0.97%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		2.41%

				Mar-06-2019		132.05%		120.24%		99.46%		119.85%		128.33%		123.79%				32.05%		20.24%		-0.54%		19.85%		28.33%		23.79%						0.99%		1.01%		0.34%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		2.41%

				Mar-07-2019		130.13%		118.69%		97.84%		119.07%		126.72%		122.78%				30.13%		18.69%		-2.16%		19.07%		26.72%		22.78%						0.94%		0.93%		-2.52%		0.96%		0.95%		0.96%		2.41%

				Mar-08-2019		127.98%		118.07%		97.58%		118.46%		125.35%		122.52%				27.98%		18.07%		-2.42%		18.46%		25.35%		22.52%						0.93%		0.97%		1.22%		0.97%		0.95%		0.99%		2.40%

				Mar-11-2019		129.52%		118.29%		99.49%		119.73%		126.71%		124.32%				29.52%		18.29%		-0.51%		19.73%		26.71%		24.32%						1.05%		1.01%		-0.35%		1.07%		1.05%		1.08%		2.41%

				Mar-12-2019		129.46%		118.32%		101.52%		119.75%		126.79%		124.69%				29.46%		18.32%		1.52%		19.75%		26.79%		24.69%						1.00%		1.00%		5.14%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		2.41%

				Mar-13-2019		129.39%		119.33%		102.47%		120.65%		127.35%		125.55%				29.39%		19.33%		2.47%		20.65%		27.35%		25.55%						1.00%		1.05%		1.38%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		2.41%

				Mar-14-2019		129.04%		119.82%		102.90%		120.48%		127.25%		125.44%				29.04%		19.82%		2.90%		20.48%		27.25%		25.44%						0.99%		1.02%		1.12%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.40%

				Mar-15-2019		130.79%		120.09%		104.95%		120.92%		128.38%		126.07%				30.79%		20.09%		4.95%		20.92%		28.38%		26.07%						1.06%		1.01%		1.53%		1.02%		1.04%		1.02%		2.40%

				Mar-18-2019		132.99%		121.06%		105.04%		122.06%		129.87%		126.54%				32.99%		21.06%		5.04%		22.06%		29.87%		26.54%						1.07%		1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.05%		1.02%		2.40%

				Mar-19-2019		133.26%		120.61%		104.68%		122.28%		130.06%		126.52%				33.26%		20.61%		4.68%		22.28%		30.06%		26.52%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		2.39%

				Mar-20-2019		132.49%		120.28%		104.46%		121.58%		129.30%		126.15%				32.49%		20.28%		4.46%		21.58%		29.30%		26.15%						0.98%		0.98%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.41%

				Mar-21-2019		132.85%		121.28%		104.58%		123.28%		130.35%		127.52%				32.85%		21.28%		4.58%		23.28%		30.35%		27.52%						1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.08%		1.03%		1.05%		2.42%

				Mar-22-2019		132.12%		118.93%		102.10%		120.68%		128.48%		125.10%				32.12%		18.93%		2.10%		20.68%		28.48%		25.10%						0.98%		0.89%		0.56%		0.89%		0.94%		0.92%		2.43%

				Mar-25-2019		129.85%		117.20%		101.70%		120.32%		127.12%		124.99%				29.85%		17.20%		1.70%		20.32%		27.12%		24.99%						0.93%		0.91%		0.87%		0.98%		0.95%		1.00%		2.41%

				Mar-26-2019		131.37%		114.08%		101.77%		121.40%		127.89%		125.89%				31.37%		14.08%		1.77%		21.40%		27.89%		25.89%						1.05%		0.83%		1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		2.41%

				Mar-27-2019		132.32%		114.01%		101.68%		120.44%		127.76%		125.31%				32.32%		14.01%		1.68%		20.44%		27.76%		25.31%						1.03%		1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		2.41%

				Mar-28-2019		131.94%		114.75%		102.28%		121.12%		127.97%		125.76%				31.94%		14.75%		2.28%		21.12%		27.97%		25.76%						0.99%		1.05%		1.22%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		2.39%

				Mar-29-2019		134.65%		116.03%		102.93%		121.80%		129.63%		126.60%				34.65%		16.03%		2.93%		21.80%		29.63%		26.60%						1.08%		1.08%		1.20%		1.03%		1.06%		1.03%		2.38%

				Apr-01-2019		138.79%		118.96%		104.95%		124.01%		132.98%		128.07%				38.79%		18.96%		4.95%		24.01%		32.98%		28.07%						1.12%		1.17%		1.51%		1.10%		1.11%		1.05%		2.35%

				Apr-02-2019		137.66%		118.89%		104.74%		123.74%		132.46%		128.07%				37.66%		18.89%		4.74%		23.74%		32.46%		28.07%						0.97%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-03-2019		137.98%		121.36%		105.50%		124.11%		133.24%		128.34%				37.98%		21.36%		5.50%		24.11%		33.24%		28.34%						1.01%		1.12%		1.13%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		2.37%

				Apr-04-2019		139.43%		121.71%		106.12%		124.69%		134.19%		128.61%				39.43%		21.71%		6.12%		24.69%		34.19%		28.61%						1.04%		1.02%		1.10%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		2.39%

				Apr-05-2019		139.85%		122.14%		106.92%		125.21%		134.72%		129.21%				39.85%		22.14%		6.92%		25.21%		34.72%		29.21%						1.01%		1.02%		1.11%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.39%

				Apr-08-2019		140.55%		122.34%		106.13%		125.73%		135.23%		129.34%				40.55%		22.34%		6.13%		25.73%		35.23%		29.34%						1.02%		1.01%		0.90%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-09-2019		140.68%		120.36%		105.34%		124.59%		134.55%		128.56%				40.68%		20.36%		5.34%		24.59%		34.55%		28.56%						1.00%		0.92%		0.89%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		2.38%

				Apr-10-2019		140.10%		119.98%		105.53%		124.24%		134.10%		129.01%				40.10%		19.98%		5.53%		24.24%		34.10%		29.01%						0.99%		0.98%		1.03%		0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		2.37%

				Apr-11-2019		138.52%		121.52%		106.97%		124.85%		134.01%		129.01%				38.52%		21.52%		6.97%		24.85%		34.01%		29.01%						0.96%		1.07%		1.22%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-12-2019		138.26%		121.25%		108.07%		126.35%		134.66%		129.86%				38.26%		21.25%		8.07%		26.35%		34.66%		29.86%						0.99%		0.99%		1.14%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		2.38%

				Apr-15-2019		138.90%		121.27%		108.68%		126.22%		134.73%		129.78%				38.90%		21.27%		8.68%		26.22%		34.73%		29.78%						1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-16-2019		140.17%		123.30%		109.20%		127.13%		135.93%		129.85%				40.17%		23.30%		9.20%		27.13%		35.93%		29.85%						1.03%		1.09%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-17-2019		139.89%		124.09%		109.82%		127.31%		136.11%		129.55%				39.89%		24.09%		9.82%		27.31%		36.11%		29.55%						0.99%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		2.38%

				Apr-18-2019		140.26%		124.49%		110.74%		130.02%		137.79%		129.76%				40.26%		24.49%		10.74%		30.02%		37.79%		29.76%						1.01%		1.02%		1.09%		1.10%		1.05%		1.01%		2.39%

				Apr-19-2019		142.22%		124.49%		110.74%		130.02%		138.61%		129.76%				42.22%		24.49%		10.74%		30.02%		38.61%		29.76%						1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-22-2019		139.88%		121.32%		110.74%		129.71%		137.13%		129.89%				39.88%		21.32%		10.74%		29.71%		37.13%		29.89%						0.95%		0.88%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-23-2019		140.19%		122.16%		110.00%		131.25%		138.10%		131.04%				40.19%		22.16%		10.00%		31.25%		38.10%		31.04%						1.01%		1.04%		0.94%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.39%

				Apr-24-2019		140.62%		122.48%		110.89%		131.02%		138.17%		130.75%				40.62%		22.48%		10.89%		31.02%		38.17%		30.75%						1.01%		1.01%		1.08%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		2.40%

				Apr-25-2019		138.91%		122.46%		110.25%		129.78%		136.88%		130.70%				38.91%		22.46%		10.25%		29.78%		36.88%		30.70%						0.96%		1.00%		0.95%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-26-2019		138.85%		122.07%		109.03%		130.89%		137.23%		131.31%				38.85%		22.07%		9.03%		30.89%		37.23%		31.31%						1.00%		0.98%		0.89%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		2.38%

				Apr-29-2019		141.79%		120.72%		108.46%		130.80%		138.20%		131.45%				41.79%		20.72%		8.46%		30.80%		38.20%		31.45%						1.07%		0.94%		0.94%		1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-30-2019		143.27%		120.88%		112.60%		131.42%		139.26%		131.58%				43.27%		20.88%		12.60%		31.42%		39.26%		31.58%						1.03%		1.01%		1.44%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		2.39%

				May-01-2019		144.20%		119.59%		110.86%		130.96%		138.68%		130.59%				44.20%		19.59%		10.86%		30.96%		38.68%		30.59%						1.02%		0.94%		0.87%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		2.38%

				May-02-2019		144.17%		120.30%		111.47%		130.89%		138.81%		130.31%				44.17%		20.30%		11.47%		30.89%		38.81%		30.31%						1.00%		1.03%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-03-2019		145.20%		121.28%		112.11%		132.45%		140.07%		131.57%				45.20%		21.28%		12.11%		32.45%		40.07%		31.57%						1.02%		1.05%		1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.41%

				May-06-2019		141.61%		120.41%		111.81%		131.31%		137.84%		130.98%				41.61%		20.41%		11.81%		31.31%		37.84%		30.98%						0.92%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.95%		0.98%		2.38%

				May-07-2019		141.87%		119.69%		109.35%		128.62%		136.38%		128.82%				41.87%		19.69%		9.35%		28.62%		36.38%		28.82%						1.01%		0.97%		0.81%		0.92%		0.96%		0.93%		2.39%

				May-08-2019		141.08%		119.94%		108.21%		128.26%		135.80%		128.61%				41.08%		19.94%		8.21%		28.26%		35.80%		28.61%						0.98%		1.01%		0.89%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-09-2019		140.49%		119.24%		106.34%		127.97%		135.20%		128.22%				40.49%		19.24%		6.34%		27.97%		35.20%		28.22%						0.99%		0.97%		0.80%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-10-2019		142.27%		118.74%		107.13%		128.50%		136.18%		128.70%				42.27%		18.74%		7.13%		28.50%		36.18%		28.70%						1.04%		0.98%		1.11%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		2.38%

				May-13-2019		140.37%		116.53%		104.44%		124.78%		133.14%		125.60%				40.37%		16.53%		4.44%		24.78%		33.14%		25.60%						0.96%		0.89%		0.67%		0.87%		0.92%		0.90%		2.38%

				May-14-2019		139.99%		116.89%		106.86%		125.73%		133.60%		126.60%				39.99%		16.89%		6.86%		25.73%		33.60%		26.60%						0.99%		1.02%		1.44%		1.04%		1.01%		1.04%		2.36%

				May-15-2019		141.02%		117.02%		106.85%		126.56%		134.55%		127.34%				41.02%		17.02%		6.85%		26.56%		34.55%		27.34%						1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		2.36%

				May-16-2019		141.41%		117.49%		108.10%		127.23%		135.15%		128.47%				41.41%		17.49%		8.10%		27.23%		35.15%		28.47%						1.01%		1.03%		1.16%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		2.37%

				May-17-2019		140.81%		117.01%		106.56%		126.29%		134.33%		127.72%				40.81%		17.01%		6.56%		26.29%		34.33%		27.72%						0.99%		0.97%		0.83%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		2.35%

				May-20-2019		141.40%		117.61%		105.65%		124.89%		133.80%		126.86%				41.40%		17.61%		5.65%		24.89%		33.80%		26.86%						1.01%		1.03%		0.88%		0.95%		0.98%		0.97%		2.34%

				May-21-2019		141.99%		118.30%		107.06%		126.12%		134.74%		127.94%				41.99%		18.30%		7.06%		26.12%		34.74%		27.94%						1.01%		1.04%		1.21%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.34%

				May-22-2019		141.48%		116.35%		106.43%		125.64%		134.10%		127.58%				41.48%		16.35%		6.43%		25.64%		34.10%		27.58%						0.99%		0.90%		0.92%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		2.34%

				May-23-2019		139.28%		116.46%		104.27%		123.04%		131.81%		126.06%				39.28%		16.46%		4.27%		23.04%		31.81%		26.06%						0.95%		1.01%		0.71%		0.90%		0.93%		0.95%		2.33%

				May-24-2019		139.45%		116.06%		105.54%		122.83%		131.83%		126.23%				39.45%		16.06%		5.54%		22.83%		31.83%		26.23%						1.00%		0.98%		1.24%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		2.32%

				May-27-2019		139.01%		116.03%		105.90%		122.84%		131.66%		126.23%				39.01%		16.03%		5.90%		22.84%		31.66%		26.23%						0.99%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.30%

				May-28-2019		139.46%		116.24%		105.48%		121.76%		131.28%		125.17%				39.46%		16.24%		5.48%		21.76%		31.28%		25.17%						1.01%		1.01%		0.94%		0.95%		0.99%		0.96%		2.30%

				May-29-2019		138.72%		116.61%		103.49%		120.97%		130.56%		124.31%				38.72%		16.61%		3.49%		20.97%		30.56%		24.31%						0.98%		1.02%		0.69%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		2.32%

				May-30-2019		138.69%		117.37%		103.35%		121.88%		130.94%		124.57%				38.69%		17.37%		3.35%		21.88%		30.94%		24.57%						1.00%		1.04%		0.97%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		2.32%

				May-31-2019		137.01%		116.92%		102.22%		120.77%		129.66%		122.92%				37.01%		16.92%		2.22%		20.77%		29.66%		22.92%						0.96%		0.98%		0.74%		0.95%		0.96%		0.94%		2.33%

				Jun-03-2019		138.14%		117.20%		102.77%		121.20%		130.28%		122.58%				38.14%		17.20%		2.77%		21.20%		30.28%		22.58%						1.03%		1.02%		1.17%		1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		2.30%

				Jun-04-2019		138.72%		116.05%		105.99%		122.94%		131.31%		125.21%				38.72%		16.05%		5.99%		22.94%		31.31%		25.21%						1.01%		0.94%		1.85%		1.08%		1.03%		1.11%		2.30%

				Jun-05-2019		139.65%		116.84%		106.07%		123.78%		132.28%		126.23%				39.65%		16.84%		6.07%		23.78%		32.28%		26.23%						1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		2.30%

				Jun-06-2019		139.50%		116.32%		105.68%		123.90%		132.22%		127.01%				39.50%		16.32%		5.68%		23.90%		32.22%		27.01%						1.00%		0.97%		0.94%		1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		2.30%

				Jun-07-2019		139.95%		117.68%		106.72%		124.99%		133.29%		128.34%				39.95%		17.68%		6.72%		24.99%		33.29%		28.34%						1.01%		1.08%		1.16%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		2.28%

				Jun-10-2019		140.94%		116.66%		106.22%		124.76%		133.53%		128.94%				40.94%		16.66%		6.22%		24.76%		33.53%		28.94%						1.02%		0.95%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		2.23%

				Jun-11-2019		142.20%		116.08%		106.25%		124.87%		134.03%		128.89%				42.20%		16.08%		6.25%		24.87%		34.03%		28.89%						1.03%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.24%

				Jun-12-2019		142.56%		116.31%		105.49%		125.39%		134.28%		128.63%				42.56%		16.31%		5.49%		25.39%		34.28%		28.63%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		2.22%

				Jun-13-2019		142.65%		121.77%		106.54%		125.93%		135.06%		129.16%				42.65%		21.77%		6.54%		25.93%		35.06%		29.16%						1.00%		1.32%		1.16%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.19%

				Jun-14-2019		142.50%		120.31%		105.46%		124.85%		134.29%		128.95%				42.50%		20.31%		5.46%		24.85%		34.29%		28.95%						1.00%		0.94%		0.86%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		2.14%

				Jun-17-2019		141.53%		119.69%		105.69%		124.22%		133.70%		129.07%				41.53%		19.69%		5.69%		24.22%		33.70%		29.07%						0.98%		0.97%		1.04%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		2.15%

				Jun-18-2019		142.22%		119.91%		107.80%		126.11%		134.99%		130.32%				42.22%		19.91%		7.80%		26.11%		34.99%		30.32%						1.02%		1.01%		1.32%		1.07%		1.04%		1.04%		2.18%

				Jun-19-2019		143.19%		120.21%		107.93%		125.73%		135.39%		130.71%				43.19%		20.21%		7.93%		25.73%		35.39%		30.71%						1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		2.17%

				Jun-20-2019		146.30%		121.03%		109.24%		127.56%		137.65%		131.95%				46.30%		21.03%		9.24%		27.56%		37.65%		31.95%						1.07%		1.04%		1.15%		1.07%		1.06%		1.04%		2.13%

				Jun-21-2019		144.91%		120.62%		107.90%		126.99%		136.55%		131.79%				44.91%		20.62%		7.90%		26.99%		36.55%		31.79%						0.97%		0.98%		0.87%		0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		2.09%

				Jun-24-2019		145.28%		120.00%		107.87%		127.28%		136.70%		131.56%				45.28%		20.00%		7.87%		27.28%		36.70%		31.56%						1.01%		0.97%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jun-25-2019		144.71%		119.49%		107.76%		127.16%		136.30%		130.31%				44.71%		19.49%		7.76%		27.16%		36.30%		30.31%						0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		2.08%

				Jun-26-2019		144.45%		119.16%		107.73%		127.18%		136.15%		130.15%				44.45%		19.16%		7.73%		27.18%		36.15%		30.15%						0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jun-27-2019		146.18%		119.39%		108.64%		127.49%		137.12%		130.65%				46.18%		19.39%		8.64%		27.49%		37.12%		30.65%						1.04%		1.01%		1.10%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		2.10%

				Jun-28-2019		146.77%		119.80%		110.34%		128.64%		137.89%		131.40%				46.77%		19.80%		10.34%		28.64%		37.89%		31.40%						1.01%		1.02%		1.18%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		2.09%

				Jul-01-2019		150.47%		119.91%		110.71%		130.26%		140.18%		132.41%				50.47%		19.91%		10.71%		30.26%		40.18%		32.41%						1.08%		1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.06%		1.03%		2.08%

				Jul-02-2019		150.77%		120.95%		111.02%		129.83%		140.27%		132.79%				50.77%		20.95%		11.02%		29.83%		40.27%		32.79%						1.01%		1.05%		1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		2.16%

				Jul-03-2019		150.72%		121.48%		111.44%		130.52%		140.65%		133.81%				50.72%		21.48%		11.44%		30.52%		40.65%		33.81%						1.00%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		2.15%

				Jul-04-2019		150.96%		121.39%		111.46%		130.64%		140.81%		133.81%				50.96%		21.39%		11.46%		30.64%		40.81%		33.81%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.16%

				Jul-05-2019		150.75%		120.64%		111.00%		129.59%		140.02%		133.57%				50.75%		20.64%		11.00%		29.59%		40.02%		33.57%						1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.16%

				Jul-08-2019		149.48%		120.05%		111.07%		128.83%		139.06%		132.92%				49.48%		20.05%		11.07%		28.83%		39.06%		32.92%						0.98%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		2.18%

				Jul-09-2019		148.50%		120.03%		110.44%		128.27%		138.33%		133.09%				48.50%		20.03%		10.44%		28.27%		38.33%		33.09%						0.98%		1.00%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		2.21%

				Jul-10-2019		148.04%		119.11%		109.42%		127.66%		137.76%		133.69%				48.04%		19.11%		9.42%		27.66%		37.76%		33.69%						0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%		2.21%

				Jul-11-2019		148.24%		119.79%		109.31%		127.88%		138.03%		133.99%				48.24%		19.79%		9.31%		27.88%		38.03%		33.99%						1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		2.15%

				Jul-12-2019		149.46%		120.79%		110.36%		129.62%		139.59%		134.61%				49.46%		20.79%		10.36%		29.62%		39.59%		34.61%						1.02%		1.05%		1.10%		1.06%		1.04%		1.02%		2.12%

				Jul-15-2019		149.77%		120.60%		111.07%		129.15%		139.38%		134.64%				49.77%		20.60%		11.07%		29.15%		39.38%		34.64%						1.01%		0.99%		1.06%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		2.10%

				Jul-16-2019		148.89%		120.83%		110.85%		129.31%		139.06%		134.18%				48.89%		20.83%		10.85%		29.31%		39.06%		34.18%						0.98%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		2.11%

				Jul-17-2019		147.21%		120.09%		108.26%		125.72%		136.48%		133.30%				47.21%		20.09%		8.26%		25.72%		36.48%		33.30%						0.97%		0.97%		0.78%		0.88%		0.94%		0.97%		2.10%

				Jul-18-2019		146.03%		120.13%		107.62%		127.82%		137.11%		133.78%				46.03%		20.13%		7.62%		27.82%		37.11%		33.78%						0.98%		1.00%		0.93%		1.08%		1.02%		1.01%		2.09%

				Jul-19-2019		146.60%		119.73%		107.01%		128.11%		137.39%		132.95%				46.60%		19.73%		7.01%		28.11%		37.39%		32.95%						1.01%		0.98%		0.93%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		2.01%

				Jul-22-2019		145.27%		121.56%		106.27%		128.50%		137.33%		133.33%				45.27%		21.56%		6.27%		28.50%		37.33%		33.33%						0.97%		1.09%		0.91%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		2.02%

				Jul-23-2019		145.50%		123.17%		107.42%		129.94%		138.44%		134.24%				45.50%		23.17%		7.42%		29.94%		38.44%		34.24%						1.00%		1.07%		1.16%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		2.04%

				Jul-24-2019		145.74%		127.56%		108.71%		130.15%		139.09%		134.87%				45.74%		27.56%		8.71%		30.15%		39.09%		34.87%						1.01%		1.18%		1.15%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		2.02%

				Jul-25-2019		145.55%		127.19%		107.72%		129.57%		138.70%		134.16%				45.55%		27.19%		7.72%		29.57%		38.70%		34.16%						1.00%		0.99%		0.90%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		2.05%

				Jul-26-2019		145.39%		127.00%		105.71%		129.48%		138.47%		135.15%				45.39%		27.00%		5.71%		29.48%		38.47%		35.15%						1.00%		0.99%		0.77%		1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		2.06%

				Jul-29-2019		144.64%		127.57%		104.49%		129.35%		138.19%		134.94%				44.64%		27.57%		4.49%		29.35%		38.19%		34.94%						0.98%		1.02%		0.82%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		2.08%

				Jul-30-2019		146.83%		127.64%		105.37%		129.33%		139.02%		134.59%				46.83%		27.64%		5.37%		29.33%		39.02%		34.59%						1.05%		1.00%		1.16%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jul-31-2019		146.38%		125.73%		104.40%		128.46%		137.77%		133.12%				46.38%		25.73%		4.40%		28.46%		37.77%		33.12%						0.99%		0.93%		0.85%		0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		2.04%

				Aug-01-2019		145.06%		123.03%		103.71%		126.47%		135.91%		131.92%				45.06%		23.03%		3.71%		26.47%		35.91%		31.92%						0.97%		0.90%		0.87%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		2.04%

				Aug-02-2019		143.31%		122.51%		102.49%		124.70%		134.12%		130.96%				43.31%		22.51%		2.49%		24.70%		34.12%		30.96%						0.96%		0.98%		0.74%		0.94%		0.95%		0.97%		2.03%

				Aug-05-2019		139.56%		120.59%		100.36%		120.85%		130.29%		127.06%				39.56%		20.59%		0.36%		20.85%		30.29%		27.06%						0.92%		0.92%		0.39%		0.85%		0.89%		0.88%		2.02%

				Aug-06-2019		140.07%		120.70%		100.52%		122.65%		131.39%		128.72%				40.07%		20.70%		0.52%		22.65%		31.39%		28.72%						1.01%		1.01%		1.12%		1.08%		1.04%		1.06%		2.00%

				Aug-07-2019		139.96%		121.98%		101.14%		121.95%		131.12%		128.82%				39.96%		21.98%		1.14%		21.95%		31.12%		28.82%						1.00%		1.06%		1.41%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		2.01%

				Aug-08-2019		142.14%		122.52%		104.37%		124.60%		133.46%		131.23%				42.14%		22.52%		4.37%		24.60%		33.46%		31.23%						1.05%		1.02%		2.51%		1.12%		1.07%		1.08%		1.98%

				Aug-09-2019		141.33%		119.74%		102.02%		123.60%		132.26%		130.36%				41.33%		19.74%		2.02%		23.60%		32.26%		30.36%						0.98%		0.88%		0.56%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		1.98%

				Aug-12-2019		140.48%		118.94%		101.27%		122.12%		131.10%		128.81%				40.48%		18.94%		1.27%		22.12%		31.10%		28.81%						0.98%		0.96%		0.75%		0.94%		0.97%		0.95%		1.96%

				Aug-13-2019		140.27%		119.84%		101.44%		124.38%		132.08%		130.71%				40.27%		19.84%		1.44%		24.38%		32.08%		30.71%						0.99%		1.05%		1.07%		1.10%		1.03%		1.06%		1.96%

				Aug-14-2019		138.35%		118.72%		98.63%		120.64%		129.37%		126.88%				38.35%		18.72%		-1.37%		20.64%		29.37%		26.88%						0.95%		0.95%		-0.15%		0.85%		0.92%		0.88%		1.96%

				Aug-15-2019		137.75%		118.53%		98.59%		119.25%		128.32%		127.19%				37.75%		18.53%		-1.41%		19.25%		28.32%		27.19%						0.98%		0.99%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		1.92%

				Aug-16-2019		138.93%		119.37%		99.72%		121.54%		129.99%		129.03%				38.93%		19.37%		-0.28%		21.54%		29.99%		29.03%						1.03%		1.04%		-1.76%		1.11%		1.06%		1.07%		1.87%

				Aug-19-2019		140.29%		120.71%		100.72%		122.66%		131.27%		130.59%				40.29%		20.71%		0.72%		22.66%		31.27%		30.59%						1.03%		1.07%		2.39%		1.05%		1.04%		1.05%		1.83%

				Aug-20-2019		140.16%		120.33%		99.51%		121.24%		130.42%		129.55%				40.16%		20.33%		-0.49%		21.24%		30.42%		29.55%						1.00%		0.98%		0.30%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.90%

				Aug-21-2019		140.91%		120.71%		101.25%		121.89%		131.05%		130.62%				40.91%		20.71%		1.25%		21.89%		31.05%		30.62%						1.02%		1.02%		4.41%		1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.90%

				Aug-22-2019		139.59%		120.34%		100.85%		120.92%		130.13%		130.56%				39.59%		20.34%		0.85%		20.92%		30.13%		30.56%						0.97%		0.98%		0.82%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.93%

				Aug-23-2019		139.00%		118.95%		98.56%		117.14%		127.79%		127.17%				39.00%		18.95%		-1.44%		17.14%		27.79%		27.17%						0.99%		0.93%		-0.24%		0.83%		0.92%		0.89%		1.96%

				Aug-26-2019		137.37%		119.67%		98.79%		117.65%		127.40%		128.57%				37.37%		19.67%		-1.21%		17.65%		27.40%		28.57%						0.96%		1.04%		0.48%		1.03%		0.99%		1.05%		1.93%

				Aug-27-2019		139.05%		119.15%		98.48%		118.00%		128.11%		128.15%				39.05%		19.15%		-1.52%		18.00%		28.11%		28.15%						1.04%		0.97%		2.48%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.96%

				Aug-28-2019		139.70%		118.51%		99.26%		119.17%		128.83%		128.99%				39.70%		18.51%		-0.74%		19.17%		28.83%		28.99%						1.02%		0.97%		-0.50%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.94%

				Aug-29-2019		139.82%		119.58%		101.38%		121.65%		130.42%		130.63%				39.82%		19.58%		1.38%		21.65%		30.42%		30.63%						1.00%		1.05%		9.15%		1.12%		1.05%		1.05%		1.95%

				Aug-30-2019		140.91%		119.86%		102.82%		122.44%		131.37%		130.71%				40.91%		19.86%		2.82%		22.44%		31.37%		30.71%						1.03%		1.01%		1.61%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-02-2019		141.78%		119.75%		102.93%		122.30%		131.65%		130.71%				41.78%		19.75%		2.93%		22.30%		31.65%		30.71%						1.02%		0.99%		1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-03-2019		140.51%		121.38%		101.53%		121.17%		130.82%		129.81%				40.51%		21.38%		1.53%		21.17%		30.82%		29.81%						0.97%		1.08%		0.64%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		1.95%

				Sep-04-2019		141.79%		122.08%		102.19%		123.57%		132.68%		131.22%				41.79%		22.08%		2.19%		23.57%		32.68%		31.22%						1.03%		1.03%		1.26%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		1.94%

				Sep-05-2019		142.63%		126.94%		104.34%		126.60%		135.20%		132.93%				42.63%		26.94%		4.34%		26.60%		35.20%		32.93%						1.02%		1.21%		1.67%		1.12%		1.07%		1.05%		1.93%

				Sep-06-2019		144.05%		126.46%		104.14%		127.03%		135.98%		133.05%				44.05%		26.46%		4.14%		27.03%		35.98%		33.05%						1.03%		0.98%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.93%

				Sep-09-2019		143.56%		127.72%		105.01%		127.28%		136.07%		133.04%				43.56%		27.72%		5.01%		27.28%		36.07%		33.04%						0.99%		1.05%		1.17%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.92%

				Sep-10-2019		142.91%		128.23%		106.07%		127.72%		136.11%		133.08%				42.91%		28.23%		6.07%		27.72%		36.11%		33.08%						0.99%		1.02%		1.18%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.92%

				Sep-11-2019		143.84%		129.20%		108.10%		129.46%		137.31%		134.04%				43.84%		29.20%		8.10%		29.46%		37.31%		34.04%						1.02%		1.03%		1.29%		1.06%		1.03%		1.03%		1.91%

				Sep-12-2019		145.49%		129.32%		107.70%		128.35%		137.33%		134.43%				45.49%		29.32%		7.70%		28.35%		37.33%		34.43%						1.04%		1.00%		0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.92%

				Sep-13-2019		145.82%		129.23%		110.30%		128.51%		137.71%		134.33%				45.82%		29.23%		10.30%		28.51%		37.71%		34.33%						1.01%		1.00%		1.30%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.91%

				Sep-16-2019		144.97%		128.99%		109.50%		127.65%		136.92%		133.91%				44.97%		28.99%		9.50%		27.65%		36.92%		33.91%						0.98%		0.99%		0.93%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		1.92%

				Sep-17-2019		144.59%		127.36%		109.79%		127.42%		136.42%		134.25%				44.59%		27.36%		9.79%		27.42%		36.42%		34.25%						0.99%		0.95%		1.03%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.95%

				Sep-18-2019		144.71%		127.19%		109.60%		128.19%		136.80%		134.30%				44.71%		27.19%		9.60%		28.19%		36.80%		34.30%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-19-2019		145.03%		127.35%		110.02%		127.64%		136.68%		134.30%				45.03%		27.35%		10.02%		27.64%		36.68%		34.30%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.91%

				Sep-20-2019		144.42%		127.15%		108.73%		127.64%		136.40%		133.64%				44.42%		27.15%		8.73%		27.64%		36.40%		33.64%						0.99%		0.99%		0.88%		1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.89%

				Sep-23-2019		143.80%		126.79%		108.38%		127.08%		135.68%		133.63%				43.80%		26.79%		8.38%		27.08%		35.68%		33.63%						0.99%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		1.87%

				Sep-24-2019		143.06%		125.90%		108.29%		125.69%		134.72%		132.51%				43.06%		25.90%		8.29%		25.69%		34.72%		32.51%						0.98%		0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		1.90%

				Sep-25-2019		141.62%		126.36%		108.76%		126.27%		134.45%		133.32%				41.62%		26.36%		8.76%		26.27%		34.45%		33.32%						0.97%		1.02%		1.05%		1.02%		0.99%		1.02%		1.88%

				Sep-26-2019		142.02%		127.11%		108.64%		126.26%		134.72%		133.00%				42.02%		27.11%		8.64%		26.26%		34.72%		33.00%						1.01%		1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.85%

				Sep-27-2019		142.23%		127.31%		108.24%		127.31%		135.37%		132.29%				42.23%		27.31%		8.24%		27.31%		35.37%		32.29%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		1.04%		1.02%		0.98%		1.79%

				Sep-30-2019		142.08%		126.94%		109.12%		127.96%		135.60%		132.96%				42.08%		26.94%		9.12%		27.96%		35.60%		32.96%						1.00%		0.99%		1.10%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.76%

				Oct-01-2019		140.58%		124.45%		108.14%		124.73%		133.14%		131.33%				40.58%		24.45%		8.14%		24.73%		33.14%		31.33%						0.97%		0.91%		0.90%		0.89%		0.93%		0.95%		1.84%

				Oct-02-2019		138.81%		124.29%		105.04%		121.95%		131.04%		128.98%				38.81%		24.29%		5.04%		21.95%		31.04%		28.98%						0.96%		0.99%		0.66%		0.89%		0.94%		0.93%		1.78%

				Oct-03-2019		138.79%		124.32%		105.20%		122.54%		131.32%		130.01%				38.79%		24.32%		5.20%		22.54%		31.32%		30.01%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.75%

				Oct-04-2019		139.70%		125.27%		106.98%		124.07%		132.60%		131.86%				39.70%		25.27%		6.98%		24.07%		32.60%		31.86%						1.02%		1.04%		1.29%		1.06%		1.04%		1.06%		1.67%

				Oct-07-2019		139.10%		127.73%		106.80%		123.62%		132.43%		131.26%				39.10%		27.73%		6.80%		23.62%		32.43%		31.26%						0.99%		1.09%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.68%

				Oct-08-2019		139.15%		126.63%		105.22%		120.36%		130.73%		129.22%				39.15%		26.63%		5.22%		20.36%		30.73%		29.22%						1.00%		0.96%		0.80%		0.87%		0.95%		0.94%		1.71%

				Oct-09-2019		139.10%		126.98%		105.73%		121.40%		131.26%		130.40%				39.10%		26.98%		5.73%		21.40%		31.26%		30.40%						1.00%		1.01%		1.08%		1.05%		1.02%		1.04%		1.68%

				Oct-10-2019		139.28%		127.55%		107.33%		122.67%		132.11%		131.24%				39.28%		27.55%		7.33%		22.67%		32.11%		31.24%						1.00%		1.02%		1.24%		1.06%		1.03%		1.03%		1.66%

				Oct-11-2019		141.21%		132.74%		110.54%		125.45%		134.89%		132.67%				41.21%		32.74%		10.54%		25.45%		34.89%		32.67%						1.05%		1.18%		1.39%		1.12%		1.08%		1.04%		1.65%

				Oct-14-2019		141.39%		132.85%		109.81%		124.84%		134.75%		132.49%				41.39%		32.85%		9.81%		24.84%		34.75%		32.49%						1.00%		1.00%		0.94%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.65%

				Oct-15-2019		142.05%		133.16%		110.89%		125.54%		135.49%		133.81%				42.05%		33.16%		10.89%		25.54%		35.49%		33.81%						1.02%		1.01%		1.10%		1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.65%

				Oct-16-2019		142.21%		133.11%		111.00%		125.09%		135.36%		133.54%				42.21%		33.11%		11.00%		25.09%		35.36%		33.54%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.64%

				Oct-17-2019		143.05%		134.46%		112.63%		127.19%		136.92%		133.91%				43.05%		34.46%		12.63%		27.19%		36.92%		33.91%						1.02%		1.04%		1.14%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		1.63%

				Oct-18-2019		142.28%		134.15%		113.65%		126.12%		136.21%		133.38%				42.28%		34.15%		13.65%		26.12%		36.21%		33.38%						0.98%		0.99%		1.07%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.63%

				Oct-21-2019		143.67%		135.47%		115.64%		128.54%		138.20%		134.30%				43.67%		35.47%		15.64%		28.54%		38.20%		34.30%						1.03%		1.04%		1.14%		1.09%		1.05%		1.03%		1.63%

				Oct-22-2019		144.25%		138.00%		115.39%		128.79%		138.77%		133.82%				44.25%		38.00%		15.39%		28.79%		38.77%		33.82%						1.01%		1.07%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.64%

				Oct-23-2019		143.78%		136.97%		115.08%		129.01%		138.66%		134.20%				43.78%		36.97%		15.08%		29.01%		38.66%		34.20%						0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.62%

				Oct-24-2019		143.92%		137.40%		114.84%		129.85%		139.25%		134.46%				43.92%		37.40%		14.84%		29.85%		39.25%		34.46%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.62%

				Oct-25-2019		144.68%		138.19%		116.86%		130.61%		140.07%		135.01%				44.68%		38.19%		16.86%		30.61%		40.07%		35.01%						1.02%		1.02%		1.13%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.64%

				Oct-28-2019		145.46%		137.73%		116.99%		131.53%		140.82%		135.76%				45.46%		37.73%		16.99%		31.53%		40.82%		35.76%						1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.63%

				Oct-29-2019		147.51%		137.22%		116.99%		131.99%		141.67%		135.65%				47.51%		37.22%		16.99%		31.99%		41.67%		35.65%						1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.62%

				Oct-30-2019		146.60%		136.71%		117.99%		132.48%		141.59%		136.09%				46.60%		36.71%		17.99%		32.48%		41.59%		36.09%						0.98%		0.99%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.60%

				Oct-31-2019		148.90%		137.69%		114.62%		131.15%		141.76%		135.68%				48.90%		37.69%		14.62%		31.15%		41.76%		35.68%						1.05%		1.03%		0.82%		0.96%		1.00%		0.99%		1.59%

				Nov-01-2019		152.80%		139.22%		117.62%		133.71%		144.94%		136.99%				52.80%		39.22%		17.62%		33.71%		44.94%		36.99%						1.08%		1.04%		1.19%		1.08%		1.07%		1.04%		1.51%

				Nov-04-2019		154.24%		139.27%		119.08%		136.52%		146.97%		137.49%				54.24%		39.27%		19.08%		36.52%		46.97%		37.49%						1.03%		1.00%		1.08%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		1.49%

				Nov-05-2019		154.81%		139.84%		119.32%		136.85%		147.63%		137.33%				54.81%		39.84%		19.32%		36.85%		47.63%		37.33%						1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.50%

				Nov-06-2019		155.85%		141.25%		115.89%		136.92%		148.04%		137.43%				55.85%		41.25%		15.89%		36.92%		48.04%		37.43%						1.02%		1.03%		0.83%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.53%

				Nov-07-2019		153.56%		141.01%		116.49%		136.01%		147.13%		137.80%				53.56%		41.01%		16.49%		36.01%		47.13%		37.80%						0.96%		0.99%		1.04%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.53%

				Nov-08-2019		153.66%		141.59%		114.64%		136.45%		147.35%		138.16%				53.66%		41.59%		14.64%		36.45%		47.35%		38.16%						1.00%		1.01%		0.89%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.53%

				Nov-11-2019		151.33%		141.74%		114.94%		135.93%		146.20%		137.88%				51.33%		41.74%		14.94%		35.93%		46.20%		37.88%						0.96%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.52%

				Nov-12-2019		151.26%		141.10%		115.36%		137.43%		146.85%		138.10%				51.26%		41.10%		15.36%		37.43%		46.85%		38.10%						1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.52%

				Nov-13-2019		150.62%		140.62%		114.34%		136.83%		146.37%		138.20%				50.62%		40.62%		14.34%		36.83%		46.37%		38.20%						0.99%		0.99%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.56%

				Nov-14-2019		151.00%		140.36%		115.14%		135.66%		145.75%		138.32%				51.00%		40.36%		15.14%		35.66%		45.75%		38.32%						1.01%		0.99%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-15-2019		151.46%		140.88%		114.91%		137.06%		146.74%		139.38%				51.46%		40.88%		14.91%		37.06%		46.74%		39.38%						1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Nov-18-2019		152.21%		140.22%		113.94%		136.08%		146.37%		139.45%				52.21%		40.22%		13.94%		36.08%		46.37%		39.45%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-19-2019		153.71%		139.61%		114.04%		136.36%		146.97%		139.37%				53.71%		39.61%		14.04%		36.36%		46.97%		39.37%						1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-20-2019		152.34%		138.59%		113.08%		134.59%		145.41%		138.84%				52.34%		38.59%		13.08%		34.59%		45.41%		38.84%						0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.54%

				Nov-21-2019		151.33%		138.68%		111.57%		134.32%		144.85%		138.62%				51.33%		38.68%		11.57%		34.32%		44.85%		38.62%						0.98%		1.00%		0.89%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.54%

				Nov-22-2019		151.68%		139.70%		112.18%		134.87%		145.30%		138.92%				51.68%		39.70%		12.18%		34.87%		45.30%		38.92%						1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.55%

				Nov-25-2019		152.68%		141.21%		113.77%		135.27%		146.19%		139.97%				52.68%		41.21%		13.77%		35.27%		46.19%		39.97%						1.02%		1.04%		1.12%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.55%

				Nov-26-2019		152.71%		141.65%		114.81%		136.37%		146.80%		140.28%				52.71%		41.65%		14.81%		36.37%		46.80%		40.28%						1.00%		1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.58%

				Nov-27-2019		152.39%		142.17%		114.38%		136.73%		146.87%		140.86%				52.39%		42.17%		14.38%		36.73%		46.87%		40.86%						0.99%		1.01%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.57%

				Nov-28-2019		152.27%		142.27%		114.49%		136.61%		146.76%		140.86%				52.27%		42.27%		14.49%		36.61%		46.76%		40.86%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.59%

				Nov-29-2019		150.93%		141.51%		113.85%		135.87%		145.77%		140.30%				50.93%		41.51%		13.85%		35.87%		45.77%		40.30%						0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.59%

				Dec-02-2019		150.32%		141.49%		112.18%		133.50%		144.31%		139.09%				50.32%		41.49%		12.18%		33.50%		44.31%		39.09%						0.99%		1.00%		0.89%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.56%

				Dec-03-2019		149.38%		138.14%		111.22%		132.19%		142.91%		138.16%				49.38%		38.14%		11.22%		32.19%		42.91%		38.16%						0.98%		0.92%		0.93%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		1.57%

				Dec-04-2019		150.47%		139.47%		112.23%		133.14%		143.98%		139.04%				50.47%		39.47%		12.23%		33.14%		43.98%		39.04%						1.02%		1.03%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-05-2019		151.18%		140.42%		112.37%		133.47%		144.68%		139.24%				51.18%		40.42%		12.37%		33.47%		44.68%		39.24%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.52%

				Dec-06-2019		152.66%		141.47%		113.03%		135.11%		146.25%		140.52%				52.66%		41.47%		13.03%		35.11%		46.25%		40.52%						1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		1.51%

				Dec-09-2019		152.86%		141.63%		112.59%		134.59%		146.07%		140.07%				52.86%		41.63%		12.59%		34.59%		46.07%		40.07%						1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.50%

				Dec-10-2019		153.19%		141.45%		112.20%		134.27%		145.97%		139.92%				53.19%		41.45%		12.20%		34.27%		45.97%		39.92%						1.01%		1.00%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.51%

				Dec-11-2019		153.85%		142.51%		113.29%		136.06%		147.22%		140.32%				53.85%		42.51%		13.29%		36.06%		47.22%		40.32%						1.01%		1.02%		1.08%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.53%

				Dec-12-2019		153.95%		144.14%		114.37%		137.08%		148.25%		141.53%				53.95%		44.14%		14.37%		37.08%		48.25%		41.53%						1.00%		1.04%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Dec-13-2019		155.78%		144.08%		114.29%		136.00%		148.84%		141.54%				55.78%		44.08%		14.29%		36.00%		48.84%		41.54%						1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.53%

				Dec-16-2019		155.06%		145.11%		114.79%		135.91%		148.58%		142.55%				55.06%		45.11%		14.79%		35.91%		48.58%		42.55%						0.99%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-17-2019		155.60%		146.02%		114.70%		135.88%		148.87%		142.60%				55.60%		46.02%		14.70%		35.88%		48.87%		42.60%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Dec-18-2019		154.12%		145.53%		113.28%		134.71%		147.52%		142.54%				54.12%		45.53%		13.28%		34.71%		47.52%		42.54%						0.97%		0.99%		0.91%		0.97%		0.97%		1.00%		1.53%

				Dec-19-2019		153.78%		146.33%		113.03%		135.69%		147.96%		143.17%				53.78%		46.33%		13.03%		35.69%		47.96%		43.17%						0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.53%

				Dec-20-2019		154.33%		147.58%		113.79%		135.78%		148.28%		143.88%				54.33%		47.58%		13.79%		35.78%		48.28%		43.88%						1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-23-2019		154.23%		148.16%		113.90%		135.93%		148.39%		144.00%				54.23%		48.16%		13.90%		35.93%		48.39%		44.00%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-24-2019		154.44%		148.23%		113.67%		135.59%		148.31%		143.98%				54.44%		48.23%		13.67%		35.59%		48.31%		43.98%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.56%

				Dec-25-2019		154.47%		148.23%		113.67%		135.59%		148.33%		143.98%				54.47%		48.23%		13.67%		35.59%		48.33%		43.98%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-26-2019		155.10%		148.54%		113.39%		136.02%		148.86%		144.71%				55.10%		48.54%		13.39%		36.02%		48.86%		44.71%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.55%

				Dec-27-2019		154.59%		148.50%		113.48%		135.87%		148.58%		144.72%				54.59%		48.50%		13.48%		35.87%		48.58%		44.72%						0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-30-2019		154.55%		148.81%		112.88%		135.65%		148.57%		143.88%				54.55%		48.81%		12.88%		35.65%		48.57%		43.88%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.54%

				Dec-31-2019		154.98%		149.04%		112.59%		135.86%		148.86%		144.31%				54.98%		49.04%		12.59%		35.86%		48.86%		44.31%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.54%

				Jan-02-2020		157.21%		149.79%		112.72%		138.44%		151.11%		145.52%				57.21%		49.79%		12.72%		38.44%		51.11%		45.52%						1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.03%		1.54%

				Jan-03-2020		154.84%		148.69%		112.07%		136.67%		149.21%		144.49%				54.84%		48.69%		12.07%		36.67%		49.21%		44.49%						0.96%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		0.96%		0.98%		1.51%

				Jan-06-2020		153.55%		148.03%		111.43%		136.37%		148.26%		145.00%				53.55%		48.03%		11.43%		36.37%		48.26%		45.00%						0.98%		0.99%		0.95%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.49%

				Jan-07-2020		154.70%		147.92%		110.55%		136.88%		149.10%		144.59%				54.70%		47.92%		10.55%		36.88%		49.10%		44.59%						1.02%		1.00%		0.93%		1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.53%

				Jan-08-2020		154.43%		148.32%		109.96%		137.36%		149.19%		145.30%				54.43%		48.32%		9.96%		37.36%		49.19%		45.30%						1.00%		1.01%		0.95%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-09-2020		156.17%		148.97%		110.99%		138.34%		150.49%		146.27%				56.17%		48.97%		10.99%		38.34%		50.49%		46.27%						1.03%		1.01%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-10-2020		156.83%		148.73%		110.15%		137.57%		150.38%		145.85%				56.83%		48.73%		10.15%		37.57%		50.38%		45.85%						1.01%		1.00%		0.93%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.51%

				Jan-13-2020		157.43%		149.43%		110.58%		139.10%		151.52%		146.87%				57.43%		49.43%		10.58%		39.10%		51.52%		46.87%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-14-2020		157.15%		148.81%		109.89%		138.24%		150.89%		146.65%				57.15%		48.81%		9.89%		38.24%		50.89%		46.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Jan-15-2020		156.27%		150.64%		109.56%		138.19%		150.70%		146.92%				56.27%		50.64%		9.56%		38.19%		50.70%		46.92%						0.98%		1.04%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.54%

				Jan-16-2020		157.44%		150.99%		110.26%		139.28%		151.83%		148.15%				57.44%		50.99%		10.26%		39.28%		51.83%		48.15%						1.02%		1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Jan-17-2020		158.20%		150.87%		110.91%		139.55%		152.31%		148.72%				58.20%		50.87%		10.91%		39.55%		52.31%		48.72%						1.01%		1.00%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.52%

				Jan-20-2020		158.64%		151.00%		110.94%		139.54%		152.51%		148.72%				58.64%		51.00%		10.94%		39.54%		52.51%		48.72%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.53%

				Jan-21-2020		156.57%		149.99%		110.56%		138.37%		150.86%		148.33%				56.57%		49.99%		10.56%		38.37%		50.86%		48.33%						0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.53%

				Jan-22-2020		157.01%		149.22%		110.33%		138.29%		150.81%		148.37%				57.01%		49.22%		10.33%		38.29%		50.81%		48.37%						1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.53%

				Jan-23-2020		154.48%		148.77%		109.98%		138.54%		149.72%		148.54%				54.48%		48.77%		9.98%		38.54%		49.72%		48.54%						0.96%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.52%

				Jan-24-2020		153.58%		148.12%		109.32%		137.31%		148.69%		147.20%				53.58%		48.12%		9.32%		37.31%		48.69%		47.20%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		1.52%

				Jan-27-2020		151.86%		143.96%		107.71%		133.70%		145.74%		144.88%				51.86%		43.96%		7.71%		33.70%		45.74%		44.88%						0.97%		0.92%		0.84%		0.91%		0.94%		0.95%		1.51%

				Jan-28-2020		151.93%		144.21%		109.20%		134.78%		146.30%		146.34%				51.93%		44.21%		9.20%		34.78%		46.30%		46.34%						1.00%		1.01%		1.17%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.52%

				Jan-29-2020		152.82%		145.09%		107.92%		134.46%		146.64%		146.21%				52.82%		45.09%		7.92%		34.46%		46.64%		46.21%						1.02%		1.02%		0.87%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Jan-30-2020		152.49%		143.38%		108.21%		135.26%		146.76%		146.67%				52.49%		43.38%		8.21%		35.26%		46.76%		46.67%						0.99%		0.96%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.53%

				Jan-31-2020		151.61%		141.78%		106.20%		131.33%		144.26%		144.07%				51.61%		41.78%		6.20%		31.33%		44.26%		44.07%						0.98%		0.96%		0.78%		0.89%		0.95%		0.95%		1.54%

				Feb-03-2020		147.05%		140.63%		106.51%		130.72%		141.96%		145.12%				47.05%		40.63%		6.51%		30.72%		41.96%		45.12%						0.91%		0.97%		1.04%		0.98%		0.95%		1.02%		1.52%

				Feb-04-2020		149.82%		145.49%		107.66%		132.94%		144.94%		147.29%				49.82%		45.49%		7.66%		32.94%		44.94%		47.29%						1.06%		1.12%		1.15%		1.07%		1.07%		1.05%		1.54%

				Feb-05-2020		151.68%		147.41%		109.43%		136.32%		147.71%		148.95%				51.68%		47.41%		9.43%		36.32%		47.71%		48.95%						1.04%		1.04%		1.20%		1.10%		1.06%		1.03%		1.54%

				Feb-06-2020		153.46%		146.67%		109.95%		135.81%		148.07%		149.44%				53.46%		46.67%		9.95%		35.81%		48.07%		49.44%						1.03%		0.98%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.54%

				Feb-07-2020		152.17%		144.66%		108.04%		134.58%		146.59%		148.64%				52.17%		44.66%		8.04%		34.58%		46.59%		48.64%						0.98%		0.96%		0.83%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.54%

				Feb-10-2020		152.95%		144.20%		109.37%		135.30%		147.10%		149.73%				52.95%		44.20%		9.37%		35.30%		47.10%		49.73%						1.01%		0.99%		1.15%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.53%

				Feb-11-2020		155.38%		145.28%		110.45%		136.79%		149.03%		149.98%				55.38%		45.28%		10.45%		36.79%		49.03%		49.98%						1.05%		1.02%		1.10%		1.04%		1.04%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-12-2020		156.23%		148.19%		111.63%		139.13%		150.76%		150.95%				56.23%		48.19%		11.63%		39.13%		50.76%		50.95%						1.02%		1.06%		1.10%		1.06%		1.03%		1.02%		1.54%

				Feb-13-2020		154.18%		148.40%		113.48%		137.52%		149.29%		150.70%				54.18%		48.40%		13.48%		37.52%		49.29%		50.70%						0.96%		1.00%		1.15%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-14-2020		153.96%		148.49%		113.97%		138.16%		149.34%		150.98%				53.96%		48.49%		13.97%		38.16%		49.34%		50.98%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.56%

				Feb-17-2020		154.86%		148.64%		113.81%		137.92%		149.60%		150.98%				54.86%		48.64%		13.81%		37.92%		49.60%		50.98%						1.02%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-18-2020		153.88%		148.26%		112.97%		136.27%		148.20%		150.54%				53.88%		48.26%		12.97%		36.27%		48.20%		50.54%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		1.55%

				Feb-19-2020		154.09%		147.26%		114.25%		137.28%		148.78%		151.25%				54.09%		47.26%		14.25%		37.28%		48.78%		51.25%						1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.55%

				Feb-20-2020		155.03%		147.97%		115.14%		137.10%		149.10%		150.67%				55.03%		47.97%		15.14%		37.10%		49.10%		50.67%						1.02%		1.01%		1.06%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.55%

				Feb-21-2020		154.64%		146.93%		115.19%		136.56%		148.47%		149.08%				54.64%		46.93%		15.19%		36.56%		48.47%		49.08%						0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		1.55%

				Feb-24-2020		153.05%		142.34%		109.99%		132.54%		145.11%		144.09%				53.05%		42.34%		9.99%		32.54%		45.11%		44.09%						0.97%		0.90%		0.68%		0.89%		0.93%		0.90%		1.53%

				Feb-25-2020		150.03%		139.68%		106.85%		127.55%		141.30%		139.73%				50.03%		39.68%		6.85%		27.55%		41.30%		39.73%						0.94%		0.94%		0.71%		0.85%		0.92%		0.90%		1.50%

				Feb-26-2020		149.84%		139.29%		105.61%		127.36%		141.07%		139.20%				49.84%		39.29%		5.61%		27.36%		41.07%		39.20%						1.00%		0.99%		0.84%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.50%

				Feb-27-2020		147.93%		136.06%		103.31%		122.08%		137.30%		133.05%				47.93%		36.06%		3.31%		22.08%		37.30%		33.05%						0.96%		0.92%		0.65%		0.81%		0.91%		0.85%		1.50%

				Feb-28-2020		143.46%		134.98%		102.66%		121.94%		135.60%		131.95%				43.46%		34.98%		2.66%		21.94%		35.60%		31.95%						0.91%		0.97%		0.85%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		1.42%

				Mar-02-2020		141.24%		134.86%		104.71%		124.40%		135.68%		138.03%				41.24%		34.86%		4.71%		24.40%		35.68%		38.03%						0.95%		1.00%		1.56%		1.11%		1.00%		1.18%		1.25%

				Mar-03-2020		141.82%		134.55%		104.70%		122.42%		134.96%		134.15%				41.82%		34.55%		4.70%		22.42%		34.96%		34.15%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.92%		0.98%		0.90%		1.10%

				Mar-04-2020		145.98%		140.75%		106.25%		128.27%		140.15%		139.81%				45.98%		40.75%		6.25%		28.27%		40.15%		39.81%						1.10%		1.17%		1.27%		1.25%		1.14%		1.16%		0.93%

				Mar-05-2020		146.76%		140.26%		103.08%		124.01%		138.10%		135.07%				46.76%		40.26%		3.08%		24.01%		38.10%		35.07%						1.02%		0.99%		0.56%		0.85%		0.95%		0.88%		0.71%

				Mar-06-2020		145.09%		136.14%		101.26%		121.86%		135.86%		132.76%				45.09%		36.14%		1.26%		21.86%		35.86%		32.76%						0.97%		0.90%		0.55%		0.91%		0.94%		0.94%		0.61%

				Mar-09-2020		138.24%		130.72%		92.26%		111.15%		126.85%		122.68%				38.24%		30.72%		-7.74%		11.15%		26.85%		22.68%						0.85%		0.85%		-2.98%		0.53%		0.76%		0.70%		0.45%

				Mar-10-2020		140.48%		133.06%		91.10%		117.04%		130.75%		128.74%				40.48%		33.06%		-8.90%		17.04%		30.75%		28.74%						1.06%		1.07%		1.17%		1.48%		1.14%		1.26%		0.32%

				Mar-11-2020		135.84%		131.45%		89.22%		111.72%		126.29%		122.45%				35.84%		31.45%		-10.78%		11.72%		26.29%		22.45%						0.89%		0.95%		1.24%		0.71%		0.86%		0.79%		0.43%

				Mar-12-2020		126.00%		123.90%		74.42%		97.69%		114.39%		110.80%				26.00%		23.90%		-25.58%		-2.31%		14.39%		10.80%						0.73%		0.77%		2.51%		-0.10%		0.56%		0.50%		0.41%

				Mar-13-2020		126.83%		115.14%		78.96%		106.68%		118.24%		121.09%				26.83%		15.14%		-21.04%		6.68%		18.24%		21.09%						1.03%		0.65%		0.82%		-5.86%		1.25%		1.87%		0.33%

				Mar-16-2020		120.66%		107.98%		65.57%		97.50%		109.94%		106.58%				20.66%		7.98%		-34.43%		-2.50%		9.94%		6.58%						0.78%		0.56%		1.67%		-0.20%		0.57%		0.34%		0.27%

				Mar-17-2020		119.13%		105.13%		61.69%		95.56%		108.08%		112.97%				19.13%		5.13%		-38.31%		-4.44%		8.08%		12.97%						0.93%		0.68%		1.12%		2.29%		0.83%		1.84%		0.24%

				Mar-18-2020		115.16%		102.13%		60.79%		85.16%		101.21%		107.11%				15.16%		2.13%		-39.21%		-14.84%		1.21%		7.11%						0.80%		0.51%		1.02%		4.02%		0.24%		0.58%		0.19%

				Mar-19-2020		115.10%		99.13%		62.87%		86.77%		101.85%		107.62%				15.10%		-0.87%		-37.13%		-13.23%		1.85%		7.62%						1.00%		0.04%		0.95%		0.88%		1.29%		1.06%		0.02%

				Mar-20-2020		113.43%		94.58%		61.81%		82.95%		98.87%		102.95%				13.43%		-5.42%		-38.19%		-17.05%		-1.13%		2.95%						0.90%		-34.00%		1.03%		1.31%		-0.05%		0.46%		0.04%

				Mar-23-2020		106.63%		85.52%		61.62%		76.51%		91.88%		99.94%				6.63%		-14.48%		-38.38%		-23.49%		-8.12%		-0.06%						0.53%		3.05%		1.01%		1.40%		54.77%		0.24%		0.05%

				Mar-24-2020		112.38%		91.69%		66.46%		87.31%		100.48%		109.31%				12.38%		-8.31%		-33.54%		-12.69%		0.48%		9.31%						1.75%		0.54%		0.87%		0.52%		-0.21%		10.97%		0.02%

				Mar-25-2020		118.43%		91.65%		68.65%		93.76%		106.39%		110.57%				18.43%		-8.35%		-31.35%		-6.24%		6.39%		10.57%						1.45%		1.01%		0.93%		0.45%		4.99%		1.12%		0.01%

				Mar-26-2020		120.75%		94.60%		75.02%		98.29%		110.12%		117.48%				20.75%		-5.40%		-24.98%		-1.71%		10.12%		17.48%						1.12%		0.60%		0.79%		0.14%		1.50%		1.60%		-0.04%

				Mar-27-2020		119.03%		94.17%		70.96%		93.43%		106.88%		113.52%				19.03%		-5.83%		-29.04%		-6.57%		6.88%		13.52%						0.92%		1.10%		1.17%		7.85%		0.71%		0.79%		-0.05%

				Mar-30-2020		118.17%		105.29%		71.57%		94.34%		108.10%		117.32%				18.17%		5.29%		-28.43%		-5.66%		8.10%		17.32%						0.96%		-1.30%		0.98%		0.84%		1.15%		1.26%		0.03%

				Mar-31-2020		119.68%		104.62%		73.57%		95.68%		109.33%		115.44%				19.68%		4.62%		-26.43%		-4.32%		9.33%		15.44%						1.08%		0.89%		0.93%		0.71%		1.14%		0.90%		0.12%

				Apr-01-2020		115.77%		102.65%		70.23%		91.95%		105.81%		110.35%				15.77%		2.65%		-29.77%		-8.05%		5.81%		10.35%						0.81%		0.65%		1.13%		2.12%		0.66%		0.69%		0.11%

				Apr-02-2020		115.59%		102.90%		70.91%		94.55%		106.94%		112.87%				15.59%		2.90%		-29.09%		-5.45%		6.94%		12.87%						0.99%		1.07%		0.98%		0.63%		1.17%		1.22%		0.09%

				Apr-03-2020		116.69%		98.67%		68.64%		91.37%		105.32%		111.16%				16.69%		-1.33%		-31.36%		-8.63%		5.32%		11.16%						1.07%		-0.08%		1.08%		1.71%		0.80%		0.88%		0.09%

				Apr-06-2020		119.61%		101.62%		73.83%		96.95%		109.53%		118.98%				19.61%		1.62%		-26.17%		-3.05%		9.53%		18.98%						1.17%		-7.94%		0.83%		0.27%		1.67%		1.64%		0.10%

				Apr-07-2020		122.47%		107.94%		75.55%		98.79%		112.27%		118.79%				22.47%		7.94%		-24.45%		-1.21%		12.27%		18.79%						1.14%		3.41%		0.93%		0.10%		1.26%		0.99%		0.15%

				Apr-08-2020		123.04%		110.96%		76.56%		102.24%		114.44%		122.83%				23.04%		10.96%		-23.44%		2.24%		14.44%		22.83%						1.02%		1.34%		0.96%		-15.43%		1.16%		1.20%		0.14%

				Apr-09-2020		125.26%		113.48%		80.04%		104.89%		116.86%		124.61%				25.26%		13.48%		-19.96%		4.89%		16.86%		24.61%						1.09%		1.21%		0.84%		1.82%		1.16%		1.07%		0.22%

				Apr-10-2020		126.20%		113.48%		80.04%		104.89%		117.26%		124.61%				26.20%		13.48%		-19.96%		4.89%		17.26%		24.61%						1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		0.25%

				Apr-13-2020		124.48%		111.95%		78.06%		101.75%		114.94%		123.35%				24.48%		11.95%		-21.94%		1.75%		14.94%		23.35%						0.94%		0.89%		1.10%		0.47%		0.87%		0.95%		0.25%

				Apr-14-2020		127.23%		116.19%		78.50%		103.79%		117.30%		127.12%				27.23%		16.19%		-21.50%		3.79%		17.30%		27.12%						1.11%		1.33%		0.98%		1.74%		1.15%		1.15%		0.26%

				Apr-15-2020		123.36%		114.63%		73.14%		98.50%		112.92%		124.32%				23.36%		14.63%		-26.86%		-1.50%		12.92%		24.32%						0.86%		0.91%		1.26%		-0.10%		0.76%		0.90%		0.20%

				Apr-16-2020		120.79%		110.78%		71.73%		97.04%		110.73%		125.05%				20.79%		10.78%		-28.27%		-2.96%		10.73%		25.05%						0.89%		0.75%		1.05%		3.92%		0.84%		1.03%		0.14%

				Apr-17-2020		123.90%		111.79%		77.25%		101.93%		114.70%		128.40%				23.90%		11.79%		-22.75%		1.93%		14.70%		28.40%						1.14%		1.09%		0.80%		-1.49%		1.34%		1.13%		0.14%

				Apr-20-2020		122.46%		112.84%		75.45%		100.39%		113.60%		126.10%				22.46%		12.84%		-24.55%		0.39%		13.60%		26.10%						0.94%		1.08%		1.08%		0.47%		0.93%		0.92%		0.12%

				Apr-21-2020		119.76%		110.45%		73.42%		97.43%		110.77%		122.23%				19.76%		10.45%		-26.58%		-2.57%		10.77%		22.23%						0.88%		0.83%		1.09%		-1.13%		0.81%		0.86%		0.12%

				Apr-22-2020		121.30%		111.42%		74.10%		98.96%		112.33%		125.03%				21.30%		11.42%		-25.90%		-1.04%		12.33%		25.03%						1.07%		1.08%		0.97%		0.03%		1.13%		1.12%		0.11%

				Apr-23-2020		123.37%		108.87%		76.35%		99.80%		113.44%		124.97%				23.37%		8.87%		-23.65%		-0.20%		13.44%		24.97%						1.09%		0.79%		0.91%		-20.00%		1.08%		1.00%		0.12%

				Apr-24-2020		123.32%		113.71%		75.68%		100.18%		114.12%		126.71%				23.32%		13.71%		-24.32%		0.18%		14.12%		26.71%						1.00%		1.49%		1.03%		1.48%		1.05%		1.07%		0.11%

				Apr-27-2020		125.49%		115.86%		77.56%		103.74%		116.95%		128.57%				25.49%		15.86%		-22.44%		3.74%		16.95%		28.57%						1.09%		1.15%		0.92%		4.02%		1.19%		1.07%		0.12%

				Apr-28-2020		127.24%		120.47%		80.93%		106.27%		119.49%		127.90%				27.24%		20.47%		-19.07%		6.27%		19.49%		27.90%						1.07%		1.27%		0.84%		1.53%		1.14%		0.98%		0.12%

				Apr-29-2020		129.65%		119.73%		86.58%		109.33%		122.03%		131.30%				29.65%		19.73%		-13.42%		9.33%		22.03%		31.30%						1.09%		0.97%		0.69%		1.42%		1.12%		1.12%		0.11%

				Apr-30-2020		129.79%		118.48%		82.57%		105.83%		120.35%		130.09%				29.79%		18.48%		-17.43%		5.83%		20.35%		30.09%						1.00%		0.94%		1.32%		0.66%		0.93%		0.96%		0.10%

				May-01-2020		127.22%		116.59%		80.09%		102.10%		117.30%		126.44%				27.22%		16.59%		-19.91%		2.10%		17.30%		26.44%						0.92%		0.90%		1.15%		0.45%		0.86%		0.88%		0.09%

				May-04-2020		126.72%		116.50%		78.06%		100.97%		116.22%		126.97%				26.72%		16.50%		-21.94%		0.97%		16.22%		26.97%						0.98%		0.99%		1.11%		0.64%		0.94%		1.02%		0.12%

				May-05-2020		126.51%		118.72%		78.03%		101.62%		116.69%		128.12%				26.51%		18.72%		-21.97%		1.62%		16.69%		28.12%						0.99%		1.13%		1.00%		1.33%		1.03%		1.04%		0.13%

				May-06-2020		125.92%		118.78%		76.86%		101.16%		116.24%		127.23%				25.92%		18.78%		-23.14%		1.16%		16.24%		27.23%						0.98%		1.00%		1.06%		0.82%		0.97%		0.97%		0.13%

				May-07-2020		126.70%		119.16%		80.25%		101.76%		117.00%		128.69%				26.70%		19.16%		-19.75%		1.76%		17.00%		28.69%						1.03%		1.02%		0.85%		1.28%		1.04%		1.05%		0.12%

				May-08-2020		132.10%		120.11%		82.99%		104.59%		120.68%		130.86%				32.10%		20.11%		-17.01%		4.59%		20.68%		30.86%						1.19%		1.05%		0.85%		2.03%		1.20%		1.07%		0.11%

				May-11-2020		130.42%		120.89%		80.21%		102.45%		119.15%		130.89%				30.42%		20.89%		-19.79%		2.45%		19.15%		30.89%						0.95%		1.04%		1.17%		0.62%		0.93%		1.00%		0.12%

				May-12-2020		129.63%		118.97%		78.06%		98.46%		116.56%		128.20%				29.63%		18.97%		-21.94%		-1.54%		16.56%		28.20%						0.97%		0.91%		1.11%		-0.16%		0.87%		0.92%		0.12%

				May-13-2020		127.90%		118.84%		76.38%		95.33%		114.25%		125.96%				27.90%		18.84%		-23.62%		-4.67%		14.25%		25.96%						0.94%		0.99%		1.08%		6.80%		0.87%		0.92%		0.13%

				May-14-2020		129.34%		117.63%		75.30%		97.87%		115.69%		127.41%				29.34%		17.63%		-24.70%		-2.13%		15.69%		27.41%						1.05%		0.94%		1.05%		0.31%		1.09%		1.05%		0.13%

				May-15-2020		129.10%		118.17%		76.73%		97.02%		115.27%		127.91%				29.10%		18.17%		-23.27%		-2.98%		15.27%		27.91%						0.99%		1.03%		0.94%		1.75%		0.97%		1.02%		0.12%

				May-18-2020		132.44%		121.04%		82.98%		104.12%		120.75%		131.94%				32.44%		21.04%		-17.02%		4.12%		20.75%		31.94%						1.11%		1.15%		0.72%		-2.59%		1.34%		1.14%		0.12%

				May-19-2020		133.38%		123.39%		81.62%		102.24%		120.50%		130.56%				33.38%		23.39%		-18.38%		2.24%		20.50%		30.56%						1.03%		1.11%		1.08%		0.63%		0.99%		0.96%		0.13%

				May-20-2020		134.56%		125.95%		83.29%		104.81%		122.80%		132.73%				34.56%		25.95%		-16.71%		4.81%		22.80%		32.73%						1.03%		1.10%		0.90%		1.79%		1.11%		1.07%		0.13%

				May-21-2020		135.44%		125.51%		84.24%		105.26%		123.22%		131.70%				35.44%		25.51%		-15.76%		5.26%		23.22%		31.70%						1.02%		0.98%		0.94%		1.08%		1.02%		0.97%		0.12%

				May-22-2020		134.06%		125.77%		83.34%		105.93%		122.95%		132.01%				34.06%		25.77%		-16.66%		5.93%		22.95%		32.01%						0.96%		1.01%		1.06%		1.11%		0.99%		1.01%		0.12%

				May-25-2020		134.36%		126.21%		84.81%		106.15%		123.30%		132.01%				34.36%		26.21%		-15.19%		6.15%		23.30%		32.01%						1.01%		1.02%		0.91%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		0.12%

				May-26-2020		138.96%		131.93%		88.32%		111.12%		128.26%		133.63%				38.96%		31.93%		-11.68%		11.12%		28.26%		33.63%						1.13%		1.21%		0.75%		1.70%		1.20%		1.05%		0.12%

				May-27-2020		141.09%		134.23%		91.91%		113.36%		130.53%		135.61%				41.09%		34.23%		-8.09%		13.36%		30.53%		35.61%						1.05%		1.07%		0.66%		1.18%		1.08%		1.06%		0.14%

				May-28-2020		141.21%		132.81%		89.59%		112.61%		130.04%		135.33%				41.21%		32.81%		-10.41%		12.61%		30.04%		35.33%						1.00%		0.96%		1.33%		0.95%		0.98%		0.99%		0.15%

				May-29-2020		142.67%		133.64%		88.44%		111.56%		130.19%		135.98%				42.67%		33.64%		-11.56%		11.56%		30.19%		35.98%						1.03%		1.02%		1.12%		0.92%		1.00%		1.02%		0.15%

				Jun-01-2020		145.06%		133.91%		90.67%		111.67%		131.28%		136.49%				45.06%		33.91%		-9.33%		11.67%		31.28%		36.49%						1.05%		1.01%		0.79%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		0.14%

				Jun-02-2020		145.17%		135.92%		91.88%		113.77%		132.56%		137.61%				45.17%		35.92%		-8.12%		13.77%		32.56%		37.61%						1.00%		1.06%		0.85%		1.17%		1.04%		1.03%		0.14%

				Jun-03-2020		147.25%		136.92%		94.77%		117.98%		135.59%		139.49%				47.25%		36.92%		-5.23%		17.98%		35.59%		39.49%						1.05%		1.03%		0.59%		1.29%		1.09%		1.05%		0.15%

				Jun-04-2020		149.04%		136.75%		95.98%		119.55%		136.99%		139.02%				49.04%		36.75%		-4.02%		19.55%		36.99%		39.02%						1.04%		1.00%		0.71%		1.08%		1.04%		0.99%		0.16%

				Jun-05-2020		153.08%		137.71%		97.35%		124.76%		141.22%		142.66%				53.08%		37.71%		-2.65%		24.76%		41.22%		42.66%						1.08%		1.03%		0.55%		1.25%		1.11%		1.09%		0.15%

				Jun-08-2020		154.12%		138.57%		98.10%		126.29%		142.40%		144.38%				54.12%		38.57%		-1.90%		26.29%		42.40%		44.38%						1.02%		1.02%		0.55%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		0.15%

				Jun-09-2020		153.49%		138.57%		96.24%		122.90%		140.54%		143.25%				53.49%		38.57%		-3.76%		22.90%		40.54%		43.25%						0.99%		1.00%		3.07%		0.88%		0.96%		0.98%		0.17%

				Jun-10-2020		150.65%		138.11%		93.01%		119.97%		137.95%		142.49%				50.65%		38.11%		-6.99%		19.97%		37.95%		42.49%						0.95%		0.99%		2.17%		0.88%		0.94%		0.98%		0.19%

				Jun-11-2020		146.70%		131.48%		86.75%		112.38%		131.45%		134.09%				46.70%		31.48%		-13.25%		12.38%		31.45%		34.09%						0.92%		0.83%		2.05%		0.64%		0.83%		0.81%		0.17%

				Jun-12-2020		147.29%		130.25%		87.01%		113.29%		131.84%		135.84%				47.29%		30.25%		-12.99%		13.29%		31.84%		35.84%						1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		1.07%		1.01%		1.05%		0.17%

				Jun-15-2020		145.91%		131.09%		88.45%		114.83%		131.98%		136.97%				45.91%		31.09%		-11.55%		14.83%		31.98%		36.97%						0.97%		1.03%		0.88%		1.11%		1.00%		1.03%		0.16%

				Jun-16-2020		149.03%		136.70%		91.08%		116.66%		134.98%		139.57%				49.03%		36.70%		-8.92%		16.66%		34.98%		39.57%						1.07%		1.17%		0.75%		1.12%		1.09%		1.07%		0.18%

				Jun-17-2020		147.90%		136.83%		89.50%		116.13%		134.22%		139.07%				47.90%		36.83%		-10.50%		16.13%		34.22%		39.07%						0.98%		1.00%		1.20%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.17%

				Jun-18-2020		147.26%		135.69%		88.85%		115.52%		133.62%		139.15%				47.26%		35.69%		-11.15%		15.52%		33.62%		39.15%						0.99%		0.97%		1.07%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		0.17%

				Jun-19-2020		148.47%		135.48%		88.40%		114.40%		133.61%		138.36%				48.47%		35.48%		-11.60%		14.40%		33.61%		38.36%						1.03%		0.99%		1.04%		0.93%		1.00%		0.98%		0.16%

				Jun-22-2020		149.70%		135.53%		88.84%		114.32%		133.94%		139.26%				49.70%		35.53%		-11.16%		14.32%		33.94%		39.26%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		0.15%

				Jun-23-2020		150.13%		135.34%		89.73%		114.76%		134.41%		139.86%				50.13%		35.34%		-10.27%		14.76%		34.41%		39.86%						1.01%		0.99%		0.91%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.16%

				Jun-24-2020		148.45%		133.64%		85.83%		110.16%		131.31%		136.25%				48.45%		33.64%		-14.17%		10.16%		31.31%		36.25%						0.97%		0.95%		1.42%		0.71%		0.91%		0.91%		0.16%

				Jun-25-2020		148.19%		130.67%		87.23%		112.29%		132.02%		137.74%				48.19%		30.67%		-12.77%		12.29%		32.02%		37.74%						0.99%		0.91%		0.89%		1.19%		1.02%		1.04%		0.15%

				Jun-26-2020		148.00%		130.87%		87.40%		110.24%		130.89%		134.40%				48.00%		30.87%		-12.60%		10.24%		30.89%		34.40%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.85%		0.97%		0.91%		0.16%

				Jun-29-2020		149.64%		133.06%		89.75%		113.15%		133.35%		136.38%				49.64%		33.06%		-10.25%		13.15%		33.35%		36.38%						1.03%		1.07%		0.80%		1.26%		1.08%		1.06%		0.14%

				Jun-30-2020		150.67%		136.89%		90.95%		114.36%		134.81%		138.48%				50.67%		36.89%		-9.05%		14.36%		34.81%		38.48%						1.02%		1.11%		0.87%		1.09%		1.04%		1.06%		0.14%

				Jul-01-2020		152.78%		135.97%		89.52%		113.51%		135.18%		139.17%				52.78%		35.97%		-10.48%		13.51%		35.18%		39.17%						1.04%		0.98%		1.18%		0.94%		1.01%		1.02%		0.16%

				Jul-02-2020		154.22%		137.93%		89.93%		114.47%		136.42%		139.81%				54.22%		37.93%		-10.07%		14.47%		36.42%		39.81%						1.03%		1.05%		0.96%		1.07%		1.03%		1.02%		0.14%

				Jul-03-2020		154.10%		138.29%		90.10%		114.45%		136.41%		139.81%				54.10%		38.29%		-9.90%		14.45%		36.41%		39.81%						1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.14%

				Jul-06-2020		158.56%		139.40%		91.13%		116.45%		139.44%		142.03%				58.56%		39.40%		-8.87%		16.45%		39.44%		42.03%						1.08%		1.03%		0.88%		1.13%		1.08%		1.05%		0.14%

				Jul-07-2020		158.20%		139.56%		89.19%		114.46%		138.30%		140.49%				58.20%		39.56%		-10.81%		14.46%		38.30%		40.49%						0.99%		1.00%		1.25%		0.89%		0.97%		0.96%		0.15%

				Jul-08-2020		158.60%		137.59%		87.66%		114.72%		138.38%		141.59%				58.60%		37.59%		-12.34%		14.72%		38.38%		41.59%						1.01%		0.95%		1.16%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		0.15%

				Jul-09-2020		158.52%		139.03%		85.19%		112.32%		137.34%		140.79%				58.52%		39.03%		-14.81%		12.32%		37.34%		40.79%						1.00%		1.04%		1.22%		0.85%		0.97%		0.98%		0.15%

				Jul-10-2020		158.17%		139.32%		86.74%		113.77%		137.92%		142.26%				58.17%		39.32%		-13.26%		13.77%		37.92%		42.26%						0.99%		1.01%		0.89%		1.11%		1.02%		1.04%		0.13%

				Jul-13-2020		158.58%		141.08%		88.03%		115.18%		139.05%		140.93%				58.58%		41.08%		-11.97%		15.18%		39.05%		40.93%						1.01%		1.04%		0.89%		1.10%		1.03%		0.97%		0.13%

				Jul-14-2020		159.65%		142.81%		88.41%		117.25%		140.56%		142.82%				59.65%		42.81%		-11.59%		17.25%		40.56%		42.82%						1.02%		1.04%		0.97%		1.13%		1.04%		1.05%		0.14%

				Jul-15-2020		164.77%		147.20%		91.81%		120.48%		144.68%		144.12%				64.77%		47.20%		-8.19%		20.48%		44.68%		44.12%						1.08%		1.10%		0.68%		1.18%		1.10%		1.03%		0.15%

				Jul-16-2020		163.45%		148.56%		91.48%		120.75%		144.20%		143.63%				63.45%		48.56%		-8.52%		20.75%		44.20%		43.63%						0.98%		1.03%		1.05%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.16%

				Jul-17-2020		165.61%		148.07%		91.47%		122.35%		145.79%		144.04%				65.61%		48.07%		-8.53%		22.35%		45.79%		44.04%						1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.07%		1.04%		1.01%		0.11%

				Jul-20-2020		169.08%		148.51%		91.78%		121.16%		146.94%		145.25%				69.08%		48.51%		-8.22%		21.16%		46.94%		45.25%						1.05%		1.01%		0.96%		0.95%		1.02%		1.03%		0.11%

				Jul-21-2020		168.93%		149.47%		93.51%		122.31%		147.69%		145.49%				68.93%		49.47%		-6.49%		22.31%		47.69%		45.49%						1.00%		1.02%		0.76%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		0.13%

				Jul-22-2020		169.56%		150.41%		93.58%		122.64%		148.15%		146.33%				69.56%		50.41%		-6.42%		22.64%		48.15%		46.33%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.13%

				Jul-23-2020		171.90%		152.75%		94.22%		122.25%		149.13%		144.52%				71.90%		52.75%		-5.78%		22.25%		49.13%		44.52%						1.03%		1.05%		0.88%		0.98%		1.02%		0.96%		0.13%

				Jul-24-2020		167.51%		152.58%		92.65%		119.36%		145.77%		143.63%				67.51%		52.58%		-7.35%		19.36%		45.77%		43.63%						0.94%		1.00%		1.33%		0.88%		0.93%		0.98%		0.12%

				Jul-27-2020		169.20%		154.66%		94.12%		120.59%		147.37%		144.69%				69.20%		54.66%		-5.88%		20.59%		47.37%		44.69%						1.02%		1.04%		0.77%		1.06%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Jul-28-2020		167.59%		153.56%		95.61%		120.05%		146.45%		143.76%				67.59%		53.56%		-4.39%		20.05%		46.45%		43.76%						0.98%		0.98%		0.69%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.11%

				Jul-29-2020		174.20%		156.05%		102.04%		122.27%		150.58%		145.54%				74.20%		56.05%		2.04%		22.27%		50.58%		45.54%						1.10%		1.05%		-0.90%		1.11%		1.09%		1.04%		0.11%

				Jul-30-2020		172.65%		155.96%		99.94%		118.82%		148.19%		145.00%				72.65%		55.96%		-0.06%		18.82%		48.19%		45.00%						0.98%		1.00%		0.31%		0.85%		0.95%		0.99%		0.11%

				Jul-31-2020		173.72%		155.10%		99.18%		119.50%		148.55%		146.11%				73.72%		55.10%		-0.82%		19.50%		48.55%		46.11%						1.01%		0.98%		0.19%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-03-2020		176.32%		156.64%		102.09%		119.92%		150.04%		147.16%				76.32%		56.64%		2.09%		19.92%		50.04%		47.16%						1.03%		1.03%		17.17%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-04-2020		176.92%		155.85%		103.12%		119.26%		150.04%		147.69%				76.92%		55.85%		3.12%		19.26%		50.04%		47.69%						1.01%		0.99%		1.33%		0.97%		1.00%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-05-2020		178.45%		157.46%		104.64%		121.59%		152.18%		148.64%				78.45%		57.46%		4.64%		21.59%		52.18%		48.64%						1.02%		1.03%		1.37%		1.12%		1.04%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-06-2020		177.64%		158.12%		103.93%		122.20%		152.20%		149.59%				77.64%		58.12%		3.93%		22.20%		52.20%		49.59%						0.99%		1.01%		0.87%		1.03%		1.00%		1.02%		0.10%

				Aug-07-2020		179.79%		158.74%		105.61%		124.34%		154.21%		149.69%				79.79%		58.74%		5.61%		24.34%		54.21%		49.69%						1.03%		1.01%		1.34%		1.09%		1.04%		1.00%		0.10%

				Aug-10-2020		182.14%		159.41%		107.67%		126.90%		156.45%		150.10%				82.14%		59.41%		7.67%		26.90%		56.45%		50.10%						1.03%		1.01%		1.31%		1.10%		1.04%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-11-2020		182.54%		159.55%		108.01%		129.03%		157.61%		148.90%				82.54%		59.55%		8.01%		29.03%		57.61%		48.90%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.08%		1.02%		0.98%		0.11%

				Aug-12-2020		182.23%		161.69%		108.65%		129.66%		158.00%		150.99%				82.23%		61.69%		8.65%		29.66%		58.00%		50.99%						1.00%		1.04%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		0.11%

				Aug-13-2020		182.78%		162.11%		107.71%		128.33%		157.64%		150.68%				82.78%		62.11%		7.71%		28.33%		57.64%		50.68%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		0.11%

				Aug-14-2020		184.91%		161.44%		106.42%		128.46%		158.45%		150.65%				84.91%		61.44%		6.42%		28.46%		58.45%		50.65%						1.03%		0.99%		0.85%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.10%

				Aug-17-2020		186.30%		161.74%		107.21%		128.19%		159.00%		151.06%				86.30%		61.74%		7.21%		28.19%		59.00%		51.06%						1.02%		1.00%		1.11%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-18-2020		185.30%		164.26%		105.81%		127.16%		158.35%		151.41%				85.30%		64.26%		5.81%		27.16%		58.35%		51.41%						0.99%		1.04%		0.83%		0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-19-2020		183.64%		163.82%		105.56%		126.84%		157.44%		150.74%				83.64%		63.82%		5.56%		26.84%		57.44%		50.74%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.09%

				Aug-20-2020		181.81%		164.14%		103.98%		125.90%		156.17%		151.22%				81.81%		64.14%		3.98%		25.90%		56.17%		51.22%						0.98%		1.00%		0.76%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%		0.11%

				Aug-21-2020		183.18%		163.93%		102.93%		126.74%		157.01%		151.74%				83.18%		63.93%		2.93%		26.74%		57.01%		51.74%						1.02%		1.00%		0.79%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.11%

				Aug-24-2020		185.86%		163.48%		104.57%		128.84%		159.19%		153.26%				85.86%		63.48%		4.57%		28.84%		59.19%		53.26%						1.03%		0.99%		1.42%		1.08%		1.04%		1.03%		0.10%

				Aug-25-2020		186.11%		164.74%		103.96%		131.28%		160.67%		153.81%				86.11%		64.74%		3.96%		31.28%		60.67%		53.81%						1.00%		1.02%		0.89%		1.08%		1.02%		1.01%		0.12%

				Aug-26-2020		186.15%		166.15%		104.19%		132.38%		161.48%		155.38%				86.15%		66.15%		4.19%		32.38%		61.48%		55.38%						1.00%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.11%

				Aug-27-2020		184.44%		167.16%		105.02%		131.94%		160.69%		155.64%				84.44%		67.16%		5.02%		31.94%		60.69%		55.64%						0.98%		1.02%		1.16%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.11%

				Aug-28-2020		186.78%		168.17%		106.50%		133.65%		162.67%		156.69%				86.78%		68.17%		6.50%		33.65%		62.67%		56.69%						1.03%		1.01%		1.25%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Aug-31-2020		185.59%		167.81%		105.88%		131.71%		161.21%		156.35%				85.59%		67.81%		5.88%		31.71%		61.21%		56.35%						0.99%		0.99%		0.92%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		0.10%

				Sep-01-2020		187.51%		168.08%		107.02%		133.44%		162.90%		157.52%				87.51%		68.08%		7.02%		33.44%		62.90%		57.52%						1.02%		1.00%		1.17%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Sep-02-2020		188.27%		169.56%		108.66%		136.25%		164.69%		159.94%				88.27%		69.56%		8.66%		36.25%		64.69%		59.94%						1.01%		1.02%		1.20%		1.08%		1.03%		1.04%		0.12%

				Sep-03-2020		184.13%		166.52%		105.69%		131.28%		160.26%		154.32%				84.13%		66.52%		5.69%		31.28%		60.26%		54.32%						0.95%		0.96%		0.69%		0.87%		0.93%		0.91%		0.12%

				Sep-04-2020		183.32%		161.74%		104.80%		132.01%		159.53%		153.07%				83.32%		61.74%		4.80%		32.01%		59.53%		53.07%						0.99%		0.93%		0.87%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.11%

				Sep-07-2020		181.80%		162.29%		106.14%		132.58%		159.29%		153.07%				81.80%		62.29%		6.14%		32.58%		59.29%		53.07%						0.98%		1.01%		1.23%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.11%

				Sep-08-2020		179.51%		159.99%		104.66%		130.28%		156.93%		148.82%				79.51%		59.99%		4.66%		30.28%		56.93%		48.82%						0.97%		0.96%		0.79%		0.93%		0.96%		0.92%		0.11%

				Sep-09-2020		179.32%		162.43%		105.38%		132.16%		158.03%		151.82%				79.32%		62.43%		5.38%		32.16%		58.03%		51.82%						1.00%		1.04%		1.13%		1.06%		1.02%		1.06%		0.13%

				Sep-10-2020		179.01%		160.99%		105.72%		131.11%		157.20%		149.15%				79.01%		60.99%		5.72%		31.11%		57.20%		49.15%						1.00%		0.98%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.12%

				Sep-11-2020		179.59%		161.74%		104.92%		132.39%		158.04%		149.23%				79.59%		61.74%		4.92%		32.39%		58.04%		49.23%						1.01%		1.01%		0.88%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		0.12%

				Sep-14-2020		182.73%		162.24%		105.65%		134.39%		160.31%		151.13%				82.73%		62.24%		5.65%		34.39%		60.31%		51.13%						1.04%		1.01%		1.12%		1.06%		1.04%		1.04%		0.11%

				Sep-15-2020		185.66%		163.07%		105.34%		134.04%		161.53%		151.92%				85.66%		63.07%		5.34%		34.04%		61.53%		51.92%						1.03%		1.01%		0.95%		0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		0.11%

				Sep-16-2020		186.31%		166.17%		106.48%		135.19%		162.63%		151.22%				86.31%		66.17%		6.48%		35.19%		62.63%		51.22%						1.01%		1.05%		1.18%		1.03%		1.02%		0.99%		0.11%

				Sep-17-2020		187.62%		166.00%		107.73%		135.22%		163.21%		149.95%				87.62%		66.00%		7.73%		35.22%		63.21%		49.95%						1.02%		1.00%		1.17%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.12%

				Sep-18-2020		187.00%		162.89%		107.55%		133.93%		161.96%		148.27%				87.00%		62.89%		7.55%		33.93%		61.96%		48.27%						0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.09%

				Sep-21-2020		183.37%		160.05%		100.22%		128.02%		157.18%		146.55%				83.37%		60.05%		0.22%		28.02%		57.18%		46.55%						0.96%		0.96%		0.14%		0.83%		0.92%		0.97%		0.10%

				Sep-22-2020		184.49%		160.80%		100.85%		129.13%		158.25%		148.09%				84.49%		60.80%		0.85%		29.13%		58.25%		48.09%						1.01%		1.01%		1.52%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		0.10%

				Sep-23-2020		183.17%		158.73%		99.82%		126.54%		156.29%		144.58%				83.17%		58.73%		-0.18%		26.54%		56.29%		44.58%						0.98%		0.97%		0.44%		0.91%		0.97%		0.93%		0.10%

				Sep-24-2020		182.84%		158.93%		99.60%		126.95%		156.23%		145.01%				82.84%		58.93%		-0.40%		26.95%		56.23%		45.01%						1.00%		1.00%		0.73%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.11%

				Sep-25-2020		182.68%		159.67%		99.50%		127.46%		156.63%		147.33%				82.68%		59.67%		-0.50%		27.46%		56.63%		47.33%						1.00%		1.01%		0.83%		1.02%		1.01%		1.05%		0.10%

				Sep-28-2020		185.58%		161.52%		102.47%		130.41%		159.50%		149.70%				85.58%		61.52%		2.47%		30.41%		59.50%		49.70%						1.03%		1.03%		6.94%		1.10%		1.05%		1.05%		0.10%

				Sep-29-2020		187.31%		164.83%		102.57%		130.31%		160.69%		148.98%				87.31%		64.83%		2.57%		30.31%		60.69%		48.98%						1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.11%

				Sep-30-2020		186.03%		165.27%		103.60%		130.39%		160.30%		150.21%				86.03%		65.27%		3.60%		30.39%		60.30%		50.21%						0.99%		1.01%		1.29%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		0.09%

				Oct-01-2020		186.58%		165.64%		104.49%		130.92%		160.94%		151.01%				86.58%		65.64%		4.49%		30.92%		60.94%		51.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.19%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.10%

				Oct-02-2020		186.99%		165.52%		105.08%		132.08%		161.49%		149.56%				86.99%		65.52%		5.08%		32.08%		61.49%		49.56%						1.00%		1.00%		1.11%		1.04%		1.01%		0.97%		0.09%

				Oct-05-2020		189.41%		168.10%		107.81%		134.72%		164.17%		152.25%				89.41%		68.10%		7.81%		34.72%		64.17%		52.25%						1.03%		1.04%		1.45%		1.08%		1.04%		1.05%		0.09%

				Oct-06-2020		187.50%		166.35%		108.66%		133.62%		162.73%		150.12%				87.50%		66.35%		8.66%		33.62%		62.73%		50.12%						0.98%		0.97%		1.10%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.10%

				Oct-07-2020		188.50%		168.65%		109.67%		136.94%		165.00%		152.73%				88.50%		68.65%		9.67%		36.94%		65.00%		52.73%						1.01%		1.03%		1.10%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		0.10%

				Oct-08-2020		189.47%		170.20%		110.86%		138.73%		166.40%		153.96%				89.47%		70.20%		10.86%		38.73%		66.40%		53.96%						1.01%		1.02%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		0.10%

				Oct-09-2020		192.28%		170.49%		112.28%		139.70%		168.27%		155.31%				92.28%		70.49%		12.28%		39.70%		68.27%		55.31%						1.03%		1.00%		1.12%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.09%

				Oct-12-2020		194.18%		175.17%		113.78%		140.54%		170.02%		157.86%				94.18%		75.17%		13.78%		40.54%		70.02%		57.86%						1.02%		1.07%		1.11%		1.02%		1.03%		1.05%		0.10%

				Oct-13-2020		194.00%		174.41%		111.45%		137.78%		168.53%		156.86%				94.00%		74.41%		11.45%		37.78%		68.53%		56.86%						1.00%		0.99%		0.84%		0.93%		0.98%		0.98%		0.10%

				Oct-14-2020		194.24%		175.88%		110.69%		139.01%		169.40%		155.83%				94.24%		75.88%		10.69%		39.01%		69.40%		55.83%						1.00%		1.02%		0.94%		1.03%		1.01%		0.98%		0.11%

				Oct-15-2020		194.47%		175.34%		110.37%		138.35%		169.05%		155.59%				94.47%		75.34%		10.37%		38.35%		69.05%		55.59%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		0.12%

				Oct-16-2020		194.12%		175.26%		110.42%		139.94%		169.64%		155.61%				94.12%		75.26%		10.42%		39.94%		69.64%		55.61%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		0.11%

				Oct-19-2020		192.82%		173.28%		109.83%		138.28%		168.11%		153.07%				92.82%		73.28%		9.83%		38.28%		68.11%		53.07%						0.99%		0.97%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.96%		0.11%

				Oct-20-2020		195.46%		172.89%		110.49%		139.16%		169.51%		153.79%				95.46%		72.89%		10.49%		39.16%		69.51%		53.79%						1.03%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.11%

				Oct-21-2020		197.89%		171.64%		109.09%		138.87%		170.04%		153.45%				97.89%		71.64%		9.09%		38.87%		70.04%		53.45%						1.03%		0.98%		0.88%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.10%

				Oct-22-2020		198.85%		169.66%		108.52%		140.79%		171.04%		154.25%				98.85%		69.66%		8.52%		40.79%		71.04%		54.25%						1.01%		0.97%		0.94%		1.05%		1.01%		1.01%		0.10%

				Oct-23-2020		197.11%		169.97%		108.67%		140.46%		170.18%		154.79%				97.11%		69.97%		8.67%		40.46%		70.18%		54.79%						0.98%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.09%

				Oct-26-2020		194.75%		168.85%		104.96%		136.35%		167.10%		151.91%				94.75%		68.85%		4.96%		36.35%		67.10%		51.91%						0.98%		0.98%		0.62%		0.90%		0.96%		0.95%		0.10%

				Oct-27-2020		193.12%		166.53%		99.89%		133.70%		164.77%		151.45%				93.12%		66.53%		-0.11%		33.70%		64.77%		51.45%						0.98%		0.97%		0.15%		0.93%		0.97%		0.99%		0.11%

				Oct-28-2020		194.24%		162.80%		95.01%		128.61%		162.22%		146.10%				94.24%		62.80%		-4.99%		28.61%		62.22%		46.10%						1.01%		0.94%		-4.48%		0.85%		0.96%		0.90%		0.10%

				Oct-29-2020		199.65%		162.10%		96.81%		130.47%		165.20%		147.85%				99.65%		62.10%		-3.19%		30.47%		65.20%		47.85%						1.06%		0.99%		0.55%		1.06%		1.05%		1.04%		0.10%

				Oct-30-2020		196.83%		161.84%		98.86%		130.67%		164.17%		146.06%				96.83%		61.84%		-1.14%		30.67%		64.17%		46.06%						0.97%		1.00%		0.06%		1.01%		0.98%		0.96%		0.09%

				Nov-02-2020		205.79%		164.39%		101.24%		136.67%		171.13%		147.86%				105.79%		64.39%		1.24%		36.67%		71.13%		47.86%						1.09%		1.04%		-16.00%		1.19%		1.11%		1.04%		0.09%

				Nov-03-2020		208.35%		171.05%		103.86%		140.94%		175.26%		150.49%				108.35%		71.05%		3.86%		40.94%		75.26%		50.49%						1.02%		1.10%		2.17%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		0.09%

				Nov-04-2020		210.55%		172.37%		103.15%		138.75%		175.82%		153.81%				110.55%		72.37%		3.15%		38.75%		75.82%		53.81%						1.02%		1.02%		0.85%		0.95%		1.01%		1.06%		0.10%

				Nov-05-2020		217.08%		173.23%		106.94%		143.06%		180.69%		156.80%				117.08%		73.23%		6.94%		43.06%		80.69%		56.80%						1.06%		1.01%		1.91%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		0.10%

				Nov-06-2020		224.08%		177.98%		104.94%		143.60%		184.37%		156.75%				124.08%		77.98%		4.94%		43.60%		84.37%		56.75%						1.06%		1.06%		0.75%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		0.10%

				Nov-09-2020		223.88%		176.03%		109.67%		152.01%		188.56%		158.59%				123.88%		76.03%		9.67%		52.01%		88.56%		58.59%						1.00%		0.98%		1.80%		1.19%		1.05%		1.03%		0.10%

				Nov-10-2020		221.51%		175.43%		114.46%		153.64%		188.52%		158.37%				121.51%		75.43%		14.46%		53.64%		88.52%		58.37%						0.98%		0.99%		1.45%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		0.11%

				Nov-11-2020		221.75%		176.19%		112.66%		151.78%		187.76%		159.58%				121.75%		76.19%		12.66%		51.78%		87.76%		59.58%						1.00%		1.01%		0.88%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.10%

				Nov-12-2020		224.57%		175.58%		111.99%		150.19%		188.07%		157.98%				124.57%		75.58%		11.99%		50.19%		88.07%		57.98%						1.02%		0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		1.00%		0.97%		0.10%

				Nov-13-2020		226.51%		175.82%		112.94%		153.15%		190.33%		160.14%				126.51%		75.82%		12.94%		53.15%		90.33%		60.14%						1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		0.10%

				Nov-16-2020		229.24%		178.54%		116.36%		157.60%		194.11%		162.00%				129.24%		78.54%		16.36%		57.60%		94.11%		62.00%						1.02%		1.04%		1.25%		1.08%		1.04%		1.03%		0.09%

				Nov-17-2020		229.34%		176.75%		115.88%		155.27%		192.87%		161.22%				129.34%		76.75%		15.88%		55.27%		92.87%		61.22%						1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Nov-18-2020		227.42%		178.22%		115.48%		154.42%		191.39%		159.36%				127.42%		78.22%		15.48%		54.42%		91.39%		59.36%						0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.97%		0.09%

				Nov-19-2020		231.52%		179.11%		114.98%		155.24%		193.74%		159.99%				131.52%		79.11%		14.98%		55.24%		93.74%		59.99%						1.03%		1.01%		0.97%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		0.09%

				Nov-20-2020		228.18%		177.97%		115.28%		154.55%		191.94%		158.90%				128.18%		77.97%		15.28%		54.55%		91.94%		58.90%						0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.07%

				Nov-23-2020		230.44%		179.53%		116.96%		156.53%		194.10%		159.80%				130.44%		79.53%		16.96%		56.53%		94.10%		59.80%						1.02%		1.02%		1.10%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.07%

				Nov-24-2020		229.68%		181.69%		119.57%		159.59%		195.47%		162.38%				129.68%		81.69%		19.57%		59.59%		95.47%		62.38%						0.99%		1.03%		1.15%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		0.08%

				Nov-25-2020		227.63%		180.49%		119.50%		159.11%		194.26%		162.12%				127.63%		80.49%		19.50%		59.11%		94.26%		62.12%						0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Nov-26-2020		225.73%		180.68%		119.56%		159.27%		193.56%		162.12%				125.73%		80.68%		19.56%		59.27%		93.56%		62.12%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Nov-27-2020		225.71%		180.92%		120.09%		160.56%		194.41%		162.51%				125.71%		80.92%		20.09%		60.56%		94.41%		62.51%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.09%

				Nov-30-2020		224.25%		181.81%		117.37%		157.76%		192.26%		161.76%				124.25%		81.81%		17.37%		57.76%		92.26%		61.76%						0.99%		1.01%		0.87%		0.95%		0.98%		0.99%		0.09%

				Dec-01-2020		226.76%		181.23%		118.72%		158.58%		193.70%		163.59%				126.76%		81.23%		18.72%		58.58%		93.70%		63.59%						1.02%		0.99%		1.07%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		0.08%

				Dec-02-2020		226.91%		182.48%		117.54%		158.96%		194.17%		163.88%				126.91%		82.48%		17.54%		58.96%		94.17%		63.88%						1.00%		1.02%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-03-2020		225.24%		182.00%		117.51%		158.69%		193.30%		163.78%				125.24%		82.00%		17.51%		58.69%		93.30%		63.78%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-04-2020		224.63%		182.54%		119.63%		162.87%		195.37%		165.23%				124.63%		82.54%		19.63%		62.87%		95.37%		65.23%						1.00%		1.01%		1.11%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		0.08%

				Dec-07-2020		223.32%		183.31%		119.66%		161.94%		194.57%		164.91%				123.32%		83.31%		19.66%		61.94%		94.57%		64.91%						0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-08-2020		222.47%		184.43%		119.97%		162.94%		194.87%		165.37%				122.47%		84.43%		19.97%		62.94%		94.87%		65.37%						0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.08%

				Dec-09-2020		221.72%		185.71%		120.94%		163.17%		194.70%		164.05%				121.72%		85.71%		20.94%		63.17%		94.70%		64.05%						0.99%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.09%

				Dec-10-2020		219.82%		184.72%		119.66%		162.49%		193.40%		163.84%				119.82%		84.72%		19.66%		62.49%		93.40%		63.84%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-11-2020		218.85%		185.82%		120.24%		163.77%		193.85%		163.63%				118.85%		85.82%		20.24%		63.77%		93.85%		63.63%						0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-14-2020		217.83%		186.80%		121.17%		162.14%		192.80%		162.92%				117.83%		86.80%		21.17%		62.14%		92.80%		62.92%						0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-15-2020		220.75%		188.55%		122.52%		164.92%		195.53%		165.02%				120.75%		88.55%		22.52%		64.92%		95.53%		65.02%						1.02%		1.02%		1.06%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.09%

				Dec-16-2020		222.81%		191.03%		123.26%		163.01%		195.75%		165.32%				122.81%		91.03%		23.26%		63.01%		95.75%		65.32%						1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-17-2020		225.73%		193.00%		123.90%		164.46%		197.84%		166.27%				125.73%		93.00%		23.90%		64.46%		97.84%		66.27%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.09%

				Dec-18-2020		224.02%		191.67%		123.67%		163.39%		196.43%		165.69%				124.02%		91.67%		23.67%		63.39%		96.43%		65.69%						0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-21-2020		223.63%		191.26%		121.77%		162.44%		195.73%		165.04%				123.63%		91.26%		21.77%		62.44%		95.73%		65.04%						1.00%		1.00%		0.92%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-22-2020		223.72%		191.18%		122.31%		161.52%		195.36%		164.70%				123.72%		91.18%		22.31%		61.52%		95.36%		64.70%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.09%

				Dec-23-2020		226.94%		192.05%		124.10%		163.14%		197.69%		164.82%				126.94%		92.05%		24.10%		63.14%		97.69%		64.82%						1.03%		1.01%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-24-2020		228.66%		192.56%		124.46%		162.94%		198.39%		165.40%				128.66%		92.56%		24.46%		62.94%		98.39%		65.40%						1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.09%

				Dec-25-2020		228.95%		192.56%		124.46%		162.94%		198.51%		165.40%				128.95%		92.56%		24.46%		62.94%		98.51%		65.40%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-28-2020		231.74%		192.42%		125.12%		163.60%		200.02%		166.84%				131.74%		92.42%		25.12%		63.60%		100.02%		66.84%						1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.09%

				Dec-29-2020		231.10%		191.54%		124.83%		162.71%		199.22%		166.47%				131.10%		91.54%		24.83%		62.71%		99.22%		66.47%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.11%

				Dec-30-2020		232.34%		191.50%		125.08%		163.98%		200.30%		166.70%				132.34%		91.50%		25.08%		63.98%		100.30%		66.70%						1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.10%

				Dec-31-2020		234.82%		191.51%		124.58%		165.00%		201.84%		167.77%				134.82%		91.51%		24.58%		65.00%		101.84%		67.77%						1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.08%

				Jan-04-2021		235.92%		190.61%		122.35%		162.44%		200.88%		165.29%				135.92%		90.61%		22.35%		62.44%		100.88%		65.29%						1.01%		0.99%		0.91%		0.96%		0.99%		0.96%		0.08%

				Jan-05-2021		240.04%		190.33%		123.61%		163.59%		202.91%		166.46%				140.04%		90.33%		23.61%		63.59%		102.91%		66.46%						1.03%		1.00%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.09%

				Jan-06-2021		242.44%		193.22%		131.62%		167.12%		205.81%		167.42%				142.44%		93.22%		31.62%		67.12%		105.81%		67.42%						1.02%		1.03%		1.33%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-07-2021		248.86%		195.10%		133.56%		168.32%		209.08%		169.90%				148.86%		95.10%		33.56%		68.32%		109.08%		69.90%						1.04%		1.02%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		0.09%

				Jan-08-2021		249.19%		194.80%		132.81%		168.87%		209.43%		170.83%				149.19%		94.80%		32.81%		68.87%		109.43%		70.83%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-11-2021		247.41%		194.52%		130.22%		167.59%		207.95%		169.71%				147.41%		94.52%		30.22%		67.59%		107.95%		69.71%						0.99%		1.00%		0.92%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.08%

				Jan-12-2021		253.22%		196.71%		131.04%		169.55%		211.52%		169.78%				153.22%		96.71%		31.04%		69.55%		111.52%		69.78%						1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		0.08%

				Jan-13-2021		251.88%		194.62%		129.28%		168.58%		210.09%		170.17%				151.88%		94.62%		29.28%		68.58%		110.09%		70.17%						0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-14-2021		248.82%		193.39%		130.49%		169.27%		208.94%		169.53%				148.82%		93.39%		30.49%		69.27%		108.94%		69.53%						0.98%		0.99%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Jan-15-2021		245.97%		193.79%		129.40%		167.02%		206.69%		168.31%				145.97%		93.79%		29.40%		67.02%		106.69%		68.31%						0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.09%

				Jan-18-2021		246.24%		193.71%		129.65%		167.70%		207.17%		168.31%				146.24%		93.71%		29.65%		67.70%		107.17%		68.31%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Jan-19-2021		243.93%		194.70%		130.61%		167.86%		206.46%		169.68%				143.93%		94.70%		30.61%		67.86%		106.46%		69.68%						0.98%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		0.09%

				Jan-20-2021		245.06%		195.20%		131.36%		169.70%		207.80%		172.05%				145.06%		95.20%		31.36%		69.70%		107.80%		72.05%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.09%

				Jan-21-2021		248.91%		194.56%		129.90%		168.91%		208.97%		172.10%				148.91%		94.56%		29.90%		68.91%		108.97%		72.10%						1.03%		0.99%		0.95%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.08%

				Jan-22-2021		248.68%		195.75%		130.35%		166.99%		207.94%		171.58%				148.68%		95.75%		30.35%		66.99%		107.94%		71.58%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Jan-25-2021		249.35%		195.28%		126.39%		165.28%		207.36%		172.20%				149.35%		95.28%		26.39%		65.28%		107.36%		72.20%						1.00%		1.00%		0.87%		0.97%		0.99%		1.01%		0.08%

				Jan-26-2021		241.84%		192.83%		126.57%		163.87%		203.42%		171.95%				141.84%		92.83%		26.57%		63.87%		103.42%		71.95%						0.95%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.96%		1.00%		0.09%

				Jan-27-2021		238.85%		189.45%		122.76%		160.41%		200.32%		167.53%				138.85%		89.45%		22.76%		60.41%		100.32%		67.53%						0.98%		0.96%		0.86%		0.95%		0.97%		0.94%		0.07%

				Jan-28-2021		237.55%		187.93%		124.81%		163.87%		201.27%		169.17%				137.55%		87.93%		24.81%		63.87%		101.27%		69.17%						0.99%		0.98%		1.09%		1.06%		1.01%		1.02%		0.08%

				Jan-29-2021		237.07%		185.47%		122.92%		160.06%		198.54%		165.90%				137.07%		85.47%		22.92%		60.06%		98.54%		65.90%						1.00%		0.97%		0.93%		0.94%		0.97%		0.95%		0.07%

				Feb-01-2021		239.23%		187.20%		125.04%		161.47%		200.18%		168.56%				139.23%		87.20%		25.04%		61.47%		100.18%		68.56%						1.02%		1.02%		1.09%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		0.06%

				Feb-02-2021		241.85%		187.91%		126.76%		164.49%		203.13%		170.91%				141.85%		87.91%		26.76%		64.49%		103.13%		70.91%						1.02%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.07%

				Feb-03-2021		240.41%		186.64%		127.22%		163.87%		202.07%		171.08%				140.41%		86.64%		27.22%		63.87%		102.07%		71.08%						0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.07%

				Feb-04-2021		239.28%		189.01%		127.98%		164.68%		202.15%		172.94%				139.28%		89.01%		27.98%		64.68%		102.15%		72.94%						0.99%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.04%

				Feb-05-2021		241.42%		186.22%		130.18%		166.74%		203.99%		173.61%				141.42%		86.22%		30.18%		66.74%		103.99%		73.61%						1.02%		0.97%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		0.04%

				Feb-08-2021		245.05%		189.55%		132.85%		168.61%		206.82%		174.89%				145.05%		89.55%		32.85%		68.61%		106.82%		74.89%						1.03%		1.04%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		0.03%

				Feb-09-2021		245.73%		188.48%		131.73%		167.15%		206.20%		174.70%				145.73%		88.48%		31.73%		67.15%		106.20%		74.70%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Feb-10-2021		250.73%		188.73%		131.61%		166.68%		208.00%		174.64%				150.73%		88.73%		31.61%		66.68%		108.00%		74.64%						1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-11-2021		252.23%		188.34%		131.62%		168.06%		209.11%		174.93%				152.23%		88.34%		31.62%		68.06%		109.11%		74.93%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Feb-12-2021		252.44%		187.85%		131.87%		169.31%		209.64%		175.75%				152.44%		87.85%		31.87%		69.31%		109.64%		75.75%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Feb-15-2021		253.24%		188.41%		133.34%		169.61%		210.25%		175.75%				153.24%		88.41%		33.34%		69.61%		110.25%		75.75%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-16-2021		253.16%		187.52%		132.35%		169.50%		210.18%		175.65%				153.16%		87.52%		32.35%		69.50%		110.18%		75.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-17-2021		253.38%		188.81%		129.51%		168.85%		209.37%		175.60%				153.38%		88.81%		29.51%		68.85%		109.37%		75.60%						1.00%		1.01%		0.91%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-18-2021		245.46%		189.15%		128.06%		169.69%		206.28%		174.82%				145.46%		89.15%		28.06%		69.69%		106.28%		74.82%						0.95%		1.00%		0.95%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.04%

				Feb-19-2021		246.62%		190.89%		130.12%		171.41%		207.87%		174.50%				146.62%		90.89%		30.12%		71.41%		107.87%		74.50%						1.01%		1.02%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.03%

				Feb-22-2021		237.06%		190.49%		130.33%		171.52%		203.71%		173.15%				137.06%		90.49%		30.33%		71.52%		103.71%		73.15%						0.94%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.96%		0.98%		0.04%

				Feb-23-2021		237.27%		190.70%		131.45%		171.34%		203.86%		173.37%				137.27%		90.70%		31.45%		71.34%		103.86%		73.37%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Feb-24-2021		238.68%		192.91%		134.71%		174.88%		206.69%		175.33%				138.68%		92.91%		34.71%		74.88%		106.69%		75.33%						1.01%		1.02%		1.10%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.04%

				Feb-25-2021		236.66%		192.39%		134.97%		171.64%		204.16%		171.04%				136.66%		92.39%		34.97%		71.64%		104.16%		71.04%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		0.94%		0.03%

				Feb-26-2021		233.01%		188.95%		131.39%		170.42%		201.40%		170.23%				133.01%		88.95%		31.39%		70.42%		101.40%		70.23%						0.97%		0.96%		0.90%		0.98%		0.97%		0.99%		0.04%

				Mar-01-2021		237.84%		193.81%		136.02%		173.36%		205.35%		174.28%				137.84%		93.81%		36.02%		73.36%		105.35%		74.28%						1.04%		1.05%		1.14%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%		0.04%

				Mar-02-2021		237.87%		192.65%		136.41%		172.91%		204.93%		172.87%				137.87%		92.65%		36.41%		72.91%		104.93%		72.87%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.05%

				Mar-03-2021		237.99%		193.29%		137.96%		173.24%		205.15%		170.61%				137.99%		93.29%		37.96%		73.24%		105.15%		70.61%						1.00%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		0.04%

				Mar-04-2021		231.44%		190.80%		136.47%		169.45%		200.17%		168.32%				131.44%		90.80%		36.47%		69.45%		100.17%		68.32%						0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		0.95%		0.95%		0.97%		0.05%

				Mar-05-2021		234.98%		193.12%		138.49%		172.23%		202.97%		171.61%				134.98%		93.12%		38.49%		72.23%		102.97%		71.61%						1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		0.04%

				Mar-08-2021		232.54%		192.40%		142.17%		174.26%		202.78%		170.69%				132.54%		92.40%		42.17%		74.26%		102.78%		70.69%						0.98%		0.99%		1.09%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.04%

				Mar-09-2021		230.27%		193.03%		143.99%		173.96%		202.05%		173.10%				130.27%		93.03%		43.99%		73.96%		102.05%		73.10%						0.98%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		0.05%

				Mar-10-2021		234.47%		193.30%		147.25%		176.34%		204.99%		174.15%				134.47%		93.30%		47.25%		76.34%		104.99%		74.15%						1.03%		1.00%		1.07%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Mar-11-2021		238.14%		195.55%		147.95%		177.49%		207.22%		175.96%				138.14%		95.55%		47.95%		77.49%		107.22%		75.96%						1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Mar-12-2021		240.67%		196.84%		151.07%		178.72%		209.01%		176.13%				140.67%		96.84%		51.07%		78.72%		109.01%		76.13%						1.02%		1.01%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		0.04%

				Mar-15-2021		238.06%		199.28%		148.72%		179.57%		208.40%		177.28%				138.06%		99.28%		48.72%		79.57%		108.40%		77.28%						0.98%		1.02%		0.95%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.04%

				Mar-16-2021		237.19%		197.93%		147.47%		176.40%		206.61%		177.00%				137.19%		97.93%		47.47%		76.40%		106.61%		77.00%						0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Mar-17-2021		239.10%		198.40%		149.20%		177.21%		207.99%		177.51%				139.10%		98.40%		49.20%		77.21%		107.99%		77.51%						1.01%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Mar-18-2021		243.52%		197.14%		147.89%		178.03%		209.87%		174.89%				143.52%		97.14%		47.89%		78.03%		109.87%		74.89%						1.03%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		1.02%		0.97%		0.02%

				Mar-19-2021		239.99%		194.44%		147.86%		175.75%		207.25%		174.78%				139.99%		94.44%		47.86%		75.75%		107.25%		74.78%						0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.01%

				Mar-22-2021		237.54%		194.59%		146.27%		176.94%		206.81%		176.01%				137.54%		94.59%		46.27%		76.94%		106.81%		76.01%						0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.01%

				Mar-23-2021		231.84%		196.72%		142.37%		173.12%		202.84%		174.67%				131.84%		96.72%		42.37%		73.12%		102.84%		74.67%						0.96%		1.02%		0.92%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.03%

				Mar-24-2021		230.63%		192.52%		142.90%		175.03%		202.86%		173.71%				130.63%		92.52%		42.90%		75.03%		102.86%		73.71%						0.99%		0.96%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.01%

				Mar-25-2021		232.13%		193.50%		145.22%		176.21%		204.10%		174.62%				132.13%		93.50%		45.22%		76.21%		104.10%		74.62%						1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Mar-26-2021		235.72%		196.89%		147.38%		180.03%		207.97%		177.53%				135.72%		96.89%		47.38%		80.03%		107.97%		77.53%						1.03%		1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		1.04%		1.04%		0.02%

				Mar-29-2021		236.66%		196.41%		146.48%		180.06%		208.18%		177.37%				136.66%		96.41%		46.48%		80.06%		108.18%		77.37%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Mar-30-2021		237.09%		196.00%		149.39%		180.22%		208.43%		176.81%				137.09%		96.00%		49.39%		80.22%		108.43%		76.81%						1.00%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.03%

				Mar-31-2021		236.62%		195.87%		149.09%		179.40%		208.05%		177.45%				136.62%		95.87%		49.09%		79.40%		108.05%		77.45%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-01-2021		240.51%		200.55%		150.74%		179.86%		210.48%		179.55%				140.51%		100.55%		50.74%		79.86%		110.48%		79.55%						1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		0.03%

				Apr-02-2021		242.26%		200.55%		150.74%		179.86%		211.23%		179.55%				142.26%		100.55%		50.74%		79.86%		111.23%		79.55%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-05-2021		243.49%		202.72%		151.37%		181.82%		212.80%		182.15%				143.49%		102.72%		51.37%		81.82%		112.80%		82.15%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		0.02%

				Apr-06-2021		242.07%		203.34%		153.03%		181.83%		212.29%		181.97%				142.07%		103.34%		53.03%		81.83%		112.29%		81.97%						0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-07-2021		240.24%		203.02%		152.19%		180.90%		211.17%		182.24%				140.24%		103.02%		52.19%		80.90%		111.17%		82.24%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-08-2021		240.99%		204.56%		153.51%		181.43%		211.91%		183.01%				140.99%		104.56%		53.51%		81.43%		111.91%		83.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-09-2021		241.46%		205.85%		155.87%		185.14%		213.97%		184.42%				141.46%		105.85%		55.87%		85.14%		113.97%		84.42%						1.00%		1.01%		1.04%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		0.01%

				Apr-12-2021		240.73%		206.73%		156.38%		185.74%		214.01%		184.38%				140.73%		106.73%		56.38%		85.74%		114.01%		84.38%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-13-2021		240.52%		205.85%		155.79%		185.21%		213.68%		184.99%				140.52%		105.85%		55.79%		85.21%		113.68%		84.99%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-14-2021		241.47%		205.56%		157.05%		185.92%		214.50%		184.23%				141.47%		105.56%		57.05%		85.92%		114.50%		84.23%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		0.03%

				Apr-15-2021		242.65%		207.76%		158.05%		186.53%		215.40%		186.28%				142.65%		107.76%		58.05%		86.53%		115.40%		86.28%						1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				Apr-16-2021		243.53%		209.76%		159.94%		187.88%		216.69%		186.95%				143.53%		109.76%		59.94%		87.88%		116.69%		86.95%						1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-19-2021		246.26%		211.41%		159.64%		186.66%		217.43%		185.96%				146.26%		111.41%		59.64%		86.66%		117.43%		85.96%						1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.02%

				Apr-20-2021		241.96%		210.70%		156.48%		183.20%		213.84%		184.69%				141.96%		110.70%		56.48%		83.20%		113.84%		84.69%						0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		0.02%

				Apr-21-2021		241.99%		212.09%		156.77%		185.44%		215.00%		186.41%				141.99%		112.09%		56.77%		85.44%		115.00%		86.41%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		0.03%

				Apr-22-2021		243.90%		211.33%		156.67%		185.37%		215.54%		184.69%				143.90%		111.33%		56.67%		85.37%		115.54%		84.69%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.03%

				Apr-23-2021		248.05%		212.78%		158.71%		184.72%		216.99%		186.71%				148.05%		112.78%		58.71%		84.72%		116.99%		86.71%						1.03%		1.01%		1.04%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		0.03%

				Apr-26-2021		245.15%		211.66%		159.33%		183.48%		215.04%		187.05%				145.15%		111.66%		59.33%		83.48%		115.04%		87.05%						0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-27-2021		246.83%		211.98%		158.28%		184.51%		216.19%		187.01%				146.83%		111.98%		58.28%		84.51%		116.19%		87.01%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-28-2021		248.21%		211.76%		158.01%		183.58%		216.34%		186.85%				148.21%		111.76%		58.01%		83.58%		116.34%		86.85%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.01%

				Apr-29-2021		249.78%		213.94%		159.76%		184.08%		217.53%		188.11%				149.78%		113.94%		59.76%		84.08%		117.53%		88.11%						1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.01%

				Apr-30-2021		243.93%		212.29%		158.14%		182.11%		214.01%		186.76%				143.93%		112.29%		58.14%		82.11%		114.01%		86.76%						0.96%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.01%

				May-03-2021		245.51%		216.51%		160.61%		183.32%		215.46%		187.27%				145.51%		116.51%		60.61%		83.32%		115.46%		87.27%						1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.01%

				May-04-2021		244.46%		216.80%		159.21%		182.61%		214.68%		186.02%				144.46%		116.80%		59.21%		82.61%		114.68%		86.02%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.04%

				May-05-2021		246.27%		219.91%		160.40%		183.63%		216.16%		186.15%				146.27%		119.91%		60.40%		83.63%		116.16%		86.15%						1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-06-2021		247.31%		220.33%		161.92%		185.31%		217.49%		187.67%				147.31%		120.33%		61.92%		85.31%		117.49%		87.67%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				May-07-2021		247.09%		223.72%		163.71%		187.29%		218.67%		189.05%				147.09%		123.72%		63.71%		87.29%		118.67%		89.05%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				May-10-2021		250.90%		225.95%		162.37%		187.74%		220.68%		187.08%				150.90%		125.95%		62.37%		87.74%		120.68%		87.08%						1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-11-2021		245.67%		219.99%		160.56%		186.14%		217.28%		185.46%				145.67%		119.99%		60.56%		86.14%		117.28%		85.46%						0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-12-2021		239.11%		217.16%		155.36%		180.26%		211.06%		181.48%				139.11%		117.16%		55.36%		80.26%		111.06%		81.48%						0.96%		0.98%		0.92%		0.93%		0.95%		0.95%		0.01%

				May-13-2021		239.32%		220.03%		157.59%		183.10%		212.68%		183.69%				139.32%		120.03%		57.59%		83.10%		112.68%		83.69%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.02%

				May-14-2021		242.63%		221.87%		159.87%		186.51%		215.88%		186.43%				142.63%		121.87%		59.87%		86.51%		115.88%		86.43%						1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.02%

				May-17-2021		244.10%		221.50%		159.42%		186.03%		216.10%		185.96%				144.10%		121.50%		59.42%		86.03%		116.10%		85.96%						1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.01%

				May-18-2021		242.79%		220.07%		158.14%		182.95%		214.25%		184.37%				142.79%		120.07%		58.14%		82.95%		114.25%		84.37%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-19-2021		239.54%		221.02%		156.63%		181.61%		212.30%		183.83%				139.54%		121.02%		56.63%		81.61%		112.30%		83.83%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.02%

				May-20-2021		244.49%		222.99%		157.47%		183.17%		215.29%		185.77%				144.49%		122.99%		57.47%		83.17%		115.29%		85.77%						1.04%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.01%

				May-21-2021		246.38%		223.98%		157.63%		183.76%		216.45%		185.63%				146.38%		123.98%		57.63%		83.76%		116.45%		85.63%						1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.01%

				May-24-2021		248.47%		225.33%		158.81%		184.75%		218.01%		187.47%				148.47%		125.33%		58.81%		84.75%		118.01%		87.47%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.01%

				May-25-2021		250.60%		225.37%		156.19%		184.76%		218.78%		187.07%				150.60%		125.37%		56.19%		84.76%		118.78%		87.07%						1.01%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-26-2021		252.35%		223.91%		156.82%		185.11%		219.30%		187.42%				152.35%		123.91%		56.82%		85.11%		119.30%		87.42%						1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-27-2021		253.11%		223.63%		159.06%		189.15%		221.74%		187.64%				153.11%		123.63%		59.06%		89.15%		121.74%		87.64%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.05%		1.02%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-28-2021		254.27%		224.56%		160.12%		189.89%		222.65%		187.78%				154.27%		124.56%		60.12%		89.89%		122.65%		87.78%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-31-2021		252.62%		224.89%		160.00%		190.02%		222.04%		187.78%				152.62%		124.89%		60.00%		90.02%		122.04%		87.78%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.01%

				Jun-01-2021		253.56%		226.15%		162.89%		191.81%		223.50%		187.69%				153.56%		126.15%		62.89%		91.81%		123.50%		87.69%						1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.01%

				Jun-02-2021		250.82%		226.63%		161.50%		190.30%		221.73%		187.96%				150.82%		126.63%		61.50%		90.30%		121.73%		87.96%						0.98%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-03-2021		248.35%		227.89%		161.78%		189.54%		220.36%		187.28%				148.35%		127.89%		61.78%		89.54%		120.36%		87.28%						0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.02%

				Jun-04-2021		248.18%		230.23%		164.56%		190.51%		221.14%		188.93%				148.18%		130.23%		64.56%		90.51%		121.14%		88.93%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				Jun-07-2021		246.92%		229.48%		164.37%		189.22%		219.94%		188.78%				146.92%		129.48%		64.37%		89.22%		119.94%		88.78%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-08-2021		245.96%		230.54%		165.29%		190.55%		220.10%		188.82%				145.96%		130.54%		65.29%		90.55%		120.10%		88.82%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-09-2021		243.54%		228.46%		164.71%		189.32%		218.27%		188.47%				143.54%		128.46%		64.71%		89.32%		118.27%		88.47%						0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-10-2021		243.78%		226.94%		161.74%		189.23%		217.97%		189.35%				143.78%		126.94%		61.74%		89.23%		117.97%		89.35%						1.00%		0.99%		0.95%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.03%

				Jun-11-2021		242.69%		225.99%		162.46%		188.77%		217.09%		189.72%				142.69%		125.99%		62.46%		88.77%		117.09%		89.72%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-14-2021		241.75%		225.97%		162.19%		187.86%		216.42%		190.06%				141.75%		125.97%		62.19%		87.86%		116.42%		90.06%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-15-2021		242.10%		228.53%		161.85%		188.44%		216.84%		189.68%				142.10%		128.53%		61.85%		88.44%		116.84%		89.68%						1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-16-2021		244.14%		227.08%		159.79%		186.72%		216.60%		188.66%				144.14%		127.08%		59.79%		86.72%		116.60%		88.66%						1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.03%

				Jun-17-2021		239.18%		222.66%		156.12%		183.11%		212.22%		188.57%				139.18%		122.66%		56.12%		83.11%		112.22%		88.57%						0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jun-18-2021		236.08%		220.02%		150.74%		179.04%		208.58%		186.10%				136.08%		120.02%		50.74%		79.04%		108.58%		86.10%						0.98%		0.98%		0.91%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		0.04%

				Jun-21-2021		237.57%		224.16%		154.16%		182.80%		211.22%		188.71%				137.57%		124.16%		54.16%		82.80%		111.22%		88.71%						1.01%		1.03%		1.07%		1.05%		1.02%		1.03%		0.05%

				Jun-22-2021		238.46%		224.88%		154.24%		182.96%		211.66%		189.67%				138.46%		124.88%		54.24%		82.96%		111.66%		89.67%						1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-23-2021		239.25%		224.64%		152.90%		182.10%		211.48%		189.47%				139.25%		124.64%		52.90%		82.10%		111.48%		89.47%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jun-24-2021		239.32%		224.66%		155.63%		184.18%		212.71%		190.57%				139.32%		124.66%		55.63%		84.18%		112.71%		90.57%						1.00%		1.00%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-25-2021		241.03%		225.52%		154.70%		185.14%		213.89%		191.20%				141.03%		125.52%		54.70%		85.14%		113.89%		91.20%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-28-2021		242.03%		225.82%		153.64%		184.55%		213.79%		191.65%				142.03%		125.82%		53.64%		84.55%		113.79%		91.65%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Jun-29-2021		242.32%		228.31%		153.61%		185.35%		214.36%		191.70%				142.32%		128.31%		53.61%		85.35%		114.36%		91.70%						1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jun-30-2021		241.91%		225.88%		153.97%		186.80%		214.67%		191.95%				141.91%		125.88%		53.97%		86.80%		114.67%		91.95%						1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jul-01-2021		244.54%		226.70%		155.62%		187.20%		216.09%		192.96%				144.54%		126.70%		55.62%		87.20%		116.09%		92.96%						1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-02-2021		242.74%		228.97%		154.90%		187.71%		215.80%		194.40%				142.74%		128.97%		54.90%		87.71%		115.80%		94.40%						0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-05-2021		240.20%		229.16%		155.34%		188.00%		214.87%		194.40%				140.20%		129.16%		55.34%		88.00%		114.87%		94.40%						0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-06-2021		240.31%		228.18%		153.76%		185.50%		213.71%		194.01%				140.31%		128.18%		53.76%		85.50%		113.71%		94.01%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-07-2021		243.86%		233.25%		155.33%		187.70%		216.62%		194.66%				143.86%		133.25%		55.33%		87.70%		116.62%		94.66%						1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-08-2021		242.86%		229.14%		152.88%		185.81%		214.83%		192.99%				142.86%		129.14%		52.88%		85.81%		114.83%		92.99%						0.99%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.05%

				Jul-09-2021		243.09%		232.37%		155.43%		189.43%		217.05%		195.17%				143.09%		132.37%		55.43%		89.43%		117.05%		95.17%						1.00%		1.02%		1.05%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Jul-12-2021		247.25%		234.16%		156.87%		190.31%		219.34%		195.84%				147.25%		134.16%		56.87%		90.31%		119.34%		95.84%						1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.06%

				Jul-13-2021		248.99%		233.15%		155.57%		189.16%		219.55%		195.16%				148.99%		133.15%		55.57%		89.16%		119.55%		95.16%						1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Jul-14-2021		247.70%		232.71%		155.30%		191.35%		220.03%		195.38%				147.70%		132.71%		55.30%		91.35%		120.03%		95.38%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-15-2021		247.86%		231.57%		153.76%		193.21%		220.79%		194.75%				147.86%		131.57%		53.76%		93.21%		120.79%		94.75%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		0.06%

				Jul-16-2021		245.52%		229.90%		152.81%		190.79%		218.41%		193.28%				145.52%		129.90%		52.81%		90.79%		118.41%		93.28%						0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.05%

				Jul-19-2021		244.14%		225.26%		148.91%		183.84%		213.98%		190.21%				144.14%		125.26%		48.91%		83.84%		113.98%		90.21%						0.99%		0.96%		0.93%		0.92%		0.96%		0.97%		0.05%

				Jul-20-2021		246.97%		228.63%		152.15%		189.66%		218.35%		193.09%				146.97%		128.63%		52.15%		89.66%		118.35%		93.09%						1.02%		1.03%		1.06%		1.07%		1.04%		1.03%		0.05%

				Jul-21-2021		248.33%		229.73%		154.03%		192.39%		220.26%		194.69%				148.33%		129.73%		54.03%		92.39%		120.26%		94.69%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-22-2021		248.37%		231.22%		152.62%		192.15%		220.27%		195.08%				148.37%		131.22%		52.62%		92.15%		120.27%		95.08%						1.00%		1.01%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-23-2021		248.97%		234.17%		155.71%		191.91%		220.54%		197.06%				148.97%		134.17%		55.71%		91.91%		120.54%		97.06%						1.00%		1.02%		1.06%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-26-2021		247.62%		233.08%		156.28%		192.08%		219.94%		197.53%				147.62%		133.08%		56.28%		92.08%		119.94%		97.53%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-27-2021		245.52%		231.82%		155.22%		191.93%		218.78%		196.60%				145.52%		131.82%		55.22%		91.93%		118.78%		96.60%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Jul-28-2021		245.38%		230.33%		156.69%		192.10%		218.83%		196.56%				145.38%		130.33%		56.69%		92.10%		118.83%		96.56%						1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-29-2021		249.46%		232.52%		155.53%		195.36%		222.05%		197.39%				149.46%		132.52%		55.53%		95.36%		122.05%		97.39%						1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-30-2021		250.68%		229.70%		154.74%		195.74%		222.35%		196.32%				150.68%		129.70%		54.74%		95.74%		122.35%		96.32%						1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-02-2021		252.98%		229.50%		151.93%		195.28%		223.21%		195.96%				152.98%		129.50%		51.93%		95.28%		123.21%		95.96%						1.02%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-03-2021		260.79%		231.87%		154.54%		196.26%		227.15%		197.57%				160.79%		131.87%		54.54%		96.26%		127.15%		97.57%						1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-04-2021		260.82%		230.67%		153.21%		195.27%		226.68%		196.65%				160.82%		130.67%		53.21%		95.27%		126.68%		96.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Aug-05-2021		261.03%		231.69%		154.97%		196.31%		227.42%		197.83%				161.03%		131.69%		54.97%		96.31%		127.42%		97.83%						1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-06-2021		260.69%		230.21%		154.31%		196.36%		226.98%		198.16%				160.69%		130.21%		54.31%		96.36%		126.98%		98.16%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-09-2021		261.40%		228.43%		153.51%		195.93%		226.78%		197.98%				161.40%		128.43%		53.51%		95.93%		126.78%		97.98%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-10-2021		262.71%		229.55%		154.74%		198.00%		228.58%		198.17%				162.71%		129.55%		54.74%		98.00%		128.58%		98.17%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-11-2021		264.97%		230.72%		156.34%		199.40%		230.32%		198.66%				164.97%		130.72%		56.34%		99.40%		130.32%		98.66%						1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-12-2021		263.67%		230.33%		155.09%		198.27%		229.11%		199.25%				163.67%		130.33%		55.09%		98.27%		129.11%		99.25%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-13-2021		264.16%		230.82%		154.64%		197.87%		229.24%		199.57%				164.16%		130.82%		54.64%		97.87%		129.24%		99.57%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-16-2021		268.22%		231.18%		153.47%		198.73%		231.27%		200.09%				168.22%		131.18%		53.47%		98.73%		131.27%		100.09%						1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.06%

				Aug-17-2021		264.15%		227.43%		151.61%		196.74%		228.11%		198.68%				164.15%		127.43%		51.61%		96.74%		128.11%		98.68%						0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-18-2021		263.75%		226.39%		151.93%		194.81%		226.97%		196.54%				163.75%		126.39%		51.93%		94.81%		126.97%		96.54%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.07%

				Aug-19-2021		264.06%		225.74%		150.07%		194.36%		226.53%		196.79%				164.06%		125.74%		50.07%		94.36%		126.53%		96.79%						1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.07%

				Aug-20-2021		264.12%		227.06%		151.29%		195.54%		227.15%		198.39%				164.12%		127.06%		51.29%		95.54%		127.15%		98.39%						1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.06%

				Aug-23-2021		266.82%		229.98%		152.82%		196.98%		229.24%		200.08%				166.82%		129.98%		52.82%		96.98%		129.24%		100.08%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-24-2021		268.61%		228.75%		153.44%		198.96%		230.69%		200.38%				168.61%		128.75%		53.44%		98.96%		130.69%		100.38%						1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-25-2021		268.51%		228.37%		154.59%		200.01%		231.00%		200.83%				168.51%		128.37%		54.59%		100.01%		131.00%		100.83%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-26-2021		266.42%		225.88%		153.40%		199.84%		229.77%		199.66%				166.42%		125.88%		53.40%		99.84%		129.77%		99.66%						0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-27-2021		267.45%		227.39%		156.78%		200.84%		230.97%		201.42%				167.45%		127.39%		56.78%		100.84%		130.97%		101.42%						1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-30-2021		267.14%		228.27%		156.66%		201.69%		231.33%		202.28%				167.14%		128.27%		56.66%		101.69%		131.33%		102.28%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-31-2021		268.28%		229.58%		155.76%		201.29%		231.85%		202.01%				168.28%		129.58%		55.76%		101.29%		131.85%		102.01%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-01-2021		271.92%		229.06%		155.55%		199.78%		232.83%		202.07%				171.92%		129.06%		55.55%		99.78%		132.83%		102.07%						1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-02-2021		273.79%		232.75%		157.54%		201.61%		234.93%		202.65%				173.79%		132.75%		57.54%		101.61%		134.93%		102.65%						1.01%		1.03%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Sep-03-2021		275.20%		231.45%		157.42%		200.22%		234.70%		202.58%				175.20%		131.45%		57.42%		100.22%		134.70%		102.58%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-06-2021		277.93%		231.41%		154.97%		200.38%		235.88%		202.58%				177.93%		131.41%		54.97%		100.38%		135.88%		102.58%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-07-2021		275.44%		228.95%		151.80%		196.42%		232.73%		201.89%				175.44%		128.95%		51.80%		96.42%		132.73%		101.89%						0.99%		0.98%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		0.05%

				Sep-08-2021		275.44%		226.81%		151.94%		196.82%		232.42%		201.63%				175.44%		126.81%		51.94%		96.82%		132.42%		101.63%						1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-09-2021		274.48%		226.22%		151.52%		195.96%		231.22%		200.70%				174.48%		126.22%		51.52%		95.96%		131.22%		100.70%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Sep-10-2021		274.88%		225.75%		149.55%		196.25%		231.44%		199.15%				174.88%		125.75%		49.55%		96.25%		131.44%		99.15%						1.00%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.04%

				Sep-13-2021		271.95%		225.78%		151.69%		195.91%		230.20%		199.60%				171.95%		125.78%		51.69%		95.91%		130.20%		99.60%						0.98%		1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-14-2021		268.81%		224.53%		149.37%		194.70%		227.93%		198.45%				168.81%		124.53%		49.37%		94.70%		127.93%		98.45%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Sep-15-2021		268.02%		225.25%		149.96%		196.49%		228.28%		200.14%				168.02%		125.25%		49.96%		96.49%		128.28%		100.14%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.04%

				Sep-16-2021		265.07%		225.98%		147.92%		194.47%		226.24%		199.83%				165.07%		125.98%		47.92%		94.47%		126.24%		99.83%						0.98%		1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-17-2021		265.36%		222.56%		146.76%		192.33%		225.00%		198.00%				165.36%		122.56%		46.76%		92.33%		125.00%		98.00%						1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.04%

				Sep-20-2021		262.54%		219.00%		145.10%		188.77%		221.94%		194.64%				162.54%		119.00%		45.10%		88.77%		121.94%		94.64%						0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.04%

				Sep-21-2021		258.54%		219.02%		143.45%		188.32%		220.05%		194.49%				158.54%		119.02%		43.45%		88.32%		120.05%		94.49%						0.98%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-22-2021		256.03%		220.99%		146.02%		190.50%		220.24%		196.34%				156.03%		120.99%		46.02%		90.50%		120.24%		96.34%						0.98%		1.02%		1.06%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.03%

				Sep-23-2021		258.70%		223.44%		149.95%		193.62%		223.08%		198.72%				158.70%		123.44%		49.95%		93.62%		123.08%		98.72%						1.02%		1.02%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.03%

				Sep-24-2021		256.93%		221.82%		149.15%		193.03%		221.78%		199.01%				156.93%		121.82%		49.15%		93.03%		121.78%		99.01%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Sep-27-2021		253.58%		221.42%		151.30%		191.90%		220.17%		198.46%				153.58%		121.42%		51.30%		91.90%		120.17%		98.46%						0.98%		1.00%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.03%

				Sep-28-2021		252.29%		214.77%		147.43%		187.75%		217.00%		194.42%				152.29%		114.77%		47.43%		87.75%		117.00%		94.42%						0.99%		0.95%		0.93%		0.96%		0.97%		0.96%		0.04%

				Sep-29-2021		250.80%		214.76%		147.09%		187.61%		216.19%		194.72%				150.80%		114.76%		47.09%		87.61%		116.19%		94.72%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-30-2021		247.74%		213.79%		145.05%		184.93%		213.92%		192.40%				147.74%		113.79%		45.05%		84.93%		113.92%		92.40%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.04%

				Oct-01-2021		247.57%		213.20%		147.73%		186.71%		214.58%		194.61%				147.57%		113.20%		47.73%		86.71%		114.58%		94.61%						1.00%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-04-2021		246.86%		213.25%		148.55%		184.74%		213.36%		192.09%				146.86%		113.25%		48.55%		84.74%		113.36%		92.09%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		0.04%

				Oct-05-2021		246.95%		216.92%		148.44%		187.52%		215.11%		194.11%				146.95%		116.92%		48.44%		87.52%		115.11%		94.11%						1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-06-2021		247.11%		216.04%		147.03%		187.87%		215.17%		194.90%				147.11%		116.04%		47.03%		87.87%		115.17%		94.90%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.04%

				Oct-07-2021		249.50%		218.56%		149.03%		189.96%		217.44%		196.52%				149.50%		118.56%		49.03%		89.96%		117.44%		96.52%						1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-08-2021		248.63%		217.77%		148.17%		188.36%		216.57%		196.14%				148.63%		117.77%		48.17%		88.36%		116.57%		96.14%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Oct-11-2021		247.19%		215.43%		147.42%		186.39%		214.70%		194.80%				147.19%		115.43%		47.42%		86.39%		114.70%		94.80%						0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.05%

				Oct-12-2021		246.83%		217.16%		147.20%		184.84%		213.95%		194.33%				146.83%		117.16%		47.20%		84.84%		113.95%		94.33%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Oct-13-2021		248.33%		219.14%		150.54%		186.45%		215.40%		194.91%				148.33%		119.14%		50.54%		86.45%		115.40%		94.91%						1.01%		1.02%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-14-2021		252.05%		222.21%		152.35%		190.86%		219.01%		198.24%				152.05%		122.21%		52.35%		90.86%		119.01%		98.24%						1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.05%

				Oct-15-2021		255.01%		225.27%		151.38%		192.35%		221.31%		199.72%				155.01%		125.27%		51.38%		92.35%		121.31%		99.72%						1.02%		1.02%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-18-2021		255.05%		225.13%		151.71%		193.16%		221.49%		200.39%				155.05%		125.13%		51.71%		93.16%		121.49%		100.39%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-19-2021		256.76%		227.08%		152.39%		194.19%		223.01%		201.87%				156.76%		127.08%		52.39%		94.19%		123.01%		101.87%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-20-2021		256.06%		228.36%		154.22%		195.62%		223.41%		202.61%				156.06%		128.36%		54.22%		95.62%		123.41%		102.61%						1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-21-2021		258.71%		230.51%		155.77%		196.10%		225.03%		203.22%				158.71%		130.51%		55.77%		96.10%		125.03%		103.22%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-22-2021		264.53%		230.67%		156.88%		193.56%		226.23%		203.00%				164.53%		130.67%		56.88%		93.56%		126.23%		103.00%						1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Oct-25-2021		261.61%		229.33%		156.88%		194.25%		224.98%		203.97%				161.61%		129.33%		56.88%		94.25%		124.98%		103.97%						0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-26-2021		259.05%		228.84%		156.62%		194.33%		224.16%		204.34%				159.05%		128.84%		56.62%		94.33%		124.16%		104.34%						0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.06%

				Oct-27-2021		254.72%		227.73%		153.79%		192.56%		221.32%		203.31%				154.72%		127.73%		53.79%		92.56%		121.32%		103.31%						0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Oct-28-2021		257.32%		230.81%		160.52%		196.00%		224.32%		205.30%				157.32%		130.81%		60.52%		96.00%		124.32%		105.30%						1.02%		1.02%		1.12%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Oct-29-2021		256.90%		236.66%		159.79%		196.20%		224.66%		205.70%				156.90%		136.66%		59.79%		96.20%		124.66%		105.70%						1.00%		1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-01-2021		262.77%		240.23%		161.58%		197.40%		228.21%		206.08%				162.77%		140.23%		61.58%		97.40%		128.21%		106.08%						1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-02-2021		261.07%		240.57%		161.20%		199.50%		228.50%		206.83%				161.07%		140.57%		61.20%		99.50%		128.50%		106.83%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-03-2021		257.81%		241.85%		162.22%		197.73%		226.95%		208.17%				157.81%		141.85%		62.22%		97.73%		126.95%		108.17%						0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-04-2021		261.97%		243.20%		163.23%		198.77%		229.17%		209.04%				161.97%		143.20%		63.23%		98.77%		129.17%		109.04%						1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-05-2021		261.71%		241.92%		168.62%		201.59%		230.38%		209.82%				161.71%		141.92%		68.62%		101.59%		130.38%		109.82%						1.00%		0.99%		1.08%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.04%

				Nov-08-2021		263.16%		244.66%		167.97%		201.38%		231.19%		210.01%				163.16%		144.66%		67.97%		101.38%		131.19%		110.01%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-09-2021		264.34%		245.13%		167.89%		202.47%		231.73%		209.27%				164.34%		145.13%		67.89%		102.47%		131.73%		109.27%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.06%

				Nov-10-2021		262.99%		243.76%		169.15%		200.56%		230.18%		207.55%				162.99%		143.76%		69.15%		100.56%		130.18%		107.55%						0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.04%

				Nov-11-2021		266.24%		245.28%		167.77%		199.18%		230.98%		207.67%				166.24%		145.28%		67.77%		99.18%		130.98%		107.67%						1.02%		1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-12-2021		270.69%		249.53%		168.45%		201.54%		233.94%		209.17%				170.69%		149.53%		68.45%		101.54%		133.94%		109.17%						1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-15-2021		270.29%		248.28%		168.34%		200.90%		233.38%		209.16%				170.29%		148.28%		68.34%		100.90%		133.38%		109.16%						1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-16-2021		271.42%		249.71%		169.41%		200.76%		233.76%		209.97%				171.42%		149.71%		69.41%		100.76%		133.76%		109.97%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-17-2021		269.87%		250.65%		168.53%		199.83%		232.59%		209.43%				169.87%		150.65%		68.53%		99.83%		132.59%		109.43%						0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-18-2021		269.08%		251.25%		168.82%		200.64%		232.66%		210.13%				169.08%		151.25%		68.82%		100.64%		132.66%		110.13%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-19-2021		270.04%		250.27%		169.03%		199.28%		232.09%		209.84%				170.04%		150.27%		69.03%		99.28%		132.09%		109.84%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-22-2021		268.10%		252.06%		168.81%		198.96%		231.39%		209.17%				168.10%		152.06%		68.81%		98.96%		131.39%		109.17%						0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Nov-23-2021		265.65%		250.09%		168.28%		196.91%		229.03%		209.52%				165.65%		150.09%		68.28%		96.91%		129.03%		109.52%						0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-24-2021		264.55%		249.71%		166.31%		194.41%		227.44%		210.00%				164.55%		149.71%		66.31%		94.41%		127.44%		110.00%						0.99%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-25-2021		264.15%		250.29%		166.37%		194.25%		227.39%		210.00%				164.15%		150.29%		66.37%		94.25%		127.39%		110.00%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-26-2021		261.84%		244.21%		160.18%		189.58%		223.37%		205.22%				161.84%		144.21%		60.18%		89.58%		123.37%		105.22%						0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		0.06%

				Nov-29-2021		261.83%		246.03%		159.70%		190.62%		223.71%		207.93%				161.83%		146.03%		59.70%		90.62%		123.71%		107.93%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.06%

				Nov-30-2021		256.51%		242.05%		157.13%		185.17%		219.00%		203.99%				156.51%		142.05%		57.13%		85.17%		119.00%		103.99%						0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		0.94%		0.96%		0.96%		0.06%

				Dec-01-2021		258.68%		242.08%		157.73%		185.31%		220.01%		201.58%				158.68%		142.08%		57.73%		85.31%		120.01%		101.58%						1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-02-2021		261.96%		245.54%		160.48%		187.92%		222.89%		204.44%				161.96%		145.54%		60.48%		87.92%		122.89%		104.44%						1.02%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.06%

				Dec-03-2021		264.96%		244.70%		159.89%		188.33%		223.87%		202.71%				164.96%		144.70%		59.89%		88.33%		123.87%		102.71%						1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-06-2021		267.13%		245.90%		161.99%		189.95%		225.81%		205.09%				167.13%		145.90%		61.99%		89.95%		125.81%		105.09%						1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Dec-07-2021		272.18%		255.24%		163.54%		192.86%		230.39%		209.34%				172.18%		155.24%		63.54%		92.86%		130.39%		109.34%						1.03%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		0.06%

				Dec-08-2021		273.80%		255.08%		164.80%		191.18%		229.99%		209.99%				173.80%		155.08%		64.80%		91.18%		129.99%		109.99%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		0.06%

				Dec-09-2021		274.64%		256.17%		162.62%		190.71%		230.36%		208.48%				174.64%		156.17%		62.62%		90.71%		130.36%		108.48%						1.00%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.07%

				Dec-10-2021		274.77%		258.00%		162.75%		192.59%		231.46%		210.47%				174.77%		158.00%		62.75%		92.59%		131.46%		110.47%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.06%

				Dec-13-2021		275.51%		258.27%		161.81%		192.00%		231.58%		208.55%				175.51%		158.27%		61.81%		92.00%		131.58%		108.55%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.06%

				Dec-14-2021		270.07%		256.65%		159.48%		188.89%		227.71%		206.99%				170.07%		156.65%		59.48%		88.89%		127.71%		106.99%						0.97%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		0.05%

				Dec-15-2021		269.79%		261.39%		161.14%		191.29%		229.35%		210.37%				169.79%		161.39%		61.14%		91.29%		129.35%		110.37%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.05%

				Dec-16-2021		272.35%		261.48%		161.16%		191.79%		230.66%		208.53%				172.35%		161.48%		61.16%		91.79%		130.66%		108.53%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		0.06%

				Dec-17-2021		265.10%		254.95%		159.18%		187.35%		225.00%		206.39%				165.10%		154.95%		59.18%		87.35%		125.00%		106.39%						0.96%		0.96%		0.97%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-20-2021		260.72%		254.86%		155.82%		184.15%		221.58%		204.04%				160.72%		154.86%		55.82%		84.15%		121.58%		104.04%						0.97%		1.00%		0.94%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-21-2021		265.48%		258.05%		159.87%		186.47%		225.01%		207.66%				165.48%		158.05%		59.87%		86.47%		125.01%		107.66%						1.03%		1.02%		1.07%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		0.07%

				Dec-22-2021		267.05%		263.05%		161.83%		186.68%		226.29%		209.78%				167.05%		163.05%		61.83%		86.68%		126.29%		109.78%						1.01%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		0.07%

				Dec-23-2021		268.69%		265.33%		163.31%		189.02%		228.40%		211.08%				168.69%		165.33%		63.31%		89.02%		128.40%		111.08%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		0.08%

				Dec-24-2021		269.03%		265.55%		162.95%		188.80%		228.56%		211.08%				169.03%		165.55%		62.95%		88.80%		128.56%		111.08%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-27-2021		271.74%		270.51%		165.75%		191.13%		231.17%		214.00%				171.74%		170.51%		65.75%		91.13%		131.17%		114.00%						1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.08%

				Dec-28-2021		276.63%		272.52%		165.54%		192.28%		233.77%		213.79%				176.63%		172.52%		65.54%		92.28%		133.77%		113.79%						1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		0.06%

				Dec-29-2021		275.57%		274.00%		166.17%		192.56%		233.47%		214.09%				175.57%		174.00%		66.17%		92.56%		133.47%		114.09%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Dec-30-2021		275.05%		272.69%		165.00%		192.37%		232.98%		213.45%				175.05%		172.69%		65.00%		92.37%		132.98%		113.45%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Dec-31-2021		276.22%		273.15%		165.18%		193.52%		233.91%		212.89%				176.22%		173.15%		65.18%		93.52%		133.91%		112.89%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%



																		Beta		1.6845756511		1.4741597849		0.6099132305		0.9208202984										0.9065972637		0.8644780579		0.9042317561		0.8643053478		0.9048252807		1



																				1483.2037648177		1298.2336159023		537.2579003371		810.7209653419		1129.3158626858		880.3748011934

																				1.6847412747		1.4746374091		0.610260425		0.9208816112		1.2827671364

																		Check:		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Base 1	-17.4%	-16.5%	4.4%	-8.1%	-0.17435130896709738	-0.16531051447811473	4.3799999999999999E-2	-8.1099999999999992E-2	Base 2	-9.9348691032902614E-2	-4.9989485521885285E-2	-0.1738435579914368	-8.4173442635945075E-2	Actual Return	Equipment Manufacturing 	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Panels	-0.2737	-0.21530000000000002	4.3799999999999999E-2	-8.1099999999999992E-2	Expected Return	Equipment Manufacturing 	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Panels	-0.17435130896709738	-0.16531051447811473	-0.1738435579914368	-0.16527344263594507	









Stock Return Tables

				Performance Drivers

						Change In:

				Sub-Sector		Earnings (LTM)		Multiples (LTM)		Total Change

				Equipment Manufacturing		6.5%		-33.8%		-27.4%

				Distribution		19.7%		-41.2%		-21.5%

				Contracting Services		-4.8%		9.2%		4.4%

				Control Modules		-30.6%		22.1%		-8.5%

				Aggregate Performance		11.1%		-29.5%		-18.4%





				Expected Return Analysis

				Sub-Sector		Expected Return		Actual Return		Delta

				Equipment Manufacturing		-17.4%		-27.4%		-9.9%

				Distribution		-16.5%		-21.5%		-5.0%

				Contracting Services		-17.4%		4.4%		21.8%

				Control Modules		-16.5%		-8.1%		8.4%

				Aggregate Performance		-17.4%		-18.6%		-1.2%





TEV-EBITDA Multiple Analysis

				Date		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules

				12/31/21		9.34x		17.50x		17.37x		15.96x

				1/31/22		8.52x		15.54x		15.51x		15.17x

				2/28/22		8.20x		14.48x		14.14x		13.84x								TEV / EBITDA Volatility

				3/31/22		7.98x		14.58x		13.74x		14.03x								Date		Q4 CY21		Q1 CY22		Q2 CY22		Q3 CY22

				4/30/22		7.84x		13.00x		12.13x		13.48x								Equipment Manufacturing		9.34x		7.98x		7.79x		9.00x

				5/31/22		8.19x		12.50x		11.99x		13.31x								Distribution		17.50x		14.58x		11.27x		10.08x

				6/30/22		7.79x		11.27x		11.81x		11.98x								Contracting Services		17.37x		13.74x		11.81x		11.25x

				7/31/22		9.10x		12.32x		12.37x		13.26x								Control Modules		15.96x		14.03x		11.98x		12.19x

				8/31/22		9.36x		11.86x		12.28x		13.31x

				9/30/22		9.00x		10.08x		11.25x		12.19x









Equipment Manufacturing	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	9.3444916469693506	8.52224	46717904603	8.1956234934536205	7.9796479334094101	7.8357242715331203	8.1908884220474505	7.7932573947095696	9.0989329235124501	9.3592896781867001	8.9986691095952391	Distribution	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	17.498116110200499	15.5379998636586	14.475415332528399	14.5773686214938	12.9977320742594	12.4971224619752	11.272816119765	12.3184423942769	11.858038077846199	10.0840892865043	Contracting Services	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	17.370851808864298	15.5109010204686	14.144503372657701	13.7426807406555	12.126990983443701	11.9904325027506	11.	805884991055599	12.367922624088299	12.283729308897099	11.252156641535301	Control Modules	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	15.9609590713175	15.170881528927699	13.8378571591659	14.028216356101501	13.4791201822808	13.3140360840046	11.982302594869701	13.2618918876778	13.3125325866986	12.193532576642699	







Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	9.3444916469693506	17.498116110200499	17.370851808864298	15.9609590713175	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	7.9796479334094101	14.5773686214938	13.7426807406555	14.028216356101501	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	7.7932573947095696	11.272816119765	11.805884991055599	11.982302594869701	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	8.9986691095952391	10.0840892865043	11.252156641535301	12.193532576642699	









Company Financial Metrics

		Public Comparable Companies



				Equipment Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Gross
Margin (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual EBITDA Margin (Expected 12/31/2022)		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual GM (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual EBITDA (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		2023 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		CAGR				Company				Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR								Company		Revenue
1/1		Revenue
12/31		EBITDA
(1/1)		EBITDA
(12/31)		CAGR		CAGR

				Ticker																2021-2023E (12/31/2022)																2021-2023E (1/1/2022)												2021-2023E										1-Jan		31-Dec		1-Jan		31-Dec		1-Jan		31-Dec

				NasdaqGS:AAON		AAON, Inc.				United States		$535		$1,010		26.3%		17.8%		37.4%		$156		$875		22.1%		28.7%		$158		$716		$758		19.1%				Equipment Manufacturing				31.1%		15.1%		7.9%								Equipment Manufacturing		$   202.6		$   192.4		$   26.5		$   24.3		10.5%		7.9%		-0.0506761453				-0.0833522413

				NYSE:CARR		Carrier Global Corporation				United States		$20,613		$21,681		27.4%		15.9%		2.6%		$3,245		$20,407		16.4%		30.0%		$3,492		$21,294		$22,103		3.6%				Distribution				27.9%		11.7%		13.3%								Distribution		$   53.6		$   58.1		$   6.1		$   7.2		9.4%		13.3%		0.0847362796				0.1668102282

				TSE:6367		Daikin Industries,Ltd.				Japan		$18,933		$29,002		34.8%		14.5%		23.8%		$3,640		$25,117		15.0%		35.0%		$3,834		$25,621		$27,085		19.6%				Contracting Services				14.6%		7.9%		9.4%								Contracting Services		$   29.6		$   29.9		$   2.0		$   1.9		6.4%		9.4%		0.0115352541				-0.0224478526

				SHSE:600690		Haier Smart Home Co., Ltd.				China		$33,591		$39,160		31.1%		8.6%		8.0%		$3,111		$36,160		8.8%		30.6%		$3,529		$40,219		$43,647		14.0%				Control Modules				37.1%		25.5%		5.1%								Control Modules		$   96.6		$   94.2		$   23.0		$   22.2		7.2%		5.1%		-0.0250188057				-0.0325112783

				NYSE:JCI		Johnson Controls International plc				Ireland		$23,668		$26,945		32.9%		14.7%		6.7%		$3,727		$25,332		15.9%		33.9%		$4,101		$25,790		$27,300		7.4%

				NYSE:LII		Lennox International Inc.				United States		$4,194		$4,687		27.3%		15.5%		5.7%		$736		$4,739		16.9%		29.1%		$753		$4,449		$4,598		4.7%

				SZSE:000333		Midea Group Co., Ltd.				China		$50,372		$55,487		23.6%		10.2%		5.0%		$5,249		$51,364		10.8%		25.9%		$6,205		$57,255		$61,896		10.9%

				OM:NIBE B		NIBE Industrier AB (publ)				Sweden		$2,974		$4,154		31.0%		17.7%		18.2%		$663		$3,750		19.0%		33.3%		$713		$3,748		$4,096		17.4%

				NYSE:REZI		Resideo Technologies, Inc.				United States		$5,846		$6,548		27.5%		11.6%		5.8%		$741		$6,376		12.0%		27.5%		$728		$6,091		$6,404		4.7%

				NYSE:SPXC		SPX Technologies, Inc.				United States		$1,220		$1,517		35.7%		15.4%		11.5%		$224		$1,451		15.5%		35.7%		$213		$1,377		$1,477		10.1%

				OM:SYSR		Systemair AB (publ)				Sweden		$822		$1,103		34.9%		12.5%		15.9%		$120		$964		13.2%		35.3%		$134		$1,012		$1,072		14.2%

				NYSE:TT		Trane Technologies plc				Ireland		$14,136		$16,428		31.2%		16.9%		7.8%		$2,674		$15,817		17.5%		32.6%		$2,635		$15,047		$15,789		5.7%





														Mean		30.3%		14.3%		12.4%		$24,287		$192,351		15.3%		31.5%		$26,495		$202,619				10.9%

														Median		31.1%		15.1%		7.9%						15.7%		31.6%								10.5%





				Distribution

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

				OM:BEIJ B		Beijer Ref AB (publ)				Sweden		$1,630		$2,413		26.4%		12.0%		21.7%		$256		$2,137		12.0%		0.0%		$247		$2,062		$2,219		16.7%

				NYSE:FERG		Ferguson plc				United Kingdom		$22,792		$29,256		30.7%		10.9%		13.3%		$3,109		$28,524		10.3%		31.0%		$2,694		$26,153		$27,372		9.6%

				ASX:REH		Reece Limited				Australia		$4,357		$5,653		27.9%		11.3%		13.9%		$563		$4,980		11.3%		0.0%		$563		$4,966		$5,217		9.4%

				NYSE:WSO		Watsco, Inc.				United States		$6,280		$7,436		27.9%		11.7%		8.8%		$858		$7,309		10.1%		26.2%		$655		$6,472		$6,637		2.8%

				NYSE:GWW		W.W. Grainger, Inc.				United States		$13,022		$15,889		38.0%		15.7%		10.5%		$2,385		$15,182		14.2%		37.0%		$1,986		$13,938		$15,003		7.3%





														Mean		30.2%		12.3%		13.6%		$7,170		$58,132		11.6%		18.8%		$6,145		$53,591				9.2%

														Median		27.9%		11.7%		13.3%						11.3%		31.0%								9.4%





				Contracting Services

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin
(Expected 12/31/2022)		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

				NYSE:FIX		Comfort Systems USA, Inc.				United States		$3,074		$4,361		17.7%		7.9%		19.1%		$323		$4,092		9.7%		19.2%		$319		$3,300		$3,480		6.4%

				NYSE: EME		EMCOR Group, Inc.				United States		$9,904		$11,784		14.2%		5.9%		9.1%		$652		$11,000		6.6%		15.8%		$676		$10,246		$10,753		4.2%

				ENXTPA:SPIE		SPIE SA				France		$7,600		$8,838		87.6%		8.8%		7.8%		$753		$8,531		8.7%		86.8%		$761		$8,758		$9,060		9.2%

				OM:BRAV		Bravida Holding AB (publ)				Sweden		$2,110		$2,541		15.0%		8.2%		9.8%		$202		$2,447		8.6%		15.0%		$217		$2,524		$2,624		11.5%

				NYSE:TPC		Tutor Perini Corporation				United States		$4,642		$4,066		4.0%		-0.3%		-6.4%		-$12		$3,854		7.4%		10.2%		$354		$4,754		$5,198		5.8%





														Mean		27.7%		6.1%		7.9%		$1,929		$29,924		8.2%		29.4%		$1,974		$29,582				7.4%

														Median		14.6%		7.9%		9.4%						8.6%		15.4%								6.4%





				Control Modules

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

		t		NYSE:EMR		Emerson Electric Co.				United States		$18,236		$14,916		41.4%		25.7%		-9.6%		$5,034		$19,612		23.8%		42.4%		$4,628		$19,437		$20,452		5.9%

				NasdaqGS:HON		Honeywell International Inc.				United States		$34,392		$36,842		32.8%		25.3%		3.5%		$8,986		$35,539		26.3%		35.2%		$9,684		$36,878		$39,335		6.9%

				XTRA:IFX		Infineon Technologies AG				Germany		$11,886		$16,566		43.1%		32.7%		18.1%		$4,487		$13,735		31.4%		40.4%		$4,569		$14,531		$15,888		15.6%

				NYSE:JCI		Johnson Controls International plc				Ireland		$23,668		$26,945		32.9%		14.7%		6.7%		$3,727		$25,332		15.9%		33.9%		$4,101		$25,790		$27,300		7.4%





														Mean		37.5%		24.6%		4.7%		$22,234		$94,218		24.4%		38.0%		$22,981		$96,636				9.0%

														Median		37.1%		25.5%		5.1%						25.0%		37.8%								7.2%















Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	7.8870832790173373E-2	0.13296180196750007	9.4173573608288375E-2	5.0994306739461481E-2	
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Precedent Transaction Analysis

				Date Closed		Target		Location		Acquirer		Deal Size
(US$M)		Deal Description		EV/
EBITDA		EV/
Revenue

				Pending								$440		Aggreko Ltd, the UK-based provider of specialist power and temperature control rental services in two main product areas, mobile electricity generators, and temperature control equipment announced the acquisition of Resolute Industrial LLC, the US-based provider of water- and air-cooled chiller rental services		8.3x		3.0x				Dailybusinessgroup.co.uk

				Pending								$4,400		Chart Industries Inc., the US-based manufacturer of equipment used in the production, storage, and end-use of hydrocarbon and industrial gases, announced the acquisition of Howden Group Ltd, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment, including industrial fans, heaters, compressors, and steam turbines		12.9x		0.8x

				Pending								$86		Ingersoll Rand Inc., a global provider of mission-critical flow creation and industrial solutions, announced the acquisition of Everest Blowers Private Limited, the Indian market leader for customized blower and vacuum pump solutions, and Airmax Groupe, a French compressed air specialist with strong end-user relationships and a technician network focused on aftermarket service		-		2.5x

				Jan-23								$1,275		Beijer Ref AB, a Sweden-based refrigeration and air conditioning technology distribution company has acquired Heritage Distribution Holdings, a US-based HVACR equipment distribution business		13.4x		2.0x

				Jan-23								$525		Ingersoll Rand Inc., the US-based provider of flow control, compression equipment, and associated aftermarket parts, acquired the air treatment Business from SPX FLOW Inc., the industrial equipment manufacturer engaged in providing and supplying engineered flow components, process equipment, and turn-key systems		-		2.9x

				Dec-22								$342		Spirax-Sarco Engineering plc, the UK-based manufacturer of a range of products for the efficient management of steam and other industrial fluids, acquired Durex International Corp., the US-based company specializing in designing and manufacturing custom thermal solutions		13.5x		4.5x

				May-22								$52		DXP Enterprises, the US-based industrial supplies distributor, acquired Cisco Air Systems, Inc., a US-based distributor of air compressors and related products and services		7.5x		1.2x				Marketscreener.com

				Jun-21								$3,625		Madison Industries, one of the world’s largest privately held companies and a provider of industrial solutions, acquired Nortek Air, a leader in providing critical air management, thermal, and HVAC solutions		12.5x		2.3x

				May-21								$870		Johnson Controls International plc, the Ireland-based company engaged in the manufacture of commercial and residential HVAC equipment and systems, acquired Silent-Aire Limited Partnership, a Canada-based designer and manufacturer of custom air handlers and modular data centers for hyperscale cloud and colocation providers		-		13.6x

				Mar-21								$108		Flex-Tek, a US-based provider of engineered components that move heat, fluid, and gases,  acquired Royal Metal Products, a US-based manufacturer of residential and light commercial HVAC products		-		1.4x

				Feb-21								$291		Polypipe Group, a manufacturer of pressure-rated high density polyethylene pipes acquired ADEY Innovation, a manufacturer and supplier of heating and cooling systems		11.7x		4.1x

				Feb-21								$19		Ferro Group, a Poland-based manufacturer and distributor of plumbing equipment, acquired Termet S.A., a Poland-based manufacturer of HVACR equipment		8.0x		0.6x

				Feb-21								$5		Volution Group plc, a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy-efficient indoor air quality solutions, acquired Nordiska Klimatfabriken AB, a Sweden-based manufacturer of low-carbon residential ventilation equipment		-		3.3x

				Jan-21								$419		Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, a private equity firm focused on the industrial, manufacturing, and IT sectors, acquired Wolseley UK Limited, a leading specialist distributor of plumbing HVACR equipment		-		0.2x

				Dec-20								$52		Volution Group plc, a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy-efficient indoor air quality solutions,  acquired ClimaRad B.V., the market leader for decentralized ventilation systems in the Netherlands		-		6.4x

				Nov-20								$360		CSW Industrials Inc, the US-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, acquired TRUaire, the US-based supplier of passive air handling solutions		10.7x		3.6x

				Nov-20								$233		Madison Industries, one of the world's largest privately held companies and a provider of industrial solutions, through its subsidiary Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC acquired United Coolair Corporation, the US-based company engaged in manufacturing and providing complex HVAC systems		-		3.6x

				Jan-20								$71		GDI Integrated Facility Services, a Canada-based company engaged in providing integrated facility services, acquired ESC Automation, a US-based provider of integration services for security and HVAC systems		-		0.5x



														Mean		10.9x		3.1x

														Median		11.7x		2.7x
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Transactions wo Multiples





				Date Closed		Target		Sub-Sector		Acquirer		Deal Value		Description

				Jan-23				Contracting Services				$6079		Brookfield Infrastructure Partners, the Canada based investor and operator of utility businesses, transport and energy businesses, and timber assets has acquired HomeServe plc, the UK based provider of home warranties and residential repair services.

				Dec-22				Equipment
Manufacturing				-		Capital Export SAS, the France based private equity investment fund, has acquired SEAT Ventilation SA, the local France-based designer and manufacturer of industrial fans.

				Dec-22				Service
Firms				-		Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning systems has acquired Stan Gelber & Sons Inc, the local HVAC Contractor.

				Dec-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Airefco, the United States based distributor of HVAC equipment, parts and supplies.

				Dec-22				Control Modules				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired Venstar Inc, the United States based thermostat and energy management system manufacturer.

				Nov-22				Equipment
Manufacturing				-		Munters Group AB, the Sweden based producer and marketer of air ventilation and dehumidification units and systems has acquired Hygromedia LLC, the United States based manufacturer of desiccant dehumidification media.

				Nov-22				Distribution				-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts has acquired through its subsidiary Munch's Supply LLC, Bell Simons Co, the local distributor of heating, air conditioning, plumbing and refrigeration equipment.

				Nov-22				Distribution				-		The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Fortress Group Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment.

				Nov-22				Service
Firms				-		Astara Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm has acquired Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning, the US based provider of air conditioning, heating, and appliance services.

				Nov-22				Service
Firms				-		Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired M.E. Flow, a provider of heating, air conditioning and plumbing maintenance, repair, and replacement services.

				Nov-22				Distribution				$44		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning and heating equipment has acquired acquire Australian Air Conditioning Distributors, an Australian based distributor of HVACR equipment.

				Oct-22				Control 
Modules				$45		Borromin Capital Management GmbH has acquired Eberle Controls GmbH, the local manufacturer and distributor of heating and air-conditioning controls. 

				Oct-22				Contracting Services				-		NearU HVAC Services, the United States based provider of HVAC repair and installation services has acquired Kendal Air Heating & Cooling Inc, the US-based leading provider of HVAC services.

				Oct-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Cold Chain Capital LLC, the private equity firm engaged in investing for HVACR: Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration companies has acquired Morgana SAS, the France based manufacturer of made-to-measure finned heat exchangers.

				Oct-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based heritage Distribution Holdings is a part of Gryphon has acquired Coastal Supply Co Inc, the local HVAC/R distributor servicing.

				Oct-22				Distribution				-		Beijer Ref, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning/heating equipment, acquires Easy Air Conditioning, the UK-based distributor of commercial AC and heat recovery system supplies.

				Oct-22				Contracting Services				$50		LTP Home Services Group, the United States based us-based leading residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions has acquired Acree Plumbing Air & Electric, the local HVAC services and Air conditioning contractor.

				Sep-22				Contracting Services				-		Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc, the United States based provider of installation, preventative maintenance, and repair for foodservice facilities has acquired Allied Service Group, the local mechanical and electrical contractor for the mechanical services of air conditioning, heating, ventilation, and refrigeration.

				Sep-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Ronin Equity Partners LLC, the US based private equity firm has acquired MTL Cool, the Canada based commercial refrigeration equipment manufacturer.

				Sep-22				Distribution				-		Dakota Supply Group, the US based distributor of HVACR equipment and supplies, has acquired Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. a distributor of plumbing and HVAC products in Bismarck and Minot, North Dakota. 

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		Fix-It Group, the United States based provider of plumbing, heating, electrical and AC repairs and upgrades, services has acquired Airmax Group, the local provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners.

				Aug-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor has acquired Controlled Temp Supply, the local controlled Temp Supply providing HVAC/R equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in Oxford, MS.

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		OMERS Private Equity Inc, the Canada based private equity firm has acquired Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning installation and repair service from Huron Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity investment firm.

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		NSi Industries LLC, the US based manufacturer of electrical lugs has acquired Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc, the local US-based manufacturer and distributor of components and tools designed heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration and appliance parts. 

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$227		Audax Group LP, the United States based private equity firm, has acquired Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the local manufacturer of high quality air filters.

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		Heartland Home Services Inc, the United States based provider of heating and air-conditioning contracting services has acquired Hurlburt Heating AC & Plumbing, the local company operating in HVACR equipment services.

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Capital Export SAS, the private equity investment fund and Rives Croissance SAS, the venture capital firm, has acquired ACFRI International SAS, the France based manufacturer of refrigeration equipment for the catering business, have acquired the company.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$42		Nederman Holding AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of work environment equipment, including extraction systems, vacuum cleaning and workplace acoustics has acquired RoboVent Products Group Inc, the United States based provider of industrial ventilation and filtration solutions.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				$23		RLJ Equity partners backed portfolio company, Flow Service Partners, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration and plumbing services has acquired R Brooks Mechanical Heating & Air Conditioning Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation and air conditioning services. 

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC, the United States based midwestern-focused platform of Craft Work Capital Partners LLC has acquired a controlling stake in Sexson Mechanical Corp, the local company that provides a full suite of mechanical and electrical contracting services, including that for HVACR, electrical, and plumbing systems. 

				Jul-22				Distribution				-		HOP Energy LLC, the United States based full service energy company has acquired Rycor HVAC, the local full-service reseller of Mitsubishi mini-split heat pump systems.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		A-Gas US Inc, the United States based provider of the supply and life cycle management of specialty chemicals such as refrigerants, hydrocarbon blowing agents has acquired Certified Refrigerant Services Inc, the local refrigerant management and logistics company servicing all segments of the refrigerant and HVAC industry. 

				Jul-22				Distribution				-		Aquarius Water Conditioning Inc, the Canada based HVACR service provider, has acquired Comfort Control Systems, Inc. a distributor and installer of HVACR equipment. 

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, a listed Japan-based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired a majority stake in CM3 Building Solutions Inc, the United States based provider of building services including automation and technology, energy services, security and fire protection, and HVAC support.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Any Hour Electric Inc, the United States based provider of HVAC services has acquired Magic Electric Plumbing Heating & Air, the local provider of Plumbing, Heating & Air services.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Protectoseal Co, the United States based manufacturer of a wide variety of tank vents and fittings. has acquired Elmac Technologies Limited, the United Kingdom based auk-based maker of flame arresters and low pressure venting equipment.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$52		Middleby Corp, the United States based developer, manufacturer and marketer of a broad line of equipment used for commercial food preparation as well as residential kitchen equipment has acquired Icetro Co Ltd, the South Korea based industrial refrigeration and refrigeration equipment manufacturer.

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired Pro Plumbing Services LLC, the local provider of plumbing, electrical, heating, and air conditioning services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and home services company has acquired Doug's Service Co, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, electrical, and plumbing services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and home services company has acquired Dallas Plumbing Co, the local provider of HVAC and plumbing services. 

				Jun-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Aaron & Company Inc, the United States based distributor of plumbing supply, HVAC and sheet metal wholesale. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Arcticom Group LLC, the United States based provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry has acquired Tomco Mechanical Corp, the local provider of refrigeration and HVAC services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		American Residential Services, a Memphis, Tennessee-based provider of residential heating, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC) and plumbing services, has acquired a family of companies including Absolute Air, Captain Electric, and OyBoy Heating and Cooling, which provide HVACR and electrical services.

				Jun-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Audax Management Co LLC, the United States based private equity firm. has acquired Thermogenics Inc, a Canada based manufacturer of steam and hot-water boilers.

				Jun-22				Control Modules				$1000		One Rock Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity firm, is to acquire Therm O Disc Inc the United States based manufacturer of temperature sensors and controls for the HVAC, appliance, automotive, and electronics industries.

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Altamont Capital Management LLC, the United States based private equity firm has acquired Service Minds Inc, the local owner and operator of multiple franchisees including Mister Sparky, One Hour Heating & AC and Benjamin Franklin Plumbing systems providing electrical, plumbing and HVAC services. 

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services has acquired Almcoe Refrigeration Company, the local service agency specializing in refrigeration for commercial, retail, and industrial cold storage operations.

				May-22				Distribution				-		Industrial Opportunity Partners, a US based private equity firm, has acquired N.B. Handy Company, Inc. a distributor of metals, HVAC, commercial roofing, and machinery products.

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Wrench Group LLC, the United States based provider of home maintenance and repair services specializing in heating, ventilation and air conditioning, plumbing and electrical services has acquired NexGen HVAC & Plumbing LLC, the local provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services.

				May-22				Control Modules				-		Lorraine Capital, the US based private equity firm has acquired ICM Controls, the US based family-owned electronic controls manufacturer for the HVAC industry. 

				May-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$35		Daikin Industries, a Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired CCOM Group, Inc., a distributor of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning equipment (HVAC) in the United States.

				Apr-22				Contracting Services				-		Emergent Cold Latin America, the Brazil based temperature-controlled warehousing and logistics provider has acquired Frigometro SAS, the Colombia based provider of cold storage solutions.

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor. 

				Apr-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		NB Renaissance Partners, the US-based private equity, has agreed to acquire Arbo Spa the Italy based distributor of spare parts, components and accessories for heating, air conditioning and domestic boilers, in a management buyout transaction. 

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Munch's Supply LLC, the US based distributor of HVACR equipment, has acquired System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co., a HVAC wholesale distributor.

				Apr-22				Contracting Services				-		Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Wardlaw Heating & Cooling, the local an air conditioning solutions provider.

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based distributor of HVACR equipment has acquired, Mackay Air Supplies, the Australia based company that engages in the distribution of HVAC&R.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Concentric Equity Partners LP, the private equity firm has acquired Conditioned Air Solutions, the United States based owned and operated Commercial and Residential HVAC company. 

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Catterton Management Co LLC, the private equity firm has acquired LTP Home Services Group, the United States based residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Frontier Service Partners, the United States based residential services company has acquired AB May Co, the local residential services company offering HVAC, plumbing and electrical services.

				Mar-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		A group of investors led by Tikehau Capital, is to acquire LMB, the local designer and manufacturer of high performance fans and AC/DC Brushless motors for the aerospace and defense markets.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		McNally Capital LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm also providing advisory services has invested in Smith & Oby Co, the local HVAC and plumbing mechanical contractor. 

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Comfort Group, the local provider of residential heating, cooling, and indoor air quality services.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Rush Street Ventures, the United States based US-based private equity firm has acquired a controlling stake in Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning, the local US-based heating, air conditioning, electrical, home renovation and handyman services provider.

				Feb-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Zehnder Group AG, the Switzerland based manufacturer of furnaces, measuring instruments, battery charges, sheet metal housing and welding machines through its subsidiaries has agreed to acquire Airia Brands Inc, the Canada based company engaged in development, manufacturing and distribution of heat recovery ventilation systems. 

				Feb-22				Distribution				-		Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Benoist Brothers Supply Co., the local us-based family owned HVAC firm. 

				Feb-22				Contracting Services				-		SEI Group Inc, the United States based provider of installation services of products including insulation, garage doors, and house wrap for single-family and multi-family residential buildings has acquired Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces LLC and Cool Insulation Co, the local providers of insulation solutions.

				Feb-22				Contracting Services				-		The Kelvin Group, the United States-based provider of industrial and commercial mission-critical mechanical services, process safety management, and environmental compliance has acquired Refrigeration Design & Service Inc, the local the company provides a full line of services to meet the needs of the industrial refrigeration marketplace.

				Jan-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$354		Compagnie Benelux Participations, the investment firm which engages in private equity buy-outs and growth capital investments has acquired a majority stake in Groupe Climater SAS, the local air-conditioning equipment manufacturer and installer.

				Jan-22				Contracting Services				-		A&M Capital Partners LP, the United States based private equity fund of Alvarez & Marsal Capital, LLC has acquired a majority stake in Arcticom Group LLC, the local provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry.

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products, has acquired acquire Plumbers Supply Co, the United States based owned wholesale distributor of pipe valves & fittings, pumps/hydronics, electric and hand tools. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Chroma ATE Inc, the Taiwan (China) based manufacturer of testing equipment and solutions for electronics in various industries has acquired Environmental Stress Systems Inc, the United States based supplier of thermal platforms, space simulation thermal chambers, cascade condensers, and liquid recirculating chillers.

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired ThermalNetics Inc, a United States based supplier of heating and cooling equipment. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired a majority stake in TriState HVAC Equipment LLP, the United States based representative and integrator of commercial HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) mechanical systems and related equipment. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts, has acquired Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products.
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				Announced Date		Completed Date		Target Company		Bidder Company		Deal Value USD(m)		Deal Description

				1/6/23		Pending		G.A. Larson co		Hajoca Corporation

				1/2/23		Pending		Williams Distributing		Daikin Industries Limited				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired Williams Distributing Co, the United States based distributor of heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment and residential building products. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/28/22		Pending		Resolute Industrial, LLC (100% Stake)		Aggreko PLC		$   440.0		Aggreko Ltd, the United Kingdom based provider of specialist power and temperature control rental services in two main product areas, mobile electricity generators, and temperature control equipment is to acquire Resolute Industrial LLC, the United States based provider of water- and air-cooled chiller rental services from AE Industrial Partners LP, the private equity firm focused on investing in the aerospace, power generation, and specialty industrial markets. The consideration was $440m. The transaction provides an exit strategy for AE Industrial Partners LP.

				12/16/22		12/16/22		SEAT Ventilation SA (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Capital Export SAS				Capital Export SAS, the France based private equity investment fund. has acquired SEAT Ventilation SA, the local france-based designer and manufacturer of industrial fans from Ciclad SAS, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Ciclad SAS.

				12/15/22		Pending		Heritage Distribution Holdings (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Beijer Ref AB		$   1,275.0		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning and heating equipment is to acquire 98% of https://heritagedistribution.com/, the United States based distribution company for Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning and Refrigeration from Gryphon Investors Inc private equity firm. The consideration was $1.275bn. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Gryphon Investors Inc. The transaction is conditional upon regulatory approvals and customary closing conditions and is expected to close early in Q1 2023.

				12/13/22		12/13/22		Stan Gelber & Sons (100% Stake)		Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC				Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning systems has acquired Stan Gelber & Sons Inc, the local HVAC Contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/2/22		12/2/22		Airefco (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Airefco, the United States based distributor of HVAC equipment, parts and supplies. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/2/22		12/2/22		Venstar, Inc. (100% Stake)		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin North America LLC				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, through its subsidiary Daikin North America LLC, the United States based air-conditioning equipment manufacturer, has acquired Venstar Inc, the United States based thermostat and energy management system manufacturer. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/18/22		11/18/22		Hygromedia LLC (100% Stake); Rotor Source Inc (100% Stake)		Munters Group AB				Munters Group AB, the Sweden based producer and marketer of air ventilation and dehumidification units and systems has acquired Hygromedia LLC, the United States based manufacturer of desiccant dehumidification media from Air Holdings AB, the local company manufacturing desiccant rotors. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/10/22		11/10/22		BellSimons  (100% Stake)		Munch's Supply LLC; Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts has acquired through its subsidiary Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products Bell Simons Co, the local distributor of heating, air conditioning, plumbing and refrigeration equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc is backed by GenStar Capital LLC.

				11/9/22		Pending		Howden Group Limited (100% Stake)		Chart Industries, Inc.		$   4,400.0		KPS Capital Partners LP, a private equity firm, is reportedly looking to sell Howden Group Ltd, the United KIngdon based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment including industrial fans, heaters, compressors and steam turbines. The terms of the deal are undisclosed, but KPS may seek valuation of $3.5bn for Howden as per Bloomberg. The transaction provides an exit strategy for KPS Capital Partners LP. 9 Nov 22 - Chart Industries Inc, the United States based manufacturer of equipment used in the production, storage and end-use of hydrocarbon and industrial gases is to acquire Howden Group Ltd, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment including industrial fans, heaters, compressors and steam turbines from KPS Capital Partners LP, the United Kingdom based private equity firm. The consideration was $4.4bn, which consist of $3.3bn paid in cash, $1.1bn paid in convertible preferred. The transaction provides an exit strategy for KPS Capital Partners LP. The transaction is subject to certain regulatory approvals and the satisfaction of other customary closing conditions and is expected to close in the first half of 2023.

				11/7/22		11/7/22		Fortress Group Inc (100% Stake)		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Fortress Group Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipments. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/4/22		11/4/22		Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning (100% Stake)		Astara Capital Partners				Astara Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm has acquired Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning, the US based provider of air conditioning, heating, and appliance services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/2/22		11/2/22		M.E. Flow (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired M.E. Flow, a provider of heating, air conditioning and plumbing maintenance, repair, and replacement services throughout northern Virginia and parts of West Virginia. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/27/22		Pending		Airmax Group (100% Stake); Everest Blowers Pvt Ltd (100% Stake); Everest Blower Systems Pvt Ltd (100% Stake)		Ingersoll Rand Inc.		$   86.0		Ingersoll Rand Inc, the United States based provider of flow control and compression equipment and associated aftermarket parts, consumables and services has acquired Everest Blowers Pvt Ltd, Everest Blower System Pvt Ltd, the India based manufacturers of blowers and vacuum systems and Airmax Group, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners. The combined all-cash upfront purchase price of approximately $86m with additional potential consideration based on achievement of Everest financial targets. The transactions are expected to close in the fourth quarter of 2022.

				10/27/22		10/27/22		Eberle Controls GmbH (100% Stake)		Borromin Capital Management GmbH; Existing Management		$   45.1		The Management of Eberle Controls GmbH, the local manufacturer and distributor of heating and air-conditioning controls. has acquired the company along with Borromin Capital Management GmbH, from Schneider Electric GmbH, the local company engaged in providing energy management and automation solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/24/22		10/24/22		Kendal Air Heating and Cooling Inc (100% Stake)		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services, the United States based provider of HVAC repair and installation services has acquired Kendal Air Heating & Cooling Inc, the US-based leading provider of HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/12/22		10/12/22		Morgana SAS (100% Stake); Samifi France (100% Stake)		Cold Chain Capital, LLC				Cold Chain Capital LLC, the private equity firm engaged in investing for HVACR: Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration companies has acquired Morgana SAS, the France based manufacturer of made-to-measure finned heat exchangers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/12/22		10/12/22		Coastal Supply Co (100% Stake)		Heritage Distribution Holdings				Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based heritage Distribution Holdings is a part of Gryphon has acquired Coastal Supply Co Inc, the local hVAC/R distributor servicing. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/6/22		1/3/23		SPX FLOW Inc (Air Treatment Business) (100% Stake)		Ingersoll Rand Inc.		$   525.0		Ingersoll Rand Inc, the United States based provider of flow control and compression equipment and associated aftermarket parts, consumables and services is to acquire the local air Treatment Business from SPX FLOW Inc, the local industrial equipment manufacturer that is engaged in providing and suppling engineered flow components, process equipment and turn-key systems. The consideration was $525m. The all-cash transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter upon obtaining required regulatory approvals. 3 Jan 23 - The transaction has been completed.

				10/4/22		10/4/22		Easyairconditioning Limited		Beijer Ref AB

				10/1/22		10/1/22		Acree Plumbing Air & Electric (100% Stake)		LTP Home Services Group		$   50.0		LTP Home Services Group, the United States based uS-based leading residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions has acquired Acree Plumbing Air & Electric, the local hVAC services and Air conditioning contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/28/22		12/2/22		Durex International Corp (100% Stake)		Spirax-Sarco Engineering Plc		$   342.2		Spirax-Sarco Engineering plc, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of a range of products for the efficient management of steam and other industrial fluids is to acquire Durex International Corp, the United States based company specializing in designing and manufacturing custom thermal solutions. The consideration was $342.2m. The transaction is expected to close in October 2022, following regulatory approval.

				9/27/22		9/27/22		Allied Service Group  (100% Stake)		Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc				Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc, the United States based provider of installation, preventative maintenance, and repair for foodservice facilities has acquired Allied Service Group, the local mechanical and electrical contractor, specializing in the mechanical services of air conditioning, heating, ventilation, refrigeration and electrical system. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/19/22		11/1/22		Australian airconditioning distributors		Beijer Ref AB		$   44.4

				9/19/22		9/19/22		MTL COOL (100% Stake)		Ronin Equity Partners, Inc				Ronin Equity Partners LLC, the private Equity Firm has acquired MTL Cool, the Canada based commercial refrigeration. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/1/22		9/1/22		Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc.		Dakota Supply Group, Inc.		-		Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. operates as a distributor of plumbing and HVAC products in Bismarck and Minot, North Dakota. The company was founded in 1949 and is based in Bismarck, North Dakota. As of September 1, 2022, Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Dakota Supply Group, Inc.

				8/31/22		8/31/22		Airmax Group (100% Stake)		Fix-It Group				Fix-It Group, the United States based provider of plumbing, heating, electrical and AC repairs and upgrades, services has acquired Airmax Group, the local provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Fix-It Group is backed by New Harbor Capital LLC, a United States, private equity firm.

				8/30/22		8/30/22		Controlled Temp Supply (100% Stake)		Ed's Supply Company				Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor has acquired Controlled Temp Supply, the local controlled Temp Supply providing HVAC/R equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in Oxford, MS. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/17/22		8/17/22		Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc (100% Stake)		NSi Industries, LLC				NSi Industries LLC, the United States based manufacturer of electrical lugs has acquired Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc, the local uS-based manufacturer and distributor of components and tools designed heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration and appliance parts. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/15/22		8/15/22		Rensa Filtration (100% Stake)		Audax Group, Inc.		$   227.0		Audax Group LP, the United States based private equity firm, has acquired Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the local manufacturer of high quality air filters, from Duchossois Capital Management LLC, the local investment firm, and Edgewater Services LLC, the local Private equity firm specializing in lower middle market growth capital investments. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/5/22		8/24/22		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc. (100% Stake)		OMERS Private Equity Inc				5 Aug 22 - OMERS Private Equity Inc, the Canada based private equity firm is to acquire Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning installation and repair service from Huron Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity investment firm, specializing in facilitating management buyouts, recapitalizations, corporate spinoffs, and buy-and-build strategies. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Huron Capital Partners LLC. 24 Aug 22 - The transaction was completed.

				8/4/22		8/4/22		Hurlburt Heating, AC, & Plumbing (100% Stake)		Heartland Home Services, Inc.				Heartland Home Services Inc, the United States based provider of heating and air-conditioning contracting services has acquired Hurlburt Heating AC & Plumbing, the local company operating in Refrigeration equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/2/22		8/2/22		Atelier Construction Frigorifique (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Capital Export SAS; Rives Growth				Capital Export SAS, the private equity investment fund and Rives Croissance SAS, the venture capital firm, along with the management of ACFRI International SAS, the France based manufacturer of refrigeration equipment for the catering business, have acquired the company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/29/22		7/29/22		RoboVent, Inc. (100% Stake)		Nederman		$   42.2		Nederman Holding AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of work environment equipment, including extraction systems, vacuum cleaning and workplace acoustics has acquired RoboVent Products Group Inc, the United States based provider of industrial ventilation and filtration solutions from Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the United States based manufacturer of high quality air filters. The consideration was SEK 430m ($42.24m).

				7/28/22		7/28/22		Blue Frontier, Inc		2150 UK Limited; VoLo Earth Ventures; Breakthrough Inc; Modern Niagara Group Inc		$   20.0		Breakthrough Inc, the United States based manufactures educational computer software has acquired an undisclosed stake in Blue Frontier Inc, the local uS-based developer of efficient air conditioning for commercial buildings. The consideration was $20m.

				7/27/22		7/27/22		R Brooks Mechanical Heating and Air Conditioning Inc (100% Stake)		Flow Service Partners		$   22.5		RLJ Equity partners backed portfolio company, Flow Service Partners, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration and plumbing services has acquired R Brooks Mechanical Heating & Air Conditioning Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation and air conditioning services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/19/22		7/19/22		Sexson Mechanical Company		Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC				Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC, the United States based midwestern-focused platform of Craft Work Capital Partners LLC has acquired a controlling stake in Sexson Mechanical Corp, the local company that provides a full suite of mechanical and electrical contracting services, including that for heating, ventilation, air conditioning, refrigeration, electrical, and plumbing systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC is backed by Craft Work Capital Partners LLC.

				7/18/22		7/18/22		Rycor HVAC (100% Stake)		HOP Energy LLC				HOP Energy LLC, the United States based full service energy company has acquired Rycor HVAC, the local full-service reseller of Mitsubishi mini-split heat pump systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/14/22		7/14/22		Certified Refrigerant Services Inc (100% Stake)		A-Gas Americas				A-Gas US Inc, the United States based provider of the supply and life cycle management of specialty chemicals such as refrigerants, hydrocarbon blowing agents has acquired Certified Refrigerant Services Inc, the local refrigerant management and logistics company servicing all segments of the refrigerant and HVAC industry. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/12/22		7/12/22		Comfort Control Systems, Inc.		Aquarius Water Conditioning, Inc.		-		Comfort Control Systems, Inc. distributes, sells, and installs heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment. The company was incorporated in 2022 and is based in De Pere, Wisconsin. As of July 12, 2022, Comfort Control Systems operates as a subsidiary of Aquarius Water Conditioning, Inc.

				7/8/22		7/8/22		CM3 Building Solutions Inc		Daikin Industries, Ltd.				Daikin Industries Ltd, a listed Japan-based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired a majority stake in CM3 Building Solutions Inc, the United States based provider of building services including automation and technology, energy services, security and fire protection, and HVAC support. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/6/22		7/6/22		Magic Electric, Plumbing, Heating & Air (100% Stake); Perfect Plumbing, Heating & Air (100% Stake); Strongbuilt LLC (100% Stake)		Any Hour Services				Any Hour Electric Inc, the United States based provider of HVAC services has acquired Magic Electric Plumbing Heating & Air, the local provider of Plumbing, Heating & Air services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/4/22		7/4/22		Elmac Technologies Limited (100% Stake)		Protectoseal Co				Protectoseal Co, the United States based manufacturer of a wide variety of tank vents and fittings. has acquired Elmac Technologies Limited, the United Kingdom based uK-based maker of flame arresters and low pressure venting equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/29/22		6/29/22		Pro Plumbing Services  (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired Pro Plumbing Services LLC, the local provider of plumbing, electrical, heating, and air conditioning services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Southern HVAC Corp is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				6/23/22		6/23/22		Dallas Plumbing Co (100% Stake)		Air pros				Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") and home services company has acquired Dallas Plumbing Co, the local provider of HVAC and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/14/22		6/14/22		Aaron & Co Inc (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Aaron & Company Inc, the United States based distributor of plumbing supply, HVAC and sheet metal wholesale. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/7/22		6/7/22		Tomco Mechanical Corp (100% Stake)		The Arcticom Group, LLC				Arcticom Group LLC, the United States based provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry has acquired Tomco Mechanical Corp, the local provider of refrigeration and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/2/22		6/2/22		OyBoy Heating and Cooling (100% Stake); Captain Electric (100% Stake); Absolute Air (100% Stake)		American Residential Services LLC				GI Partners LLC backed portfolio company, American Residential Services LLC, the United States based provides maintenance services for heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems. Also services plumbing, electrical and other systems in homes and small commercial buildings and provides installation services has acquired. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/2/22		6/2/22		Thermogenics Inc. (100% Stake)		Audax Private Equity Group				Audax Management Co LLC, the United States based private equity firm. has acquired Thermogenics Inc, a Canada based manufacturer of steam and hot-water boilers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/31/22		5/31/22		Service Minds Inc (100% Stake)		Altamont Capital Partners, Inc				Altamont Capital Management LLC, the United States based private equity firm has acquired Service Minds Inc, the local owner and operator of multiple franchisees including Mister Sparky, One Hour Heating & AC and Benjamin Franklin Plumbing systems providing electrical, plumbing and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/20/22		7/1/22		Icetro Co Ltd (100% Stake)		The Middleby Corporation		$   51.9		20 May 22 - Middleby Corp, the United States based developer, manufacturer and marketer of a broad line of equipment used for commercial food preparation as well as residential kitchen equipment is to acquire Icetro Co Ltd, the South Korea based industrial refrigeration and refrigeration equipment manufacturer. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 1 Jul 22 - The transaction has completed.

				5/19/22		1/4/23		Homeserve plc		Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P.		$   6,079.3

				5/17/22		5/17/22		Almcoe Refrigeration Company (100% Stake)		Smart Care Equipment Solutions ; Zone Climate Services Inc				Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services has acquired through its subsidiary EEC Acquisition LLC, the local provider of commercial kitchen repair, maintenance services, and parts for commercial cooking, refrigeration, ware washing, and other foodservice equipment Almcoe Refrigeration Company, the local service agency specializing in refrigeration for commercial, retail, and industrial cold storage operations. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Zone Climate Services Inc is a portfolio company of Wind Point Partners.

				5/17/22		5/17/22		N.B. Handy Company, Inc.		Industrial Opportunity Partners, LLC		-		N.B. Handy Company, Inc. distributes metals, HVAC, commercial roofing, and machinery products in Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia. The company was founded in 1891 and is based in Lynchburg, Virginia with locations in Rosedale and Hanover, Maryland; Springfield, Norfolk, Richmond, and Roanoke, Virginia; Charlotte, Greensboro, and Raleigh, North Carolina; Greenville and Columbia, South Carolina; and Atlanta, Georgia.

				5/5/22		5/5/22		NexGen Air Conditioning & Plumbing, LLC (100% Stake)		Wrench Group Inc.				Leonard Green & Partners LP backed portfolio company, Wrench Group LLC, the United States based provider of home maintenance and repair services specializing in heating, ventilation and air conditioning, plumbing and electrical services has acquired NexGen HVAC & Plumbing LLC, the local provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/3/22		5/3/22		Cisco Air Systems		DXP Enterprises		$   52.0		DXP Enterprises [NASDAQ:DXPE], a Houston, Texas-based industrial supplies distributor, acquired Cisco Air Systems, Inc., a Sacramento, California-based distributor of air compressors and related products and services. Financial terms were not disclosed.

				5/3/22		5/3/22		ICM Controls (100% Stake)		Lorraine Capital LLC				Lorraine Capital, the Private equity firm has acquired ICM Controls, the US based family-owned electronic controls manufacturer for the HVAC industry. The terms of the deal are undisclosed.

				4/26/22		4/26/22		Frigometro SAS (100% Stake)		Emergent Cold LatAm Management LLC				Emergent Cold Latin America, the Brazil based temperature-controlled warehousing and logistics provider has acquired Frigometro SAS, the Colombia based provider of cold storage solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				4/25/22		4/25/22		Ed's Supply Company (100% Stake)		Wittichen Supply Company				Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Gryphon Investors Inc is a portfolio company of Wittichen Supply Co.

				4/13/22		4/13/22		Arbo S.p.A (100% Stake)		Existing Management; NB Renaissance Partners				28 Jan 22 - Ersel Finanziaria SpA, the Italy based investment company is reportedly seeking buyers for Arbo SpA, the Italy based distributor of spare parts, components and accessories for heating, air conditioning and domestic boilers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 13 Apr 22 - NB Renaissance Partners, the US-based private equity, has agreed to acquire Arbo Spa, in a management buyout transaction. Terms were not disclosed.

				4/13/22		4/13/22		System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co.		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co. represents the combined operations of System Aire Supply Co., Inc. and Control-Aire Supply Co. in their sale to Munch's Supply LLC. As of April 13, 2022, System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co. was acquired by Munch's Supply LLC. System Aire Supply Co., Inc. operates as a HVAC wholesale distributor. Control-Aire Supply Co. distributes HVAC systems. The companies are based in the United States.

				4/1/22		4/1/22		Wardlaw Heating and Cooling (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Wardlaw Heating & Cooling, the local an air conditioning solutions provider. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				4/1/22		4/1/22		Mackay Air Supplies		Beijer Ref AB (publ) (OM:BEIJ B)		-		Mackay Air Supplies engages in the distribution of HVAC&R. The company is based in West Mackay, Australia. As of April 1, 2022, Mackay Air Supplies operates as a subsidiary of Beijer Ref AB (publ).

				3/24/22		3/24/22		Conditioned Air Solutions (100% Stake)		Concentric Equity Partners, L.P.				Concentric Equity Partners LP, the private equity firm has acquired Conditioned Air Solutions, the United States based owned and operated Commercial and Residential HVAC company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				3/22/22		3/22/22		LTP Home Services Group (100% Stake)		L Catterton Management Limited				Catterton Management Co LLC, the private equity firm has acquired LTP Home Services Group, the United States based residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions from Thompson Street Capital Partners, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Thompson Street Capital Partners.

				3/18/22		5/2/22		CCOM Group, Inc.		Daikin Comfort Technologies North America, Inc.		$   34.8		CCOM Group, Inc., through its subsidiaries, distributes heating, ventilating, and air conditioning equipment (HVAC) in the United States. It also distributes whole-house generators; climate control systems; plumbing and electrical fixtures and supplies; and parts and accessories. In addition, the company provides control system design, custom control panel fabrication, technical field support, in-house training, and climate control consultation services for engineers and installers; and designs direct digital control systems, as well as systems that control multi-location facilities through the Internet. It markets its products to HVAC, plumbing, and electrical contractors; building contractors; and other users primarily in New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts, and portions of eastern Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Vermont. The company was formerly known as Colonial Commercial Corp. and changed its name to CCOM Group, Inc. in July 2012. CCOM Group, Inc. was founded in 1964 and is based in Hawthorne, New Jersey. As of May 2, 2022, CCOM Group, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Daikin Comfort Technologies North America, Inc.  

				3/11/22		3/11/22		A.B. May (100% Stake)		Frontier Service Partners				Frontier Service Partners, the United States based residential services company has acquired AB May Co, the local residential services company offering HVAC, plumbing and electrical services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Frontier Service Partners is a portfolio company of Imperial Capital Group Ltd.

				3/8/22		3/8/22		The Smith & Oby Company		McNally Capital, LLC				Mcnally Capital LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm also providing advisory services has invested in Smith & Oby Co, the local hVAC and plumbing mechanical contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				3/7/22		3/7/22		The Comfort Group (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Comfort Group, the local provider of residential heating, cooling, and indoor air quality services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				3/3/22		6/1/22		Therm-O-Disc Inc (100% Stake)		One Rock Capital Partners, LLC		$   1,000.0		26 Oct 21 - Emerson Electric Co, the United States based technology and engineering company providing innovative solutions for customers in industrial, commercial and residential markets is reportedly seeking buyers for Therm O Disc Inc, the United States based manufacturer of temperature sensors and controls for the HVAC, appliance, automotive, and electronics industries. The transaction could value Therm-O-Disc at about $1bn according to Bloomberg. 3 Mar 22 - One Rock Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity firm, is to acquire Therm O Disc Inc from Emerson Electric Co. The transaction is expected to close in the second calendar quarter of 2022 subject to regulatory approvals and other customary closing conditions 01 Jun 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				3/1/22		3/1/22		Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning		Rush Street Ventures				Rush Street Ventures, the United States based uS-based private equity firm has acquired a controlling stake in Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning, the local uS-based heating, air conditioning, electrical, home renovation and handyman services provider. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/25/22		6/25/22		Doug's Service Co (100% Stake)		Air pros				Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") and home services company has acquired Doug's Service Co, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, electrical, and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/18/22		2/22/22		Airia Brands Inc. (100% Stake)		Zehnder Group AG				18 Feb 22 - Zehnder Group AG, the Switzerland based manufactures furnaces, measuring instruments, battery charges, sheet metal housing and welding machines through its subsidiaries has agreed to acquire Airia Brands Inc, the Canada based company engaged in development, manufacturing and distribution of heat recovery ventilation systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The completion is expected to take place in the next few days after the closing conditions have been fulfilled. 22 Feb 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				2/15/22		2/15/22		Benoist Brothers Supply Co. (100% Stake)		Wittichen Supply Company				Gryphon Investors Inc backed portfolio company, Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Benoist Brothers Supply Co., the local uS-based family owned HVAC firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/2/22		2/2/22		Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces, LLC (100% Stake); Cool Insulation Company (100% Stake)		SEI Group LLC				SEI Group Inc, the United States based provider of installation services of products including insulation, garage doors, and housewrap for single-family and multi-family residential buildings has acquired Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces LLC and Cool Insulation Co, the local providers of insulation solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. SEI Group is a portfolio company of Quad-C Management Inc.

				2/1/22		2/1/22		Refrigeration Design & Service (100% Stake)		The Kelvin Group				The Kelvin Group, the United States-based provider of industrial and commercial mission-critical mechanical services, process safety management, and environmental compliance has acquired Refrigeration Design & Service Inc, the local the company provides a full line of services to meet the needs of the industrial refrigeration marketplace. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/24/22		1/24/22		The Arcticom Group, LLC		A&M Capital Partners, LP				A&M Capital Partners LP, the United States based private equity fund of Alvarez & Marsal Capital, LLC has acquired a majority stake in Arcticom Group LLC, the local provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry from Goense Capital Partners, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Goense Capital Partners.

				1/17/22		1/17/22		Environmental Stress Systems, Inc. (100% Stake)		Chroma Ate Inc.				Chroma ATE Inc, the Taiwan (China) based manufacturer of testing equipment and solutions for electronics in various industries has acquired Environmental Stress Systems Inc, the United States based supplier of thermal platforms, space simulation thermal chambers, cascade condensers, and liquid recirculating chillers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/14/22		6/29/22		ENVEA (18.33% Stake)		Carlyle Group Inc		$   61.9		Carlyle Group Inc, the United States based global asset management firm specializing in private equity is to acquire the remaining 18.33% of Envea SA, the France based gas, dust and water analysis instrumentation manufacturer. The consideration was €54.108m, based on 309,193 shares acquired at an offer price of €175 per share.



				1/12/22		1/12/22		ThermalNetics		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors has acquired through its subsidiary Daikin Applied Americas Inc, a United States based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment ThermalNetics Inc, a United States based supplier of heating and cooling equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/12/22		1/12/22		TriState HVAC Equipment LLP		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors through its subsidiary Daikin Applied Americas Inc, the United States based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment has acquired a majority stake in TriState HVAC Equipment LLP, the United States based representative and integrator of commercial HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) mechanical systems and related equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/11/22		1/11/22		Munch's Supply LLC (100% Stake)		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts, has acquired Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products, from Ridgemont Partners Management LLC, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Ridgemont Partners Management LLC. Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc is a portfolio company of GenStar Capital LLC.

				1/4/22		1/24/22		Plumbers Supply Co (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc; Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products, through its subsidiary Ferguson Enterprises LLC, the United States based national distributor of plumbing supplies and HVAC equipment, is to acquire Plumbers Supply Co, the United States based owned wholesale distributor of pipe valves & fittings, pumps/hydronics, electric and hand tools. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 24 Jan 22 - The transaction has closed.

				12/31/21		12/31/21		Braeburn Systems LLC  (63% Stake)		Computime Group Limited		$   10.1		Computime Group Ltd, the Hong Kong (China) based electronic controls and automation devices manufacturer has acquired 62.9998% of Braeburn, the United States based focusing on energy saving technologies and smart HVAC controls and systems. The consideration was $10.069m.

				12/29/21		12/30/21		Zhejiang Maer Fan Motor Co Ltd (51% Stake)		Undisclosed bidder		$   15.6		Undisclosed Acquiror, the China based undisclosed Acquiror is to acquire 51% of Zhejiang Maer Fan Motor Co Ltd, the local ventilator manufacturer from Zhejiang Yilida Ventilator Co Ltd, the local producer of fans, HVAC equipment and ventilation equipment. The consideration was 99.35m CNY.

				12/23/21		12/23/21		Total Line Refrigeration LLC (100% Stake)		Zone Climate Services Inc				Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired Total Line Refrigeration LLC, the local provider of commercial HVAC installation services. The terms of the deal are undisclosed.

				12/22/21				Specialty Products & Insulation Co.		Incline Management, L.P.		-		Specialty Products & Insulation Co. is a distributor and fabricator of mechanical insulation and complementary products for commercial and industrial applications. Its products include mechanical, industrial, commercial, building, metal building and HVAC insulation systems; OEM products; passive fire protection systems; and architectural acoustical panels. The company was founded in 1981 and is headquartered in Rye, New York.

				12/21/21				EvoAir International Limited		Unex Holdings Inc. (OTCPK:UNEX)		$   - 0		EvoAir International Limited engages in the sales of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products in Asia. The company was incorporated in 2021 and is based in Tortola, BVI. As of December 20, 2021, EvoAir International Limited operates as a subsidiary of Unex Holdings Inc.

				12/20/21				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc		Genstar Capital, LLC		-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc. distributes and sells appliance parts, cooling and heating equipment, property maintenance supplies, tools, and others products for homes in the United States. The company provides parts and accessories for refrigerators, washing machines, dryers, ranges, dishwashers, air conditioners, ice machines, disposers, HVAC parts and supplies, plumbing, apartment supplies, and others. It also offers various installation and accessory essentials, water filters, water filtration systems, ice makers, range hoods, and specialty cleaning products, as well as installation services. The company was founded in 1932 and is based in Saint Louis, Missouri with locations in California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Canada.

				12/13/21		12/13/21		Value Added HVAC Distributors, Inc. (100% Stake)		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Value Added HVAC Distributors Inc, the United States based HVAC contractors with residential and commercial heating and air-conditioning equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/6/21		3/9/22		LMB SAS (100% Stake)		IDIA Capital Investissement; Existing Management; Tikehau Capital Partners; Amundi Private Equity Funds; Grand Sud Ouest Capital SA; Credit Agricole Centre France				06 Dec 21 - A group of investors led by Tikehau Capital, is to acquire LMB, the local designer and manufacturer of high performance fans and AC/DC Brushless motors for the aerospace and defence markets, from MBO Partenaires SAS, Arkea Capital Investissement SA and RAISE Investissement SA, the private equity firms. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for MBO Partenaires SAS, Arkea Capital Investissement SA and RAISE Investissement SAS. 09 Mar 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				12/2/21		12/31/21		Buehr GmbH  (100% Stake)		Existing Management; HANNOVER Finanz GmbH; Lueck Invest GmbH				HANNOVER Finanz GmbH, the private equity firm, Lueck Invest GmbH, the Germany based investment company and management buyout group have signed and agreement to acquire Buehr GmbH, the local provider of construction, HVAC installation and engineering solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction is subject to approval by the antitrust authorities. 31 Dec 21 - The transaction has closed.

				12/2/21				Air Reps LLC		Daikin North America LLC		-		Air Reps LLC offers air movement and distribution, and chiller systems. It offers variable speed drives/refrigerant volume systems, direct fired industrial heaters, exhaust and supply fans/louvers, commercial HVAC systems, plate/specialty industrial heat exchangers, vertical and ceiling heating/air conditioning units, process cooling systems and accessories, cooling towers, fluid coolers, ice storage systems, electric resistance heating systems, absorption chillers, and modular ceiling-hung plenums. The company also offers unified heat recovery and pump condensing units, mini splits, data processing systems, commercial/industrial filtration systems, air handlers, DX refrigeration/non-chemical water treatment/tower sump sweeper and water filtration/pool ventilation heat recovery/piping connection systems, custom rooftop heating/AC units, water/evaporative-cooled condensing units, air/evaporative-cooled chillers, water source heat pumps, V-Cube self-contained floor- by-floor units, applied air/commercial fan/UV-C products, indirect/direct evaporative cooling units, air curtains, humidification/heat recovery air handling equipment, fan/VAV terminals, fire/smoke dampers, air flow monitoring/measurement systems, fan coil units, triple deck multi-zone units, air cooled condensers and columns, blower coils, line reactors, harmonic/EMI filters, energy/heat recovery ventilators, integrated air handling units, sound attenuation devices, vibration isolators, seismic restraint systems, and floating floors, as well as gas fired, steam, and electric make-up air and heating equipment. In addition, it provides replacement parts, such as cylinder bottles, air coil parts, and ABB drives, as well as support and services. It works with design/build firms, contractors, and building owners in Western Washington and Oregon, as well as parts of Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana. The company was founded in 1975 and is based in Bellevue, Washington with an additional office in Spokane, Washington. As of December 2, 2021, Air Reps LLC operates as a subsidiary of Daikin North America LLC.

				11/18/21		1/31/22		Groupe Climater SAS		Cobepa S.A.		$   354.0		Compagnie Benelux Participations SA-COBEPA, the investment firm which engages in private equity buy-outs and growth capital investments is to acquire a majority stake in Groupe Climater SAS, the local air-conditioning equipment manufacturer and installer from Sagard SAS, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Climater is estimated to be valued at around EUR 350m. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Sagard SAS. 31 Jan 2022: The transaction has been completed.

				11/18/21		12/13/21		BasX Solutions LLC (100% Stake)		AAON, Inc.		$   180.0		Aaon Inc, the United States based manufactures commercial rooftop air-conditioning, heating and heat recovery equipment is to acquire BasX Solutions LLC, the local manufacturer of products including HVAC solutions and OEM products. The consideration was $180m, which consists of $100m in cash and $80m in earnout payments. The acquisition is expected to close by year-end, subject to customary closing conditions and approvals. 13 Dec 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				11/18/21		11/18/21		Aeris Cleantec AG (100% Stake)		iRobot Corporation				iRobot Corp, the United States based robotics company providing cleaning robots for home use has acquired Aeris Cleantec AG, the Switzerland based provider of premium air purifiers from Sarona Ventures, the Israel based venture capital firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Sarona Ventures.

				11/18/21				Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC		User Friendly Home Services, LLC		-		Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC provides HVAC equipment installation services for commercial and residential customers. The company was founded in 1990 and is based in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma. As of November 18, 2021, Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC operates as a subsidiary of User Friendly Home Services.

				11/17/21		12/17/21		DiversiTech Corporation (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Partners Group Holding AG		$   2,200.0		27 October 2021: Permira Ltd, the private equity firm, is reportedly seeking buyers for DiversiTech Corp. The consideration is $1.5bn, according to Bloomberg. 18 November 2021: Partners Group Holding AG, the United States based private equity firm is to acquire DiversiTech Corp, the local provider of engineered aftermarket parts and components used in the repair, replacement and installation of residential HVACR systems from Permira Ltd, the United Kingdom based private equity firm. The consideration was $2.2bn. On Completion Partners Group and management will be the largest investors going forward, with the Permira funds maintaining an ownership stake. The transaction is expected to close in December 2021, subject to customary regulatory approvals and closing conditions. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Permira Ltd.

				11/15/21		12/16/21		Cincinnati Fan & Ventilator Company, Inc. (100% Stake)		SPX Corporation		$   145.0		15 Nov 21 - SPX Corp, the listed United States based manufactures technical products and systems has signed an agreement to acquire Cincinnati Fan & Ventilator Co Inc, the local leader in the manufacture of cast aluminum and fabricated steel industrial fans, blowers, and exhausters from Dominus Capital LP, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction is expected to close by year end 2021 and is subject to regulatory approval and customary closing conditions. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Dominus Capital LP. 16 Dec 21 - The transaction has been completed and consideration was $145m.

				11/15/21		11/15/21		Superior Boiler Works & Welding Ltd (100% Stake)		Wavecom Capital Inc				Wavecom Capital Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Superior Boiler Works & Welding Ltd, the Canada-based provider of general, mechanical, HVAC/R and electrical contractors. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/8/21		11/8/21		Commercial Kitchens, Inc. (100% Stake)		Tech-24				Foodservice Technologies Inc, the United States based commercial equipment service and repair company has acquired Commercial Kitchens Inc, the United Kingdom based provider of commercial food equipment and refrigeration repair services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Foodservice Technologies Inc is a portfolio company of HCI Equity Partners.

				11/3/21		11/3/21		Clay’s Climate Control, LLC (100% Stake)		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings LLC, the United States based provider of HVAC solutions has acquired Clay's Climate Control LLC, the local provider of HVAC maintenance and installation services. The terms of the deal were not disclosed.

				10/28/21		10/28/21		Done Service Group (100% Stake)		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated				Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services has acquired Done Service Group Inc, the local provider of plumbing, heating, air-conditioning. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Radiant Plumbing Service Inc is a portfolio company of Riverside Co.

				10/28/21		10/28/21		Done Plumbing & Heating Inc (100% Stake)		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated				Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services has acquired Done Plumbing & Heating Inc, the local provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/25/21		11/19/21		EZ-FLO International, Inc.  (100% Stake)		Reliance Worldwide Corporation Limited		$   325.0		25 Oct 21 - Reliance Worldwide Corp Ltd, the Australia based manufacturer of water control valves, plumbing and pipe fittings and related products is to acquire EZ-FLO International Inc, the United States based manufacturer & distributor of plumbing, HVAC, electrical & hardware items. The consideration is $325m. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions & expected to complete in November 2021. 19 Nov 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				10/22/21		10/22/21		Columbus Industries Inc (100% Stake)		Madison Industries; Filtration Group Corporation				Madison Industries Holdings LLC, the United States based conglomerate involved in industrial and mechanical businesses through its subsidiary Filtration Group Corp, has acquired Columbus Industries Inc, the local original equipment manufacturer (OEM) of Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/21/21		10/21/21		Morris-Jenkins (100% Stake)		Wrench Group Inc.				Wrench Group LLC, the United States-based provider of home maintenance and repair services has acquired Morris Jenkins Inc, the United States-based provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/19/21		10/19/21		GIANT Factories Inc. (100% Stake)		A. O. Smith Corporation		$   192.0		AO Smith Corp, the listed United States based manufacturer of electrical motors and water heating equipment, has acquired GIANT Factories Inc, the Canada based manufacturer of water heaters. The consideration for the transaction is $192m.

				10/18/21		10/18/21		furnaceguys Home Heating & Cooling (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Furnaceguys Home Heating And Cooling Inc, the local provider of home heating and cooling solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/8/21				Shearer Supply, Inc.		PNC RiverArch Capital		-		Shearer Supply, Inc. distributes and supplies heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment. The company sells products, such as commercial HVAC, motors, compressor, compressor parts, refrigeration accessories, air handlers, HP condensers, AC condensers, gas furnaces, coils, HVAC split system, HVAC system components, and residential HVAC equipment accessories. Shearer Supply, Inc. was founded in 1983 and is based in Farmers Branch, Texas with additional locations across USA.

				10/7/21		10/7/21		Advanced Climate Solutions LLC (100% Stake)		Orion Group				Orion Group, the United States based investment company has acquired Advanced Climate Solutions LLC, the United States based commercial HVACR services company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/5/21		10/5/21		Hart & Cooley, LLC (100% Stake)		DuraVent				Duravent Inc, the United States based manufacturer of residential and commercial venting products and accessories, has acquired Hart & Cooley LLC, the local company manufactures grilles, registers and diffusers used in residential and light commercial applications from HIG Capital LLC, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for HIG Capital LLC. Duravent Inc is a portfolio company of Egeria BV.

				10/4/21		10/4/21		Southern HVAC Corporation (100% Stake)		Gryphon Investors Inc; Existing Management				Gryphon Investors Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Southern Air & Heat Inc, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, and ventilation installation, repair, and maintenance services from MSouth Equity Partners LLC, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for MSouth Equity Partners LLC

				9/30/21		9/30/21		HealthWay Home Products, Inc.		AE Industrial Partners LP				AE Industrial Partners LP has acquired HealthWay Home Products, Inc., the US-based provider of air purification technology solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				9/29/21		9/29/21		Greystone Energy Systems Inc (100% Stake)		Investment AB Latour; Bemsiq AB				Investment AB Latour, the Sweden based investment company, through its subsidiary Bemsiq AB, the local building automation, metering and energy efficiency services provider, has acquired Greystone Energy Systems Inc, the Canada based designer and manufacturer of HVAC sensors and transmitters for the building automation industry. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/29/21		9/29/21		Protect Plus Air, LLC		Freudenberg Filtration Technologies SE & Co. KG				PE-firm HKW has sold Protect Plus Air, a Hickory, North Carolina-based manufacturer of home environment air quality filters, to Freudenberg Filtration Technologies, a Germany-based company engaged in the development and production of air and liquid filtration solutions.

Press release:

HKW, a middle-market private equity firm focused on growth-oriented companies, announces the sale of PPA Holding, Inc. ("Protect Plus Air") to Freudenberg Filtration Technologies. Protect Plus Air, headquartered in Hickory, NC, is a leading manufacturer of home environment air quality filters.

HKW partnered with Protect Plus Air in September 2017. During the investment period, HKW helped Protect Plus Air strengthen foundational operating processes, including capital investments in automation and enhanced manufacturing efficiencies.

"I appreciate HKW’s collaborative approach," said Greg Schorr, CEO at Protect Plus Air. "Their commitment to growth, and strategic vision facilitated our ability to grow the company over our partnership."

"Protect Plus Air has a great product line and is a perfect example of a company where HKW could provide operating expertise to support management on improving efficiencies," said James Snyder, Partner at HKW. "Greg and the entire management team did a fantastic job during our ownership. We appreciate their hard work and dedication, especially over this last year with the multitude of pandemic challenges."

Chris Eline, Principal at HKW, added, "Over the past several years, consumers have been increasingly focused on air quality. Protect Plus was well positioned to support this Health & Wellness trend and management did a great job capitalizing on the market opportunities.”

				9/17/21		9/1/21		Elite Heating & Air Inc		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, a portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC has acquired Elite Heating & Air Inc, the US-based provider of heating, cooling, and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

Source Links:

Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC press release, 17 September 2021 [https://strikepointgroupholdings.com/strikepoint-group-holdings-acquires-elite-heating-and-air/]

Generational Group press release, 01 October 2021 [https://www.genequityco.com/press-releases/elite-heating-air-in-sale-to-strikepoint-group-holdings]

				9/13/21		10/15/21		Farrar Scientific Corp (100% Stake)		Trane Technologies plc		$   365.0		Trane Technologies plc, the United States based diversified, global company engaged in the design, manufacture, sale and service of industrial and commercial products such as air conditioning systems, climate control equipment and other industrial machinery. Operates in four business segments: Climate Solutions, Residential Solutions, Industrial Technologies and Security Technologies is to acquire Farrar Scientific Corp, the local manufacturer of ultra-low temperature cascade refrigeration engineering, consultative solutions and OEM products for pharmaceutical, life science, biotechnology and biorepository applications. The consideration is $365m, which consists of $250m to be paid in cash & $115m to be paid in earnout. The transaction is subject to regulatory approvals, customary closing conditions & is expected to complete in the fourth quarter of 2021. 15 Oct 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				9/8/21		10/18/21		Distribution International, Inc.		TopBuild Corp.		$   1,000.0		TopBuild Corp [NYSE:BLD], a Daytona Beach, Florida-based installer and distributor of insulation and building material products, has signed an agreement to acquire Distribution International (DI), a Houston, Texas-based mechanical-insulation distributor backed by Advent International.

The all-cash transaction is valued at USD 1bn.

Founded in 1986, DI posted pro-forma revenue of around USD 747m for the 12 months ended 30 June 2021.

J.P. Morgan Securities acted as advisor to TopBuild, while Jones Day was its lawyer. RBC Capital Markets was the advisor and Weil, Gotshal & Manges the lawyer to Advent and DI.

TopBuild has a market cap of USD 7.14bn.

Press release:

Distribution International is the leading North American specialty distributor and custom fabricator of mechanical insulation and related accessories to the industrial and commercial end-markets

 * Provides significant entry into ~$5 billion mechanical insulation market
 * Expands footprint and increases penetration within key markets, including recurring MRO business
 * Adds industry leading fabrication capabilities
 * Strategically positions TopBuild as the leading supplier of energy saving insulation products in three critical and growing end-markets
 * Enhances robust M&A pipeline with new roll-up opportunities in fragmented industrial and commercial end-markets
 * Expected to be accretive to GAAP EPS in the first full year after close
 * Anticipate $35M to $40M of run-rate cost synergies

TopBuild Corp. (NYSE:BLD) has entered into an agreement to acquire Distribution International (“DI”) from global private equity firm Advent International in an all-cash transaction valued at $1.0 billion. TopBuild expects to finance the acquisition using a combination of debt financing and cash on hand and to close the transaction in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Robert Buck, President and Chief Executive Officer of TopBuild, stated, “The acquisition of Distribution International is highly strategic for TopBuild. It aligns with our strategy of seeking well managed companies with experienced, talented teams with expertise in our core business of insulation and adjacent products. DI provides us with a direct entry and immediate leadership position in the $5 billion mechanical insulation market which is a highly attractive and complementary new growth platform for TopBuild. In addition, DI’s Maintenance, Repair and Operations (“MRO”) business provides a strong recurring revenue stream, and its fabrication capabilities offer additional value-add services for customers. From a talent perspective, Steve Margolius and the DI leadership team have a rich blend of industry experience and large-scale specialty distribution expertise, and we are excited they will be joining the TopBuild team.

“Following the closing of this transaction, TopBuild will be the leader of energy saving insulation solutions in all three major end-markets: residential, commercial, and industrial. Increasingly stricter energy codes, and the desire for energy efficient solutions and reductions in carbon footprint are driving demand, and we expect they will continue to be important growth drivers for our Company.”

Founded in 1986, DI is the leading specialty distributor of mechanical insulation solutions for the industrial and commercial end-markets. DI has grown significantly through both market share gains and acquisitions, having completed 11 transactions over the past six years. DI has 84 branches across the United States and 17 branches in Canada.

For the trailing 12 months ended June 30, 2021, DI generated pro-forma revenue of approximately $747 million, approximately half of which was tied to its MRO business and the other half related to new construction activity.

TopBuild expects to achieve run rate synergies between $35 million and $40 million over the 24 months following the close of this transaction. This acquisition will position TopBuild as the largest player in the $5 billion market for technical insulation solutions.

“Our robust M&A pipeline will be further enhanced within the sizable and highly fragmented industrial and commercial markets,” Buck noted. “It also cements our position as the leading specialty distributor of all types of insulation and further strengthens our relationships with the major insulation manufacturers.”

Steve Margolius, President and Chief Executive Officer of DI added, “We are very pleased to announce this transaction and look forward to joining the TopBuild team. This will be a tremendous outcome for our customers and associates as the combined organization will now have exposure to all end-market insulation segments. Both companies have similar corporate cultures and shared values and are guided by a commitment to people, safety, integrity, and operational excellence.”

On a June 30, 2021 pro forma basis, the combined company had trailing twelve-month revenue of $3.93 billion and adjusted EBITDA of $647 million, inclusive of expected run rate synergies of $35 million to $40 million.

TopBuild plans to fund this transaction using cash on hand and long-term debt. At the close of the transaction, the Company’s net debt to pro forma adjusted EBITDA, is expected to be approximately 2.5 times pre-synergies.

In conclusion Buck added, “The identification and integration of acquisitions is a TopBuild core competency as evidenced by our successful M&A track record over the past six years. During this period, we have acquired 26 companies that are contributing over $820 million of annual revenue and creating tremendous value for our stakeholders. We are confident DI will be another outstanding addition to our Company and we welcome Steve and the DI team to TopBuild.”

The transaction, which has been approved by TopBuild’s Board of Directors, is subject to customary closing conditions, including expiration or termination of the waiting period under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976. The Company expects the transaction to close in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Supplemental information on TopBuild’s binding agreement to acquire DI will be available online at www.topbuild.com [https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=fqoMULpYbFK6F7e7nVT_x9W2CWPI6cJ-D1Hw4YRqvBMFI1QDzIsT9a7F4i5ZUCLkA2oN1gN_4l9WDfFCkH0hVw%3D%3D].

J.P. Morgan Securities LLC is serving as financial advisor to TopBuild and Jones Day is acting as legal counsel. RBC Capital Markets, LLC is serving as financial advisor, and Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP is acting as legal counsel to Advent and DI.

UPDATE 18 October 2021: The transaction has been completed.

Source Link:

TopBuild Corp. 8-K form filed with SEC on 08 September 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1633931/000155837021012281/bld-20210907xex99d1.htm]

				9/8/21		8/31/21		Air Conditioning Specialist, Inc.		Hidden Harbor Capital Partners, LLC				Air Conditioning Specialist, a Milledgeville and Covington, Georgia-based HVAC service provider focused on residential and commercial customers in the southeastern United States, has been acquired by Hidden Harbor Capital Partners.

Hidden Harbor invests in lower middle market companies with up to USD 500m in revenue and EBITDA up to USD 30m.

Press release:

Hidden Harbor Capital Partners (“Hidden Harbor”), an operationally focused private equity firm specializing in control investments in lower middle market companies, is pleased to announce the acquisition of Air Conditioning Specialist, Inc., (“ACS”), a leading Heating, Ventilation, & Air Conditioning (“HVAC”) service provider focused on residential and commercial customers in the southeastern United States.

Based in Milledgeville and Covington, Georgia and founded in 1967, ACS provides a differentiated value proposition to customers through its expertise and reliability in HVAC services. ACS provides highly responsive preventative maintenance, service, and repair work for thousands of residential and commercial customers across Georgia and has broad capabilities in retrofit and rehab HVAC installations, with a particular focus on the education and healthcare segments.

“ACS, in its nearly 55-year operating history, has established itself as a trusted provider of HVAC services in Georgia, recognized for its exceptional quality, around-the-clock availability, dedicated employees, and customer service,” said Russell Kreutter, a Vice President at Hidden Harbor.

“We look forward to supporting the exciting growth of ACS in partnership with its talented management team while continuing to provide superior service and products to existing customers,” added Chris Paldino, a Managing Partner at Hidden Harbor.

“The ACS team is thrilled to partner with Hidden Harbor,” said Pat Hayes, CEO of ACS. “Working together with the Hidden Harbor team will allow us to strengthen our capabilities for our current customers and expand our service offering into more cities across Georgia and the southeastern United States. At ACS, service is the lifeblood of our organization, and we remain highly committed to our existing customers and suppliers.”

Hidden Harbor’s acquisition of ACS closed on August 31st, 2021. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Source Link:

Hidden Harbor Capital Partners, LLC press release, 08 September 2021 [https://www.hh-cp.com/hhcp-acquires-air-conditioning-specialist-inc]

				9/7/21		8/20/21		Minus Forty Corporation; QBD Cooling Systems Inc.		Ronin Equity Partners, Inc		$   183.5		QBD and Minus Forty, Canada’s Greater Toronto area-situated manufacturers of commercial refrigeration equipment, have been acquired by Ronin Equity Partners.

With the simultaneous purchases, Ronin has invested or reserved for follow-on portfolio investment around USD 300m, which includes all the capital raised for its inaugural fund plus all co-investments, the press release reported.

Triago Americas, Inc., acted as sole placement agent for Ronin Fund I.

For the QBD and Minus Forty purchases, Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP and Bennett Jones LLP acted as legal advisors.

Buyside advisors were M&A Advisory Services and Rabobank.

The transaction was supported with financing provided by J.P. Morgan as Lead Left & Administrative Agent; HSBC, TD Bank, Fifth Third Bank, Rabobank and CIBC as Joint Lead Arrangers; and BHI and Stifel Bank as Participants.

Press release:

Ronin Equity Partners has acquired two leading North American manufacturers of commercial refrigeration equipment, QBD and Minus Forty, both located in Canada’s Greater Toronto area. The brands will continue to be marketed under their own names, but the merged group will be a platform for consolidation in the fragmented refrigerated display case industry, where 60 percent of the market is divided between over one hundred family-owned businesses.

In addition to being the industry’s largest provider of pet food coolers, Minus Forty has developed superior product presentation coolers and freezers for the micro market and food industries that are enhanced by industry-leading smart technology (i.e. the “internet of things”). QBD is a leader in beverage cooler sales and high concept, cost-efficient, and customized refrigerated displays. QBD uses state-of-the art EPA-certified Energy Star products and environmentally friendly natural refrigerants.

“This deal expands our reach into new sectors, it widens the use of our green cooling deck design, and allows us to leverage Minus Forty’s internet of things technology to reinforce our position in the beverage sector,” says Safder Jaffer, President of QBD. “The expanded group will double manufacturing capacity, allow us to expand our unbeatable value proposition, and combines cutting-edge, complementary technologies to create a fantastic platform for buy-and-build acquisitions,” says Julian Attree, Co-Founder of Minus Forty.

Both Attree and Jaffer will be actively involved in the combined business. One of Ronin’s Managing Partners, Jesse Yao, will become Chief Financial Officer, and two other Ronin executives will hold senior roles. The group’s Chief Executive will be Ronin operating advisor, Troy Shannan, who is joining from Nonni’s Foods, where he was Executive Vice President in charge of Supply Chain and Manufacturing. Prior to that he ran Global Operations and Supply Chain at Kraft Heinz. Existing management and the acquired companies’ founders will retain a significant stake in the new group.

“The Minus Forty and QBD teams will create a powerhouse in commercial refrigeration, with technologies and expertise that will usher in an era of energy efficiency, high concept design and innovation in a sector that’s growing six percent annually,” says Ronin Chief Investment Officer Ike Helene. “We are going to create a foundation of continued consolidation in a fragmented sector that rewards scale with higher margins and better than average growth,” says Ronin Managing Partner David Feierstein. “The team we’re assembling will leverage the full breadth of Ronin’s capabilities in integration, operational excellence and commercial expertise.” The merged group is looking at multiple acquisitions in the U.S., Europe and Latin America.

The QBD and Minus Forty transaction – sourced on a proprietary basis through Ronin’s network of operating advisors – has an enterprise value of $230 million. The double-digit top and bottom-line growth of QBD and Minus Forty should be significantly enhanced by raw material purchasing synergies, a combined sales force, organic expansion into new sectors and future acquisitions. Northleaf Capital Partners, Cherng Family Trust, Stephens Capital Partners, Nicola Wealth, Northwood Ventures, Knott Partners and Sope Creek Capital acted as co-investors in the transaction. Measured by sales, the combined company will be the number two player in the North American refrigerated display market.

With the simultaneous purchases, Ronin has invested or reserved for follow-on portfolio investment some $300 million. This includes all the capital raised for its inaugural fund plus all co-investments.

Triago Americas, Inc., acted as sole placement agent for Ronin Fund I. “Ronin stands out from the crowd with an intense focus on operations and simultaneous industry rollups that reduce risk and increase returns,” says Matt Swain, a partner at Triago.

For the QBD and Minus Forty purchases, Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP and Bennett Jones LLP acted as legal advisors. Buyside advisors were Cleive Dumas and William Strenglis of M&A Advisory Services, and Rabobank. The transaction was supported with financing provided by J.P. Morgan as Lead Left & Administrative Agent; HSBC, TD Bank, Fifth Third Bank, Rabobank, and CIBC as Joint Lead Arrangers; and BHI and Stifel Bank as Participants.

				9/1/21		9/1/21		AirX Intermediate, Inc.		Thor Industries, Inc.		$   750.0		THOR Industries, Inc (NYSE: THO), an Elkhart, Indiana-based manufacturer of recreational vehicles, bought the RV Group of Airxcel, a Wichita, Kansas-based manufacturer of air conditioning, heating, ventilating and related appliances, for USD 750m.

The deal broadens Thor's supply chain and adds more revenue.

Baird served as lead financial advisor to Airxcel, with William Blair, Jefferies and Nomura also serving as co-advisors. Kirkland & Ellis LLP served as legal advisor to Airxcel.

Airxcel is backed by L Catterton, a private equity firm.

Press release 1:

L Catterton, the largest global consumer-focused private equity firm, today announced that its portfolio company Airxcel has sold its RV Group to THOR Industries, Inc. (NYSE: THO) ("THOR") for an all-cash purchase price of $750 million, subject to standard post-closing adjustments. Airxcel's retained segment will become AirX Climate Solutions, Inc., a pure-play leader, designer, manufacturer, and distributor of the most functionally critical products for specialty HVAC markets.

Since partnering with Airxcel in 2018, L Catterton has worked with CEO Jeff Rutherford and his team to advance the Company's innovation pipeline with the launch of 55 new products, while also executing meaningful operational improvements across manufacturing, engineering, procurement, and logistics. In addition, L Catterton supported Airxcel in acquiring market leaders within the RV space, including CAN, a European manufacturer of cooking appliances, Cleer Vision, a manufacturer of windows and glass, and Aqua Hot, a designer and manufacturer of hydronic heating systems. These acquisitions have enhanced Airxcel's best-in-class product offerings and extended its reach, particularly in Europe. Most recently, L Catterton and Airxcel have leveraged the Company's unique global supply chain and domestic manufacturing capabilities to mitigate the impact of the pandemic and deliver significant market share growth across all product lines, including significant continued growth within OEM.

"This transaction represents a great outcome for Airxcel, L Catterton and THOR," said Marc Magliacano, a Managing Partner in L Catterton's Flagship Fund. "Over the last three years, our partnership with Jeff has driven significant growth across Airxcel's business, expanding to new products and services, completing multiple strategic acquisitions, and driving increased market share across all of Airxcel's product lines. We know the THOR team well, having previously sold Heartland RV to THOR in 2010, and we're confident that Airxcel's RV business will thrive under their ownership. We are excited to support the ongoing success of the HVAC business as a standalone company. We would like to thank all the Airxcel associates for their tremendous contribution."

"L Catterton played an invaluable role in our growth story, and we're grateful for their partnership," said Jeff Rutherford, CEO of Airxcel. "With their deep operational experience, L Catterton helped position Airxcel as the leading supplier of trusted brands for the RV and HVAC markets. We look forward to building upon these achievements as we enter this exciting next chapter, with the RV Group joining THOR and the HVAC Group becoming a standalone company. I would like to thank all the associates at Airxcel for their relentless commitment to success."

Airxcel's Specialty HVAC Group to Become AirX Climate Solutions, Inc.

With this transaction, Airxcel's specialty HVAC Group will become a standalone, pure-play HVAC leader, AirX Climate Solutions, Inc. ("ACS"). ACS will have a portfolio of premier brands such as Marvair, Industrial Climate Engineering ("ICE"), Suburban AP, Eubank, and Custom Air Products & Services ("CAPS"). With the continued support of L Catterton, ACS will continue to extend its leadership as a committed and preferred partner to a broad range of specialty HVAC clients. ACS will be led by Rick Aldridge, currently President of the Specialty HVAC Group at Airxcel.

"With this transaction, we're positioning ACS as a leader – and consolidator – in a highly fragmented space," said Matt Lischick, Partner at L Catterton. "We see tremendous market expansion opportunities within Specialty HVAC given continued focus on air quality and purification, as well as accelerated investment in ACS' end customer segments, such as telecom infrastructure and energy storage. We look forward to continuing to invest in the business and extending our partnership with Rick and the talented ACS team to drive innovation and value creation."

Rick Aldridge, President of the AirX Climate Solutions group at Airxcel, said, "Over the last several years, we have successfully extended our reach and offerings both organically and through acquisitions, most recently adding valuable new end customer segments and expanding our service capabilities through our acquisition of CAPS. With a premier brand lineup and the support of L Catterton, ACS will have a strong platform and foundation from which to accelerate our growth. We look forward to continued expansion as we enhance our portfolio to bring more high-quality HVAC offerings to customers."

The Company retained Baird to serve as lead financial advisor to Airxcel, with William Blair, Jefferies, and Nomura also serving as co-advisors. Kirkland & Ellis LLP served as legal advisor to Airxcel.

Press release 2:

THOR Industries, Inc. (NYSE: THO) announced it has acquired Wichita, Kansas-based AirX Intermediate, Inc. ("Airxcel") with the transaction closing effective September 1, 2021. Airxcel manufactures a comprehensive line of high-quality RV products which they sell to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) as well as consumers via aftermarket sales through dealers and retailers. The purchase price is $750 million, subject to standard post-closing adjustments, and was funded through a combination cash-on-hand and $625 million from THOR's expanded Asset-Based Credit Facility (ABL).

Financial Highlights

 * Airxcel generated annual pro forma revenue of approximately $680 million
 * The purchase price is approximately 7.6x estimated, adjusted EBITDA for calendar year 2021
 * Approximately 80% of Airxcel's revenues are from OEM sales with the remaining 20% from aftermarket sales
 * Approximately 30% of Airxcel's OEM revenues were generated from sales to subsidiaries of THOR Industries, Inc.
 * The acquisition is consistent with THOR's long-term strategic growth plan to grow sales and enhance consolidated gross margins
 * The acquisition is expected to be accretive to THOR's fiscal year 2022 earnings

Transaction Benefits

The acquisition of Airxcel by THOR provides significant long-term, strategic benefits to THOR, including:

 * Strengthening the THOR and broader RV supply chain
   * With increased investment, Airxcel will be an even more reliable supply partner to the RV industry expanding its offering of functionally critical components
 * Diversifying and growing THOR's revenue streams with enhanced gross margin, particularly in the aftermarket business
   * With revenue from both OEM and aftermarket sales, Airxcel's businesses diversify THOR's existing revenue streams and gross profit mix
   * Broadening of THOR's product offerings to the RV aftermarket, a growing and recurring revenue stream that benefits from enhanced gross margins
 * Expanding THOR's Innovation Focus
   * Acquisition will allow for even closer collaboration between OEM customers of Airxcel on new, innovative products and features desired by RV OEM manufacturers, RV dealers and end consumers
 * Opportunity to Enter New Product Segments with THOR Investment
   * Potential to expand Airxcel's supply chain business in North America and Europe over time to meet increased RV OEM and aftermarket demand

Overview of Airxcel

Airxcel manufactures and sells a comprehensive line of functionally critical, branded products to the RV industry including:

 * Coleman-Mach rooftop air conditioners, heat pumps, thermostats and accessories
 * Suburban furnaces, water heaters and cooking appliances
 * MAXXAIR ventilation solutions
 * Aqua-Hot hydronic heating systems
 * Dicor roofing products, sealants, coatings, wheels and more
 * Vixen Composites fiberglass reinforced plastic and custom composite panels
 * CAN Italian cooking appliances, sinks and accessories
 * Cleer Vision windows and tempered glass
 * MCD roller shades
 * United Shade window shades

Airxcel began in 1991 as a divesture of the Coleman RV Air Conditioner division. The company has continued to grow through innovative product development, market expansion, and strategic acquisitions. The Airxcel RV Group provides industry-leading products in recreational vehicle heating, cooling, ventilation, cooking, window covering, side wall, and roofing materials under the current brands: Aqua-Hot, CAN, Coleman-Mach, Dicor Products, United Shade, Vixen Composites, Maxxair, MCD, and Suburban. Airxcel's employees are based in five facilities across the U.S. and in Italy, where they design, manufacture, and distribute products all over the world. For additional information, please visit: www.Airxcel.com.

"We are excited to welcome Airxcel to the THOR Industries family. Airxcel has been a long-time business partner to THOR and the RV industry, supplying some of the highest-quality products over decades to the RV industry. There were a number of factors that made this acquisition a compelling and timely fit for THOR, including (i) the strength of their management team and dedicated workforce, (ii) the quality of their products and reputation for innovation, (iii) the long-standing relationships with both OEM and aftermarket customers and, (iv) in the face of so many supply chain challenges over the past year, the ability to invest in the growth of a key supplier for THOR and the RV industry both in North America and Europe. We believe the long-term growth potential for the RV industry remains very positive, and this acquisition reflects our confidence that the RV industry will continue to grow. Airxcel will operate independently in THOR's decentralized business structure, and we will govern this business much like we have managed our Postle Aluminum supply company post acquisition. Airxcel will operate at arm's length from THOR's RV OEM companies and will sell to the various THOR brands as they would any other OEM in the RV industry. Importantly, the current management team at Airxcel will continue operating the business and serving their diverse customer base while gaining access to the financial strength of THOR to support their growth," said Bob Martin, President and CEO of THOR Industries.

"We have had a long history as a key supplier to the RV industry and to THOR and its many brands specifically, and we are excited to become part of the THOR family of companies," said Airxcel's CEO Jeff Rutherford. "Under THOR's ownership, Airxcel will continue its long-standing relationship with manufacturers and aftermarket providers throughout the RV industry without interruption, while continuing to develop, manufacture and sell high-quality, innovative RV product solutions," concluded Rutherford.

Transaction Financing

Thor funded the acquisition of Airxcel from a combination of cash on-hand and its ABL facility. In conjunction with the Airxcel acquisition, THOR expanded its Asset-Based Credit Facility from $750 million to $1.0 billion under favorable terms for THOR. "Consistent with our stated capital allocation priorities, we expect to remain focused on paying down our outstanding debt balances from future net cash generated from operations," said Colleen Zuhl, THOR Industries' Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer.

				8/30/21		8/30/21		Sunny Day Group LLC (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corporation, the US based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services, has acquired Sunny Day Group LLC, the local provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Southern HVAC Corporation is a portfolio company of MSouth Equity Partners.

				8/20/21		8/20/21		ECR International, Inc. (100% Stake)		TerraVest Industries Inc.				TerraVest Industries Inc, the listed Canada based provider of fabrication products and services to the oil and gas industry, has acquired ECR International Inc, the United States based HVAC manufacturer from BDR Thermea Group BV, the Netherlands based heating system manufacturer and contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/16/21		8/16/21		T&O Refrigeration, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the portfolio company of Ares Management LLC, has acquired T&O Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/15/21		8/15/21		Level Home Services Inc.		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, a portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC, has acquired Level Home Services Inc., the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and plumbing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/15/21		8/15/21		SolvIt Home Services		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, the portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC, has acquired SolvIt Home Services, the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and plumbing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/6/21		8/6/21		Boothe's Heating, Air & Plumbing		Wrench Group Inc.				Wrench Group, a Marietta, Georgia-based home repair, replacement and maintenance services business backed by Leonard Green, has acquired Hollywood, Maryland-based Boothe’s Heating, Air & Plumbing.

Boothe’s was founded in 1993 and provides a wide array of services for homeowners in southern Maryland. The firm has 115 employees.

Press release:

Wrench Group, LLC [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=Wrench+Group%2C+LLC&esheet=52472889&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=64032d35780a195914899fb65f56dc6f&newsitemid=20210806005343&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wrenchgroup.com%2F] (“Wrench”), a national leader in home services, announced that Boothe’s Heating, Air & Plumbing [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=Boothe%26%238217%3Bs+Heating%2C+Air+%26amp%3B+Plumbing&esheet=52472889&id=smartlink&index=2&lan=en-US&md5=95d176aeb718de9eaf61163b4e710197&newsitemid=20210806005343&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.boothehvac.com%2F], based in Hollywood, Md., has joined the company’s family of regional brands. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction expands the Wrench Group presence into the Mid-Atlantic region. Boothe’s was founded in 1993 and provides a wide array of services for homeowners in southern Maryland, including heating, air conditioning, indoor air quality, plumbing and drains.

“Boothe’s has built a reputation of outstanding customer service and rapid response from certified technicians over their nearly three decades in business,” said Ken Haines, Wrench Group CEO. “Their track record of growth is a perfect match for Wrench Group as we move into the mid-Atlantic for the first time.”

“Joining the Wrench Group family is a major milestone for us, as they embody the same values of excellence that I founded our business upon,” said Wayne Boothe, president and owner of Boothe’s. “Wrench’s technology and operations support will enable us to grow more efficiently while providing the same high level of service that our customers have come to rely on.”

Boothe’s will retain its local leadership and management, and continue to operate under its current brand. They currently have over 115 team members and serve approximately 25,000 clients across southern Maryland, with a service area that spans from the southeast Washington D.C. suburbs to Point Lookout, from the Potomac River across to the Chesapeake Bay.

Source Link:

Wrench Group Inc. press release, 06 August 2021 [https://www.wrenchgroup.com/articles/wrench-group-expands-to-midwest-through-partnership-with-williams-comfort-air-of-indianapolis-partner-brands-in-louisville-and-cincinnati-2/]

				8/4/21		8/4/21		Grogg's Home Services (100% Stake)		NearU HVAC Services				NearU Services ("NearU"), a founder-led premier home services platform, today announced the acquisition of Grogg's Home Services ("Grogg's" or the "Company"), a well-established home services provider with locations in Parkersburg and Clarksburg, West Virginia. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/2/21		8/2/21		Wittichen Supply Company		Gryphon Investors Inc				Wittichen Supply Company, a Birmingham, Alabama-based wholesale heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts and supplies distributor, has been acquired by Gryphon Investors, a private equity firm. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

This represents the second investment closed by Gryphon's Heritage Fund, a new small-cap fund launched by Gryphon in 2020.

Gryphon was advised by legal counsel Kirkland & Ellis and financial advisor Lincoln International. Uplift Partners served as the exclusive financial advisor to Wittichen Supply Company, and Maynard Cooper Gale served as legal counsel.

Wittichen Supply Company has 25 locations. Gryphon makes equity investments of USD 50m to USD 300m in companies with enterprise values of USD 100m to USD 600m.



Press release:

Gryphon Investors ("Gryphon"), a leading middle-market private equity firm, today announced that it has acquired Wittichen Supply Company ("Wittichen" or the "Company"), a wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in the Southeastern United States. This represents the second investment closed by Gryphon's Heritage Fund, a new small-cap fund offering launched by Gryphon in 2020. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1914 and headquartered in Birmingham, AL, Wittichen provides best-in-class parts, supplies, and customer service, distributing products from more than 500 leading HVAC/R manufacturers. With 25 locations, the Company is the industry leader in Alabama, and has a growing presence in the Florida panhandle as well as western Georgia. With a loyal technician customer base, the Company maintains long-standing relationships with leading HVAC/R manufacturers and vendors, including Rheem, Chemours, Fujitsu, Nu-Calgon, and Emerson Climate Technologies.

Keith Stimson, Deal Partner and Head of the Heritage Fund Team at Gryphon, said, "Our investment in Wittichen is testament to Gryphon's Heritage Fund strategy, which leverages Gryphon's sector initiative strategy and focuses on partnering with market leaders with sustainable differentiation. We expect to make future investments to develop a strong platform across the Sun Belt."

General Manager Charles Herring, who has been with Wittichen for 48 years, will become President of the Company, and will continue to work closely with the existing management team. Gryphon has also appointed several executive advisors with deep HVAC/R OEM manufacturing and industrial distribution experience to the Company's Board of Directors.

Craig Nikrant, Gryphon Operating Partner on the Heritage Fund Team, said, "Wittichen is a 100-year-old brand with a strong culture and exceptionally loyal employee and customer base. We look forward to partnering and supporting the Wittichen management team in their next phase of growth by leveraging Gryphon's in-house Operations Resource Group and Human Capital Team to enable further investment in its business and employees."

Mr. Herring commented, "We are excited to welcome and partner with the Gryphon team as we build on our recent growth and look to the future. We are experiencing steady demand for product repair, maintenance, and improvement, and we expect that demand to continue in a post COVID-19 environment that is driving greater need for high-quality, safe air filtration. We look forward to servicing our existing and new customers with the same great team, supported by the added resources provided by our new partner."

David Henderson, outgoing President of Wittichen, added, "My goal is to leave the Company, our employees, customers, and suppliers in the best hands, and I feel confident that we have found the best partner in Gryphon. Our business has been built on providing a premium service and customer experience and that will not change. Gryphon's financial resources and operational know-how will be invaluable as Wittichen builds on its geographic expansion and continues to look for the most innovative ways to serve our loyal customers."

Gryphon was advised by legal counsel Kirkland & Ellis and financial advisor Lincoln International. Uplift Partners served as the exclusive financial advisor to Wittichen Supply Company, and Maynard Cooper Gale served as legal counsel.

Source Link:

Gryphon Investors Inc press release, 02 August 2021 [https://www.gryphon-inv.com/news-article/gryphon-investors-acquires-wittichen-supply-company/]

				8/2/21				Heritage Distribution Holdings		Gryphon Investors Inc		-		Wittichen Supply Company Inc. distributes heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) parts, equipment, and supplies to HVAC/R contractors in the Southeastern United States. It offers its products for residential and commercial applications. The company was founded in 1914 and is based in Birmingham, Alabama. It operates stores in Alabama, Georgia, and Florida.

				8/1/21		Pending		Roth Zachry Heating, Inc.		Turnpoint Services, LLC				Turnpoint Services, LLC, a portfolio company of OMERS Private Equity Inc, has agreed to acquire Roth Zachry Heating, Inc., the US-based provider of US-based provider of plumbing, electrical & HVAC services.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

				7/28/21		8/30/21		Friedrich Air Conditioning Co., Ltd.		Rheem Manufacturing Company Inc				Rheem, an Atlanta, Georgia-based HVAC equipment maker has acquired Friedrich Air Conditioning, a San Antonio, Texas-based air conditioning and related products manufacturer, from Monomoy Capital Partners.

Financial terms were not disclosed.

Lazard Middle Market LLC served as financial advisor to Friedrich Air Conditioning.

KeyBanc Capital Markets advised the Board of Managers of Friedrich.

Baker & McKenzie LLP served as legal counsel and Alvarez & Marsal Transaction Advisory Group served as accounting advisor to Friedrich Air Conditioning.

Friedrich Air Conditioning has between 201 to 500 employees, as per its LinkedIn profile.

Press release:

Monomoy Capital Partners, a middle-market private investment firm focused on operational value creation, has sold Friedrich Air Conditioning to Rheem, a global manufacturer of HVAC equipment, water heaters, boilers and commercial refrigeration solutions. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1883, Friedrich manufactures room air conditioning, dehumidification and air purification products for residential and commercial applications. Friedrich is among industry leaders in high-end air conditioning solutions for single room use in lodging, commercial and multi-family sectors. The company is based in San Antonio, Texas with manufacturing operations in Monterrey, Mexico and distribution centers in Texas and New Jersey.

Monomoy acquired Friedrich in February of 2017 with the goal of investing in new product development, upgrading and professionalizing the company’s systems and talent, and diversifying the business into the fast-growing commercial, lodging and multi-family sectors. Over the four and a half years of Monomoy ownership, Friedrich implemented a wide-ranging value creation program to improve cash flow, maximize profitability, execute a growth plan and position the business for sale to a strategic buyer.

Monomoy Managing Director Jaime Forsyth remarked, “Friedrich’s stellar brand reputation, comprehensive product offering and innovative product developments resulted in tremendous growth under our ownership. We are proud of the work that management accomplished to enhance the company’s core business systems while implementing strategic initiatives to grow into new, higher-margin end markets.”

The sale of Friedrich is the latest in a string of successful exits for Monomoy, which sold its majority stake in West Marine, Inc. to consumer product sponsor L Catterton in June [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=West+Marine%2C+Inc.+to+consumer+product+sponsor+L+Catterton+in+June&esheet=52483171&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=42f23f8cd866f98a14be1508801bba66&newsitemid=20210830005066&url=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.mcpfunds.com%2Fnews%2Fmonomoy-capital-partners-agrees-to-sell-west-marine-inc].

“The world-class investing and operating talent at Monomoy provided strategic direction and operating resources to navigate the most challenging of times while positioning our business for future growth and success,” explained Friedrich’s Chief Executive Officer Chuck Campbell. “Because of this support, we have consistently grown our top and bottom lines while also reshaping our commercial outlook and plans to continue scaling our business.”

Monomoy acquired Friedrich through its second private equity vehicle, Monomoy Capital Partners II, L.P., a $420 million fund raised in 2011.

Jim Reilly and Dave Hallett of Lazard Middle Market LLC served as financial advisor to Friedrich with respect to the transaction. TJ Monico of KeyBanc Capital Markets, Inc. advised the Board of Managers of Friedrich. Darcy Down and J. Brooke Mestre of Baker & McKenzie LLP served as legal counsel to the company. Christian Mangelsen of Alvarez & Marsal Transaction Advisory Group, LLC served as accounting advisor of the company.

				7/27/21		Pending		Reedy Industries Inc.		Partners Group Holding AG				PE firm Audax Private Equity has signed an agreement to sell Reedy Industries, a Deerfield, Illinois-based HVAC, plumbing and building controls services firm, to peer Partners Group.

Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.

Audax invested in Reedy in 2019. It has completed 15 add-on acquisitions since the PE investment.

Truist acted as advisor and Kirkland & Ellis as lawyer to Audax and Reedy on the deal.

Press release:

Audax Private Equity (“Audax”) today announced that it has signed a definitive agreement to sell Reedy Industries (“Reedy” or the “Company”), a leading provider of commercial heating, ventilation and air conditioning (“HVAC”), to Partners Group, acting on behalf of its clients. Audax will continue to be an investor in the Company and remain on the Company’s board of directors. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1930, Reedy Industries serves commercial, industrial, and municipal buildings in the United States through its HVAC services, mechanical building automation, controls, and energy solutions. With 9,000 customers and nearly 5,000 preventative maintenance contracts, Reedy helps its customers reduce maintenance costs, optimize asset performance and improve energy efficiency to create healthier, more cost-effective environments. Through an active expansion strategy led by Reedy’s highly experienced management team, the company expanded into a multi-regional platform serving the Midwest, Mountain West, South, and Southeast regions.

Since Audax’ investment in 2019, Reedy has undergone a period of growth and transformation, which included:

 * Completing 15 add-on acquisitions to date to create a multi-regional commercial HVAC and building controls platform diversified across end-markets, customers, geographies, and service lines;
 * Building a world-class management team; and
 * Investing in technology and infrastructure to support the company’s long-term growth.

Don Bramley, Managing Director at Audax, said, “The Reedy team has built an exceptionally strong business. We are proud to have partnered with management and supported the company’s growth during this pivotal time. We strongly believe Reedy is setting the standard for premier commercial and industrial building services and wish Joe and the entire Reedy team continued success on their next phase of growth with Partners Group.”

Joe Kirmser, CEO of Reedy Industries, said, “The Audax team has been an incredible partner over the past two years. With their support we have executed numerous add-on acquisitions to further our mission of providing high-quality service to our customers, and, we believe, position Reedy for sustainable, long-term growth. We are thankful for Audax’ partnership, which has been instrumental in driving our geographic expansion, and look forward to continuing to execute on our strategy alongside Partners Group.”

Truist served as financial advisor and Kirkland & Ellis served as legal advisor to Audax and Reedy.

Source Link:

Audax Private Equity Group press 27 July 2021 [https://www.audaxprivateequity.com/news/audax-private-equity-to-sell-reedy-industries-to-partners-group]

				7/27/21		7/27/21		HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd		Exchanger Industries Limited				Exchanger Industries Limited has acquired HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd, the UK-based specialist supplier of heat exchangers, from S E Pither, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition provides Exchanger with immediate access to a cost-effective global footprint with scalable hubs in both India and Spain, and a combined portfolio of anti-fouling technologies that enhances differentiation and acts as a unique platform to create value for customers.

HRS Heat Exchangers had reported revenues of GBP 35.27m with a net profit of GBP 1.54m for the year ended 31 December 2019.

Source Links:

HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd press release, 27 July 2021 [https://www.hrs-heatexchangers.com/news/hrs-heat-exchangers-acquired-by-exchanger-industries-limited/]

Exchanger Industries Limited press release, 27 July 2021 [https://www.exchangerindustries.com/exchanger-industries-limited-acquires-hrs-heat-exchangers/]

				7/20/21		Pending		LSB Industries Inc		Eldridge Industries, LLC		$   300.0		Eldridge Industries, LLC has agreed to acquire LSB Industries Inc, the US-based company making a wide variety of chemicals (including nitric acid) and climate-control products.

The consideration is USD 300m based on offer price of USD 6.16 per share. The transaction values LSB at USD 645.587m including debt. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions, including receipt of stockholder approval from the holders of a majority of the shares of our outstanding common stock not held by Eldridge or any of its affiliates.

				7/12/21		7/12/21		Capstone Mechanical, LP		Reedy Industries Inc.				Audax Private Equity Group portfolio company Reedy Industries Inc. has acquired Capstone Mechanical, LP.

Capstone is the thirteenth strategic add-on acquisition for Reedy Industries since 2019.

Company

Located in the US, Capstone is a hvac and plumbing services firm.

Source Link:

Reedy Industries Inc. press release, 12 July 2021 [https://reedyindustries.com/news/growing-hvac-plumbing-and-building-controls-platform-expands-2/]

				7/6/21		7/6/21		Air Comm Corporation		Arcline Investment Management LP				Arcline Investment Management LP has acquired a majority stake in Air Comm Corporation.

The investment values Air Comm at USD 250m.

Company
Headquartered in Westminster, Colorado, Air Comm manufactures bleed air heaters and vapor-cycle air conditioners for aerospace industry.

Source Link:

Arcline Investment Management LP press release, 06 July 2021 [https://arcline.com/press-release/arcline-investment-management-invests-in-air-comm-corporation/]

				7/2/21				Lathrop-Trotter LLC		Koch Air, LLC		-		Lathrop-Trotter LLC distributes industrial and commercial HVAC products in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, and Wyoming. It offers industrial boilers, such as stock, steam, hot water, firetube, water tube, electric, high efficiency, and heat recovery boilers. The company also provides industrial burners industrial fans and blowers, air handling equipment, turbines, and utility power equipment. The company was founded in 1922 and is based in Cincinnati, Ohio. As of July 2, 2021, Lathrop-Trotter LLC operates as a subsidiary of Koch Air, LLC.

				7/1/21		7/1/21		Sapelec (100% Stake)		Existing Management				The management buyout group has acquired Sapelec, the French manufacturer of industrial process control equipment has acquired the company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/30/21		8/3/21		Global HVAC & Automation Inc.		Kontrol Technologies Corp.		$   7.3		Kontrol Technologies [NEO:KNR], a Toronto, Ontario-based developer of cloud-based and SaaS technology for smart buildings, has acquired Global HVAC & Automation for USD 7.25m

Kontrol anticipates full year revenue for 2021 will be in the USD 38m range up from USD 13m in 2020 and anticipated 2021 Adjusted EBITDA of USD 3.7m.

Press release:

Kontrol Technologies Corp. (NEO: KNR) (OTCQB: KNRLF) (FSE: 1K8) ("Kontrol" or the "Company"), a leader in smart building technologies announces the completion of the acquisition (see prior release dated June 30th, 2021) of Global HVAC & Automation Inc. ("Global") and a record revenue order book of $155 million.

"We are excited to complete such a significant acquisition, which adds substantial new revenues and the largest consolidated revenue order book in our operating history," said Paul Ghezzi, CEO of Kontrol. "This acquisition brings with it an impressive roster of new customers and technical capabilities, which we believe should create many potential lucrative cross-selling opportunities. As such, the acquisition of Global has the potential to drive significant growth and scale for Kontrol over the long term. With a consolidated revenue order book of $155 million, we are well poised for our next stage of growth."

Corporate Outlook

Kontrol anticipates full year revenue for 2021 will be in the $38 million range up from $13million in 2020 and anticipated 2021 Adjusted EBITDA* of $3.7 Million.

For 2022 Kontrol anticipates revenues in the range of $65 to $70 million and Adjusted EBITDA* in the range of $4.5 to $4.8 million.

The Importance of HVAC Systems and Automation for Smart Buildings

Global provides integrated installations of complex heating, cooling, ventilation and building automation systems to its customers.

Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems can account for up to 70% of overall energy consumption in commercial buildings. Efficient and smart HVAC systems can drive important intelligence and improvements to make buildings more sustainable, profitable and healthier.

Kontrol already provides its customers with a growing suite of Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud-based technology to optimize heating, cooling, and ventilation, as well as overall energy management and emission reduction. Kontrol specializes in the provision of real-time monitoring, asset optimization, data analytics, and enhanced facility management. This is driven by Kontrol's smart-learning software platform, which provides the Company with a crucial competitive edge.

Global's service offering complements Kontrol's existing product portfolio neatly. The combination of the two is expected to create significant growth opportunities over the coming years.

Acquisition Synergies

Global has traditionally focused on larger projects, with one-time project revenues. A small percentage of its overall business is in recurring service and asset maintenance. Global will operate as a subsidiary of Kontrol with its current management team in place. Kontrol will seek to grow Global's recurring revenues through vertical integration with its current software and ongoing service agreements.

Software

Kontrol's SmartSite platform integrates into building automation systems and provides a data analysis, reporting and smart learning algorithms to drive improvements in overall energy management and sustainability. Kontrol will integrate its facility management with the Global project platform to drive software revenues.

Service

Kontrol operates a facility management platform with ongoing and recurring revenues to manage energy assets and optimize them for performance. Kontrol will integrate its facility management with the Global project platform to drive service revenues.

Building Automation Installations

Currently Global outsources building automation improvements to third party contractors. Kontrol will internalize building automation installations.

Cost Reductions

Kontrol will work diligently to reduce costs by reducing duplication of staff and focusing on in house project capabilities to drive full vertical integration across its customer base.

Kontrol BioCloud

BioCloud can be integrated into each HVAC installation delivered by Global to provide real-time monitoring for virus and pathogens.

Transaction Details

Pursuant to the agreement, Kontrol has acquired all the outstanding shares of Global HVAC & Automation Inc. for the purchase price of $7.25 Million and any additional contingent performance-based consideration. The purchase price is subject to adjustments for working capital balances at closing date. The purchase price is settled by the following consideration: (i) $3.5 million in cash on the closing, subject to customary post closing adjustments and reconciliations; (ii) $3.5 million Vendor Take Back at 3% annual interest rate with bullet repayment at the end of 3 years from the closing date (iii) a vendor performance payment equal to 45% of adjusted 3 years cumulative earnings after-tax in excess of $4.5 million.

				6/30/21		6/30/21		Plumbing Heating Paramedics		Threshold Brands				The Riverside Company backed portfolio company, Threshold Brands, has acquired Plumbing Heating Paramedics, from Ryan Carpenter.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Based in Noblesville, Indiana, Plumbing Heating Paramedics is the US-Based company engaged in providing engaged in HVAC system repairs, HVAC system replacements, plumbing system repairs and recurring maintenance.

Source Links:

The Riverside Company press release, 30 June 2021 [https://www.riversidecompany.com/currents/to-the-rescue-riverside-s-threshold-brands-acquires-plumbing-heating-paramedics/]

Jones Day press release, June 2021 [https://www.jonesday.com/en/practices/experience/2021/06/riverside-acquires-plumbing-heating-paramedics]

				6/23/21		6/23/21		Refrigeration Sales Corporation		Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC				Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in Refrigeration Sales Corporation.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company
Headquartered in Valley View, Refrigeration Sales Corporation is a distributor of heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, parts and supplies.

				6/23/21				Refrigeration Sales Company LLC		Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC		-		Refrigeration Sales Company LLC, trading as Refrigeration Sales Corporation, distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and refrigeration equipment, parts, and supplies in Ohio and Western Pennsylvania. It provides support services, such as technical support, sales and marketing support, training and education, delivery, after-sales services, maintenance, and reclamations. Refrigeration Sales Company LLC was formerly known as Refrigeration Sales Corporation of Cleveland and changed its name to Refrigeration Sales Company LLC in June 2021. The company was incorporated in 1945 and is based in Valley View, Ohio.

				6/11/21		6/11/21		Temperature Control, Inc.		Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc.				Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc. (AWHAP), the portfolio company of Dubin Clark & Company, Inc., has acquired Temperature Control, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Company

Headquartered in Woodland Hills, California and founded in 1987, Temperature Control is a provider of HVAC installation and replacement services for residential customers.

Source Link:

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 11 June 2021 [https://dubinclark.com/dubin-clark-portfolio-affordable-water-heaters-and-plumbing-acquires-temperature-control-inc/]

				6/9/21		6/9/21		Moncrief Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Grove Mountain Partners, LLC backed Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC has acquired Moncrief Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc., the US-based company engaged in providing HVAC maintenance and installation solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/9/21		6/9/21		Werley Heating & Air Conditioning Co.		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Grove Mountain Partners, LLC backed Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC has acquired Werley Heating & Air Conditioning Co., the US-based company providing heating and air conditioning solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/7/21		6/7/21		ACR Supplies Ltd		DiversiTech Corporation				DiversiTech Corp, the United States based provider of engineered aftermarket parts and components used in the repair, replacement and installation of residential HVACR systems and a portfolio company of Permira Ltd, has acquired ACR Supplies Limited, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration ancillaries.
The terms of the deal were undisclosed.
DiversiTech Corp is a portfolio company of Permira.

				6/7/21		6/7/21		Marks Supply, Inc		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC a portfolio company of Ridgemont Equity Partners has acquired Marks Supply, Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Marks Supply, Inc. is a Canada-based provider of HVAC, plumbing, hydronic, and pipe, valves, and fittings products.

Source Links:

Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 07 June 2021 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/munchs-supply-acquires-ontario-based-marks-supply/]

				6/7/21				Marks Supply Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		Marks Supply Inc. engages in the distribution of plumbing, pipe, valves, fittings, hydronics, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. It offers plumbing products, such as bath and showers, bidets, drinking fountains, wash fountains, lavatories, toilets and toilet seats, sinks and faucets, flush valves, water dispensers, water treatment, pumps, tanks, water heaters, tankless water heaters, tools, and repair parts; and P.V.F. products, including backflow prevention, brass, copper, MJ/cast iron, plastic, steel, and stainless steel products, valves, and fittings. The company also provides boilers, water heaters, pumps, valves, radiant heating products, venting products, pipes, regulators, components, regulators, and components; and press systems, tappan dealerships, and spiral ducts for Commercial HVAC. In addition, it offers HVAC products, which include IAQ products, sheet metal products, furnaces, air conditioners, unit heaters, radiant heaters, controls, unit heaters, radiant heaters, refrigerant, and refrigerant reclaims; and fasteners, chemical and compounds, solder, and hand tools. Further, the company provides hydronics and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning design services, such as heat-loss/gain calculations, equipment sizing, duct and ventilation design, stamped designs for building permits, site visits and budget quotes, in-floor heating layouts, boiler piping schematics, snowmelt systems, and HVAC and hydronics equipment. The company was incorporated in 1962 and is based in Kitchener, Canada. It has additional offices in Guelph, Brantford, Burlington, Niagara Falls, London, Windsor, Mississauga, and Vaughan, Canada. As of June 7, 2021, Marks Supply Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Munch's Supply LLC.

				6/3/21		6/3/21		CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment Ltd.		The Arcticom Group, LLC				Arcticom Group, a Walnut Creek, California-based commercial refrigeration and HVAC services consolidator, has acquired Canada-based CT Control Temp, IHM Mechanical and CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment.

CT Control and IHM Mechanical are located in Vancouver, and CTR Refrigeration serves Calgary and Edmonton.

This news service reported [https://www.mergermarket.com/intelligence/view/2906553] in 2019 that Arcticom hopes to expand its reach and revenue through additional acquisitions.

Press release:

The Arcticom Group (TAG) [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=The+Arcticom+Group+%28TAG%29&esheet=52440095&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=37fd3922022299cef8ffe6e03da00ac5&newsitemid=20210603005838&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thearcticomgroup.com%2F], a leading North American provider of refrigeration and mechanical services, announces its international expansion into the Canadian HVACR market with acquisitions that add three established and successful brands to the company’s broad geographic operations.

CT Control Temp Ltd. and IHM Mechanical Ltd., located in Vancouver, BC, and CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment Ltd. that serves Calgary and Edmonton are TAG’s newest additions. Financial terms of the deals were not disclosed.

“The addition of CT, IHM & CTR substantially advance The Arcticom Group as an elite specialty mechanical services company by bringing together the market leaders in western Canada with TAG’s existing, loyal client base across the western and southern US. These substantial additions give us access to the growing Canadian market with full design build capability and a reputation for delivering exceptional customer experiences in all aspects of commercial HVACR service and installation,” noted Jim Pape, CEO of The Arcticom Group.

John Devita, CT CEO stated, “We are excited and look forward to being part of The Arcticom Group. I believe our combined systems and HVACR industry knowledge will benefit current and future clients across the border for many years.”

Dean Gabriele, President of CT and IHM, added: “Becoming part of the TAG family of companies gives our business and our people the opportunity to continue to grow.”

CTR President, Stacey Lauer concluded, “We are proud to be joining forces with an enterprise that takes customer success as seriously as we do.”

Through its growing family of HVACR companies, TAG provides a wide variety of commercial refrigeration services including preventative maintenance, repair, installation, renovation, new system engineering and design, energy optimization and refrigerant management programs.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 03 June 2021 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/three-new-partners-in-canada/]

				6/3/21		6/3/21		Green Air Care		Granite Comfort		$   16.0		Granite Comfort, a portfolio company of Tiger Infrastructure Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Green Air Care, the US-based company engaged in providing ventilation and heating services, for a consideration of USD 16m.

As part of the transaction, Green Air Care will join Granite Comfort’s Dallas-based Frymire Home Services.

Previous Funding

In 2019, Tiger Infrastructure Partners formed Granite Comfort.

Source Link:

Granite Comfort press release, 03 June 2021 [https://granitecomfort.com/granite-comfort-expands-footprint-to-chicagoland-with-acquisition-of-green-air-care/]

Baker McKenzie press release, 09 June 2021 [https://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/newsroom/2021/06/granite-comfort-acquires-green-air-care]

				6/1/21		6/1/21		American Heating Company Inc (100% Stake)		Enerquip LLC				Enerquip LLC, the United States based designer and fabricator of stainless-steel heat exchangers and sanitary vessels has acquired American Heating Company Inc, the local provider of industrial heating equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/31/21		5/31/21		Gagnon & Associates Inc		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group L.P. has acquired Gagnon & Associates Inc, a Canada-based company specializing in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

The Master Group L.P. press release, 31 May 2021 [https://www.master.ca/en/press_releases/the-master-group-acquires-ontario-firm-gagnon-associates-inc-]

				5/26/21		5/26/21		Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Morgan Stanley Private Equity				Morgan Stanley Private Equity along with management of Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. has acquired the company from Dubin Clark & Company, Inc., in a management buyout transaction.

The financial terms of transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Headquartered in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, Sila Heating & Air Conditioning is engaged in providing HVAC services.

Source Link:

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 26 May 2021
[https://dubinclark.com/dubin-clark-completes-sale-of-hvac-platform-sila-heating-air/]

Debevoise & Plimpton LLP press release, 26 May 2021 [https://www.debevoise.com/news/2021/05/debevoise-advises-morgan-stanley-capital]

				5/24/21		7/1/21		Bacharach, Inc.		MSA Safety Incorporated		$   337.0		FFL Partners LP has agreed to sell its portfolio company, Bacharach, Inc. to MSA Safety Incorporated, for a consideration of USD 337m.

The transaction is expected to be funded through a combination of long-term fixed rate debt and variable senior revolving incremental borrowings with an after-tax cost of less than two percent. As part of the transaction, MSA amended and extended its credit facilities to increase borrowing capacity.

The acquisition is expected to be accretive to MSA's earnings, margins and cash flow in the first full year of ownership. It includes adjusted earnings accretion of USD 0.10 - USD 0.15 per share in the second half of 2021 and USD 0.25 - USD 0.35 per share for the full year of 2022.

The transaction is expected to close in early July 2021, subject to receipt of regulatory approvals and satisfaction of other customary closing conditions.

Company
Based in New Kensington, Pennsylvania, Bacharach is a company engaged in the design, manufacture and service of gas detection, monitoring and analysis instrumentation for the HVAC and refrigeration industries.

The company reported revenue of approximately USD 70m and employs 200 people across four locations in the U.S., Canada and Ireland.

UPDATE 01 July 2021: The transaction is completed.

Source Links:

MSA Safety Incorporated press release, 24 May 2021 [https://investors.msasafety.com/news-releases/news-release-details/msa-safety-expand-gas-detection-business-acquisition-bacharach]

Bacharach, Inc. press release, 24 May 2021 [https://www.mybacharach.com/msa-safety-acquires-bacharach-inc/]

FFL Partners LP press release, 24 May 2021 [https://www.fflpartners.com/msa-safety-to-expand-gas-detection-business-with-acquisition-of-bacharach-inc]

MSA Safety Incorporated press release, 01 July 2021 [https://investors.msasafety.com/news-releases/news-release-details/msa-safety-completes-acquisition-bacharach-inc-leader-heating]

				5/20/21		5/20/21		Thermal Resource Sales, Inc.; Supermarket Environment Services Co.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC, has acquired Thermal Resource Sales, Inc., and Supermarket Environment Services Co. (together TRS-SESCO), the US-based providers of commercial and industrial HVAC and energy solutions.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 20 May 2021 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-trs-sesco/]

				5/19/21		5/19/21		Dial Plumbing and Air Conditioning Inc.		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners' portfolio company Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Dial Plumbing and Air Conditioning, a US-based provider of residential and light commercial plumbing, heating, air conditioning, ventilation and gas services.

The financial terms of the trasnaction are not disclosed.

				5/13/21		5/13/21		Sturm Heating Inc.		The SEER Group LLC				The SEER Group LLC has acquired Sturm Heating Inc, the US-based company providing equipment and repair related services for heating, air conditioning, electrical, and water heater needs of residential and commercial customers, for an undisclosed consideration.

				5/12/21		5/12/21		UV Resources, LLC		Madison Industries				Madison Industries has acquired UV Resources, LLC, the US-based manufacturer of Ultraviolet-C disinfection and HVAC efficiency products, for an undisclosed consideration.

Pursuant to the transaction, UVR will be a division within Madison’s Indoor Air Quality segment.

Source Link:

FocalPoint Partners, LLC press release, 12 May 2021 [https://focalpointllc.com/uv-resources-madison-industries/]

				5/11/21		5/7/21		Acme Refrigeration of Baton Rouge, LLC		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc. has acquired Acme Refrigeration of Baton Rouge, LLC, the US-based distributor of air conditioning, heating and refrigeration products, for an undisclosed consideration.

Acme Refrigeration has reported an annual turnover of USD 60m in 2020.

Source Link:

https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=58563https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=58563Watsco, Inc. press release, 11 May 2021
[https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-acquisition-acme-refrigeration]

				5/4/21		5/4/21		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated (100% Stake)		The Riverside Company				Riverside Co, the private equity firm has acquired Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States-based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/4/21		5/4/21		Custom Air Products & Services, Inc.		Airxcel, Inc.				L Catterton Management Limited's portfolio company, Airxcel, Inc. has acquired Custom Air Products & Services, Inc., the US-based commercial and industrial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) manufacturing and service company, for an undisclosed consideration.

In March 2018, L Catterton had acquired Airxcel from One Rock Capital Partners, LLC for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Airxcel, Inc. press release, 04 May 2021 [https://www.airxcel.com/news/2021/05/04/airxcel-acquires-custom-air-products-services]

				4/30/21		4/30/21		Primex - HVAC Venting Products		Menzies Metal Products		$   5.7		Menzies Metal Products has acquired Primex - HVAC Venting Products, a Canada-based company which designs and builds HVAC Venting solutions, from Primex Manufacturing Limited for a consideration of CAD 7m.

				4/29/21		4/29/21		Larry & Sons		Len The Plumber, LLC				Len The Plumber, LLC, a portfolio company of Thompson Street Capital Partners LP has acquired Larry & Sons. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company

Based in Maryland, USA, Larry & Sons is a full-service residential plumbing and HVAC company.

Source Link:

Thompson Street Capital Partners LP press release, 29 April 2021 [https://www.tscp.com/press-release/thompson-street-capital-partners-portfolio-company-len-the-plumber-acquires-larry-sons-plumbing-heating-services/]

				4/28/21		4/21/21		Mission Plumbing Heating & Cooling LLC		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners' portfolio company Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Mission Plumbing Heating & Cooling LLC, the US-based company engaged in providing HAV, plumbing and heating solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transition will enhance business operations and provide growth and expansion opportunities.

				4/19/21		Pending		Melrose Plc (Nortek Air Management business)		Madison Industries		$   3,646.0		Madison Industries has agreed to acquire Nortek Air Management business of Melrose Plc, comprising of Nortek Global HVAC and Air Quality & Home Solutions segments., for a cash consideration of GBP 2.62bn.

The transaction is subject to approval from shareholders of Melrose, approval from antitrust authorities and other customary closing conditions. The transaction is expected to complete in the second or third quarter of 2021.

Source Links:

Melrose Plc press release, 19 April 2021 [https://www.melroseplc.net/media/announcements/2021/proposed-disposal-of-nortek-air-management-for-3625-billion/]

Madison Industries press release, 19 April 2021 [https://madison.net/madison-industries-agrees-to-acquire-nortek-air-to-bolster-indoor-air-quality-offering/]

Madison Industries stock exchange announcement, 19 April 2021 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/MRO/proposed-disposal-of-nortek-air-management/14941834]

				4/19/21		4/19/21		Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd. (30% Stake)		Carrier Global Corporation		$   46.1		Carrier Global Corporation has agreed to acquire 30% stake in Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd, a China-based company engaged in the commercial air-conditioning business from Chigo Holding Limited.

Terms: The consideration for the transaction is CNY 300m.

Conditions:

 * Carrier 's 70% stake acquisition in Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd from GW Group.
 * Customary closing conditions and regulatory sanctions.
 * Other necessary conditions.

Background:

 * Carrier will also acquire other subsidiaries of Guangdong Giwee Group Co., Ltd. - namely Guangdong Giwee Technology Co., Ltd. and Guangdong Giwee electronic commerce Co., Ltd.
 * Chigo Heating reported net profit of CNY 85.664m and CNY 31.799m for the year ended 31 December 2019 and 2020, respectively

UPDATED 19 April 2021: completed

Source Links:

Carrier Global Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 19 April 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000095014221001308/eh210145593_8k.htm]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 19 April 2021 [https://www.corporate.carrier.com/news/news-articles/carrier-agrees-to-acquire-guangdong-giwee-group-a-chinabased-hvac-manufacturer.html]

				4/19/21				Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin		Mestek, Inc. (OTCPK:MCCK)		-		As of April 19, 2021, Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin was acquired by Mestek, Inc. Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin comprises HVAC systems for industrial, commercial, and residential spaces. The asset is located in the United States.

				4/15/21		Pending		Titanium Steel & Manufacturing Co Ltd		Koch Chemical Technology Group Saudi Arabia Limited		$   9.7		Koch Chemical Technology Group Saudi Arabia Limited, has agreed to acquire Titanium Steel & Manufacturing Co Ltd, a Saudi Arabia-based company engaged in manufacturing of heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment including ventilation systems, heat exchangers, drums, reactors and evaporators; provides repair and maintenance services, from Saudi Steel Pipe Company, for a cash consideration of USD 9.7m.

The transaction is subject to approval by the General Authority for Competition, and is expected to close within the third quarter of 2021. In 2020, Saudi Steel Pipe has incurred net losses of SAR 34.5m (USD 9.2m) compared with SAR 26.8m (USD 7.15m) in 2019.

				4/15/21		4/15/21		Carolina Air, Inc. Heating & Cooling		NearU HVAC Services				SkyKnight Capital backed NearU Services has acquired Carolina Air, Inc. Heating & Cooling.

The financial terms of transaction are not disclosed. Following the transaction, Carolina Air will continue to operate under its own brand.

Company
Headquartered in Carthage, North Carolina, Carolina Air Heating & Cooling is engaged in providing heating, air purification and air conditioning repair solutions. It currently has 40 employees.

Source Link:

NearU Services press release, 15 April 2021 [https://nearu-services.com/news/nearu-services-continues-strong-momentum-in-north-carolina-through-the-acquisition-of-carolina-air-a-premier-home-services-brand-in-the-broader-raleigh-durham-market]

				4/14/21		4/14/21		API of NH and Delta T		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch’s Supply, an Illinois-based HVAC distributor backed by Ridgemont Equity Partners, has acquired API of NH and Delta T, a New Hampshire-based family owned HVAC distributor. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction includes acquisition of API's eight branches servicing New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine and Vermont.

Source Link:
Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 14 April 2021 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/munchs-supply-acquires-new-hampshire-based-api-of-nh-and-delta-t/]

				4/9/21		5/12/21		Silent-Aire Limited Partnership		Johnson Controls International plc		$   630.0		Johnson Controls International plc has agreed to acquire Silent-Aire Limited Partnership, a Canada-based designer and manufacturer of custom air handlers and modular data centers for hyperscale cloud and colocation providers, for a cash consideration of USD 630m.

Silent-Aire will also receive up to USD 240m as earnout, subject to the achievement of post-closing milestones. The transaction is expected to be immediately accretive and add USD 0.07 to USD 0.09 to FY22 adjusted EPS.

The transaction is expected to close in the fiscal third quarter of 2021, subject to the receipt of regulatory approval and customary closing conditions. Silent-Aire’s revenue for fiscal year 2021 (May) is expected to approximate USD 650m and currently has around 3,000 employees globally.

UPDATE 12 May 2021: The transaction has completed.

Source Links:

Johnson Controls International plc press release, 09 April 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/media-center/news/press-releases/2021/04/09/johnson-controls-agrees-to-acquire-silentaire-to-accelerate-growth-in-hyperscale-data-center-vertica]

Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP press release, 09 April 2021 [https://www.clearygottlieb.com/news-and-insights/news-listing/johnson-controls-to-acquire-silent-aire-for-870-million]

Johnson Controls International plc press release, 12 May 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_in/media-center/news/press-releases/2021/05/12/johnson-controls-completes-acquisition-of-silent-aire]

				4/8/21		4/8/21		Zone Mechanical, LLC		Wind Point Partners, L.P.				Wind Point Partners, L.P. along with the management of Zone Mechanical, LLC, the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC mechanical services to the grocery, convenience store and warehouse industries, have acquired the company, from TJM Capital Partners, for an undisclosed consideration, in a management uyout deal.

Source Links:

Wind Point Partners, L.P. press release, 08 April 2021 [https://www.wppartners.com/overview/wind-point-partners-acquires-zone-mechanical]

NXT Capital, LLC press release, 12 April 2021 [https://www.nxtcapital.com/news/nxt-capital-provides-senior-credit-facility-to-support-wind-point-partners-acquisition-of-zone-mechanical/#0]

Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated press release, April 2021 [https://www.rwbaird.com/ma-transactions/investment-banking/DealCard/5734?utm_source=linkedin&utm_medium=social&utm_content=&utm_campaign=&utm_term=&sf141909978=1]

				4/7/21		4/7/21		Neffsville Plumbing, Heating & Cooling Services		Len The Plumber, LLC				Len The Plumber, LLC, the portfolio company of Thompson Street Capital Partners LP, has acquired Neffsville Plumbing, Heating & Cooling Services.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Company

Headquartered in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Neffsville is a provider of residential plumbing and HVAC full-services.

Source:

Thompson Street Capital Partners LP press release, 07 April 2021 [https://www.tscp.com/press-release/thompson-street-capital-partners-portfolio-company-len-the-plumber-announces-acquisition-of-neffsville-plumbing-heating-services/]

				4/6/21		11/1/20		Wagner Mechanical, Inc		Stan’s Heating & Cooling				Stan’s Heating & Cooling, backed by Treaty Oak Equity LLC has acquired Wagner Mechanical, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company

Located in US,,Wagner Mechanical, Inc. is a heating, plumbing and electrical services company.

				4/2/21		4/14/21		Skydome ; ESSEMES Services		Kingspan Group Plc				Kingspan Group Plc has agreed to acquire Skydome, a France-based company engaged in production of daylighting, ventilation, smoke evacuation, and roofing access systems, and ESSEMES Services, a France-based company engaged in the installation of skylights and the maintenance of fire safety equipment, from SMAC, SAS for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction enables SMAC to concentrate on Travaux, its core business consisting of waterproofing and building envelope solutions. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions. In 2020, Skydome reported revenues of approximately EUR 45m.

SMAC is a portfolio company of OpenGate Capital Management, LLC. SMAC had signed an exclusivity agreement in January 2021.

UPDATE 14 April 2021: The acquisition of Skydome and ESSEMES Services has been completed.

Source Links:

SMAC, SAS press release, 19 January 2021 (French) [https://www.smac-sa.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Communiqu%C3%A9-de-presse-SMAC-c%C3%A8de-son-p%C3%B4le-lanterneaux.19.01.21.pdf]

OpenGate Capital Management, LL press release, 25 January 2021 [https://opengatecapital.com/ogc-news/opengate-capital-portfolio-company-smac-signs-agreement-to-sell-skylights-business-to-kingspan-lightair/]

Kingspan Group Plc stock exchange announcement, 19 February 2021 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/KGP/final-results/14871014]

SMAC, SAS press release, 02 April 2021 (French) [https://www.smac-sa.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CP_SMAC-a-finalis%C3%A9-la-vente-de_SKYDOME_ESSEMES-Service_02.04.21.pdf]

OpenGate Capital Management, LLC press release, 14 April 2021 [https://opengatecapital.com/ogc-news/opengate-capital-portfolio-company-smac-completes-sale-of-skydome-and-essemes-services-businesses-to-kingspan-light-air/]

				3/31/21		3/31/21		Sierra Air Inc		Service Champions, Inc.				Odyssey Investment Partners, LLC-backed Service Champions, Inc. has acquired Sierra Air Inc.

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Sierra's founder Ron Ford has become a shareholder of Service Champions.

Company

Based in Reno, Nevada, Sierra Air Inc is an HVAC home services company.

				3/26/21		3/26/21		Royal Metal Products		Flex-Tek		$   107.6		Flex-Tek, a US-based provider of engineered components that move heat, fluid and gases, has acquired Royal Metal Products, a Temple, Georgia-based manufacturer of residential and light commercial HVAC products

				3/16/21		Pending		Temperature Equipment Corporation		Watsco, Inc.; Carrier Global Corporation				Watsco, Inc. and Carrier Global Corporation (Carrier) Temperature Equipment Corporation (TEC), the US-based distributor of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning equipment and related parts and supplies, for an undisclosed consideration.

As per the terms of the agreement, Watsco and Carrier will own 80% and 20% stake in TEC, respectively. Post-acquisition, TEC will operate as an independent entity

In 2020, TEC reported revenues of USD 291m. TEC serves around 10,000 customers from 32 locations in Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota and Missouri.

Source Links:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 16 March 2021 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-acquire-temperature-equipment-corporation-291-million]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 16 March 2021 [https://ir.carrier.com/node/8996/pdf]

				3/10/21		3/10/21		Hurley & David, Inc.		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				New Mountain Capital, LLC-backed Horizon Services, LLC has agreed to acquire Hurley & David, Inc.

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company

Based in Springfield, Massachusetts, Hurley & David, Inc. is a provider of heating, cooling, and whole-home comfort.

				3/1/21				Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co.		F.W. Webb Company, Inc.		-		Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co. engages in the distribution of plumbing, heating and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. The company is based in Danbury, Connecticut. As of March 1, 2021, Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co. operates as a subsidiary of F.W. Webb Company, Inc.

				2/23/21		2/23/21		Cool Solution Refrigeration Ltd		Johnson Controls, Inc.				Johnson Controls, Inc. (JCI) has acquired Cool Solution Refrigeration Ltd (CSR), an UK-based company engaged in designing, installation and maintenance of air-conditioner and refrigerator, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will increase JCI’s customer base, enhance its operations and strengthen the company’s market position. The transaction will provide growth and expansion opportunities.

CSR had a workforce of 25 employees.

Source Links:

Johnson Controls International plc press release,23 February 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_gb/insights/2021/pr/johnson-controls-acquires-cool-solution]

Johnson Controls International plc press release,03 March 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_gb/-/media/jci/be/united-kingdom/insights/files/pr/cool_solution_acquisition_release_final.pdf]

				2/19/21		2/19/21		Termet S.A.		Ferro Group		$   19.2		Ferro Group, a US based private equity firm specializing in the acquisition of manufacturing and distribution services, acquired Termet S.A., a Poland based manufacturer of HVACR equipment.

				2/17/21		3/1/21		Holyoake Industries Ltd.		Price Industries Limited				Price Industries Limited has agreed to acquire an undisclosed stake in Holyoake Industries Ltd, a New Zealand-based manufacturer of commercial HVAC equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is Price’s first key expansion into New Zealand and Australia, creating an Australasian HVAC powerhouse. Post-acquisition, Holyoake will operate independently under the name ‘Holyoake by Price’. Holyoake currently operates in Australia and New Zealand.

UPDATE 02 March 2021: The acquisition completed on 01 March.

				2/11/21		2/11/21		Adey Innovation LLP		Polypipe Group
(LSE:PLP)		$   290.7		Polypipe Group is a manufactures and sells pressure-rated high density polyethylene pipes aquired ADEY Innovation, a manufacturer and supplier of heating and cooling systems.

				2/8/21		2/8/21		ElitAire, Inc.		Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Applied Americas Inc. has acquired ElitAire, Inc., the US-based company engaged in providing HVAC equipment and building automation control solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/5/21		3/2/21		Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company		Tinicum Incorporated				Tinicum Incorporated has agreed to acquire an undisclosed controlling stake in Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Desloge family shareholders will continue to have minority ownership in Watlow. Watlow will continue to operate from its headquarters in St. Louis, Missouri. The transaction is subject to receipt of customary regulatory approvals.

Company
Headquartered in Saint Louis, Missouri, and founded in 1922, Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company is a company engaged in the design and manufacture of industrial electric heaters, sensors, controllers, and software.

It reported revenues of USD 450m in 2019.

UPDATE 02 March 2021: The transaction has been completed.

Source Links:

Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company press release, 05 February 2021 [https://www.watlow.com/about-watlow/news/tinicum-press-release]

Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company press release, 02 March 2021 [https://www.watlow.com/about-watlow/news/tinicum-lp-acquires-controlling-interest-in-watlow]

				2/3/21		2/3/21		Texas Chiller Systems, LLC		Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.				Jackson Mechanical Service Inc., an Orion Group company backed by Alpine Investors LP has acquired Texas Chiller Systems, LLC.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition is in line with Orion group's strategy of building a national platform by partnering with founder-owned facility services businesses and providing resources to help them in their expansion and growth.

It will also enable TCS to expand its service offerings in San Antonio and also expand its geographic presence to other Texas markets.

Previous Funding
Alpine Investors LP acquired Jackson Mechanical Service Inc. in 2020, which led to the formation of the Orion group.

Company
Headquartered in San Antonio, Texas, and founded in 2006, Texas Chiller Systems, LLC is a provider of commercial HVAC services company.

				2/3/21				Munch's Supply Colorado LLC		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		Munch's Supply Colorado LLC, doing business as C&L Supply HVAC and Plumbing, engages in the distribution of heating and air conditioning equipment, and plumbing products. The company was incorporated in 2021 and is based in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. As of February 3, 2021, Munch's Supply Colorado LLC operates as a subsidiary of Munch's Supply LLC.

				2/3/21		2/3/21		Nordiska Klimatfabriken		Volution Group		$   4.8		Volution Group plc,  a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy efficient indoor air quality solutions, has acquired Nordiska Klimatfabriken AB, a Sweden based manufactuturer of low carbon residential ventilation equipment.

				2/2/21		7/16/21		Enwave Energy Corp. (US business)		Ullico Inc.; QIC Limited		$   950.0		QIC Limited and Ullico Inc. have agreed to acquire the US-based business of Enwave Energy Corp., a Canada based heating and air conditioning services company, from Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P.

Terms:

 * QIC and Ullico will acquire Enwave Energy US for a consideration of approximately USD 950m.
 * Concurrently, Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan Board and IFM Investors have agreed to acquire Enwave’s Canadian business for an estimated consideration of USD 2.9bn.

Rationale:

 * The acquisition will enable QIC to expand its global infrastructure presence to 20 assets in six countries.
 * It will also help Ullico to diversify its portfolio within district energy business.

Expected Completion: The transaction is expected to occur in mid-2021.

Conditions:

 * Regulatory approvals.
 * Customary closing conditions.

Background:

 * Enwave Energy US currently serves over 340 clients and operates in eight cities across eight states, providing energy solutions to more than 400 buildings across universities, school districts and hospitals.
 * In October 2012, Brookfield Asset Management had acquired Enwave Energy Corp., from Borealis Infrastructure Management Inc, for an enterprise value of USD 480m.

UPDATE 16 July 2021: The acquisition of Enwave Energy Corp. has been completed and it will operate under the name CenTrio.

Source Links:

Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://bip.brookfield.com/press-releases/2021/02-02-2021-123147392]

Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P. 8-K form filed with SEC on 02 February 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1406234/000117184321000655/f6k_020221.htm]

 * Press Release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1406234/000117184321000655/exh_991.htm]

Enwave Energy Corp. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.enwave.com/resources/statement-on-ownership-transition/]

Ullico Inc. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.ullico.com/news-item/EnwaveEnergy]

QIC Limited press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.qic.com.au/knowledge-centre/qic-acquires-enwave-energy-us-20210202]

				2/1/21		2/1/21		Wolseley UK Limited		Clayton Dublilier & Rice		$   418.6		Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, a private equity firm focused in the industrial, manufacturing, and IT sectors, acquired Wolseley UK Limited, a leading specialist distributor of plumbing HVACR equipment.

				1/26/21		1/26/21		United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC		SPP Management Services, LLC; Capitala Group; Pareto & Company LLC				SPP Management Services, LLC (Summit Park), Capitala Group and Pareto & Company LLC and along with the management team of United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC (UAT), acquired the company in a management buyout deal.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Summit Park via Summit Park III, L.P. fund lead the majority recapitalization of UAT. The management team included, President Mr. Mike Giordano and CEO Mr. Gabe Ivanescu who was the majority owner of UAT prior to the recapitalization.

The transaction will help in UAT's organic growth, expand the company's geographic reach and pursue future add-on acquisitions

The transaction represents sixth investment in via fund Summit Park III, L.P.

Debt

The transaction was supported through debt financing by Bank of Montreal.

Company

Headquartered in Lorton, Virginia, US, United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC (UAT) is a provider of residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") services

Source link:

https://www.unitedairtemp.com/https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=267213SPP Management Services, LLC press release, 26 January 2021 [https://www.summitparkllc.com/news/1776/summit-park-leads-majority-recapitalization-of-united-air-temp]https://www.summitparkllc.com/news/1776/summit-park-leads-majority-recapitalization-of-united-air-temp

				1/12/21		1/12/21		ABCO HVACR Supply + Solutions		Daikin North America LLC				Daikin North America LLC has acquired ABCO HVACR Supply + Solutions, the US-based HVAC distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

Daikin will be able to strengthen its opportunity for greater collaboration in the local territories among ABCO branches. It will allow ABCO to grow by retaining and growing its contractor customer base, hiring new talent, adding more business technology, expanding product lines. Post-acquisition, ABCO’s senior management team will continue to be the leaders of ABCO and Mr. Michael Senter will continue to be CEO. ABCO will operate as a unit of Daikin.

				1/4/21		1/4/21		Robinson Plumbing & Heating Supply Co., Inc.		Goodman Distribution, Inc.				Goodman Distribution, Inc. has acquired Robinson Plumbing & Heating Supply Co., Inc., the US-based HVAC, hydronics and plumbing equipment and services firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is in line with Goodman’s planned growth strategy. It will also enable Goodman to expand its presence in the Northeast regions of USA. Post acquisition, Robinson will maintain its headquarters at Fall River, Massachusetts. There will also be no changes in the management structure throughout its existing branch locations.

Robinson currently operates seven branches across Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island.

Source Link:

https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=1393381https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=1393381Goodman Distribution, Inc. press release, 04 January 2021
[https://www.goodmanmfg.com/pdfviewer.aspx?pdfurl=docs/librariesprovider6/default-document-library/robinson-supply-news-release-final--mr-rev-tracked.pdf?view=true]

				1/4/21		12/31/20		Purification Solutions LLC		Atlas Copco AB				Atlas Copco AB has acquired Purification Solutions LLC (Nano Purification Solutions), the US-based manufacturer of air treatment and on-site nitrogen generation equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

Atlas Copco will be able to enhance its market share as well as accelerate growth in North America, Europe and other strategic markets by leveraging on the expertise and product portfolio of Nano Purification Solutions. Post-acquisition, Nano Purification Solutions will become part of the Industrial Air division within the Compressor Technique Business Area.

In 2019, Purification Solutions reported revenues of USD 26m with a work force of 60 employees operating in Europe and the United States.

Source Links:

Atlas Copco AB press release, 04 January 2021 [https://www.atlascopcogroup.com/content/dam/corporate/cision/20210104_Atlas_Copco_has_acquired_air_treatment_and_nitrogen_generator_manufacturer.pdf]

Atlas Copco AB press release, 04 January 2021 (Swedish) [https://www.atlascopcogroup.com/content/dam/corporate/cision/20210104_Atlas_Copco_har_f_rv_rvat_tillverkare_av_luftbehandlare_och_kv_vegeneratorer.pdf]

				12/31/20		12/31/20		Airo Mechanical, LLC		Thomas Investments LLC				Thomas Investments LLC has agreed to acquire Airo Mechanical, LLC, the US-based contractor for multifamily HVAC and plumbing solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Clarity Capital Advisors press release [https://clarityexit.com/completed-deals/#airo]

				12/30/20		12/30/20		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.		Gryphon Investors Inc		$   78.0		Gryphon Investors has acquired a majority stake in Canada-based Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc., from Clairvest Group Inc., for a consideration of approximately CAD 100m (USD 78.02m).

The sale represents a 4.7x multiple, for Clairvest on its investment of CAD 21.3m over a period of two years, and an IRR of 110%.

Right Time’s management will continue to remain with the Company and retain a significant equity stake.

The transaction will help Right Time to benefit from the resources and expertise of Gryphon and further expand organically and through acquisitions.

Pursuant to the transaction, Mr. Jeff Balagna, will become Chairman, and Right Time co-founder and CEO Mr. Vaughn Goettler will become Vice Chairman, while co-founder and President Mr. Jeremy Hetherington has been named CEO of the company. Mr. Alex Earls of Gryphon will join the Board of Directors.

Previous funding
In 2018, Clairvest Group Inc via its Clairvest Equity Partners V fund, in partnership with the management of Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc., acquired the company, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 2014 and headquartered in St. Catharines, Ontario, Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning, is a provider of Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) installation, preventative maintenance programs, repairs, and replacements services. It owns and operates 10 brands across 11 locations in Ontario, Manitoba, and British Columbia. It employs 400 people.

Source Links:

Clairvest Group Inc. press release, 30 December 2020 [https://www.clairvest.com/clairvest-generates-an-irr-of-110-and-a-4-7x-multiple-of-capital-on-the-sale-of-right-time-heating-and-air-conditioning/]

Gryphon Investors Inc press release, 30 December 2020 [https://www.gryphon-inv.com/news-article/gryphon-investors-completes-majority-investment-in-right-time-heating-and-air-conditioning/]

				12/22/20		12/9/20		Cunningham Associates Heating and Air Conditioning		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners LLC backed Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Cunningham Associates Heating and Air Conditioning, from Mr. Bob Cunningham.

The terms of the transactions are not disclosed.

				12/21/20				Sierra Air Conditioning, Inc.		SE Capital Partners, LLC		-		Sierra Air Conditioning, Inc. provides residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) installation services to new homes built by national and local homebuilders. It offers heating and cooling, indoor air quality, home comfort club, and other installments. The company was founded in 1987 and is based in Las Vegas, Nevada.

				12/18/20		12/18/20		Heatex AB (100% Stake)		Madison Industries				Madison Industries Holdings LLC, the United States based conglomerate involved in industrial and mechanical businesses has acquired Heatex AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of air-to-air heat exchangers for applications in buildings, data centers as well as wind turbines from BWB Partners, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for BWB Partners.

				12/18/20		12/18/20		ClimaRad B.V.		Volution Group		$   51.5		Volution Group plc,  a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy efficient indoor air quality solutions, has acquired 75% of the issued share capital of ClimaRad B.V., the market leader for decentralised ventilation systems in the Netherlands.

				12/15/20		12/15/20		Heartland Home Services, Inc.		Cobepa S.A.; The Jordan Company, L.P.				The Jordan Company, L.P. (TJC) and Cobepa S.A., along with the management of Heartland Home Services, Inc. (Heartland), has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in the company, from North Branch Capital, LLC (North Branch), in a management buyout transaction.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed. Under the terms, Cobepa made significant investment whereas North Branch will retain minority stake in Heartland. TJC made investment via its The Resolute Fund IV, L.P.

The transaction will enable Heartland to expand its HVAC service offerings to customers.

Prior to this, Heartland completed nine add-on acquisitions.

Debt

The Carlyle Group provided debt financing to TJC for supporting the acquisition.

Previous Funding

In January 2020, North Branch Capital formed Heartland Home Services with the acquisition of A+ Derr Heating & Cooling.

Company

Headquartered in Macomb, Michigan and founded in 2016, Heartland Home Services, Inc. is a provider of residential HVAC replacement and maintenance, plumbing and electrical services.

Source Links:

The Carlyle Group press release, 15 December 2020 [https://www.carlyle.com/media-room/news-release-archive/carlyle-group-leads-structures-debt-financing-jordan-companys-acquisition-heartland-home-services]

				12/15/20				H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc.		Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions, Inc.		-		H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc. offers heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems' repair, replacement, construction, and installation services in Austin and the surrounding areas. The company was founded in 2011 and is based in Austin, Texas. As of December 15, 2020, H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions, Inc.

				11/29/20		Pending		Afpro Filters B.V.		Filtration Group Corporation				Filtration Group Corporation has agreed to acquire Afpro Filters B.V. (Afpro), the Netherlands-based manufacturer of air filtration products, from Stichting Administratiekantoor Acs Holding, for an undisclosed consideration.

Filtration Group is in talks with lenders for incremental TLB add-on of EUR 175m for the acquisition of Afpro Filters. In 2019, Afpro had reported EBITDA of approximately EUR 15m. AFPRO has offices in the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, France, Poland, Finland, Switzerland, China and Australia, with more than 700 employees worldwide.

				11/23/20				Dukes of Air		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based home repair services provider, has acquired Dukes of Air, LLC, a Mesa, Arizona-based HVAC services firm. 

				11/23/20		11/23/20		7AC Technologies Inc.		Emerson Electric Co.				3M Ventures-backed 7AC Technologies Inc. has been sold to Emerson Electric Co.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

The transaction will enable Emerson’s to provide with enhanced air management solutions to customers.

Previous Funding

Till date, 7AC has raised USD 22.3m of funding from various investors.

Company

Headquartered in Beverly, Massachusetts and founded in 2009, 7AC Technologies Inc. is a company engaged in developer of high efficiency heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.

Source Link:

Emerson Electric Co. press release, 23 November 2020 [https://www.emerson.com/en-us/news/corporate/7ac-acquisition]

				11/20/20		11/20/20		Filtration Group Corporation		Sequoia Capital		$   275.0		Sequoia Capital via its Sequoia Capital Heritage Fund has invested USD 257m in Filtration Group Equity LLC, the US-based company that manufactures filtration products and systems.

Company
Based in Oak Brook, IL, Filtration Group offers air filters which include products for the heating, ventilation, air conditioning, industrial, dust, liquid, gas phase, clean room, power systems, pain, and filter media markets.

				11/17/20		11/17/20		Old Dominion Supply, Inc.; Atlantic Construction Fabrics, Inc.		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc has acquired Old Dominion Supply, Inc., the US-based wholesale distributor of HVAC parts and supplies, and Atlantic Construction Fabrics, Inc. (ACF), the US-based manufacturer of erosion control, storm water management, inlet protection, perimeter and sediment control fabric products, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition of Old Dominion will enable the company to expand in the HVAC market with greater synergies. ACF acquisition will also allow the company to expand its geographic footprint along the East Coast. It will further diversify Ferguson's Waterworks business and will complement its existing offerings in geosynthetics, erosion control and storm water management.

Old Dominion reported revenues of around USD 55m and ACF reported revenues of around USD 100m for the year 2019.

Source Links:

Ferguson plc press release, 17 November 2020 [https://www.fergusonplc.com/en/investors-and-media/news/financial-news/2020/ferguson-acquires-old-dominion-supply-inc-and-atlantic-construction-fabrics-inc.html]

Ferguson plc stock exchange announcement, 17 November 2020 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/FERG/ferguson-acquires-old-dominion-and-acf/14759235]

				11/10/20		11/10/20		Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.		Alpine Investors LP				Alpine Investors LP has acquired Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition is in line with Alpine's strategy of building a leading player in the HVACR and plumbing businesses.

Mr. Larry Beatty and Mr. Matt Olson will continue to lead Jackson. With this acquisition, Alpine will create a new commercial facility services platform Orion Group.

Company

Headquartered in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and founded in 1957, Jackson Mechanical Service Inc. is a company engaged in commercial and industrial HVACR and boiler business.

Source Links:

Alpine Investors LP press release, 10 November 2020 [https://updates.alpineinvestors.com/alpine-investors-exits-healthcomp-0]

				11/5/20		11/5/20		TRUaire		CSW Industrials		$   360.0		CSW Industrials, Inc , the Texas-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, and TRUaire, the Santa Fe Springs, California-based supplier of passive air handling solutions.

				11/4/20		11/4/20		United Coolair Corporation		Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC		$   233.0		CSW Industrials, Inc , the Texas-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, and TRUaire, the Santa Fe Springs, California-based supplier of passive air handling solutions.

				11/2/20		11/2/20		Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC		Daikin Industries, Ltd.				Daikin Industries, Ltd. has acquired Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC, the US-based equipment, accessories, and parts wholesale distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will add on to further growth and development for Daikin Industries, Ltd. The addition of Stevens will bring in more business know-how, extension of product lines, and more client base. It will also endure the supply and sales of Daikin brands.

Post-acquisition Stevens will function as exclusively owned business element of Daikin. The management team led by Mr. Dave DeSutter, Senior Executive Advisor will be retained by Daikin. The team will continue there operations from Eagan, Minnesota. Stevens has 18 branch locations across USA.

Source Link:

Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC press release, 03 November 2020 [https://www.stevensequipmentsupply.com/post/daikin-acquires-stevens-equipment-supply-for-distribution-in-12-states-from-minnesota-to-arizona]

				10/15/20		7/31/20		Hunter-Davisson, Inc.		Employees				The employees of Hunter-Davisson, Inc., the US-based full-service heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration company has acquired the company for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction provides Hunter-Davisson's employee owners with an ongoing financial interest in the business and rewards.

Source Link:

FMI Capital Advisorspress release, 15 October 2020 [https://www.fminet.com/news/2020/10/15/fmi-capital-advisors-announces-hunter-davisson-becomes-100-employee-owned/]

Hunter-Davisson, Inc. press release, 20 October 2020 [http://www.hunterdavisson.com/hunter-davisson-is-now-an-employee-owned-company/]

				10/7/20		10/7/20		Hart & Cooley, LLC		H.I.G. Capital, LLC				H.I.G. Capital has acquired Hart & Cooley, LLC from Johnson Controls International plc. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will enable Hart & Cooley on focus on growth with operational improvements, provide new opportunities and better serve its customers.

Company
Founded in 1901 and headquartered in Grand Rapids, MI, Hart & Cooley is a manufacturer of HVAC and air distribution products, including vents, grilles, registers, diffusers, and rooftop and chimney products.

It has eight manufacturing sites and six distribution centers spread across the United States, Mexico, and Canada.

Source Link:
H.I.G. Capital, LLC press release, 07 October 2020 [https://higcapital.com/news/release/1294]

				10/1/20				UGI HVAC Operations		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based home repair services provider and subsidiary of HomeServe [LSE:HSV], has acquired HVAC operations from UGI Corporation [NYSE: UGI].

				10/1/20		10/1/20		EFI Concepts		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group L.P., the portfolio company of Novacap Investments, Inc. acquired EFI Concepts. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will accelerate Master Group’s growth and expand its product and service portfolio.

Previous Funding

In March 2014, Novacap acquired 65% stake in The Master Group, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1990 and based in Canada, EFI Concepts is a manufacturer's representative in HVAC applications in industrial, institutional and environmental business solutions

Source Links:

The Master Group L.P. press release, 01 October 2020 [https://www.master.ca/en/press_releases/the-master-group-acquires-the-ontario-manufacturers-representative-efi-concepts]

Novacap Investments, Inc. press release, 01 October 2020 [https://www.novacap.ca/en/news/industries/novacap-portfolio-company-the-master-group-acquires-ontario-manufacturers-representative-efi-concepts/]

EFI Concepts press release, 01 October 2020 [http://www.eficoncepts.com/site_Files/Content/PDF/Press_Release_Master_EFI.PDF]

				9/30/20		9/30/20		Carolina Refrigeration Services Inc		CoolSys, Inc.				Ares Management-backed CoolSys has acquired Carolina Refrigeration Services, the US-based commercial HVAC and refrigeration company.

The financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.

CoolSys expands its expansion into the Southeast via the acquisition.

Ares Management acquired CoolSys in 2019 from Audax Private Equity.

Company
Headquartered in Lexington, South Carolina, Carolina Refrigeration provides refrigeration and commercial and industrial HVAC services.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 30 September 2020 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-carolina-refrigeration/]

				9/16/20		9/16/20		Rogers Mechanical Contractors, Inc.		Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC				Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC has made a control investment in Rogers Mechanical Contractors, Inc. (RMC), the US-based provider of mechanical, HVAC and plumbing contracting services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC is a specialized joint venture between Aterian Investment Partners LLC and Craft Work Capital, LLC, established to make strategic investments in mechanical, electrical and other related specialty contractors.

The transaction will enable RMC to expand their business in USA and will continue to be led by Dustin Rogers, who will remain as CEO, and Dustin’s leadership team.

Source Link:

Craft Work Capital, LLC press release, 16 September 2020 [http://www.craftworkcap.com/in-the-news/]

				9/15/20		10/30/20		American Residential Services LLC		GI Partners				GI Partners has acquired a majority stake in American Residential Services (ARS), in a management buyout transaction.

Existing investors Charlesbank Capital Partners and management are also making significant investments as a part of the transaction.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will help ARS to benefit from the expertise and resources of GI and expand its current offering and provide its customers with enhanced services.

The transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter of 2020 and is subject to customary closing conditions and regulatory approvals.

The transaction was carried thorugh an auction process and saw participation from Centerbridge Partners, HIG Capital and Platinum Equity.

Previous funding
In 2014, Charlesbank Capital Partners, acquired American Residential Services, from CI Capital Partners LLC and Royal Palm Capital Management, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 2006 and based in Memphis, Tennessee, American Residential Services is a provider of heating, cooling, indoor air quality, plumbing, drain cleaning, sewer line, radiant barrier, insulation, and ventilation services to retail and light commercial customers.

ARS operates via a network of more than 70 locally managed service centers and has around 6,500 employees.

UPDATE 30 October 2020: This transaction has been completed.

Source Links:

GI Partners press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.gipartners.com/news/gi-partners-joins-charlesbank-capital-partners-to-accelerate-growth-at-american-residential-services]

Charlesbank Capital Partners, LLC press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.charlesbank.com/news/2020/gi-partners-joins-charlesbank-capital-partners-to-accelerate-growth-at-american-residential-services/]

American Residential Services LLC press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.ars.com/blog/gi-partners-accelerate-growth-ars]

Goodwin Procter LLP press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.goodwinlaw.com/news/2020/09/09_15-ars-receives-majority-investment-gi-partners]

				9/9/20		9/9/20		MSR Mechanical LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, LLC (TAG) has acquired MSR Mechanical LLC, the US-based industrial refrigeration and HVAC installation and services company, for an undisclosed consideration.

MSR complements to TAG’s portfolio and brings a broad base of customers in numerous vertical markets. The transaction will continue to increase the market share in MSR’s core business. Trevor Miller, MSR’s president will become a member of the TAG leadership team and lead the operations and expansion of TAG-Mechanical.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 09 September 2020 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/msr-mechanical-acquisition/]

				9/1/20		9/1/20		Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Astar Heating & Air, LLC				Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. backed Astar Heating & Air, LLC has acquired Sila Heating & Air Conditioning Inc.

The financial terms of the deal were not disclosed. The acquisition will expand the combined company's presence in mid-Atlantic & northeast US regions and will result into further growth of the company.

Concurrent to this transaction, Astar Heating has also acquired Jones Services, a HVAC company headquartered in New York. Following the transactions, Astar Heating will be rebranded into Sila Heating & Air Conditioning.

Debt
Varagon Capital Partners, L.P. provided senior debt financing to support the acquisition.

Previous Funding
In July 2019, Dubin Clark invested in Astar Heating.

Company
Formed in 1989 and headquartered in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, Sila Heating provides heating and air-conditioning services.

Source Links:

Varagon Capital Partners, L.P. press release, 01 September 2020 [https://varagon.com/blog/1579-varagon-capital-partners-supports-dubin-clark-company-s-acquisition-of-sila-heating-air-conditioning-inc]

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 02 September 2020 [https://dubinclark.com/sila-heating-and-air/]

				9/1/20				Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc./ Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc		Havtech Management, LLC		-		Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc./ Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc represents the combined operations of Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc. and Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc in their sale to Havtech Management, LLC. Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc. distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) solutions to owners, engineers, and contractors. Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc offers certified testing, adjusting, and balancing of HVAC air and hydronic systems, as well as building systems commissioning. The companies are based in the United States.

				8/26/20		8/26/20		Airxchange, Inc.		Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC				Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC has acquired an undisclosed controlling stake in Airxchange, Inc., the US-based manufacturer of heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/10/20				Freedom Heating and Cooling		HomeServe plc				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of home repair services and subsidiary of HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV], bought Freedom Heating and Cooling, a Birmingham, Alabama-based heating and cooling services provider.

				8/4/20		8/4/20		Enerphase Industrial Solutions, Inc.		Xebec Adsorption Inc		$   6.0		Xebec Adsorption Inc has acquired Enerphase Industrial Solutions, Inc (Air Flow), the US-based distributor and service provider of compressed air equipment doing business , for an approximate consideration of USD 6m.

Post-acquisition, the principles of Air Flow will remain the same to support integration of Air Flow in Xebec’s industrial service and support business.

				7/31/20				Patriot Supply, Inc.		Style Crest, Inc.				Style Crest, Inc. has acquired Patriot Supply, Inc., the US-based company engaged in building product distribution and HVAC installation and servicing business for the manufactured housing industry, for an undisclosed consideration.

The addition of Capitol Supply will strengthen Style Crest’s presence in the Michigan market and allow Style Crest to provide HVAC installation and servicing capabilities to the State.

Source Link:

Cascade Partners LLC, press release [https://cascade-partners.com/transactions/capitol-supply-and-service-was-acquired-by-style-crest-inc#:~:text=Patriot%20Supply%2C%20Inc.&text=For%20over%2040%20years%2C%20Capitol,products%20to%20its%20customer%20base.]

				7/21/20		7/21/20		Bass Air Conditioning Company		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services has acquired Bass Air Conditioning Company, the US-based company that provides recurring maintenance, repair, and installation services for HVAC equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will allow NearU to double its workforce in the eastern North Carolina market. It will help NearU to expand its customer reach as well. Post-acquisition, under NearU, the Bass team will continue to operate under the reputed local brand of Bass Air Conditioning.

				7/21/20				Bass Air Conditioning Co, Inc.		NearU Services		-		Bass Air Conditioning Co, Inc. provides heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment contractor, installation, and maintenance services to commercial and residential clients. The company was founded in 1952 and is based in Fayetteville, North Carolina. As of July 21, 2020, Bass Air Conditioning Co Inc operates as a subsidiary of NearU HVAC Services.

				7/17/20		7/17/20		Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc. (100% Stake)		Dubin Clark & Company, Inc.				Dubin Clark & Co Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Affordable Water Heaters & Plumbing Inc, the United States based provider of water heater and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/14/20		7/14/20		ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc.		Service Champions, Inc.				CenterOak Partners LLC through its portfolio Service Champions, Inc., has acquired ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc. (ABC), for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enhance the residential service agreement base of Service Champions across California. It will also enable Service Champions to expand its operations East Bay and strengthen its position as residential services provider in Southern and Northern California. It will also enable them to expand its customer base.

This is the fifth acquisition of Service Champions through the support of CenterOak. ABC will be a part of or merge with Bell Brothers Heating and Air, Inc., the subsidiary of Service Champions.

Previous funding
In 2019, CenterOak had acquired a majority stake in Service Champions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 1953 and headquartered in Hayward, ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc. is a provider of residential air conditioning and plumbing repair services.

Source Link:

CenterOak Partners LLC press release, 14 July 2020 [https://centeroakpartners.com/service-champions-expands-into-east-bay-with-acquisition-of-abc/]

				7/13/20		4/17/20		Metal-Era LLC		GreyLion Capital LP				GreyLion Capital LP has acquired Metal-Era Inc. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction supports the growth strategy of Metal-Era.

Debt

The transaction is supported by Antares Capital LP by providing USD 65m senior debt in the form of term loans and revolving credit facility.

Company

Headquartered in Wisconsin, US and founded in 1980, Metal-Era Inc is a manufacturer of roof edges and roof ventilation solutions.

				7/10/20		7/10/20		Arctic Engineering Co. Inc.		Reedy Industries Inc.				Audax Private Equity Group-backed portfolio company, Reedy Industries Inc., has acquired Arctic Engineering Co. Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will expand Reedy's services footprint deeply into Indiana and within their core end markets. The combination will create significant value and growth potential for vendor partners, employees and customers.

Mr. Bill Mitchell, the President of Arctic, will stay in his current role.

Previous Funding
Audax Private Equity, along with the family and management of Reedy, acquired the company, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 1958 and based in Merrillville, Indiana, Arctic Engineering Co. Inc. is HVAC design, installation and maintenance firm.

Source Link:

Reedy Industries Inc. press release, 10 July 2020 [https://reedyindustries.com/news/reedy-industries-acquires-merrillville-indiana-arctic-engineering/]

				7/8/20				Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Southern HVAC Corporation		-		Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. offers professional repair, service, and installation for residential and light commercial services. It provides air conditioners, furnaces, air handlers, water heaters, garage heaters, and other related products. The company was founded in 1994 and is based in Hastings, Nebraska. As of June 30, 2020 Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Southern HVAC Corporation.

				7/6/20		7/6/20		Service Champions Heating & Air Conditioning		Wrench Group Inc.				Leonard Green & Partners, L.P.-backed Wrench Group Inc. has acquired Service Champions Heating & Air Conditioning from Mr. Kevin Comerford

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Mr. Kevin Comerford, Owner and President of Service Champions will continue to lead the organization along with his management team.

Previous Funding

In April 2019, Leonard Green & Partners acquired Wrench Group from Investcorp, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 2000 and based in Orange County, California, Service Champions, Inc. is a provider of essential residential service and replacement services including air conditioning repair and replacement, plumbing, solar and electrical services.

Source Link:

Wrench Group Inc. press release, 06 July 2020 [https://www.wrenchgroup.com/articles/wrench-group-acquires-service-champions/]

				6/30/20		6/30/20		Precision Heating & Air LLC		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corporation, a portfolio company of MSouth Equity Partners has acquired Precision Heating & Air LLC, the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/29/20		6/29/20		Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				Ares Management LLC-backed portfolio company, CoolSys, Inc. has acquired Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will support CoolSys' M&A growth strategy. This acquisition will complement CoolSys' acquisition of BRR Refrigeration. The acquisition will provide CoolSys with an access across the entire state of Virginia and will accelerate their presence in Maryland, West Virginia and North Carolina.

Previous funding

In March 2019, Ares Management acquired CoolSys from Audax Private Equity Group, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1954 and based in Ashland, Virginia, Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc. is a commercial refrigeration and air conditioning service and installation company. The company serves Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina and West Virginia locations.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 29 June 2020 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-richmond-refrigeration/]

				6/11/20		6/11/20		Carolina Heating Service Inc.		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services, the Charlotte, North Carolina-based HVAC services provider, has acquired Piedmont, South Carolina-based Carolina Heating Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: With this acquisition, NearU has established a footprint in South Carolina and tripled its employee base within the first four months of its formation and first acquisition
 * Post-deal details: Connie Caldwell will lead the combined entity.

Target (Carolina Heating) Piedmont, South Carolina

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides maintenance, repair, and installation services for HVAC equipment and redundant power equipment for residential and commercial customers
 * Size: Serves most of the Upstate of South Carolina with a fleet of more than 20 vehicles and has approximately 50 employees

Buyer (NearU) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides residential and light commercial HVAC services; company founded in February
 * Size: Has between 51 and 200 employees; acquired Fayetteville, North Carolina-based MARK-AIR Heating & Air Conditioning in February

				6/11/20		3/31/20		McDowall Air Conditioning (UK) Limited		Johnson Controls, Inc.				Johnson Controls International plc (JCI) has acquired McDowall Air Conditioning (UK) Limited, the UK-based designer and service provider for air conditioning and ventilation systems, from David Pugh, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is in line with JCI's expasion strategy by expanding its installation and services capabilities in the UK. It will also enable JCI gain expertise in office building retrofit work alongside strong relationships with interior design and fit out firms.

In 2018, McDowall generated revenues of GBP 11.318m.

Source Link:

KBS Corporate press release, 21 June 2020 [https://www.kbscorporate.com/mcdowall-holdings-limited-sold-to-johnsn-controls-international/]

				6/10/20				Hays Cooling, Heating, and Plumbing		HomeServe plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of home repair services and subsidiary of HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV], has acquired Phoenix, Arizona-based Hays Cooling, Heating and Plumbing.

				5/7/20		5/7/20		Race Engineering, LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, LLC portfolio company of Goense Capital Partners has acquired Race Engineering, LLC, the US-based industrial refrigeration and HVAC installation and service company, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Arcticom to create opportunity to elevate its value proposition to our existing customers. The acquisition will enable Arcticom to use Race Engineering's infrastructure and tools to support its growth and to leverage with their long-standing list of loyal customer.

On December 1, 2017, private equity firms Goense Capital Partners and Backcast Partners has acquired acquired The Arcticom Group.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 07 May 2020 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/race-engineering-acquisition/]

				5/1/20		4/21/20		Four Star Mechanical, LLC ; Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc.		Veregy				Bow River Capital Partners-backed Veregy has acquired Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc. and Four Star Mechanical, LLC. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The acquisition will allow Veregy to strive growing energy efficiency, power generation, and long-term master planning needs for both current and prospective customers across Texas.

Previous funding
In June 2019, Bow River Capital Partners acquired Dynamix Energy Services, LLC and Dynamix Engineering Ltd, for an undisclosed consideration. The two companies along with Midstate Energy, Urban Energy Solutions, Control Technology & Solutions, Johnson-Melloh Solutions were consolidated under the umbrella of the newly created trade name, VeregyTM.

Company
Founded in 1985 and based in Texas, US, Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc. is a mechanical HVAC contracting services provider.

Based in Texas, US, Four Star Mechanical, LLC is a plumbing, piping, and domestic water design and implementation services provider.

Source Link:

Bow River Capital Partners press release, 02 May 2020 [https://bowrivercapital.com/veregy-bow-river-capitals-national-energy-services-company-expands-services-and-geographic-reach-with-additional-acquisitions/]

				3/13/20		4/16/20		Refrigerated Solutions Group		Ten Oaks Group		$   11.0		Ten Oaks Group has agreed to acquire Refrigerated Solutions Group, (RSG) the US-based manufacturer of refrigerated cabinets and walk-ins for customers food service and retail markets, from Standex International Corporation for cash consideration of USD 11m.

The sale of RSG is in line with Standex’s strategy to simplify its portfolio and focus on business that have that higher growth & margins. Post transaction Standex anticipates to incur approximately USD 27m in non-cash charges regarding the sale including goodwill impairment in the fiscal third quarter of 2020. In addition, the disposal of RSG is expteced to have immaterial impact on Standex's earnings per share for the remainder of 2020 fiscal year.

The transaction is expected to close in second quarter of 2020, subject to customary closing conditions. RSG reported revenues of USD 150m and an operating loss of USD 1m in 2019.

UPDATE 16 April 2020: The transaction is completed.

Source Links:

Standex International Corporation 8-k form filed with SEC on 13 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/310354/000143774920005083/sxi20200312b_8k.htm]

 * Press release (Exhibit 99) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/310354/000143774920005083/ex_176980.htm]

Standex International Corporation press release, 13 March 2020 [http://www.standex.com/about/news-releases/2020/03/13/standex-international-signs-definitive-agreement-to-divest-refrigerated-solutions-group]

				3/11/20		4/3/20		Carrier Global Corporation		United Technologies Corporation (Shareholders)		$   11,910.6		United Technologies Corporation has agreed to spin off UTC Climate, Controls & Security into a separate listed company Carrier Global Corporation on the New York Stock Exchange.

UTC Climate, Controls & Security, is the US-based provider of fire safety and security, building automation, heating and cooling and refrigeration systems and services headquartered in Palm Beach Gardens.

Terms:

 * The shareholders of UTC will receive 1 share of CARR common stock for every one UTC share held.
 * The shareholders would be receiving cash in case of any remaining fractional share entitlement post application of the above ratio.
 * Based upon the outstanding 866,223,435 shares of UTC as of 28 February 2020, the UTC shareholders would be receiving approximately 866,223,435 shares of CARR common stock.

Rationale:

 * Through this spin off, CARR would be able to take independent strategic, operational and financial decisions. Thus, attaining operational excellence, business profitability and accelerated growth.
 * Both UTC and CARR will be able to focus on their core business as both companies have strong financial position and good credit rating to lead their businesses independently.
 * This transaction would pave the way for new employee incentives such as employee stock options that will ensure better performance.

Post Deal Details:

 * Following the spin-off, CARR would be operating as an independent public company listed in the New York stock exchange.
 * The new company will begin “when-issued” trading on the New York Stock Exchange around 18 March 2020 under the symbol “CARR WI”.
 * On 3rd April 2020, CARR will be trading in the “regular way” on New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “CARR”.
 * Following the separation CARR and UTC will enter into certain other agreements such as transition services agreement, a tax matters agreement, an employee matters agreement and an intellectual property agreement.
 * CARR will be distributing USD 10.9bn in cash to UTC. The proceeds of this distribution will be financed via CARR’s unsecured, unsubordinated notes, revolving credit facility and term loan credit facility of USD 9.5bn, USD 2bn and 1.75bn respectively along with USD 2bn unsecure, unsubordinated commercial paper that it intends to issue.
 * The separate operational activities would be implemented in the next 12-24 months.
 * Following the Spin-off, John V. Faraci would be joining CARR as Executive Chairman and Jean-Pierre Garnier, David Gitlin, John J. Greisch, Charles M. Holley, Jr., Michael M. McNamara, Michael A. Todman, Virginia M. (Gina) Wilson will be joining as Directors of CARR.

Conditions:

 * Certain conditions as per Registration Statements on form 10 filed by CARR
 * Form 10 declared effective by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
 * Distribution occurring on the Distribution date, at the close of trading on 2 April 2020

Background:

 * On 26 November 2018, UTC announced its intention to spin off CARR
 * On 11 March 2020, the UTC Board of Directors approved the separation of CARR from UTC
 * Concurrently, UTC's aerospace businesses will be merging with Raytheon and simultaneously UTC will be spinning off Otis Elevator Company

UPDATE 19 March 2020: Carrier Global Corporation began trading on a when-issued basis on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “CARR WI”.

UPDATE 03 April 2020: Carrier Global Corporation began "regular-way" trading on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol "CARR" at an opening price of USD 13.75 per share.

Source Links:

United Technologies Corporation press release, 26 November 2018 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2018/11/26/united-technologies-announces-intention-to-separate-into-three-independent-compan]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 11 December 2019 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2019/12/11/united-technologies-appoints-members-of-the-board-of-directors-for-future-indepen-2]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 21 January 2020 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/CCS/2020/01/21/Carrier-to-Host-Investor-and-Analyst-Meeting]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 11 March 2020 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2020/03/11/united-technologies-board-of-directors-approves-separation-of-carrier-and-otis-an]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 03 June 2019 [https://www.ccs.utc.com/news/news-article/united_technologies_appoints_ceos_for_future_independent_carrier_and_otis.html]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 11 December 2019 [https://www.ccs.utc.com/news/news-article/united_technologies_appoints_members_of_the_board_of_directors_for_future_independent_carrier.html]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 27 November 2018 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000119312518334171/d659415d8k.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000119312518334171/d659415dex991.htm]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 03 June 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000010182919000022/a2019-06x03item801othereve.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000010182919000022/a2019-06x03exhibit991press.htm]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 13 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000114036120005675/nc10009877x1_8k.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000114036120005675/nc10009877x1_ex99-1.htm]

Carrier Global Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 16 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_8k.htm]

 * Information statement of [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm]Carrier Global Corporation (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_8k.htm]
 * Separation and Distribution agreement [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#t6]
 * Income Statement [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#ftSO]
 * Balance Sheet [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#ftBS]

				3/11/20				Donovan Heat and Air, Inc.		Wrench Group, LLC		-		Donovan Heat and Air, Inc. offers residential and commercial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) installation, repair, and maintenance services. The company was founded in 1987 and is based in Jacksonville Beach, Florida. As of March 11, 2020, Donovan Heat and Air, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Wrench Group, LLC.

				3/9/20		3/9/20		Arctic Cooling Systems, LLC		PMC Capital Partners, LLC				PMC Capital Partners, LLC has acquired the Chino, California branch operations of The AMS Group division, from Hill Phoenix, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed. The acquisition is done by PMC through a newly created company Arctic Cooling Systems, LLC (ACS).

The transaction will enable ACS to expand its business geographically and provide better HVAC solutions to clients. It will also help to grow its business both organically as well as inorganically.

Post transaction, the business acquired will be operated under its current management team.

Company
Headquartered in Chino, California, the acquired business operations provide aftermarket service in the commercial and industrial refrigeration and HVAC market.

				3/9/20		3/9/20		FEL Group Limited		Existing Management				The management team of FEL Group Limited (FGL), an UK-based provider of data center cooling solutions, installation and maintenance of ventilation and air conditioning equipment, has acquired the company, for an undisclosed consideration.

FEL has received a 0.5m funding line as a part of the management buyout. In 2019, FGL had around 35 employees.

Source Link:

Bibby Financial Services Limited press release, 09 March 2020 [https://www.bibbyfinancialservices.com/about-us/news-and-insights/news/2020/fel-group-secures-funding-line]

				2/15/20		2/15/20		Enex Srl SU		Roen Est Group				Cold Chain Capital, LLC (CCC), portfolio company Roen Est Group has acquired Enex Srl SU, an Italy-based company engaged in designing and production of refrigeration systems using natural fluids, for an undisclosed consideration.

CCC expects to generate a revenue of EUR 200m from similar acquisitions in the next 2 years. CCC also expects to grow Enex’s presence in the market and grow organically. Roen Est Group, which was acquired by CCC on 31 January 2020. Enex generated a revenue of approximately EUR 10m in the year 2019.

Source Link:

Roen Est Group press release, 18 February 2020 [https://www.roenest.com/en/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-enex-s-r-l/?page_id=18]

				1/31/20		1/31/20		Roen Est Group		Cold Chain Capital, LLC				CCC Holdings Europe S.p.A. (“CCCHE”) has agreed to acquire Roen Est Group, manufacturer of heat exchangers and ventilation devices, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will help Roen Est to develope with CCCHE's focuses on HVACR middle-market . Roen Est has reported EUR 35m of revenues and approximately 400 employees in 2019.

Source Link:

Roen Est Group press release, 03 February 2020 [https://www.roenest.com/en/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-roen-est-s-p-a/]

Roen Est Group press release, 03 February 2020 (Italy) [https://www.roenest.com/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-roen-est-s-p-a/]

				1/28/20		11/1/20		Carrier Transicold CESKA REPUBLIKA		Undisclosed bidder				An undisclosed bidder has acquired Carrier Transicold CESKA REPUBLIKA, the Czech Republic-based manufacturer of land transport refrigeration systems, from Carrier Transicold, Inc, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

bpv Braun Partners press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.bpv-huegel.com/en/newspost/bpv-legal-czech-republic-provided-legal-advice-to-carrier-transicold/4/]

				1/28/20		1/31/20		ACD Trade		Beijer Ref AB				Beijer Ref AB [STO:BEIJ-B], the Swedish refrigeration wholesaler, has agreed to acquire Australia-based ACD Trade from Cliplight US Holdings.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; completion of transaction is scheduled for 31 January.
 * Strategic Rationale: Strengthens Beijer Ref's presence in the Asia Pacific region and especially in Australia.
 * Post Deal Details: ACD Trade will continue to operate as an independent entity. The acquisition is not expected to affect the Beijer Ref ’s earnings.
 * Expected Completion: Acquisition is expected to get complete by 31 January 2020

Target (ACD Trade) Australia

 * Ownership: Private; owned by Cliplight US Holdings
 * Business Description: HVAC distribution company that provides HVAC units and components
 * Size: Annual sales of SEK 540m (USD 56.1m); approximately 60 employees and nine branches

Buyer (Beijer Ref) Sweden

 * Ownership: Public [STO:BEIJ-B]
 * Business Description: Refrigeration wholesaler that offers refrigeration and climate control products
 * Size: SEK 68.4bn market cap

UPDATE 31 January 2020: The transaction is complete.

Source Links:

Beijer Ref AB press release, 28 January 2020 [http://www.beijerref.com/en/Investor-Relations/Current-Affairs/Press-releases/2020/Beijer-Ref-carries-out-acquisition-in-Australia]

Beijer Ref AB press release, 28 January 2020 (Swedish) [http://www.beijerref.com/sv/Investor-Relations/Aktuellt/Pressmeddelanden/2020/Beijer-Ref-genomfoer-foervaerv-i-Australien]

Ashurst press release, 16 July 2020 [https://www.ashurst.com/en/news-and-insights/news-deals-and-awards/ashurst-acts-on-beijer-refs-acquisition-of-acd-holding-company-pty-ltd/]

				1/28/20		1/28/20		Huckestein Mechanical Services, Inc.		Service Logic, LLC				Service Logic, a Charlotte, North Carolina-based HVAC services provider backed by Warburg Pincus, has acquired Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania-based Huckestein Mechanical Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Undisclosed

Target (Huckestein Mechanical) Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Mechanical services provider offering HVAC solutions, including design-build, ongoing maintenance, and repair to the institutional, commercial, and government markets throughout Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, and Maryland
 * Size: 11-50 employees at one location

Buyer (Service Logic) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Private Equity; Warburg Pincus (2017)
 * Business Description: Provides aftermarket maintenance, repair, and replacement services for commercial HVAC equipment, chilled water systems, and building automation and control systems
 * Size: Owns 28 HVAC service companies nationwide and has more than 1,000 employees

Advisors

 * Sellside: Brown Gibbons Lang & Company (financial)
 * Buyside: n/a

Source Link:

Brown Gibbons Lang & Company LLC press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.bglco.com/press-release/bgl-announces-the-sale-of-huckestein-mechanical-services-to-service-logic-a-portfolio-company-of-warburg-pincus/]

				1/28/20		1/15/20		Bigham Services, Inc.		TransPacific Holdings				TransPacific Holdings, has acquired Bigham Services, Inc., the US-based provider of Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with TransPacific's growth strategy. Bigham Servicesis the owner of multiple One Hour Heat and Air Conditioning and multiple Mister Sparky Franchises in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Source Link:

Generational Group press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.genequityco.com/ca/press-releases/bigham-services-in-sale-to-a-transpacific-holdings]

				1/24/20		1/24/20		Controlled Environment Structures, LLC		NewSpring Capital; Adelphi Capital Partners				NewSpring Capital and Adelphi Capital Partners have acquired an undisclosed stake in Controlled Environment Structures, LLC (CES).

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition will enable CES to further grow its business and solidify its position in the cold storage market. Mr. Don Roussinos will become the CEO of CES.

Company

Headquartered in Mansfield, Massachusetts and founded in 1985, Controlled Environment Structures, LLC is a provider of cold storage and other controlled environments

Source Links:

NewSpring Capital press release, 24 January 2020 [https://newspringcapital.com/news/2020/newspring-completes-investment-in-controlled-environment-structures]

				1/17/20		1/17/20		Thermo Energy Systems Inc.		Gibraltar Industries, Inc.				Gibraltar Industries, Inc. has acquired Thermo Energy Systems Inc.,Canada-based supplies and installs greenhouse heating and cooling systems, irrigation systems, CO2 systems, hot water storage tanks, boiler install and service, greenhouse carts, custom stainless steel kitchens in bunkhouses and fabrication of greenhouse structures from Mr Henry Froese, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with the Gibraltar Industries's expansion strategy. The acquisition will provide Gibraltar access to Thermo’s experience and domain knowledge in commercial growing which will help Gibraltar further expand its leadership position in the design, manufacture, installation and systems integration in the biologically-grown organic food market

The acquisition is expected to increase the earnings of Gibraltar Industries in 2020. Thermo Energy Systems is expected to contribute to Gibraltar's annual revenue at a run rate of approximately USD 75m.

Source link:

Gibraltar Industries, Inc. 8-K form filled with SEC as on 17 January, 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/912562/000091256220000002/a8-kthermoenergysystems.htm]

 * Exhibit 99.1 Press release [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/912562/000091256220000002/ex991thermoenergysyste.htm]

Gibraltar Industries, Inc. press release, 17 January 2020 [http://ir.gibraltar1.com/node/19721/pdf]

				1/15/20		1/15/20		ESC Automation Inc		GDI Integrated Facility Services		$   70.7		GDI Integrated Facility Services, a Canada based company engaged in providing integrated facility services, acquired ESC Automation, a US based provider of integration services for security and HVAC systems.

				1/12/20		1/12/20		Signature HVACR		Granite Comfort		$   13.2		Granite Comfort, a portfolio company of Tiger Infrastructure Partners acquired Signature HVACR for USD 13.191m.

As part of the transaction, Signature will join Granite Comfort’s Raleigh-based Air Experts and Dallas-based Frymire Home Services.

The acquisition will accelerate Signature’s geographical reach.

Previous Funding

In 2019, Tiger Infrastructure Partners formed Granite Comfort.

Company

Based in Pennsylvania, USA, Signature HVACR is a residential HVAC company.

Source Links:

Granite Comfort press release, 12 January 2021 [https://granitecomfort.com/granite-comfort-expands-footprint-to-philadelphia-with-acquisition-of-signature-hvacr/]

Tiger Infrastructure Partners LP press release, 12 January 2021 [https://www.tigerinfrastructure.com/documents/FG/tigerNew/news/609240_Granite_Comfort_Expands_Footprint_to_Philadelphia_With_Acquisition_of_Signature_HVACR.pdf]

Baker McKenzie press release, 20 January 2021 [https://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/newsroom/2021/1/tiger-infrastructure]

				1/9/20		1/2/20		Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc.		Trudela Partners LLC				Coltala Holdings Inc, via its platform company Trudela Partners, has acquired Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

The transaction will enable Trudela Partners to enhance its platform services offered to DFW area whereas Walker Heating will also use resources and expertise provided by Trudela to expand its HVAC business.

The transaction represents 1st acquisition made by Trudela Partners.

Previous Funding

Coltala launched Trudela as an acquisition platform to make acquisitions in the HVAC segment.

Company

Headquartered in Mesquite, Texas and founded in 1963, Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc. is a company engaged in air conditioning and heating related services.

Source Link:

Coltala Holdings press release, 09 January 2020 [http://coltala.com/sites/default/pdf/trudela_acquisition_01092020.pdf]

				1/6/20		1/6/20		Thermaltek Inc.		Sandvik AB				Sandvik AB has acquired Thermaltek, the US-based manufacturer of high temperature furnace systems and metallic heating elements, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will further strengthen Sandvik’s leading position in industrial heating important for Sandvik Materials Technology’s Kanthal division. The acquisition will also help Kanthal to expand its global presence in sustainable industrial heating. Pursuant to the transaction, Thermaltek will continue to operate under the same brand name.

Thermaltek reported a turnover of USD 13m in 2019 and has an employee base of 30.

Source Link:

Sadnvik AB press release, 06 January 2020 [https://www.home.sandvik/en/news-and-media/newslist/news/2020/01/sandvik-acquires-thermaltek/]

Sadnvik AB press release, 06 January 2020 (Swedish) [https://www.home.sandvik/se/nyheter-och-media/nyhetslista/nyheter/2020/01/sandvik-f%C3%B6rv%C3%A4rvar-thermaltek/]

				12/19/19		12/19/19		BRR Refrigeration LLC		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc. a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC from BRR Refrigeration LLC for an undisclosed consideration.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. The acquisition is CoolSys's first step into the Mid-Atlantic region. It will help CoolSys's to expand its presence in that area.

Previous Funding

Earlier in March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired, CoolSys, Inc. from Audax Private Equity Group.

Company

Founded in 2001, BRR Refrigeration LLC is the Virginia Beach-based commercial refrigeration and HVAC services company.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 19 December 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-brr-refrigeration-in-virginia/]

				12/16/19		12/16/19		Tech Mechanical, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC has acquired Tech Mechanical, Inc., for an undisclosed consideration.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. The acquisition will strengthen CoolSys' commercial division and expand its market presence into Michigan.

Previous Funding

Earlier in March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired, CoolSys, Inc. from Audax Private Equity Group.

Company

Founded in 1983, Tech Mechanical is the Michigan-based provider of commercial and industrial heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration services.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 16 December 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-tech-mechanical/]

Vinson & Elkins LLP press release, 20 December 2019 [https://www.velaw.com/news/coolsys-acquires-brr-refrigeration-and-tech-mechanical/]

				12/12/19		12/12/19		Crawford Services, Inc.		HomeServe USA Corp.				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of service plans, repair, and installation services, has acquired Grand Prairie, Texas-based Crawford Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: HomeServe's first acquisition in Texas establishes an HVAC operations hub in the Southwest.

Target (Crawford Services) Grand Prairie, Texas

 * Ownership: Private, family owned and operated
 * Business Description: Provides air conditioning, heating and plumbing services for residential and commercial properties in the Dallas – Fort Worth Metroplex
 * Size: Has more than 100 employees

Buyer (HomeServe USA) Norwalk, Connecticut

 * Ownership: Subsidiary of UK-based HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV]
 * Business Description: Provider of service plans, repair, and installation services
 * Size: Has between 501 and 1,000 employees

				12/3/19				N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc.		Watsco, Inc. (NYSE:WSO)		$   4.0		N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. distributes plumbing, heating, HVAC, and specialty products to contractors and homeowners. It offers oil burners, gas burners, chimney liners, electric water heaters, gas water heaters, furnaces, hot water boilers, shower doors, and others. The company also operates plumbing showrooms. In addition, it provides various types of training to the professional installer in the areas of NATE and EPA certifications, service and installation sessions for geo thermal units, solar hot water heating, radiant heating, high efficiency heating equipment, heat pumps, high SEER air conditioning, and various other products. N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. was formerly known as Lou's New and Used. The company was founded in 1946 and is based in Fishkill, New York. As of November 26, 2019, N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Watsco, Inc.

				11/15/19		11/14/19		Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC (49% Stake)		Undisclosed bidder		$   14.1		An undisclosed bidder has acquired a 49% stake in, Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC, a Vietnam-based company engaged in real estate business, installation of water supply, drainage, heating and air-conditioning systems, and other construction activities, from No Va Land Investment Group Corp, for a minimum consideration of VND 324.9bn (USD 14.0824m).

No Va Land Investment Group Corp will transfer 27,448,300 shares with a par value of VND 274,483m (USD 11.89m) in Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC.

Source Link:

No Va Land Investment Group Corp stock exchange announcement, 15 November 2019 [https://links.sgx.com/FileOpen/20191115_NQHDQT_ve_viec_thoai_von_tai_Cong_ty_Van_Phat.ashx?App=Announcement&FileID=586293]

				11/13/19		11/13/19		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC		New Mountain Capital, LLC				New Mountain Capital, LLC has acquired Horizon Services, LLC from Sun Capital Partners, Inc.

Previous Funding
In March 2017, Sun Capital acquired Horizon Services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Formed in 1987 and based in Delaware, USA, Horizon Services, LLC is a provider of plumbing, heating and air conditioning services.

Source Link:

Sun Capital Partners, Inc. press release, 13 November 219 [http://align5.com/horizon-services-acquired-sun-capital-assistance-align5-team-sts-capital-partners/]

				11/13/19		11/13/19		Harsco Industrial Patterson Kelley		SPX Corporation		$   60.0		SPX Corporation , the listed US-based provider of highly specialized engineering solutions and various other industrial services to different industries has acquired Harsco Industrial Patterson Kelley, the US based company engaged in manufacturing and selling full-line of high-efficiency boilers and water heaters, from Harsco Corporation, the listed US-based company providing industrial services and engineered products worldwide in Metal and Minerals, Industrial and Rail segments for a consideration of USD 60m.

The acquisition will enable Harsco to reduce its debt. It will be able to strengthen its balance sheet, increase financial flexibility. It will be able to transform into a single thesis environmental solutions company. Patterson Kelley will become a part of diversified global company. Patterson Kelly is expected to generate a revenue of approximately USD 35m in 2019.

Source Links:

Harsco Corporation press release, 13 November 2019 [https://www.harsco.com/press-release/harsco-sells-patterson-kelley-business]

SPX Corporation press release, 13 November 2019 [https://www.spx.com/spx-announces-purchase-of-patterson-kelley-from-harsco-corporation/]

Harsco Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 13 November 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/45876/000004587619000147/a8-kdocumentxnovember1.htm]

 * Press release (Exibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/45876/000004587619000147/exhibit991.htm]

				11/12/19				SW Anderson Sales Corporation		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, a UK-based company engaged in distribution of plumbing and heating products and supplier of building materials, has acquired SW Anderson Sales Corporation, the US-based HVAC equipment and supplies distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition of SW Anderson complements Ferguson’s HVAC business. It will enhance Ferguson’s product offerings. In 2018, SW Anderson had revenues of USD 90m and it employs around 150 people.

Source Links:

Ferguson plc press release, 12 November 2019 [https://www.fergusonplc.com/en/investors-and-media/news/financial-news/2019/ferguson-acquires-new-york-based-hvac-distributor--s--w--anderso.html]

Ferguson plc stock exchange announcement, 12 November 2019 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/exchange/news/market-news/market-news-detail/FERG/14304807.html]

				11/11/19		11/11/19		Albers Mechanical Contractors, Inc.		The Vollrath Co., L.L.C.				The Vollrath Co., L.L.C. has acquired Albers Mechanical Contractors, Inc., the US-based stainless-steel fabricator for the food service industry, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enlarge Vollrath’s high-end custom fabrication capabilities and capacity. The products and capabilities of Albers are natural fit to grow Serving Systems and Components business of Vollrath. Post-acquisition, Vollrath will establish a new facility in Minnesota which will occupy an area of more than 70,000 square foot.

Source Links:

The Vollrath Co., L.L.C. press release, 11 November 2019 [https://vollrath.com/Press-Room/Press-Releases/Vollrath-Acquires-Assets-of-Albers-Mechanical-Contractors-Inc-to-Expand-Custom-Fabrication-Capabilities]

				11/4/19		11/4/19		American Equipment Group Inc.		Resolute Industrial, LLC				Resolute Industrial, LLC, the US-based provider of Water and Air Cooled Chiller rental services, compressor remanufacturing, and other custom HVAC services, and a portfolio company of AE Industrial Partners LP, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired American Equipment Group Inc., the US-based industrial equipment dealer, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will allow Resolute to expand its existing rental fleet and service offerings, adding complementary power rental equipment products. Moreover, it will broaden the company's geographic presence.

In March 2019, AE Industrial Partners had Resolute Industrial, from One Equity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

				10/4/19		11/1/19		Batchelor & Kimball, Inc.		EMCOR Group, Inc.		$   220.0		EMCOR Group, Inc., the listed US-based provider of mechanical and electrical construction, energy infrastructure, and facilities services, has agreed to acquire Batchelor & Kimball, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical construction and maintenance services, for a consideration of USD 220m.

The consideration will be settled in cash. The acquisition will enable EMCOR to accelerate its position in the mechanical construction and maintenance services industry. Moreover, it will broaden EMCOR’s reach in the South and Southeast regions. Furthermore, the transaction will strengthen BKI’s mechanical construction and services operation. EMCOR expects BKI to contribute revenues of approximately USD 400m for 2020 with nominal diluted EPS accretion. EMCOR also believes that the increased earnings contribution will be partially offset by amortization expense associated with acquired intangible assets. It expects BKI's non-GAAP EBITDA margins to be at the higher end of subsidiaries included in its US Mechanical Construction and Facilities Services segment.

The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions and regulatory approvals, and is expected to be completed by the end of 2019.

UPDATE 01 Novemebr 2019 : EMCOR Group, Inc. has completed the acquisition of Batchelor & Kimball, Inc.

Source Links:

EMCOR Group, Inc. 8-K form filed with SEC on 04 October 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563419000177/eme-20191004x8k.htm]

 * Press release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563419000177/eme-ex9920191004x8k.htm]

EMCOR Group, Inc. press release, 04 October 2019 [https://www.emcorgroup.com/news-1/2019-news/emcor-group-inc-announces-agreement-to-acquire-batchelor-kimball-inc]

EMCOR Group, Inc. press release, 01 November 2019 [https://emcorgroup.com/news-1/2019-news/emcor-group-inc-completes-acquisition-of-batchelor-kimball]

EMCOR Group, Inc. 10-K form filed with SEC on 28 February 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563420000043/eme-20191231x10k.htm]

				9/27/19		9/27/19		Southern Air Heating & Cooling		Apex Service Partners, LLC				Apex Service Partners, a portfolio company of Alpine Investors LP, has acquired Southern Air Heating & Cooling.

The financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Being a part of the Apex platform, Southern Air will be able to expand its business across the US.

Southern Air will join Florida based businesses Best Home Services and Frank Gay Services as a member of the Apex platform. The company will continue to be operated independently by the Preuett family under its brand name.

Previous Funding
In July 2019, Alpine Investors acquired Frank Gay Services, Inc and formed Apex Service Partners as platform company.

Company
Headquartered in Ball and founded in 1994 by Ira Preuett, Southern Air Heating & Cooling is a company engaged in HVAC and plumbing services business. The company has locations across Louisiana and Mississipp.

Source:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 27 September 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190927-mofo-advises-alpine-investors.html]

				9/24/19		9/20/19		Vredevoogd Heating and Cooling		Randazzo Mechanical Heating & Cooling, LLC				Randazzo Mechanical Heating & Cooling, LLC, a company backed by North Branch Capital, has acquired Vredevoogd Heating & Cooling, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition represents North Branch’s eleventh transaction.

Debt

Maranon Capital provided debt for the transaction.

Previous funding

In December 2017, North Branch had acquired an undisclosed stake Randazzo in a management buyout transaction for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1964, Vredevoogd is the US-based provider of non-discretionary, residential heating, ventilation and air conditioning replacement and maintenance services

Source Link:

North Branch Capital, LLC press release, 24 September 2019 [https://www.northbranchcap.com/images/news/pdf/Vredevoogd_Merger%20Announcement.pdf]

				9/19/19		9/19/19		Newcore, Inc.		HomeServe Plc				HomeServe Plc has acquired Newcore, Inc., the US-based company providing heating and air conditioning services, which is doing business as Fred's Home Services, from Mr. Steve Newman, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will allow HomeServe to enter into the installation business and increase geographic of their HVAC business in the US.

Newcore is the second Cleveland-area company to be acquired by HomeServe. In December 2018, HomeServe acquired Elyria-based Geisel Heating, Air Conditioning and Plumbing, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

HomeServe USA Corp press release, 19 September 2019 [https://www.homeserve.com/media/fred]

				9/13/19		9/13/19		Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd.		Trane Inc.				Trane Inc., the US-based company that manufactures, supplies and services heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems or controls for commercial, residential, institutional and industrial markets, has acquired Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd., a Canada-based HVAC manufacturer, engaged in high efficiency air- and water-cooled magnetic bearing, modular, and process chillers for commercial HVAC and process cooling applications, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with Trane’s strategy of focusing on energy efficiency and sustainability. The transaction will enable Trane to offer new products and services. Further, Arctic will expand the availability and distribution of Trane’s products. Arctic Chiller operates from locations in Ontario, Canada, and Newberry, US.

Source Links:

Trane Inc. press release, 13 September 2019 [https://www.trane.com/commercial/north-america/us/en/about-us/newsroom/press-releases/Trane-Acquires-Arctic-Chiller-Group.html]

Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd. press release, 19 September 2019 [https://www.arcticchillergroup.com/news/trane-acquires-arctic-chiller-group/#more-53073]

				9/10/19		9/10/19		Market Refrigeration Specialists Inc.		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, a Walnut Creek, California-based provider of commercial refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired Corona, California-based Market Refrigeration Specialists.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands Articom's California footprint and increases the number of HVAC and refrigeration companies it owns in the Western US to seven

Target (Market Refrigeration Specialists Inc.) Corona, California

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides comprehensive commercial HVAC and refrigeration services to retail, commercial, and industrial customers
 * Size: One office location

Buyer (The Arcticom Group LLC) Walnut Creek, California

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides commercial HVAC and refrigeration services including preventative maintenance, repair, installation, renovation, new system engineering and design, and energy optimization
 * Size: 17 office locations and 201-500 employees

				9/4/19		9/4/19		Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions		Caltius Equity Partners				Caltius Equity Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired an undisclosed stake in Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions (ACIS), the US-based provider of HVAC solutions and services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will accelerate ACIS’s growth through Caltius Equity’s knowledge of the facility services industry and expand its geographical reach. The transaction will expand ACIS’s development both organically and through acquisitions.

Source Link:

Caltius Equity Partners press release, 04 September 2019 [https://www.caltius.com/equity-partners/news/caltius-equity-partners-invests-in-air-conditioning-innovative-solutions/]

				8/5/19		8/5/19		ABC Industries, Inc.		Branford Castle Partners, LP; Brookside Mezzanine Partners				Branford Castle Inc, the US-based private equity firm via Branford Castle Fund, L.P., along with Brookside Mezzanine Partners, the US-based mezzanine provider and private equity firm , have acquired ABC Industries, Inc., the US based manufacturer and distributor of ventilation products and technical fabrics, from CID Capital, the US-based venture capital firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is supported through senior debt financing by TCF Capital Funding and mezzanine debt financing by Brookside Mezzanine Partners. The acquisition supports the growth strategy of ABC Industries to accelerate its product development and expand its geographic footprints and also cater better services to its customers organically and through potential acquisitions. The transaction represents 10th acquisition from Branford Castle Fund, L.P. In 2012, CID Capital acquired an undisclosed stake in ABC Industries.

				8/2/19		8/2/19		QM Power, Inc (72.02% Stake)		KCK Group				KCK Group, has acquired 72.02% stake of, QM Power, Inc, the US-based provider of electric motor technology, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/2/19				Peirce-Phelps, Inc.		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc has agreed to acquire Peirce-Phelps, for an undisclosed consideration.

Watsco, Inc. is the listed US-based distributor of residential central air conditioners, stocks heating systems, industrial and commercial refrigeration products, headquartered in Florida.

Peirce-Phelps, Inc. is the US-based distributor of residential and commercial HVAC equipment

Carrier Enterprise, LLC is the US-based joint venture between Watsco and Carrier Corporation, head quartered in North Carolina

Carrier Corporation is the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, and refrigeration systems, controls, services, and building solutions, head quartered in Connecticut

Rationale:

 * The transaction will benefit Peirce with capital, technology and reach.
 * Furthermore, the transaction will enable Watsco to increase its presence in the Northeast.

Post Deal Details:

 * Pursuant to the transaction, Peirce will operate as a separate business of Carrier Enterprise, LLC.
 * Moreover, the Peirce brothers will continue to lead Peirce-Phelps.

Expected Completion: The transaction is expected to be completed in the next 30 days.

Conditions:

 * Customary conditions.

Background:

 * Peirce serves over 9,000 contractor-customers from 19 locations in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware and reported revenues of USD 206m.

UPDATE 02 August 2019: Watsco, Inc. has completed the acquisition of Peirce-Phelps, Inc.

Source Links:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 18 July 2019 [https://www.watsco.com/newsitem/watsco-to-acquire-peirce-phelps-inc-206-million-philadelphia-based-hvac-distributor/]

Watsco, Inc. 8-K form filed with SEC on 18 July 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105016/000119312519196032/d776061d8k.htm]

 * Press Release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105016/000119312519196032/d776061dex991.htm]

Watsco, Inc. press release, 02 August 2019 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-peirce-phelps-acquisition]

				7/31/19		7/31/19		Agape Mechanical		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services to the retail, food service, commercial and industrial market segments, has acquired Agape Mechanical, the US-based company providing HVAC, refrigeration, electrical and plumbing services, as well as hot water hydro-scrubbing, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable CoolSys to its Light-Commercial Division and further strengthen its presence in Midwest region. The deal will also enable CoolSys to offer better services to Agape's consumers by lowering the cost. The resources from CoolSys will further support Agape to further grow its business.

In March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired CoolSys, Inc from Audax Private Equity Group.

Source Links:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 31 July 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-agape-mechanical-in-the-midwest/]

Vinson & Elkins press release, 01 August 2019 [https://www.velaw.com/News/CoolSys-Acquires-Agape-Mechanical-in-the-Midwest/]

				7/30/19				Action Plumbing Supply, LLC		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson Enterprises, LLC, the US-based company engaged in the wholesale distribution of residential and commercial plumbing supplies, pipes, valves, fittings, and heating and cooling equipments, has acquired Action Plumbing Supply, LLC, the US-based company engaged in wholesale and distribution of plumbing, heating, and HVAC parts and supplies, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Ferguson to provide better service to its West Palm customers and expand its presence and competitiveness in the commercial market. Post-acquisition Action Plumbing will be re-branded as Action Plumbing Supply, a Ferguson enterprise. Action Plumbing has two locations in Margate and Lake Worth, Florida. Pursuant to the current transcation, Ferguson also acquired Innovative Soil Solutions LLC, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Ferguson Enterprises, LLC press release, 30 July 2019 [https://www.fergusonpressroom.com/ferguson-expands-geotextile-and-erosion-control-capabilities-through-recent-acquisition/]

				7/29/19		7/29/19		Frank Gay Services, Inc		Alpine Investors LP				Frank Gay Services, an Orlando, Florida-based plumbing, HVAC, electrical, and mechanical services company, has been acquired by Alpine Investors.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; Alpine invests in companies with EBITDA of USD 1m to USD 30m and enterprise values of USD 10m to USD 300m; Frank Gay will be combined with Best Home Services, an Alpine portfolio company, to serve as the foundation for Apex Service Partners, Alpine's new platform.
 * Rationale: The transaction is in line with the growth strategy of Apex and will enable it to have access to capital to build new facilities and enhance their customers’ experience.
 * Post deal deatils: Frank Gay will continue to operate independently.

Target (Frank Gay) Orlando, Florida

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides plumbing, HVAC, electrical, and general contractor services for residential, commercial, and municipal customers
 * Size: Has two locations in Orlando and Tampa, Florida, 140 service vehicles, and 175 full-time employees

Buyer (Alpine Investors - Private Equity)

 * Fund: Undisclosed; most recent fund, Alpine Investors VII, has USD 750m in capital commitments and launched in March
 * Investment Team: Daniel Cohen (San Francisco, CA)
 * Acquisition History: Alpine holdings on Mergermarket PE Portfolio

Source Links:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190729-mofo-advises-alpine-acquisitions.html]

Alpine Investors LP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://updates.alpineinvestors.com/alpine-launches-apex-service-partners]

Apex Service Partners, LLC press release, 29 July 2019 [https://apexservicepartners.com/alpine-launches-hvac-plumbing-and-electrical-services-platform-apex-service-partners-with-acquisition-of-frank-gay-services/]

				7/24/19				Richmond Electric Supply Co.		Locke Supply Co.				Locke Supply Co., the US-based company engaged in plumbing, electrical, HVAC distribution, has acquired Richmond Electric Supply Co. (RESCO), the US-based plumbing, electrical, and HVAC distributor, from RTK Family Capital LLC, the US-based family-owned investment firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable RESCO to expand its footprint in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast region of the US markets. Post-transaction, the entire RESCO team will integrate into Locke.

RESCO was acquired in 2012 from Mr. Darryl Harman by RTK and industry veteran Mr. Mike Bourn. It has operations in Farmville, VA and Norfolk, VA.

Source Links:

Matrix Capital Markets Group press release, 24 July 2019 [https://matrixcmg.com/press-releases/matrix-announces-the-successful-sale-of-richmond-electric-supply-co-llc/]

				7/10/19		7/10/19		Booth Dispensers Limited		Existing Management				The management of the company has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in Booth Dispensers Limited, the UK-based manufacturer of refrigeration systems with respect to drink equipment and vending machines, from Mr. Phil Elliott and Mr. Mike Mitchell, for an undisclosed consideration.

Post the transaction, Mr. Mark Williams, Mr. Daniel Hatton, Mr. Tony McKee, and Mr. Mark Richardson will be a part of the new Board of Directors of Booth Dispensers. Mr. Mark Williams and Mr. Daniel Hatton already were minority shareholders and existing board of directors in Booth Dispensers. Mr. Tony McKee, and Mr. Mark Richardson also became shareholders through this transaction.

Mr. Phil Elliott and Mr. Mike Mitchell held a majority stake in Booth Dispensers. Booth Dispensers Limited has a total of 120 employees.

Source Link:

Farleys Solicitors LLP press release, 10 July 2019 [https://www.farleys.com/news/booth-dispensers-completes-management-buyout-with-help-from-farleys-corporate-team/]

				7/10/19				Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc.		O'connor Company, Inc.		-		As of June 30, 2019, Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc. was acquired by O'connor Company. Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc. comprises heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment distribution centre. The asset is located in the United States.

				7/8/19		7/8/19		SGS Refrigeration Inc.		SPX Corporation		$   11.5		SPX Corporation, the listed US-based provider of highly specialized engineering solutions and various other industrial services to different industries, has acquired SGS Refrigeration Inc., the US-based manufacturer and distributor of industrial and commercial refrigeration equipment.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms:
   * SPX will pay a consideration of USD 10m.
   * Additionally, an earn-out of up to USD 1.5m will be paid if SGS achieves certain milestones in 2019.
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands SPX's market and portfolio of industrial refrigeration products
 * Post deal details: SGS’s financial results will be reported as a part of SPX’s HVAC Cooling business unit within its HVAC segment.
 * Background:
   * In 2018, SGS reported revenues of approximately USD 15m, which include approximately USD 3.5m of inter-company sales with SPX.
   * Since 2015, SGS has been involved in a partnership with SPX to produce the Cube line of forced draft and induced draft evaporative condenser designed to support a variety of industrial cooling and refrigeration applications

Target (SGS) Dixon, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Manufacturer and distributor of industrial refrigeration products including evaporators and evaporative condensers
 * Size: USD 15m annual revenue and 11-50 employees

Buyer (SPX) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Public [NYSE:SPXC]
 * Business Description: HVAC, detection and measurement, and engineered equipment supplier with USD 1.4bn in 2018 revenue and 4,000 employees in 17 countries
 * Size: USD 1.5bn market cap

Source Links:

SPX Corporation press release, 08 July 2019 [https://www.spx.com/spx-announces-purchase-of-sgs-refrigeration-inc/]

SPX Corporation 10-K form filed with SEC on 14 February 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/88205/000008820520000008/spxc-20191231.htm]

				7/8/19				Temperature Control Systems Inc.		Kele, Inc.		-		Temperature Control Systems Inc. operates as distributor of commercial and industrial HVAC controls; burner and boiler controls; and building automation systems. The company was founded in 1975 and is headquartered in Dallas, Texas. As of June 28, 2019, Temperature Control Systems, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Kele, Inc.

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Freije-RSC Engineered Solutions Co. (Industrial refrigeration division)		InterCool USA, LLC				InterCool USA, LLC, the US-based commercial and industrial refrigeration design-build contractor, has acquired the US-based industrial refrigeration division of Freije-RSC Engineered Solutions Co., the US-based national specialty engineering, service and installation services firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition does not include the mechanical and plumbing service and construction divisions of Freije-RSC. The acquisition will expand InterCool and Freije-RSC's presence across the nation. Their respective customer bases will have access to additional products, services and markets. The transaction will create growth opportunites for employees and customers of both the companies. It will enable Freije-RSC to focus on its mechanical and plumbing service and construction divisions. Post transaction, the acquired division will maintain its name and continue to operate out of its current offices in Indiana and Ohio. Its existing leadership team will remain in place.

UPDATE 23 July 2019: RF Investment Partners, US-based private equity firm, recently closed its investment in InterCool to support its acquisition of Freije-RSC's division.

Source Link:

RFE Investment Partners press release, 23 July 2019 [http://www.rf-partners.com/news-article/12/RF-Investment-Partners-Closes-Investment-in-InterCool]

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Keen Home Inc.		ConnectM Technology Solutions Inc.				ConnectM Technology Solutions, a Marlborough, Massachusetts-based provider of indoor climate technology and services, has acquired New York City-based Keen Home, from a group of sellers.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale:
   * Expands ConnectM’s product offerings and services and accelerates its entry into new and contiguous markets.
   * ConnectM will able to strengthen its market position in indoor climate and health solutions market.
   * ConnectM and Keen Home will be able to serve thier customers better.
 * Post Deal Details: ConnectM and Keen Home will continue to operate under their own names, with their own existing brands.

Target (Keen) New York, New York

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides hardware and software used to manage temperature by regulating airflow on a room-by-room basis or for the entire home
 * Size: One office location with 11-50 employees; has raised USD 5.5m in funding (Source: Crunchbase)

Buyer (ConnectM) Marlborough, Massachusetts

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides an IoT platform to connect, monitor, and control HVAC, IAQ, and indoor climate assets
 * Size: Three office locations in Massachusetts, New Jersey, and India and 11-50 employees; has raised USD 10m in funding (Source: Crunchbase)

Vendors:

 * TechStars, LLC, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * FundersClub Inc., the US-based venture capital firm.
 * American Family Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm
 * Brand Foundry Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * NYU Innovation Venture Fund, the US-based venture capital firm
 * R/GA Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * RMR Capital, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * Upslope Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Best Home Services		Alpine Investors LP				Alpine Investors LP, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired an undisclosed stake in Best Home Services, the US-based provider of HVAC, plumbing and electrical service and repair services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Best Home to expand its product offerings in HVAC field by enhancing its infrastructure and tools and strengthen its presence in Florida. Pursuant to transaction, Mr. Keegan Hodges and Mr. Chadd Hodges, Co-CEO’s of Best Home Services, will continue to operate independently under its brand name.

Best has an employee-base of around 300 employees.

Source Link:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190729-mofo-advises-alpine-acquisitions.html]

				7/1/19		6/26/19		Alabama Controls, Inc.		Albireo Energy, LLC				Albireo Energy, LLC, the US-based company that provides building automation solutions and energy services to commercial and institutional buildings and a portfolio company of Huron Capital Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Alabama Controls, Inc., US-based provider of building automation and HVAC control solutions to commercial and institutional buildings, from Bobby Reuse, the US-based private investor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition supports the growth strategy of Alabama. It will enable Albireo to diversify its customer base in the government and higher education sectors and expand its footprints in southeastern U.S regions. Albireo will be able to diversify its offerings and enhace its capabilities to serve its customers better. Post transaction, Alabama’s subsidiaries Alabama Equipment, Inc., NOVA Environmental Technologies, Inc. and Wholesale Controls International, Inc. will integrate into Albireo. Alabama’s management will continue to operate the operations of the company.

Alabama employs over 80 people and has even offices with locations in Alabama, Florida and Tennessee. In 2014, Huron Capital formed Albireo.


Source links:

Alabama Controls, Inc. Corporate website [https://alabamacontrols.com/alabama-controls-ae-merge/]

Albireo Energy, LLC press release, 01 July 2019 [https://www.albireoenergy.com/alabama-controls-corporation-joins-albireo-energy/]

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 18 July 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-albireo-energy-completes-add-on-acquisition-of-alabama-controls/]

				6/27/19		6/27/19		Brannon Inc.		ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc.				ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc., the US-based company engaged in designing, manufacturing, installing, and servicing air conditioning, heating, ventilation, plumbing, process piping, electrical, and direct digital control systems, has acquired Brannon Inc., the US-based provider of specialty general construction services to Central California, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable ACCO to expand its geographical base in Northern and Southern California. Furthermore, the acquisition creates significant added resources and capabilities that will directly benefit customers in the construction market. The transaction will enable the growth of the Smith brand.

Source Links:

ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc. press release, 27 June 2019 [https://www.accoes.com/acco-engineered-systems-announces-key-acquisition-in-central-coast-of-california/]

				6/17/19		6/17/19		InOvate Technologies, Inc.		Continental Materials Corporation		$   12.3		Continental Materials Corporation (CMC), the listed US-based company that manufactures and sells construction, hardware, heating, ventilation and air conditioning products through its subsidiaries has acquired InOvate Technologies, Inc., US-based manufacturer of metal dryer venting accessories used in residential home construction, from Richard Harpenau, the US-based private investor, for a maximum cash consideration of USD 12.2m.

The consideration includes earnouts of upto USD 1.25m, which is payable within 12 months. The transaction will enable CMC to strengthen their presence in the building products industry and expand its product portfolio. The transaction is in line with CMC’s strategy to acquire strong family owned, manufacturing companies. It will enable InOvate to pursue its full potential. It will enable InOvate to expand its product portfolio and existing channels.

Source Links:

Continental Materials Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 17 June 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_18k.htm]

 * Asset Purchase Agreement (Exhibit 10.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_1ex10d1.htm]
 * Press release (Exhibiy 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_1ex99d1.htm]

				6/4/19		5/31/19		Trantech Radiator Products, Inc.		Main Street Capital Corporation		$   10.7		Main Street Capital Corporation, the US-based private equity firm, along with the management of Trantech Radiator Products, Inc, the US-based company that manufactures specialty radiators and cooling systems for transformer, has acquired the company in a management buyout transaction, from Industrial Opportunity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm for a consideration of USD 10.7m.

The transaction was financed by Main Street along with the Company's senior management team. Main Street financed USD 15.1m via mix of first-lien, senior secured term debt and a direct equity investment. They provided Trantech a credit facility to back its future growth and working capital needs. The transaction was in line with Trantech’s strategy to serve its customers in a better way and enhance its product portfolio.

The sale of Trantech was IOP’s tenth investment. In November 2011, IOP, via Industrial Opportunity Partners, L.P. had acquired Trantech, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Main Street Capital Corporation press release, 5 June 2019 [http://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_d682724a8bd83329b3dca9557271d837/mainstcapital/news/2019-06-05_Main_Street_Announces_New_Portfolio_2518.pdf]

Industrial Opportunity Partners LLC press release, 4 June 2019 [https://www.iopfund.com/industrial-opportunity-partners-completes-sale-of-portfolio-company-trantech-radiator-products/]

Winston & Strawn LLP corporate website [http://www.winston.com/print/content/1020088/industrial-opportunity-partners-sale-of-trantech-radiator.pdf]

Dennard Lascar Investor Relations press release, 5 June 2019 [https://www.dennardlascar.com/news-multimedia/detail/18401/main-street-announces-new-portfolio-investment]

				5/22/19				Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc.		The SEER Group, LLC		-		Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. provides commercial HVAC installation and maintenance services. Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. was formerly known as Specialty Heating & Fabrication, Inc. and changed its name to Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. in July 2000. The company was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in Tigard, Oregon. As of March 31, 2019, Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of The SEER Group LLC.

				5/16/19		5/16/19		Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc.		Climate Pros, Inc.				Climate Pros, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC repair, maintenance, and construction services and a portfolio company of Saw Mill Capital LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, from Mr. Michael Wade and Mr. James Robinson, the US-based private investors, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will accelerate Climate Pros’ geographic reach and expand its customer base. The transaction will strengthen Climate Pros’ cold-chain customers in the Texas markets.

Concurrently, Climate Pros has also acquired Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration. In January 2017, Saw Mill Capital LLC through its Saw Mill Capital Partners II, LP, had acquired Climate Pros, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Saw Mill Capital LLC press release, 16 May 2019 [http://www.sawmillcapital.com/news/articles/51]

				5/7/19		5/7/19		Reedy Industries Inc.		Audax Private Equity Group				Audax Private Equity Group, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Reedy Industries Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; Audax targets platforms with USD 8m to USD 50m in EBITDA and enterprise values of USD 50m to USD 400m
 * Rationale: The resources and expertise from Audax will assist Reedy to continue their growth through strategic acquisitions and growth initiatives.

Target (Reedy) Glenview, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provider of commercial HVAC services, mechanical services, and energy solutions primarily serving commercial, industrial, and municipal buildings in the Midwest
 * Size: Has 201-500 employees serving more than 6,000 customers; besides Illinois has additional entities servicing Indiana, Kansas, Missouri, Ohio, and Wisconsin

Buyer (Audax Private Equity)

 * Fund: Undisclosed; most recent fund, Audax Private Equity Fund VI, has USD 3.5bn in capital commitments and launched in 2018
 * Investment Team: Don Bramley (Boston, MA)

				5/7/19		5/1/19		Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc.		Climate Pros, Inc.				Climate Pros, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC repair, maintenance, and construction services and a portfolio company of Saw Mill Capital LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, from Mr. Mike Smith, and Ms. Kali Smith, the US-based private investors, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will accelerate Climate Pros’ geographic reach and expand its customer base. The transaction will strengthen Climate Pros’ cold-chain customers in the Texas markets.

Concurrently, Climate Pros has also acquired Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration. In January 2017, Saw Mill Capital LLC through its Saw Mill Capital Partners II, LP, had acquired Climate Pros, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Statesman Business Advisors press release, 07 May 2019 [http://statesmanbiz.com/norfoxx-has-been-acquired-by-climate-pros/]

Saw Mill Capital LLC press release, 16 May 2019 [http://www.sawmillcapital.com/news/articles/51]

				4/30/19		3/19/19		Metro Air Limited		Pinnacle Home Environment Solutions				Pinnacle Home Environment Solutions, a Canada-based home services company that offers a complete range of home efficiency solutions and comfort products, from heating and cooling to fireplaces and mantles, has acquired Metro Air Limited, a Canada-based company that operates as a mechanical contractor offering heating and air conditioning equipment repair and installation services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Metro Air’s home services complement Pinnacle’s home efficiency solutions. The acquisition closed 19 March 2019.

Source Link:

Generational Group press release, 30 April 2019 [https://www.genequityco.com/press-releases/metro-air-sale-to-pinnacle-home-environment-solutions]

				4/26/19				KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC		-		KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC offers maintenance, repair, and hvac services of refrigerators. The company was founded in 2013 and is based in Murrieta, California. As of April 26, 2019, KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC operates as a subsidiary of The Arcticom Group, LLC.

				4/17/19				Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC		Badger Bob's Services Inc.		-		Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC distributes heating, air conditioning, and indoor air quality products and also offers HVAC services. The company is based in Venice, Florida. As of April 17, 2019, Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC operates as a subsidiary of Badger Bob's Services, Inc.

				4/12/19		4/11/19		Munch's Supply LLC		Ridgemont Equity Partners				Ridgemont Equity Partners, the US-based private equity firm along with the management team of Munch's Supply LLC the US-based distributor heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) have acquired the company from Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC, the US-based private equity firm for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition was financed by a consortium of incumbent lenders led by PNC Erieview Capital, Kayne Anderson Private Credit and JPMorgan, with additional support provided by AEA Private Debt, PineBridge Private Credit and Stellus Capital Management, LLC. Through this acquisition, Munch's Supply will leverage on the expertise of Ridgemont to achieve future growth. It will also enable Munch's Supply to expand their business in new geographic areas and provide better product and services to their customers.

Rotunda acquired a majority stake in Munch’s in 2015. Since Rotunda’s investment, Munch’s tripled its revenue, completed four acquisitions, and expanded from seven locations in one state to 27 locations in nine states.As reported by this news service in late March, Munch’s Supply was holding management presentations in an auction process run by Lincoln International.

Source links:

Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 12 April 2019 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/ridgemont-equity-partners-acquires-munchs-supply/]

Lincoln International LLC corporate website [https://www.lincolninternational.com/transactions/munchs-supply-a-portfolio-company-of-rotunda-capital-partners-has-been-sold-to-ridgemont-equity-partners/]

				4/4/19				Dunphey & Associates Supply Co., Inc.		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc. [NYSE:WSO], the Miami, Florida-based distributor of HVAC products, has acquired Whippany, New Jersey-based DASCO Supply.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: DASCO will operate as a subsidiary of Watsco under its present name and leadership; Watsco will provide the resources to assist in achieving DASCO's growth plans

Target (DASCO) Whippany, New Jersey

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Distributor of air conditioning and heating products
 * Size: Revenues of about USD 56m in 2018; has seven locations in New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut

Buyer (Watsco) Miami, Florida

 * Ownership: Public [NYSE:WSO]
 * Business Description: Distributor of heating, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) products with 571 locations in the US, Canada, Mexico, and Puerto Rico
 * Size: USD 5.54bn market cap

Source Link:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 04 April 2019 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-acquisition-dasco-supply]

				4/2/19		4/2/19		Grupo CYVSA, SA de CV		Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Applied Americas Inc., a US-based company engaged in manufactures and sells commercial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, has agreed to acquire Grupo CYVSA, SA de CV, a Mexico-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable the companies to respond to increasing market expectations for integrated solutions. The transaction will also help CYVSA to grow its Clima-Flex product portfolio in America and expand its services to maximize value to customers. It will also help the companies to provide better customer experiences.

Post-acquisition, CYVSA group will continue to operate independently. Daikin Airconditioning Mexico will continue to serve all existing channels and customers independently. CYVSA was found in 1951 and executes over 29,000 projects in Mexico, United States and the Caribbean.

Source Links:

Daikin Applied Americas Inc. press release, 02 April 2019 [https://news.daikinapplied.com/Press-Releases/ArticleID/421/Daikin-Applied-and-CYVSA-Form-Alliance]

Daikin Airconditioning Mexico, S de RL de CV press release, 02 April 2019 [http://daikin.com.mx/daikin-applied-cyvsa-form-alliance/]

				4/1/19		3/29/19		Kysor/Warren Corp.		Epta S.p.A.		$   49.0		Epta S.p.A., an Italy-based company engaged in the design, development, manufacture and sale of commercial refrigerated systems, has acquired Kysor/Warren Corp., the US-based manufacturer of refrigerated systems and display cases, from Lennox International Inc., the listed US-based company engaged in designing, manufacturing and distributing heating and refrigeration products and solutions, for a cash consideration of USD 49m.

The sale of Kysor/Warren will help Lennox International to focus and grow its commercial refrigeration business in North America and Europe. The acquisition is in line with the growth strategy of Epta enabling expansion and cornerstone on sustainability and efficiency.

Earlier in January 2011, Lennox acquired Kysor Warren and Kysor Warren de Mexico S. De RL de CV from Manitowoc for a consideration of USD 138m. In February 2019, Lennox had announced its intention to sell Kysor Warren. Kysor Warren has a workforce of over 500 employees and have operations in U.S. and Mexico.

Source Link:

Lennox International Inc. press release, 01 April 2019 [https://lennoxinternational.gcs-web.com/news-releases/news-release-details/lennox-international-closes-sale-kysor-warren]

				3/21/19		3/21/19		CoolSys, Inc.		Ares Management LLC				Ares Management LLC, the US-based private equity firm has acquired, CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services to the retail, food service, commercial and industrial market segments from, Audax Private Equity Group, the US-based private equity firm for an undisclosed consideration.

CoolSys will leverage Ares’s expertise enabling it to pursue strategic acquisitions and expansion strategy. Ares will accelerate CoolSys's growth organically and through add on acquistions.

CoolSys employs more than 2,000 people. Audax Private Equity Group had acquired CoolSys in 2015, which was then known as Source Refrigeration from Arsenal Capital Partners. Ares Management LLC is a subsidiary of, Ares Management, L.P, the US-based company that operates as an alternative asset manager in four segments: Tradable Credit group, Direct Lending group, Private Equity group and Real Estate group.

Source links:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 21 March 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquired-by-ares-management-corporation/]

Ares Management, L.P. press release, 21 March 2019 [http://www.ares-ir.com/file/Index?KeyFile=397195140]

Lincoln International LLC press release, 21 March 2019 [https://www.lincolninternational.com/transactions/audax-private-equity-has-sold-coolsys-to-a-private-equity-group-of-ares-management/?gdpr=accepted]

				3/13/19				CroppMetcalfe		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of service plans, repair, and installation services, has acquired Fairfax, Virginia-based CroppMetcalfe.

				3/12/19				Comfort Air Distributing Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, a New Lenox, Illinois-based heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor backed by Rotunda Capital Partners, has acquired Denver, Colorado-based Comfort Air Distributing Inc.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands Munch’s geographic footprint into new region.
 * The transaction is part of the long-term strategy of Munch's Supply, to expand the platform into other regions through strategic acquisitions.
 * Post deal details: Comfort Air Distributing will continue to operate under its own name and serve Colorado and 13 Wyoming counties out of the branches in Denver, Centennial and Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Target (Comfort Air Distributing Inc.) Denver, Colorado

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provider of Rheem heating and air conditioning equipment to customers in Colorado and 13 Wyoming counties
 * Size: Has three Colorado branches and 11-50 employees

Buyer (Munch's Supply LLC) New Lenox, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private Equity; Rotunda Capital Partners (2015)
 * Business Description: HVAC distributor founded in 1956
 * Size: Has 27 locations in nine states after acquisition of Comfort Air Distributing and more than 500 employees

				3/8/19		3/8/19		Resolute Industrial, LLC		AE Industrial Partners LP				AE Industrial Partners, LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Resolute Industrial, LLC, the US-based provider of water and air-cooled chiller rental services, compressor remanufacturing, and other custom HVAC services, from One Equity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction enables Resolute to accelerate its organic growth by expanding its capabilities and geographic footprint in the North American markets. Post-acquisition, Mr. David Myers and Mr. David Kornblatt serve on the Board of Directors of Resolute.

Earlier in 2015, One Equity Partners LLC acquired Resolute Industrial, LLC, from Johnson Controls International plc.

Source Link:

AE Industrial Partners, LLC, 08 March 2019 [https://www.aeroequity.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Resolute-Press-Release-3-8-19-vFINAL.pdf]

				3/4/19		3/4/19		ABC Refrigeration & Air Conditioning, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired ABC Refrigeration & Air Conditioning, Inc., the US-based company engaged in commercial refrigeration, HVAC installation, service and maintenance, and HVAC fabrication, from Joseph Ligoci, the US-based private investor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will help CoolSys in their plan of expansion throughout the US and create a strategic position in the Northeast market. ABC Refrigeration has 160 employees.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 04 March 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-abc-refrigeration-hvac-in-new-york/]

				2/25/19		2/25/19		Ductmate Canada Limited		Infuse Capital Partners LLC				Infuse Capital Partners LLC, the US-based investment firm has acquired Ductmate Canada Limited, the Canada-based manufactures and distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system components for HVAC systems, from Ductmate Industries, Inc., the US-based company engaged in manufacturing of ventilation and air conditioning system components, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/21/19		1/4/19		Hill York Air Conditioning & Energy Solutions		EMCOR Group, Inc.				EMCOR Group, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical and electrical construction, energy infrastructure, and facilities services, has acquired Hill York Air Conditioning & Energy Solutions, the US-based company providing construction, maintenance, repairing, air conditioning, and energy services for heating, cooling, and ventilation systems, from Wesley Companies Inc., US-based company providing roofing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/20/19		2/20/19		Heat Transfer Sales, LLC		Hoffman & Hoffman, Inc.				Hoffman & Hoffman, Inc., the US-based manufacturers of HVAC equipment and controls, has acquired Heat Transfer Sales, LLC, the US-based provider of hydronic HVAC, pumps, heat exchangers, boilers, water heaters, controls, cooling towers, connectors, pressure gauges, etc. for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will provide Hoffman with access to Heat Transfer Sales' manufacturing facilities of pre-fab units for mechanical rooms and will add hydronic equipment into its product lines. It will also enable Hoffman to expand its product offerings and footings in the Carolinas.

Following the acquisition, Heat Transfer Sales will operate as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hoffman and will have a workforce of 445 employees.

				2/15/19		2/8/19		TEMP-AIR, Inc		Sunbelt Rentals, Inc.		$   118.0		Sunbelt Rentals, Inc., the US-based equipment rental company, has acquired TEMP-AIR, Inc, the US-based company engaged in temporary, portable heating, cooling, dehumidifying, and air filtration rental services, for a consideration of GBP 92m.

Temp Air is a climate control business operating across 13 markets within the US.

Source links:

Ashtead Group Plc annual report 2019 [http://www.ashtead-group.com/lib/docs/081525-ec1052862ashteadar19indexed.pdf#page=132]

				2/7/19		2/7/19		Systecon Inc.		ENGIE North America Inc.				Engie North America, a Houston, Texas-based energy company that is a subsidiary of Engie [EPA:ENGI], has acquired West Chester, Ohio-based Systecon.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed.
 * Strategic Rationale:
   * Strengthens Engie's ability to provide maintenance, mechanical service, construction, commissioning, and energy solutions in North America.
   * The deal will also help Systecon to enhance approach to delivering modular HVAC and mechanical contracting solutions.
 * Post Deal Details: After the completion, the employees of Systecon will join ENGIE North America.

Target (Systecon) West Chester, Ohio

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides modular HVAC and mechanical contracting solutions including chiller plants, hot water/steam boiler plants, and cogeneration plants
 * Size: Has 85 employees at one location

Buyer (Engie North America) Houston, Texas

 * Ownership: Engie [EPA:ENGI]
 * Business Description: Manages energy businesses in the US and Canada offering clean power generation, cogeneration, and energy storage; retail energy sales; and services to help customers run their facilities more efficiently
 * Size: Has 5,001-10,000 employees at locations throughout the US and Canada.

Source Links:

Systecon Inc. press release, 07 February 2019 [https://www.systecon.com/media/documents/ENGIE%20NA%20Systecon%20Press%20Release.pdf]

ENGIE North America Inc. press release, 08 February 2019 [http://www.engie-na.com/2019/02/08/engie-north-america-acquires-systecon-llc/]

				1/29/19		1/29/19		Newgaard Mechanical Inc.		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc.				Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC replacement, retrofit and repair services primarily for facilities in education, municipal, and healthcare end markets and a portfolio company of Huron Capital Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Newgaard Mechanical Inc., the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system solutions and services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition enhances Pueblo’s capability and capacity to design, build and maintain complex systems for customers across Arizona. It will strengthen Pueblo’s position in the HVAC services sector. Post acquisition, Newgaard employees will join Pueblo. The owners of Newgaard will remain involved in operations of the business.

Concurrently, Pueblo acquired CFM Mechanical LLC, the US-based provider HVAC solutions including retrofit and installation of HVAC systems in commercial properties industry, for an undisclosed consideration. The acquisitions will increase Pueblo’s annual revenue to over USD 100m. Newgaard serves industrial, commercial office, hospitality, education, transportation and other industries. In 2018, Huron along with the management of Pueblo, acquired the company in a management buyout transaction.

Source Link:

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 29 January 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-pueblo-mechanical-controls-completes-second-and-third-add-on-acquisitions/]

				1/29/19				Newgaard Mechanical Inc./CFM Mechanical LLC		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC		-		Newgaard Mechanical Inc./CFM Mechanical LLC represents the combines operations of CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. in their sale to Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC. As of January 29, 2019, Newgaard Mechanical Inc. and CFM Mechanical LLC was acquired by Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC. CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. distributes hvac solutions. CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. are based in the United States.

				1/29/19				Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc		Hilltop Opportunity Partners LLC.; Treaty Oak Equity LLC		-		Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc distributes and repairs air conditioning systems, furnaces, heat pumps, mini-splits, geothermal products, zoning systems, and thermostats for clients in Texas. It offers system repairs, HVAC system replacement, heating and air conditioning maintenance and performance checking, new construction heating and air conditioning installations, home insulation, solar screens, ductwork sealing and repair, air balancing, indoor air quality improvements, system performance testing, and energy audit services. The company also provides geothermal heating and cooling services that include geothermal systems repair and maintenance, geothermal systems replace existing, and new geothermal systems installation. Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc was founded in 1954 and is based in Austin, Texas.

				1/22/19		1/22/19		Arjae Sheet Metal Co., Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, a Brea, California-based parent of refrigeration and HVAC companies backed by Audax Private Equity, acquired Milwaukie, Oregon-based Arjae HVAC and Mechanical Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed.
 * Strategic Rationale: Strengthens CoolSys' presence in the Northwest and expands HVAC capabilities.
 * Target (Arjae HVAC) Milwaukie, Oregon.

Ownership: Private

 * Business Description: Provides commercial and industrial HVAC installation and services, as well as sheet metal fabrication.
 * Size: Operates a 25,000-square-foot custom manufacturing plant.
 * Buyer (CoolSys) Brea, California.

Ownership: Private Equity; Audax Private Equity

 * Business Description: Provides refrigeration and HVAC maintenance and installation services to grocery retailers, convenience store chains, telecommunication hubs, and other industrial customers in the US.
 * Size: Has more than 1,200 employees and over 4,000 customers.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 22 January 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-arjae-hvac-and-mechanical-services-in-oregon/]

				1/17/19		1/17/19		Atlantic Cooling Technologies & Services LLC		Service Logic, LLC				Service Logic, LLC, the US-based provider of repair and replacement services for commercial Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment, chilled water systems, and building automation and control systems, has acquired Atlantic Cooling Technologies & Services LLC, the US-based company providing construction and alterations services of new and pre-existing cooling towers, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Akerman LLP press release, 17 January 2019 [https://www.akerman.com/en/firm/newsroom/akerman-advises-atlantic-cooling-technologies-llc-in-its-sale-to-service-logic-llc.html]

				1/15/19		1/15/19		Yearout Companies		Legence				Yearout Companies, an Albuquerque, New Mexico-based design-build provider of mechanical, fabrication and maintenance services, has been acquired by Therma Holdings, a San Jose, California-based mechanical services company that is backed by Gemspring Capital.

The transaction is in line with Therma’s growth strategy to expand its geographic footprint globally. Pursuant to the transaction, Yearout will operate as a division of Therma whereas Mr. Kevin Yearout, CEO of Yearout, will continue to lead the company.

Yearout Companies, founded in 1963, includes Yearout Fabrication, the US-based provider of fabrication solutions, Yearout Insulation, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical and industrial project insulation solutions, Yearout Mechanical, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical services and Yearout Service, LLC, the US-based provider of heating, ventilating, air-conditioning and refrigeration (HVAC/R) services and solutions. In June 2017, Gemspring Capital acquired Therma.

Source Link:

Therma Corporation press release, January 2019 [https://www.therma.com/therma-aquires-yearout-mechanical/]

Gemspring Capital, LLC press release, 15 January 2019 [http://www.gemspring.com/news/therma-holdings-llc-acquires-yearout-mechanical]

				1/11/19		2/19/19		Morris Sheet Metal Corporation; Morris Enterprises, LLC; Morris Transportation, LLC		Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd.		$   6.6		Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd has agreed to acquire Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, JTD Spiral, Inc., Morris Enterprises, LLC and Morris Transportation, LLC, from Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd., the listed US-based investment company having interest in companies engaged in automotive technologies, electronics manufacturing, energy services & fabrication technologies, headquartered in phoenix, Arizona.

Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, the US-based company engaged in designing, fabrication and installation of dust collectors, commercial ductwork, kitchen hoods, industrial ventilation systems, machine guards, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

JTD Spiral, Inc., the US-based subsidiary of Morris Sheet Metal that Fabricates and delivers spiral duct, oval duct, and dual wall duct and fittings, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Morris Enterprises, LLC, the US-based company engaged in business to design, fabricate, commercial ductwork, industrial ventilation systems and other contract metal fabrication, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Morris Transportation, LLC, the US-based company engaged in business to design, fabricate, commercial ductwork, industrial ventilation systems and other contract metal fabrication, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Mr. James Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. Daniel Morris is the US-based private investors.

Terms:

 * Alpine 4 Technologies has agreed to acquire Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, JTD Spiral, Inc., Morris Enterprises, LLC and Morris Transportation, LLC, from Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris, for a consideration of USD 6.6m.
 * The consideration consists of:
   * Cash payment of USD 3.15m
   * Notes payment of USD 3.45m which include:
     * Secured notes of USD 1.033m payable to each of Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.
     * Supplement notes of USD 0.116m to each of Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.
   * Earn outs of 50% of EBIDTA over USD 1.5m if achieved within the 12 months of closing of transaction.

Rationale: The acquisition is in line with Alpine 4 Technologies’s strategy of DSF (Driver, Stabilizer, Facilitator business) acquisition.

Conditions:

 * Completion of due diligence.
 * Approval from board of directors of Alpine 4 Technologies.

Background:

 * Morris Sheet Metal has entered in Consulting Services Agreement with Mr. James Morris and Mr. Daniel Morris pursuant to which James and Daniel Morris agreed for a period of 90 days, following the closing of the Transaction to provide strategic management services to the Morris Sheet Metal and companies.

UPDATE 19 February 2019: Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd has completed the acquisition of Morris Enterprises, LLC, Morris Sheet Metal Corporation and Morris Transportation, LLC.

Source Links:

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd. 8-K form filed with SEC on 11 January 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606698/000109690619000015/alpine4.htm]

 * Exhibit 99.1 (SEcurities Purchase agreement) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606698/000109690619000015/exh99_1.htm]

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd. press release, 19 February 2019 [https://www.alpine4.com/news/alpine-4-technologies-ltd-alpp-subsidiary-morris-sheet-metal-corp-of-fort-wayne-indiana-announces-several-new-projects-that-will-generate-3-8-million-dollars-of-new-revenue-in-2019/]

				1/8/19		1/8/19		PB Heat, LLC		Noritz Corporation		$   47.0		Noritz Corporation, the listed Japan-based company engaged in manufacturing and sales of various water heaters, hydropic systems, and gas co-generation system, has acquired PB Heat, LLC, the US-based company engaged in manufacture and sales of boilers and heaters for residential and commercial applications, from Atlantic Shores Corporation, the US-based company engaged in various line of business, including retail sale of electric and gas refrigerators, stoves, and other household appliances, for a consideration of USD 47m.

The transaction will enable Noritz to expand its business line across North America with PB's existing brand awareness. It also allows Noritz to absorb PB's existing technologies and manufacturing facilities. Post-transaction, PB Heat will become a wholly-owned subsidiary of Noritz. The transaction has been completed on 08 January 2019. Prior to the transaction, PB Heat was a wholly-owned subsidiary of Atlantic Shores.

Sources Links:

Noritz Corporation press release, 08 January 2019 (Japanese) [https://www.noritz.co.jp/company/news/assets/20190108_1h8e.pdf]

				1/2/19		1/2/19		Commercial Air, Inc.		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc.				Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC replacement, retrofit and repair services primarily for facilities in education, municipal, and healthcare end markets, has acquired Commercial Air, Inc. the US-based company engaged in designing, installing and maintaining air conditioning, refrigeration and heating systems, for an undisclosed consideration.

Pueblo’s management resources and expertise in the HVAC industry are a great fit Commercial air’s commercial service offerings. Post-acquisition, all the employees of Commercial Air will be retained.

Earlier in January 2018, Huron Capital Partners LLC and Mr. Dan Bueschel along with the management of Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc. had acquired the company in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 03 January 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-pueblo-mechanical-controls-completes-add-on-acquisition/]

				12/14/18				Slakey Brothers, Inc.		The Walters Family				The Walters Family, the US-based family, and owner of Gensco Inc, the US-based wholesale distributor and manufacturer of Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning equipment and supplies, has acquired Slakey Brothers, Inc., the US-based wholesale distributor of plumbing, heating and air conditioning equipment, and parts, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line Walters Family's plan to expand their geographic footprint with the current presence of Slakey in California. Post-acquisition, Slakey will operate as a sister concern of Gensco and will continue to operate under the same name with same team, product lines and under the same leadership. Chris Walters, the President of Gensco, will become the CEO of Slakey Brothers.

Slakey Brothers has 24 branches in three states with 22 in California, one in Nevada and one in Oregon and has three plumbing showrooms in California.

				12/11/18				Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc.		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC		-		Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc. represents the combined operations of Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. and Wallwork Bros., Inc. in their sale to Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. As of December 11, 2018, Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc. was acquired by Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. distributes plumbing supplies, and HVAC and waterworks products and solutions. Wallwork Bros., Inc. supplies heating and cooling products. Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. and Wallwork Bros., Inc. are based in the United States.

				11/1/18				Thermal Mechanics, Inc.		Goodman Manufacturing Company, L.P.				Goodman Manufacturing Company, L.P., the US residential and commercial air conditioning and heating equipment manufacturer has acquired Thermal Mechanics, Inc., the US-based company that provides HVAC equipment and integrated building control solutions, for an undisclosed consideration

Goodman will also take over substantially all the assets of Thermal Mechanics’ affiliates, namely RK Pipe Supply, LLC and Taycon-TMI, LLC.

Source Link:

Haynes and Boone LLP press release [http://www.haynesboone.com/representative%20matters/2018/11/05/haynes%20and%20boone%20represents%20goodman%20manufacturing%20in%20acquisition%20of%20private%20hvac%20services%20company]

				8/29/18				Tommark Company		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor, has acquired Tommark Company, the US-based wholesale distribution of warm air heating and air-conditioning equipment and supplies company, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction includes Tommark six branches in Michigan. The deal expands Munch's' geographic footprint to 24 locations, and will further develop its presence in Michigan state. The deal will enable Munch's supply to expand in new product offerings and customer segment. The transaction helps Tommark’s customers to access Munch’s proven and impressive framework that includes enhanced technology and a strong name brand product offering.

				8/27/18				Ott Distributors, Inc.		MORSCO HVAC Supply Company, LLC		-		Ott Distributors, Inc. distributes HVAC part and equipment. The company was incorporated in 1972 and is based in North Charleston, South Carolina. As of August 27, 2018, Ott Distributors, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of MORSCO HVAC Supply Company, LLC.

				8/8/18				Brock McVey Company		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson Enterprises, Inc., the US-based company engaged in the wholesale distribution of residential and commercial plumbing supplies, pipes, valves, fittings, and heating and cooling equipment, has acquired Brock McVey Company, the US-based seven-location plumbing and HVAC supplier, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will help Ferguson in expanding its commercial and residential business in Kentucky. Post completion Brock will continue to operate as usual prior to transition into Ferguson brand.

Concurrently, Ferguson also acquired Appliance Distributors of Louisiana, Wright Plumbing Supply and Lighting Design Center.

Source Link:

Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. press release, 08 August 2018 [https://www.fergusonpressroom.com/ferguson-acquires-four-companies-in-july-expands-footprint-in-louisiana-kentucky-and-california/]

				6/4/18				North Fork Heating & Supply Corp.		F.W. Webb Company, Inc.		-		North Fork Heating & Supply Corp. distributes plumbing, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment, parts, and accessories. The company was founded in 1982 and is based in Riverhead, New York. As of June 4, 2018, North Fork Heating & Supply Corp. operates as a subsidiary of F.W. Webb Company, Inc.

				4/23/18				Bush Supply Inc.		MORSCO Inc.		-		Bush Supply Inc. engages in distribution of HVAC products. The company was founded in 1987 and is headquartered in Phoenix, Arizona. As of April 23, 2018, Bush Supply Inc. operates as a subsidiary of MORSCO Inc..

				12/3/17				O’Connor Company, Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor and a portfolio company of Rotunda Capital Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired O’Connor Company, Inc., the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction expands Munch's distribution footprint in six additional branches serving portions of Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa and Missouri. Munch and O’Connor will combine to operate 18 branches in eight states. Post transaction, O’Connor will continue to operate under the same name as an independent company and will retain its current management team. Executive Director of Operations, Mr. Greg Borr, will become President of O’Connor.

Earlier in 2015, Rotunda acquired majority stake in Munch's for an undisclosed consideration.

				10/3/17				Wieland-Kessler, LLC		Wieland-Werke Aktiengesellschaft		-		Wieland-Kessler, LLC, doing business as Kessler Sales & Distribution, supplies pipes and tubing products, fittings, valves, struts and rods, and water heaters. It serves plumbing and heating wholesalers, HVAC wholesalers, industrial supply houses, waterworks suppliers, and OEMs. Wieland-Kessler, LLC was formerly known as Kessler Industries, Inc. and changed its name to Wieland-Kessler, LLC. in October 2017. The company was founded in 1935 and is based in Woodbridge, New Jersey with regional distribution centers in the continental United States. As of October 3, 2017, Wieland-Kessler, LLC operates as a subsidiary of Wieland-Werke AG.

				6/21/17				Russell Sigler Inc.		Carrier Enterprise, LLC		$   63.6		Russell Sigler Inc. operates as an independent distributor for HVAC products for residential, heavy commercial, and industrial customers. The company offers residential equipment, such as aftermarket coils and items, carrier coils, indoor and outdoor air conditioners, indoor and outdoor heat pumps, fan coils, heat pumps, residential thermostats, gas packages, furnaces, horizontal EVAP coils, and gas furnaces; and commercial equipment, including curbs and economizers. It also provides various parts and tools. The company distributes its products through stores and dealers, as well as online. Russell Sigler Inc. was founded in 1950 and is based in Tolleson, Arizona. It has branches in Arizona, North and South California, Idaho, New Mexico, Nevada, and Texas.

				3/28/17				The BAASE Company, Inc.		Tozour Energy Systems, Inc.		-		The BAASE Company, Inc. distributes plumbing, heating, and air conditioning products for commercial customers in Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, and Delaware. It offers plumbing products, such as water heaters, pumps, sump and sewage basins, freeze protection cables, expansion tanks, pressure booster systems, and flue piping for gas fired water heaters; and HVAC products, including boilers, heat exchangers, flue piping for boilers, pumps, heat tracing, pump accessories, and expansion tanks. The company was founded in 1966 and is headquartered in Warminster, Pennsylvania. As of March 28, 2017, The BAASE Company, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Tozour Energy Systems, Inc.
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Company Comparable Analysis_v1

		Public Comparable Companies



						Equipment Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

																				5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				NasdaqGS:AAON						$4,007		$4,074		$770		24.0%		15.5%		14.4%		37.4%		28.8x		27.4x		30.2x		34.0x		5.3x

				NYSE:CARR						$34,496		$41,225		$20,449		27.4%		13.9%		0.0%		2.6%		-		10.4x		16.6x		12.4x		2.0x

				TSE:6367						$44,838		$44,942		$24,674		33.3%		14.2%		10.4%		12.3%		11.1x		14.0x		17.3x		11.6x		1.7x

				SHSE:600690						$32,811		$30,325		$34,111		30.9%		7.3%		9.1%		9.0%		9.7x		14.3x		18.6x		11.4x		0.9x

				NYSE:JCI						$43,949		$53,279		$25,505		33.5%		12.4%		-2.1%		5.6%		9.5x		10.9x		13.2x		13.5x		2.1x

				NYSE:LII						$8,478		$10,239		$4,718		27.2%		15.5%		4.2%		1.2%		18.0x		17.3x		17.8x		12.9x		2.2x

				SZSE:000333						$51,495		$53,466		$49,233		23.2%		9.9%		8.8%		6.1%		12.3x		15.4x		17.5x		10.4x		1.1x

				OM:NIBE B						$18,780		$19,465		$3,313		31.1%		16.0%		14.7%		20.1%		19.3x		26.4x		40.2x		32.6x		5.5x

				NYSE:REZI						$2,399		$3,746		$6,264		27.4%		12.2%		0.0%		5.4%		15.5x		8.2x		8.1x		4.5x		0.6x

				NYSE:SPXC						$2,967		$3,030		$1,382		35.5%		8.7%		-0.7%		11.6%		14.2x		13.8x		15.1x		22.6x		2.2x

				OM:SYSR						$1,433		$1,694		$981		33.8%		9.2%		8.7%		9.4%		10.6x		11.9x		17.6x		16.0x		1.6x

				NYSE:TT						$38,712		$42,480		$15,487		31.0%		16.4%		2.1%		4.8%		13.0x		11.6x		20.9x		15.5x		2.7x



														Mean		29.9%		12.6%		5.8%		10.5%		14.7x		15.2x		19.4x		16.5x		2.3x

														Median		30.9%		13.2%		6.4%		7.6%		13.0x		13.9x		17.6x		13.2x		2.1x



						Equipment Distribution

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				OM:BEIJ B						$5,369		$5,984		$2,172		26.4%		10.3%		18.2%		10.4%		19.7x		24.7x		39.2x		27.3x		3.0x

				NYSE:FERG						$26,250		$30,309		$29,694		30.5%		10.9%		8.7%		1.1%		10.9x		11.3x		14.6x		8.2x		1.0x

				ASX:REH						$6,213		$7,356		$5,274		27.9%		9.2%		25.8%		2.7%		15.1x		15.1x		22.0x		13.1x		1.4x

				NYSE:WSO						$8,815		$9,429		$7,205		27.9%		11.5%		10.9%		9.1%		14.1x		15.8x		17.6x		9.8x		1.3x

				NYSE:GWW						$28,107		$30,763		$14,785		37.8%		15.7%		7.6%		7.6%		10.9x		12.7x		15.0x		12.9x		2.1x



														Mean		30.1%		11.5%		14.2%		6.2%		14.2x		15.9x		21.7x		14.3x		1.8x

														Median		27.9%		10.9%		10.9%		7.6%		14.1x		15.1x		17.6x		12.9x		1.4x



						Contracting Services

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$MM		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				NYSE:FIX						$4,102		$4,547		$3,879		17.6%		7.8%		17.7%		20.4%		9.3x		7.8x		11.0x		13.1x		1.2x

				NYSE: EME						$7,058		$7,368		$10,766		14.4%		6.0%		7.1%		8.8%		7.2x		5.3x		7.4x		8.4x		0.7x

				ENXTPA:SPIE						$4,241		$6,263		$7,881		8.4%		6.4%		7.5%		8.2%		10.0x		8.8x		9.0x		9.4x		0.8x

				OM:BRAV						$2,177		$2,386		$2,213		15.2%		15.2%		8.1%		10.6%		12.4x		12.3x		14.8x		11.8x		1.0x

				NYSE:TPC						$389		$1,076		$3,921		4.6%		0.8%		-4.0%		-7.3%		5.3x		3.6x		3.2x		10.4x		0.3x





														Mean		12.1%		7.2%		7.3%		8.1%		8.8x		7.5x		9.1x		10.6x		0.8x

														Median		14.4%		6.4%		7.5%		8.8%		9.3x		7.8x		9.0x		10.4x		0.8x



						Control Module Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$MM		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

		t		NYSE:EMR						$56,810		$71,824		$19,629		41.7%		23.4%		5.2%		-10.4%		12.4x		11.6x		15.1x		14.9x		3.7x

				NasdaqGS:HON						$136,273		$154,691		$35,466		32.8%		21.5%		-2.6%		4.7%		14.0x		14.5x		19.4x		17.5x		4.4x

				XTRA:IFX						$51,785		$42,058		$13,942		43.2%		32.1%		15.0%		7.7%		9.7x		14.7x		19.6x		8.4x		2.8x

				NYSE:JCI						$43,949		$53,279		$25,505		33.5%		12.4%		-2.1%		5.6%		9.5x		10.9x		13.2x		13.5x		2.1x



														Mean		37.8%		22.4%		3.9%		1.9%		11.4x		12.9x		16.9x		13.6x		3.2x

														Median		37.6%		22.5%		1.5%		5.1%		11.0x		13.1x		17.3x		14.2x		3.2x



						Peer Group Analysis

						Sub-Sector		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

																		5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

						Equipment Manufacturing		$284,364		$307,966		$186,888		30.9%		13.2%		6.4%		7.6%		13.0x		13.9x		17.6x		13.2x		2.1x

						Control Module Manufacturing		$288,817		$321,851		$94,542		37.6%		22.5%		1.5%		5.1%		11.0x		13.1x		17.3x		14.2x		3.2x

						Equipment Distribution		$74,753		$83,840		$59,129		27.9%		10.9%		10.9%		7.6%		14.1x		15.1x		17.6x		12.9x		1.4x

						Service Firms		$17,967		$21,640		$28,661		14.4%		6.4%		7.5%		8.8%		9.3x		7.8x		9.0x		10.4x		0.8x



												Mean		27.7%		13.2%		6.6%		7.3%		11.9x		12.5x		15.4x		12.7x		1.9x

												Median		29.4%		12.0%		6.9%		7.6%		12.0x		13.5x		17.4x		13.0x		1.7x























CY2022 Indexed Stock Price_v1

						100

				CY2022 Indexed Stock Price Performance																														Cumulative Daily Index Returns

				Dates		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules		S&P 500		S&P 500 Industrials				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		S&P 500 		S&P 500 Industrials				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		S&P500		90-Day Tbill Rate

				Dec-31-2021		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%														0.50%

				Jan-03-2022		98.48%		99.70%		100.17%		98.96%		100.64%		99.18%				-1.52%		-0.30%		0.17%		-1.04%		0.64%		-0.82%				-0.52%		0.70%		1.17%		-0.04%		1.64%		0.50%

				Jan-04-2022		99.04%		100.53%		101.69%		100.02%		100.57%		101.19%				-0.96%		0.53%		1.69%		0.02%		0.57%		1.19%				-0.08%		2.19%		2.30%		-25.50%		0.96%		0.50%

				Jan-05-2022		98.88%		99.45%		100.12%		100.47%		98.62%		100.22%				-1.12%		-0.55%		0.12%		0.47%		-1.38%		0.22%				-3.00%		0.29%		0.42%		1.44%		-0.24%		0.53%

				Jan-06-2022		98.76%		98.71%		100.70%		100.26%		98.53%		100.68%				-1.24%		-1.29%		0.70%		0.26%		-1.47%		0.68%				2.00%		-0.64%		1.52%		0.86%		1.24%		0.52%

				Jan-07-2022		98.25%		97.10%		99.15%		101.36%		98.13%		100.65%				-1.75%		-2.90%		-0.85%		1.36%		-1.87%		0.65%				3.13%		6.55%		0.09%		1.87%		1.85%		0.51%

				Jan-10-2022		97.32%		94.72%		97.45%		99.83%		97.99%		99.49%				-2.68%		-5.28%		-2.55%		-0.17%		-2.01%		-0.51%				2.24%		2.25%		-10.33%		0.35%		1.16%		0.52%

				Jan-11-2022		97.11%		94.82%		98.18%		101.41%		98.89%		100.12%				-2.89%		-5.18%		-1.82%		1.41%		-1.11%		0.12%				1.13%		0.98%		0.53%		2.90%		0.11%		0.50%

				Jan-12-2022		97.99%		96.12%		98.30%		101.99%		99.16%		100.42%				-2.01%		-3.88%		-1.70%		1.99%		-0.84%		0.42%				0.53%		0.69%		0.85%		1.24%		-1.45%		0.51%

				Jan-13-2022		95.58%		96.17%		98.85%		102.44%		97.75%		100.60%				-4.42%		-3.83%		-1.15%		2.44%		-2.25%		0.60%				3.39%		0.98%		0.21%		1.15%		-7.81%		0.51%

				Jan-14-2022		93.42%		94.15%		97.12%		101.22%		97.83%		100.02%				-6.58%		-5.85%		-2.88%		1.22%		-2.17%		0.02%				1.63%		1.71%		12.53%		0.65%		0.94%		0.51%

				Jan-17-2022		93.60%		94.36%		96.98%		101.35%		97.83%		100.02%				-6.40%		-5.64%		-3.02%		1.35%		-2.17%		0.02%				0.97%		0.96%		1.07%		1.06%		1.00%		0.52%

				Jan-18-2022		92.62%		92.47%		94.15%		99.21%		96.03%		98.84%				-7.38%		-7.53%		-5.85%		-0.79%		-3.97%		-1.16%				1.18%		1.41%		2.40%		0.09%		2.54%		0.52%

				Jan-19-2022		92.14%		90.94%		93.30%		97.91%		95.10%		97.75%				-7.86%		-9.06%		-6.70%		-2.09%		-4.90%		-2.25%				1.08%		1.23%		1.18%		-5.19%		1.31%		0.54%

				Jan-20-2022		93.15%		90.40%		92.79%		96.95%		94.05%		96.54%				-6.85%		-9.60%		-7.21%		-3.05%		-5.95%		-3.46%				0.85%		1.07%		1.09%		1.88%		1.27%		0.52%

				Jan-21-2022		92.44%		88.76%		90.90%		95.43%		92.27%		95.61%				-7.56%		-11.24%		-9.10%		-4.57%		-7.73%		-4.39%				1.12%		1.19%		1.30%		1.74%		1.36%		0.51%

				Jan-24-2022		92.28%		87.60%		91.13%		94.41%		92.53%		96.12%				-7.72%		-12.40%		-8.87%		-5.59%		-7.47%		-3.88%				1.02%		1.11%		0.97%		1.29%		0.96%		0.49%

				Jan-25-2022		90.84%		86.63%		89.16%		93.57%		91.40%		95.22%				-9.16%		-13.37%		-10.84%		-6.43%		-8.60%		-4.78%				1.21%		1.09%		1.25%		1.18%		1.17%		0.51%

				Jan-26-2022		90.72%		86.34%		88.65%		93.54%		91.27%		94.43%				-9.28%		-13.66%		-11.35%		-6.46%		-8.73%		-5.57%				1.01%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.02%		0.50%

				Jan-27-2022		88.22%		85.50%		88.11%		93.33%		90.78%		93.56%				-11.78%		-14.50%		-11.89%		-6.67%		-9.22%		-6.44%				1.30%		1.07%		1.05%		1.04%		1.06%		0.49%

				Jan-28-2022		88.46%		86.98%		89.03%		93.19%		92.99%		94.20%				-11.54%		-13.02%		-10.97%		-6.81%		-7.01%		-5.80%				0.98%		0.89%		0.92%		1.02%		0.73%		0.50%

				Jan-31-2022		89.18%		88.56%		90.50%		94.75%		94.74%		95.24%				-10.82%		-11.44%		-9.50%		-5.25%		-5.26%		-4.76%				0.93%		0.87%		0.85%		0.73%		0.71%		0.51%

				Feb-01-2022		88.91%		88.45%		90.64%		95.04%		95.39%		96.59%				-11.09%		-11.55%		-9.36%		-4.96%		-4.61%		-3.41%				1.03%		1.01%		0.98%		0.93%		0.85%		0.51%

				Feb-02-2022		88.80%		89.23%		90.89%		96.66%		96.29%		97.23%				-11.20%		-10.77%		-9.11%		-3.34%		-3.71%		-2.77%				1.01%		0.93%		0.97%		0.59%		0.75%		0.52%

				Feb-03-2022		86.82%		88.16%		89.79%		91.63%		93.94%		95.61%				-13.18%		-11.84%		-10.21%		-8.37%		-6.06%		-4.39%				1.19%		1.11%		1.14%		3.15%		1.87%		0.50%

				Feb-04-2022		86.07%		85.22%		89.02%		90.43%		94.43%		94.59%				-13.93%		-14.78%		-10.98%		-9.57%		-5.57%		-5.41%				1.06%		1.27%		1.08%		1.16%		0.90%		0.51%

				Feb-07-2022		86.19%		84.17%		88.97%		90.43%		94.08%		94.65%				-13.81%		-15.83%		-11.03%		-9.57%		-5.92%		-5.35%				0.99%		1.08%		1.01%		1.00%		1.08%		0.50%

				Feb-08-2022		86.19%		84.68%		90.00%		90.94%		94.87%		95.60%				-13.81%		-15.32%		-10.00%		-9.06%		-5.13%		-4.40%				1.00%		0.97%		0.90%		0.94%		0.84%		0.53%

				Feb-09-2022		88.37%		86.39%		91.88%		92.85%		96.24%		96.91%				-11.63%		-13.61%		-8.12%		-7.15%		-3.76%		-3.09%				0.83%		0.88%		0.79%		0.76%		0.67%		0.53%

				Feb-10-2022		86.10%		84.97%		90.68%		91.34%		94.50%		95.31%				-13.90%		-15.03%		-9.32%		-8.66%		-5.50%		-4.69%				1.21%		1.11%		1.17%		1.25%		1.63%		0.53%

				Feb-11-2022		85.04%		82.86%		90.25%		89.00%		92.71%		93.88%				-14.96%		-17.14%		-9.75%		-11.00%		-7.29%		-6.12%				1.08%		1.15%		1.05%		1.31%		1.40%		0.53%

				Feb-14-2022		83.52%		82.33%		89.12%		88.24%		92.35%		93.50%				-16.48%		-17.67%		-10.88%		-11.76%		-7.65%		-6.50%				1.11%		1.03%		1.13%		1.08%		1.06%		0.54%

				Feb-15-2022		84.30%		83.52%		92.55%		89.83%		93.81%		94.92%				-15.70%		-16.48%		-7.45%		-10.17%		-6.19%		-5.08%				0.95%		0.93%		0.65%		0.85%		0.78%		0.52%

				Feb-16-2022		84.94%		84.10%		92.53%		89.76%		93.89%		95.41%				-15.06%		-15.90%		-7.47%		-10.24%		-6.11%		-4.59%				0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.54%

				Feb-17-2022		83.41%		83.36%		90.83%		87.50%		91.90%		93.63%				-16.59%		-16.64%		-9.17%		-12.50%		-8.10%		-6.37%				1.11%		1.05%		1.26%		1.24%		1.39%		0.53%

				Feb-18-2022		83.17%		83.64%		90.80%		86.27%		91.24%		92.78%				-16.83%		-16.36%		-9.20%		-13.73%		-8.76%		-7.22%				1.02%		0.98%		1.00%		1.11%		1.09%		0.52%

				Feb-21-2022		82.77%		83.57%		90.05%		85.94%		91.24%		92.78%				-17.23%		-16.43%		-9.95%		-14.06%		-8.76%		-7.22%				1.03%		1.00%		1.09%		1.03%		1.00%		0.52%

				Feb-22-2022		81.93%		83.48%		89.57%		85.92%		90.32%		91.92%				-18.07%		-16.52%		-10.43%		-14.08%		-9.68%		-8.08%				1.05%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		1.12%		0.52%

				Feb-23-2022		81.40%		82.88%		88.84%		84.39%		88.66%		90.20%				-18.60%		-17.12%		-11.16%		-15.61%		-11.34%		-9.80%				1.03%		1.04%		1.08%		1.12%		1.19%		0.53%

				Feb-24-2022		80.25%		82.15%		86.29%		84.51%		89.98%		91.31%				-19.75%		-17.85%		-13.71%		-15.49%		-10.02%		-8.69%				1.07%		1.05%		1.25%		0.99%		0.87%		0.52%

				Feb-25-2022		81.66%		84.40%		89.50%		87.48%		92.00%		93.51%				-18.34%		-15.60%		-10.50%		-12.52%		-8.00%		-6.49%				0.92%		0.87%		0.75%		0.80%		0.78%		0.51%

				Feb-28-2022		81.59%		84.19%		89.19%		87.47%		91.77%		94.16%				-18.41%		-15.81%		-10.81%		-12.53%		-8.23%		-5.84%				1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.03%		0.51%

				Mar-01-2022		81.29%		83.48%		86.17%		84.23%		90.35%		92.73%				-18.71%		-16.52%		-13.83%		-15.77%		-9.65%		-7.27%				1.02%		1.05%		1.31%		1.28%		1.20%		0.50%

				Mar-02-2022		81.20%		84.76%		88.34%		86.11%		92.03%		94.76%				-18.80%		-15.24%		-11.66%		-13.89%		-7.97%		-5.24%				1.01%		0.92%		0.83%		0.87%		0.81%		0.53%

				Mar-03-2022		81.32%		84.33%		86.18%		86.28%		91.55%		94.84%				-18.68%		-15.67%		-13.82%		-13.72%		-8.45%		-5.16%				0.99%		1.03%		1.20%		0.99%		1.07%		0.62%

				Mar-04-2022		79.91%		83.10%		84.76%		84.48%		90.82%		94.62%				-20.09%		-16.90%		-15.24%		-15.52%		-9.18%		-5.38%				1.08%		1.08%		1.11%		1.14%		1.10%		0.66%

				Mar-07-2022		76.46%		80.89%		82.86%		82.23%		88.14%		92.07%				-23.54%		-19.11%		-17.14%		-17.77%		-11.86%		-7.93%				1.18%		1.14%		1.13%		1.15%		1.33%		0.70%

				Mar-08-2022		75.65%		83.46%		83.95%		82.79%		87.51%		91.49%				-24.35%		-16.54%		-16.05%		-17.21%		-12.49%		-8.51%				1.04%		0.86%		0.93%		0.97%		1.06%		0.73%

				Mar-09-2022		77.45%		84.40%		87.96%		85.14%		89.75%		93.15%				-22.55%		-15.60%		-12.04%		-14.86%		-10.25%		-6.85%				0.92%		0.94%		0.73%		0.86%		0.81%		0.75%

				Mar-10-2022		76.95%		83.10%		88.12%		84.10%		89.37%		93.04%				-23.05%		-16.90%		-11.88%		-15.90%		-10.63%		-6.96%				1.02%		1.09%		0.99%		1.08%		1.04%		0.72%

				Mar-11-2022		76.35%		82.15%		89.22%		83.16%		88.21%		92.29%				-23.65%		-17.85%		-10.78%		-16.84%		-11.79%		-7.71%				1.03%		1.06%		0.90%		1.06%		1.12%		0.72%

				Mar-14-2022		75.54%		85.74%		90.02%		83.41%		87.56%		92.59%				-24.46%		-14.26%		-9.98%		-16.59%		-12.44%		-7.41%				1.04%		0.79%		0.92%		0.98%		1.06%		0.73%

				Mar-15-2022		75.19%		84.49%		90.22%		84.74%		89.43%		94.03%				-24.81%		-15.51%		-9.78%		-15.26%		-10.57%		-5.97%				1.01%		1.09%		0.98%		0.91%		0.84%		0.78%

				Mar-16-2022		77.94%		84.50%		91.84%		87.46%		91.43%		95.27%				-22.06%		-15.50%		-8.16%		-12.54%		-8.57%		-4.73%				0.88%		1.00%		0.82%		0.81%		0.79%		0.77%

				Mar-17-2022		79.86%		86.08%		92.10%		87.86%		92.56%		96.55%				-20.14%		-13.92%		-7.90%		-12.14%		-7.44%		-3.45%				0.91%		0.89%		0.96%		0.97%		0.85%		0.72%

				Mar-18-2022		80.37%		87.48%		92.67%		89.06%		93.64%		96.93%				-19.63%		-12.52%		-7.33%		-10.94%		-6.36%		-3.07%				0.97%		0.89%		0.92%		0.89%		0.83%		0.72%

				Mar-21-2022		80.04%		87.10%		92.20%		88.90%		93.60%		97.09%				-19.96%		-12.90%		-7.80%		-11.10%		-6.40%		-2.91%				1.02%		1.03%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		0.72%

				Mar-22-2022		80.08%		87.02%		92.07%		89.45%		94.66%		97.61%				-19.92%		-12.98%		-7.93%		-10.55%		-5.34%		-2.39%				1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		0.95%		0.80%		0.75%

				Mar-23-2022		79.37%		86.91%		89.52%		88.20%		93.50%		96.71%				-20.63%		-13.09%		-10.48%		-11.80%		-6.50%		-3.29%				1.04%		1.01%		1.37%		1.13%		1.27%		0.76%

				Mar-24-2022		79.11%		85.57%		88.59%		89.22%		94.84%		97.44%				-20.89%		-14.43%		-11.41%		-10.78%		-5.16%		-2.56%				1.01%		1.11%		1.10%		0.91%		0.76%		0.76%

				Mar-25-2022		78.47%		84.88%		88.77%		90.49%		95.32%		98.05%				-21.53%		-15.12%		-11.23%		-9.51%		-4.68%		-1.95%				1.03%		1.05%		0.98%		0.87%		0.88%		0.75%

				Mar-28-2022		78.07%		84.42%		88.35%		90.16%		96.00%		98.08%				-21.93%		-15.58%		-11.65%		-9.84%		-4.00%		-1.92%				1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		0.82%		0.77%

				Mar-29-2022		79.00%		85.61%		90.83%		91.45%		97.18%		98.96%				-21.00%		-14.39%		-9.17%		-8.55%		-2.82%		-1.04%				0.96%		0.92%		0.77%		0.85%		0.61%		0.77%

				Mar-30-2022		79.77%		86.25%		90.00%		90.84%		96.56%		98.81%				-20.23%		-13.75%		-10.00%		-9.16%		-3.44%		-1.19%				0.96%		0.95%		1.10%		1.08%		1.34%		0.77%

				Mar-31-2022		79.10%		84.67%		88.71%		89.58%		95.05%		97.26%				-20.90%		-15.33%		-11.29%		-10.42%		-4.95%		-2.74%				1.03%		1.12%		1.14%		1.15%		1.62%		0.77%

				Apr-01-2022		79.74%		84.38%		89.44%		89.96%		95.38%		96.58%				-20.26%		-15.62%		-10.56%		-10.04%		-4.62%		-3.42%				0.97%		1.02%		0.93%		0.96%		0.92%		0.77%

				Apr-04-2022		79.68%		84.58%		88.64%		89.84%		96.15%		96.41%				-20.32%		-15.42%		-11.36%		-10.16%		-3.85%		-3.59%				1.00%		0.99%		1.08%		1.01%		0.79%		0.75%

				Apr-05-2022		79.07%		83.44%		86.56%		88.22%		94.94%		95.07%				-20.93%		-16.56%		-13.44%		-11.78%		-5.06%		-4.93%				1.03%		1.08%		1.20%		1.18%		1.42%		0.78%

				Apr-06-2022		77.94%		82.07%		85.81%		87.55%		94.02%		94.34%				-22.06%		-17.93%		-14.19%		-12.45%		-5.98%		-5.66%				1.06%		1.09%		1.06%		1.06%		1.23%		0.78%

				Apr-07-2022		77.04%		82.60%		86.16%		86.95%		94.42%		94.63%				-22.96%		-17.40%		-13.84%		-13.05%		-5.58%		-5.37%				1.04%		0.97%		0.97%		1.05%		0.92%		0.79%

				Apr-08-2022		76.50%		82.89%		85.80%		85.89%		94.17%		94.06%				-23.50%		-17.11%		-14.20%		-14.11%		-5.83%		-5.94%				1.02%		0.98%		1.03%		1.09%		1.05%		0.78%

				Apr-11-2022		74.44%		81.65%		85.44%		84.91%		92.58%		93.78%				-25.56%		-18.35%		-14.56%		-15.09%		-7.42%		-6.22%				1.09%		1.08%		1.03%		1.07%		1.33%		0.81%

				Apr-12-2022		74.85%		81.54%		86.14%		84.91%		92.26%		93.65%				-25.15%		-18.46%		-13.86%		-15.09%		-7.74%		-6.35%				0.98%		1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		1.05%		0.81%

				Apr-13-2022		75.70%		83.05%		87.29%		86.01%		93.29%		94.56%				-24.30%		-16.95%		-12.71%		-13.99%		-6.71%		-5.44%				0.96%		0.91%		0.91%		0.92%		0.85%		0.81%

				Apr-14-2022		76.06%		81.06%		87.61%		85.61%		92.16%		94.47%				-23.94%		-18.94%		-12.39%		-14.39%		-7.84%		-5.53%				0.98%		1.12%		0.97%		1.03%		1.20%		0.80%

				Apr-15-2022		75.94%		81.06%		87.61%		85.61%		92.16%		94.47%				-24.06%		-18.94%		-12.39%		-14.39%		-7.84%		-5.53%				1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-18-2022		75.18%		80.70%		87.19%		85.21%		92.14%		94.11%				-24.82%		-19.30%		-12.81%		-14.79%		-7.86%		-5.89%				1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-19-2022		75.56%		82.69%		87.45%		87.38%		93.62%		95.81%				-24.44%		-17.31%		-12.55%		-12.62%		-6.38%		-4.19%				0.98%		0.89%		0.98%		0.84%		0.78%		0.82%

				Apr-20-2022		76.79%		83.78%		89.54%		88.17%		93.56%		96.33%				-23.21%		-16.22%		-10.46%		-11.83%		-6.44%		-3.67%				0.95%		0.93%		0.82%		0.93%		1.01%		0.81%

				Apr-21-2022		76.18%		84.68%		89.84%		88.11%		92.18%		95.36%				-23.82%		-15.32%		-10.16%		-11.89%		-7.82%		-4.64%				1.03%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		1.25%		0.80%

				Apr-22-2022		75.12%		82.46%		87.88%		85.51%		89.63%		92.99%				-24.88%		-17.54%		-12.12%		-14.49%		-10.37%		-7.01%				1.05%		1.16%		1.21%		1.24%		1.37%		0.78%

				Apr-25-2022		73.65%		80.87%		87.26%		85.37%		90.14%		92.99%				-26.35%		-19.13%		-12.74%		-14.63%		-9.86%		-7.01%				1.06%		1.10%		1.06%		1.01%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-26-2022		71.38%		78.97%		85.10%		83.01%		87.60%		90.95%				-28.62%		-21.03%		-14.90%		-16.99%		-12.40%		-9.05%				1.09%		1.10%		1.18%		1.17%		1.29%		0.80%

				Apr-27-2022		71.59%		78.67%		84.94%		82.80%		87.78%		91.28%				-28.41%		-21.33%		-15.06%		-17.20%		-12.22%		-8.72%				0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		0.81%

				Apr-28-2022		71.52%		79.97%		83.12%		84.25%		89.96%		92.32%				-28.48%		-20.03%		-16.88%		-15.75%		-10.04%		-7.68%				1.00%		0.94%		1.13%		0.91%		0.81%		0.82%

				Apr-29-2022		72.04%		78.38%		84.01%		84.33%		86.69%		89.90%				-27.96%		-21.62%		-15.99%		-15.67%		-13.31%		-10.10%				0.98%		1.08%		0.94%		0.99%		1.36%		0.80%

				May-02-2022		71.88%		77.21%		83.31%		85.15%		87.18%		90.05%				-28.12%		-22.79%		-16.69%		-14.85%		-12.82%		-9.95%				1.01%		1.06%		1.05%		0.94%		0.96%		0.79%

				May-03-2022		71.88%		76.51%		84.61%		85.61%		87.61%		90.68%				-28.12%		-23.49%		-15.39%		-14.39%		-12.39%		-9.32%				1.00%		1.03%		0.92%		0.97%		0.96%		0.82%

				May-04-2022		71.38%		78.53%		85.39%		86.45%		90.22%		93.28%				-28.62%		-21.47%		-14.61%		-13.55%		-9.78%		-6.72%				1.02%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		0.77%		0.81%

				May-05-2022		70.68%		75.85%		83.55%		83.75%		87.01%		90.80%				-29.32%		-24.15%		-16.45%		-16.25%		-12.99%		-9.20%				1.03%		1.13%		1.14%		1.22%		1.37%		0.84%

				May-06-2022		69.67%		73.98%		82.43%		82.86%		86.51%		90.21%				-30.33%		-26.02%		-17.57%		-17.14%		-13.49%		-9.79%				1.04%		1.08%		1.07%		1.06%		1.04%		0.84%

				May-09-2022		68.11%		72.55%		80.03%		80.75%		83.74%		88.04%				-31.89%		-27.45%		-19.97%		-19.25%		-16.26%		-11.96%				1.05%		1.06%		1.14%		1.13%		1.22%		0.88%

				May-10-2022		68.35%		72.84%		79.98%		80.70%		83.95%		87.47%				-31.65%		-27.16%		-20.02%		-19.30%		-16.05%		-12.53%				0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.90%

				May-11-2022		68.52%		72.35%		79.65%		80.42%		82.56%		86.66%				-31.48%		-27.65%		-20.35%		-19.58%		-17.44%		-13.34%				0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.09%		0.90%

				May-12-2022		69.07%		74.08%		79.20%		80.76%		82.46%		86.78%				-30.93%		-25.92%		-20.80%		-19.24%		-17.54%		-13.22%				0.98%		0.94%		1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		0.89%

				May-13-2022		70.34%		74.94%		80.65%		81.75%		84.43%		87.85%				-29.66%		-25.06%		-19.35%		-18.25%		-15.57%		-12.15%				0.96%		0.97%		0.93%		0.95%		0.88%		0.87%

				May-16-2022		69.75%		74.38%		80.33%		81.75%		84.09%		87.71%				-30.25%		-25.62%		-19.67%		-18.25%		-15.91%		-12.29%				1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.86%

				May-17-2022		70.71%		75.93%		82.10%		83.73%		85.79%		89.71%				-29.29%		-24.07%		-17.90%		-16.27%		-14.21%		-10.29%				0.97%		0.94%		0.91%		0.89%		0.89%		0.89%

				May-18-2022		68.94%		72.92%		80.68%		81.36%		82.32%		86.34%				-31.06%		-27.08%		-19.32%		-18.64%		-17.68%		-13.66%				1.06%		1.13%		1.08%		1.16%		1.26%		0.89%

				May-19-2022		68.77%		73.07%		80.56%		81.30%		81.84%		85.52%				-31.23%		-26.93%		-19.44%		-18.70%		-18.16%		-14.48%				1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.89%

				May-20-2022		69.04%		72.85%		80.40%		80.46%		81.86%		84.61%				-30.96%		-27.15%		-19.60%		-19.54%		-18.14%		-15.39%				0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		0.91%

				May-23-2022		68.73%		73.34%		81.33%		81.11%		83.37%		85.99%				-31.27%		-26.66%		-18.67%		-18.89%		-16.63%		-14.01%				1.01%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		0.91%		0.90%

				May-24-2022		67.95%		72.89%		82.09%		80.43%		82.70%		85.88%				-32.05%		-27.11%		-17.91%		-19.57%		-17.30%		-14.12%				1.03%		1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.04%		0.92%

				May-25-2022		68.03%		72.74%		82.19%		80.63%		83.48%		86.43%				-31.97%		-27.26%		-17.81%		-19.37%		-16.52%		-13.57%				1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.95%		0.91%

				May-26-2022		68.71%		73.58%		83.74%		82.51%		85.14%		88.16%				-31.29%		-26.42%		-16.26%		-17.49%		-14.86%		-11.84%				0.98%		0.97%		0.91%		0.90%		0.89%		0.92%

				May-27-2022		69.63%		75.47%		85.85%		84.35%		87.24%		89.96%				-30.37%		-24.53%		-14.15%		-15.65%		-12.76%		-10.04%				0.97%		0.93%		0.86%		0.89%		0.85%		0.92%

				May-30-2022		70.70%		76.06%		86.27%		84.68%		87.24%		89.96%				-29.30%		-23.94%		-13.73%		-15.32%		-12.76%		-10.04%				0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-31-2022		70.22%		75.33%		84.72%		83.75%		86.70%		89.20%				-29.78%		-24.67%		-15.28%		-16.25%		-13.30%		-10.80%				1.02%		1.03%		1.12%		1.06%		1.05%		0.92%

				Jun-01-2022		69.92%		75.19%		83.24%		83.14%		86.05%		88.64%				-30.08%		-24.81%		-16.76%		-16.86%		-13.95%		-11.36%				1.01%		1.01%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		0.92%

				Jun-02-2022		70.53%		76.38%		85.24%		85.22%		87.63%		90.32%				-29.47%		-23.62%		-14.76%		-14.78%		-12.37%		-9.68%				0.98%		0.95%		0.87%		0.87%		0.88%		0.96%

				Jun-03-2022		70.00%		75.42%		84.76%		84.31%		86.20%		90.00%				-30.00%		-24.58%		-15.24%		-15.69%		-13.80%		-10.00%				1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.07%		1.13%		0.96%

				Jun-06-2022		70.03%		75.70%		85.45%		84.61%		86.47%		90.36%				-29.97%		-24.30%		-14.55%		-15.39%		-13.53%		-9.64%				1.00%		0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		0.96%

				Jun-07-2022		70.29%		75.84%		85.70%		85.20%		87.30%		91.58%				-29.71%		-24.16%		-14.30%		-14.80%		-12.70%		-8.42%				0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.96%		0.93%		0.95%

				Jun-08-2022		69.94%		75.13%		84.79%		84.31%		86.35%		89.91%				-30.06%		-24.87%		-15.21%		-15.69%		-13.65%		-10.09%				1.01%		1.03%		1.07%		1.06%		1.08%		0.96%

				Jun-09-2022		68.69%		73.71%		84.39%		82.76%		84.30%		88.14%				-31.31%		-26.29%		-15.61%		-17.24%		-15.70%		-11.86%				1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.11%		1.16%		0.98%

				Jun-10-2022		67.10%		72.02%		82.10%		80.04%		81.84%		85.53%				-32.90%		-27.98%		-17.90%		-19.96%		-18.16%		-14.47%				1.05%		1.07%		1.16%		1.17%		1.17%		0.99%

				Jun-13-2022		65.02%		70.28%		79.17%		78.04%		78.67%		82.94%				-34.98%		-29.72%		-20.83%		-21.96%		-21.33%		-17.06%				1.07%		1.06%		1.17%		1.11%		1.18%		0.99%

				Jun-14-2022		64.61%		69.83%		78.14%		77.29%		78.37%		82.74%				-35.39%		-30.17%		-21.86%		-22.71%		-21.63%		-17.26%				1.01%		1.02%		1.05%		1.04%		1.01%		0.97%

				Jun-15-2022		65.74%		69.90%		78.88%		78.15%		79.52%		83.57%				-34.26%		-30.10%		-21.12%		-21.85%		-20.48%		-16.43%				0.97%		1.00%		0.96%		0.96%		0.94%		0.99%

				Jun-16-2022		64.35%		67.24%		74.50%		75.08%		76.93%		80.75%				-35.65%		-32.76%		-25.50%		-24.92%		-23.07%		-19.25%				1.04%		1.09%		1.22%		1.15%		1.13%		0.99%

				Jun-17-2022		64.17%		67.27%		75.28%		74.66%		77.10%		80.56%				-35.83%		-32.73%		-24.72%		-25.34%		-22.90%		-19.44%				1.01%		1.00%		0.97%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%

				Jun-20-2022		65.31%		67.47%		75.36%		74.88%		77.10%		80.56%				-34.69%		-32.53%		-24.64%		-25.12%		-22.90%		-19.44%				0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%

				Jun-21-2022		66.29%		68.37%		76.96%		75.55%		78.99%		82.00%				-33.71%		-31.63%		-23.04%		-24.45%		-21.01%		-18.00%				0.97%		0.97%		0.93%		0.97%		0.91%		1.01%

				Jun-22-2022		65.55%		67.54%		77.44%		74.49%		78.89%		81.56%				-34.45%		-32.46%		-22.56%		-25.51%		-21.11%		-18.44%				1.02%		1.03%		0.98%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%

				Jun-23-2022		65.98%		67.06%		77.36%		73.31%		79.64%		81.13%				-34.02%		-32.94%		-22.64%		-26.69%		-20.36%		-18.87%				0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		0.96%		0.97%

				Jun-24-2022		68.16%		69.94%		80.20%		75.97%		82.07%		83.96%				-31.84%		-30.06%		-19.80%		-24.03%		-17.93%		-16.04%				0.93%		0.91%		0.87%		0.90%		0.87%		0.94%

				Jun-27-2022		69.18%		70.98%		80.64%		75.87%		81.83%		83.75%				-30.82%		-29.02%		-19.36%		-24.13%		-18.17%		-16.25%				0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		0.95%

				Jun-28-2022		68.67%		69.61%		80.04%		74.97%		80.18%		82.79%				-31.33%		-30.39%		-19.96%		-25.03%		-19.82%		-17.21%				1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.10%		0.98%

				Jun-29-2022		68.52%		69.88%		78.95%		74.00%		80.12%		82.28%				-31.48%		-30.12%		-21.05%		-26.00%		-19.88%		-17.72%				1.00%		0.99%		1.06%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%

				Jun-30-2022		69.03%		68.84%		78.81%		73.40%		79.42%		82.51%				-30.97%		-31.16%		-21.19%		-26.60%		-20.58%		-17.49%				0.98%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		1.04%		1.00%

				Jul-01-2022		68.81%		69.11%		79.12%		73.58%		80.26%		83.26%				-31.19%		-30.89%		-20.88%		-26.42%		-19.74%		-16.74%				1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.02%

				Jul-04-2022		69.32%		69.45%		79.29%		73.34%		80.26%		83.26%				-30.68%		-30.55%		-20.71%		-26.66%		-19.74%		-16.74%				0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%

				Jul-05-2022		69.08%		68.74%		78.76%		71.95%		80.39%		81.98%				-30.92%		-31.26%		-21.24%		-28.05%		-19.61%		-18.02%				1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.05%		0.99%		1.04%

				Jul-06-2022		68.89%		70.33%		78.71%		72.58%		80.67%		82.48%				-31.11%		-29.67%		-21.29%		-27.42%		-19.33%		-17.52%				1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%		1.04%

				Jul-07-2022		69.05%		71.28%		80.01%		73.13%		81.88%		83.46%				-30.95%		-28.72%		-19.99%		-26.87%		-18.12%		-16.54%				0.99%		0.97%		0.94%		0.98%		0.93%		1.03%

				Jul-08-2022		68.72%		71.06%		80.03%		73.18%		81.81%		83.08%				-31.28%		-28.94%		-19.97%		-26.82%		-18.19%		-16.92%				1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%

				Jul-11-2022		68.64%		70.85%		79.45%		72.67%		80.87%		82.52%				-31.36%		-29.15%		-20.55%		-27.33%		-19.13%		-17.48%				1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%

				Jul-12-2022		69.10%		70.32%		79.48%		72.60%		80.12%		82.26%				-30.90%		-29.68%		-20.52%		-27.40%		-19.88%		-17.74%				0.98%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.03%

				Jul-13-2022		68.09%		68.95%		79.34%		71.98%		79.77%		81.27%				-31.91%		-31.05%		-20.66%		-28.02%		-20.23%		-18.73%				1.03%		1.05%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.03%

				Jul-14-2022		66.54%		69.35%		78.90%		71.15%		79.53%		80.80%				-33.46%		-30.65%		-21.10%		-28.85%		-20.47%		-19.20%				1.05%		0.99%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%

				Jul-15-2022		66.70%		70.69%		80.43%		72.69%		81.05%		82.07%				-33.30%		-29.31%		-19.57%		-27.31%		-18.95%		-17.93%				1.00%		0.95%		0.92%		0.94%		0.92%		1.03%

				Jul-18-2022		66.86%		70.07%		80.53%		72.45%		80.38%		81.58%				-33.14%		-29.93%		-19.47%		-27.55%		-19.62%		-18.42%				1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.02%

				Jul-19-2022		68.23%		71.46%		83.06%		75.13%		82.60%		84.51%				-31.77%		-28.54%		-16.94%		-24.87%		-17.40%		-15.49%				0.96%		0.95%		0.86%		0.90%		0.88%		1.05%

				Jul-20-2022		69.14%		72.45%		83.08%		75.67%		83.08%		85.13%				-30.86%		-27.55%		-16.92%		-24.33%		-16.92%		-14.87%				0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		1.05%

				Jul-21-2022		70.05%		73.15%		83.99%		76.82%		83.90%		85.71%				-29.95%		-26.85%		-16.01%		-23.18%		-16.10%		-14.29%				0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.95%		0.95%		1.09%

				Jul-22-2022		70.63%		73.41%		83.99%		76.89%		83.12%		85.45%				-29.37%		-26.59%		-16.01%		-23.11%		-16.88%		-14.55%				0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.05%		1.13%

				Jul-25-2022		70.67%		73.87%		83.84%		77.00%		83.23%		85.85%				-29.33%		-26.13%		-16.16%		-23.00%		-16.77%		-14.15%				1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.14%

				Jul-26-2022		70.80%		72.14%		83.38%		76.68%		82.27%		85.40%				-29.20%		-27.86%		-16.62%		-23.32%		-17.73%		-14.60%				1.00%		1.07%		1.03%		1.01%		1.06%		1.15%

				Jul-27-2022		71.02%		73.54%		84.37%		78.28%		84.42%		86.74%				-28.98%		-26.46%		-15.63%		-21.72%		-15.58%		-13.26%				0.99%		0.95%		0.94%		0.93%		0.87%		1.16%

				Jul-28-2022		71.87%		75.54%		88.09%		80.57%		85.44%		88.54%				-28.13%		-24.46%		-11.91%		-19.43%		-14.56%		-11.46%				0.97%		0.92%		0.75%		0.89%		0.93%		1.11%

				Jul-29-2022		72.63%		79.80%		90.88%		82.00%		86.66%		90.31%				-27.37%		-20.20%		-9.12%		-18.00%		-13.34%		-9.69%				0.97%		0.82%		0.74%		0.92%		0.91%		1.09%

				Aug-01-2022		72.74%		80.12%		90.96%		81.96%		86.41%		90.43%				-27.26%		-19.88%		-9.04%		-18.04%		-13.59%		-9.57%				1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-02-2022		71.60%		78.79%		89.39%		81.01%		85.84%		89.48%				-28.40%		-21.21%		-10.61%		-18.99%		-14.16%		-10.52%				1.04%		1.07%		1.20%		1.06%		1.05%		1.05%

				Aug-03-2022		71.89%		78.89%		89.76%		82.26%		87.18%		90.35%				-28.11%		-21.11%		-10.24%		-17.74%		-12.82%		-9.65%				0.99%		1.00%		0.96%		0.93%		0.90%		1.06%

				Aug-04-2022		72.77%		79.84%		89.16%		82.93%		87.11%		90.63%				-27.23%		-20.16%		-10.84%		-17.07%		-12.89%		-9.37%				0.97%		0.95%		1.06%		0.96%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-05-2022		72.58%		80.19%		87.98%		82.65%		86.97%		90.82%				-27.42%		-19.81%		-12.02%		-17.35%		-13.03%		-9.18%				1.01%		0.98%		1.12%		1.02%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-08-2022		72.83%		80.49%		88.48%		83.01%		86.86%		90.75%				-27.17%		-19.51%		-11.52%		-16.99%		-13.14%		-9.25%				0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.98%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-09-2022		72.33%		79.18%		87.57%		81.59%		86.49%		90.42%				-27.67%		-20.82%		-12.43%		-18.41%		-13.51%		-9.58%				1.02%		1.07%		1.09%		1.09%		1.03%		1.01%

				Aug-10-2022		73.19%		81.69%		89.59%		83.29%		88.34%		92.42%				-26.81%		-18.31%		-10.41%		-16.71%		-11.66%		-7.58%				0.97%		0.87%		0.82%		0.90%		0.85%		1.04%

				Aug-11-2022		73.93%		81.91%		90.32%		83.85%		88.27%		92.85%				-26.07%		-18.09%		-9.68%		-16.15%		-11.73%		-7.15%				0.97%		0.99%		0.92%		0.96%		1.01%		1.04%

				Aug-12-2022		75.21%		82.73%		91.80%		85.04%		89.80%		94.21%				-24.79%		-17.27%		-8.20%		-14.96%		-10.20%		-5.79%				0.95%		0.95%		0.83%		0.92%		0.86%		1.03%

				Aug-15-2022		75.80%		82.98%		91.36%		85.35%		90.16%		94.44%				-24.20%		-17.02%		-8.64%		-14.65%		-9.84%		-5.56%				0.98%		0.98%		1.06%		0.98%		0.96%		1.01%

				Aug-16-2022		75.70%		83.38%		91.43%		85.92%		90.33%		94.86%				-24.30%		-16.62%		-8.57%		-14.08%		-9.67%		-5.14%				1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		1.01%

				Aug-17-2022		76.03%		83.34%		90.97%		84.79%		89.67%		94.12%				-23.97%		-16.66%		-9.03%		-15.21%		-10.33%		-5.88%				0.99%		1.00%		1.06%		1.09%		1.08%		1.02%

				Aug-18-2022		76.10%		83.45%		91.54%		85.62%		89.88%		94.43%				-23.90%		-16.55%		-8.46%		-14.38%		-10.12%		-5.57%				1.00%		0.99%		0.93%		0.94%		0.98%		1.00%

				Aug-19-2022		74.50%		81.90%		90.04%		84.15%		88.72%		93.23%				-25.50%		-18.10%		-9.96%		-15.85%		-11.28%		-6.77%				1.07%		1.10%		1.20%		1.11%		1.13%		0.98%

				Aug-22-2022		73.25%		80.45%		88.13%		81.96%		86.82%		91.42%				-26.75%		-19.55%		-11.87%		-18.04%		-13.18%		-8.58%				1.05%		1.08%		1.21%		1.15%		1.18%		1.00%

				Aug-23-2022		72.63%		79.75%		87.98%		82.03%		86.63%		91.59%				-27.37%		-20.25%		-12.02%		-17.97%		-13.37%		-8.41%				1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%

				Aug-24-2022		72.50%		80.35%		89.02%		82.15%		86.88%		91.88%				-27.50%		-19.65%		-10.98%		-17.85%		-13.12%		-8.12%				1.00%		0.97%		0.91%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%

				Aug-25-2022		73.76%		81.04%		90.30%		83.42%		88.10%		93.29%				-26.24%		-18.96%		-9.70%		-16.58%		-11.90%		-6.71%				0.95%		0.96%		0.87%		0.92%		0.90%		0.98%

				Aug-26-2022		72.35%		79.02%		88.43%		80.39%		85.13%		90.01%				-27.65%		-20.98%		-11.57%		-19.61%		-14.87%		-9.99%				1.06%		1.11%		1.21%		1.19%		1.27%		1.00%

				Aug-29-2022		71.25%		78.48%		88.17%		79.93%		84.57%		89.62%				-28.75%		-21.52%		-11.83%		-20.07%		-15.43%		-10.38%				1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%

				Aug-30-2022		71.60%		77.87%		86.99%		79.59%		83.63%		88.29%				-28.40%		-22.13%		-13.01%		-20.41%		-16.37%		-11.71%				0.99%		1.03%		1.11%		1.02%		1.07%		0.97%

				Aug-31-2022		71.97%		77.13%		87.09%		78.73%		82.98%		87.53%				-28.03%		-22.87%		-12.91%		-21.27%		-17.02%		-12.47%				0.99%		1.04%		0.99%		1.04%		1.04%		1.01%

				Sep-01-2022		72.68%		76.69%		85.58%		79.06%		83.23%		87.65%				-27.32%		-23.31%		-14.42%		-20.94%		-16.77%		-12.35%				0.97%		1.02%		1.13%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%

				Sep-02-2022		72.19%		76.41%		86.41%		78.53%		82.34%		86.78%				-27.81%		-23.59%		-13.59%		-21.47%		-17.66%		-13.22%				1.02%		1.01%		0.94%		1.03%		1.06%		0.99%

				Sep-05-2022		72.12%		76.18%		85.59%		78.17%		82.34%		86.78%				-27.88%		-23.82%		-14.41%		-21.83%		-17.66%		-13.22%				1.00%		1.01%		1.07%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%

				Sep-06-2022		71.86%		76.63%		85.00%		77.90%		82.00%		86.92%				-28.14%		-23.37%		-15.00%		-22.10%		-18.00%		-13.08%				1.01%		0.98%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%

				Sep-07-2022		72.87%		77.70%		86.72%		79.37%		83.50%		88.34%				-27.13%		-22.30%		-13.28%		-20.63%		-16.50%		-11.66%				0.96%		0.95%		0.88%		0.93%		0.91%		1.01%

				Sep-08-2022		73.92%		78.11%		87.64%		79.57%		84.05%		88.58%				-26.08%		-21.89%		-12.36%		-20.43%		-15.95%		-11.42%				0.96%		0.98%		0.93%		0.99%		0.96%		1.05%

				Sep-09-2022		75.09%		79.20%		89.69%		81.13%		85.34%		89.73%				-24.91%		-20.80%		-10.31%		-18.87%		-14.66%		-10.27%				0.95%		0.95%		0.82%		0.92%		0.91%		1.03%

				Sep-12-2022		75.81%		79.70%		90.98%		81.82%		86.24%		90.27%				-24.19%		-20.30%		-9.02%		-18.18%		-13.76%		-9.73%				0.97%		0.97%		0.86%		0.96%		0.93%		1.02%

				Sep-13-2022		74.37%		77.56%		88.31%		78.50%		82.51%		86.85%				-25.63%		-22.44%		-11.69%		-21.50%		-17.49%		-13.15%				1.06%		1.11%		1.33%		1.19%		1.29%		1.04%

				Sep-14-2022		73.61%		76.42%		87.93%		77.29%		82.79%		86.69%				-26.39%		-23.58%		-12.07%		-22.71%		-17.21%		-13.31%				1.03%		1.05%		1.04%		1.06%		0.98%		1.02%

				Sep-15-2022		73.62%		74.75%		87.77%		76.16%		81.85%		85.77%				-26.38%		-25.25%		-12.23%		-23.84%		-18.15%		-14.23%				1.00%		1.07%		1.01%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%

				Sep-16-2022		71.75%		73.75%		87.42%		75.21%		81.27%		84.00%				-28.25%		-26.25%		-12.58%		-24.79%		-18.73%		-16.00%				1.07%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%

				Sep-19-2022		72.03%		74.50%		88.63%		75.99%		81.82%		85.12%				-27.97%		-25.50%		-11.37%		-24.01%		-18.18%		-14.88%				0.99%		0.97%		0.90%		0.97%		0.97%		1.03%

				Sep-20-2022		70.48%		73.69%		87.46%		75.01%		80.90%		84.07%				-29.52%		-26.31%		-12.54%		-24.99%		-19.10%		-15.93%				1.06%		1.03%		1.11%		1.04%		1.05%		1.04%

				Sep-21-2022		69.10%		72.51%		87.15%		74.16%		79.52%		82.94%				-30.90%		-27.49%		-12.85%		-25.84%		-20.48%		-17.06%				1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.08%		1.03%

				Sep-22-2022		67.29%		71.14%		85.87%		72.95%		78.85%		81.71%				-32.71%		-28.86%		-14.13%		-27.05%		-21.15%		-18.29%				1.06%		1.05%		1.11%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%

				Sep-23-2022		66.83%		69.97%		83.51%		71.68%		77.49%		80.18%				-33.17%		-30.03%		-16.49%		-28.32%		-22.51%		-19.82%				1.01%		1.04%		1.18%		1.05%		1.07%		1.02%

				Sep-26-2022		66.02%		69.56%		82.64%		70.98%		76.69%		79.27%				-33.98%		-30.44%		-17.36%		-29.02%		-23.31%		-20.73%				1.03%		1.01%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%

				Sep-27-2022		66.24%		68.29%		81.85%		70.92%		76.52%		79.03%				-33.76%		-31.71%		-18.15%		-29.08%		-23.48%		-20.97%				0.99%		1.04%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.04%

				Sep-28-2022		67.03%		70.13%		83.44%		72.54%		78.03%		80.80%				-32.97%		-29.87%		-16.56%		-27.46%		-21.97%		-19.20%				0.98%		0.94%		0.91%		0.94%		0.93%		1.05%

				Sep-29-2022		66.09%		68.91%		82.86%		70.96%		76.38%		79.32%				-33.91%		-31.09%		-17.14%		-29.04%		-23.62%		-20.68%				1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%		1.08%		1.05%

				Sep-30-2022		65.55%		68.80%		83.49%		70.25%		75.23%		78.28%				-34.45%		-31.20%		-16.51%		-29.75%		-24.77%		-21.72%				1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.03%		1.05%		1.04%

				Oct-03-2022		67.18%		71.31%		86.14%		72.70%		77.18%		80.67%				-32.82%		-28.69%		-13.86%		-27.30%		-22.82%		-19.33%				0.95%		0.92%		0.83%		0.91%		0.92%		1.04%

				Oct-04-2022		68.97%		74.38%		88.92%		75.58%		79.54%		83.49%				-31.03%		-25.62%		-11.08%		-24.42%		-20.46%		-16.51%				0.94%		0.89%		0.78%		0.89%		0.89%		1.00%

				Oct-05-2022		68.80%		74.32%		87.31%		75.94%		79.38%		83.01%				-31.20%		-25.68%		-12.69%		-24.06%		-20.62%		-16.99%				1.01%		1.00%		1.16%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%

				Oct-06-2022		68.09%		73.45%		87.54%		75.09%		78.56%		82.10%				-31.91%		-26.55%		-12.46%		-24.91%		-21.44%		-17.90%				1.02%		1.04%		0.98%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%

				Oct-07-2022		66.09%		71.28%		85.78%		73.11%		76.36%		80.52%				-33.91%		-28.72%		-14.22%		-26.89%		-23.64%		-19.48%				1.06%		1.08%		1.15%		1.08%		1.11%		1.05%

				Oct-10-2022		66.03%		71.34%		85.95%		73.04%		75.79%		80.79%				-33.97%		-28.66%		-14.05%		-26.96%		-24.21%		-19.21%				1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.03%		1.05%

				Oct-11-2022		65.51%		71.48%		86.79%		73.17%		75.30%		80.80%				-34.49%		-28.52%		-13.21%		-26.83%		-24.70%		-19.20%				1.02%		0.99%		0.94%		0.99%		1.02%		1.05%

				Oct-12-2022		65.04%		70.49%		85.86%		72.92%		75.05%		80.14%				-34.96%		-29.51%		-14.14%		-27.08%		-24.95%		-19.86%				1.01%		1.04%		1.08%		1.01%		1.01%		1.06%

				Oct-13-2022		64.49%		71.31%		87.63%		75.22%		77.00%		81.90%				-35.51%		-28.69%		-12.37%		-24.78%		-23.00%		-18.10%				1.02%		0.97%		0.87%		0.91%		0.92%		1.08%

				Oct-14-2022		64.33%		69.10%		86.66%		73.50%		75.18%		80.07%				-35.67%		-30.90%		-13.34%		-26.50%		-24.82%		-19.93%				1.00%		1.08%		1.09%		1.07%		1.08%		1.07%

				Oct-17-2022		65.01%		71.06%		89.91%		75.15%		77.17%		81.87%				-34.99%		-28.94%		-10.09%		-24.85%		-22.83%		-18.13%				0.98%		0.93%		0.74%		0.94%		0.92%		1.07%

				Oct-18-2022		65.85%		72.65%		91.26%		76.37%		78.05%		83.80%				-34.15%		-27.35%		-8.74%		-23.63%		-21.95%		-16.20%				0.98%		0.94%		0.85%		0.95%		0.96%		1.09%

				Oct-19-2022		63.46%		70.61%		90.64%		75.95%		77.53%		83.23%				-36.54%		-29.39%		-9.36%		-24.05%		-22.47%		-16.77%				1.07%		1.08%		1.08%		1.02%		1.02%		1.07%

				Oct-20-2022		62.22%		69.50%		89.14%		75.43%		76.91%		81.64%				-37.78%		-30.50%		-10.86%		-24.57%		-23.09%		-18.36%				1.03%		1.04%		1.18%		1.02%		1.03%		1.07%

				Oct-21-2022		62.75%		70.62%		90.00%		77.39%		78.74%		83.80%				-37.25%		-29.38%		-10.00%		-22.61%		-21.26%		-16.20%				0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.92%		0.92%		1.08%

				Oct-24-2022		62.88%		72.29%		91.79%		79.13%		79.67%		84.93%				-37.12%		-27.71%		-8.21%		-20.87%		-20.33%		-15.07%				1.00%		0.94%		0.80%		0.92%		0.95%		1.09%

				Oct-25-2022		64.46%		73.89%		93.79%		80.72%		80.97%		86.07%				-35.54%		-26.11%		-6.21%		-19.28%		-19.03%		-13.93%				0.96%		0.94%		0.72%		0.92%		0.93%		1.08%

				Oct-26-2022		64.94%		75.11%		94.81%		80.96%		80.37%		86.37%				-35.06%		-24.89%		-5.19%		-19.04%		-19.63%		-13.63%				0.99%		0.95%		0.80%		0.99%		1.03%		1.10%

				Oct-27-2022		65.32%		74.99%		97.93%		82.17%		79.88%		87.36%				-34.68%		-25.01%		-2.07%		-17.83%		-20.12%		-12.64%				0.99%		1.01%		0.26%		0.93%		1.03%		1.10%

				Oct-28-2022		65.47%		77.31%		99.99%		84.44%		81.85%		89.44%				-34.53%		-22.69%		-0.01%		-15.56%		-18.15%		-10.56%				1.00%		0.90%		-0.93%		0.87%		0.90%		1.09%

				Oct-31-2022		64.72%		77.51%		100.07%		83.62%		81.24%		89.13%				-35.28%		-22.49%		0.07%		-16.38%		-18.76%		-10.87%				1.02%		0.99%		1.08%		1.06%		1.04%		1.08%

				Nov-01-2022		65.47%		78.29%		100.50%		83.47%		80.91%		89.08%				-34.53%		-21.71%		0.50%		-16.53%		-19.09%		-10.92%				0.98%		0.96%		1.40%		1.01%		1.02%		1.10%

				Nov-02-2022		65.31%		77.10%		98.03%		82.39%		78.88%		87.51%				-34.69%		-22.90%		-1.97%		-17.61%		-21.12%		-12.49%				1.00%		1.06%		-0.65%		1.07%		1.11%		1.13%

				Nov-03-2022		65.78%		76.72%		98.59%		84.20%		78.05%		88.42%				-34.22%		-23.28%		-1.41%		-15.80%		-21.95%		-11.58%				0.99%		1.02%		0.42%		0.89%		1.04%		1.16%

				Nov-04-2022		67.68%		77.68%		100.18%		86.73%		79.11%		89.83%				-32.32%		-22.32%		0.18%		-13.27%		-20.89%		-10.17%				0.94%		0.96%		-2.88%		0.83%		0.95%		1.15%

				Nov-07-2022		68.29%		78.13%		101.51%		87.95%		79.87%		90.78%				-31.71%		-21.87%		1.51%		-12.05%		-20.13%		-9.22%				0.98%		0.98%		2.13%		0.90%		0.96%		1.16%

				Nov-08-2022		69.23%		78.87%		101.69%		89.32%		80.32%		91.56%				-30.77%		-21.13%		1.69%		-10.68%		-19.68%		-8.44%				0.97%		0.96%		1.07%		0.88%		0.98%		1.17%

				Nov-09-2022		67.76%		77.63%		100.97%		88.06%		78.65%		90.24%				-32.24%		-22.37%		0.97%		-11.94%		-21.35%		-9.76%				1.05%		1.06%		0.73%		1.13%		1.09%		1.20%

				Nov-10-2022		70.59%		82.69%		105.27%		91.71%		83.01%		94.06%				-29.41%		-17.31%		5.27%		-8.29%		-16.99%		-5.94%				0.91%		0.76%		3.18%		0.67%		0.79%		1.21%

				Nov-11-2022		73.36%		81.60%		104.69%		91.48%		83.78%		93.96%				-26.64%		-18.40%		4.69%		-8.52%		-16.22%		-6.04%				0.90%		1.07%		0.91%		1.03%		0.95%		1.22%

				Nov-14-2022		73.37%		81.31%		103.19%		92.21%		83.03%		93.32%				-26.63%		-18.69%		3.19%		-7.79%		-16.97%		-6.68%				1.00%		1.02%		0.74%		0.90%		1.05%		1.21%

				Nov-15-2022		74.26%		81.12%		104.39%		93.63%		83.75%		94.04%				-25.74%		-18.88%		4.39%		-6.37%		-16.25%		-5.96%				0.97%		1.01%		1.29%		0.79%		0.95%		1.22%

				Nov-16-2022		73.40%		79.95%		104.55%		92.89%		83.06%		93.31%				-26.60%		-20.05%		4.55%		-7.11%		-16.94%		-6.69%				1.03%		1.07%		1.03%		1.14%		1.05%		1.24%

				Nov-17-2022		72.55%		79.74%		104.13%		92.69%		82.80%		93.08%				-27.45%		-20.26%		4.13%		-7.31%		-17.20%		-6.92%				1.03%		1.01%		0.92%		1.03%		1.02%		1.23%

				Nov-18-2022		73.44%		80.44%		106.04%		92.94%		83.20%		93.74%				-26.56%		-19.56%		6.04%		-7.06%		-16.80%		-6.26%				0.97%		0.96%		1.37%		0.96%		0.98%		1.25%

				Nov-21-2022		72.50%		80.68%		105.95%		93.09%		82.87%		94.09%				-27.50%		-19.32%		5.95%		-6.91%		-17.13%		-5.91%				1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.02%		1.26%

				Nov-22-2022		73.25%		81.85%		106.40%		94.13%		84.00%		94.80%				-26.75%		-18.15%		6.40%		-5.87%		-16.00%		-5.20%				0.97%		0.94%		1.06%		0.82%		0.93%		1.28%

				Nov-23-2022		73.44%		82.06%		106.31%		94.13%		84.50%		95.17%				-26.56%		-17.94%		6.31%		-5.87%		-15.50%		-4.83%				0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.97%		1.28%

				Nov-24-2022		73.84%		82.26%		106.75%		94.25%		84.50%		95.17%				-26.16%		-17.74%		6.75%		-5.75%		-15.50%		-4.83%				0.98%		0.99%		1.06%		0.98%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-25-2022		73.79%		82.52%		107.41%		94.40%		84.47%		95.52%				-26.21%		-17.48%		7.41%		-5.60%		-15.53%		-4.48%				1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		0.97%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-28-2022		72.42%		80.78%		105.48%		92.46%		83.17%		93.80%				-27.58%		-19.22%		5.48%		-7.54%		-16.83%		-6.20%				1.05%		1.11%		0.77%		1.42%		1.09%		1.26%

				Nov-29-2022		73.15%		79.97%		105.08%		92.51%		83.04%		94.38%				-26.85%		-20.03%		5.08%		-7.49%		-16.96%		-5.62%				0.97%		1.04%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.25%

				Nov-30-2022		73.61%		81.00%		106.16%		93.99%		85.61%		95.88%				-26.39%		-19.00%		6.16%		-6.01%		-14.39%		-4.12%				0.98%		0.95%		1.18%		0.77%		0.84%		1.28%

				Dec-01-2022		74.99%		81.86%		106.85%		94.18%		85.53%		95.87%				-25.01%		-18.14%		6.85%		-5.82%		-14.47%		-4.13%				0.95%		0.95%		1.10%		0.96%		1.01%		1.27%

				Dec-02-2022		74.98%		80.99%		106.85%		94.94%		85.43%		96.47%				-25.02%		-19.01%		6.85%		-5.06%		-14.57%		-3.53%				1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		0.84%		1.01%		1.25%

				Dec-05-2022		75.15%		79.58%		104.92%		93.67%		83.90%		94.83%				-24.85%		-20.42%		4.92%		-6.33%		-16.10%		-5.17%				0.99%		1.08%		0.75%		1.31%		1.11%		1.25%

				Dec-06-2022		74.31%		80.31%		104.58%		92.44%		82.69%		93.74%				-25.69%		-19.69%		4.58%		-7.56%		-17.31%		-6.26%				1.04%		0.96%		0.94%		1.23%		1.08%		1.28%

				Dec-07-2022		74.61%		80.72%		104.46%		92.40%		82.54%		93.61%				-25.39%		-19.28%		4.46%		-7.60%		-17.46%		-6.39%				0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.28%

				Dec-08-2022		75.00%		81.93%		105.38%		92.84%		83.16%		94.14%				-25.00%		-18.07%		5.38%		-7.16%		-16.84%		-5.86%				0.98%		0.93%		1.17%		0.93%		0.96%		1.28%

				Dec-09-2022		75.77%		82.07%		104.80%		92.01%		82.55%		93.38%				-24.23%		-17.93%		4.80%		-7.99%		-17.45%		-6.62%				0.97%		0.99%		0.91%		1.13%		1.04%		1.27%

				Dec-12-2022		75.50%		82.74%		105.11%		92.90%		83.73%		94.98%				-24.50%		-17.26%		5.11%		-7.10%		-16.27%		-5.02%				1.01%		0.96%		1.05%		0.87%		0.93%		1.26%

				Dec-13-2022		76.64%		83.18%		106.18%		94.35%		84.34%		95.31%				-23.36%		-16.82%		6.18%		-5.65%		-15.66%		-4.69%				0.95%		0.97%		1.18%		0.76%		0.96%		1.31%

				Dec-14-2022		76.89%		82.96%		105.60%		93.90%		83.83%		95.14%				-23.11%		-17.04%		5.60%		-6.10%		-16.17%		-4.86%				0.99%		1.01%		0.92%		1.10%		1.03%		1.32%

				Dec-15-2022		74.67%		79.54%		103.26%		91.13%		81.74%		92.80%				-25.33%		-20.46%		3.26%		-8.87%		-18.26%		-7.20%				1.10%		1.21%		0.65%		1.54%		1.14%		1.28%

				Dec-16-2022		74.02%		78.61%		103.65%		90.58%		80.83%		92.36%				-25.98%		-21.39%		3.65%		-9.42%		-19.17%		-7.64%				1.03%		1.05%		1.09%		1.07%		1.05%		1.30%

				Dec-19-2022		73.29%		78.48%		103.65%		90.36%		80.10%		91.88%				-26.71%		-21.52%		3.65%		-9.64%		-19.90%		-8.12%				1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.04%		1.29%

				Dec-20-2022		72.47%		78.14%		103.54%		90.85%		80.18%		92.01%				-27.53%		-21.86%		3.54%		-9.15%		-19.82%		-7.99%				1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		0.94%		1.00%		1.36%

				Dec-21-2022		73.32%		78.87%		105.11%		92.44%		81.37%		93.71%				-26.68%		-21.13%		5.11%		-7.56%		-18.63%		-6.29%				0.97%		0.97%		1.35%		0.80%		0.94%		1.35%

				Dec-22-2022		72.91%		77.92%		104.72%		90.99%		80.20%		92.53%				-27.09%		-22.08%		4.72%		-9.01%		-19.80%		-7.47%				1.02%		1.05%		0.94%		1.22%		1.07%		1.36%

				Dec-23-2022		72.88%		78.30%		105.35%		91.35%		80.67%		93.06%				-27.12%		-21.70%		5.35%		-8.65%		-19.33%		-6.94%				1.00%		0.98%		1.11%		0.96%		0.98%		1.33%

				Dec-26-2022		72.77%		78.30%		105.35%		91.35%		80.67%		93.06%				-27.23%		-21.70%		5.35%		-8.65%		-19.33%		-6.94%				1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.31%

				Dec-27-2022		73.52%		78.89%		105.67%		91.78%		80.34%		93.37%				-26.48%		-21.11%		5.67%		-8.22%		-19.66%		-6.63%				0.97%		0.97%		1.05%		0.94%		1.02%		1.31%

				Dec-28-2022		72.48%		77.66%		104.29%		90.47%		79.38%		92.14%				-27.52%		-22.34%		4.29%		-9.53%		-20.62%		-7.86%				1.04%		1.06%		0.79%		1.18%		1.05%		1.45%

				Dec-29-2022		73.24%		78.92%		105.71%		91.82%		80.76%		93.27%				-26.76%		-21.08%		5.71%		-8.18%		-19.24%		-6.73%				0.97%		0.94%		1.27%		0.84%		0.93%		1.42%

				Dec-30-2022		72.63%		78.47%		104.38%		91.48%		80.56%		92.90%				-27.37%		-21.53%		4.38%		-8.52%		-19.44%		-7.10%				1.02%		1.02%		0.80%		1.05%		1.01%		1.37%

				Dec-31-2022		72.63%		78.47%		104.38%		91.89%		80.56%		92.90%				-27.37%		-21.53%		4.38%		-8.11%		-19.44%		-7.10%				1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.37%



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Equipment Manufacturing	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	446	55	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.98480000000000001	0.99040000000000006	0.9887999999999999	0.98760000000000003	0.98250000000000004	0.97319999999999995	0.97109999999999996	0.97989999999999999	0.95579999999999998	0.93420000000000003	0.93599999999999994	0.92620000000000002	0.9214	0.93150000000000011	0.9244	0.92280000000000006	0.90839999999999999	0.90720000000000001	0.88219999999999998	0.88460000000000005	0.89180000000000004	0.8891	0.88800000000000001	0.86819999999999997	0.86069999999999991	0.8619	0.8619	0.88370000000000004	0.86099999999999999	0.85039999999999993	0.83519999999999994	0.84299999999999997	0.84939999999999993	0.83409999999999995	0.83169999999999999	0.82769999999999999	0.81930000000000003	0.81400000000000006	0.80249999999999999	0.81659999999999999	0.81590000000000007	0.81289999999999996	0.81200000000000006	0.81319999999999992	0.79909999999999992	0.76460000000000006	0.75650000000000006	0.77450000000000008	0.	76950000000000007	0.76349999999999996	0.75539999999999996	0.75190000000000001	0.77939999999999998	0.79859999999999998	0.80370000000000008	0.80039999999999989	0.80079999999999996	0.79370000000000007	0.79110000000000003	0.78469999999999995	0.78069999999999995	0.79	0.79769999999999996	0.79099999999999993	0.7974	0.79680000000000006	0.79069999999999996	0.77939999999999998	0.77039999999999997	0.76500000000000001	0.74439999999999995	0.74849999999999994	0.75700000000000001	0.76060000000000005	0.75939999999999996	0.75180000000000002	0.75560000000000005	0.76789999999999992	0.76180000000000003	0.75120000000000009	0.73650000000000004	0.71379999999999999	0.71589999999999998	0.71519999999999995	0.72039999999999993	0.71879999999999999	0.71879999999999999	0.71379999999999999	0.70680000000000009	0.69669999999999999	0.68110000000000004	0.6835	0.68519999999999992	0.69069999999999998	0.70340000000000003	0.69750000000000001	0.70710000000000006	0.68940000000000001	0.68769999999999998	0.6903999999999999	0.68730000000000002	0.67949999999999999	0.68030000000000002	0.68710000000000004	0.69629999999999992	0.70700000000000007	0.70219999999999994	0.69920000000000004	0.70530000000000004	0.7	0.70030000000000003	0.70289999999999997	0.69940000000000002	0.68689999999999996	0.67099999999999993	0.65020000000000011	0.64610000000000001	0.6574000000000001	0.64349999999999996	0.64170000000000005	0.65310000000000001	0.66289999999999993	0.65549999999999997	0.65979999999999994	0.68159999999999998	0.69180000000000008	0.68669999999999998	0.6851999999999999	2	0.69030000000000002	0.68810000000000004	0.69319999999999993	0.69079999999999997	0.68889999999999996	0.6905	0.68720000000000003	0.68640000000000001	0.69099999999999995	0.68090000000000006	0.66539999999999988	0.66700000000000004	0.66859999999999997	0.68230000000000002	0.69140000000000001	0.70050000000000001	0.70629999999999993	0.70669999999999999	0.70799999999999996	0.71019999999999994	0.71870000000000001	0.72629999999999995	0.72739999999999994	0.71599999999999997	0.71889999999999998	0.72770000000000001	0.7258	0.72829999999999995	0.72329999999999994	0.7319	0.73930000000000007	0.7521000000000001	0.75800000000000001	0.75700000000000001	0.76029999999999998	0.7609999999999999	0.745	0.73250000000000004	0.72629999999999995	0.72499999999999998	0.73760000000000003	0.72349999999999992	0.71250000000000002	0.71599999999999997	0.71970000000000001	0.72680000000000011	0.72189999999999999	0.72120000000000006	0.71860000000000002	0.72870000000000001	0.73919999999999997	0.75090000000000001	0.7581	0.74370000000000003	0.73609999999999998	0.73620000000000008	0.71750000000000003	0.72030000000000005	0.70480000000000009	0.69099999999999995	0.67289999999999994	0.66830000000000001	0.66020000000000012	0.6624000000000001	0.67030000000000001	0.66090000000000004	0.65549999999999997	0.67180000000000006	0.68969999999999998	0.68799999999999994	0.68090000000000006	0.66090000000000004	0.6603	0.6550999999999999	0.65039999999999987	0.64490000000000014	0.64329999999999998	0.6500999999999999	0.65849999	999999997	0.63460000000000005	0.62219999999999998	0.62749999999999995	0.62880000000000003	0.64460000000000006	0.64939999999999998	0.65319999999999989	0.65469999999999995	0.6472	0.65469999999999995	0.65310000000000001	0.65780000000000005	0.67680000000000007	0.68289999999999995	0.69230000000000003	0.67759999999999987	0.70590000000000008	0.73360000000000003	0.73370000000000002	0.74260000000000004	0.7340000000000001	0.72549999999999992	0.73439999999999994	0.72499999999999998	0.73250000000000004	0.73439999999999994	0.73840000000000006	0.73789999999999989	0.72420000000000007	0.73150000000000004	0.73609999999999998	0.7498999999999999	0.74980000000000002	0.75150000000000006	0.74309999999999998	0.74609999999999999	0.75	0.75769999999999993	0.755	0.76639999999999997	0.76890000000000003	0.74670000000000003	0.74019999999999997	0.73289999999999988	0.72470000000000001	0.73319999999999996	0.72909999999999997	0.7288	0.72770000000000001	0.73519999999999996	0.7248	0.73239999999999994	0.72629999999999995	0.72629999999999995	Distribution	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	446	55	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.997	1.0053000000000001	0.99450000000000005	0.98709999999999998	0.97099999999999997	0.94720000000000004	0.94819999999999993	0.96120000000000005	0.9617	0.9415	0.94359999999999999	0.92469999999999997	0.90939999999999999	0.90400000000000003	0.88760000000000006	0.87599999999999989	0.86629999999999996	0.86340000000000006	0.85499999999999998	0.86980000000000002	0.88560000000000005	0.88450000000000006	0.89230000000000009	0.88159999999999994	0.85219999999999996	0.8417	0.84680000000000011	0.8639	0.84970000000000001	0.8286	0.82330000000000003	0.83519999999999994	0.84099999999999997	0.83360000000000001	0.83640000000000003	0.83569999999999989	0.83479999999999999	0.82879999999999998	0.82150000000000001	0.84400000000000008	0.84189999999999998	0.83479999999999999	0.84760000000000002	0.84329999999999994	0.83099999999999996	0.80889999999999995	0.83460000000000012	0.84400000000000008	0.8309999999999	9996	0.82150000000000001	0.85739999999999994	0.84489999999999998	0.84499999999999997	0.86080000000000001	0.87480000000000002	0.871	0.87019999999999997	0.86909999999999998	0.85569999999999991	0.8488	0.84420000000000006	0.85609999999999997	0.86250000000000004	0.84670000000000001	0.84379999999999999	0.8458	0.83440000000000003	0.82069999999999999	0.82599999999999996	0.82889999999999997	0.8165	0.8153999999999999	0.83050000000000002	0.81059999999999999	0.81059999999999999	0.80700000000000005	0.82689999999999997	0.83779999999999999	0.84680000000000011	0.82460000000000011	0.80870000000000009	0.78969999999999996	0.78670000000000007	0.79969999999999997	0.78379999999999994	0.77210000000000012	0.7651	0.7853	0.75849999999999995	0.739800000	00000001	0.72549999999999992	0.72840000000000005	0.72349999999999992	0.74080000000000001	0.74939999999999996	0.74379999999999991	0.75930000000000009	0.72920000000000007	0.73069999999999991	0.72849999999999993	0.73340000000000005	0.72889999999999999	0.72739999999999994	0.73580000000000001	0.75470000000000004	0.76060000000000005	0.75329999999999997	0.75190000000000001	0.76379999999999992	0.75419999999999998	0.75700000000000001	0.75840000000000007	0.75129999999999997	0.73710000000000009	0.72019999999999995	0.70279999999999998	0.69830000000000003	0.69900000000000007	0.67240000000000011	0.67270000000000008	0.67469999999999997	0.68370000000000009	0.67539999999999989	0.67059999999999997	0.69940000000000002	0.70979999999999999	0.69609999999999994	0.69879999999999998	0.68840000000000001	0.69110000000000005	0.69450000000000001	0.6873999999999999	0.70330000000000004	0.71279999999999999	0.71060000000000001	0.70849999999999991	0.70319999999999994	0.6895	0.69349999999999989	0.70689999999999997	0.70069999999999988	0.71460000000000012	0.72450000000000003	0.73150000000000004	0.73409999999999997	0.73870000000000002	0.72140000000000004	0.73539999999999994	0.75539999999999996	0.79799999999999993	0.80120000000000002	0.78789999999999993	0.78890000000000005	0.7984	0.80189999999999995	0.80489999999999995	0.79180000000000006	0.81689999999999996	0.81909999999999994	0.82730000000000004	0.82980000000000009	0.83379999999999999	0.83340000000000003	0.83450000000000002	0.81900000000000006	0.80449999999999999	0.79749999999999999	0.803499	99999999999	0.8103999999999999	0.79020000000000001	0.78480000000000005	0.77870000000000006	0.77129999999999999	0.76690000000000003	0.7641	0.76180000000000003	0.76629999999999998	0.77700000000000002	0.78110000000000002	0.79200000000000004	0.79700000000000004	0.77560000000000007	0.76419999999999999	0.74750000000000005	0.73750000000000004	0.745	0.7369	0.72510000000000008	0.71140000000000003	0.69969999999999999	0.6956	0.68289999999999995	0.70129999999999992	0.68909999999999993	0.68799999999999994	0.71310000000000007	0.74379999999999991	0.74319999999999997	0.73450000000000004	0.71279999999999999	0.71340000000000003	0.71479999999999999	0.70489999999999997	0.71310000000000007	0.69099999999999995	0.71060000000000001	0.72650000000000003	0.70609999999999995	0.69499999999999995	0.70620000000000005	0.72289999999999988	0.7389	0.75109999999999999	0.7498999999999999	0.77310000000000001	0.77510000000000001	0.78289999999999993	0.77099999999999991	0.76719999999999999	0.77680000000000005	0.78129999999999999	0.78870000000000007	0.77629999999999999	0.82689999999999997	0.81599999999999995	0.81310000000000004	0.81120000000000003	0.79949999999999999	0.7974	0.8044	0.80680000000000007	0.81849999999999989	0.8206	0.8226	0.82519999999999993	0.80779999999999996	0.79969999999999997	0.81	0.81859999999999999	0.80989999999999995	0.79579999999999995	0.80310000000000004	0.80720000000000003	0.81930000000000003	0.82069999999999999	0.82739999999999991	0.83180000000000009	0.82960000000000012	0.79539999999999988	0.78610000000000002	0.78480000000000005	0.78139999999999998	0.78870000000000007	0.7792	0.78299999999999992	0.78299999999999992	0.78890000000000005	0.77659999999999996	0.78920000000000001	0.78469999999999995	0.78469999999999995	Contracting Services	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	1.0017	1.0168999999999999	1.0012000000000001	1.0070000000000001	0.99150000000000005	0.97450000000000003	0.98180000000000012	0.98299999999999998	0.98849999999999993	0.97120000000000006	0.9698	0.9415	0.93299999999999994	0.92790000000000006	0.90900000000000003	0.9113	0.89159999999999995	0.88650000000000007	0.88109999999999999	0.89029999999999998	0.90500000000000003	0.90639999999999998	0.90890000000000004	0.89789999999999992	0.89019999999999999	0.88969999999999994	0.9	0.91879999999999995	0.90680000000000005	0.90249999999999997	0.89119999999999999	0.92549999999999999	0.92530000000000001	0.9083	0.90799999999999992	0.90049999999999997	0.89569999999999994	0.88840000000000008	0.86289999999999989	0.89500000000000002	0.89190000000000003	0.86170000000000002	0.88340000000000007	0.86180000000000012	0.84760000000000002	0.8286	0.83950000000000002	0.87960000000000005	0.88120000000000009	0.89219999999999999	0.9002	0.9022	0.91839999999999999	0.92099999999999993	0.92669999999999997	0.92200000000000004	0.92069999999999996	0.8952	0.88590000000000002	0.88769999999999993	0.88349999999999995	0.9083	0.9	0.88710000000000011	0.89439999999999997	0.88639999999999997	0.86560000000000004	0.85809999999999997	0.86159999999999992	0.85799999999999998	0.85439999999999994	0.86140000000000005	0.8728999999999999	0.87609999999999999	0.87609999999999999	0.87190000000000001	0.87450000000000006	0.89539999999999997	0.89840000000000009	0.87879999999999991	0.87260000000000004	0.85099999999999998	0.84939999999999993	0.83120000000000005	0.84010000000000007	0.83310000000000006	0.84609999999999996	0.85389999999999999	0.83550000000000002	0.82430000	000000003	0.80030000000000001	0.79980000000000007	0.7965000000000001	0.79200000000000004	0.80650000000000011	0.80330000000000001	0.82099999999999995	0.80680000000000007	0.80559999999999998	0.80400000000000005	0.81330000000000002	0.82090000000000007	0.82189999999999996	0.83739999999999992	0.85849999999999993	0.86269999999999991	0.84719999999999995	0.83239999999999992	0.85239999999999994	0.84760000000000002	0.85450000000000004	0.85699999999999998	0.84789999999999988	0.84389999999999998	0.82099999999999995	0.79170000000000007	0.78139999999999998	0.78879999999999995	0.745	0.75280000000000002	0.75360000000000005	0.76960000000000006	0.77439999999999998	0.77359999999999995	0.80200000000000005	0.80640000000000001	0.80039999999999989	0.78949999999999998	0.7881000000000	0002	0.79120000000000001	0.79289999999999994	0.78760000000000008	0.78710000000000013	0.80010000000000003	0.80030000000000001	0.79449999999999998	0.79480000000000006	0.79339999999999999	0.78900000000000003	0.80430000000000001	0.80530000000000002	0.8306	0.83079999999999998	0.83989999999999998	0.83989999999999998	0.83840000000000003	0.83379999999999999	0.84370000000000001	0.88090000000000002	0.90879999999999994	0.90960000000000008	0.89390000000000003	0.89760000000000006	0.89159999999999995	0.87980000000000003	0.88480000000000003	0.87569999999999992	0.89590000000000003	0.90319999999999989	0.91799999999999993	0.91359999999999997	0.91430000000000011	0.90969999999999995	0.91539999999999988	0.90039999999999987	0.88129999999999997	0.87980000000000003	0.8901999	9999999999	0.90300000000000002	0.88430000000000009	0.88170000000000004	0.8698999999999999	0.87090000000000001	0.85580000000000001	0.86409999999999998	0.85589999999999999	0.85	0.86719999999999997	0.87639999999999996	0.89690000000000003	0.90980000000000005	0.8831	0.87930000000000008	0.87769999999999992	0.87419999999999998	0.88629999999999998	0.87460000000000004	0.87150000000000005	0.85870000000000002	0.83510000000000006	0.82640000000000002	0.81849999999999989	0.83440000000000003	0.8286	0.83489999999999998	0.86140000000000005	0.88919999999999999	0.87309999999999999	0.87539999999999996	0.85780000000000001	0.85950000000000004	0.86789999999999989	0.85860000000000003	0.87629999999999997	0.86659999999999993	0.89910000000000001	0.91260000000000008	0.90639999999999998	0.89139999999999997	0.9	0.91789999999999994	0.93790000000000007	0.94810000000000005	0.97930000000000006	0.9998999999999999	1.0006999999999999	1.0049999999999999	0.98030000000000006	0.9859	1.0018	1.0151000000000001	1.0168999999999999	1.0097	1.0527	1.0468999999999999	1.0319	1.0439000000000001	1.0454999999999999	1.0412999999999999	1.0604	1.0595000000000001	1.0640000000000001	1.0630999999999999	1.0674999999999999	1.0741000000000001	1.0548	1.0508	1.0615999999999999	1.0685	1.0685	1.0491999999999999	1.0458000000000001	1.0446	1.0537999999999998	1.048	1.0510999999999999	1.0618000000000001	1.056	1.0326	1.0365	1.0365	1.0354000000000001	1.0510999999999999	1.0471999999999999	1.0534999999999999	1.0534999999999999	1.0567	1.0429000000000002	1.0570999999999999	1.0438000000000001	1.0438000000000001	Control Modules	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.98959999999999992	1.0002	1.0046999999999999	1.0026000000000002	1.0136000000000001	0.99829999999999997	1.0141	1.0199	1.0244	1.0122	1.0134999999999998	0.99209999999999998	0.97909999999999997	0.96950000000000003	0.95430000000000004	0.94409999999999994	0.93569999999999998	0.93540000000000001	0.93330000000000002	0.93189999999999995	0.94750000000000001	0.95040000000000002	0.96660000000000001	0.9163	0.9043000000000001	0.9043000000000001	0.90939999999999999	0.92849999999999999	0.91339999999999999	0.89	0.88239999999999996	0.89829999999999999	0.89760000000000006	0.875	0.86269999999999991	0.85939999999999994	0.85919999999999996	0.84389999999999998	0.84510000000000007	0.87480000000000002	0.87470000000000003	0.84230000000000005	0.86109999999999998	0.86280000000000001	0.8448	0.82230000000000003	0.82789999999999997	0.85140000000000005	0.84099999999999997	0.83160000000000001	0.83409999999999995	0.84739999999999993	0.87460000000000004	0.87860000000000	005	0.89060000000000006	0.88900000000000001	0.89450000000000007	0.88200000000000001	0.89219999999999999	0.90489999999999993	0.90159999999999996	0.91449999999999998	0.90839999999999999	0.89579999999999993	0.89960000000000007	0.89840000000000009	0.88219999999999998	0.87549999999999994	0.86950000000000005	0.8589	0.84909999999999997	0.84909999999999997	0.86010000000000009	0.85609999999999997	0.85609999999999997	0.85210000000000008	0.87379999999999991	0.88170000000000004	0.88109999999999999	0.85510000000000008	0.85370000000000001	0.83010000000000006	0.82799999999999996	0.84250000000000003	0.84329999999999994	0.85150000000000003	0.85609999999999997	0.86450000000000005	0.83750000000000002	0.8286	0.8075	0.80700000000000005	0.80420000000000003	0.8076000000000001	0.8175	0.8175	0.83730000000000004	0.81359999999999999	0.81299999999999994	0.80460000000000009	0.81110000000000004	0.80430000000000001	0.80629999999999991	0.82510000000000006	0.84349999999999992	0.84680000000000011	0.83750000000000002	0.83140000000000003	0.85219999999999996	0.84310000000000007	0.84609999999999996	0.85199999999999998	0.84310000000000007	0.8276	0.80039999999999989	0.78039999999999987	0.77289999999999992	0.78150000000000008	0.75080000000000002	0.74659999999999993	0.74879999999999991	0.75549999999999995	0.7448999999999999	0.73309999999999997	0.75970000000000004	0.75870000000000004	0.74970000000000003	0.74	0.7340000000000001	0.73580000000000001	0.73340000000000005	0.71950000000000003	0.7258	0.73129999999999995	0.73180000000000012	0.72670000000000001	0.72599999999999998	0.7198	0.71150000000000002	0.72689999999999999	0.72450000000000003	0.75129999999999997	0.75670000000000004	0.76819999999999988	0.76890000000000003	0.77	0.76680000000000004	0.78280000000000005	0.80569999999999997	0.82	0.81960000000000011	0.81010000000000004	0.8226	0.82930000000000004	0.82650000000000001	0.83010000000000006	0.81590000000000007	0.83289999999999997	0.83849999999999991	0.85039999999999993	0.85349999999999993	0.85919999999999996	0.84789999999999988	0.85620000000000007	0.84150000000000003	0.81960000000000011	0.82030000000000003	0.82150000000000001	0.83420000000000005	0.80390000000000006	0.79930000000000012	0.79590000000000005	0.7873	0.79059999999999997	0.7853	0.78170000000000006	0.77900000000000003	0.79370000000000007	0.79569999999999996	0.81129999999999991	0.81819999999999993	0.78500000000000003	0.77289999999999992	0.76159999999999994	0.7521000000000001	0.75989999999999991	0.7501000000000001	0.74159999999999993	0.72950000000000004	0.7168000000000001	0.70979999999999999	0.70920000000000005	0.72539999999999993	0.70960000000000012	0.70250000000000001	0.72699999999999998	0.75580000000000003	0.75939999999999996	0.75090000000000001	0.73109999999999997	0.73039999999999994	0.73170000000000002	0.72920000000000007	0.75219999999999998	0.73499999999999999	0.75150000000000006	0.76370000000000005	0.75950000000000006	0.75430000000000008	0.77390000000000003	0.7913	0.80720000000000003	0.8096000000000001	0.82169999999999999	0.84439999999999993	0.83620000000000005	0.8347	0.82389999999999997	0.84200000000000008	0.86730000000000007	0.87950000000000006	0.89319999999999988	0.88060000000000005	0.91710000000000003	0.91480000000000006	0.92209999999999992	0.93629999999999991	0.92890000000000006	0.92689999999999995	0.9294	0.93090000000000006	0.94129999999999991	0.94129999999999991	0.9425	0.94400000000000006	0.92459999999999998	0.92510000000000003	0.93989999999999996	0.94180000000000008	0.94940000000000002	0.93669999999999998	0.9244	0.92400000000000004	0.9284	0.92010000000000003	0.92900000000000005	0.94349999999999989	0.93900000000000006	0.9113	0.90579999999999994	0.90359999999999996	0.90849999999999997	0.9244	0.90989999999999993	0.91349999999999998	0.91349999999999998	0.91780000000000006	0.90469999999999995	0.91819999999999991	0.91480000000000006	0.91890000000000005	S	&	P 500	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	1.0064	1.0057	0.98620000000000008	0.98530000000000006	0.98129999999999995	0.97989999999999999	0.9889	0.99159999999999993	0.97750000000000004	0.97829999999999995	0.97829999999999995	0.96030000000000004	0.95099999999999996	0.9405	0.92269999999999996	0.92530000000000001	0.91400000000000003	0.91269999999999996	0.90780000000000005	0.92989999999999995	0.94739999999999991	0.95389999999999997	0.96290000000000009	0.93940000000000001	0.94430000000000003	0.94079999999999997	0.9487000000000001	0.96239999999999992	0.94499999999999995	0.92709999999999992	0.92349999999999999	0.93810000000000004	0.93889999999999996	0.91900000000000004	0.91239999999999999	0.91239999999999999	0.90319999999999989	0.88659999999999994	0.89980000000000004	0.92	0.91769999999999996	0.90349999999999997	0.92030000000000001	0.91549999999999998	0.9081999999999999	0.88139999999999996	0.8751000000000001	0.89749999999999996	0.89370000000000005	0.88210000000000011	0.87560000000000004	0.89430000000000009	0.91430000000000011	0.92559999999999998	0.93640000000000001	0.93599	999999999994	0.9466	0.93500000000000005	0.94840000000000002	0.95319999999999994	0.96	0.97180000000000011	0.96560000000000001	0.95050000000000001	0.95379999999999998	0.96150000000000002	0.94940000000000002	0.94019999999999992	0.94420000000000004	0.94169999999999998	0.92579999999999996	0.92260000000000009	0.93290000000000006	0.92159999999999997	0.92159999999999997	0.9214	0.93620000000000003	0.93559999999999999	0.92180000000000006	0.89629999999999999	0.90139999999999998	0.87599999999999989	0.87780000000000002	0.89960000000000007	0.8669	0.87180000000000002	0.87609999999999999	0.9022	0.8701000000000001	0.86510000000000009	0.83739999999999992	0.83950000000000002	0.8256	0.82460000000000011	0.84430000000000005	0.84089999999999998	0.85	789999999999988	0.82319999999999993	0.81840000000000002	0.81859999999999999	0.8337	0.82700000000000007	0.83479999999999999	0.85140000000000005	0.87239999999999995	0.87239999999999995	0.86699999999999999	0.86049999999999993	0.87629999999999997	0.86199999999999999	0.86470000000000002	0.873	0.86349999999999993	0.84299999999999997	0.81840000000000002	0.78670000000000007	0.78370000000000006	0.79519999999999991	0.76930000000000009	0.77099999999999991	0.77099999999999991	0.78989999999999994	0.78890000000000005	0.7964	0.82069999999999999	0.81830000000000003	0.80180000000000007	0.80120000000000002	0.79420000000000002	0.80260000000000009	0.80260000000000009	0.80390000000000006	0.80669999999999997	0.81879999999999997	0.81810000000000005	0.80870000000000009	0.80120000000000002	0.79769999999999996	0.79530000000000001	0.8105	0.80379999999999996	0.82599999999999996	0.83079999999999998	0.83900000000000008	0.83120000000000005	0.83230000000000004	0.82269999999999999	0.84420000000000006	0.85439999999999994	0.86659999999999993	0.86409999999999998	0.85840000000000005	0.87180000000000002	0.87109999999999999	0.86970000000000003	0.86860000000000004	0.8649	0.88340000000000007	0.88269999999999993	0.89800000000000002	0.90159999999999996	0.90329999999999999	0.89670000000000005	0.89879999999999993	0.88719999999999999	0.86819999999999997	0.86629999999999996	0.86879999999999991	0.88099999999999989	0.85129999999999995	0.8456999999999999	0.83629999999999993	0.82980000000000009	0.83230000000000004	0.82340000000000002	0.82340000000000002	0.82	0.83499999999999996	0.84050000000000002	0.85340000000000005	0.86239999999999994	0.82510000000000006	0.82789999999999997	0.81849999999999989	0.81269999999999998	0.81819999999999993	0.80900000000000005	0.79519999999999991	0.78849999999999998	0.77489999999999992	0.76690000000000003	0.76519999999999999	0.78029999999999999	0.76379999999999992	0.75230000000000008	0.77180000000000004	0.79539999999999988	0.79379999999999995	0.78560000000000008	0.76359999999999995	0.75789999999999991	0.753	0.75049999999999994	0.77	0.75180000000000002	0.77170000000000005	0.78049999999999997	0.77529999999999999	0.76910000000000001	0.78739999999999999	0.79669999999999996	0.80969999999999998	0.80370000000000008	0.79879999999999995	0.818	49999999999989	0.8123999999999999	0.80909999999999993	0.78879999999999995	0.78049999999999997	0.79110000000000003	0.79870000000000008	0.80319999999999991	0.78650000000000009	0.83010000000000006	0.83779999999999999	0.83030000000000004	0.83750000000000002	0.8306	0.82799999999999996	0.83200000000000007	0.82869999999999999	0.84	0.84499999999999997	0.84499999999999997	0.84470000000000001	0.83169999999999999	0.83039999999999992	0.85609999999999997	0.85530000000000006	0.85430000000000006	0.83900000000000008	0.82689999999999997	0.82539999999999991	0.83160000000000001	0.82550000000000001	0.83730000000000004	0.84340000000000004	0.83829999999999993	0.8173999999999999	0.80830000000000002	0.80099999999999993	0.80180000000000007	0.81370000000000009	0.80200000000000	005	0.80669999999999997	0.80669999999999997	0.8034	0.79379999999999995	0.8076000000000001	0.80559999999999998	0.80559999999999998	S	&	P 500 Industrials	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.99180000000000001	1.0119	1.0022	1.0068000000000001	1.0065	0.9948999999999999	1.0012000000000001	1.0042	1.006	1.0002	1.0002	0.98840000000000006	0.97750000000000004	0.96540000000000004	0.95609999999999995	0.96120000000000005	0.95219999999999994	0.94430000000000003	0.93559999999999999	0.94200000000000006	0.95239999999999991	0.96589999999999998	0.97230000000000005	0.95609999999999995	0.94590000000000007	0.94650000000000001	0.95599999999999996	0.96909999999999996	0.95310000000000006	0.93879999999999997	0.93500000000000005	0.94920000000000004	0.95409999999999995	0.93629999999999991	0.92779999999999996	0.92779999999999996	0.91920000000000002	0.90200000000000002	0.91310000000000002	0.93510000000000004	0.94159999999999999	0.92730000000000001	0.9476	0.94840000000000002	0.94620000000000004	0.92069999999999996	0.91489999999999994	0.93150000000000011	0.93040000000000012	0.92290000000000005	0.92590000000000006	0.94030000000000002	0.95269999999999999	0.96550000000000002	0.96930000000000005	0.97089999999999999	0.976099999999	99997	0.96709999999999996	0.97439999999999993	0.98049999999999993	0.98080000000000001	0.98959999999999992	0.98809999999999998	0.97260000000000002	0.96579999999999999	0.96409999999999996	0.95069999999999988	0.94340000000000002	0.94629999999999992	0.94059999999999999	0.93779999999999997	0.93650000000000011	0.9456	0.94469999999999998	0.94469999999999998	0.94110000000000005	0.95810000000000006	0.96329999999999993	0.9536	0.92989999999999995	0.92989999999999995	0.90949999999999998	0.91280000000000006	0.92319999999999991	0.89900000000000002	0.90049999999999997	0.90680000000000005	0.93279999999999996	0.90799999999999992	0.90210000000000012	0.88039999999999996	0.87470000000000003	0.86659999999999993	0.86780000000000002	0.87849999999999995	0.8771000000000001	0.8971000	0000000012	0.86340000000000006	0.85519999999999996	0.84609999999999996	0.8599	0.85880000000000001	0.86430000000000007	0.88159999999999994	0.89960000000000007	0.89960000000000007	0.89200000000000002	0.88639999999999997	0.90319999999999989	0.9	0.90359999999999996	0.91579999999999995	0.89910000000000001	0.88139999999999996	0.85530000000000006	0.82940000000000003	0.82739999999999991	0.83569999999999989	0.8075	0.80559999999999998	0.80559999999999998	0.82	0.81559999999999999	0.81129999999999991	0.83960000000000012	0.83750000000000002	0.82789999999999997	0.82279999999999998	0.82510000000000006	0.83260000000000001	0.83260000000000001	0.81980000000000008	0.82480000000000009	0.83460000000000012	0.83079999999999998	0.82519999999999993	0.8226	0.81269999999999998	0.80799999999999994	0.82069999999999999	0.81579999999999997	0.84510000000000007	0.85129999999999995	0.85710000000000008	0.85450000000000004	0.85849999999999993	0.85400000000000009	0.86739999999999995	0.88539999999999996	0.90310000000000001	0.9043000000000001	0.89480000000000004	0.90349999999999997	0.90629999999999999	0.9081999999999999	0.90749999999999997	0.9042	0.92420000000000002	0.92849999999999999	0.94209999999999994	0.94440000000000002	0.9486	0.94120000000000004	0.94430000000000003	0.93230000000000002	0.91420000000000001	0.91590000000000005	0.91879999999999995	0.93290000000000006	0.90010000000000001	0.8962	0.88289999999999991	0.87529999999999997	0.87650000000000006	0.86780000000000002	0.86780000000000002	0.86919999999999997	0.88340000000000007	0.88580000000000003	0.89729999999999999	0.90269999999999995	0.86849999999999994	0.8669	0.85769999999999991	0.84	0.85120000000000007	0.84069999999999989	0.82940000000000003	0.81710000000000005	0.80180000000000007	0.79269999999999996	0.7903	0.80799999999999994	0.79319999999999991	0.78280000000000005	0.80669999999999997	0.83489999999999998	0.83010000000000006	0.82099999999999995	0.80519999999999992	0.80789999999999995	0.80799999999999994	0.8014	0.81900000000000006	0.80069999999999997	0.81870000000000009	0.83799999999999997	0.83230000000000004	0.81640000000000001	0.83799999999999997	0.84930000000000005	0.86069999999999991	0.86370000000000002	0.87360000000000004	0.89439999999999997	0.89129999999	999998	0.89080000000000004	0.8751000000000001	0.88419999999999999	0.89829999999999999	0.90780000000000005	0.91559999999999997	0.90239999999999998	0.94059999999999999	0.93959999999999999	0.93319999999999992	0.94040000000000001	0.93310000000000004	0.93079999999999996	0.9373999999999999	0.94090000000000007	0.94799999999999995	0.95169999999999999	0.95169999999999999	0.95519999999999994	0.93799999999999994	0.94379999999999997	0.95879999999999999	0.9587	0.9647	0.94830000000000003	0.9373999999999999	0.93610000000000004	0.94140000000000001	0.93379999999999996	0.94980000000000009	0.95310000000000006	0.95140000000000002	0.92799999999999994	0.92359999999999998	0.91879999999999995	0.92010000000000003	0.93709999999999993	0.92530000000000001	0.93059999999999998	0.93059999999999998	0.93370000000000009	0.9214	0.93269999999999997	0.92900000000000005	0.92900000000000005	
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Expected Return Analysis

																				Expected Return Analysis										Chart

																				Sub-Sector		Actual Return		Expected Return		Delta				Base 1		Base 2

																				Equipment Manufacturing 		-27.4%		-17.4%		-9.9%				-17.4%		-9.9%

																				Distribution		-21.5%		-16.5%		-5.0%				-16.5%		-5.0%

																				Contracting Services		4.4%		-17.4%		21.8%				4.4%		-17.4%

																				Control Panels		-8.1%		-16.5%		8.4%				-8.1%		-8.4%



																				CAPM Model

																				Avg 90 Day T-Bill Rate (2022)		2.02%

																				S&P 500 Annualized Return (2022)		-19.44%



																				Sub-Sector		Historical 5-Yr Beta

																				Equipment Manufacturing 		0.9065972637

																				Distribution		0.8644780579

																				Contracting Services		0.9042317561

																				Control Panels		0.8643053478

																				Aggregate		0.9048252807

















				Indexed Stock Price Performance																Cumulative Index Returns																Daily Index Returns

				Dates		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules		Aggregate		S&P 500				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		Aggregate		S&P 500 						Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		Aggregate		S&P500		90-Day Tbill Rate

				Dec-30-2016		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%																		0.50%

				Jan-02-2017		100.03%		100.05%		100.41%		99.93%		99.99%		100.00%				0.03%		0.05%		0.41%		-0.07%		-0.01%		0.00%						1.03%		1.05%		1.41%		0.93%		0.99%		1.00%		0.50%

				Jan-03-2017		101.73%		100.77%		100.29%		101.11%		101.09%		100.85%				1.73%		0.77%		0.29%		1.11%		1.09%		0.85%						2.65%		1.69%		0.91%		2.27%		2.11%		1.85%		0.50%

				Jan-04-2017		103.25%		101.48%		102.12%		101.08%		101.82%		101.43%				3.25%		1.48%		2.12%		1.08%		1.82%		1.43%						1.56%		1.40%		2.42%		0.99%		1.35%		1.31%		0.53%

				Jan-05-2017		102.83%		100.85%		101.20%		100.78%		101.54%		101.35%				2.83%		0.85%		1.20%		0.78%		1.54%		1.35%						0.90%		0.75%		0.71%		0.86%		0.90%		0.97%		0.52%

				Jan-06-2017		102.87%		100.80%		99.71%		101.99%		101.92%		101.70%				2.87%		0.80%		-0.29%		1.99%		1.92%		1.70%						1.01%		0.97%		0.32%		1.68%		1.15%		1.15%		0.51%

				Jan-09-2017		102.46%		100.47%		97.75%		101.46%		101.41%		101.34%				2.46%		0.47%		-2.25%		1.46%		1.41%		1.34%						0.89%		0.82%		-1.76%		0.82%		0.83%		0.87%		0.52%

				Jan-10-2017		103.82%		100.67%		99.59%		102.39%		102.29%		101.34%				3.82%		0.67%		-0.41%		2.39%		2.29%		1.34%						1.39%		1.14%		-0.47%		1.38%		1.37%		1.00%		0.50%

				Jan-11-2017		103.67%		101.29%		99.92%		102.95%		102.48%		101.63%				3.67%		1.29%		-0.08%		2.95%		2.48%		1.63%						0.97%		1.37%		1.56%		1.17%		1.06%		1.12%		0.51%

				Jan-12-2017		103.67%		101.22%		100.87%		102.68%		102.44%		101.41%				3.67%		1.22%		0.87%		2.68%		2.44%		1.41%						1.00%		0.97%		2.03%		0.93%		0.99%		0.92%		0.51%

				Jan-13-2017		103.68%		101.46%		101.60%		102.75%		102.58%		101.60%				3.68%		1.46%		1.60%		2.75%		2.58%		1.60%						1.00%		1.11%		1.39%		1.02%		1.04%		1.08%		0.51%

				Jan-16-2017		103.92%		101.47%		101.52%		102.64%		102.61%		101.60%				3.92%		1.47%		1.52%		2.64%		2.61%		1.60%						1.05%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		0.52%

				Jan-17-2017		103.91%		101.70%		100.50%		101.82%		102.29%		101.30%				3.91%		1.70%		0.50%		1.82%		2.29%		1.30%						1.00%		1.09%		0.60%		0.77%		0.91%		0.88%		0.52%

				Jan-18-2017		104.36%		102.22%		100.74%		102.56%		102.97%		101.48%				4.36%		2.22%		0.74%		2.56%		2.97%		1.48%						1.09%		1.19%		1.16%		1.26%		1.21%		1.08%		0.54%

				Jan-19-2017		103.68%		101.95%		100.81%		102.68%		102.79%		101.11%				3.68%		1.95%		0.81%		2.68%		2.79%		1.11%						0.87%		0.92%		1.04%		1.03%		0.95%		0.85%		0.52%

				Jan-20-2017		104.50%		102.61%		101.63%		102.88%		103.33%		101.45%				4.50%		2.61%		1.63%		2.88%		3.33%		1.45%						1.18%		1.22%		1.45%		1.05%		1.14%		1.16%		0.51%

				Jan-23-2017		104.77%		102.49%		101.55%		102.64%		103.20%		101.18%				4.77%		2.49%		1.55%		2.64%		3.20%		1.18%						1.05%		0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.97%		0.89%		0.49%

				Jan-24-2017		105.68%		103.38%		103.88%		103.62%		104.10%		101.84%				5.68%		3.38%		3.88%		3.62%		4.10%		1.84%						1.16%		1.26%		1.91%		1.27%		1.21%		1.30%		0.51%

				Jan-25-2017		106.46%		104.26%		106.14%		104.39%		104.96%		102.66%				6.46%		4.26%		6.14%		4.39%		4.96%		2.66%						1.12%		1.20%		1.46%		1.17%		1.17%		1.29%		0.50%

				Jan-26-2017		106.91%		105.49%		105.52%		104.44%		105.26%		102.58%				6.91%		5.49%		5.52%		4.44%		5.26%		2.58%						1.06%		1.23%		0.91%		1.01%		1.05%		0.98%		0.49%

				Jan-27-2017		106.40%		105.52%		104.85%		104.48%		105.22%		102.50%				6.40%		5.52%		4.85%		4.48%		5.22%		2.50%						0.94%		1.00%		0.90%		1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.50%

				Jan-30-2017		106.54%		105.57%		103.73%		104.38%		105.17%		101.88%				6.54%		5.57%		3.73%		4.38%		5.17%		1.88%						1.02%		1.01%		0.81%		0.98%		0.99%		0.82%		0.51%

				Jan-31-2017		106.42%		105.13%		103.39%		104.05%		104.81%		101.79%				6.42%		5.13%		3.39%		4.05%		4.81%		1.79%						0.98%		0.93%		0.93%		0.94%		0.94%		0.97%		0.51%

				Feb-01-2017		105.13%		105.42%		103.52%		103.27%		104.31%		101.82%				5.13%		5.42%		3.52%		3.27%		4.31%		1.82%						0.83%		1.05%		1.03%		0.85%		0.91%		1.01%		0.52%

				Feb-02-2017		104.78%		105.19%		103.53%		103.51%		104.34%		101.88%				4.78%		5.19%		3.53%		3.51%		4.34%		1.88%						0.94%		0.96%		1.00%		1.06%		1.01%		1.02%		0.50%

				Feb-03-2017		105.23%		104.67%		104.78%		104.55%		104.98%		102.62%				5.23%		4.67%		4.78%		4.55%		4.98%		2.62%						1.08%		0.92%		1.28%		1.23%		1.12%		1.26%		0.51%

				Feb-06-2017		105.26%		104.69%		102.91%		104.38%		104.94%		102.40%				5.26%		4.69%		2.91%		4.38%		4.94%		2.40%						1.00%		1.00%		0.68%		0.97%		0.99%		0.94%		0.50%

				Feb-07-2017		104.50%		104.65%		102.74%		104.83%		105.17%		102.42%				4.50%		4.65%		2.74%		4.83%		5.17%		2.42%						0.88%		0.99%		0.96%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		0.53%

				Feb-08-2017		104.74%		104.91%		102.91%		104.62%		105.25%		102.49%				4.74%		4.91%		2.91%		4.62%		5.25%		2.49%						1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		0.96%		1.01%		1.02%		0.53%

				Feb-09-2017		104.85%		105.10%		103.54%		104.96%		105.45%		103.08%				4.85%		5.10%		3.54%		4.96%		5.45%		3.08%						1.02%		1.03%		1.16%		1.06%		1.03%		1.17%		0.53%

				Feb-10-2017		105.62%		105.50%		105.67%		105.93%		106.27%		103.45%				5.62%		5.50%		5.67%		5.93%		6.27%		3.45%						1.13%		1.07%		1.47%		1.16%		1.13%		1.09%		0.53%

				Feb-13-2017		106.02%		106.01%		105.35%		106.87%		107.04%		103.99%				6.02%		6.01%		5.35%		6.87%		7.04%		3.99%						1.06%		1.08%		0.95%		1.14%		1.11%		1.12%		0.54%

				Feb-14-2017		104.71%		105.37%		106.01%		106.69%		106.42%		104.41%				4.71%		5.37%		6.01%		6.69%		6.42%		4.41%						0.81%		0.91%		1.10%		0.98%		0.92%		1.08%		0.52%

				Feb-15-2017		105.36%		104.99%		107.09%		107.05%		106.85%		104.93%				5.36%		4.99%		7.09%		7.05%		6.85%		4.93%						1.11%		0.94%		1.15%		1.05%		1.06%		1.10%		0.54%

				Feb-16-2017		106.52%		105.77%		106.67%		106.86%		107.27%		104.84%				6.52%		5.77%		6.67%		6.86%		7.27%		4.84%						1.18%		1.13%		0.95%		0.98%		1.05%		0.98%		0.53%

				Feb-17-2017		106.19%		105.67%		104.80%		106.57%		106.84%		105.02%				6.19%		5.67%		4.80%		6.57%		6.84%		5.02%						0.96%		0.99%		0.76%		0.96%		0.95%		1.03%		0.52%

				Feb-20-2017		106.73%		105.86%		105.20%		106.54%		107.07%		105.02%				6.73%		5.86%		5.20%		6.54%		7.07%		5.02%						1.08%		1.03%		1.07%		1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		0.52%

				Feb-21-2017		107.35%		106.40%		104.48%		107.18%		107.52%		105.65%				7.35%		6.40%		4.48%		7.18%		7.52%		5.65%						1.08%		1.08%		0.88%		1.08%		1.06%		1.10%		0.52%

				Feb-22-2017		107.60%		106.28%		104.05%		106.98%		107.61%		105.54%				7.60%		6.28%		4.05%		6.98%		7.61%		5.54%						1.03%		0.98%		0.92%		0.98%		1.01%		0.98%		0.53%

				Feb-23-2017		106.96%		104.88%		99.10%		106.24%		106.79%		105.58%				6.96%		4.88%		-0.90%		6.24%		6.79%		5.58%						0.93%		0.81%		0.02%		0.91%		0.90%		1.01%		0.52%

				Feb-24-2017		106.90%		104.78%		101.68%		106.11%		106.68%		105.74%				6.90%		4.78%		1.68%		6.11%		6.68%		5.74%						0.99%		0.98%		26.80%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%		0.51%

				Feb-27-2017		106.36%		104.72%		103.90%		106.37%		106.56%		105.85%				6.36%		4.72%		3.90%		6.37%		6.56%		5.85%						0.93%		0.99%		1.83%		1.04%		0.98%		1.02%		0.51%

				Feb-28-2017		106.25%		104.20%		102.65%		105.79%		106.17%		105.57%				6.25%		4.20%		2.65%		5.79%		6.17%		5.57%						0.99%		0.91%		0.74%		0.92%		0.95%		0.96%		0.50%

				Mar-01-2017		107.34%		104.86%		104.79%		107.90%		107.74%		107.02%				7.34%		4.86%		4.79%		7.90%		7.74%		7.02%						1.15%		1.13%		1.59%		1.31%		1.22%		1.22%		0.53%

				Mar-02-2017		106.53%		104.02%		104.47%		107.05%		106.94%		106.39%				6.53%		4.02%		4.47%		7.05%		6.94%		6.39%						0.90%		0.86%		0.94%		0.90%		0.91%		0.92%		0.62%

				Mar-03-2017		106.38%		103.32%		103.86%		106.86%		106.73%		106.44%				6.38%		3.32%		3.86%		6.86%		6.73%		6.44%						0.98%		0.86%		0.89%		0.98%		0.97%		1.01%		0.66%

				Mar-06-2017		106.93%		103.68%		103.72%		106.51%		106.88%		106.10%				6.93%		3.68%		3.72%		6.51%		6.88%		6.10%						1.07%		1.08%		0.97%		0.96%		1.02%		0.95%		0.70%

				Mar-07-2017		106.94%		103.10%		102.87%		106.36%		106.79%		105.79%				6.94%		3.10%		2.87%		6.36%		6.79%		5.79%						1.00%		0.88%		0.82%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.73%

				Mar-08-2017		106.54%		103.07%		102.37%		106.23%		106.63%		105.55%				6.54%		3.07%		2.37%		6.23%		6.63%		5.55%						0.95%		0.99%		0.87%		0.98%		0.98%		0.96%		0.75%

				Mar-09-2017		105.80%		101.97%		101.37%		105.70%		105.96%		105.63%				5.80%		1.97%		1.37%		5.70%		5.96%		5.63%						0.90%		0.73%		0.70%		0.93%		0.91%		1.01%		0.72%

				Mar-10-2017		107.61%		102.15%		102.70%		106.46%		107.07%		105.98%				7.61%		2.15%		2.70%		6.46%		7.07%		5.98%						1.27%		1.06%		1.56%		1.11%		1.16%		1.05%		0.72%

				Mar-13-2017		107.76%		102.40%		102.40%		106.68%		107.27%		106.01%				7.76%		2.40%		2.40%		6.68%		7.27%		6.01%						1.02%		1.08%		0.92%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		0.73%

				Mar-14-2017		107.38%		101.97%		100.61%		105.80%		106.62%		105.66%				7.38%		1.97%		0.61%		5.80%		6.62%		5.66%						0.96%		0.87%		0.47%		0.89%		0.92%		0.95%		0.78%

				Mar-15-2017		108.96%		103.48%		102.64%		107.34%		108.07%		106.54%				8.96%		3.48%		2.64%		7.34%		8.07%		6.54%						1.19%		1.51%		2.26%		1.23%		1.19%		1.13%		0.77%

				Mar-16-2017		109.07%		103.28%		103.46%		107.22%		108.10%		106.37%				9.07%		3.28%		3.46%		7.22%		8.10%		6.37%						1.01%		0.96%		1.23%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.72%

				Mar-17-2017		109.07%		103.12%		102.99%		107.83%		108.35%		106.23%				9.07%		3.12%		2.99%		7.83%		8.35%		6.23%						1.00%		0.96%		0.89%		1.07%		1.03%		0.98%		0.72%

				Mar-20-2017		109.35%		102.87%		102.04%		107.46%		108.11%		106.01%				9.35%		2.87%		2.04%		7.46%		8.11%		6.01%						1.03%		0.94%		0.76%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.72%

				Mar-21-2017		108.82%		102.17%		100.32%		106.05%		107.22%		104.70%				8.82%		2.17%		0.32%		6.05%		7.22%		4.70%						0.95%		0.82%		0.43%		0.83%		0.90%		0.81%		0.75%

				Mar-22-2017		109.08%		102.17%		100.32%		106.18%		107.27%		104.90%				9.08%		2.17%		0.32%		6.18%		7.27%		4.90%						1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		0.76%

				Mar-23-2017		109.27%		102.31%		100.58%		105.97%		107.35%		104.79%				9.27%		2.31%		0.58%		5.97%		7.35%		4.79%						1.02%		1.04%		1.20%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.76%

				Mar-24-2017		109.42%		102.01%		101.30%		106.46%		107.75%		104.70%				9.42%		2.01%		1.30%		6.46%		7.75%		4.70%						1.01%		0.91%		1.46%		1.07%		1.05%		0.98%		0.75%

				Mar-27-2017		109.04%		101.53%		102.28%		106.45%		107.53%		104.59%				9.04%		1.53%		2.28%		6.45%		7.53%		4.59%						0.96%		0.84%		1.43%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.77%

				Mar-28-2017		109.82%		102.04%		102.77%		107.61%		108.46%		105.35%				9.82%		2.04%		2.77%		7.61%		8.46%		5.35%						1.08%		1.20%		1.15%		1.16%		1.11%		1.14%		0.77%

				Mar-29-2017		110.44%		101.68%		102.73%		107.72%		108.59%		105.46%				10.44%		1.68%		2.73%		7.72%		8.59%		5.46%						1.06%		0.88%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.77%

				Mar-30-2017		109.65%		101.10%		103.51%		107.76%		108.28%		105.77%				9.65%		1.10%		3.51%		7.76%		8.28%		5.77%						0.93%		0.78%		1.21%		1.00%		0.97%		1.05%		0.77%

				Mar-31-2017		109.76%		100.89%		103.44%		107.58%		108.21%		105.53%				9.76%		0.89%		3.44%		7.58%		8.21%		5.53%						1.01%		0.90%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.77%

				Apr-03-2017		109.04%		100.67%		103.01%		106.69%		107.65%		105.36%				9.04%		0.67%		3.01%		6.69%		7.65%		5.36%						0.93%		0.88%		0.90%		0.90%		0.94%		0.97%		0.75%

				Apr-04-2017		108.97%		100.39%		102.70%		106.74%		107.57%		105.42%				8.97%		0.39%		2.70%		6.74%		7.57%		5.42%						0.99%		0.83%		0.92%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.78%

				Apr-05-2017		108.60%		100.34%		103.53%		106.15%		107.20%		105.10%				8.60%		0.34%		3.53%		6.15%		7.20%		5.10%						0.96%		0.96%		1.22%		0.92%		0.96%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-06-2017		108.82%		100.05%		103.90%		106.40%		107.35%		105.30%				8.82%		0.05%		3.90%		6.40%		7.35%		5.30%						1.02%		0.78%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.79%

				Apr-07-2017		108.48%		99.87%		105.19%		106.26%		107.21%		105.21%				8.48%		-0.13%		5.19%		6.26%		7.21%		5.21%						0.97%		0.83%		1.26%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.78%

				Apr-10-2017		108.14%		100.01%		104.86%		106.48%		107.17%		105.29%				8.14%		0.01%		4.86%		6.48%		7.17%		5.29%						0.96%		1.16%		0.95%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		0.81%

				Apr-11-2017		107.98%		100.01%		105.91%		106.44%		107.09%		105.13%				7.98%		0.01%		5.91%		6.44%		7.09%		5.13%						0.98%		1.00%		1.18%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		0.81%

				Apr-12-2017		107.42%		98.80%		103.71%		105.20%		106.04%		104.74%				7.42%		-1.20%		3.71%		5.20%		6.04%		4.74%						0.94%		-0.20%		0.68%		0.83%		0.87%		0.94%		0.81%

				Apr-13-2017		107.47%		98.37%		103.70%		104.63%		105.78%		104.03%				7.47%		-1.63%		3.70%		4.63%		5.78%		4.03%						1.01%		3.15%		1.00%		0.91%		0.96%		0.88%		0.80%

				Apr-14-2017		106.98%		98.37%		103.70%		104.63%		105.58%		104.03%				6.98%		-1.63%		3.70%		4.63%		5.58%		4.03%						0.94%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-17-2017		107.93%		98.70%		104.70%		105.46%		106.36%		104.92%				7.93%		-1.30%		4.70%		5.46%		6.36%		4.92%						1.12%		0.48%		1.21%		1.15%		1.12%		1.18%		0.80%

				Apr-18-2017		108.92%		94.63%		104.51%		105.39%		106.18%		104.62%				8.92%		-5.37%		4.51%		5.39%		6.18%		4.62%						1.11%		14.57%		0.97%		0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.82%

				Apr-19-2017		108.88%		93.61%		104.87%		105.14%		105.94%		104.44%				8.88%		-6.39%		4.87%		5.14%		5.94%		4.44%						1.00%		1.23%		1.07%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.81%

				Apr-20-2017		109.93%		94.14%		105.37%		106.35%		107.00%		105.23%				9.93%		-5.86%		5.37%		6.35%		7.00%		5.23%						1.11%		0.90%		1.09%		1.20%		1.15%		1.15%		0.80%

				Apr-21-2017		110.63%		94.07%		103.92%		107.57%		107.82%		104.91%				10.63%		-5.93%		3.92%		7.57%		7.82%		4.91%						1.06%		1.01%		0.77%		1.17%		1.10%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-24-2017		110.89%		93.95%		107.75%		110.10%		109.21%		106.04%				10.89%		-6.05%		7.75%		10.10%		9.21%		6.04%						1.02%		1.02%		1.78%		1.30%		1.16%		1.19%		0.78%

				Apr-25-2017		111.96%		94.42%		109.67%		110.57%		109.95%		106.69%				11.96%		-5.58%		9.67%		10.57%		9.95%		6.69%						1.09%		0.91%		1.22%		1.04%		1.07%		1.09%		0.80%

				Apr-26-2017		112.41%		94.35%		110.58%		110.89%		110.38%		106.64%				12.41%		-5.65%		10.58%		10.89%		10.38%		6.64%						1.03%		1.02%		1.09%		1.03%		1.04%		0.99%		0.81%

				Apr-27-2017		112.00%		94.09%		111.90%		110.13%		110.06%		106.70%				12.00%		-5.91%		11.90%		10.13%		10.06%		6.70%						0.97%		1.06%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		0.82%

				Apr-28-2017		110.71%		93.90%		110.33%		110.21%		109.66%		106.49%				10.71%		-6.10%		10.33%		10.21%		9.66%		6.49%						0.90%		1.04%		0.88%		1.01%		0.96%		0.97%		0.80%

				May-01-2017		110.65%		93.42%		110.75%		110.11%		109.56%		106.68%				10.65%		-6.58%		10.75%		10.11%		9.56%		6.68%						0.99%		1.09%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		1.03%		0.79%

				May-02-2017		111.89%		94.49%		111.32%		109.77%		110.04%		106.80%				11.89%		-5.51%		11.32%		9.77%		10.04%		6.80%						1.11%		0.81%		1.05%		0.97%		1.05%		1.02%		0.82%

				May-03-2017		112.28%		94.69%		110.98%		109.88%		110.23%		106.67%				12.28%		-5.31%		10.98%		9.88%		10.23%		6.67%						1.03%		0.96%		0.97%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.81%

				May-04-2017		112.51%		93.87%		112.27%		109.22%		109.94%		106.73%				12.51%		-6.13%		12.27%		9.22%		9.94%		6.73%						1.02%		1.19%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		0.84%

				May-05-2017		113.61%		94.15%		112.08%		110.01%		110.72%		107.17%				13.61%		-5.85%		12.08%		10.01%		10.72%		7.17%						1.08%		0.95%		0.99%		1.08%		1.07%		1.06%		0.84%

				May-08-2017		113.99%		93.99%		110.86%		109.66%		110.60%		107.17%				13.99%		-6.01%		10.86%		9.66%		10.60%		7.17%						1.03%		1.03%		0.91%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.88%

				May-09-2017		113.20%		94.29%		110.28%		110.05%		110.52%		107.06%				13.20%		-5.71%		10.28%		10.05%		10.52%		7.06%						0.95%		0.94%		0.95%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.90%

				May-10-2017		113.07%		94.19%		109.57%		110.41%		110.51%		107.18%				13.07%		-5.81%		9.57%		10.41%		10.51%		7.18%						0.99%		1.02%		0.94%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		0.90%

				May-11-2017		113.68%		94.51%		108.56%		109.97%		110.66%		106.95%				13.68%		-5.49%		8.56%		9.97%		10.66%		6.95%						1.04%		0.93%		0.90%		0.96%		1.01%		0.97%		0.89%

				May-12-2017		113.28%		93.90%		106.46%		109.65%		110.14%		106.79%				13.28%		-6.10%		6.46%		9.65%		10.14%		6.79%						0.97%		1.14%		0.78%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.87%

				May-15-2017		113.38%		93.51%		107.74%		110.80%		110.70%		107.30%				13.38%		-6.49%		7.74%		10.80%		10.70%		7.30%						1.01%		1.08%		1.17%		1.11%		1.05%		1.07%		0.86%

				May-16-2017		113.57%		92.89%		107.93%		110.81%		110.84%		107.23%				13.57%		-7.11%		7.93%		10.81%		10.84%		7.23%						1.01%		1.11%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.89%

				May-17-2017		112.08%		91.82%		105.68%		109.18%		109.32%		105.28%				12.08%		-8.18%		5.68%		9.18%		9.32%		5.28%						0.90%		1.18%		0.75%		0.86%		0.87%		0.76%		0.89%

				May-18-2017		112.15%		91.65%		104.62%		109.70%		109.46%		105.67%				12.15%		-8.35%		4.62%		9.70%		9.46%		5.67%						1.01%		1.02%		0.84%		1.05%		1.01%		1.06%		0.89%

				May-19-2017		114.01%		92.21%		107.02%		111.06%		110.89%		106.38%				14.01%		-7.79%		7.02%		11.06%		10.89%		6.38%						1.14%		0.92%		1.43%		1.13%		1.14%		1.11%		0.91%

				May-22-2017		114.83%		92.97%		106.61%		111.20%		111.37%		106.93%				14.83%		-7.03%		6.61%		11.20%		11.37%		6.93%						1.05%		0.89%		0.95%		1.01%		1.04%		1.07%		0.90%

				May-23-2017		114.58%		92.75%		107.83%		110.89%		111.30%		107.13%				14.58%		-7.25%		7.83%		10.89%		11.30%		7.13%						0.98%		1.04%		1.16%		0.97%		0.99%		1.03%		0.92%

				May-24-2017		114.77%		92.94%		107.25%		111.39%		111.64%		107.39%				14.77%		-7.06%		7.25%		11.39%		11.64%		7.39%						1.01%		0.97%		0.93%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.91%

				May-25-2017		114.23%		92.75%		107.45%		112.12%		111.78%		107.87%				14.23%		-7.25%		7.45%		12.12%		11.78%		7.87%						0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		1.06%		1.01%		1.06%		0.92%

				May-26-2017		114.65%		92.15%		107.15%		111.64%		111.64%		107.91%				14.65%		-7.85%		7.15%		11.64%		11.64%		7.91%						1.03%		1.10%		0.96%		0.96%		0.99%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-29-2017		114.59%		92.09%		106.86%		111.62%		111.59%		107.91%				14.59%		-7.91%		6.86%		11.62%		11.59%		7.91%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-30-2017		114.67%		91.91%		106.21%		111.58%		111.56%		107.78%				14.67%		-8.09%		6.21%		11.58%		11.56%		7.78%						1.01%		1.03%		0.92%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.92%

				May-31-2017		115.16%		92.82%		106.36%		111.54%		111.92%		107.73%				15.16%		-7.18%		6.36%		11.54%		11.92%		7.73%						1.03%		0.87%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		0.92%

				Jun-01-2017		116.13%		93.08%		107.71%		112.03%		112.55%		108.54%				16.13%		-6.92%		7.71%		12.03%		12.55%		8.54%						1.06%		0.96%		1.18%		1.04%		1.05%		1.09%		0.96%

				Jun-02-2017		116.57%		92.56%		108.24%		112.64%		113.01%		108.94%				16.57%		-7.44%		8.24%		12.64%		13.01%		8.94%						1.03%		1.09%		1.06%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		0.96%

				Jun-05-2017		116.18%		92.66%		107.54%		112.21%		112.65%		108.81%				16.18%		-7.34%		7.54%		12.21%		12.65%		8.81%						0.98%		0.98%		0.92%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		0.96%

				Jun-06-2017		116.96%		91.87%		107.20%		111.36%		112.62%		108.51%				16.96%		-8.13%		7.20%		11.36%		12.62%		8.51%						1.05%		1.12%		0.96%		0.94%		1.00%		0.97%		0.95%

				Jun-07-2017		117.17%		91.81%		106.40%		111.05%		112.53%		108.68%				17.17%		-8.19%		6.40%		11.05%		12.53%		8.68%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.96%

				Jun-08-2017		118.42%		91.26%		107.46%		112.01%		113.52%		108.71%				18.42%		-8.74%		7.46%		12.01%		13.52%		8.71%						1.07%		1.08%		1.14%		1.08%		1.07%		1.00%		0.98%

				Jun-09-2017		119.35%		92.38%		109.73%		113.03%		114.44%		108.62%				19.35%		-7.62%		9.73%		13.03%		14.44%		8.62%						1.05%		0.86%		1.27%		1.08%		1.06%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-12-2017		119.13%		93.05%		107.64%		111.91%		113.90%		108.51%				19.13%		-6.95%		7.64%		11.91%		13.90%		8.51%						0.99%		0.90%		0.81%		0.92%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-13-2017		119.62%		92.08%		108.96%		112.75%		114.38%		109.00%				19.62%		-7.92%		8.96%		12.75%		14.38%		9.00%						1.02%		1.16%		1.15%		1.07%		1.03%		1.05%		0.97%

				Jun-14-2017		118.47%		92.09%		108.71%		112.43%		113.74%		108.89%				18.47%		-7.91%		8.71%		12.43%		13.74%		8.89%						0.94%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-15-2017		118.47%		91.32%		106.79%		112.29%		113.48%		108.65%				18.47%		-8.68%		6.79%		12.29%		13.48%		8.65%						1.00%		1.11%		0.80%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%

				Jun-16-2017		118.89%		91.72%		107.90%		112.84%		114.07%		108.68%				18.89%		-8.28%		7.90%		12.84%		14.07%		8.68%						1.02%		0.95%		1.14%		1.04%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%

				Jun-19-2017		120.54%		91.49%		108.78%		114.08%		115.25%		109.59%				20.54%		-8.51%		8.78%		14.08%		15.25%		9.59%						1.08%		1.03%		1.10%		1.09%		1.08%		1.09%		1.01%

				Jun-20-2017		120.21%		91.11%		107.36%		112.80%		114.46%		108.85%				20.21%		-8.89%		7.36%		12.80%		14.46%		8.85%						0.98%		1.05%		0.85%		0.92%		0.95%		0.93%		1.01%

				Jun-21-2017		121.26%		90.82%		107.21%		111.61%		114.35%		108.79%				21.26%		-9.18%		7.21%		11.61%		14.35%		8.79%						1.05%		1.04%		0.98%		0.91%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%

				Jun-22-2017		121.02%		90.82%		107.63%		111.73%		114.23%		108.74%				21.02%		-9.18%		7.63%		11.73%		14.23%		8.74%						0.99%		1.00%		1.05%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%

				Jun-23-2017		123.26%		92.90%		109.41%		111.91%		115.54%		108.91%				23.26%		-7.10%		9.41%		11.91%		15.54%		8.91%						1.10%		0.75%		1.21%		1.01%		1.09%		1.02%		0.94%

				Jun-26-2017		123.49%		93.06%		110.33%		112.21%		115.71%		108.94%				23.49%		-6.94%		10.33%		12.21%		15.71%		8.94%						1.01%		0.97%		1.09%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.95%

				Jun-27-2017		123.11%		92.16%		110.72%		111.27%		114.99%		108.06%				23.11%		-7.84%		10.72%		11.27%		14.99%		8.06%						0.98%		1.15%		1.03%		0.93%		0.96%		0.91%		0.98%

				Jun-28-2017		123.20%		92.75%		112.46%		112.20%		115.47%		109.02%				23.20%		-7.25%		12.46%		12.20%		15.47%		9.02%						1.00%		0.91%		1.15%		1.08%		1.03%		1.11%		0.99%

				Jun-29-2017		123.06%		93.17%		111.45%		110.70%		114.67%		108.08%				23.06%		-6.83%		11.45%		10.70%		14.67%		8.08%						0.99%		0.93%		0.92%		0.89%		0.95%		0.91%		1.00%

				Jun-30-2017		123.50%		93.64%		112.84%		112.03%		115.47%		108.24%				23.50%		-6.36%		12.84%		12.03%		15.47%		8.24%						1.02%		0.92%		1.11%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%

				Jul-03-2017		122.15%		94.47%		112.87%		112.40%		115.26%		108.49%				22.15%		-5.53%		12.87%		12.40%		15.26%		8.49%						0.94%		0.85%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.03%		1.01%

				Jul-04-2017		121.72%		94.33%		111.59%		112.33%		114.98%		108.49%				21.72%		-5.67%		11.59%		12.33%		14.98%		8.49%						0.98%		1.03%		0.91%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.04%

				Jul-05-2017		123.56%		94.10%		111.65%		112.28%		115.59%		108.65%				23.56%		-5.90%		11.65%		12.28%		15.59%		8.65%						1.08%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%

				Jul-06-2017		122.44%		93.68%		111.33%		111.81%		114.96%		107.63%				22.44%		-6.32%		11.33%		11.81%		14.96%		7.63%						0.95%		1.09%		0.97%		0.96%		0.96%		0.89%		1.03%

				Jul-07-2017		122.24%		93.32%		111.59%		112.32%		115.10%		108.32%				22.24%		-6.68%		11.59%		12.32%		15.10%		8.32%						0.99%		1.07%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.08%		1.02%

				Jul-10-2017		122.32%		91.95%		111.19%		112.76%		115.14%		108.42%				22.32%		-8.05%		11.19%		12.76%		15.14%		8.42%						1.00%		1.24%		0.97%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%

				Jul-11-2017		123.29%		91.81%		110.63%		112.53%		115.46%		108.34%				23.29%		-8.19%		10.63%		12.53%		15.46%		8.34%						1.04%		1.02%		0.95%		0.98%		1.02%		0.99%		1.03%

				Jul-12-2017		122.89%		90.54%		111.32%		113.38%		115.56%		109.13%				22.89%		-9.46%		11.32%		13.38%		15.56%		9.13%						0.98%		1.18%		1.06%		1.06%		1.01%		1.08%		1.03%

				Jul-13-2017		123.02%		90.73%		111.67%		113.52%		115.68%		109.34%				23.02%		-9.27%		11.67%		13.52%		15.68%		9.34%						1.01%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%

				Jul-14-2017		123.82%		91.05%		111.84%		114.15%		116.31%		109.85%				23.82%		-8.95%		11.84%		14.15%		16.31%		9.85%						1.03%		0.96%		1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.05%		1.03%

				Jul-17-2017		123.84%		91.21%		112.31%		114.02%		116.22%		109.84%				23.84%		-8.79%		12.31%		14.02%		16.22%		9.84%						1.00%		0.98%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.02%

				Jul-18-2017		123.25%		92.03%		111.37%		113.84%		115.96%		109.91%				23.25%		-7.97%		11.37%		13.84%		15.96%		9.91%						0.98%		0.89%		0.93%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%

				Jul-19-2017		123.63%		90.11%		112.32%		114.77%		116.41%		110.50%				23.63%		-9.89%		12.32%		14.77%		16.41%		10.50%						1.02%		1.28%		1.08%		1.06%		1.03%		1.05%		1.05%

				Jul-20-2017		124.45%		90.76%		112.37%		114.30%		116.57%		110.48%				24.45%		-9.24%		12.37%		14.30%		16.57%		10.48%						1.03%		0.93%		1.00%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.09%

				Jul-21-2017		124.11%		90.51%		110.81%		114.19%		116.26%		110.44%				24.11%		-9.49%		10.81%		14.19%		16.26%		10.44%						0.99%		1.03%		0.88%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.13%

				Jul-24-2017		125.01%		90.68%		109.76%		114.48%		116.83%		110.32%				25.01%		-9.32%		9.76%		14.48%		16.83%		10.32%						1.04%		0.98%		0.91%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.14%

				Jul-25-2017		124.76%		91.07%		109.95%		114.61%		116.80%		110.64%				24.76%		-8.93%		9.95%		14.61%		16.80%		10.64%						0.99%		0.95%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.15%

				Jul-26-2017		122.23%		90.48%		109.60%		114.66%		115.96%		110.68%				22.23%		-9.52%		9.60%		14.66%		15.96%		10.68%						0.90%		1.07%		0.97%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.16%

				Jul-27-2017		119.50%		90.88%		112.65%		112.44%		114.67%		110.57%				19.50%		-9.12%		12.65%		12.44%		14.67%		10.57%						0.88%		0.95%		1.29%		0.86%		0.92%		0.99%		1.11%

				Jul-28-2017		119.24%		90.48%		109.74%		111.88%		114.24%		110.42%				19.24%		-9.52%		9.74%		11.88%		14.24%		10.42%						0.99%		1.05%		0.79%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		1.09%

				Jul-31-2017		118.44%		90.66%		109.38%		111.30%		113.79%		110.34%				18.44%		-9.34%		9.38%		11.30%		13.79%		10.34%						0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.06%

				Aug-01-2017		118.06%		91.29%		110.17%		111.96%		114.16%		110.61%				18.06%		-8.71%		10.17%		11.96%		14.16%		10.61%						0.98%		0.92%		1.08%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%

				Aug-02-2017		118.26%		91.39%		108.65%		113.42%		114.84%		110.66%				18.26%		-8.61%		8.65%		13.42%		14.84%		10.66%						1.01%		0.99%		0.86%		1.11%		1.04%		1.00%		1.06%

				Aug-03-2017		117.44%		91.45%		106.94%		113.59%		114.52%		110.42%				17.44%		-8.55%		6.94%		13.59%		14.52%		10.42%						0.96%		0.99%		0.82%		1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		1.06%

				Aug-04-2017		116.52%		91.63%		106.09%		114.18%		114.55%		110.63%				16.52%		-8.37%		6.09%		14.18%		14.55%		10.63%						0.95%		0.98%		0.89%		1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-07-2017		118.17%		91.18%		106.98%		114.00%		114.93%		110.81%				18.17%		-8.82%		6.98%		14.00%		14.93%		10.81%						1.09%		1.06%		1.13%		0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-08-2017		117.68%		90.59%		107.82%		113.48%		114.45%		110.55%				17.68%		-9.41%		7.82%		13.48%		14.45%		10.55%						0.97%		1.08%		1.11%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%

				Aug-09-2017		117.71%		90.86%		107.34%		113.43%		114.50%		110.51%				17.71%		-9.14%		7.34%		13.43%		14.50%		10.51%						1.00%		0.97%		0.95%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%

				Aug-10-2017		116.66%		90.37%		105.23%		112.05%		113.33%		108.91%				16.66%		-9.63%		5.23%		12.05%		13.33%		8.91%						0.94%		1.06%		0.75%		0.90%		0.92%		0.86%		1.04%

				Aug-11-2017		115.45%		90.34%		105.07%		111.53%		112.59%		109.04%				15.45%		-9.66%		5.07%		11.53%		12.59%		9.04%						0.93%		1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		0.95%		1.01%		1.03%

				Aug-14-2017		115.84%		90.80%		106.44%		112.58%		113.44%		110.14%				15.84%		-9.20%		6.44%		12.58%		13.44%		10.14%						1.02%		0.95%		1.23%		1.08%		1.06%		1.11%		1.01%

				Aug-15-2017		114.99%		90.48%		105.41%		111.62%		112.72%		110.08%				14.99%		-9.52%		5.41%		11.62%		12.72%		10.08%						0.95%		1.04%		0.86%		0.93%		0.95%		0.99%		1.01%

				Aug-16-2017		114.02%		90.09%		105.40%		111.74%		112.43%		110.24%				14.02%		-9.91%		5.40%		11.74%		12.43%		10.24%						0.94%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%

				Aug-17-2017		113.54%		90.12%		104.61%		110.06%		111.45%		108.54%				13.54%		-9.88%		4.61%		10.06%		11.45%		8.54%						0.97%		1.00%		0.88%		0.87%		0.93%		0.85%		1.00%

				Aug-18-2017		113.07%		89.35%		104.01%		109.49%		110.79%		108.34%				13.07%		-10.65%		4.01%		9.49%		10.79%		8.34%						0.97%		1.09%		0.89%		0.95%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%

				Aug-21-2017		114.46%		89.03%		103.55%		110.37%		111.45%		108.47%				14.46%		-10.97%		3.55%		10.37%		11.45%		8.47%						1.10%		1.03%		0.91%		1.08%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%

				Aug-22-2017		115.25%		89.02%		104.01%		111.62%		112.38%		109.54%				15.25%		-10.98%		4.01%		11.62%		12.38%		9.54%						1.05%		1.00%		1.10%		1.11%		1.07%		1.11%		0.99%

				Aug-23-2017		115.13%		87.89%		105.23%		111.30%		112.09%		109.17%				15.13%		-12.11%		5.23%		11.30%		12.09%		9.17%						0.99%		1.11%		1.24%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.99%

				Aug-24-2017		115.33%		87.25%		104.59%		111.24%		112.03%		108.94%				15.33%		-12.75%		4.59%		11.24%		12.03%		8.94%						1.01%		1.06%		0.90%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%

				Aug-25-2017		116.32%		87.63%		105.84%		111.82%		112.78%		109.12%				16.32%		-12.37%		5.84%		11.82%		12.78%		9.12%						1.06%		0.97%		1.22%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%		1.00%

				Aug-28-2017		116.90%		87.04%		106.73%		111.96%		113.05%		109.18%				16.90%		-12.96%		6.73%		11.96%		13.05%		9.18%						1.03%		1.05%		1.13%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%

				Aug-29-2017		116.77%		87.07%		106.74%		112.08%		113.10%		109.27%				16.77%		-12.93%		6.74%		12.08%		13.10%		9.27%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.97%

				Aug-30-2017		117.49%		87.51%		107.62%		112.47%		113.58%		109.77%				17.49%		-12.49%		7.62%		12.47%		13.58%		9.77%						1.04%		0.96%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.01%

				Aug-31-2017		117.26%		88.45%		108.83%		113.15%		113.89%		110.40%				17.26%		-11.55%		8.83%		13.15%		13.89%		10.40%						0.99%		0.92%		1.14%		1.05%		1.02%		1.06%		1.01%

				Sep-01-2017		117.38%		88.84%		109.74%		113.28%		114.00%		110.62%				17.38%		-11.16%		9.74%		13.28%		14.00%		10.62%						1.01%		0.96%		1.09%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.99%

				Sep-04-2017		118.01%		88.83%		109.06%		113.19%		114.18%		110.62%				18.01%		-11.17%		9.06%		13.19%		14.18%		10.62%						1.03%		1.00%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%

				Sep-05-2017		118.16%		88.60%		108.72%		112.84%		113.98%		109.78%				18.16%		-11.40%		8.72%		12.84%		13.98%		9.78%						1.01%		1.02%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.93%		1.00%

				Sep-06-2017		117.36%		88.69%		108.82%		113.16%		113.95%		110.13%				17.36%		-11.31%		8.82%		13.16%		13.95%		10.13%						0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		1.01%

				Sep-07-2017		117.76%		88.46%		108.97%		113.60%		114.46%		110.11%				17.76%		-11.54%		8.97%		13.60%		14.46%		10.11%						1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.05%

				Sep-08-2017		117.86%		89.24%		108.96%		113.91%		114.78%		109.94%				17.86%		-10.76%		8.96%		13.91%		14.78%		9.94%						1.01%		0.93%		1.00%		1.02%		1.02%		0.98%		1.03%

				Sep-11-2017		117.36%		89.10%		108.82%		114.87%		115.02%		111.13%				17.36%		-10.90%		8.82%		14.87%		15.02%		11.13%						0.97%		1.01%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.11%		1.02%

				Sep-12-2017		117.99%		89.88%		109.73%		115.29%		115.46%		111.51%				17.99%		-10.12%		9.73%		15.29%		15.46%		11.51%						1.03%		0.92%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.04%

				Sep-13-2017		119.04%		90.02%		109.44%		114.79%		115.65%		111.59%				19.04%		-9.98%		9.44%		14.79%		15.65%		11.59%						1.06%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%

				Sep-14-2017		118.63%		90.08%		109.05%		114.73%		115.38%		111.47%				18.63%		-9.92%		9.05%		14.73%		15.38%		11.47%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%

				Sep-15-2017		120.00%		89.99%		109.14%		115.66%		116.54%		111.68%				20.00%		-10.01%		9.14%		15.66%		16.54%		11.68%						1.07%		1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.07%		1.02%		1.03%

				Sep-18-2017		119.69%		92.70%		109.87%		115.45%		116.70%		111.84%				19.69%		-7.30%		9.87%		15.45%		16.70%		11.84%						0.99%		0.70%		1.07%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.03%

				Sep-19-2017		119.40%		92.53%		109.22%		115.34%		116.63%		111.96%				19.40%		-7.47%		9.22%		15.34%		16.63%		11.96%						0.99%		1.03%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.04%

				Sep-20-2017		120.76%		93.55%		109.61%		116.16%		117.57%		112.03%				20.76%		-6.45%		9.61%		16.16%		17.57%		12.03%						1.07%		0.84%		1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%

				Sep-21-2017		121.00%		94.66%		109.79%		116.98%		118.19%		111.69%				21.00%		-5.34%		9.79%		16.98%		18.19%		11.69%						1.01%		0.80%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		0.97%		1.02%

				Sep-22-2017		121.74%		94.89%		110.76%		117.54%		118.90%		111.76%				21.74%		-5.11%		10.76%		17.54%		18.90%		11.76%						1.03%		0.95%		1.09%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%

				Sep-25-2017		121.24%		95.37%		110.74%		116.93%		118.34%		111.52%				21.24%		-4.63%		10.74%		16.93%		18.34%		11.52%						0.98%		0.88%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%

				Sep-26-2017		120.94%		95.64%		110.53%		116.79%		117.92%		111.52%				20.94%		-4.36%		10.53%		16.79%		17.92%		11.52%						0.99%		0.93%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.04%

				Sep-27-2017		121.23%		95.80%		110.50%		116.58%		118.09%		111.98%				21.23%		-4.20%		10.50%		16.58%		18.09%		11.98%						1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.05%

				Sep-28-2017		121.40%		96.98%		111.27%		116.81%		118.56%		112.12%				21.40%		-3.02%		11.27%		16.81%		18.56%		12.12%						1.01%		0.63%		1.07%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.05%

				Sep-29-2017		122.46%		96.99%		111.04%		117.62%		119.37%		112.53%				22.46%		-3.01%		11.04%		17.62%		19.37%		12.53%						1.05%		1.00%		0.98%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%

				Oct-02-2017		122.85%		97.51%		111.89%		118.56%		120.10%		112.97%				22.85%		-2.49%		11.89%		18.56%		20.10%		12.97%						1.02%		0.74%		1.07%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%

				Oct-03-2017		123.12%		97.77%		111.96%		118.62%		120.27%		113.21%				23.12%		-2.23%		11.96%		18.62%		20.27%		13.21%						1.01%		0.83%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%

				Oct-04-2017		123.80%		99.79%		111.73%		119.15%		120.93%		113.35%				23.80%		-0.21%		11.73%		19.15%		20.93%		13.35%						1.03%		-0.64%		0.98%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.05%

				Oct-05-2017		123.89%		99.80%		111.91%		119.14%		120.90%		113.99%				23.89%		-0.20%		11.91%		19.14%		20.90%		13.99%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.06%

				Oct-06-2017		123.98%		98.78%		111.74%		119.26%		120.92%		113.87%				23.98%		-1.22%		11.74%		19.26%		20.92%		13.87%						1.00%		-0.28%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.05%

				Oct-09-2017		125.65%		98.55%		111.03%		119.08%		121.58%		113.66%				25.65%		-1.45%		11.03%		19.08%		21.58%		13.66%						1.07%		2.05%		0.94%		0.99%		1.03%		0.99%		1.05%

				Oct-10-2017		126.79%		97.70%		111.23%		119.26%		121.81%		113.93%				26.79%		-2.30%		11.23%		19.26%		21.81%		13.93%						1.04%		2.89%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.05%

				Oct-11-2017		126.84%		97.91%		111.34%		119.15%		121.84%		114.13%				26.84%		-2.09%		11.34%		19.15%		21.84%		14.13%						1.00%		0.84%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.06%

				Oct-12-2017		127.93%		99.55%		111.05%		119.49%		122.63%		113.94%				27.93%		-0.45%		11.05%		19.49%		22.63%		13.94%						1.04%		-0.50%		0.98%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.08%

				Oct-13-2017		128.52%		99.99%		111.72%		119.84%		123.06%		114.04%				28.52%		-0.01%		11.72%		19.84%		23.06%		14.04%						1.02%		1.80%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-16-2017		128.17%		100.32%		111.48%		120.10%		123.08%		114.24%				28.17%		0.32%		11.48%		20.10%		23.08%		14.24%						0.99%		1.33%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-17-2017		128.53%		104.00%		110.02%		120.44%		123.94%		114.32%				28.53%		4.00%		10.02%		20.44%		23.94%		14.32%						1.01%		3.79%		0.88%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.09%

				Oct-18-2017		128.79%		104.75%		110.87%		120.07%		124.11%		114.40%				28.79%		4.75%		10.87%		20.07%		24.11%		14.40%						1.01%		1.15%		1.08%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-19-2017		129.23%		103.85%		109.31%		120.50%		124.21%		114.44%				29.23%		3.85%		9.31%		20.50%		24.21%		14.44%						1.01%		0.84%		0.87%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.07%

				Oct-20-2017		128.61%		104.31%		109.54%		121.68%		124.56%		115.02%				28.61%		4.31%		9.54%		21.68%		24.56%		15.02%						0.98%		1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		1.08%

				Oct-23-2017		129.30%		105.77%		109.27%		122.16%		125.28%		114.57%				29.30%		5.77%		9.27%		22.16%		25.28%		14.57%						1.02%		1.27%		0.97%		1.02%		1.03%		0.97%		1.09%

				Oct-24-2017		131.09%		103.97%		108.58%		122.74%		126.01%		114.75%				31.09%		3.97%		8.58%		22.74%		26.01%		14.75%						1.06%		0.73%		0.93%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.08%

				Oct-25-2017		131.84%		103.96%		108.61%		122.16%		126.21%		114.22%				31.84%		3.96%		8.61%		22.16%		26.21%		14.22%						1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		1.10%

				Oct-26-2017		131.78%		104.65%		112.47%		122.95%		126.56%		114.36%				31.78%		4.65%		12.47%		22.95%		26.56%		14.36%						1.00%		1.14%		1.40%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.10%

				Oct-27-2017		132.74%		104.32%		115.74%		123.34%		127.18%		115.29%				32.74%		4.32%		15.74%		23.34%		27.18%		15.29%						1.03%		0.94%		1.24%		1.02%		1.02%		1.06%		1.09%

				Oct-30-2017		132.80%		104.50%		115.63%		122.73%		126.95%		114.92%				32.80%		4.50%		15.63%		22.73%		26.95%		14.92%						1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		0.97%		0.99%		0.98%		1.08%

				Oct-31-2017		131.89%		104.25%		117.13%		121.12%		125.92%		115.03%				31.89%		4.25%		17.13%		21.12%		25.92%		15.03%						0.97%		0.95%		1.09%		0.93%		0.96%		1.01%		1.10%

				Nov-01-2017		131.29%		103.84%		116.41%		121.90%		126.09%		115.21%				31.29%		3.84%		16.41%		21.90%		26.09%		15.21%						0.98%		0.92%		0.96%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.13%

				Nov-02-2017		131.62%		104.48%		116.56%		121.34%		126.15%		115.23%				31.62%		4.48%		16.56%		21.34%		26.15%		15.23%						1.01%		1.13%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.16%

				Nov-03-2017		130.92%		104.70%		117.00%		121.57%		126.03%		115.59%				30.92%		4.70%		17.00%		21.57%		26.03%		15.59%						0.98%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.15%

				Nov-06-2017		133.90%		105.20%		117.15%		122.26%		127.58%		115.74%				33.90%		5.20%		17.15%		22.26%		27.58%		15.74%						1.09%		1.09%		1.01%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.16%

				Nov-07-2017		134.02%		105.54%		116.07%		122.08%		127.56%		115.71%				34.02%		5.54%		16.07%		22.08%		27.56%		15.71%						1.00%		1.05%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.17%

				Nov-08-2017		133.37%		105.89%		115.40%		121.79%		127.14%		115.88%				33.37%		5.89%		15.40%		21.79%		27.14%		15.88%						0.98%		1.05%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.20%

				Nov-09-2017		132.27%		105.13%		113.51%		118.98%		125.68%		115.45%				32.27%		5.13%		13.51%		18.98%		25.68%		15.45%						0.97%		0.89%		0.88%		0.88%		0.95%		0.97%		1.21%

				Nov-10-2017		131.97%		104.69%		114.82%		118.55%		125.77%		115.34%				31.97%		4.69%		14.82%		18.55%		25.77%		15.34%						0.99%		0.93%		1.09%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.22%

				Nov-13-2017		130.88%		103.26%		113.33%		118.25%		125.20%		115.46%				30.88%		3.26%		13.33%		18.25%		25.20%		15.46%						0.97%		0.75%		0.91%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.21%

				Nov-14-2017		129.58%		103.42%		112.22%		118.83%		125.00%		115.19%				29.58%		3.42%		12.22%		18.83%		25.00%		15.19%						0.96%		1.04%		0.92%		1.03%		0.99%		0.98%		1.22%

				Nov-15-2017		129.22%		103.62%		111.33%		117.80%		124.32%		114.55%				29.22%		3.62%		11.33%		17.80%		24.32%		14.55%						0.99%		1.05%		0.93%		0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		1.24%

				Nov-16-2017		131.08%		104.31%		112.72%		118.58%		125.53%		115.49%				31.08%		4.31%		12.72%		18.58%		25.53%		15.49%						1.06%		1.15%		1.11%		1.04%		1.05%		1.06%		1.23%

				Nov-17-2017		132.05%		104.03%		112.44%		118.72%		125.89%		115.19%				32.05%		4.03%		12.44%		18.72%		25.89%		15.19%						1.03%		0.95%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.25%

				Nov-20-2017		131.96%		104.17%		112.91%		119.37%		126.35%		115.33%				31.96%		4.17%		12.91%		19.37%		26.35%		15.33%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.26%

				Nov-21-2017		135.18%		104.32%		113.90%		120.53%		128.38%		116.09%				35.18%		4.32%		13.90%		20.53%		28.38%		16.09%						1.10%		1.03%		1.07%		1.06%		1.07%		1.05%		1.28%

				Nov-22-2017		135.04%		104.52%		113.87%		120.89%		128.32%		116.00%				35.04%		4.52%		13.87%		20.89%		28.32%		16.00%						1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		0.99%		1.28%

				Nov-23-2017		132.21%		104.59%		114.89%		120.99%		127.26%		116.00%				32.21%		4.59%		14.89%		20.99%		27.26%		16.00%						0.92%		1.01%		1.07%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-24-2017		132.83%		104.58%		114.26%		121.47%		127.73%		116.24%				32.83%		4.58%		14.26%		21.47%		27.73%		16.24%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.27%

				Nov-27-2017		131.67%		105.40%		113.54%		121.61%		127.35%		116.20%				31.67%		5.40%		13.54%		21.61%		27.35%		16.20%						0.97%		1.15%		0.95%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.26%

				Nov-28-2017		133.65%		106.77%		114.92%		124.05%		129.34%		117.34%				33.65%		6.77%		14.92%		24.05%		29.34%		17.34%						1.06%		1.21%		1.09%		1.11%		1.07%		1.07%		1.25%

				Nov-29-2017		131.67%		108.78%		116.86%		123.15%		128.42%		117.30%				31.67%		8.78%		16.86%		23.15%		28.42%		17.30%						0.94%		1.26%		1.12%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.28%

				Nov-30-2017		131.11%		109.77%		117.43%		124.44%		129.18%		118.26%				31.11%		9.77%		17.43%		24.44%		29.18%		18.26%						0.98%		1.10%		1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.05%		1.27%

				Dec-01-2017		130.58%		109.67%		116.89%		123.17%		128.28%		118.02%				30.58%		9.67%		16.89%		23.17%		28.28%		18.02%						0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.25%

				Dec-04-2017		130.94%		111.61%		117.80%		122.84%		128.49%		117.89%				30.94%		11.61%		17.80%		22.84%		28.49%		17.89%						1.01%		1.18%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		1.25%

				Dec-05-2017		131.31%		111.37%		116.72%		122.52%		128.49%		117.45%				31.31%		11.37%		16.72%		22.52%		28.49%		17.45%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.28%

				Dec-06-2017		130.23%		110.36%		115.76%		122.26%		127.72%		117.44%				30.23%		10.36%		15.76%		22.26%		27.72%		17.44%						0.97%		0.92%		0.95%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.28%

				Dec-07-2017		129.05%		109.47%		116.21%		122.94%		127.49%		117.78%				29.05%		9.47%		16.21%		22.94%		27.49%		17.78%						0.96%		0.92%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		1.02%		1.28%

				Dec-08-2017		130.55%		109.90%		116.94%		123.46%		128.47%		118.43%				30.55%		9.90%		16.94%		23.46%		28.47%		18.43%						1.05%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.27%

				Dec-11-2017		134.06%		109.58%		117.19%		123.52%		129.82%		118.81%				34.06%		9.58%		17.19%		23.52%		29.82%		18.81%						1.11%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.05%		1.02%		1.26%

				Dec-12-2017		133.83%		109.00%		116.58%		124.10%		129.80%		119.00%				33.83%		9.00%		16.58%		24.10%		29.80%		19.00%						0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.31%

				Dec-13-2017		135.32%		109.35%		116.34%		124.97%		131.10%		118.94%				35.32%		9.35%		16.34%		24.97%		31.10%		18.94%						1.04%		1.04%		0.99%		1.03%		1.04%		1.00%		1.32%

				Dec-14-2017		134.43%		109.02%		114.49%		123.30%		129.78%		118.46%				34.43%		9.02%		14.49%		23.30%		29.78%		18.46%						0.98%		0.97%		0.89%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		1.28%

				Dec-15-2017		133.50%		109.63%		115.74%		123.83%		129.85%		119.52%				33.50%		9.63%		15.74%		23.83%		29.85%		19.52%						0.97%		1.06%		1.08%		1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		1.30%

				Dec-18-2017		136.11%		110.63%		117.13%		124.86%		131.58%		120.16%				36.11%		10.63%		17.13%		24.86%		31.58%		20.16%						1.08%		1.09%		1.08%		1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.29%

				Dec-19-2017		135.41%		110.79%		116.58%		124.71%		131.23%		119.77%				35.41%		10.79%		16.58%		24.71%		31.23%		19.77%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.36%

				Dec-20-2017		135.86%		112.01%		117.00%		125.10%		131.73%		119.67%				35.86%		12.01%		17.00%		25.10%		31.73%		19.67%						1.01%		1.10%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.35%

				Dec-21-2017		137.47%		112.71%		117.23%		125.24%		132.45%		119.91%				37.47%		12.71%		17.23%		25.24%		32.45%		19.91%						1.04%		1.05%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.36%

				Dec-22-2017		137.99%		112.86%		115.92%		125.27%		132.63%		119.85%				37.99%		12.86%		15.92%		25.27%		32.63%		19.85%						1.01%		1.01%		0.93%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.33%

				Dec-25-2017		139.54%		112.86%		115.92%		125.27%		133.26%		119.85%				39.54%		12.86%		15.92%		25.27%		33.26%		19.85%						1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.31%

				Dec-26-2017		137.88%		113.14%		116.32%		125.23%		132.67%		119.73%				37.88%		13.14%		16.32%		25.23%		32.67%		19.73%						0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.31%

				Dec-27-2017		135.97%		113.20%		116.43%		125.47%		132.02%		119.82%				35.97%		13.20%		16.43%		25.47%		32.02%		19.82%						0.95%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.45%

				Dec-28-2017		137.24%		113.04%		116.35%		125.74%		132.60%		120.04%				37.24%		13.04%		16.35%		25.74%		32.60%		20.04%						1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.42%

				Dec-29-2017		137.48%		112.93%		115.84%		125.19%		132.38%		119.42%				37.48%		12.93%		15.84%		25.19%		32.38%		19.42%						1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		1.37%

				Jan-02-2018		138.40%		113.00%		116.27%		126.01%		133.20%		120.41%				38.40%		13.00%		16.27%		26.01%		33.20%		20.41%						1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%		1.37%

				Jan-03-2018		138.66%		112.78%		117.40%		126.61%		133.45%		121.18%				38.66%		12.78%		17.40%		26.61%		33.45%		21.18%						1.01%		0.98%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		1.42%

				Jan-04-2018		142.06%		113.46%		117.75%		128.24%		135.58%		121.67%				42.06%		13.46%		17.75%		28.24%		35.58%		21.67%						1.09%		1.05%		1.02%		1.06%		1.06%		1.02%		1.39%

				Jan-05-2018		141.66%		114.18%		117.51%		128.41%		136.00%		122.53%				41.66%		14.18%		17.51%		28.41%		36.00%		22.53%						0.99%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.39%

				Jan-08-2018		142.43%		113.98%		117.60%		128.41%		136.15%		122.73%				42.43%		13.98%		17.60%		28.41%		36.15%		22.73%						1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.37%

				Jan-09-2018		143.79%		113.64%		116.93%		128.98%		137.01%		122.89%				43.79%		13.64%		16.93%		28.98%		37.01%		22.89%						1.03%		0.98%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.43%

				Jan-10-2018		145.14%		113.45%		116.62%		129.49%		137.73%		122.75%				45.14%		13.45%		16.62%		29.49%		37.73%		22.75%						1.03%		0.99%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		1.42%

				Jan-11-2018		145.11%		114.71%		117.71%		130.24%		138.18%		123.62%				45.11%		14.71%		17.71%		30.24%		38.18%		23.62%						1.00%		1.09%		1.06%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		1.40%

				Jan-12-2018		146.56%		114.13%		119.86%		131.10%		139.20%		124.45%				46.56%		14.13%		19.86%		31.10%		39.20%		24.45%						1.03%		0.96%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.41%

				Jan-15-2018		147.49%		114.44%		119.63%		131.11%		139.61%		124.45%				47.49%		14.44%		19.63%		31.11%		39.61%		24.45%						1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.41%

				Jan-16-2018		147.59%		116.79%		117.22%		130.43%		139.35%		124.01%				47.59%		16.79%		17.22%		30.43%		39.35%		24.01%						1.00%		1.15%		0.88%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.41%

				Jan-17-2018		145.26%		116.08%		117.96%		130.25%		138.43%		125.18%				45.26%		16.08%		17.96%		30.25%		38.43%		25.18%						0.95%		0.96%		1.04%		0.99%		0.98%		1.05%		1.43%

				Jan-18-2018		145.34%		116.43%		117.82%		131.02%		138.99%		124.98%				45.34%		16.43%		17.82%		31.02%		38.99%		24.98%						1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		1.42%

				Jan-19-2018		145.00%		117.02%		119.00%		131.26%		139.21%		125.53%				45.00%		17.02%		19.00%		31.26%		39.21%		25.53%						0.99%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.43%

				Jan-22-2018		148.54%		117.01%		118.41%		131.15%		140.49%		126.54%				48.54%		17.01%		18.41%		31.15%		40.49%		26.54%						1.08%		1.00%		0.97%		1.00%		1.03%		1.04%		1.42%

				Jan-23-2018		150.87%		116.63%		118.43%		132.18%		141.61%		126.81%				50.87%		16.63%		18.43%		32.18%		41.61%		26.81%						1.05%		0.98%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.43%

				Jan-24-2018		149.73%		123.67%		117.95%		131.69%		141.62%		126.74%				49.73%		23.67%		17.95%		31.69%		41.62%		26.74%						0.98%		1.40%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.42%

				Jan-25-2018		150.07%		125.85%		117.25%		132.54%		142.41%		126.82%				50.07%		25.85%		17.25%		32.54%		42.41%		26.82%						1.01%		1.09%		0.96%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.41%

				Jan-26-2018		151.05%		126.46%		116.52%		134.72%		143.89%		128.32%				51.05%		26.46%		16.52%		34.72%		43.89%		28.32%						1.02%		1.02%		0.96%		1.06%		1.03%		1.05%		1.40%

				Jan-29-2018		147.57%		124.67%		115.45%		132.23%		141.10%		127.46%				47.57%		24.67%		15.45%		32.23%		41.10%		27.46%						0.93%		0.93%		0.94%		0.93%		0.94%		0.97%		1.39%

				Jan-30-2018		145.94%		124.37%		114.22%		130.57%		139.61%		126.07%				45.94%		24.37%		14.22%		30.57%		39.61%		26.07%						0.97%		0.99%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		0.95%		1.43%

				Jan-31-2018		146.88%		123.58%		114.18%		130.30%		139.95%		126.13%				46.88%		23.58%		14.18%		30.30%		39.95%		26.13%						1.02%		0.97%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.42%

				Feb-01-2018		147.69%		122.59%		114.80%		130.59%		140.17%		126.05%				47.69%		22.59%		14.80%		30.59%		40.17%		26.05%						1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.44%

				Feb-02-2018		146.91%		120.89%		112.89%		127.88%		138.15%		123.37%				46.91%		20.89%		12.89%		27.88%		38.15%		23.37%						0.98%		0.93%		0.88%		0.91%		0.95%		0.90%		1.46%

				Feb-05-2018		140.79%		119.60%		108.66%		123.55%		133.50%		118.32%				40.79%		19.60%		8.66%		23.55%		33.50%		18.32%						0.87%		0.94%		0.70%		0.85%		0.88%		0.79%		1.46%

				Feb-06-2018		138.28%		119.88%		107.79%		123.92%		132.65%		120.38%				38.28%		19.88%		7.79%		23.92%		32.65%		20.38%						0.94%		1.01%		0.91%		1.02%		0.98%		1.11%		1.49%

				Feb-07-2018		135.77%		120.39%		108.26%		123.88%		131.68%		119.78%				35.77%		20.39%		8.26%		23.88%		31.68%		19.78%						0.94%		1.02%		1.05%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		1.50%

				Feb-08-2018		135.06%		119.40%		105.62%		119.30%		128.92%		115.28%				35.06%		19.40%		5.62%		19.30%		28.92%		15.28%						0.98%		0.95%		0.71%		0.82%		0.92%		0.78%		1.53%

				Feb-09-2018		132.99%		120.63%		107.05%		121.00%		129.29%		117.01%				32.99%		20.63%		7.05%		21.00%		29.29%		17.01%						0.94%		1.06%		1.22%		1.08%		1.01%		1.11%		1.53%

				Feb-12-2018		136.36%		121.08%		106.68%		123.08%		131.55%		118.63%				36.36%		21.08%		6.68%		23.08%		31.55%		18.63%						1.10%		1.02%		0.95%		1.09%		1.07%		1.09%		1.53%

				Feb-13-2018		136.99%		121.49%		106.88%		122.54%		131.57%		118.94%				36.99%		21.49%		6.88%		22.54%		31.57%		18.94%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		0.98%		1.00%		1.02%		1.61%

				Feb-14-2018		139.28%		120.57%		109.07%		124.04%		133.28%		120.54%				39.28%		20.57%		9.07%		24.04%		33.28%		20.54%						1.06%		0.96%		1.28%		1.06%		1.05%		1.08%		1.57%

				Feb-15-2018		140.78%		121.88%		109.15%		125.88%		134.88%		121.99%				40.78%		21.88%		9.15%		25.88%		34.88%		21.99%						1.04%		1.06%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.07%		1.56%

				Feb-16-2018		141.64%		121.40%		110.90%		126.79%		135.68%		122.04%				41.64%		21.40%		10.90%		26.79%		35.68%		22.04%						1.02%		0.98%		1.17%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.56%

				Feb-19-2018		141.67%		121.38%		110.70%		126.72%		135.65%		122.04%				41.67%		21.38%		10.70%		26.72%		35.65%		22.04%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.59%

				Feb-20-2018		140.50%		118.37%		110.20%		126.18%		134.66%		121.32%				40.50%		18.37%		10.20%		26.18%		34.66%		21.32%						0.97%		0.87%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		1.59%

				Feb-21-2018		140.52%		117.80%		109.70%		126.17%		134.59%		120.66%				40.52%		17.80%		9.70%		26.17%		34.59%		20.66%						1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		1.64%

				Feb-22-2018		141.96%		118.25%		110.48%		125.98%		135.11%		120.78%				41.96%		18.25%		10.48%		25.98%		35.11%		20.78%						1.03%		1.02%		1.07%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.62%

				Feb-23-2018		142.53%		118.33%		110.96%		127.14%		135.78%		122.71%				42.53%		18.33%		10.96%		27.14%		35.78%		22.71%						1.01%		1.00%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.09%		1.61%

				Feb-26-2018		143.00%		119.74%		111.37%		128.19%		136.76%		124.15%				43.00%		19.74%		11.37%		28.19%		36.76%		24.15%						1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.06%		1.61%

				Feb-27-2018		139.57%		117.70%		110.28%		126.47%		134.32%		122.58%				39.57%		17.70%		10.28%		26.47%		34.32%		22.58%						0.92%		0.90%		0.91%		0.94%		0.94%		0.94%		1.65%

				Feb-28-2018		138.03%		116.52%		110.64%		124.05%		132.55%		121.22%				38.03%		16.52%		10.64%		24.05%		32.55%		21.22%						0.96%		0.94%		1.03%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		1.64%

				Mar-01-2018		135.54%		115.46%		109.15%		120.93%		129.89%		119.60%				35.54%		15.46%		9.15%		20.93%		29.89%		19.60%						0.94%		0.94%		0.87%		0.88%		0.92%		0.93%		1.63%

				Mar-02-2018		136.17%		115.58%		109.36%		121.26%		130.25%		120.21%				36.17%		15.58%		9.36%		21.26%		30.25%		20.21%						1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.60%

				Mar-05-2018		136.68%		116.79%		109.28%		122.54%		131.12%		121.53%				36.68%		16.79%		9.28%		22.54%		31.12%		21.53%						1.01%		1.07%		0.99%		1.06%		1.03%		1.06%		1.62%

				Mar-06-2018		138.11%		118.21%		111.32%		123.68%		132.44%		121.85%				38.11%		18.21%		11.32%		23.68%		32.44%		21.85%						1.04%		1.08%		1.20%		1.05%		1.04%		1.01%		1.67%

				Mar-07-2018		137.30%		118.89%		113.13%		123.82%		132.42%		121.80%				37.30%		18.89%		13.13%		23.82%		32.42%		21.80%						0.98%		1.04%		1.15%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.65%

				Mar-08-2018		140.18%		121.19%		113.45%		125.06%		134.41%		122.34%				40.18%		21.19%		13.45%		25.06%		34.41%		22.34%						1.08%		1.12%		1.02%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%		1.65%

				Mar-09-2018		142.44%		122.73%		112.69%		127.63%		136.66%		124.47%				42.44%		22.73%		12.69%		27.63%		36.66%		24.47%						1.05%		1.07%		0.95%		1.10%		1.06%		1.09%		1.64%

				Mar-12-2018		143.30%		122.59%		111.51%		126.58%		136.33%		124.31%				43.30%		22.59%		11.51%		26.58%		36.33%		24.31%						1.02%		0.99%		0.91%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		1.64%

				Mar-13-2018		144.11%		122.07%		111.21%		126.06%		136.25%		123.52%				44.11%		22.07%		11.21%		26.06%		36.25%		23.52%						1.02%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		1.68%

				Mar-14-2018		142.27%		123.00%		110.52%		124.45%		135.15%		122.81%				42.27%		23.00%		10.52%		24.45%		35.15%		22.81%						0.96%		1.04%		0.94%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.70%

				Mar-15-2018		143.87%		123.52%		110.47%		124.87%		136.15%		122.71%				43.87%		23.52%		10.47%		24.87%		36.15%		22.71%						1.04%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		1.73%

				Mar-16-2018		141.41%		124.22%		110.28%		125.43%		135.62%		122.92%				41.41%		24.22%		10.28%		25.43%		35.62%		22.92%						0.95%		1.03%		0.98%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.74%

				Mar-19-2018		140.42%		124.06%		108.72%		123.71%		134.27%		121.18%				40.42%		24.06%		8.72%		23.71%		34.27%		21.18%						0.98%		0.99%		0.86%		0.93%		0.96%		0.93%		1.75%

				Mar-20-2018		139.41%		123.67%		108.07%		123.61%		133.89%		121.36%				39.41%		23.67%		8.07%		23.61%		33.89%		21.36%						0.98%		0.98%		0.93%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.77%

				Mar-21-2018		138.80%		124.64%		108.27%		124.54%		134.14%		121.13%				38.80%		24.64%		8.27%		24.54%		34.14%		21.13%						0.98%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		1.78%

				Mar-22-2018		136.55%		123.28%		106.42%		120.99%		131.25%		118.08%				36.55%		23.28%		6.42%		20.99%		31.25%		18.08%						0.94%		0.95%		0.80%		0.86%		0.92%		0.86%		1.71%

				Mar-23-2018		133.19%		121.54%		104.10%		118.20%		128.37%		115.61%				33.19%		21.54%		4.10%		18.20%		28.37%		15.61%						0.91%		0.93%		0.69%		0.87%		0.91%		0.87%		1.69%

				Mar-26-2018		133.94%		123.20%		105.09%		120.63%		130.08%		118.75%				33.94%		23.20%		5.09%		20.63%		30.08%		18.75%						1.02%		1.07%		1.19%		1.13%		1.06%		1.19%		1.71%

				Mar-27-2018		133.20%		122.24%		105.02%		119.12%		129.00%		116.70%				33.20%		22.24%		5.02%		19.12%		29.00%		16.70%						0.98%		0.96%		0.99%		0.93%		0.97%		0.90%		1.76%

				Mar-28-2018		129.89%		122.82%		105.40%		117.67%		126.92%		116.36%				29.89%		22.82%		5.40%		17.67%		26.92%		16.36%						0.90%		1.02%		1.06%		0.93%		0.93%		0.98%		1.74%

				Mar-29-2018		133.75%		124.32%		107.00%		119.10%		129.26%		117.96%				33.75%		24.32%		7.00%		19.10%		29.26%		17.96%						1.12%		1.06%		1.25%		1.08%		1.08%		1.09%		1.70%

				Mar-30-2018		133.32%		124.32%		107.00%		119.10%		129.09%		117.96%				33.32%		24.32%		7.00%		19.10%		29.09%		17.96%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.70%

				Apr-02-2018		130.12%		123.23%		105.44%		116.85%		126.71%		115.32%				30.12%		23.23%		5.44%		16.85%		26.71%		15.32%						0.91%		0.96%		0.81%		0.89%		0.92%		0.86%		1.70%

				Apr-03-2018		130.41%		124.23%		106.28%		118.05%		127.50%		116.78%				30.41%		24.23%		6.28%		18.05%		27.50%		16.78%						1.01%		1.04%		1.13%		1.07%		1.03%		1.09%		1.74%

				Apr-04-2018		131.30%		125.24%		106.44%		118.23%		127.93%		118.13%				31.30%		25.24%		6.44%		18.23%		27.93%		18.13%						1.03%		1.04%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.08%		1.72%

				Apr-05-2018		131.77%		126.12%		107.94%		119.22%		128.94%		118.94%				31.77%		26.12%		7.94%		19.22%		28.94%		18.94%						1.01%		1.03%		1.20%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.68%

				Apr-06-2018		130.03%		124.68%		106.37%		116.39%		126.70%		116.33%				30.03%		24.68%		6.37%		16.39%		26.70%		16.33%						0.95%		0.95%		0.82%		0.86%		0.93%		0.87%		1.69%

				Apr-09-2018		128.30%		124.49%		105.98%		116.31%		126.02%		116.72%				28.30%		24.49%		5.98%		16.31%		26.02%		16.72%						0.94%		0.99%		0.95%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.70%

				Apr-10-2018		131.07%		125.78%		107.60%		118.31%		128.34%		118.67%				31.07%		25.78%		7.60%		18.31%		28.34%		18.67%						1.09%		1.05%		1.23%		1.12%		1.09%		1.11%		1.73%

				Apr-11-2018		131.72%		123.76%		106.25%		117.88%		127.93%		118.02%				31.72%		23.76%		6.25%		17.88%		27.93%		18.02%						1.02%		0.92%		0.84%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		1.71%

				Apr-12-2018		130.88%		125.46%		107.09%		119.44%		128.70%		118.99%				30.88%		25.46%		7.09%		19.44%		28.70%		18.99%						0.97%		1.07%		1.12%		1.08%		1.03%		1.05%		1.70%

				Apr-13-2018		130.78%		124.00%		106.98%		119.17%		128.38%		118.65%				30.78%		24.00%		6.98%		19.17%		28.38%		18.65%						1.00%		0.94%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.72%

				Apr-16-2018		130.18%		125.17%		107.83%		119.93%		128.54%		119.61%				30.18%		25.17%		7.83%		19.93%		28.54%		19.61%						0.98%		1.05%		1.11%		1.04%		1.01%		1.05%		1.73%

				Apr-17-2018		129.96%		125.50%		108.20%		121.13%		129.29%		120.88%				29.96%		25.50%		8.20%		21.13%		29.29%		20.88%						0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.06%		1.76%

				Apr-18-2018		129.56%		126.05%		109.69%		121.76%		129.55%		120.98%				29.56%		26.05%		9.69%		21.76%		29.55%		20.98%						0.99%		1.02%		1.16%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.77%

				Apr-19-2018		131.68%		130.75%		108.95%		120.65%		130.44%		120.29%				31.68%		30.75%		8.95%		20.65%		30.44%		20.29%						1.07%		1.17%		0.93%		0.95%		1.03%		0.97%		1.78%

				Apr-20-2018		131.21%		128.40%		108.37%		121.29%		130.24%		119.27%				31.21%		28.40%		8.37%		21.29%		30.24%		19.27%						0.99%		0.93%		0.94%		1.03%		0.99%		0.95%		1.79%

				Apr-23-2018		131.18%		127.74%		107.74%		120.46%		129.70%		119.27%				31.18%		27.74%		7.74%		20.46%		29.70%		19.27%						1.00%		0.98%		0.93%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		1.78%

				Apr-24-2018		131.66%		126.19%		107.01%		118.73%		128.98%		117.68%				31.66%		26.19%		7.01%		18.73%		28.98%		17.68%						1.01%		0.95%		0.92%		0.92%		0.98%		0.92%		1.84%

				Apr-25-2018		131.32%		125.35%		107.29%		119.04%		128.77%		117.89%				31.32%		25.35%		7.29%		19.04%		28.77%		17.89%						0.99%		0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.84%

				Apr-26-2018		130.54%		125.30%		104.81%		118.92%		128.14%		119.12%				30.54%		25.30%		4.81%		18.92%		28.14%		19.12%						0.98%		1.00%		0.70%		0.99%		0.98%		1.07%		1.82%

				Apr-27-2018		131.33%		125.43%		107.31%		119.15%		128.66%		119.25%				31.33%		25.43%		7.31%		19.15%		28.66%		19.25%						1.03%		1.00%		1.43%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.79%

				Apr-30-2018		130.26%		124.72%		105.15%		117.16%		127.12%		118.28%				30.26%		24.72%		5.15%		17.16%		27.12%		18.28%						0.97%		0.97%		0.74%		0.90%		0.95%		0.95%		1.78%

				May-01-2018		132.19%		124.89%		105.64%		119.06%		128.42%		118.58%				32.19%		24.89%		5.64%		19.06%		28.42%		18.58%						1.06%		1.01%		1.08%		1.10%		1.05%		1.02%		1.84%

				May-02-2018		131.03%		124.52%		104.79%		118.18%		127.56%		117.73%				31.03%		24.52%		4.79%		18.18%		27.56%		17.73%						0.97%		0.99%		0.87%		0.96%		0.97%		0.96%		1.82%

				May-03-2018		133.05%		124.27%		105.38%		118.23%		128.38%		117.46%				33.05%		24.27%		5.38%		18.23%		28.38%		17.46%						1.06%		0.99%		1.10%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.81%

				May-04-2018		132.00%		125.98%		105.54%		119.64%		128.69%		118.97%				32.00%		25.98%		5.54%		19.64%		28.69%		18.97%						0.97%		1.07%		1.03%		1.07%		1.01%		1.08%		1.80%

				May-07-2018		134.36%		126.77%		106.29%		120.84%		130.34%		119.38%				34.36%		26.77%		6.29%		20.84%		30.34%		19.38%						1.07%		1.03%		1.11%		1.06%		1.06%		1.02%		1.80%

				May-08-2018		135.50%		127.08%		107.92%		120.80%		130.97%		119.34%				35.50%		27.08%		7.92%		20.80%		30.97%		19.34%						1.03%		1.01%		1.22%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.83%

				May-09-2018		135.39%		129.53%		107.59%		122.42%		132.11%		120.50%				35.39%		29.53%		7.59%		22.42%		32.11%		20.50%						1.00%		1.09%		0.96%		1.07%		1.04%		1.06%		1.84%

				May-10-2018		136.83%		130.13%		107.22%		123.38%		133.17%		121.63%				36.83%		30.13%		7.22%		23.38%		33.17%		21.63%						1.04%		1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		1.85%

				May-11-2018		136.82%		129.71%		107.37%		123.30%		133.19%		121.84%				36.82%		29.71%		7.37%		23.30%		33.19%		21.84%						1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.86%

				May-14-2018		138.17%		129.38%		106.89%		123.60%		133.81%		121.94%				38.17%		29.38%		6.89%		23.60%		33.81%		21.94%						1.04%		0.99%		0.94%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.88%

				May-15-2018		137.24%		130.17%		106.38%		123.22%		133.35%		121.11%				37.24%		30.17%		6.38%		23.22%		33.35%		21.11%						0.98%		1.03%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.90%

				May-16-2018		136.51%		131.36%		105.93%		123.37%		133.21%		121.60%				36.51%		31.36%		5.93%		23.37%		33.21%		21.60%						0.98%		1.04%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.89%

				May-17-2018		135.60%		131.33%		106.68%		123.73%		133.04%		121.50%				35.60%		31.33%		6.68%		23.73%		33.04%		21.50%						0.98%		1.00%		1.11%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.88%

				May-18-2018		135.68%		131.70%		105.81%		123.71%		133.23%		121.18%				35.68%		31.70%		5.81%		23.71%		33.23%		21.18%						1.00%		1.01%		0.89%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.88%

				May-21-2018		136.39%		133.16%		106.98%		124.83%		134.42%		122.07%				36.39%		33.16%		6.98%		24.83%		34.42%		22.07%						1.02%		1.04%		1.17%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.87%

				May-22-2018		134.77%		133.35%		106.66%		124.49%		133.73%		121.69%				34.77%		33.35%		6.66%		24.49%		33.73%		21.69%						0.96%		1.01%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.90%

				May-23-2018		132.58%		133.32%		105.50%		123.67%		132.61%		122.09%				32.58%		33.32%		5.50%		23.67%		32.61%		22.09%						0.94%		1.00%		0.85%		0.97%		0.97%		1.02%		1.90%

				May-24-2018		131.71%		134.35%		105.08%		123.86%		132.41%		121.84%				31.71%		34.35%		5.08%		23.86%		32.41%		21.84%						0.97%		1.03%		0.94%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		1.88%

				May-25-2018		131.59%		132.81%		105.72%		123.48%		131.92%		121.55%				31.59%		32.81%		5.72%		23.48%		31.92%		21.55%						1.00%		0.96%		1.11%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.87%

				May-28-2018		132.78%		132.64%		105.75%		123.39%		132.34%		121.55%				32.78%		32.64%		5.75%		23.39%		32.34%		21.55%						1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.86%

				May-29-2018		131.84%		131.16%		103.99%		121.24%		130.69%		120.15%				31.84%		31.16%		3.99%		21.24%		30.69%		20.15%						0.97%		0.96%		0.74%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		1.86%

				May-30-2018		131.16%		132.04%		106.22%		122.96%		131.45%		121.67%				31.16%		32.04%		6.22%		22.96%		31.45%		21.67%						0.98%		1.03%		1.45%		1.08%		1.02%		1.07%		1.90%

				May-31-2018		132.93%		132.34%		104.54%		120.96%		131.28%		120.83%				32.93%		32.34%		4.54%		20.96%		31.28%		20.83%						1.06%		1.01%		0.77%		0.92%		0.99%		0.96%		1.90%

				Jun-01-2018		132.47%		133.01%		106.07%		122.25%		131.89%		122.15%				32.47%		33.01%		6.07%		22.25%		31.89%		22.15%						0.99%		1.02%		1.28%		1.06%		1.02%		1.06%		1.89%

				Jun-04-2018		135.35%		134.92%		106.70%		122.62%		133.42%		122.69%				35.35%		34.92%		6.70%		22.62%		33.42%		22.69%						1.09%		1.06%		1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.02%		1.88%

				Jun-05-2018		137.02%		135.25%		107.57%		123.59%		134.59%		122.78%				37.02%		35.25%		7.57%		23.59%		34.59%		22.78%						1.05%		1.01%		1.11%		1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		1.91%

				Jun-06-2018		137.07%		134.70%		108.32%		124.68%		135.17%		123.83%				37.07%		34.70%		8.32%		24.68%		35.17%		23.83%						1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%		1.91%

				Jun-07-2018		137.56%		134.97%		107.83%		125.33%		135.64%		123.74%				37.56%		34.97%		7.83%		25.33%		35.64%		23.74%						1.01%		1.01%		0.95%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.91%

				Jun-08-2018		138.13%		135.46%		108.93%		125.29%		135.89%		124.13%				38.13%		35.46%		8.93%		25.29%		35.89%		24.13%						1.01%		1.01%		1.12%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.90%

				Jun-11-2018		139.70%		136.65%		108.92%		125.63%		136.88%		124.26%				39.70%		36.65%		8.92%		25.63%		36.88%		24.26%						1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.89%

				Jun-12-2018		140.76%		137.39%		109.31%		125.46%		137.28%		124.48%				40.76%		37.39%		9.31%		25.46%		37.28%		24.48%						1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.91%

				Jun-13-2018		140.09%		137.59%		109.04%		125.23%		136.97%		123.98%				40.09%		37.59%		9.04%		25.23%		36.97%		23.98%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.89%

				Jun-14-2018		138.77%		137.71%		109.05%		125.17%		136.42%		124.28%				38.77%		37.71%		9.05%		25.17%		36.42%		24.28%						0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-15-2018		139.13%		137.78%		108.97%		124.31%		136.05%		124.16%				39.13%		37.78%		8.97%		24.31%		36.05%		24.16%						1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.90%

				Jun-18-2018		138.65%		137.21%		108.59%		123.68%		135.56%		123.89%				38.65%		37.21%		8.59%		23.68%		35.56%		23.89%						0.99%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.90%

				Jun-19-2018		136.04%		136.25%		108.35%		121.55%		133.19%		123.39%				36.04%		36.25%		8.35%		21.55%		33.19%		23.39%						0.93%		0.97%		0.97%		0.91%		0.94%		0.98%		1.91%

				Jun-20-2018		137.11%		136.29%		108.82%		121.57%		133.45%		123.61%				37.11%		36.29%		8.82%		21.57%		33.45%		23.61%						1.03%		1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.91%

				Jun-21-2018		136.08%		135.45%		106.53%		119.19%		131.79%		122.82%				36.08%		35.45%		6.53%		19.19%		31.79%		22.82%						0.97%		0.98%		0.77%		0.89%		0.95%		0.97%		1.90%

				Jun-22-2018		135.57%		135.39%		107.21%		118.90%		131.52%		123.05%				35.57%		35.39%		7.21%		18.90%		31.52%		23.05%						0.99%		1.00%		1.09%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-25-2018		134.97%		133.35%		106.37%		118.06%		130.44%		121.36%				34.97%		33.35%		6.37%		18.06%		30.44%		21.36%						0.98%		0.94%		0.90%		0.96%		0.97%		0.93%		1.89%

				Jun-26-2018		133.64%		133.30%		107.15%		117.95%		129.91%		121.63%				33.64%		33.30%		7.15%		17.95%		29.91%		21.63%						0.96%		1.00%		1.11%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-27-2018		130.11%		132.99%		105.29%		117.13%		128.09%		120.58%				30.11%		32.99%		5.29%		17.13%		28.09%		20.58%						0.90%		0.99%		0.77%		0.96%		0.94%		0.95%		1.90%

				Jun-28-2018		129.16%		133.44%		104.19%		116.34%		127.34%		121.33%				29.16%		33.44%		4.19%		16.34%		27.34%		21.33%						0.97%		1.01%		0.83%		0.96%		0.97%		1.03%		1.89%

				Jun-29-2018		131.57%		134.10%		104.94%		117.51%		129.04%		121.42%				31.57%		34.10%		4.94%		17.51%		29.04%		21.42%						1.08%		1.02%		1.14%		1.07%		1.06%		1.00%		1.89%

				Jul-02-2018		127.79%		133.40%		103.66%		117.40%		127.34%		121.79%				27.79%		33.40%		3.66%		17.40%		27.34%		21.79%						0.88%		0.98%		0.78%		0.99%		0.94%		1.02%		1.89%

				Jul-03-2018		127.17%		132.12%		104.20%		117.48%		126.91%		121.19%				27.17%		32.12%		4.20%		17.48%		26.91%		21.19%						0.98%		0.96%		1.12%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-04-2018		124.99%		132.07%		103.43%		117.17%		125.81%		121.19%				24.99%		32.07%		3.43%		17.17%		25.81%		21.19%						0.92%		1.00%		0.85%		0.98%		0.96%		1.00%		1.94%

				Jul-05-2018		125.62%		132.24%		104.40%		118.06%		126.45%		122.23%				25.62%		32.24%		4.40%		18.06%		26.45%		22.23%						1.02%		1.01%		1.22%		1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.94%

				Jul-06-2018		127.05%		132.88%		105.75%		118.76%		127.43%		123.27%				27.05%		32.88%		5.75%		18.76%		27.43%		23.27%						1.05%		1.02%		1.25%		1.04%		1.04%		1.04%		1.92%

				Jul-09-2018		130.33%		134.34%		106.49%		120.40%		129.80%		124.36%				30.33%		34.34%		6.49%		20.40%		29.80%		24.36%						1.12%		1.04%		1.11%		1.08%		1.08%		1.04%		1.93%

				Jul-10-2018		129.88%		134.40%		106.31%		120.81%		129.87%		124.79%				29.88%		34.40%		6.31%		20.81%		29.87%		24.79%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		1.95%

				Jul-11-2018		126.61%		134.42%		106.54%		117.93%		127.13%		123.90%				26.61%		34.42%		6.54%		17.93%		27.13%		23.90%						0.89%		1.00%		1.03%		0.87%		0.91%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-12-2018		127.82%		134.28%		105.78%		120.13%		128.64%		124.99%				27.82%		34.28%		5.78%		20.13%		28.64%		24.99%						1.04%		1.00%		0.90%		1.12%		1.05%		1.04%		1.93%

				Jul-13-2018		128.45%		135.09%		106.98%		120.39%		129.07%		125.12%				28.45%		35.09%		6.98%		20.39%		29.07%		25.12%						1.02%		1.02%		1.18%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.94%

				Jul-16-2018		127.59%		133.73%		106.02%		119.51%		128.14%		125.00%				27.59%		33.73%		6.02%		19.51%		28.14%		25.00%						0.97%		0.96%		0.88%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.94%

				Jul-17-2018		127.58%		134.30%		106.03%		120.85%		128.80%		125.49%				27.58%		34.30%		6.03%		20.85%		28.80%		25.49%						1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		1.98%

				Jul-18-2018		127.03%		139.72%		106.68%		121.69%		129.65%		125.76%				27.03%		39.72%		6.68%		21.69%		29.65%		25.76%						0.98%		1.15%		1.09%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.98%

				Jul-19-2018		127.98%		140.18%		106.72%		121.27%		129.74%		125.27%				27.98%		40.18%		6.72%		21.27%		29.74%		25.27%						1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		0.98%		1.96%

				Jul-20-2018		128.47%		141.33%		105.73%		123.55%		131.23%		125.15%				28.47%		41.33%		5.73%		23.55%		31.23%		25.15%						1.02%		1.03%		0.87%		1.10%		1.05%		1.00%		1.96%

				Jul-23-2018		126.69%		142.18%		105.11%		122.90%		130.37%		125.38%				26.69%		42.18%		5.11%		22.90%		30.37%		25.38%						0.94%		1.02%		0.91%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.95%

				Jul-24-2018		129.01%		140.80%		105.68%		124.03%		131.83%		125.98%				29.01%		40.80%		5.68%		24.03%		31.83%		25.98%						1.08%		0.97%		1.09%		1.05%		1.05%		1.02%		1.96%

				Jul-25-2018		129.78%		140.75%		106.57%		125.06%		132.77%		127.12%				29.78%		40.75%		6.57%		25.06%		32.77%		27.12%						1.03%		1.00%		1.13%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		1.98%

				Jul-26-2018		130.40%		140.00%		106.62%		126.33%		133.57%		126.74%				30.40%		40.00%		6.62%		26.33%		33.57%		26.74%						1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		0.99%		1.97%

				Jul-27-2018		129.50%		139.66%		107.33%		126.73%		133.32%		125.91%				29.50%		39.66%		7.33%		26.73%		33.32%		25.91%						0.97%		0.99%		1.09%		1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-30-2018		129.89%		139.17%		106.85%		125.61%		132.66%		125.18%				29.89%		39.17%		6.85%		25.61%		32.66%		25.18%						1.01%		0.99%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		1.96%

				Jul-31-2018		130.89%		140.77%		106.87%		127.87%		134.21%		125.79%				30.89%		40.77%		6.87%		27.87%		34.21%		25.79%						1.03%		1.04%		1.00%		1.08%		1.05%		1.02%		2.01%

				Aug-01-2018		129.16%		139.55%		105.89%		125.90%		132.19%		125.66%				29.16%		39.55%		5.89%		25.90%		32.19%		25.66%						0.95%		0.97%		0.88%		0.93%		0.94%		1.00%		1.99%

				Aug-02-2018		126.84%		137.63%		104.97%		125.65%		130.81%		126.28%				26.84%		37.63%		4.97%		25.65%		30.81%		26.28%						0.92%		0.95%		0.87%		0.99%		0.96%		1.02%		1.99%

				Aug-03-2018		125.30%		137.85%		104.30%		125.41%		130.00%		126.87%				25.30%		37.85%		4.30%		25.41%		30.00%		26.87%						0.94%		1.01%		0.89%		0.99%		0.97%		1.02%		1.98%

				Aug-06-2018		125.42%		139.70%		105.36%		125.31%		130.32%		127.32%				25.42%		39.70%		5.36%		25.31%		30.32%		27.32%						1.00%		1.05%		1.20%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.97%

				Aug-07-2018		127.70%		140.62%		105.69%		127.11%		132.33%		127.68%				27.70%		40.62%		5.69%		27.11%		32.33%		27.68%						1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.07%		1.06%		1.01%		2.02%

				Aug-08-2018		127.49%		141.59%		106.01%		126.34%		132.09%		127.64%				27.49%		41.59%		6.01%		26.34%		32.09%		27.64%						0.99%		1.02%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		2.02%

				Aug-09-2018		128.42%		141.45%		105.24%		125.76%		132.10%		127.46%				28.42%		41.45%		5.24%		25.76%		32.10%		27.46%						1.03%		1.00%		0.89%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		2.02%

				Aug-10-2018		127.32%		141.12%		103.80%		124.45%		130.95%		126.55%				27.32%		41.12%		3.80%		24.45%		30.95%		26.55%						0.96%		0.99%		0.77%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		2.02%

				Aug-13-2018		125.63%		140.97%		102.91%		123.92%		129.99%		126.04%				25.63%		40.97%		2.91%		23.92%		29.99%		26.04%						0.94%		1.00%		0.81%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		2.01%

				Aug-14-2018		126.15%		142.53%		103.36%		124.98%		130.89%		126.85%				26.15%		42.53%		3.36%		24.98%		30.89%		26.85%						1.02%		1.04%		1.12%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		2.03%

				Aug-15-2018		125.07%		140.49%		102.30%		124.05%		129.49%		125.89%				25.07%		40.49%		2.30%		24.05%		29.49%		25.89%						0.96%		0.95%		0.76%		0.96%		0.96%		0.97%		2.04%

				Aug-16-2018		125.74%		141.01%		102.94%		124.94%		130.33%		126.88%				25.74%		41.01%		2.94%		24.94%		30.33%		26.88%						1.03%		1.01%		1.19%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		2.03%

				Aug-17-2018		125.84%		140.80%		104.19%		125.87%		130.73%		127.30%				25.84%		40.80%		4.19%		25.87%		30.73%		27.30%						1.00%		1.00%		1.32%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		2.03%

				Aug-20-2018		126.89%		142.75%		105.06%		126.57%		131.66%		127.61%				26.89%		42.75%		5.06%		26.57%		31.66%		27.61%						1.04%		1.05%		1.17%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		2.01%

				Aug-21-2018		128.96%		143.25%		107.27%		128.58%		133.40%		127.88%				28.96%		43.25%		7.27%		28.58%		33.40%		27.88%						1.07%		1.01%		1.36%		1.07%		1.05%		1.01%		2.03%

				Aug-22-2018		127.86%		142.98%		107.93%		127.36%		132.38%		127.83%				27.86%		42.98%		7.93%		27.36%		32.38%		27.83%						0.96%		0.99%		1.08%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		2.04%

				Aug-23-2018		127.01%		142.67%		108.97%		128.14%		132.60%		127.61%				27.01%		42.67%		8.97%		28.14%		32.60%		27.61%						0.97%		0.99%		1.12%		1.03%		1.01%		0.99%		2.05%

				Aug-24-2018		127.59%		142.66%		109.46%		128.20%		132.87%		128.40%				27.59%		42.66%		9.46%		28.20%		32.87%		28.40%						1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		2.04%

				Aug-27-2018		129.97%		142.33%		109.66%		130.01%		134.68%		129.39%				29.97%		42.33%		9.66%		30.01%		34.68%		29.39%						1.08%		0.99%		1.02%		1.06%		1.05%		1.03%		2.05%

				Aug-28-2018		129.74%		142.05%		109.45%		129.90%		134.71%		129.42%				29.74%		42.05%		9.45%		29.90%		34.71%		29.42%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.08%

				Aug-29-2018		128.68%		143.48%		109.67%		129.83%		134.55%		130.16%				28.68%		43.48%		9.67%		29.83%		34.55%		30.16%						0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		2.09%

				Aug-30-2018		127.86%		141.89%		109.38%		128.83%		133.69%		129.58%				27.86%		41.89%		9.38%		28.83%		33.69%		29.58%						0.97%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		2.09%

				Aug-31-2018		127.95%		141.98%		109.29%		128.66%		133.61%		129.60%				27.95%		41.98%		9.29%		28.66%		33.61%		29.60%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.07%

				Sep-03-2018		127.33%		142.19%		108.88%		128.68%		133.37%		129.60%				27.33%		42.19%		8.88%		28.68%		33.37%		29.60%						0.98%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.07%

				Sep-04-2018		128.12%		142.03%		106.58%		128.39%		133.43%		129.39%				28.12%		42.03%		6.58%		28.39%		33.43%		29.39%						1.03%		1.00%		0.77%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Sep-05-2018		127.82%		141.75%		106.59%		129.50%		133.75%		129.02%				27.82%		41.75%		6.59%		29.50%		33.75%		29.02%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		2.09%

				Sep-06-2018		127.19%		141.49%		106.63%		130.06%		133.63%		128.55%				27.19%		41.49%		6.63%		30.06%		33.63%		28.55%						0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		2.10%

				Sep-07-2018		126.45%		140.83%		105.39%		128.82%		132.66%		128.27%				26.45%		40.83%		5.39%		28.82%		32.66%		28.27%						0.97%		0.98%		0.84%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		2.09%

				Sep-10-2018		127.58%		141.38%		105.81%		129.37%		133.48%		128.51%				27.58%		41.38%		5.81%		29.37%		33.48%		28.51%						1.04%		1.01%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		2.10%

				Sep-11-2018		127.51%		142.25%		105.85%		128.52%		133.30%		128.99%				27.51%		42.25%		5.85%		28.52%		33.30%		28.99%						1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		2.11%

				Sep-12-2018		127.49%		141.71%		107.46%		128.44%		133.26%		129.04%				27.49%		41.71%		7.46%		28.44%		33.26%		29.04%						1.00%		0.99%		1.24%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.11%

				Sep-13-2018		128.77%		143.60%		107.12%		130.13%		134.82%		129.72%				28.77%		43.60%		7.12%		30.13%		34.82%		29.72%						1.04%		1.04%		0.96%		1.06%		1.05%		1.02%		2.12%

				Sep-14-2018		129.42%		143.82%		107.89%		130.12%		135.12%		129.75%				29.42%		43.82%		7.89%		30.12%		35.12%		29.75%						1.02%		1.00%		1.09%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.11%

				Sep-17-2018		128.63%		143.27%		106.95%		129.97%		134.83%		129.03%				28.63%		43.27%		6.95%		29.97%		34.83%		29.03%						0.97%		0.99%		0.89%		1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		2.12%

				Sep-18-2018		128.92%		144.44%		106.75%		130.48%		135.40%		129.72%				28.92%		44.44%		6.75%		30.48%		35.40%		29.72%						1.01%		1.03%		0.97%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.13%

				Sep-19-2018		129.99%		143.72%		106.49%		129.96%		135.49%		129.89%				29.99%		43.72%		6.49%		29.96%		35.49%		29.89%						1.04%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		2.13%

				Sep-20-2018		129.90%		144.45%		106.81%		131.24%		136.16%		130.91%				29.90%		44.45%		6.81%		31.24%		36.16%		30.91%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		2.12%

				Sep-21-2018		129.70%		144.58%		107.56%		131.03%		136.12%		130.86%				29.70%		44.58%		7.56%		31.03%		36.12%		30.86%						0.99%		1.00%		1.10%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.13%

				Sep-24-2018		128.86%		143.80%		108.02%		129.70%		135.16%		130.40%				28.86%		43.80%		8.02%		29.70%		35.16%		30.40%						0.97%		0.98%		1.05%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		2.14%

				Sep-25-2018		128.51%		144.40%		106.72%		129.58%		135.11%		130.23%				28.51%		44.40%		6.72%		29.58%		35.11%		30.23%						0.99%		1.01%		0.86%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.18%

				Sep-26-2018		128.46%		144.40%		105.54%		129.18%		134.85%		129.80%				28.46%		44.40%		5.54%		29.18%		34.85%		29.80%						1.00%		1.00%		0.85%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		2.17%

				Sep-27-2018		127.70%		145.23%		106.46%		128.78%		134.48%		130.16%				27.70%		45.23%		6.46%		28.78%		34.48%		30.16%						0.97%		1.02%		1.14%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.16%

				Sep-28-2018		127.41%		145.52%		107.93%		128.58%		134.49%		130.16%				27.41%		45.52%		7.93%		28.58%		34.49%		30.16%						0.99%		1.01%		1.20%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.14%

				Oct-01-2018		127.70%		144.72%		107.23%		129.31%		134.85%		130.63%				27.70%		44.72%		7.23%		29.31%		34.85%		30.63%						1.01%		0.98%		0.92%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		2.15%

				Oct-02-2018		128.20%		140.80%		106.08%		129.86%		134.77%		130.58%				28.20%		40.80%		6.08%		29.86%		34.77%		30.58%						1.02%		0.91%		0.86%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		2.19%

				Oct-03-2018		127.61%		139.58%		106.40%		129.94%		134.37%		130.67%				27.61%		39.58%		6.40%		29.94%		34.37%		30.67%						0.98%		0.97%		1.05%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.19%

				Oct-04-2018		127.97%		138.23%		104.80%		129.43%		133.86%		129.60%				27.97%		38.23%		4.80%		29.43%		33.86%		29.60%						1.01%		0.97%		0.78%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		2.19%

				Oct-05-2018		127.54%		138.61%		103.36%		128.80%		133.34%		128.89%				27.54%		38.61%		3.36%		28.80%		33.34%		28.89%						0.99%		1.01%		0.75%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		2.18%

				Oct-08-2018		127.08%		137.58%		102.46%		128.75%		132.91%		128.84%				27.08%		37.58%		2.46%		28.75%		32.91%		28.84%						0.98%		0.97%		0.79%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.18%

				Oct-09-2018		125.19%		135.62%		101.52%		125.63%		130.57%		128.65%				25.19%		35.62%		1.52%		25.63%		30.57%		28.65%						0.93%		0.95%		0.73%		0.90%		0.93%		0.99%		2.18%

				Oct-10-2018		123.30%		128.22%		100.31%		121.96%		127.08%		124.43%				23.30%		28.22%		0.31%		21.96%		27.08%		24.43%						0.93%		0.80%		0.52%		0.86%		0.89%		0.86%		2.21%

				Oct-11-2018		120.64%		126.69%		98.44%		119.55%		124.54%		121.87%				20.64%		26.69%		-1.56%		19.55%		24.54%		21.87%						0.89%		0.95%		-0.43%		0.90%		0.91%		0.90%		2.23%

				Oct-12-2018		120.59%		127.42%		97.47%		120.53%		125.34%		123.60%				20.59%		27.42%		-2.53%		20.53%		25.34%		23.60%						1.00%		1.03%		2.73%		1.05%		1.03%		1.08%		2.22%

				Oct-15-2018		119.01%		128.42%		97.58%		120.48%		124.73%		122.87%				19.01%		28.42%		-2.42%		20.48%		24.73%		22.87%						0.93%		1.04%		0.93%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		2.23%

				Oct-16-2018		120.35%		122.49%		100.42%		123.66%		126.24%		125.51%				20.35%		22.49%		0.42%		23.66%		26.24%		25.51%						1.07%		0.80%		-1.00%		1.15%		1.06%		1.11%		2.27%

				Oct-17-2018		120.49%		122.25%		98.66%		123.11%		125.94%		125.48%				20.49%		22.25%		-1.34%		23.11%		25.94%		25.48%						1.01%		0.99%		-0.24%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		2.26%

				Oct-18-2018		119.30%		121.57%		97.18%		120.39%		123.99%		123.67%				19.30%		21.57%		-2.82%		20.39%		23.99%		23.67%						0.94%		0.97%		5.35%		0.89%		0.93%		0.93%		2.27%

				Oct-19-2018		117.95%		121.29%		95.72%		119.04%		122.67%		123.63%				17.95%		21.29%		-4.28%		19.04%		22.67%		23.63%						0.93%		0.99%		1.80%		0.94%		0.95%		1.00%		2.27%

				Oct-22-2018		117.59%		120.31%		94.96%		118.51%		122.17%		123.10%				17.59%		20.31%		-5.04%		18.51%		22.17%		23.10%						0.98%		0.96%		1.23%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		2.26%

				Oct-23-2018		116.22%		117.26%		92.90%		116.24%		119.94%		122.42%				16.22%		17.26%		-7.10%		16.24%		19.94%		22.42%						0.93%		0.86%		1.51%		0.88%		0.90%		0.97%		2.30%

				Oct-24-2018		115.47%		113.79%		89.36%		111.71%		116.93%		118.64%				15.47%		13.79%		-10.64%		11.71%		16.93%		18.64%						0.96%		0.81%		1.58%		0.74%		0.86%		0.84%		2.29%

				Oct-25-2018		115.62%		112.81%		92.31%		113.35%		117.69%		120.85%				15.62%		12.81%		-7.69%		13.35%		17.69%		20.85%						1.01%		0.93%		0.69%		1.13%		1.04%		1.11%		2.29%

				Oct-26-2018		114.69%		113.15%		94.27%		111.84%		116.79%		118.75%				14.69%		13.15%		-5.73%		11.84%		16.79%		18.75%						0.94%		1.02%		0.71%		0.89%		0.95%		0.90%		2.29%

				Oct-29-2018		110.49%		113.40%		93.52%		110.45%		114.29%		117.97%				10.49%		13.40%		-6.48%		10.45%		14.29%		17.97%						0.73%		1.02%		1.16%		0.89%		0.86%		0.96%		2.28%

				Oct-30-2018		111.73%		114.57%		96.15%		111.99%		115.74%		119.82%				11.73%		14.57%		-3.85%		11.99%		15.74%		19.82%						1.11%		1.08%		0.52%		1.13%		1.09%		1.10%		2.30%

				Oct-31-2018		113.25%		115.53%		96.15%		113.28%		117.14%		121.12%				13.25%		15.53%		-3.85%		13.28%		17.14%		21.12%						1.12%		1.06%		1.00%		1.10%		1.08%		1.06%		2.29%

				Nov-01-2018		116.37%		116.14%		97.34%		115.07%		119.15%		122.40%				16.37%		16.14%		-2.66%		15.07%		19.15%		22.40%						1.22%		1.04%		0.58%		1.13%		1.11%		1.06%		2.29%

				Nov-02-2018		118.67%		116.79%		98.61%		115.11%		120.48%		121.63%				18.67%		16.79%		-1.39%		15.11%		20.48%		21.63%						1.13%		1.04%		0.23%		1.00%		1.07%		0.97%		2.27%

				Nov-05-2018		118.91%		116.18%		98.76%		115.89%		120.79%		122.31%				18.91%		16.18%		-1.24%		15.89%		20.79%		22.31%						1.01%		0.97%		0.62%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%		2.28%

				Nov-06-2018		118.67%		116.03%		100.82%		116.56%		121.07%		123.08%				18.67%		16.03%		0.82%		16.56%		21.07%		23.08%						0.99%		0.99%		-7.58%		1.04%		1.01%		1.03%		2.32%

				Nov-07-2018		118.33%		119.81%		102.44%		117.22%		121.73%		125.69%				18.33%		19.81%		2.44%		17.22%		21.73%		25.69%						0.98%		1.22%		1.89%		1.04%		1.03%		1.11%		2.31%

				Nov-08-2018		120.29%		119.29%		102.81%		117.70%		122.46%		125.37%				20.29%		19.29%		2.81%		17.70%		22.46%		25.37%						1.10%		0.98%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		2.32%

				Nov-09-2018		117.99%		119.21%		100.93%		117.37%		121.28%		124.22%				17.99%		19.21%		0.93%		17.37%		21.28%		24.22%						0.89%		1.00%		0.51%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		2.30%

				Nov-12-2018		118.23%		118.45%		98.66%		114.76%		119.81%		121.77%				18.23%		18.45%		-1.34%		14.76%		19.81%		21.77%						1.01%		0.96%		-0.18%		0.86%		0.93%		0.90%		2.31%

				Nov-13-2018		119.26%		118.48%		98.18%		115.31%		120.36%		121.59%				19.26%		18.48%		-1.82%		15.31%		20.36%		21.59%						1.05%		1.00%		2.41%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		2.31%

				Nov-14-2018		117.50%		117.61%		98.76%		114.99%		119.77%		120.67%				17.50%		17.61%		-1.24%		14.99%		19.77%		20.67%						0.91%		0.96%		0.29%		0.98%		0.97%		0.96%		2.34%

				Nov-15-2018		117.79%		118.62%		98.41%		115.57%		120.28%		121.95%				17.79%		18.62%		-1.59%		15.57%		20.28%		21.95%						1.02%		1.05%		2.46%		1.04%		1.02%		1.06%		2.33%

				Nov-16-2018		117.95%		119.61%		98.07%		115.87%		120.64%		122.22%				17.95%		19.61%		-1.93%		15.87%		20.64%		22.22%						1.01%		1.05%		1.58%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		2.32%

				Nov-19-2018		118.12%		117.32%		97.63%		115.05%		119.98%		120.18%				18.12%		17.32%		-2.37%		15.05%		19.98%		20.18%						1.01%		0.89%		1.47%		0.95%		0.97%		0.91%		2.31%

				Nov-20-2018		115.44%		114.49%		94.99%		112.90%		117.29%		118.00%				15.44%		14.49%		-5.01%		12.90%		17.29%		18.00%						0.86%		0.85%		2.93%		0.87%		0.87%		0.90%		2.34%

				Nov-21-2018		115.57%		115.41%		95.59%		113.50%		117.83%		118.36%				15.57%		15.41%		-4.41%		13.50%		17.83%		18.36%						1.01%		1.06%		0.85%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		2.34%

				Nov-22-2018		115.84%		115.21%		95.21%		113.44%		117.87%		118.36%				15.84%		15.21%		-4.79%		13.44%		17.87%		18.36%						1.02%		0.99%		1.11%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.36%

				Nov-23-2018		114.96%		115.35%		94.56%		112.64%		117.02%		117.59%				14.96%		15.35%		-5.44%		12.64%		17.02%		17.59%						0.95%		1.01%		1.17%		0.94%		0.95%		0.96%		2.36%

				Nov-26-2018		116.24%		117.23%		96.21%		113.42%		118.14%		119.41%				16.24%		17.23%		-3.79%		13.42%		18.14%		19.41%						1.08%		1.11%		0.63%		1.06%		1.06%		1.10%		2.36%

				Nov-27-2018		115.41%		116.03%		95.44%		113.13%		117.56%		119.80%				15.41%		16.03%		-4.56%		13.13%		17.56%		19.80%						0.95%		0.93%		1.28%		0.98%		0.97%		1.02%		2.37%

				Nov-28-2018		117.59%		117.50%		96.51%		114.26%		119.14%		122.55%				17.59%		17.50%		-3.49%		14.26%		19.14%		22.55%						1.13%		1.09%		0.70%		1.08%		1.09%		1.13%		2.36%

				Nov-29-2018		118.03%		119.67%		95.48%		115.16%		119.96%		122.29%				18.03%		19.67%		-4.52%		15.16%		19.96%		22.29%						1.02%		1.12%		1.41%		1.06%		1.04%		0.99%		2.35%

				Nov-30-2018		117.97%		120.32%		95.92%		115.95%		120.32%		123.29%				17.97%		20.32%		-4.08%		15.95%		20.32%		23.29%						1.00%		1.03%		0.88%		1.05%		1.02%		1.04%		2.32%

				Dec-03-2018		121.73%		121.07%		95.59%		118.02%		123.02%		124.64%				21.73%		21.07%		-4.41%		18.02%		23.02%		24.64%						1.20%		1.04%		1.11%		1.12%		1.13%		1.06%		2.32%

				Dec-04-2018		119.15%		117.44%		91.40%		113.39%		119.16%		120.60%				19.15%		17.44%		-8.60%		13.39%		19.16%		20.60%						0.89%		0.84%		2.23%		0.76%		0.84%		0.84%		2.34%

				Dec-05-2018		118.15%		117.16%		90.97%		113.06%		118.52%		120.60%				18.15%		17.16%		-9.03%		13.06%		18.52%		20.60%						0.95%		0.98%		1.06%		0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		2.38%

				Dec-06-2018		116.00%		116.71%		89.44%		111.33%		116.70%		120.42%				16.00%		16.71%		-10.56%		11.33%		16.70%		20.42%						0.89%		0.98%		1.19%		0.88%		0.91%		0.99%		2.38%

				Dec-07-2018		114.62%		114.74%		87.82%		109.46%		115.02%		117.61%				14.62%		14.74%		-12.18%		9.46%		15.02%		17.61%						0.92%		0.89%		1.17%		0.85%		0.91%		0.87%		2.36%

				Dec-10-2018		112.68%		113.58%		85.95%		108.72%		113.69%		117.82%				12.68%		13.58%		-14.05%		8.72%		13.69%		17.82%						0.88%		0.93%		1.17%		0.93%		0.92%		1.01%		2.35%

				Dec-11-2018		111.92%		113.39%		86.85%		108.23%		113.15%		117.78%				11.92%		13.39%		-13.15%		8.23%		13.15%		17.78%						0.94%		0.99%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		1.00%		2.37%

				Dec-12-2018		114.54%		115.11%		87.95%		108.75%		114.65%		118.41%				14.54%		15.11%		-12.05%		8.75%		14.65%		18.41%						1.20%		1.12%		0.91%		1.06%		1.11%		1.03%		2.37%

				Dec-13-2018		116.71%		114.67%		87.17%		108.46%		115.45%		118.39%				16.71%		14.67%		-12.83%		8.46%		15.45%		18.39%						1.14%		0.97%		1.07%		0.97%		1.05%		1.00%		2.39%

				Dec-14-2018		115.29%		114.17%		85.66%		107.07%		114.03%		116.13%				15.29%		14.17%		-14.34%		7.07%		14.03%		16.13%						0.92%		0.97%		1.13%		0.85%		0.91%		0.88%		2.38%

				Dec-17-2018		114.15%		113.78%		84.96%		105.16%		112.69%		113.72%				14.15%		13.78%		-15.04%		5.16%		12.69%		13.72%						0.93%		0.97%		1.05%		0.76%		0.91%		0.86%		2.37%

				Dec-18-2018		113.98%		113.26%		84.35%		105.83%		112.70%		113.73%				13.98%		13.26%		-15.65%		5.83%		12.70%		13.73%						0.99%		0.96%		1.04%		1.11%		1.00%		1.00%		2.36%

				Dec-19-2018		112.50%		111.74%		83.14%		104.22%		111.25%		111.98%				12.50%		11.74%		-16.86%		4.22%		11.25%		11.98%						0.90%		0.89%		1.08%		0.76%		0.89%		0.88%		2.34%

				Dec-20-2018		111.50%		111.09%		81.61%		102.18%		109.68%		110.21%				11.50%		11.09%		-18.39%		2.18%		9.68%		10.21%						0.93%		0.95%		1.10%		0.61%		0.87%		0.86%		2.35%

				Dec-21-2018		110.03%		108.87%		80.57%		101.30%		108.58%		107.94%				10.03%		8.87%		-19.43%		1.30%		8.58%		7.94%						0.88%		0.82%		1.06%		0.72%		0.90%		0.80%		2.34%

				Dec-24-2018		108.67%		108.09%		79.59%		98.39%		106.55%		105.01%				8.67%		8.09%		-20.41%		-1.61%		6.55%		5.01%						0.88%		0.92%		1.05%		-0.27%		0.79%		0.67%		2.34%

				Dec-25-2018		106.64%		108.09%		79.59%		98.39%		105.71%		105.01%				6.64%		8.09%		-20.41%		-1.61%		5.71%		5.01%						0.79%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.89%		1.00%		2.41%

				Dec-26-2018		108.25%		111.34%		81.87%		102.06%		108.51%		110.22%				8.25%		11.34%		-18.13%		2.06%		8.51%		10.22%						1.21%		1.36%		0.88%		-5.02%		1.42%		1.87%		2.41%

				Dec-27-2018		110.02%		111.39%		81.37%		103.01%		109.77%		111.17%				10.02%		11.39%		-18.63%		3.01%		9.77%		11.17%						1.19%		1.00%		1.03%		1.31%		1.13%		1.08%		2.39%

				Dec-28-2018		109.62%		112.11%		81.93%		103.00%		109.73%		111.03%				9.62%		12.11%		-18.07%		3.00%		9.73%		11.03%						0.96%		1.06%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.36%

				Dec-31-2018		109.78%		112.30%		82.95%		103.80%		110.28%		111.97%				9.78%		12.30%		-17.05%		3.80%		10.28%		11.97%						1.02%		1.01%		0.94%		1.20%		1.05%		1.08%		2.35%

				Jan-02-2019		109.92%		111.15%		82.22%		104.04%		110.08%		112.11%				9.92%		11.15%		-17.78%		4.04%		10.08%		12.11%						1.01%		0.91%		1.05%		1.05%		0.98%		1.01%		2.35%

				Jan-03-2019		108.66%		107.96%		80.81%		102.08%		108.19%		109.34%				8.66%		7.96%		-19.19%		2.08%		8.19%		9.34%						0.88%		0.74%		1.08%		0.61%		0.83%		0.79%		2.37%

				Jan-04-2019		110.81%		112.96%		83.85%		105.43%		111.28%		113.09%				10.81%		12.96%		-16.15%		5.43%		11.28%		13.09%						1.22%		1.56%		0.83%		2.09%		1.34%		1.36%		2.36%

				Jan-07-2019		111.64%		112.88%		85.09%		106.67%		112.20%		113.89%				11.64%		12.88%		-14.91%		6.67%		12.20%		13.89%						1.07%		0.99%		0.92%		1.19%		1.07%		1.06%		2.37%

				Jan-08-2019		112.45%		115.43%		87.33%		106.79%		112.90%		114.99%				12.45%		15.43%		-12.67%		6.79%		12.90%		14.99%						1.06%		1.18%		0.84%		1.02%		1.05%		1.07%		2.41%

				Jan-09-2019		116.23%		115.63%		88.68%		107.75%		115.07%		115.46%				16.23%		15.63%		-11.32%		7.75%		15.07%		15.46%						1.28%		1.01%		0.88%		1.12%		1.16%		1.03%		2.41%

				Jan-10-2019		116.19%		116.41%		89.93%		108.61%		115.68%		115.98%				16.19%		16.41%		-10.07%		8.61%		15.68%		15.98%						1.00%		1.05%		0.88%		1.10%		1.04%		1.03%		2.40%

				Jan-11-2019		116.99%		116.20%		90.50%		108.64%		115.95%		115.97%				16.99%		16.20%		-9.50%		8.64%		15.95%		15.97%						1.05%		0.99%		0.94%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.38%

				Jan-14-2019		116.67%		115.96%		90.16%		108.65%		115.72%		115.36%				16.67%		15.96%		-9.84%		8.65%		15.72%		15.36%						0.98%		0.99%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		2.38%

				Jan-15-2019		118.11%		117.79%		90.84%		108.39%		116.60%		116.59%				18.11%		17.79%		-9.16%		8.39%		16.60%		16.59%						1.08%		1.11%		0.92%		0.97%		1.05%		1.08%		2.40%

				Jan-16-2019		118.20%		117.20%		91.36%		108.51%		116.66%		116.85%				18.20%		17.20%		-8.64%		8.51%		16.66%		16.85%						1.00%		0.97%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		2.40%

				Jan-17-2019		118.33%		119.13%		92.03%		109.50%		117.34%		117.74%				18.33%		19.13%		-7.97%		9.50%		17.34%		17.74%						1.01%		1.11%		0.91%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		2.38%

				Jan-18-2019		119.82%		120.53%		92.63%		111.52%		119.12%		119.29%				19.82%		20.53%		-7.37%		11.52%		19.12%		19.29%						1.08%		1.07%		0.91%		1.19%		1.10%		1.08%		2.37%

				Jan-21-2019		119.14%		120.58%		92.24%		111.56%		118.86%		119.29%				19.14%		20.58%		-7.76%		11.56%		18.86%		19.29%						0.97%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.36%

				Jan-22-2019		117.46%		119.93%		90.94%		110.14%		117.30%		117.60%				17.46%		19.93%		-9.06%		10.14%		17.30%		17.60%						0.92%		0.97%		1.19%		0.89%		0.92%		0.92%		2.36%

				Jan-23-2019		117.31%		118.42%		90.44%		110.03%		117.14%		117.86%				17.31%		18.42%		-9.56%		10.03%		17.14%		17.86%						0.99%		0.93%		1.06%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.38%

				Jan-24-2019		117.87%		116.37%		90.95%		111.33%		117.81%		118.02%				17.87%		16.37%		-9.05%		11.33%		17.81%		18.02%						1.03%		0.89%		0.94%		1.12%		1.04%		1.01%		2.36%

				Jan-25-2019		119.13%		117.24%		91.55%		112.47%		118.96%		119.02%				19.13%		17.24%		-8.45%		12.47%		18.96%		19.02%						1.07%		1.05%		0.93%		1.09%		1.06%		1.05%		2.32%

				Jan-28-2019		118.56%		116.92%		90.52%		111.32%		118.02%		118.09%				18.56%		16.92%		-9.48%		11.32%		18.02%		18.09%						0.97%		0.98%		1.14%		0.91%		0.95%		0.95%		2.34%

				Jan-29-2019		120.15%		118.00%		90.95%		112.18%		119.26%		117.92%				20.15%		18.00%		-9.05%		12.18%		19.26%		17.92%						1.08%		1.06%		0.95%		1.07%		1.07%		0.99%		2.37%

				Jan-30-2019		120.06%		117.37%		91.13%		113.80%		119.98%		119.75%				20.06%		17.37%		-8.87%		13.80%		19.98%		19.75%						1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		1.12%		1.04%		1.10%		2.37%

				Jan-31-2019		122.78%		117.63%		91.14%		114.21%		121.16%		120.78%				22.78%		17.63%		-8.86%		14.21%		21.16%		20.78%						1.13%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.06%		1.05%		2.37%

				Feb-01-2019		122.73%		117.28%		90.24%		114.94%		121.62%		120.89%				22.73%		17.28%		-9.76%		14.94%		21.62%		20.89%						1.00%		0.98%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		2.36%

				Feb-04-2019		123.31%		118.43%		90.68%		116.76%		122.86%		121.71%				23.31%		18.43%		-9.32%		16.76%		22.86%		21.71%						1.02%		1.06%		0.95%		1.11%		1.05%		1.04%		2.35%

				Feb-05-2019		123.94%		118.65%		92.40%		116.81%		123.17%		122.28%				23.94%		18.65%		-7.60%		16.81%		23.17%		22.28%						1.03%		1.01%		0.79%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		2.37%

				Feb-06-2019		124.14%		118.91%		91.98%		117.31%		123.53%		122.01%				24.14%		18.91%		-8.02%		17.31%		23.53%		22.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.03%		1.01%		0.99%		2.37%

				Feb-07-2019		123.65%		118.93%		89.44%		116.34%		122.76%		120.87%				23.65%		18.93%		-10.56%		16.34%		22.76%		20.87%						0.98%		1.00%		1.36%		0.95%		0.97%		0.95%		2.37%

				Feb-08-2019		123.21%		118.17%		88.81%		116.38%		122.46%		120.95%				23.21%		18.17%		-11.19%		16.38%		22.46%		20.95%						0.98%		0.96%		1.07%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.37%

				Feb-11-2019		124.66%		119.56%		89.85%		116.52%		123.31%		121.04%				24.66%		19.56%		-10.15%		16.52%		23.31%		21.04%						1.06%		1.07%		0.90%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		2.38%

				Feb-12-2019		126.40%		121.04%		91.62%		118.35%		125.13%		122.60%				26.40%		21.04%		-8.38%		18.35%		25.13%		22.60%						1.07%		1.07%		0.81%		1.10%		1.07%		1.07%		2.40%

				Feb-13-2019		127.64%		123.03%		92.19%		119.19%		126.29%		122.97%				27.64%		23.03%		-7.81%		19.19%		26.29%		22.97%						1.05%		1.09%		0.92%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		2.38%

				Feb-14-2019		127.87%		121.63%		92.47%		117.99%		125.62%		122.64%				27.87%		21.63%		-7.53%		17.99%		25.62%		22.64%						1.01%		0.94%		0.96%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		2.39%

				Feb-15-2019		126.52%		122.49%		95.23%		120.12%		126.31%		123.98%				26.52%		22.49%		-4.77%		20.12%		26.31%		23.98%						0.95%		1.04%		0.58%		1.11%		1.03%		1.06%		2.38%

				Feb-18-2019		127.98%		122.51%		96.27%		120.07%		126.93%		123.98%				27.98%		22.51%		-3.73%		20.07%		26.93%		23.98%						1.05%		1.00%		0.72%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.38%

				Feb-19-2019		127.74%		122.14%		96.49%		119.78%		126.69%		124.16%				27.74%		22.14%		-3.51%		19.78%		26.69%		24.16%						0.99%		0.98%		0.92%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.38%

				Feb-20-2019		128.85%		121.49%		97.47%		120.82%		127.53%		124.38%				28.85%		21.49%		-2.53%		20.82%		27.53%		24.38%						1.04%		0.97%		0.61%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		2.41%

				Feb-21-2019		128.76%		121.11%		97.98%		119.72%		126.81%		123.94%				28.76%		21.11%		-2.02%		19.72%		26.81%		23.94%						1.00%		0.98%		0.67%		0.95%		0.97%		0.98%		2.40%

				Feb-22-2019		128.77%		122.10%		99.84%		120.35%		127.30%		124.74%				28.77%		22.10%		-0.16%		20.35%		27.30%		24.74%						1.00%		1.04%		-0.82%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		2.40%

				Feb-25-2019		132.19%		122.32%		100.41%		121.18%		129.20%		124.89%				32.19%		22.32%		0.41%		21.18%		29.20%		24.89%						1.11%		1.01%		1.68%		1.04%		1.07%		1.01%		2.41%

				Feb-26-2019		130.34%		122.58%		99.44%		120.62%		128.19%		124.79%				30.34%		22.58%		-0.56%		20.62%		28.19%		24.79%						0.94%		1.01%		0.31%		0.97%		0.97%		1.00%		2.42%

				Feb-27-2019		130.79%		123.04%		99.37%		120.71%		128.50%		124.73%				30.79%		23.04%		-0.63%		20.71%		28.50%		24.73%						1.01%		1.02%		0.84%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.40%

				Feb-28-2019		129.94%		121.69%		100.19%		120.13%		127.77%		124.37%				29.94%		21.69%		0.19%		20.13%		27.77%		24.37%						0.97%		0.94%		3.22%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.40%

				Mar-01-2019		131.43%		120.83%		100.60%		121.15%		128.86%		125.23%				31.43%		20.83%		0.60%		21.15%		28.86%		25.23%						1.05%		0.96%		1.34%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		2.40%

				Mar-04-2019		132.46%		120.55%		100.32%		120.59%		128.93%		124.74%				32.46%		20.55%		0.32%		20.59%		28.93%		24.74%						1.03%		0.99%		0.83%		0.97%		1.00%		0.98%		2.39%

				Mar-05-2019		132.39%		120.00%		100.37%		120.30%		128.70%		124.60%				32.39%		20.00%		0.37%		20.30%		28.70%		24.60%						1.00%		0.97%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		2.41%

				Mar-06-2019		132.05%		120.24%		99.46%		119.85%		128.33%		123.79%				32.05%		20.24%		-0.54%		19.85%		28.33%		23.79%						0.99%		1.01%		0.34%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		2.41%

				Mar-07-2019		130.13%		118.69%		97.84%		119.07%		126.72%		122.78%				30.13%		18.69%		-2.16%		19.07%		26.72%		22.78%						0.94%		0.93%		-2.52%		0.96%		0.95%		0.96%		2.41%

				Mar-08-2019		127.98%		118.07%		97.58%		118.46%		125.35%		122.52%				27.98%		18.07%		-2.42%		18.46%		25.35%		22.52%						0.93%		0.97%		1.22%		0.97%		0.95%		0.99%		2.40%

				Mar-11-2019		129.52%		118.29%		99.49%		119.73%		126.71%		124.32%				29.52%		18.29%		-0.51%		19.73%		26.71%		24.32%						1.05%		1.01%		-0.35%		1.07%		1.05%		1.08%		2.41%

				Mar-12-2019		129.46%		118.32%		101.52%		119.75%		126.79%		124.69%				29.46%		18.32%		1.52%		19.75%		26.79%		24.69%						1.00%		1.00%		5.14%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		2.41%

				Mar-13-2019		129.39%		119.33%		102.47%		120.65%		127.35%		125.55%				29.39%		19.33%		2.47%		20.65%		27.35%		25.55%						1.00%		1.05%		1.38%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		2.41%

				Mar-14-2019		129.04%		119.82%		102.90%		120.48%		127.25%		125.44%				29.04%		19.82%		2.90%		20.48%		27.25%		25.44%						0.99%		1.02%		1.12%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.40%

				Mar-15-2019		130.79%		120.09%		104.95%		120.92%		128.38%		126.07%				30.79%		20.09%		4.95%		20.92%		28.38%		26.07%						1.06%		1.01%		1.53%		1.02%		1.04%		1.02%		2.40%

				Mar-18-2019		132.99%		121.06%		105.04%		122.06%		129.87%		126.54%				32.99%		21.06%		5.04%		22.06%		29.87%		26.54%						1.07%		1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.05%		1.02%		2.40%

				Mar-19-2019		133.26%		120.61%		104.68%		122.28%		130.06%		126.52%				33.26%		20.61%		4.68%		22.28%		30.06%		26.52%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		2.39%

				Mar-20-2019		132.49%		120.28%		104.46%		121.58%		129.30%		126.15%				32.49%		20.28%		4.46%		21.58%		29.30%		26.15%						0.98%		0.98%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.41%

				Mar-21-2019		132.85%		121.28%		104.58%		123.28%		130.35%		127.52%				32.85%		21.28%		4.58%		23.28%		30.35%		27.52%						1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.08%		1.03%		1.05%		2.42%

				Mar-22-2019		132.12%		118.93%		102.10%		120.68%		128.48%		125.10%				32.12%		18.93%		2.10%		20.68%		28.48%		25.10%						0.98%		0.89%		0.56%		0.89%		0.94%		0.92%		2.43%

				Mar-25-2019		129.85%		117.20%		101.70%		120.32%		127.12%		124.99%				29.85%		17.20%		1.70%		20.32%		27.12%		24.99%						0.93%		0.91%		0.87%		0.98%		0.95%		1.00%		2.41%

				Mar-26-2019		131.37%		114.08%		101.77%		121.40%		127.89%		125.89%				31.37%		14.08%		1.77%		21.40%		27.89%		25.89%						1.05%		0.83%		1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		2.41%

				Mar-27-2019		132.32%		114.01%		101.68%		120.44%		127.76%		125.31%				32.32%		14.01%		1.68%		20.44%		27.76%		25.31%						1.03%		1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		2.41%

				Mar-28-2019		131.94%		114.75%		102.28%		121.12%		127.97%		125.76%				31.94%		14.75%		2.28%		21.12%		27.97%		25.76%						0.99%		1.05%		1.22%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		2.39%

				Mar-29-2019		134.65%		116.03%		102.93%		121.80%		129.63%		126.60%				34.65%		16.03%		2.93%		21.80%		29.63%		26.60%						1.08%		1.08%		1.20%		1.03%		1.06%		1.03%		2.38%

				Apr-01-2019		138.79%		118.96%		104.95%		124.01%		132.98%		128.07%				38.79%		18.96%		4.95%		24.01%		32.98%		28.07%						1.12%		1.17%		1.51%		1.10%		1.11%		1.05%		2.35%

				Apr-02-2019		137.66%		118.89%		104.74%		123.74%		132.46%		128.07%				37.66%		18.89%		4.74%		23.74%		32.46%		28.07%						0.97%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-03-2019		137.98%		121.36%		105.50%		124.11%		133.24%		128.34%				37.98%		21.36%		5.50%		24.11%		33.24%		28.34%						1.01%		1.12%		1.13%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		2.37%

				Apr-04-2019		139.43%		121.71%		106.12%		124.69%		134.19%		128.61%				39.43%		21.71%		6.12%		24.69%		34.19%		28.61%						1.04%		1.02%		1.10%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		2.39%

				Apr-05-2019		139.85%		122.14%		106.92%		125.21%		134.72%		129.21%				39.85%		22.14%		6.92%		25.21%		34.72%		29.21%						1.01%		1.02%		1.11%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.39%

				Apr-08-2019		140.55%		122.34%		106.13%		125.73%		135.23%		129.34%				40.55%		22.34%		6.13%		25.73%		35.23%		29.34%						1.02%		1.01%		0.90%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-09-2019		140.68%		120.36%		105.34%		124.59%		134.55%		128.56%				40.68%		20.36%		5.34%		24.59%		34.55%		28.56%						1.00%		0.92%		0.89%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		2.38%

				Apr-10-2019		140.10%		119.98%		105.53%		124.24%		134.10%		129.01%				40.10%		19.98%		5.53%		24.24%		34.10%		29.01%						0.99%		0.98%		1.03%		0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		2.37%

				Apr-11-2019		138.52%		121.52%		106.97%		124.85%		134.01%		129.01%				38.52%		21.52%		6.97%		24.85%		34.01%		29.01%						0.96%		1.07%		1.22%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-12-2019		138.26%		121.25%		108.07%		126.35%		134.66%		129.86%				38.26%		21.25%		8.07%		26.35%		34.66%		29.86%						0.99%		0.99%		1.14%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		2.38%

				Apr-15-2019		138.90%		121.27%		108.68%		126.22%		134.73%		129.78%				38.90%		21.27%		8.68%		26.22%		34.73%		29.78%						1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-16-2019		140.17%		123.30%		109.20%		127.13%		135.93%		129.85%				40.17%		23.30%		9.20%		27.13%		35.93%		29.85%						1.03%		1.09%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-17-2019		139.89%		124.09%		109.82%		127.31%		136.11%		129.55%				39.89%		24.09%		9.82%		27.31%		36.11%		29.55%						0.99%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		2.38%

				Apr-18-2019		140.26%		124.49%		110.74%		130.02%		137.79%		129.76%				40.26%		24.49%		10.74%		30.02%		37.79%		29.76%						1.01%		1.02%		1.09%		1.10%		1.05%		1.01%		2.39%

				Apr-19-2019		142.22%		124.49%		110.74%		130.02%		138.61%		129.76%				42.22%		24.49%		10.74%		30.02%		38.61%		29.76%						1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-22-2019		139.88%		121.32%		110.74%		129.71%		137.13%		129.89%				39.88%		21.32%		10.74%		29.71%		37.13%		29.89%						0.95%		0.88%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-23-2019		140.19%		122.16%		110.00%		131.25%		138.10%		131.04%				40.19%		22.16%		10.00%		31.25%		38.10%		31.04%						1.01%		1.04%		0.94%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.39%

				Apr-24-2019		140.62%		122.48%		110.89%		131.02%		138.17%		130.75%				40.62%		22.48%		10.89%		31.02%		38.17%		30.75%						1.01%		1.01%		1.08%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		2.40%

				Apr-25-2019		138.91%		122.46%		110.25%		129.78%		136.88%		130.70%				38.91%		22.46%		10.25%		29.78%		36.88%		30.70%						0.96%		1.00%		0.95%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-26-2019		138.85%		122.07%		109.03%		130.89%		137.23%		131.31%				38.85%		22.07%		9.03%		30.89%		37.23%		31.31%						1.00%		0.98%		0.89%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		2.38%

				Apr-29-2019		141.79%		120.72%		108.46%		130.80%		138.20%		131.45%				41.79%		20.72%		8.46%		30.80%		38.20%		31.45%						1.07%		0.94%		0.94%		1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-30-2019		143.27%		120.88%		112.60%		131.42%		139.26%		131.58%				43.27%		20.88%		12.60%		31.42%		39.26%		31.58%						1.03%		1.01%		1.44%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		2.39%

				May-01-2019		144.20%		119.59%		110.86%		130.96%		138.68%		130.59%				44.20%		19.59%		10.86%		30.96%		38.68%		30.59%						1.02%		0.94%		0.87%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		2.38%

				May-02-2019		144.17%		120.30%		111.47%		130.89%		138.81%		130.31%				44.17%		20.30%		11.47%		30.89%		38.81%		30.31%						1.00%		1.03%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-03-2019		145.20%		121.28%		112.11%		132.45%		140.07%		131.57%				45.20%		21.28%		12.11%		32.45%		40.07%		31.57%						1.02%		1.05%		1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.41%

				May-06-2019		141.61%		120.41%		111.81%		131.31%		137.84%		130.98%				41.61%		20.41%		11.81%		31.31%		37.84%		30.98%						0.92%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.95%		0.98%		2.38%

				May-07-2019		141.87%		119.69%		109.35%		128.62%		136.38%		128.82%				41.87%		19.69%		9.35%		28.62%		36.38%		28.82%						1.01%		0.97%		0.81%		0.92%		0.96%		0.93%		2.39%

				May-08-2019		141.08%		119.94%		108.21%		128.26%		135.80%		128.61%				41.08%		19.94%		8.21%		28.26%		35.80%		28.61%						0.98%		1.01%		0.89%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-09-2019		140.49%		119.24%		106.34%		127.97%		135.20%		128.22%				40.49%		19.24%		6.34%		27.97%		35.20%		28.22%						0.99%		0.97%		0.80%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-10-2019		142.27%		118.74%		107.13%		128.50%		136.18%		128.70%				42.27%		18.74%		7.13%		28.50%		36.18%		28.70%						1.04%		0.98%		1.11%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		2.38%

				May-13-2019		140.37%		116.53%		104.44%		124.78%		133.14%		125.60%				40.37%		16.53%		4.44%		24.78%		33.14%		25.60%						0.96%		0.89%		0.67%		0.87%		0.92%		0.90%		2.38%

				May-14-2019		139.99%		116.89%		106.86%		125.73%		133.60%		126.60%				39.99%		16.89%		6.86%		25.73%		33.60%		26.60%						0.99%		1.02%		1.44%		1.04%		1.01%		1.04%		2.36%

				May-15-2019		141.02%		117.02%		106.85%		126.56%		134.55%		127.34%				41.02%		17.02%		6.85%		26.56%		34.55%		27.34%						1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		2.36%

				May-16-2019		141.41%		117.49%		108.10%		127.23%		135.15%		128.47%				41.41%		17.49%		8.10%		27.23%		35.15%		28.47%						1.01%		1.03%		1.16%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		2.37%

				May-17-2019		140.81%		117.01%		106.56%		126.29%		134.33%		127.72%				40.81%		17.01%		6.56%		26.29%		34.33%		27.72%						0.99%		0.97%		0.83%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		2.35%

				May-20-2019		141.40%		117.61%		105.65%		124.89%		133.80%		126.86%				41.40%		17.61%		5.65%		24.89%		33.80%		26.86%						1.01%		1.03%		0.88%		0.95%		0.98%		0.97%		2.34%

				May-21-2019		141.99%		118.30%		107.06%		126.12%		134.74%		127.94%				41.99%		18.30%		7.06%		26.12%		34.74%		27.94%						1.01%		1.04%		1.21%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.34%

				May-22-2019		141.48%		116.35%		106.43%		125.64%		134.10%		127.58%				41.48%		16.35%		6.43%		25.64%		34.10%		27.58%						0.99%		0.90%		0.92%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		2.34%

				May-23-2019		139.28%		116.46%		104.27%		123.04%		131.81%		126.06%				39.28%		16.46%		4.27%		23.04%		31.81%		26.06%						0.95%		1.01%		0.71%		0.90%		0.93%		0.95%		2.33%

				May-24-2019		139.45%		116.06%		105.54%		122.83%		131.83%		126.23%				39.45%		16.06%		5.54%		22.83%		31.83%		26.23%						1.00%		0.98%		1.24%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		2.32%

				May-27-2019		139.01%		116.03%		105.90%		122.84%		131.66%		126.23%				39.01%		16.03%		5.90%		22.84%		31.66%		26.23%						0.99%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.30%

				May-28-2019		139.46%		116.24%		105.48%		121.76%		131.28%		125.17%				39.46%		16.24%		5.48%		21.76%		31.28%		25.17%						1.01%		1.01%		0.94%		0.95%		0.99%		0.96%		2.30%

				May-29-2019		138.72%		116.61%		103.49%		120.97%		130.56%		124.31%				38.72%		16.61%		3.49%		20.97%		30.56%		24.31%						0.98%		1.02%		0.69%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		2.32%

				May-30-2019		138.69%		117.37%		103.35%		121.88%		130.94%		124.57%				38.69%		17.37%		3.35%		21.88%		30.94%		24.57%						1.00%		1.04%		0.97%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		2.32%

				May-31-2019		137.01%		116.92%		102.22%		120.77%		129.66%		122.92%				37.01%		16.92%		2.22%		20.77%		29.66%		22.92%						0.96%		0.98%		0.74%		0.95%		0.96%		0.94%		2.33%

				Jun-03-2019		138.14%		117.20%		102.77%		121.20%		130.28%		122.58%				38.14%		17.20%		2.77%		21.20%		30.28%		22.58%						1.03%		1.02%		1.17%		1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		2.30%

				Jun-04-2019		138.72%		116.05%		105.99%		122.94%		131.31%		125.21%				38.72%		16.05%		5.99%		22.94%		31.31%		25.21%						1.01%		0.94%		1.85%		1.08%		1.03%		1.11%		2.30%

				Jun-05-2019		139.65%		116.84%		106.07%		123.78%		132.28%		126.23%				39.65%		16.84%		6.07%		23.78%		32.28%		26.23%						1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		2.30%

				Jun-06-2019		139.50%		116.32%		105.68%		123.90%		132.22%		127.01%				39.50%		16.32%		5.68%		23.90%		32.22%		27.01%						1.00%		0.97%		0.94%		1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		2.30%

				Jun-07-2019		139.95%		117.68%		106.72%		124.99%		133.29%		128.34%				39.95%		17.68%		6.72%		24.99%		33.29%		28.34%						1.01%		1.08%		1.16%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		2.28%

				Jun-10-2019		140.94%		116.66%		106.22%		124.76%		133.53%		128.94%				40.94%		16.66%		6.22%		24.76%		33.53%		28.94%						1.02%		0.95%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		2.23%

				Jun-11-2019		142.20%		116.08%		106.25%		124.87%		134.03%		128.89%				42.20%		16.08%		6.25%		24.87%		34.03%		28.89%						1.03%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.24%

				Jun-12-2019		142.56%		116.31%		105.49%		125.39%		134.28%		128.63%				42.56%		16.31%		5.49%		25.39%		34.28%		28.63%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		2.22%

				Jun-13-2019		142.65%		121.77%		106.54%		125.93%		135.06%		129.16%				42.65%		21.77%		6.54%		25.93%		35.06%		29.16%						1.00%		1.32%		1.16%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.19%

				Jun-14-2019		142.50%		120.31%		105.46%		124.85%		134.29%		128.95%				42.50%		20.31%		5.46%		24.85%		34.29%		28.95%						1.00%		0.94%		0.86%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		2.14%

				Jun-17-2019		141.53%		119.69%		105.69%		124.22%		133.70%		129.07%				41.53%		19.69%		5.69%		24.22%		33.70%		29.07%						0.98%		0.97%		1.04%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		2.15%

				Jun-18-2019		142.22%		119.91%		107.80%		126.11%		134.99%		130.32%				42.22%		19.91%		7.80%		26.11%		34.99%		30.32%						1.02%		1.01%		1.32%		1.07%		1.04%		1.04%		2.18%

				Jun-19-2019		143.19%		120.21%		107.93%		125.73%		135.39%		130.71%				43.19%		20.21%		7.93%		25.73%		35.39%		30.71%						1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		2.17%

				Jun-20-2019		146.30%		121.03%		109.24%		127.56%		137.65%		131.95%				46.30%		21.03%		9.24%		27.56%		37.65%		31.95%						1.07%		1.04%		1.15%		1.07%		1.06%		1.04%		2.13%

				Jun-21-2019		144.91%		120.62%		107.90%		126.99%		136.55%		131.79%				44.91%		20.62%		7.90%		26.99%		36.55%		31.79%						0.97%		0.98%		0.87%		0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		2.09%

				Jun-24-2019		145.28%		120.00%		107.87%		127.28%		136.70%		131.56%				45.28%		20.00%		7.87%		27.28%		36.70%		31.56%						1.01%		0.97%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jun-25-2019		144.71%		119.49%		107.76%		127.16%		136.30%		130.31%				44.71%		19.49%		7.76%		27.16%		36.30%		30.31%						0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		2.08%

				Jun-26-2019		144.45%		119.16%		107.73%		127.18%		136.15%		130.15%				44.45%		19.16%		7.73%		27.18%		36.15%		30.15%						0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jun-27-2019		146.18%		119.39%		108.64%		127.49%		137.12%		130.65%				46.18%		19.39%		8.64%		27.49%		37.12%		30.65%						1.04%		1.01%		1.10%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		2.10%

				Jun-28-2019		146.77%		119.80%		110.34%		128.64%		137.89%		131.40%				46.77%		19.80%		10.34%		28.64%		37.89%		31.40%						1.01%		1.02%		1.18%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		2.09%

				Jul-01-2019		150.47%		119.91%		110.71%		130.26%		140.18%		132.41%				50.47%		19.91%		10.71%		30.26%		40.18%		32.41%						1.08%		1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.06%		1.03%		2.08%

				Jul-02-2019		150.77%		120.95%		111.02%		129.83%		140.27%		132.79%				50.77%		20.95%		11.02%		29.83%		40.27%		32.79%						1.01%		1.05%		1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		2.16%

				Jul-03-2019		150.72%		121.48%		111.44%		130.52%		140.65%		133.81%				50.72%		21.48%		11.44%		30.52%		40.65%		33.81%						1.00%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		2.15%

				Jul-04-2019		150.96%		121.39%		111.46%		130.64%		140.81%		133.81%				50.96%		21.39%		11.46%		30.64%		40.81%		33.81%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.16%

				Jul-05-2019		150.75%		120.64%		111.00%		129.59%		140.02%		133.57%				50.75%		20.64%		11.00%		29.59%		40.02%		33.57%						1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.16%

				Jul-08-2019		149.48%		120.05%		111.07%		128.83%		139.06%		132.92%				49.48%		20.05%		11.07%		28.83%		39.06%		32.92%						0.98%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		2.18%

				Jul-09-2019		148.50%		120.03%		110.44%		128.27%		138.33%		133.09%				48.50%		20.03%		10.44%		28.27%		38.33%		33.09%						0.98%		1.00%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		2.21%

				Jul-10-2019		148.04%		119.11%		109.42%		127.66%		137.76%		133.69%				48.04%		19.11%		9.42%		27.66%		37.76%		33.69%						0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%		2.21%

				Jul-11-2019		148.24%		119.79%		109.31%		127.88%		138.03%		133.99%				48.24%		19.79%		9.31%		27.88%		38.03%		33.99%						1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		2.15%

				Jul-12-2019		149.46%		120.79%		110.36%		129.62%		139.59%		134.61%				49.46%		20.79%		10.36%		29.62%		39.59%		34.61%						1.02%		1.05%		1.10%		1.06%		1.04%		1.02%		2.12%

				Jul-15-2019		149.77%		120.60%		111.07%		129.15%		139.38%		134.64%				49.77%		20.60%		11.07%		29.15%		39.38%		34.64%						1.01%		0.99%		1.06%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		2.10%

				Jul-16-2019		148.89%		120.83%		110.85%		129.31%		139.06%		134.18%				48.89%		20.83%		10.85%		29.31%		39.06%		34.18%						0.98%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		2.11%

				Jul-17-2019		147.21%		120.09%		108.26%		125.72%		136.48%		133.30%				47.21%		20.09%		8.26%		25.72%		36.48%		33.30%						0.97%		0.97%		0.78%		0.88%		0.94%		0.97%		2.10%

				Jul-18-2019		146.03%		120.13%		107.62%		127.82%		137.11%		133.78%				46.03%		20.13%		7.62%		27.82%		37.11%		33.78%						0.98%		1.00%		0.93%		1.08%		1.02%		1.01%		2.09%

				Jul-19-2019		146.60%		119.73%		107.01%		128.11%		137.39%		132.95%				46.60%		19.73%		7.01%		28.11%		37.39%		32.95%						1.01%		0.98%		0.93%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		2.01%

				Jul-22-2019		145.27%		121.56%		106.27%		128.50%		137.33%		133.33%				45.27%		21.56%		6.27%		28.50%		37.33%		33.33%						0.97%		1.09%		0.91%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		2.02%

				Jul-23-2019		145.50%		123.17%		107.42%		129.94%		138.44%		134.24%				45.50%		23.17%		7.42%		29.94%		38.44%		34.24%						1.00%		1.07%		1.16%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		2.04%

				Jul-24-2019		145.74%		127.56%		108.71%		130.15%		139.09%		134.87%				45.74%		27.56%		8.71%		30.15%		39.09%		34.87%						1.01%		1.18%		1.15%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		2.02%

				Jul-25-2019		145.55%		127.19%		107.72%		129.57%		138.70%		134.16%				45.55%		27.19%		7.72%		29.57%		38.70%		34.16%						1.00%		0.99%		0.90%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		2.05%

				Jul-26-2019		145.39%		127.00%		105.71%		129.48%		138.47%		135.15%				45.39%		27.00%		5.71%		29.48%		38.47%		35.15%						1.00%		0.99%		0.77%		1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		2.06%

				Jul-29-2019		144.64%		127.57%		104.49%		129.35%		138.19%		134.94%				44.64%		27.57%		4.49%		29.35%		38.19%		34.94%						0.98%		1.02%		0.82%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		2.08%

				Jul-30-2019		146.83%		127.64%		105.37%		129.33%		139.02%		134.59%				46.83%		27.64%		5.37%		29.33%		39.02%		34.59%						1.05%		1.00%		1.16%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jul-31-2019		146.38%		125.73%		104.40%		128.46%		137.77%		133.12%				46.38%		25.73%		4.40%		28.46%		37.77%		33.12%						0.99%		0.93%		0.85%		0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		2.04%

				Aug-01-2019		145.06%		123.03%		103.71%		126.47%		135.91%		131.92%				45.06%		23.03%		3.71%		26.47%		35.91%		31.92%						0.97%		0.90%		0.87%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		2.04%

				Aug-02-2019		143.31%		122.51%		102.49%		124.70%		134.12%		130.96%				43.31%		22.51%		2.49%		24.70%		34.12%		30.96%						0.96%		0.98%		0.74%		0.94%		0.95%		0.97%		2.03%

				Aug-05-2019		139.56%		120.59%		100.36%		120.85%		130.29%		127.06%				39.56%		20.59%		0.36%		20.85%		30.29%		27.06%						0.92%		0.92%		0.39%		0.85%		0.89%		0.88%		2.02%

				Aug-06-2019		140.07%		120.70%		100.52%		122.65%		131.39%		128.72%				40.07%		20.70%		0.52%		22.65%		31.39%		28.72%						1.01%		1.01%		1.12%		1.08%		1.04%		1.06%		2.00%

				Aug-07-2019		139.96%		121.98%		101.14%		121.95%		131.12%		128.82%				39.96%		21.98%		1.14%		21.95%		31.12%		28.82%						1.00%		1.06%		1.41%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		2.01%

				Aug-08-2019		142.14%		122.52%		104.37%		124.60%		133.46%		131.23%				42.14%		22.52%		4.37%		24.60%		33.46%		31.23%						1.05%		1.02%		2.51%		1.12%		1.07%		1.08%		1.98%

				Aug-09-2019		141.33%		119.74%		102.02%		123.60%		132.26%		130.36%				41.33%		19.74%		2.02%		23.60%		32.26%		30.36%						0.98%		0.88%		0.56%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		1.98%

				Aug-12-2019		140.48%		118.94%		101.27%		122.12%		131.10%		128.81%				40.48%		18.94%		1.27%		22.12%		31.10%		28.81%						0.98%		0.96%		0.75%		0.94%		0.97%		0.95%		1.96%

				Aug-13-2019		140.27%		119.84%		101.44%		124.38%		132.08%		130.71%				40.27%		19.84%		1.44%		24.38%		32.08%		30.71%						0.99%		1.05%		1.07%		1.10%		1.03%		1.06%		1.96%

				Aug-14-2019		138.35%		118.72%		98.63%		120.64%		129.37%		126.88%				38.35%		18.72%		-1.37%		20.64%		29.37%		26.88%						0.95%		0.95%		-0.15%		0.85%		0.92%		0.88%		1.96%

				Aug-15-2019		137.75%		118.53%		98.59%		119.25%		128.32%		127.19%				37.75%		18.53%		-1.41%		19.25%		28.32%		27.19%						0.98%		0.99%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		1.92%

				Aug-16-2019		138.93%		119.37%		99.72%		121.54%		129.99%		129.03%				38.93%		19.37%		-0.28%		21.54%		29.99%		29.03%						1.03%		1.04%		-1.76%		1.11%		1.06%		1.07%		1.87%

				Aug-19-2019		140.29%		120.71%		100.72%		122.66%		131.27%		130.59%				40.29%		20.71%		0.72%		22.66%		31.27%		30.59%						1.03%		1.07%		2.39%		1.05%		1.04%		1.05%		1.83%

				Aug-20-2019		140.16%		120.33%		99.51%		121.24%		130.42%		129.55%				40.16%		20.33%		-0.49%		21.24%		30.42%		29.55%						1.00%		0.98%		0.30%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.90%

				Aug-21-2019		140.91%		120.71%		101.25%		121.89%		131.05%		130.62%				40.91%		20.71%		1.25%		21.89%		31.05%		30.62%						1.02%		1.02%		4.41%		1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.90%

				Aug-22-2019		139.59%		120.34%		100.85%		120.92%		130.13%		130.56%				39.59%		20.34%		0.85%		20.92%		30.13%		30.56%						0.97%		0.98%		0.82%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.93%

				Aug-23-2019		139.00%		118.95%		98.56%		117.14%		127.79%		127.17%				39.00%		18.95%		-1.44%		17.14%		27.79%		27.17%						0.99%		0.93%		-0.24%		0.83%		0.92%		0.89%		1.96%

				Aug-26-2019		137.37%		119.67%		98.79%		117.65%		127.40%		128.57%				37.37%		19.67%		-1.21%		17.65%		27.40%		28.57%						0.96%		1.04%		0.48%		1.03%		0.99%		1.05%		1.93%

				Aug-27-2019		139.05%		119.15%		98.48%		118.00%		128.11%		128.15%				39.05%		19.15%		-1.52%		18.00%		28.11%		28.15%						1.04%		0.97%		2.48%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.96%

				Aug-28-2019		139.70%		118.51%		99.26%		119.17%		128.83%		128.99%				39.70%		18.51%		-0.74%		19.17%		28.83%		28.99%						1.02%		0.97%		-0.50%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.94%

				Aug-29-2019		139.82%		119.58%		101.38%		121.65%		130.42%		130.63%				39.82%		19.58%		1.38%		21.65%		30.42%		30.63%						1.00%		1.05%		9.15%		1.12%		1.05%		1.05%		1.95%

				Aug-30-2019		140.91%		119.86%		102.82%		122.44%		131.37%		130.71%				40.91%		19.86%		2.82%		22.44%		31.37%		30.71%						1.03%		1.01%		1.61%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-02-2019		141.78%		119.75%		102.93%		122.30%		131.65%		130.71%				41.78%		19.75%		2.93%		22.30%		31.65%		30.71%						1.02%		0.99%		1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-03-2019		140.51%		121.38%		101.53%		121.17%		130.82%		129.81%				40.51%		21.38%		1.53%		21.17%		30.82%		29.81%						0.97%		1.08%		0.64%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		1.95%

				Sep-04-2019		141.79%		122.08%		102.19%		123.57%		132.68%		131.22%				41.79%		22.08%		2.19%		23.57%		32.68%		31.22%						1.03%		1.03%		1.26%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		1.94%

				Sep-05-2019		142.63%		126.94%		104.34%		126.60%		135.20%		132.93%				42.63%		26.94%		4.34%		26.60%		35.20%		32.93%						1.02%		1.21%		1.67%		1.12%		1.07%		1.05%		1.93%

				Sep-06-2019		144.05%		126.46%		104.14%		127.03%		135.98%		133.05%				44.05%		26.46%		4.14%		27.03%		35.98%		33.05%						1.03%		0.98%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.93%

				Sep-09-2019		143.56%		127.72%		105.01%		127.28%		136.07%		133.04%				43.56%		27.72%		5.01%		27.28%		36.07%		33.04%						0.99%		1.05%		1.17%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.92%

				Sep-10-2019		142.91%		128.23%		106.07%		127.72%		136.11%		133.08%				42.91%		28.23%		6.07%		27.72%		36.11%		33.08%						0.99%		1.02%		1.18%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.92%

				Sep-11-2019		143.84%		129.20%		108.10%		129.46%		137.31%		134.04%				43.84%		29.20%		8.10%		29.46%		37.31%		34.04%						1.02%		1.03%		1.29%		1.06%		1.03%		1.03%		1.91%

				Sep-12-2019		145.49%		129.32%		107.70%		128.35%		137.33%		134.43%				45.49%		29.32%		7.70%		28.35%		37.33%		34.43%						1.04%		1.00%		0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.92%

				Sep-13-2019		145.82%		129.23%		110.30%		128.51%		137.71%		134.33%				45.82%		29.23%		10.30%		28.51%		37.71%		34.33%						1.01%		1.00%		1.30%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.91%

				Sep-16-2019		144.97%		128.99%		109.50%		127.65%		136.92%		133.91%				44.97%		28.99%		9.50%		27.65%		36.92%		33.91%						0.98%		0.99%		0.93%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		1.92%

				Sep-17-2019		144.59%		127.36%		109.79%		127.42%		136.42%		134.25%				44.59%		27.36%		9.79%		27.42%		36.42%		34.25%						0.99%		0.95%		1.03%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.95%

				Sep-18-2019		144.71%		127.19%		109.60%		128.19%		136.80%		134.30%				44.71%		27.19%		9.60%		28.19%		36.80%		34.30%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-19-2019		145.03%		127.35%		110.02%		127.64%		136.68%		134.30%				45.03%		27.35%		10.02%		27.64%		36.68%		34.30%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.91%

				Sep-20-2019		144.42%		127.15%		108.73%		127.64%		136.40%		133.64%				44.42%		27.15%		8.73%		27.64%		36.40%		33.64%						0.99%		0.99%		0.88%		1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.89%

				Sep-23-2019		143.80%		126.79%		108.38%		127.08%		135.68%		133.63%				43.80%		26.79%		8.38%		27.08%		35.68%		33.63%						0.99%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		1.87%

				Sep-24-2019		143.06%		125.90%		108.29%		125.69%		134.72%		132.51%				43.06%		25.90%		8.29%		25.69%		34.72%		32.51%						0.98%		0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		1.90%

				Sep-25-2019		141.62%		126.36%		108.76%		126.27%		134.45%		133.32%				41.62%		26.36%		8.76%		26.27%		34.45%		33.32%						0.97%		1.02%		1.05%		1.02%		0.99%		1.02%		1.88%

				Sep-26-2019		142.02%		127.11%		108.64%		126.26%		134.72%		133.00%				42.02%		27.11%		8.64%		26.26%		34.72%		33.00%						1.01%		1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.85%

				Sep-27-2019		142.23%		127.31%		108.24%		127.31%		135.37%		132.29%				42.23%		27.31%		8.24%		27.31%		35.37%		32.29%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		1.04%		1.02%		0.98%		1.79%

				Sep-30-2019		142.08%		126.94%		109.12%		127.96%		135.60%		132.96%				42.08%		26.94%		9.12%		27.96%		35.60%		32.96%						1.00%		0.99%		1.10%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.76%

				Oct-01-2019		140.58%		124.45%		108.14%		124.73%		133.14%		131.33%				40.58%		24.45%		8.14%		24.73%		33.14%		31.33%						0.97%		0.91%		0.90%		0.89%		0.93%		0.95%		1.84%

				Oct-02-2019		138.81%		124.29%		105.04%		121.95%		131.04%		128.98%				38.81%		24.29%		5.04%		21.95%		31.04%		28.98%						0.96%		0.99%		0.66%		0.89%		0.94%		0.93%		1.78%

				Oct-03-2019		138.79%		124.32%		105.20%		122.54%		131.32%		130.01%				38.79%		24.32%		5.20%		22.54%		31.32%		30.01%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.75%

				Oct-04-2019		139.70%		125.27%		106.98%		124.07%		132.60%		131.86%				39.70%		25.27%		6.98%		24.07%		32.60%		31.86%						1.02%		1.04%		1.29%		1.06%		1.04%		1.06%		1.67%

				Oct-07-2019		139.10%		127.73%		106.80%		123.62%		132.43%		131.26%				39.10%		27.73%		6.80%		23.62%		32.43%		31.26%						0.99%		1.09%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.68%

				Oct-08-2019		139.15%		126.63%		105.22%		120.36%		130.73%		129.22%				39.15%		26.63%		5.22%		20.36%		30.73%		29.22%						1.00%		0.96%		0.80%		0.87%		0.95%		0.94%		1.71%

				Oct-09-2019		139.10%		126.98%		105.73%		121.40%		131.26%		130.40%				39.10%		26.98%		5.73%		21.40%		31.26%		30.40%						1.00%		1.01%		1.08%		1.05%		1.02%		1.04%		1.68%

				Oct-10-2019		139.28%		127.55%		107.33%		122.67%		132.11%		131.24%				39.28%		27.55%		7.33%		22.67%		32.11%		31.24%						1.00%		1.02%		1.24%		1.06%		1.03%		1.03%		1.66%

				Oct-11-2019		141.21%		132.74%		110.54%		125.45%		134.89%		132.67%				41.21%		32.74%		10.54%		25.45%		34.89%		32.67%						1.05%		1.18%		1.39%		1.12%		1.08%		1.04%		1.65%

				Oct-14-2019		141.39%		132.85%		109.81%		124.84%		134.75%		132.49%				41.39%		32.85%		9.81%		24.84%		34.75%		32.49%						1.00%		1.00%		0.94%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.65%

				Oct-15-2019		142.05%		133.16%		110.89%		125.54%		135.49%		133.81%				42.05%		33.16%		10.89%		25.54%		35.49%		33.81%						1.02%		1.01%		1.10%		1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.65%

				Oct-16-2019		142.21%		133.11%		111.00%		125.09%		135.36%		133.54%				42.21%		33.11%		11.00%		25.09%		35.36%		33.54%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.64%

				Oct-17-2019		143.05%		134.46%		112.63%		127.19%		136.92%		133.91%				43.05%		34.46%		12.63%		27.19%		36.92%		33.91%						1.02%		1.04%		1.14%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		1.63%

				Oct-18-2019		142.28%		134.15%		113.65%		126.12%		136.21%		133.38%				42.28%		34.15%		13.65%		26.12%		36.21%		33.38%						0.98%		0.99%		1.07%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.63%

				Oct-21-2019		143.67%		135.47%		115.64%		128.54%		138.20%		134.30%				43.67%		35.47%		15.64%		28.54%		38.20%		34.30%						1.03%		1.04%		1.14%		1.09%		1.05%		1.03%		1.63%

				Oct-22-2019		144.25%		138.00%		115.39%		128.79%		138.77%		133.82%				44.25%		38.00%		15.39%		28.79%		38.77%		33.82%						1.01%		1.07%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.64%

				Oct-23-2019		143.78%		136.97%		115.08%		129.01%		138.66%		134.20%				43.78%		36.97%		15.08%		29.01%		38.66%		34.20%						0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.62%

				Oct-24-2019		143.92%		137.40%		114.84%		129.85%		139.25%		134.46%				43.92%		37.40%		14.84%		29.85%		39.25%		34.46%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.62%

				Oct-25-2019		144.68%		138.19%		116.86%		130.61%		140.07%		135.01%				44.68%		38.19%		16.86%		30.61%		40.07%		35.01%						1.02%		1.02%		1.13%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.64%

				Oct-28-2019		145.46%		137.73%		116.99%		131.53%		140.82%		135.76%				45.46%		37.73%		16.99%		31.53%		40.82%		35.76%						1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.63%

				Oct-29-2019		147.51%		137.22%		116.99%		131.99%		141.67%		135.65%				47.51%		37.22%		16.99%		31.99%		41.67%		35.65%						1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.62%

				Oct-30-2019		146.60%		136.71%		117.99%		132.48%		141.59%		136.09%				46.60%		36.71%		17.99%		32.48%		41.59%		36.09%						0.98%		0.99%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.60%

				Oct-31-2019		148.90%		137.69%		114.62%		131.15%		141.76%		135.68%				48.90%		37.69%		14.62%		31.15%		41.76%		35.68%						1.05%		1.03%		0.82%		0.96%		1.00%		0.99%		1.59%

				Nov-01-2019		152.80%		139.22%		117.62%		133.71%		144.94%		136.99%				52.80%		39.22%		17.62%		33.71%		44.94%		36.99%						1.08%		1.04%		1.19%		1.08%		1.07%		1.04%		1.51%

				Nov-04-2019		154.24%		139.27%		119.08%		136.52%		146.97%		137.49%				54.24%		39.27%		19.08%		36.52%		46.97%		37.49%						1.03%		1.00%		1.08%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		1.49%

				Nov-05-2019		154.81%		139.84%		119.32%		136.85%		147.63%		137.33%				54.81%		39.84%		19.32%		36.85%		47.63%		37.33%						1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.50%

				Nov-06-2019		155.85%		141.25%		115.89%		136.92%		148.04%		137.43%				55.85%		41.25%		15.89%		36.92%		48.04%		37.43%						1.02%		1.03%		0.83%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.53%

				Nov-07-2019		153.56%		141.01%		116.49%		136.01%		147.13%		137.80%				53.56%		41.01%		16.49%		36.01%		47.13%		37.80%						0.96%		0.99%		1.04%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.53%

				Nov-08-2019		153.66%		141.59%		114.64%		136.45%		147.35%		138.16%				53.66%		41.59%		14.64%		36.45%		47.35%		38.16%						1.00%		1.01%		0.89%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.53%

				Nov-11-2019		151.33%		141.74%		114.94%		135.93%		146.20%		137.88%				51.33%		41.74%		14.94%		35.93%		46.20%		37.88%						0.96%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.52%

				Nov-12-2019		151.26%		141.10%		115.36%		137.43%		146.85%		138.10%				51.26%		41.10%		15.36%		37.43%		46.85%		38.10%						1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.52%

				Nov-13-2019		150.62%		140.62%		114.34%		136.83%		146.37%		138.20%				50.62%		40.62%		14.34%		36.83%		46.37%		38.20%						0.99%		0.99%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.56%

				Nov-14-2019		151.00%		140.36%		115.14%		135.66%		145.75%		138.32%				51.00%		40.36%		15.14%		35.66%		45.75%		38.32%						1.01%		0.99%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-15-2019		151.46%		140.88%		114.91%		137.06%		146.74%		139.38%				51.46%		40.88%		14.91%		37.06%		46.74%		39.38%						1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Nov-18-2019		152.21%		140.22%		113.94%		136.08%		146.37%		139.45%				52.21%		40.22%		13.94%		36.08%		46.37%		39.45%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-19-2019		153.71%		139.61%		114.04%		136.36%		146.97%		139.37%				53.71%		39.61%		14.04%		36.36%		46.97%		39.37%						1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-20-2019		152.34%		138.59%		113.08%		134.59%		145.41%		138.84%				52.34%		38.59%		13.08%		34.59%		45.41%		38.84%						0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.54%

				Nov-21-2019		151.33%		138.68%		111.57%		134.32%		144.85%		138.62%				51.33%		38.68%		11.57%		34.32%		44.85%		38.62%						0.98%		1.00%		0.89%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.54%

				Nov-22-2019		151.68%		139.70%		112.18%		134.87%		145.30%		138.92%				51.68%		39.70%		12.18%		34.87%		45.30%		38.92%						1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.55%

				Nov-25-2019		152.68%		141.21%		113.77%		135.27%		146.19%		139.97%				52.68%		41.21%		13.77%		35.27%		46.19%		39.97%						1.02%		1.04%		1.12%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.55%

				Nov-26-2019		152.71%		141.65%		114.81%		136.37%		146.80%		140.28%				52.71%		41.65%		14.81%		36.37%		46.80%		40.28%						1.00%		1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.58%

				Nov-27-2019		152.39%		142.17%		114.38%		136.73%		146.87%		140.86%				52.39%		42.17%		14.38%		36.73%		46.87%		40.86%						0.99%		1.01%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.57%

				Nov-28-2019		152.27%		142.27%		114.49%		136.61%		146.76%		140.86%				52.27%		42.27%		14.49%		36.61%		46.76%		40.86%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.59%

				Nov-29-2019		150.93%		141.51%		113.85%		135.87%		145.77%		140.30%				50.93%		41.51%		13.85%		35.87%		45.77%		40.30%						0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.59%

				Dec-02-2019		150.32%		141.49%		112.18%		133.50%		144.31%		139.09%				50.32%		41.49%		12.18%		33.50%		44.31%		39.09%						0.99%		1.00%		0.89%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.56%

				Dec-03-2019		149.38%		138.14%		111.22%		132.19%		142.91%		138.16%				49.38%		38.14%		11.22%		32.19%		42.91%		38.16%						0.98%		0.92%		0.93%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		1.57%

				Dec-04-2019		150.47%		139.47%		112.23%		133.14%		143.98%		139.04%				50.47%		39.47%		12.23%		33.14%		43.98%		39.04%						1.02%		1.03%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-05-2019		151.18%		140.42%		112.37%		133.47%		144.68%		139.24%				51.18%		40.42%		12.37%		33.47%		44.68%		39.24%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.52%

				Dec-06-2019		152.66%		141.47%		113.03%		135.11%		146.25%		140.52%				52.66%		41.47%		13.03%		35.11%		46.25%		40.52%						1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		1.51%

				Dec-09-2019		152.86%		141.63%		112.59%		134.59%		146.07%		140.07%				52.86%		41.63%		12.59%		34.59%		46.07%		40.07%						1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.50%

				Dec-10-2019		153.19%		141.45%		112.20%		134.27%		145.97%		139.92%				53.19%		41.45%		12.20%		34.27%		45.97%		39.92%						1.01%		1.00%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.51%

				Dec-11-2019		153.85%		142.51%		113.29%		136.06%		147.22%		140.32%				53.85%		42.51%		13.29%		36.06%		47.22%		40.32%						1.01%		1.02%		1.08%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.53%

				Dec-12-2019		153.95%		144.14%		114.37%		137.08%		148.25%		141.53%				53.95%		44.14%		14.37%		37.08%		48.25%		41.53%						1.00%		1.04%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Dec-13-2019		155.78%		144.08%		114.29%		136.00%		148.84%		141.54%				55.78%		44.08%		14.29%		36.00%		48.84%		41.54%						1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.53%

				Dec-16-2019		155.06%		145.11%		114.79%		135.91%		148.58%		142.55%				55.06%		45.11%		14.79%		35.91%		48.58%		42.55%						0.99%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-17-2019		155.60%		146.02%		114.70%		135.88%		148.87%		142.60%				55.60%		46.02%		14.70%		35.88%		48.87%		42.60%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Dec-18-2019		154.12%		145.53%		113.28%		134.71%		147.52%		142.54%				54.12%		45.53%		13.28%		34.71%		47.52%		42.54%						0.97%		0.99%		0.91%		0.97%		0.97%		1.00%		1.53%

				Dec-19-2019		153.78%		146.33%		113.03%		135.69%		147.96%		143.17%				53.78%		46.33%		13.03%		35.69%		47.96%		43.17%						0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.53%

				Dec-20-2019		154.33%		147.58%		113.79%		135.78%		148.28%		143.88%				54.33%		47.58%		13.79%		35.78%		48.28%		43.88%						1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-23-2019		154.23%		148.16%		113.90%		135.93%		148.39%		144.00%				54.23%		48.16%		13.90%		35.93%		48.39%		44.00%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-24-2019		154.44%		148.23%		113.67%		135.59%		148.31%		143.98%				54.44%		48.23%		13.67%		35.59%		48.31%		43.98%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.56%

				Dec-25-2019		154.47%		148.23%		113.67%		135.59%		148.33%		143.98%				54.47%		48.23%		13.67%		35.59%		48.33%		43.98%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-26-2019		155.10%		148.54%		113.39%		136.02%		148.86%		144.71%				55.10%		48.54%		13.39%		36.02%		48.86%		44.71%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.55%

				Dec-27-2019		154.59%		148.50%		113.48%		135.87%		148.58%		144.72%				54.59%		48.50%		13.48%		35.87%		48.58%		44.72%						0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-30-2019		154.55%		148.81%		112.88%		135.65%		148.57%		143.88%				54.55%		48.81%		12.88%		35.65%		48.57%		43.88%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.54%

				Dec-31-2019		154.98%		149.04%		112.59%		135.86%		148.86%		144.31%				54.98%		49.04%		12.59%		35.86%		48.86%		44.31%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.54%

				Jan-02-2020		157.21%		149.79%		112.72%		138.44%		151.11%		145.52%				57.21%		49.79%		12.72%		38.44%		51.11%		45.52%						1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.03%		1.54%

				Jan-03-2020		154.84%		148.69%		112.07%		136.67%		149.21%		144.49%				54.84%		48.69%		12.07%		36.67%		49.21%		44.49%						0.96%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		0.96%		0.98%		1.51%

				Jan-06-2020		153.55%		148.03%		111.43%		136.37%		148.26%		145.00%				53.55%		48.03%		11.43%		36.37%		48.26%		45.00%						0.98%		0.99%		0.95%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.49%

				Jan-07-2020		154.70%		147.92%		110.55%		136.88%		149.10%		144.59%				54.70%		47.92%		10.55%		36.88%		49.10%		44.59%						1.02%		1.00%		0.93%		1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.53%

				Jan-08-2020		154.43%		148.32%		109.96%		137.36%		149.19%		145.30%				54.43%		48.32%		9.96%		37.36%		49.19%		45.30%						1.00%		1.01%		0.95%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-09-2020		156.17%		148.97%		110.99%		138.34%		150.49%		146.27%				56.17%		48.97%		10.99%		38.34%		50.49%		46.27%						1.03%		1.01%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-10-2020		156.83%		148.73%		110.15%		137.57%		150.38%		145.85%				56.83%		48.73%		10.15%		37.57%		50.38%		45.85%						1.01%		1.00%		0.93%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.51%

				Jan-13-2020		157.43%		149.43%		110.58%		139.10%		151.52%		146.87%				57.43%		49.43%		10.58%		39.10%		51.52%		46.87%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-14-2020		157.15%		148.81%		109.89%		138.24%		150.89%		146.65%				57.15%		48.81%		9.89%		38.24%		50.89%		46.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Jan-15-2020		156.27%		150.64%		109.56%		138.19%		150.70%		146.92%				56.27%		50.64%		9.56%		38.19%		50.70%		46.92%						0.98%		1.04%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.54%

				Jan-16-2020		157.44%		150.99%		110.26%		139.28%		151.83%		148.15%				57.44%		50.99%		10.26%		39.28%		51.83%		48.15%						1.02%		1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Jan-17-2020		158.20%		150.87%		110.91%		139.55%		152.31%		148.72%				58.20%		50.87%		10.91%		39.55%		52.31%		48.72%						1.01%		1.00%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.52%

				Jan-20-2020		158.64%		151.00%		110.94%		139.54%		152.51%		148.72%				58.64%		51.00%		10.94%		39.54%		52.51%		48.72%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.53%

				Jan-21-2020		156.57%		149.99%		110.56%		138.37%		150.86%		148.33%				56.57%		49.99%		10.56%		38.37%		50.86%		48.33%						0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.53%

				Jan-22-2020		157.01%		149.22%		110.33%		138.29%		150.81%		148.37%				57.01%		49.22%		10.33%		38.29%		50.81%		48.37%						1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.53%

				Jan-23-2020		154.48%		148.77%		109.98%		138.54%		149.72%		148.54%				54.48%		48.77%		9.98%		38.54%		49.72%		48.54%						0.96%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.52%

				Jan-24-2020		153.58%		148.12%		109.32%		137.31%		148.69%		147.20%				53.58%		48.12%		9.32%		37.31%		48.69%		47.20%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		1.52%

				Jan-27-2020		151.86%		143.96%		107.71%		133.70%		145.74%		144.88%				51.86%		43.96%		7.71%		33.70%		45.74%		44.88%						0.97%		0.92%		0.84%		0.91%		0.94%		0.95%		1.51%

				Jan-28-2020		151.93%		144.21%		109.20%		134.78%		146.30%		146.34%				51.93%		44.21%		9.20%		34.78%		46.30%		46.34%						1.00%		1.01%		1.17%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.52%

				Jan-29-2020		152.82%		145.09%		107.92%		134.46%		146.64%		146.21%				52.82%		45.09%		7.92%		34.46%		46.64%		46.21%						1.02%		1.02%		0.87%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Jan-30-2020		152.49%		143.38%		108.21%		135.26%		146.76%		146.67%				52.49%		43.38%		8.21%		35.26%		46.76%		46.67%						0.99%		0.96%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.53%

				Jan-31-2020		151.61%		141.78%		106.20%		131.33%		144.26%		144.07%				51.61%		41.78%		6.20%		31.33%		44.26%		44.07%						0.98%		0.96%		0.78%		0.89%		0.95%		0.95%		1.54%

				Feb-03-2020		147.05%		140.63%		106.51%		130.72%		141.96%		145.12%				47.05%		40.63%		6.51%		30.72%		41.96%		45.12%						0.91%		0.97%		1.04%		0.98%		0.95%		1.02%		1.52%

				Feb-04-2020		149.82%		145.49%		107.66%		132.94%		144.94%		147.29%				49.82%		45.49%		7.66%		32.94%		44.94%		47.29%						1.06%		1.12%		1.15%		1.07%		1.07%		1.05%		1.54%

				Feb-05-2020		151.68%		147.41%		109.43%		136.32%		147.71%		148.95%				51.68%		47.41%		9.43%		36.32%		47.71%		48.95%						1.04%		1.04%		1.20%		1.10%		1.06%		1.03%		1.54%

				Feb-06-2020		153.46%		146.67%		109.95%		135.81%		148.07%		149.44%				53.46%		46.67%		9.95%		35.81%		48.07%		49.44%						1.03%		0.98%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.54%

				Feb-07-2020		152.17%		144.66%		108.04%		134.58%		146.59%		148.64%				52.17%		44.66%		8.04%		34.58%		46.59%		48.64%						0.98%		0.96%		0.83%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.54%

				Feb-10-2020		152.95%		144.20%		109.37%		135.30%		147.10%		149.73%				52.95%		44.20%		9.37%		35.30%		47.10%		49.73%						1.01%		0.99%		1.15%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.53%

				Feb-11-2020		155.38%		145.28%		110.45%		136.79%		149.03%		149.98%				55.38%		45.28%		10.45%		36.79%		49.03%		49.98%						1.05%		1.02%		1.10%		1.04%		1.04%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-12-2020		156.23%		148.19%		111.63%		139.13%		150.76%		150.95%				56.23%		48.19%		11.63%		39.13%		50.76%		50.95%						1.02%		1.06%		1.10%		1.06%		1.03%		1.02%		1.54%

				Feb-13-2020		154.18%		148.40%		113.48%		137.52%		149.29%		150.70%				54.18%		48.40%		13.48%		37.52%		49.29%		50.70%						0.96%		1.00%		1.15%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-14-2020		153.96%		148.49%		113.97%		138.16%		149.34%		150.98%				53.96%		48.49%		13.97%		38.16%		49.34%		50.98%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.56%

				Feb-17-2020		154.86%		148.64%		113.81%		137.92%		149.60%		150.98%				54.86%		48.64%		13.81%		37.92%		49.60%		50.98%						1.02%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-18-2020		153.88%		148.26%		112.97%		136.27%		148.20%		150.54%				53.88%		48.26%		12.97%		36.27%		48.20%		50.54%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		1.55%

				Feb-19-2020		154.09%		147.26%		114.25%		137.28%		148.78%		151.25%				54.09%		47.26%		14.25%		37.28%		48.78%		51.25%						1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.55%

				Feb-20-2020		155.03%		147.97%		115.14%		137.10%		149.10%		150.67%				55.03%		47.97%		15.14%		37.10%		49.10%		50.67%						1.02%		1.01%		1.06%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.55%

				Feb-21-2020		154.64%		146.93%		115.19%		136.56%		148.47%		149.08%				54.64%		46.93%		15.19%		36.56%		48.47%		49.08%						0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		1.55%

				Feb-24-2020		153.05%		142.34%		109.99%		132.54%		145.11%		144.09%				53.05%		42.34%		9.99%		32.54%		45.11%		44.09%						0.97%		0.90%		0.68%		0.89%		0.93%		0.90%		1.53%

				Feb-25-2020		150.03%		139.68%		106.85%		127.55%		141.30%		139.73%				50.03%		39.68%		6.85%		27.55%		41.30%		39.73%						0.94%		0.94%		0.71%		0.85%		0.92%		0.90%		1.50%

				Feb-26-2020		149.84%		139.29%		105.61%		127.36%		141.07%		139.20%				49.84%		39.29%		5.61%		27.36%		41.07%		39.20%						1.00%		0.99%		0.84%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.50%

				Feb-27-2020		147.93%		136.06%		103.31%		122.08%		137.30%		133.05%				47.93%		36.06%		3.31%		22.08%		37.30%		33.05%						0.96%		0.92%		0.65%		0.81%		0.91%		0.85%		1.50%

				Feb-28-2020		143.46%		134.98%		102.66%		121.94%		135.60%		131.95%				43.46%		34.98%		2.66%		21.94%		35.60%		31.95%						0.91%		0.97%		0.85%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		1.42%

				Mar-02-2020		141.24%		134.86%		104.71%		124.40%		135.68%		138.03%				41.24%		34.86%		4.71%		24.40%		35.68%		38.03%						0.95%		1.00%		1.56%		1.11%		1.00%		1.18%		1.25%

				Mar-03-2020		141.82%		134.55%		104.70%		122.42%		134.96%		134.15%				41.82%		34.55%		4.70%		22.42%		34.96%		34.15%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.92%		0.98%		0.90%		1.10%

				Mar-04-2020		145.98%		140.75%		106.25%		128.27%		140.15%		139.81%				45.98%		40.75%		6.25%		28.27%		40.15%		39.81%						1.10%		1.17%		1.27%		1.25%		1.14%		1.16%		0.93%

				Mar-05-2020		146.76%		140.26%		103.08%		124.01%		138.10%		135.07%				46.76%		40.26%		3.08%		24.01%		38.10%		35.07%						1.02%		0.99%		0.56%		0.85%		0.95%		0.88%		0.71%

				Mar-06-2020		145.09%		136.14%		101.26%		121.86%		135.86%		132.76%				45.09%		36.14%		1.26%		21.86%		35.86%		32.76%						0.97%		0.90%		0.55%		0.91%		0.94%		0.94%		0.61%

				Mar-09-2020		138.24%		130.72%		92.26%		111.15%		126.85%		122.68%				38.24%		30.72%		-7.74%		11.15%		26.85%		22.68%						0.85%		0.85%		-2.98%		0.53%		0.76%		0.70%		0.45%

				Mar-10-2020		140.48%		133.06%		91.10%		117.04%		130.75%		128.74%				40.48%		33.06%		-8.90%		17.04%		30.75%		28.74%						1.06%		1.07%		1.17%		1.48%		1.14%		1.26%		0.32%

				Mar-11-2020		135.84%		131.45%		89.22%		111.72%		126.29%		122.45%				35.84%		31.45%		-10.78%		11.72%		26.29%		22.45%						0.89%		0.95%		1.24%		0.71%		0.86%		0.79%		0.43%

				Mar-12-2020		126.00%		123.90%		74.42%		97.69%		114.39%		110.80%				26.00%		23.90%		-25.58%		-2.31%		14.39%		10.80%						0.73%		0.77%		2.51%		-0.10%		0.56%		0.50%		0.41%

				Mar-13-2020		126.83%		115.14%		78.96%		106.68%		118.24%		121.09%				26.83%		15.14%		-21.04%		6.68%		18.24%		21.09%						1.03%		0.65%		0.82%		-5.86%		1.25%		1.87%		0.33%

				Mar-16-2020		120.66%		107.98%		65.57%		97.50%		109.94%		106.58%				20.66%		7.98%		-34.43%		-2.50%		9.94%		6.58%						0.78%		0.56%		1.67%		-0.20%		0.57%		0.34%		0.27%

				Mar-17-2020		119.13%		105.13%		61.69%		95.56%		108.08%		112.97%				19.13%		5.13%		-38.31%		-4.44%		8.08%		12.97%						0.93%		0.68%		1.12%		2.29%		0.83%		1.84%		0.24%

				Mar-18-2020		115.16%		102.13%		60.79%		85.16%		101.21%		107.11%				15.16%		2.13%		-39.21%		-14.84%		1.21%		7.11%						0.80%		0.51%		1.02%		4.02%		0.24%		0.58%		0.19%

				Mar-19-2020		115.10%		99.13%		62.87%		86.77%		101.85%		107.62%				15.10%		-0.87%		-37.13%		-13.23%		1.85%		7.62%						1.00%		0.04%		0.95%		0.88%		1.29%		1.06%		0.02%

				Mar-20-2020		113.43%		94.58%		61.81%		82.95%		98.87%		102.95%				13.43%		-5.42%		-38.19%		-17.05%		-1.13%		2.95%						0.90%		-34.00%		1.03%		1.31%		-0.05%		0.46%		0.04%

				Mar-23-2020		106.63%		85.52%		61.62%		76.51%		91.88%		99.94%				6.63%		-14.48%		-38.38%		-23.49%		-8.12%		-0.06%						0.53%		3.05%		1.01%		1.40%		54.77%		0.24%		0.05%

				Mar-24-2020		112.38%		91.69%		66.46%		87.31%		100.48%		109.31%				12.38%		-8.31%		-33.54%		-12.69%		0.48%		9.31%						1.75%		0.54%		0.87%		0.52%		-0.21%		10.97%		0.02%

				Mar-25-2020		118.43%		91.65%		68.65%		93.76%		106.39%		110.57%				18.43%		-8.35%		-31.35%		-6.24%		6.39%		10.57%						1.45%		1.01%		0.93%		0.45%		4.99%		1.12%		0.01%

				Mar-26-2020		120.75%		94.60%		75.02%		98.29%		110.12%		117.48%				20.75%		-5.40%		-24.98%		-1.71%		10.12%		17.48%						1.12%		0.60%		0.79%		0.14%		1.50%		1.60%		-0.04%

				Mar-27-2020		119.03%		94.17%		70.96%		93.43%		106.88%		113.52%				19.03%		-5.83%		-29.04%		-6.57%		6.88%		13.52%						0.92%		1.10%		1.17%		7.85%		0.71%		0.79%		-0.05%

				Mar-30-2020		118.17%		105.29%		71.57%		94.34%		108.10%		117.32%				18.17%		5.29%		-28.43%		-5.66%		8.10%		17.32%						0.96%		-1.30%		0.98%		0.84%		1.15%		1.26%		0.03%

				Mar-31-2020		119.68%		104.62%		73.57%		95.68%		109.33%		115.44%				19.68%		4.62%		-26.43%		-4.32%		9.33%		15.44%						1.08%		0.89%		0.93%		0.71%		1.14%		0.90%		0.12%

				Apr-01-2020		115.77%		102.65%		70.23%		91.95%		105.81%		110.35%				15.77%		2.65%		-29.77%		-8.05%		5.81%		10.35%						0.81%		0.65%		1.13%		2.12%		0.66%		0.69%		0.11%

				Apr-02-2020		115.59%		102.90%		70.91%		94.55%		106.94%		112.87%				15.59%		2.90%		-29.09%		-5.45%		6.94%		12.87%						0.99%		1.07%		0.98%		0.63%		1.17%		1.22%		0.09%

				Apr-03-2020		116.69%		98.67%		68.64%		91.37%		105.32%		111.16%				16.69%		-1.33%		-31.36%		-8.63%		5.32%		11.16%						1.07%		-0.08%		1.08%		1.71%		0.80%		0.88%		0.09%

				Apr-06-2020		119.61%		101.62%		73.83%		96.95%		109.53%		118.98%				19.61%		1.62%		-26.17%		-3.05%		9.53%		18.98%						1.17%		-7.94%		0.83%		0.27%		1.67%		1.64%		0.10%

				Apr-07-2020		122.47%		107.94%		75.55%		98.79%		112.27%		118.79%				22.47%		7.94%		-24.45%		-1.21%		12.27%		18.79%						1.14%		3.41%		0.93%		0.10%		1.26%		0.99%		0.15%

				Apr-08-2020		123.04%		110.96%		76.56%		102.24%		114.44%		122.83%				23.04%		10.96%		-23.44%		2.24%		14.44%		22.83%						1.02%		1.34%		0.96%		-15.43%		1.16%		1.20%		0.14%

				Apr-09-2020		125.26%		113.48%		80.04%		104.89%		116.86%		124.61%				25.26%		13.48%		-19.96%		4.89%		16.86%		24.61%						1.09%		1.21%		0.84%		1.82%		1.16%		1.07%		0.22%

				Apr-10-2020		126.20%		113.48%		80.04%		104.89%		117.26%		124.61%				26.20%		13.48%		-19.96%		4.89%		17.26%		24.61%						1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		0.25%

				Apr-13-2020		124.48%		111.95%		78.06%		101.75%		114.94%		123.35%				24.48%		11.95%		-21.94%		1.75%		14.94%		23.35%						0.94%		0.89%		1.10%		0.47%		0.87%		0.95%		0.25%

				Apr-14-2020		127.23%		116.19%		78.50%		103.79%		117.30%		127.12%				27.23%		16.19%		-21.50%		3.79%		17.30%		27.12%						1.11%		1.33%		0.98%		1.74%		1.15%		1.15%		0.26%

				Apr-15-2020		123.36%		114.63%		73.14%		98.50%		112.92%		124.32%				23.36%		14.63%		-26.86%		-1.50%		12.92%		24.32%						0.86%		0.91%		1.26%		-0.10%		0.76%		0.90%		0.20%

				Apr-16-2020		120.79%		110.78%		71.73%		97.04%		110.73%		125.05%				20.79%		10.78%		-28.27%		-2.96%		10.73%		25.05%						0.89%		0.75%		1.05%		3.92%		0.84%		1.03%		0.14%

				Apr-17-2020		123.90%		111.79%		77.25%		101.93%		114.70%		128.40%				23.90%		11.79%		-22.75%		1.93%		14.70%		28.40%						1.14%		1.09%		0.80%		-1.49%		1.34%		1.13%		0.14%

				Apr-20-2020		122.46%		112.84%		75.45%		100.39%		113.60%		126.10%				22.46%		12.84%		-24.55%		0.39%		13.60%		26.10%						0.94%		1.08%		1.08%		0.47%		0.93%		0.92%		0.12%

				Apr-21-2020		119.76%		110.45%		73.42%		97.43%		110.77%		122.23%				19.76%		10.45%		-26.58%		-2.57%		10.77%		22.23%						0.88%		0.83%		1.09%		-1.13%		0.81%		0.86%		0.12%

				Apr-22-2020		121.30%		111.42%		74.10%		98.96%		112.33%		125.03%				21.30%		11.42%		-25.90%		-1.04%		12.33%		25.03%						1.07%		1.08%		0.97%		0.03%		1.13%		1.12%		0.11%

				Apr-23-2020		123.37%		108.87%		76.35%		99.80%		113.44%		124.97%				23.37%		8.87%		-23.65%		-0.20%		13.44%		24.97%						1.09%		0.79%		0.91%		-20.00%		1.08%		1.00%		0.12%

				Apr-24-2020		123.32%		113.71%		75.68%		100.18%		114.12%		126.71%				23.32%		13.71%		-24.32%		0.18%		14.12%		26.71%						1.00%		1.49%		1.03%		1.48%		1.05%		1.07%		0.11%

				Apr-27-2020		125.49%		115.86%		77.56%		103.74%		116.95%		128.57%				25.49%		15.86%		-22.44%		3.74%		16.95%		28.57%						1.09%		1.15%		0.92%		4.02%		1.19%		1.07%		0.12%

				Apr-28-2020		127.24%		120.47%		80.93%		106.27%		119.49%		127.90%				27.24%		20.47%		-19.07%		6.27%		19.49%		27.90%						1.07%		1.27%		0.84%		1.53%		1.14%		0.98%		0.12%

				Apr-29-2020		129.65%		119.73%		86.58%		109.33%		122.03%		131.30%				29.65%		19.73%		-13.42%		9.33%		22.03%		31.30%						1.09%		0.97%		0.69%		1.42%		1.12%		1.12%		0.11%

				Apr-30-2020		129.79%		118.48%		82.57%		105.83%		120.35%		130.09%				29.79%		18.48%		-17.43%		5.83%		20.35%		30.09%						1.00%		0.94%		1.32%		0.66%		0.93%		0.96%		0.10%

				May-01-2020		127.22%		116.59%		80.09%		102.10%		117.30%		126.44%				27.22%		16.59%		-19.91%		2.10%		17.30%		26.44%						0.92%		0.90%		1.15%		0.45%		0.86%		0.88%		0.09%

				May-04-2020		126.72%		116.50%		78.06%		100.97%		116.22%		126.97%				26.72%		16.50%		-21.94%		0.97%		16.22%		26.97%						0.98%		0.99%		1.11%		0.64%		0.94%		1.02%		0.12%

				May-05-2020		126.51%		118.72%		78.03%		101.62%		116.69%		128.12%				26.51%		18.72%		-21.97%		1.62%		16.69%		28.12%						0.99%		1.13%		1.00%		1.33%		1.03%		1.04%		0.13%

				May-06-2020		125.92%		118.78%		76.86%		101.16%		116.24%		127.23%				25.92%		18.78%		-23.14%		1.16%		16.24%		27.23%						0.98%		1.00%		1.06%		0.82%		0.97%		0.97%		0.13%

				May-07-2020		126.70%		119.16%		80.25%		101.76%		117.00%		128.69%				26.70%		19.16%		-19.75%		1.76%		17.00%		28.69%						1.03%		1.02%		0.85%		1.28%		1.04%		1.05%		0.12%

				May-08-2020		132.10%		120.11%		82.99%		104.59%		120.68%		130.86%				32.10%		20.11%		-17.01%		4.59%		20.68%		30.86%						1.19%		1.05%		0.85%		2.03%		1.20%		1.07%		0.11%

				May-11-2020		130.42%		120.89%		80.21%		102.45%		119.15%		130.89%				30.42%		20.89%		-19.79%		2.45%		19.15%		30.89%						0.95%		1.04%		1.17%		0.62%		0.93%		1.00%		0.12%

				May-12-2020		129.63%		118.97%		78.06%		98.46%		116.56%		128.20%				29.63%		18.97%		-21.94%		-1.54%		16.56%		28.20%						0.97%		0.91%		1.11%		-0.16%		0.87%		0.92%		0.12%

				May-13-2020		127.90%		118.84%		76.38%		95.33%		114.25%		125.96%				27.90%		18.84%		-23.62%		-4.67%		14.25%		25.96%						0.94%		0.99%		1.08%		6.80%		0.87%		0.92%		0.13%

				May-14-2020		129.34%		117.63%		75.30%		97.87%		115.69%		127.41%				29.34%		17.63%		-24.70%		-2.13%		15.69%		27.41%						1.05%		0.94%		1.05%		0.31%		1.09%		1.05%		0.13%

				May-15-2020		129.10%		118.17%		76.73%		97.02%		115.27%		127.91%				29.10%		18.17%		-23.27%		-2.98%		15.27%		27.91%						0.99%		1.03%		0.94%		1.75%		0.97%		1.02%		0.12%

				May-18-2020		132.44%		121.04%		82.98%		104.12%		120.75%		131.94%				32.44%		21.04%		-17.02%		4.12%		20.75%		31.94%						1.11%		1.15%		0.72%		-2.59%		1.34%		1.14%		0.12%

				May-19-2020		133.38%		123.39%		81.62%		102.24%		120.50%		130.56%				33.38%		23.39%		-18.38%		2.24%		20.50%		30.56%						1.03%		1.11%		1.08%		0.63%		0.99%		0.96%		0.13%

				May-20-2020		134.56%		125.95%		83.29%		104.81%		122.80%		132.73%				34.56%		25.95%		-16.71%		4.81%		22.80%		32.73%						1.03%		1.10%		0.90%		1.79%		1.11%		1.07%		0.13%

				May-21-2020		135.44%		125.51%		84.24%		105.26%		123.22%		131.70%				35.44%		25.51%		-15.76%		5.26%		23.22%		31.70%						1.02%		0.98%		0.94%		1.08%		1.02%		0.97%		0.12%

				May-22-2020		134.06%		125.77%		83.34%		105.93%		122.95%		132.01%				34.06%		25.77%		-16.66%		5.93%		22.95%		32.01%						0.96%		1.01%		1.06%		1.11%		0.99%		1.01%		0.12%

				May-25-2020		134.36%		126.21%		84.81%		106.15%		123.30%		132.01%				34.36%		26.21%		-15.19%		6.15%		23.30%		32.01%						1.01%		1.02%		0.91%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		0.12%

				May-26-2020		138.96%		131.93%		88.32%		111.12%		128.26%		133.63%				38.96%		31.93%		-11.68%		11.12%		28.26%		33.63%						1.13%		1.21%		0.75%		1.70%		1.20%		1.05%		0.12%

				May-27-2020		141.09%		134.23%		91.91%		113.36%		130.53%		135.61%				41.09%		34.23%		-8.09%		13.36%		30.53%		35.61%						1.05%		1.07%		0.66%		1.18%		1.08%		1.06%		0.14%

				May-28-2020		141.21%		132.81%		89.59%		112.61%		130.04%		135.33%				41.21%		32.81%		-10.41%		12.61%		30.04%		35.33%						1.00%		0.96%		1.33%		0.95%		0.98%		0.99%		0.15%

				May-29-2020		142.67%		133.64%		88.44%		111.56%		130.19%		135.98%				42.67%		33.64%		-11.56%		11.56%		30.19%		35.98%						1.03%		1.02%		1.12%		0.92%		1.00%		1.02%		0.15%

				Jun-01-2020		145.06%		133.91%		90.67%		111.67%		131.28%		136.49%				45.06%		33.91%		-9.33%		11.67%		31.28%		36.49%						1.05%		1.01%		0.79%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		0.14%

				Jun-02-2020		145.17%		135.92%		91.88%		113.77%		132.56%		137.61%				45.17%		35.92%		-8.12%		13.77%		32.56%		37.61%						1.00%		1.06%		0.85%		1.17%		1.04%		1.03%		0.14%

				Jun-03-2020		147.25%		136.92%		94.77%		117.98%		135.59%		139.49%				47.25%		36.92%		-5.23%		17.98%		35.59%		39.49%						1.05%		1.03%		0.59%		1.29%		1.09%		1.05%		0.15%

				Jun-04-2020		149.04%		136.75%		95.98%		119.55%		136.99%		139.02%				49.04%		36.75%		-4.02%		19.55%		36.99%		39.02%						1.04%		1.00%		0.71%		1.08%		1.04%		0.99%		0.16%

				Jun-05-2020		153.08%		137.71%		97.35%		124.76%		141.22%		142.66%				53.08%		37.71%		-2.65%		24.76%		41.22%		42.66%						1.08%		1.03%		0.55%		1.25%		1.11%		1.09%		0.15%

				Jun-08-2020		154.12%		138.57%		98.10%		126.29%		142.40%		144.38%				54.12%		38.57%		-1.90%		26.29%		42.40%		44.38%						1.02%		1.02%		0.55%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		0.15%

				Jun-09-2020		153.49%		138.57%		96.24%		122.90%		140.54%		143.25%				53.49%		38.57%		-3.76%		22.90%		40.54%		43.25%						0.99%		1.00%		3.07%		0.88%		0.96%		0.98%		0.17%

				Jun-10-2020		150.65%		138.11%		93.01%		119.97%		137.95%		142.49%				50.65%		38.11%		-6.99%		19.97%		37.95%		42.49%						0.95%		0.99%		2.17%		0.88%		0.94%		0.98%		0.19%

				Jun-11-2020		146.70%		131.48%		86.75%		112.38%		131.45%		134.09%				46.70%		31.48%		-13.25%		12.38%		31.45%		34.09%						0.92%		0.83%		2.05%		0.64%		0.83%		0.81%		0.17%

				Jun-12-2020		147.29%		130.25%		87.01%		113.29%		131.84%		135.84%				47.29%		30.25%		-12.99%		13.29%		31.84%		35.84%						1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		1.07%		1.01%		1.05%		0.17%

				Jun-15-2020		145.91%		131.09%		88.45%		114.83%		131.98%		136.97%				45.91%		31.09%		-11.55%		14.83%		31.98%		36.97%						0.97%		1.03%		0.88%		1.11%		1.00%		1.03%		0.16%

				Jun-16-2020		149.03%		136.70%		91.08%		116.66%		134.98%		139.57%				49.03%		36.70%		-8.92%		16.66%		34.98%		39.57%						1.07%		1.17%		0.75%		1.12%		1.09%		1.07%		0.18%

				Jun-17-2020		147.90%		136.83%		89.50%		116.13%		134.22%		139.07%				47.90%		36.83%		-10.50%		16.13%		34.22%		39.07%						0.98%		1.00%		1.20%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.17%

				Jun-18-2020		147.26%		135.69%		88.85%		115.52%		133.62%		139.15%				47.26%		35.69%		-11.15%		15.52%		33.62%		39.15%						0.99%		0.97%		1.07%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		0.17%

				Jun-19-2020		148.47%		135.48%		88.40%		114.40%		133.61%		138.36%				48.47%		35.48%		-11.60%		14.40%		33.61%		38.36%						1.03%		0.99%		1.04%		0.93%		1.00%		0.98%		0.16%

				Jun-22-2020		149.70%		135.53%		88.84%		114.32%		133.94%		139.26%				49.70%		35.53%		-11.16%		14.32%		33.94%		39.26%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		0.15%

				Jun-23-2020		150.13%		135.34%		89.73%		114.76%		134.41%		139.86%				50.13%		35.34%		-10.27%		14.76%		34.41%		39.86%						1.01%		0.99%		0.91%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.16%

				Jun-24-2020		148.45%		133.64%		85.83%		110.16%		131.31%		136.25%				48.45%		33.64%		-14.17%		10.16%		31.31%		36.25%						0.97%		0.95%		1.42%		0.71%		0.91%		0.91%		0.16%

				Jun-25-2020		148.19%		130.67%		87.23%		112.29%		132.02%		137.74%				48.19%		30.67%		-12.77%		12.29%		32.02%		37.74%						0.99%		0.91%		0.89%		1.19%		1.02%		1.04%		0.15%

				Jun-26-2020		148.00%		130.87%		87.40%		110.24%		130.89%		134.40%				48.00%		30.87%		-12.60%		10.24%		30.89%		34.40%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.85%		0.97%		0.91%		0.16%

				Jun-29-2020		149.64%		133.06%		89.75%		113.15%		133.35%		136.38%				49.64%		33.06%		-10.25%		13.15%		33.35%		36.38%						1.03%		1.07%		0.80%		1.26%		1.08%		1.06%		0.14%

				Jun-30-2020		150.67%		136.89%		90.95%		114.36%		134.81%		138.48%				50.67%		36.89%		-9.05%		14.36%		34.81%		38.48%						1.02%		1.11%		0.87%		1.09%		1.04%		1.06%		0.14%

				Jul-01-2020		152.78%		135.97%		89.52%		113.51%		135.18%		139.17%				52.78%		35.97%		-10.48%		13.51%		35.18%		39.17%						1.04%		0.98%		1.18%		0.94%		1.01%		1.02%		0.16%

				Jul-02-2020		154.22%		137.93%		89.93%		114.47%		136.42%		139.81%				54.22%		37.93%		-10.07%		14.47%		36.42%		39.81%						1.03%		1.05%		0.96%		1.07%		1.03%		1.02%		0.14%

				Jul-03-2020		154.10%		138.29%		90.10%		114.45%		136.41%		139.81%				54.10%		38.29%		-9.90%		14.45%		36.41%		39.81%						1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.14%

				Jul-06-2020		158.56%		139.40%		91.13%		116.45%		139.44%		142.03%				58.56%		39.40%		-8.87%		16.45%		39.44%		42.03%						1.08%		1.03%		0.88%		1.13%		1.08%		1.05%		0.14%

				Jul-07-2020		158.20%		139.56%		89.19%		114.46%		138.30%		140.49%				58.20%		39.56%		-10.81%		14.46%		38.30%		40.49%						0.99%		1.00%		1.25%		0.89%		0.97%		0.96%		0.15%

				Jul-08-2020		158.60%		137.59%		87.66%		114.72%		138.38%		141.59%				58.60%		37.59%		-12.34%		14.72%		38.38%		41.59%						1.01%		0.95%		1.16%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		0.15%

				Jul-09-2020		158.52%		139.03%		85.19%		112.32%		137.34%		140.79%				58.52%		39.03%		-14.81%		12.32%		37.34%		40.79%						1.00%		1.04%		1.22%		0.85%		0.97%		0.98%		0.15%

				Jul-10-2020		158.17%		139.32%		86.74%		113.77%		137.92%		142.26%				58.17%		39.32%		-13.26%		13.77%		37.92%		42.26%						0.99%		1.01%		0.89%		1.11%		1.02%		1.04%		0.13%

				Jul-13-2020		158.58%		141.08%		88.03%		115.18%		139.05%		140.93%				58.58%		41.08%		-11.97%		15.18%		39.05%		40.93%						1.01%		1.04%		0.89%		1.10%		1.03%		0.97%		0.13%

				Jul-14-2020		159.65%		142.81%		88.41%		117.25%		140.56%		142.82%				59.65%		42.81%		-11.59%		17.25%		40.56%		42.82%						1.02%		1.04%		0.97%		1.13%		1.04%		1.05%		0.14%

				Jul-15-2020		164.77%		147.20%		91.81%		120.48%		144.68%		144.12%				64.77%		47.20%		-8.19%		20.48%		44.68%		44.12%						1.08%		1.10%		0.68%		1.18%		1.10%		1.03%		0.15%

				Jul-16-2020		163.45%		148.56%		91.48%		120.75%		144.20%		143.63%				63.45%		48.56%		-8.52%		20.75%		44.20%		43.63%						0.98%		1.03%		1.05%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.16%

				Jul-17-2020		165.61%		148.07%		91.47%		122.35%		145.79%		144.04%				65.61%		48.07%		-8.53%		22.35%		45.79%		44.04%						1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.07%		1.04%		1.01%		0.11%

				Jul-20-2020		169.08%		148.51%		91.78%		121.16%		146.94%		145.25%				69.08%		48.51%		-8.22%		21.16%		46.94%		45.25%						1.05%		1.01%		0.96%		0.95%		1.02%		1.03%		0.11%

				Jul-21-2020		168.93%		149.47%		93.51%		122.31%		147.69%		145.49%				68.93%		49.47%		-6.49%		22.31%		47.69%		45.49%						1.00%		1.02%		0.76%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		0.13%

				Jul-22-2020		169.56%		150.41%		93.58%		122.64%		148.15%		146.33%				69.56%		50.41%		-6.42%		22.64%		48.15%		46.33%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.13%

				Jul-23-2020		171.90%		152.75%		94.22%		122.25%		149.13%		144.52%				71.90%		52.75%		-5.78%		22.25%		49.13%		44.52%						1.03%		1.05%		0.88%		0.98%		1.02%		0.96%		0.13%

				Jul-24-2020		167.51%		152.58%		92.65%		119.36%		145.77%		143.63%				67.51%		52.58%		-7.35%		19.36%		45.77%		43.63%						0.94%		1.00%		1.33%		0.88%		0.93%		0.98%		0.12%

				Jul-27-2020		169.20%		154.66%		94.12%		120.59%		147.37%		144.69%				69.20%		54.66%		-5.88%		20.59%		47.37%		44.69%						1.02%		1.04%		0.77%		1.06%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Jul-28-2020		167.59%		153.56%		95.61%		120.05%		146.45%		143.76%				67.59%		53.56%		-4.39%		20.05%		46.45%		43.76%						0.98%		0.98%		0.69%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.11%

				Jul-29-2020		174.20%		156.05%		102.04%		122.27%		150.58%		145.54%				74.20%		56.05%		2.04%		22.27%		50.58%		45.54%						1.10%		1.05%		-0.90%		1.11%		1.09%		1.04%		0.11%

				Jul-30-2020		172.65%		155.96%		99.94%		118.82%		148.19%		145.00%				72.65%		55.96%		-0.06%		18.82%		48.19%		45.00%						0.98%		1.00%		0.31%		0.85%		0.95%		0.99%		0.11%

				Jul-31-2020		173.72%		155.10%		99.18%		119.50%		148.55%		146.11%				73.72%		55.10%		-0.82%		19.50%		48.55%		46.11%						1.01%		0.98%		0.19%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-03-2020		176.32%		156.64%		102.09%		119.92%		150.04%		147.16%				76.32%		56.64%		2.09%		19.92%		50.04%		47.16%						1.03%		1.03%		17.17%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-04-2020		176.92%		155.85%		103.12%		119.26%		150.04%		147.69%				76.92%		55.85%		3.12%		19.26%		50.04%		47.69%						1.01%		0.99%		1.33%		0.97%		1.00%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-05-2020		178.45%		157.46%		104.64%		121.59%		152.18%		148.64%				78.45%		57.46%		4.64%		21.59%		52.18%		48.64%						1.02%		1.03%		1.37%		1.12%		1.04%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-06-2020		177.64%		158.12%		103.93%		122.20%		152.20%		149.59%				77.64%		58.12%		3.93%		22.20%		52.20%		49.59%						0.99%		1.01%		0.87%		1.03%		1.00%		1.02%		0.10%

				Aug-07-2020		179.79%		158.74%		105.61%		124.34%		154.21%		149.69%				79.79%		58.74%		5.61%		24.34%		54.21%		49.69%						1.03%		1.01%		1.34%		1.09%		1.04%		1.00%		0.10%

				Aug-10-2020		182.14%		159.41%		107.67%		126.90%		156.45%		150.10%				82.14%		59.41%		7.67%		26.90%		56.45%		50.10%						1.03%		1.01%		1.31%		1.10%		1.04%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-11-2020		182.54%		159.55%		108.01%		129.03%		157.61%		148.90%				82.54%		59.55%		8.01%		29.03%		57.61%		48.90%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.08%		1.02%		0.98%		0.11%

				Aug-12-2020		182.23%		161.69%		108.65%		129.66%		158.00%		150.99%				82.23%		61.69%		8.65%		29.66%		58.00%		50.99%						1.00%		1.04%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		0.11%

				Aug-13-2020		182.78%		162.11%		107.71%		128.33%		157.64%		150.68%				82.78%		62.11%		7.71%		28.33%		57.64%		50.68%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		0.11%

				Aug-14-2020		184.91%		161.44%		106.42%		128.46%		158.45%		150.65%				84.91%		61.44%		6.42%		28.46%		58.45%		50.65%						1.03%		0.99%		0.85%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.10%

				Aug-17-2020		186.30%		161.74%		107.21%		128.19%		159.00%		151.06%				86.30%		61.74%		7.21%		28.19%		59.00%		51.06%						1.02%		1.00%		1.11%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-18-2020		185.30%		164.26%		105.81%		127.16%		158.35%		151.41%				85.30%		64.26%		5.81%		27.16%		58.35%		51.41%						0.99%		1.04%		0.83%		0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-19-2020		183.64%		163.82%		105.56%		126.84%		157.44%		150.74%				83.64%		63.82%		5.56%		26.84%		57.44%		50.74%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.09%

				Aug-20-2020		181.81%		164.14%		103.98%		125.90%		156.17%		151.22%				81.81%		64.14%		3.98%		25.90%		56.17%		51.22%						0.98%		1.00%		0.76%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%		0.11%

				Aug-21-2020		183.18%		163.93%		102.93%		126.74%		157.01%		151.74%				83.18%		63.93%		2.93%		26.74%		57.01%		51.74%						1.02%		1.00%		0.79%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.11%

				Aug-24-2020		185.86%		163.48%		104.57%		128.84%		159.19%		153.26%				85.86%		63.48%		4.57%		28.84%		59.19%		53.26%						1.03%		0.99%		1.42%		1.08%		1.04%		1.03%		0.10%

				Aug-25-2020		186.11%		164.74%		103.96%		131.28%		160.67%		153.81%				86.11%		64.74%		3.96%		31.28%		60.67%		53.81%						1.00%		1.02%		0.89%		1.08%		1.02%		1.01%		0.12%

				Aug-26-2020		186.15%		166.15%		104.19%		132.38%		161.48%		155.38%				86.15%		66.15%		4.19%		32.38%		61.48%		55.38%						1.00%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.11%

				Aug-27-2020		184.44%		167.16%		105.02%		131.94%		160.69%		155.64%				84.44%		67.16%		5.02%		31.94%		60.69%		55.64%						0.98%		1.02%		1.16%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.11%

				Aug-28-2020		186.78%		168.17%		106.50%		133.65%		162.67%		156.69%				86.78%		68.17%		6.50%		33.65%		62.67%		56.69%						1.03%		1.01%		1.25%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Aug-31-2020		185.59%		167.81%		105.88%		131.71%		161.21%		156.35%				85.59%		67.81%		5.88%		31.71%		61.21%		56.35%						0.99%		0.99%		0.92%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		0.10%

				Sep-01-2020		187.51%		168.08%		107.02%		133.44%		162.90%		157.52%				87.51%		68.08%		7.02%		33.44%		62.90%		57.52%						1.02%		1.00%		1.17%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Sep-02-2020		188.27%		169.56%		108.66%		136.25%		164.69%		159.94%				88.27%		69.56%		8.66%		36.25%		64.69%		59.94%						1.01%		1.02%		1.20%		1.08%		1.03%		1.04%		0.12%

				Sep-03-2020		184.13%		166.52%		105.69%		131.28%		160.26%		154.32%				84.13%		66.52%		5.69%		31.28%		60.26%		54.32%						0.95%		0.96%		0.69%		0.87%		0.93%		0.91%		0.12%

				Sep-04-2020		183.32%		161.74%		104.80%		132.01%		159.53%		153.07%				83.32%		61.74%		4.80%		32.01%		59.53%		53.07%						0.99%		0.93%		0.87%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.11%

				Sep-07-2020		181.80%		162.29%		106.14%		132.58%		159.29%		153.07%				81.80%		62.29%		6.14%		32.58%		59.29%		53.07%						0.98%		1.01%		1.23%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.11%

				Sep-08-2020		179.51%		159.99%		104.66%		130.28%		156.93%		148.82%				79.51%		59.99%		4.66%		30.28%		56.93%		48.82%						0.97%		0.96%		0.79%		0.93%		0.96%		0.92%		0.11%

				Sep-09-2020		179.32%		162.43%		105.38%		132.16%		158.03%		151.82%				79.32%		62.43%		5.38%		32.16%		58.03%		51.82%						1.00%		1.04%		1.13%		1.06%		1.02%		1.06%		0.13%

				Sep-10-2020		179.01%		160.99%		105.72%		131.11%		157.20%		149.15%				79.01%		60.99%		5.72%		31.11%		57.20%		49.15%						1.00%		0.98%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.12%

				Sep-11-2020		179.59%		161.74%		104.92%		132.39%		158.04%		149.23%				79.59%		61.74%		4.92%		32.39%		58.04%		49.23%						1.01%		1.01%		0.88%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		0.12%

				Sep-14-2020		182.73%		162.24%		105.65%		134.39%		160.31%		151.13%				82.73%		62.24%		5.65%		34.39%		60.31%		51.13%						1.04%		1.01%		1.12%		1.06%		1.04%		1.04%		0.11%

				Sep-15-2020		185.66%		163.07%		105.34%		134.04%		161.53%		151.92%				85.66%		63.07%		5.34%		34.04%		61.53%		51.92%						1.03%		1.01%		0.95%		0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		0.11%

				Sep-16-2020		186.31%		166.17%		106.48%		135.19%		162.63%		151.22%				86.31%		66.17%		6.48%		35.19%		62.63%		51.22%						1.01%		1.05%		1.18%		1.03%		1.02%		0.99%		0.11%

				Sep-17-2020		187.62%		166.00%		107.73%		135.22%		163.21%		149.95%				87.62%		66.00%		7.73%		35.22%		63.21%		49.95%						1.02%		1.00%		1.17%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.12%

				Sep-18-2020		187.00%		162.89%		107.55%		133.93%		161.96%		148.27%				87.00%		62.89%		7.55%		33.93%		61.96%		48.27%						0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.09%

				Sep-21-2020		183.37%		160.05%		100.22%		128.02%		157.18%		146.55%				83.37%		60.05%		0.22%		28.02%		57.18%		46.55%						0.96%		0.96%		0.14%		0.83%		0.92%		0.97%		0.10%

				Sep-22-2020		184.49%		160.80%		100.85%		129.13%		158.25%		148.09%				84.49%		60.80%		0.85%		29.13%		58.25%		48.09%						1.01%		1.01%		1.52%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		0.10%

				Sep-23-2020		183.17%		158.73%		99.82%		126.54%		156.29%		144.58%				83.17%		58.73%		-0.18%		26.54%		56.29%		44.58%						0.98%		0.97%		0.44%		0.91%		0.97%		0.93%		0.10%

				Sep-24-2020		182.84%		158.93%		99.60%		126.95%		156.23%		145.01%				82.84%		58.93%		-0.40%		26.95%		56.23%		45.01%						1.00%		1.00%		0.73%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.11%

				Sep-25-2020		182.68%		159.67%		99.50%		127.46%		156.63%		147.33%				82.68%		59.67%		-0.50%		27.46%		56.63%		47.33%						1.00%		1.01%		0.83%		1.02%		1.01%		1.05%		0.10%

				Sep-28-2020		185.58%		161.52%		102.47%		130.41%		159.50%		149.70%				85.58%		61.52%		2.47%		30.41%		59.50%		49.70%						1.03%		1.03%		6.94%		1.10%		1.05%		1.05%		0.10%

				Sep-29-2020		187.31%		164.83%		102.57%		130.31%		160.69%		148.98%				87.31%		64.83%		2.57%		30.31%		60.69%		48.98%						1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.11%

				Sep-30-2020		186.03%		165.27%		103.60%		130.39%		160.30%		150.21%				86.03%		65.27%		3.60%		30.39%		60.30%		50.21%						0.99%		1.01%		1.29%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		0.09%

				Oct-01-2020		186.58%		165.64%		104.49%		130.92%		160.94%		151.01%				86.58%		65.64%		4.49%		30.92%		60.94%		51.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.19%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.10%

				Oct-02-2020		186.99%		165.52%		105.08%		132.08%		161.49%		149.56%				86.99%		65.52%		5.08%		32.08%		61.49%		49.56%						1.00%		1.00%		1.11%		1.04%		1.01%		0.97%		0.09%

				Oct-05-2020		189.41%		168.10%		107.81%		134.72%		164.17%		152.25%				89.41%		68.10%		7.81%		34.72%		64.17%		52.25%						1.03%		1.04%		1.45%		1.08%		1.04%		1.05%		0.09%

				Oct-06-2020		187.50%		166.35%		108.66%		133.62%		162.73%		150.12%				87.50%		66.35%		8.66%		33.62%		62.73%		50.12%						0.98%		0.97%		1.10%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.10%

				Oct-07-2020		188.50%		168.65%		109.67%		136.94%		165.00%		152.73%				88.50%		68.65%		9.67%		36.94%		65.00%		52.73%						1.01%		1.03%		1.10%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		0.10%

				Oct-08-2020		189.47%		170.20%		110.86%		138.73%		166.40%		153.96%				89.47%		70.20%		10.86%		38.73%		66.40%		53.96%						1.01%		1.02%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		0.10%

				Oct-09-2020		192.28%		170.49%		112.28%		139.70%		168.27%		155.31%				92.28%		70.49%		12.28%		39.70%		68.27%		55.31%						1.03%		1.00%		1.12%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.09%

				Oct-12-2020		194.18%		175.17%		113.78%		140.54%		170.02%		157.86%				94.18%		75.17%		13.78%		40.54%		70.02%		57.86%						1.02%		1.07%		1.11%		1.02%		1.03%		1.05%		0.10%

				Oct-13-2020		194.00%		174.41%		111.45%		137.78%		168.53%		156.86%				94.00%		74.41%		11.45%		37.78%		68.53%		56.86%						1.00%		0.99%		0.84%		0.93%		0.98%		0.98%		0.10%

				Oct-14-2020		194.24%		175.88%		110.69%		139.01%		169.40%		155.83%				94.24%		75.88%		10.69%		39.01%		69.40%		55.83%						1.00%		1.02%		0.94%		1.03%		1.01%		0.98%		0.11%

				Oct-15-2020		194.47%		175.34%		110.37%		138.35%		169.05%		155.59%				94.47%		75.34%		10.37%		38.35%		69.05%		55.59%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		0.12%

				Oct-16-2020		194.12%		175.26%		110.42%		139.94%		169.64%		155.61%				94.12%		75.26%		10.42%		39.94%		69.64%		55.61%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		0.11%

				Oct-19-2020		192.82%		173.28%		109.83%		138.28%		168.11%		153.07%				92.82%		73.28%		9.83%		38.28%		68.11%		53.07%						0.99%		0.97%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.96%		0.11%

				Oct-20-2020		195.46%		172.89%		110.49%		139.16%		169.51%		153.79%				95.46%		72.89%		10.49%		39.16%		69.51%		53.79%						1.03%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.11%

				Oct-21-2020		197.89%		171.64%		109.09%		138.87%		170.04%		153.45%				97.89%		71.64%		9.09%		38.87%		70.04%		53.45%						1.03%		0.98%		0.88%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.10%

				Oct-22-2020		198.85%		169.66%		108.52%		140.79%		171.04%		154.25%				98.85%		69.66%		8.52%		40.79%		71.04%		54.25%						1.01%		0.97%		0.94%		1.05%		1.01%		1.01%		0.10%

				Oct-23-2020		197.11%		169.97%		108.67%		140.46%		170.18%		154.79%				97.11%		69.97%		8.67%		40.46%		70.18%		54.79%						0.98%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.09%

				Oct-26-2020		194.75%		168.85%		104.96%		136.35%		167.10%		151.91%				94.75%		68.85%		4.96%		36.35%		67.10%		51.91%						0.98%		0.98%		0.62%		0.90%		0.96%		0.95%		0.10%

				Oct-27-2020		193.12%		166.53%		99.89%		133.70%		164.77%		151.45%				93.12%		66.53%		-0.11%		33.70%		64.77%		51.45%						0.98%		0.97%		0.15%		0.93%		0.97%		0.99%		0.11%

				Oct-28-2020		194.24%		162.80%		95.01%		128.61%		162.22%		146.10%				94.24%		62.80%		-4.99%		28.61%		62.22%		46.10%						1.01%		0.94%		-4.48%		0.85%		0.96%		0.90%		0.10%

				Oct-29-2020		199.65%		162.10%		96.81%		130.47%		165.20%		147.85%				99.65%		62.10%		-3.19%		30.47%		65.20%		47.85%						1.06%		0.99%		0.55%		1.06%		1.05%		1.04%		0.10%

				Oct-30-2020		196.83%		161.84%		98.86%		130.67%		164.17%		146.06%				96.83%		61.84%		-1.14%		30.67%		64.17%		46.06%						0.97%		1.00%		0.06%		1.01%		0.98%		0.96%		0.09%

				Nov-02-2020		205.79%		164.39%		101.24%		136.67%		171.13%		147.86%				105.79%		64.39%		1.24%		36.67%		71.13%		47.86%						1.09%		1.04%		-16.00%		1.19%		1.11%		1.04%		0.09%

				Nov-03-2020		208.35%		171.05%		103.86%		140.94%		175.26%		150.49%				108.35%		71.05%		3.86%		40.94%		75.26%		50.49%						1.02%		1.10%		2.17%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		0.09%

				Nov-04-2020		210.55%		172.37%		103.15%		138.75%		175.82%		153.81%				110.55%		72.37%		3.15%		38.75%		75.82%		53.81%						1.02%		1.02%		0.85%		0.95%		1.01%		1.06%		0.10%

				Nov-05-2020		217.08%		173.23%		106.94%		143.06%		180.69%		156.80%				117.08%		73.23%		6.94%		43.06%		80.69%		56.80%						1.06%		1.01%		1.91%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		0.10%

				Nov-06-2020		224.08%		177.98%		104.94%		143.60%		184.37%		156.75%				124.08%		77.98%		4.94%		43.60%		84.37%		56.75%						1.06%		1.06%		0.75%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		0.10%

				Nov-09-2020		223.88%		176.03%		109.67%		152.01%		188.56%		158.59%				123.88%		76.03%		9.67%		52.01%		88.56%		58.59%						1.00%		0.98%		1.80%		1.19%		1.05%		1.03%		0.10%

				Nov-10-2020		221.51%		175.43%		114.46%		153.64%		188.52%		158.37%				121.51%		75.43%		14.46%		53.64%		88.52%		58.37%						0.98%		0.99%		1.45%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		0.11%

				Nov-11-2020		221.75%		176.19%		112.66%		151.78%		187.76%		159.58%				121.75%		76.19%		12.66%		51.78%		87.76%		59.58%						1.00%		1.01%		0.88%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.10%

				Nov-12-2020		224.57%		175.58%		111.99%		150.19%		188.07%		157.98%				124.57%		75.58%		11.99%		50.19%		88.07%		57.98%						1.02%		0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		1.00%		0.97%		0.10%

				Nov-13-2020		226.51%		175.82%		112.94%		153.15%		190.33%		160.14%				126.51%		75.82%		12.94%		53.15%		90.33%		60.14%						1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		0.10%

				Nov-16-2020		229.24%		178.54%		116.36%		157.60%		194.11%		162.00%				129.24%		78.54%		16.36%		57.60%		94.11%		62.00%						1.02%		1.04%		1.25%		1.08%		1.04%		1.03%		0.09%

				Nov-17-2020		229.34%		176.75%		115.88%		155.27%		192.87%		161.22%				129.34%		76.75%		15.88%		55.27%		92.87%		61.22%						1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Nov-18-2020		227.42%		178.22%		115.48%		154.42%		191.39%		159.36%				127.42%		78.22%		15.48%		54.42%		91.39%		59.36%						0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.97%		0.09%

				Nov-19-2020		231.52%		179.11%		114.98%		155.24%		193.74%		159.99%				131.52%		79.11%		14.98%		55.24%		93.74%		59.99%						1.03%		1.01%		0.97%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		0.09%

				Nov-20-2020		228.18%		177.97%		115.28%		154.55%		191.94%		158.90%				128.18%		77.97%		15.28%		54.55%		91.94%		58.90%						0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.07%

				Nov-23-2020		230.44%		179.53%		116.96%		156.53%		194.10%		159.80%				130.44%		79.53%		16.96%		56.53%		94.10%		59.80%						1.02%		1.02%		1.10%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.07%

				Nov-24-2020		229.68%		181.69%		119.57%		159.59%		195.47%		162.38%				129.68%		81.69%		19.57%		59.59%		95.47%		62.38%						0.99%		1.03%		1.15%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		0.08%

				Nov-25-2020		227.63%		180.49%		119.50%		159.11%		194.26%		162.12%				127.63%		80.49%		19.50%		59.11%		94.26%		62.12%						0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Nov-26-2020		225.73%		180.68%		119.56%		159.27%		193.56%		162.12%				125.73%		80.68%		19.56%		59.27%		93.56%		62.12%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Nov-27-2020		225.71%		180.92%		120.09%		160.56%		194.41%		162.51%				125.71%		80.92%		20.09%		60.56%		94.41%		62.51%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.09%

				Nov-30-2020		224.25%		181.81%		117.37%		157.76%		192.26%		161.76%				124.25%		81.81%		17.37%		57.76%		92.26%		61.76%						0.99%		1.01%		0.87%		0.95%		0.98%		0.99%		0.09%

				Dec-01-2020		226.76%		181.23%		118.72%		158.58%		193.70%		163.59%				126.76%		81.23%		18.72%		58.58%		93.70%		63.59%						1.02%		0.99%		1.07%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		0.08%

				Dec-02-2020		226.91%		182.48%		117.54%		158.96%		194.17%		163.88%				126.91%		82.48%		17.54%		58.96%		94.17%		63.88%						1.00%		1.02%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-03-2020		225.24%		182.00%		117.51%		158.69%		193.30%		163.78%				125.24%		82.00%		17.51%		58.69%		93.30%		63.78%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-04-2020		224.63%		182.54%		119.63%		162.87%		195.37%		165.23%				124.63%		82.54%		19.63%		62.87%		95.37%		65.23%						1.00%		1.01%		1.11%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		0.08%

				Dec-07-2020		223.32%		183.31%		119.66%		161.94%		194.57%		164.91%				123.32%		83.31%		19.66%		61.94%		94.57%		64.91%						0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-08-2020		222.47%		184.43%		119.97%		162.94%		194.87%		165.37%				122.47%		84.43%		19.97%		62.94%		94.87%		65.37%						0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.08%

				Dec-09-2020		221.72%		185.71%		120.94%		163.17%		194.70%		164.05%				121.72%		85.71%		20.94%		63.17%		94.70%		64.05%						0.99%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.09%

				Dec-10-2020		219.82%		184.72%		119.66%		162.49%		193.40%		163.84%				119.82%		84.72%		19.66%		62.49%		93.40%		63.84%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-11-2020		218.85%		185.82%		120.24%		163.77%		193.85%		163.63%				118.85%		85.82%		20.24%		63.77%		93.85%		63.63%						0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-14-2020		217.83%		186.80%		121.17%		162.14%		192.80%		162.92%				117.83%		86.80%		21.17%		62.14%		92.80%		62.92%						0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-15-2020		220.75%		188.55%		122.52%		164.92%		195.53%		165.02%				120.75%		88.55%		22.52%		64.92%		95.53%		65.02%						1.02%		1.02%		1.06%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.09%

				Dec-16-2020		222.81%		191.03%		123.26%		163.01%		195.75%		165.32%				122.81%		91.03%		23.26%		63.01%		95.75%		65.32%						1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-17-2020		225.73%		193.00%		123.90%		164.46%		197.84%		166.27%				125.73%		93.00%		23.90%		64.46%		97.84%		66.27%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.09%

				Dec-18-2020		224.02%		191.67%		123.67%		163.39%		196.43%		165.69%				124.02%		91.67%		23.67%		63.39%		96.43%		65.69%						0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-21-2020		223.63%		191.26%		121.77%		162.44%		195.73%		165.04%				123.63%		91.26%		21.77%		62.44%		95.73%		65.04%						1.00%		1.00%		0.92%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-22-2020		223.72%		191.18%		122.31%		161.52%		195.36%		164.70%				123.72%		91.18%		22.31%		61.52%		95.36%		64.70%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.09%

				Dec-23-2020		226.94%		192.05%		124.10%		163.14%		197.69%		164.82%				126.94%		92.05%		24.10%		63.14%		97.69%		64.82%						1.03%		1.01%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-24-2020		228.66%		192.56%		124.46%		162.94%		198.39%		165.40%				128.66%		92.56%		24.46%		62.94%		98.39%		65.40%						1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.09%

				Dec-25-2020		228.95%		192.56%		124.46%		162.94%		198.51%		165.40%				128.95%		92.56%		24.46%		62.94%		98.51%		65.40%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-28-2020		231.74%		192.42%		125.12%		163.60%		200.02%		166.84%				131.74%		92.42%		25.12%		63.60%		100.02%		66.84%						1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.09%

				Dec-29-2020		231.10%		191.54%		124.83%		162.71%		199.22%		166.47%				131.10%		91.54%		24.83%		62.71%		99.22%		66.47%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.11%

				Dec-30-2020		232.34%		191.50%		125.08%		163.98%		200.30%		166.70%				132.34%		91.50%		25.08%		63.98%		100.30%		66.70%						1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.10%

				Dec-31-2020		234.82%		191.51%		124.58%		165.00%		201.84%		167.77%				134.82%		91.51%		24.58%		65.00%		101.84%		67.77%						1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.08%

				Jan-04-2021		235.92%		190.61%		122.35%		162.44%		200.88%		165.29%				135.92%		90.61%		22.35%		62.44%		100.88%		65.29%						1.01%		0.99%		0.91%		0.96%		0.99%		0.96%		0.08%

				Jan-05-2021		240.04%		190.33%		123.61%		163.59%		202.91%		166.46%				140.04%		90.33%		23.61%		63.59%		102.91%		66.46%						1.03%		1.00%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.09%

				Jan-06-2021		242.44%		193.22%		131.62%		167.12%		205.81%		167.42%				142.44%		93.22%		31.62%		67.12%		105.81%		67.42%						1.02%		1.03%		1.33%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-07-2021		248.86%		195.10%		133.56%		168.32%		209.08%		169.90%				148.86%		95.10%		33.56%		68.32%		109.08%		69.90%						1.04%		1.02%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		0.09%

				Jan-08-2021		249.19%		194.80%		132.81%		168.87%		209.43%		170.83%				149.19%		94.80%		32.81%		68.87%		109.43%		70.83%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-11-2021		247.41%		194.52%		130.22%		167.59%		207.95%		169.71%				147.41%		94.52%		30.22%		67.59%		107.95%		69.71%						0.99%		1.00%		0.92%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.08%

				Jan-12-2021		253.22%		196.71%		131.04%		169.55%		211.52%		169.78%				153.22%		96.71%		31.04%		69.55%		111.52%		69.78%						1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		0.08%

				Jan-13-2021		251.88%		194.62%		129.28%		168.58%		210.09%		170.17%				151.88%		94.62%		29.28%		68.58%		110.09%		70.17%						0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-14-2021		248.82%		193.39%		130.49%		169.27%		208.94%		169.53%				148.82%		93.39%		30.49%		69.27%		108.94%		69.53%						0.98%		0.99%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Jan-15-2021		245.97%		193.79%		129.40%		167.02%		206.69%		168.31%				145.97%		93.79%		29.40%		67.02%		106.69%		68.31%						0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.09%

				Jan-18-2021		246.24%		193.71%		129.65%		167.70%		207.17%		168.31%				146.24%		93.71%		29.65%		67.70%		107.17%		68.31%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Jan-19-2021		243.93%		194.70%		130.61%		167.86%		206.46%		169.68%				143.93%		94.70%		30.61%		67.86%		106.46%		69.68%						0.98%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		0.09%

				Jan-20-2021		245.06%		195.20%		131.36%		169.70%		207.80%		172.05%				145.06%		95.20%		31.36%		69.70%		107.80%		72.05%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.09%

				Jan-21-2021		248.91%		194.56%		129.90%		168.91%		208.97%		172.10%				148.91%		94.56%		29.90%		68.91%		108.97%		72.10%						1.03%		0.99%		0.95%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.08%

				Jan-22-2021		248.68%		195.75%		130.35%		166.99%		207.94%		171.58%				148.68%		95.75%		30.35%		66.99%		107.94%		71.58%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Jan-25-2021		249.35%		195.28%		126.39%		165.28%		207.36%		172.20%				149.35%		95.28%		26.39%		65.28%		107.36%		72.20%						1.00%		1.00%		0.87%		0.97%		0.99%		1.01%		0.08%

				Jan-26-2021		241.84%		192.83%		126.57%		163.87%		203.42%		171.95%				141.84%		92.83%		26.57%		63.87%		103.42%		71.95%						0.95%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.96%		1.00%		0.09%

				Jan-27-2021		238.85%		189.45%		122.76%		160.41%		200.32%		167.53%				138.85%		89.45%		22.76%		60.41%		100.32%		67.53%						0.98%		0.96%		0.86%		0.95%		0.97%		0.94%		0.07%

				Jan-28-2021		237.55%		187.93%		124.81%		163.87%		201.27%		169.17%				137.55%		87.93%		24.81%		63.87%		101.27%		69.17%						0.99%		0.98%		1.09%		1.06%		1.01%		1.02%		0.08%

				Jan-29-2021		237.07%		185.47%		122.92%		160.06%		198.54%		165.90%				137.07%		85.47%		22.92%		60.06%		98.54%		65.90%						1.00%		0.97%		0.93%		0.94%		0.97%		0.95%		0.07%

				Feb-01-2021		239.23%		187.20%		125.04%		161.47%		200.18%		168.56%				139.23%		87.20%		25.04%		61.47%		100.18%		68.56%						1.02%		1.02%		1.09%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		0.06%

				Feb-02-2021		241.85%		187.91%		126.76%		164.49%		203.13%		170.91%				141.85%		87.91%		26.76%		64.49%		103.13%		70.91%						1.02%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.07%

				Feb-03-2021		240.41%		186.64%		127.22%		163.87%		202.07%		171.08%				140.41%		86.64%		27.22%		63.87%		102.07%		71.08%						0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.07%

				Feb-04-2021		239.28%		189.01%		127.98%		164.68%		202.15%		172.94%				139.28%		89.01%		27.98%		64.68%		102.15%		72.94%						0.99%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.04%

				Feb-05-2021		241.42%		186.22%		130.18%		166.74%		203.99%		173.61%				141.42%		86.22%		30.18%		66.74%		103.99%		73.61%						1.02%		0.97%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		0.04%

				Feb-08-2021		245.05%		189.55%		132.85%		168.61%		206.82%		174.89%				145.05%		89.55%		32.85%		68.61%		106.82%		74.89%						1.03%		1.04%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		0.03%

				Feb-09-2021		245.73%		188.48%		131.73%		167.15%		206.20%		174.70%				145.73%		88.48%		31.73%		67.15%		106.20%		74.70%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Feb-10-2021		250.73%		188.73%		131.61%		166.68%		208.00%		174.64%				150.73%		88.73%		31.61%		66.68%		108.00%		74.64%						1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-11-2021		252.23%		188.34%		131.62%		168.06%		209.11%		174.93%				152.23%		88.34%		31.62%		68.06%		109.11%		74.93%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Feb-12-2021		252.44%		187.85%		131.87%		169.31%		209.64%		175.75%				152.44%		87.85%		31.87%		69.31%		109.64%		75.75%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Feb-15-2021		253.24%		188.41%		133.34%		169.61%		210.25%		175.75%				153.24%		88.41%		33.34%		69.61%		110.25%		75.75%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-16-2021		253.16%		187.52%		132.35%		169.50%		210.18%		175.65%				153.16%		87.52%		32.35%		69.50%		110.18%		75.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-17-2021		253.38%		188.81%		129.51%		168.85%		209.37%		175.60%				153.38%		88.81%		29.51%		68.85%		109.37%		75.60%						1.00%		1.01%		0.91%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-18-2021		245.46%		189.15%		128.06%		169.69%		206.28%		174.82%				145.46%		89.15%		28.06%		69.69%		106.28%		74.82%						0.95%		1.00%		0.95%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.04%

				Feb-19-2021		246.62%		190.89%		130.12%		171.41%		207.87%		174.50%				146.62%		90.89%		30.12%		71.41%		107.87%		74.50%						1.01%		1.02%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.03%

				Feb-22-2021		237.06%		190.49%		130.33%		171.52%		203.71%		173.15%				137.06%		90.49%		30.33%		71.52%		103.71%		73.15%						0.94%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.96%		0.98%		0.04%

				Feb-23-2021		237.27%		190.70%		131.45%		171.34%		203.86%		173.37%				137.27%		90.70%		31.45%		71.34%		103.86%		73.37%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Feb-24-2021		238.68%		192.91%		134.71%		174.88%		206.69%		175.33%				138.68%		92.91%		34.71%		74.88%		106.69%		75.33%						1.01%		1.02%		1.10%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.04%

				Feb-25-2021		236.66%		192.39%		134.97%		171.64%		204.16%		171.04%				136.66%		92.39%		34.97%		71.64%		104.16%		71.04%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		0.94%		0.03%

				Feb-26-2021		233.01%		188.95%		131.39%		170.42%		201.40%		170.23%				133.01%		88.95%		31.39%		70.42%		101.40%		70.23%						0.97%		0.96%		0.90%		0.98%		0.97%		0.99%		0.04%

				Mar-01-2021		237.84%		193.81%		136.02%		173.36%		205.35%		174.28%				137.84%		93.81%		36.02%		73.36%		105.35%		74.28%						1.04%		1.05%		1.14%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%		0.04%

				Mar-02-2021		237.87%		192.65%		136.41%		172.91%		204.93%		172.87%				137.87%		92.65%		36.41%		72.91%		104.93%		72.87%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.05%

				Mar-03-2021		237.99%		193.29%		137.96%		173.24%		205.15%		170.61%				137.99%		93.29%		37.96%		73.24%		105.15%		70.61%						1.00%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		0.04%

				Mar-04-2021		231.44%		190.80%		136.47%		169.45%		200.17%		168.32%				131.44%		90.80%		36.47%		69.45%		100.17%		68.32%						0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		0.95%		0.95%		0.97%		0.05%

				Mar-05-2021		234.98%		193.12%		138.49%		172.23%		202.97%		171.61%				134.98%		93.12%		38.49%		72.23%		102.97%		71.61%						1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		0.04%

				Mar-08-2021		232.54%		192.40%		142.17%		174.26%		202.78%		170.69%				132.54%		92.40%		42.17%		74.26%		102.78%		70.69%						0.98%		0.99%		1.09%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.04%

				Mar-09-2021		230.27%		193.03%		143.99%		173.96%		202.05%		173.10%				130.27%		93.03%		43.99%		73.96%		102.05%		73.10%						0.98%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		0.05%

				Mar-10-2021		234.47%		193.30%		147.25%		176.34%		204.99%		174.15%				134.47%		93.30%		47.25%		76.34%		104.99%		74.15%						1.03%		1.00%		1.07%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Mar-11-2021		238.14%		195.55%		147.95%		177.49%		207.22%		175.96%				138.14%		95.55%		47.95%		77.49%		107.22%		75.96%						1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Mar-12-2021		240.67%		196.84%		151.07%		178.72%		209.01%		176.13%				140.67%		96.84%		51.07%		78.72%		109.01%		76.13%						1.02%		1.01%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		0.04%

				Mar-15-2021		238.06%		199.28%		148.72%		179.57%		208.40%		177.28%				138.06%		99.28%		48.72%		79.57%		108.40%		77.28%						0.98%		1.02%		0.95%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.04%

				Mar-16-2021		237.19%		197.93%		147.47%		176.40%		206.61%		177.00%				137.19%		97.93%		47.47%		76.40%		106.61%		77.00%						0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Mar-17-2021		239.10%		198.40%		149.20%		177.21%		207.99%		177.51%				139.10%		98.40%		49.20%		77.21%		107.99%		77.51%						1.01%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Mar-18-2021		243.52%		197.14%		147.89%		178.03%		209.87%		174.89%				143.52%		97.14%		47.89%		78.03%		109.87%		74.89%						1.03%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		1.02%		0.97%		0.02%

				Mar-19-2021		239.99%		194.44%		147.86%		175.75%		207.25%		174.78%				139.99%		94.44%		47.86%		75.75%		107.25%		74.78%						0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.01%

				Mar-22-2021		237.54%		194.59%		146.27%		176.94%		206.81%		176.01%				137.54%		94.59%		46.27%		76.94%		106.81%		76.01%						0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.01%

				Mar-23-2021		231.84%		196.72%		142.37%		173.12%		202.84%		174.67%				131.84%		96.72%		42.37%		73.12%		102.84%		74.67%						0.96%		1.02%		0.92%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.03%

				Mar-24-2021		230.63%		192.52%		142.90%		175.03%		202.86%		173.71%				130.63%		92.52%		42.90%		75.03%		102.86%		73.71%						0.99%		0.96%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.01%

				Mar-25-2021		232.13%		193.50%		145.22%		176.21%		204.10%		174.62%				132.13%		93.50%		45.22%		76.21%		104.10%		74.62%						1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Mar-26-2021		235.72%		196.89%		147.38%		180.03%		207.97%		177.53%				135.72%		96.89%		47.38%		80.03%		107.97%		77.53%						1.03%		1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		1.04%		1.04%		0.02%

				Mar-29-2021		236.66%		196.41%		146.48%		180.06%		208.18%		177.37%				136.66%		96.41%		46.48%		80.06%		108.18%		77.37%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Mar-30-2021		237.09%		196.00%		149.39%		180.22%		208.43%		176.81%				137.09%		96.00%		49.39%		80.22%		108.43%		76.81%						1.00%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.03%

				Mar-31-2021		236.62%		195.87%		149.09%		179.40%		208.05%		177.45%				136.62%		95.87%		49.09%		79.40%		108.05%		77.45%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-01-2021		240.51%		200.55%		150.74%		179.86%		210.48%		179.55%				140.51%		100.55%		50.74%		79.86%		110.48%		79.55%						1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		0.03%

				Apr-02-2021		242.26%		200.55%		150.74%		179.86%		211.23%		179.55%				142.26%		100.55%		50.74%		79.86%		111.23%		79.55%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-05-2021		243.49%		202.72%		151.37%		181.82%		212.80%		182.15%				143.49%		102.72%		51.37%		81.82%		112.80%		82.15%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		0.02%

				Apr-06-2021		242.07%		203.34%		153.03%		181.83%		212.29%		181.97%				142.07%		103.34%		53.03%		81.83%		112.29%		81.97%						0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-07-2021		240.24%		203.02%		152.19%		180.90%		211.17%		182.24%				140.24%		103.02%		52.19%		80.90%		111.17%		82.24%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-08-2021		240.99%		204.56%		153.51%		181.43%		211.91%		183.01%				140.99%		104.56%		53.51%		81.43%		111.91%		83.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-09-2021		241.46%		205.85%		155.87%		185.14%		213.97%		184.42%				141.46%		105.85%		55.87%		85.14%		113.97%		84.42%						1.00%		1.01%		1.04%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		0.01%

				Apr-12-2021		240.73%		206.73%		156.38%		185.74%		214.01%		184.38%				140.73%		106.73%		56.38%		85.74%		114.01%		84.38%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-13-2021		240.52%		205.85%		155.79%		185.21%		213.68%		184.99%				140.52%		105.85%		55.79%		85.21%		113.68%		84.99%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-14-2021		241.47%		205.56%		157.05%		185.92%		214.50%		184.23%				141.47%		105.56%		57.05%		85.92%		114.50%		84.23%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		0.03%

				Apr-15-2021		242.65%		207.76%		158.05%		186.53%		215.40%		186.28%				142.65%		107.76%		58.05%		86.53%		115.40%		86.28%						1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				Apr-16-2021		243.53%		209.76%		159.94%		187.88%		216.69%		186.95%				143.53%		109.76%		59.94%		87.88%		116.69%		86.95%						1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-19-2021		246.26%		211.41%		159.64%		186.66%		217.43%		185.96%				146.26%		111.41%		59.64%		86.66%		117.43%		85.96%						1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.02%

				Apr-20-2021		241.96%		210.70%		156.48%		183.20%		213.84%		184.69%				141.96%		110.70%		56.48%		83.20%		113.84%		84.69%						0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		0.02%

				Apr-21-2021		241.99%		212.09%		156.77%		185.44%		215.00%		186.41%				141.99%		112.09%		56.77%		85.44%		115.00%		86.41%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		0.03%

				Apr-22-2021		243.90%		211.33%		156.67%		185.37%		215.54%		184.69%				143.90%		111.33%		56.67%		85.37%		115.54%		84.69%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.03%

				Apr-23-2021		248.05%		212.78%		158.71%		184.72%		216.99%		186.71%				148.05%		112.78%		58.71%		84.72%		116.99%		86.71%						1.03%		1.01%		1.04%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		0.03%

				Apr-26-2021		245.15%		211.66%		159.33%		183.48%		215.04%		187.05%				145.15%		111.66%		59.33%		83.48%		115.04%		87.05%						0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-27-2021		246.83%		211.98%		158.28%		184.51%		216.19%		187.01%				146.83%		111.98%		58.28%		84.51%		116.19%		87.01%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-28-2021		248.21%		211.76%		158.01%		183.58%		216.34%		186.85%				148.21%		111.76%		58.01%		83.58%		116.34%		86.85%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.01%

				Apr-29-2021		249.78%		213.94%		159.76%		184.08%		217.53%		188.11%				149.78%		113.94%		59.76%		84.08%		117.53%		88.11%						1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.01%

				Apr-30-2021		243.93%		212.29%		158.14%		182.11%		214.01%		186.76%				143.93%		112.29%		58.14%		82.11%		114.01%		86.76%						0.96%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.01%

				May-03-2021		245.51%		216.51%		160.61%		183.32%		215.46%		187.27%				145.51%		116.51%		60.61%		83.32%		115.46%		87.27%						1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.01%

				May-04-2021		244.46%		216.80%		159.21%		182.61%		214.68%		186.02%				144.46%		116.80%		59.21%		82.61%		114.68%		86.02%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.04%

				May-05-2021		246.27%		219.91%		160.40%		183.63%		216.16%		186.15%				146.27%		119.91%		60.40%		83.63%		116.16%		86.15%						1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-06-2021		247.31%		220.33%		161.92%		185.31%		217.49%		187.67%				147.31%		120.33%		61.92%		85.31%		117.49%		87.67%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				May-07-2021		247.09%		223.72%		163.71%		187.29%		218.67%		189.05%				147.09%		123.72%		63.71%		87.29%		118.67%		89.05%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				May-10-2021		250.90%		225.95%		162.37%		187.74%		220.68%		187.08%				150.90%		125.95%		62.37%		87.74%		120.68%		87.08%						1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-11-2021		245.67%		219.99%		160.56%		186.14%		217.28%		185.46%				145.67%		119.99%		60.56%		86.14%		117.28%		85.46%						0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-12-2021		239.11%		217.16%		155.36%		180.26%		211.06%		181.48%				139.11%		117.16%		55.36%		80.26%		111.06%		81.48%						0.96%		0.98%		0.92%		0.93%		0.95%		0.95%		0.01%

				May-13-2021		239.32%		220.03%		157.59%		183.10%		212.68%		183.69%				139.32%		120.03%		57.59%		83.10%		112.68%		83.69%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.02%

				May-14-2021		242.63%		221.87%		159.87%		186.51%		215.88%		186.43%				142.63%		121.87%		59.87%		86.51%		115.88%		86.43%						1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.02%

				May-17-2021		244.10%		221.50%		159.42%		186.03%		216.10%		185.96%				144.10%		121.50%		59.42%		86.03%		116.10%		85.96%						1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.01%

				May-18-2021		242.79%		220.07%		158.14%		182.95%		214.25%		184.37%				142.79%		120.07%		58.14%		82.95%		114.25%		84.37%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-19-2021		239.54%		221.02%		156.63%		181.61%		212.30%		183.83%				139.54%		121.02%		56.63%		81.61%		112.30%		83.83%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.02%

				May-20-2021		244.49%		222.99%		157.47%		183.17%		215.29%		185.77%				144.49%		122.99%		57.47%		83.17%		115.29%		85.77%						1.04%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.01%

				May-21-2021		246.38%		223.98%		157.63%		183.76%		216.45%		185.63%				146.38%		123.98%		57.63%		83.76%		116.45%		85.63%						1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.01%

				May-24-2021		248.47%		225.33%		158.81%		184.75%		218.01%		187.47%				148.47%		125.33%		58.81%		84.75%		118.01%		87.47%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.01%

				May-25-2021		250.60%		225.37%		156.19%		184.76%		218.78%		187.07%				150.60%		125.37%		56.19%		84.76%		118.78%		87.07%						1.01%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-26-2021		252.35%		223.91%		156.82%		185.11%		219.30%		187.42%				152.35%		123.91%		56.82%		85.11%		119.30%		87.42%						1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-27-2021		253.11%		223.63%		159.06%		189.15%		221.74%		187.64%				153.11%		123.63%		59.06%		89.15%		121.74%		87.64%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.05%		1.02%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-28-2021		254.27%		224.56%		160.12%		189.89%		222.65%		187.78%				154.27%		124.56%		60.12%		89.89%		122.65%		87.78%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-31-2021		252.62%		224.89%		160.00%		190.02%		222.04%		187.78%				152.62%		124.89%		60.00%		90.02%		122.04%		87.78%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.01%

				Jun-01-2021		253.56%		226.15%		162.89%		191.81%		223.50%		187.69%				153.56%		126.15%		62.89%		91.81%		123.50%		87.69%						1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.01%

				Jun-02-2021		250.82%		226.63%		161.50%		190.30%		221.73%		187.96%				150.82%		126.63%		61.50%		90.30%		121.73%		87.96%						0.98%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-03-2021		248.35%		227.89%		161.78%		189.54%		220.36%		187.28%				148.35%		127.89%		61.78%		89.54%		120.36%		87.28%						0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.02%

				Jun-04-2021		248.18%		230.23%		164.56%		190.51%		221.14%		188.93%				148.18%		130.23%		64.56%		90.51%		121.14%		88.93%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				Jun-07-2021		246.92%		229.48%		164.37%		189.22%		219.94%		188.78%				146.92%		129.48%		64.37%		89.22%		119.94%		88.78%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-08-2021		245.96%		230.54%		165.29%		190.55%		220.10%		188.82%				145.96%		130.54%		65.29%		90.55%		120.10%		88.82%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-09-2021		243.54%		228.46%		164.71%		189.32%		218.27%		188.47%				143.54%		128.46%		64.71%		89.32%		118.27%		88.47%						0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-10-2021		243.78%		226.94%		161.74%		189.23%		217.97%		189.35%				143.78%		126.94%		61.74%		89.23%		117.97%		89.35%						1.00%		0.99%		0.95%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.03%

				Jun-11-2021		242.69%		225.99%		162.46%		188.77%		217.09%		189.72%				142.69%		125.99%		62.46%		88.77%		117.09%		89.72%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-14-2021		241.75%		225.97%		162.19%		187.86%		216.42%		190.06%				141.75%		125.97%		62.19%		87.86%		116.42%		90.06%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-15-2021		242.10%		228.53%		161.85%		188.44%		216.84%		189.68%				142.10%		128.53%		61.85%		88.44%		116.84%		89.68%						1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-16-2021		244.14%		227.08%		159.79%		186.72%		216.60%		188.66%				144.14%		127.08%		59.79%		86.72%		116.60%		88.66%						1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.03%

				Jun-17-2021		239.18%		222.66%		156.12%		183.11%		212.22%		188.57%				139.18%		122.66%		56.12%		83.11%		112.22%		88.57%						0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jun-18-2021		236.08%		220.02%		150.74%		179.04%		208.58%		186.10%				136.08%		120.02%		50.74%		79.04%		108.58%		86.10%						0.98%		0.98%		0.91%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		0.04%

				Jun-21-2021		237.57%		224.16%		154.16%		182.80%		211.22%		188.71%				137.57%		124.16%		54.16%		82.80%		111.22%		88.71%						1.01%		1.03%		1.07%		1.05%		1.02%		1.03%		0.05%

				Jun-22-2021		238.46%		224.88%		154.24%		182.96%		211.66%		189.67%				138.46%		124.88%		54.24%		82.96%		111.66%		89.67%						1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-23-2021		239.25%		224.64%		152.90%		182.10%		211.48%		189.47%				139.25%		124.64%		52.90%		82.10%		111.48%		89.47%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jun-24-2021		239.32%		224.66%		155.63%		184.18%		212.71%		190.57%				139.32%		124.66%		55.63%		84.18%		112.71%		90.57%						1.00%		1.00%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-25-2021		241.03%		225.52%		154.70%		185.14%		213.89%		191.20%				141.03%		125.52%		54.70%		85.14%		113.89%		91.20%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-28-2021		242.03%		225.82%		153.64%		184.55%		213.79%		191.65%				142.03%		125.82%		53.64%		84.55%		113.79%		91.65%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Jun-29-2021		242.32%		228.31%		153.61%		185.35%		214.36%		191.70%				142.32%		128.31%		53.61%		85.35%		114.36%		91.70%						1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jun-30-2021		241.91%		225.88%		153.97%		186.80%		214.67%		191.95%				141.91%		125.88%		53.97%		86.80%		114.67%		91.95%						1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jul-01-2021		244.54%		226.70%		155.62%		187.20%		216.09%		192.96%				144.54%		126.70%		55.62%		87.20%		116.09%		92.96%						1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-02-2021		242.74%		228.97%		154.90%		187.71%		215.80%		194.40%				142.74%		128.97%		54.90%		87.71%		115.80%		94.40%						0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-05-2021		240.20%		229.16%		155.34%		188.00%		214.87%		194.40%				140.20%		129.16%		55.34%		88.00%		114.87%		94.40%						0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-06-2021		240.31%		228.18%		153.76%		185.50%		213.71%		194.01%				140.31%		128.18%		53.76%		85.50%		113.71%		94.01%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-07-2021		243.86%		233.25%		155.33%		187.70%		216.62%		194.66%				143.86%		133.25%		55.33%		87.70%		116.62%		94.66%						1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-08-2021		242.86%		229.14%		152.88%		185.81%		214.83%		192.99%				142.86%		129.14%		52.88%		85.81%		114.83%		92.99%						0.99%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.05%

				Jul-09-2021		243.09%		232.37%		155.43%		189.43%		217.05%		195.17%				143.09%		132.37%		55.43%		89.43%		117.05%		95.17%						1.00%		1.02%		1.05%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Jul-12-2021		247.25%		234.16%		156.87%		190.31%		219.34%		195.84%				147.25%		134.16%		56.87%		90.31%		119.34%		95.84%						1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.06%

				Jul-13-2021		248.99%		233.15%		155.57%		189.16%		219.55%		195.16%				148.99%		133.15%		55.57%		89.16%		119.55%		95.16%						1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Jul-14-2021		247.70%		232.71%		155.30%		191.35%		220.03%		195.38%				147.70%		132.71%		55.30%		91.35%		120.03%		95.38%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-15-2021		247.86%		231.57%		153.76%		193.21%		220.79%		194.75%				147.86%		131.57%		53.76%		93.21%		120.79%		94.75%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		0.06%

				Jul-16-2021		245.52%		229.90%		152.81%		190.79%		218.41%		193.28%				145.52%		129.90%		52.81%		90.79%		118.41%		93.28%						0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.05%

				Jul-19-2021		244.14%		225.26%		148.91%		183.84%		213.98%		190.21%				144.14%		125.26%		48.91%		83.84%		113.98%		90.21%						0.99%		0.96%		0.93%		0.92%		0.96%		0.97%		0.05%

				Jul-20-2021		246.97%		228.63%		152.15%		189.66%		218.35%		193.09%				146.97%		128.63%		52.15%		89.66%		118.35%		93.09%						1.02%		1.03%		1.06%		1.07%		1.04%		1.03%		0.05%

				Jul-21-2021		248.33%		229.73%		154.03%		192.39%		220.26%		194.69%				148.33%		129.73%		54.03%		92.39%		120.26%		94.69%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-22-2021		248.37%		231.22%		152.62%		192.15%		220.27%		195.08%				148.37%		131.22%		52.62%		92.15%		120.27%		95.08%						1.00%		1.01%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-23-2021		248.97%		234.17%		155.71%		191.91%		220.54%		197.06%				148.97%		134.17%		55.71%		91.91%		120.54%		97.06%						1.00%		1.02%		1.06%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-26-2021		247.62%		233.08%		156.28%		192.08%		219.94%		197.53%				147.62%		133.08%		56.28%		92.08%		119.94%		97.53%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-27-2021		245.52%		231.82%		155.22%		191.93%		218.78%		196.60%				145.52%		131.82%		55.22%		91.93%		118.78%		96.60%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Jul-28-2021		245.38%		230.33%		156.69%		192.10%		218.83%		196.56%				145.38%		130.33%		56.69%		92.10%		118.83%		96.56%						1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-29-2021		249.46%		232.52%		155.53%		195.36%		222.05%		197.39%				149.46%		132.52%		55.53%		95.36%		122.05%		97.39%						1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-30-2021		250.68%		229.70%		154.74%		195.74%		222.35%		196.32%				150.68%		129.70%		54.74%		95.74%		122.35%		96.32%						1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-02-2021		252.98%		229.50%		151.93%		195.28%		223.21%		195.96%				152.98%		129.50%		51.93%		95.28%		123.21%		95.96%						1.02%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-03-2021		260.79%		231.87%		154.54%		196.26%		227.15%		197.57%				160.79%		131.87%		54.54%		96.26%		127.15%		97.57%						1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-04-2021		260.82%		230.67%		153.21%		195.27%		226.68%		196.65%				160.82%		130.67%		53.21%		95.27%		126.68%		96.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Aug-05-2021		261.03%		231.69%		154.97%		196.31%		227.42%		197.83%				161.03%		131.69%		54.97%		96.31%		127.42%		97.83%						1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-06-2021		260.69%		230.21%		154.31%		196.36%		226.98%		198.16%				160.69%		130.21%		54.31%		96.36%		126.98%		98.16%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-09-2021		261.40%		228.43%		153.51%		195.93%		226.78%		197.98%				161.40%		128.43%		53.51%		95.93%		126.78%		97.98%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-10-2021		262.71%		229.55%		154.74%		198.00%		228.58%		198.17%				162.71%		129.55%		54.74%		98.00%		128.58%		98.17%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-11-2021		264.97%		230.72%		156.34%		199.40%		230.32%		198.66%				164.97%		130.72%		56.34%		99.40%		130.32%		98.66%						1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-12-2021		263.67%		230.33%		155.09%		198.27%		229.11%		199.25%				163.67%		130.33%		55.09%		98.27%		129.11%		99.25%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-13-2021		264.16%		230.82%		154.64%		197.87%		229.24%		199.57%				164.16%		130.82%		54.64%		97.87%		129.24%		99.57%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-16-2021		268.22%		231.18%		153.47%		198.73%		231.27%		200.09%				168.22%		131.18%		53.47%		98.73%		131.27%		100.09%						1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.06%

				Aug-17-2021		264.15%		227.43%		151.61%		196.74%		228.11%		198.68%				164.15%		127.43%		51.61%		96.74%		128.11%		98.68%						0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-18-2021		263.75%		226.39%		151.93%		194.81%		226.97%		196.54%				163.75%		126.39%		51.93%		94.81%		126.97%		96.54%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.07%

				Aug-19-2021		264.06%		225.74%		150.07%		194.36%		226.53%		196.79%				164.06%		125.74%		50.07%		94.36%		126.53%		96.79%						1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.07%

				Aug-20-2021		264.12%		227.06%		151.29%		195.54%		227.15%		198.39%				164.12%		127.06%		51.29%		95.54%		127.15%		98.39%						1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.06%

				Aug-23-2021		266.82%		229.98%		152.82%		196.98%		229.24%		200.08%				166.82%		129.98%		52.82%		96.98%		129.24%		100.08%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-24-2021		268.61%		228.75%		153.44%		198.96%		230.69%		200.38%				168.61%		128.75%		53.44%		98.96%		130.69%		100.38%						1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-25-2021		268.51%		228.37%		154.59%		200.01%		231.00%		200.83%				168.51%		128.37%		54.59%		100.01%		131.00%		100.83%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-26-2021		266.42%		225.88%		153.40%		199.84%		229.77%		199.66%				166.42%		125.88%		53.40%		99.84%		129.77%		99.66%						0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-27-2021		267.45%		227.39%		156.78%		200.84%		230.97%		201.42%				167.45%		127.39%		56.78%		100.84%		130.97%		101.42%						1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-30-2021		267.14%		228.27%		156.66%		201.69%		231.33%		202.28%				167.14%		128.27%		56.66%		101.69%		131.33%		102.28%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-31-2021		268.28%		229.58%		155.76%		201.29%		231.85%		202.01%				168.28%		129.58%		55.76%		101.29%		131.85%		102.01%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-01-2021		271.92%		229.06%		155.55%		199.78%		232.83%		202.07%				171.92%		129.06%		55.55%		99.78%		132.83%		102.07%						1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-02-2021		273.79%		232.75%		157.54%		201.61%		234.93%		202.65%				173.79%		132.75%		57.54%		101.61%		134.93%		102.65%						1.01%		1.03%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Sep-03-2021		275.20%		231.45%		157.42%		200.22%		234.70%		202.58%				175.20%		131.45%		57.42%		100.22%		134.70%		102.58%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-06-2021		277.93%		231.41%		154.97%		200.38%		235.88%		202.58%				177.93%		131.41%		54.97%		100.38%		135.88%		102.58%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-07-2021		275.44%		228.95%		151.80%		196.42%		232.73%		201.89%				175.44%		128.95%		51.80%		96.42%		132.73%		101.89%						0.99%		0.98%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		0.05%

				Sep-08-2021		275.44%		226.81%		151.94%		196.82%		232.42%		201.63%				175.44%		126.81%		51.94%		96.82%		132.42%		101.63%						1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-09-2021		274.48%		226.22%		151.52%		195.96%		231.22%		200.70%				174.48%		126.22%		51.52%		95.96%		131.22%		100.70%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Sep-10-2021		274.88%		225.75%		149.55%		196.25%		231.44%		199.15%				174.88%		125.75%		49.55%		96.25%		131.44%		99.15%						1.00%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.04%

				Sep-13-2021		271.95%		225.78%		151.69%		195.91%		230.20%		199.60%				171.95%		125.78%		51.69%		95.91%		130.20%		99.60%						0.98%		1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-14-2021		268.81%		224.53%		149.37%		194.70%		227.93%		198.45%				168.81%		124.53%		49.37%		94.70%		127.93%		98.45%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Sep-15-2021		268.02%		225.25%		149.96%		196.49%		228.28%		200.14%				168.02%		125.25%		49.96%		96.49%		128.28%		100.14%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.04%

				Sep-16-2021		265.07%		225.98%		147.92%		194.47%		226.24%		199.83%				165.07%		125.98%		47.92%		94.47%		126.24%		99.83%						0.98%		1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-17-2021		265.36%		222.56%		146.76%		192.33%		225.00%		198.00%				165.36%		122.56%		46.76%		92.33%		125.00%		98.00%						1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.04%

				Sep-20-2021		262.54%		219.00%		145.10%		188.77%		221.94%		194.64%				162.54%		119.00%		45.10%		88.77%		121.94%		94.64%						0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.04%

				Sep-21-2021		258.54%		219.02%		143.45%		188.32%		220.05%		194.49%				158.54%		119.02%		43.45%		88.32%		120.05%		94.49%						0.98%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-22-2021		256.03%		220.99%		146.02%		190.50%		220.24%		196.34%				156.03%		120.99%		46.02%		90.50%		120.24%		96.34%						0.98%		1.02%		1.06%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.03%

				Sep-23-2021		258.70%		223.44%		149.95%		193.62%		223.08%		198.72%				158.70%		123.44%		49.95%		93.62%		123.08%		98.72%						1.02%		1.02%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.03%

				Sep-24-2021		256.93%		221.82%		149.15%		193.03%		221.78%		199.01%				156.93%		121.82%		49.15%		93.03%		121.78%		99.01%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Sep-27-2021		253.58%		221.42%		151.30%		191.90%		220.17%		198.46%				153.58%		121.42%		51.30%		91.90%		120.17%		98.46%						0.98%		1.00%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.03%

				Sep-28-2021		252.29%		214.77%		147.43%		187.75%		217.00%		194.42%				152.29%		114.77%		47.43%		87.75%		117.00%		94.42%						0.99%		0.95%		0.93%		0.96%		0.97%		0.96%		0.04%

				Sep-29-2021		250.80%		214.76%		147.09%		187.61%		216.19%		194.72%				150.80%		114.76%		47.09%		87.61%		116.19%		94.72%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-30-2021		247.74%		213.79%		145.05%		184.93%		213.92%		192.40%				147.74%		113.79%		45.05%		84.93%		113.92%		92.40%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.04%

				Oct-01-2021		247.57%		213.20%		147.73%		186.71%		214.58%		194.61%				147.57%		113.20%		47.73%		86.71%		114.58%		94.61%						1.00%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-04-2021		246.86%		213.25%		148.55%		184.74%		213.36%		192.09%				146.86%		113.25%		48.55%		84.74%		113.36%		92.09%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		0.04%

				Oct-05-2021		246.95%		216.92%		148.44%		187.52%		215.11%		194.11%				146.95%		116.92%		48.44%		87.52%		115.11%		94.11%						1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-06-2021		247.11%		216.04%		147.03%		187.87%		215.17%		194.90%				147.11%		116.04%		47.03%		87.87%		115.17%		94.90%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.04%

				Oct-07-2021		249.50%		218.56%		149.03%		189.96%		217.44%		196.52%				149.50%		118.56%		49.03%		89.96%		117.44%		96.52%						1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-08-2021		248.63%		217.77%		148.17%		188.36%		216.57%		196.14%				148.63%		117.77%		48.17%		88.36%		116.57%		96.14%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Oct-11-2021		247.19%		215.43%		147.42%		186.39%		214.70%		194.80%				147.19%		115.43%		47.42%		86.39%		114.70%		94.80%						0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.05%

				Oct-12-2021		246.83%		217.16%		147.20%		184.84%		213.95%		194.33%				146.83%		117.16%		47.20%		84.84%		113.95%		94.33%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Oct-13-2021		248.33%		219.14%		150.54%		186.45%		215.40%		194.91%				148.33%		119.14%		50.54%		86.45%		115.40%		94.91%						1.01%		1.02%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-14-2021		252.05%		222.21%		152.35%		190.86%		219.01%		198.24%				152.05%		122.21%		52.35%		90.86%		119.01%		98.24%						1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.05%

				Oct-15-2021		255.01%		225.27%		151.38%		192.35%		221.31%		199.72%				155.01%		125.27%		51.38%		92.35%		121.31%		99.72%						1.02%		1.02%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-18-2021		255.05%		225.13%		151.71%		193.16%		221.49%		200.39%				155.05%		125.13%		51.71%		93.16%		121.49%		100.39%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-19-2021		256.76%		227.08%		152.39%		194.19%		223.01%		201.87%				156.76%		127.08%		52.39%		94.19%		123.01%		101.87%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-20-2021		256.06%		228.36%		154.22%		195.62%		223.41%		202.61%				156.06%		128.36%		54.22%		95.62%		123.41%		102.61%						1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-21-2021		258.71%		230.51%		155.77%		196.10%		225.03%		203.22%				158.71%		130.51%		55.77%		96.10%		125.03%		103.22%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-22-2021		264.53%		230.67%		156.88%		193.56%		226.23%		203.00%				164.53%		130.67%		56.88%		93.56%		126.23%		103.00%						1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Oct-25-2021		261.61%		229.33%		156.88%		194.25%		224.98%		203.97%				161.61%		129.33%		56.88%		94.25%		124.98%		103.97%						0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-26-2021		259.05%		228.84%		156.62%		194.33%		224.16%		204.34%				159.05%		128.84%		56.62%		94.33%		124.16%		104.34%						0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.06%

				Oct-27-2021		254.72%		227.73%		153.79%		192.56%		221.32%		203.31%				154.72%		127.73%		53.79%		92.56%		121.32%		103.31%						0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Oct-28-2021		257.32%		230.81%		160.52%		196.00%		224.32%		205.30%				157.32%		130.81%		60.52%		96.00%		124.32%		105.30%						1.02%		1.02%		1.12%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Oct-29-2021		256.90%		236.66%		159.79%		196.20%		224.66%		205.70%				156.90%		136.66%		59.79%		96.20%		124.66%		105.70%						1.00%		1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-01-2021		262.77%		240.23%		161.58%		197.40%		228.21%		206.08%				162.77%		140.23%		61.58%		97.40%		128.21%		106.08%						1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-02-2021		261.07%		240.57%		161.20%		199.50%		228.50%		206.83%				161.07%		140.57%		61.20%		99.50%		128.50%		106.83%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-03-2021		257.81%		241.85%		162.22%		197.73%		226.95%		208.17%				157.81%		141.85%		62.22%		97.73%		126.95%		108.17%						0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-04-2021		261.97%		243.20%		163.23%		198.77%		229.17%		209.04%				161.97%		143.20%		63.23%		98.77%		129.17%		109.04%						1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-05-2021		261.71%		241.92%		168.62%		201.59%		230.38%		209.82%				161.71%		141.92%		68.62%		101.59%		130.38%		109.82%						1.00%		0.99%		1.08%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.04%

				Nov-08-2021		263.16%		244.66%		167.97%		201.38%		231.19%		210.01%				163.16%		144.66%		67.97%		101.38%		131.19%		110.01%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-09-2021		264.34%		245.13%		167.89%		202.47%		231.73%		209.27%				164.34%		145.13%		67.89%		102.47%		131.73%		109.27%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.06%

				Nov-10-2021		262.99%		243.76%		169.15%		200.56%		230.18%		207.55%				162.99%		143.76%		69.15%		100.56%		130.18%		107.55%						0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.04%

				Nov-11-2021		266.24%		245.28%		167.77%		199.18%		230.98%		207.67%				166.24%		145.28%		67.77%		99.18%		130.98%		107.67%						1.02%		1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-12-2021		270.69%		249.53%		168.45%		201.54%		233.94%		209.17%				170.69%		149.53%		68.45%		101.54%		133.94%		109.17%						1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-15-2021		270.29%		248.28%		168.34%		200.90%		233.38%		209.16%				170.29%		148.28%		68.34%		100.90%		133.38%		109.16%						1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-16-2021		271.42%		249.71%		169.41%		200.76%		233.76%		209.97%				171.42%		149.71%		69.41%		100.76%		133.76%		109.97%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-17-2021		269.87%		250.65%		168.53%		199.83%		232.59%		209.43%				169.87%		150.65%		68.53%		99.83%		132.59%		109.43%						0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-18-2021		269.08%		251.25%		168.82%		200.64%		232.66%		210.13%				169.08%		151.25%		68.82%		100.64%		132.66%		110.13%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-19-2021		270.04%		250.27%		169.03%		199.28%		232.09%		209.84%				170.04%		150.27%		69.03%		99.28%		132.09%		109.84%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-22-2021		268.10%		252.06%		168.81%		198.96%		231.39%		209.17%				168.10%		152.06%		68.81%		98.96%		131.39%		109.17%						0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Nov-23-2021		265.65%		250.09%		168.28%		196.91%		229.03%		209.52%				165.65%		150.09%		68.28%		96.91%		129.03%		109.52%						0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-24-2021		264.55%		249.71%		166.31%		194.41%		227.44%		210.00%				164.55%		149.71%		66.31%		94.41%		127.44%		110.00%						0.99%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-25-2021		264.15%		250.29%		166.37%		194.25%		227.39%		210.00%				164.15%		150.29%		66.37%		94.25%		127.39%		110.00%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-26-2021		261.84%		244.21%		160.18%		189.58%		223.37%		205.22%				161.84%		144.21%		60.18%		89.58%		123.37%		105.22%						0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		0.06%

				Nov-29-2021		261.83%		246.03%		159.70%		190.62%		223.71%		207.93%				161.83%		146.03%		59.70%		90.62%		123.71%		107.93%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.06%

				Nov-30-2021		256.51%		242.05%		157.13%		185.17%		219.00%		203.99%				156.51%		142.05%		57.13%		85.17%		119.00%		103.99%						0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		0.94%		0.96%		0.96%		0.06%

				Dec-01-2021		258.68%		242.08%		157.73%		185.31%		220.01%		201.58%				158.68%		142.08%		57.73%		85.31%		120.01%		101.58%						1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-02-2021		261.96%		245.54%		160.48%		187.92%		222.89%		204.44%				161.96%		145.54%		60.48%		87.92%		122.89%		104.44%						1.02%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.06%

				Dec-03-2021		264.96%		244.70%		159.89%		188.33%		223.87%		202.71%				164.96%		144.70%		59.89%		88.33%		123.87%		102.71%						1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-06-2021		267.13%		245.90%		161.99%		189.95%		225.81%		205.09%				167.13%		145.90%		61.99%		89.95%		125.81%		105.09%						1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Dec-07-2021		272.18%		255.24%		163.54%		192.86%		230.39%		209.34%				172.18%		155.24%		63.54%		92.86%		130.39%		109.34%						1.03%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		0.06%

				Dec-08-2021		273.80%		255.08%		164.80%		191.18%		229.99%		209.99%				173.80%		155.08%		64.80%		91.18%		129.99%		109.99%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		0.06%

				Dec-09-2021		274.64%		256.17%		162.62%		190.71%		230.36%		208.48%				174.64%		156.17%		62.62%		90.71%		130.36%		108.48%						1.00%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.07%

				Dec-10-2021		274.77%		258.00%		162.75%		192.59%		231.46%		210.47%				174.77%		158.00%		62.75%		92.59%		131.46%		110.47%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.06%

				Dec-13-2021		275.51%		258.27%		161.81%		192.00%		231.58%		208.55%				175.51%		158.27%		61.81%		92.00%		131.58%		108.55%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.06%

				Dec-14-2021		270.07%		256.65%		159.48%		188.89%		227.71%		206.99%				170.07%		156.65%		59.48%		88.89%		127.71%		106.99%						0.97%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		0.05%

				Dec-15-2021		269.79%		261.39%		161.14%		191.29%		229.35%		210.37%				169.79%		161.39%		61.14%		91.29%		129.35%		110.37%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.05%

				Dec-16-2021		272.35%		261.48%		161.16%		191.79%		230.66%		208.53%				172.35%		161.48%		61.16%		91.79%		130.66%		108.53%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		0.06%

				Dec-17-2021		265.10%		254.95%		159.18%		187.35%		225.00%		206.39%				165.10%		154.95%		59.18%		87.35%		125.00%		106.39%						0.96%		0.96%		0.97%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-20-2021		260.72%		254.86%		155.82%		184.15%		221.58%		204.04%				160.72%		154.86%		55.82%		84.15%		121.58%		104.04%						0.97%		1.00%		0.94%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-21-2021		265.48%		258.05%		159.87%		186.47%		225.01%		207.66%				165.48%		158.05%		59.87%		86.47%		125.01%		107.66%						1.03%		1.02%		1.07%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		0.07%

				Dec-22-2021		267.05%		263.05%		161.83%		186.68%		226.29%		209.78%				167.05%		163.05%		61.83%		86.68%		126.29%		109.78%						1.01%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		0.07%

				Dec-23-2021		268.69%		265.33%		163.31%		189.02%		228.40%		211.08%				168.69%		165.33%		63.31%		89.02%		128.40%		111.08%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		0.08%

				Dec-24-2021		269.03%		265.55%		162.95%		188.80%		228.56%		211.08%				169.03%		165.55%		62.95%		88.80%		128.56%		111.08%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-27-2021		271.74%		270.51%		165.75%		191.13%		231.17%		214.00%				171.74%		170.51%		65.75%		91.13%		131.17%		114.00%						1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.08%

				Dec-28-2021		276.63%		272.52%		165.54%		192.28%		233.77%		213.79%				176.63%		172.52%		65.54%		92.28%		133.77%		113.79%						1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		0.06%

				Dec-29-2021		275.57%		274.00%		166.17%		192.56%		233.47%		214.09%				175.57%		174.00%		66.17%		92.56%		133.47%		114.09%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Dec-30-2021		275.05%		272.69%		165.00%		192.37%		232.98%		213.45%				175.05%		172.69%		65.00%		92.37%		132.98%		113.45%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Dec-31-2021		276.22%		273.15%		165.18%		193.52%		233.91%		212.89%				176.22%		173.15%		65.18%		93.52%		133.91%		112.89%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%



																		Beta		1.6845756511		1.4741597849		0.6099132305		0.9208202984										0.9065972637		0.8644780579		0.9042317561		0.8643053478		0.9048252807		1



																				1483.2037648177		1298.2336159023		537.2579003371		810.7209653419		1129.3158626858		880.3748011934

																				1.6847412747		1.4746374091		0.610260425		0.9208816112		1.2827671364

																		Check:		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Base 1	-17.4%	-16.5%	4.4%	-8.1%	-0.17435130896709738	-0.16531051447811473	4.3799999999999999E-2	-8.1099999999999992E-2	Base 2	-9.9348691032902614E-2	-4.9989485521885285E-2	-0.1738435579914368	-8.4173442635945075E-2	Actual Return	Equipment Manufacturing 	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Panels	-0.2737	-0.21530000000000002	4.3799999999999999E-2	-8.1099999999999992E-2	Expected Return	Equipment Manufacturing 	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Panels	-0.17435130896709738	-0.16531051447811473	-0.1738435579914368	-0.16527344263594507	









Stock Return Tables

				Performance Drivers

						Change In:

				Sub-Sector		Earnings (LTM)		Multiples (LTM)		Total Change

				Equipment Manufacturing		6.5%		-33.8%		-27.4%

				Distribution		19.7%		-41.2%		-21.5%

				Contracting Services		-4.8%		9.2%		4.4%

				Control Modules		-30.6%		22.1%		-8.5%

				Aggregate Performance		11.1%		-29.5%		-18.4%





				Expected Return Analysis

				Sub-Sector		Expected Return		Actual Return		Delta

				Equipment Manufacturing		-17.4%		-27.4%		-9.9%

				Distribution		-16.5%		-21.5%		-5.0%

				Contracting Services		-17.4%		4.4%		21.8%

				Control Modules		-16.5%		-8.1%		8.4%

				Aggregate Performance		-17.4%		-18.6%		-1.2%





TEV-EBITDA Multiple Analysis

				Date		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules

				12/31/21		9.34x		17.50x		17.37x		15.96x

				1/31/22		8.52x		15.54x		15.51x		15.17x

				2/28/22		8.20x		14.48x		14.14x		13.84x								TEV / EBITDA Volatility

				3/31/22		7.98x		14.58x		13.74x		14.03x								Date		Q4 CY21		Q1 CY22		Q2 CY22		Q3 CY22

				4/30/22		7.84x		13.00x		12.13x		13.48x								Equipment Manufacturing		9.34x		7.98x		7.79x		9.00x

				5/31/22		8.19x		12.50x		11.99x		13.31x								Distribution		17.50x		14.58x		11.27x		10.08x

				6/30/22		7.79x		11.27x		11.81x		11.98x								Contracting Services		17.37x		13.74x		11.81x		11.25x

				7/31/22		9.10x		12.32x		12.37x		13.26x								Control Modules		15.96x		14.03x		11.98x		12.19x

				8/31/22		9.36x		11.86x		12.28x		13.31x

				9/30/22		9.00x		10.08x		11.25x		12.19x









Equipment Manufacturing	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	9.3444916469693506	8.52224	46717904603	8.1956234934536205	7.9796479334094101	7.8357242715331203	8.1908884220474505	7.7932573947095696	9.0989329235124501	9.3592896781867001	8.9986691095952391	Distribution	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	17.498116110200499	15.5379998636586	14.475415332528399	14.5773686214938	12.9977320742594	12.4971224619752	11.272816119765	12.3184423942769	11.858038077846199	10.0840892865043	Contracting Services	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	17.370851808864298	15.5109010204686	14.144503372657701	13.7426807406555	12.126990983443701	11.9904325027506	11.	805884991055599	12.367922624088299	12.283729308897099	11.252156641535301	Control Modules	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	15.9609590713175	15.170881528927699	13.8378571591659	14.028216356101501	13.4791201822808	13.3140360840046	11.982302594869701	13.2618918876778	13.3125325866986	12.193532576642699	







Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	9.3444916469693506	17.498116110200499	17.370851808864298	15.9609590713175	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	7.9796479334094101	14.5773686214938	13.7426807406555	14.028216356101501	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	7.7932573947095696	11.272816119765	11.805884991055599	11.982302594869701	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	8.9986691095952391	10.0840892865043	11.252156641535301	12.193532576642699	









Company Financial Metrics

		Public Comparable Companies



				Equipment Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Gross
Margin (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual EBITDA Margin (Expected 12/31/2022)		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual GM (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual EBITDA (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		2023 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		CAGR				Company				Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR								Company		Revenue
1/1		Revenue
12/31		EBITDA
(1/1)		EBITDA
(12/31)		CAGR		CAGR

				Ticker																2021-2023E (12/31/2022)																2021-2023E (1/1/2022)												2021-2023E										1-Jan		31-Dec		1-Jan		31-Dec		1-Jan		31-Dec

				NasdaqGS:AAON		AAON, Inc.				United States		$535		$1,010		26.3%		17.8%		37.4%		$156		$875		22.1%		28.7%		$158		$716		$758		19.1%				Equipment Manufacturing				31.1%		15.1%		7.9%								Equipment Manufacturing		$   202.6		$   192.4		$   26.5		$   24.3		10.5%		7.9%		-0.0506761453				-0.0833522413

				NYSE:CARR		Carrier Global Corporation				United States		$20,613		$21,681		27.4%		15.9%		2.6%		$3,245		$20,407		16.4%		30.0%		$3,492		$21,294		$22,103		3.6%				Distribution				27.9%		11.7%		13.3%								Distribution		$   53.6		$   58.1		$   6.1		$   7.2		9.4%		13.3%		0.0847362796				0.1668102282

				TSE:6367		Daikin Industries,Ltd.				Japan		$18,933		$29,002		34.8%		14.5%		23.8%		$3,640		$25,117		15.0%		35.0%		$3,834		$25,621		$27,085		19.6%				Contracting Services				14.6%		7.9%		9.4%								Contracting Services		$   29.6		$   29.9		$   2.0		$   1.9		6.4%		9.4%		0.0115352541				-0.0224478526

				SHSE:600690		Haier Smart Home Co., Ltd.				China		$33,591		$39,160		31.1%		8.6%		8.0%		$3,111		$36,160		8.8%		30.6%		$3,529		$40,219		$43,647		14.0%				Control Modules				37.1%		25.5%		5.1%								Control Modules		$   96.6		$   94.2		$   23.0		$   22.2		7.2%		5.1%		-0.0250188057				-0.0325112783

				NYSE:JCI		Johnson Controls International plc				Ireland		$23,668		$26,945		32.9%		14.7%		6.7%		$3,727		$25,332		15.9%		33.9%		$4,101		$25,790		$27,300		7.4%

				NYSE:LII		Lennox International Inc.				United States		$4,194		$4,687		27.3%		15.5%		5.7%		$736		$4,739		16.9%		29.1%		$753		$4,449		$4,598		4.7%

				SZSE:000333		Midea Group Co., Ltd.				China		$50,372		$55,487		23.6%		10.2%		5.0%		$5,249		$51,364		10.8%		25.9%		$6,205		$57,255		$61,896		10.9%

				OM:NIBE B		NIBE Industrier AB (publ)				Sweden		$2,974		$4,154		31.0%		17.7%		18.2%		$663		$3,750		19.0%		33.3%		$713		$3,748		$4,096		17.4%

				NYSE:REZI		Resideo Technologies, Inc.				United States		$5,846		$6,548		27.5%		11.6%		5.8%		$741		$6,376		12.0%		27.5%		$728		$6,091		$6,404		4.7%

				NYSE:SPXC		SPX Technologies, Inc.				United States		$1,220		$1,517		35.7%		15.4%		11.5%		$224		$1,451		15.5%		35.7%		$213		$1,377		$1,477		10.1%

				OM:SYSR		Systemair AB (publ)				Sweden		$822		$1,103		34.9%		12.5%		15.9%		$120		$964		13.2%		35.3%		$134		$1,012		$1,072		14.2%

				NYSE:TT		Trane Technologies plc				Ireland		$14,136		$16,428		31.2%		16.9%		7.8%		$2,674		$15,817		17.5%		32.6%		$2,635		$15,047		$15,789		5.7%





														Mean		30.3%		14.3%		12.4%		$24,287		$192,351		15.3%		31.5%		$26,495		$202,619				10.9%

														Median		31.1%		15.1%		7.9%						15.7%		31.6%								10.5%





				Distribution

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

				OM:BEIJ B		Beijer Ref AB (publ)				Sweden		$1,630		$2,413		26.4%		12.0%		21.7%		$256		$2,137		12.0%		0.0%		$247		$2,062		$2,219		16.7%

				NYSE:FERG		Ferguson plc				United Kingdom		$22,792		$29,256		30.7%		10.9%		13.3%		$3,109		$28,524		10.3%		31.0%		$2,694		$26,153		$27,372		9.6%

				ASX:REH		Reece Limited				Australia		$4,357		$5,653		27.9%		11.3%		13.9%		$563		$4,980		11.3%		0.0%		$563		$4,966		$5,217		9.4%

				NYSE:WSO		Watsco, Inc.				United States		$6,280		$7,436		27.9%		11.7%		8.8%		$858		$7,309		10.1%		26.2%		$655		$6,472		$6,637		2.8%

				NYSE:GWW		W.W. Grainger, Inc.				United States		$13,022		$15,889		38.0%		15.7%		10.5%		$2,385		$15,182		14.2%		37.0%		$1,986		$13,938		$15,003		7.3%





														Mean		30.2%		12.3%		13.6%		$7,170		$58,132		11.6%		18.8%		$6,145		$53,591				9.2%

														Median		27.9%		11.7%		13.3%						11.3%		31.0%								9.4%





				Contracting Services

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin
(Expected 12/31/2022)		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

				NYSE:FIX		Comfort Systems USA, Inc.				United States		$3,074		$4,361		17.7%		7.9%		19.1%		$323		$4,092		9.7%		19.2%		$319		$3,300		$3,480		6.4%

				NYSE: EME		EMCOR Group, Inc.				United States		$9,904		$11,784		14.2%		5.9%		9.1%		$652		$11,000		6.6%		15.8%		$676		$10,246		$10,753		4.2%

				ENXTPA:SPIE		SPIE SA				France		$7,600		$8,838		87.6%		8.8%		7.8%		$753		$8,531		8.7%		86.8%		$761		$8,758		$9,060		9.2%

				OM:BRAV		Bravida Holding AB (publ)				Sweden		$2,110		$2,541		15.0%		8.2%		9.8%		$202		$2,447		8.6%		15.0%		$217		$2,524		$2,624		11.5%

				NYSE:TPC		Tutor Perini Corporation				United States		$4,642		$4,066		4.0%		-0.3%		-6.4%		-$12		$3,854		7.4%		10.2%		$354		$4,754		$5,198		5.8%





														Mean		27.7%		6.1%		7.9%		$1,929		$29,924		8.2%		29.4%		$1,974		$29,582				7.4%

														Median		14.6%		7.9%		9.4%						8.6%		15.4%								6.4%





				Control Modules

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

		t		NYSE:EMR		Emerson Electric Co.				United States		$18,236		$14,916		41.4%		25.7%		-9.6%		$5,034		$19,612		23.8%		42.4%		$4,628		$19,437		$20,452		5.9%

				NasdaqGS:HON		Honeywell International Inc.				United States		$34,392		$36,842		32.8%		25.3%		3.5%		$8,986		$35,539		26.3%		35.2%		$9,684		$36,878		$39,335		6.9%

				XTRA:IFX		Infineon Technologies AG				Germany		$11,886		$16,566		43.1%		32.7%		18.1%		$4,487		$13,735		31.4%		40.4%		$4,569		$14,531		$15,888		15.6%

				NYSE:JCI		Johnson Controls International plc				Ireland		$23,668		$26,945		32.9%		14.7%		6.7%		$3,727		$25,332		15.9%		33.9%		$4,101		$25,790		$27,300		7.4%





														Mean		37.5%		24.6%		4.7%		$22,234		$94,218		24.4%		38.0%		$22,981		$96,636				9.0%

														Median		37.1%		25.5%		5.1%						25.0%		37.8%								7.2%















Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	7.8870832790173373E-2	0.13296180196750007	9.4173573608288375E-2	5.0994306739461481E-2	



Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	0.31092839999999999	0.27900000000000003	0.1463333	0.37148719999999996	



Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	0.15076548117590621	0.11736257421949819	7.8975662203108199E-2	0.25476333450332811	

1-Jan	202.6187507400	0002	53.591025710000004	29.58235307	96.635906039999995	31-Dec	192.35081347999997	58.132129850000005	29.923593029999999	94.218191080000011	



1-Jan	26.49493913999	9996	6.1450297799999998	1.9737562800000001	22.98117637	31-Dec	24.28652658	7.1700835999999999	1.92944969	22.234028949999999	



1-Jan	0.10452238941236769	9.4272060172131	855E-2	6.4059585091302385E-2	7.1719779833619546E-2	31-Dec	7.8870832790173373E-2	0.13296180196750007	9.4173573608288375E-2	5.0994306739461481E-2	





Precedent Transaction Analysis

				Date Closed		Target		Location		Acquirer		Deal Size
(US$M)		Deal Description		EV/
EBITDA		EV/
Revenue

				Pending								$440		Aggreko Ltd, the UK-based provider of specialist power and temperature control rental services in two main product areas, mobile electricity generators, and temperature control equipment announced the acquisition of Resolute Industrial LLC, the US-based provider of water- and air-cooled chiller rental services		8.3x		3.0x				Dailybusinessgroup.co.uk

				Pending								$4,400		Chart Industries Inc., the US-based manufacturer of equipment used in the production, storage, and end-use of hydrocarbon and industrial gases, announced the acquisition of Howden Group Ltd, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment, including industrial fans, heaters, compressors, and steam turbines		12.9x		0.8x

				Pending								$86		Ingersoll Rand Inc., a global provider of mission-critical flow creation and industrial solutions, announced the acquisition of Everest Blowers Private Limited, the Indian market leader for customized blower and vacuum pump solutions, and Airmax Groupe, a French compressed air specialist with strong end-user relationships and a technician network focused on aftermarket service		-		2.5x

				Jan-23								$1,275		Beijer Ref AB, a Sweden-based refrigeration and air conditioning technology distribution company has acquired Heritage Distribution Holdings, a US-based HVACR equipment distribution business		13.4x		2.0x

				Jan-23								$525		Ingersoll Rand Inc., the US-based provider of flow control, compression equipment, and associated aftermarket parts, acquired the air treatment Business from SPX FLOW Inc., the industrial equipment manufacturer engaged in providing and supplying engineered flow components, process equipment, and turn-key systems		-		2.9x

				Dec-22								$342		Spirax-Sarco Engineering plc, the UK-based manufacturer of a range of products for the efficient management of steam and other industrial fluids, acquired Durex International Corp., the US-based company specializing in designing and manufacturing custom thermal solutions		13.5x		4.5x

				May-22								$52		DXP Enterprises, the US-based industrial supplies distributor, acquired Cisco Air Systems, Inc., a US-based distributor of air compressors and related products and services		7.5x		1.2x				Marketscreener.com

				Jun-21								$3,625		Madison Industries, one of the world’s largest privately held companies and a provider of industrial solutions, acquired Nortek Air, a leader in providing critical air management, thermal, and HVAC solutions		12.5x		2.3x

				May-21								$870		Johnson Controls International plc, the Ireland-based company engaged in the manufacture of commercial and residential HVAC equipment and systems, acquired Silent-Aire Limited Partnership, a Canada-based designer and manufacturer of custom air handlers and modular data centers for hyperscale cloud and colocation providers		-		13.6x

				Mar-21								$108		Flex-Tek, a US-based provider of engineered components that move heat, fluid, and gases,  acquired Royal Metal Products, a US-based manufacturer of residential and light commercial HVAC products		-		1.4x

				Feb-21								$291		Polypipe Group, a manufacturer of pressure-rated high density polyethylene pipes acquired ADEY Innovation, a manufacturer and supplier of heating and cooling systems		11.7x		4.1x

				Feb-21								$19		Ferro Group, a Poland-based manufacturer and distributor of plumbing equipment, acquired Termet S.A., a Poland-based manufacturer of HVACR equipment		8.0x		0.6x

				Feb-21								$5		Volution Group plc, a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy-efficient indoor air quality solutions, acquired Nordiska Klimatfabriken AB, a Sweden-based manufacturer of low-carbon residential ventilation equipment		-		3.3x

				Jan-21								$419		Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, a private equity firm focused on the industrial, manufacturing, and IT sectors, acquired Wolseley UK Limited, a leading specialist distributor of plumbing HVACR equipment		-		0.2x

				Dec-20								$52		Volution Group plc, a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy-efficient indoor air quality solutions,  acquired ClimaRad B.V., the market leader for decentralized ventilation systems in the Netherlands		-		6.4x

				Nov-20								$360		CSW Industrials Inc, the US-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, acquired TRUaire, the US-based supplier of passive air handling solutions		10.7x		3.6x

				Nov-20								$233		Madison Industries, one of the world's largest privately held companies and a provider of industrial solutions, through its subsidiary Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC acquired United Coolair Corporation, the US-based company engaged in manufacturing and providing complex HVAC systems		-		3.6x

				Jan-20								$71		GDI Integrated Facility Services, a Canada-based company engaged in providing integrated facility services, acquired ESC Automation, a US-based provider of integration services for security and HVAC systems		-		0.5x



														Mean		10.9x		3.1x

														Median		11.7x		2.7x
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		8		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		MzEvMjAyMggAAAAJOS8zMC8yMDIyCQAAAAEwQQhPON7+2gg0BXU43v7aCDZDSVEuT006QkVJSiBCLklRX1RPVEFMX1JFVl81WVJfQU5OX0NBR1IuMjAwMC4zMS1ERUMtMjIBAAAAUfaMAAIAAAAHMTYuOTc5MQEIAAAABQAAAAExAQAAAAstMjA3NDM1MTQ4MAMAAAADMTM3AgAAAAQ0MjMzBAAAAAEwBwAAAAoxMi8zMS8yMDIyCAAAAAk5LzMwLzIwMjIJAAAAATBBCE843v7aCDQFdTje/toI





Transactions wo Multiples





				Date Closed		Target		Sub-Sector		Acquirer		Deal Value		Description

				Jan-23				Contracting Services				$6079		Brookfield Infrastructure Partners, the Canada based investor and operator of utility businesses, transport and energy businesses, and timber assets has acquired HomeServe plc, the UK based provider of home warranties and residential repair services.

				Dec-22				Equipment
Manufacturing				-		Capital Export SAS, the France based private equity investment fund, has acquired SEAT Ventilation SA, the local France-based designer and manufacturer of industrial fans.

				Dec-22				Service
Firms				-		Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning systems has acquired Stan Gelber & Sons Inc, the local HVAC Contractor.

				Dec-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Airefco, the United States based distributor of HVAC equipment, parts and supplies.

				Dec-22				Control Modules				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired Venstar Inc, the United States based thermostat and energy management system manufacturer.

				Nov-22				Equipment
Manufacturing				-		Munters Group AB, the Sweden based producer and marketer of air ventilation and dehumidification units and systems has acquired Hygromedia LLC, the United States based manufacturer of desiccant dehumidification media.

				Nov-22				Distribution				-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts has acquired through its subsidiary Munch's Supply LLC, Bell Simons Co, the local distributor of heating, air conditioning, plumbing and refrigeration equipment.

				Nov-22				Distribution				-		The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Fortress Group Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment.

				Nov-22				Service
Firms				-		Astara Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm has acquired Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning, the US based provider of air conditioning, heating, and appliance services.

				Nov-22				Service
Firms				-		Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired M.E. Flow, a provider of heating, air conditioning and plumbing maintenance, repair, and replacement services.

				Nov-22				Distribution				$44		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning and heating equipment has acquired acquire Australian Air Conditioning Distributors, an Australian based distributor of HVACR equipment.

				Oct-22				Control 
Modules				$45		Borromin Capital Management GmbH has acquired Eberle Controls GmbH, the local manufacturer and distributor of heating and air-conditioning controls. 

				Oct-22				Contracting Services				-		NearU HVAC Services, the United States based provider of HVAC repair and installation services has acquired Kendal Air Heating & Cooling Inc, the US-based leading provider of HVAC services.

				Oct-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Cold Chain Capital LLC, the private equity firm engaged in investing for HVACR: Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration companies has acquired Morgana SAS, the France based manufacturer of made-to-measure finned heat exchangers.

				Oct-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based heritage Distribution Holdings is a part of Gryphon has acquired Coastal Supply Co Inc, the local HVAC/R distributor servicing.

				Oct-22				Distribution				-		Beijer Ref, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning/heating equipment, acquires Easy Air Conditioning, the UK-based distributor of commercial AC and heat recovery system supplies.

				Oct-22				Contracting Services				$50		LTP Home Services Group, the United States based us-based leading residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions has acquired Acree Plumbing Air & Electric, the local HVAC services and Air conditioning contractor.

				Sep-22				Contracting Services				-		Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc, the United States based provider of installation, preventative maintenance, and repair for foodservice facilities has acquired Allied Service Group, the local mechanical and electrical contractor for the mechanical services of air conditioning, heating, ventilation, and refrigeration.

				Sep-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Ronin Equity Partners LLC, the US based private equity firm has acquired MTL Cool, the Canada based commercial refrigeration equipment manufacturer.

				Sep-22				Distribution				-		Dakota Supply Group, the US based distributor of HVACR equipment and supplies, has acquired Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. a distributor of plumbing and HVAC products in Bismarck and Minot, North Dakota. 

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		Fix-It Group, the United States based provider of plumbing, heating, electrical and AC repairs and upgrades, services has acquired Airmax Group, the local provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners.

				Aug-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor has acquired Controlled Temp Supply, the local controlled Temp Supply providing HVAC/R equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in Oxford, MS.

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		OMERS Private Equity Inc, the Canada based private equity firm has acquired Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning installation and repair service from Huron Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity investment firm.

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		NSi Industries LLC, the US based manufacturer of electrical lugs has acquired Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc, the local US-based manufacturer and distributor of components and tools designed heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration and appliance parts. 

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$227		Audax Group LP, the United States based private equity firm, has acquired Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the local manufacturer of high quality air filters.

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		Heartland Home Services Inc, the United States based provider of heating and air-conditioning contracting services has acquired Hurlburt Heating AC & Plumbing, the local company operating in HVACR equipment services.

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Capital Export SAS, the private equity investment fund and Rives Croissance SAS, the venture capital firm, has acquired ACFRI International SAS, the France based manufacturer of refrigeration equipment for the catering business, have acquired the company.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$42		Nederman Holding AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of work environment equipment, including extraction systems, vacuum cleaning and workplace acoustics has acquired RoboVent Products Group Inc, the United States based provider of industrial ventilation and filtration solutions.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				$23		RLJ Equity partners backed portfolio company, Flow Service Partners, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration and plumbing services has acquired R Brooks Mechanical Heating & Air Conditioning Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation and air conditioning services. 

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC, the United States based midwestern-focused platform of Craft Work Capital Partners LLC has acquired a controlling stake in Sexson Mechanical Corp, the local company that provides a full suite of mechanical and electrical contracting services, including that for HVACR, electrical, and plumbing systems. 

				Jul-22				Distribution				-		HOP Energy LLC, the United States based full service energy company has acquired Rycor HVAC, the local full-service reseller of Mitsubishi mini-split heat pump systems.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		A-Gas US Inc, the United States based provider of the supply and life cycle management of specialty chemicals such as refrigerants, hydrocarbon blowing agents has acquired Certified Refrigerant Services Inc, the local refrigerant management and logistics company servicing all segments of the refrigerant and HVAC industry. 

				Jul-22				Distribution				-		Aquarius Water Conditioning Inc, the Canada based HVACR service provider, has acquired Comfort Control Systems, Inc. a distributor and installer of HVACR equipment. 

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, a listed Japan-based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired a majority stake in CM3 Building Solutions Inc, the United States based provider of building services including automation and technology, energy services, security and fire protection, and HVAC support.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Any Hour Electric Inc, the United States based provider of HVAC services has acquired Magic Electric Plumbing Heating & Air, the local provider of Plumbing, Heating & Air services.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Protectoseal Co, the United States based manufacturer of a wide variety of tank vents and fittings. has acquired Elmac Technologies Limited, the United Kingdom based auk-based maker of flame arresters and low pressure venting equipment.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$52		Middleby Corp, the United States based developer, manufacturer and marketer of a broad line of equipment used for commercial food preparation as well as residential kitchen equipment has acquired Icetro Co Ltd, the South Korea based industrial refrigeration and refrigeration equipment manufacturer.

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired Pro Plumbing Services LLC, the local provider of plumbing, electrical, heating, and air conditioning services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and home services company has acquired Doug's Service Co, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, electrical, and plumbing services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and home services company has acquired Dallas Plumbing Co, the local provider of HVAC and plumbing services. 

				Jun-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Aaron & Company Inc, the United States based distributor of plumbing supply, HVAC and sheet metal wholesale. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Arcticom Group LLC, the United States based provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry has acquired Tomco Mechanical Corp, the local provider of refrigeration and HVAC services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		American Residential Services, a Memphis, Tennessee-based provider of residential heating, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC) and plumbing services, has acquired a family of companies including Absolute Air, Captain Electric, and OyBoy Heating and Cooling, which provide HVACR and electrical services.

				Jun-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Audax Management Co LLC, the United States based private equity firm. has acquired Thermogenics Inc, a Canada based manufacturer of steam and hot-water boilers.

				Jun-22				Control Modules				$1000		One Rock Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity firm, is to acquire Therm O Disc Inc the United States based manufacturer of temperature sensors and controls for the HVAC, appliance, automotive, and electronics industries.

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Altamont Capital Management LLC, the United States based private equity firm has acquired Service Minds Inc, the local owner and operator of multiple franchisees including Mister Sparky, One Hour Heating & AC and Benjamin Franklin Plumbing systems providing electrical, plumbing and HVAC services. 

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services has acquired Almcoe Refrigeration Company, the local service agency specializing in refrigeration for commercial, retail, and industrial cold storage operations.

				May-22				Distribution				-		Industrial Opportunity Partners, a US based private equity firm, has acquired N.B. Handy Company, Inc. a distributor of metals, HVAC, commercial roofing, and machinery products.

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Wrench Group LLC, the United States based provider of home maintenance and repair services specializing in heating, ventilation and air conditioning, plumbing and electrical services has acquired NexGen HVAC & Plumbing LLC, the local provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services.

				May-22				Control Modules				-		Lorraine Capital, the US based private equity firm has acquired ICM Controls, the US based family-owned electronic controls manufacturer for the HVAC industry. 

				May-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$35		Daikin Industries, a Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired CCOM Group, Inc., a distributor of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning equipment (HVAC) in the United States.

				Apr-22				Contracting Services				-		Emergent Cold Latin America, the Brazil based temperature-controlled warehousing and logistics provider has acquired Frigometro SAS, the Colombia based provider of cold storage solutions.

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor. 

				Apr-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		NB Renaissance Partners, the US-based private equity, has agreed to acquire Arbo Spa the Italy based distributor of spare parts, components and accessories for heating, air conditioning and domestic boilers, in a management buyout transaction. 

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Munch's Supply LLC, the US based distributor of HVACR equipment, has acquired System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co., a HVAC wholesale distributor.

				Apr-22				Contracting Services				-		Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Wardlaw Heating & Cooling, the local an air conditioning solutions provider.

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based distributor of HVACR equipment has acquired, Mackay Air Supplies, the Australia based company that engages in the distribution of HVAC&R.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Concentric Equity Partners LP, the private equity firm has acquired Conditioned Air Solutions, the United States based owned and operated Commercial and Residential HVAC company. 

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Catterton Management Co LLC, the private equity firm has acquired LTP Home Services Group, the United States based residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Frontier Service Partners, the United States based residential services company has acquired AB May Co, the local residential services company offering HVAC, plumbing and electrical services.

				Mar-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		A group of investors led by Tikehau Capital, is to acquire LMB, the local designer and manufacturer of high performance fans and AC/DC Brushless motors for the aerospace and defense markets.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		McNally Capital LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm also providing advisory services has invested in Smith & Oby Co, the local HVAC and plumbing mechanical contractor. 

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Comfort Group, the local provider of residential heating, cooling, and indoor air quality services.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Rush Street Ventures, the United States based US-based private equity firm has acquired a controlling stake in Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning, the local US-based heating, air conditioning, electrical, home renovation and handyman services provider.

				Feb-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Zehnder Group AG, the Switzerland based manufacturer of furnaces, measuring instruments, battery charges, sheet metal housing and welding machines through its subsidiaries has agreed to acquire Airia Brands Inc, the Canada based company engaged in development, manufacturing and distribution of heat recovery ventilation systems. 

				Feb-22				Distribution				-		Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Benoist Brothers Supply Co., the local us-based family owned HVAC firm. 

				Feb-22				Contracting Services				-		SEI Group Inc, the United States based provider of installation services of products including insulation, garage doors, and house wrap for single-family and multi-family residential buildings has acquired Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces LLC and Cool Insulation Co, the local providers of insulation solutions.

				Feb-22				Contracting Services				-		The Kelvin Group, the United States-based provider of industrial and commercial mission-critical mechanical services, process safety management, and environmental compliance has acquired Refrigeration Design & Service Inc, the local the company provides a full line of services to meet the needs of the industrial refrigeration marketplace.

				Jan-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$354		Compagnie Benelux Participations, the investment firm which engages in private equity buy-outs and growth capital investments has acquired a majority stake in Groupe Climater SAS, the local air-conditioning equipment manufacturer and installer.

				Jan-22				Contracting Services				-		A&M Capital Partners LP, the United States based private equity fund of Alvarez & Marsal Capital, LLC has acquired a majority stake in Arcticom Group LLC, the local provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry.

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products, has acquired acquire Plumbers Supply Co, the United States based owned wholesale distributor of pipe valves & fittings, pumps/hydronics, electric and hand tools. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Chroma ATE Inc, the Taiwan (China) based manufacturer of testing equipment and solutions for electronics in various industries has acquired Environmental Stress Systems Inc, the United States based supplier of thermal platforms, space simulation thermal chambers, cascade condensers, and liquid recirculating chillers.

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired ThermalNetics Inc, a United States based supplier of heating and cooling equipment. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired a majority stake in TriState HVAC Equipment LLP, the United States based representative and integrator of commercial HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) mechanical systems and related equipment. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts, has acquired Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products.
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				Announced Date		Completed Date		Target Company		Bidder Company		Deal Value USD(m)		Deal Description

				1/6/23		Pending		G.A. Larson co		Hajoca Corporation

				1/2/23		Pending		Williams Distributing		Daikin Industries Limited				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired Williams Distributing Co, the United States based distributor of heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment and residential building products. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/28/22		Pending		Resolute Industrial, LLC (100% Stake)		Aggreko PLC		$   440.0		Aggreko Ltd, the United Kingdom based provider of specialist power and temperature control rental services in two main product areas, mobile electricity generators, and temperature control equipment is to acquire Resolute Industrial LLC, the United States based provider of water- and air-cooled chiller rental services from AE Industrial Partners LP, the private equity firm focused on investing in the aerospace, power generation, and specialty industrial markets. The consideration was $440m. The transaction provides an exit strategy for AE Industrial Partners LP.

				12/16/22		12/16/22		SEAT Ventilation SA (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Capital Export SAS				Capital Export SAS, the France based private equity investment fund. has acquired SEAT Ventilation SA, the local france-based designer and manufacturer of industrial fans from Ciclad SAS, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Ciclad SAS.

				12/15/22		Pending		Heritage Distribution Holdings (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Beijer Ref AB		$   1,275.0		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning and heating equipment is to acquire 98% of https://heritagedistribution.com/, the United States based distribution company for Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning and Refrigeration from Gryphon Investors Inc private equity firm. The consideration was $1.275bn. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Gryphon Investors Inc. The transaction is conditional upon regulatory approvals and customary closing conditions and is expected to close early in Q1 2023.

				12/13/22		12/13/22		Stan Gelber & Sons (100% Stake)		Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC				Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning systems has acquired Stan Gelber & Sons Inc, the local HVAC Contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/2/22		12/2/22		Airefco (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Airefco, the United States based distributor of HVAC equipment, parts and supplies. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/2/22		12/2/22		Venstar, Inc. (100% Stake)		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin North America LLC				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, through its subsidiary Daikin North America LLC, the United States based air-conditioning equipment manufacturer, has acquired Venstar Inc, the United States based thermostat and energy management system manufacturer. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/18/22		11/18/22		Hygromedia LLC (100% Stake); Rotor Source Inc (100% Stake)		Munters Group AB				Munters Group AB, the Sweden based producer and marketer of air ventilation and dehumidification units and systems has acquired Hygromedia LLC, the United States based manufacturer of desiccant dehumidification media from Air Holdings AB, the local company manufacturing desiccant rotors. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/10/22		11/10/22		BellSimons  (100% Stake)		Munch's Supply LLC; Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts has acquired through its subsidiary Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products Bell Simons Co, the local distributor of heating, air conditioning, plumbing and refrigeration equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc is backed by GenStar Capital LLC.

				11/9/22		Pending		Howden Group Limited (100% Stake)		Chart Industries, Inc.		$   4,400.0		KPS Capital Partners LP, a private equity firm, is reportedly looking to sell Howden Group Ltd, the United KIngdon based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment including industrial fans, heaters, compressors and steam turbines. The terms of the deal are undisclosed, but KPS may seek valuation of $3.5bn for Howden as per Bloomberg. The transaction provides an exit strategy for KPS Capital Partners LP. 9 Nov 22 - Chart Industries Inc, the United States based manufacturer of equipment used in the production, storage and end-use of hydrocarbon and industrial gases is to acquire Howden Group Ltd, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment including industrial fans, heaters, compressors and steam turbines from KPS Capital Partners LP, the United Kingdom based private equity firm. The consideration was $4.4bn, which consist of $3.3bn paid in cash, $1.1bn paid in convertible preferred. The transaction provides an exit strategy for KPS Capital Partners LP. The transaction is subject to certain regulatory approvals and the satisfaction of other customary closing conditions and is expected to close in the first half of 2023.

				11/7/22		11/7/22		Fortress Group Inc (100% Stake)		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Fortress Group Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipments. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/4/22		11/4/22		Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning (100% Stake)		Astara Capital Partners				Astara Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm has acquired Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning, the US based provider of air conditioning, heating, and appliance services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/2/22		11/2/22		M.E. Flow (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired M.E. Flow, a provider of heating, air conditioning and plumbing maintenance, repair, and replacement services throughout northern Virginia and parts of West Virginia. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/27/22		Pending		Airmax Group (100% Stake); Everest Blowers Pvt Ltd (100% Stake); Everest Blower Systems Pvt Ltd (100% Stake)		Ingersoll Rand Inc.		$   86.0		Ingersoll Rand Inc, the United States based provider of flow control and compression equipment and associated aftermarket parts, consumables and services has acquired Everest Blowers Pvt Ltd, Everest Blower System Pvt Ltd, the India based manufacturers of blowers and vacuum systems and Airmax Group, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners. The combined all-cash upfront purchase price of approximately $86m with additional potential consideration based on achievement of Everest financial targets. The transactions are expected to close in the fourth quarter of 2022.

				10/27/22		10/27/22		Eberle Controls GmbH (100% Stake)		Borromin Capital Management GmbH; Existing Management		$   45.1		The Management of Eberle Controls GmbH, the local manufacturer and distributor of heating and air-conditioning controls. has acquired the company along with Borromin Capital Management GmbH, from Schneider Electric GmbH, the local company engaged in providing energy management and automation solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/24/22		10/24/22		Kendal Air Heating and Cooling Inc (100% Stake)		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services, the United States based provider of HVAC repair and installation services has acquired Kendal Air Heating & Cooling Inc, the US-based leading provider of HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/12/22		10/12/22		Morgana SAS (100% Stake); Samifi France (100% Stake)		Cold Chain Capital, LLC				Cold Chain Capital LLC, the private equity firm engaged in investing for HVACR: Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration companies has acquired Morgana SAS, the France based manufacturer of made-to-measure finned heat exchangers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/12/22		10/12/22		Coastal Supply Co (100% Stake)		Heritage Distribution Holdings				Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based heritage Distribution Holdings is a part of Gryphon has acquired Coastal Supply Co Inc, the local hVAC/R distributor servicing. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/6/22		1/3/23		SPX FLOW Inc (Air Treatment Business) (100% Stake)		Ingersoll Rand Inc.		$   525.0		Ingersoll Rand Inc, the United States based provider of flow control and compression equipment and associated aftermarket parts, consumables and services is to acquire the local air Treatment Business from SPX FLOW Inc, the local industrial equipment manufacturer that is engaged in providing and suppling engineered flow components, process equipment and turn-key systems. The consideration was $525m. The all-cash transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter upon obtaining required regulatory approvals. 3 Jan 23 - The transaction has been completed.

				10/4/22		10/4/22		Easyairconditioning Limited		Beijer Ref AB

				10/1/22		10/1/22		Acree Plumbing Air & Electric (100% Stake)		LTP Home Services Group		$   50.0		LTP Home Services Group, the United States based uS-based leading residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions has acquired Acree Plumbing Air & Electric, the local hVAC services and Air conditioning contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/28/22		12/2/22		Durex International Corp (100% Stake)		Spirax-Sarco Engineering Plc		$   342.2		Spirax-Sarco Engineering plc, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of a range of products for the efficient management of steam and other industrial fluids is to acquire Durex International Corp, the United States based company specializing in designing and manufacturing custom thermal solutions. The consideration was $342.2m. The transaction is expected to close in October 2022, following regulatory approval.

				9/27/22		9/27/22		Allied Service Group  (100% Stake)		Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc				Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc, the United States based provider of installation, preventative maintenance, and repair for foodservice facilities has acquired Allied Service Group, the local mechanical and electrical contractor, specializing in the mechanical services of air conditioning, heating, ventilation, refrigeration and electrical system. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/19/22		11/1/22		Australian airconditioning distributors		Beijer Ref AB		$   44.4

				9/19/22		9/19/22		MTL COOL (100% Stake)		Ronin Equity Partners, Inc				Ronin Equity Partners LLC, the private Equity Firm has acquired MTL Cool, the Canada based commercial refrigeration. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/1/22		9/1/22		Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc.		Dakota Supply Group, Inc.		-		Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. operates as a distributor of plumbing and HVAC products in Bismarck and Minot, North Dakota. The company was founded in 1949 and is based in Bismarck, North Dakota. As of September 1, 2022, Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Dakota Supply Group, Inc.

				8/31/22		8/31/22		Airmax Group (100% Stake)		Fix-It Group				Fix-It Group, the United States based provider of plumbing, heating, electrical and AC repairs and upgrades, services has acquired Airmax Group, the local provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Fix-It Group is backed by New Harbor Capital LLC, a United States, private equity firm.

				8/30/22		8/30/22		Controlled Temp Supply (100% Stake)		Ed's Supply Company				Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor has acquired Controlled Temp Supply, the local controlled Temp Supply providing HVAC/R equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in Oxford, MS. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/17/22		8/17/22		Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc (100% Stake)		NSi Industries, LLC				NSi Industries LLC, the United States based manufacturer of electrical lugs has acquired Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc, the local uS-based manufacturer and distributor of components and tools designed heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration and appliance parts. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/15/22		8/15/22		Rensa Filtration (100% Stake)		Audax Group, Inc.		$   227.0		Audax Group LP, the United States based private equity firm, has acquired Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the local manufacturer of high quality air filters, from Duchossois Capital Management LLC, the local investment firm, and Edgewater Services LLC, the local Private equity firm specializing in lower middle market growth capital investments. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/5/22		8/24/22		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc. (100% Stake)		OMERS Private Equity Inc				5 Aug 22 - OMERS Private Equity Inc, the Canada based private equity firm is to acquire Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning installation and repair service from Huron Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity investment firm, specializing in facilitating management buyouts, recapitalizations, corporate spinoffs, and buy-and-build strategies. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Huron Capital Partners LLC. 24 Aug 22 - The transaction was completed.

				8/4/22		8/4/22		Hurlburt Heating, AC, & Plumbing (100% Stake)		Heartland Home Services, Inc.				Heartland Home Services Inc, the United States based provider of heating and air-conditioning contracting services has acquired Hurlburt Heating AC & Plumbing, the local company operating in Refrigeration equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/2/22		8/2/22		Atelier Construction Frigorifique (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Capital Export SAS; Rives Growth				Capital Export SAS, the private equity investment fund and Rives Croissance SAS, the venture capital firm, along with the management of ACFRI International SAS, the France based manufacturer of refrigeration equipment for the catering business, have acquired the company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/29/22		7/29/22		RoboVent, Inc. (100% Stake)		Nederman		$   42.2		Nederman Holding AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of work environment equipment, including extraction systems, vacuum cleaning and workplace acoustics has acquired RoboVent Products Group Inc, the United States based provider of industrial ventilation and filtration solutions from Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the United States based manufacturer of high quality air filters. The consideration was SEK 430m ($42.24m).

				7/28/22		7/28/22		Blue Frontier, Inc		2150 UK Limited; VoLo Earth Ventures; Breakthrough Inc; Modern Niagara Group Inc		$   20.0		Breakthrough Inc, the United States based manufactures educational computer software has acquired an undisclosed stake in Blue Frontier Inc, the local uS-based developer of efficient air conditioning for commercial buildings. The consideration was $20m.

				7/27/22		7/27/22		R Brooks Mechanical Heating and Air Conditioning Inc (100% Stake)		Flow Service Partners		$   22.5		RLJ Equity partners backed portfolio company, Flow Service Partners, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration and plumbing services has acquired R Brooks Mechanical Heating & Air Conditioning Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation and air conditioning services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/19/22		7/19/22		Sexson Mechanical Company		Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC				Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC, the United States based midwestern-focused platform of Craft Work Capital Partners LLC has acquired a controlling stake in Sexson Mechanical Corp, the local company that provides a full suite of mechanical and electrical contracting services, including that for heating, ventilation, air conditioning, refrigeration, electrical, and plumbing systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC is backed by Craft Work Capital Partners LLC.

				7/18/22		7/18/22		Rycor HVAC (100% Stake)		HOP Energy LLC				HOP Energy LLC, the United States based full service energy company has acquired Rycor HVAC, the local full-service reseller of Mitsubishi mini-split heat pump systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/14/22		7/14/22		Certified Refrigerant Services Inc (100% Stake)		A-Gas Americas				A-Gas US Inc, the United States based provider of the supply and life cycle management of specialty chemicals such as refrigerants, hydrocarbon blowing agents has acquired Certified Refrigerant Services Inc, the local refrigerant management and logistics company servicing all segments of the refrigerant and HVAC industry. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/12/22		7/12/22		Comfort Control Systems, Inc.		Aquarius Water Conditioning, Inc.		-		Comfort Control Systems, Inc. distributes, sells, and installs heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment. The company was incorporated in 2022 and is based in De Pere, Wisconsin. As of July 12, 2022, Comfort Control Systems operates as a subsidiary of Aquarius Water Conditioning, Inc.

				7/8/22		7/8/22		CM3 Building Solutions Inc		Daikin Industries, Ltd.				Daikin Industries Ltd, a listed Japan-based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired a majority stake in CM3 Building Solutions Inc, the United States based provider of building services including automation and technology, energy services, security and fire protection, and HVAC support. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/6/22		7/6/22		Magic Electric, Plumbing, Heating & Air (100% Stake); Perfect Plumbing, Heating & Air (100% Stake); Strongbuilt LLC (100% Stake)		Any Hour Services				Any Hour Electric Inc, the United States based provider of HVAC services has acquired Magic Electric Plumbing Heating & Air, the local provider of Plumbing, Heating & Air services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/4/22		7/4/22		Elmac Technologies Limited (100% Stake)		Protectoseal Co				Protectoseal Co, the United States based manufacturer of a wide variety of tank vents and fittings. has acquired Elmac Technologies Limited, the United Kingdom based uK-based maker of flame arresters and low pressure venting equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/29/22		6/29/22		Pro Plumbing Services  (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired Pro Plumbing Services LLC, the local provider of plumbing, electrical, heating, and air conditioning services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Southern HVAC Corp is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				6/23/22		6/23/22		Dallas Plumbing Co (100% Stake)		Air pros				Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") and home services company has acquired Dallas Plumbing Co, the local provider of HVAC and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/14/22		6/14/22		Aaron & Co Inc (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Aaron & Company Inc, the United States based distributor of plumbing supply, HVAC and sheet metal wholesale. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/7/22		6/7/22		Tomco Mechanical Corp (100% Stake)		The Arcticom Group, LLC				Arcticom Group LLC, the United States based provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry has acquired Tomco Mechanical Corp, the local provider of refrigeration and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/2/22		6/2/22		OyBoy Heating and Cooling (100% Stake); Captain Electric (100% Stake); Absolute Air (100% Stake)		American Residential Services LLC				GI Partners LLC backed portfolio company, American Residential Services LLC, the United States based provides maintenance services for heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems. Also services plumbing, electrical and other systems in homes and small commercial buildings and provides installation services has acquired. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/2/22		6/2/22		Thermogenics Inc. (100% Stake)		Audax Private Equity Group				Audax Management Co LLC, the United States based private equity firm. has acquired Thermogenics Inc, a Canada based manufacturer of steam and hot-water boilers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/31/22		5/31/22		Service Minds Inc (100% Stake)		Altamont Capital Partners, Inc				Altamont Capital Management LLC, the United States based private equity firm has acquired Service Minds Inc, the local owner and operator of multiple franchisees including Mister Sparky, One Hour Heating & AC and Benjamin Franklin Plumbing systems providing electrical, plumbing and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/20/22		7/1/22		Icetro Co Ltd (100% Stake)		The Middleby Corporation		$   51.9		20 May 22 - Middleby Corp, the United States based developer, manufacturer and marketer of a broad line of equipment used for commercial food preparation as well as residential kitchen equipment is to acquire Icetro Co Ltd, the South Korea based industrial refrigeration and refrigeration equipment manufacturer. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 1 Jul 22 - The transaction has completed.

				5/19/22		1/4/23		Homeserve plc		Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P.		$   6,079.3

				5/17/22		5/17/22		Almcoe Refrigeration Company (100% Stake)		Smart Care Equipment Solutions ; Zone Climate Services Inc				Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services has acquired through its subsidiary EEC Acquisition LLC, the local provider of commercial kitchen repair, maintenance services, and parts for commercial cooking, refrigeration, ware washing, and other foodservice equipment Almcoe Refrigeration Company, the local service agency specializing in refrigeration for commercial, retail, and industrial cold storage operations. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Zone Climate Services Inc is a portfolio company of Wind Point Partners.

				5/17/22		5/17/22		N.B. Handy Company, Inc.		Industrial Opportunity Partners, LLC		-		N.B. Handy Company, Inc. distributes metals, HVAC, commercial roofing, and machinery products in Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia. The company was founded in 1891 and is based in Lynchburg, Virginia with locations in Rosedale and Hanover, Maryland; Springfield, Norfolk, Richmond, and Roanoke, Virginia; Charlotte, Greensboro, and Raleigh, North Carolina; Greenville and Columbia, South Carolina; and Atlanta, Georgia.

				5/5/22		5/5/22		NexGen Air Conditioning & Plumbing, LLC (100% Stake)		Wrench Group Inc.				Leonard Green & Partners LP backed portfolio company, Wrench Group LLC, the United States based provider of home maintenance and repair services specializing in heating, ventilation and air conditioning, plumbing and electrical services has acquired NexGen HVAC & Plumbing LLC, the local provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/3/22		5/3/22		Cisco Air Systems		DXP Enterprises		$   52.0		DXP Enterprises [NASDAQ:DXPE], a Houston, Texas-based industrial supplies distributor, acquired Cisco Air Systems, Inc., a Sacramento, California-based distributor of air compressors and related products and services. Financial terms were not disclosed.

				5/3/22		5/3/22		ICM Controls (100% Stake)		Lorraine Capital LLC				Lorraine Capital, the Private equity firm has acquired ICM Controls, the US based family-owned electronic controls manufacturer for the HVAC industry. The terms of the deal are undisclosed.

				4/26/22		4/26/22		Frigometro SAS (100% Stake)		Emergent Cold LatAm Management LLC				Emergent Cold Latin America, the Brazil based temperature-controlled warehousing and logistics provider has acquired Frigometro SAS, the Colombia based provider of cold storage solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				4/25/22		4/25/22		Ed's Supply Company (100% Stake)		Wittichen Supply Company				Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Gryphon Investors Inc is a portfolio company of Wittichen Supply Co.

				4/13/22		4/13/22		Arbo S.p.A (100% Stake)		Existing Management; NB Renaissance Partners				28 Jan 22 - Ersel Finanziaria SpA, the Italy based investment company is reportedly seeking buyers for Arbo SpA, the Italy based distributor of spare parts, components and accessories for heating, air conditioning and domestic boilers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 13 Apr 22 - NB Renaissance Partners, the US-based private equity, has agreed to acquire Arbo Spa, in a management buyout transaction. Terms were not disclosed.

				4/13/22		4/13/22		System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co.		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co. represents the combined operations of System Aire Supply Co., Inc. and Control-Aire Supply Co. in their sale to Munch's Supply LLC. As of April 13, 2022, System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co. was acquired by Munch's Supply LLC. System Aire Supply Co., Inc. operates as a HVAC wholesale distributor. Control-Aire Supply Co. distributes HVAC systems. The companies are based in the United States.

				4/1/22		4/1/22		Wardlaw Heating and Cooling (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Wardlaw Heating & Cooling, the local an air conditioning solutions provider. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				4/1/22		4/1/22		Mackay Air Supplies		Beijer Ref AB (publ) (OM:BEIJ B)		-		Mackay Air Supplies engages in the distribution of HVAC&R. The company is based in West Mackay, Australia. As of April 1, 2022, Mackay Air Supplies operates as a subsidiary of Beijer Ref AB (publ).

				3/24/22		3/24/22		Conditioned Air Solutions (100% Stake)		Concentric Equity Partners, L.P.				Concentric Equity Partners LP, the private equity firm has acquired Conditioned Air Solutions, the United States based owned and operated Commercial and Residential HVAC company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				3/22/22		3/22/22		LTP Home Services Group (100% Stake)		L Catterton Management Limited				Catterton Management Co LLC, the private equity firm has acquired LTP Home Services Group, the United States based residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions from Thompson Street Capital Partners, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Thompson Street Capital Partners.

				3/18/22		5/2/22		CCOM Group, Inc.		Daikin Comfort Technologies North America, Inc.		$   34.8		CCOM Group, Inc., through its subsidiaries, distributes heating, ventilating, and air conditioning equipment (HVAC) in the United States. It also distributes whole-house generators; climate control systems; plumbing and electrical fixtures and supplies; and parts and accessories. In addition, the company provides control system design, custom control panel fabrication, technical field support, in-house training, and climate control consultation services for engineers and installers; and designs direct digital control systems, as well as systems that control multi-location facilities through the Internet. It markets its products to HVAC, plumbing, and electrical contractors; building contractors; and other users primarily in New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts, and portions of eastern Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Vermont. The company was formerly known as Colonial Commercial Corp. and changed its name to CCOM Group, Inc. in July 2012. CCOM Group, Inc. was founded in 1964 and is based in Hawthorne, New Jersey. As of May 2, 2022, CCOM Group, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Daikin Comfort Technologies North America, Inc.  

				3/11/22		3/11/22		A.B. May (100% Stake)		Frontier Service Partners				Frontier Service Partners, the United States based residential services company has acquired AB May Co, the local residential services company offering HVAC, plumbing and electrical services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Frontier Service Partners is a portfolio company of Imperial Capital Group Ltd.

				3/8/22		3/8/22		The Smith & Oby Company		McNally Capital, LLC				Mcnally Capital LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm also providing advisory services has invested in Smith & Oby Co, the local hVAC and plumbing mechanical contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				3/7/22		3/7/22		The Comfort Group (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Comfort Group, the local provider of residential heating, cooling, and indoor air quality services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				3/3/22		6/1/22		Therm-O-Disc Inc (100% Stake)		One Rock Capital Partners, LLC		$   1,000.0		26 Oct 21 - Emerson Electric Co, the United States based technology and engineering company providing innovative solutions for customers in industrial, commercial and residential markets is reportedly seeking buyers for Therm O Disc Inc, the United States based manufacturer of temperature sensors and controls for the HVAC, appliance, automotive, and electronics industries. The transaction could value Therm-O-Disc at about $1bn according to Bloomberg. 3 Mar 22 - One Rock Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity firm, is to acquire Therm O Disc Inc from Emerson Electric Co. The transaction is expected to close in the second calendar quarter of 2022 subject to regulatory approvals and other customary closing conditions 01 Jun 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				3/1/22		3/1/22		Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning		Rush Street Ventures				Rush Street Ventures, the United States based uS-based private equity firm has acquired a controlling stake in Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning, the local uS-based heating, air conditioning, electrical, home renovation and handyman services provider. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/25/22		6/25/22		Doug's Service Co (100% Stake)		Air pros				Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") and home services company has acquired Doug's Service Co, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, electrical, and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/18/22		2/22/22		Airia Brands Inc. (100% Stake)		Zehnder Group AG				18 Feb 22 - Zehnder Group AG, the Switzerland based manufactures furnaces, measuring instruments, battery charges, sheet metal housing and welding machines through its subsidiaries has agreed to acquire Airia Brands Inc, the Canada based company engaged in development, manufacturing and distribution of heat recovery ventilation systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The completion is expected to take place in the next few days after the closing conditions have been fulfilled. 22 Feb 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				2/15/22		2/15/22		Benoist Brothers Supply Co. (100% Stake)		Wittichen Supply Company				Gryphon Investors Inc backed portfolio company, Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Benoist Brothers Supply Co., the local uS-based family owned HVAC firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/2/22		2/2/22		Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces, LLC (100% Stake); Cool Insulation Company (100% Stake)		SEI Group LLC				SEI Group Inc, the United States based provider of installation services of products including insulation, garage doors, and housewrap for single-family and multi-family residential buildings has acquired Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces LLC and Cool Insulation Co, the local providers of insulation solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. SEI Group is a portfolio company of Quad-C Management Inc.

				2/1/22		2/1/22		Refrigeration Design & Service (100% Stake)		The Kelvin Group				The Kelvin Group, the United States-based provider of industrial and commercial mission-critical mechanical services, process safety management, and environmental compliance has acquired Refrigeration Design & Service Inc, the local the company provides a full line of services to meet the needs of the industrial refrigeration marketplace. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/24/22		1/24/22		The Arcticom Group, LLC		A&M Capital Partners, LP				A&M Capital Partners LP, the United States based private equity fund of Alvarez & Marsal Capital, LLC has acquired a majority stake in Arcticom Group LLC, the local provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry from Goense Capital Partners, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Goense Capital Partners.

				1/17/22		1/17/22		Environmental Stress Systems, Inc. (100% Stake)		Chroma Ate Inc.				Chroma ATE Inc, the Taiwan (China) based manufacturer of testing equipment and solutions for electronics in various industries has acquired Environmental Stress Systems Inc, the United States based supplier of thermal platforms, space simulation thermal chambers, cascade condensers, and liquid recirculating chillers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/14/22		6/29/22		ENVEA (18.33% Stake)		Carlyle Group Inc		$   61.9		Carlyle Group Inc, the United States based global asset management firm specializing in private equity is to acquire the remaining 18.33% of Envea SA, the France based gas, dust and water analysis instrumentation manufacturer. The consideration was €54.108m, based on 309,193 shares acquired at an offer price of €175 per share.



				1/12/22		1/12/22		ThermalNetics		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors has acquired through its subsidiary Daikin Applied Americas Inc, a United States based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment ThermalNetics Inc, a United States based supplier of heating and cooling equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/12/22		1/12/22		TriState HVAC Equipment LLP		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors through its subsidiary Daikin Applied Americas Inc, the United States based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment has acquired a majority stake in TriState HVAC Equipment LLP, the United States based representative and integrator of commercial HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) mechanical systems and related equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/11/22		1/11/22		Munch's Supply LLC (100% Stake)		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts, has acquired Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products, from Ridgemont Partners Management LLC, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Ridgemont Partners Management LLC. Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc is a portfolio company of GenStar Capital LLC.

				1/4/22		1/24/22		Plumbers Supply Co (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc; Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products, through its subsidiary Ferguson Enterprises LLC, the United States based national distributor of plumbing supplies and HVAC equipment, is to acquire Plumbers Supply Co, the United States based owned wholesale distributor of pipe valves & fittings, pumps/hydronics, electric and hand tools. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 24 Jan 22 - The transaction has closed.

				12/31/21		12/31/21		Braeburn Systems LLC  (63% Stake)		Computime Group Limited		$   10.1		Computime Group Ltd, the Hong Kong (China) based electronic controls and automation devices manufacturer has acquired 62.9998% of Braeburn, the United States based focusing on energy saving technologies and smart HVAC controls and systems. The consideration was $10.069m.

				12/29/21		12/30/21		Zhejiang Maer Fan Motor Co Ltd (51% Stake)		Undisclosed bidder		$   15.6		Undisclosed Acquiror, the China based undisclosed Acquiror is to acquire 51% of Zhejiang Maer Fan Motor Co Ltd, the local ventilator manufacturer from Zhejiang Yilida Ventilator Co Ltd, the local producer of fans, HVAC equipment and ventilation equipment. The consideration was 99.35m CNY.

				12/23/21		12/23/21		Total Line Refrigeration LLC (100% Stake)		Zone Climate Services Inc				Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired Total Line Refrigeration LLC, the local provider of commercial HVAC installation services. The terms of the deal are undisclosed.

				12/22/21				Specialty Products & Insulation Co.		Incline Management, L.P.		-		Specialty Products & Insulation Co. is a distributor and fabricator of mechanical insulation and complementary products for commercial and industrial applications. Its products include mechanical, industrial, commercial, building, metal building and HVAC insulation systems; OEM products; passive fire protection systems; and architectural acoustical panels. The company was founded in 1981 and is headquartered in Rye, New York.

				12/21/21				EvoAir International Limited		Unex Holdings Inc. (OTCPK:UNEX)		$   - 0		EvoAir International Limited engages in the sales of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products in Asia. The company was incorporated in 2021 and is based in Tortola, BVI. As of December 20, 2021, EvoAir International Limited operates as a subsidiary of Unex Holdings Inc.

				12/20/21				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc		Genstar Capital, LLC		-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc. distributes and sells appliance parts, cooling and heating equipment, property maintenance supplies, tools, and others products for homes in the United States. The company provides parts and accessories for refrigerators, washing machines, dryers, ranges, dishwashers, air conditioners, ice machines, disposers, HVAC parts and supplies, plumbing, apartment supplies, and others. It also offers various installation and accessory essentials, water filters, water filtration systems, ice makers, range hoods, and specialty cleaning products, as well as installation services. The company was founded in 1932 and is based in Saint Louis, Missouri with locations in California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Canada.

				12/13/21		12/13/21		Value Added HVAC Distributors, Inc. (100% Stake)		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Value Added HVAC Distributors Inc, the United States based HVAC contractors with residential and commercial heating and air-conditioning equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/6/21		3/9/22		LMB SAS (100% Stake)		IDIA Capital Investissement; Existing Management; Tikehau Capital Partners; Amundi Private Equity Funds; Grand Sud Ouest Capital SA; Credit Agricole Centre France				06 Dec 21 - A group of investors led by Tikehau Capital, is to acquire LMB, the local designer and manufacturer of high performance fans and AC/DC Brushless motors for the aerospace and defence markets, from MBO Partenaires SAS, Arkea Capital Investissement SA and RAISE Investissement SA, the private equity firms. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for MBO Partenaires SAS, Arkea Capital Investissement SA and RAISE Investissement SAS. 09 Mar 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				12/2/21		12/31/21		Buehr GmbH  (100% Stake)		Existing Management; HANNOVER Finanz GmbH; Lueck Invest GmbH				HANNOVER Finanz GmbH, the private equity firm, Lueck Invest GmbH, the Germany based investment company and management buyout group have signed and agreement to acquire Buehr GmbH, the local provider of construction, HVAC installation and engineering solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction is subject to approval by the antitrust authorities. 31 Dec 21 - The transaction has closed.

				12/2/21				Air Reps LLC		Daikin North America LLC		-		Air Reps LLC offers air movement and distribution, and chiller systems. It offers variable speed drives/refrigerant volume systems, direct fired industrial heaters, exhaust and supply fans/louvers, commercial HVAC systems, plate/specialty industrial heat exchangers, vertical and ceiling heating/air conditioning units, process cooling systems and accessories, cooling towers, fluid coolers, ice storage systems, electric resistance heating systems, absorption chillers, and modular ceiling-hung plenums. The company also offers unified heat recovery and pump condensing units, mini splits, data processing systems, commercial/industrial filtration systems, air handlers, DX refrigeration/non-chemical water treatment/tower sump sweeper and water filtration/pool ventilation heat recovery/piping connection systems, custom rooftop heating/AC units, water/evaporative-cooled condensing units, air/evaporative-cooled chillers, water source heat pumps, V-Cube self-contained floor- by-floor units, applied air/commercial fan/UV-C products, indirect/direct evaporative cooling units, air curtains, humidification/heat recovery air handling equipment, fan/VAV terminals, fire/smoke dampers, air flow monitoring/measurement systems, fan coil units, triple deck multi-zone units, air cooled condensers and columns, blower coils, line reactors, harmonic/EMI filters, energy/heat recovery ventilators, integrated air handling units, sound attenuation devices, vibration isolators, seismic restraint systems, and floating floors, as well as gas fired, steam, and electric make-up air and heating equipment. In addition, it provides replacement parts, such as cylinder bottles, air coil parts, and ABB drives, as well as support and services. It works with design/build firms, contractors, and building owners in Western Washington and Oregon, as well as parts of Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana. The company was founded in 1975 and is based in Bellevue, Washington with an additional office in Spokane, Washington. As of December 2, 2021, Air Reps LLC operates as a subsidiary of Daikin North America LLC.

				11/18/21		1/31/22		Groupe Climater SAS		Cobepa S.A.		$   354.0		Compagnie Benelux Participations SA-COBEPA, the investment firm which engages in private equity buy-outs and growth capital investments is to acquire a majority stake in Groupe Climater SAS, the local air-conditioning equipment manufacturer and installer from Sagard SAS, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Climater is estimated to be valued at around EUR 350m. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Sagard SAS. 31 Jan 2022: The transaction has been completed.

				11/18/21		12/13/21		BasX Solutions LLC (100% Stake)		AAON, Inc.		$   180.0		Aaon Inc, the United States based manufactures commercial rooftop air-conditioning, heating and heat recovery equipment is to acquire BasX Solutions LLC, the local manufacturer of products including HVAC solutions and OEM products. The consideration was $180m, which consists of $100m in cash and $80m in earnout payments. The acquisition is expected to close by year-end, subject to customary closing conditions and approvals. 13 Dec 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				11/18/21		11/18/21		Aeris Cleantec AG (100% Stake)		iRobot Corporation				iRobot Corp, the United States based robotics company providing cleaning robots for home use has acquired Aeris Cleantec AG, the Switzerland based provider of premium air purifiers from Sarona Ventures, the Israel based venture capital firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Sarona Ventures.

				11/18/21				Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC		User Friendly Home Services, LLC		-		Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC provides HVAC equipment installation services for commercial and residential customers. The company was founded in 1990 and is based in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma. As of November 18, 2021, Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC operates as a subsidiary of User Friendly Home Services.

				11/17/21		12/17/21		DiversiTech Corporation (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Partners Group Holding AG		$   2,200.0		27 October 2021: Permira Ltd, the private equity firm, is reportedly seeking buyers for DiversiTech Corp. The consideration is $1.5bn, according to Bloomberg. 18 November 2021: Partners Group Holding AG, the United States based private equity firm is to acquire DiversiTech Corp, the local provider of engineered aftermarket parts and components used in the repair, replacement and installation of residential HVACR systems from Permira Ltd, the United Kingdom based private equity firm. The consideration was $2.2bn. On Completion Partners Group and management will be the largest investors going forward, with the Permira funds maintaining an ownership stake. The transaction is expected to close in December 2021, subject to customary regulatory approvals and closing conditions. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Permira Ltd.

				11/15/21		12/16/21		Cincinnati Fan & Ventilator Company, Inc. (100% Stake)		SPX Corporation		$   145.0		15 Nov 21 - SPX Corp, the listed United States based manufactures technical products and systems has signed an agreement to acquire Cincinnati Fan & Ventilator Co Inc, the local leader in the manufacture of cast aluminum and fabricated steel industrial fans, blowers, and exhausters from Dominus Capital LP, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction is expected to close by year end 2021 and is subject to regulatory approval and customary closing conditions. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Dominus Capital LP. 16 Dec 21 - The transaction has been completed and consideration was $145m.

				11/15/21		11/15/21		Superior Boiler Works & Welding Ltd (100% Stake)		Wavecom Capital Inc				Wavecom Capital Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Superior Boiler Works & Welding Ltd, the Canada-based provider of general, mechanical, HVAC/R and electrical contractors. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/8/21		11/8/21		Commercial Kitchens, Inc. (100% Stake)		Tech-24				Foodservice Technologies Inc, the United States based commercial equipment service and repair company has acquired Commercial Kitchens Inc, the United Kingdom based provider of commercial food equipment and refrigeration repair services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Foodservice Technologies Inc is a portfolio company of HCI Equity Partners.

				11/3/21		11/3/21		Clay’s Climate Control, LLC (100% Stake)		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings LLC, the United States based provider of HVAC solutions has acquired Clay's Climate Control LLC, the local provider of HVAC maintenance and installation services. The terms of the deal were not disclosed.

				10/28/21		10/28/21		Done Service Group (100% Stake)		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated				Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services has acquired Done Service Group Inc, the local provider of plumbing, heating, air-conditioning. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Radiant Plumbing Service Inc is a portfolio company of Riverside Co.

				10/28/21		10/28/21		Done Plumbing & Heating Inc (100% Stake)		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated				Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services has acquired Done Plumbing & Heating Inc, the local provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/25/21		11/19/21		EZ-FLO International, Inc.  (100% Stake)		Reliance Worldwide Corporation Limited		$   325.0		25 Oct 21 - Reliance Worldwide Corp Ltd, the Australia based manufacturer of water control valves, plumbing and pipe fittings and related products is to acquire EZ-FLO International Inc, the United States based manufacturer & distributor of plumbing, HVAC, electrical & hardware items. The consideration is $325m. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions & expected to complete in November 2021. 19 Nov 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				10/22/21		10/22/21		Columbus Industries Inc (100% Stake)		Madison Industries; Filtration Group Corporation				Madison Industries Holdings LLC, the United States based conglomerate involved in industrial and mechanical businesses through its subsidiary Filtration Group Corp, has acquired Columbus Industries Inc, the local original equipment manufacturer (OEM) of Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/21/21		10/21/21		Morris-Jenkins (100% Stake)		Wrench Group Inc.				Wrench Group LLC, the United States-based provider of home maintenance and repair services has acquired Morris Jenkins Inc, the United States-based provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/19/21		10/19/21		GIANT Factories Inc. (100% Stake)		A. O. Smith Corporation		$   192.0		AO Smith Corp, the listed United States based manufacturer of electrical motors and water heating equipment, has acquired GIANT Factories Inc, the Canada based manufacturer of water heaters. The consideration for the transaction is $192m.

				10/18/21		10/18/21		furnaceguys Home Heating & Cooling (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Furnaceguys Home Heating And Cooling Inc, the local provider of home heating and cooling solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/8/21				Shearer Supply, Inc.		PNC RiverArch Capital		-		Shearer Supply, Inc. distributes and supplies heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment. The company sells products, such as commercial HVAC, motors, compressor, compressor parts, refrigeration accessories, air handlers, HP condensers, AC condensers, gas furnaces, coils, HVAC split system, HVAC system components, and residential HVAC equipment accessories. Shearer Supply, Inc. was founded in 1983 and is based in Farmers Branch, Texas with additional locations across USA.

				10/7/21		10/7/21		Advanced Climate Solutions LLC (100% Stake)		Orion Group				Orion Group, the United States based investment company has acquired Advanced Climate Solutions LLC, the United States based commercial HVACR services company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/5/21		10/5/21		Hart & Cooley, LLC (100% Stake)		DuraVent				Duravent Inc, the United States based manufacturer of residential and commercial venting products and accessories, has acquired Hart & Cooley LLC, the local company manufactures grilles, registers and diffusers used in residential and light commercial applications from HIG Capital LLC, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for HIG Capital LLC. Duravent Inc is a portfolio company of Egeria BV.

				10/4/21		10/4/21		Southern HVAC Corporation (100% Stake)		Gryphon Investors Inc; Existing Management				Gryphon Investors Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Southern Air & Heat Inc, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, and ventilation installation, repair, and maintenance services from MSouth Equity Partners LLC, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for MSouth Equity Partners LLC

				9/30/21		9/30/21		HealthWay Home Products, Inc.		AE Industrial Partners LP				AE Industrial Partners LP has acquired HealthWay Home Products, Inc., the US-based provider of air purification technology solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				9/29/21		9/29/21		Greystone Energy Systems Inc (100% Stake)		Investment AB Latour; Bemsiq AB				Investment AB Latour, the Sweden based investment company, through its subsidiary Bemsiq AB, the local building automation, metering and energy efficiency services provider, has acquired Greystone Energy Systems Inc, the Canada based designer and manufacturer of HVAC sensors and transmitters for the building automation industry. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/29/21		9/29/21		Protect Plus Air, LLC		Freudenberg Filtration Technologies SE & Co. KG				PE-firm HKW has sold Protect Plus Air, a Hickory, North Carolina-based manufacturer of home environment air quality filters, to Freudenberg Filtration Technologies, a Germany-based company engaged in the development and production of air and liquid filtration solutions.

Press release:

HKW, a middle-market private equity firm focused on growth-oriented companies, announces the sale of PPA Holding, Inc. ("Protect Plus Air") to Freudenberg Filtration Technologies. Protect Plus Air, headquartered in Hickory, NC, is a leading manufacturer of home environment air quality filters.

HKW partnered with Protect Plus Air in September 2017. During the investment period, HKW helped Protect Plus Air strengthen foundational operating processes, including capital investments in automation and enhanced manufacturing efficiencies.

"I appreciate HKW’s collaborative approach," said Greg Schorr, CEO at Protect Plus Air. "Their commitment to growth, and strategic vision facilitated our ability to grow the company over our partnership."

"Protect Plus Air has a great product line and is a perfect example of a company where HKW could provide operating expertise to support management on improving efficiencies," said James Snyder, Partner at HKW. "Greg and the entire management team did a fantastic job during our ownership. We appreciate their hard work and dedication, especially over this last year with the multitude of pandemic challenges."

Chris Eline, Principal at HKW, added, "Over the past several years, consumers have been increasingly focused on air quality. Protect Plus was well positioned to support this Health & Wellness trend and management did a great job capitalizing on the market opportunities.”

				9/17/21		9/1/21		Elite Heating & Air Inc		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, a portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC has acquired Elite Heating & Air Inc, the US-based provider of heating, cooling, and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

Source Links:

Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC press release, 17 September 2021 [https://strikepointgroupholdings.com/strikepoint-group-holdings-acquires-elite-heating-and-air/]

Generational Group press release, 01 October 2021 [https://www.genequityco.com/press-releases/elite-heating-air-in-sale-to-strikepoint-group-holdings]

				9/13/21		10/15/21		Farrar Scientific Corp (100% Stake)		Trane Technologies plc		$   365.0		Trane Technologies plc, the United States based diversified, global company engaged in the design, manufacture, sale and service of industrial and commercial products such as air conditioning systems, climate control equipment and other industrial machinery. Operates in four business segments: Climate Solutions, Residential Solutions, Industrial Technologies and Security Technologies is to acquire Farrar Scientific Corp, the local manufacturer of ultra-low temperature cascade refrigeration engineering, consultative solutions and OEM products for pharmaceutical, life science, biotechnology and biorepository applications. The consideration is $365m, which consists of $250m to be paid in cash & $115m to be paid in earnout. The transaction is subject to regulatory approvals, customary closing conditions & is expected to complete in the fourth quarter of 2021. 15 Oct 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				9/8/21		10/18/21		Distribution International, Inc.		TopBuild Corp.		$   1,000.0		TopBuild Corp [NYSE:BLD], a Daytona Beach, Florida-based installer and distributor of insulation and building material products, has signed an agreement to acquire Distribution International (DI), a Houston, Texas-based mechanical-insulation distributor backed by Advent International.

The all-cash transaction is valued at USD 1bn.

Founded in 1986, DI posted pro-forma revenue of around USD 747m for the 12 months ended 30 June 2021.

J.P. Morgan Securities acted as advisor to TopBuild, while Jones Day was its lawyer. RBC Capital Markets was the advisor and Weil, Gotshal & Manges the lawyer to Advent and DI.

TopBuild has a market cap of USD 7.14bn.

Press release:

Distribution International is the leading North American specialty distributor and custom fabricator of mechanical insulation and related accessories to the industrial and commercial end-markets

 * Provides significant entry into ~$5 billion mechanical insulation market
 * Expands footprint and increases penetration within key markets, including recurring MRO business
 * Adds industry leading fabrication capabilities
 * Strategically positions TopBuild as the leading supplier of energy saving insulation products in three critical and growing end-markets
 * Enhances robust M&A pipeline with new roll-up opportunities in fragmented industrial and commercial end-markets
 * Expected to be accretive to GAAP EPS in the first full year after close
 * Anticipate $35M to $40M of run-rate cost synergies

TopBuild Corp. (NYSE:BLD) has entered into an agreement to acquire Distribution International (“DI”) from global private equity firm Advent International in an all-cash transaction valued at $1.0 billion. TopBuild expects to finance the acquisition using a combination of debt financing and cash on hand and to close the transaction in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Robert Buck, President and Chief Executive Officer of TopBuild, stated, “The acquisition of Distribution International is highly strategic for TopBuild. It aligns with our strategy of seeking well managed companies with experienced, talented teams with expertise in our core business of insulation and adjacent products. DI provides us with a direct entry and immediate leadership position in the $5 billion mechanical insulation market which is a highly attractive and complementary new growth platform for TopBuild. In addition, DI’s Maintenance, Repair and Operations (“MRO”) business provides a strong recurring revenue stream, and its fabrication capabilities offer additional value-add services for customers. From a talent perspective, Steve Margolius and the DI leadership team have a rich blend of industry experience and large-scale specialty distribution expertise, and we are excited they will be joining the TopBuild team.

“Following the closing of this transaction, TopBuild will be the leader of energy saving insulation solutions in all three major end-markets: residential, commercial, and industrial. Increasingly stricter energy codes, and the desire for energy efficient solutions and reductions in carbon footprint are driving demand, and we expect they will continue to be important growth drivers for our Company.”

Founded in 1986, DI is the leading specialty distributor of mechanical insulation solutions for the industrial and commercial end-markets. DI has grown significantly through both market share gains and acquisitions, having completed 11 transactions over the past six years. DI has 84 branches across the United States and 17 branches in Canada.

For the trailing 12 months ended June 30, 2021, DI generated pro-forma revenue of approximately $747 million, approximately half of which was tied to its MRO business and the other half related to new construction activity.

TopBuild expects to achieve run rate synergies between $35 million and $40 million over the 24 months following the close of this transaction. This acquisition will position TopBuild as the largest player in the $5 billion market for technical insulation solutions.

“Our robust M&A pipeline will be further enhanced within the sizable and highly fragmented industrial and commercial markets,” Buck noted. “It also cements our position as the leading specialty distributor of all types of insulation and further strengthens our relationships with the major insulation manufacturers.”

Steve Margolius, President and Chief Executive Officer of DI added, “We are very pleased to announce this transaction and look forward to joining the TopBuild team. This will be a tremendous outcome for our customers and associates as the combined organization will now have exposure to all end-market insulation segments. Both companies have similar corporate cultures and shared values and are guided by a commitment to people, safety, integrity, and operational excellence.”

On a June 30, 2021 pro forma basis, the combined company had trailing twelve-month revenue of $3.93 billion and adjusted EBITDA of $647 million, inclusive of expected run rate synergies of $35 million to $40 million.

TopBuild plans to fund this transaction using cash on hand and long-term debt. At the close of the transaction, the Company’s net debt to pro forma adjusted EBITDA, is expected to be approximately 2.5 times pre-synergies.

In conclusion Buck added, “The identification and integration of acquisitions is a TopBuild core competency as evidenced by our successful M&A track record over the past six years. During this period, we have acquired 26 companies that are contributing over $820 million of annual revenue and creating tremendous value for our stakeholders. We are confident DI will be another outstanding addition to our Company and we welcome Steve and the DI team to TopBuild.”

The transaction, which has been approved by TopBuild’s Board of Directors, is subject to customary closing conditions, including expiration or termination of the waiting period under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976. The Company expects the transaction to close in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Supplemental information on TopBuild’s binding agreement to acquire DI will be available online at www.topbuild.com [https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=fqoMULpYbFK6F7e7nVT_x9W2CWPI6cJ-D1Hw4YRqvBMFI1QDzIsT9a7F4i5ZUCLkA2oN1gN_4l9WDfFCkH0hVw%3D%3D].

J.P. Morgan Securities LLC is serving as financial advisor to TopBuild and Jones Day is acting as legal counsel. RBC Capital Markets, LLC is serving as financial advisor, and Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP is acting as legal counsel to Advent and DI.

UPDATE 18 October 2021: The transaction has been completed.

Source Link:

TopBuild Corp. 8-K form filed with SEC on 08 September 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1633931/000155837021012281/bld-20210907xex99d1.htm]

				9/8/21		8/31/21		Air Conditioning Specialist, Inc.		Hidden Harbor Capital Partners, LLC				Air Conditioning Specialist, a Milledgeville and Covington, Georgia-based HVAC service provider focused on residential and commercial customers in the southeastern United States, has been acquired by Hidden Harbor Capital Partners.

Hidden Harbor invests in lower middle market companies with up to USD 500m in revenue and EBITDA up to USD 30m.

Press release:

Hidden Harbor Capital Partners (“Hidden Harbor”), an operationally focused private equity firm specializing in control investments in lower middle market companies, is pleased to announce the acquisition of Air Conditioning Specialist, Inc., (“ACS”), a leading Heating, Ventilation, & Air Conditioning (“HVAC”) service provider focused on residential and commercial customers in the southeastern United States.

Based in Milledgeville and Covington, Georgia and founded in 1967, ACS provides a differentiated value proposition to customers through its expertise and reliability in HVAC services. ACS provides highly responsive preventative maintenance, service, and repair work for thousands of residential and commercial customers across Georgia and has broad capabilities in retrofit and rehab HVAC installations, with a particular focus on the education and healthcare segments.

“ACS, in its nearly 55-year operating history, has established itself as a trusted provider of HVAC services in Georgia, recognized for its exceptional quality, around-the-clock availability, dedicated employees, and customer service,” said Russell Kreutter, a Vice President at Hidden Harbor.

“We look forward to supporting the exciting growth of ACS in partnership with its talented management team while continuing to provide superior service and products to existing customers,” added Chris Paldino, a Managing Partner at Hidden Harbor.

“The ACS team is thrilled to partner with Hidden Harbor,” said Pat Hayes, CEO of ACS. “Working together with the Hidden Harbor team will allow us to strengthen our capabilities for our current customers and expand our service offering into more cities across Georgia and the southeastern United States. At ACS, service is the lifeblood of our organization, and we remain highly committed to our existing customers and suppliers.”

Hidden Harbor’s acquisition of ACS closed on August 31st, 2021. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Source Link:

Hidden Harbor Capital Partners, LLC press release, 08 September 2021 [https://www.hh-cp.com/hhcp-acquires-air-conditioning-specialist-inc]

				9/7/21		8/20/21		Minus Forty Corporation; QBD Cooling Systems Inc.		Ronin Equity Partners, Inc		$   183.5		QBD and Minus Forty, Canada’s Greater Toronto area-situated manufacturers of commercial refrigeration equipment, have been acquired by Ronin Equity Partners.

With the simultaneous purchases, Ronin has invested or reserved for follow-on portfolio investment around USD 300m, which includes all the capital raised for its inaugural fund plus all co-investments, the press release reported.

Triago Americas, Inc., acted as sole placement agent for Ronin Fund I.

For the QBD and Minus Forty purchases, Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP and Bennett Jones LLP acted as legal advisors.

Buyside advisors were M&A Advisory Services and Rabobank.

The transaction was supported with financing provided by J.P. Morgan as Lead Left & Administrative Agent; HSBC, TD Bank, Fifth Third Bank, Rabobank and CIBC as Joint Lead Arrangers; and BHI and Stifel Bank as Participants.

Press release:

Ronin Equity Partners has acquired two leading North American manufacturers of commercial refrigeration equipment, QBD and Minus Forty, both located in Canada’s Greater Toronto area. The brands will continue to be marketed under their own names, but the merged group will be a platform for consolidation in the fragmented refrigerated display case industry, where 60 percent of the market is divided between over one hundred family-owned businesses.

In addition to being the industry’s largest provider of pet food coolers, Minus Forty has developed superior product presentation coolers and freezers for the micro market and food industries that are enhanced by industry-leading smart technology (i.e. the “internet of things”). QBD is a leader in beverage cooler sales and high concept, cost-efficient, and customized refrigerated displays. QBD uses state-of-the art EPA-certified Energy Star products and environmentally friendly natural refrigerants.

“This deal expands our reach into new sectors, it widens the use of our green cooling deck design, and allows us to leverage Minus Forty’s internet of things technology to reinforce our position in the beverage sector,” says Safder Jaffer, President of QBD. “The expanded group will double manufacturing capacity, allow us to expand our unbeatable value proposition, and combines cutting-edge, complementary technologies to create a fantastic platform for buy-and-build acquisitions,” says Julian Attree, Co-Founder of Minus Forty.

Both Attree and Jaffer will be actively involved in the combined business. One of Ronin’s Managing Partners, Jesse Yao, will become Chief Financial Officer, and two other Ronin executives will hold senior roles. The group’s Chief Executive will be Ronin operating advisor, Troy Shannan, who is joining from Nonni’s Foods, where he was Executive Vice President in charge of Supply Chain and Manufacturing. Prior to that he ran Global Operations and Supply Chain at Kraft Heinz. Existing management and the acquired companies’ founders will retain a significant stake in the new group.

“The Minus Forty and QBD teams will create a powerhouse in commercial refrigeration, with technologies and expertise that will usher in an era of energy efficiency, high concept design and innovation in a sector that’s growing six percent annually,” says Ronin Chief Investment Officer Ike Helene. “We are going to create a foundation of continued consolidation in a fragmented sector that rewards scale with higher margins and better than average growth,” says Ronin Managing Partner David Feierstein. “The team we’re assembling will leverage the full breadth of Ronin’s capabilities in integration, operational excellence and commercial expertise.” The merged group is looking at multiple acquisitions in the U.S., Europe and Latin America.

The QBD and Minus Forty transaction – sourced on a proprietary basis through Ronin’s network of operating advisors – has an enterprise value of $230 million. The double-digit top and bottom-line growth of QBD and Minus Forty should be significantly enhanced by raw material purchasing synergies, a combined sales force, organic expansion into new sectors and future acquisitions. Northleaf Capital Partners, Cherng Family Trust, Stephens Capital Partners, Nicola Wealth, Northwood Ventures, Knott Partners and Sope Creek Capital acted as co-investors in the transaction. Measured by sales, the combined company will be the number two player in the North American refrigerated display market.

With the simultaneous purchases, Ronin has invested or reserved for follow-on portfolio investment some $300 million. This includes all the capital raised for its inaugural fund plus all co-investments.

Triago Americas, Inc., acted as sole placement agent for Ronin Fund I. “Ronin stands out from the crowd with an intense focus on operations and simultaneous industry rollups that reduce risk and increase returns,” says Matt Swain, a partner at Triago.

For the QBD and Minus Forty purchases, Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP and Bennett Jones LLP acted as legal advisors. Buyside advisors were Cleive Dumas and William Strenglis of M&A Advisory Services, and Rabobank. The transaction was supported with financing provided by J.P. Morgan as Lead Left & Administrative Agent; HSBC, TD Bank, Fifth Third Bank, Rabobank, and CIBC as Joint Lead Arrangers; and BHI and Stifel Bank as Participants.

				9/1/21		9/1/21		AirX Intermediate, Inc.		Thor Industries, Inc.		$   750.0		THOR Industries, Inc (NYSE: THO), an Elkhart, Indiana-based manufacturer of recreational vehicles, bought the RV Group of Airxcel, a Wichita, Kansas-based manufacturer of air conditioning, heating, ventilating and related appliances, for USD 750m.

The deal broadens Thor's supply chain and adds more revenue.

Baird served as lead financial advisor to Airxcel, with William Blair, Jefferies and Nomura also serving as co-advisors. Kirkland & Ellis LLP served as legal advisor to Airxcel.

Airxcel is backed by L Catterton, a private equity firm.

Press release 1:

L Catterton, the largest global consumer-focused private equity firm, today announced that its portfolio company Airxcel has sold its RV Group to THOR Industries, Inc. (NYSE: THO) ("THOR") for an all-cash purchase price of $750 million, subject to standard post-closing adjustments. Airxcel's retained segment will become AirX Climate Solutions, Inc., a pure-play leader, designer, manufacturer, and distributor of the most functionally critical products for specialty HVAC markets.

Since partnering with Airxcel in 2018, L Catterton has worked with CEO Jeff Rutherford and his team to advance the Company's innovation pipeline with the launch of 55 new products, while also executing meaningful operational improvements across manufacturing, engineering, procurement, and logistics. In addition, L Catterton supported Airxcel in acquiring market leaders within the RV space, including CAN, a European manufacturer of cooking appliances, Cleer Vision, a manufacturer of windows and glass, and Aqua Hot, a designer and manufacturer of hydronic heating systems. These acquisitions have enhanced Airxcel's best-in-class product offerings and extended its reach, particularly in Europe. Most recently, L Catterton and Airxcel have leveraged the Company's unique global supply chain and domestic manufacturing capabilities to mitigate the impact of the pandemic and deliver significant market share growth across all product lines, including significant continued growth within OEM.

"This transaction represents a great outcome for Airxcel, L Catterton and THOR," said Marc Magliacano, a Managing Partner in L Catterton's Flagship Fund. "Over the last three years, our partnership with Jeff has driven significant growth across Airxcel's business, expanding to new products and services, completing multiple strategic acquisitions, and driving increased market share across all of Airxcel's product lines. We know the THOR team well, having previously sold Heartland RV to THOR in 2010, and we're confident that Airxcel's RV business will thrive under their ownership. We are excited to support the ongoing success of the HVAC business as a standalone company. We would like to thank all the Airxcel associates for their tremendous contribution."

"L Catterton played an invaluable role in our growth story, and we're grateful for their partnership," said Jeff Rutherford, CEO of Airxcel. "With their deep operational experience, L Catterton helped position Airxcel as the leading supplier of trusted brands for the RV and HVAC markets. We look forward to building upon these achievements as we enter this exciting next chapter, with the RV Group joining THOR and the HVAC Group becoming a standalone company. I would like to thank all the associates at Airxcel for their relentless commitment to success."

Airxcel's Specialty HVAC Group to Become AirX Climate Solutions, Inc.

With this transaction, Airxcel's specialty HVAC Group will become a standalone, pure-play HVAC leader, AirX Climate Solutions, Inc. ("ACS"). ACS will have a portfolio of premier brands such as Marvair, Industrial Climate Engineering ("ICE"), Suburban AP, Eubank, and Custom Air Products & Services ("CAPS"). With the continued support of L Catterton, ACS will continue to extend its leadership as a committed and preferred partner to a broad range of specialty HVAC clients. ACS will be led by Rick Aldridge, currently President of the Specialty HVAC Group at Airxcel.

"With this transaction, we're positioning ACS as a leader – and consolidator – in a highly fragmented space," said Matt Lischick, Partner at L Catterton. "We see tremendous market expansion opportunities within Specialty HVAC given continued focus on air quality and purification, as well as accelerated investment in ACS' end customer segments, such as telecom infrastructure and energy storage. We look forward to continuing to invest in the business and extending our partnership with Rick and the talented ACS team to drive innovation and value creation."

Rick Aldridge, President of the AirX Climate Solutions group at Airxcel, said, "Over the last several years, we have successfully extended our reach and offerings both organically and through acquisitions, most recently adding valuable new end customer segments and expanding our service capabilities through our acquisition of CAPS. With a premier brand lineup and the support of L Catterton, ACS will have a strong platform and foundation from which to accelerate our growth. We look forward to continued expansion as we enhance our portfolio to bring more high-quality HVAC offerings to customers."

The Company retained Baird to serve as lead financial advisor to Airxcel, with William Blair, Jefferies, and Nomura also serving as co-advisors. Kirkland & Ellis LLP served as legal advisor to Airxcel.

Press release 2:

THOR Industries, Inc. (NYSE: THO) announced it has acquired Wichita, Kansas-based AirX Intermediate, Inc. ("Airxcel") with the transaction closing effective September 1, 2021. Airxcel manufactures a comprehensive line of high-quality RV products which they sell to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) as well as consumers via aftermarket sales through dealers and retailers. The purchase price is $750 million, subject to standard post-closing adjustments, and was funded through a combination cash-on-hand and $625 million from THOR's expanded Asset-Based Credit Facility (ABL).

Financial Highlights

 * Airxcel generated annual pro forma revenue of approximately $680 million
 * The purchase price is approximately 7.6x estimated, adjusted EBITDA for calendar year 2021
 * Approximately 80% of Airxcel's revenues are from OEM sales with the remaining 20% from aftermarket sales
 * Approximately 30% of Airxcel's OEM revenues were generated from sales to subsidiaries of THOR Industries, Inc.
 * The acquisition is consistent with THOR's long-term strategic growth plan to grow sales and enhance consolidated gross margins
 * The acquisition is expected to be accretive to THOR's fiscal year 2022 earnings

Transaction Benefits

The acquisition of Airxcel by THOR provides significant long-term, strategic benefits to THOR, including:

 * Strengthening the THOR and broader RV supply chain
   * With increased investment, Airxcel will be an even more reliable supply partner to the RV industry expanding its offering of functionally critical components
 * Diversifying and growing THOR's revenue streams with enhanced gross margin, particularly in the aftermarket business
   * With revenue from both OEM and aftermarket sales, Airxcel's businesses diversify THOR's existing revenue streams and gross profit mix
   * Broadening of THOR's product offerings to the RV aftermarket, a growing and recurring revenue stream that benefits from enhanced gross margins
 * Expanding THOR's Innovation Focus
   * Acquisition will allow for even closer collaboration between OEM customers of Airxcel on new, innovative products and features desired by RV OEM manufacturers, RV dealers and end consumers
 * Opportunity to Enter New Product Segments with THOR Investment
   * Potential to expand Airxcel's supply chain business in North America and Europe over time to meet increased RV OEM and aftermarket demand

Overview of Airxcel

Airxcel manufactures and sells a comprehensive line of functionally critical, branded products to the RV industry including:

 * Coleman-Mach rooftop air conditioners, heat pumps, thermostats and accessories
 * Suburban furnaces, water heaters and cooking appliances
 * MAXXAIR ventilation solutions
 * Aqua-Hot hydronic heating systems
 * Dicor roofing products, sealants, coatings, wheels and more
 * Vixen Composites fiberglass reinforced plastic and custom composite panels
 * CAN Italian cooking appliances, sinks and accessories
 * Cleer Vision windows and tempered glass
 * MCD roller shades
 * United Shade window shades

Airxcel began in 1991 as a divesture of the Coleman RV Air Conditioner division. The company has continued to grow through innovative product development, market expansion, and strategic acquisitions. The Airxcel RV Group provides industry-leading products in recreational vehicle heating, cooling, ventilation, cooking, window covering, side wall, and roofing materials under the current brands: Aqua-Hot, CAN, Coleman-Mach, Dicor Products, United Shade, Vixen Composites, Maxxair, MCD, and Suburban. Airxcel's employees are based in five facilities across the U.S. and in Italy, where they design, manufacture, and distribute products all over the world. For additional information, please visit: www.Airxcel.com.

"We are excited to welcome Airxcel to the THOR Industries family. Airxcel has been a long-time business partner to THOR and the RV industry, supplying some of the highest-quality products over decades to the RV industry. There were a number of factors that made this acquisition a compelling and timely fit for THOR, including (i) the strength of their management team and dedicated workforce, (ii) the quality of their products and reputation for innovation, (iii) the long-standing relationships with both OEM and aftermarket customers and, (iv) in the face of so many supply chain challenges over the past year, the ability to invest in the growth of a key supplier for THOR and the RV industry both in North America and Europe. We believe the long-term growth potential for the RV industry remains very positive, and this acquisition reflects our confidence that the RV industry will continue to grow. Airxcel will operate independently in THOR's decentralized business structure, and we will govern this business much like we have managed our Postle Aluminum supply company post acquisition. Airxcel will operate at arm's length from THOR's RV OEM companies and will sell to the various THOR brands as they would any other OEM in the RV industry. Importantly, the current management team at Airxcel will continue operating the business and serving their diverse customer base while gaining access to the financial strength of THOR to support their growth," said Bob Martin, President and CEO of THOR Industries.

"We have had a long history as a key supplier to the RV industry and to THOR and its many brands specifically, and we are excited to become part of the THOR family of companies," said Airxcel's CEO Jeff Rutherford. "Under THOR's ownership, Airxcel will continue its long-standing relationship with manufacturers and aftermarket providers throughout the RV industry without interruption, while continuing to develop, manufacture and sell high-quality, innovative RV product solutions," concluded Rutherford.

Transaction Financing

Thor funded the acquisition of Airxcel from a combination of cash on-hand and its ABL facility. In conjunction with the Airxcel acquisition, THOR expanded its Asset-Based Credit Facility from $750 million to $1.0 billion under favorable terms for THOR. "Consistent with our stated capital allocation priorities, we expect to remain focused on paying down our outstanding debt balances from future net cash generated from operations," said Colleen Zuhl, THOR Industries' Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer.

				8/30/21		8/30/21		Sunny Day Group LLC (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corporation, the US based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services, has acquired Sunny Day Group LLC, the local provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Southern HVAC Corporation is a portfolio company of MSouth Equity Partners.

				8/20/21		8/20/21		ECR International, Inc. (100% Stake)		TerraVest Industries Inc.				TerraVest Industries Inc, the listed Canada based provider of fabrication products and services to the oil and gas industry, has acquired ECR International Inc, the United States based HVAC manufacturer from BDR Thermea Group BV, the Netherlands based heating system manufacturer and contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/16/21		8/16/21		T&O Refrigeration, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the portfolio company of Ares Management LLC, has acquired T&O Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/15/21		8/15/21		Level Home Services Inc.		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, a portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC, has acquired Level Home Services Inc., the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and plumbing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/15/21		8/15/21		SolvIt Home Services		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, the portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC, has acquired SolvIt Home Services, the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and plumbing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/6/21		8/6/21		Boothe's Heating, Air & Plumbing		Wrench Group Inc.				Wrench Group, a Marietta, Georgia-based home repair, replacement and maintenance services business backed by Leonard Green, has acquired Hollywood, Maryland-based Boothe’s Heating, Air & Plumbing.

Boothe’s was founded in 1993 and provides a wide array of services for homeowners in southern Maryland. The firm has 115 employees.

Press release:

Wrench Group, LLC [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=Wrench+Group%2C+LLC&esheet=52472889&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=64032d35780a195914899fb65f56dc6f&newsitemid=20210806005343&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wrenchgroup.com%2F] (“Wrench”), a national leader in home services, announced that Boothe’s Heating, Air & Plumbing [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=Boothe%26%238217%3Bs+Heating%2C+Air+%26amp%3B+Plumbing&esheet=52472889&id=smartlink&index=2&lan=en-US&md5=95d176aeb718de9eaf61163b4e710197&newsitemid=20210806005343&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.boothehvac.com%2F], based in Hollywood, Md., has joined the company’s family of regional brands. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction expands the Wrench Group presence into the Mid-Atlantic region. Boothe’s was founded in 1993 and provides a wide array of services for homeowners in southern Maryland, including heating, air conditioning, indoor air quality, plumbing and drains.

“Boothe’s has built a reputation of outstanding customer service and rapid response from certified technicians over their nearly three decades in business,” said Ken Haines, Wrench Group CEO. “Their track record of growth is a perfect match for Wrench Group as we move into the mid-Atlantic for the first time.”

“Joining the Wrench Group family is a major milestone for us, as they embody the same values of excellence that I founded our business upon,” said Wayne Boothe, president and owner of Boothe’s. “Wrench’s technology and operations support will enable us to grow more efficiently while providing the same high level of service that our customers have come to rely on.”

Boothe’s will retain its local leadership and management, and continue to operate under its current brand. They currently have over 115 team members and serve approximately 25,000 clients across southern Maryland, with a service area that spans from the southeast Washington D.C. suburbs to Point Lookout, from the Potomac River across to the Chesapeake Bay.

Source Link:

Wrench Group Inc. press release, 06 August 2021 [https://www.wrenchgroup.com/articles/wrench-group-expands-to-midwest-through-partnership-with-williams-comfort-air-of-indianapolis-partner-brands-in-louisville-and-cincinnati-2/]

				8/4/21		8/4/21		Grogg's Home Services (100% Stake)		NearU HVAC Services				NearU Services ("NearU"), a founder-led premier home services platform, today announced the acquisition of Grogg's Home Services ("Grogg's" or the "Company"), a well-established home services provider with locations in Parkersburg and Clarksburg, West Virginia. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/2/21		8/2/21		Wittichen Supply Company		Gryphon Investors Inc				Wittichen Supply Company, a Birmingham, Alabama-based wholesale heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts and supplies distributor, has been acquired by Gryphon Investors, a private equity firm. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

This represents the second investment closed by Gryphon's Heritage Fund, a new small-cap fund launched by Gryphon in 2020.

Gryphon was advised by legal counsel Kirkland & Ellis and financial advisor Lincoln International. Uplift Partners served as the exclusive financial advisor to Wittichen Supply Company, and Maynard Cooper Gale served as legal counsel.

Wittichen Supply Company has 25 locations. Gryphon makes equity investments of USD 50m to USD 300m in companies with enterprise values of USD 100m to USD 600m.



Press release:

Gryphon Investors ("Gryphon"), a leading middle-market private equity firm, today announced that it has acquired Wittichen Supply Company ("Wittichen" or the "Company"), a wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in the Southeastern United States. This represents the second investment closed by Gryphon's Heritage Fund, a new small-cap fund offering launched by Gryphon in 2020. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1914 and headquartered in Birmingham, AL, Wittichen provides best-in-class parts, supplies, and customer service, distributing products from more than 500 leading HVAC/R manufacturers. With 25 locations, the Company is the industry leader in Alabama, and has a growing presence in the Florida panhandle as well as western Georgia. With a loyal technician customer base, the Company maintains long-standing relationships with leading HVAC/R manufacturers and vendors, including Rheem, Chemours, Fujitsu, Nu-Calgon, and Emerson Climate Technologies.

Keith Stimson, Deal Partner and Head of the Heritage Fund Team at Gryphon, said, "Our investment in Wittichen is testament to Gryphon's Heritage Fund strategy, which leverages Gryphon's sector initiative strategy and focuses on partnering with market leaders with sustainable differentiation. We expect to make future investments to develop a strong platform across the Sun Belt."

General Manager Charles Herring, who has been with Wittichen for 48 years, will become President of the Company, and will continue to work closely with the existing management team. Gryphon has also appointed several executive advisors with deep HVAC/R OEM manufacturing and industrial distribution experience to the Company's Board of Directors.

Craig Nikrant, Gryphon Operating Partner on the Heritage Fund Team, said, "Wittichen is a 100-year-old brand with a strong culture and exceptionally loyal employee and customer base. We look forward to partnering and supporting the Wittichen management team in their next phase of growth by leveraging Gryphon's in-house Operations Resource Group and Human Capital Team to enable further investment in its business and employees."

Mr. Herring commented, "We are excited to welcome and partner with the Gryphon team as we build on our recent growth and look to the future. We are experiencing steady demand for product repair, maintenance, and improvement, and we expect that demand to continue in a post COVID-19 environment that is driving greater need for high-quality, safe air filtration. We look forward to servicing our existing and new customers with the same great team, supported by the added resources provided by our new partner."

David Henderson, outgoing President of Wittichen, added, "My goal is to leave the Company, our employees, customers, and suppliers in the best hands, and I feel confident that we have found the best partner in Gryphon. Our business has been built on providing a premium service and customer experience and that will not change. Gryphon's financial resources and operational know-how will be invaluable as Wittichen builds on its geographic expansion and continues to look for the most innovative ways to serve our loyal customers."

Gryphon was advised by legal counsel Kirkland & Ellis and financial advisor Lincoln International. Uplift Partners served as the exclusive financial advisor to Wittichen Supply Company, and Maynard Cooper Gale served as legal counsel.

Source Link:

Gryphon Investors Inc press release, 02 August 2021 [https://www.gryphon-inv.com/news-article/gryphon-investors-acquires-wittichen-supply-company/]

				8/2/21				Heritage Distribution Holdings		Gryphon Investors Inc		-		Wittichen Supply Company Inc. distributes heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) parts, equipment, and supplies to HVAC/R contractors in the Southeastern United States. It offers its products for residential and commercial applications. The company was founded in 1914 and is based in Birmingham, Alabama. It operates stores in Alabama, Georgia, and Florida.

				8/1/21		Pending		Roth Zachry Heating, Inc.		Turnpoint Services, LLC				Turnpoint Services, LLC, a portfolio company of OMERS Private Equity Inc, has agreed to acquire Roth Zachry Heating, Inc., the US-based provider of US-based provider of plumbing, electrical & HVAC services.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

				7/28/21		8/30/21		Friedrich Air Conditioning Co., Ltd.		Rheem Manufacturing Company Inc				Rheem, an Atlanta, Georgia-based HVAC equipment maker has acquired Friedrich Air Conditioning, a San Antonio, Texas-based air conditioning and related products manufacturer, from Monomoy Capital Partners.

Financial terms were not disclosed.

Lazard Middle Market LLC served as financial advisor to Friedrich Air Conditioning.

KeyBanc Capital Markets advised the Board of Managers of Friedrich.

Baker & McKenzie LLP served as legal counsel and Alvarez & Marsal Transaction Advisory Group served as accounting advisor to Friedrich Air Conditioning.

Friedrich Air Conditioning has between 201 to 500 employees, as per its LinkedIn profile.

Press release:

Monomoy Capital Partners, a middle-market private investment firm focused on operational value creation, has sold Friedrich Air Conditioning to Rheem, a global manufacturer of HVAC equipment, water heaters, boilers and commercial refrigeration solutions. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1883, Friedrich manufactures room air conditioning, dehumidification and air purification products for residential and commercial applications. Friedrich is among industry leaders in high-end air conditioning solutions for single room use in lodging, commercial and multi-family sectors. The company is based in San Antonio, Texas with manufacturing operations in Monterrey, Mexico and distribution centers in Texas and New Jersey.

Monomoy acquired Friedrich in February of 2017 with the goal of investing in new product development, upgrading and professionalizing the company’s systems and talent, and diversifying the business into the fast-growing commercial, lodging and multi-family sectors. Over the four and a half years of Monomoy ownership, Friedrich implemented a wide-ranging value creation program to improve cash flow, maximize profitability, execute a growth plan and position the business for sale to a strategic buyer.

Monomoy Managing Director Jaime Forsyth remarked, “Friedrich’s stellar brand reputation, comprehensive product offering and innovative product developments resulted in tremendous growth under our ownership. We are proud of the work that management accomplished to enhance the company’s core business systems while implementing strategic initiatives to grow into new, higher-margin end markets.”

The sale of Friedrich is the latest in a string of successful exits for Monomoy, which sold its majority stake in West Marine, Inc. to consumer product sponsor L Catterton in June [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=West+Marine%2C+Inc.+to+consumer+product+sponsor+L+Catterton+in+June&esheet=52483171&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=42f23f8cd866f98a14be1508801bba66&newsitemid=20210830005066&url=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.mcpfunds.com%2Fnews%2Fmonomoy-capital-partners-agrees-to-sell-west-marine-inc].

“The world-class investing and operating talent at Monomoy provided strategic direction and operating resources to navigate the most challenging of times while positioning our business for future growth and success,” explained Friedrich’s Chief Executive Officer Chuck Campbell. “Because of this support, we have consistently grown our top and bottom lines while also reshaping our commercial outlook and plans to continue scaling our business.”

Monomoy acquired Friedrich through its second private equity vehicle, Monomoy Capital Partners II, L.P., a $420 million fund raised in 2011.

Jim Reilly and Dave Hallett of Lazard Middle Market LLC served as financial advisor to Friedrich with respect to the transaction. TJ Monico of KeyBanc Capital Markets, Inc. advised the Board of Managers of Friedrich. Darcy Down and J. Brooke Mestre of Baker & McKenzie LLP served as legal counsel to the company. Christian Mangelsen of Alvarez & Marsal Transaction Advisory Group, LLC served as accounting advisor of the company.

				7/27/21		Pending		Reedy Industries Inc.		Partners Group Holding AG				PE firm Audax Private Equity has signed an agreement to sell Reedy Industries, a Deerfield, Illinois-based HVAC, plumbing and building controls services firm, to peer Partners Group.

Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.

Audax invested in Reedy in 2019. It has completed 15 add-on acquisitions since the PE investment.

Truist acted as advisor and Kirkland & Ellis as lawyer to Audax and Reedy on the deal.

Press release:

Audax Private Equity (“Audax”) today announced that it has signed a definitive agreement to sell Reedy Industries (“Reedy” or the “Company”), a leading provider of commercial heating, ventilation and air conditioning (“HVAC”), to Partners Group, acting on behalf of its clients. Audax will continue to be an investor in the Company and remain on the Company’s board of directors. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1930, Reedy Industries serves commercial, industrial, and municipal buildings in the United States through its HVAC services, mechanical building automation, controls, and energy solutions. With 9,000 customers and nearly 5,000 preventative maintenance contracts, Reedy helps its customers reduce maintenance costs, optimize asset performance and improve energy efficiency to create healthier, more cost-effective environments. Through an active expansion strategy led by Reedy’s highly experienced management team, the company expanded into a multi-regional platform serving the Midwest, Mountain West, South, and Southeast regions.

Since Audax’ investment in 2019, Reedy has undergone a period of growth and transformation, which included:

 * Completing 15 add-on acquisitions to date to create a multi-regional commercial HVAC and building controls platform diversified across end-markets, customers, geographies, and service lines;
 * Building a world-class management team; and
 * Investing in technology and infrastructure to support the company’s long-term growth.

Don Bramley, Managing Director at Audax, said, “The Reedy team has built an exceptionally strong business. We are proud to have partnered with management and supported the company’s growth during this pivotal time. We strongly believe Reedy is setting the standard for premier commercial and industrial building services and wish Joe and the entire Reedy team continued success on their next phase of growth with Partners Group.”

Joe Kirmser, CEO of Reedy Industries, said, “The Audax team has been an incredible partner over the past two years. With their support we have executed numerous add-on acquisitions to further our mission of providing high-quality service to our customers, and, we believe, position Reedy for sustainable, long-term growth. We are thankful for Audax’ partnership, which has been instrumental in driving our geographic expansion, and look forward to continuing to execute on our strategy alongside Partners Group.”

Truist served as financial advisor and Kirkland & Ellis served as legal advisor to Audax and Reedy.

Source Link:

Audax Private Equity Group press 27 July 2021 [https://www.audaxprivateequity.com/news/audax-private-equity-to-sell-reedy-industries-to-partners-group]

				7/27/21		7/27/21		HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd		Exchanger Industries Limited				Exchanger Industries Limited has acquired HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd, the UK-based specialist supplier of heat exchangers, from S E Pither, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition provides Exchanger with immediate access to a cost-effective global footprint with scalable hubs in both India and Spain, and a combined portfolio of anti-fouling technologies that enhances differentiation and acts as a unique platform to create value for customers.

HRS Heat Exchangers had reported revenues of GBP 35.27m with a net profit of GBP 1.54m for the year ended 31 December 2019.

Source Links:

HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd press release, 27 July 2021 [https://www.hrs-heatexchangers.com/news/hrs-heat-exchangers-acquired-by-exchanger-industries-limited/]

Exchanger Industries Limited press release, 27 July 2021 [https://www.exchangerindustries.com/exchanger-industries-limited-acquires-hrs-heat-exchangers/]

				7/20/21		Pending		LSB Industries Inc		Eldridge Industries, LLC		$   300.0		Eldridge Industries, LLC has agreed to acquire LSB Industries Inc, the US-based company making a wide variety of chemicals (including nitric acid) and climate-control products.

The consideration is USD 300m based on offer price of USD 6.16 per share. The transaction values LSB at USD 645.587m including debt. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions, including receipt of stockholder approval from the holders of a majority of the shares of our outstanding common stock not held by Eldridge or any of its affiliates.

				7/12/21		7/12/21		Capstone Mechanical, LP		Reedy Industries Inc.				Audax Private Equity Group portfolio company Reedy Industries Inc. has acquired Capstone Mechanical, LP.

Capstone is the thirteenth strategic add-on acquisition for Reedy Industries since 2019.

Company

Located in the US, Capstone is a hvac and plumbing services firm.

Source Link:

Reedy Industries Inc. press release, 12 July 2021 [https://reedyindustries.com/news/growing-hvac-plumbing-and-building-controls-platform-expands-2/]

				7/6/21		7/6/21		Air Comm Corporation		Arcline Investment Management LP				Arcline Investment Management LP has acquired a majority stake in Air Comm Corporation.

The investment values Air Comm at USD 250m.

Company
Headquartered in Westminster, Colorado, Air Comm manufactures bleed air heaters and vapor-cycle air conditioners for aerospace industry.

Source Link:

Arcline Investment Management LP press release, 06 July 2021 [https://arcline.com/press-release/arcline-investment-management-invests-in-air-comm-corporation/]

				7/2/21				Lathrop-Trotter LLC		Koch Air, LLC		-		Lathrop-Trotter LLC distributes industrial and commercial HVAC products in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, and Wyoming. It offers industrial boilers, such as stock, steam, hot water, firetube, water tube, electric, high efficiency, and heat recovery boilers. The company also provides industrial burners industrial fans and blowers, air handling equipment, turbines, and utility power equipment. The company was founded in 1922 and is based in Cincinnati, Ohio. As of July 2, 2021, Lathrop-Trotter LLC operates as a subsidiary of Koch Air, LLC.

				7/1/21		7/1/21		Sapelec (100% Stake)		Existing Management				The management buyout group has acquired Sapelec, the French manufacturer of industrial process control equipment has acquired the company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/30/21		8/3/21		Global HVAC & Automation Inc.		Kontrol Technologies Corp.		$   7.3		Kontrol Technologies [NEO:KNR], a Toronto, Ontario-based developer of cloud-based and SaaS technology for smart buildings, has acquired Global HVAC & Automation for USD 7.25m

Kontrol anticipates full year revenue for 2021 will be in the USD 38m range up from USD 13m in 2020 and anticipated 2021 Adjusted EBITDA of USD 3.7m.

Press release:

Kontrol Technologies Corp. (NEO: KNR) (OTCQB: KNRLF) (FSE: 1K8) ("Kontrol" or the "Company"), a leader in smart building technologies announces the completion of the acquisition (see prior release dated June 30th, 2021) of Global HVAC & Automation Inc. ("Global") and a record revenue order book of $155 million.

"We are excited to complete such a significant acquisition, which adds substantial new revenues and the largest consolidated revenue order book in our operating history," said Paul Ghezzi, CEO of Kontrol. "This acquisition brings with it an impressive roster of new customers and technical capabilities, which we believe should create many potential lucrative cross-selling opportunities. As such, the acquisition of Global has the potential to drive significant growth and scale for Kontrol over the long term. With a consolidated revenue order book of $155 million, we are well poised for our next stage of growth."

Corporate Outlook

Kontrol anticipates full year revenue for 2021 will be in the $38 million range up from $13million in 2020 and anticipated 2021 Adjusted EBITDA* of $3.7 Million.

For 2022 Kontrol anticipates revenues in the range of $65 to $70 million and Adjusted EBITDA* in the range of $4.5 to $4.8 million.

The Importance of HVAC Systems and Automation for Smart Buildings

Global provides integrated installations of complex heating, cooling, ventilation and building automation systems to its customers.

Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems can account for up to 70% of overall energy consumption in commercial buildings. Efficient and smart HVAC systems can drive important intelligence and improvements to make buildings more sustainable, profitable and healthier.

Kontrol already provides its customers with a growing suite of Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud-based technology to optimize heating, cooling, and ventilation, as well as overall energy management and emission reduction. Kontrol specializes in the provision of real-time monitoring, asset optimization, data analytics, and enhanced facility management. This is driven by Kontrol's smart-learning software platform, which provides the Company with a crucial competitive edge.

Global's service offering complements Kontrol's existing product portfolio neatly. The combination of the two is expected to create significant growth opportunities over the coming years.

Acquisition Synergies

Global has traditionally focused on larger projects, with one-time project revenues. A small percentage of its overall business is in recurring service and asset maintenance. Global will operate as a subsidiary of Kontrol with its current management team in place. Kontrol will seek to grow Global's recurring revenues through vertical integration with its current software and ongoing service agreements.

Software

Kontrol's SmartSite platform integrates into building automation systems and provides a data analysis, reporting and smart learning algorithms to drive improvements in overall energy management and sustainability. Kontrol will integrate its facility management with the Global project platform to drive software revenues.

Service

Kontrol operates a facility management platform with ongoing and recurring revenues to manage energy assets and optimize them for performance. Kontrol will integrate its facility management with the Global project platform to drive service revenues.

Building Automation Installations

Currently Global outsources building automation improvements to third party contractors. Kontrol will internalize building automation installations.

Cost Reductions

Kontrol will work diligently to reduce costs by reducing duplication of staff and focusing on in house project capabilities to drive full vertical integration across its customer base.

Kontrol BioCloud

BioCloud can be integrated into each HVAC installation delivered by Global to provide real-time monitoring for virus and pathogens.

Transaction Details

Pursuant to the agreement, Kontrol has acquired all the outstanding shares of Global HVAC & Automation Inc. for the purchase price of $7.25 Million and any additional contingent performance-based consideration. The purchase price is subject to adjustments for working capital balances at closing date. The purchase price is settled by the following consideration: (i) $3.5 million in cash on the closing, subject to customary post closing adjustments and reconciliations; (ii) $3.5 million Vendor Take Back at 3% annual interest rate with bullet repayment at the end of 3 years from the closing date (iii) a vendor performance payment equal to 45% of adjusted 3 years cumulative earnings after-tax in excess of $4.5 million.

				6/30/21		6/30/21		Plumbing Heating Paramedics		Threshold Brands				The Riverside Company backed portfolio company, Threshold Brands, has acquired Plumbing Heating Paramedics, from Ryan Carpenter.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Based in Noblesville, Indiana, Plumbing Heating Paramedics is the US-Based company engaged in providing engaged in HVAC system repairs, HVAC system replacements, plumbing system repairs and recurring maintenance.

Source Links:

The Riverside Company press release, 30 June 2021 [https://www.riversidecompany.com/currents/to-the-rescue-riverside-s-threshold-brands-acquires-plumbing-heating-paramedics/]

Jones Day press release, June 2021 [https://www.jonesday.com/en/practices/experience/2021/06/riverside-acquires-plumbing-heating-paramedics]

				6/23/21		6/23/21		Refrigeration Sales Corporation		Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC				Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in Refrigeration Sales Corporation.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company
Headquartered in Valley View, Refrigeration Sales Corporation is a distributor of heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, parts and supplies.

				6/23/21				Refrigeration Sales Company LLC		Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC		-		Refrigeration Sales Company LLC, trading as Refrigeration Sales Corporation, distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and refrigeration equipment, parts, and supplies in Ohio and Western Pennsylvania. It provides support services, such as technical support, sales and marketing support, training and education, delivery, after-sales services, maintenance, and reclamations. Refrigeration Sales Company LLC was formerly known as Refrigeration Sales Corporation of Cleveland and changed its name to Refrigeration Sales Company LLC in June 2021. The company was incorporated in 1945 and is based in Valley View, Ohio.

				6/11/21		6/11/21		Temperature Control, Inc.		Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc.				Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc. (AWHAP), the portfolio company of Dubin Clark & Company, Inc., has acquired Temperature Control, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Company

Headquartered in Woodland Hills, California and founded in 1987, Temperature Control is a provider of HVAC installation and replacement services for residential customers.

Source Link:

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 11 June 2021 [https://dubinclark.com/dubin-clark-portfolio-affordable-water-heaters-and-plumbing-acquires-temperature-control-inc/]

				6/9/21		6/9/21		Moncrief Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Grove Mountain Partners, LLC backed Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC has acquired Moncrief Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc., the US-based company engaged in providing HVAC maintenance and installation solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/9/21		6/9/21		Werley Heating & Air Conditioning Co.		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Grove Mountain Partners, LLC backed Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC has acquired Werley Heating & Air Conditioning Co., the US-based company providing heating and air conditioning solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/7/21		6/7/21		ACR Supplies Ltd		DiversiTech Corporation				DiversiTech Corp, the United States based provider of engineered aftermarket parts and components used in the repair, replacement and installation of residential HVACR systems and a portfolio company of Permira Ltd, has acquired ACR Supplies Limited, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration ancillaries.
The terms of the deal were undisclosed.
DiversiTech Corp is a portfolio company of Permira.

				6/7/21		6/7/21		Marks Supply, Inc		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC a portfolio company of Ridgemont Equity Partners has acquired Marks Supply, Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Marks Supply, Inc. is a Canada-based provider of HVAC, plumbing, hydronic, and pipe, valves, and fittings products.

Source Links:

Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 07 June 2021 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/munchs-supply-acquires-ontario-based-marks-supply/]

				6/7/21				Marks Supply Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		Marks Supply Inc. engages in the distribution of plumbing, pipe, valves, fittings, hydronics, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. It offers plumbing products, such as bath and showers, bidets, drinking fountains, wash fountains, lavatories, toilets and toilet seats, sinks and faucets, flush valves, water dispensers, water treatment, pumps, tanks, water heaters, tankless water heaters, tools, and repair parts; and P.V.F. products, including backflow prevention, brass, copper, MJ/cast iron, plastic, steel, and stainless steel products, valves, and fittings. The company also provides boilers, water heaters, pumps, valves, radiant heating products, venting products, pipes, regulators, components, regulators, and components; and press systems, tappan dealerships, and spiral ducts for Commercial HVAC. In addition, it offers HVAC products, which include IAQ products, sheet metal products, furnaces, air conditioners, unit heaters, radiant heaters, controls, unit heaters, radiant heaters, refrigerant, and refrigerant reclaims; and fasteners, chemical and compounds, solder, and hand tools. Further, the company provides hydronics and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning design services, such as heat-loss/gain calculations, equipment sizing, duct and ventilation design, stamped designs for building permits, site visits and budget quotes, in-floor heating layouts, boiler piping schematics, snowmelt systems, and HVAC and hydronics equipment. The company was incorporated in 1962 and is based in Kitchener, Canada. It has additional offices in Guelph, Brantford, Burlington, Niagara Falls, London, Windsor, Mississauga, and Vaughan, Canada. As of June 7, 2021, Marks Supply Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Munch's Supply LLC.

				6/3/21		6/3/21		CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment Ltd.		The Arcticom Group, LLC				Arcticom Group, a Walnut Creek, California-based commercial refrigeration and HVAC services consolidator, has acquired Canada-based CT Control Temp, IHM Mechanical and CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment.

CT Control and IHM Mechanical are located in Vancouver, and CTR Refrigeration serves Calgary and Edmonton.

This news service reported [https://www.mergermarket.com/intelligence/view/2906553] in 2019 that Arcticom hopes to expand its reach and revenue through additional acquisitions.

Press release:

The Arcticom Group (TAG) [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=The+Arcticom+Group+%28TAG%29&esheet=52440095&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=37fd3922022299cef8ffe6e03da00ac5&newsitemid=20210603005838&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thearcticomgroup.com%2F], a leading North American provider of refrigeration and mechanical services, announces its international expansion into the Canadian HVACR market with acquisitions that add three established and successful brands to the company’s broad geographic operations.

CT Control Temp Ltd. and IHM Mechanical Ltd., located in Vancouver, BC, and CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment Ltd. that serves Calgary and Edmonton are TAG’s newest additions. Financial terms of the deals were not disclosed.

“The addition of CT, IHM & CTR substantially advance The Arcticom Group as an elite specialty mechanical services company by bringing together the market leaders in western Canada with TAG’s existing, loyal client base across the western and southern US. These substantial additions give us access to the growing Canadian market with full design build capability and a reputation for delivering exceptional customer experiences in all aspects of commercial HVACR service and installation,” noted Jim Pape, CEO of The Arcticom Group.

John Devita, CT CEO stated, “We are excited and look forward to being part of The Arcticom Group. I believe our combined systems and HVACR industry knowledge will benefit current and future clients across the border for many years.”

Dean Gabriele, President of CT and IHM, added: “Becoming part of the TAG family of companies gives our business and our people the opportunity to continue to grow.”

CTR President, Stacey Lauer concluded, “We are proud to be joining forces with an enterprise that takes customer success as seriously as we do.”

Through its growing family of HVACR companies, TAG provides a wide variety of commercial refrigeration services including preventative maintenance, repair, installation, renovation, new system engineering and design, energy optimization and refrigerant management programs.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 03 June 2021 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/three-new-partners-in-canada/]

				6/3/21		6/3/21		Green Air Care		Granite Comfort		$   16.0		Granite Comfort, a portfolio company of Tiger Infrastructure Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Green Air Care, the US-based company engaged in providing ventilation and heating services, for a consideration of USD 16m.

As part of the transaction, Green Air Care will join Granite Comfort’s Dallas-based Frymire Home Services.

Previous Funding

In 2019, Tiger Infrastructure Partners formed Granite Comfort.

Source Link:

Granite Comfort press release, 03 June 2021 [https://granitecomfort.com/granite-comfort-expands-footprint-to-chicagoland-with-acquisition-of-green-air-care/]

Baker McKenzie press release, 09 June 2021 [https://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/newsroom/2021/06/granite-comfort-acquires-green-air-care]

				6/1/21		6/1/21		American Heating Company Inc (100% Stake)		Enerquip LLC				Enerquip LLC, the United States based designer and fabricator of stainless-steel heat exchangers and sanitary vessels has acquired American Heating Company Inc, the local provider of industrial heating equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/31/21		5/31/21		Gagnon & Associates Inc		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group L.P. has acquired Gagnon & Associates Inc, a Canada-based company specializing in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

The Master Group L.P. press release, 31 May 2021 [https://www.master.ca/en/press_releases/the-master-group-acquires-ontario-firm-gagnon-associates-inc-]

				5/26/21		5/26/21		Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Morgan Stanley Private Equity				Morgan Stanley Private Equity along with management of Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. has acquired the company from Dubin Clark & Company, Inc., in a management buyout transaction.

The financial terms of transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Headquartered in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, Sila Heating & Air Conditioning is engaged in providing HVAC services.

Source Link:

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 26 May 2021
[https://dubinclark.com/dubin-clark-completes-sale-of-hvac-platform-sila-heating-air/]

Debevoise & Plimpton LLP press release, 26 May 2021 [https://www.debevoise.com/news/2021/05/debevoise-advises-morgan-stanley-capital]

				5/24/21		7/1/21		Bacharach, Inc.		MSA Safety Incorporated		$   337.0		FFL Partners LP has agreed to sell its portfolio company, Bacharach, Inc. to MSA Safety Incorporated, for a consideration of USD 337m.

The transaction is expected to be funded through a combination of long-term fixed rate debt and variable senior revolving incremental borrowings with an after-tax cost of less than two percent. As part of the transaction, MSA amended and extended its credit facilities to increase borrowing capacity.

The acquisition is expected to be accretive to MSA's earnings, margins and cash flow in the first full year of ownership. It includes adjusted earnings accretion of USD 0.10 - USD 0.15 per share in the second half of 2021 and USD 0.25 - USD 0.35 per share for the full year of 2022.

The transaction is expected to close in early July 2021, subject to receipt of regulatory approvals and satisfaction of other customary closing conditions.

Company
Based in New Kensington, Pennsylvania, Bacharach is a company engaged in the design, manufacture and service of gas detection, monitoring and analysis instrumentation for the HVAC and refrigeration industries.

The company reported revenue of approximately USD 70m and employs 200 people across four locations in the U.S., Canada and Ireland.

UPDATE 01 July 2021: The transaction is completed.

Source Links:

MSA Safety Incorporated press release, 24 May 2021 [https://investors.msasafety.com/news-releases/news-release-details/msa-safety-expand-gas-detection-business-acquisition-bacharach]

Bacharach, Inc. press release, 24 May 2021 [https://www.mybacharach.com/msa-safety-acquires-bacharach-inc/]

FFL Partners LP press release, 24 May 2021 [https://www.fflpartners.com/msa-safety-to-expand-gas-detection-business-with-acquisition-of-bacharach-inc]

MSA Safety Incorporated press release, 01 July 2021 [https://investors.msasafety.com/news-releases/news-release-details/msa-safety-completes-acquisition-bacharach-inc-leader-heating]

				5/20/21		5/20/21		Thermal Resource Sales, Inc.; Supermarket Environment Services Co.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC, has acquired Thermal Resource Sales, Inc., and Supermarket Environment Services Co. (together TRS-SESCO), the US-based providers of commercial and industrial HVAC and energy solutions.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 20 May 2021 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-trs-sesco/]

				5/19/21		5/19/21		Dial Plumbing and Air Conditioning Inc.		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners' portfolio company Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Dial Plumbing and Air Conditioning, a US-based provider of residential and light commercial plumbing, heating, air conditioning, ventilation and gas services.

The financial terms of the trasnaction are not disclosed.

				5/13/21		5/13/21		Sturm Heating Inc.		The SEER Group LLC				The SEER Group LLC has acquired Sturm Heating Inc, the US-based company providing equipment and repair related services for heating, air conditioning, electrical, and water heater needs of residential and commercial customers, for an undisclosed consideration.

				5/12/21		5/12/21		UV Resources, LLC		Madison Industries				Madison Industries has acquired UV Resources, LLC, the US-based manufacturer of Ultraviolet-C disinfection and HVAC efficiency products, for an undisclosed consideration.

Pursuant to the transaction, UVR will be a division within Madison’s Indoor Air Quality segment.

Source Link:

FocalPoint Partners, LLC press release, 12 May 2021 [https://focalpointllc.com/uv-resources-madison-industries/]

				5/11/21		5/7/21		Acme Refrigeration of Baton Rouge, LLC		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc. has acquired Acme Refrigeration of Baton Rouge, LLC, the US-based distributor of air conditioning, heating and refrigeration products, for an undisclosed consideration.

Acme Refrigeration has reported an annual turnover of USD 60m in 2020.

Source Link:

https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=58563https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=58563Watsco, Inc. press release, 11 May 2021
[https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-acquisition-acme-refrigeration]

				5/4/21		5/4/21		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated (100% Stake)		The Riverside Company				Riverside Co, the private equity firm has acquired Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States-based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/4/21		5/4/21		Custom Air Products & Services, Inc.		Airxcel, Inc.				L Catterton Management Limited's portfolio company, Airxcel, Inc. has acquired Custom Air Products & Services, Inc., the US-based commercial and industrial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) manufacturing and service company, for an undisclosed consideration.

In March 2018, L Catterton had acquired Airxcel from One Rock Capital Partners, LLC for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Airxcel, Inc. press release, 04 May 2021 [https://www.airxcel.com/news/2021/05/04/airxcel-acquires-custom-air-products-services]

				4/30/21		4/30/21		Primex - HVAC Venting Products		Menzies Metal Products		$   5.7		Menzies Metal Products has acquired Primex - HVAC Venting Products, a Canada-based company which designs and builds HVAC Venting solutions, from Primex Manufacturing Limited for a consideration of CAD 7m.

				4/29/21		4/29/21		Larry & Sons		Len The Plumber, LLC				Len The Plumber, LLC, a portfolio company of Thompson Street Capital Partners LP has acquired Larry & Sons. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company

Based in Maryland, USA, Larry & Sons is a full-service residential plumbing and HVAC company.

Source Link:

Thompson Street Capital Partners LP press release, 29 April 2021 [https://www.tscp.com/press-release/thompson-street-capital-partners-portfolio-company-len-the-plumber-acquires-larry-sons-plumbing-heating-services/]

				4/28/21		4/21/21		Mission Plumbing Heating & Cooling LLC		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners' portfolio company Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Mission Plumbing Heating & Cooling LLC, the US-based company engaged in providing HAV, plumbing and heating solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transition will enhance business operations and provide growth and expansion opportunities.

				4/19/21		Pending		Melrose Plc (Nortek Air Management business)		Madison Industries		$   3,646.0		Madison Industries has agreed to acquire Nortek Air Management business of Melrose Plc, comprising of Nortek Global HVAC and Air Quality & Home Solutions segments., for a cash consideration of GBP 2.62bn.

The transaction is subject to approval from shareholders of Melrose, approval from antitrust authorities and other customary closing conditions. The transaction is expected to complete in the second or third quarter of 2021.

Source Links:

Melrose Plc press release, 19 April 2021 [https://www.melroseplc.net/media/announcements/2021/proposed-disposal-of-nortek-air-management-for-3625-billion/]

Madison Industries press release, 19 April 2021 [https://madison.net/madison-industries-agrees-to-acquire-nortek-air-to-bolster-indoor-air-quality-offering/]

Madison Industries stock exchange announcement, 19 April 2021 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/MRO/proposed-disposal-of-nortek-air-management/14941834]

				4/19/21		4/19/21		Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd. (30% Stake)		Carrier Global Corporation		$   46.1		Carrier Global Corporation has agreed to acquire 30% stake in Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd, a China-based company engaged in the commercial air-conditioning business from Chigo Holding Limited.

Terms: The consideration for the transaction is CNY 300m.

Conditions:

 * Carrier 's 70% stake acquisition in Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd from GW Group.
 * Customary closing conditions and regulatory sanctions.
 * Other necessary conditions.

Background:

 * Carrier will also acquire other subsidiaries of Guangdong Giwee Group Co., Ltd. - namely Guangdong Giwee Technology Co., Ltd. and Guangdong Giwee electronic commerce Co., Ltd.
 * Chigo Heating reported net profit of CNY 85.664m and CNY 31.799m for the year ended 31 December 2019 and 2020, respectively

UPDATED 19 April 2021: completed

Source Links:

Carrier Global Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 19 April 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000095014221001308/eh210145593_8k.htm]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 19 April 2021 [https://www.corporate.carrier.com/news/news-articles/carrier-agrees-to-acquire-guangdong-giwee-group-a-chinabased-hvac-manufacturer.html]

				4/19/21				Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin		Mestek, Inc. (OTCPK:MCCK)		-		As of April 19, 2021, Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin was acquired by Mestek, Inc. Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin comprises HVAC systems for industrial, commercial, and residential spaces. The asset is located in the United States.

				4/15/21		Pending		Titanium Steel & Manufacturing Co Ltd		Koch Chemical Technology Group Saudi Arabia Limited		$   9.7		Koch Chemical Technology Group Saudi Arabia Limited, has agreed to acquire Titanium Steel & Manufacturing Co Ltd, a Saudi Arabia-based company engaged in manufacturing of heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment including ventilation systems, heat exchangers, drums, reactors and evaporators; provides repair and maintenance services, from Saudi Steel Pipe Company, for a cash consideration of USD 9.7m.

The transaction is subject to approval by the General Authority for Competition, and is expected to close within the third quarter of 2021. In 2020, Saudi Steel Pipe has incurred net losses of SAR 34.5m (USD 9.2m) compared with SAR 26.8m (USD 7.15m) in 2019.

				4/15/21		4/15/21		Carolina Air, Inc. Heating & Cooling		NearU HVAC Services				SkyKnight Capital backed NearU Services has acquired Carolina Air, Inc. Heating & Cooling.

The financial terms of transaction are not disclosed. Following the transaction, Carolina Air will continue to operate under its own brand.

Company
Headquartered in Carthage, North Carolina, Carolina Air Heating & Cooling is engaged in providing heating, air purification and air conditioning repair solutions. It currently has 40 employees.

Source Link:

NearU Services press release, 15 April 2021 [https://nearu-services.com/news/nearu-services-continues-strong-momentum-in-north-carolina-through-the-acquisition-of-carolina-air-a-premier-home-services-brand-in-the-broader-raleigh-durham-market]

				4/14/21		4/14/21		API of NH and Delta T		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch’s Supply, an Illinois-based HVAC distributor backed by Ridgemont Equity Partners, has acquired API of NH and Delta T, a New Hampshire-based family owned HVAC distributor. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction includes acquisition of API's eight branches servicing New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine and Vermont.

Source Link:
Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 14 April 2021 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/munchs-supply-acquires-new-hampshire-based-api-of-nh-and-delta-t/]

				4/9/21		5/12/21		Silent-Aire Limited Partnership		Johnson Controls International plc		$   630.0		Johnson Controls International plc has agreed to acquire Silent-Aire Limited Partnership, a Canada-based designer and manufacturer of custom air handlers and modular data centers for hyperscale cloud and colocation providers, for a cash consideration of USD 630m.

Silent-Aire will also receive up to USD 240m as earnout, subject to the achievement of post-closing milestones. The transaction is expected to be immediately accretive and add USD 0.07 to USD 0.09 to FY22 adjusted EPS.

The transaction is expected to close in the fiscal third quarter of 2021, subject to the receipt of regulatory approval and customary closing conditions. Silent-Aire’s revenue for fiscal year 2021 (May) is expected to approximate USD 650m and currently has around 3,000 employees globally.

UPDATE 12 May 2021: The transaction has completed.

Source Links:

Johnson Controls International plc press release, 09 April 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/media-center/news/press-releases/2021/04/09/johnson-controls-agrees-to-acquire-silentaire-to-accelerate-growth-in-hyperscale-data-center-vertica]

Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP press release, 09 April 2021 [https://www.clearygottlieb.com/news-and-insights/news-listing/johnson-controls-to-acquire-silent-aire-for-870-million]

Johnson Controls International plc press release, 12 May 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_in/media-center/news/press-releases/2021/05/12/johnson-controls-completes-acquisition-of-silent-aire]

				4/8/21		4/8/21		Zone Mechanical, LLC		Wind Point Partners, L.P.				Wind Point Partners, L.P. along with the management of Zone Mechanical, LLC, the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC mechanical services to the grocery, convenience store and warehouse industries, have acquired the company, from TJM Capital Partners, for an undisclosed consideration, in a management uyout deal.

Source Links:

Wind Point Partners, L.P. press release, 08 April 2021 [https://www.wppartners.com/overview/wind-point-partners-acquires-zone-mechanical]

NXT Capital, LLC press release, 12 April 2021 [https://www.nxtcapital.com/news/nxt-capital-provides-senior-credit-facility-to-support-wind-point-partners-acquisition-of-zone-mechanical/#0]

Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated press release, April 2021 [https://www.rwbaird.com/ma-transactions/investment-banking/DealCard/5734?utm_source=linkedin&utm_medium=social&utm_content=&utm_campaign=&utm_term=&sf141909978=1]

				4/7/21		4/7/21		Neffsville Plumbing, Heating & Cooling Services		Len The Plumber, LLC				Len The Plumber, LLC, the portfolio company of Thompson Street Capital Partners LP, has acquired Neffsville Plumbing, Heating & Cooling Services.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Company

Headquartered in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Neffsville is a provider of residential plumbing and HVAC full-services.

Source:

Thompson Street Capital Partners LP press release, 07 April 2021 [https://www.tscp.com/press-release/thompson-street-capital-partners-portfolio-company-len-the-plumber-announces-acquisition-of-neffsville-plumbing-heating-services/]

				4/6/21		11/1/20		Wagner Mechanical, Inc		Stan’s Heating & Cooling				Stan’s Heating & Cooling, backed by Treaty Oak Equity LLC has acquired Wagner Mechanical, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company

Located in US,,Wagner Mechanical, Inc. is a heating, plumbing and electrical services company.

				4/2/21		4/14/21		Skydome ; ESSEMES Services		Kingspan Group Plc				Kingspan Group Plc has agreed to acquire Skydome, a France-based company engaged in production of daylighting, ventilation, smoke evacuation, and roofing access systems, and ESSEMES Services, a France-based company engaged in the installation of skylights and the maintenance of fire safety equipment, from SMAC, SAS for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction enables SMAC to concentrate on Travaux, its core business consisting of waterproofing and building envelope solutions. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions. In 2020, Skydome reported revenues of approximately EUR 45m.

SMAC is a portfolio company of OpenGate Capital Management, LLC. SMAC had signed an exclusivity agreement in January 2021.

UPDATE 14 April 2021: The acquisition of Skydome and ESSEMES Services has been completed.

Source Links:

SMAC, SAS press release, 19 January 2021 (French) [https://www.smac-sa.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Communiqu%C3%A9-de-presse-SMAC-c%C3%A8de-son-p%C3%B4le-lanterneaux.19.01.21.pdf]

OpenGate Capital Management, LL press release, 25 January 2021 [https://opengatecapital.com/ogc-news/opengate-capital-portfolio-company-smac-signs-agreement-to-sell-skylights-business-to-kingspan-lightair/]

Kingspan Group Plc stock exchange announcement, 19 February 2021 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/KGP/final-results/14871014]

SMAC, SAS press release, 02 April 2021 (French) [https://www.smac-sa.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CP_SMAC-a-finalis%C3%A9-la-vente-de_SKYDOME_ESSEMES-Service_02.04.21.pdf]

OpenGate Capital Management, LLC press release, 14 April 2021 [https://opengatecapital.com/ogc-news/opengate-capital-portfolio-company-smac-completes-sale-of-skydome-and-essemes-services-businesses-to-kingspan-light-air/]

				3/31/21		3/31/21		Sierra Air Inc		Service Champions, Inc.				Odyssey Investment Partners, LLC-backed Service Champions, Inc. has acquired Sierra Air Inc.

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Sierra's founder Ron Ford has become a shareholder of Service Champions.

Company

Based in Reno, Nevada, Sierra Air Inc is an HVAC home services company.

				3/26/21		3/26/21		Royal Metal Products		Flex-Tek		$   107.6		Flex-Tek, a US-based provider of engineered components that move heat, fluid and gases, has acquired Royal Metal Products, a Temple, Georgia-based manufacturer of residential and light commercial HVAC products

				3/16/21		Pending		Temperature Equipment Corporation		Watsco, Inc.; Carrier Global Corporation				Watsco, Inc. and Carrier Global Corporation (Carrier) Temperature Equipment Corporation (TEC), the US-based distributor of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning equipment and related parts and supplies, for an undisclosed consideration.

As per the terms of the agreement, Watsco and Carrier will own 80% and 20% stake in TEC, respectively. Post-acquisition, TEC will operate as an independent entity

In 2020, TEC reported revenues of USD 291m. TEC serves around 10,000 customers from 32 locations in Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota and Missouri.

Source Links:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 16 March 2021 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-acquire-temperature-equipment-corporation-291-million]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 16 March 2021 [https://ir.carrier.com/node/8996/pdf]

				3/10/21		3/10/21		Hurley & David, Inc.		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				New Mountain Capital, LLC-backed Horizon Services, LLC has agreed to acquire Hurley & David, Inc.

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company

Based in Springfield, Massachusetts, Hurley & David, Inc. is a provider of heating, cooling, and whole-home comfort.

				3/1/21				Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co.		F.W. Webb Company, Inc.		-		Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co. engages in the distribution of plumbing, heating and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. The company is based in Danbury, Connecticut. As of March 1, 2021, Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co. operates as a subsidiary of F.W. Webb Company, Inc.

				2/23/21		2/23/21		Cool Solution Refrigeration Ltd		Johnson Controls, Inc.				Johnson Controls, Inc. (JCI) has acquired Cool Solution Refrigeration Ltd (CSR), an UK-based company engaged in designing, installation and maintenance of air-conditioner and refrigerator, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will increase JCI’s customer base, enhance its operations and strengthen the company’s market position. The transaction will provide growth and expansion opportunities.

CSR had a workforce of 25 employees.

Source Links:

Johnson Controls International plc press release,23 February 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_gb/insights/2021/pr/johnson-controls-acquires-cool-solution]

Johnson Controls International plc press release,03 March 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_gb/-/media/jci/be/united-kingdom/insights/files/pr/cool_solution_acquisition_release_final.pdf]

				2/19/21		2/19/21		Termet S.A.		Ferro Group		$   19.2		Ferro Group, a US based private equity firm specializing in the acquisition of manufacturing and distribution services, acquired Termet S.A., a Poland based manufacturer of HVACR equipment.

				2/17/21		3/1/21		Holyoake Industries Ltd.		Price Industries Limited				Price Industries Limited has agreed to acquire an undisclosed stake in Holyoake Industries Ltd, a New Zealand-based manufacturer of commercial HVAC equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is Price’s first key expansion into New Zealand and Australia, creating an Australasian HVAC powerhouse. Post-acquisition, Holyoake will operate independently under the name ‘Holyoake by Price’. Holyoake currently operates in Australia and New Zealand.

UPDATE 02 March 2021: The acquisition completed on 01 March.

				2/11/21		2/11/21		Adey Innovation LLP		Polypipe Group
(LSE:PLP)		$   290.7		Polypipe Group is a manufactures and sells pressure-rated high density polyethylene pipes aquired ADEY Innovation, a manufacturer and supplier of heating and cooling systems.

				2/8/21		2/8/21		ElitAire, Inc.		Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Applied Americas Inc. has acquired ElitAire, Inc., the US-based company engaged in providing HVAC equipment and building automation control solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/5/21		3/2/21		Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company		Tinicum Incorporated				Tinicum Incorporated has agreed to acquire an undisclosed controlling stake in Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Desloge family shareholders will continue to have minority ownership in Watlow. Watlow will continue to operate from its headquarters in St. Louis, Missouri. The transaction is subject to receipt of customary regulatory approvals.

Company
Headquartered in Saint Louis, Missouri, and founded in 1922, Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company is a company engaged in the design and manufacture of industrial electric heaters, sensors, controllers, and software.

It reported revenues of USD 450m in 2019.

UPDATE 02 March 2021: The transaction has been completed.

Source Links:

Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company press release, 05 February 2021 [https://www.watlow.com/about-watlow/news/tinicum-press-release]

Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company press release, 02 March 2021 [https://www.watlow.com/about-watlow/news/tinicum-lp-acquires-controlling-interest-in-watlow]

				2/3/21		2/3/21		Texas Chiller Systems, LLC		Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.				Jackson Mechanical Service Inc., an Orion Group company backed by Alpine Investors LP has acquired Texas Chiller Systems, LLC.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition is in line with Orion group's strategy of building a national platform by partnering with founder-owned facility services businesses and providing resources to help them in their expansion and growth.

It will also enable TCS to expand its service offerings in San Antonio and also expand its geographic presence to other Texas markets.

Previous Funding
Alpine Investors LP acquired Jackson Mechanical Service Inc. in 2020, which led to the formation of the Orion group.

Company
Headquartered in San Antonio, Texas, and founded in 2006, Texas Chiller Systems, LLC is a provider of commercial HVAC services company.

				2/3/21				Munch's Supply Colorado LLC		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		Munch's Supply Colorado LLC, doing business as C&L Supply HVAC and Plumbing, engages in the distribution of heating and air conditioning equipment, and plumbing products. The company was incorporated in 2021 and is based in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. As of February 3, 2021, Munch's Supply Colorado LLC operates as a subsidiary of Munch's Supply LLC.

				2/3/21		2/3/21		Nordiska Klimatfabriken		Volution Group		$   4.8		Volution Group plc,  a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy efficient indoor air quality solutions, has acquired Nordiska Klimatfabriken AB, a Sweden based manufactuturer of low carbon residential ventilation equipment.

				2/2/21		7/16/21		Enwave Energy Corp. (US business)		Ullico Inc.; QIC Limited		$   950.0		QIC Limited and Ullico Inc. have agreed to acquire the US-based business of Enwave Energy Corp., a Canada based heating and air conditioning services company, from Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P.

Terms:

 * QIC and Ullico will acquire Enwave Energy US for a consideration of approximately USD 950m.
 * Concurrently, Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan Board and IFM Investors have agreed to acquire Enwave’s Canadian business for an estimated consideration of USD 2.9bn.

Rationale:

 * The acquisition will enable QIC to expand its global infrastructure presence to 20 assets in six countries.
 * It will also help Ullico to diversify its portfolio within district energy business.

Expected Completion: The transaction is expected to occur in mid-2021.

Conditions:

 * Regulatory approvals.
 * Customary closing conditions.

Background:

 * Enwave Energy US currently serves over 340 clients and operates in eight cities across eight states, providing energy solutions to more than 400 buildings across universities, school districts and hospitals.
 * In October 2012, Brookfield Asset Management had acquired Enwave Energy Corp., from Borealis Infrastructure Management Inc, for an enterprise value of USD 480m.

UPDATE 16 July 2021: The acquisition of Enwave Energy Corp. has been completed and it will operate under the name CenTrio.

Source Links:

Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://bip.brookfield.com/press-releases/2021/02-02-2021-123147392]

Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P. 8-K form filed with SEC on 02 February 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1406234/000117184321000655/f6k_020221.htm]

 * Press Release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1406234/000117184321000655/exh_991.htm]

Enwave Energy Corp. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.enwave.com/resources/statement-on-ownership-transition/]

Ullico Inc. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.ullico.com/news-item/EnwaveEnergy]

QIC Limited press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.qic.com.au/knowledge-centre/qic-acquires-enwave-energy-us-20210202]

				2/1/21		2/1/21		Wolseley UK Limited		Clayton Dublilier & Rice		$   418.6		Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, a private equity firm focused in the industrial, manufacturing, and IT sectors, acquired Wolseley UK Limited, a leading specialist distributor of plumbing HVACR equipment.

				1/26/21		1/26/21		United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC		SPP Management Services, LLC; Capitala Group; Pareto & Company LLC				SPP Management Services, LLC (Summit Park), Capitala Group and Pareto & Company LLC and along with the management team of United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC (UAT), acquired the company in a management buyout deal.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Summit Park via Summit Park III, L.P. fund lead the majority recapitalization of UAT. The management team included, President Mr. Mike Giordano and CEO Mr. Gabe Ivanescu who was the majority owner of UAT prior to the recapitalization.

The transaction will help in UAT's organic growth, expand the company's geographic reach and pursue future add-on acquisitions

The transaction represents sixth investment in via fund Summit Park III, L.P.

Debt

The transaction was supported through debt financing by Bank of Montreal.

Company

Headquartered in Lorton, Virginia, US, United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC (UAT) is a provider of residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") services

Source link:

https://www.unitedairtemp.com/https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=267213SPP Management Services, LLC press release, 26 January 2021 [https://www.summitparkllc.com/news/1776/summit-park-leads-majority-recapitalization-of-united-air-temp]https://www.summitparkllc.com/news/1776/summit-park-leads-majority-recapitalization-of-united-air-temp

				1/12/21		1/12/21		ABCO HVACR Supply + Solutions		Daikin North America LLC				Daikin North America LLC has acquired ABCO HVACR Supply + Solutions, the US-based HVAC distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

Daikin will be able to strengthen its opportunity for greater collaboration in the local territories among ABCO branches. It will allow ABCO to grow by retaining and growing its contractor customer base, hiring new talent, adding more business technology, expanding product lines. Post-acquisition, ABCO’s senior management team will continue to be the leaders of ABCO and Mr. Michael Senter will continue to be CEO. ABCO will operate as a unit of Daikin.

				1/4/21		1/4/21		Robinson Plumbing & Heating Supply Co., Inc.		Goodman Distribution, Inc.				Goodman Distribution, Inc. has acquired Robinson Plumbing & Heating Supply Co., Inc., the US-based HVAC, hydronics and plumbing equipment and services firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is in line with Goodman’s planned growth strategy. It will also enable Goodman to expand its presence in the Northeast regions of USA. Post acquisition, Robinson will maintain its headquarters at Fall River, Massachusetts. There will also be no changes in the management structure throughout its existing branch locations.

Robinson currently operates seven branches across Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island.

Source Link:

https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=1393381https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=1393381Goodman Distribution, Inc. press release, 04 January 2021
[https://www.goodmanmfg.com/pdfviewer.aspx?pdfurl=docs/librariesprovider6/default-document-library/robinson-supply-news-release-final--mr-rev-tracked.pdf?view=true]

				1/4/21		12/31/20		Purification Solutions LLC		Atlas Copco AB				Atlas Copco AB has acquired Purification Solutions LLC (Nano Purification Solutions), the US-based manufacturer of air treatment and on-site nitrogen generation equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

Atlas Copco will be able to enhance its market share as well as accelerate growth in North America, Europe and other strategic markets by leveraging on the expertise and product portfolio of Nano Purification Solutions. Post-acquisition, Nano Purification Solutions will become part of the Industrial Air division within the Compressor Technique Business Area.

In 2019, Purification Solutions reported revenues of USD 26m with a work force of 60 employees operating in Europe and the United States.

Source Links:

Atlas Copco AB press release, 04 January 2021 [https://www.atlascopcogroup.com/content/dam/corporate/cision/20210104_Atlas_Copco_has_acquired_air_treatment_and_nitrogen_generator_manufacturer.pdf]

Atlas Copco AB press release, 04 January 2021 (Swedish) [https://www.atlascopcogroup.com/content/dam/corporate/cision/20210104_Atlas_Copco_har_f_rv_rvat_tillverkare_av_luftbehandlare_och_kv_vegeneratorer.pdf]

				12/31/20		12/31/20		Airo Mechanical, LLC		Thomas Investments LLC				Thomas Investments LLC has agreed to acquire Airo Mechanical, LLC, the US-based contractor for multifamily HVAC and plumbing solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Clarity Capital Advisors press release [https://clarityexit.com/completed-deals/#airo]

				12/30/20		12/30/20		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.		Gryphon Investors Inc		$   78.0		Gryphon Investors has acquired a majority stake in Canada-based Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc., from Clairvest Group Inc., for a consideration of approximately CAD 100m (USD 78.02m).

The sale represents a 4.7x multiple, for Clairvest on its investment of CAD 21.3m over a period of two years, and an IRR of 110%.

Right Time’s management will continue to remain with the Company and retain a significant equity stake.

The transaction will help Right Time to benefit from the resources and expertise of Gryphon and further expand organically and through acquisitions.

Pursuant to the transaction, Mr. Jeff Balagna, will become Chairman, and Right Time co-founder and CEO Mr. Vaughn Goettler will become Vice Chairman, while co-founder and President Mr. Jeremy Hetherington has been named CEO of the company. Mr. Alex Earls of Gryphon will join the Board of Directors.

Previous funding
In 2018, Clairvest Group Inc via its Clairvest Equity Partners V fund, in partnership with the management of Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc., acquired the company, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 2014 and headquartered in St. Catharines, Ontario, Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning, is a provider of Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) installation, preventative maintenance programs, repairs, and replacements services. It owns and operates 10 brands across 11 locations in Ontario, Manitoba, and British Columbia. It employs 400 people.

Source Links:

Clairvest Group Inc. press release, 30 December 2020 [https://www.clairvest.com/clairvest-generates-an-irr-of-110-and-a-4-7x-multiple-of-capital-on-the-sale-of-right-time-heating-and-air-conditioning/]

Gryphon Investors Inc press release, 30 December 2020 [https://www.gryphon-inv.com/news-article/gryphon-investors-completes-majority-investment-in-right-time-heating-and-air-conditioning/]

				12/22/20		12/9/20		Cunningham Associates Heating and Air Conditioning		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners LLC backed Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Cunningham Associates Heating and Air Conditioning, from Mr. Bob Cunningham.

The terms of the transactions are not disclosed.

				12/21/20				Sierra Air Conditioning, Inc.		SE Capital Partners, LLC		-		Sierra Air Conditioning, Inc. provides residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) installation services to new homes built by national and local homebuilders. It offers heating and cooling, indoor air quality, home comfort club, and other installments. The company was founded in 1987 and is based in Las Vegas, Nevada.

				12/18/20		12/18/20		Heatex AB (100% Stake)		Madison Industries				Madison Industries Holdings LLC, the United States based conglomerate involved in industrial and mechanical businesses has acquired Heatex AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of air-to-air heat exchangers for applications in buildings, data centers as well as wind turbines from BWB Partners, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for BWB Partners.

				12/18/20		12/18/20		ClimaRad B.V.		Volution Group		$   51.5		Volution Group plc,  a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy efficient indoor air quality solutions, has acquired 75% of the issued share capital of ClimaRad B.V., the market leader for decentralised ventilation systems in the Netherlands.

				12/15/20		12/15/20		Heartland Home Services, Inc.		Cobepa S.A.; The Jordan Company, L.P.				The Jordan Company, L.P. (TJC) and Cobepa S.A., along with the management of Heartland Home Services, Inc. (Heartland), has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in the company, from North Branch Capital, LLC (North Branch), in a management buyout transaction.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed. Under the terms, Cobepa made significant investment whereas North Branch will retain minority stake in Heartland. TJC made investment via its The Resolute Fund IV, L.P.

The transaction will enable Heartland to expand its HVAC service offerings to customers.

Prior to this, Heartland completed nine add-on acquisitions.

Debt

The Carlyle Group provided debt financing to TJC for supporting the acquisition.

Previous Funding

In January 2020, North Branch Capital formed Heartland Home Services with the acquisition of A+ Derr Heating & Cooling.

Company

Headquartered in Macomb, Michigan and founded in 2016, Heartland Home Services, Inc. is a provider of residential HVAC replacement and maintenance, plumbing and electrical services.

Source Links:

The Carlyle Group press release, 15 December 2020 [https://www.carlyle.com/media-room/news-release-archive/carlyle-group-leads-structures-debt-financing-jordan-companys-acquisition-heartland-home-services]

				12/15/20				H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc.		Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions, Inc.		-		H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc. offers heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems' repair, replacement, construction, and installation services in Austin and the surrounding areas. The company was founded in 2011 and is based in Austin, Texas. As of December 15, 2020, H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions, Inc.

				11/29/20		Pending		Afpro Filters B.V.		Filtration Group Corporation				Filtration Group Corporation has agreed to acquire Afpro Filters B.V. (Afpro), the Netherlands-based manufacturer of air filtration products, from Stichting Administratiekantoor Acs Holding, for an undisclosed consideration.

Filtration Group is in talks with lenders for incremental TLB add-on of EUR 175m for the acquisition of Afpro Filters. In 2019, Afpro had reported EBITDA of approximately EUR 15m. AFPRO has offices in the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, France, Poland, Finland, Switzerland, China and Australia, with more than 700 employees worldwide.

				11/23/20				Dukes of Air		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based home repair services provider, has acquired Dukes of Air, LLC, a Mesa, Arizona-based HVAC services firm. 

				11/23/20		11/23/20		7AC Technologies Inc.		Emerson Electric Co.				3M Ventures-backed 7AC Technologies Inc. has been sold to Emerson Electric Co.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

The transaction will enable Emerson’s to provide with enhanced air management solutions to customers.

Previous Funding

Till date, 7AC has raised USD 22.3m of funding from various investors.

Company

Headquartered in Beverly, Massachusetts and founded in 2009, 7AC Technologies Inc. is a company engaged in developer of high efficiency heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.

Source Link:

Emerson Electric Co. press release, 23 November 2020 [https://www.emerson.com/en-us/news/corporate/7ac-acquisition]

				11/20/20		11/20/20		Filtration Group Corporation		Sequoia Capital		$   275.0		Sequoia Capital via its Sequoia Capital Heritage Fund has invested USD 257m in Filtration Group Equity LLC, the US-based company that manufactures filtration products and systems.

Company
Based in Oak Brook, IL, Filtration Group offers air filters which include products for the heating, ventilation, air conditioning, industrial, dust, liquid, gas phase, clean room, power systems, pain, and filter media markets.

				11/17/20		11/17/20		Old Dominion Supply, Inc.; Atlantic Construction Fabrics, Inc.		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc has acquired Old Dominion Supply, Inc., the US-based wholesale distributor of HVAC parts and supplies, and Atlantic Construction Fabrics, Inc. (ACF), the US-based manufacturer of erosion control, storm water management, inlet protection, perimeter and sediment control fabric products, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition of Old Dominion will enable the company to expand in the HVAC market with greater synergies. ACF acquisition will also allow the company to expand its geographic footprint along the East Coast. It will further diversify Ferguson's Waterworks business and will complement its existing offerings in geosynthetics, erosion control and storm water management.

Old Dominion reported revenues of around USD 55m and ACF reported revenues of around USD 100m for the year 2019.

Source Links:

Ferguson plc press release, 17 November 2020 [https://www.fergusonplc.com/en/investors-and-media/news/financial-news/2020/ferguson-acquires-old-dominion-supply-inc-and-atlantic-construction-fabrics-inc.html]

Ferguson plc stock exchange announcement, 17 November 2020 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/FERG/ferguson-acquires-old-dominion-and-acf/14759235]

				11/10/20		11/10/20		Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.		Alpine Investors LP				Alpine Investors LP has acquired Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition is in line with Alpine's strategy of building a leading player in the HVACR and plumbing businesses.

Mr. Larry Beatty and Mr. Matt Olson will continue to lead Jackson. With this acquisition, Alpine will create a new commercial facility services platform Orion Group.

Company

Headquartered in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and founded in 1957, Jackson Mechanical Service Inc. is a company engaged in commercial and industrial HVACR and boiler business.

Source Links:

Alpine Investors LP press release, 10 November 2020 [https://updates.alpineinvestors.com/alpine-investors-exits-healthcomp-0]

				11/5/20		11/5/20		TRUaire		CSW Industrials		$   360.0		CSW Industrials, Inc , the Texas-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, and TRUaire, the Santa Fe Springs, California-based supplier of passive air handling solutions.

				11/4/20		11/4/20		United Coolair Corporation		Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC		$   233.0		CSW Industrials, Inc , the Texas-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, and TRUaire, the Santa Fe Springs, California-based supplier of passive air handling solutions.

				11/2/20		11/2/20		Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC		Daikin Industries, Ltd.				Daikin Industries, Ltd. has acquired Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC, the US-based equipment, accessories, and parts wholesale distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will add on to further growth and development for Daikin Industries, Ltd. The addition of Stevens will bring in more business know-how, extension of product lines, and more client base. It will also endure the supply and sales of Daikin brands.

Post-acquisition Stevens will function as exclusively owned business element of Daikin. The management team led by Mr. Dave DeSutter, Senior Executive Advisor will be retained by Daikin. The team will continue there operations from Eagan, Minnesota. Stevens has 18 branch locations across USA.

Source Link:

Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC press release, 03 November 2020 [https://www.stevensequipmentsupply.com/post/daikin-acquires-stevens-equipment-supply-for-distribution-in-12-states-from-minnesota-to-arizona]

				10/15/20		7/31/20		Hunter-Davisson, Inc.		Employees				The employees of Hunter-Davisson, Inc., the US-based full-service heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration company has acquired the company for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction provides Hunter-Davisson's employee owners with an ongoing financial interest in the business and rewards.

Source Link:

FMI Capital Advisorspress release, 15 October 2020 [https://www.fminet.com/news/2020/10/15/fmi-capital-advisors-announces-hunter-davisson-becomes-100-employee-owned/]

Hunter-Davisson, Inc. press release, 20 October 2020 [http://www.hunterdavisson.com/hunter-davisson-is-now-an-employee-owned-company/]

				10/7/20		10/7/20		Hart & Cooley, LLC		H.I.G. Capital, LLC				H.I.G. Capital has acquired Hart & Cooley, LLC from Johnson Controls International plc. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will enable Hart & Cooley on focus on growth with operational improvements, provide new opportunities and better serve its customers.

Company
Founded in 1901 and headquartered in Grand Rapids, MI, Hart & Cooley is a manufacturer of HVAC and air distribution products, including vents, grilles, registers, diffusers, and rooftop and chimney products.

It has eight manufacturing sites and six distribution centers spread across the United States, Mexico, and Canada.

Source Link:
H.I.G. Capital, LLC press release, 07 October 2020 [https://higcapital.com/news/release/1294]

				10/1/20				UGI HVAC Operations		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based home repair services provider and subsidiary of HomeServe [LSE:HSV], has acquired HVAC operations from UGI Corporation [NYSE: UGI].

				10/1/20		10/1/20		EFI Concepts		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group L.P., the portfolio company of Novacap Investments, Inc. acquired EFI Concepts. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will accelerate Master Group’s growth and expand its product and service portfolio.

Previous Funding

In March 2014, Novacap acquired 65% stake in The Master Group, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1990 and based in Canada, EFI Concepts is a manufacturer's representative in HVAC applications in industrial, institutional and environmental business solutions

Source Links:

The Master Group L.P. press release, 01 October 2020 [https://www.master.ca/en/press_releases/the-master-group-acquires-the-ontario-manufacturers-representative-efi-concepts]

Novacap Investments, Inc. press release, 01 October 2020 [https://www.novacap.ca/en/news/industries/novacap-portfolio-company-the-master-group-acquires-ontario-manufacturers-representative-efi-concepts/]

EFI Concepts press release, 01 October 2020 [http://www.eficoncepts.com/site_Files/Content/PDF/Press_Release_Master_EFI.PDF]

				9/30/20		9/30/20		Carolina Refrigeration Services Inc		CoolSys, Inc.				Ares Management-backed CoolSys has acquired Carolina Refrigeration Services, the US-based commercial HVAC and refrigeration company.

The financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.

CoolSys expands its expansion into the Southeast via the acquisition.

Ares Management acquired CoolSys in 2019 from Audax Private Equity.

Company
Headquartered in Lexington, South Carolina, Carolina Refrigeration provides refrigeration and commercial and industrial HVAC services.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 30 September 2020 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-carolina-refrigeration/]

				9/16/20		9/16/20		Rogers Mechanical Contractors, Inc.		Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC				Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC has made a control investment in Rogers Mechanical Contractors, Inc. (RMC), the US-based provider of mechanical, HVAC and plumbing contracting services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC is a specialized joint venture between Aterian Investment Partners LLC and Craft Work Capital, LLC, established to make strategic investments in mechanical, electrical and other related specialty contractors.

The transaction will enable RMC to expand their business in USA and will continue to be led by Dustin Rogers, who will remain as CEO, and Dustin’s leadership team.

Source Link:

Craft Work Capital, LLC press release, 16 September 2020 [http://www.craftworkcap.com/in-the-news/]

				9/15/20		10/30/20		American Residential Services LLC		GI Partners				GI Partners has acquired a majority stake in American Residential Services (ARS), in a management buyout transaction.

Existing investors Charlesbank Capital Partners and management are also making significant investments as a part of the transaction.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will help ARS to benefit from the expertise and resources of GI and expand its current offering and provide its customers with enhanced services.

The transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter of 2020 and is subject to customary closing conditions and regulatory approvals.

The transaction was carried thorugh an auction process and saw participation from Centerbridge Partners, HIG Capital and Platinum Equity.

Previous funding
In 2014, Charlesbank Capital Partners, acquired American Residential Services, from CI Capital Partners LLC and Royal Palm Capital Management, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 2006 and based in Memphis, Tennessee, American Residential Services is a provider of heating, cooling, indoor air quality, plumbing, drain cleaning, sewer line, radiant barrier, insulation, and ventilation services to retail and light commercial customers.

ARS operates via a network of more than 70 locally managed service centers and has around 6,500 employees.

UPDATE 30 October 2020: This transaction has been completed.

Source Links:

GI Partners press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.gipartners.com/news/gi-partners-joins-charlesbank-capital-partners-to-accelerate-growth-at-american-residential-services]

Charlesbank Capital Partners, LLC press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.charlesbank.com/news/2020/gi-partners-joins-charlesbank-capital-partners-to-accelerate-growth-at-american-residential-services/]

American Residential Services LLC press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.ars.com/blog/gi-partners-accelerate-growth-ars]

Goodwin Procter LLP press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.goodwinlaw.com/news/2020/09/09_15-ars-receives-majority-investment-gi-partners]

				9/9/20		9/9/20		MSR Mechanical LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, LLC (TAG) has acquired MSR Mechanical LLC, the US-based industrial refrigeration and HVAC installation and services company, for an undisclosed consideration.

MSR complements to TAG’s portfolio and brings a broad base of customers in numerous vertical markets. The transaction will continue to increase the market share in MSR’s core business. Trevor Miller, MSR’s president will become a member of the TAG leadership team and lead the operations and expansion of TAG-Mechanical.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 09 September 2020 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/msr-mechanical-acquisition/]

				9/1/20		9/1/20		Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Astar Heating & Air, LLC				Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. backed Astar Heating & Air, LLC has acquired Sila Heating & Air Conditioning Inc.

The financial terms of the deal were not disclosed. The acquisition will expand the combined company's presence in mid-Atlantic & northeast US regions and will result into further growth of the company.

Concurrent to this transaction, Astar Heating has also acquired Jones Services, a HVAC company headquartered in New York. Following the transactions, Astar Heating will be rebranded into Sila Heating & Air Conditioning.

Debt
Varagon Capital Partners, L.P. provided senior debt financing to support the acquisition.

Previous Funding
In July 2019, Dubin Clark invested in Astar Heating.

Company
Formed in 1989 and headquartered in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, Sila Heating provides heating and air-conditioning services.

Source Links:

Varagon Capital Partners, L.P. press release, 01 September 2020 [https://varagon.com/blog/1579-varagon-capital-partners-supports-dubin-clark-company-s-acquisition-of-sila-heating-air-conditioning-inc]

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 02 September 2020 [https://dubinclark.com/sila-heating-and-air/]

				9/1/20				Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc./ Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc		Havtech Management, LLC		-		Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc./ Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc represents the combined operations of Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc. and Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc in their sale to Havtech Management, LLC. Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc. distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) solutions to owners, engineers, and contractors. Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc offers certified testing, adjusting, and balancing of HVAC air and hydronic systems, as well as building systems commissioning. The companies are based in the United States.

				8/26/20		8/26/20		Airxchange, Inc.		Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC				Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC has acquired an undisclosed controlling stake in Airxchange, Inc., the US-based manufacturer of heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/10/20				Freedom Heating and Cooling		HomeServe plc				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of home repair services and subsidiary of HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV], bought Freedom Heating and Cooling, a Birmingham, Alabama-based heating and cooling services provider.

				8/4/20		8/4/20		Enerphase Industrial Solutions, Inc.		Xebec Adsorption Inc		$   6.0		Xebec Adsorption Inc has acquired Enerphase Industrial Solutions, Inc (Air Flow), the US-based distributor and service provider of compressed air equipment doing business , for an approximate consideration of USD 6m.

Post-acquisition, the principles of Air Flow will remain the same to support integration of Air Flow in Xebec’s industrial service and support business.

				7/31/20				Patriot Supply, Inc.		Style Crest, Inc.				Style Crest, Inc. has acquired Patriot Supply, Inc., the US-based company engaged in building product distribution and HVAC installation and servicing business for the manufactured housing industry, for an undisclosed consideration.

The addition of Capitol Supply will strengthen Style Crest’s presence in the Michigan market and allow Style Crest to provide HVAC installation and servicing capabilities to the State.

Source Link:

Cascade Partners LLC, press release [https://cascade-partners.com/transactions/capitol-supply-and-service-was-acquired-by-style-crest-inc#:~:text=Patriot%20Supply%2C%20Inc.&text=For%20over%2040%20years%2C%20Capitol,products%20to%20its%20customer%20base.]

				7/21/20		7/21/20		Bass Air Conditioning Company		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services has acquired Bass Air Conditioning Company, the US-based company that provides recurring maintenance, repair, and installation services for HVAC equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will allow NearU to double its workforce in the eastern North Carolina market. It will help NearU to expand its customer reach as well. Post-acquisition, under NearU, the Bass team will continue to operate under the reputed local brand of Bass Air Conditioning.

				7/21/20				Bass Air Conditioning Co, Inc.		NearU Services		-		Bass Air Conditioning Co, Inc. provides heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment contractor, installation, and maintenance services to commercial and residential clients. The company was founded in 1952 and is based in Fayetteville, North Carolina. As of July 21, 2020, Bass Air Conditioning Co Inc operates as a subsidiary of NearU HVAC Services.

				7/17/20		7/17/20		Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc. (100% Stake)		Dubin Clark & Company, Inc.				Dubin Clark & Co Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Affordable Water Heaters & Plumbing Inc, the United States based provider of water heater and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/14/20		7/14/20		ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc.		Service Champions, Inc.				CenterOak Partners LLC through its portfolio Service Champions, Inc., has acquired ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc. (ABC), for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enhance the residential service agreement base of Service Champions across California. It will also enable Service Champions to expand its operations East Bay and strengthen its position as residential services provider in Southern and Northern California. It will also enable them to expand its customer base.

This is the fifth acquisition of Service Champions through the support of CenterOak. ABC will be a part of or merge with Bell Brothers Heating and Air, Inc., the subsidiary of Service Champions.

Previous funding
In 2019, CenterOak had acquired a majority stake in Service Champions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 1953 and headquartered in Hayward, ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc. is a provider of residential air conditioning and plumbing repair services.

Source Link:

CenterOak Partners LLC press release, 14 July 2020 [https://centeroakpartners.com/service-champions-expands-into-east-bay-with-acquisition-of-abc/]

				7/13/20		4/17/20		Metal-Era LLC		GreyLion Capital LP				GreyLion Capital LP has acquired Metal-Era Inc. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction supports the growth strategy of Metal-Era.

Debt

The transaction is supported by Antares Capital LP by providing USD 65m senior debt in the form of term loans and revolving credit facility.

Company

Headquartered in Wisconsin, US and founded in 1980, Metal-Era Inc is a manufacturer of roof edges and roof ventilation solutions.

				7/10/20		7/10/20		Arctic Engineering Co. Inc.		Reedy Industries Inc.				Audax Private Equity Group-backed portfolio company, Reedy Industries Inc., has acquired Arctic Engineering Co. Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will expand Reedy's services footprint deeply into Indiana and within their core end markets. The combination will create significant value and growth potential for vendor partners, employees and customers.

Mr. Bill Mitchell, the President of Arctic, will stay in his current role.

Previous Funding
Audax Private Equity, along with the family and management of Reedy, acquired the company, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 1958 and based in Merrillville, Indiana, Arctic Engineering Co. Inc. is HVAC design, installation and maintenance firm.

Source Link:

Reedy Industries Inc. press release, 10 July 2020 [https://reedyindustries.com/news/reedy-industries-acquires-merrillville-indiana-arctic-engineering/]

				7/8/20				Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Southern HVAC Corporation		-		Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. offers professional repair, service, and installation for residential and light commercial services. It provides air conditioners, furnaces, air handlers, water heaters, garage heaters, and other related products. The company was founded in 1994 and is based in Hastings, Nebraska. As of June 30, 2020 Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Southern HVAC Corporation.

				7/6/20		7/6/20		Service Champions Heating & Air Conditioning		Wrench Group Inc.				Leonard Green & Partners, L.P.-backed Wrench Group Inc. has acquired Service Champions Heating & Air Conditioning from Mr. Kevin Comerford

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Mr. Kevin Comerford, Owner and President of Service Champions will continue to lead the organization along with his management team.

Previous Funding

In April 2019, Leonard Green & Partners acquired Wrench Group from Investcorp, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 2000 and based in Orange County, California, Service Champions, Inc. is a provider of essential residential service and replacement services including air conditioning repair and replacement, plumbing, solar and electrical services.

Source Link:

Wrench Group Inc. press release, 06 July 2020 [https://www.wrenchgroup.com/articles/wrench-group-acquires-service-champions/]

				6/30/20		6/30/20		Precision Heating & Air LLC		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corporation, a portfolio company of MSouth Equity Partners has acquired Precision Heating & Air LLC, the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/29/20		6/29/20		Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				Ares Management LLC-backed portfolio company, CoolSys, Inc. has acquired Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will support CoolSys' M&A growth strategy. This acquisition will complement CoolSys' acquisition of BRR Refrigeration. The acquisition will provide CoolSys with an access across the entire state of Virginia and will accelerate their presence in Maryland, West Virginia and North Carolina.

Previous funding

In March 2019, Ares Management acquired CoolSys from Audax Private Equity Group, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1954 and based in Ashland, Virginia, Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc. is a commercial refrigeration and air conditioning service and installation company. The company serves Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina and West Virginia locations.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 29 June 2020 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-richmond-refrigeration/]

				6/11/20		6/11/20		Carolina Heating Service Inc.		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services, the Charlotte, North Carolina-based HVAC services provider, has acquired Piedmont, South Carolina-based Carolina Heating Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: With this acquisition, NearU has established a footprint in South Carolina and tripled its employee base within the first four months of its formation and first acquisition
 * Post-deal details: Connie Caldwell will lead the combined entity.

Target (Carolina Heating) Piedmont, South Carolina

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides maintenance, repair, and installation services for HVAC equipment and redundant power equipment for residential and commercial customers
 * Size: Serves most of the Upstate of South Carolina with a fleet of more than 20 vehicles and has approximately 50 employees

Buyer (NearU) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides residential and light commercial HVAC services; company founded in February
 * Size: Has between 51 and 200 employees; acquired Fayetteville, North Carolina-based MARK-AIR Heating & Air Conditioning in February

				6/11/20		3/31/20		McDowall Air Conditioning (UK) Limited		Johnson Controls, Inc.				Johnson Controls International plc (JCI) has acquired McDowall Air Conditioning (UK) Limited, the UK-based designer and service provider for air conditioning and ventilation systems, from David Pugh, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is in line with JCI's expasion strategy by expanding its installation and services capabilities in the UK. It will also enable JCI gain expertise in office building retrofit work alongside strong relationships with interior design and fit out firms.

In 2018, McDowall generated revenues of GBP 11.318m.

Source Link:

KBS Corporate press release, 21 June 2020 [https://www.kbscorporate.com/mcdowall-holdings-limited-sold-to-johnsn-controls-international/]

				6/10/20				Hays Cooling, Heating, and Plumbing		HomeServe plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of home repair services and subsidiary of HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV], has acquired Phoenix, Arizona-based Hays Cooling, Heating and Plumbing.

				5/7/20		5/7/20		Race Engineering, LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, LLC portfolio company of Goense Capital Partners has acquired Race Engineering, LLC, the US-based industrial refrigeration and HVAC installation and service company, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Arcticom to create opportunity to elevate its value proposition to our existing customers. The acquisition will enable Arcticom to use Race Engineering's infrastructure and tools to support its growth and to leverage with their long-standing list of loyal customer.

On December 1, 2017, private equity firms Goense Capital Partners and Backcast Partners has acquired acquired The Arcticom Group.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 07 May 2020 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/race-engineering-acquisition/]

				5/1/20		4/21/20		Four Star Mechanical, LLC ; Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc.		Veregy				Bow River Capital Partners-backed Veregy has acquired Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc. and Four Star Mechanical, LLC. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The acquisition will allow Veregy to strive growing energy efficiency, power generation, and long-term master planning needs for both current and prospective customers across Texas.

Previous funding
In June 2019, Bow River Capital Partners acquired Dynamix Energy Services, LLC and Dynamix Engineering Ltd, for an undisclosed consideration. The two companies along with Midstate Energy, Urban Energy Solutions, Control Technology & Solutions, Johnson-Melloh Solutions were consolidated under the umbrella of the newly created trade name, VeregyTM.

Company
Founded in 1985 and based in Texas, US, Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc. is a mechanical HVAC contracting services provider.

Based in Texas, US, Four Star Mechanical, LLC is a plumbing, piping, and domestic water design and implementation services provider.

Source Link:

Bow River Capital Partners press release, 02 May 2020 [https://bowrivercapital.com/veregy-bow-river-capitals-national-energy-services-company-expands-services-and-geographic-reach-with-additional-acquisitions/]

				3/13/20		4/16/20		Refrigerated Solutions Group		Ten Oaks Group		$   11.0		Ten Oaks Group has agreed to acquire Refrigerated Solutions Group, (RSG) the US-based manufacturer of refrigerated cabinets and walk-ins for customers food service and retail markets, from Standex International Corporation for cash consideration of USD 11m.

The sale of RSG is in line with Standex’s strategy to simplify its portfolio and focus on business that have that higher growth & margins. Post transaction Standex anticipates to incur approximately USD 27m in non-cash charges regarding the sale including goodwill impairment in the fiscal third quarter of 2020. In addition, the disposal of RSG is expteced to have immaterial impact on Standex's earnings per share for the remainder of 2020 fiscal year.

The transaction is expected to close in second quarter of 2020, subject to customary closing conditions. RSG reported revenues of USD 150m and an operating loss of USD 1m in 2019.

UPDATE 16 April 2020: The transaction is completed.

Source Links:

Standex International Corporation 8-k form filed with SEC on 13 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/310354/000143774920005083/sxi20200312b_8k.htm]

 * Press release (Exhibit 99) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/310354/000143774920005083/ex_176980.htm]

Standex International Corporation press release, 13 March 2020 [http://www.standex.com/about/news-releases/2020/03/13/standex-international-signs-definitive-agreement-to-divest-refrigerated-solutions-group]

				3/11/20		4/3/20		Carrier Global Corporation		United Technologies Corporation (Shareholders)		$   11,910.6		United Technologies Corporation has agreed to spin off UTC Climate, Controls & Security into a separate listed company Carrier Global Corporation on the New York Stock Exchange.

UTC Climate, Controls & Security, is the US-based provider of fire safety and security, building automation, heating and cooling and refrigeration systems and services headquartered in Palm Beach Gardens.

Terms:

 * The shareholders of UTC will receive 1 share of CARR common stock for every one UTC share held.
 * The shareholders would be receiving cash in case of any remaining fractional share entitlement post application of the above ratio.
 * Based upon the outstanding 866,223,435 shares of UTC as of 28 February 2020, the UTC shareholders would be receiving approximately 866,223,435 shares of CARR common stock.

Rationale:

 * Through this spin off, CARR would be able to take independent strategic, operational and financial decisions. Thus, attaining operational excellence, business profitability and accelerated growth.
 * Both UTC and CARR will be able to focus on their core business as both companies have strong financial position and good credit rating to lead their businesses independently.
 * This transaction would pave the way for new employee incentives such as employee stock options that will ensure better performance.

Post Deal Details:

 * Following the spin-off, CARR would be operating as an independent public company listed in the New York stock exchange.
 * The new company will begin “when-issued” trading on the New York Stock Exchange around 18 March 2020 under the symbol “CARR WI”.
 * On 3rd April 2020, CARR will be trading in the “regular way” on New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “CARR”.
 * Following the separation CARR and UTC will enter into certain other agreements such as transition services agreement, a tax matters agreement, an employee matters agreement and an intellectual property agreement.
 * CARR will be distributing USD 10.9bn in cash to UTC. The proceeds of this distribution will be financed via CARR’s unsecured, unsubordinated notes, revolving credit facility and term loan credit facility of USD 9.5bn, USD 2bn and 1.75bn respectively along with USD 2bn unsecure, unsubordinated commercial paper that it intends to issue.
 * The separate operational activities would be implemented in the next 12-24 months.
 * Following the Spin-off, John V. Faraci would be joining CARR as Executive Chairman and Jean-Pierre Garnier, David Gitlin, John J. Greisch, Charles M. Holley, Jr., Michael M. McNamara, Michael A. Todman, Virginia M. (Gina) Wilson will be joining as Directors of CARR.

Conditions:

 * Certain conditions as per Registration Statements on form 10 filed by CARR
 * Form 10 declared effective by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
 * Distribution occurring on the Distribution date, at the close of trading on 2 April 2020

Background:

 * On 26 November 2018, UTC announced its intention to spin off CARR
 * On 11 March 2020, the UTC Board of Directors approved the separation of CARR from UTC
 * Concurrently, UTC's aerospace businesses will be merging with Raytheon and simultaneously UTC will be spinning off Otis Elevator Company

UPDATE 19 March 2020: Carrier Global Corporation began trading on a when-issued basis on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “CARR WI”.

UPDATE 03 April 2020: Carrier Global Corporation began "regular-way" trading on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol "CARR" at an opening price of USD 13.75 per share.

Source Links:

United Technologies Corporation press release, 26 November 2018 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2018/11/26/united-technologies-announces-intention-to-separate-into-three-independent-compan]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 11 December 2019 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2019/12/11/united-technologies-appoints-members-of-the-board-of-directors-for-future-indepen-2]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 21 January 2020 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/CCS/2020/01/21/Carrier-to-Host-Investor-and-Analyst-Meeting]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 11 March 2020 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2020/03/11/united-technologies-board-of-directors-approves-separation-of-carrier-and-otis-an]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 03 June 2019 [https://www.ccs.utc.com/news/news-article/united_technologies_appoints_ceos_for_future_independent_carrier_and_otis.html]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 11 December 2019 [https://www.ccs.utc.com/news/news-article/united_technologies_appoints_members_of_the_board_of_directors_for_future_independent_carrier.html]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 27 November 2018 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000119312518334171/d659415d8k.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000119312518334171/d659415dex991.htm]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 03 June 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000010182919000022/a2019-06x03item801othereve.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000010182919000022/a2019-06x03exhibit991press.htm]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 13 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000114036120005675/nc10009877x1_8k.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000114036120005675/nc10009877x1_ex99-1.htm]

Carrier Global Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 16 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_8k.htm]

 * Information statement of [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm]Carrier Global Corporation (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_8k.htm]
 * Separation and Distribution agreement [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#t6]
 * Income Statement [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#ftSO]
 * Balance Sheet [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#ftBS]

				3/11/20				Donovan Heat and Air, Inc.		Wrench Group, LLC		-		Donovan Heat and Air, Inc. offers residential and commercial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) installation, repair, and maintenance services. The company was founded in 1987 and is based in Jacksonville Beach, Florida. As of March 11, 2020, Donovan Heat and Air, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Wrench Group, LLC.

				3/9/20		3/9/20		Arctic Cooling Systems, LLC		PMC Capital Partners, LLC				PMC Capital Partners, LLC has acquired the Chino, California branch operations of The AMS Group division, from Hill Phoenix, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed. The acquisition is done by PMC through a newly created company Arctic Cooling Systems, LLC (ACS).

The transaction will enable ACS to expand its business geographically and provide better HVAC solutions to clients. It will also help to grow its business both organically as well as inorganically.

Post transaction, the business acquired will be operated under its current management team.

Company
Headquartered in Chino, California, the acquired business operations provide aftermarket service in the commercial and industrial refrigeration and HVAC market.

				3/9/20		3/9/20		FEL Group Limited		Existing Management				The management team of FEL Group Limited (FGL), an UK-based provider of data center cooling solutions, installation and maintenance of ventilation and air conditioning equipment, has acquired the company, for an undisclosed consideration.

FEL has received a 0.5m funding line as a part of the management buyout. In 2019, FGL had around 35 employees.

Source Link:

Bibby Financial Services Limited press release, 09 March 2020 [https://www.bibbyfinancialservices.com/about-us/news-and-insights/news/2020/fel-group-secures-funding-line]

				2/15/20		2/15/20		Enex Srl SU		Roen Est Group				Cold Chain Capital, LLC (CCC), portfolio company Roen Est Group has acquired Enex Srl SU, an Italy-based company engaged in designing and production of refrigeration systems using natural fluids, for an undisclosed consideration.

CCC expects to generate a revenue of EUR 200m from similar acquisitions in the next 2 years. CCC also expects to grow Enex’s presence in the market and grow organically. Roen Est Group, which was acquired by CCC on 31 January 2020. Enex generated a revenue of approximately EUR 10m in the year 2019.

Source Link:

Roen Est Group press release, 18 February 2020 [https://www.roenest.com/en/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-enex-s-r-l/?page_id=18]

				1/31/20		1/31/20		Roen Est Group		Cold Chain Capital, LLC				CCC Holdings Europe S.p.A. (“CCCHE”) has agreed to acquire Roen Est Group, manufacturer of heat exchangers and ventilation devices, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will help Roen Est to develope with CCCHE's focuses on HVACR middle-market . Roen Est has reported EUR 35m of revenues and approximately 400 employees in 2019.

Source Link:

Roen Est Group press release, 03 February 2020 [https://www.roenest.com/en/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-roen-est-s-p-a/]

Roen Est Group press release, 03 February 2020 (Italy) [https://www.roenest.com/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-roen-est-s-p-a/]

				1/28/20		11/1/20		Carrier Transicold CESKA REPUBLIKA		Undisclosed bidder				An undisclosed bidder has acquired Carrier Transicold CESKA REPUBLIKA, the Czech Republic-based manufacturer of land transport refrigeration systems, from Carrier Transicold, Inc, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

bpv Braun Partners press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.bpv-huegel.com/en/newspost/bpv-legal-czech-republic-provided-legal-advice-to-carrier-transicold/4/]

				1/28/20		1/31/20		ACD Trade		Beijer Ref AB				Beijer Ref AB [STO:BEIJ-B], the Swedish refrigeration wholesaler, has agreed to acquire Australia-based ACD Trade from Cliplight US Holdings.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; completion of transaction is scheduled for 31 January.
 * Strategic Rationale: Strengthens Beijer Ref's presence in the Asia Pacific region and especially in Australia.
 * Post Deal Details: ACD Trade will continue to operate as an independent entity. The acquisition is not expected to affect the Beijer Ref ’s earnings.
 * Expected Completion: Acquisition is expected to get complete by 31 January 2020

Target (ACD Trade) Australia

 * Ownership: Private; owned by Cliplight US Holdings
 * Business Description: HVAC distribution company that provides HVAC units and components
 * Size: Annual sales of SEK 540m (USD 56.1m); approximately 60 employees and nine branches

Buyer (Beijer Ref) Sweden

 * Ownership: Public [STO:BEIJ-B]
 * Business Description: Refrigeration wholesaler that offers refrigeration and climate control products
 * Size: SEK 68.4bn market cap

UPDATE 31 January 2020: The transaction is complete.

Source Links:

Beijer Ref AB press release, 28 January 2020 [http://www.beijerref.com/en/Investor-Relations/Current-Affairs/Press-releases/2020/Beijer-Ref-carries-out-acquisition-in-Australia]

Beijer Ref AB press release, 28 January 2020 (Swedish) [http://www.beijerref.com/sv/Investor-Relations/Aktuellt/Pressmeddelanden/2020/Beijer-Ref-genomfoer-foervaerv-i-Australien]

Ashurst press release, 16 July 2020 [https://www.ashurst.com/en/news-and-insights/news-deals-and-awards/ashurst-acts-on-beijer-refs-acquisition-of-acd-holding-company-pty-ltd/]

				1/28/20		1/28/20		Huckestein Mechanical Services, Inc.		Service Logic, LLC				Service Logic, a Charlotte, North Carolina-based HVAC services provider backed by Warburg Pincus, has acquired Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania-based Huckestein Mechanical Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Undisclosed

Target (Huckestein Mechanical) Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Mechanical services provider offering HVAC solutions, including design-build, ongoing maintenance, and repair to the institutional, commercial, and government markets throughout Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, and Maryland
 * Size: 11-50 employees at one location

Buyer (Service Logic) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Private Equity; Warburg Pincus (2017)
 * Business Description: Provides aftermarket maintenance, repair, and replacement services for commercial HVAC equipment, chilled water systems, and building automation and control systems
 * Size: Owns 28 HVAC service companies nationwide and has more than 1,000 employees

Advisors

 * Sellside: Brown Gibbons Lang & Company (financial)
 * Buyside: n/a

Source Link:

Brown Gibbons Lang & Company LLC press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.bglco.com/press-release/bgl-announces-the-sale-of-huckestein-mechanical-services-to-service-logic-a-portfolio-company-of-warburg-pincus/]

				1/28/20		1/15/20		Bigham Services, Inc.		TransPacific Holdings				TransPacific Holdings, has acquired Bigham Services, Inc., the US-based provider of Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with TransPacific's growth strategy. Bigham Servicesis the owner of multiple One Hour Heat and Air Conditioning and multiple Mister Sparky Franchises in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Source Link:

Generational Group press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.genequityco.com/ca/press-releases/bigham-services-in-sale-to-a-transpacific-holdings]

				1/24/20		1/24/20		Controlled Environment Structures, LLC		NewSpring Capital; Adelphi Capital Partners				NewSpring Capital and Adelphi Capital Partners have acquired an undisclosed stake in Controlled Environment Structures, LLC (CES).

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition will enable CES to further grow its business and solidify its position in the cold storage market. Mr. Don Roussinos will become the CEO of CES.

Company

Headquartered in Mansfield, Massachusetts and founded in 1985, Controlled Environment Structures, LLC is a provider of cold storage and other controlled environments

Source Links:

NewSpring Capital press release, 24 January 2020 [https://newspringcapital.com/news/2020/newspring-completes-investment-in-controlled-environment-structures]

				1/17/20		1/17/20		Thermo Energy Systems Inc.		Gibraltar Industries, Inc.				Gibraltar Industries, Inc. has acquired Thermo Energy Systems Inc.,Canada-based supplies and installs greenhouse heating and cooling systems, irrigation systems, CO2 systems, hot water storage tanks, boiler install and service, greenhouse carts, custom stainless steel kitchens in bunkhouses and fabrication of greenhouse structures from Mr Henry Froese, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with the Gibraltar Industries's expansion strategy. The acquisition will provide Gibraltar access to Thermo’s experience and domain knowledge in commercial growing which will help Gibraltar further expand its leadership position in the design, manufacture, installation and systems integration in the biologically-grown organic food market

The acquisition is expected to increase the earnings of Gibraltar Industries in 2020. Thermo Energy Systems is expected to contribute to Gibraltar's annual revenue at a run rate of approximately USD 75m.

Source link:

Gibraltar Industries, Inc. 8-K form filled with SEC as on 17 January, 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/912562/000091256220000002/a8-kthermoenergysystems.htm]

 * Exhibit 99.1 Press release [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/912562/000091256220000002/ex991thermoenergysyste.htm]

Gibraltar Industries, Inc. press release, 17 January 2020 [http://ir.gibraltar1.com/node/19721/pdf]

				1/15/20		1/15/20		ESC Automation Inc		GDI Integrated Facility Services		$   70.7		GDI Integrated Facility Services, a Canada based company engaged in providing integrated facility services, acquired ESC Automation, a US based provider of integration services for security and HVAC systems.

				1/12/20		1/12/20		Signature HVACR		Granite Comfort		$   13.2		Granite Comfort, a portfolio company of Tiger Infrastructure Partners acquired Signature HVACR for USD 13.191m.

As part of the transaction, Signature will join Granite Comfort’s Raleigh-based Air Experts and Dallas-based Frymire Home Services.

The acquisition will accelerate Signature’s geographical reach.

Previous Funding

In 2019, Tiger Infrastructure Partners formed Granite Comfort.

Company

Based in Pennsylvania, USA, Signature HVACR is a residential HVAC company.

Source Links:

Granite Comfort press release, 12 January 2021 [https://granitecomfort.com/granite-comfort-expands-footprint-to-philadelphia-with-acquisition-of-signature-hvacr/]

Tiger Infrastructure Partners LP press release, 12 January 2021 [https://www.tigerinfrastructure.com/documents/FG/tigerNew/news/609240_Granite_Comfort_Expands_Footprint_to_Philadelphia_With_Acquisition_of_Signature_HVACR.pdf]

Baker McKenzie press release, 20 January 2021 [https://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/newsroom/2021/1/tiger-infrastructure]

				1/9/20		1/2/20		Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc.		Trudela Partners LLC				Coltala Holdings Inc, via its platform company Trudela Partners, has acquired Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

The transaction will enable Trudela Partners to enhance its platform services offered to DFW area whereas Walker Heating will also use resources and expertise provided by Trudela to expand its HVAC business.

The transaction represents 1st acquisition made by Trudela Partners.

Previous Funding

Coltala launched Trudela as an acquisition platform to make acquisitions in the HVAC segment.

Company

Headquartered in Mesquite, Texas and founded in 1963, Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc. is a company engaged in air conditioning and heating related services.

Source Link:

Coltala Holdings press release, 09 January 2020 [http://coltala.com/sites/default/pdf/trudela_acquisition_01092020.pdf]

				1/6/20		1/6/20		Thermaltek Inc.		Sandvik AB				Sandvik AB has acquired Thermaltek, the US-based manufacturer of high temperature furnace systems and metallic heating elements, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will further strengthen Sandvik’s leading position in industrial heating important for Sandvik Materials Technology’s Kanthal division. The acquisition will also help Kanthal to expand its global presence in sustainable industrial heating. Pursuant to the transaction, Thermaltek will continue to operate under the same brand name.

Thermaltek reported a turnover of USD 13m in 2019 and has an employee base of 30.

Source Link:

Sadnvik AB press release, 06 January 2020 [https://www.home.sandvik/en/news-and-media/newslist/news/2020/01/sandvik-acquires-thermaltek/]

Sadnvik AB press release, 06 January 2020 (Swedish) [https://www.home.sandvik/se/nyheter-och-media/nyhetslista/nyheter/2020/01/sandvik-f%C3%B6rv%C3%A4rvar-thermaltek/]

				12/19/19		12/19/19		BRR Refrigeration LLC		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc. a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC from BRR Refrigeration LLC for an undisclosed consideration.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. The acquisition is CoolSys's first step into the Mid-Atlantic region. It will help CoolSys's to expand its presence in that area.

Previous Funding

Earlier in March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired, CoolSys, Inc. from Audax Private Equity Group.

Company

Founded in 2001, BRR Refrigeration LLC is the Virginia Beach-based commercial refrigeration and HVAC services company.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 19 December 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-brr-refrigeration-in-virginia/]

				12/16/19		12/16/19		Tech Mechanical, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC has acquired Tech Mechanical, Inc., for an undisclosed consideration.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. The acquisition will strengthen CoolSys' commercial division and expand its market presence into Michigan.

Previous Funding

Earlier in March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired, CoolSys, Inc. from Audax Private Equity Group.

Company

Founded in 1983, Tech Mechanical is the Michigan-based provider of commercial and industrial heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration services.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 16 December 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-tech-mechanical/]

Vinson & Elkins LLP press release, 20 December 2019 [https://www.velaw.com/news/coolsys-acquires-brr-refrigeration-and-tech-mechanical/]

				12/12/19		12/12/19		Crawford Services, Inc.		HomeServe USA Corp.				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of service plans, repair, and installation services, has acquired Grand Prairie, Texas-based Crawford Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: HomeServe's first acquisition in Texas establishes an HVAC operations hub in the Southwest.

Target (Crawford Services) Grand Prairie, Texas

 * Ownership: Private, family owned and operated
 * Business Description: Provides air conditioning, heating and plumbing services for residential and commercial properties in the Dallas – Fort Worth Metroplex
 * Size: Has more than 100 employees

Buyer (HomeServe USA) Norwalk, Connecticut

 * Ownership: Subsidiary of UK-based HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV]
 * Business Description: Provider of service plans, repair, and installation services
 * Size: Has between 501 and 1,000 employees

				12/3/19				N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc.		Watsco, Inc. (NYSE:WSO)		$   4.0		N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. distributes plumbing, heating, HVAC, and specialty products to contractors and homeowners. It offers oil burners, gas burners, chimney liners, electric water heaters, gas water heaters, furnaces, hot water boilers, shower doors, and others. The company also operates plumbing showrooms. In addition, it provides various types of training to the professional installer in the areas of NATE and EPA certifications, service and installation sessions for geo thermal units, solar hot water heating, radiant heating, high efficiency heating equipment, heat pumps, high SEER air conditioning, and various other products. N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. was formerly known as Lou's New and Used. The company was founded in 1946 and is based in Fishkill, New York. As of November 26, 2019, N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Watsco, Inc.

				11/15/19		11/14/19		Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC (49% Stake)		Undisclosed bidder		$   14.1		An undisclosed bidder has acquired a 49% stake in, Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC, a Vietnam-based company engaged in real estate business, installation of water supply, drainage, heating and air-conditioning systems, and other construction activities, from No Va Land Investment Group Corp, for a minimum consideration of VND 324.9bn (USD 14.0824m).

No Va Land Investment Group Corp will transfer 27,448,300 shares with a par value of VND 274,483m (USD 11.89m) in Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC.

Source Link:

No Va Land Investment Group Corp stock exchange announcement, 15 November 2019 [https://links.sgx.com/FileOpen/20191115_NQHDQT_ve_viec_thoai_von_tai_Cong_ty_Van_Phat.ashx?App=Announcement&FileID=586293]

				11/13/19		11/13/19		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC		New Mountain Capital, LLC				New Mountain Capital, LLC has acquired Horizon Services, LLC from Sun Capital Partners, Inc.

Previous Funding
In March 2017, Sun Capital acquired Horizon Services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Formed in 1987 and based in Delaware, USA, Horizon Services, LLC is a provider of plumbing, heating and air conditioning services.

Source Link:

Sun Capital Partners, Inc. press release, 13 November 219 [http://align5.com/horizon-services-acquired-sun-capital-assistance-align5-team-sts-capital-partners/]

				11/13/19		11/13/19		Harsco Industrial Patterson Kelley		SPX Corporation		$   60.0		SPX Corporation , the listed US-based provider of highly specialized engineering solutions and various other industrial services to different industries has acquired Harsco Industrial Patterson Kelley, the US based company engaged in manufacturing and selling full-line of high-efficiency boilers and water heaters, from Harsco Corporation, the listed US-based company providing industrial services and engineered products worldwide in Metal and Minerals, Industrial and Rail segments for a consideration of USD 60m.

The acquisition will enable Harsco to reduce its debt. It will be able to strengthen its balance sheet, increase financial flexibility. It will be able to transform into a single thesis environmental solutions company. Patterson Kelley will become a part of diversified global company. Patterson Kelly is expected to generate a revenue of approximately USD 35m in 2019.

Source Links:

Harsco Corporation press release, 13 November 2019 [https://www.harsco.com/press-release/harsco-sells-patterson-kelley-business]

SPX Corporation press release, 13 November 2019 [https://www.spx.com/spx-announces-purchase-of-patterson-kelley-from-harsco-corporation/]

Harsco Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 13 November 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/45876/000004587619000147/a8-kdocumentxnovember1.htm]

 * Press release (Exibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/45876/000004587619000147/exhibit991.htm]

				11/12/19				SW Anderson Sales Corporation		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, a UK-based company engaged in distribution of plumbing and heating products and supplier of building materials, has acquired SW Anderson Sales Corporation, the US-based HVAC equipment and supplies distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition of SW Anderson complements Ferguson’s HVAC business. It will enhance Ferguson’s product offerings. In 2018, SW Anderson had revenues of USD 90m and it employs around 150 people.

Source Links:

Ferguson plc press release, 12 November 2019 [https://www.fergusonplc.com/en/investors-and-media/news/financial-news/2019/ferguson-acquires-new-york-based-hvac-distributor--s--w--anderso.html]

Ferguson plc stock exchange announcement, 12 November 2019 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/exchange/news/market-news/market-news-detail/FERG/14304807.html]

				11/11/19		11/11/19		Albers Mechanical Contractors, Inc.		The Vollrath Co., L.L.C.				The Vollrath Co., L.L.C. has acquired Albers Mechanical Contractors, Inc., the US-based stainless-steel fabricator for the food service industry, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enlarge Vollrath’s high-end custom fabrication capabilities and capacity. The products and capabilities of Albers are natural fit to grow Serving Systems and Components business of Vollrath. Post-acquisition, Vollrath will establish a new facility in Minnesota which will occupy an area of more than 70,000 square foot.

Source Links:

The Vollrath Co., L.L.C. press release, 11 November 2019 [https://vollrath.com/Press-Room/Press-Releases/Vollrath-Acquires-Assets-of-Albers-Mechanical-Contractors-Inc-to-Expand-Custom-Fabrication-Capabilities]

				11/4/19		11/4/19		American Equipment Group Inc.		Resolute Industrial, LLC				Resolute Industrial, LLC, the US-based provider of Water and Air Cooled Chiller rental services, compressor remanufacturing, and other custom HVAC services, and a portfolio company of AE Industrial Partners LP, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired American Equipment Group Inc., the US-based industrial equipment dealer, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will allow Resolute to expand its existing rental fleet and service offerings, adding complementary power rental equipment products. Moreover, it will broaden the company's geographic presence.

In March 2019, AE Industrial Partners had Resolute Industrial, from One Equity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

				10/4/19		11/1/19		Batchelor & Kimball, Inc.		EMCOR Group, Inc.		$   220.0		EMCOR Group, Inc., the listed US-based provider of mechanical and electrical construction, energy infrastructure, and facilities services, has agreed to acquire Batchelor & Kimball, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical construction and maintenance services, for a consideration of USD 220m.

The consideration will be settled in cash. The acquisition will enable EMCOR to accelerate its position in the mechanical construction and maintenance services industry. Moreover, it will broaden EMCOR’s reach in the South and Southeast regions. Furthermore, the transaction will strengthen BKI’s mechanical construction and services operation. EMCOR expects BKI to contribute revenues of approximately USD 400m for 2020 with nominal diluted EPS accretion. EMCOR also believes that the increased earnings contribution will be partially offset by amortization expense associated with acquired intangible assets. It expects BKI's non-GAAP EBITDA margins to be at the higher end of subsidiaries included in its US Mechanical Construction and Facilities Services segment.

The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions and regulatory approvals, and is expected to be completed by the end of 2019.

UPDATE 01 Novemebr 2019 : EMCOR Group, Inc. has completed the acquisition of Batchelor & Kimball, Inc.

Source Links:

EMCOR Group, Inc. 8-K form filed with SEC on 04 October 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563419000177/eme-20191004x8k.htm]

 * Press release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563419000177/eme-ex9920191004x8k.htm]

EMCOR Group, Inc. press release, 04 October 2019 [https://www.emcorgroup.com/news-1/2019-news/emcor-group-inc-announces-agreement-to-acquire-batchelor-kimball-inc]

EMCOR Group, Inc. press release, 01 November 2019 [https://emcorgroup.com/news-1/2019-news/emcor-group-inc-completes-acquisition-of-batchelor-kimball]

EMCOR Group, Inc. 10-K form filed with SEC on 28 February 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563420000043/eme-20191231x10k.htm]

				9/27/19		9/27/19		Southern Air Heating & Cooling		Apex Service Partners, LLC				Apex Service Partners, a portfolio company of Alpine Investors LP, has acquired Southern Air Heating & Cooling.

The financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Being a part of the Apex platform, Southern Air will be able to expand its business across the US.

Southern Air will join Florida based businesses Best Home Services and Frank Gay Services as a member of the Apex platform. The company will continue to be operated independently by the Preuett family under its brand name.

Previous Funding
In July 2019, Alpine Investors acquired Frank Gay Services, Inc and formed Apex Service Partners as platform company.

Company
Headquartered in Ball and founded in 1994 by Ira Preuett, Southern Air Heating & Cooling is a company engaged in HVAC and plumbing services business. The company has locations across Louisiana and Mississipp.

Source:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 27 September 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190927-mofo-advises-alpine-investors.html]

				9/24/19		9/20/19		Vredevoogd Heating and Cooling		Randazzo Mechanical Heating & Cooling, LLC				Randazzo Mechanical Heating & Cooling, LLC, a company backed by North Branch Capital, has acquired Vredevoogd Heating & Cooling, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition represents North Branch’s eleventh transaction.

Debt

Maranon Capital provided debt for the transaction.

Previous funding

In December 2017, North Branch had acquired an undisclosed stake Randazzo in a management buyout transaction for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1964, Vredevoogd is the US-based provider of non-discretionary, residential heating, ventilation and air conditioning replacement and maintenance services

Source Link:

North Branch Capital, LLC press release, 24 September 2019 [https://www.northbranchcap.com/images/news/pdf/Vredevoogd_Merger%20Announcement.pdf]

				9/19/19		9/19/19		Newcore, Inc.		HomeServe Plc				HomeServe Plc has acquired Newcore, Inc., the US-based company providing heating and air conditioning services, which is doing business as Fred's Home Services, from Mr. Steve Newman, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will allow HomeServe to enter into the installation business and increase geographic of their HVAC business in the US.

Newcore is the second Cleveland-area company to be acquired by HomeServe. In December 2018, HomeServe acquired Elyria-based Geisel Heating, Air Conditioning and Plumbing, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

HomeServe USA Corp press release, 19 September 2019 [https://www.homeserve.com/media/fred]

				9/13/19		9/13/19		Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd.		Trane Inc.				Trane Inc., the US-based company that manufactures, supplies and services heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems or controls for commercial, residential, institutional and industrial markets, has acquired Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd., a Canada-based HVAC manufacturer, engaged in high efficiency air- and water-cooled magnetic bearing, modular, and process chillers for commercial HVAC and process cooling applications, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with Trane’s strategy of focusing on energy efficiency and sustainability. The transaction will enable Trane to offer new products and services. Further, Arctic will expand the availability and distribution of Trane’s products. Arctic Chiller operates from locations in Ontario, Canada, and Newberry, US.

Source Links:

Trane Inc. press release, 13 September 2019 [https://www.trane.com/commercial/north-america/us/en/about-us/newsroom/press-releases/Trane-Acquires-Arctic-Chiller-Group.html]

Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd. press release, 19 September 2019 [https://www.arcticchillergroup.com/news/trane-acquires-arctic-chiller-group/#more-53073]

				9/10/19		9/10/19		Market Refrigeration Specialists Inc.		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, a Walnut Creek, California-based provider of commercial refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired Corona, California-based Market Refrigeration Specialists.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands Articom's California footprint and increases the number of HVAC and refrigeration companies it owns in the Western US to seven

Target (Market Refrigeration Specialists Inc.) Corona, California

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides comprehensive commercial HVAC and refrigeration services to retail, commercial, and industrial customers
 * Size: One office location

Buyer (The Arcticom Group LLC) Walnut Creek, California

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides commercial HVAC and refrigeration services including preventative maintenance, repair, installation, renovation, new system engineering and design, and energy optimization
 * Size: 17 office locations and 201-500 employees

				9/4/19		9/4/19		Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions		Caltius Equity Partners				Caltius Equity Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired an undisclosed stake in Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions (ACIS), the US-based provider of HVAC solutions and services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will accelerate ACIS’s growth through Caltius Equity’s knowledge of the facility services industry and expand its geographical reach. The transaction will expand ACIS’s development both organically and through acquisitions.

Source Link:

Caltius Equity Partners press release, 04 September 2019 [https://www.caltius.com/equity-partners/news/caltius-equity-partners-invests-in-air-conditioning-innovative-solutions/]

				8/5/19		8/5/19		ABC Industries, Inc.		Branford Castle Partners, LP; Brookside Mezzanine Partners				Branford Castle Inc, the US-based private equity firm via Branford Castle Fund, L.P., along with Brookside Mezzanine Partners, the US-based mezzanine provider and private equity firm , have acquired ABC Industries, Inc., the US based manufacturer and distributor of ventilation products and technical fabrics, from CID Capital, the US-based venture capital firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is supported through senior debt financing by TCF Capital Funding and mezzanine debt financing by Brookside Mezzanine Partners. The acquisition supports the growth strategy of ABC Industries to accelerate its product development and expand its geographic footprints and also cater better services to its customers organically and through potential acquisitions. The transaction represents 10th acquisition from Branford Castle Fund, L.P. In 2012, CID Capital acquired an undisclosed stake in ABC Industries.

				8/2/19		8/2/19		QM Power, Inc (72.02% Stake)		KCK Group				KCK Group, has acquired 72.02% stake of, QM Power, Inc, the US-based provider of electric motor technology, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/2/19				Peirce-Phelps, Inc.		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc has agreed to acquire Peirce-Phelps, for an undisclosed consideration.

Watsco, Inc. is the listed US-based distributor of residential central air conditioners, stocks heating systems, industrial and commercial refrigeration products, headquartered in Florida.

Peirce-Phelps, Inc. is the US-based distributor of residential and commercial HVAC equipment

Carrier Enterprise, LLC is the US-based joint venture between Watsco and Carrier Corporation, head quartered in North Carolina

Carrier Corporation is the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, and refrigeration systems, controls, services, and building solutions, head quartered in Connecticut

Rationale:

 * The transaction will benefit Peirce with capital, technology and reach.
 * Furthermore, the transaction will enable Watsco to increase its presence in the Northeast.

Post Deal Details:

 * Pursuant to the transaction, Peirce will operate as a separate business of Carrier Enterprise, LLC.
 * Moreover, the Peirce brothers will continue to lead Peirce-Phelps.

Expected Completion: The transaction is expected to be completed in the next 30 days.

Conditions:

 * Customary conditions.

Background:

 * Peirce serves over 9,000 contractor-customers from 19 locations in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware and reported revenues of USD 206m.

UPDATE 02 August 2019: Watsco, Inc. has completed the acquisition of Peirce-Phelps, Inc.

Source Links:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 18 July 2019 [https://www.watsco.com/newsitem/watsco-to-acquire-peirce-phelps-inc-206-million-philadelphia-based-hvac-distributor/]

Watsco, Inc. 8-K form filed with SEC on 18 July 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105016/000119312519196032/d776061d8k.htm]

 * Press Release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105016/000119312519196032/d776061dex991.htm]

Watsco, Inc. press release, 02 August 2019 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-peirce-phelps-acquisition]

				7/31/19		7/31/19		Agape Mechanical		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services to the retail, food service, commercial and industrial market segments, has acquired Agape Mechanical, the US-based company providing HVAC, refrigeration, electrical and plumbing services, as well as hot water hydro-scrubbing, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable CoolSys to its Light-Commercial Division and further strengthen its presence in Midwest region. The deal will also enable CoolSys to offer better services to Agape's consumers by lowering the cost. The resources from CoolSys will further support Agape to further grow its business.

In March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired CoolSys, Inc from Audax Private Equity Group.

Source Links:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 31 July 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-agape-mechanical-in-the-midwest/]

Vinson & Elkins press release, 01 August 2019 [https://www.velaw.com/News/CoolSys-Acquires-Agape-Mechanical-in-the-Midwest/]

				7/30/19				Action Plumbing Supply, LLC		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson Enterprises, LLC, the US-based company engaged in the wholesale distribution of residential and commercial plumbing supplies, pipes, valves, fittings, and heating and cooling equipments, has acquired Action Plumbing Supply, LLC, the US-based company engaged in wholesale and distribution of plumbing, heating, and HVAC parts and supplies, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Ferguson to provide better service to its West Palm customers and expand its presence and competitiveness in the commercial market. Post-acquisition Action Plumbing will be re-branded as Action Plumbing Supply, a Ferguson enterprise. Action Plumbing has two locations in Margate and Lake Worth, Florida. Pursuant to the current transcation, Ferguson also acquired Innovative Soil Solutions LLC, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Ferguson Enterprises, LLC press release, 30 July 2019 [https://www.fergusonpressroom.com/ferguson-expands-geotextile-and-erosion-control-capabilities-through-recent-acquisition/]

				7/29/19		7/29/19		Frank Gay Services, Inc		Alpine Investors LP				Frank Gay Services, an Orlando, Florida-based plumbing, HVAC, electrical, and mechanical services company, has been acquired by Alpine Investors.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; Alpine invests in companies with EBITDA of USD 1m to USD 30m and enterprise values of USD 10m to USD 300m; Frank Gay will be combined with Best Home Services, an Alpine portfolio company, to serve as the foundation for Apex Service Partners, Alpine's new platform.
 * Rationale: The transaction is in line with the growth strategy of Apex and will enable it to have access to capital to build new facilities and enhance their customers’ experience.
 * Post deal deatils: Frank Gay will continue to operate independently.

Target (Frank Gay) Orlando, Florida

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides plumbing, HVAC, electrical, and general contractor services for residential, commercial, and municipal customers
 * Size: Has two locations in Orlando and Tampa, Florida, 140 service vehicles, and 175 full-time employees

Buyer (Alpine Investors - Private Equity)

 * Fund: Undisclosed; most recent fund, Alpine Investors VII, has USD 750m in capital commitments and launched in March
 * Investment Team: Daniel Cohen (San Francisco, CA)
 * Acquisition History: Alpine holdings on Mergermarket PE Portfolio

Source Links:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190729-mofo-advises-alpine-acquisitions.html]

Alpine Investors LP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://updates.alpineinvestors.com/alpine-launches-apex-service-partners]

Apex Service Partners, LLC press release, 29 July 2019 [https://apexservicepartners.com/alpine-launches-hvac-plumbing-and-electrical-services-platform-apex-service-partners-with-acquisition-of-frank-gay-services/]

				7/24/19				Richmond Electric Supply Co.		Locke Supply Co.				Locke Supply Co., the US-based company engaged in plumbing, electrical, HVAC distribution, has acquired Richmond Electric Supply Co. (RESCO), the US-based plumbing, electrical, and HVAC distributor, from RTK Family Capital LLC, the US-based family-owned investment firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable RESCO to expand its footprint in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast region of the US markets. Post-transaction, the entire RESCO team will integrate into Locke.

RESCO was acquired in 2012 from Mr. Darryl Harman by RTK and industry veteran Mr. Mike Bourn. It has operations in Farmville, VA and Norfolk, VA.

Source Links:

Matrix Capital Markets Group press release, 24 July 2019 [https://matrixcmg.com/press-releases/matrix-announces-the-successful-sale-of-richmond-electric-supply-co-llc/]

				7/10/19		7/10/19		Booth Dispensers Limited		Existing Management				The management of the company has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in Booth Dispensers Limited, the UK-based manufacturer of refrigeration systems with respect to drink equipment and vending machines, from Mr. Phil Elliott and Mr. Mike Mitchell, for an undisclosed consideration.

Post the transaction, Mr. Mark Williams, Mr. Daniel Hatton, Mr. Tony McKee, and Mr. Mark Richardson will be a part of the new Board of Directors of Booth Dispensers. Mr. Mark Williams and Mr. Daniel Hatton already were minority shareholders and existing board of directors in Booth Dispensers. Mr. Tony McKee, and Mr. Mark Richardson also became shareholders through this transaction.

Mr. Phil Elliott and Mr. Mike Mitchell held a majority stake in Booth Dispensers. Booth Dispensers Limited has a total of 120 employees.

Source Link:

Farleys Solicitors LLP press release, 10 July 2019 [https://www.farleys.com/news/booth-dispensers-completes-management-buyout-with-help-from-farleys-corporate-team/]

				7/10/19				Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc.		O'connor Company, Inc.		-		As of June 30, 2019, Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc. was acquired by O'connor Company. Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc. comprises heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment distribution centre. The asset is located in the United States.

				7/8/19		7/8/19		SGS Refrigeration Inc.		SPX Corporation		$   11.5		SPX Corporation, the listed US-based provider of highly specialized engineering solutions and various other industrial services to different industries, has acquired SGS Refrigeration Inc., the US-based manufacturer and distributor of industrial and commercial refrigeration equipment.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms:
   * SPX will pay a consideration of USD 10m.
   * Additionally, an earn-out of up to USD 1.5m will be paid if SGS achieves certain milestones in 2019.
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands SPX's market and portfolio of industrial refrigeration products
 * Post deal details: SGS’s financial results will be reported as a part of SPX’s HVAC Cooling business unit within its HVAC segment.
 * Background:
   * In 2018, SGS reported revenues of approximately USD 15m, which include approximately USD 3.5m of inter-company sales with SPX.
   * Since 2015, SGS has been involved in a partnership with SPX to produce the Cube line of forced draft and induced draft evaporative condenser designed to support a variety of industrial cooling and refrigeration applications

Target (SGS) Dixon, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Manufacturer and distributor of industrial refrigeration products including evaporators and evaporative condensers
 * Size: USD 15m annual revenue and 11-50 employees

Buyer (SPX) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Public [NYSE:SPXC]
 * Business Description: HVAC, detection and measurement, and engineered equipment supplier with USD 1.4bn in 2018 revenue and 4,000 employees in 17 countries
 * Size: USD 1.5bn market cap

Source Links:

SPX Corporation press release, 08 July 2019 [https://www.spx.com/spx-announces-purchase-of-sgs-refrigeration-inc/]

SPX Corporation 10-K form filed with SEC on 14 February 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/88205/000008820520000008/spxc-20191231.htm]

				7/8/19				Temperature Control Systems Inc.		Kele, Inc.		-		Temperature Control Systems Inc. operates as distributor of commercial and industrial HVAC controls; burner and boiler controls; and building automation systems. The company was founded in 1975 and is headquartered in Dallas, Texas. As of June 28, 2019, Temperature Control Systems, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Kele, Inc.

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Freije-RSC Engineered Solutions Co. (Industrial refrigeration division)		InterCool USA, LLC				InterCool USA, LLC, the US-based commercial and industrial refrigeration design-build contractor, has acquired the US-based industrial refrigeration division of Freije-RSC Engineered Solutions Co., the US-based national specialty engineering, service and installation services firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition does not include the mechanical and plumbing service and construction divisions of Freije-RSC. The acquisition will expand InterCool and Freije-RSC's presence across the nation. Their respective customer bases will have access to additional products, services and markets. The transaction will create growth opportunites for employees and customers of both the companies. It will enable Freije-RSC to focus on its mechanical and plumbing service and construction divisions. Post transaction, the acquired division will maintain its name and continue to operate out of its current offices in Indiana and Ohio. Its existing leadership team will remain in place.

UPDATE 23 July 2019: RF Investment Partners, US-based private equity firm, recently closed its investment in InterCool to support its acquisition of Freije-RSC's division.

Source Link:

RFE Investment Partners press release, 23 July 2019 [http://www.rf-partners.com/news-article/12/RF-Investment-Partners-Closes-Investment-in-InterCool]

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Keen Home Inc.		ConnectM Technology Solutions Inc.				ConnectM Technology Solutions, a Marlborough, Massachusetts-based provider of indoor climate technology and services, has acquired New York City-based Keen Home, from a group of sellers.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale:
   * Expands ConnectM’s product offerings and services and accelerates its entry into new and contiguous markets.
   * ConnectM will able to strengthen its market position in indoor climate and health solutions market.
   * ConnectM and Keen Home will be able to serve thier customers better.
 * Post Deal Details: ConnectM and Keen Home will continue to operate under their own names, with their own existing brands.

Target (Keen) New York, New York

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides hardware and software used to manage temperature by regulating airflow on a room-by-room basis or for the entire home
 * Size: One office location with 11-50 employees; has raised USD 5.5m in funding (Source: Crunchbase)

Buyer (ConnectM) Marlborough, Massachusetts

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides an IoT platform to connect, monitor, and control HVAC, IAQ, and indoor climate assets
 * Size: Three office locations in Massachusetts, New Jersey, and India and 11-50 employees; has raised USD 10m in funding (Source: Crunchbase)

Vendors:

 * TechStars, LLC, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * FundersClub Inc., the US-based venture capital firm.
 * American Family Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm
 * Brand Foundry Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * NYU Innovation Venture Fund, the US-based venture capital firm
 * R/GA Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * RMR Capital, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * Upslope Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Best Home Services		Alpine Investors LP				Alpine Investors LP, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired an undisclosed stake in Best Home Services, the US-based provider of HVAC, plumbing and electrical service and repair services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Best Home to expand its product offerings in HVAC field by enhancing its infrastructure and tools and strengthen its presence in Florida. Pursuant to transaction, Mr. Keegan Hodges and Mr. Chadd Hodges, Co-CEO’s of Best Home Services, will continue to operate independently under its brand name.

Best has an employee-base of around 300 employees.

Source Link:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190729-mofo-advises-alpine-acquisitions.html]

				7/1/19		6/26/19		Alabama Controls, Inc.		Albireo Energy, LLC				Albireo Energy, LLC, the US-based company that provides building automation solutions and energy services to commercial and institutional buildings and a portfolio company of Huron Capital Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Alabama Controls, Inc., US-based provider of building automation and HVAC control solutions to commercial and institutional buildings, from Bobby Reuse, the US-based private investor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition supports the growth strategy of Alabama. It will enable Albireo to diversify its customer base in the government and higher education sectors and expand its footprints in southeastern U.S regions. Albireo will be able to diversify its offerings and enhace its capabilities to serve its customers better. Post transaction, Alabama’s subsidiaries Alabama Equipment, Inc., NOVA Environmental Technologies, Inc. and Wholesale Controls International, Inc. will integrate into Albireo. Alabama’s management will continue to operate the operations of the company.

Alabama employs over 80 people and has even offices with locations in Alabama, Florida and Tennessee. In 2014, Huron Capital formed Albireo.


Source links:

Alabama Controls, Inc. Corporate website [https://alabamacontrols.com/alabama-controls-ae-merge/]

Albireo Energy, LLC press release, 01 July 2019 [https://www.albireoenergy.com/alabama-controls-corporation-joins-albireo-energy/]

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 18 July 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-albireo-energy-completes-add-on-acquisition-of-alabama-controls/]

				6/27/19		6/27/19		Brannon Inc.		ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc.				ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc., the US-based company engaged in designing, manufacturing, installing, and servicing air conditioning, heating, ventilation, plumbing, process piping, electrical, and direct digital control systems, has acquired Brannon Inc., the US-based provider of specialty general construction services to Central California, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable ACCO to expand its geographical base in Northern and Southern California. Furthermore, the acquisition creates significant added resources and capabilities that will directly benefit customers in the construction market. The transaction will enable the growth of the Smith brand.

Source Links:

ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc. press release, 27 June 2019 [https://www.accoes.com/acco-engineered-systems-announces-key-acquisition-in-central-coast-of-california/]

				6/17/19		6/17/19		InOvate Technologies, Inc.		Continental Materials Corporation		$   12.3		Continental Materials Corporation (CMC), the listed US-based company that manufactures and sells construction, hardware, heating, ventilation and air conditioning products through its subsidiaries has acquired InOvate Technologies, Inc., US-based manufacturer of metal dryer venting accessories used in residential home construction, from Richard Harpenau, the US-based private investor, for a maximum cash consideration of USD 12.2m.

The consideration includes earnouts of upto USD 1.25m, which is payable within 12 months. The transaction will enable CMC to strengthen their presence in the building products industry and expand its product portfolio. The transaction is in line with CMC’s strategy to acquire strong family owned, manufacturing companies. It will enable InOvate to pursue its full potential. It will enable InOvate to expand its product portfolio and existing channels.

Source Links:

Continental Materials Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 17 June 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_18k.htm]

 * Asset Purchase Agreement (Exhibit 10.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_1ex10d1.htm]
 * Press release (Exhibiy 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_1ex99d1.htm]

				6/4/19		5/31/19		Trantech Radiator Products, Inc.		Main Street Capital Corporation		$   10.7		Main Street Capital Corporation, the US-based private equity firm, along with the management of Trantech Radiator Products, Inc, the US-based company that manufactures specialty radiators and cooling systems for transformer, has acquired the company in a management buyout transaction, from Industrial Opportunity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm for a consideration of USD 10.7m.

The transaction was financed by Main Street along with the Company's senior management team. Main Street financed USD 15.1m via mix of first-lien, senior secured term debt and a direct equity investment. They provided Trantech a credit facility to back its future growth and working capital needs. The transaction was in line with Trantech’s strategy to serve its customers in a better way and enhance its product portfolio.

The sale of Trantech was IOP’s tenth investment. In November 2011, IOP, via Industrial Opportunity Partners, L.P. had acquired Trantech, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Main Street Capital Corporation press release, 5 June 2019 [http://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_d682724a8bd83329b3dca9557271d837/mainstcapital/news/2019-06-05_Main_Street_Announces_New_Portfolio_2518.pdf]

Industrial Opportunity Partners LLC press release, 4 June 2019 [https://www.iopfund.com/industrial-opportunity-partners-completes-sale-of-portfolio-company-trantech-radiator-products/]

Winston & Strawn LLP corporate website [http://www.winston.com/print/content/1020088/industrial-opportunity-partners-sale-of-trantech-radiator.pdf]

Dennard Lascar Investor Relations press release, 5 June 2019 [https://www.dennardlascar.com/news-multimedia/detail/18401/main-street-announces-new-portfolio-investment]

				5/22/19				Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc.		The SEER Group, LLC		-		Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. provides commercial HVAC installation and maintenance services. Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. was formerly known as Specialty Heating & Fabrication, Inc. and changed its name to Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. in July 2000. The company was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in Tigard, Oregon. As of March 31, 2019, Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of The SEER Group LLC.

				5/16/19		5/16/19		Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc.		Climate Pros, Inc.				Climate Pros, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC repair, maintenance, and construction services and a portfolio company of Saw Mill Capital LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, from Mr. Michael Wade and Mr. James Robinson, the US-based private investors, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will accelerate Climate Pros’ geographic reach and expand its customer base. The transaction will strengthen Climate Pros’ cold-chain customers in the Texas markets.

Concurrently, Climate Pros has also acquired Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration. In January 2017, Saw Mill Capital LLC through its Saw Mill Capital Partners II, LP, had acquired Climate Pros, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Saw Mill Capital LLC press release, 16 May 2019 [http://www.sawmillcapital.com/news/articles/51]

				5/7/19		5/7/19		Reedy Industries Inc.		Audax Private Equity Group				Audax Private Equity Group, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Reedy Industries Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; Audax targets platforms with USD 8m to USD 50m in EBITDA and enterprise values of USD 50m to USD 400m
 * Rationale: The resources and expertise from Audax will assist Reedy to continue their growth through strategic acquisitions and growth initiatives.

Target (Reedy) Glenview, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provider of commercial HVAC services, mechanical services, and energy solutions primarily serving commercial, industrial, and municipal buildings in the Midwest
 * Size: Has 201-500 employees serving more than 6,000 customers; besides Illinois has additional entities servicing Indiana, Kansas, Missouri, Ohio, and Wisconsin

Buyer (Audax Private Equity)

 * Fund: Undisclosed; most recent fund, Audax Private Equity Fund VI, has USD 3.5bn in capital commitments and launched in 2018
 * Investment Team: Don Bramley (Boston, MA)

				5/7/19		5/1/19		Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc.		Climate Pros, Inc.				Climate Pros, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC repair, maintenance, and construction services and a portfolio company of Saw Mill Capital LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, from Mr. Mike Smith, and Ms. Kali Smith, the US-based private investors, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will accelerate Climate Pros’ geographic reach and expand its customer base. The transaction will strengthen Climate Pros’ cold-chain customers in the Texas markets.

Concurrently, Climate Pros has also acquired Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration. In January 2017, Saw Mill Capital LLC through its Saw Mill Capital Partners II, LP, had acquired Climate Pros, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Statesman Business Advisors press release, 07 May 2019 [http://statesmanbiz.com/norfoxx-has-been-acquired-by-climate-pros/]

Saw Mill Capital LLC press release, 16 May 2019 [http://www.sawmillcapital.com/news/articles/51]

				4/30/19		3/19/19		Metro Air Limited		Pinnacle Home Environment Solutions				Pinnacle Home Environment Solutions, a Canada-based home services company that offers a complete range of home efficiency solutions and comfort products, from heating and cooling to fireplaces and mantles, has acquired Metro Air Limited, a Canada-based company that operates as a mechanical contractor offering heating and air conditioning equipment repair and installation services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Metro Air’s home services complement Pinnacle’s home efficiency solutions. The acquisition closed 19 March 2019.

Source Link:

Generational Group press release, 30 April 2019 [https://www.genequityco.com/press-releases/metro-air-sale-to-pinnacle-home-environment-solutions]

				4/26/19				KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC		-		KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC offers maintenance, repair, and hvac services of refrigerators. The company was founded in 2013 and is based in Murrieta, California. As of April 26, 2019, KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC operates as a subsidiary of The Arcticom Group, LLC.

				4/17/19				Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC		Badger Bob's Services Inc.		-		Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC distributes heating, air conditioning, and indoor air quality products and also offers HVAC services. The company is based in Venice, Florida. As of April 17, 2019, Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC operates as a subsidiary of Badger Bob's Services, Inc.

				4/12/19		4/11/19		Munch's Supply LLC		Ridgemont Equity Partners				Ridgemont Equity Partners, the US-based private equity firm along with the management team of Munch's Supply LLC the US-based distributor heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) have acquired the company from Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC, the US-based private equity firm for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition was financed by a consortium of incumbent lenders led by PNC Erieview Capital, Kayne Anderson Private Credit and JPMorgan, with additional support provided by AEA Private Debt, PineBridge Private Credit and Stellus Capital Management, LLC. Through this acquisition, Munch's Supply will leverage on the expertise of Ridgemont to achieve future growth. It will also enable Munch's Supply to expand their business in new geographic areas and provide better product and services to their customers.

Rotunda acquired a majority stake in Munch’s in 2015. Since Rotunda’s investment, Munch’s tripled its revenue, completed four acquisitions, and expanded from seven locations in one state to 27 locations in nine states.As reported by this news service in late March, Munch’s Supply was holding management presentations in an auction process run by Lincoln International.

Source links:

Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 12 April 2019 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/ridgemont-equity-partners-acquires-munchs-supply/]

Lincoln International LLC corporate website [https://www.lincolninternational.com/transactions/munchs-supply-a-portfolio-company-of-rotunda-capital-partners-has-been-sold-to-ridgemont-equity-partners/]

				4/4/19				Dunphey & Associates Supply Co., Inc.		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc. [NYSE:WSO], the Miami, Florida-based distributor of HVAC products, has acquired Whippany, New Jersey-based DASCO Supply.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: DASCO will operate as a subsidiary of Watsco under its present name and leadership; Watsco will provide the resources to assist in achieving DASCO's growth plans

Target (DASCO) Whippany, New Jersey

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Distributor of air conditioning and heating products
 * Size: Revenues of about USD 56m in 2018; has seven locations in New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut

Buyer (Watsco) Miami, Florida

 * Ownership: Public [NYSE:WSO]
 * Business Description: Distributor of heating, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) products with 571 locations in the US, Canada, Mexico, and Puerto Rico
 * Size: USD 5.54bn market cap

Source Link:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 04 April 2019 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-acquisition-dasco-supply]

				4/2/19		4/2/19		Grupo CYVSA, SA de CV		Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Applied Americas Inc., a US-based company engaged in manufactures and sells commercial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, has agreed to acquire Grupo CYVSA, SA de CV, a Mexico-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable the companies to respond to increasing market expectations for integrated solutions. The transaction will also help CYVSA to grow its Clima-Flex product portfolio in America and expand its services to maximize value to customers. It will also help the companies to provide better customer experiences.

Post-acquisition, CYVSA group will continue to operate independently. Daikin Airconditioning Mexico will continue to serve all existing channels and customers independently. CYVSA was found in 1951 and executes over 29,000 projects in Mexico, United States and the Caribbean.

Source Links:

Daikin Applied Americas Inc. press release, 02 April 2019 [https://news.daikinapplied.com/Press-Releases/ArticleID/421/Daikin-Applied-and-CYVSA-Form-Alliance]

Daikin Airconditioning Mexico, S de RL de CV press release, 02 April 2019 [http://daikin.com.mx/daikin-applied-cyvsa-form-alliance/]

				4/1/19		3/29/19		Kysor/Warren Corp.		Epta S.p.A.		$   49.0		Epta S.p.A., an Italy-based company engaged in the design, development, manufacture and sale of commercial refrigerated systems, has acquired Kysor/Warren Corp., the US-based manufacturer of refrigerated systems and display cases, from Lennox International Inc., the listed US-based company engaged in designing, manufacturing and distributing heating and refrigeration products and solutions, for a cash consideration of USD 49m.

The sale of Kysor/Warren will help Lennox International to focus and grow its commercial refrigeration business in North America and Europe. The acquisition is in line with the growth strategy of Epta enabling expansion and cornerstone on sustainability and efficiency.

Earlier in January 2011, Lennox acquired Kysor Warren and Kysor Warren de Mexico S. De RL de CV from Manitowoc for a consideration of USD 138m. In February 2019, Lennox had announced its intention to sell Kysor Warren. Kysor Warren has a workforce of over 500 employees and have operations in U.S. and Mexico.

Source Link:

Lennox International Inc. press release, 01 April 2019 [https://lennoxinternational.gcs-web.com/news-releases/news-release-details/lennox-international-closes-sale-kysor-warren]

				3/21/19		3/21/19		CoolSys, Inc.		Ares Management LLC				Ares Management LLC, the US-based private equity firm has acquired, CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services to the retail, food service, commercial and industrial market segments from, Audax Private Equity Group, the US-based private equity firm for an undisclosed consideration.

CoolSys will leverage Ares’s expertise enabling it to pursue strategic acquisitions and expansion strategy. Ares will accelerate CoolSys's growth organically and through add on acquistions.

CoolSys employs more than 2,000 people. Audax Private Equity Group had acquired CoolSys in 2015, which was then known as Source Refrigeration from Arsenal Capital Partners. Ares Management LLC is a subsidiary of, Ares Management, L.P, the US-based company that operates as an alternative asset manager in four segments: Tradable Credit group, Direct Lending group, Private Equity group and Real Estate group.

Source links:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 21 March 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquired-by-ares-management-corporation/]

Ares Management, L.P. press release, 21 March 2019 [http://www.ares-ir.com/file/Index?KeyFile=397195140]

Lincoln International LLC press release, 21 March 2019 [https://www.lincolninternational.com/transactions/audax-private-equity-has-sold-coolsys-to-a-private-equity-group-of-ares-management/?gdpr=accepted]

				3/13/19				CroppMetcalfe		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of service plans, repair, and installation services, has acquired Fairfax, Virginia-based CroppMetcalfe.

				3/12/19				Comfort Air Distributing Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, a New Lenox, Illinois-based heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor backed by Rotunda Capital Partners, has acquired Denver, Colorado-based Comfort Air Distributing Inc.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands Munch’s geographic footprint into new region.
 * The transaction is part of the long-term strategy of Munch's Supply, to expand the platform into other regions through strategic acquisitions.
 * Post deal details: Comfort Air Distributing will continue to operate under its own name and serve Colorado and 13 Wyoming counties out of the branches in Denver, Centennial and Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Target (Comfort Air Distributing Inc.) Denver, Colorado

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provider of Rheem heating and air conditioning equipment to customers in Colorado and 13 Wyoming counties
 * Size: Has three Colorado branches and 11-50 employees

Buyer (Munch's Supply LLC) New Lenox, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private Equity; Rotunda Capital Partners (2015)
 * Business Description: HVAC distributor founded in 1956
 * Size: Has 27 locations in nine states after acquisition of Comfort Air Distributing and more than 500 employees

				3/8/19		3/8/19		Resolute Industrial, LLC		AE Industrial Partners LP				AE Industrial Partners, LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Resolute Industrial, LLC, the US-based provider of water and air-cooled chiller rental services, compressor remanufacturing, and other custom HVAC services, from One Equity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction enables Resolute to accelerate its organic growth by expanding its capabilities and geographic footprint in the North American markets. Post-acquisition, Mr. David Myers and Mr. David Kornblatt serve on the Board of Directors of Resolute.

Earlier in 2015, One Equity Partners LLC acquired Resolute Industrial, LLC, from Johnson Controls International plc.

Source Link:

AE Industrial Partners, LLC, 08 March 2019 [https://www.aeroequity.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Resolute-Press-Release-3-8-19-vFINAL.pdf]

				3/4/19		3/4/19		ABC Refrigeration & Air Conditioning, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired ABC Refrigeration & Air Conditioning, Inc., the US-based company engaged in commercial refrigeration, HVAC installation, service and maintenance, and HVAC fabrication, from Joseph Ligoci, the US-based private investor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will help CoolSys in their plan of expansion throughout the US and create a strategic position in the Northeast market. ABC Refrigeration has 160 employees.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 04 March 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-abc-refrigeration-hvac-in-new-york/]

				2/25/19		2/25/19		Ductmate Canada Limited		Infuse Capital Partners LLC				Infuse Capital Partners LLC, the US-based investment firm has acquired Ductmate Canada Limited, the Canada-based manufactures and distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system components for HVAC systems, from Ductmate Industries, Inc., the US-based company engaged in manufacturing of ventilation and air conditioning system components, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/21/19		1/4/19		Hill York Air Conditioning & Energy Solutions		EMCOR Group, Inc.				EMCOR Group, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical and electrical construction, energy infrastructure, and facilities services, has acquired Hill York Air Conditioning & Energy Solutions, the US-based company providing construction, maintenance, repairing, air conditioning, and energy services for heating, cooling, and ventilation systems, from Wesley Companies Inc., US-based company providing roofing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/20/19		2/20/19		Heat Transfer Sales, LLC		Hoffman & Hoffman, Inc.				Hoffman & Hoffman, Inc., the US-based manufacturers of HVAC equipment and controls, has acquired Heat Transfer Sales, LLC, the US-based provider of hydronic HVAC, pumps, heat exchangers, boilers, water heaters, controls, cooling towers, connectors, pressure gauges, etc. for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will provide Hoffman with access to Heat Transfer Sales' manufacturing facilities of pre-fab units for mechanical rooms and will add hydronic equipment into its product lines. It will also enable Hoffman to expand its product offerings and footings in the Carolinas.

Following the acquisition, Heat Transfer Sales will operate as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hoffman and will have a workforce of 445 employees.

				2/15/19		2/8/19		TEMP-AIR, Inc		Sunbelt Rentals, Inc.		$   118.0		Sunbelt Rentals, Inc., the US-based equipment rental company, has acquired TEMP-AIR, Inc, the US-based company engaged in temporary, portable heating, cooling, dehumidifying, and air filtration rental services, for a consideration of GBP 92m.

Temp Air is a climate control business operating across 13 markets within the US.

Source links:

Ashtead Group Plc annual report 2019 [http://www.ashtead-group.com/lib/docs/081525-ec1052862ashteadar19indexed.pdf#page=132]

				2/7/19		2/7/19		Systecon Inc.		ENGIE North America Inc.				Engie North America, a Houston, Texas-based energy company that is a subsidiary of Engie [EPA:ENGI], has acquired West Chester, Ohio-based Systecon.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed.
 * Strategic Rationale:
   * Strengthens Engie's ability to provide maintenance, mechanical service, construction, commissioning, and energy solutions in North America.
   * The deal will also help Systecon to enhance approach to delivering modular HVAC and mechanical contracting solutions.
 * Post Deal Details: After the completion, the employees of Systecon will join ENGIE North America.

Target (Systecon) West Chester, Ohio

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides modular HVAC and mechanical contracting solutions including chiller plants, hot water/steam boiler plants, and cogeneration plants
 * Size: Has 85 employees at one location

Buyer (Engie North America) Houston, Texas

 * Ownership: Engie [EPA:ENGI]
 * Business Description: Manages energy businesses in the US and Canada offering clean power generation, cogeneration, and energy storage; retail energy sales; and services to help customers run their facilities more efficiently
 * Size: Has 5,001-10,000 employees at locations throughout the US and Canada.

Source Links:

Systecon Inc. press release, 07 February 2019 [https://www.systecon.com/media/documents/ENGIE%20NA%20Systecon%20Press%20Release.pdf]

ENGIE North America Inc. press release, 08 February 2019 [http://www.engie-na.com/2019/02/08/engie-north-america-acquires-systecon-llc/]

				1/29/19		1/29/19		Newgaard Mechanical Inc.		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc.				Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC replacement, retrofit and repair services primarily for facilities in education, municipal, and healthcare end markets and a portfolio company of Huron Capital Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Newgaard Mechanical Inc., the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system solutions and services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition enhances Pueblo’s capability and capacity to design, build and maintain complex systems for customers across Arizona. It will strengthen Pueblo’s position in the HVAC services sector. Post acquisition, Newgaard employees will join Pueblo. The owners of Newgaard will remain involved in operations of the business.

Concurrently, Pueblo acquired CFM Mechanical LLC, the US-based provider HVAC solutions including retrofit and installation of HVAC systems in commercial properties industry, for an undisclosed consideration. The acquisitions will increase Pueblo’s annual revenue to over USD 100m. Newgaard serves industrial, commercial office, hospitality, education, transportation and other industries. In 2018, Huron along with the management of Pueblo, acquired the company in a management buyout transaction.

Source Link:

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 29 January 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-pueblo-mechanical-controls-completes-second-and-third-add-on-acquisitions/]

				1/29/19				Newgaard Mechanical Inc./CFM Mechanical LLC		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC		-		Newgaard Mechanical Inc./CFM Mechanical LLC represents the combines operations of CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. in their sale to Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC. As of January 29, 2019, Newgaard Mechanical Inc. and CFM Mechanical LLC was acquired by Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC. CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. distributes hvac solutions. CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. are based in the United States.

				1/29/19				Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc		Hilltop Opportunity Partners LLC.; Treaty Oak Equity LLC		-		Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc distributes and repairs air conditioning systems, furnaces, heat pumps, mini-splits, geothermal products, zoning systems, and thermostats for clients in Texas. It offers system repairs, HVAC system replacement, heating and air conditioning maintenance and performance checking, new construction heating and air conditioning installations, home insulation, solar screens, ductwork sealing and repair, air balancing, indoor air quality improvements, system performance testing, and energy audit services. The company also provides geothermal heating and cooling services that include geothermal systems repair and maintenance, geothermal systems replace existing, and new geothermal systems installation. Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc was founded in 1954 and is based in Austin, Texas.

				1/22/19		1/22/19		Arjae Sheet Metal Co., Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, a Brea, California-based parent of refrigeration and HVAC companies backed by Audax Private Equity, acquired Milwaukie, Oregon-based Arjae HVAC and Mechanical Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed.
 * Strategic Rationale: Strengthens CoolSys' presence in the Northwest and expands HVAC capabilities.
 * Target (Arjae HVAC) Milwaukie, Oregon.

Ownership: Private

 * Business Description: Provides commercial and industrial HVAC installation and services, as well as sheet metal fabrication.
 * Size: Operates a 25,000-square-foot custom manufacturing plant.
 * Buyer (CoolSys) Brea, California.

Ownership: Private Equity; Audax Private Equity

 * Business Description: Provides refrigeration and HVAC maintenance and installation services to grocery retailers, convenience store chains, telecommunication hubs, and other industrial customers in the US.
 * Size: Has more than 1,200 employees and over 4,000 customers.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 22 January 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-arjae-hvac-and-mechanical-services-in-oregon/]

				1/17/19		1/17/19		Atlantic Cooling Technologies & Services LLC		Service Logic, LLC				Service Logic, LLC, the US-based provider of repair and replacement services for commercial Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment, chilled water systems, and building automation and control systems, has acquired Atlantic Cooling Technologies & Services LLC, the US-based company providing construction and alterations services of new and pre-existing cooling towers, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Akerman LLP press release, 17 January 2019 [https://www.akerman.com/en/firm/newsroom/akerman-advises-atlantic-cooling-technologies-llc-in-its-sale-to-service-logic-llc.html]

				1/15/19		1/15/19		Yearout Companies		Legence				Yearout Companies, an Albuquerque, New Mexico-based design-build provider of mechanical, fabrication and maintenance services, has been acquired by Therma Holdings, a San Jose, California-based mechanical services company that is backed by Gemspring Capital.

The transaction is in line with Therma’s growth strategy to expand its geographic footprint globally. Pursuant to the transaction, Yearout will operate as a division of Therma whereas Mr. Kevin Yearout, CEO of Yearout, will continue to lead the company.

Yearout Companies, founded in 1963, includes Yearout Fabrication, the US-based provider of fabrication solutions, Yearout Insulation, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical and industrial project insulation solutions, Yearout Mechanical, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical services and Yearout Service, LLC, the US-based provider of heating, ventilating, air-conditioning and refrigeration (HVAC/R) services and solutions. In June 2017, Gemspring Capital acquired Therma.

Source Link:

Therma Corporation press release, January 2019 [https://www.therma.com/therma-aquires-yearout-mechanical/]

Gemspring Capital, LLC press release, 15 January 2019 [http://www.gemspring.com/news/therma-holdings-llc-acquires-yearout-mechanical]

				1/11/19		2/19/19		Morris Sheet Metal Corporation; Morris Enterprises, LLC; Morris Transportation, LLC		Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd.		$   6.6		Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd has agreed to acquire Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, JTD Spiral, Inc., Morris Enterprises, LLC and Morris Transportation, LLC, from Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd., the listed US-based investment company having interest in companies engaged in automotive technologies, electronics manufacturing, energy services & fabrication technologies, headquartered in phoenix, Arizona.

Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, the US-based company engaged in designing, fabrication and installation of dust collectors, commercial ductwork, kitchen hoods, industrial ventilation systems, machine guards, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

JTD Spiral, Inc., the US-based subsidiary of Morris Sheet Metal that Fabricates and delivers spiral duct, oval duct, and dual wall duct and fittings, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Morris Enterprises, LLC, the US-based company engaged in business to design, fabricate, commercial ductwork, industrial ventilation systems and other contract metal fabrication, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Morris Transportation, LLC, the US-based company engaged in business to design, fabricate, commercial ductwork, industrial ventilation systems and other contract metal fabrication, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Mr. James Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. Daniel Morris is the US-based private investors.

Terms:

 * Alpine 4 Technologies has agreed to acquire Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, JTD Spiral, Inc., Morris Enterprises, LLC and Morris Transportation, LLC, from Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris, for a consideration of USD 6.6m.
 * The consideration consists of:
   * Cash payment of USD 3.15m
   * Notes payment of USD 3.45m which include:
     * Secured notes of USD 1.033m payable to each of Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.
     * Supplement notes of USD 0.116m to each of Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.
   * Earn outs of 50% of EBIDTA over USD 1.5m if achieved within the 12 months of closing of transaction.

Rationale: The acquisition is in line with Alpine 4 Technologies’s strategy of DSF (Driver, Stabilizer, Facilitator business) acquisition.

Conditions:

 * Completion of due diligence.
 * Approval from board of directors of Alpine 4 Technologies.

Background:

 * Morris Sheet Metal has entered in Consulting Services Agreement with Mr. James Morris and Mr. Daniel Morris pursuant to which James and Daniel Morris agreed for a period of 90 days, following the closing of the Transaction to provide strategic management services to the Morris Sheet Metal and companies.

UPDATE 19 February 2019: Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd has completed the acquisition of Morris Enterprises, LLC, Morris Sheet Metal Corporation and Morris Transportation, LLC.

Source Links:

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd. 8-K form filed with SEC on 11 January 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606698/000109690619000015/alpine4.htm]

 * Exhibit 99.1 (SEcurities Purchase agreement) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606698/000109690619000015/exh99_1.htm]

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd. press release, 19 February 2019 [https://www.alpine4.com/news/alpine-4-technologies-ltd-alpp-subsidiary-morris-sheet-metal-corp-of-fort-wayne-indiana-announces-several-new-projects-that-will-generate-3-8-million-dollars-of-new-revenue-in-2019/]

				1/8/19		1/8/19		PB Heat, LLC		Noritz Corporation		$   47.0		Noritz Corporation, the listed Japan-based company engaged in manufacturing and sales of various water heaters, hydropic systems, and gas co-generation system, has acquired PB Heat, LLC, the US-based company engaged in manufacture and sales of boilers and heaters for residential and commercial applications, from Atlantic Shores Corporation, the US-based company engaged in various line of business, including retail sale of electric and gas refrigerators, stoves, and other household appliances, for a consideration of USD 47m.

The transaction will enable Noritz to expand its business line across North America with PB's existing brand awareness. It also allows Noritz to absorb PB's existing technologies and manufacturing facilities. Post-transaction, PB Heat will become a wholly-owned subsidiary of Noritz. The transaction has been completed on 08 January 2019. Prior to the transaction, PB Heat was a wholly-owned subsidiary of Atlantic Shores.

Sources Links:

Noritz Corporation press release, 08 January 2019 (Japanese) [https://www.noritz.co.jp/company/news/assets/20190108_1h8e.pdf]

				1/2/19		1/2/19		Commercial Air, Inc.		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc.				Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC replacement, retrofit and repair services primarily for facilities in education, municipal, and healthcare end markets, has acquired Commercial Air, Inc. the US-based company engaged in designing, installing and maintaining air conditioning, refrigeration and heating systems, for an undisclosed consideration.

Pueblo’s management resources and expertise in the HVAC industry are a great fit Commercial air’s commercial service offerings. Post-acquisition, all the employees of Commercial Air will be retained.

Earlier in January 2018, Huron Capital Partners LLC and Mr. Dan Bueschel along with the management of Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc. had acquired the company in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 03 January 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-pueblo-mechanical-controls-completes-add-on-acquisition/]

				12/14/18				Slakey Brothers, Inc.		The Walters Family				The Walters Family, the US-based family, and owner of Gensco Inc, the US-based wholesale distributor and manufacturer of Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning equipment and supplies, has acquired Slakey Brothers, Inc., the US-based wholesale distributor of plumbing, heating and air conditioning equipment, and parts, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line Walters Family's plan to expand their geographic footprint with the current presence of Slakey in California. Post-acquisition, Slakey will operate as a sister concern of Gensco and will continue to operate under the same name with same team, product lines and under the same leadership. Chris Walters, the President of Gensco, will become the CEO of Slakey Brothers.

Slakey Brothers has 24 branches in three states with 22 in California, one in Nevada and one in Oregon and has three plumbing showrooms in California.

				12/11/18				Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc.		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC		-		Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc. represents the combined operations of Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. and Wallwork Bros., Inc. in their sale to Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. As of December 11, 2018, Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc. was acquired by Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. distributes plumbing supplies, and HVAC and waterworks products and solutions. Wallwork Bros., Inc. supplies heating and cooling products. Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. and Wallwork Bros., Inc. are based in the United States.

				11/1/18				Thermal Mechanics, Inc.		Goodman Manufacturing Company, L.P.				Goodman Manufacturing Company, L.P., the US residential and commercial air conditioning and heating equipment manufacturer has acquired Thermal Mechanics, Inc., the US-based company that provides HVAC equipment and integrated building control solutions, for an undisclosed consideration

Goodman will also take over substantially all the assets of Thermal Mechanics’ affiliates, namely RK Pipe Supply, LLC and Taycon-TMI, LLC.

Source Link:

Haynes and Boone LLP press release [http://www.haynesboone.com/representative%20matters/2018/11/05/haynes%20and%20boone%20represents%20goodman%20manufacturing%20in%20acquisition%20of%20private%20hvac%20services%20company]

				8/29/18				Tommark Company		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor, has acquired Tommark Company, the US-based wholesale distribution of warm air heating and air-conditioning equipment and supplies company, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction includes Tommark six branches in Michigan. The deal expands Munch's' geographic footprint to 24 locations, and will further develop its presence in Michigan state. The deal will enable Munch's supply to expand in new product offerings and customer segment. The transaction helps Tommark’s customers to access Munch’s proven and impressive framework that includes enhanced technology and a strong name brand product offering.

				8/27/18				Ott Distributors, Inc.		MORSCO HVAC Supply Company, LLC		-		Ott Distributors, Inc. distributes HVAC part and equipment. The company was incorporated in 1972 and is based in North Charleston, South Carolina. As of August 27, 2018, Ott Distributors, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of MORSCO HVAC Supply Company, LLC.

				8/8/18				Brock McVey Company		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson Enterprises, Inc., the US-based company engaged in the wholesale distribution of residential and commercial plumbing supplies, pipes, valves, fittings, and heating and cooling equipment, has acquired Brock McVey Company, the US-based seven-location plumbing and HVAC supplier, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will help Ferguson in expanding its commercial and residential business in Kentucky. Post completion Brock will continue to operate as usual prior to transition into Ferguson brand.

Concurrently, Ferguson also acquired Appliance Distributors of Louisiana, Wright Plumbing Supply and Lighting Design Center.

Source Link:

Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. press release, 08 August 2018 [https://www.fergusonpressroom.com/ferguson-acquires-four-companies-in-july-expands-footprint-in-louisiana-kentucky-and-california/]

				6/4/18				North Fork Heating & Supply Corp.		F.W. Webb Company, Inc.		-		North Fork Heating & Supply Corp. distributes plumbing, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment, parts, and accessories. The company was founded in 1982 and is based in Riverhead, New York. As of June 4, 2018, North Fork Heating & Supply Corp. operates as a subsidiary of F.W. Webb Company, Inc.

				4/23/18				Bush Supply Inc.		MORSCO Inc.		-		Bush Supply Inc. engages in distribution of HVAC products. The company was founded in 1987 and is headquartered in Phoenix, Arizona. As of April 23, 2018, Bush Supply Inc. operates as a subsidiary of MORSCO Inc..

				12/3/17				O’Connor Company, Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor and a portfolio company of Rotunda Capital Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired O’Connor Company, Inc., the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction expands Munch's distribution footprint in six additional branches serving portions of Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa and Missouri. Munch and O’Connor will combine to operate 18 branches in eight states. Post transaction, O’Connor will continue to operate under the same name as an independent company and will retain its current management team. Executive Director of Operations, Mr. Greg Borr, will become President of O’Connor.

Earlier in 2015, Rotunda acquired majority stake in Munch's for an undisclosed consideration.

				10/3/17				Wieland-Kessler, LLC		Wieland-Werke Aktiengesellschaft		-		Wieland-Kessler, LLC, doing business as Kessler Sales & Distribution, supplies pipes and tubing products, fittings, valves, struts and rods, and water heaters. It serves plumbing and heating wholesalers, HVAC wholesalers, industrial supply houses, waterworks suppliers, and OEMs. Wieland-Kessler, LLC was formerly known as Kessler Industries, Inc. and changed its name to Wieland-Kessler, LLC. in October 2017. The company was founded in 1935 and is based in Woodbridge, New Jersey with regional distribution centers in the continental United States. As of October 3, 2017, Wieland-Kessler, LLC operates as a subsidiary of Wieland-Werke AG.

				6/21/17				Russell Sigler Inc.		Carrier Enterprise, LLC		$   63.6		Russell Sigler Inc. operates as an independent distributor for HVAC products for residential, heavy commercial, and industrial customers. The company offers residential equipment, such as aftermarket coils and items, carrier coils, indoor and outdoor air conditioners, indoor and outdoor heat pumps, fan coils, heat pumps, residential thermostats, gas packages, furnaces, horizontal EVAP coils, and gas furnaces; and commercial equipment, including curbs and economizers. It also provides various parts and tools. The company distributes its products through stores and dealers, as well as online. Russell Sigler Inc. was founded in 1950 and is based in Tolleson, Arizona. It has branches in Arizona, North and South California, Idaho, New Mexico, Nevada, and Texas.

				3/28/17				The BAASE Company, Inc.		Tozour Energy Systems, Inc.		-		The BAASE Company, Inc. distributes plumbing, heating, and air conditioning products for commercial customers in Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, and Delaware. It offers plumbing products, such as water heaters, pumps, sump and sewage basins, freeze protection cables, expansion tanks, pressure booster systems, and flue piping for gas fired water heaters; and HVAC products, including boilers, heat exchangers, flue piping for boilers, pumps, heat tracing, pump accessories, and expansion tanks. The company was founded in 1966 and is headquartered in Warminster, Pennsylvania. As of March 28, 2017, The BAASE Company, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Tozour Energy Systems, Inc.
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Company Comparable Analysis_v1

		Public Comparable Companies



						Equipment Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

																				5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				NasdaqGS:AAON						$4,007		$4,074		$770		24.0%		15.5%		14.4%		37.4%		28.8x		27.4x		30.2x		34.0x		5.3x

				NYSE:CARR						$34,496		$41,225		$20,449		27.4%		13.9%		0.0%		2.6%		-		10.4x		16.6x		12.4x		2.0x

				TSE:6367						$44,838		$44,942		$24,674		33.3%		14.2%		10.4%		12.3%		11.1x		14.0x		17.3x		11.6x		1.7x

				SHSE:600690						$32,811		$30,325		$34,111		30.9%		7.3%		9.1%		9.0%		9.7x		14.3x		18.6x		11.4x		0.9x

				NYSE:JCI						$43,949		$53,279		$25,505		33.5%		12.4%		-2.1%		5.6%		9.5x		10.9x		13.2x		13.5x		2.1x

				NYSE:LII						$8,478		$10,239		$4,718		27.2%		15.5%		4.2%		1.2%		18.0x		17.3x		17.8x		12.9x		2.2x

				SZSE:000333						$51,495		$53,466		$49,233		23.2%		9.9%		8.8%		6.1%		12.3x		15.4x		17.5x		10.4x		1.1x

				OM:NIBE B						$18,780		$19,465		$3,313		31.1%		16.0%		14.7%		20.1%		19.3x		26.4x		40.2x		32.6x		5.5x

				NYSE:REZI						$2,399		$3,746		$6,264		27.4%		12.2%		0.0%		5.4%		15.5x		8.2x		8.1x		4.5x		0.6x

				NYSE:SPXC						$2,967		$3,030		$1,382		35.5%		8.7%		-0.7%		11.6%		14.2x		13.8x		15.1x		22.6x		2.2x

				OM:SYSR						$1,433		$1,694		$981		33.8%		9.2%		8.7%		9.4%		10.6x		11.9x		17.6x		16.0x		1.6x

				NYSE:TT						$38,712		$42,480		$15,487		31.0%		16.4%		2.1%		4.8%		13.0x		11.6x		20.9x		15.5x		2.7x



														Mean		29.9%		12.6%		5.8%		10.5%		14.7x		15.2x		19.4x		16.5x		2.3x

														Median		30.9%		13.2%		6.4%		7.6%		13.0x		13.9x		17.6x		13.2x		2.1x



						Equipment Distribution

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				OM:BEIJ B						$5,369		$5,984		$2,172		26.4%		10.3%		18.2%		10.4%		19.7x		24.7x		39.2x		27.3x		3.0x

				NYSE:FERG						$26,250		$30,309		$29,694		30.5%		10.9%		8.7%		1.1%		10.9x		11.3x		14.6x		8.2x		1.0x

				ASX:REH						$6,213		$7,356		$5,274		27.9%		9.2%		25.8%		2.7%		15.1x		15.1x		22.0x		13.1x		1.4x

				NYSE:WSO						$8,815		$9,429		$7,205		27.9%		11.5%		10.9%		9.1%		14.1x		15.8x		17.6x		9.8x		1.3x

				NYSE:GWW						$28,107		$30,763		$14,785		37.8%		15.7%		7.6%		7.6%		10.9x		12.7x		15.0x		12.9x		2.1x



														Mean		30.1%		11.5%		14.2%		6.2%		14.2x		15.9x		21.7x		14.3x		1.8x

														Median		27.9%		10.9%		10.9%		7.6%		14.1x		15.1x		17.6x		12.9x		1.4x



						Contracting Services

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$MM		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$MM		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

				NYSE:FIX						$4,102		$4,547		$3,879		17.6%		7.8%		17.7%		20.4%		9.3x		7.8x		11.0x		13.1x		1.2x

				NYSE: EME						$7,058		$7,368		$10,766		14.4%		6.0%		7.1%		8.8%		7.2x		5.3x		7.4x		8.4x		0.7x

				ENXTPA:SPIE						$4,241		$6,263		$7,881		8.4%		6.4%		7.5%		8.2%		10.0x		8.8x		9.0x		9.4x		0.8x

				OM:BRAV						$2,177		$2,386		$2,213		15.2%		15.2%		8.1%		10.6%		12.4x		12.3x		14.8x		11.8x		1.0x

				NYSE:TPC						$389		$1,076		$3,921		4.6%		0.8%		-4.0%		-7.3%		5.3x		3.6x		3.2x		10.4x		0.3x





														Mean		12.1%		7.2%		7.3%		8.1%		8.8x		7.5x		9.1x		10.6x		0.8x

														Median		14.4%		6.4%		7.5%		8.8%		9.3x		7.8x		9.0x		10.4x		0.8x



						Control Module Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company		Country		Market Cap. US$MM		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$MM		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

				Ticker																5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

		t		NYSE:EMR						$56,810		$71,824		$19,629		41.7%		23.4%		5.2%		-10.4%		12.4x		11.6x		15.1x		14.9x		3.7x

				NasdaqGS:HON						$136,273		$154,691		$35,466		32.8%		21.5%		-2.6%		4.7%		14.0x		14.5x		19.4x		17.5x		4.4x

				XTRA:IFX						$51,785		$42,058		$13,942		43.2%		32.1%		15.0%		7.7%		9.7x		14.7x		19.6x		8.4x		2.8x

				NYSE:JCI						$43,949		$53,279		$25,505		33.5%		12.4%		-2.1%		5.6%		9.5x		10.9x		13.2x		13.5x		2.1x



														Mean		37.8%		22.4%		3.9%		1.9%		11.4x		12.9x		16.9x		13.6x		3.2x

														Median		37.6%		22.5%		1.5%		5.1%		11.0x		13.1x		17.3x		14.2x		3.2x



						Peer Group Analysis

						Sub-Sector		Market Cap. US$M		Enterprise Value		Annual Sales US$M		Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		Annual Growth				EV / EBITDA - Annual Average						12/31/22

																		5 yrs. Hist.		2 yrs. Fc.		2019		2020		2021		EV / EBITDA		EV / Revenue

						Equipment Manufacturing		$284,364		$307,966		$186,888		30.9%		13.2%		6.4%		7.6%		13.0x		13.9x		17.6x		13.2x		2.1x

						Control Module Manufacturing		$288,817		$321,851		$94,542		37.6%		22.5%		1.5%		5.1%		11.0x		13.1x		17.3x		14.2x		3.2x

						Equipment Distribution		$74,753		$83,840		$59,129		27.9%		10.9%		10.9%		7.6%		14.1x		15.1x		17.6x		12.9x		1.4x

						Service Firms		$17,967		$21,640		$28,661		14.4%		6.4%		7.5%		8.8%		9.3x		7.8x		9.0x		10.4x		0.8x



												Mean		27.7%		13.2%		6.6%		7.3%		11.9x		12.5x		15.4x		12.7x		1.9x

												Median		29.4%		12.0%		6.9%		7.6%		12.0x		13.5x		17.4x		13.0x		1.7x























CY2022 Indexed Stock Price_v1

						100

				CY2022 Indexed Stock Price Performance																														Cumulative Daily Index Returns

				Dates		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules		S&P 500		S&P 500 Industrials				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		S&P 500 		S&P 500 Industrials				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		S&P500		90-Day Tbill Rate

				Dec-31-2021		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%														0.50%

				Jan-03-2022		98.48%		99.70%		100.17%		98.96%		100.64%		99.18%				-1.52%		-0.30%		0.17%		-1.04%		0.64%		-0.82%				-0.52%		0.70%		1.17%		-0.04%		1.64%		0.50%

				Jan-04-2022		99.04%		100.53%		101.69%		100.02%		100.57%		101.19%				-0.96%		0.53%		1.69%		0.02%		0.57%		1.19%				-0.08%		2.19%		2.30%		-25.50%		0.96%		0.50%

				Jan-05-2022		98.88%		99.45%		100.12%		100.47%		98.62%		100.22%				-1.12%		-0.55%		0.12%		0.47%		-1.38%		0.22%				-3.00%		0.29%		0.42%		1.44%		-0.24%		0.53%

				Jan-06-2022		98.76%		98.71%		100.70%		100.26%		98.53%		100.68%				-1.24%		-1.29%		0.70%		0.26%		-1.47%		0.68%				2.00%		-0.64%		1.52%		0.86%		1.24%		0.52%

				Jan-07-2022		98.25%		97.10%		99.15%		101.36%		98.13%		100.65%				-1.75%		-2.90%		-0.85%		1.36%		-1.87%		0.65%				3.13%		6.55%		0.09%		1.87%		1.85%		0.51%

				Jan-10-2022		97.32%		94.72%		97.45%		99.83%		97.99%		99.49%				-2.68%		-5.28%		-2.55%		-0.17%		-2.01%		-0.51%				2.24%		2.25%		-10.33%		0.35%		1.16%		0.52%

				Jan-11-2022		97.11%		94.82%		98.18%		101.41%		98.89%		100.12%				-2.89%		-5.18%		-1.82%		1.41%		-1.11%		0.12%				1.13%		0.98%		0.53%		2.90%		0.11%		0.50%

				Jan-12-2022		97.99%		96.12%		98.30%		101.99%		99.16%		100.42%				-2.01%		-3.88%		-1.70%		1.99%		-0.84%		0.42%				0.53%		0.69%		0.85%		1.24%		-1.45%		0.51%

				Jan-13-2022		95.58%		96.17%		98.85%		102.44%		97.75%		100.60%				-4.42%		-3.83%		-1.15%		2.44%		-2.25%		0.60%				3.39%		0.98%		0.21%		1.15%		-7.81%		0.51%

				Jan-14-2022		93.42%		94.15%		97.12%		101.22%		97.83%		100.02%				-6.58%		-5.85%		-2.88%		1.22%		-2.17%		0.02%				1.63%		1.71%		12.53%		0.65%		0.94%		0.51%

				Jan-17-2022		93.60%		94.36%		96.98%		101.35%		97.83%		100.02%				-6.40%		-5.64%		-3.02%		1.35%		-2.17%		0.02%				0.97%		0.96%		1.07%		1.06%		1.00%		0.52%

				Jan-18-2022		92.62%		92.47%		94.15%		99.21%		96.03%		98.84%				-7.38%		-7.53%		-5.85%		-0.79%		-3.97%		-1.16%				1.18%		1.41%		2.40%		0.09%		2.54%		0.52%

				Jan-19-2022		92.14%		90.94%		93.30%		97.91%		95.10%		97.75%				-7.86%		-9.06%		-6.70%		-2.09%		-4.90%		-2.25%				1.08%		1.23%		1.18%		-5.19%		1.31%		0.54%

				Jan-20-2022		93.15%		90.40%		92.79%		96.95%		94.05%		96.54%				-6.85%		-9.60%		-7.21%		-3.05%		-5.95%		-3.46%				0.85%		1.07%		1.09%		1.88%		1.27%		0.52%

				Jan-21-2022		92.44%		88.76%		90.90%		95.43%		92.27%		95.61%				-7.56%		-11.24%		-9.10%		-4.57%		-7.73%		-4.39%				1.12%		1.19%		1.30%		1.74%		1.36%		0.51%

				Jan-24-2022		92.28%		87.60%		91.13%		94.41%		92.53%		96.12%				-7.72%		-12.40%		-8.87%		-5.59%		-7.47%		-3.88%				1.02%		1.11%		0.97%		1.29%		0.96%		0.49%

				Jan-25-2022		90.84%		86.63%		89.16%		93.57%		91.40%		95.22%				-9.16%		-13.37%		-10.84%		-6.43%		-8.60%		-4.78%				1.21%		1.09%		1.25%		1.18%		1.17%		0.51%

				Jan-26-2022		90.72%		86.34%		88.65%		93.54%		91.27%		94.43%				-9.28%		-13.66%		-11.35%		-6.46%		-8.73%		-5.57%				1.01%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.02%		0.50%

				Jan-27-2022		88.22%		85.50%		88.11%		93.33%		90.78%		93.56%				-11.78%		-14.50%		-11.89%		-6.67%		-9.22%		-6.44%				1.30%		1.07%		1.05%		1.04%		1.06%		0.49%

				Jan-28-2022		88.46%		86.98%		89.03%		93.19%		92.99%		94.20%				-11.54%		-13.02%		-10.97%		-6.81%		-7.01%		-5.80%				0.98%		0.89%		0.92%		1.02%		0.73%		0.50%

				Jan-31-2022		89.18%		88.56%		90.50%		94.75%		94.74%		95.24%				-10.82%		-11.44%		-9.50%		-5.25%		-5.26%		-4.76%				0.93%		0.87%		0.85%		0.73%		0.71%		0.51%

				Feb-01-2022		88.91%		88.45%		90.64%		95.04%		95.39%		96.59%				-11.09%		-11.55%		-9.36%		-4.96%		-4.61%		-3.41%				1.03%		1.01%		0.98%		0.93%		0.85%		0.51%

				Feb-02-2022		88.80%		89.23%		90.89%		96.66%		96.29%		97.23%				-11.20%		-10.77%		-9.11%		-3.34%		-3.71%		-2.77%				1.01%		0.93%		0.97%		0.59%		0.75%		0.52%

				Feb-03-2022		86.82%		88.16%		89.79%		91.63%		93.94%		95.61%				-13.18%		-11.84%		-10.21%		-8.37%		-6.06%		-4.39%				1.19%		1.11%		1.14%		3.15%		1.87%		0.50%

				Feb-04-2022		86.07%		85.22%		89.02%		90.43%		94.43%		94.59%				-13.93%		-14.78%		-10.98%		-9.57%		-5.57%		-5.41%				1.06%		1.27%		1.08%		1.16%		0.90%		0.51%

				Feb-07-2022		86.19%		84.17%		88.97%		90.43%		94.08%		94.65%				-13.81%		-15.83%		-11.03%		-9.57%		-5.92%		-5.35%				0.99%		1.08%		1.01%		1.00%		1.08%		0.50%

				Feb-08-2022		86.19%		84.68%		90.00%		90.94%		94.87%		95.60%				-13.81%		-15.32%		-10.00%		-9.06%		-5.13%		-4.40%				1.00%		0.97%		0.90%		0.94%		0.84%		0.53%

				Feb-09-2022		88.37%		86.39%		91.88%		92.85%		96.24%		96.91%				-11.63%		-13.61%		-8.12%		-7.15%		-3.76%		-3.09%				0.83%		0.88%		0.79%		0.76%		0.67%		0.53%

				Feb-10-2022		86.10%		84.97%		90.68%		91.34%		94.50%		95.31%				-13.90%		-15.03%		-9.32%		-8.66%		-5.50%		-4.69%				1.21%		1.11%		1.17%		1.25%		1.63%		0.53%

				Feb-11-2022		85.04%		82.86%		90.25%		89.00%		92.71%		93.88%				-14.96%		-17.14%		-9.75%		-11.00%		-7.29%		-6.12%				1.08%		1.15%		1.05%		1.31%		1.40%		0.53%

				Feb-14-2022		83.52%		82.33%		89.12%		88.24%		92.35%		93.50%				-16.48%		-17.67%		-10.88%		-11.76%		-7.65%		-6.50%				1.11%		1.03%		1.13%		1.08%		1.06%		0.54%

				Feb-15-2022		84.30%		83.52%		92.55%		89.83%		93.81%		94.92%				-15.70%		-16.48%		-7.45%		-10.17%		-6.19%		-5.08%				0.95%		0.93%		0.65%		0.85%		0.78%		0.52%

				Feb-16-2022		84.94%		84.10%		92.53%		89.76%		93.89%		95.41%				-15.06%		-15.90%		-7.47%		-10.24%		-6.11%		-4.59%				0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.54%

				Feb-17-2022		83.41%		83.36%		90.83%		87.50%		91.90%		93.63%				-16.59%		-16.64%		-9.17%		-12.50%		-8.10%		-6.37%				1.11%		1.05%		1.26%		1.24%		1.39%		0.53%

				Feb-18-2022		83.17%		83.64%		90.80%		86.27%		91.24%		92.78%				-16.83%		-16.36%		-9.20%		-13.73%		-8.76%		-7.22%				1.02%		0.98%		1.00%		1.11%		1.09%		0.52%

				Feb-21-2022		82.77%		83.57%		90.05%		85.94%		91.24%		92.78%				-17.23%		-16.43%		-9.95%		-14.06%		-8.76%		-7.22%				1.03%		1.00%		1.09%		1.03%		1.00%		0.52%

				Feb-22-2022		81.93%		83.48%		89.57%		85.92%		90.32%		91.92%				-18.07%		-16.52%		-10.43%		-14.08%		-9.68%		-8.08%				1.05%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		1.12%		0.52%

				Feb-23-2022		81.40%		82.88%		88.84%		84.39%		88.66%		90.20%				-18.60%		-17.12%		-11.16%		-15.61%		-11.34%		-9.80%				1.03%		1.04%		1.08%		1.12%		1.19%		0.53%

				Feb-24-2022		80.25%		82.15%		86.29%		84.51%		89.98%		91.31%				-19.75%		-17.85%		-13.71%		-15.49%		-10.02%		-8.69%				1.07%		1.05%		1.25%		0.99%		0.87%		0.52%

				Feb-25-2022		81.66%		84.40%		89.50%		87.48%		92.00%		93.51%				-18.34%		-15.60%		-10.50%		-12.52%		-8.00%		-6.49%				0.92%		0.87%		0.75%		0.80%		0.78%		0.51%

				Feb-28-2022		81.59%		84.19%		89.19%		87.47%		91.77%		94.16%				-18.41%		-15.81%		-10.81%		-12.53%		-8.23%		-5.84%				1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.03%		0.51%

				Mar-01-2022		81.29%		83.48%		86.17%		84.23%		90.35%		92.73%				-18.71%		-16.52%		-13.83%		-15.77%		-9.65%		-7.27%				1.02%		1.05%		1.31%		1.28%		1.20%		0.50%

				Mar-02-2022		81.20%		84.76%		88.34%		86.11%		92.03%		94.76%				-18.80%		-15.24%		-11.66%		-13.89%		-7.97%		-5.24%				1.01%		0.92%		0.83%		0.87%		0.81%		0.53%

				Mar-03-2022		81.32%		84.33%		86.18%		86.28%		91.55%		94.84%				-18.68%		-15.67%		-13.82%		-13.72%		-8.45%		-5.16%				0.99%		1.03%		1.20%		0.99%		1.07%		0.62%

				Mar-04-2022		79.91%		83.10%		84.76%		84.48%		90.82%		94.62%				-20.09%		-16.90%		-15.24%		-15.52%		-9.18%		-5.38%				1.08%		1.08%		1.11%		1.14%		1.10%		0.66%

				Mar-07-2022		76.46%		80.89%		82.86%		82.23%		88.14%		92.07%				-23.54%		-19.11%		-17.14%		-17.77%		-11.86%		-7.93%				1.18%		1.14%		1.13%		1.15%		1.33%		0.70%

				Mar-08-2022		75.65%		83.46%		83.95%		82.79%		87.51%		91.49%				-24.35%		-16.54%		-16.05%		-17.21%		-12.49%		-8.51%				1.04%		0.86%		0.93%		0.97%		1.06%		0.73%

				Mar-09-2022		77.45%		84.40%		87.96%		85.14%		89.75%		93.15%				-22.55%		-15.60%		-12.04%		-14.86%		-10.25%		-6.85%				0.92%		0.94%		0.73%		0.86%		0.81%		0.75%

				Mar-10-2022		76.95%		83.10%		88.12%		84.10%		89.37%		93.04%				-23.05%		-16.90%		-11.88%		-15.90%		-10.63%		-6.96%				1.02%		1.09%		0.99%		1.08%		1.04%		0.72%

				Mar-11-2022		76.35%		82.15%		89.22%		83.16%		88.21%		92.29%				-23.65%		-17.85%		-10.78%		-16.84%		-11.79%		-7.71%				1.03%		1.06%		0.90%		1.06%		1.12%		0.72%

				Mar-14-2022		75.54%		85.74%		90.02%		83.41%		87.56%		92.59%				-24.46%		-14.26%		-9.98%		-16.59%		-12.44%		-7.41%				1.04%		0.79%		0.92%		0.98%		1.06%		0.73%

				Mar-15-2022		75.19%		84.49%		90.22%		84.74%		89.43%		94.03%				-24.81%		-15.51%		-9.78%		-15.26%		-10.57%		-5.97%				1.01%		1.09%		0.98%		0.91%		0.84%		0.78%

				Mar-16-2022		77.94%		84.50%		91.84%		87.46%		91.43%		95.27%				-22.06%		-15.50%		-8.16%		-12.54%		-8.57%		-4.73%				0.88%		1.00%		0.82%		0.81%		0.79%		0.77%

				Mar-17-2022		79.86%		86.08%		92.10%		87.86%		92.56%		96.55%				-20.14%		-13.92%		-7.90%		-12.14%		-7.44%		-3.45%				0.91%		0.89%		0.96%		0.97%		0.85%		0.72%

				Mar-18-2022		80.37%		87.48%		92.67%		89.06%		93.64%		96.93%				-19.63%		-12.52%		-7.33%		-10.94%		-6.36%		-3.07%				0.97%		0.89%		0.92%		0.89%		0.83%		0.72%

				Mar-21-2022		80.04%		87.10%		92.20%		88.90%		93.60%		97.09%				-19.96%		-12.90%		-7.80%		-11.10%		-6.40%		-2.91%				1.02%		1.03%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		0.72%

				Mar-22-2022		80.08%		87.02%		92.07%		89.45%		94.66%		97.61%				-19.92%		-12.98%		-7.93%		-10.55%		-5.34%		-2.39%				1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		0.95%		0.80%		0.75%

				Mar-23-2022		79.37%		86.91%		89.52%		88.20%		93.50%		96.71%				-20.63%		-13.09%		-10.48%		-11.80%		-6.50%		-3.29%				1.04%		1.01%		1.37%		1.13%		1.27%		0.76%

				Mar-24-2022		79.11%		85.57%		88.59%		89.22%		94.84%		97.44%				-20.89%		-14.43%		-11.41%		-10.78%		-5.16%		-2.56%				1.01%		1.11%		1.10%		0.91%		0.76%		0.76%

				Mar-25-2022		78.47%		84.88%		88.77%		90.49%		95.32%		98.05%				-21.53%		-15.12%		-11.23%		-9.51%		-4.68%		-1.95%				1.03%		1.05%		0.98%		0.87%		0.88%		0.75%

				Mar-28-2022		78.07%		84.42%		88.35%		90.16%		96.00%		98.08%				-21.93%		-15.58%		-11.65%		-9.84%		-4.00%		-1.92%				1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		0.82%		0.77%

				Mar-29-2022		79.00%		85.61%		90.83%		91.45%		97.18%		98.96%				-21.00%		-14.39%		-9.17%		-8.55%		-2.82%		-1.04%				0.96%		0.92%		0.77%		0.85%		0.61%		0.77%

				Mar-30-2022		79.77%		86.25%		90.00%		90.84%		96.56%		98.81%				-20.23%		-13.75%		-10.00%		-9.16%		-3.44%		-1.19%				0.96%		0.95%		1.10%		1.08%		1.34%		0.77%

				Mar-31-2022		79.10%		84.67%		88.71%		89.58%		95.05%		97.26%				-20.90%		-15.33%		-11.29%		-10.42%		-4.95%		-2.74%				1.03%		1.12%		1.14%		1.15%		1.62%		0.77%

				Apr-01-2022		79.74%		84.38%		89.44%		89.96%		95.38%		96.58%				-20.26%		-15.62%		-10.56%		-10.04%		-4.62%		-3.42%				0.97%		1.02%		0.93%		0.96%		0.92%		0.77%

				Apr-04-2022		79.68%		84.58%		88.64%		89.84%		96.15%		96.41%				-20.32%		-15.42%		-11.36%		-10.16%		-3.85%		-3.59%				1.00%		0.99%		1.08%		1.01%		0.79%		0.75%

				Apr-05-2022		79.07%		83.44%		86.56%		88.22%		94.94%		95.07%				-20.93%		-16.56%		-13.44%		-11.78%		-5.06%		-4.93%				1.03%		1.08%		1.20%		1.18%		1.42%		0.78%

				Apr-06-2022		77.94%		82.07%		85.81%		87.55%		94.02%		94.34%				-22.06%		-17.93%		-14.19%		-12.45%		-5.98%		-5.66%				1.06%		1.09%		1.06%		1.06%		1.23%		0.78%

				Apr-07-2022		77.04%		82.60%		86.16%		86.95%		94.42%		94.63%				-22.96%		-17.40%		-13.84%		-13.05%		-5.58%		-5.37%				1.04%		0.97%		0.97%		1.05%		0.92%		0.79%

				Apr-08-2022		76.50%		82.89%		85.80%		85.89%		94.17%		94.06%				-23.50%		-17.11%		-14.20%		-14.11%		-5.83%		-5.94%				1.02%		0.98%		1.03%		1.09%		1.05%		0.78%

				Apr-11-2022		74.44%		81.65%		85.44%		84.91%		92.58%		93.78%				-25.56%		-18.35%		-14.56%		-15.09%		-7.42%		-6.22%				1.09%		1.08%		1.03%		1.07%		1.33%		0.81%

				Apr-12-2022		74.85%		81.54%		86.14%		84.91%		92.26%		93.65%				-25.15%		-18.46%		-13.86%		-15.09%		-7.74%		-6.35%				0.98%		1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		1.05%		0.81%

				Apr-13-2022		75.70%		83.05%		87.29%		86.01%		93.29%		94.56%				-24.30%		-16.95%		-12.71%		-13.99%		-6.71%		-5.44%				0.96%		0.91%		0.91%		0.92%		0.85%		0.81%

				Apr-14-2022		76.06%		81.06%		87.61%		85.61%		92.16%		94.47%				-23.94%		-18.94%		-12.39%		-14.39%		-7.84%		-5.53%				0.98%		1.12%		0.97%		1.03%		1.20%		0.80%

				Apr-15-2022		75.94%		81.06%		87.61%		85.61%		92.16%		94.47%				-24.06%		-18.94%		-12.39%		-14.39%		-7.84%		-5.53%				1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-18-2022		75.18%		80.70%		87.19%		85.21%		92.14%		94.11%				-24.82%		-19.30%		-12.81%		-14.79%		-7.86%		-5.89%				1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-19-2022		75.56%		82.69%		87.45%		87.38%		93.62%		95.81%				-24.44%		-17.31%		-12.55%		-12.62%		-6.38%		-4.19%				0.98%		0.89%		0.98%		0.84%		0.78%		0.82%

				Apr-20-2022		76.79%		83.78%		89.54%		88.17%		93.56%		96.33%				-23.21%		-16.22%		-10.46%		-11.83%		-6.44%		-3.67%				0.95%		0.93%		0.82%		0.93%		1.01%		0.81%

				Apr-21-2022		76.18%		84.68%		89.84%		88.11%		92.18%		95.36%				-23.82%		-15.32%		-10.16%		-11.89%		-7.82%		-4.64%				1.03%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		1.25%		0.80%

				Apr-22-2022		75.12%		82.46%		87.88%		85.51%		89.63%		92.99%				-24.88%		-17.54%		-12.12%		-14.49%		-10.37%		-7.01%				1.05%		1.16%		1.21%		1.24%		1.37%		0.78%

				Apr-25-2022		73.65%		80.87%		87.26%		85.37%		90.14%		92.99%				-26.35%		-19.13%		-12.74%		-14.63%		-9.86%		-7.01%				1.06%		1.10%		1.06%		1.01%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-26-2022		71.38%		78.97%		85.10%		83.01%		87.60%		90.95%				-28.62%		-21.03%		-14.90%		-16.99%		-12.40%		-9.05%				1.09%		1.10%		1.18%		1.17%		1.29%		0.80%

				Apr-27-2022		71.59%		78.67%		84.94%		82.80%		87.78%		91.28%				-28.41%		-21.33%		-15.06%		-17.20%		-12.22%		-8.72%				0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		0.81%

				Apr-28-2022		71.52%		79.97%		83.12%		84.25%		89.96%		92.32%				-28.48%		-20.03%		-16.88%		-15.75%		-10.04%		-7.68%				1.00%		0.94%		1.13%		0.91%		0.81%		0.82%

				Apr-29-2022		72.04%		78.38%		84.01%		84.33%		86.69%		89.90%				-27.96%		-21.62%		-15.99%		-15.67%		-13.31%		-10.10%				0.98%		1.08%		0.94%		0.99%		1.36%		0.80%

				May-02-2022		71.88%		77.21%		83.31%		85.15%		87.18%		90.05%				-28.12%		-22.79%		-16.69%		-14.85%		-12.82%		-9.95%				1.01%		1.06%		1.05%		0.94%		0.96%		0.79%

				May-03-2022		71.88%		76.51%		84.61%		85.61%		87.61%		90.68%				-28.12%		-23.49%		-15.39%		-14.39%		-12.39%		-9.32%				1.00%		1.03%		0.92%		0.97%		0.96%		0.82%

				May-04-2022		71.38%		78.53%		85.39%		86.45%		90.22%		93.28%				-28.62%		-21.47%		-14.61%		-13.55%		-9.78%		-6.72%				1.02%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		0.77%		0.81%

				May-05-2022		70.68%		75.85%		83.55%		83.75%		87.01%		90.80%				-29.32%		-24.15%		-16.45%		-16.25%		-12.99%		-9.20%				1.03%		1.13%		1.14%		1.22%		1.37%		0.84%

				May-06-2022		69.67%		73.98%		82.43%		82.86%		86.51%		90.21%				-30.33%		-26.02%		-17.57%		-17.14%		-13.49%		-9.79%				1.04%		1.08%		1.07%		1.06%		1.04%		0.84%

				May-09-2022		68.11%		72.55%		80.03%		80.75%		83.74%		88.04%				-31.89%		-27.45%		-19.97%		-19.25%		-16.26%		-11.96%				1.05%		1.06%		1.14%		1.13%		1.22%		0.88%

				May-10-2022		68.35%		72.84%		79.98%		80.70%		83.95%		87.47%				-31.65%		-27.16%		-20.02%		-19.30%		-16.05%		-12.53%				0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.90%

				May-11-2022		68.52%		72.35%		79.65%		80.42%		82.56%		86.66%				-31.48%		-27.65%		-20.35%		-19.58%		-17.44%		-13.34%				0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.09%		0.90%

				May-12-2022		69.07%		74.08%		79.20%		80.76%		82.46%		86.78%				-30.93%		-25.92%		-20.80%		-19.24%		-17.54%		-13.22%				0.98%		0.94%		1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		0.89%

				May-13-2022		70.34%		74.94%		80.65%		81.75%		84.43%		87.85%				-29.66%		-25.06%		-19.35%		-18.25%		-15.57%		-12.15%				0.96%		0.97%		0.93%		0.95%		0.88%		0.87%

				May-16-2022		69.75%		74.38%		80.33%		81.75%		84.09%		87.71%				-30.25%		-25.62%		-19.67%		-18.25%		-15.91%		-12.29%				1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.86%

				May-17-2022		70.71%		75.93%		82.10%		83.73%		85.79%		89.71%				-29.29%		-24.07%		-17.90%		-16.27%		-14.21%		-10.29%				0.97%		0.94%		0.91%		0.89%		0.89%		0.89%

				May-18-2022		68.94%		72.92%		80.68%		81.36%		82.32%		86.34%				-31.06%		-27.08%		-19.32%		-18.64%		-17.68%		-13.66%				1.06%		1.13%		1.08%		1.16%		1.26%		0.89%

				May-19-2022		68.77%		73.07%		80.56%		81.30%		81.84%		85.52%				-31.23%		-26.93%		-19.44%		-18.70%		-18.16%		-14.48%				1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.89%

				May-20-2022		69.04%		72.85%		80.40%		80.46%		81.86%		84.61%				-30.96%		-27.15%		-19.60%		-19.54%		-18.14%		-15.39%				0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		0.91%

				May-23-2022		68.73%		73.34%		81.33%		81.11%		83.37%		85.99%				-31.27%		-26.66%		-18.67%		-18.89%		-16.63%		-14.01%				1.01%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		0.91%		0.90%

				May-24-2022		67.95%		72.89%		82.09%		80.43%		82.70%		85.88%				-32.05%		-27.11%		-17.91%		-19.57%		-17.30%		-14.12%				1.03%		1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.04%		0.92%

				May-25-2022		68.03%		72.74%		82.19%		80.63%		83.48%		86.43%				-31.97%		-27.26%		-17.81%		-19.37%		-16.52%		-13.57%				1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.95%		0.91%

				May-26-2022		68.71%		73.58%		83.74%		82.51%		85.14%		88.16%				-31.29%		-26.42%		-16.26%		-17.49%		-14.86%		-11.84%				0.98%		0.97%		0.91%		0.90%		0.89%		0.92%

				May-27-2022		69.63%		75.47%		85.85%		84.35%		87.24%		89.96%				-30.37%		-24.53%		-14.15%		-15.65%		-12.76%		-10.04%				0.97%		0.93%		0.86%		0.89%		0.85%		0.92%

				May-30-2022		70.70%		76.06%		86.27%		84.68%		87.24%		89.96%				-29.30%		-23.94%		-13.73%		-15.32%		-12.76%		-10.04%				0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-31-2022		70.22%		75.33%		84.72%		83.75%		86.70%		89.20%				-29.78%		-24.67%		-15.28%		-16.25%		-13.30%		-10.80%				1.02%		1.03%		1.12%		1.06%		1.05%		0.92%

				Jun-01-2022		69.92%		75.19%		83.24%		83.14%		86.05%		88.64%				-30.08%		-24.81%		-16.76%		-16.86%		-13.95%		-11.36%				1.01%		1.01%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		0.92%

				Jun-02-2022		70.53%		76.38%		85.24%		85.22%		87.63%		90.32%				-29.47%		-23.62%		-14.76%		-14.78%		-12.37%		-9.68%				0.98%		0.95%		0.87%		0.87%		0.88%		0.96%

				Jun-03-2022		70.00%		75.42%		84.76%		84.31%		86.20%		90.00%				-30.00%		-24.58%		-15.24%		-15.69%		-13.80%		-10.00%				1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.07%		1.13%		0.96%

				Jun-06-2022		70.03%		75.70%		85.45%		84.61%		86.47%		90.36%				-29.97%		-24.30%		-14.55%		-15.39%		-13.53%		-9.64%				1.00%		0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		0.96%

				Jun-07-2022		70.29%		75.84%		85.70%		85.20%		87.30%		91.58%				-29.71%		-24.16%		-14.30%		-14.80%		-12.70%		-8.42%				0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.96%		0.93%		0.95%

				Jun-08-2022		69.94%		75.13%		84.79%		84.31%		86.35%		89.91%				-30.06%		-24.87%		-15.21%		-15.69%		-13.65%		-10.09%				1.01%		1.03%		1.07%		1.06%		1.08%		0.96%

				Jun-09-2022		68.69%		73.71%		84.39%		82.76%		84.30%		88.14%				-31.31%		-26.29%		-15.61%		-17.24%		-15.70%		-11.86%				1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.11%		1.16%		0.98%

				Jun-10-2022		67.10%		72.02%		82.10%		80.04%		81.84%		85.53%				-32.90%		-27.98%		-17.90%		-19.96%		-18.16%		-14.47%				1.05%		1.07%		1.16%		1.17%		1.17%		0.99%

				Jun-13-2022		65.02%		70.28%		79.17%		78.04%		78.67%		82.94%				-34.98%		-29.72%		-20.83%		-21.96%		-21.33%		-17.06%				1.07%		1.06%		1.17%		1.11%		1.18%		0.99%

				Jun-14-2022		64.61%		69.83%		78.14%		77.29%		78.37%		82.74%				-35.39%		-30.17%		-21.86%		-22.71%		-21.63%		-17.26%				1.01%		1.02%		1.05%		1.04%		1.01%		0.97%

				Jun-15-2022		65.74%		69.90%		78.88%		78.15%		79.52%		83.57%				-34.26%		-30.10%		-21.12%		-21.85%		-20.48%		-16.43%				0.97%		1.00%		0.96%		0.96%		0.94%		0.99%

				Jun-16-2022		64.35%		67.24%		74.50%		75.08%		76.93%		80.75%				-35.65%		-32.76%		-25.50%		-24.92%		-23.07%		-19.25%				1.04%		1.09%		1.22%		1.15%		1.13%		0.99%

				Jun-17-2022		64.17%		67.27%		75.28%		74.66%		77.10%		80.56%				-35.83%		-32.73%		-24.72%		-25.34%		-22.90%		-19.44%				1.01%		1.00%		0.97%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%

				Jun-20-2022		65.31%		67.47%		75.36%		74.88%		77.10%		80.56%				-34.69%		-32.53%		-24.64%		-25.12%		-22.90%		-19.44%				0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%

				Jun-21-2022		66.29%		68.37%		76.96%		75.55%		78.99%		82.00%				-33.71%		-31.63%		-23.04%		-24.45%		-21.01%		-18.00%				0.97%		0.97%		0.93%		0.97%		0.91%		1.01%

				Jun-22-2022		65.55%		67.54%		77.44%		74.49%		78.89%		81.56%				-34.45%		-32.46%		-22.56%		-25.51%		-21.11%		-18.44%				1.02%		1.03%		0.98%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%

				Jun-23-2022		65.98%		67.06%		77.36%		73.31%		79.64%		81.13%				-34.02%		-32.94%		-22.64%		-26.69%		-20.36%		-18.87%				0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		0.96%		0.97%

				Jun-24-2022		68.16%		69.94%		80.20%		75.97%		82.07%		83.96%				-31.84%		-30.06%		-19.80%		-24.03%		-17.93%		-16.04%				0.93%		0.91%		0.87%		0.90%		0.87%		0.94%

				Jun-27-2022		69.18%		70.98%		80.64%		75.87%		81.83%		83.75%				-30.82%		-29.02%		-19.36%		-24.13%		-18.17%		-16.25%				0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		0.95%

				Jun-28-2022		68.67%		69.61%		80.04%		74.97%		80.18%		82.79%				-31.33%		-30.39%		-19.96%		-25.03%		-19.82%		-17.21%				1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.10%		0.98%

				Jun-29-2022		68.52%		69.88%		78.95%		74.00%		80.12%		82.28%				-31.48%		-30.12%		-21.05%		-26.00%		-19.88%		-17.72%				1.00%		0.99%		1.06%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%

				Jun-30-2022		69.03%		68.84%		78.81%		73.40%		79.42%		82.51%				-30.97%		-31.16%		-21.19%		-26.60%		-20.58%		-17.49%				0.98%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		1.04%		1.00%

				Jul-01-2022		68.81%		69.11%		79.12%		73.58%		80.26%		83.26%				-31.19%		-30.89%		-20.88%		-26.42%		-19.74%		-16.74%				1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.02%

				Jul-04-2022		69.32%		69.45%		79.29%		73.34%		80.26%		83.26%				-30.68%		-30.55%		-20.71%		-26.66%		-19.74%		-16.74%				0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%

				Jul-05-2022		69.08%		68.74%		78.76%		71.95%		80.39%		81.98%				-30.92%		-31.26%		-21.24%		-28.05%		-19.61%		-18.02%				1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.05%		0.99%		1.04%

				Jul-06-2022		68.89%		70.33%		78.71%		72.58%		80.67%		82.48%				-31.11%		-29.67%		-21.29%		-27.42%		-19.33%		-17.52%				1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%		1.04%

				Jul-07-2022		69.05%		71.28%		80.01%		73.13%		81.88%		83.46%				-30.95%		-28.72%		-19.99%		-26.87%		-18.12%		-16.54%				0.99%		0.97%		0.94%		0.98%		0.93%		1.03%

				Jul-08-2022		68.72%		71.06%		80.03%		73.18%		81.81%		83.08%				-31.28%		-28.94%		-19.97%		-26.82%		-18.19%		-16.92%				1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%

				Jul-11-2022		68.64%		70.85%		79.45%		72.67%		80.87%		82.52%				-31.36%		-29.15%		-20.55%		-27.33%		-19.13%		-17.48%				1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%

				Jul-12-2022		69.10%		70.32%		79.48%		72.60%		80.12%		82.26%				-30.90%		-29.68%		-20.52%		-27.40%		-19.88%		-17.74%				0.98%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.03%

				Jul-13-2022		68.09%		68.95%		79.34%		71.98%		79.77%		81.27%				-31.91%		-31.05%		-20.66%		-28.02%		-20.23%		-18.73%				1.03%		1.05%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.03%

				Jul-14-2022		66.54%		69.35%		78.90%		71.15%		79.53%		80.80%				-33.46%		-30.65%		-21.10%		-28.85%		-20.47%		-19.20%				1.05%		0.99%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%

				Jul-15-2022		66.70%		70.69%		80.43%		72.69%		81.05%		82.07%				-33.30%		-29.31%		-19.57%		-27.31%		-18.95%		-17.93%				1.00%		0.95%		0.92%		0.94%		0.92%		1.03%

				Jul-18-2022		66.86%		70.07%		80.53%		72.45%		80.38%		81.58%				-33.14%		-29.93%		-19.47%		-27.55%		-19.62%		-18.42%				1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.02%

				Jul-19-2022		68.23%		71.46%		83.06%		75.13%		82.60%		84.51%				-31.77%		-28.54%		-16.94%		-24.87%		-17.40%		-15.49%				0.96%		0.95%		0.86%		0.90%		0.88%		1.05%

				Jul-20-2022		69.14%		72.45%		83.08%		75.67%		83.08%		85.13%				-30.86%		-27.55%		-16.92%		-24.33%		-16.92%		-14.87%				0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		1.05%

				Jul-21-2022		70.05%		73.15%		83.99%		76.82%		83.90%		85.71%				-29.95%		-26.85%		-16.01%		-23.18%		-16.10%		-14.29%				0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.95%		0.95%		1.09%

				Jul-22-2022		70.63%		73.41%		83.99%		76.89%		83.12%		85.45%				-29.37%		-26.59%		-16.01%		-23.11%		-16.88%		-14.55%				0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.05%		1.13%

				Jul-25-2022		70.67%		73.87%		83.84%		77.00%		83.23%		85.85%				-29.33%		-26.13%		-16.16%		-23.00%		-16.77%		-14.15%				1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.14%

				Jul-26-2022		70.80%		72.14%		83.38%		76.68%		82.27%		85.40%				-29.20%		-27.86%		-16.62%		-23.32%		-17.73%		-14.60%				1.00%		1.07%		1.03%		1.01%		1.06%		1.15%

				Jul-27-2022		71.02%		73.54%		84.37%		78.28%		84.42%		86.74%				-28.98%		-26.46%		-15.63%		-21.72%		-15.58%		-13.26%				0.99%		0.95%		0.94%		0.93%		0.87%		1.16%

				Jul-28-2022		71.87%		75.54%		88.09%		80.57%		85.44%		88.54%				-28.13%		-24.46%		-11.91%		-19.43%		-14.56%		-11.46%				0.97%		0.92%		0.75%		0.89%		0.93%		1.11%

				Jul-29-2022		72.63%		79.80%		90.88%		82.00%		86.66%		90.31%				-27.37%		-20.20%		-9.12%		-18.00%		-13.34%		-9.69%				0.97%		0.82%		0.74%		0.92%		0.91%		1.09%

				Aug-01-2022		72.74%		80.12%		90.96%		81.96%		86.41%		90.43%				-27.26%		-19.88%		-9.04%		-18.04%		-13.59%		-9.57%				1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-02-2022		71.60%		78.79%		89.39%		81.01%		85.84%		89.48%				-28.40%		-21.21%		-10.61%		-18.99%		-14.16%		-10.52%				1.04%		1.07%		1.20%		1.06%		1.05%		1.05%

				Aug-03-2022		71.89%		78.89%		89.76%		82.26%		87.18%		90.35%				-28.11%		-21.11%		-10.24%		-17.74%		-12.82%		-9.65%				0.99%		1.00%		0.96%		0.93%		0.90%		1.06%

				Aug-04-2022		72.77%		79.84%		89.16%		82.93%		87.11%		90.63%				-27.23%		-20.16%		-10.84%		-17.07%		-12.89%		-9.37%				0.97%		0.95%		1.06%		0.96%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-05-2022		72.58%		80.19%		87.98%		82.65%		86.97%		90.82%				-27.42%		-19.81%		-12.02%		-17.35%		-13.03%		-9.18%				1.01%		0.98%		1.12%		1.02%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-08-2022		72.83%		80.49%		88.48%		83.01%		86.86%		90.75%				-27.17%		-19.51%		-11.52%		-16.99%		-13.14%		-9.25%				0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.98%		1.01%		1.06%

				Aug-09-2022		72.33%		79.18%		87.57%		81.59%		86.49%		90.42%				-27.67%		-20.82%		-12.43%		-18.41%		-13.51%		-9.58%				1.02%		1.07%		1.09%		1.09%		1.03%		1.01%

				Aug-10-2022		73.19%		81.69%		89.59%		83.29%		88.34%		92.42%				-26.81%		-18.31%		-10.41%		-16.71%		-11.66%		-7.58%				0.97%		0.87%		0.82%		0.90%		0.85%		1.04%

				Aug-11-2022		73.93%		81.91%		90.32%		83.85%		88.27%		92.85%				-26.07%		-18.09%		-9.68%		-16.15%		-11.73%		-7.15%				0.97%		0.99%		0.92%		0.96%		1.01%		1.04%

				Aug-12-2022		75.21%		82.73%		91.80%		85.04%		89.80%		94.21%				-24.79%		-17.27%		-8.20%		-14.96%		-10.20%		-5.79%				0.95%		0.95%		0.83%		0.92%		0.86%		1.03%

				Aug-15-2022		75.80%		82.98%		91.36%		85.35%		90.16%		94.44%				-24.20%		-17.02%		-8.64%		-14.65%		-9.84%		-5.56%				0.98%		0.98%		1.06%		0.98%		0.96%		1.01%

				Aug-16-2022		75.70%		83.38%		91.43%		85.92%		90.33%		94.86%				-24.30%		-16.62%		-8.57%		-14.08%		-9.67%		-5.14%				1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		1.01%

				Aug-17-2022		76.03%		83.34%		90.97%		84.79%		89.67%		94.12%				-23.97%		-16.66%		-9.03%		-15.21%		-10.33%		-5.88%				0.99%		1.00%		1.06%		1.09%		1.08%		1.02%

				Aug-18-2022		76.10%		83.45%		91.54%		85.62%		89.88%		94.43%				-23.90%		-16.55%		-8.46%		-14.38%		-10.12%		-5.57%				1.00%		0.99%		0.93%		0.94%		0.98%		1.00%

				Aug-19-2022		74.50%		81.90%		90.04%		84.15%		88.72%		93.23%				-25.50%		-18.10%		-9.96%		-15.85%		-11.28%		-6.77%				1.07%		1.10%		1.20%		1.11%		1.13%		0.98%

				Aug-22-2022		73.25%		80.45%		88.13%		81.96%		86.82%		91.42%				-26.75%		-19.55%		-11.87%		-18.04%		-13.18%		-8.58%				1.05%		1.08%		1.21%		1.15%		1.18%		1.00%

				Aug-23-2022		72.63%		79.75%		87.98%		82.03%		86.63%		91.59%				-27.37%		-20.25%		-12.02%		-17.97%		-13.37%		-8.41%				1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%

				Aug-24-2022		72.50%		80.35%		89.02%		82.15%		86.88%		91.88%				-27.50%		-19.65%		-10.98%		-17.85%		-13.12%		-8.12%				1.00%		0.97%		0.91%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%

				Aug-25-2022		73.76%		81.04%		90.30%		83.42%		88.10%		93.29%				-26.24%		-18.96%		-9.70%		-16.58%		-11.90%		-6.71%				0.95%		0.96%		0.87%		0.92%		0.90%		0.98%

				Aug-26-2022		72.35%		79.02%		88.43%		80.39%		85.13%		90.01%				-27.65%		-20.98%		-11.57%		-19.61%		-14.87%		-9.99%				1.06%		1.11%		1.21%		1.19%		1.27%		1.00%

				Aug-29-2022		71.25%		78.48%		88.17%		79.93%		84.57%		89.62%				-28.75%		-21.52%		-11.83%		-20.07%		-15.43%		-10.38%				1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%

				Aug-30-2022		71.60%		77.87%		86.99%		79.59%		83.63%		88.29%				-28.40%		-22.13%		-13.01%		-20.41%		-16.37%		-11.71%				0.99%		1.03%		1.11%		1.02%		1.07%		0.97%

				Aug-31-2022		71.97%		77.13%		87.09%		78.73%		82.98%		87.53%				-28.03%		-22.87%		-12.91%		-21.27%		-17.02%		-12.47%				0.99%		1.04%		0.99%		1.04%		1.04%		1.01%

				Sep-01-2022		72.68%		76.69%		85.58%		79.06%		83.23%		87.65%				-27.32%		-23.31%		-14.42%		-20.94%		-16.77%		-12.35%				0.97%		1.02%		1.13%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%

				Sep-02-2022		72.19%		76.41%		86.41%		78.53%		82.34%		86.78%				-27.81%		-23.59%		-13.59%		-21.47%		-17.66%		-13.22%				1.02%		1.01%		0.94%		1.03%		1.06%		0.99%

				Sep-05-2022		72.12%		76.18%		85.59%		78.17%		82.34%		86.78%				-27.88%		-23.82%		-14.41%		-21.83%		-17.66%		-13.22%				1.00%		1.01%		1.07%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%

				Sep-06-2022		71.86%		76.63%		85.00%		77.90%		82.00%		86.92%				-28.14%		-23.37%		-15.00%		-22.10%		-18.00%		-13.08%				1.01%		0.98%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%

				Sep-07-2022		72.87%		77.70%		86.72%		79.37%		83.50%		88.34%				-27.13%		-22.30%		-13.28%		-20.63%		-16.50%		-11.66%				0.96%		0.95%		0.88%		0.93%		0.91%		1.01%

				Sep-08-2022		73.92%		78.11%		87.64%		79.57%		84.05%		88.58%				-26.08%		-21.89%		-12.36%		-20.43%		-15.95%		-11.42%				0.96%		0.98%		0.93%		0.99%		0.96%		1.05%

				Sep-09-2022		75.09%		79.20%		89.69%		81.13%		85.34%		89.73%				-24.91%		-20.80%		-10.31%		-18.87%		-14.66%		-10.27%				0.95%		0.95%		0.82%		0.92%		0.91%		1.03%

				Sep-12-2022		75.81%		79.70%		90.98%		81.82%		86.24%		90.27%				-24.19%		-20.30%		-9.02%		-18.18%		-13.76%		-9.73%				0.97%		0.97%		0.86%		0.96%		0.93%		1.02%

				Sep-13-2022		74.37%		77.56%		88.31%		78.50%		82.51%		86.85%				-25.63%		-22.44%		-11.69%		-21.50%		-17.49%		-13.15%				1.06%		1.11%		1.33%		1.19%		1.29%		1.04%

				Sep-14-2022		73.61%		76.42%		87.93%		77.29%		82.79%		86.69%				-26.39%		-23.58%		-12.07%		-22.71%		-17.21%		-13.31%				1.03%		1.05%		1.04%		1.06%		0.98%		1.02%

				Sep-15-2022		73.62%		74.75%		87.77%		76.16%		81.85%		85.77%				-26.38%		-25.25%		-12.23%		-23.84%		-18.15%		-14.23%				1.00%		1.07%		1.01%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%

				Sep-16-2022		71.75%		73.75%		87.42%		75.21%		81.27%		84.00%				-28.25%		-26.25%		-12.58%		-24.79%		-18.73%		-16.00%				1.07%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%

				Sep-19-2022		72.03%		74.50%		88.63%		75.99%		81.82%		85.12%				-27.97%		-25.50%		-11.37%		-24.01%		-18.18%		-14.88%				0.99%		0.97%		0.90%		0.97%		0.97%		1.03%

				Sep-20-2022		70.48%		73.69%		87.46%		75.01%		80.90%		84.07%				-29.52%		-26.31%		-12.54%		-24.99%		-19.10%		-15.93%				1.06%		1.03%		1.11%		1.04%		1.05%		1.04%

				Sep-21-2022		69.10%		72.51%		87.15%		74.16%		79.52%		82.94%				-30.90%		-27.49%		-12.85%		-25.84%		-20.48%		-17.06%				1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.08%		1.03%

				Sep-22-2022		67.29%		71.14%		85.87%		72.95%		78.85%		81.71%				-32.71%		-28.86%		-14.13%		-27.05%		-21.15%		-18.29%				1.06%		1.05%		1.11%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%

				Sep-23-2022		66.83%		69.97%		83.51%		71.68%		77.49%		80.18%				-33.17%		-30.03%		-16.49%		-28.32%		-22.51%		-19.82%				1.01%		1.04%		1.18%		1.05%		1.07%		1.02%

				Sep-26-2022		66.02%		69.56%		82.64%		70.98%		76.69%		79.27%				-33.98%		-30.44%		-17.36%		-29.02%		-23.31%		-20.73%				1.03%		1.01%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%

				Sep-27-2022		66.24%		68.29%		81.85%		70.92%		76.52%		79.03%				-33.76%		-31.71%		-18.15%		-29.08%		-23.48%		-20.97%				0.99%		1.04%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.04%

				Sep-28-2022		67.03%		70.13%		83.44%		72.54%		78.03%		80.80%				-32.97%		-29.87%		-16.56%		-27.46%		-21.97%		-19.20%				0.98%		0.94%		0.91%		0.94%		0.93%		1.05%

				Sep-29-2022		66.09%		68.91%		82.86%		70.96%		76.38%		79.32%				-33.91%		-31.09%		-17.14%		-29.04%		-23.62%		-20.68%				1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%		1.08%		1.05%

				Sep-30-2022		65.55%		68.80%		83.49%		70.25%		75.23%		78.28%				-34.45%		-31.20%		-16.51%		-29.75%		-24.77%		-21.72%				1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.03%		1.05%		1.04%

				Oct-03-2022		67.18%		71.31%		86.14%		72.70%		77.18%		80.67%				-32.82%		-28.69%		-13.86%		-27.30%		-22.82%		-19.33%				0.95%		0.92%		0.83%		0.91%		0.92%		1.04%

				Oct-04-2022		68.97%		74.38%		88.92%		75.58%		79.54%		83.49%				-31.03%		-25.62%		-11.08%		-24.42%		-20.46%		-16.51%				0.94%		0.89%		0.78%		0.89%		0.89%		1.00%

				Oct-05-2022		68.80%		74.32%		87.31%		75.94%		79.38%		83.01%				-31.20%		-25.68%		-12.69%		-24.06%		-20.62%		-16.99%				1.01%		1.00%		1.16%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%

				Oct-06-2022		68.09%		73.45%		87.54%		75.09%		78.56%		82.10%				-31.91%		-26.55%		-12.46%		-24.91%		-21.44%		-17.90%				1.02%		1.04%		0.98%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%

				Oct-07-2022		66.09%		71.28%		85.78%		73.11%		76.36%		80.52%				-33.91%		-28.72%		-14.22%		-26.89%		-23.64%		-19.48%				1.06%		1.08%		1.15%		1.08%		1.11%		1.05%

				Oct-10-2022		66.03%		71.34%		85.95%		73.04%		75.79%		80.79%				-33.97%		-28.66%		-14.05%		-26.96%		-24.21%		-19.21%				1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.03%		1.05%

				Oct-11-2022		65.51%		71.48%		86.79%		73.17%		75.30%		80.80%				-34.49%		-28.52%		-13.21%		-26.83%		-24.70%		-19.20%				1.02%		0.99%		0.94%		0.99%		1.02%		1.05%

				Oct-12-2022		65.04%		70.49%		85.86%		72.92%		75.05%		80.14%				-34.96%		-29.51%		-14.14%		-27.08%		-24.95%		-19.86%				1.01%		1.04%		1.08%		1.01%		1.01%		1.06%

				Oct-13-2022		64.49%		71.31%		87.63%		75.22%		77.00%		81.90%				-35.51%		-28.69%		-12.37%		-24.78%		-23.00%		-18.10%				1.02%		0.97%		0.87%		0.91%		0.92%		1.08%

				Oct-14-2022		64.33%		69.10%		86.66%		73.50%		75.18%		80.07%				-35.67%		-30.90%		-13.34%		-26.50%		-24.82%		-19.93%				1.00%		1.08%		1.09%		1.07%		1.08%		1.07%

				Oct-17-2022		65.01%		71.06%		89.91%		75.15%		77.17%		81.87%				-34.99%		-28.94%		-10.09%		-24.85%		-22.83%		-18.13%				0.98%		0.93%		0.74%		0.94%		0.92%		1.07%

				Oct-18-2022		65.85%		72.65%		91.26%		76.37%		78.05%		83.80%				-34.15%		-27.35%		-8.74%		-23.63%		-21.95%		-16.20%				0.98%		0.94%		0.85%		0.95%		0.96%		1.09%

				Oct-19-2022		63.46%		70.61%		90.64%		75.95%		77.53%		83.23%				-36.54%		-29.39%		-9.36%		-24.05%		-22.47%		-16.77%				1.07%		1.08%		1.08%		1.02%		1.02%		1.07%

				Oct-20-2022		62.22%		69.50%		89.14%		75.43%		76.91%		81.64%				-37.78%		-30.50%		-10.86%		-24.57%		-23.09%		-18.36%				1.03%		1.04%		1.18%		1.02%		1.03%		1.07%

				Oct-21-2022		62.75%		70.62%		90.00%		77.39%		78.74%		83.80%				-37.25%		-29.38%		-10.00%		-22.61%		-21.26%		-16.20%				0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.92%		0.92%		1.08%

				Oct-24-2022		62.88%		72.29%		91.79%		79.13%		79.67%		84.93%				-37.12%		-27.71%		-8.21%		-20.87%		-20.33%		-15.07%				1.00%		0.94%		0.80%		0.92%		0.95%		1.09%

				Oct-25-2022		64.46%		73.89%		93.79%		80.72%		80.97%		86.07%				-35.54%		-26.11%		-6.21%		-19.28%		-19.03%		-13.93%				0.96%		0.94%		0.72%		0.92%		0.93%		1.08%

				Oct-26-2022		64.94%		75.11%		94.81%		80.96%		80.37%		86.37%				-35.06%		-24.89%		-5.19%		-19.04%		-19.63%		-13.63%				0.99%		0.95%		0.80%		0.99%		1.03%		1.10%

				Oct-27-2022		65.32%		74.99%		97.93%		82.17%		79.88%		87.36%				-34.68%		-25.01%		-2.07%		-17.83%		-20.12%		-12.64%				0.99%		1.01%		0.26%		0.93%		1.03%		1.10%

				Oct-28-2022		65.47%		77.31%		99.99%		84.44%		81.85%		89.44%				-34.53%		-22.69%		-0.01%		-15.56%		-18.15%		-10.56%				1.00%		0.90%		-0.93%		0.87%		0.90%		1.09%

				Oct-31-2022		64.72%		77.51%		100.07%		83.62%		81.24%		89.13%				-35.28%		-22.49%		0.07%		-16.38%		-18.76%		-10.87%				1.02%		0.99%		1.08%		1.06%		1.04%		1.08%

				Nov-01-2022		65.47%		78.29%		100.50%		83.47%		80.91%		89.08%				-34.53%		-21.71%		0.50%		-16.53%		-19.09%		-10.92%				0.98%		0.96%		1.40%		1.01%		1.02%		1.10%

				Nov-02-2022		65.31%		77.10%		98.03%		82.39%		78.88%		87.51%				-34.69%		-22.90%		-1.97%		-17.61%		-21.12%		-12.49%				1.00%		1.06%		-0.65%		1.07%		1.11%		1.13%

				Nov-03-2022		65.78%		76.72%		98.59%		84.20%		78.05%		88.42%				-34.22%		-23.28%		-1.41%		-15.80%		-21.95%		-11.58%				0.99%		1.02%		0.42%		0.89%		1.04%		1.16%

				Nov-04-2022		67.68%		77.68%		100.18%		86.73%		79.11%		89.83%				-32.32%		-22.32%		0.18%		-13.27%		-20.89%		-10.17%				0.94%		0.96%		-2.88%		0.83%		0.95%		1.15%

				Nov-07-2022		68.29%		78.13%		101.51%		87.95%		79.87%		90.78%				-31.71%		-21.87%		1.51%		-12.05%		-20.13%		-9.22%				0.98%		0.98%		2.13%		0.90%		0.96%		1.16%

				Nov-08-2022		69.23%		78.87%		101.69%		89.32%		80.32%		91.56%				-30.77%		-21.13%		1.69%		-10.68%		-19.68%		-8.44%				0.97%		0.96%		1.07%		0.88%		0.98%		1.17%

				Nov-09-2022		67.76%		77.63%		100.97%		88.06%		78.65%		90.24%				-32.24%		-22.37%		0.97%		-11.94%		-21.35%		-9.76%				1.05%		1.06%		0.73%		1.13%		1.09%		1.20%

				Nov-10-2022		70.59%		82.69%		105.27%		91.71%		83.01%		94.06%				-29.41%		-17.31%		5.27%		-8.29%		-16.99%		-5.94%				0.91%		0.76%		3.18%		0.67%		0.79%		1.21%

				Nov-11-2022		73.36%		81.60%		104.69%		91.48%		83.78%		93.96%				-26.64%		-18.40%		4.69%		-8.52%		-16.22%		-6.04%				0.90%		1.07%		0.91%		1.03%		0.95%		1.22%

				Nov-14-2022		73.37%		81.31%		103.19%		92.21%		83.03%		93.32%				-26.63%		-18.69%		3.19%		-7.79%		-16.97%		-6.68%				1.00%		1.02%		0.74%		0.90%		1.05%		1.21%

				Nov-15-2022		74.26%		81.12%		104.39%		93.63%		83.75%		94.04%				-25.74%		-18.88%		4.39%		-6.37%		-16.25%		-5.96%				0.97%		1.01%		1.29%		0.79%		0.95%		1.22%

				Nov-16-2022		73.40%		79.95%		104.55%		92.89%		83.06%		93.31%				-26.60%		-20.05%		4.55%		-7.11%		-16.94%		-6.69%				1.03%		1.07%		1.03%		1.14%		1.05%		1.24%

				Nov-17-2022		72.55%		79.74%		104.13%		92.69%		82.80%		93.08%				-27.45%		-20.26%		4.13%		-7.31%		-17.20%		-6.92%				1.03%		1.01%		0.92%		1.03%		1.02%		1.23%

				Nov-18-2022		73.44%		80.44%		106.04%		92.94%		83.20%		93.74%				-26.56%		-19.56%		6.04%		-7.06%		-16.80%		-6.26%				0.97%		0.96%		1.37%		0.96%		0.98%		1.25%

				Nov-21-2022		72.50%		80.68%		105.95%		93.09%		82.87%		94.09%				-27.50%		-19.32%		5.95%		-6.91%		-17.13%		-5.91%				1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.02%		1.26%

				Nov-22-2022		73.25%		81.85%		106.40%		94.13%		84.00%		94.80%				-26.75%		-18.15%		6.40%		-5.87%		-16.00%		-5.20%				0.97%		0.94%		1.06%		0.82%		0.93%		1.28%

				Nov-23-2022		73.44%		82.06%		106.31%		94.13%		84.50%		95.17%				-26.56%		-17.94%		6.31%		-5.87%		-15.50%		-4.83%				0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.97%		1.28%

				Nov-24-2022		73.84%		82.26%		106.75%		94.25%		84.50%		95.17%				-26.16%		-17.74%		6.75%		-5.75%		-15.50%		-4.83%				0.98%		0.99%		1.06%		0.98%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-25-2022		73.79%		82.52%		107.41%		94.40%		84.47%		95.52%				-26.21%		-17.48%		7.41%		-5.60%		-15.53%		-4.48%				1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		0.97%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-28-2022		72.42%		80.78%		105.48%		92.46%		83.17%		93.80%				-27.58%		-19.22%		5.48%		-7.54%		-16.83%		-6.20%				1.05%		1.11%		0.77%		1.42%		1.09%		1.26%

				Nov-29-2022		73.15%		79.97%		105.08%		92.51%		83.04%		94.38%				-26.85%		-20.03%		5.08%		-7.49%		-16.96%		-5.62%				0.97%		1.04%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.25%

				Nov-30-2022		73.61%		81.00%		106.16%		93.99%		85.61%		95.88%				-26.39%		-19.00%		6.16%		-6.01%		-14.39%		-4.12%				0.98%		0.95%		1.18%		0.77%		0.84%		1.28%

				Dec-01-2022		74.99%		81.86%		106.85%		94.18%		85.53%		95.87%				-25.01%		-18.14%		6.85%		-5.82%		-14.47%		-4.13%				0.95%		0.95%		1.10%		0.96%		1.01%		1.27%

				Dec-02-2022		74.98%		80.99%		106.85%		94.94%		85.43%		96.47%				-25.02%		-19.01%		6.85%		-5.06%		-14.57%		-3.53%				1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		0.84%		1.01%		1.25%

				Dec-05-2022		75.15%		79.58%		104.92%		93.67%		83.90%		94.83%				-24.85%		-20.42%		4.92%		-6.33%		-16.10%		-5.17%				0.99%		1.08%		0.75%		1.31%		1.11%		1.25%

				Dec-06-2022		74.31%		80.31%		104.58%		92.44%		82.69%		93.74%				-25.69%		-19.69%		4.58%		-7.56%		-17.31%		-6.26%				1.04%		0.96%		0.94%		1.23%		1.08%		1.28%

				Dec-07-2022		74.61%		80.72%		104.46%		92.40%		82.54%		93.61%				-25.39%		-19.28%		4.46%		-7.60%		-17.46%		-6.39%				0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.28%

				Dec-08-2022		75.00%		81.93%		105.38%		92.84%		83.16%		94.14%				-25.00%		-18.07%		5.38%		-7.16%		-16.84%		-5.86%				0.98%		0.93%		1.17%		0.93%		0.96%		1.28%

				Dec-09-2022		75.77%		82.07%		104.80%		92.01%		82.55%		93.38%				-24.23%		-17.93%		4.80%		-7.99%		-17.45%		-6.62%				0.97%		0.99%		0.91%		1.13%		1.04%		1.27%

				Dec-12-2022		75.50%		82.74%		105.11%		92.90%		83.73%		94.98%				-24.50%		-17.26%		5.11%		-7.10%		-16.27%		-5.02%				1.01%		0.96%		1.05%		0.87%		0.93%		1.26%

				Dec-13-2022		76.64%		83.18%		106.18%		94.35%		84.34%		95.31%				-23.36%		-16.82%		6.18%		-5.65%		-15.66%		-4.69%				0.95%		0.97%		1.18%		0.76%		0.96%		1.31%

				Dec-14-2022		76.89%		82.96%		105.60%		93.90%		83.83%		95.14%				-23.11%		-17.04%		5.60%		-6.10%		-16.17%		-4.86%				0.99%		1.01%		0.92%		1.10%		1.03%		1.32%

				Dec-15-2022		74.67%		79.54%		103.26%		91.13%		81.74%		92.80%				-25.33%		-20.46%		3.26%		-8.87%		-18.26%		-7.20%				1.10%		1.21%		0.65%		1.54%		1.14%		1.28%

				Dec-16-2022		74.02%		78.61%		103.65%		90.58%		80.83%		92.36%				-25.98%		-21.39%		3.65%		-9.42%		-19.17%		-7.64%				1.03%		1.05%		1.09%		1.07%		1.05%		1.30%

				Dec-19-2022		73.29%		78.48%		103.65%		90.36%		80.10%		91.88%				-26.71%		-21.52%		3.65%		-9.64%		-19.90%		-8.12%				1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.04%		1.29%

				Dec-20-2022		72.47%		78.14%		103.54%		90.85%		80.18%		92.01%				-27.53%		-21.86%		3.54%		-9.15%		-19.82%		-7.99%				1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		0.94%		1.00%		1.36%

				Dec-21-2022		73.32%		78.87%		105.11%		92.44%		81.37%		93.71%				-26.68%		-21.13%		5.11%		-7.56%		-18.63%		-6.29%				0.97%		0.97%		1.35%		0.80%		0.94%		1.35%

				Dec-22-2022		72.91%		77.92%		104.72%		90.99%		80.20%		92.53%				-27.09%		-22.08%		4.72%		-9.01%		-19.80%		-7.47%				1.02%		1.05%		0.94%		1.22%		1.07%		1.36%

				Dec-23-2022		72.88%		78.30%		105.35%		91.35%		80.67%		93.06%				-27.12%		-21.70%		5.35%		-8.65%		-19.33%		-6.94%				1.00%		0.98%		1.11%		0.96%		0.98%		1.33%

				Dec-26-2022		72.77%		78.30%		105.35%		91.35%		80.67%		93.06%				-27.23%		-21.70%		5.35%		-8.65%		-19.33%		-6.94%				1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.31%

				Dec-27-2022		73.52%		78.89%		105.67%		91.78%		80.34%		93.37%				-26.48%		-21.11%		5.67%		-8.22%		-19.66%		-6.63%				0.97%		0.97%		1.05%		0.94%		1.02%		1.31%

				Dec-28-2022		72.48%		77.66%		104.29%		90.47%		79.38%		92.14%				-27.52%		-22.34%		4.29%		-9.53%		-20.62%		-7.86%				1.04%		1.06%		0.79%		1.18%		1.05%		1.45%

				Dec-29-2022		73.24%		78.92%		105.71%		91.82%		80.76%		93.27%				-26.76%		-21.08%		5.71%		-8.18%		-19.24%		-6.73%				0.97%		0.94%		1.27%		0.84%		0.93%		1.42%

				Dec-30-2022		72.63%		78.47%		104.38%		91.48%		80.56%		92.90%				-27.37%		-21.53%		4.38%		-8.52%		-19.44%		-7.10%				1.02%		1.02%		0.80%		1.05%		1.01%		1.37%

				Dec-31-2022		72.63%		78.47%		104.38%		91.89%		80.56%		92.90%				-27.37%		-21.53%		4.38%		-8.11%		-19.44%		-7.10%				1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.37%



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Equipment Manufacturing	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	446	55	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.98480000000000001	0.99040000000000006	0.9887999999999999	0.98760000000000003	0.98250000000000004	0.97319999999999995	0.97109999999999996	0.97989999999999999	0.95579999999999998	0.93420000000000003	0.93599999999999994	0.92620000000000002	0.9214	0.93150000000000011	0.9244	0.92280000000000006	0.90839999999999999	0.90720000000000001	0.88219999999999998	0.88460000000000005	0.89180000000000004	0.8891	0.88800000000000001	0.86819999999999997	0.86069999999999991	0.8619	0.8619	0.88370000000000004	0.86099999999999999	0.85039999999999993	0.83519999999999994	0.84299999999999997	0.84939999999999993	0.83409999999999995	0.83169999999999999	0.82769999999999999	0.81930000000000003	0.81400000000000006	0.80249999999999999	0.81659999999999999	0.81590000000000007	0.81289999999999996	0.81200000000000006	0.81319999999999992	0.79909999999999992	0.76460000000000006	0.75650000000000006	0.77450000000000008	0.	76950000000000007	0.76349999999999996	0.75539999999999996	0.75190000000000001	0.77939999999999998	0.79859999999999998	0.80370000000000008	0.80039999999999989	0.80079999999999996	0.79370000000000007	0.79110000000000003	0.78469999999999995	0.78069999999999995	0.79	0.79769999999999996	0.79099999999999993	0.7974	0.79680000000000006	0.79069999999999996	0.77939999999999998	0.77039999999999997	0.76500000000000001	0.74439999999999995	0.74849999999999994	0.75700000000000001	0.76060000000000005	0.75939999999999996	0.75180000000000002	0.75560000000000005	0.76789999999999992	0.76180000000000003	0.75120000000000009	0.73650000000000004	0.71379999999999999	0.71589999999999998	0.71519999999999995	0.72039999999999993	0.71879999999999999	0.71879999999999999	0.71379999999999999	0.70680000000000009	0.69669999999999999	0.68110000000000004	0.6835	0.68519999999999992	0.69069999999999998	0.70340000000000003	0.69750000000000001	0.70710000000000006	0.68940000000000001	0.68769999999999998	0.6903999999999999	0.68730000000000002	0.67949999999999999	0.68030000000000002	0.68710000000000004	0.69629999999999992	0.70700000000000007	0.70219999999999994	0.69920000000000004	0.70530000000000004	0.7	0.70030000000000003	0.70289999999999997	0.69940000000000002	0.68689999999999996	0.67099999999999993	0.65020000000000011	0.64610000000000001	0.6574000000000001	0.64349999999999996	0.64170000000000005	0.65310000000000001	0.66289999999999993	0.65549999999999997	0.65979999999999994	0.68159999999999998	0.69180000000000008	0.68669999999999998	0.6851999999999999	2	0.69030000000000002	0.68810000000000004	0.69319999999999993	0.69079999999999997	0.68889999999999996	0.6905	0.68720000000000003	0.68640000000000001	0.69099999999999995	0.68090000000000006	0.66539999999999988	0.66700000000000004	0.66859999999999997	0.68230000000000002	0.69140000000000001	0.70050000000000001	0.70629999999999993	0.70669999999999999	0.70799999999999996	0.71019999999999994	0.71870000000000001	0.72629999999999995	0.72739999999999994	0.71599999999999997	0.71889999999999998	0.72770000000000001	0.7258	0.72829999999999995	0.72329999999999994	0.7319	0.73930000000000007	0.7521000000000001	0.75800000000000001	0.75700000000000001	0.76029999999999998	0.7609999999999999	0.745	0.73250000000000004	0.72629999999999995	0.72499999999999998	0.73760000000000003	0.72349999999999992	0.71250000000000002	0.71599999999999997	0.71970000000000001	0.72680000000000011	0.72189999999999999	0.72120000000000006	0.71860000000000002	0.72870000000000001	0.73919999999999997	0.75090000000000001	0.7581	0.74370000000000003	0.73609999999999998	0.73620000000000008	0.71750000000000003	0.72030000000000005	0.70480000000000009	0.69099999999999995	0.67289999999999994	0.66830000000000001	0.66020000000000012	0.6624000000000001	0.67030000000000001	0.66090000000000004	0.65549999999999997	0.67180000000000006	0.68969999999999998	0.68799999999999994	0.68090000000000006	0.66090000000000004	0.6603	0.6550999999999999	0.65039999999999987	0.64490000000000014	0.64329999999999998	0.6500999999999999	0.65849999	999999997	0.63460000000000005	0.62219999999999998	0.62749999999999995	0.62880000000000003	0.64460000000000006	0.64939999999999998	0.65319999999999989	0.65469999999999995	0.6472	0.65469999999999995	0.65310000000000001	0.65780000000000005	0.67680000000000007	0.68289999999999995	0.69230000000000003	0.67759999999999987	0.70590000000000008	0.73360000000000003	0.73370000000000002	0.74260000000000004	0.7340000000000001	0.72549999999999992	0.73439999999999994	0.72499999999999998	0.73250000000000004	0.73439999999999994	0.73840000000000006	0.73789999999999989	0.72420000000000007	0.73150000000000004	0.73609999999999998	0.7498999999999999	0.74980000000000002	0.75150000000000006	0.74309999999999998	0.74609999999999999	0.75	0.75769999999999993	0.755	0.76639999999999997	0.76890000000000003	0.74670000000000003	0.74019999999999997	0.73289999999999988	0.72470000000000001	0.73319999999999996	0.72909999999999997	0.7288	0.72770000000000001	0.73519999999999996	0.7248	0.73239999999999994	0.72629999999999995	0.72629999999999995	Distribution	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	446	55	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.997	1.0053000000000001	0.99450000000000005	0.98709999999999998	0.97099999999999997	0.94720000000000004	0.94819999999999993	0.96120000000000005	0.9617	0.9415	0.94359999999999999	0.92469999999999997	0.90939999999999999	0.90400000000000003	0.88760000000000006	0.87599999999999989	0.86629999999999996	0.86340000000000006	0.85499999999999998	0.86980000000000002	0.88560000000000005	0.88450000000000006	0.89230000000000009	0.88159999999999994	0.85219999999999996	0.8417	0.84680000000000011	0.8639	0.84970000000000001	0.8286	0.82330000000000003	0.83519999999999994	0.84099999999999997	0.83360000000000001	0.83640000000000003	0.83569999999999989	0.83479999999999999	0.82879999999999998	0.82150000000000001	0.84400000000000008	0.84189999999999998	0.83479999999999999	0.84760000000000002	0.84329999999999994	0.83099999999999996	0.80889999999999995	0.83460000000000012	0.84400000000000008	0.8309999999999	9996	0.82150000000000001	0.85739999999999994	0.84489999999999998	0.84499999999999997	0.86080000000000001	0.87480000000000002	0.871	0.87019999999999997	0.86909999999999998	0.85569999999999991	0.8488	0.84420000000000006	0.85609999999999997	0.86250000000000004	0.84670000000000001	0.84379999999999999	0.8458	0.83440000000000003	0.82069999999999999	0.82599999999999996	0.82889999999999997	0.8165	0.8153999999999999	0.83050000000000002	0.81059999999999999	0.81059999999999999	0.80700000000000005	0.82689999999999997	0.83779999999999999	0.84680000000000011	0.82460000000000011	0.80870000000000009	0.78969999999999996	0.78670000000000007	0.79969999999999997	0.78379999999999994	0.77210000000000012	0.7651	0.7853	0.75849999999999995	0.739800000	00000001	0.72549999999999992	0.72840000000000005	0.72349999999999992	0.74080000000000001	0.74939999999999996	0.74379999999999991	0.75930000000000009	0.72920000000000007	0.73069999999999991	0.72849999999999993	0.73340000000000005	0.72889999999999999	0.72739999999999994	0.73580000000000001	0.75470000000000004	0.76060000000000005	0.75329999999999997	0.75190000000000001	0.76379999999999992	0.75419999999999998	0.75700000000000001	0.75840000000000007	0.75129999999999997	0.73710000000000009	0.72019999999999995	0.70279999999999998	0.69830000000000003	0.69900000000000007	0.67240000000000011	0.67270000000000008	0.67469999999999997	0.68370000000000009	0.67539999999999989	0.67059999999999997	0.69940000000000002	0.70979999999999999	0.69609999999999994	0.69879999999999998	0.68840000000000001	0.69110000000000005	0.69450000000000001	0.6873999999999999	0.70330000000000004	0.71279999999999999	0.71060000000000001	0.70849999999999991	0.70319999999999994	0.6895	0.69349999999999989	0.70689999999999997	0.70069999999999988	0.71460000000000012	0.72450000000000003	0.73150000000000004	0.73409999999999997	0.73870000000000002	0.72140000000000004	0.73539999999999994	0.75539999999999996	0.79799999999999993	0.80120000000000002	0.78789999999999993	0.78890000000000005	0.7984	0.80189999999999995	0.80489999999999995	0.79180000000000006	0.81689999999999996	0.81909999999999994	0.82730000000000004	0.82980000000000009	0.83379999999999999	0.83340000000000003	0.83450000000000002	0.81900000000000006	0.80449999999999999	0.79749999999999999	0.803499	99999999999	0.8103999999999999	0.79020000000000001	0.78480000000000005	0.77870000000000006	0.77129999999999999	0.76690000000000003	0.7641	0.76180000000000003	0.76629999999999998	0.77700000000000002	0.78110000000000002	0.79200000000000004	0.79700000000000004	0.77560000000000007	0.76419999999999999	0.74750000000000005	0.73750000000000004	0.745	0.7369	0.72510000000000008	0.71140000000000003	0.69969999999999999	0.6956	0.68289999999999995	0.70129999999999992	0.68909999999999993	0.68799999999999994	0.71310000000000007	0.74379999999999991	0.74319999999999997	0.73450000000000004	0.71279999999999999	0.71340000000000003	0.71479999999999999	0.70489999999999997	0.71310000000000007	0.69099999999999995	0.71060000000000001	0.72650000000000003	0.70609999999999995	0.69499999999999995	0.70620000000000005	0.72289999999999988	0.7389	0.75109999999999999	0.7498999999999999	0.77310000000000001	0.77510000000000001	0.78289999999999993	0.77099999999999991	0.76719999999999999	0.77680000000000005	0.78129999999999999	0.78870000000000007	0.77629999999999999	0.82689999999999997	0.81599999999999995	0.81310000000000004	0.81120000000000003	0.79949999999999999	0.7974	0.8044	0.80680000000000007	0.81849999999999989	0.8206	0.8226	0.82519999999999993	0.80779999999999996	0.79969999999999997	0.81	0.81859999999999999	0.80989999999999995	0.79579999999999995	0.80310000000000004	0.80720000000000003	0.81930000000000003	0.82069999999999999	0.82739999999999991	0.83180000000000009	0.82960000000000012	0.79539999999999988	0.78610000000000002	0.78480000000000005	0.78139999999999998	0.78870000000000007	0.7792	0.78299999999999992	0.78299999999999992	0.78890000000000005	0.77659999999999996	0.78920000000000001	0.78469999999999995	0.78469999999999995	Contracting Services	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	1.0017	1.0168999999999999	1.0012000000000001	1.0070000000000001	0.99150000000000005	0.97450000000000003	0.98180000000000012	0.98299999999999998	0.98849999999999993	0.97120000000000006	0.9698	0.9415	0.93299999999999994	0.92790000000000006	0.90900000000000003	0.9113	0.89159999999999995	0.88650000000000007	0.88109999999999999	0.89029999999999998	0.90500000000000003	0.90639999999999998	0.90890000000000004	0.89789999999999992	0.89019999999999999	0.88969999999999994	0.9	0.91879999999999995	0.90680000000000005	0.90249999999999997	0.89119999999999999	0.92549999999999999	0.92530000000000001	0.9083	0.90799999999999992	0.90049999999999997	0.89569999999999994	0.88840000000000008	0.86289999999999989	0.89500000000000002	0.89190000000000003	0.86170000000000002	0.88340000000000007	0.86180000000000012	0.84760000000000002	0.8286	0.83950000000000002	0.87960000000000005	0.88120000000000009	0.89219999999999999	0.9002	0.9022	0.91839999999999999	0.92099999999999993	0.92669999999999997	0.92200000000000004	0.92069999999999996	0.8952	0.88590000000000002	0.88769999999999993	0.88349999999999995	0.9083	0.9	0.88710000000000011	0.89439999999999997	0.88639999999999997	0.86560000000000004	0.85809999999999997	0.86159999999999992	0.85799999999999998	0.85439999999999994	0.86140000000000005	0.8728999999999999	0.87609999999999999	0.87609999999999999	0.87190000000000001	0.87450000000000006	0.89539999999999997	0.89840000000000009	0.87879999999999991	0.87260000000000004	0.85099999999999998	0.84939999999999993	0.83120000000000005	0.84010000000000007	0.83310000000000006	0.84609999999999996	0.85389999999999999	0.83550000000000002	0.82430000	000000003	0.80030000000000001	0.79980000000000007	0.7965000000000001	0.79200000000000004	0.80650000000000011	0.80330000000000001	0.82099999999999995	0.80680000000000007	0.80559999999999998	0.80400000000000005	0.81330000000000002	0.82090000000000007	0.82189999999999996	0.83739999999999992	0.85849999999999993	0.86269999999999991	0.84719999999999995	0.83239999999999992	0.85239999999999994	0.84760000000000002	0.85450000000000004	0.85699999999999998	0.84789999999999988	0.84389999999999998	0.82099999999999995	0.79170000000000007	0.78139999999999998	0.78879999999999995	0.745	0.75280000000000002	0.75360000000000005	0.76960000000000006	0.77439999999999998	0.77359999999999995	0.80200000000000005	0.80640000000000001	0.80039999999999989	0.78949999999999998	0.7881000000000	0002	0.79120000000000001	0.79289999999999994	0.78760000000000008	0.78710000000000013	0.80010000000000003	0.80030000000000001	0.79449999999999998	0.79480000000000006	0.79339999999999999	0.78900000000000003	0.80430000000000001	0.80530000000000002	0.8306	0.83079999999999998	0.83989999999999998	0.83989999999999998	0.83840000000000003	0.83379999999999999	0.84370000000000001	0.88090000000000002	0.90879999999999994	0.90960000000000008	0.89390000000000003	0.89760000000000006	0.89159999999999995	0.87980000000000003	0.88480000000000003	0.87569999999999992	0.89590000000000003	0.90319999999999989	0.91799999999999993	0.91359999999999997	0.91430000000000011	0.90969999999999995	0.91539999999999988	0.90039999999999987	0.88129999999999997	0.87980000000000003	0.8901999	9999999999	0.90300000000000002	0.88430000000000009	0.88170000000000004	0.8698999999999999	0.87090000000000001	0.85580000000000001	0.86409999999999998	0.85589999999999999	0.85	0.86719999999999997	0.87639999999999996	0.89690000000000003	0.90980000000000005	0.8831	0.87930000000000008	0.87769999999999992	0.87419999999999998	0.88629999999999998	0.87460000000000004	0.87150000000000005	0.85870000000000002	0.83510000000000006	0.82640000000000002	0.81849999999999989	0.83440000000000003	0.8286	0.83489999999999998	0.86140000000000005	0.88919999999999999	0.87309999999999999	0.87539999999999996	0.85780000000000001	0.85950000000000004	0.86789999999999989	0.85860000000000003	0.87629999999999997	0.86659999999999993	0.89910000000000001	0.91260000000000008	0.90639999999999998	0.89139999999999997	0.9	0.91789999999999994	0.93790000000000007	0.94810000000000005	0.97930000000000006	0.9998999999999999	1.0006999999999999	1.0049999999999999	0.98030000000000006	0.9859	1.0018	1.0151000000000001	1.0168999999999999	1.0097	1.0527	1.0468999999999999	1.0319	1.0439000000000001	1.0454999999999999	1.0412999999999999	1.0604	1.0595000000000001	1.0640000000000001	1.0630999999999999	1.0674999999999999	1.0741000000000001	1.0548	1.0508	1.0615999999999999	1.0685	1.0685	1.0491999999999999	1.0458000000000001	1.0446	1.0537999999999998	1.048	1.0510999999999999	1.0618000000000001	1.056	1.0326	1.0365	1.0365	1.0354000000000001	1.0510999999999999	1.0471999999999999	1.0534999999999999	1.0534999999999999	1.0567	1.0429000000000002	1.0570999999999999	1.0438000000000001	1.0438000000000001	Control Modules	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.98959999999999992	1.0002	1.0046999999999999	1.0026000000000002	1.0136000000000001	0.99829999999999997	1.0141	1.0199	1.0244	1.0122	1.0134999999999998	0.99209999999999998	0.97909999999999997	0.96950000000000003	0.95430000000000004	0.94409999999999994	0.93569999999999998	0.93540000000000001	0.93330000000000002	0.93189999999999995	0.94750000000000001	0.95040000000000002	0.96660000000000001	0.9163	0.9043000000000001	0.9043000000000001	0.90939999999999999	0.92849999999999999	0.91339999999999999	0.89	0.88239999999999996	0.89829999999999999	0.89760000000000006	0.875	0.86269999999999991	0.85939999999999994	0.85919999999999996	0.84389999999999998	0.84510000000000007	0.87480000000000002	0.87470000000000003	0.84230000000000005	0.86109999999999998	0.86280000000000001	0.8448	0.82230000000000003	0.82789999999999997	0.85140000000000005	0.84099999999999997	0.83160000000000001	0.83409999999999995	0.84739999999999993	0.87460000000000004	0.87860000000000	005	0.89060000000000006	0.88900000000000001	0.89450000000000007	0.88200000000000001	0.89219999999999999	0.90489999999999993	0.90159999999999996	0.91449999999999998	0.90839999999999999	0.89579999999999993	0.89960000000000007	0.89840000000000009	0.88219999999999998	0.87549999999999994	0.86950000000000005	0.8589	0.84909999999999997	0.84909999999999997	0.86010000000000009	0.85609999999999997	0.85609999999999997	0.85210000000000008	0.87379999999999991	0.88170000000000004	0.88109999999999999	0.85510000000000008	0.85370000000000001	0.83010000000000006	0.82799999999999996	0.84250000000000003	0.84329999999999994	0.85150000000000003	0.85609999999999997	0.86450000000000005	0.83750000000000002	0.8286	0.8075	0.80700000000000005	0.80420000000000003	0.8076000000000001	0.8175	0.8175	0.83730000000000004	0.81359999999999999	0.81299999999999994	0.80460000000000009	0.81110000000000004	0.80430000000000001	0.80629999999999991	0.82510000000000006	0.84349999999999992	0.84680000000000011	0.83750000000000002	0.83140000000000003	0.85219999999999996	0.84310000000000007	0.84609999999999996	0.85199999999999998	0.84310000000000007	0.8276	0.80039999999999989	0.78039999999999987	0.77289999999999992	0.78150000000000008	0.75080000000000002	0.74659999999999993	0.74879999999999991	0.75549999999999995	0.7448999999999999	0.73309999999999997	0.75970000000000004	0.75870000000000004	0.74970000000000003	0.74	0.7340000000000001	0.73580000000000001	0.73340000000000005	0.71950000000000003	0.7258	0.73129999999999995	0.73180000000000012	0.72670000000000001	0.72599999999999998	0.7198	0.71150000000000002	0.72689999999999999	0.72450000000000003	0.75129999999999997	0.75670000000000004	0.76819999999999988	0.76890000000000003	0.77	0.76680000000000004	0.78280000000000005	0.80569999999999997	0.82	0.81960000000000011	0.81010000000000004	0.8226	0.82930000000000004	0.82650000000000001	0.83010000000000006	0.81590000000000007	0.83289999999999997	0.83849999999999991	0.85039999999999993	0.85349999999999993	0.85919999999999996	0.84789999999999988	0.85620000000000007	0.84150000000000003	0.81960000000000011	0.82030000000000003	0.82150000000000001	0.83420000000000005	0.80390000000000006	0.79930000000000012	0.79590000000000005	0.7873	0.79059999999999997	0.7853	0.78170000000000006	0.77900000000000003	0.79370000000000007	0.79569999999999996	0.81129999999999991	0.81819999999999993	0.78500000000000003	0.77289999999999992	0.76159999999999994	0.7521000000000001	0.75989999999999991	0.7501000000000001	0.74159999999999993	0.72950000000000004	0.7168000000000001	0.70979999999999999	0.70920000000000005	0.72539999999999993	0.70960000000000012	0.70250000000000001	0.72699999999999998	0.75580000000000003	0.75939999999999996	0.75090000000000001	0.73109999999999997	0.73039999999999994	0.73170000000000002	0.72920000000000007	0.75219999999999998	0.73499999999999999	0.75150000000000006	0.76370000000000005	0.75950000000000006	0.75430000000000008	0.77390000000000003	0.7913	0.80720000000000003	0.8096000000000001	0.82169999999999999	0.84439999999999993	0.83620000000000005	0.8347	0.82389999999999997	0.84200000000000008	0.86730000000000007	0.87950000000000006	0.89319999999999988	0.88060000000000005	0.91710000000000003	0.91480000000000006	0.92209999999999992	0.93629999999999991	0.92890000000000006	0.92689999999999995	0.9294	0.93090000000000006	0.94129999999999991	0.94129999999999991	0.9425	0.94400000000000006	0.92459999999999998	0.92510000000000003	0.93989999999999996	0.94180000000000008	0.94940000000000002	0.93669999999999998	0.9244	0.92400000000000004	0.9284	0.92010000000000003	0.92900000000000005	0.94349999999999989	0.93900000000000006	0.9113	0.90579999999999994	0.90359999999999996	0.90849999999999997	0.9244	0.90989999999999993	0.91349999999999998	0.91349999999999998	0.91780000000000006	0.90469999999999995	0.91819999999999991	0.91480000000000006	0.91890000000000005	S	&	P 500	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	1.0064	1.0057	0.98620000000000008	0.98530000000000006	0.98129999999999995	0.97989999999999999	0.9889	0.99159999999999993	0.97750000000000004	0.97829999999999995	0.97829999999999995	0.96030000000000004	0.95099999999999996	0.9405	0.92269999999999996	0.92530000000000001	0.91400000000000003	0.91269999999999996	0.90780000000000005	0.92989999999999995	0.94739999999999991	0.95389999999999997	0.96290000000000009	0.93940000000000001	0.94430000000000003	0.94079999999999997	0.9487000000000001	0.96239999999999992	0.94499999999999995	0.92709999999999992	0.92349999999999999	0.93810000000000004	0.93889999999999996	0.91900000000000004	0.91239999999999999	0.91239999999999999	0.90319999999999989	0.88659999999999994	0.89980000000000004	0.92	0.91769999999999996	0.90349999999999997	0.92030000000000001	0.91549999999999998	0.9081999999999999	0.88139999999999996	0.8751000000000001	0.89749999999999996	0.89370000000000005	0.88210000000000011	0.87560000000000004	0.89430000000000009	0.91430000000000011	0.92559999999999998	0.93640000000000001	0.93599	999999999994	0.9466	0.93500000000000005	0.94840000000000002	0.95319999999999994	0.96	0.97180000000000011	0.96560000000000001	0.95050000000000001	0.95379999999999998	0.96150000000000002	0.94940000000000002	0.94019999999999992	0.94420000000000004	0.94169999999999998	0.92579999999999996	0.92260000000000009	0.93290000000000006	0.92159999999999997	0.92159999999999997	0.9214	0.93620000000000003	0.93559999999999999	0.92180000000000006	0.89629999999999999	0.90139999999999998	0.87599999999999989	0.87780000000000002	0.89960000000000007	0.8669	0.87180000000000002	0.87609999999999999	0.9022	0.8701000000000001	0.86510000000000009	0.83739999999999992	0.83950000000000002	0.8256	0.82460000000000011	0.84430000000000005	0.84089999999999998	0.85	789999999999988	0.82319999999999993	0.81840000000000002	0.81859999999999999	0.8337	0.82700000000000007	0.83479999999999999	0.85140000000000005	0.87239999999999995	0.87239999999999995	0.86699999999999999	0.86049999999999993	0.87629999999999997	0.86199999999999999	0.86470000000000002	0.873	0.86349999999999993	0.84299999999999997	0.81840000000000002	0.78670000000000007	0.78370000000000006	0.79519999999999991	0.76930000000000009	0.77099999999999991	0.77099999999999991	0.78989999999999994	0.78890000000000005	0.7964	0.82069999999999999	0.81830000000000003	0.80180000000000007	0.80120000000000002	0.79420000000000002	0.80260000000000009	0.80260000000000009	0.80390000000000006	0.80669999999999997	0.81879999999999997	0.81810000000000005	0.80870000000000009	0.80120000000000002	0.79769999999999996	0.79530000000000001	0.8105	0.80379999999999996	0.82599999999999996	0.83079999999999998	0.83900000000000008	0.83120000000000005	0.83230000000000004	0.82269999999999999	0.84420000000000006	0.85439999999999994	0.86659999999999993	0.86409999999999998	0.85840000000000005	0.87180000000000002	0.87109999999999999	0.86970000000000003	0.86860000000000004	0.8649	0.88340000000000007	0.88269999999999993	0.89800000000000002	0.90159999999999996	0.90329999999999999	0.89670000000000005	0.89879999999999993	0.88719999999999999	0.86819999999999997	0.86629999999999996	0.86879999999999991	0.88099999999999989	0.85129999999999995	0.8456999999999999	0.83629999999999993	0.82980000000000009	0.83230000000000004	0.82340000000000002	0.82340000000000002	0.82	0.83499999999999996	0.84050000000000002	0.85340000000000005	0.86239999999999994	0.82510000000000006	0.82789999999999997	0.81849999999999989	0.81269999999999998	0.81819999999999993	0.80900000000000005	0.79519999999999991	0.78849999999999998	0.77489999999999992	0.76690000000000003	0.76519999999999999	0.78029999999999999	0.76379999999999992	0.75230000000000008	0.77180000000000004	0.79539999999999988	0.79379999999999995	0.78560000000000008	0.76359999999999995	0.75789999999999991	0.753	0.75049999999999994	0.77	0.75180000000000002	0.77170000000000005	0.78049999999999997	0.77529999999999999	0.76910000000000001	0.78739999999999999	0.79669999999999996	0.80969999999999998	0.80370000000000008	0.79879999999999995	0.818	49999999999989	0.8123999999999999	0.80909999999999993	0.78879999999999995	0.78049999999999997	0.79110000000000003	0.79870000000000008	0.80319999999999991	0.78650000000000009	0.83010000000000006	0.83779999999999999	0.83030000000000004	0.83750000000000002	0.8306	0.82799999999999996	0.83200000000000007	0.82869999999999999	0.84	0.84499999999999997	0.84499999999999997	0.84470000000000001	0.83169999999999999	0.83039999999999992	0.85609999999999997	0.85530000000000006	0.85430000000000006	0.83900000000000008	0.82689999999999997	0.82539999999999991	0.83160000000000001	0.82550000000000001	0.83730000000000004	0.84340000000000004	0.83829999999999993	0.8173999999999999	0.80830000000000002	0.80099999999999993	0.80180000000000007	0.81370000000000009	0.80200000000000	005	0.80669999999999997	0.80669999999999997	0.8034	0.79379999999999995	0.8076000000000001	0.80559999999999998	0.80559999999999998	S	&	P 500 Industrials	44561	44564	44565	44566	44567	44568	44571	44572	44573	44574	44575	44578	44579	44580	44581	44582	44585	44586	44587	44588	44589	44592	44593	44594	44595	44596	44599	44600	44601	44602	44603	44606	44607	44608	44609	44610	44613	44614	44615	44616	44617	44620	44621	44622	44623	44624	44627	44628	44629	44630	44631	44634	44635	44636	44637	44638	44641	44642	44643	44644	44645	44648	44649	44650	44651	44652	44655	44656	44657	44658	44659	44662	44663	44664	44665	44666	44669	44670	44671	44672	44673	44676	44677	44678	44679	44680	44683	44684	44685	44686	44687	44690	44691	44692	44693	44694	44697	44698	44699	44700	44701	44704	44705	44706	44707	44708	44711	44712	44713	44714	44715	44718	44719	44720	44721	44722	44725	44726	44727	44728	44729	44732	44733	44734	44735	44736	44739	44740	44741	44742	44743	44746	44747	44748	44749	44750	44753	44754	44755	44756	44757	44760	44761	44762	44763	44764	44767	44768	44769	44770	44771	44774	44775	44776	44777	44778	44781	44782	44783	44784	44785	44788	44789	44790	44791	44792	44795	44796	44797	44798	44799	44802	44803	44804	44805	44806	44809	44810	44811	44812	44813	44816	44817	44818	44819	44820	44823	44824	44825	44826	44827	44830	44831	44832	44833	44834	44837	44838	44839	44840	44841	44844	44845	44846	44847	44848	44851	44852	44853	44854	44855	44858	44859	44860	44861	44862	44865	44866	44867	44868	44869	44872	44873	44874	44875	44876	44879	44880	44881	44882	44883	44886	44887	44888	44889	44890	44893	44894	44895	44896	44897	44900	44901	44902	44903	44904	44907	44908	44909	44910	44911	44914	44915	44916	44917	44918	44921	44922	44923	44924	44925	44926	1	0.99180000000000001	1.0119	1.0022	1.0068000000000001	1.0065	0.9948999999999999	1.0012000000000001	1.0042	1.006	1.0002	1.0002	0.98840000000000006	0.97750000000000004	0.96540000000000004	0.95609999999999995	0.96120000000000005	0.95219999999999994	0.94430000000000003	0.93559999999999999	0.94200000000000006	0.95239999999999991	0.96589999999999998	0.97230000000000005	0.95609999999999995	0.94590000000000007	0.94650000000000001	0.95599999999999996	0.96909999999999996	0.95310000000000006	0.93879999999999997	0.93500000000000005	0.94920000000000004	0.95409999999999995	0.93629999999999991	0.92779999999999996	0.92779999999999996	0.91920000000000002	0.90200000000000002	0.91310000000000002	0.93510000000000004	0.94159999999999999	0.92730000000000001	0.9476	0.94840000000000002	0.94620000000000004	0.92069999999999996	0.91489999999999994	0.93150000000000011	0.93040000000000012	0.92290000000000005	0.92590000000000006	0.94030000000000002	0.95269999999999999	0.96550000000000002	0.96930000000000005	0.97089999999999999	0.976099999999	99997	0.96709999999999996	0.97439999999999993	0.98049999999999993	0.98080000000000001	0.98959999999999992	0.98809999999999998	0.97260000000000002	0.96579999999999999	0.96409999999999996	0.95069999999999988	0.94340000000000002	0.94629999999999992	0.94059999999999999	0.93779999999999997	0.93650000000000011	0.9456	0.94469999999999998	0.94469999999999998	0.94110000000000005	0.95810000000000006	0.96329999999999993	0.9536	0.92989999999999995	0.92989999999999995	0.90949999999999998	0.91280000000000006	0.92319999999999991	0.89900000000000002	0.90049999999999997	0.90680000000000005	0.93279999999999996	0.90799999999999992	0.90210000000000012	0.88039999999999996	0.87470000000000003	0.86659999999999993	0.86780000000000002	0.87849999999999995	0.8771000000000001	0.8971000	0000000012	0.86340000000000006	0.85519999999999996	0.84609999999999996	0.8599	0.85880000000000001	0.86430000000000007	0.88159999999999994	0.89960000000000007	0.89960000000000007	0.89200000000000002	0.88639999999999997	0.90319999999999989	0.9	0.90359999999999996	0.91579999999999995	0.89910000000000001	0.88139999999999996	0.85530000000000006	0.82940000000000003	0.82739999999999991	0.83569999999999989	0.8075	0.80559999999999998	0.80559999999999998	0.82	0.81559999999999999	0.81129999999999991	0.83960000000000012	0.83750000000000002	0.82789999999999997	0.82279999999999998	0.82510000000000006	0.83260000000000001	0.83260000000000001	0.81980000000000008	0.82480000000000009	0.83460000000000012	0.83079999999999998	0.82519999999999993	0.8226	0.81269999999999998	0.80799999999999994	0.82069999999999999	0.81579999999999997	0.84510000000000007	0.85129999999999995	0.85710000000000008	0.85450000000000004	0.85849999999999993	0.85400000000000009	0.86739999999999995	0.88539999999999996	0.90310000000000001	0.9043000000000001	0.89480000000000004	0.90349999999999997	0.90629999999999999	0.9081999999999999	0.90749999999999997	0.9042	0.92420000000000002	0.92849999999999999	0.94209999999999994	0.94440000000000002	0.9486	0.94120000000000004	0.94430000000000003	0.93230000000000002	0.91420000000000001	0.91590000000000005	0.91879999999999995	0.93290000000000006	0.90010000000000001	0.8962	0.88289999999999991	0.87529999999999997	0.87650000000000006	0.86780000000000002	0.86780000000000002	0.86919999999999997	0.88340000000000007	0.88580000000000003	0.89729999999999999	0.90269999999999995	0.86849999999999994	0.8669	0.85769999999999991	0.84	0.85120000000000007	0.84069999999999989	0.82940000000000003	0.81710000000000005	0.80180000000000007	0.79269999999999996	0.7903	0.80799999999999994	0.79319999999999991	0.78280000000000005	0.80669999999999997	0.83489999999999998	0.83010000000000006	0.82099999999999995	0.80519999999999992	0.80789999999999995	0.80799999999999994	0.8014	0.81900000000000006	0.80069999999999997	0.81870000000000009	0.83799999999999997	0.83230000000000004	0.81640000000000001	0.83799999999999997	0.84930000000000005	0.86069999999999991	0.86370000000000002	0.87360000000000004	0.89439999999999997	0.89129999999	999998	0.89080000000000004	0.8751000000000001	0.88419999999999999	0.89829999999999999	0.90780000000000005	0.91559999999999997	0.90239999999999998	0.94059999999999999	0.93959999999999999	0.93319999999999992	0.94040000000000001	0.93310000000000004	0.93079999999999996	0.9373999999999999	0.94090000000000007	0.94799999999999995	0.95169999999999999	0.95169999999999999	0.95519999999999994	0.93799999999999994	0.94379999999999997	0.95879999999999999	0.9587	0.9647	0.94830000000000003	0.9373999999999999	0.93610000000000004	0.94140000000000001	0.93379999999999996	0.94980000000000009	0.95310000000000006	0.95140000000000002	0.92799999999999994	0.92359999999999998	0.91879999999999995	0.92010000000000003	0.93709999999999993	0.92530000000000001	0.93059999999999998	0.93059999999999998	0.93370000000000009	0.9214	0.93269999999999997	0.92900000000000005	0.92900000000000005	
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Expected Return Analysis

																				Expected Return Analysis										Chart

																				Sub-Sector		Actual Return		Expected Return		Delta				Base 1		Base 2

																				Equipment Manufacturing 		-27.4%		-17.4%		-9.9%				-17.4%		-9.9%

																				Distribution		-21.5%		-16.5%		-5.0%				-16.5%		-5.0%

																				Contracting Services		4.4%		-17.4%		21.8%				4.4%		-17.4%

																				Control Panels		-8.1%		-16.5%		8.4%				-8.1%		-8.4%



																				CAPM Model

																				Avg 90 Day T-Bill Rate (2022)		2.02%

																				S&P 500 Annualized Return (2022)		-19.44%



																				Sub-Sector		Historical 5-Yr Beta

																				Equipment Manufacturing 		0.9065972637

																				Distribution		0.8644780579

																				Contracting Services		0.9042317561

																				Control Panels		0.8643053478

																				Aggregate		0.9048252807

















				Indexed Stock Price Performance																Cumulative Index Returns																Daily Index Returns

				Dates		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules		Aggregate		S&P 500				Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		Aggregate		S&P 500 						Equipment Manufacturing 		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Panels		Aggregate		S&P500		90-Day Tbill Rate

				Dec-30-2016		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%				0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%																		0.50%

				Jan-02-2017		100.03%		100.05%		100.41%		99.93%		99.99%		100.00%				0.03%		0.05%		0.41%		-0.07%		-0.01%		0.00%						1.03%		1.05%		1.41%		0.93%		0.99%		1.00%		0.50%

				Jan-03-2017		101.73%		100.77%		100.29%		101.11%		101.09%		100.85%				1.73%		0.77%		0.29%		1.11%		1.09%		0.85%						2.65%		1.69%		0.91%		2.27%		2.11%		1.85%		0.50%

				Jan-04-2017		103.25%		101.48%		102.12%		101.08%		101.82%		101.43%				3.25%		1.48%		2.12%		1.08%		1.82%		1.43%						1.56%		1.40%		2.42%		0.99%		1.35%		1.31%		0.53%

				Jan-05-2017		102.83%		100.85%		101.20%		100.78%		101.54%		101.35%				2.83%		0.85%		1.20%		0.78%		1.54%		1.35%						0.90%		0.75%		0.71%		0.86%		0.90%		0.97%		0.52%

				Jan-06-2017		102.87%		100.80%		99.71%		101.99%		101.92%		101.70%				2.87%		0.80%		-0.29%		1.99%		1.92%		1.70%						1.01%		0.97%		0.32%		1.68%		1.15%		1.15%		0.51%

				Jan-09-2017		102.46%		100.47%		97.75%		101.46%		101.41%		101.34%				2.46%		0.47%		-2.25%		1.46%		1.41%		1.34%						0.89%		0.82%		-1.76%		0.82%		0.83%		0.87%		0.52%

				Jan-10-2017		103.82%		100.67%		99.59%		102.39%		102.29%		101.34%				3.82%		0.67%		-0.41%		2.39%		2.29%		1.34%						1.39%		1.14%		-0.47%		1.38%		1.37%		1.00%		0.50%

				Jan-11-2017		103.67%		101.29%		99.92%		102.95%		102.48%		101.63%				3.67%		1.29%		-0.08%		2.95%		2.48%		1.63%						0.97%		1.37%		1.56%		1.17%		1.06%		1.12%		0.51%

				Jan-12-2017		103.67%		101.22%		100.87%		102.68%		102.44%		101.41%				3.67%		1.22%		0.87%		2.68%		2.44%		1.41%						1.00%		0.97%		2.03%		0.93%		0.99%		0.92%		0.51%

				Jan-13-2017		103.68%		101.46%		101.60%		102.75%		102.58%		101.60%				3.68%		1.46%		1.60%		2.75%		2.58%		1.60%						1.00%		1.11%		1.39%		1.02%		1.04%		1.08%		0.51%

				Jan-16-2017		103.92%		101.47%		101.52%		102.64%		102.61%		101.60%				3.92%		1.47%		1.52%		2.64%		2.61%		1.60%						1.05%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		0.52%

				Jan-17-2017		103.91%		101.70%		100.50%		101.82%		102.29%		101.30%				3.91%		1.70%		0.50%		1.82%		2.29%		1.30%						1.00%		1.09%		0.60%		0.77%		0.91%		0.88%		0.52%

				Jan-18-2017		104.36%		102.22%		100.74%		102.56%		102.97%		101.48%				4.36%		2.22%		0.74%		2.56%		2.97%		1.48%						1.09%		1.19%		1.16%		1.26%		1.21%		1.08%		0.54%

				Jan-19-2017		103.68%		101.95%		100.81%		102.68%		102.79%		101.11%				3.68%		1.95%		0.81%		2.68%		2.79%		1.11%						0.87%		0.92%		1.04%		1.03%		0.95%		0.85%		0.52%

				Jan-20-2017		104.50%		102.61%		101.63%		102.88%		103.33%		101.45%				4.50%		2.61%		1.63%		2.88%		3.33%		1.45%						1.18%		1.22%		1.45%		1.05%		1.14%		1.16%		0.51%

				Jan-23-2017		104.77%		102.49%		101.55%		102.64%		103.20%		101.18%				4.77%		2.49%		1.55%		2.64%		3.20%		1.18%						1.05%		0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.97%		0.89%		0.49%

				Jan-24-2017		105.68%		103.38%		103.88%		103.62%		104.10%		101.84%				5.68%		3.38%		3.88%		3.62%		4.10%		1.84%						1.16%		1.26%		1.91%		1.27%		1.21%		1.30%		0.51%

				Jan-25-2017		106.46%		104.26%		106.14%		104.39%		104.96%		102.66%				6.46%		4.26%		6.14%		4.39%		4.96%		2.66%						1.12%		1.20%		1.46%		1.17%		1.17%		1.29%		0.50%

				Jan-26-2017		106.91%		105.49%		105.52%		104.44%		105.26%		102.58%				6.91%		5.49%		5.52%		4.44%		5.26%		2.58%						1.06%		1.23%		0.91%		1.01%		1.05%		0.98%		0.49%

				Jan-27-2017		106.40%		105.52%		104.85%		104.48%		105.22%		102.50%				6.40%		5.52%		4.85%		4.48%		5.22%		2.50%						0.94%		1.00%		0.90%		1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.50%

				Jan-30-2017		106.54%		105.57%		103.73%		104.38%		105.17%		101.88%				6.54%		5.57%		3.73%		4.38%		5.17%		1.88%						1.02%		1.01%		0.81%		0.98%		0.99%		0.82%		0.51%

				Jan-31-2017		106.42%		105.13%		103.39%		104.05%		104.81%		101.79%				6.42%		5.13%		3.39%		4.05%		4.81%		1.79%						0.98%		0.93%		0.93%		0.94%		0.94%		0.97%		0.51%

				Feb-01-2017		105.13%		105.42%		103.52%		103.27%		104.31%		101.82%				5.13%		5.42%		3.52%		3.27%		4.31%		1.82%						0.83%		1.05%		1.03%		0.85%		0.91%		1.01%		0.52%

				Feb-02-2017		104.78%		105.19%		103.53%		103.51%		104.34%		101.88%				4.78%		5.19%		3.53%		3.51%		4.34%		1.88%						0.94%		0.96%		1.00%		1.06%		1.01%		1.02%		0.50%

				Feb-03-2017		105.23%		104.67%		104.78%		104.55%		104.98%		102.62%				5.23%		4.67%		4.78%		4.55%		4.98%		2.62%						1.08%		0.92%		1.28%		1.23%		1.12%		1.26%		0.51%

				Feb-06-2017		105.26%		104.69%		102.91%		104.38%		104.94%		102.40%				5.26%		4.69%		2.91%		4.38%		4.94%		2.40%						1.00%		1.00%		0.68%		0.97%		0.99%		0.94%		0.50%

				Feb-07-2017		104.50%		104.65%		102.74%		104.83%		105.17%		102.42%				4.50%		4.65%		2.74%		4.83%		5.17%		2.42%						0.88%		0.99%		0.96%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		0.53%

				Feb-08-2017		104.74%		104.91%		102.91%		104.62%		105.25%		102.49%				4.74%		4.91%		2.91%		4.62%		5.25%		2.49%						1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		0.96%		1.01%		1.02%		0.53%

				Feb-09-2017		104.85%		105.10%		103.54%		104.96%		105.45%		103.08%				4.85%		5.10%		3.54%		4.96%		5.45%		3.08%						1.02%		1.03%		1.16%		1.06%		1.03%		1.17%		0.53%

				Feb-10-2017		105.62%		105.50%		105.67%		105.93%		106.27%		103.45%				5.62%		5.50%		5.67%		5.93%		6.27%		3.45%						1.13%		1.07%		1.47%		1.16%		1.13%		1.09%		0.53%

				Feb-13-2017		106.02%		106.01%		105.35%		106.87%		107.04%		103.99%				6.02%		6.01%		5.35%		6.87%		7.04%		3.99%						1.06%		1.08%		0.95%		1.14%		1.11%		1.12%		0.54%

				Feb-14-2017		104.71%		105.37%		106.01%		106.69%		106.42%		104.41%				4.71%		5.37%		6.01%		6.69%		6.42%		4.41%						0.81%		0.91%		1.10%		0.98%		0.92%		1.08%		0.52%

				Feb-15-2017		105.36%		104.99%		107.09%		107.05%		106.85%		104.93%				5.36%		4.99%		7.09%		7.05%		6.85%		4.93%						1.11%		0.94%		1.15%		1.05%		1.06%		1.10%		0.54%

				Feb-16-2017		106.52%		105.77%		106.67%		106.86%		107.27%		104.84%				6.52%		5.77%		6.67%		6.86%		7.27%		4.84%						1.18%		1.13%		0.95%		0.98%		1.05%		0.98%		0.53%

				Feb-17-2017		106.19%		105.67%		104.80%		106.57%		106.84%		105.02%				6.19%		5.67%		4.80%		6.57%		6.84%		5.02%						0.96%		0.99%		0.76%		0.96%		0.95%		1.03%		0.52%

				Feb-20-2017		106.73%		105.86%		105.20%		106.54%		107.07%		105.02%				6.73%		5.86%		5.20%		6.54%		7.07%		5.02%						1.08%		1.03%		1.07%		1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		0.52%

				Feb-21-2017		107.35%		106.40%		104.48%		107.18%		107.52%		105.65%				7.35%		6.40%		4.48%		7.18%		7.52%		5.65%						1.08%		1.08%		0.88%		1.08%		1.06%		1.10%		0.52%

				Feb-22-2017		107.60%		106.28%		104.05%		106.98%		107.61%		105.54%				7.60%		6.28%		4.05%		6.98%		7.61%		5.54%						1.03%		0.98%		0.92%		0.98%		1.01%		0.98%		0.53%

				Feb-23-2017		106.96%		104.88%		99.10%		106.24%		106.79%		105.58%				6.96%		4.88%		-0.90%		6.24%		6.79%		5.58%						0.93%		0.81%		0.02%		0.91%		0.90%		1.01%		0.52%

				Feb-24-2017		106.90%		104.78%		101.68%		106.11%		106.68%		105.74%				6.90%		4.78%		1.68%		6.11%		6.68%		5.74%						0.99%		0.98%		26.80%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%		0.51%

				Feb-27-2017		106.36%		104.72%		103.90%		106.37%		106.56%		105.85%				6.36%		4.72%		3.90%		6.37%		6.56%		5.85%						0.93%		0.99%		1.83%		1.04%		0.98%		1.02%		0.51%

				Feb-28-2017		106.25%		104.20%		102.65%		105.79%		106.17%		105.57%				6.25%		4.20%		2.65%		5.79%		6.17%		5.57%						0.99%		0.91%		0.74%		0.92%		0.95%		0.96%		0.50%

				Mar-01-2017		107.34%		104.86%		104.79%		107.90%		107.74%		107.02%				7.34%		4.86%		4.79%		7.90%		7.74%		7.02%						1.15%		1.13%		1.59%		1.31%		1.22%		1.22%		0.53%

				Mar-02-2017		106.53%		104.02%		104.47%		107.05%		106.94%		106.39%				6.53%		4.02%		4.47%		7.05%		6.94%		6.39%						0.90%		0.86%		0.94%		0.90%		0.91%		0.92%		0.62%

				Mar-03-2017		106.38%		103.32%		103.86%		106.86%		106.73%		106.44%				6.38%		3.32%		3.86%		6.86%		6.73%		6.44%						0.98%		0.86%		0.89%		0.98%		0.97%		1.01%		0.66%

				Mar-06-2017		106.93%		103.68%		103.72%		106.51%		106.88%		106.10%				6.93%		3.68%		3.72%		6.51%		6.88%		6.10%						1.07%		1.08%		0.97%		0.96%		1.02%		0.95%		0.70%

				Mar-07-2017		106.94%		103.10%		102.87%		106.36%		106.79%		105.79%				6.94%		3.10%		2.87%		6.36%		6.79%		5.79%						1.00%		0.88%		0.82%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.73%

				Mar-08-2017		106.54%		103.07%		102.37%		106.23%		106.63%		105.55%				6.54%		3.07%		2.37%		6.23%		6.63%		5.55%						0.95%		0.99%		0.87%		0.98%		0.98%		0.96%		0.75%

				Mar-09-2017		105.80%		101.97%		101.37%		105.70%		105.96%		105.63%				5.80%		1.97%		1.37%		5.70%		5.96%		5.63%						0.90%		0.73%		0.70%		0.93%		0.91%		1.01%		0.72%

				Mar-10-2017		107.61%		102.15%		102.70%		106.46%		107.07%		105.98%				7.61%		2.15%		2.70%		6.46%		7.07%		5.98%						1.27%		1.06%		1.56%		1.11%		1.16%		1.05%		0.72%

				Mar-13-2017		107.76%		102.40%		102.40%		106.68%		107.27%		106.01%				7.76%		2.40%		2.40%		6.68%		7.27%		6.01%						1.02%		1.08%		0.92%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		0.73%

				Mar-14-2017		107.38%		101.97%		100.61%		105.80%		106.62%		105.66%				7.38%		1.97%		0.61%		5.80%		6.62%		5.66%						0.96%		0.87%		0.47%		0.89%		0.92%		0.95%		0.78%

				Mar-15-2017		108.96%		103.48%		102.64%		107.34%		108.07%		106.54%				8.96%		3.48%		2.64%		7.34%		8.07%		6.54%						1.19%		1.51%		2.26%		1.23%		1.19%		1.13%		0.77%

				Mar-16-2017		109.07%		103.28%		103.46%		107.22%		108.10%		106.37%				9.07%		3.28%		3.46%		7.22%		8.10%		6.37%						1.01%		0.96%		1.23%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.72%

				Mar-17-2017		109.07%		103.12%		102.99%		107.83%		108.35%		106.23%				9.07%		3.12%		2.99%		7.83%		8.35%		6.23%						1.00%		0.96%		0.89%		1.07%		1.03%		0.98%		0.72%

				Mar-20-2017		109.35%		102.87%		102.04%		107.46%		108.11%		106.01%				9.35%		2.87%		2.04%		7.46%		8.11%		6.01%						1.03%		0.94%		0.76%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.72%

				Mar-21-2017		108.82%		102.17%		100.32%		106.05%		107.22%		104.70%				8.82%		2.17%		0.32%		6.05%		7.22%		4.70%						0.95%		0.82%		0.43%		0.83%		0.90%		0.81%		0.75%

				Mar-22-2017		109.08%		102.17%		100.32%		106.18%		107.27%		104.90%				9.08%		2.17%		0.32%		6.18%		7.27%		4.90%						1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		0.76%

				Mar-23-2017		109.27%		102.31%		100.58%		105.97%		107.35%		104.79%				9.27%		2.31%		0.58%		5.97%		7.35%		4.79%						1.02%		1.04%		1.20%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.76%

				Mar-24-2017		109.42%		102.01%		101.30%		106.46%		107.75%		104.70%				9.42%		2.01%		1.30%		6.46%		7.75%		4.70%						1.01%		0.91%		1.46%		1.07%		1.05%		0.98%		0.75%

				Mar-27-2017		109.04%		101.53%		102.28%		106.45%		107.53%		104.59%				9.04%		1.53%		2.28%		6.45%		7.53%		4.59%						0.96%		0.84%		1.43%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.77%

				Mar-28-2017		109.82%		102.04%		102.77%		107.61%		108.46%		105.35%				9.82%		2.04%		2.77%		7.61%		8.46%		5.35%						1.08%		1.20%		1.15%		1.16%		1.11%		1.14%		0.77%

				Mar-29-2017		110.44%		101.68%		102.73%		107.72%		108.59%		105.46%				10.44%		1.68%		2.73%		7.72%		8.59%		5.46%						1.06%		0.88%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.77%

				Mar-30-2017		109.65%		101.10%		103.51%		107.76%		108.28%		105.77%				9.65%		1.10%		3.51%		7.76%		8.28%		5.77%						0.93%		0.78%		1.21%		1.00%		0.97%		1.05%		0.77%

				Mar-31-2017		109.76%		100.89%		103.44%		107.58%		108.21%		105.53%				9.76%		0.89%		3.44%		7.58%		8.21%		5.53%						1.01%		0.90%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.77%

				Apr-03-2017		109.04%		100.67%		103.01%		106.69%		107.65%		105.36%				9.04%		0.67%		3.01%		6.69%		7.65%		5.36%						0.93%		0.88%		0.90%		0.90%		0.94%		0.97%		0.75%

				Apr-04-2017		108.97%		100.39%		102.70%		106.74%		107.57%		105.42%				8.97%		0.39%		2.70%		6.74%		7.57%		5.42%						0.99%		0.83%		0.92%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.78%

				Apr-05-2017		108.60%		100.34%		103.53%		106.15%		107.20%		105.10%				8.60%		0.34%		3.53%		6.15%		7.20%		5.10%						0.96%		0.96%		1.22%		0.92%		0.96%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-06-2017		108.82%		100.05%		103.90%		106.40%		107.35%		105.30%				8.82%		0.05%		3.90%		6.40%		7.35%		5.30%						1.02%		0.78%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.79%

				Apr-07-2017		108.48%		99.87%		105.19%		106.26%		107.21%		105.21%				8.48%		-0.13%		5.19%		6.26%		7.21%		5.21%						0.97%		0.83%		1.26%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.78%

				Apr-10-2017		108.14%		100.01%		104.86%		106.48%		107.17%		105.29%				8.14%		0.01%		4.86%		6.48%		7.17%		5.29%						0.96%		1.16%		0.95%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		0.81%

				Apr-11-2017		107.98%		100.01%		105.91%		106.44%		107.09%		105.13%				7.98%		0.01%		5.91%		6.44%		7.09%		5.13%						0.98%		1.00%		1.18%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		0.81%

				Apr-12-2017		107.42%		98.80%		103.71%		105.20%		106.04%		104.74%				7.42%		-1.20%		3.71%		5.20%		6.04%		4.74%						0.94%		-0.20%		0.68%		0.83%		0.87%		0.94%		0.81%

				Apr-13-2017		107.47%		98.37%		103.70%		104.63%		105.78%		104.03%				7.47%		-1.63%		3.70%		4.63%		5.78%		4.03%						1.01%		3.15%		1.00%		0.91%		0.96%		0.88%		0.80%

				Apr-14-2017		106.98%		98.37%		103.70%		104.63%		105.58%		104.03%				6.98%		-1.63%		3.70%		4.63%		5.58%		4.03%						0.94%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		1.00%		0.80%

				Apr-17-2017		107.93%		98.70%		104.70%		105.46%		106.36%		104.92%				7.93%		-1.30%		4.70%		5.46%		6.36%		4.92%						1.12%		0.48%		1.21%		1.15%		1.12%		1.18%		0.80%

				Apr-18-2017		108.92%		94.63%		104.51%		105.39%		106.18%		104.62%				8.92%		-5.37%		4.51%		5.39%		6.18%		4.62%						1.11%		14.57%		0.97%		0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.82%

				Apr-19-2017		108.88%		93.61%		104.87%		105.14%		105.94%		104.44%				8.88%		-6.39%		4.87%		5.14%		5.94%		4.44%						1.00%		1.23%		1.07%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.81%

				Apr-20-2017		109.93%		94.14%		105.37%		106.35%		107.00%		105.23%				9.93%		-5.86%		5.37%		6.35%		7.00%		5.23%						1.11%		0.90%		1.09%		1.20%		1.15%		1.15%		0.80%

				Apr-21-2017		110.63%		94.07%		103.92%		107.57%		107.82%		104.91%				10.63%		-5.93%		3.92%		7.57%		7.82%		4.91%						1.06%		1.01%		0.77%		1.17%		1.10%		0.95%		0.78%

				Apr-24-2017		110.89%		93.95%		107.75%		110.10%		109.21%		106.04%				10.89%		-6.05%		7.75%		10.10%		9.21%		6.04%						1.02%		1.02%		1.78%		1.30%		1.16%		1.19%		0.78%

				Apr-25-2017		111.96%		94.42%		109.67%		110.57%		109.95%		106.69%				11.96%		-5.58%		9.67%		10.57%		9.95%		6.69%						1.09%		0.91%		1.22%		1.04%		1.07%		1.09%		0.80%

				Apr-26-2017		112.41%		94.35%		110.58%		110.89%		110.38%		106.64%				12.41%		-5.65%		10.58%		10.89%		10.38%		6.64%						1.03%		1.02%		1.09%		1.03%		1.04%		0.99%		0.81%

				Apr-27-2017		112.00%		94.09%		111.90%		110.13%		110.06%		106.70%				12.00%		-5.91%		11.90%		10.13%		10.06%		6.70%						0.97%		1.06%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		0.82%

				Apr-28-2017		110.71%		93.90%		110.33%		110.21%		109.66%		106.49%				10.71%		-6.10%		10.33%		10.21%		9.66%		6.49%						0.90%		1.04%		0.88%		1.01%		0.96%		0.97%		0.80%

				May-01-2017		110.65%		93.42%		110.75%		110.11%		109.56%		106.68%				10.65%		-6.58%		10.75%		10.11%		9.56%		6.68%						0.99%		1.09%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		1.03%		0.79%

				May-02-2017		111.89%		94.49%		111.32%		109.77%		110.04%		106.80%				11.89%		-5.51%		11.32%		9.77%		10.04%		6.80%						1.11%		0.81%		1.05%		0.97%		1.05%		1.02%		0.82%

				May-03-2017		112.28%		94.69%		110.98%		109.88%		110.23%		106.67%				12.28%		-5.31%		10.98%		9.88%		10.23%		6.67%						1.03%		0.96%		0.97%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.81%

				May-04-2017		112.51%		93.87%		112.27%		109.22%		109.94%		106.73%				12.51%		-6.13%		12.27%		9.22%		9.94%		6.73%						1.02%		1.19%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		0.84%

				May-05-2017		113.61%		94.15%		112.08%		110.01%		110.72%		107.17%				13.61%		-5.85%		12.08%		10.01%		10.72%		7.17%						1.08%		0.95%		0.99%		1.08%		1.07%		1.06%		0.84%

				May-08-2017		113.99%		93.99%		110.86%		109.66%		110.60%		107.17%				13.99%		-6.01%		10.86%		9.66%		10.60%		7.17%						1.03%		1.03%		0.91%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.88%

				May-09-2017		113.20%		94.29%		110.28%		110.05%		110.52%		107.06%				13.20%		-5.71%		10.28%		10.05%		10.52%		7.06%						0.95%		0.94%		0.95%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.90%

				May-10-2017		113.07%		94.19%		109.57%		110.41%		110.51%		107.18%				13.07%		-5.81%		9.57%		10.41%		10.51%		7.18%						0.99%		1.02%		0.94%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		0.90%

				May-11-2017		113.68%		94.51%		108.56%		109.97%		110.66%		106.95%				13.68%		-5.49%		8.56%		9.97%		10.66%		6.95%						1.04%		0.93%		0.90%		0.96%		1.01%		0.97%		0.89%

				May-12-2017		113.28%		93.90%		106.46%		109.65%		110.14%		106.79%				13.28%		-6.10%		6.46%		9.65%		10.14%		6.79%						0.97%		1.14%		0.78%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.87%

				May-15-2017		113.38%		93.51%		107.74%		110.80%		110.70%		107.30%				13.38%		-6.49%		7.74%		10.80%		10.70%		7.30%						1.01%		1.08%		1.17%		1.11%		1.05%		1.07%		0.86%

				May-16-2017		113.57%		92.89%		107.93%		110.81%		110.84%		107.23%				13.57%		-7.11%		7.93%		10.81%		10.84%		7.23%						1.01%		1.11%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.89%

				May-17-2017		112.08%		91.82%		105.68%		109.18%		109.32%		105.28%				12.08%		-8.18%		5.68%		9.18%		9.32%		5.28%						0.90%		1.18%		0.75%		0.86%		0.87%		0.76%		0.89%

				May-18-2017		112.15%		91.65%		104.62%		109.70%		109.46%		105.67%				12.15%		-8.35%		4.62%		9.70%		9.46%		5.67%						1.01%		1.02%		0.84%		1.05%		1.01%		1.06%		0.89%

				May-19-2017		114.01%		92.21%		107.02%		111.06%		110.89%		106.38%				14.01%		-7.79%		7.02%		11.06%		10.89%		6.38%						1.14%		0.92%		1.43%		1.13%		1.14%		1.11%		0.91%

				May-22-2017		114.83%		92.97%		106.61%		111.20%		111.37%		106.93%				14.83%		-7.03%		6.61%		11.20%		11.37%		6.93%						1.05%		0.89%		0.95%		1.01%		1.04%		1.07%		0.90%

				May-23-2017		114.58%		92.75%		107.83%		110.89%		111.30%		107.13%				14.58%		-7.25%		7.83%		10.89%		11.30%		7.13%						0.98%		1.04%		1.16%		0.97%		0.99%		1.03%		0.92%

				May-24-2017		114.77%		92.94%		107.25%		111.39%		111.64%		107.39%				14.77%		-7.06%		7.25%		11.39%		11.64%		7.39%						1.01%		0.97%		0.93%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.91%

				May-25-2017		114.23%		92.75%		107.45%		112.12%		111.78%		107.87%				14.23%		-7.25%		7.45%		12.12%		11.78%		7.87%						0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		1.06%		1.01%		1.06%		0.92%

				May-26-2017		114.65%		92.15%		107.15%		111.64%		111.64%		107.91%				14.65%		-7.85%		7.15%		11.64%		11.64%		7.91%						1.03%		1.10%		0.96%		0.96%		0.99%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-29-2017		114.59%		92.09%		106.86%		111.62%		111.59%		107.91%				14.59%		-7.91%		6.86%		11.62%		11.59%		7.91%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.92%

				May-30-2017		114.67%		91.91%		106.21%		111.58%		111.56%		107.78%				14.67%		-8.09%		6.21%		11.58%		11.56%		7.78%						1.01%		1.03%		0.92%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.92%

				May-31-2017		115.16%		92.82%		106.36%		111.54%		111.92%		107.73%				15.16%		-7.18%		6.36%		11.54%		11.92%		7.73%						1.03%		0.87%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		0.92%

				Jun-01-2017		116.13%		93.08%		107.71%		112.03%		112.55%		108.54%				16.13%		-6.92%		7.71%		12.03%		12.55%		8.54%						1.06%		0.96%		1.18%		1.04%		1.05%		1.09%		0.96%

				Jun-02-2017		116.57%		92.56%		108.24%		112.64%		113.01%		108.94%				16.57%		-7.44%		8.24%		12.64%		13.01%		8.94%						1.03%		1.09%		1.06%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		0.96%

				Jun-05-2017		116.18%		92.66%		107.54%		112.21%		112.65%		108.81%				16.18%		-7.34%		7.54%		12.21%		12.65%		8.81%						0.98%		0.98%		0.92%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		0.96%

				Jun-06-2017		116.96%		91.87%		107.20%		111.36%		112.62%		108.51%				16.96%		-8.13%		7.20%		11.36%		12.62%		8.51%						1.05%		1.12%		0.96%		0.94%		1.00%		0.97%		0.95%

				Jun-07-2017		117.17%		91.81%		106.40%		111.05%		112.53%		108.68%				17.17%		-8.19%		6.40%		11.05%		12.53%		8.68%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.96%

				Jun-08-2017		118.42%		91.26%		107.46%		112.01%		113.52%		108.71%				18.42%		-8.74%		7.46%		12.01%		13.52%		8.71%						1.07%		1.08%		1.14%		1.08%		1.07%		1.00%		0.98%

				Jun-09-2017		119.35%		92.38%		109.73%		113.03%		114.44%		108.62%				19.35%		-7.62%		9.73%		13.03%		14.44%		8.62%						1.05%		0.86%		1.27%		1.08%		1.06%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-12-2017		119.13%		93.05%		107.64%		111.91%		113.90%		108.51%				19.13%		-6.95%		7.64%		11.91%		13.90%		8.51%						0.99%		0.90%		0.81%		0.92%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-13-2017		119.62%		92.08%		108.96%		112.75%		114.38%		109.00%				19.62%		-7.92%		8.96%		12.75%		14.38%		9.00%						1.02%		1.16%		1.15%		1.07%		1.03%		1.05%		0.97%

				Jun-14-2017		118.47%		92.09%		108.71%		112.43%		113.74%		108.89%				18.47%		-7.91%		8.71%		12.43%		13.74%		8.89%						0.94%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%

				Jun-15-2017		118.47%		91.32%		106.79%		112.29%		113.48%		108.65%				18.47%		-8.68%		6.79%		12.29%		13.48%		8.65%						1.00%		1.11%		0.80%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%

				Jun-16-2017		118.89%		91.72%		107.90%		112.84%		114.07%		108.68%				18.89%		-8.28%		7.90%		12.84%		14.07%		8.68%						1.02%		0.95%		1.14%		1.04%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%

				Jun-19-2017		120.54%		91.49%		108.78%		114.08%		115.25%		109.59%				20.54%		-8.51%		8.78%		14.08%		15.25%		9.59%						1.08%		1.03%		1.10%		1.09%		1.08%		1.09%		1.01%

				Jun-20-2017		120.21%		91.11%		107.36%		112.80%		114.46%		108.85%				20.21%		-8.89%		7.36%		12.80%		14.46%		8.85%						0.98%		1.05%		0.85%		0.92%		0.95%		0.93%		1.01%

				Jun-21-2017		121.26%		90.82%		107.21%		111.61%		114.35%		108.79%				21.26%		-9.18%		7.21%		11.61%		14.35%		8.79%						1.05%		1.04%		0.98%		0.91%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%

				Jun-22-2017		121.02%		90.82%		107.63%		111.73%		114.23%		108.74%				21.02%		-9.18%		7.63%		11.73%		14.23%		8.74%						0.99%		1.00%		1.05%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%

				Jun-23-2017		123.26%		92.90%		109.41%		111.91%		115.54%		108.91%				23.26%		-7.10%		9.41%		11.91%		15.54%		8.91%						1.10%		0.75%		1.21%		1.01%		1.09%		1.02%		0.94%

				Jun-26-2017		123.49%		93.06%		110.33%		112.21%		115.71%		108.94%				23.49%		-6.94%		10.33%		12.21%		15.71%		8.94%						1.01%		0.97%		1.09%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.95%

				Jun-27-2017		123.11%		92.16%		110.72%		111.27%		114.99%		108.06%				23.11%		-7.84%		10.72%		11.27%		14.99%		8.06%						0.98%		1.15%		1.03%		0.93%		0.96%		0.91%		0.98%

				Jun-28-2017		123.20%		92.75%		112.46%		112.20%		115.47%		109.02%				23.20%		-7.25%		12.46%		12.20%		15.47%		9.02%						1.00%		0.91%		1.15%		1.08%		1.03%		1.11%		0.99%

				Jun-29-2017		123.06%		93.17%		111.45%		110.70%		114.67%		108.08%				23.06%		-6.83%		11.45%		10.70%		14.67%		8.08%						0.99%		0.93%		0.92%		0.89%		0.95%		0.91%		1.00%

				Jun-30-2017		123.50%		93.64%		112.84%		112.03%		115.47%		108.24%				23.50%		-6.36%		12.84%		12.03%		15.47%		8.24%						1.02%		0.92%		1.11%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%

				Jul-03-2017		122.15%		94.47%		112.87%		112.40%		115.26%		108.49%				22.15%		-5.53%		12.87%		12.40%		15.26%		8.49%						0.94%		0.85%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.03%		1.01%

				Jul-04-2017		121.72%		94.33%		111.59%		112.33%		114.98%		108.49%				21.72%		-5.67%		11.59%		12.33%		14.98%		8.49%						0.98%		1.03%		0.91%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.04%

				Jul-05-2017		123.56%		94.10%		111.65%		112.28%		115.59%		108.65%				23.56%		-5.90%		11.65%		12.28%		15.59%		8.65%						1.08%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%

				Jul-06-2017		122.44%		93.68%		111.33%		111.81%		114.96%		107.63%				22.44%		-6.32%		11.33%		11.81%		14.96%		7.63%						0.95%		1.09%		0.97%		0.96%		0.96%		0.89%		1.03%

				Jul-07-2017		122.24%		93.32%		111.59%		112.32%		115.10%		108.32%				22.24%		-6.68%		11.59%		12.32%		15.10%		8.32%						0.99%		1.07%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.08%		1.02%

				Jul-10-2017		122.32%		91.95%		111.19%		112.76%		115.14%		108.42%				22.32%		-8.05%		11.19%		12.76%		15.14%		8.42%						1.00%		1.24%		0.97%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%

				Jul-11-2017		123.29%		91.81%		110.63%		112.53%		115.46%		108.34%				23.29%		-8.19%		10.63%		12.53%		15.46%		8.34%						1.04%		1.02%		0.95%		0.98%		1.02%		0.99%		1.03%

				Jul-12-2017		122.89%		90.54%		111.32%		113.38%		115.56%		109.13%				22.89%		-9.46%		11.32%		13.38%		15.56%		9.13%						0.98%		1.18%		1.06%		1.06%		1.01%		1.08%		1.03%

				Jul-13-2017		123.02%		90.73%		111.67%		113.52%		115.68%		109.34%				23.02%		-9.27%		11.67%		13.52%		15.68%		9.34%						1.01%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%

				Jul-14-2017		123.82%		91.05%		111.84%		114.15%		116.31%		109.85%				23.82%		-8.95%		11.84%		14.15%		16.31%		9.85%						1.03%		0.96%		1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.05%		1.03%

				Jul-17-2017		123.84%		91.21%		112.31%		114.02%		116.22%		109.84%				23.84%		-8.79%		12.31%		14.02%		16.22%		9.84%						1.00%		0.98%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.02%

				Jul-18-2017		123.25%		92.03%		111.37%		113.84%		115.96%		109.91%				23.25%		-7.97%		11.37%		13.84%		15.96%		9.91%						0.98%		0.89%		0.93%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%

				Jul-19-2017		123.63%		90.11%		112.32%		114.77%		116.41%		110.50%				23.63%		-9.89%		12.32%		14.77%		16.41%		10.50%						1.02%		1.28%		1.08%		1.06%		1.03%		1.05%		1.05%

				Jul-20-2017		124.45%		90.76%		112.37%		114.30%		116.57%		110.48%				24.45%		-9.24%		12.37%		14.30%		16.57%		10.48%						1.03%		0.93%		1.00%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.09%

				Jul-21-2017		124.11%		90.51%		110.81%		114.19%		116.26%		110.44%				24.11%		-9.49%		10.81%		14.19%		16.26%		10.44%						0.99%		1.03%		0.88%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.13%

				Jul-24-2017		125.01%		90.68%		109.76%		114.48%		116.83%		110.32%				25.01%		-9.32%		9.76%		14.48%		16.83%		10.32%						1.04%		0.98%		0.91%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.14%

				Jul-25-2017		124.76%		91.07%		109.95%		114.61%		116.80%		110.64%				24.76%		-8.93%		9.95%		14.61%		16.80%		10.64%						0.99%		0.95%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.15%

				Jul-26-2017		122.23%		90.48%		109.60%		114.66%		115.96%		110.68%				22.23%		-9.52%		9.60%		14.66%		15.96%		10.68%						0.90%		1.07%		0.97%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.16%

				Jul-27-2017		119.50%		90.88%		112.65%		112.44%		114.67%		110.57%				19.50%		-9.12%		12.65%		12.44%		14.67%		10.57%						0.88%		0.95%		1.29%		0.86%		0.92%		0.99%		1.11%

				Jul-28-2017		119.24%		90.48%		109.74%		111.88%		114.24%		110.42%				19.24%		-9.52%		9.74%		11.88%		14.24%		10.42%						0.99%		1.05%		0.79%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		1.09%

				Jul-31-2017		118.44%		90.66%		109.38%		111.30%		113.79%		110.34%				18.44%		-9.34%		9.38%		11.30%		13.79%		10.34%						0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.06%

				Aug-01-2017		118.06%		91.29%		110.17%		111.96%		114.16%		110.61%				18.06%		-8.71%		10.17%		11.96%		14.16%		10.61%						0.98%		0.92%		1.08%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%

				Aug-02-2017		118.26%		91.39%		108.65%		113.42%		114.84%		110.66%				18.26%		-8.61%		8.65%		13.42%		14.84%		10.66%						1.01%		0.99%		0.86%		1.11%		1.04%		1.00%		1.06%

				Aug-03-2017		117.44%		91.45%		106.94%		113.59%		114.52%		110.42%				17.44%		-8.55%		6.94%		13.59%		14.52%		10.42%						0.96%		0.99%		0.82%		1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		1.06%

				Aug-04-2017		116.52%		91.63%		106.09%		114.18%		114.55%		110.63%				16.52%		-8.37%		6.09%		14.18%		14.55%		10.63%						0.95%		0.98%		0.89%		1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-07-2017		118.17%		91.18%		106.98%		114.00%		114.93%		110.81%				18.17%		-8.82%		6.98%		14.00%		14.93%		10.81%						1.09%		1.06%		1.13%		0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		1.06%

				Aug-08-2017		117.68%		90.59%		107.82%		113.48%		114.45%		110.55%				17.68%		-9.41%		7.82%		13.48%		14.45%		10.55%						0.97%		1.08%		1.11%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%

				Aug-09-2017		117.71%		90.86%		107.34%		113.43%		114.50%		110.51%				17.71%		-9.14%		7.34%		13.43%		14.50%		10.51%						1.00%		0.97%		0.95%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%

				Aug-10-2017		116.66%		90.37%		105.23%		112.05%		113.33%		108.91%				16.66%		-9.63%		5.23%		12.05%		13.33%		8.91%						0.94%		1.06%		0.75%		0.90%		0.92%		0.86%		1.04%

				Aug-11-2017		115.45%		90.34%		105.07%		111.53%		112.59%		109.04%				15.45%		-9.66%		5.07%		11.53%		12.59%		9.04%						0.93%		1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		0.95%		1.01%		1.03%

				Aug-14-2017		115.84%		90.80%		106.44%		112.58%		113.44%		110.14%				15.84%		-9.20%		6.44%		12.58%		13.44%		10.14%						1.02%		0.95%		1.23%		1.08%		1.06%		1.11%		1.01%

				Aug-15-2017		114.99%		90.48%		105.41%		111.62%		112.72%		110.08%				14.99%		-9.52%		5.41%		11.62%		12.72%		10.08%						0.95%		1.04%		0.86%		0.93%		0.95%		0.99%		1.01%

				Aug-16-2017		114.02%		90.09%		105.40%		111.74%		112.43%		110.24%				14.02%		-9.91%		5.40%		11.74%		12.43%		10.24%						0.94%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%

				Aug-17-2017		113.54%		90.12%		104.61%		110.06%		111.45%		108.54%				13.54%		-9.88%		4.61%		10.06%		11.45%		8.54%						0.97%		1.00%		0.88%		0.87%		0.93%		0.85%		1.00%

				Aug-18-2017		113.07%		89.35%		104.01%		109.49%		110.79%		108.34%				13.07%		-10.65%		4.01%		9.49%		10.79%		8.34%						0.97%		1.09%		0.89%		0.95%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%

				Aug-21-2017		114.46%		89.03%		103.55%		110.37%		111.45%		108.47%				14.46%		-10.97%		3.55%		10.37%		11.45%		8.47%						1.10%		1.03%		0.91%		1.08%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%

				Aug-22-2017		115.25%		89.02%		104.01%		111.62%		112.38%		109.54%				15.25%		-10.98%		4.01%		11.62%		12.38%		9.54%						1.05%		1.00%		1.10%		1.11%		1.07%		1.11%		0.99%

				Aug-23-2017		115.13%		87.89%		105.23%		111.30%		112.09%		109.17%				15.13%		-12.11%		5.23%		11.30%		12.09%		9.17%						0.99%		1.11%		1.24%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.99%

				Aug-24-2017		115.33%		87.25%		104.59%		111.24%		112.03%		108.94%				15.33%		-12.75%		4.59%		11.24%		12.03%		8.94%						1.01%		1.06%		0.90%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%

				Aug-25-2017		116.32%		87.63%		105.84%		111.82%		112.78%		109.12%				16.32%		-12.37%		5.84%		11.82%		12.78%		9.12%						1.06%		0.97%		1.22%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%		1.00%

				Aug-28-2017		116.90%		87.04%		106.73%		111.96%		113.05%		109.18%				16.90%		-12.96%		6.73%		11.96%		13.05%		9.18%						1.03%		1.05%		1.13%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%

				Aug-29-2017		116.77%		87.07%		106.74%		112.08%		113.10%		109.27%				16.77%		-12.93%		6.74%		12.08%		13.10%		9.27%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.97%

				Aug-30-2017		117.49%		87.51%		107.62%		112.47%		113.58%		109.77%				17.49%		-12.49%		7.62%		12.47%		13.58%		9.77%						1.04%		0.96%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.01%

				Aug-31-2017		117.26%		88.45%		108.83%		113.15%		113.89%		110.40%				17.26%		-11.55%		8.83%		13.15%		13.89%		10.40%						0.99%		0.92%		1.14%		1.05%		1.02%		1.06%		1.01%

				Sep-01-2017		117.38%		88.84%		109.74%		113.28%		114.00%		110.62%				17.38%		-11.16%		9.74%		13.28%		14.00%		10.62%						1.01%		0.96%		1.09%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.99%

				Sep-04-2017		118.01%		88.83%		109.06%		113.19%		114.18%		110.62%				18.01%		-11.17%		9.06%		13.19%		14.18%		10.62%						1.03%		1.00%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%

				Sep-05-2017		118.16%		88.60%		108.72%		112.84%		113.98%		109.78%				18.16%		-11.40%		8.72%		12.84%		13.98%		9.78%						1.01%		1.02%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.93%		1.00%

				Sep-06-2017		117.36%		88.69%		108.82%		113.16%		113.95%		110.13%				17.36%		-11.31%		8.82%		13.16%		13.95%		10.13%						0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		1.01%

				Sep-07-2017		117.76%		88.46%		108.97%		113.60%		114.46%		110.11%				17.76%		-11.54%		8.97%		13.60%		14.46%		10.11%						1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.05%

				Sep-08-2017		117.86%		89.24%		108.96%		113.91%		114.78%		109.94%				17.86%		-10.76%		8.96%		13.91%		14.78%		9.94%						1.01%		0.93%		1.00%		1.02%		1.02%		0.98%		1.03%

				Sep-11-2017		117.36%		89.10%		108.82%		114.87%		115.02%		111.13%				17.36%		-10.90%		8.82%		14.87%		15.02%		11.13%						0.97%		1.01%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.11%		1.02%

				Sep-12-2017		117.99%		89.88%		109.73%		115.29%		115.46%		111.51%				17.99%		-10.12%		9.73%		15.29%		15.46%		11.51%						1.03%		0.92%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.04%

				Sep-13-2017		119.04%		90.02%		109.44%		114.79%		115.65%		111.59%				19.04%		-9.98%		9.44%		14.79%		15.65%		11.59%						1.06%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%

				Sep-14-2017		118.63%		90.08%		109.05%		114.73%		115.38%		111.47%				18.63%		-9.92%		9.05%		14.73%		15.38%		11.47%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%

				Sep-15-2017		120.00%		89.99%		109.14%		115.66%		116.54%		111.68%				20.00%		-10.01%		9.14%		15.66%		16.54%		11.68%						1.07%		1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.07%		1.02%		1.03%

				Sep-18-2017		119.69%		92.70%		109.87%		115.45%		116.70%		111.84%				19.69%		-7.30%		9.87%		15.45%		16.70%		11.84%						0.99%		0.70%		1.07%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.03%

				Sep-19-2017		119.40%		92.53%		109.22%		115.34%		116.63%		111.96%				19.40%		-7.47%		9.22%		15.34%		16.63%		11.96%						0.99%		1.03%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.04%

				Sep-20-2017		120.76%		93.55%		109.61%		116.16%		117.57%		112.03%				20.76%		-6.45%		9.61%		16.16%		17.57%		12.03%						1.07%		0.84%		1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%

				Sep-21-2017		121.00%		94.66%		109.79%		116.98%		118.19%		111.69%				21.00%		-5.34%		9.79%		16.98%		18.19%		11.69%						1.01%		0.80%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		0.97%		1.02%

				Sep-22-2017		121.74%		94.89%		110.76%		117.54%		118.90%		111.76%				21.74%		-5.11%		10.76%		17.54%		18.90%		11.76%						1.03%		0.95%		1.09%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%

				Sep-25-2017		121.24%		95.37%		110.74%		116.93%		118.34%		111.52%				21.24%		-4.63%		10.74%		16.93%		18.34%		11.52%						0.98%		0.88%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%

				Sep-26-2017		120.94%		95.64%		110.53%		116.79%		117.92%		111.52%				20.94%		-4.36%		10.53%		16.79%		17.92%		11.52%						0.99%		0.93%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.04%

				Sep-27-2017		121.23%		95.80%		110.50%		116.58%		118.09%		111.98%				21.23%		-4.20%		10.50%		16.58%		18.09%		11.98%						1.01%		0.95%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.05%

				Sep-28-2017		121.40%		96.98%		111.27%		116.81%		118.56%		112.12%				21.40%		-3.02%		11.27%		16.81%		18.56%		12.12%						1.01%		0.63%		1.07%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.05%

				Sep-29-2017		122.46%		96.99%		111.04%		117.62%		119.37%		112.53%				22.46%		-3.01%		11.04%		17.62%		19.37%		12.53%						1.05%		1.00%		0.98%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%

				Oct-02-2017		122.85%		97.51%		111.89%		118.56%		120.10%		112.97%				22.85%		-2.49%		11.89%		18.56%		20.10%		12.97%						1.02%		0.74%		1.07%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%

				Oct-03-2017		123.12%		97.77%		111.96%		118.62%		120.27%		113.21%				23.12%		-2.23%		11.96%		18.62%		20.27%		13.21%						1.01%		0.83%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%

				Oct-04-2017		123.80%		99.79%		111.73%		119.15%		120.93%		113.35%				23.80%		-0.21%		11.73%		19.15%		20.93%		13.35%						1.03%		-0.64%		0.98%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.05%

				Oct-05-2017		123.89%		99.80%		111.91%		119.14%		120.90%		113.99%				23.89%		-0.20%		11.91%		19.14%		20.90%		13.99%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.06%

				Oct-06-2017		123.98%		98.78%		111.74%		119.26%		120.92%		113.87%				23.98%		-1.22%		11.74%		19.26%		20.92%		13.87%						1.00%		-0.28%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.05%

				Oct-09-2017		125.65%		98.55%		111.03%		119.08%		121.58%		113.66%				25.65%		-1.45%		11.03%		19.08%		21.58%		13.66%						1.07%		2.05%		0.94%		0.99%		1.03%		0.99%		1.05%

				Oct-10-2017		126.79%		97.70%		111.23%		119.26%		121.81%		113.93%				26.79%		-2.30%		11.23%		19.26%		21.81%		13.93%						1.04%		2.89%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.05%

				Oct-11-2017		126.84%		97.91%		111.34%		119.15%		121.84%		114.13%				26.84%		-2.09%		11.34%		19.15%		21.84%		14.13%						1.00%		0.84%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.06%

				Oct-12-2017		127.93%		99.55%		111.05%		119.49%		122.63%		113.94%				27.93%		-0.45%		11.05%		19.49%		22.63%		13.94%						1.04%		-0.50%		0.98%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.08%

				Oct-13-2017		128.52%		99.99%		111.72%		119.84%		123.06%		114.04%				28.52%		-0.01%		11.72%		19.84%		23.06%		14.04%						1.02%		1.80%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-16-2017		128.17%		100.32%		111.48%		120.10%		123.08%		114.24%				28.17%		0.32%		11.48%		20.10%		23.08%		14.24%						0.99%		1.33%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-17-2017		128.53%		104.00%		110.02%		120.44%		123.94%		114.32%				28.53%		4.00%		10.02%		20.44%		23.94%		14.32%						1.01%		3.79%		0.88%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.09%

				Oct-18-2017		128.79%		104.75%		110.87%		120.07%		124.11%		114.40%				28.79%		4.75%		10.87%		20.07%		24.11%		14.40%						1.01%		1.15%		1.08%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.07%

				Oct-19-2017		129.23%		103.85%		109.31%		120.50%		124.21%		114.44%				29.23%		3.85%		9.31%		20.50%		24.21%		14.44%						1.01%		0.84%		0.87%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.07%

				Oct-20-2017		128.61%		104.31%		109.54%		121.68%		124.56%		115.02%				28.61%		4.31%		9.54%		21.68%		24.56%		15.02%						0.98%		1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		1.08%

				Oct-23-2017		129.30%		105.77%		109.27%		122.16%		125.28%		114.57%				29.30%		5.77%		9.27%		22.16%		25.28%		14.57%						1.02%		1.27%		0.97%		1.02%		1.03%		0.97%		1.09%

				Oct-24-2017		131.09%		103.97%		108.58%		122.74%		126.01%		114.75%				31.09%		3.97%		8.58%		22.74%		26.01%		14.75%						1.06%		0.73%		0.93%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.08%

				Oct-25-2017		131.84%		103.96%		108.61%		122.16%		126.21%		114.22%				31.84%		3.96%		8.61%		22.16%		26.21%		14.22%						1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		1.10%

				Oct-26-2017		131.78%		104.65%		112.47%		122.95%		126.56%		114.36%				31.78%		4.65%		12.47%		22.95%		26.56%		14.36%						1.00%		1.14%		1.40%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.10%

				Oct-27-2017		132.74%		104.32%		115.74%		123.34%		127.18%		115.29%				32.74%		4.32%		15.74%		23.34%		27.18%		15.29%						1.03%		0.94%		1.24%		1.02%		1.02%		1.06%		1.09%

				Oct-30-2017		132.80%		104.50%		115.63%		122.73%		126.95%		114.92%				32.80%		4.50%		15.63%		22.73%		26.95%		14.92%						1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		0.97%		0.99%		0.98%		1.08%

				Oct-31-2017		131.89%		104.25%		117.13%		121.12%		125.92%		115.03%				31.89%		4.25%		17.13%		21.12%		25.92%		15.03%						0.97%		0.95%		1.09%		0.93%		0.96%		1.01%		1.10%

				Nov-01-2017		131.29%		103.84%		116.41%		121.90%		126.09%		115.21%				31.29%		3.84%		16.41%		21.90%		26.09%		15.21%						0.98%		0.92%		0.96%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.13%

				Nov-02-2017		131.62%		104.48%		116.56%		121.34%		126.15%		115.23%				31.62%		4.48%		16.56%		21.34%		26.15%		15.23%						1.01%		1.13%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.16%

				Nov-03-2017		130.92%		104.70%		117.00%		121.57%		126.03%		115.59%				30.92%		4.70%		17.00%		21.57%		26.03%		15.59%						0.98%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.15%

				Nov-06-2017		133.90%		105.20%		117.15%		122.26%		127.58%		115.74%				33.90%		5.20%		17.15%		22.26%		27.58%		15.74%						1.09%		1.09%		1.01%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.16%

				Nov-07-2017		134.02%		105.54%		116.07%		122.08%		127.56%		115.71%				34.02%		5.54%		16.07%		22.08%		27.56%		15.71%						1.00%		1.05%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.17%

				Nov-08-2017		133.37%		105.89%		115.40%		121.79%		127.14%		115.88%				33.37%		5.89%		15.40%		21.79%		27.14%		15.88%						0.98%		1.05%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.20%

				Nov-09-2017		132.27%		105.13%		113.51%		118.98%		125.68%		115.45%				32.27%		5.13%		13.51%		18.98%		25.68%		15.45%						0.97%		0.89%		0.88%		0.88%		0.95%		0.97%		1.21%

				Nov-10-2017		131.97%		104.69%		114.82%		118.55%		125.77%		115.34%				31.97%		4.69%		14.82%		18.55%		25.77%		15.34%						0.99%		0.93%		1.09%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.22%

				Nov-13-2017		130.88%		103.26%		113.33%		118.25%		125.20%		115.46%				30.88%		3.26%		13.33%		18.25%		25.20%		15.46%						0.97%		0.75%		0.91%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.21%

				Nov-14-2017		129.58%		103.42%		112.22%		118.83%		125.00%		115.19%				29.58%		3.42%		12.22%		18.83%		25.00%		15.19%						0.96%		1.04%		0.92%		1.03%		0.99%		0.98%		1.22%

				Nov-15-2017		129.22%		103.62%		111.33%		117.80%		124.32%		114.55%				29.22%		3.62%		11.33%		17.80%		24.32%		14.55%						0.99%		1.05%		0.93%		0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		1.24%

				Nov-16-2017		131.08%		104.31%		112.72%		118.58%		125.53%		115.49%				31.08%		4.31%		12.72%		18.58%		25.53%		15.49%						1.06%		1.15%		1.11%		1.04%		1.05%		1.06%		1.23%

				Nov-17-2017		132.05%		104.03%		112.44%		118.72%		125.89%		115.19%				32.05%		4.03%		12.44%		18.72%		25.89%		15.19%						1.03%		0.95%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.25%

				Nov-20-2017		131.96%		104.17%		112.91%		119.37%		126.35%		115.33%				31.96%		4.17%		12.91%		19.37%		26.35%		15.33%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.26%

				Nov-21-2017		135.18%		104.32%		113.90%		120.53%		128.38%		116.09%				35.18%		4.32%		13.90%		20.53%		28.38%		16.09%						1.10%		1.03%		1.07%		1.06%		1.07%		1.05%		1.28%

				Nov-22-2017		135.04%		104.52%		113.87%		120.89%		128.32%		116.00%				35.04%		4.52%		13.87%		20.89%		28.32%		16.00%						1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		0.99%		1.28%

				Nov-23-2017		132.21%		104.59%		114.89%		120.99%		127.26%		116.00%				32.21%		4.59%		14.89%		20.99%		27.26%		16.00%						0.92%		1.01%		1.07%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.27%

				Nov-24-2017		132.83%		104.58%		114.26%		121.47%		127.73%		116.24%				32.83%		4.58%		14.26%		21.47%		27.73%		16.24%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.27%

				Nov-27-2017		131.67%		105.40%		113.54%		121.61%		127.35%		116.20%				31.67%		5.40%		13.54%		21.61%		27.35%		16.20%						0.97%		1.15%		0.95%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.26%

				Nov-28-2017		133.65%		106.77%		114.92%		124.05%		129.34%		117.34%				33.65%		6.77%		14.92%		24.05%		29.34%		17.34%						1.06%		1.21%		1.09%		1.11%		1.07%		1.07%		1.25%

				Nov-29-2017		131.67%		108.78%		116.86%		123.15%		128.42%		117.30%				31.67%		8.78%		16.86%		23.15%		28.42%		17.30%						0.94%		1.26%		1.12%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.28%

				Nov-30-2017		131.11%		109.77%		117.43%		124.44%		129.18%		118.26%				31.11%		9.77%		17.43%		24.44%		29.18%		18.26%						0.98%		1.10%		1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.05%		1.27%

				Dec-01-2017		130.58%		109.67%		116.89%		123.17%		128.28%		118.02%				30.58%		9.67%		16.89%		23.17%		28.28%		18.02%						0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.25%

				Dec-04-2017		130.94%		111.61%		117.80%		122.84%		128.49%		117.89%				30.94%		11.61%		17.80%		22.84%		28.49%		17.89%						1.01%		1.18%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		1.25%

				Dec-05-2017		131.31%		111.37%		116.72%		122.52%		128.49%		117.45%				31.31%		11.37%		16.72%		22.52%		28.49%		17.45%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.28%

				Dec-06-2017		130.23%		110.36%		115.76%		122.26%		127.72%		117.44%				30.23%		10.36%		15.76%		22.26%		27.72%		17.44%						0.97%		0.92%		0.95%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.28%

				Dec-07-2017		129.05%		109.47%		116.21%		122.94%		127.49%		117.78%				29.05%		9.47%		16.21%		22.94%		27.49%		17.78%						0.96%		0.92%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		1.02%		1.28%

				Dec-08-2017		130.55%		109.90%		116.94%		123.46%		128.47%		118.43%				30.55%		9.90%		16.94%		23.46%		28.47%		18.43%						1.05%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.27%

				Dec-11-2017		134.06%		109.58%		117.19%		123.52%		129.82%		118.81%				34.06%		9.58%		17.19%		23.52%		29.82%		18.81%						1.11%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.05%		1.02%		1.26%

				Dec-12-2017		133.83%		109.00%		116.58%		124.10%		129.80%		119.00%				33.83%		9.00%		16.58%		24.10%		29.80%		19.00%						0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.31%

				Dec-13-2017		135.32%		109.35%		116.34%		124.97%		131.10%		118.94%				35.32%		9.35%		16.34%		24.97%		31.10%		18.94%						1.04%		1.04%		0.99%		1.03%		1.04%		1.00%		1.32%

				Dec-14-2017		134.43%		109.02%		114.49%		123.30%		129.78%		118.46%				34.43%		9.02%		14.49%		23.30%		29.78%		18.46%						0.98%		0.97%		0.89%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		1.28%

				Dec-15-2017		133.50%		109.63%		115.74%		123.83%		129.85%		119.52%				33.50%		9.63%		15.74%		23.83%		29.85%		19.52%						0.97%		1.06%		1.08%		1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		1.30%

				Dec-18-2017		136.11%		110.63%		117.13%		124.86%		131.58%		120.16%				36.11%		10.63%		17.13%		24.86%		31.58%		20.16%						1.08%		1.09%		1.08%		1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.29%

				Dec-19-2017		135.41%		110.79%		116.58%		124.71%		131.23%		119.77%				35.41%		10.79%		16.58%		24.71%		31.23%		19.77%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.36%

				Dec-20-2017		135.86%		112.01%		117.00%		125.10%		131.73%		119.67%				35.86%		12.01%		17.00%		25.10%		31.73%		19.67%						1.01%		1.10%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.35%

				Dec-21-2017		137.47%		112.71%		117.23%		125.24%		132.45%		119.91%				37.47%		12.71%		17.23%		25.24%		32.45%		19.91%						1.04%		1.05%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.36%

				Dec-22-2017		137.99%		112.86%		115.92%		125.27%		132.63%		119.85%				37.99%		12.86%		15.92%		25.27%		32.63%		19.85%						1.01%		1.01%		0.93%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.33%

				Dec-25-2017		139.54%		112.86%		115.92%		125.27%		133.26%		119.85%				39.54%		12.86%		15.92%		25.27%		33.26%		19.85%						1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.31%

				Dec-26-2017		137.88%		113.14%		116.32%		125.23%		132.67%		119.73%				37.88%		13.14%		16.32%		25.23%		32.67%		19.73%						0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.31%

				Dec-27-2017		135.97%		113.20%		116.43%		125.47%		132.02%		119.82%				35.97%		13.20%		16.43%		25.47%		32.02%		19.82%						0.95%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.45%

				Dec-28-2017		137.24%		113.04%		116.35%		125.74%		132.60%		120.04%				37.24%		13.04%		16.35%		25.74%		32.60%		20.04%						1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.42%

				Dec-29-2017		137.48%		112.93%		115.84%		125.19%		132.38%		119.42%				37.48%		12.93%		15.84%		25.19%		32.38%		19.42%						1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		1.37%

				Jan-02-2018		138.40%		113.00%		116.27%		126.01%		133.20%		120.41%				38.40%		13.00%		16.27%		26.01%		33.20%		20.41%						1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.05%		1.37%

				Jan-03-2018		138.66%		112.78%		117.40%		126.61%		133.45%		121.18%				38.66%		12.78%		17.40%		26.61%		33.45%		21.18%						1.01%		0.98%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		1.42%

				Jan-04-2018		142.06%		113.46%		117.75%		128.24%		135.58%		121.67%				42.06%		13.46%		17.75%		28.24%		35.58%		21.67%						1.09%		1.05%		1.02%		1.06%		1.06%		1.02%		1.39%

				Jan-05-2018		141.66%		114.18%		117.51%		128.41%		136.00%		122.53%				41.66%		14.18%		17.51%		28.41%		36.00%		22.53%						0.99%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.39%

				Jan-08-2018		142.43%		113.98%		117.60%		128.41%		136.15%		122.73%				42.43%		13.98%		17.60%		28.41%		36.15%		22.73%						1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.37%

				Jan-09-2018		143.79%		113.64%		116.93%		128.98%		137.01%		122.89%				43.79%		13.64%		16.93%		28.98%		37.01%		22.89%						1.03%		0.98%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.43%

				Jan-10-2018		145.14%		113.45%		116.62%		129.49%		137.73%		122.75%				45.14%		13.45%		16.62%		29.49%		37.73%		22.75%						1.03%		0.99%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		1.42%

				Jan-11-2018		145.11%		114.71%		117.71%		130.24%		138.18%		123.62%				45.11%		14.71%		17.71%		30.24%		38.18%		23.62%						1.00%		1.09%		1.06%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		1.40%

				Jan-12-2018		146.56%		114.13%		119.86%		131.10%		139.20%		124.45%				46.56%		14.13%		19.86%		31.10%		39.20%		24.45%						1.03%		0.96%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.41%

				Jan-15-2018		147.49%		114.44%		119.63%		131.11%		139.61%		124.45%				47.49%		14.44%		19.63%		31.11%		39.61%		24.45%						1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.41%

				Jan-16-2018		147.59%		116.79%		117.22%		130.43%		139.35%		124.01%				47.59%		16.79%		17.22%		30.43%		39.35%		24.01%						1.00%		1.15%		0.88%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.41%

				Jan-17-2018		145.26%		116.08%		117.96%		130.25%		138.43%		125.18%				45.26%		16.08%		17.96%		30.25%		38.43%		25.18%						0.95%		0.96%		1.04%		0.99%		0.98%		1.05%		1.43%

				Jan-18-2018		145.34%		116.43%		117.82%		131.02%		138.99%		124.98%				45.34%		16.43%		17.82%		31.02%		38.99%		24.98%						1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		1.42%

				Jan-19-2018		145.00%		117.02%		119.00%		131.26%		139.21%		125.53%				45.00%		17.02%		19.00%		31.26%		39.21%		25.53%						0.99%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.43%

				Jan-22-2018		148.54%		117.01%		118.41%		131.15%		140.49%		126.54%				48.54%		17.01%		18.41%		31.15%		40.49%		26.54%						1.08%		1.00%		0.97%		1.00%		1.03%		1.04%		1.42%

				Jan-23-2018		150.87%		116.63%		118.43%		132.18%		141.61%		126.81%				50.87%		16.63%		18.43%		32.18%		41.61%		26.81%						1.05%		0.98%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.43%

				Jan-24-2018		149.73%		123.67%		117.95%		131.69%		141.62%		126.74%				49.73%		23.67%		17.95%		31.69%		41.62%		26.74%						0.98%		1.40%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.42%

				Jan-25-2018		150.07%		125.85%		117.25%		132.54%		142.41%		126.82%				50.07%		25.85%		17.25%		32.54%		42.41%		26.82%						1.01%		1.09%		0.96%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.41%

				Jan-26-2018		151.05%		126.46%		116.52%		134.72%		143.89%		128.32%				51.05%		26.46%		16.52%		34.72%		43.89%		28.32%						1.02%		1.02%		0.96%		1.06%		1.03%		1.05%		1.40%

				Jan-29-2018		147.57%		124.67%		115.45%		132.23%		141.10%		127.46%				47.57%		24.67%		15.45%		32.23%		41.10%		27.46%						0.93%		0.93%		0.94%		0.93%		0.94%		0.97%		1.39%

				Jan-30-2018		145.94%		124.37%		114.22%		130.57%		139.61%		126.07%				45.94%		24.37%		14.22%		30.57%		39.61%		26.07%						0.97%		0.99%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		0.95%		1.43%

				Jan-31-2018		146.88%		123.58%		114.18%		130.30%		139.95%		126.13%				46.88%		23.58%		14.18%		30.30%		39.95%		26.13%						1.02%		0.97%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.42%

				Feb-01-2018		147.69%		122.59%		114.80%		130.59%		140.17%		126.05%				47.69%		22.59%		14.80%		30.59%		40.17%		26.05%						1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.44%

				Feb-02-2018		146.91%		120.89%		112.89%		127.88%		138.15%		123.37%				46.91%		20.89%		12.89%		27.88%		38.15%		23.37%						0.98%		0.93%		0.88%		0.91%		0.95%		0.90%		1.46%

				Feb-05-2018		140.79%		119.60%		108.66%		123.55%		133.50%		118.32%				40.79%		19.60%		8.66%		23.55%		33.50%		18.32%						0.87%		0.94%		0.70%		0.85%		0.88%		0.79%		1.46%

				Feb-06-2018		138.28%		119.88%		107.79%		123.92%		132.65%		120.38%				38.28%		19.88%		7.79%		23.92%		32.65%		20.38%						0.94%		1.01%		0.91%		1.02%		0.98%		1.11%		1.49%

				Feb-07-2018		135.77%		120.39%		108.26%		123.88%		131.68%		119.78%				35.77%		20.39%		8.26%		23.88%		31.68%		19.78%						0.94%		1.02%		1.05%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		1.50%

				Feb-08-2018		135.06%		119.40%		105.62%		119.30%		128.92%		115.28%				35.06%		19.40%		5.62%		19.30%		28.92%		15.28%						0.98%		0.95%		0.71%		0.82%		0.92%		0.78%		1.53%

				Feb-09-2018		132.99%		120.63%		107.05%		121.00%		129.29%		117.01%				32.99%		20.63%		7.05%		21.00%		29.29%		17.01%						0.94%		1.06%		1.22%		1.08%		1.01%		1.11%		1.53%

				Feb-12-2018		136.36%		121.08%		106.68%		123.08%		131.55%		118.63%				36.36%		21.08%		6.68%		23.08%		31.55%		18.63%						1.10%		1.02%		0.95%		1.09%		1.07%		1.09%		1.53%

				Feb-13-2018		136.99%		121.49%		106.88%		122.54%		131.57%		118.94%				36.99%		21.49%		6.88%		22.54%		31.57%		18.94%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		0.98%		1.00%		1.02%		1.61%

				Feb-14-2018		139.28%		120.57%		109.07%		124.04%		133.28%		120.54%				39.28%		20.57%		9.07%		24.04%		33.28%		20.54%						1.06%		0.96%		1.28%		1.06%		1.05%		1.08%		1.57%

				Feb-15-2018		140.78%		121.88%		109.15%		125.88%		134.88%		121.99%				40.78%		21.88%		9.15%		25.88%		34.88%		21.99%						1.04%		1.06%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.07%		1.56%

				Feb-16-2018		141.64%		121.40%		110.90%		126.79%		135.68%		122.04%				41.64%		21.40%		10.90%		26.79%		35.68%		22.04%						1.02%		0.98%		1.17%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.56%

				Feb-19-2018		141.67%		121.38%		110.70%		126.72%		135.65%		122.04%				41.67%		21.38%		10.70%		26.72%		35.65%		22.04%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.59%

				Feb-20-2018		140.50%		118.37%		110.20%		126.18%		134.66%		121.32%				40.50%		18.37%		10.20%		26.18%		34.66%		21.32%						0.97%		0.87%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		1.59%

				Feb-21-2018		140.52%		117.80%		109.70%		126.17%		134.59%		120.66%				40.52%		17.80%		9.70%		26.17%		34.59%		20.66%						1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		1.64%

				Feb-22-2018		141.96%		118.25%		110.48%		125.98%		135.11%		120.78%				41.96%		18.25%		10.48%		25.98%		35.11%		20.78%						1.03%		1.02%		1.07%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.62%

				Feb-23-2018		142.53%		118.33%		110.96%		127.14%		135.78%		122.71%				42.53%		18.33%		10.96%		27.14%		35.78%		22.71%						1.01%		1.00%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.09%		1.61%

				Feb-26-2018		143.00%		119.74%		111.37%		128.19%		136.76%		124.15%				43.00%		19.74%		11.37%		28.19%		36.76%		24.15%						1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.06%		1.61%

				Feb-27-2018		139.57%		117.70%		110.28%		126.47%		134.32%		122.58%				39.57%		17.70%		10.28%		26.47%		34.32%		22.58%						0.92%		0.90%		0.91%		0.94%		0.94%		0.94%		1.65%

				Feb-28-2018		138.03%		116.52%		110.64%		124.05%		132.55%		121.22%				38.03%		16.52%		10.64%		24.05%		32.55%		21.22%						0.96%		0.94%		1.03%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		1.64%

				Mar-01-2018		135.54%		115.46%		109.15%		120.93%		129.89%		119.60%				35.54%		15.46%		9.15%		20.93%		29.89%		19.60%						0.94%		0.94%		0.87%		0.88%		0.92%		0.93%		1.63%

				Mar-02-2018		136.17%		115.58%		109.36%		121.26%		130.25%		120.21%				36.17%		15.58%		9.36%		21.26%		30.25%		20.21%						1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.60%

				Mar-05-2018		136.68%		116.79%		109.28%		122.54%		131.12%		121.53%				36.68%		16.79%		9.28%		22.54%		31.12%		21.53%						1.01%		1.07%		0.99%		1.06%		1.03%		1.06%		1.62%

				Mar-06-2018		138.11%		118.21%		111.32%		123.68%		132.44%		121.85%				38.11%		18.21%		11.32%		23.68%		32.44%		21.85%						1.04%		1.08%		1.20%		1.05%		1.04%		1.01%		1.67%

				Mar-07-2018		137.30%		118.89%		113.13%		123.82%		132.42%		121.80%				37.30%		18.89%		13.13%		23.82%		32.42%		21.80%						0.98%		1.04%		1.15%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.65%

				Mar-08-2018		140.18%		121.19%		113.45%		125.06%		134.41%		122.34%				40.18%		21.19%		13.45%		25.06%		34.41%		22.34%						1.08%		1.12%		1.02%		1.05%		1.06%		1.02%		1.65%

				Mar-09-2018		142.44%		122.73%		112.69%		127.63%		136.66%		124.47%				42.44%		22.73%		12.69%		27.63%		36.66%		24.47%						1.05%		1.07%		0.95%		1.10%		1.06%		1.09%		1.64%

				Mar-12-2018		143.30%		122.59%		111.51%		126.58%		136.33%		124.31%				43.30%		22.59%		11.51%		26.58%		36.33%		24.31%						1.02%		0.99%		0.91%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		1.64%

				Mar-13-2018		144.11%		122.07%		111.21%		126.06%		136.25%		123.52%				44.11%		22.07%		11.21%		26.06%		36.25%		23.52%						1.02%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		1.68%

				Mar-14-2018		142.27%		123.00%		110.52%		124.45%		135.15%		122.81%				42.27%		23.00%		10.52%		24.45%		35.15%		22.81%						0.96%		1.04%		0.94%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.70%

				Mar-15-2018		143.87%		123.52%		110.47%		124.87%		136.15%		122.71%				43.87%		23.52%		10.47%		24.87%		36.15%		22.71%						1.04%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		1.73%

				Mar-16-2018		141.41%		124.22%		110.28%		125.43%		135.62%		122.92%				41.41%		24.22%		10.28%		25.43%		35.62%		22.92%						0.95%		1.03%		0.98%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.74%

				Mar-19-2018		140.42%		124.06%		108.72%		123.71%		134.27%		121.18%				40.42%		24.06%		8.72%		23.71%		34.27%		21.18%						0.98%		0.99%		0.86%		0.93%		0.96%		0.93%		1.75%

				Mar-20-2018		139.41%		123.67%		108.07%		123.61%		133.89%		121.36%				39.41%		23.67%		8.07%		23.61%		33.89%		21.36%						0.98%		0.98%		0.93%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.77%

				Mar-21-2018		138.80%		124.64%		108.27%		124.54%		134.14%		121.13%				38.80%		24.64%		8.27%		24.54%		34.14%		21.13%						0.98%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		1.78%

				Mar-22-2018		136.55%		123.28%		106.42%		120.99%		131.25%		118.08%				36.55%		23.28%		6.42%		20.99%		31.25%		18.08%						0.94%		0.95%		0.80%		0.86%		0.92%		0.86%		1.71%

				Mar-23-2018		133.19%		121.54%		104.10%		118.20%		128.37%		115.61%				33.19%		21.54%		4.10%		18.20%		28.37%		15.61%						0.91%		0.93%		0.69%		0.87%		0.91%		0.87%		1.69%

				Mar-26-2018		133.94%		123.20%		105.09%		120.63%		130.08%		118.75%				33.94%		23.20%		5.09%		20.63%		30.08%		18.75%						1.02%		1.07%		1.19%		1.13%		1.06%		1.19%		1.71%

				Mar-27-2018		133.20%		122.24%		105.02%		119.12%		129.00%		116.70%				33.20%		22.24%		5.02%		19.12%		29.00%		16.70%						0.98%		0.96%		0.99%		0.93%		0.97%		0.90%		1.76%

				Mar-28-2018		129.89%		122.82%		105.40%		117.67%		126.92%		116.36%				29.89%		22.82%		5.40%		17.67%		26.92%		16.36%						0.90%		1.02%		1.06%		0.93%		0.93%		0.98%		1.74%

				Mar-29-2018		133.75%		124.32%		107.00%		119.10%		129.26%		117.96%				33.75%		24.32%		7.00%		19.10%		29.26%		17.96%						1.12%		1.06%		1.25%		1.08%		1.08%		1.09%		1.70%

				Mar-30-2018		133.32%		124.32%		107.00%		119.10%		129.09%		117.96%				33.32%		24.32%		7.00%		19.10%		29.09%		17.96%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.70%

				Apr-02-2018		130.12%		123.23%		105.44%		116.85%		126.71%		115.32%				30.12%		23.23%		5.44%		16.85%		26.71%		15.32%						0.91%		0.96%		0.81%		0.89%		0.92%		0.86%		1.70%

				Apr-03-2018		130.41%		124.23%		106.28%		118.05%		127.50%		116.78%				30.41%		24.23%		6.28%		18.05%		27.50%		16.78%						1.01%		1.04%		1.13%		1.07%		1.03%		1.09%		1.74%

				Apr-04-2018		131.30%		125.24%		106.44%		118.23%		127.93%		118.13%				31.30%		25.24%		6.44%		18.23%		27.93%		18.13%						1.03%		1.04%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.08%		1.72%

				Apr-05-2018		131.77%		126.12%		107.94%		119.22%		128.94%		118.94%				31.77%		26.12%		7.94%		19.22%		28.94%		18.94%						1.01%		1.03%		1.20%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.68%

				Apr-06-2018		130.03%		124.68%		106.37%		116.39%		126.70%		116.33%				30.03%		24.68%		6.37%		16.39%		26.70%		16.33%						0.95%		0.95%		0.82%		0.86%		0.93%		0.87%		1.69%

				Apr-09-2018		128.30%		124.49%		105.98%		116.31%		126.02%		116.72%				28.30%		24.49%		5.98%		16.31%		26.02%		16.72%						0.94%		0.99%		0.95%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.70%

				Apr-10-2018		131.07%		125.78%		107.60%		118.31%		128.34%		118.67%				31.07%		25.78%		7.60%		18.31%		28.34%		18.67%						1.09%		1.05%		1.23%		1.12%		1.09%		1.11%		1.73%

				Apr-11-2018		131.72%		123.76%		106.25%		117.88%		127.93%		118.02%				31.72%		23.76%		6.25%		17.88%		27.93%		18.02%						1.02%		0.92%		0.84%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		1.71%

				Apr-12-2018		130.88%		125.46%		107.09%		119.44%		128.70%		118.99%				30.88%		25.46%		7.09%		19.44%		28.70%		18.99%						0.97%		1.07%		1.12%		1.08%		1.03%		1.05%		1.70%

				Apr-13-2018		130.78%		124.00%		106.98%		119.17%		128.38%		118.65%				30.78%		24.00%		6.98%		19.17%		28.38%		18.65%						1.00%		0.94%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.72%

				Apr-16-2018		130.18%		125.17%		107.83%		119.93%		128.54%		119.61%				30.18%		25.17%		7.83%		19.93%		28.54%		19.61%						0.98%		1.05%		1.11%		1.04%		1.01%		1.05%		1.73%

				Apr-17-2018		129.96%		125.50%		108.20%		121.13%		129.29%		120.88%				29.96%		25.50%		8.20%		21.13%		29.29%		20.88%						0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		1.06%		1.03%		1.06%		1.76%

				Apr-18-2018		129.56%		126.05%		109.69%		121.76%		129.55%		120.98%				29.56%		26.05%		9.69%		21.76%		29.55%		20.98%						0.99%		1.02%		1.16%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.77%

				Apr-19-2018		131.68%		130.75%		108.95%		120.65%		130.44%		120.29%				31.68%		30.75%		8.95%		20.65%		30.44%		20.29%						1.07%		1.17%		0.93%		0.95%		1.03%		0.97%		1.78%

				Apr-20-2018		131.21%		128.40%		108.37%		121.29%		130.24%		119.27%				31.21%		28.40%		8.37%		21.29%		30.24%		19.27%						0.99%		0.93%		0.94%		1.03%		0.99%		0.95%		1.79%

				Apr-23-2018		131.18%		127.74%		107.74%		120.46%		129.70%		119.27%				31.18%		27.74%		7.74%		20.46%		29.70%		19.27%						1.00%		0.98%		0.93%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		1.78%

				Apr-24-2018		131.66%		126.19%		107.01%		118.73%		128.98%		117.68%				31.66%		26.19%		7.01%		18.73%		28.98%		17.68%						1.01%		0.95%		0.92%		0.92%		0.98%		0.92%		1.84%

				Apr-25-2018		131.32%		125.35%		107.29%		119.04%		128.77%		117.89%				31.32%		25.35%		7.29%		19.04%		28.77%		17.89%						0.99%		0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.84%

				Apr-26-2018		130.54%		125.30%		104.81%		118.92%		128.14%		119.12%				30.54%		25.30%		4.81%		18.92%		28.14%		19.12%						0.98%		1.00%		0.70%		0.99%		0.98%		1.07%		1.82%

				Apr-27-2018		131.33%		125.43%		107.31%		119.15%		128.66%		119.25%				31.33%		25.43%		7.31%		19.15%		28.66%		19.25%						1.03%		1.00%		1.43%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.79%

				Apr-30-2018		130.26%		124.72%		105.15%		117.16%		127.12%		118.28%				30.26%		24.72%		5.15%		17.16%		27.12%		18.28%						0.97%		0.97%		0.74%		0.90%		0.95%		0.95%		1.78%

				May-01-2018		132.19%		124.89%		105.64%		119.06%		128.42%		118.58%				32.19%		24.89%		5.64%		19.06%		28.42%		18.58%						1.06%		1.01%		1.08%		1.10%		1.05%		1.02%		1.84%

				May-02-2018		131.03%		124.52%		104.79%		118.18%		127.56%		117.73%				31.03%		24.52%		4.79%		18.18%		27.56%		17.73%						0.97%		0.99%		0.87%		0.96%		0.97%		0.96%		1.82%

				May-03-2018		133.05%		124.27%		105.38%		118.23%		128.38%		117.46%				33.05%		24.27%		5.38%		18.23%		28.38%		17.46%						1.06%		0.99%		1.10%		1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.81%

				May-04-2018		132.00%		125.98%		105.54%		119.64%		128.69%		118.97%				32.00%		25.98%		5.54%		19.64%		28.69%		18.97%						0.97%		1.07%		1.03%		1.07%		1.01%		1.08%		1.80%

				May-07-2018		134.36%		126.77%		106.29%		120.84%		130.34%		119.38%				34.36%		26.77%		6.29%		20.84%		30.34%		19.38%						1.07%		1.03%		1.11%		1.06%		1.06%		1.02%		1.80%

				May-08-2018		135.50%		127.08%		107.92%		120.80%		130.97%		119.34%				35.50%		27.08%		7.92%		20.80%		30.97%		19.34%						1.03%		1.01%		1.22%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.83%

				May-09-2018		135.39%		129.53%		107.59%		122.42%		132.11%		120.50%				35.39%		29.53%		7.59%		22.42%		32.11%		20.50%						1.00%		1.09%		0.96%		1.07%		1.04%		1.06%		1.84%

				May-10-2018		136.83%		130.13%		107.22%		123.38%		133.17%		121.63%				36.83%		30.13%		7.22%		23.38%		33.17%		21.63%						1.04%		1.02%		0.96%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		1.85%

				May-11-2018		136.82%		129.71%		107.37%		123.30%		133.19%		121.84%				36.82%		29.71%		7.37%		23.30%		33.19%		21.84%						1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.86%

				May-14-2018		138.17%		129.38%		106.89%		123.60%		133.81%		121.94%				38.17%		29.38%		6.89%		23.60%		33.81%		21.94%						1.04%		0.99%		0.94%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.88%

				May-15-2018		137.24%		130.17%		106.38%		123.22%		133.35%		121.11%				37.24%		30.17%		6.38%		23.22%		33.35%		21.11%						0.98%		1.03%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		1.90%

				May-16-2018		136.51%		131.36%		105.93%		123.37%		133.21%		121.60%				36.51%		31.36%		5.93%		23.37%		33.21%		21.60%						0.98%		1.04%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.89%

				May-17-2018		135.60%		131.33%		106.68%		123.73%		133.04%		121.50%				35.60%		31.33%		6.68%		23.73%		33.04%		21.50%						0.98%		1.00%		1.11%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.88%

				May-18-2018		135.68%		131.70%		105.81%		123.71%		133.23%		121.18%				35.68%		31.70%		5.81%		23.71%		33.23%		21.18%						1.00%		1.01%		0.89%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.88%

				May-21-2018		136.39%		133.16%		106.98%		124.83%		134.42%		122.07%				36.39%		33.16%		6.98%		24.83%		34.42%		22.07%						1.02%		1.04%		1.17%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		1.87%

				May-22-2018		134.77%		133.35%		106.66%		124.49%		133.73%		121.69%				34.77%		33.35%		6.66%		24.49%		33.73%		21.69%						0.96%		1.01%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.90%

				May-23-2018		132.58%		133.32%		105.50%		123.67%		132.61%		122.09%				32.58%		33.32%		5.50%		23.67%		32.61%		22.09%						0.94%		1.00%		0.85%		0.97%		0.97%		1.02%		1.90%

				May-24-2018		131.71%		134.35%		105.08%		123.86%		132.41%		121.84%				31.71%		34.35%		5.08%		23.86%		32.41%		21.84%						0.97%		1.03%		0.94%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		1.88%

				May-25-2018		131.59%		132.81%		105.72%		123.48%		131.92%		121.55%				31.59%		32.81%		5.72%		23.48%		31.92%		21.55%						1.00%		0.96%		1.11%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.87%

				May-28-2018		132.78%		132.64%		105.75%		123.39%		132.34%		121.55%				32.78%		32.64%		5.75%		23.39%		32.34%		21.55%						1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.86%

				May-29-2018		131.84%		131.16%		103.99%		121.24%		130.69%		120.15%				31.84%		31.16%		3.99%		21.24%		30.69%		20.15%						0.97%		0.96%		0.74%		0.91%		0.95%		0.94%		1.86%

				May-30-2018		131.16%		132.04%		106.22%		122.96%		131.45%		121.67%				31.16%		32.04%		6.22%		22.96%		31.45%		21.67%						0.98%		1.03%		1.45%		1.08%		1.02%		1.07%		1.90%

				May-31-2018		132.93%		132.34%		104.54%		120.96%		131.28%		120.83%				32.93%		32.34%		4.54%		20.96%		31.28%		20.83%						1.06%		1.01%		0.77%		0.92%		0.99%		0.96%		1.90%

				Jun-01-2018		132.47%		133.01%		106.07%		122.25%		131.89%		122.15%				32.47%		33.01%		6.07%		22.25%		31.89%		22.15%						0.99%		1.02%		1.28%		1.06%		1.02%		1.06%		1.89%

				Jun-04-2018		135.35%		134.92%		106.70%		122.62%		133.42%		122.69%				35.35%		34.92%		6.70%		22.62%		33.42%		22.69%						1.09%		1.06%		1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.02%		1.88%

				Jun-05-2018		137.02%		135.25%		107.57%		123.59%		134.59%		122.78%				37.02%		35.25%		7.57%		23.59%		34.59%		22.78%						1.05%		1.01%		1.11%		1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		1.91%

				Jun-06-2018		137.07%		134.70%		108.32%		124.68%		135.17%		123.83%				37.07%		34.70%		8.32%		24.68%		35.17%		23.83%						1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		1.04%		1.02%		1.04%		1.91%

				Jun-07-2018		137.56%		134.97%		107.83%		125.33%		135.64%		123.74%				37.56%		34.97%		7.83%		25.33%		35.64%		23.74%						1.01%		1.01%		0.95%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.91%

				Jun-08-2018		138.13%		135.46%		108.93%		125.29%		135.89%		124.13%				38.13%		35.46%		8.93%		25.29%		35.89%		24.13%						1.01%		1.01%		1.12%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.90%

				Jun-11-2018		139.70%		136.65%		108.92%		125.63%		136.88%		124.26%				39.70%		36.65%		8.92%		25.63%		36.88%		24.26%						1.04%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.89%

				Jun-12-2018		140.76%		137.39%		109.31%		125.46%		137.28%		124.48%				40.76%		37.39%		9.31%		25.46%		37.28%		24.48%						1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.91%

				Jun-13-2018		140.09%		137.59%		109.04%		125.23%		136.97%		123.98%				40.09%		37.59%		9.04%		25.23%		36.97%		23.98%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.89%

				Jun-14-2018		138.77%		137.71%		109.05%		125.17%		136.42%		124.28%				38.77%		37.71%		9.05%		25.17%		36.42%		24.28%						0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-15-2018		139.13%		137.78%		108.97%		124.31%		136.05%		124.16%				39.13%		37.78%		8.97%		24.31%		36.05%		24.16%						1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.90%

				Jun-18-2018		138.65%		137.21%		108.59%		123.68%		135.56%		123.89%				38.65%		37.21%		8.59%		23.68%		35.56%		23.89%						0.99%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.90%

				Jun-19-2018		136.04%		136.25%		108.35%		121.55%		133.19%		123.39%				36.04%		36.25%		8.35%		21.55%		33.19%		23.39%						0.93%		0.97%		0.97%		0.91%		0.94%		0.98%		1.91%

				Jun-20-2018		137.11%		136.29%		108.82%		121.57%		133.45%		123.61%				37.11%		36.29%		8.82%		21.57%		33.45%		23.61%						1.03%		1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.91%

				Jun-21-2018		136.08%		135.45%		106.53%		119.19%		131.79%		122.82%				36.08%		35.45%		6.53%		19.19%		31.79%		22.82%						0.97%		0.98%		0.77%		0.89%		0.95%		0.97%		1.90%

				Jun-22-2018		135.57%		135.39%		107.21%		118.90%		131.52%		123.05%				35.57%		35.39%		7.21%		18.90%		31.52%		23.05%						0.99%		1.00%		1.09%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-25-2018		134.97%		133.35%		106.37%		118.06%		130.44%		121.36%				34.97%		33.35%		6.37%		18.06%		30.44%		21.36%						0.98%		0.94%		0.90%		0.96%		0.97%		0.93%		1.89%

				Jun-26-2018		133.64%		133.30%		107.15%		117.95%		129.91%		121.63%				33.64%		33.30%		7.15%		17.95%		29.91%		21.63%						0.96%		1.00%		1.11%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.90%

				Jun-27-2018		130.11%		132.99%		105.29%		117.13%		128.09%		120.58%				30.11%		32.99%		5.29%		17.13%		28.09%		20.58%						0.90%		0.99%		0.77%		0.96%		0.94%		0.95%		1.90%

				Jun-28-2018		129.16%		133.44%		104.19%		116.34%		127.34%		121.33%				29.16%		33.44%		4.19%		16.34%		27.34%		21.33%						0.97%		1.01%		0.83%		0.96%		0.97%		1.03%		1.89%

				Jun-29-2018		131.57%		134.10%		104.94%		117.51%		129.04%		121.42%				31.57%		34.10%		4.94%		17.51%		29.04%		21.42%						1.08%		1.02%		1.14%		1.07%		1.06%		1.00%		1.89%

				Jul-02-2018		127.79%		133.40%		103.66%		117.40%		127.34%		121.79%				27.79%		33.40%		3.66%		17.40%		27.34%		21.79%						0.88%		0.98%		0.78%		0.99%		0.94%		1.02%		1.89%

				Jul-03-2018		127.17%		132.12%		104.20%		117.48%		126.91%		121.19%				27.17%		32.12%		4.20%		17.48%		26.91%		21.19%						0.98%		0.96%		1.12%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-04-2018		124.99%		132.07%		103.43%		117.17%		125.81%		121.19%				24.99%		32.07%		3.43%		17.17%		25.81%		21.19%						0.92%		1.00%		0.85%		0.98%		0.96%		1.00%		1.94%

				Jul-05-2018		125.62%		132.24%		104.40%		118.06%		126.45%		122.23%				25.62%		32.24%		4.40%		18.06%		26.45%		22.23%						1.02%		1.01%		1.22%		1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.94%

				Jul-06-2018		127.05%		132.88%		105.75%		118.76%		127.43%		123.27%				27.05%		32.88%		5.75%		18.76%		27.43%		23.27%						1.05%		1.02%		1.25%		1.04%		1.04%		1.04%		1.92%

				Jul-09-2018		130.33%		134.34%		106.49%		120.40%		129.80%		124.36%				30.33%		34.34%		6.49%		20.40%		29.80%		24.36%						1.12%		1.04%		1.11%		1.08%		1.08%		1.04%		1.93%

				Jul-10-2018		129.88%		134.40%		106.31%		120.81%		129.87%		124.79%				29.88%		34.40%		6.31%		20.81%		29.87%		24.79%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		1.95%

				Jul-11-2018		126.61%		134.42%		106.54%		117.93%		127.13%		123.90%				26.61%		34.42%		6.54%		17.93%		27.13%		23.90%						0.89%		1.00%		1.03%		0.87%		0.91%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-12-2018		127.82%		134.28%		105.78%		120.13%		128.64%		124.99%				27.82%		34.28%		5.78%		20.13%		28.64%		24.99%						1.04%		1.00%		0.90%		1.12%		1.05%		1.04%		1.93%

				Jul-13-2018		128.45%		135.09%		106.98%		120.39%		129.07%		125.12%				28.45%		35.09%		6.98%		20.39%		29.07%		25.12%						1.02%		1.02%		1.18%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.94%

				Jul-16-2018		127.59%		133.73%		106.02%		119.51%		128.14%		125.00%				27.59%		33.73%		6.02%		19.51%		28.14%		25.00%						0.97%		0.96%		0.88%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.94%

				Jul-17-2018		127.58%		134.30%		106.03%		120.85%		128.80%		125.49%				27.58%		34.30%		6.03%		20.85%		28.80%		25.49%						1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		1.98%

				Jul-18-2018		127.03%		139.72%		106.68%		121.69%		129.65%		125.76%				27.03%		39.72%		6.68%		21.69%		29.65%		25.76%						0.98%		1.15%		1.09%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.98%

				Jul-19-2018		127.98%		140.18%		106.72%		121.27%		129.74%		125.27%				27.98%		40.18%		6.72%		21.27%		29.74%		25.27%						1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		0.98%		1.96%

				Jul-20-2018		128.47%		141.33%		105.73%		123.55%		131.23%		125.15%				28.47%		41.33%		5.73%		23.55%		31.23%		25.15%						1.02%		1.03%		0.87%		1.10%		1.05%		1.00%		1.96%

				Jul-23-2018		126.69%		142.18%		105.11%		122.90%		130.37%		125.38%				26.69%		42.18%		5.11%		22.90%		30.37%		25.38%						0.94%		1.02%		0.91%		0.97%		0.97%		1.01%		1.95%

				Jul-24-2018		129.01%		140.80%		105.68%		124.03%		131.83%		125.98%				29.01%		40.80%		5.68%		24.03%		31.83%		25.98%						1.08%		0.97%		1.09%		1.05%		1.05%		1.02%		1.96%

				Jul-25-2018		129.78%		140.75%		106.57%		125.06%		132.77%		127.12%				29.78%		40.75%		6.57%		25.06%		32.77%		27.12%						1.03%		1.00%		1.13%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		1.98%

				Jul-26-2018		130.40%		140.00%		106.62%		126.33%		133.57%		126.74%				30.40%		40.00%		6.62%		26.33%		33.57%		26.74%						1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		0.99%		1.97%

				Jul-27-2018		129.50%		139.66%		107.33%		126.73%		133.32%		125.91%				29.50%		39.66%		7.33%		26.73%		33.32%		25.91%						0.97%		0.99%		1.09%		1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		1.95%

				Jul-30-2018		129.89%		139.17%		106.85%		125.61%		132.66%		125.18%				29.89%		39.17%		6.85%		25.61%		32.66%		25.18%						1.01%		0.99%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		1.96%

				Jul-31-2018		130.89%		140.77%		106.87%		127.87%		134.21%		125.79%				30.89%		40.77%		6.87%		27.87%		34.21%		25.79%						1.03%		1.04%		1.00%		1.08%		1.05%		1.02%		2.01%

				Aug-01-2018		129.16%		139.55%		105.89%		125.90%		132.19%		125.66%				29.16%		39.55%		5.89%		25.90%		32.19%		25.66%						0.95%		0.97%		0.88%		0.93%		0.94%		1.00%		1.99%

				Aug-02-2018		126.84%		137.63%		104.97%		125.65%		130.81%		126.28%				26.84%		37.63%		4.97%		25.65%		30.81%		26.28%						0.92%		0.95%		0.87%		0.99%		0.96%		1.02%		1.99%

				Aug-03-2018		125.30%		137.85%		104.30%		125.41%		130.00%		126.87%				25.30%		37.85%		4.30%		25.41%		30.00%		26.87%						0.94%		1.01%		0.89%		0.99%		0.97%		1.02%		1.98%

				Aug-06-2018		125.42%		139.70%		105.36%		125.31%		130.32%		127.32%				25.42%		39.70%		5.36%		25.31%		30.32%		27.32%						1.00%		1.05%		1.20%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.97%

				Aug-07-2018		127.70%		140.62%		105.69%		127.11%		132.33%		127.68%				27.70%		40.62%		5.69%		27.11%		32.33%		27.68%						1.09%		1.02%		1.05%		1.07%		1.06%		1.01%		2.02%

				Aug-08-2018		127.49%		141.59%		106.01%		126.34%		132.09%		127.64%				27.49%		41.59%		6.01%		26.34%		32.09%		27.64%						0.99%		1.02%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		2.02%

				Aug-09-2018		128.42%		141.45%		105.24%		125.76%		132.10%		127.46%				28.42%		41.45%		5.24%		25.76%		32.10%		27.46%						1.03%		1.00%		0.89%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		2.02%

				Aug-10-2018		127.32%		141.12%		103.80%		124.45%		130.95%		126.55%				27.32%		41.12%		3.80%		24.45%		30.95%		26.55%						0.96%		0.99%		0.77%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		2.02%

				Aug-13-2018		125.63%		140.97%		102.91%		123.92%		129.99%		126.04%				25.63%		40.97%		2.91%		23.92%		29.99%		26.04%						0.94%		1.00%		0.81%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		2.01%

				Aug-14-2018		126.15%		142.53%		103.36%		124.98%		130.89%		126.85%				26.15%		42.53%		3.36%		24.98%		30.89%		26.85%						1.02%		1.04%		1.12%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		2.03%

				Aug-15-2018		125.07%		140.49%		102.30%		124.05%		129.49%		125.89%				25.07%		40.49%		2.30%		24.05%		29.49%		25.89%						0.96%		0.95%		0.76%		0.96%		0.96%		0.97%		2.04%

				Aug-16-2018		125.74%		141.01%		102.94%		124.94%		130.33%		126.88%				25.74%		41.01%		2.94%		24.94%		30.33%		26.88%						1.03%		1.01%		1.19%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		2.03%

				Aug-17-2018		125.84%		140.80%		104.19%		125.87%		130.73%		127.30%				25.84%		40.80%		4.19%		25.87%		30.73%		27.30%						1.00%		1.00%		1.32%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		2.03%

				Aug-20-2018		126.89%		142.75%		105.06%		126.57%		131.66%		127.61%				26.89%		42.75%		5.06%		26.57%		31.66%		27.61%						1.04%		1.05%		1.17%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		2.01%

				Aug-21-2018		128.96%		143.25%		107.27%		128.58%		133.40%		127.88%				28.96%		43.25%		7.27%		28.58%		33.40%		27.88%						1.07%		1.01%		1.36%		1.07%		1.05%		1.01%		2.03%

				Aug-22-2018		127.86%		142.98%		107.93%		127.36%		132.38%		127.83%				27.86%		42.98%		7.93%		27.36%		32.38%		27.83%						0.96%		0.99%		1.08%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		2.04%

				Aug-23-2018		127.01%		142.67%		108.97%		128.14%		132.60%		127.61%				27.01%		42.67%		8.97%		28.14%		32.60%		27.61%						0.97%		0.99%		1.12%		1.03%		1.01%		0.99%		2.05%

				Aug-24-2018		127.59%		142.66%		109.46%		128.20%		132.87%		128.40%				27.59%		42.66%		9.46%		28.20%		32.87%		28.40%						1.02%		1.00%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		2.04%

				Aug-27-2018		129.97%		142.33%		109.66%		130.01%		134.68%		129.39%				29.97%		42.33%		9.66%		30.01%		34.68%		29.39%						1.08%		0.99%		1.02%		1.06%		1.05%		1.03%		2.05%

				Aug-28-2018		129.74%		142.05%		109.45%		129.90%		134.71%		129.42%				29.74%		42.05%		9.45%		29.90%		34.71%		29.42%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.08%

				Aug-29-2018		128.68%		143.48%		109.67%		129.83%		134.55%		130.16%				28.68%		43.48%		9.67%		29.83%		34.55%		30.16%						0.97%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		2.09%

				Aug-30-2018		127.86%		141.89%		109.38%		128.83%		133.69%		129.58%				27.86%		41.89%		9.38%		28.83%		33.69%		29.58%						0.97%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		2.09%

				Aug-31-2018		127.95%		141.98%		109.29%		128.66%		133.61%		129.60%				27.95%		41.98%		9.29%		28.66%		33.61%		29.60%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.07%

				Sep-03-2018		127.33%		142.19%		108.88%		128.68%		133.37%		129.60%				27.33%		42.19%		8.88%		28.68%		33.37%		29.60%						0.98%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.07%

				Sep-04-2018		128.12%		142.03%		106.58%		128.39%		133.43%		129.39%				28.12%		42.03%		6.58%		28.39%		33.43%		29.39%						1.03%		1.00%		0.77%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Sep-05-2018		127.82%		141.75%		106.59%		129.50%		133.75%		129.02%				27.82%		41.75%		6.59%		29.50%		33.75%		29.02%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		2.09%

				Sep-06-2018		127.19%		141.49%		106.63%		130.06%		133.63%		128.55%				27.19%		41.49%		6.63%		30.06%		33.63%		28.55%						0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		2.10%

				Sep-07-2018		126.45%		140.83%		105.39%		128.82%		132.66%		128.27%				26.45%		40.83%		5.39%		28.82%		32.66%		28.27%						0.97%		0.98%		0.84%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		2.09%

				Sep-10-2018		127.58%		141.38%		105.81%		129.37%		133.48%		128.51%				27.58%		41.38%		5.81%		29.37%		33.48%		28.51%						1.04%		1.01%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		2.10%

				Sep-11-2018		127.51%		142.25%		105.85%		128.52%		133.30%		128.99%				27.51%		42.25%		5.85%		28.52%		33.30%		28.99%						1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		2.11%

				Sep-12-2018		127.49%		141.71%		107.46%		128.44%		133.26%		129.04%				27.49%		41.71%		7.46%		28.44%		33.26%		29.04%						1.00%		0.99%		1.24%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.11%

				Sep-13-2018		128.77%		143.60%		107.12%		130.13%		134.82%		129.72%				28.77%		43.60%		7.12%		30.13%		34.82%		29.72%						1.04%		1.04%		0.96%		1.06%		1.05%		1.02%		2.12%

				Sep-14-2018		129.42%		143.82%		107.89%		130.12%		135.12%		129.75%				29.42%		43.82%		7.89%		30.12%		35.12%		29.75%						1.02%		1.00%		1.09%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.11%

				Sep-17-2018		128.63%		143.27%		106.95%		129.97%		134.83%		129.03%				28.63%		43.27%		6.95%		29.97%		34.83%		29.03%						0.97%		0.99%		0.89%		1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		2.12%

				Sep-18-2018		128.92%		144.44%		106.75%		130.48%		135.40%		129.72%				28.92%		44.44%		6.75%		30.48%		35.40%		29.72%						1.01%		1.03%		0.97%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.13%

				Sep-19-2018		129.99%		143.72%		106.49%		129.96%		135.49%		129.89%				29.99%		43.72%		6.49%		29.96%		35.49%		29.89%						1.04%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		2.13%

				Sep-20-2018		129.90%		144.45%		106.81%		131.24%		136.16%		130.91%				29.90%		44.45%		6.81%		31.24%		36.16%		30.91%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		2.12%

				Sep-21-2018		129.70%		144.58%		107.56%		131.03%		136.12%		130.86%				29.70%		44.58%		7.56%		31.03%		36.12%		30.86%						0.99%		1.00%		1.10%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.13%

				Sep-24-2018		128.86%		143.80%		108.02%		129.70%		135.16%		130.40%				28.86%		43.80%		8.02%		29.70%		35.16%		30.40%						0.97%		0.98%		1.05%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		2.14%

				Sep-25-2018		128.51%		144.40%		106.72%		129.58%		135.11%		130.23%				28.51%		44.40%		6.72%		29.58%		35.11%		30.23%						0.99%		1.01%		0.86%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.18%

				Sep-26-2018		128.46%		144.40%		105.54%		129.18%		134.85%		129.80%				28.46%		44.40%		5.54%		29.18%		34.85%		29.80%						1.00%		1.00%		0.85%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		2.17%

				Sep-27-2018		127.70%		145.23%		106.46%		128.78%		134.48%		130.16%				27.70%		45.23%		6.46%		28.78%		34.48%		30.16%						0.97%		1.02%		1.14%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.16%

				Sep-28-2018		127.41%		145.52%		107.93%		128.58%		134.49%		130.16%				27.41%		45.52%		7.93%		28.58%		34.49%		30.16%						0.99%		1.01%		1.20%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.14%

				Oct-01-2018		127.70%		144.72%		107.23%		129.31%		134.85%		130.63%				27.70%		44.72%		7.23%		29.31%		34.85%		30.63%						1.01%		0.98%		0.92%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		2.15%

				Oct-02-2018		128.20%		140.80%		106.08%		129.86%		134.77%		130.58%				28.20%		40.80%		6.08%		29.86%		34.77%		30.58%						1.02%		0.91%		0.86%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		2.19%

				Oct-03-2018		127.61%		139.58%		106.40%		129.94%		134.37%		130.67%				27.61%		39.58%		6.40%		29.94%		34.37%		30.67%						0.98%		0.97%		1.05%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.19%

				Oct-04-2018		127.97%		138.23%		104.80%		129.43%		133.86%		129.60%				27.97%		38.23%		4.80%		29.43%		33.86%		29.60%						1.01%		0.97%		0.78%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		2.19%

				Oct-05-2018		127.54%		138.61%		103.36%		128.80%		133.34%		128.89%				27.54%		38.61%		3.36%		28.80%		33.34%		28.89%						0.99%		1.01%		0.75%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		2.18%

				Oct-08-2018		127.08%		137.58%		102.46%		128.75%		132.91%		128.84%				27.08%		37.58%		2.46%		28.75%		32.91%		28.84%						0.98%		0.97%		0.79%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.18%

				Oct-09-2018		125.19%		135.62%		101.52%		125.63%		130.57%		128.65%				25.19%		35.62%		1.52%		25.63%		30.57%		28.65%						0.93%		0.95%		0.73%		0.90%		0.93%		0.99%		2.18%

				Oct-10-2018		123.30%		128.22%		100.31%		121.96%		127.08%		124.43%				23.30%		28.22%		0.31%		21.96%		27.08%		24.43%						0.93%		0.80%		0.52%		0.86%		0.89%		0.86%		2.21%

				Oct-11-2018		120.64%		126.69%		98.44%		119.55%		124.54%		121.87%				20.64%		26.69%		-1.56%		19.55%		24.54%		21.87%						0.89%		0.95%		-0.43%		0.90%		0.91%		0.90%		2.23%

				Oct-12-2018		120.59%		127.42%		97.47%		120.53%		125.34%		123.60%				20.59%		27.42%		-2.53%		20.53%		25.34%		23.60%						1.00%		1.03%		2.73%		1.05%		1.03%		1.08%		2.22%

				Oct-15-2018		119.01%		128.42%		97.58%		120.48%		124.73%		122.87%				19.01%		28.42%		-2.42%		20.48%		24.73%		22.87%						0.93%		1.04%		0.93%		1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		2.23%

				Oct-16-2018		120.35%		122.49%		100.42%		123.66%		126.24%		125.51%				20.35%		22.49%		0.42%		23.66%		26.24%		25.51%						1.07%		0.80%		-1.00%		1.15%		1.06%		1.11%		2.27%

				Oct-17-2018		120.49%		122.25%		98.66%		123.11%		125.94%		125.48%				20.49%		22.25%		-1.34%		23.11%		25.94%		25.48%						1.01%		0.99%		-0.24%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		2.26%

				Oct-18-2018		119.30%		121.57%		97.18%		120.39%		123.99%		123.67%				19.30%		21.57%		-2.82%		20.39%		23.99%		23.67%						0.94%		0.97%		5.35%		0.89%		0.93%		0.93%		2.27%

				Oct-19-2018		117.95%		121.29%		95.72%		119.04%		122.67%		123.63%				17.95%		21.29%		-4.28%		19.04%		22.67%		23.63%						0.93%		0.99%		1.80%		0.94%		0.95%		1.00%		2.27%

				Oct-22-2018		117.59%		120.31%		94.96%		118.51%		122.17%		123.10%				17.59%		20.31%		-5.04%		18.51%		22.17%		23.10%						0.98%		0.96%		1.23%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		2.26%

				Oct-23-2018		116.22%		117.26%		92.90%		116.24%		119.94%		122.42%				16.22%		17.26%		-7.10%		16.24%		19.94%		22.42%						0.93%		0.86%		1.51%		0.88%		0.90%		0.97%		2.30%

				Oct-24-2018		115.47%		113.79%		89.36%		111.71%		116.93%		118.64%				15.47%		13.79%		-10.64%		11.71%		16.93%		18.64%						0.96%		0.81%		1.58%		0.74%		0.86%		0.84%		2.29%

				Oct-25-2018		115.62%		112.81%		92.31%		113.35%		117.69%		120.85%				15.62%		12.81%		-7.69%		13.35%		17.69%		20.85%						1.01%		0.93%		0.69%		1.13%		1.04%		1.11%		2.29%

				Oct-26-2018		114.69%		113.15%		94.27%		111.84%		116.79%		118.75%				14.69%		13.15%		-5.73%		11.84%		16.79%		18.75%						0.94%		1.02%		0.71%		0.89%		0.95%		0.90%		2.29%

				Oct-29-2018		110.49%		113.40%		93.52%		110.45%		114.29%		117.97%				10.49%		13.40%		-6.48%		10.45%		14.29%		17.97%						0.73%		1.02%		1.16%		0.89%		0.86%		0.96%		2.28%

				Oct-30-2018		111.73%		114.57%		96.15%		111.99%		115.74%		119.82%				11.73%		14.57%		-3.85%		11.99%		15.74%		19.82%						1.11%		1.08%		0.52%		1.13%		1.09%		1.10%		2.30%

				Oct-31-2018		113.25%		115.53%		96.15%		113.28%		117.14%		121.12%				13.25%		15.53%		-3.85%		13.28%		17.14%		21.12%						1.12%		1.06%		1.00%		1.10%		1.08%		1.06%		2.29%

				Nov-01-2018		116.37%		116.14%		97.34%		115.07%		119.15%		122.40%				16.37%		16.14%		-2.66%		15.07%		19.15%		22.40%						1.22%		1.04%		0.58%		1.13%		1.11%		1.06%		2.29%

				Nov-02-2018		118.67%		116.79%		98.61%		115.11%		120.48%		121.63%				18.67%		16.79%		-1.39%		15.11%		20.48%		21.63%						1.13%		1.04%		0.23%		1.00%		1.07%		0.97%		2.27%

				Nov-05-2018		118.91%		116.18%		98.76%		115.89%		120.79%		122.31%				18.91%		16.18%		-1.24%		15.89%		20.79%		22.31%						1.01%		0.97%		0.62%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%		2.28%

				Nov-06-2018		118.67%		116.03%		100.82%		116.56%		121.07%		123.08%				18.67%		16.03%		0.82%		16.56%		21.07%		23.08%						0.99%		0.99%		-7.58%		1.04%		1.01%		1.03%		2.32%

				Nov-07-2018		118.33%		119.81%		102.44%		117.22%		121.73%		125.69%				18.33%		19.81%		2.44%		17.22%		21.73%		25.69%						0.98%		1.22%		1.89%		1.04%		1.03%		1.11%		2.31%

				Nov-08-2018		120.29%		119.29%		102.81%		117.70%		122.46%		125.37%				20.29%		19.29%		2.81%		17.70%		22.46%		25.37%						1.10%		0.98%		1.11%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		2.32%

				Nov-09-2018		117.99%		119.21%		100.93%		117.37%		121.28%		124.22%				17.99%		19.21%		0.93%		17.37%		21.28%		24.22%						0.89%		1.00%		0.51%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		2.30%

				Nov-12-2018		118.23%		118.45%		98.66%		114.76%		119.81%		121.77%				18.23%		18.45%		-1.34%		14.76%		19.81%		21.77%						1.01%		0.96%		-0.18%		0.86%		0.93%		0.90%		2.31%

				Nov-13-2018		119.26%		118.48%		98.18%		115.31%		120.36%		121.59%				19.26%		18.48%		-1.82%		15.31%		20.36%		21.59%						1.05%		1.00%		2.41%		1.03%		1.03%		0.99%		2.31%

				Nov-14-2018		117.50%		117.61%		98.76%		114.99%		119.77%		120.67%				17.50%		17.61%		-1.24%		14.99%		19.77%		20.67%						0.91%		0.96%		0.29%		0.98%		0.97%		0.96%		2.34%

				Nov-15-2018		117.79%		118.62%		98.41%		115.57%		120.28%		121.95%				17.79%		18.62%		-1.59%		15.57%		20.28%		21.95%						1.02%		1.05%		2.46%		1.04%		1.02%		1.06%		2.33%

				Nov-16-2018		117.95%		119.61%		98.07%		115.87%		120.64%		122.22%				17.95%		19.61%		-1.93%		15.87%		20.64%		22.22%						1.01%		1.05%		1.58%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		2.32%

				Nov-19-2018		118.12%		117.32%		97.63%		115.05%		119.98%		120.18%				18.12%		17.32%		-2.37%		15.05%		19.98%		20.18%						1.01%		0.89%		1.47%		0.95%		0.97%		0.91%		2.31%

				Nov-20-2018		115.44%		114.49%		94.99%		112.90%		117.29%		118.00%				15.44%		14.49%		-5.01%		12.90%		17.29%		18.00%						0.86%		0.85%		2.93%		0.87%		0.87%		0.90%		2.34%

				Nov-21-2018		115.57%		115.41%		95.59%		113.50%		117.83%		118.36%				15.57%		15.41%		-4.41%		13.50%		17.83%		18.36%						1.01%		1.06%		0.85%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		2.34%

				Nov-22-2018		115.84%		115.21%		95.21%		113.44%		117.87%		118.36%				15.84%		15.21%		-4.79%		13.44%		17.87%		18.36%						1.02%		0.99%		1.11%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.36%

				Nov-23-2018		114.96%		115.35%		94.56%		112.64%		117.02%		117.59%				14.96%		15.35%		-5.44%		12.64%		17.02%		17.59%						0.95%		1.01%		1.17%		0.94%		0.95%		0.96%		2.36%

				Nov-26-2018		116.24%		117.23%		96.21%		113.42%		118.14%		119.41%				16.24%		17.23%		-3.79%		13.42%		18.14%		19.41%						1.08%		1.11%		0.63%		1.06%		1.06%		1.10%		2.36%

				Nov-27-2018		115.41%		116.03%		95.44%		113.13%		117.56%		119.80%				15.41%		16.03%		-4.56%		13.13%		17.56%		19.80%						0.95%		0.93%		1.28%		0.98%		0.97%		1.02%		2.37%

				Nov-28-2018		117.59%		117.50%		96.51%		114.26%		119.14%		122.55%				17.59%		17.50%		-3.49%		14.26%		19.14%		22.55%						1.13%		1.09%		0.70%		1.08%		1.09%		1.13%		2.36%

				Nov-29-2018		118.03%		119.67%		95.48%		115.16%		119.96%		122.29%				18.03%		19.67%		-4.52%		15.16%		19.96%		22.29%						1.02%		1.12%		1.41%		1.06%		1.04%		0.99%		2.35%

				Nov-30-2018		117.97%		120.32%		95.92%		115.95%		120.32%		123.29%				17.97%		20.32%		-4.08%		15.95%		20.32%		23.29%						1.00%		1.03%		0.88%		1.05%		1.02%		1.04%		2.32%

				Dec-03-2018		121.73%		121.07%		95.59%		118.02%		123.02%		124.64%				21.73%		21.07%		-4.41%		18.02%		23.02%		24.64%						1.20%		1.04%		1.11%		1.12%		1.13%		1.06%		2.32%

				Dec-04-2018		119.15%		117.44%		91.40%		113.39%		119.16%		120.60%				19.15%		17.44%		-8.60%		13.39%		19.16%		20.60%						0.89%		0.84%		2.23%		0.76%		0.84%		0.84%		2.34%

				Dec-05-2018		118.15%		117.16%		90.97%		113.06%		118.52%		120.60%				18.15%		17.16%		-9.03%		13.06%		18.52%		20.60%						0.95%		0.98%		1.06%		0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		2.38%

				Dec-06-2018		116.00%		116.71%		89.44%		111.33%		116.70%		120.42%				16.00%		16.71%		-10.56%		11.33%		16.70%		20.42%						0.89%		0.98%		1.19%		0.88%		0.91%		0.99%		2.38%

				Dec-07-2018		114.62%		114.74%		87.82%		109.46%		115.02%		117.61%				14.62%		14.74%		-12.18%		9.46%		15.02%		17.61%						0.92%		0.89%		1.17%		0.85%		0.91%		0.87%		2.36%

				Dec-10-2018		112.68%		113.58%		85.95%		108.72%		113.69%		117.82%				12.68%		13.58%		-14.05%		8.72%		13.69%		17.82%						0.88%		0.93%		1.17%		0.93%		0.92%		1.01%		2.35%

				Dec-11-2018		111.92%		113.39%		86.85%		108.23%		113.15%		117.78%				11.92%		13.39%		-13.15%		8.23%		13.15%		17.78%						0.94%		0.99%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		1.00%		2.37%

				Dec-12-2018		114.54%		115.11%		87.95%		108.75%		114.65%		118.41%				14.54%		15.11%		-12.05%		8.75%		14.65%		18.41%						1.20%		1.12%		0.91%		1.06%		1.11%		1.03%		2.37%

				Dec-13-2018		116.71%		114.67%		87.17%		108.46%		115.45%		118.39%				16.71%		14.67%		-12.83%		8.46%		15.45%		18.39%						1.14%		0.97%		1.07%		0.97%		1.05%		1.00%		2.39%

				Dec-14-2018		115.29%		114.17%		85.66%		107.07%		114.03%		116.13%				15.29%		14.17%		-14.34%		7.07%		14.03%		16.13%						0.92%		0.97%		1.13%		0.85%		0.91%		0.88%		2.38%

				Dec-17-2018		114.15%		113.78%		84.96%		105.16%		112.69%		113.72%				14.15%		13.78%		-15.04%		5.16%		12.69%		13.72%						0.93%		0.97%		1.05%		0.76%		0.91%		0.86%		2.37%

				Dec-18-2018		113.98%		113.26%		84.35%		105.83%		112.70%		113.73%				13.98%		13.26%		-15.65%		5.83%		12.70%		13.73%						0.99%		0.96%		1.04%		1.11%		1.00%		1.00%		2.36%

				Dec-19-2018		112.50%		111.74%		83.14%		104.22%		111.25%		111.98%				12.50%		11.74%		-16.86%		4.22%		11.25%		11.98%						0.90%		0.89%		1.08%		0.76%		0.89%		0.88%		2.34%

				Dec-20-2018		111.50%		111.09%		81.61%		102.18%		109.68%		110.21%				11.50%		11.09%		-18.39%		2.18%		9.68%		10.21%						0.93%		0.95%		1.10%		0.61%		0.87%		0.86%		2.35%

				Dec-21-2018		110.03%		108.87%		80.57%		101.30%		108.58%		107.94%				10.03%		8.87%		-19.43%		1.30%		8.58%		7.94%						0.88%		0.82%		1.06%		0.72%		0.90%		0.80%		2.34%

				Dec-24-2018		108.67%		108.09%		79.59%		98.39%		106.55%		105.01%				8.67%		8.09%		-20.41%		-1.61%		6.55%		5.01%						0.88%		0.92%		1.05%		-0.27%		0.79%		0.67%		2.34%

				Dec-25-2018		106.64%		108.09%		79.59%		98.39%		105.71%		105.01%				6.64%		8.09%		-20.41%		-1.61%		5.71%		5.01%						0.79%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.89%		1.00%		2.41%

				Dec-26-2018		108.25%		111.34%		81.87%		102.06%		108.51%		110.22%				8.25%		11.34%		-18.13%		2.06%		8.51%		10.22%						1.21%		1.36%		0.88%		-5.02%		1.42%		1.87%		2.41%

				Dec-27-2018		110.02%		111.39%		81.37%		103.01%		109.77%		111.17%				10.02%		11.39%		-18.63%		3.01%		9.77%		11.17%						1.19%		1.00%		1.03%		1.31%		1.13%		1.08%		2.39%

				Dec-28-2018		109.62%		112.11%		81.93%		103.00%		109.73%		111.03%				9.62%		12.11%		-18.07%		3.00%		9.73%		11.03%						0.96%		1.06%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.36%

				Dec-31-2018		109.78%		112.30%		82.95%		103.80%		110.28%		111.97%				9.78%		12.30%		-17.05%		3.80%		10.28%		11.97%						1.02%		1.01%		0.94%		1.20%		1.05%		1.08%		2.35%

				Jan-02-2019		109.92%		111.15%		82.22%		104.04%		110.08%		112.11%				9.92%		11.15%		-17.78%		4.04%		10.08%		12.11%						1.01%		0.91%		1.05%		1.05%		0.98%		1.01%		2.35%

				Jan-03-2019		108.66%		107.96%		80.81%		102.08%		108.19%		109.34%				8.66%		7.96%		-19.19%		2.08%		8.19%		9.34%						0.88%		0.74%		1.08%		0.61%		0.83%		0.79%		2.37%

				Jan-04-2019		110.81%		112.96%		83.85%		105.43%		111.28%		113.09%				10.81%		12.96%		-16.15%		5.43%		11.28%		13.09%						1.22%		1.56%		0.83%		2.09%		1.34%		1.36%		2.36%

				Jan-07-2019		111.64%		112.88%		85.09%		106.67%		112.20%		113.89%				11.64%		12.88%		-14.91%		6.67%		12.20%		13.89%						1.07%		0.99%		0.92%		1.19%		1.07%		1.06%		2.37%

				Jan-08-2019		112.45%		115.43%		87.33%		106.79%		112.90%		114.99%				12.45%		15.43%		-12.67%		6.79%		12.90%		14.99%						1.06%		1.18%		0.84%		1.02%		1.05%		1.07%		2.41%

				Jan-09-2019		116.23%		115.63%		88.68%		107.75%		115.07%		115.46%				16.23%		15.63%		-11.32%		7.75%		15.07%		15.46%						1.28%		1.01%		0.88%		1.12%		1.16%		1.03%		2.41%

				Jan-10-2019		116.19%		116.41%		89.93%		108.61%		115.68%		115.98%				16.19%		16.41%		-10.07%		8.61%		15.68%		15.98%						1.00%		1.05%		0.88%		1.10%		1.04%		1.03%		2.40%

				Jan-11-2019		116.99%		116.20%		90.50%		108.64%		115.95%		115.97%				16.99%		16.20%		-9.50%		8.64%		15.95%		15.97%						1.05%		0.99%		0.94%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.38%

				Jan-14-2019		116.67%		115.96%		90.16%		108.65%		115.72%		115.36%				16.67%		15.96%		-9.84%		8.65%		15.72%		15.36%						0.98%		0.99%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		2.38%

				Jan-15-2019		118.11%		117.79%		90.84%		108.39%		116.60%		116.59%				18.11%		17.79%		-9.16%		8.39%		16.60%		16.59%						1.08%		1.11%		0.92%		0.97%		1.05%		1.08%		2.40%

				Jan-16-2019		118.20%		117.20%		91.36%		108.51%		116.66%		116.85%				18.20%		17.20%		-8.64%		8.51%		16.66%		16.85%						1.00%		0.97%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		2.40%

				Jan-17-2019		118.33%		119.13%		92.03%		109.50%		117.34%		117.74%				18.33%		19.13%		-7.97%		9.50%		17.34%		17.74%						1.01%		1.11%		0.91%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		2.38%

				Jan-18-2019		119.82%		120.53%		92.63%		111.52%		119.12%		119.29%				19.82%		20.53%		-7.37%		11.52%		19.12%		19.29%						1.08%		1.07%		0.91%		1.19%		1.10%		1.08%		2.37%

				Jan-21-2019		119.14%		120.58%		92.24%		111.56%		118.86%		119.29%				19.14%		20.58%		-7.76%		11.56%		18.86%		19.29%						0.97%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.36%

				Jan-22-2019		117.46%		119.93%		90.94%		110.14%		117.30%		117.60%				17.46%		19.93%		-9.06%		10.14%		17.30%		17.60%						0.92%		0.97%		1.19%		0.89%		0.92%		0.92%		2.36%

				Jan-23-2019		117.31%		118.42%		90.44%		110.03%		117.14%		117.86%				17.31%		18.42%		-9.56%		10.03%		17.14%		17.86%						0.99%		0.93%		1.06%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.38%

				Jan-24-2019		117.87%		116.37%		90.95%		111.33%		117.81%		118.02%				17.87%		16.37%		-9.05%		11.33%		17.81%		18.02%						1.03%		0.89%		0.94%		1.12%		1.04%		1.01%		2.36%

				Jan-25-2019		119.13%		117.24%		91.55%		112.47%		118.96%		119.02%				19.13%		17.24%		-8.45%		12.47%		18.96%		19.02%						1.07%		1.05%		0.93%		1.09%		1.06%		1.05%		2.32%

				Jan-28-2019		118.56%		116.92%		90.52%		111.32%		118.02%		118.09%				18.56%		16.92%		-9.48%		11.32%		18.02%		18.09%						0.97%		0.98%		1.14%		0.91%		0.95%		0.95%		2.34%

				Jan-29-2019		120.15%		118.00%		90.95%		112.18%		119.26%		117.92%				20.15%		18.00%		-9.05%		12.18%		19.26%		17.92%						1.08%		1.06%		0.95%		1.07%		1.07%		0.99%		2.37%

				Jan-30-2019		120.06%		117.37%		91.13%		113.80%		119.98%		119.75%				20.06%		17.37%		-8.87%		13.80%		19.98%		19.75%						1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		1.12%		1.04%		1.10%		2.37%

				Jan-31-2019		122.78%		117.63%		91.14%		114.21%		121.16%		120.78%				22.78%		17.63%		-8.86%		14.21%		21.16%		20.78%						1.13%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.06%		1.05%		2.37%

				Feb-01-2019		122.73%		117.28%		90.24%		114.94%		121.62%		120.89%				22.73%		17.28%		-9.76%		14.94%		21.62%		20.89%						1.00%		0.98%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		2.36%

				Feb-04-2019		123.31%		118.43%		90.68%		116.76%		122.86%		121.71%				23.31%		18.43%		-9.32%		16.76%		22.86%		21.71%						1.02%		1.06%		0.95%		1.11%		1.05%		1.04%		2.35%

				Feb-05-2019		123.94%		118.65%		92.40%		116.81%		123.17%		122.28%				23.94%		18.65%		-7.60%		16.81%		23.17%		22.28%						1.03%		1.01%		0.79%		1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		2.37%

				Feb-06-2019		124.14%		118.91%		91.98%		117.31%		123.53%		122.01%				24.14%		18.91%		-8.02%		17.31%		23.53%		22.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.03%		1.01%		0.99%		2.37%

				Feb-07-2019		123.65%		118.93%		89.44%		116.34%		122.76%		120.87%				23.65%		18.93%		-10.56%		16.34%		22.76%		20.87%						0.98%		1.00%		1.36%		0.95%		0.97%		0.95%		2.37%

				Feb-08-2019		123.21%		118.17%		88.81%		116.38%		122.46%		120.95%				23.21%		18.17%		-11.19%		16.38%		22.46%		20.95%						0.98%		0.96%		1.07%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.37%

				Feb-11-2019		124.66%		119.56%		89.85%		116.52%		123.31%		121.04%				24.66%		19.56%		-10.15%		16.52%		23.31%		21.04%						1.06%		1.07%		0.90%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		2.38%

				Feb-12-2019		126.40%		121.04%		91.62%		118.35%		125.13%		122.60%				26.40%		21.04%		-8.38%		18.35%		25.13%		22.60%						1.07%		1.07%		0.81%		1.10%		1.07%		1.07%		2.40%

				Feb-13-2019		127.64%		123.03%		92.19%		119.19%		126.29%		122.97%				27.64%		23.03%		-7.81%		19.19%		26.29%		22.97%						1.05%		1.09%		0.92%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		2.38%

				Feb-14-2019		127.87%		121.63%		92.47%		117.99%		125.62%		122.64%				27.87%		21.63%		-7.53%		17.99%		25.62%		22.64%						1.01%		0.94%		0.96%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		2.39%

				Feb-15-2019		126.52%		122.49%		95.23%		120.12%		126.31%		123.98%				26.52%		22.49%		-4.77%		20.12%		26.31%		23.98%						0.95%		1.04%		0.58%		1.11%		1.03%		1.06%		2.38%

				Feb-18-2019		127.98%		122.51%		96.27%		120.07%		126.93%		123.98%				27.98%		22.51%		-3.73%		20.07%		26.93%		23.98%						1.05%		1.00%		0.72%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.38%

				Feb-19-2019		127.74%		122.14%		96.49%		119.78%		126.69%		124.16%				27.74%		22.14%		-3.51%		19.78%		26.69%		24.16%						0.99%		0.98%		0.92%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		2.38%

				Feb-20-2019		128.85%		121.49%		97.47%		120.82%		127.53%		124.38%				28.85%		21.49%		-2.53%		20.82%		27.53%		24.38%						1.04%		0.97%		0.61%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		2.41%

				Feb-21-2019		128.76%		121.11%		97.98%		119.72%		126.81%		123.94%				28.76%		21.11%		-2.02%		19.72%		26.81%		23.94%						1.00%		0.98%		0.67%		0.95%		0.97%		0.98%		2.40%

				Feb-22-2019		128.77%		122.10%		99.84%		120.35%		127.30%		124.74%				28.77%		22.10%		-0.16%		20.35%		27.30%		24.74%						1.00%		1.04%		-0.82%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		2.40%

				Feb-25-2019		132.19%		122.32%		100.41%		121.18%		129.20%		124.89%				32.19%		22.32%		0.41%		21.18%		29.20%		24.89%						1.11%		1.01%		1.68%		1.04%		1.07%		1.01%		2.41%

				Feb-26-2019		130.34%		122.58%		99.44%		120.62%		128.19%		124.79%				30.34%		22.58%		-0.56%		20.62%		28.19%		24.79%						0.94%		1.01%		0.31%		0.97%		0.97%		1.00%		2.42%

				Feb-27-2019		130.79%		123.04%		99.37%		120.71%		128.50%		124.73%				30.79%		23.04%		-0.63%		20.71%		28.50%		24.73%						1.01%		1.02%		0.84%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.40%

				Feb-28-2019		129.94%		121.69%		100.19%		120.13%		127.77%		124.37%				29.94%		21.69%		0.19%		20.13%		27.77%		24.37%						0.97%		0.94%		3.22%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.40%

				Mar-01-2019		131.43%		120.83%		100.60%		121.15%		128.86%		125.23%				31.43%		20.83%		0.60%		21.15%		28.86%		25.23%						1.05%		0.96%		1.34%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		2.40%

				Mar-04-2019		132.46%		120.55%		100.32%		120.59%		128.93%		124.74%				32.46%		20.55%		0.32%		20.59%		28.93%		24.74%						1.03%		0.99%		0.83%		0.97%		1.00%		0.98%		2.39%

				Mar-05-2019		132.39%		120.00%		100.37%		120.30%		128.70%		124.60%				32.39%		20.00%		0.37%		20.30%		28.70%		24.60%						1.00%		0.97%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		2.41%

				Mar-06-2019		132.05%		120.24%		99.46%		119.85%		128.33%		123.79%				32.05%		20.24%		-0.54%		19.85%		28.33%		23.79%						0.99%		1.01%		0.34%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		2.41%

				Mar-07-2019		130.13%		118.69%		97.84%		119.07%		126.72%		122.78%				30.13%		18.69%		-2.16%		19.07%		26.72%		22.78%						0.94%		0.93%		-2.52%		0.96%		0.95%		0.96%		2.41%

				Mar-08-2019		127.98%		118.07%		97.58%		118.46%		125.35%		122.52%				27.98%		18.07%		-2.42%		18.46%		25.35%		22.52%						0.93%		0.97%		1.22%		0.97%		0.95%		0.99%		2.40%

				Mar-11-2019		129.52%		118.29%		99.49%		119.73%		126.71%		124.32%				29.52%		18.29%		-0.51%		19.73%		26.71%		24.32%						1.05%		1.01%		-0.35%		1.07%		1.05%		1.08%		2.41%

				Mar-12-2019		129.46%		118.32%		101.52%		119.75%		126.79%		124.69%				29.46%		18.32%		1.52%		19.75%		26.79%		24.69%						1.00%		1.00%		5.14%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		2.41%

				Mar-13-2019		129.39%		119.33%		102.47%		120.65%		127.35%		125.55%				29.39%		19.33%		2.47%		20.65%		27.35%		25.55%						1.00%		1.05%		1.38%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		2.41%

				Mar-14-2019		129.04%		119.82%		102.90%		120.48%		127.25%		125.44%				29.04%		19.82%		2.90%		20.48%		27.25%		25.44%						0.99%		1.02%		1.12%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		2.40%

				Mar-15-2019		130.79%		120.09%		104.95%		120.92%		128.38%		126.07%				30.79%		20.09%		4.95%		20.92%		28.38%		26.07%						1.06%		1.01%		1.53%		1.02%		1.04%		1.02%		2.40%

				Mar-18-2019		132.99%		121.06%		105.04%		122.06%		129.87%		126.54%				32.99%		21.06%		5.04%		22.06%		29.87%		26.54%						1.07%		1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.05%		1.02%		2.40%

				Mar-19-2019		133.26%		120.61%		104.68%		122.28%		130.06%		126.52%				33.26%		20.61%		4.68%		22.28%		30.06%		26.52%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		2.39%

				Mar-20-2019		132.49%		120.28%		104.46%		121.58%		129.30%		126.15%				32.49%		20.28%		4.46%		21.58%		29.30%		26.15%						0.98%		0.98%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.41%

				Mar-21-2019		132.85%		121.28%		104.58%		123.28%		130.35%		127.52%				32.85%		21.28%		4.58%		23.28%		30.35%		27.52%						1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.08%		1.03%		1.05%		2.42%

				Mar-22-2019		132.12%		118.93%		102.10%		120.68%		128.48%		125.10%				32.12%		18.93%		2.10%		20.68%		28.48%		25.10%						0.98%		0.89%		0.56%		0.89%		0.94%		0.92%		2.43%

				Mar-25-2019		129.85%		117.20%		101.70%		120.32%		127.12%		124.99%				29.85%		17.20%		1.70%		20.32%		27.12%		24.99%						0.93%		0.91%		0.87%		0.98%		0.95%		1.00%		2.41%

				Mar-26-2019		131.37%		114.08%		101.77%		121.40%		127.89%		125.89%				31.37%		14.08%		1.77%		21.40%		27.89%		25.89%						1.05%		0.83%		1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		2.41%

				Mar-27-2019		132.32%		114.01%		101.68%		120.44%		127.76%		125.31%				32.32%		14.01%		1.68%		20.44%		27.76%		25.31%						1.03%		1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		1.00%		0.98%		2.41%

				Mar-28-2019		131.94%		114.75%		102.28%		121.12%		127.97%		125.76%				31.94%		14.75%		2.28%		21.12%		27.97%		25.76%						0.99%		1.05%		1.22%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		2.39%

				Mar-29-2019		134.65%		116.03%		102.93%		121.80%		129.63%		126.60%				34.65%		16.03%		2.93%		21.80%		29.63%		26.60%						1.08%		1.08%		1.20%		1.03%		1.06%		1.03%		2.38%

				Apr-01-2019		138.79%		118.96%		104.95%		124.01%		132.98%		128.07%				38.79%		18.96%		4.95%		24.01%		32.98%		28.07%						1.12%		1.17%		1.51%		1.10%		1.11%		1.05%		2.35%

				Apr-02-2019		137.66%		118.89%		104.74%		123.74%		132.46%		128.07%				37.66%		18.89%		4.74%		23.74%		32.46%		28.07%						0.97%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-03-2019		137.98%		121.36%		105.50%		124.11%		133.24%		128.34%				37.98%		21.36%		5.50%		24.11%		33.24%		28.34%						1.01%		1.12%		1.13%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		2.37%

				Apr-04-2019		139.43%		121.71%		106.12%		124.69%		134.19%		128.61%				39.43%		21.71%		6.12%		24.69%		34.19%		28.61%						1.04%		1.02%		1.10%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		2.39%

				Apr-05-2019		139.85%		122.14%		106.92%		125.21%		134.72%		129.21%				39.85%		22.14%		6.92%		25.21%		34.72%		29.21%						1.01%		1.02%		1.11%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.39%

				Apr-08-2019		140.55%		122.34%		106.13%		125.73%		135.23%		129.34%				40.55%		22.34%		6.13%		25.73%		35.23%		29.34%						1.02%		1.01%		0.90%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-09-2019		140.68%		120.36%		105.34%		124.59%		134.55%		128.56%				40.68%		20.36%		5.34%		24.59%		34.55%		28.56%						1.00%		0.92%		0.89%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		2.38%

				Apr-10-2019		140.10%		119.98%		105.53%		124.24%		134.10%		129.01%				40.10%		19.98%		5.53%		24.24%		34.10%		29.01%						0.99%		0.98%		1.03%		0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		2.37%

				Apr-11-2019		138.52%		121.52%		106.97%		124.85%		134.01%		129.01%				38.52%		21.52%		6.97%		24.85%		34.01%		29.01%						0.96%		1.07%		1.22%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-12-2019		138.26%		121.25%		108.07%		126.35%		134.66%		129.86%				38.26%		21.25%		8.07%		26.35%		34.66%		29.86%						0.99%		0.99%		1.14%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		2.38%

				Apr-15-2019		138.90%		121.27%		108.68%		126.22%		134.73%		129.78%				38.90%		21.27%		8.68%		26.22%		34.73%		29.78%						1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-16-2019		140.17%		123.30%		109.20%		127.13%		135.93%		129.85%				40.17%		23.30%		9.20%		27.13%		35.93%		29.85%						1.03%		1.09%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		2.38%

				Apr-17-2019		139.89%		124.09%		109.82%		127.31%		136.11%		129.55%				39.89%		24.09%		9.82%		27.31%		36.11%		29.55%						0.99%		1.03%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		2.38%

				Apr-18-2019		140.26%		124.49%		110.74%		130.02%		137.79%		129.76%				40.26%		24.49%		10.74%		30.02%		37.79%		29.76%						1.01%		1.02%		1.09%		1.10%		1.05%		1.01%		2.39%

				Apr-19-2019		142.22%		124.49%		110.74%		130.02%		138.61%		129.76%				42.22%		24.49%		10.74%		30.02%		38.61%		29.76%						1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-22-2019		139.88%		121.32%		110.74%		129.71%		137.13%		129.89%				39.88%		21.32%		10.74%		29.71%		37.13%		29.89%						0.95%		0.88%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-23-2019		140.19%		122.16%		110.00%		131.25%		138.10%		131.04%				40.19%		22.16%		10.00%		31.25%		38.10%		31.04%						1.01%		1.04%		0.94%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.39%

				Apr-24-2019		140.62%		122.48%		110.89%		131.02%		138.17%		130.75%				40.62%		22.48%		10.89%		31.02%		38.17%		30.75%						1.01%		1.01%		1.08%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		2.40%

				Apr-25-2019		138.91%		122.46%		110.25%		129.78%		136.88%		130.70%				38.91%		22.46%		10.25%		29.78%		36.88%		30.70%						0.96%		1.00%		0.95%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		2.39%

				Apr-26-2019		138.85%		122.07%		109.03%		130.89%		137.23%		131.31%				38.85%		22.07%		9.03%		30.89%		37.23%		31.31%						1.00%		0.98%		0.89%		1.04%		1.01%		1.02%		2.38%

				Apr-29-2019		141.79%		120.72%		108.46%		130.80%		138.20%		131.45%				41.79%		20.72%		8.46%		30.80%		38.20%		31.45%						1.07%		0.94%		0.94%		1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		2.37%

				Apr-30-2019		143.27%		120.88%		112.60%		131.42%		139.26%		131.58%				43.27%		20.88%		12.60%		31.42%		39.26%		31.58%						1.03%		1.01%		1.44%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		2.39%

				May-01-2019		144.20%		119.59%		110.86%		130.96%		138.68%		130.59%				44.20%		19.59%		10.86%		30.96%		38.68%		30.59%						1.02%		0.94%		0.87%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		2.38%

				May-02-2019		144.17%		120.30%		111.47%		130.89%		138.81%		130.31%				44.17%		20.30%		11.47%		30.89%		38.81%		30.31%						1.00%		1.03%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-03-2019		145.20%		121.28%		112.11%		132.45%		140.07%		131.57%				45.20%		21.28%		12.11%		32.45%		40.07%		31.57%						1.02%		1.05%		1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.41%

				May-06-2019		141.61%		120.41%		111.81%		131.31%		137.84%		130.98%				41.61%		20.41%		11.81%		31.31%		37.84%		30.98%						0.92%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.95%		0.98%		2.38%

				May-07-2019		141.87%		119.69%		109.35%		128.62%		136.38%		128.82%				41.87%		19.69%		9.35%		28.62%		36.38%		28.82%						1.01%		0.97%		0.81%		0.92%		0.96%		0.93%		2.39%

				May-08-2019		141.08%		119.94%		108.21%		128.26%		135.80%		128.61%				41.08%		19.94%		8.21%		28.26%		35.80%		28.61%						0.98%		1.01%		0.89%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-09-2019		140.49%		119.24%		106.34%		127.97%		135.20%		128.22%				40.49%		19.24%		6.34%		27.97%		35.20%		28.22%						0.99%		0.97%		0.80%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		2.38%

				May-10-2019		142.27%		118.74%		107.13%		128.50%		136.18%		128.70%				42.27%		18.74%		7.13%		28.50%		36.18%		28.70%						1.04%		0.98%		1.11%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		2.38%

				May-13-2019		140.37%		116.53%		104.44%		124.78%		133.14%		125.60%				40.37%		16.53%		4.44%		24.78%		33.14%		25.60%						0.96%		0.89%		0.67%		0.87%		0.92%		0.90%		2.38%

				May-14-2019		139.99%		116.89%		106.86%		125.73%		133.60%		126.60%				39.99%		16.89%		6.86%		25.73%		33.60%		26.60%						0.99%		1.02%		1.44%		1.04%		1.01%		1.04%		2.36%

				May-15-2019		141.02%		117.02%		106.85%		126.56%		134.55%		127.34%				41.02%		17.02%		6.85%		26.56%		34.55%		27.34%						1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		2.36%

				May-16-2019		141.41%		117.49%		108.10%		127.23%		135.15%		128.47%				41.41%		17.49%		8.10%		27.23%		35.15%		28.47%						1.01%		1.03%		1.16%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		2.37%

				May-17-2019		140.81%		117.01%		106.56%		126.29%		134.33%		127.72%				40.81%		17.01%		6.56%		26.29%		34.33%		27.72%						0.99%		0.97%		0.83%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		2.35%

				May-20-2019		141.40%		117.61%		105.65%		124.89%		133.80%		126.86%				41.40%		17.61%		5.65%		24.89%		33.80%		26.86%						1.01%		1.03%		0.88%		0.95%		0.98%		0.97%		2.34%

				May-21-2019		141.99%		118.30%		107.06%		126.12%		134.74%		127.94%				41.99%		18.30%		7.06%		26.12%		34.74%		27.94%						1.01%		1.04%		1.21%		1.05%		1.03%		1.04%		2.34%

				May-22-2019		141.48%		116.35%		106.43%		125.64%		134.10%		127.58%				41.48%		16.35%		6.43%		25.64%		34.10%		27.58%						0.99%		0.90%		0.92%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		2.34%

				May-23-2019		139.28%		116.46%		104.27%		123.04%		131.81%		126.06%				39.28%		16.46%		4.27%		23.04%		31.81%		26.06%						0.95%		1.01%		0.71%		0.90%		0.93%		0.95%		2.33%

				May-24-2019		139.45%		116.06%		105.54%		122.83%		131.83%		126.23%				39.45%		16.06%		5.54%		22.83%		31.83%		26.23%						1.00%		0.98%		1.24%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		2.32%

				May-27-2019		139.01%		116.03%		105.90%		122.84%		131.66%		126.23%				39.01%		16.03%		5.90%		22.84%		31.66%		26.23%						0.99%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		2.30%

				May-28-2019		139.46%		116.24%		105.48%		121.76%		131.28%		125.17%				39.46%		16.24%		5.48%		21.76%		31.28%		25.17%						1.01%		1.01%		0.94%		0.95%		0.99%		0.96%		2.30%

				May-29-2019		138.72%		116.61%		103.49%		120.97%		130.56%		124.31%				38.72%		16.61%		3.49%		20.97%		30.56%		24.31%						0.98%		1.02%		0.69%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		2.32%

				May-30-2019		138.69%		117.37%		103.35%		121.88%		130.94%		124.57%				38.69%		17.37%		3.35%		21.88%		30.94%		24.57%						1.00%		1.04%		0.97%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		2.32%

				May-31-2019		137.01%		116.92%		102.22%		120.77%		129.66%		122.92%				37.01%		16.92%		2.22%		20.77%		29.66%		22.92%						0.96%		0.98%		0.74%		0.95%		0.96%		0.94%		2.33%

				Jun-03-2019		138.14%		117.20%		102.77%		121.20%		130.28%		122.58%				38.14%		17.20%		2.77%		21.20%		30.28%		22.58%						1.03%		1.02%		1.17%		1.02%		1.02%		0.99%		2.30%

				Jun-04-2019		138.72%		116.05%		105.99%		122.94%		131.31%		125.21%				38.72%		16.05%		5.99%		22.94%		31.31%		25.21%						1.01%		0.94%		1.85%		1.08%		1.03%		1.11%		2.30%

				Jun-05-2019		139.65%		116.84%		106.07%		123.78%		132.28%		126.23%				39.65%		16.84%		6.07%		23.78%		32.28%		26.23%						1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		1.03%		1.04%		2.30%

				Jun-06-2019		139.50%		116.32%		105.68%		123.90%		132.22%		127.01%				39.50%		16.32%		5.68%		23.90%		32.22%		27.01%						1.00%		0.97%		0.94%		1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		2.30%

				Jun-07-2019		139.95%		117.68%		106.72%		124.99%		133.29%		128.34%				39.95%		17.68%		6.72%		24.99%		33.29%		28.34%						1.01%		1.08%		1.16%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		2.28%

				Jun-10-2019		140.94%		116.66%		106.22%		124.76%		133.53%		128.94%				40.94%		16.66%		6.22%		24.76%		33.53%		28.94%						1.02%		0.95%		0.94%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		2.23%

				Jun-11-2019		142.20%		116.08%		106.25%		124.87%		134.03%		128.89%				42.20%		16.08%		6.25%		24.87%		34.03%		28.89%						1.03%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		2.24%

				Jun-12-2019		142.56%		116.31%		105.49%		125.39%		134.28%		128.63%				42.56%		16.31%		5.49%		25.39%		34.28%		28.63%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		2.22%

				Jun-13-2019		142.65%		121.77%		106.54%		125.93%		135.06%		129.16%				42.65%		21.77%		6.54%		25.93%		35.06%		29.16%						1.00%		1.32%		1.16%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		2.19%

				Jun-14-2019		142.50%		120.31%		105.46%		124.85%		134.29%		128.95%				42.50%		20.31%		5.46%		24.85%		34.29%		28.95%						1.00%		0.94%		0.86%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		2.14%

				Jun-17-2019		141.53%		119.69%		105.69%		124.22%		133.70%		129.07%				41.53%		19.69%		5.69%		24.22%		33.70%		29.07%						0.98%		0.97%		1.04%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		2.15%

				Jun-18-2019		142.22%		119.91%		107.80%		126.11%		134.99%		130.32%				42.22%		19.91%		7.80%		26.11%		34.99%		30.32%						1.02%		1.01%		1.32%		1.07%		1.04%		1.04%		2.18%

				Jun-19-2019		143.19%		120.21%		107.93%		125.73%		135.39%		130.71%				43.19%		20.21%		7.93%		25.73%		35.39%		30.71%						1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		2.17%

				Jun-20-2019		146.30%		121.03%		109.24%		127.56%		137.65%		131.95%				46.30%		21.03%		9.24%		27.56%		37.65%		31.95%						1.07%		1.04%		1.15%		1.07%		1.06%		1.04%		2.13%

				Jun-21-2019		144.91%		120.62%		107.90%		126.99%		136.55%		131.79%				44.91%		20.62%		7.90%		26.99%		36.55%		31.79%						0.97%		0.98%		0.87%		0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		2.09%

				Jun-24-2019		145.28%		120.00%		107.87%		127.28%		136.70%		131.56%				45.28%		20.00%		7.87%		27.28%		36.70%		31.56%						1.01%		0.97%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jun-25-2019		144.71%		119.49%		107.76%		127.16%		136.30%		130.31%				44.71%		19.49%		7.76%		27.16%		36.30%		30.31%						0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		2.08%

				Jun-26-2019		144.45%		119.16%		107.73%		127.18%		136.15%		130.15%				44.45%		19.16%		7.73%		27.18%		36.15%		30.15%						0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jun-27-2019		146.18%		119.39%		108.64%		127.49%		137.12%		130.65%				46.18%		19.39%		8.64%		27.49%		37.12%		30.65%						1.04%		1.01%		1.10%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		2.10%

				Jun-28-2019		146.77%		119.80%		110.34%		128.64%		137.89%		131.40%				46.77%		19.80%		10.34%		28.64%		37.89%		31.40%						1.01%		1.02%		1.18%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		2.09%

				Jul-01-2019		150.47%		119.91%		110.71%		130.26%		140.18%		132.41%				50.47%		19.91%		10.71%		30.26%		40.18%		32.41%						1.08%		1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.06%		1.03%		2.08%

				Jul-02-2019		150.77%		120.95%		111.02%		129.83%		140.27%		132.79%				50.77%		20.95%		11.02%		29.83%		40.27%		32.79%						1.01%		1.05%		1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		2.16%

				Jul-03-2019		150.72%		121.48%		111.44%		130.52%		140.65%		133.81%				50.72%		21.48%		11.44%		30.52%		40.65%		33.81%						1.00%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		2.15%

				Jul-04-2019		150.96%		121.39%		111.46%		130.64%		140.81%		133.81%				50.96%		21.39%		11.46%		30.64%		40.81%		33.81%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		2.16%

				Jul-05-2019		150.75%		120.64%		111.00%		129.59%		140.02%		133.57%				50.75%		20.64%		11.00%		29.59%		40.02%		33.57%						1.00%		0.97%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		2.16%

				Jul-08-2019		149.48%		120.05%		111.07%		128.83%		139.06%		132.92%				49.48%		20.05%		11.07%		28.83%		39.06%		32.92%						0.98%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		2.18%

				Jul-09-2019		148.50%		120.03%		110.44%		128.27%		138.33%		133.09%				48.50%		20.03%		10.44%		28.27%		38.33%		33.09%						0.98%		1.00%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		2.21%

				Jul-10-2019		148.04%		119.11%		109.42%		127.66%		137.76%		133.69%				48.04%		19.11%		9.42%		27.66%		37.76%		33.69%						0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.98%		0.99%		1.02%		2.21%

				Jul-11-2019		148.24%		119.79%		109.31%		127.88%		138.03%		133.99%				48.24%		19.79%		9.31%		27.88%		38.03%		33.99%						1.00%		1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		2.15%

				Jul-12-2019		149.46%		120.79%		110.36%		129.62%		139.59%		134.61%				49.46%		20.79%		10.36%		29.62%		39.59%		34.61%						1.02%		1.05%		1.10%		1.06%		1.04%		1.02%		2.12%

				Jul-15-2019		149.77%		120.60%		111.07%		129.15%		139.38%		134.64%				49.77%		20.60%		11.07%		29.15%		39.38%		34.64%						1.01%		0.99%		1.06%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		2.10%

				Jul-16-2019		148.89%		120.83%		110.85%		129.31%		139.06%		134.18%				48.89%		20.83%		10.85%		29.31%		39.06%		34.18%						0.98%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		2.11%

				Jul-17-2019		147.21%		120.09%		108.26%		125.72%		136.48%		133.30%				47.21%		20.09%		8.26%		25.72%		36.48%		33.30%						0.97%		0.97%		0.78%		0.88%		0.94%		0.97%		2.10%

				Jul-18-2019		146.03%		120.13%		107.62%		127.82%		137.11%		133.78%				46.03%		20.13%		7.62%		27.82%		37.11%		33.78%						0.98%		1.00%		0.93%		1.08%		1.02%		1.01%		2.09%

				Jul-19-2019		146.60%		119.73%		107.01%		128.11%		137.39%		132.95%				46.60%		19.73%		7.01%		28.11%		37.39%		32.95%						1.01%		0.98%		0.93%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		2.01%

				Jul-22-2019		145.27%		121.56%		106.27%		128.50%		137.33%		133.33%				45.27%		21.56%		6.27%		28.50%		37.33%		33.33%						0.97%		1.09%		0.91%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		2.02%

				Jul-23-2019		145.50%		123.17%		107.42%		129.94%		138.44%		134.24%				45.50%		23.17%		7.42%		29.94%		38.44%		34.24%						1.00%		1.07%		1.16%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		2.04%

				Jul-24-2019		145.74%		127.56%		108.71%		130.15%		139.09%		134.87%				45.74%		27.56%		8.71%		30.15%		39.09%		34.87%						1.01%		1.18%		1.15%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		2.02%

				Jul-25-2019		145.55%		127.19%		107.72%		129.57%		138.70%		134.16%				45.55%		27.19%		7.72%		29.57%		38.70%		34.16%						1.00%		0.99%		0.90%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		2.05%

				Jul-26-2019		145.39%		127.00%		105.71%		129.48%		138.47%		135.15%				45.39%		27.00%		5.71%		29.48%		38.47%		35.15%						1.00%		0.99%		0.77%		1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		2.06%

				Jul-29-2019		144.64%		127.57%		104.49%		129.35%		138.19%		134.94%				44.64%		27.57%		4.49%		29.35%		38.19%		34.94%						0.98%		1.02%		0.82%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		2.08%

				Jul-30-2019		146.83%		127.64%		105.37%		129.33%		139.02%		134.59%				46.83%		27.64%		5.37%		29.33%		39.02%		34.59%						1.05%		1.00%		1.16%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		2.07%

				Jul-31-2019		146.38%		125.73%		104.40%		128.46%		137.77%		133.12%				46.38%		25.73%		4.40%		28.46%		37.77%		33.12%						0.99%		0.93%		0.85%		0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		2.04%

				Aug-01-2019		145.06%		123.03%		103.71%		126.47%		135.91%		131.92%				45.06%		23.03%		3.71%		26.47%		35.91%		31.92%						0.97%		0.90%		0.87%		0.93%		0.95%		0.96%		2.04%

				Aug-02-2019		143.31%		122.51%		102.49%		124.70%		134.12%		130.96%				43.31%		22.51%		2.49%		24.70%		34.12%		30.96%						0.96%		0.98%		0.74%		0.94%		0.95%		0.97%		2.03%

				Aug-05-2019		139.56%		120.59%		100.36%		120.85%		130.29%		127.06%				39.56%		20.59%		0.36%		20.85%		30.29%		27.06%						0.92%		0.92%		0.39%		0.85%		0.89%		0.88%		2.02%

				Aug-06-2019		140.07%		120.70%		100.52%		122.65%		131.39%		128.72%				40.07%		20.70%		0.52%		22.65%		31.39%		28.72%						1.01%		1.01%		1.12%		1.08%		1.04%		1.06%		2.00%

				Aug-07-2019		139.96%		121.98%		101.14%		121.95%		131.12%		128.82%				39.96%		21.98%		1.14%		21.95%		31.12%		28.82%						1.00%		1.06%		1.41%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		2.01%

				Aug-08-2019		142.14%		122.52%		104.37%		124.60%		133.46%		131.23%				42.14%		22.52%		4.37%		24.60%		33.46%		31.23%						1.05%		1.02%		2.51%		1.12%		1.07%		1.08%		1.98%

				Aug-09-2019		141.33%		119.74%		102.02%		123.60%		132.26%		130.36%				41.33%		19.74%		2.02%		23.60%		32.26%		30.36%						0.98%		0.88%		0.56%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		1.98%

				Aug-12-2019		140.48%		118.94%		101.27%		122.12%		131.10%		128.81%				40.48%		18.94%		1.27%		22.12%		31.10%		28.81%						0.98%		0.96%		0.75%		0.94%		0.97%		0.95%		1.96%

				Aug-13-2019		140.27%		119.84%		101.44%		124.38%		132.08%		130.71%				40.27%		19.84%		1.44%		24.38%		32.08%		30.71%						0.99%		1.05%		1.07%		1.10%		1.03%		1.06%		1.96%

				Aug-14-2019		138.35%		118.72%		98.63%		120.64%		129.37%		126.88%				38.35%		18.72%		-1.37%		20.64%		29.37%		26.88%						0.95%		0.95%		-0.15%		0.85%		0.92%		0.88%		1.96%

				Aug-15-2019		137.75%		118.53%		98.59%		119.25%		128.32%		127.19%				37.75%		18.53%		-1.41%		19.25%		28.32%		27.19%						0.98%		0.99%		1.11%		0.94%		0.97%		1.01%		1.92%

				Aug-16-2019		138.93%		119.37%		99.72%		121.54%		129.99%		129.03%				38.93%		19.37%		-0.28%		21.54%		29.99%		29.03%						1.03%		1.04%		-1.76%		1.11%		1.06%		1.07%		1.87%

				Aug-19-2019		140.29%		120.71%		100.72%		122.66%		131.27%		130.59%				40.29%		20.71%		0.72%		22.66%		31.27%		30.59%						1.03%		1.07%		2.39%		1.05%		1.04%		1.05%		1.83%

				Aug-20-2019		140.16%		120.33%		99.51%		121.24%		130.42%		129.55%				40.16%		20.33%		-0.49%		21.24%		30.42%		29.55%						1.00%		0.98%		0.30%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.90%

				Aug-21-2019		140.91%		120.71%		101.25%		121.89%		131.05%		130.62%				40.91%		20.71%		1.25%		21.89%		31.05%		30.62%						1.02%		1.02%		4.41%		1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.90%

				Aug-22-2019		139.59%		120.34%		100.85%		120.92%		130.13%		130.56%				39.59%		20.34%		0.85%		20.92%		30.13%		30.56%						0.97%		0.98%		0.82%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.93%

				Aug-23-2019		139.00%		118.95%		98.56%		117.14%		127.79%		127.17%				39.00%		18.95%		-1.44%		17.14%		27.79%		27.17%						0.99%		0.93%		-0.24%		0.83%		0.92%		0.89%		1.96%

				Aug-26-2019		137.37%		119.67%		98.79%		117.65%		127.40%		128.57%				37.37%		19.67%		-1.21%		17.65%		27.40%		28.57%						0.96%		1.04%		0.48%		1.03%		0.99%		1.05%		1.93%

				Aug-27-2019		139.05%		119.15%		98.48%		118.00%		128.11%		128.15%				39.05%		19.15%		-1.52%		18.00%		28.11%		28.15%						1.04%		0.97%		2.48%		1.02%		1.03%		0.99%		1.96%

				Aug-28-2019		139.70%		118.51%		99.26%		119.17%		128.83%		128.99%				39.70%		18.51%		-0.74%		19.17%		28.83%		28.99%						1.02%		0.97%		-0.50%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.94%

				Aug-29-2019		139.82%		119.58%		101.38%		121.65%		130.42%		130.63%				39.82%		19.58%		1.38%		21.65%		30.42%		30.63%						1.00%		1.05%		9.15%		1.12%		1.05%		1.05%		1.95%

				Aug-30-2019		140.91%		119.86%		102.82%		122.44%		131.37%		130.71%				40.91%		19.86%		2.82%		22.44%		31.37%		30.71%						1.03%		1.01%		1.61%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-02-2019		141.78%		119.75%		102.93%		122.30%		131.65%		130.71%				41.78%		19.75%		2.93%		22.30%		31.65%		30.71%						1.02%		0.99%		1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-03-2019		140.51%		121.38%		101.53%		121.17%		130.82%		129.81%				40.51%		21.38%		1.53%		21.17%		30.82%		29.81%						0.97%		1.08%		0.64%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		1.95%

				Sep-04-2019		141.79%		122.08%		102.19%		123.57%		132.68%		131.22%				41.79%		22.08%		2.19%		23.57%		32.68%		31.22%						1.03%		1.03%		1.26%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		1.94%

				Sep-05-2019		142.63%		126.94%		104.34%		126.60%		135.20%		132.93%				42.63%		26.94%		4.34%		26.60%		35.20%		32.93%						1.02%		1.21%		1.67%		1.12%		1.07%		1.05%		1.93%

				Sep-06-2019		144.05%		126.46%		104.14%		127.03%		135.98%		133.05%				44.05%		26.46%		4.14%		27.03%		35.98%		33.05%						1.03%		0.98%		0.96%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.93%

				Sep-09-2019		143.56%		127.72%		105.01%		127.28%		136.07%		133.04%				43.56%		27.72%		5.01%		27.28%		36.07%		33.04%						0.99%		1.05%		1.17%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.92%

				Sep-10-2019		142.91%		128.23%		106.07%		127.72%		136.11%		133.08%				42.91%		28.23%		6.07%		27.72%		36.11%		33.08%						0.99%		1.02%		1.18%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.92%

				Sep-11-2019		143.84%		129.20%		108.10%		129.46%		137.31%		134.04%				43.84%		29.20%		8.10%		29.46%		37.31%		34.04%						1.02%		1.03%		1.29%		1.06%		1.03%		1.03%		1.91%

				Sep-12-2019		145.49%		129.32%		107.70%		128.35%		137.33%		134.43%				45.49%		29.32%		7.70%		28.35%		37.33%		34.43%						1.04%		1.00%		0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.92%

				Sep-13-2019		145.82%		129.23%		110.30%		128.51%		137.71%		134.33%				45.82%		29.23%		10.30%		28.51%		37.71%		34.33%						1.01%		1.00%		1.30%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.91%

				Sep-16-2019		144.97%		128.99%		109.50%		127.65%		136.92%		133.91%				44.97%		28.99%		9.50%		27.65%		36.92%		33.91%						0.98%		0.99%		0.93%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		1.92%

				Sep-17-2019		144.59%		127.36%		109.79%		127.42%		136.42%		134.25%				44.59%		27.36%		9.79%		27.42%		36.42%		34.25%						0.99%		0.95%		1.03%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.95%

				Sep-18-2019		144.71%		127.19%		109.60%		128.19%		136.80%		134.30%				44.71%		27.19%		9.60%		28.19%		36.80%		34.30%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.95%

				Sep-19-2019		145.03%		127.35%		110.02%		127.64%		136.68%		134.30%				45.03%		27.35%		10.02%		27.64%		36.68%		34.30%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.91%

				Sep-20-2019		144.42%		127.15%		108.73%		127.64%		136.40%		133.64%				44.42%		27.15%		8.73%		27.64%		36.40%		33.64%						0.99%		0.99%		0.88%		1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.89%

				Sep-23-2019		143.80%		126.79%		108.38%		127.08%		135.68%		133.63%				43.80%		26.79%		8.38%		27.08%		35.68%		33.63%						0.99%		0.99%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		1.87%

				Sep-24-2019		143.06%		125.90%		108.29%		125.69%		134.72%		132.51%				43.06%		25.90%		8.29%		25.69%		34.72%		32.51%						0.98%		0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		1.90%

				Sep-25-2019		141.62%		126.36%		108.76%		126.27%		134.45%		133.32%				41.62%		26.36%		8.76%		26.27%		34.45%		33.32%						0.97%		1.02%		1.05%		1.02%		0.99%		1.02%		1.88%

				Sep-26-2019		142.02%		127.11%		108.64%		126.26%		134.72%		133.00%				42.02%		27.11%		8.64%		26.26%		34.72%		33.00%						1.01%		1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.85%

				Sep-27-2019		142.23%		127.31%		108.24%		127.31%		135.37%		132.29%				42.23%		27.31%		8.24%		27.31%		35.37%		32.29%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		1.04%		1.02%		0.98%		1.79%

				Sep-30-2019		142.08%		126.94%		109.12%		127.96%		135.60%		132.96%				42.08%		26.94%		9.12%		27.96%		35.60%		32.96%						1.00%		0.99%		1.10%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.76%

				Oct-01-2019		140.58%		124.45%		108.14%		124.73%		133.14%		131.33%				40.58%		24.45%		8.14%		24.73%		33.14%		31.33%						0.97%		0.91%		0.90%		0.89%		0.93%		0.95%		1.84%

				Oct-02-2019		138.81%		124.29%		105.04%		121.95%		131.04%		128.98%				38.81%		24.29%		5.04%		21.95%		31.04%		28.98%						0.96%		0.99%		0.66%		0.89%		0.94%		0.93%		1.78%

				Oct-03-2019		138.79%		124.32%		105.20%		122.54%		131.32%		130.01%				38.79%		24.32%		5.20%		22.54%		31.32%		30.01%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.75%

				Oct-04-2019		139.70%		125.27%		106.98%		124.07%		132.60%		131.86%				39.70%		25.27%		6.98%		24.07%		32.60%		31.86%						1.02%		1.04%		1.29%		1.06%		1.04%		1.06%		1.67%

				Oct-07-2019		139.10%		127.73%		106.80%		123.62%		132.43%		131.26%				39.10%		27.73%		6.80%		23.62%		32.43%		31.26%						0.99%		1.09%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		1.68%

				Oct-08-2019		139.15%		126.63%		105.22%		120.36%		130.73%		129.22%				39.15%		26.63%		5.22%		20.36%		30.73%		29.22%						1.00%		0.96%		0.80%		0.87%		0.95%		0.94%		1.71%

				Oct-09-2019		139.10%		126.98%		105.73%		121.40%		131.26%		130.40%				39.10%		26.98%		5.73%		21.40%		31.26%		30.40%						1.00%		1.01%		1.08%		1.05%		1.02%		1.04%		1.68%

				Oct-10-2019		139.28%		127.55%		107.33%		122.67%		132.11%		131.24%				39.28%		27.55%		7.33%		22.67%		32.11%		31.24%						1.00%		1.02%		1.24%		1.06%		1.03%		1.03%		1.66%

				Oct-11-2019		141.21%		132.74%		110.54%		125.45%		134.89%		132.67%				41.21%		32.74%		10.54%		25.45%		34.89%		32.67%						1.05%		1.18%		1.39%		1.12%		1.08%		1.04%		1.65%

				Oct-14-2019		141.39%		132.85%		109.81%		124.84%		134.75%		132.49%				41.39%		32.85%		9.81%		24.84%		34.75%		32.49%						1.00%		1.00%		0.94%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.65%

				Oct-15-2019		142.05%		133.16%		110.89%		125.54%		135.49%		133.81%				42.05%		33.16%		10.89%		25.54%		35.49%		33.81%						1.02%		1.01%		1.10%		1.03%		1.02%		1.04%		1.65%

				Oct-16-2019		142.21%		133.11%		111.00%		125.09%		135.36%		133.54%				42.21%		33.11%		11.00%		25.09%		35.36%		33.54%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.64%

				Oct-17-2019		143.05%		134.46%		112.63%		127.19%		136.92%		133.91%				43.05%		34.46%		12.63%		27.19%		36.92%		33.91%						1.02%		1.04%		1.14%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		1.63%

				Oct-18-2019		142.28%		134.15%		113.65%		126.12%		136.21%		133.38%				42.28%		34.15%		13.65%		26.12%		36.21%		33.38%						0.98%		0.99%		1.07%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.63%

				Oct-21-2019		143.67%		135.47%		115.64%		128.54%		138.20%		134.30%				43.67%		35.47%		15.64%		28.54%		38.20%		34.30%						1.03%		1.04%		1.14%		1.09%		1.05%		1.03%		1.63%

				Oct-22-2019		144.25%		138.00%		115.39%		128.79%		138.77%		133.82%				44.25%		38.00%		15.39%		28.79%		38.77%		33.82%						1.01%		1.07%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.64%

				Oct-23-2019		143.78%		136.97%		115.08%		129.01%		138.66%		134.20%				43.78%		36.97%		15.08%		29.01%		38.66%		34.20%						0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.62%

				Oct-24-2019		143.92%		137.40%		114.84%		129.85%		139.25%		134.46%				43.92%		37.40%		14.84%		29.85%		39.25%		34.46%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.62%

				Oct-25-2019		144.68%		138.19%		116.86%		130.61%		140.07%		135.01%				44.68%		38.19%		16.86%		30.61%		40.07%		35.01%						1.02%		1.02%		1.13%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		1.64%

				Oct-28-2019		145.46%		137.73%		116.99%		131.53%		140.82%		135.76%				45.46%		37.73%		16.99%		31.53%		40.82%		35.76%						1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.63%

				Oct-29-2019		147.51%		137.22%		116.99%		131.99%		141.67%		135.65%				47.51%		37.22%		16.99%		31.99%		41.67%		35.65%						1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.62%

				Oct-30-2019		146.60%		136.71%		117.99%		132.48%		141.59%		136.09%				46.60%		36.71%		17.99%		32.48%		41.59%		36.09%						0.98%		0.99%		1.06%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.60%

				Oct-31-2019		148.90%		137.69%		114.62%		131.15%		141.76%		135.68%				48.90%		37.69%		14.62%		31.15%		41.76%		35.68%						1.05%		1.03%		0.82%		0.96%		1.00%		0.99%		1.59%

				Nov-01-2019		152.80%		139.22%		117.62%		133.71%		144.94%		136.99%				52.80%		39.22%		17.62%		33.71%		44.94%		36.99%						1.08%		1.04%		1.19%		1.08%		1.07%		1.04%		1.51%

				Nov-04-2019		154.24%		139.27%		119.08%		136.52%		146.97%		137.49%				54.24%		39.27%		19.08%		36.52%		46.97%		37.49%						1.03%		1.00%		1.08%		1.08%		1.04%		1.01%		1.49%

				Nov-05-2019		154.81%		139.84%		119.32%		136.85%		147.63%		137.33%				54.81%		39.84%		19.32%		36.85%		47.63%		37.33%						1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.50%

				Nov-06-2019		155.85%		141.25%		115.89%		136.92%		148.04%		137.43%				55.85%		41.25%		15.89%		36.92%		48.04%		37.43%						1.02%		1.03%		0.83%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.53%

				Nov-07-2019		153.56%		141.01%		116.49%		136.01%		147.13%		137.80%				53.56%		41.01%		16.49%		36.01%		47.13%		37.80%						0.96%		0.99%		1.04%		0.98%		0.98%		1.01%		1.53%

				Nov-08-2019		153.66%		141.59%		114.64%		136.45%		147.35%		138.16%				53.66%		41.59%		14.64%		36.45%		47.35%		38.16%						1.00%		1.01%		0.89%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.53%

				Nov-11-2019		151.33%		141.74%		114.94%		135.93%		146.20%		137.88%				51.33%		41.74%		14.94%		35.93%		46.20%		37.88%						0.96%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.52%

				Nov-12-2019		151.26%		141.10%		115.36%		137.43%		146.85%		138.10%				51.26%		41.10%		15.36%		37.43%		46.85%		38.10%						1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.52%

				Nov-13-2019		150.62%		140.62%		114.34%		136.83%		146.37%		138.20%				50.62%		40.62%		14.34%		36.83%		46.37%		38.20%						0.99%		0.99%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.56%

				Nov-14-2019		151.00%		140.36%		115.14%		135.66%		145.75%		138.32%				51.00%		40.36%		15.14%		35.66%		45.75%		38.32%						1.01%		0.99%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-15-2019		151.46%		140.88%		114.91%		137.06%		146.74%		139.38%				51.46%		40.88%		14.91%		37.06%		46.74%		39.38%						1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Nov-18-2019		152.21%		140.22%		113.94%		136.08%		146.37%		139.45%				52.21%		40.22%		13.94%		36.08%		46.37%		39.45%						1.01%		0.98%		0.94%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-19-2019		153.71%		139.61%		114.04%		136.36%		146.97%		139.37%				53.71%		39.61%		14.04%		36.36%		46.97%		39.37%						1.03%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Nov-20-2019		152.34%		138.59%		113.08%		134.59%		145.41%		138.84%				52.34%		38.59%		13.08%		34.59%		45.41%		38.84%						0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.95%		0.97%		0.99%		1.54%

				Nov-21-2019		151.33%		138.68%		111.57%		134.32%		144.85%		138.62%				51.33%		38.68%		11.57%		34.32%		44.85%		38.62%						0.98%		1.00%		0.89%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.54%

				Nov-22-2019		151.68%		139.70%		112.18%		134.87%		145.30%		138.92%				51.68%		39.70%		12.18%		34.87%		45.30%		38.92%						1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.55%

				Nov-25-2019		152.68%		141.21%		113.77%		135.27%		146.19%		139.97%				52.68%		41.21%		13.77%		35.27%		46.19%		39.97%						1.02%		1.04%		1.12%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.55%

				Nov-26-2019		152.71%		141.65%		114.81%		136.37%		146.80%		140.28%				52.71%		41.65%		14.81%		36.37%		46.80%		40.28%						1.00%		1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.58%

				Nov-27-2019		152.39%		142.17%		114.38%		136.73%		146.87%		140.86%				52.39%		42.17%		14.38%		36.73%		46.87%		40.86%						0.99%		1.01%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.57%

				Nov-28-2019		152.27%		142.27%		114.49%		136.61%		146.76%		140.86%				52.27%		42.27%		14.49%		36.61%		46.76%		40.86%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.59%

				Nov-29-2019		150.93%		141.51%		113.85%		135.87%		145.77%		140.30%				50.93%		41.51%		13.85%		35.87%		45.77%		40.30%						0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.59%

				Dec-02-2019		150.32%		141.49%		112.18%		133.50%		144.31%		139.09%				50.32%		41.49%		12.18%		33.50%		44.31%		39.09%						0.99%		1.00%		0.89%		0.94%		0.97%		0.97%		1.56%

				Dec-03-2019		149.38%		138.14%		111.22%		132.19%		142.91%		138.16%				49.38%		38.14%		11.22%		32.19%		42.91%		38.16%						0.98%		0.92%		0.93%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		1.57%

				Dec-04-2019		150.47%		139.47%		112.23%		133.14%		143.98%		139.04%				50.47%		39.47%		12.23%		33.14%		43.98%		39.04%						1.02%		1.03%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-05-2019		151.18%		140.42%		112.37%		133.47%		144.68%		139.24%				51.18%		40.42%		12.37%		33.47%		44.68%		39.24%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.52%

				Dec-06-2019		152.66%		141.47%		113.03%		135.11%		146.25%		140.52%				52.66%		41.47%		13.03%		35.11%		46.25%		40.52%						1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		1.51%

				Dec-09-2019		152.86%		141.63%		112.59%		134.59%		146.07%		140.07%				52.86%		41.63%		12.59%		34.59%		46.07%		40.07%						1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.50%

				Dec-10-2019		153.19%		141.45%		112.20%		134.27%		145.97%		139.92%				53.19%		41.45%		12.20%		34.27%		45.97%		39.92%						1.01%		1.00%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.51%

				Dec-11-2019		153.85%		142.51%		113.29%		136.06%		147.22%		140.32%				53.85%		42.51%		13.29%		36.06%		47.22%		40.32%						1.01%		1.02%		1.08%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.53%

				Dec-12-2019		153.95%		144.14%		114.37%		137.08%		148.25%		141.53%				53.95%		44.14%		14.37%		37.08%		48.25%		41.53%						1.00%		1.04%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Dec-13-2019		155.78%		144.08%		114.29%		136.00%		148.84%		141.54%				55.78%		44.08%		14.29%		36.00%		48.84%		41.54%						1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		1.53%

				Dec-16-2019		155.06%		145.11%		114.79%		135.91%		148.58%		142.55%				55.06%		45.11%		14.79%		35.91%		48.58%		42.55%						0.99%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-17-2019		155.60%		146.02%		114.70%		135.88%		148.87%		142.60%				55.60%		46.02%		14.70%		35.88%		48.87%		42.60%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Dec-18-2019		154.12%		145.53%		113.28%		134.71%		147.52%		142.54%				54.12%		45.53%		13.28%		34.71%		47.52%		42.54%						0.97%		0.99%		0.91%		0.97%		0.97%		1.00%		1.53%

				Dec-19-2019		153.78%		146.33%		113.03%		135.69%		147.96%		143.17%				53.78%		46.33%		13.03%		35.69%		47.96%		43.17%						0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.53%

				Dec-20-2019		154.33%		147.58%		113.79%		135.78%		148.28%		143.88%				54.33%		47.58%		13.79%		35.78%		48.28%		43.88%						1.01%		1.03%		1.05%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.54%

				Dec-23-2019		154.23%		148.16%		113.90%		135.93%		148.39%		144.00%				54.23%		48.16%		13.90%		35.93%		48.39%		44.00%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-24-2019		154.44%		148.23%		113.67%		135.59%		148.31%		143.98%				54.44%		48.23%		13.67%		35.59%		48.31%		43.98%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.56%

				Dec-25-2019		154.47%		148.23%		113.67%		135.59%		148.33%		143.98%				54.47%		48.23%		13.67%		35.59%		48.33%		43.98%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-26-2019		155.10%		148.54%		113.39%		136.02%		148.86%		144.71%				55.10%		48.54%		13.39%		36.02%		48.86%		44.71%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.55%

				Dec-27-2019		154.59%		148.50%		113.48%		135.87%		148.58%		144.72%				54.59%		48.50%		13.48%		35.87%		48.58%		44.72%						0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.55%

				Dec-30-2019		154.55%		148.81%		112.88%		135.65%		148.57%		143.88%				54.55%		48.81%		12.88%		35.65%		48.57%		43.88%						1.00%		1.01%		0.96%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		1.54%

				Dec-31-2019		154.98%		149.04%		112.59%		135.86%		148.86%		144.31%				54.98%		49.04%		12.59%		35.86%		48.86%		44.31%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.54%

				Jan-02-2020		157.21%		149.79%		112.72%		138.44%		151.11%		145.52%				57.21%		49.79%		12.72%		38.44%		51.11%		45.52%						1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.03%		1.54%

				Jan-03-2020		154.84%		148.69%		112.07%		136.67%		149.21%		144.49%				54.84%		48.69%		12.07%		36.67%		49.21%		44.49%						0.96%		0.98%		0.95%		0.96%		0.96%		0.98%		1.51%

				Jan-06-2020		153.55%		148.03%		111.43%		136.37%		148.26%		145.00%				53.55%		48.03%		11.43%		36.37%		48.26%		45.00%						0.98%		0.99%		0.95%		0.99%		0.98%		1.01%		1.49%

				Jan-07-2020		154.70%		147.92%		110.55%		136.88%		149.10%		144.59%				54.70%		47.92%		10.55%		36.88%		49.10%		44.59%						1.02%		1.00%		0.93%		1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.53%

				Jan-08-2020		154.43%		148.32%		109.96%		137.36%		149.19%		145.30%				54.43%		48.32%		9.96%		37.36%		49.19%		45.30%						1.00%		1.01%		0.95%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-09-2020		156.17%		148.97%		110.99%		138.34%		150.49%		146.27%				56.17%		48.97%		10.99%		38.34%		50.49%		46.27%						1.03%		1.01%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-10-2020		156.83%		148.73%		110.15%		137.57%		150.38%		145.85%				56.83%		48.73%		10.15%		37.57%		50.38%		45.85%						1.01%		1.00%		0.93%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		1.51%

				Jan-13-2020		157.43%		149.43%		110.58%		139.10%		151.52%		146.87%				57.43%		49.43%		10.58%		39.10%		51.52%		46.87%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.51%

				Jan-14-2020		157.15%		148.81%		109.89%		138.24%		150.89%		146.65%				57.15%		48.81%		9.89%		38.24%		50.89%		46.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.54%

				Jan-15-2020		156.27%		150.64%		109.56%		138.19%		150.70%		146.92%				56.27%		50.64%		9.56%		38.19%		50.70%		46.92%						0.98%		1.04%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.54%

				Jan-16-2020		157.44%		150.99%		110.26%		139.28%		151.83%		148.15%				57.44%		50.99%		10.26%		39.28%		51.83%		48.15%						1.02%		1.01%		1.07%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		1.54%

				Jan-17-2020		158.20%		150.87%		110.91%		139.55%		152.31%		148.72%				58.20%		50.87%		10.91%		39.55%		52.31%		48.72%						1.01%		1.00%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.52%

				Jan-20-2020		158.64%		151.00%		110.94%		139.54%		152.51%		148.72%				58.64%		51.00%		10.94%		39.54%		52.51%		48.72%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.53%

				Jan-21-2020		156.57%		149.99%		110.56%		138.37%		150.86%		148.33%				56.57%		49.99%		10.56%		38.37%		50.86%		48.33%						0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.53%

				Jan-22-2020		157.01%		149.22%		110.33%		138.29%		150.81%		148.37%				57.01%		49.22%		10.33%		38.29%		50.81%		48.37%						1.01%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.53%

				Jan-23-2020		154.48%		148.77%		109.98%		138.54%		149.72%		148.54%				54.48%		48.77%		9.98%		38.54%		49.72%		48.54%						0.96%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.52%

				Jan-24-2020		153.58%		148.12%		109.32%		137.31%		148.69%		147.20%				53.58%		48.12%		9.32%		37.31%		48.69%		47.20%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		1.52%

				Jan-27-2020		151.86%		143.96%		107.71%		133.70%		145.74%		144.88%				51.86%		43.96%		7.71%		33.70%		45.74%		44.88%						0.97%		0.92%		0.84%		0.91%		0.94%		0.95%		1.51%

				Jan-28-2020		151.93%		144.21%		109.20%		134.78%		146.30%		146.34%				51.93%		44.21%		9.20%		34.78%		46.30%		46.34%						1.00%		1.01%		1.17%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.52%

				Jan-29-2020		152.82%		145.09%		107.92%		134.46%		146.64%		146.21%				52.82%		45.09%		7.92%		34.46%		46.64%		46.21%						1.02%		1.02%		0.87%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.54%

				Jan-30-2020		152.49%		143.38%		108.21%		135.26%		146.76%		146.67%				52.49%		43.38%		8.21%		35.26%		46.76%		46.67%						0.99%		0.96%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.53%

				Jan-31-2020		151.61%		141.78%		106.20%		131.33%		144.26%		144.07%				51.61%		41.78%		6.20%		31.33%		44.26%		44.07%						0.98%		0.96%		0.78%		0.89%		0.95%		0.95%		1.54%

				Feb-03-2020		147.05%		140.63%		106.51%		130.72%		141.96%		145.12%				47.05%		40.63%		6.51%		30.72%		41.96%		45.12%						0.91%		0.97%		1.04%		0.98%		0.95%		1.02%		1.52%

				Feb-04-2020		149.82%		145.49%		107.66%		132.94%		144.94%		147.29%				49.82%		45.49%		7.66%		32.94%		44.94%		47.29%						1.06%		1.12%		1.15%		1.07%		1.07%		1.05%		1.54%

				Feb-05-2020		151.68%		147.41%		109.43%		136.32%		147.71%		148.95%				51.68%		47.41%		9.43%		36.32%		47.71%		48.95%						1.04%		1.04%		1.20%		1.10%		1.06%		1.03%		1.54%

				Feb-06-2020		153.46%		146.67%		109.95%		135.81%		148.07%		149.44%				53.46%		46.67%		9.95%		35.81%		48.07%		49.44%						1.03%		0.98%		1.05%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.54%

				Feb-07-2020		152.17%		144.66%		108.04%		134.58%		146.59%		148.64%				52.17%		44.66%		8.04%		34.58%		46.59%		48.64%						0.98%		0.96%		0.83%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		1.54%

				Feb-10-2020		152.95%		144.20%		109.37%		135.30%		147.10%		149.73%				52.95%		44.20%		9.37%		35.30%		47.10%		49.73%						1.01%		0.99%		1.15%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.53%

				Feb-11-2020		155.38%		145.28%		110.45%		136.79%		149.03%		149.98%				55.38%		45.28%		10.45%		36.79%		49.03%		49.98%						1.05%		1.02%		1.10%		1.04%		1.04%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-12-2020		156.23%		148.19%		111.63%		139.13%		150.76%		150.95%				56.23%		48.19%		11.63%		39.13%		50.76%		50.95%						1.02%		1.06%		1.10%		1.06%		1.03%		1.02%		1.54%

				Feb-13-2020		154.18%		148.40%		113.48%		137.52%		149.29%		150.70%				54.18%		48.40%		13.48%		37.52%		49.29%		50.70%						0.96%		1.00%		1.15%		0.96%		0.97%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-14-2020		153.96%		148.49%		113.97%		138.16%		149.34%		150.98%				53.96%		48.49%		13.97%		38.16%		49.34%		50.98%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.56%

				Feb-17-2020		154.86%		148.64%		113.81%		137.92%		149.60%		150.98%				54.86%		48.64%		13.81%		37.92%		49.60%		50.98%						1.02%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.55%

				Feb-18-2020		153.88%		148.26%		112.97%		136.27%		148.20%		150.54%				53.88%		48.26%		12.97%		36.27%		48.20%		50.54%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		1.55%

				Feb-19-2020		154.09%		147.26%		114.25%		137.28%		148.78%		151.25%				54.09%		47.26%		14.25%		37.28%		48.78%		51.25%						1.00%		0.98%		1.09%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.55%

				Feb-20-2020		155.03%		147.97%		115.14%		137.10%		149.10%		150.67%				55.03%		47.97%		15.14%		37.10%		49.10%		50.67%						1.02%		1.01%		1.06%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.55%

				Feb-21-2020		154.64%		146.93%		115.19%		136.56%		148.47%		149.08%				54.64%		46.93%		15.19%		36.56%		48.47%		49.08%						0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		1.55%

				Feb-24-2020		153.05%		142.34%		109.99%		132.54%		145.11%		144.09%				53.05%		42.34%		9.99%		32.54%		45.11%		44.09%						0.97%		0.90%		0.68%		0.89%		0.93%		0.90%		1.53%

				Feb-25-2020		150.03%		139.68%		106.85%		127.55%		141.30%		139.73%				50.03%		39.68%		6.85%		27.55%		41.30%		39.73%						0.94%		0.94%		0.71%		0.85%		0.92%		0.90%		1.50%

				Feb-26-2020		149.84%		139.29%		105.61%		127.36%		141.07%		139.20%				49.84%		39.29%		5.61%		27.36%		41.07%		39.20%						1.00%		0.99%		0.84%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.50%

				Feb-27-2020		147.93%		136.06%		103.31%		122.08%		137.30%		133.05%				47.93%		36.06%		3.31%		22.08%		37.30%		33.05%						0.96%		0.92%		0.65%		0.81%		0.91%		0.85%		1.50%

				Feb-28-2020		143.46%		134.98%		102.66%		121.94%		135.60%		131.95%				43.46%		34.98%		2.66%		21.94%		35.60%		31.95%						0.91%		0.97%		0.85%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		1.42%

				Mar-02-2020		141.24%		134.86%		104.71%		124.40%		135.68%		138.03%				41.24%		34.86%		4.71%		24.40%		35.68%		38.03%						0.95%		1.00%		1.56%		1.11%		1.00%		1.18%		1.25%

				Mar-03-2020		141.82%		134.55%		104.70%		122.42%		134.96%		134.15%				41.82%		34.55%		4.70%		22.42%		34.96%		34.15%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.92%		0.98%		0.90%		1.10%

				Mar-04-2020		145.98%		140.75%		106.25%		128.27%		140.15%		139.81%				45.98%		40.75%		6.25%		28.27%		40.15%		39.81%						1.10%		1.17%		1.27%		1.25%		1.14%		1.16%		0.93%

				Mar-05-2020		146.76%		140.26%		103.08%		124.01%		138.10%		135.07%				46.76%		40.26%		3.08%		24.01%		38.10%		35.07%						1.02%		0.99%		0.56%		0.85%		0.95%		0.88%		0.71%

				Mar-06-2020		145.09%		136.14%		101.26%		121.86%		135.86%		132.76%				45.09%		36.14%		1.26%		21.86%		35.86%		32.76%						0.97%		0.90%		0.55%		0.91%		0.94%		0.94%		0.61%

				Mar-09-2020		138.24%		130.72%		92.26%		111.15%		126.85%		122.68%				38.24%		30.72%		-7.74%		11.15%		26.85%		22.68%						0.85%		0.85%		-2.98%		0.53%		0.76%		0.70%		0.45%

				Mar-10-2020		140.48%		133.06%		91.10%		117.04%		130.75%		128.74%				40.48%		33.06%		-8.90%		17.04%		30.75%		28.74%						1.06%		1.07%		1.17%		1.48%		1.14%		1.26%		0.32%

				Mar-11-2020		135.84%		131.45%		89.22%		111.72%		126.29%		122.45%				35.84%		31.45%		-10.78%		11.72%		26.29%		22.45%						0.89%		0.95%		1.24%		0.71%		0.86%		0.79%		0.43%

				Mar-12-2020		126.00%		123.90%		74.42%		97.69%		114.39%		110.80%				26.00%		23.90%		-25.58%		-2.31%		14.39%		10.80%						0.73%		0.77%		2.51%		-0.10%		0.56%		0.50%		0.41%

				Mar-13-2020		126.83%		115.14%		78.96%		106.68%		118.24%		121.09%				26.83%		15.14%		-21.04%		6.68%		18.24%		21.09%						1.03%		0.65%		0.82%		-5.86%		1.25%		1.87%		0.33%

				Mar-16-2020		120.66%		107.98%		65.57%		97.50%		109.94%		106.58%				20.66%		7.98%		-34.43%		-2.50%		9.94%		6.58%						0.78%		0.56%		1.67%		-0.20%		0.57%		0.34%		0.27%

				Mar-17-2020		119.13%		105.13%		61.69%		95.56%		108.08%		112.97%				19.13%		5.13%		-38.31%		-4.44%		8.08%		12.97%						0.93%		0.68%		1.12%		2.29%		0.83%		1.84%		0.24%

				Mar-18-2020		115.16%		102.13%		60.79%		85.16%		101.21%		107.11%				15.16%		2.13%		-39.21%		-14.84%		1.21%		7.11%						0.80%		0.51%		1.02%		4.02%		0.24%		0.58%		0.19%

				Mar-19-2020		115.10%		99.13%		62.87%		86.77%		101.85%		107.62%				15.10%		-0.87%		-37.13%		-13.23%		1.85%		7.62%						1.00%		0.04%		0.95%		0.88%		1.29%		1.06%		0.02%

				Mar-20-2020		113.43%		94.58%		61.81%		82.95%		98.87%		102.95%				13.43%		-5.42%		-38.19%		-17.05%		-1.13%		2.95%						0.90%		-34.00%		1.03%		1.31%		-0.05%		0.46%		0.04%

				Mar-23-2020		106.63%		85.52%		61.62%		76.51%		91.88%		99.94%				6.63%		-14.48%		-38.38%		-23.49%		-8.12%		-0.06%						0.53%		3.05%		1.01%		1.40%		54.77%		0.24%		0.05%

				Mar-24-2020		112.38%		91.69%		66.46%		87.31%		100.48%		109.31%				12.38%		-8.31%		-33.54%		-12.69%		0.48%		9.31%						1.75%		0.54%		0.87%		0.52%		-0.21%		10.97%		0.02%

				Mar-25-2020		118.43%		91.65%		68.65%		93.76%		106.39%		110.57%				18.43%		-8.35%		-31.35%		-6.24%		6.39%		10.57%						1.45%		1.01%		0.93%		0.45%		4.99%		1.12%		0.01%

				Mar-26-2020		120.75%		94.60%		75.02%		98.29%		110.12%		117.48%				20.75%		-5.40%		-24.98%		-1.71%		10.12%		17.48%						1.12%		0.60%		0.79%		0.14%		1.50%		1.60%		-0.04%

				Mar-27-2020		119.03%		94.17%		70.96%		93.43%		106.88%		113.52%				19.03%		-5.83%		-29.04%		-6.57%		6.88%		13.52%						0.92%		1.10%		1.17%		7.85%		0.71%		0.79%		-0.05%

				Mar-30-2020		118.17%		105.29%		71.57%		94.34%		108.10%		117.32%				18.17%		5.29%		-28.43%		-5.66%		8.10%		17.32%						0.96%		-1.30%		0.98%		0.84%		1.15%		1.26%		0.03%

				Mar-31-2020		119.68%		104.62%		73.57%		95.68%		109.33%		115.44%				19.68%		4.62%		-26.43%		-4.32%		9.33%		15.44%						1.08%		0.89%		0.93%		0.71%		1.14%		0.90%		0.12%

				Apr-01-2020		115.77%		102.65%		70.23%		91.95%		105.81%		110.35%				15.77%		2.65%		-29.77%		-8.05%		5.81%		10.35%						0.81%		0.65%		1.13%		2.12%		0.66%		0.69%		0.11%

				Apr-02-2020		115.59%		102.90%		70.91%		94.55%		106.94%		112.87%				15.59%		2.90%		-29.09%		-5.45%		6.94%		12.87%						0.99%		1.07%		0.98%		0.63%		1.17%		1.22%		0.09%

				Apr-03-2020		116.69%		98.67%		68.64%		91.37%		105.32%		111.16%				16.69%		-1.33%		-31.36%		-8.63%		5.32%		11.16%						1.07%		-0.08%		1.08%		1.71%		0.80%		0.88%		0.09%

				Apr-06-2020		119.61%		101.62%		73.83%		96.95%		109.53%		118.98%				19.61%		1.62%		-26.17%		-3.05%		9.53%		18.98%						1.17%		-7.94%		0.83%		0.27%		1.67%		1.64%		0.10%

				Apr-07-2020		122.47%		107.94%		75.55%		98.79%		112.27%		118.79%				22.47%		7.94%		-24.45%		-1.21%		12.27%		18.79%						1.14%		3.41%		0.93%		0.10%		1.26%		0.99%		0.15%

				Apr-08-2020		123.04%		110.96%		76.56%		102.24%		114.44%		122.83%				23.04%		10.96%		-23.44%		2.24%		14.44%		22.83%						1.02%		1.34%		0.96%		-15.43%		1.16%		1.20%		0.14%

				Apr-09-2020		125.26%		113.48%		80.04%		104.89%		116.86%		124.61%				25.26%		13.48%		-19.96%		4.89%		16.86%		24.61%						1.09%		1.21%		0.84%		1.82%		1.16%		1.07%		0.22%

				Apr-10-2020		126.20%		113.48%		80.04%		104.89%		117.26%		124.61%				26.20%		13.48%		-19.96%		4.89%		17.26%		24.61%						1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		0.25%

				Apr-13-2020		124.48%		111.95%		78.06%		101.75%		114.94%		123.35%				24.48%		11.95%		-21.94%		1.75%		14.94%		23.35%						0.94%		0.89%		1.10%		0.47%		0.87%		0.95%		0.25%

				Apr-14-2020		127.23%		116.19%		78.50%		103.79%		117.30%		127.12%				27.23%		16.19%		-21.50%		3.79%		17.30%		27.12%						1.11%		1.33%		0.98%		1.74%		1.15%		1.15%		0.26%

				Apr-15-2020		123.36%		114.63%		73.14%		98.50%		112.92%		124.32%				23.36%		14.63%		-26.86%		-1.50%		12.92%		24.32%						0.86%		0.91%		1.26%		-0.10%		0.76%		0.90%		0.20%

				Apr-16-2020		120.79%		110.78%		71.73%		97.04%		110.73%		125.05%				20.79%		10.78%		-28.27%		-2.96%		10.73%		25.05%						0.89%		0.75%		1.05%		3.92%		0.84%		1.03%		0.14%

				Apr-17-2020		123.90%		111.79%		77.25%		101.93%		114.70%		128.40%				23.90%		11.79%		-22.75%		1.93%		14.70%		28.40%						1.14%		1.09%		0.80%		-1.49%		1.34%		1.13%		0.14%

				Apr-20-2020		122.46%		112.84%		75.45%		100.39%		113.60%		126.10%				22.46%		12.84%		-24.55%		0.39%		13.60%		26.10%						0.94%		1.08%		1.08%		0.47%		0.93%		0.92%		0.12%

				Apr-21-2020		119.76%		110.45%		73.42%		97.43%		110.77%		122.23%				19.76%		10.45%		-26.58%		-2.57%		10.77%		22.23%						0.88%		0.83%		1.09%		-1.13%		0.81%		0.86%		0.12%

				Apr-22-2020		121.30%		111.42%		74.10%		98.96%		112.33%		125.03%				21.30%		11.42%		-25.90%		-1.04%		12.33%		25.03%						1.07%		1.08%		0.97%		0.03%		1.13%		1.12%		0.11%

				Apr-23-2020		123.37%		108.87%		76.35%		99.80%		113.44%		124.97%				23.37%		8.87%		-23.65%		-0.20%		13.44%		24.97%						1.09%		0.79%		0.91%		-20.00%		1.08%		1.00%		0.12%

				Apr-24-2020		123.32%		113.71%		75.68%		100.18%		114.12%		126.71%				23.32%		13.71%		-24.32%		0.18%		14.12%		26.71%						1.00%		1.49%		1.03%		1.48%		1.05%		1.07%		0.11%

				Apr-27-2020		125.49%		115.86%		77.56%		103.74%		116.95%		128.57%				25.49%		15.86%		-22.44%		3.74%		16.95%		28.57%						1.09%		1.15%		0.92%		4.02%		1.19%		1.07%		0.12%

				Apr-28-2020		127.24%		120.47%		80.93%		106.27%		119.49%		127.90%				27.24%		20.47%		-19.07%		6.27%		19.49%		27.90%						1.07%		1.27%		0.84%		1.53%		1.14%		0.98%		0.12%

				Apr-29-2020		129.65%		119.73%		86.58%		109.33%		122.03%		131.30%				29.65%		19.73%		-13.42%		9.33%		22.03%		31.30%						1.09%		0.97%		0.69%		1.42%		1.12%		1.12%		0.11%

				Apr-30-2020		129.79%		118.48%		82.57%		105.83%		120.35%		130.09%				29.79%		18.48%		-17.43%		5.83%		20.35%		30.09%						1.00%		0.94%		1.32%		0.66%		0.93%		0.96%		0.10%

				May-01-2020		127.22%		116.59%		80.09%		102.10%		117.30%		126.44%				27.22%		16.59%		-19.91%		2.10%		17.30%		26.44%						0.92%		0.90%		1.15%		0.45%		0.86%		0.88%		0.09%

				May-04-2020		126.72%		116.50%		78.06%		100.97%		116.22%		126.97%				26.72%		16.50%		-21.94%		0.97%		16.22%		26.97%						0.98%		0.99%		1.11%		0.64%		0.94%		1.02%		0.12%

				May-05-2020		126.51%		118.72%		78.03%		101.62%		116.69%		128.12%				26.51%		18.72%		-21.97%		1.62%		16.69%		28.12%						0.99%		1.13%		1.00%		1.33%		1.03%		1.04%		0.13%

				May-06-2020		125.92%		118.78%		76.86%		101.16%		116.24%		127.23%				25.92%		18.78%		-23.14%		1.16%		16.24%		27.23%						0.98%		1.00%		1.06%		0.82%		0.97%		0.97%		0.13%

				May-07-2020		126.70%		119.16%		80.25%		101.76%		117.00%		128.69%				26.70%		19.16%		-19.75%		1.76%		17.00%		28.69%						1.03%		1.02%		0.85%		1.28%		1.04%		1.05%		0.12%

				May-08-2020		132.10%		120.11%		82.99%		104.59%		120.68%		130.86%				32.10%		20.11%		-17.01%		4.59%		20.68%		30.86%						1.19%		1.05%		0.85%		2.03%		1.20%		1.07%		0.11%

				May-11-2020		130.42%		120.89%		80.21%		102.45%		119.15%		130.89%				30.42%		20.89%		-19.79%		2.45%		19.15%		30.89%						0.95%		1.04%		1.17%		0.62%		0.93%		1.00%		0.12%

				May-12-2020		129.63%		118.97%		78.06%		98.46%		116.56%		128.20%				29.63%		18.97%		-21.94%		-1.54%		16.56%		28.20%						0.97%		0.91%		1.11%		-0.16%		0.87%		0.92%		0.12%

				May-13-2020		127.90%		118.84%		76.38%		95.33%		114.25%		125.96%				27.90%		18.84%		-23.62%		-4.67%		14.25%		25.96%						0.94%		0.99%		1.08%		6.80%		0.87%		0.92%		0.13%

				May-14-2020		129.34%		117.63%		75.30%		97.87%		115.69%		127.41%				29.34%		17.63%		-24.70%		-2.13%		15.69%		27.41%						1.05%		0.94%		1.05%		0.31%		1.09%		1.05%		0.13%

				May-15-2020		129.10%		118.17%		76.73%		97.02%		115.27%		127.91%				29.10%		18.17%		-23.27%		-2.98%		15.27%		27.91%						0.99%		1.03%		0.94%		1.75%		0.97%		1.02%		0.12%

				May-18-2020		132.44%		121.04%		82.98%		104.12%		120.75%		131.94%				32.44%		21.04%		-17.02%		4.12%		20.75%		31.94%						1.11%		1.15%		0.72%		-2.59%		1.34%		1.14%		0.12%

				May-19-2020		133.38%		123.39%		81.62%		102.24%		120.50%		130.56%				33.38%		23.39%		-18.38%		2.24%		20.50%		30.56%						1.03%		1.11%		1.08%		0.63%		0.99%		0.96%		0.13%

				May-20-2020		134.56%		125.95%		83.29%		104.81%		122.80%		132.73%				34.56%		25.95%		-16.71%		4.81%		22.80%		32.73%						1.03%		1.10%		0.90%		1.79%		1.11%		1.07%		0.13%

				May-21-2020		135.44%		125.51%		84.24%		105.26%		123.22%		131.70%				35.44%		25.51%		-15.76%		5.26%		23.22%		31.70%						1.02%		0.98%		0.94%		1.08%		1.02%		0.97%		0.12%

				May-22-2020		134.06%		125.77%		83.34%		105.93%		122.95%		132.01%				34.06%		25.77%		-16.66%		5.93%		22.95%		32.01%						0.96%		1.01%		1.06%		1.11%		0.99%		1.01%		0.12%

				May-25-2020		134.36%		126.21%		84.81%		106.15%		123.30%		132.01%				34.36%		26.21%		-15.19%		6.15%		23.30%		32.01%						1.01%		1.02%		0.91%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		0.12%

				May-26-2020		138.96%		131.93%		88.32%		111.12%		128.26%		133.63%				38.96%		31.93%		-11.68%		11.12%		28.26%		33.63%						1.13%		1.21%		0.75%		1.70%		1.20%		1.05%		0.12%

				May-27-2020		141.09%		134.23%		91.91%		113.36%		130.53%		135.61%				41.09%		34.23%		-8.09%		13.36%		30.53%		35.61%						1.05%		1.07%		0.66%		1.18%		1.08%		1.06%		0.14%

				May-28-2020		141.21%		132.81%		89.59%		112.61%		130.04%		135.33%				41.21%		32.81%		-10.41%		12.61%		30.04%		35.33%						1.00%		0.96%		1.33%		0.95%		0.98%		0.99%		0.15%

				May-29-2020		142.67%		133.64%		88.44%		111.56%		130.19%		135.98%				42.67%		33.64%		-11.56%		11.56%		30.19%		35.98%						1.03%		1.02%		1.12%		0.92%		1.00%		1.02%		0.15%

				Jun-01-2020		145.06%		133.91%		90.67%		111.67%		131.28%		136.49%				45.06%		33.91%		-9.33%		11.67%		31.28%		36.49%						1.05%		1.01%		0.79%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		0.14%

				Jun-02-2020		145.17%		135.92%		91.88%		113.77%		132.56%		137.61%				45.17%		35.92%		-8.12%		13.77%		32.56%		37.61%						1.00%		1.06%		0.85%		1.17%		1.04%		1.03%		0.14%

				Jun-03-2020		147.25%		136.92%		94.77%		117.98%		135.59%		139.49%				47.25%		36.92%		-5.23%		17.98%		35.59%		39.49%						1.05%		1.03%		0.59%		1.29%		1.09%		1.05%		0.15%

				Jun-04-2020		149.04%		136.75%		95.98%		119.55%		136.99%		139.02%				49.04%		36.75%		-4.02%		19.55%		36.99%		39.02%						1.04%		1.00%		0.71%		1.08%		1.04%		0.99%		0.16%

				Jun-05-2020		153.08%		137.71%		97.35%		124.76%		141.22%		142.66%				53.08%		37.71%		-2.65%		24.76%		41.22%		42.66%						1.08%		1.03%		0.55%		1.25%		1.11%		1.09%		0.15%

				Jun-08-2020		154.12%		138.57%		98.10%		126.29%		142.40%		144.38%				54.12%		38.57%		-1.90%		26.29%		42.40%		44.38%						1.02%		1.02%		0.55%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		0.15%

				Jun-09-2020		153.49%		138.57%		96.24%		122.90%		140.54%		143.25%				53.49%		38.57%		-3.76%		22.90%		40.54%		43.25%						0.99%		1.00%		3.07%		0.88%		0.96%		0.98%		0.17%

				Jun-10-2020		150.65%		138.11%		93.01%		119.97%		137.95%		142.49%				50.65%		38.11%		-6.99%		19.97%		37.95%		42.49%						0.95%		0.99%		2.17%		0.88%		0.94%		0.98%		0.19%

				Jun-11-2020		146.70%		131.48%		86.75%		112.38%		131.45%		134.09%				46.70%		31.48%		-13.25%		12.38%		31.45%		34.09%						0.92%		0.83%		2.05%		0.64%		0.83%		0.81%		0.17%

				Jun-12-2020		147.29%		130.25%		87.01%		113.29%		131.84%		135.84%				47.29%		30.25%		-12.99%		13.29%		31.84%		35.84%						1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		1.07%		1.01%		1.05%		0.17%

				Jun-15-2020		145.91%		131.09%		88.45%		114.83%		131.98%		136.97%				45.91%		31.09%		-11.55%		14.83%		31.98%		36.97%						0.97%		1.03%		0.88%		1.11%		1.00%		1.03%		0.16%

				Jun-16-2020		149.03%		136.70%		91.08%		116.66%		134.98%		139.57%				49.03%		36.70%		-8.92%		16.66%		34.98%		39.57%						1.07%		1.17%		0.75%		1.12%		1.09%		1.07%		0.18%

				Jun-17-2020		147.90%		136.83%		89.50%		116.13%		134.22%		139.07%				47.90%		36.83%		-10.50%		16.13%		34.22%		39.07%						0.98%		1.00%		1.20%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		0.17%

				Jun-18-2020		147.26%		135.69%		88.85%		115.52%		133.62%		139.15%				47.26%		35.69%		-11.15%		15.52%		33.62%		39.15%						0.99%		0.97%		1.07%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		0.17%

				Jun-19-2020		148.47%		135.48%		88.40%		114.40%		133.61%		138.36%				48.47%		35.48%		-11.60%		14.40%		33.61%		38.36%						1.03%		0.99%		1.04%		0.93%		1.00%		0.98%		0.16%

				Jun-22-2020		149.70%		135.53%		88.84%		114.32%		133.94%		139.26%				49.70%		35.53%		-11.16%		14.32%		33.94%		39.26%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		0.15%

				Jun-23-2020		150.13%		135.34%		89.73%		114.76%		134.41%		139.86%				50.13%		35.34%		-10.27%		14.76%		34.41%		39.86%						1.01%		0.99%		0.91%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.16%

				Jun-24-2020		148.45%		133.64%		85.83%		110.16%		131.31%		136.25%				48.45%		33.64%		-14.17%		10.16%		31.31%		36.25%						0.97%		0.95%		1.42%		0.71%		0.91%		0.91%		0.16%

				Jun-25-2020		148.19%		130.67%		87.23%		112.29%		132.02%		137.74%				48.19%		30.67%		-12.77%		12.29%		32.02%		37.74%						0.99%		0.91%		0.89%		1.19%		1.02%		1.04%		0.15%

				Jun-26-2020		148.00%		130.87%		87.40%		110.24%		130.89%		134.40%				48.00%		30.87%		-12.60%		10.24%		30.89%		34.40%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		0.85%		0.97%		0.91%		0.16%

				Jun-29-2020		149.64%		133.06%		89.75%		113.15%		133.35%		136.38%				49.64%		33.06%		-10.25%		13.15%		33.35%		36.38%						1.03%		1.07%		0.80%		1.26%		1.08%		1.06%		0.14%

				Jun-30-2020		150.67%		136.89%		90.95%		114.36%		134.81%		138.48%				50.67%		36.89%		-9.05%		14.36%		34.81%		38.48%						1.02%		1.11%		0.87%		1.09%		1.04%		1.06%		0.14%

				Jul-01-2020		152.78%		135.97%		89.52%		113.51%		135.18%		139.17%				52.78%		35.97%		-10.48%		13.51%		35.18%		39.17%						1.04%		0.98%		1.18%		0.94%		1.01%		1.02%		0.16%

				Jul-02-2020		154.22%		137.93%		89.93%		114.47%		136.42%		139.81%				54.22%		37.93%		-10.07%		14.47%		36.42%		39.81%						1.03%		1.05%		0.96%		1.07%		1.03%		1.02%		0.14%

				Jul-03-2020		154.10%		138.29%		90.10%		114.45%		136.41%		139.81%				54.10%		38.29%		-9.90%		14.45%		36.41%		39.81%						1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.14%

				Jul-06-2020		158.56%		139.40%		91.13%		116.45%		139.44%		142.03%				58.56%		39.40%		-8.87%		16.45%		39.44%		42.03%						1.08%		1.03%		0.88%		1.13%		1.08%		1.05%		0.14%

				Jul-07-2020		158.20%		139.56%		89.19%		114.46%		138.30%		140.49%				58.20%		39.56%		-10.81%		14.46%		38.30%		40.49%						0.99%		1.00%		1.25%		0.89%		0.97%		0.96%		0.15%

				Jul-08-2020		158.60%		137.59%		87.66%		114.72%		138.38%		141.59%				58.60%		37.59%		-12.34%		14.72%		38.38%		41.59%						1.01%		0.95%		1.16%		1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		0.15%

				Jul-09-2020		158.52%		139.03%		85.19%		112.32%		137.34%		140.79%				58.52%		39.03%		-14.81%		12.32%		37.34%		40.79%						1.00%		1.04%		1.22%		0.85%		0.97%		0.98%		0.15%

				Jul-10-2020		158.17%		139.32%		86.74%		113.77%		137.92%		142.26%				58.17%		39.32%		-13.26%		13.77%		37.92%		42.26%						0.99%		1.01%		0.89%		1.11%		1.02%		1.04%		0.13%

				Jul-13-2020		158.58%		141.08%		88.03%		115.18%		139.05%		140.93%				58.58%		41.08%		-11.97%		15.18%		39.05%		40.93%						1.01%		1.04%		0.89%		1.10%		1.03%		0.97%		0.13%

				Jul-14-2020		159.65%		142.81%		88.41%		117.25%		140.56%		142.82%				59.65%		42.81%		-11.59%		17.25%		40.56%		42.82%						1.02%		1.04%		0.97%		1.13%		1.04%		1.05%		0.14%

				Jul-15-2020		164.77%		147.20%		91.81%		120.48%		144.68%		144.12%				64.77%		47.20%		-8.19%		20.48%		44.68%		44.12%						1.08%		1.10%		0.68%		1.18%		1.10%		1.03%		0.15%

				Jul-16-2020		163.45%		148.56%		91.48%		120.75%		144.20%		143.63%				63.45%		48.56%		-8.52%		20.75%		44.20%		43.63%						0.98%		1.03%		1.05%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.16%

				Jul-17-2020		165.61%		148.07%		91.47%		122.35%		145.79%		144.04%				65.61%		48.07%		-8.53%		22.35%		45.79%		44.04%						1.03%		0.99%		1.00%		1.07%		1.04%		1.01%		0.11%

				Jul-20-2020		169.08%		148.51%		91.78%		121.16%		146.94%		145.25%				69.08%		48.51%		-8.22%		21.16%		46.94%		45.25%						1.05%		1.01%		0.96%		0.95%		1.02%		1.03%		0.11%

				Jul-21-2020		168.93%		149.47%		93.51%		122.31%		147.69%		145.49%				68.93%		49.47%		-6.49%		22.31%		47.69%		45.49%						1.00%		1.02%		0.76%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		0.13%

				Jul-22-2020		169.56%		150.41%		93.58%		122.64%		148.15%		146.33%				69.56%		50.41%		-6.42%		22.64%		48.15%		46.33%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.13%

				Jul-23-2020		171.90%		152.75%		94.22%		122.25%		149.13%		144.52%				71.90%		52.75%		-5.78%		22.25%		49.13%		44.52%						1.03%		1.05%		0.88%		0.98%		1.02%		0.96%		0.13%

				Jul-24-2020		167.51%		152.58%		92.65%		119.36%		145.77%		143.63%				67.51%		52.58%		-7.35%		19.36%		45.77%		43.63%						0.94%		1.00%		1.33%		0.88%		0.93%		0.98%		0.12%

				Jul-27-2020		169.20%		154.66%		94.12%		120.59%		147.37%		144.69%				69.20%		54.66%		-5.88%		20.59%		47.37%		44.69%						1.02%		1.04%		0.77%		1.06%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Jul-28-2020		167.59%		153.56%		95.61%		120.05%		146.45%		143.76%				67.59%		53.56%		-4.39%		20.05%		46.45%		43.76%						0.98%		0.98%		0.69%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.11%

				Jul-29-2020		174.20%		156.05%		102.04%		122.27%		150.58%		145.54%				74.20%		56.05%		2.04%		22.27%		50.58%		45.54%						1.10%		1.05%		-0.90%		1.11%		1.09%		1.04%		0.11%

				Jul-30-2020		172.65%		155.96%		99.94%		118.82%		148.19%		145.00%				72.65%		55.96%		-0.06%		18.82%		48.19%		45.00%						0.98%		1.00%		0.31%		0.85%		0.95%		0.99%		0.11%

				Jul-31-2020		173.72%		155.10%		99.18%		119.50%		148.55%		146.11%				73.72%		55.10%		-0.82%		19.50%		48.55%		46.11%						1.01%		0.98%		0.19%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-03-2020		176.32%		156.64%		102.09%		119.92%		150.04%		147.16%				76.32%		56.64%		2.09%		19.92%		50.04%		47.16%						1.03%		1.03%		17.17%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-04-2020		176.92%		155.85%		103.12%		119.26%		150.04%		147.69%				76.92%		55.85%		3.12%		19.26%		50.04%		47.69%						1.01%		0.99%		1.33%		0.97%		1.00%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-05-2020		178.45%		157.46%		104.64%		121.59%		152.18%		148.64%				78.45%		57.46%		4.64%		21.59%		52.18%		48.64%						1.02%		1.03%		1.37%		1.12%		1.04%		1.02%		0.09%

				Aug-06-2020		177.64%		158.12%		103.93%		122.20%		152.20%		149.59%				77.64%		58.12%		3.93%		22.20%		52.20%		49.59%						0.99%		1.01%		0.87%		1.03%		1.00%		1.02%		0.10%

				Aug-07-2020		179.79%		158.74%		105.61%		124.34%		154.21%		149.69%				79.79%		58.74%		5.61%		24.34%		54.21%		49.69%						1.03%		1.01%		1.34%		1.09%		1.04%		1.00%		0.10%

				Aug-10-2020		182.14%		159.41%		107.67%		126.90%		156.45%		150.10%				82.14%		59.41%		7.67%		26.90%		56.45%		50.10%						1.03%		1.01%		1.31%		1.10%		1.04%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-11-2020		182.54%		159.55%		108.01%		129.03%		157.61%		148.90%				82.54%		59.55%		8.01%		29.03%		57.61%		48.90%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.08%		1.02%		0.98%		0.11%

				Aug-12-2020		182.23%		161.69%		108.65%		129.66%		158.00%		150.99%				82.23%		61.69%		8.65%		29.66%		58.00%		50.99%						1.00%		1.04%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.04%		0.11%

				Aug-13-2020		182.78%		162.11%		107.71%		128.33%		157.64%		150.68%				82.78%		62.11%		7.71%		28.33%		57.64%		50.68%						1.01%		1.01%		0.90%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		0.11%

				Aug-14-2020		184.91%		161.44%		106.42%		128.46%		158.45%		150.65%				84.91%		61.44%		6.42%		28.46%		58.45%		50.65%						1.03%		0.99%		0.85%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.10%

				Aug-17-2020		186.30%		161.74%		107.21%		128.19%		159.00%		151.06%				86.30%		61.74%		7.21%		28.19%		59.00%		51.06%						1.02%		1.00%		1.11%		0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-18-2020		185.30%		164.26%		105.81%		127.16%		158.35%		151.41%				85.30%		64.26%		5.81%		27.16%		58.35%		51.41%						0.99%		1.04%		0.83%		0.96%		0.99%		1.01%		0.10%

				Aug-19-2020		183.64%		163.82%		105.56%		126.84%		157.44%		150.74%				83.64%		63.82%		5.56%		26.84%		57.44%		50.74%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.09%

				Aug-20-2020		181.81%		164.14%		103.98%		125.90%		156.17%		151.22%				81.81%		64.14%		3.98%		25.90%		56.17%		51.22%						0.98%		1.00%		0.76%		0.97%		0.98%		1.01%		0.11%

				Aug-21-2020		183.18%		163.93%		102.93%		126.74%		157.01%		151.74%				83.18%		63.93%		2.93%		26.74%		57.01%		51.74%						1.02%		1.00%		0.79%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.11%

				Aug-24-2020		185.86%		163.48%		104.57%		128.84%		159.19%		153.26%				85.86%		63.48%		4.57%		28.84%		59.19%		53.26%						1.03%		0.99%		1.42%		1.08%		1.04%		1.03%		0.10%

				Aug-25-2020		186.11%		164.74%		103.96%		131.28%		160.67%		153.81%				86.11%		64.74%		3.96%		31.28%		60.67%		53.81%						1.00%		1.02%		0.89%		1.08%		1.02%		1.01%		0.12%

				Aug-26-2020		186.15%		166.15%		104.19%		132.38%		161.48%		155.38%				86.15%		66.15%		4.19%		32.38%		61.48%		55.38%						1.00%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.11%

				Aug-27-2020		184.44%		167.16%		105.02%		131.94%		160.69%		155.64%				84.44%		67.16%		5.02%		31.94%		60.69%		55.64%						0.98%		1.02%		1.16%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.11%

				Aug-28-2020		186.78%		168.17%		106.50%		133.65%		162.67%		156.69%				86.78%		68.17%		6.50%		33.65%		62.67%		56.69%						1.03%		1.01%		1.25%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Aug-31-2020		185.59%		167.81%		105.88%		131.71%		161.21%		156.35%				85.59%		67.81%		5.88%		31.71%		61.21%		56.35%						0.99%		0.99%		0.92%		0.94%		0.98%		0.99%		0.10%

				Sep-01-2020		187.51%		168.08%		107.02%		133.44%		162.90%		157.52%				87.51%		68.08%		7.02%		33.44%		62.90%		57.52%						1.02%		1.00%		1.17%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		0.11%

				Sep-02-2020		188.27%		169.56%		108.66%		136.25%		164.69%		159.94%				88.27%		69.56%		8.66%		36.25%		64.69%		59.94%						1.01%		1.02%		1.20%		1.08%		1.03%		1.04%		0.12%

				Sep-03-2020		184.13%		166.52%		105.69%		131.28%		160.26%		154.32%				84.13%		66.52%		5.69%		31.28%		60.26%		54.32%						0.95%		0.96%		0.69%		0.87%		0.93%		0.91%		0.12%

				Sep-04-2020		183.32%		161.74%		104.80%		132.01%		159.53%		153.07%				83.32%		61.74%		4.80%		32.01%		59.53%		53.07%						0.99%		0.93%		0.87%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.11%

				Sep-07-2020		181.80%		162.29%		106.14%		132.58%		159.29%		153.07%				81.80%		62.29%		6.14%		32.58%		59.29%		53.07%						0.98%		1.01%		1.23%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.11%

				Sep-08-2020		179.51%		159.99%		104.66%		130.28%		156.93%		148.82%				79.51%		59.99%		4.66%		30.28%		56.93%		48.82%						0.97%		0.96%		0.79%		0.93%		0.96%		0.92%		0.11%

				Sep-09-2020		179.32%		162.43%		105.38%		132.16%		158.03%		151.82%				79.32%		62.43%		5.38%		32.16%		58.03%		51.82%						1.00%		1.04%		1.13%		1.06%		1.02%		1.06%		0.13%

				Sep-10-2020		179.01%		160.99%		105.72%		131.11%		157.20%		149.15%				79.01%		60.99%		5.72%		31.11%		57.20%		49.15%						1.00%		0.98%		1.05%		0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.12%

				Sep-11-2020		179.59%		161.74%		104.92%		132.39%		158.04%		149.23%				79.59%		61.74%		4.92%		32.39%		58.04%		49.23%						1.01%		1.01%		0.88%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		0.12%

				Sep-14-2020		182.73%		162.24%		105.65%		134.39%		160.31%		151.13%				82.73%		62.24%		5.65%		34.39%		60.31%		51.13%						1.04%		1.01%		1.12%		1.06%		1.04%		1.04%		0.11%

				Sep-15-2020		185.66%		163.07%		105.34%		134.04%		161.53%		151.92%				85.66%		63.07%		5.34%		34.04%		61.53%		51.92%						1.03%		1.01%		0.95%		0.99%		1.02%		1.02%		0.11%

				Sep-16-2020		186.31%		166.17%		106.48%		135.19%		162.63%		151.22%				86.31%		66.17%		6.48%		35.19%		62.63%		51.22%						1.01%		1.05%		1.18%		1.03%		1.02%		0.99%		0.11%

				Sep-17-2020		187.62%		166.00%		107.73%		135.22%		163.21%		149.95%				87.62%		66.00%		7.73%		35.22%		63.21%		49.95%						1.02%		1.00%		1.17%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.12%

				Sep-18-2020		187.00%		162.89%		107.55%		133.93%		161.96%		148.27%				87.00%		62.89%		7.55%		33.93%		61.96%		48.27%						0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.09%

				Sep-21-2020		183.37%		160.05%		100.22%		128.02%		157.18%		146.55%				83.37%		60.05%		0.22%		28.02%		57.18%		46.55%						0.96%		0.96%		0.14%		0.83%		0.92%		0.97%		0.10%

				Sep-22-2020		184.49%		160.80%		100.85%		129.13%		158.25%		148.09%				84.49%		60.80%		0.85%		29.13%		58.25%		48.09%						1.01%		1.01%		1.52%		1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		0.10%

				Sep-23-2020		183.17%		158.73%		99.82%		126.54%		156.29%		144.58%				83.17%		58.73%		-0.18%		26.54%		56.29%		44.58%						0.98%		0.97%		0.44%		0.91%		0.97%		0.93%		0.10%

				Sep-24-2020		182.84%		158.93%		99.60%		126.95%		156.23%		145.01%				82.84%		58.93%		-0.40%		26.95%		56.23%		45.01%						1.00%		1.00%		0.73%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.11%

				Sep-25-2020		182.68%		159.67%		99.50%		127.46%		156.63%		147.33%				82.68%		59.67%		-0.50%		27.46%		56.63%		47.33%						1.00%		1.01%		0.83%		1.02%		1.01%		1.05%		0.10%

				Sep-28-2020		185.58%		161.52%		102.47%		130.41%		159.50%		149.70%				85.58%		61.52%		2.47%		30.41%		59.50%		49.70%						1.03%		1.03%		6.94%		1.10%		1.05%		1.05%		0.10%

				Sep-29-2020		187.31%		164.83%		102.57%		130.31%		160.69%		148.98%				87.31%		64.83%		2.57%		30.31%		60.69%		48.98%						1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.11%

				Sep-30-2020		186.03%		165.27%		103.60%		130.39%		160.30%		150.21%				86.03%		65.27%		3.60%		30.39%		60.30%		50.21%						0.99%		1.01%		1.29%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		0.09%

				Oct-01-2020		186.58%		165.64%		104.49%		130.92%		160.94%		151.01%				86.58%		65.64%		4.49%		30.92%		60.94%		51.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.19%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.10%

				Oct-02-2020		186.99%		165.52%		105.08%		132.08%		161.49%		149.56%				86.99%		65.52%		5.08%		32.08%		61.49%		49.56%						1.00%		1.00%		1.11%		1.04%		1.01%		0.97%		0.09%

				Oct-05-2020		189.41%		168.10%		107.81%		134.72%		164.17%		152.25%				89.41%		68.10%		7.81%		34.72%		64.17%		52.25%						1.03%		1.04%		1.45%		1.08%		1.04%		1.05%		0.09%

				Oct-06-2020		187.50%		166.35%		108.66%		133.62%		162.73%		150.12%				87.50%		66.35%		8.66%		33.62%		62.73%		50.12%						0.98%		0.97%		1.10%		0.97%		0.98%		0.96%		0.10%

				Oct-07-2020		188.50%		168.65%		109.67%		136.94%		165.00%		152.73%				88.50%		68.65%		9.67%		36.94%		65.00%		52.73%						1.01%		1.03%		1.10%		1.10%		1.04%		1.05%		0.10%

				Oct-08-2020		189.47%		170.20%		110.86%		138.73%		166.40%		153.96%				89.47%		70.20%		10.86%		38.73%		66.40%		53.96%						1.01%		1.02%		1.11%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		0.10%

				Oct-09-2020		192.28%		170.49%		112.28%		139.70%		168.27%		155.31%				92.28%		70.49%		12.28%		39.70%		68.27%		55.31%						1.03%		1.00%		1.12%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.09%

				Oct-12-2020		194.18%		175.17%		113.78%		140.54%		170.02%		157.86%				94.18%		75.17%		13.78%		40.54%		70.02%		57.86%						1.02%		1.07%		1.11%		1.02%		1.03%		1.05%		0.10%

				Oct-13-2020		194.00%		174.41%		111.45%		137.78%		168.53%		156.86%				94.00%		74.41%		11.45%		37.78%		68.53%		56.86%						1.00%		0.99%		0.84%		0.93%		0.98%		0.98%		0.10%

				Oct-14-2020		194.24%		175.88%		110.69%		139.01%		169.40%		155.83%				94.24%		75.88%		10.69%		39.01%		69.40%		55.83%						1.00%		1.02%		0.94%		1.03%		1.01%		0.98%		0.11%

				Oct-15-2020		194.47%		175.34%		110.37%		138.35%		169.05%		155.59%				94.47%		75.34%		10.37%		38.35%		69.05%		55.59%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		0.12%

				Oct-16-2020		194.12%		175.26%		110.42%		139.94%		169.64%		155.61%				94.12%		75.26%		10.42%		39.94%		69.64%		55.61%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		1.00%		0.11%

				Oct-19-2020		192.82%		173.28%		109.83%		138.28%		168.11%		153.07%				92.82%		73.28%		9.83%		38.28%		68.11%		53.07%						0.99%		0.97%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.96%		0.11%

				Oct-20-2020		195.46%		172.89%		110.49%		139.16%		169.51%		153.79%				95.46%		72.89%		10.49%		39.16%		69.51%		53.79%						1.03%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.11%

				Oct-21-2020		197.89%		171.64%		109.09%		138.87%		170.04%		153.45%				97.89%		71.64%		9.09%		38.87%		70.04%		53.45%						1.03%		0.98%		0.88%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.10%

				Oct-22-2020		198.85%		169.66%		108.52%		140.79%		171.04%		154.25%				98.85%		69.66%		8.52%		40.79%		71.04%		54.25%						1.01%		0.97%		0.94%		1.05%		1.01%		1.01%		0.10%

				Oct-23-2020		197.11%		169.97%		108.67%		140.46%		170.18%		154.79%				97.11%		69.97%		8.67%		40.46%		70.18%		54.79%						0.98%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.09%

				Oct-26-2020		194.75%		168.85%		104.96%		136.35%		167.10%		151.91%				94.75%		68.85%		4.96%		36.35%		67.10%		51.91%						0.98%		0.98%		0.62%		0.90%		0.96%		0.95%		0.10%

				Oct-27-2020		193.12%		166.53%		99.89%		133.70%		164.77%		151.45%				93.12%		66.53%		-0.11%		33.70%		64.77%		51.45%						0.98%		0.97%		0.15%		0.93%		0.97%		0.99%		0.11%

				Oct-28-2020		194.24%		162.80%		95.01%		128.61%		162.22%		146.10%				94.24%		62.80%		-4.99%		28.61%		62.22%		46.10%						1.01%		0.94%		-4.48%		0.85%		0.96%		0.90%		0.10%

				Oct-29-2020		199.65%		162.10%		96.81%		130.47%		165.20%		147.85%				99.65%		62.10%		-3.19%		30.47%		65.20%		47.85%						1.06%		0.99%		0.55%		1.06%		1.05%		1.04%		0.10%

				Oct-30-2020		196.83%		161.84%		98.86%		130.67%		164.17%		146.06%				96.83%		61.84%		-1.14%		30.67%		64.17%		46.06%						0.97%		1.00%		0.06%		1.01%		0.98%		0.96%		0.09%

				Nov-02-2020		205.79%		164.39%		101.24%		136.67%		171.13%		147.86%				105.79%		64.39%		1.24%		36.67%		71.13%		47.86%						1.09%		1.04%		-16.00%		1.19%		1.11%		1.04%		0.09%

				Nov-03-2020		208.35%		171.05%		103.86%		140.94%		175.26%		150.49%				108.35%		71.05%		3.86%		40.94%		75.26%		50.49%						1.02%		1.10%		2.17%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		0.09%

				Nov-04-2020		210.55%		172.37%		103.15%		138.75%		175.82%		153.81%				110.55%		72.37%		3.15%		38.75%		75.82%		53.81%						1.02%		1.02%		0.85%		0.95%		1.01%		1.06%		0.10%

				Nov-05-2020		217.08%		173.23%		106.94%		143.06%		180.69%		156.80%				117.08%		73.23%		6.94%		43.06%		80.69%		56.80%						1.06%		1.01%		1.91%		1.11%		1.06%		1.05%		0.10%

				Nov-06-2020		224.08%		177.98%		104.94%		143.60%		184.37%		156.75%				124.08%		77.98%		4.94%		43.60%		84.37%		56.75%						1.06%		1.06%		0.75%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		0.10%

				Nov-09-2020		223.88%		176.03%		109.67%		152.01%		188.56%		158.59%				123.88%		76.03%		9.67%		52.01%		88.56%		58.59%						1.00%		0.98%		1.80%		1.19%		1.05%		1.03%		0.10%

				Nov-10-2020		221.51%		175.43%		114.46%		153.64%		188.52%		158.37%				121.51%		75.43%		14.46%		53.64%		88.52%		58.37%						0.98%		0.99%		1.45%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		0.11%

				Nov-11-2020		221.75%		176.19%		112.66%		151.78%		187.76%		159.58%				121.75%		76.19%		12.66%		51.78%		87.76%		59.58%						1.00%		1.01%		0.88%		0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.10%

				Nov-12-2020		224.57%		175.58%		111.99%		150.19%		188.07%		157.98%				124.57%		75.58%		11.99%		50.19%		88.07%		57.98%						1.02%		0.99%		0.95%		0.97%		1.00%		0.97%		0.10%

				Nov-13-2020		226.51%		175.82%		112.94%		153.15%		190.33%		160.14%				126.51%		75.82%		12.94%		53.15%		90.33%		60.14%						1.02%		1.00%		1.07%		1.06%		1.03%		1.04%		0.10%

				Nov-16-2020		229.24%		178.54%		116.36%		157.60%		194.11%		162.00%				129.24%		78.54%		16.36%		57.60%		94.11%		62.00%						1.02%		1.04%		1.25%		1.08%		1.04%		1.03%		0.09%

				Nov-17-2020		229.34%		176.75%		115.88%		155.27%		192.87%		161.22%				129.34%		76.75%		15.88%		55.27%		92.87%		61.22%						1.00%		0.98%		0.97%		0.96%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Nov-18-2020		227.42%		178.22%		115.48%		154.42%		191.39%		159.36%				127.42%		78.22%		15.48%		54.42%		91.39%		59.36%						0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.97%		0.09%

				Nov-19-2020		231.52%		179.11%		114.98%		155.24%		193.74%		159.99%				131.52%		79.11%		14.98%		55.24%		93.74%		59.99%						1.03%		1.01%		0.97%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		0.09%

				Nov-20-2020		228.18%		177.97%		115.28%		154.55%		191.94%		158.90%				128.18%		77.97%		15.28%		54.55%		91.94%		58.90%						0.97%		0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.07%

				Nov-23-2020		230.44%		179.53%		116.96%		156.53%		194.10%		159.80%				130.44%		79.53%		16.96%		56.53%		94.10%		59.80%						1.02%		1.02%		1.10%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.07%

				Nov-24-2020		229.68%		181.69%		119.57%		159.59%		195.47%		162.38%				129.68%		81.69%		19.57%		59.59%		95.47%		62.38%						0.99%		1.03%		1.15%		1.05%		1.01%		1.04%		0.08%

				Nov-25-2020		227.63%		180.49%		119.50%		159.11%		194.26%		162.12%				127.63%		80.49%		19.50%		59.11%		94.26%		62.12%						0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Nov-26-2020		225.73%		180.68%		119.56%		159.27%		193.56%		162.12%				125.73%		80.68%		19.56%		59.27%		93.56%		62.12%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Nov-27-2020		225.71%		180.92%		120.09%		160.56%		194.41%		162.51%				125.71%		80.92%		20.09%		60.56%		94.41%		62.51%						1.00%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.09%

				Nov-30-2020		224.25%		181.81%		117.37%		157.76%		192.26%		161.76%				124.25%		81.81%		17.37%		57.76%		92.26%		61.76%						0.99%		1.01%		0.87%		0.95%		0.98%		0.99%		0.09%

				Dec-01-2020		226.76%		181.23%		118.72%		158.58%		193.70%		163.59%				126.76%		81.23%		18.72%		58.58%		93.70%		63.59%						1.02%		0.99%		1.07%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		0.08%

				Dec-02-2020		226.91%		182.48%		117.54%		158.96%		194.17%		163.88%				126.91%		82.48%		17.54%		58.96%		94.17%		63.88%						1.00%		1.02%		0.94%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-03-2020		225.24%		182.00%		117.51%		158.69%		193.30%		163.78%				125.24%		82.00%		17.51%		58.69%		93.30%		63.78%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-04-2020		224.63%		182.54%		119.63%		162.87%		195.37%		165.23%				124.63%		82.54%		19.63%		62.87%		95.37%		65.23%						1.00%		1.01%		1.11%		1.07%		1.02%		1.02%		0.08%

				Dec-07-2020		223.32%		183.31%		119.66%		161.94%		194.57%		164.91%				123.32%		83.31%		19.66%		61.94%		94.57%		64.91%						0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-08-2020		222.47%		184.43%		119.97%		162.94%		194.87%		165.37%				122.47%		84.43%		19.97%		62.94%		94.87%		65.37%						0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.08%

				Dec-09-2020		221.72%		185.71%		120.94%		163.17%		194.70%		164.05%				121.72%		85.71%		20.94%		63.17%		94.70%		64.05%						0.99%		1.01%		1.05%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.09%

				Dec-10-2020		219.82%		184.72%		119.66%		162.49%		193.40%		163.84%				119.82%		84.72%		19.66%		62.49%		93.40%		63.84%						0.98%		0.99%		0.94%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-11-2020		218.85%		185.82%		120.24%		163.77%		193.85%		163.63%				118.85%		85.82%		20.24%		63.77%		93.85%		63.63%						0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-14-2020		217.83%		186.80%		121.17%		162.14%		192.80%		162.92%				117.83%		86.80%		21.17%		62.14%		92.80%		62.92%						0.99%		1.01%		1.04%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-15-2020		220.75%		188.55%		122.52%		164.92%		195.53%		165.02%				120.75%		88.55%		22.52%		64.92%		95.53%		65.02%						1.02%		1.02%		1.06%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.09%

				Dec-16-2020		222.81%		191.03%		123.26%		163.01%		195.75%		165.32%				122.81%		91.03%		23.26%		63.01%		95.75%		65.32%						1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-17-2020		225.73%		193.00%		123.90%		164.46%		197.84%		166.27%				125.73%		93.00%		23.90%		64.46%		97.84%		66.27%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.09%

				Dec-18-2020		224.02%		191.67%		123.67%		163.39%		196.43%		165.69%				124.02%		91.67%		23.67%		63.39%		96.43%		65.69%						0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-21-2020		223.63%		191.26%		121.77%		162.44%		195.73%		165.04%				123.63%		91.26%		21.77%		62.44%		95.73%		65.04%						1.00%		1.00%		0.92%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.08%

				Dec-22-2020		223.72%		191.18%		122.31%		161.52%		195.36%		164.70%				123.72%		91.18%		22.31%		61.52%		95.36%		64.70%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.09%

				Dec-23-2020		226.94%		192.05%		124.10%		163.14%		197.69%		164.82%				126.94%		92.05%		24.10%		63.14%		97.69%		64.82%						1.03%		1.01%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-24-2020		228.66%		192.56%		124.46%		162.94%		198.39%		165.40%				128.66%		92.56%		24.46%		62.94%		98.39%		65.40%						1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.09%

				Dec-25-2020		228.95%		192.56%		124.46%		162.94%		198.51%		165.40%				128.95%		92.56%		24.46%		62.94%		98.51%		65.40%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Dec-28-2020		231.74%		192.42%		125.12%		163.60%		200.02%		166.84%				131.74%		92.42%		25.12%		63.60%		100.02%		66.84%						1.02%		1.00%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.09%

				Dec-29-2020		231.10%		191.54%		124.83%		162.71%		199.22%		166.47%				131.10%		91.54%		24.83%		62.71%		99.22%		66.47%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.11%

				Dec-30-2020		232.34%		191.50%		125.08%		163.98%		200.30%		166.70%				132.34%		91.50%		25.08%		63.98%		100.30%		66.70%						1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.10%

				Dec-31-2020		234.82%		191.51%		124.58%		165.00%		201.84%		167.77%				134.82%		91.51%		24.58%		65.00%		101.84%		67.77%						1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.08%

				Jan-04-2021		235.92%		190.61%		122.35%		162.44%		200.88%		165.29%				135.92%		90.61%		22.35%		62.44%		100.88%		65.29%						1.01%		0.99%		0.91%		0.96%		0.99%		0.96%		0.08%

				Jan-05-2021		240.04%		190.33%		123.61%		163.59%		202.91%		166.46%				140.04%		90.33%		23.61%		63.59%		102.91%		66.46%						1.03%		1.00%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.09%

				Jan-06-2021		242.44%		193.22%		131.62%		167.12%		205.81%		167.42%				142.44%		93.22%		31.62%		67.12%		105.81%		67.42%						1.02%		1.03%		1.33%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-07-2021		248.86%		195.10%		133.56%		168.32%		209.08%		169.90%				148.86%		95.10%		33.56%		68.32%		109.08%		69.90%						1.04%		1.02%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		0.09%

				Jan-08-2021		249.19%		194.80%		132.81%		168.87%		209.43%		170.83%				149.19%		94.80%		32.81%		68.87%		109.43%		70.83%						1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-11-2021		247.41%		194.52%		130.22%		167.59%		207.95%		169.71%				147.41%		94.52%		30.22%		67.59%		107.95%		69.71%						0.99%		1.00%		0.92%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.08%

				Jan-12-2021		253.22%		196.71%		131.04%		169.55%		211.52%		169.78%				153.22%		96.71%		31.04%		69.55%		111.52%		69.78%						1.04%		1.02%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		0.08%

				Jan-13-2021		251.88%		194.62%		129.28%		168.58%		210.09%		170.17%				151.88%		94.62%		29.28%		68.58%		110.09%		70.17%						0.99%		0.98%		0.95%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.09%

				Jan-14-2021		248.82%		193.39%		130.49%		169.27%		208.94%		169.53%				148.82%		93.39%		30.49%		69.27%		108.94%		69.53%						0.98%		0.99%		1.04%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Jan-15-2021		245.97%		193.79%		129.40%		167.02%		206.69%		168.31%				145.97%		93.79%		29.40%		67.02%		106.69%		68.31%						0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.09%

				Jan-18-2021		246.24%		193.71%		129.65%		167.70%		207.17%		168.31%				146.24%		93.71%		29.65%		67.70%		107.17%		68.31%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.09%

				Jan-19-2021		243.93%		194.70%		130.61%		167.86%		206.46%		169.68%				143.93%		94.70%		30.61%		67.86%		106.46%		69.68%						0.98%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		0.09%

				Jan-20-2021		245.06%		195.20%		131.36%		169.70%		207.80%		172.05%				145.06%		95.20%		31.36%		69.70%		107.80%		72.05%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.09%

				Jan-21-2021		248.91%		194.56%		129.90%		168.91%		208.97%		172.10%				148.91%		94.56%		29.90%		68.91%		108.97%		72.10%						1.03%		0.99%		0.95%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.08%

				Jan-22-2021		248.68%		195.75%		130.35%		166.99%		207.94%		171.58%				148.68%		95.75%		30.35%		66.99%		107.94%		71.58%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.99%		0.09%

				Jan-25-2021		249.35%		195.28%		126.39%		165.28%		207.36%		172.20%				149.35%		95.28%		26.39%		65.28%		107.36%		72.20%						1.00%		1.00%		0.87%		0.97%		0.99%		1.01%		0.08%

				Jan-26-2021		241.84%		192.83%		126.57%		163.87%		203.42%		171.95%				141.84%		92.83%		26.57%		63.87%		103.42%		71.95%						0.95%		0.97%		1.01%		0.98%		0.96%		1.00%		0.09%

				Jan-27-2021		238.85%		189.45%		122.76%		160.41%		200.32%		167.53%				138.85%		89.45%		22.76%		60.41%		100.32%		67.53%						0.98%		0.96%		0.86%		0.95%		0.97%		0.94%		0.07%

				Jan-28-2021		237.55%		187.93%		124.81%		163.87%		201.27%		169.17%				137.55%		87.93%		24.81%		63.87%		101.27%		69.17%						0.99%		0.98%		1.09%		1.06%		1.01%		1.02%		0.08%

				Jan-29-2021		237.07%		185.47%		122.92%		160.06%		198.54%		165.90%				137.07%		85.47%		22.92%		60.06%		98.54%		65.90%						1.00%		0.97%		0.93%		0.94%		0.97%		0.95%		0.07%

				Feb-01-2021		239.23%		187.20%		125.04%		161.47%		200.18%		168.56%				139.23%		87.20%		25.04%		61.47%		100.18%		68.56%						1.02%		1.02%		1.09%		1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		0.06%

				Feb-02-2021		241.85%		187.91%		126.76%		164.49%		203.13%		170.91%				141.85%		87.91%		26.76%		64.49%		103.13%		70.91%						1.02%		1.01%		1.07%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.07%

				Feb-03-2021		240.41%		186.64%		127.22%		163.87%		202.07%		171.08%				140.41%		86.64%		27.22%		63.87%		102.07%		71.08%						0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.07%

				Feb-04-2021		239.28%		189.01%		127.98%		164.68%		202.15%		172.94%				139.28%		89.01%		27.98%		64.68%		102.15%		72.94%						0.99%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.04%

				Feb-05-2021		241.42%		186.22%		130.18%		166.74%		203.99%		173.61%				141.42%		86.22%		30.18%		66.74%		103.99%		73.61%						1.02%		0.97%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		0.04%

				Feb-08-2021		245.05%		189.55%		132.85%		168.61%		206.82%		174.89%				145.05%		89.55%		32.85%		68.61%		106.82%		74.89%						1.03%		1.04%		1.09%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		0.03%

				Feb-09-2021		245.73%		188.48%		131.73%		167.15%		206.20%		174.70%				145.73%		88.48%		31.73%		67.15%		106.20%		74.70%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Feb-10-2021		250.73%		188.73%		131.61%		166.68%		208.00%		174.64%				150.73%		88.73%		31.61%		66.68%		108.00%		74.64%						1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-11-2021		252.23%		188.34%		131.62%		168.06%		209.11%		174.93%				152.23%		88.34%		31.62%		68.06%		109.11%		74.93%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Feb-12-2021		252.44%		187.85%		131.87%		169.31%		209.64%		175.75%				152.44%		87.85%		31.87%		69.31%		109.64%		75.75%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Feb-15-2021		253.24%		188.41%		133.34%		169.61%		210.25%		175.75%				153.24%		88.41%		33.34%		69.61%		110.25%		75.75%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-16-2021		253.16%		187.52%		132.35%		169.50%		210.18%		175.65%				153.16%		87.52%		32.35%		69.50%		110.18%		75.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-17-2021		253.38%		188.81%		129.51%		168.85%		209.37%		175.60%				153.38%		88.81%		29.51%		68.85%		109.37%		75.60%						1.00%		1.01%		0.91%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.04%

				Feb-18-2021		245.46%		189.15%		128.06%		169.69%		206.28%		174.82%				145.46%		89.15%		28.06%		69.69%		106.28%		74.82%						0.95%		1.00%		0.95%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		0.04%

				Feb-19-2021		246.62%		190.89%		130.12%		171.41%		207.87%		174.50%				146.62%		90.89%		30.12%		71.41%		107.87%		74.50%						1.01%		1.02%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.03%

				Feb-22-2021		237.06%		190.49%		130.33%		171.52%		203.71%		173.15%				137.06%		90.49%		30.33%		71.52%		103.71%		73.15%						0.94%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.96%		0.98%		0.04%

				Feb-23-2021		237.27%		190.70%		131.45%		171.34%		203.86%		173.37%				137.27%		90.70%		31.45%		71.34%		103.86%		73.37%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Feb-24-2021		238.68%		192.91%		134.71%		174.88%		206.69%		175.33%				138.68%		92.91%		34.71%		74.88%		106.69%		75.33%						1.01%		1.02%		1.10%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.04%

				Feb-25-2021		236.66%		192.39%		134.97%		171.64%		204.16%		171.04%				136.66%		92.39%		34.97%		71.64%		104.16%		71.04%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		0.94%		0.03%

				Feb-26-2021		233.01%		188.95%		131.39%		170.42%		201.40%		170.23%				133.01%		88.95%		31.39%		70.42%		101.40%		70.23%						0.97%		0.96%		0.90%		0.98%		0.97%		0.99%		0.04%

				Mar-01-2021		237.84%		193.81%		136.02%		173.36%		205.35%		174.28%				137.84%		93.81%		36.02%		73.36%		105.35%		74.28%						1.04%		1.05%		1.14%		1.04%		1.04%		1.06%		0.04%

				Mar-02-2021		237.87%		192.65%		136.41%		172.91%		204.93%		172.87%				137.87%		92.65%		36.41%		72.91%		104.93%		72.87%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.05%

				Mar-03-2021		237.99%		193.29%		137.96%		173.24%		205.15%		170.61%				137.99%		93.29%		37.96%		73.24%		105.15%		70.61%						1.00%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		1.00%		0.97%		0.04%

				Mar-04-2021		231.44%		190.80%		136.47%		169.45%		200.17%		168.32%				131.44%		90.80%		36.47%		69.45%		100.17%		68.32%						0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		0.95%		0.95%		0.97%		0.05%

				Mar-05-2021		234.98%		193.12%		138.49%		172.23%		202.97%		171.61%				134.98%		93.12%		38.49%		72.23%		102.97%		71.61%						1.03%		1.03%		1.05%		1.04%		1.03%		1.05%		0.04%

				Mar-08-2021		232.54%		192.40%		142.17%		174.26%		202.78%		170.69%				132.54%		92.40%		42.17%		74.26%		102.78%		70.69%						0.98%		0.99%		1.09%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.04%

				Mar-09-2021		230.27%		193.03%		143.99%		173.96%		202.05%		173.10%				130.27%		93.03%		43.99%		73.96%		102.05%		73.10%						0.98%		1.01%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		0.05%

				Mar-10-2021		234.47%		193.30%		147.25%		176.34%		204.99%		174.15%				134.47%		93.30%		47.25%		76.34%		104.99%		74.15%						1.03%		1.00%		1.07%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Mar-11-2021		238.14%		195.55%		147.95%		177.49%		207.22%		175.96%				138.14%		95.55%		47.95%		77.49%		107.22%		75.96%						1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Mar-12-2021		240.67%		196.84%		151.07%		178.72%		209.01%		176.13%				140.67%		96.84%		51.07%		78.72%		109.01%		76.13%						1.02%		1.01%		1.06%		1.02%		1.02%		1.00%		0.04%

				Mar-15-2021		238.06%		199.28%		148.72%		179.57%		208.40%		177.28%				138.06%		99.28%		48.72%		79.57%		108.40%		77.28%						0.98%		1.02%		0.95%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.04%

				Mar-16-2021		237.19%		197.93%		147.47%		176.40%		206.61%		177.00%				137.19%		97.93%		47.47%		76.40%		106.61%		77.00%						0.99%		0.99%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Mar-17-2021		239.10%		198.40%		149.20%		177.21%		207.99%		177.51%				139.10%		98.40%		49.20%		77.21%		107.99%		77.51%						1.01%		1.00%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Mar-18-2021		243.52%		197.14%		147.89%		178.03%		209.87%		174.89%				143.52%		97.14%		47.89%		78.03%		109.87%		74.89%						1.03%		0.99%		0.97%		1.01%		1.02%		0.97%		0.02%

				Mar-19-2021		239.99%		194.44%		147.86%		175.75%		207.25%		174.78%				139.99%		94.44%		47.86%		75.75%		107.25%		74.78%						0.98%		0.97%		1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.01%

				Mar-22-2021		237.54%		194.59%		146.27%		176.94%		206.81%		176.01%				137.54%		94.59%		46.27%		76.94%		106.81%		76.01%						0.98%		1.00%		0.97%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.01%

				Mar-23-2021		231.84%		196.72%		142.37%		173.12%		202.84%		174.67%				131.84%		96.72%		42.37%		73.12%		102.84%		74.67%						0.96%		1.02%		0.92%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.03%

				Mar-24-2021		230.63%		192.52%		142.90%		175.03%		202.86%		173.71%				130.63%		92.52%		42.90%		75.03%		102.86%		73.71%						0.99%		0.96%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.99%		0.01%

				Mar-25-2021		232.13%		193.50%		145.22%		176.21%		204.10%		174.62%				132.13%		93.50%		45.22%		76.21%		104.10%		74.62%						1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Mar-26-2021		235.72%		196.89%		147.38%		180.03%		207.97%		177.53%				135.72%		96.89%		47.38%		80.03%		107.97%		77.53%						1.03%		1.04%		1.05%		1.05%		1.04%		1.04%		0.02%

				Mar-29-2021		236.66%		196.41%		146.48%		180.06%		208.18%		177.37%				136.66%		96.41%		46.48%		80.06%		108.18%		77.37%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Mar-30-2021		237.09%		196.00%		149.39%		180.22%		208.43%		176.81%				137.09%		96.00%		49.39%		80.22%		108.43%		76.81%						1.00%		1.00%		1.06%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.03%

				Mar-31-2021		236.62%		195.87%		149.09%		179.40%		208.05%		177.45%				136.62%		95.87%		49.09%		79.40%		108.05%		77.45%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-01-2021		240.51%		200.55%		150.74%		179.86%		210.48%		179.55%				140.51%		100.55%		50.74%		79.86%		110.48%		79.55%						1.03%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		0.03%

				Apr-02-2021		242.26%		200.55%		150.74%		179.86%		211.23%		179.55%				142.26%		100.55%		50.74%		79.86%		111.23%		79.55%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-05-2021		243.49%		202.72%		151.37%		181.82%		212.80%		182.15%				143.49%		102.72%		51.37%		81.82%		112.80%		82.15%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		0.02%

				Apr-06-2021		242.07%		203.34%		153.03%		181.83%		212.29%		181.97%				142.07%		103.34%		53.03%		81.83%		112.29%		81.97%						0.99%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-07-2021		240.24%		203.02%		152.19%		180.90%		211.17%		182.24%				140.24%		103.02%		52.19%		80.90%		111.17%		82.24%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-08-2021		240.99%		204.56%		153.51%		181.43%		211.91%		183.01%				140.99%		104.56%		53.51%		81.43%		111.91%		83.01%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-09-2021		241.46%		205.85%		155.87%		185.14%		213.97%		184.42%				141.46%		105.85%		55.87%		85.14%		113.97%		84.42%						1.00%		1.01%		1.04%		1.05%		1.02%		1.02%		0.01%

				Apr-12-2021		240.73%		206.73%		156.38%		185.74%		214.01%		184.38%				140.73%		106.73%		56.38%		85.74%		114.01%		84.38%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Apr-13-2021		240.52%		205.85%		155.79%		185.21%		213.68%		184.99%				140.52%		105.85%		55.79%		85.21%		113.68%		84.99%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-14-2021		241.47%		205.56%		157.05%		185.92%		214.50%		184.23%				141.47%		105.56%		57.05%		85.92%		114.50%		84.23%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.99%		0.03%

				Apr-15-2021		242.65%		207.76%		158.05%		186.53%		215.40%		186.28%				142.65%		107.76%		58.05%		86.53%		115.40%		86.28%						1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				Apr-16-2021		243.53%		209.76%		159.94%		187.88%		216.69%		186.95%				143.53%		109.76%		59.94%		87.88%		116.69%		86.95%						1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.02%

				Apr-19-2021		246.26%		211.41%		159.64%		186.66%		217.43%		185.96%				146.26%		111.41%		59.64%		86.66%		117.43%		85.96%						1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.02%

				Apr-20-2021		241.96%		210.70%		156.48%		183.20%		213.84%		184.69%				141.96%		110.70%		56.48%		83.20%		113.84%		84.69%						0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.96%		0.97%		0.99%		0.02%

				Apr-21-2021		241.99%		212.09%		156.77%		185.44%		215.00%		186.41%				141.99%		112.09%		56.77%		85.44%		115.00%		86.41%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		0.03%

				Apr-22-2021		243.90%		211.33%		156.67%		185.37%		215.54%		184.69%				143.90%		111.33%		56.67%		85.37%		115.54%		84.69%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.03%

				Apr-23-2021		248.05%		212.78%		158.71%		184.72%		216.99%		186.71%				148.05%		112.78%		58.71%		84.72%		116.99%		86.71%						1.03%		1.01%		1.04%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		0.03%

				Apr-26-2021		245.15%		211.66%		159.33%		183.48%		215.04%		187.05%				145.15%		111.66%		59.33%		83.48%		115.04%		87.05%						0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-27-2021		246.83%		211.98%		158.28%		184.51%		216.19%		187.01%				146.83%		111.98%		58.28%		84.51%		116.19%		87.01%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.03%

				Apr-28-2021		248.21%		211.76%		158.01%		183.58%		216.34%		186.85%				148.21%		111.76%		58.01%		83.58%		116.34%		86.85%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.01%

				Apr-29-2021		249.78%		213.94%		159.76%		184.08%		217.53%		188.11%				149.78%		113.94%		59.76%		84.08%		117.53%		88.11%						1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.01%

				Apr-30-2021		243.93%		212.29%		158.14%		182.11%		214.01%		186.76%				143.93%		112.29%		58.14%		82.11%		114.01%		86.76%						0.96%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.01%

				May-03-2021		245.51%		216.51%		160.61%		183.32%		215.46%		187.27%				145.51%		116.51%		60.61%		83.32%		115.46%		87.27%						1.01%		1.04%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.01%

				May-04-2021		244.46%		216.80%		159.21%		182.61%		214.68%		186.02%				144.46%		116.80%		59.21%		82.61%		114.68%		86.02%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.04%

				May-05-2021		246.27%		219.91%		160.40%		183.63%		216.16%		186.15%				146.27%		119.91%		60.40%		83.63%		116.16%		86.15%						1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-06-2021		247.31%		220.33%		161.92%		185.31%		217.49%		187.67%				147.31%		120.33%		61.92%		85.31%		117.49%		87.67%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				May-07-2021		247.09%		223.72%		163.71%		187.29%		218.67%		189.05%				147.09%		123.72%		63.71%		87.29%		118.67%		89.05%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				May-10-2021		250.90%		225.95%		162.37%		187.74%		220.68%		187.08%				150.90%		125.95%		62.37%		87.74%		120.68%		87.08%						1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-11-2021		245.67%		219.99%		160.56%		186.14%		217.28%		185.46%				145.67%		119.99%		60.56%		86.14%		117.28%		85.46%						0.97%		0.95%		0.97%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-12-2021		239.11%		217.16%		155.36%		180.26%		211.06%		181.48%				139.11%		117.16%		55.36%		80.26%		111.06%		81.48%						0.96%		0.98%		0.92%		0.93%		0.95%		0.95%		0.01%

				May-13-2021		239.32%		220.03%		157.59%		183.10%		212.68%		183.69%				139.32%		120.03%		57.59%		83.10%		112.68%		83.69%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.02%

				May-14-2021		242.63%		221.87%		159.87%		186.51%		215.88%		186.43%				142.63%		121.87%		59.87%		86.51%		115.88%		86.43%						1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		0.02%

				May-17-2021		244.10%		221.50%		159.42%		186.03%		216.10%		185.96%				144.10%		121.50%		59.42%		86.03%		116.10%		85.96%						1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.01%

				May-18-2021		242.79%		220.07%		158.14%		182.95%		214.25%		184.37%				142.79%		120.07%		58.14%		82.95%		114.25%		84.37%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.02%

				May-19-2021		239.54%		221.02%		156.63%		181.61%		212.30%		183.83%				139.54%		121.02%		56.63%		81.61%		112.30%		83.83%						0.98%		1.01%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.02%

				May-20-2021		244.49%		222.99%		157.47%		183.17%		215.29%		185.77%				144.49%		122.99%		57.47%		83.17%		115.29%		85.77%						1.04%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		0.01%

				May-21-2021		246.38%		223.98%		157.63%		183.76%		216.45%		185.63%				146.38%		123.98%		57.63%		83.76%		116.45%		85.63%						1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.01%

				May-24-2021		248.47%		225.33%		158.81%		184.75%		218.01%		187.47%				148.47%		125.33%		58.81%		84.75%		118.01%		87.47%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.01%

				May-25-2021		250.60%		225.37%		156.19%		184.76%		218.78%		187.07%				150.60%		125.37%		56.19%		84.76%		118.78%		87.07%						1.01%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-26-2021		252.35%		223.91%		156.82%		185.11%		219.30%		187.42%				152.35%		123.91%		56.82%		85.11%		119.30%		87.42%						1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-27-2021		253.11%		223.63%		159.06%		189.15%		221.74%		187.64%				153.11%		123.63%		59.06%		89.15%		121.74%		87.64%						1.00%		1.00%		1.04%		1.05%		1.02%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-28-2021		254.27%		224.56%		160.12%		189.89%		222.65%		187.78%				154.27%		124.56%		60.12%		89.89%		122.65%		87.78%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.02%

				May-31-2021		252.62%		224.89%		160.00%		190.02%		222.04%		187.78%				152.62%		124.89%		60.00%		90.02%		122.04%		87.78%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.01%

				Jun-01-2021		253.56%		226.15%		162.89%		191.81%		223.50%		187.69%				153.56%		126.15%		62.89%		91.81%		123.50%		87.69%						1.01%		1.01%		1.05%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.01%

				Jun-02-2021		250.82%		226.63%		161.50%		190.30%		221.73%		187.96%				150.82%		126.63%		61.50%		90.30%		121.73%		87.96%						0.98%		1.00%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-03-2021		248.35%		227.89%		161.78%		189.54%		220.36%		187.28%				148.35%		127.89%		61.78%		89.54%		120.36%		87.28%						0.98%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.02%

				Jun-04-2021		248.18%		230.23%		164.56%		190.51%		221.14%		188.93%				148.18%		130.23%		64.56%		90.51%		121.14%		88.93%						1.00%		1.02%		1.04%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.02%

				Jun-07-2021		246.92%		229.48%		164.37%		189.22%		219.94%		188.78%				146.92%		129.48%		64.37%		89.22%		119.94%		88.78%						0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-08-2021		245.96%		230.54%		165.29%		190.55%		220.10%		188.82%				145.96%		130.54%		65.29%		90.55%		120.10%		88.82%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-09-2021		243.54%		228.46%		164.71%		189.32%		218.27%		188.47%				143.54%		128.46%		64.71%		89.32%		118.27%		88.47%						0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.02%

				Jun-10-2021		243.78%		226.94%		161.74%		189.23%		217.97%		189.35%				143.78%		126.94%		61.74%		89.23%		117.97%		89.35%						1.00%		0.99%		0.95%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.03%

				Jun-11-2021		242.69%		225.99%		162.46%		188.77%		217.09%		189.72%				142.69%		125.99%		62.46%		88.77%		117.09%		89.72%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-14-2021		241.75%		225.97%		162.19%		187.86%		216.42%		190.06%				141.75%		125.97%		62.19%		87.86%		116.42%		90.06%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-15-2021		242.10%		228.53%		161.85%		188.44%		216.84%		189.68%				142.10%		128.53%		61.85%		88.44%		116.84%		89.68%						1.00%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.03%

				Jun-16-2021		244.14%		227.08%		159.79%		186.72%		216.60%		188.66%				144.14%		127.08%		59.79%		86.72%		116.60%		88.66%						1.01%		0.99%		0.97%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.03%

				Jun-17-2021		239.18%		222.66%		156.12%		183.11%		212.22%		188.57%				139.18%		122.66%		56.12%		83.11%		112.22%		88.57%						0.97%		0.97%		0.94%		0.96%		0.96%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jun-18-2021		236.08%		220.02%		150.74%		179.04%		208.58%		186.10%				136.08%		120.02%		50.74%		79.04%		108.58%		86.10%						0.98%		0.98%		0.91%		0.95%		0.97%		0.97%		0.04%

				Jun-21-2021		237.57%		224.16%		154.16%		182.80%		211.22%		188.71%				137.57%		124.16%		54.16%		82.80%		111.22%		88.71%						1.01%		1.03%		1.07%		1.05%		1.02%		1.03%		0.05%

				Jun-22-2021		238.46%		224.88%		154.24%		182.96%		211.66%		189.67%				138.46%		124.88%		54.24%		82.96%		111.66%		89.67%						1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-23-2021		239.25%		224.64%		152.90%		182.10%		211.48%		189.47%				139.25%		124.64%		52.90%		82.10%		111.48%		89.47%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jun-24-2021		239.32%		224.66%		155.63%		184.18%		212.71%		190.57%				139.32%		124.66%		55.63%		84.18%		112.71%		90.57%						1.00%		1.00%		1.05%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-25-2021		241.03%		225.52%		154.70%		185.14%		213.89%		191.20%				141.03%		125.52%		54.70%		85.14%		113.89%		91.20%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jun-28-2021		242.03%		225.82%		153.64%		184.55%		213.79%		191.65%				142.03%		125.82%		53.64%		84.55%		113.79%		91.65%						1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Jun-29-2021		242.32%		228.31%		153.61%		185.35%		214.36%		191.70%				142.32%		128.31%		53.61%		85.35%		114.36%		91.70%						1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jun-30-2021		241.91%		225.88%		153.97%		186.80%		214.67%		191.95%				141.91%		125.88%		53.97%		86.80%		114.67%		91.95%						1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.04%

				Jul-01-2021		244.54%		226.70%		155.62%		187.20%		216.09%		192.96%				144.54%		126.70%		55.62%		87.20%		116.09%		92.96%						1.02%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-02-2021		242.74%		228.97%		154.90%		187.71%		215.80%		194.40%				142.74%		128.97%		54.90%		87.71%		115.80%		94.40%						0.99%		1.02%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-05-2021		240.20%		229.16%		155.34%		188.00%		214.87%		194.40%				140.20%		129.16%		55.34%		88.00%		114.87%		94.40%						0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-06-2021		240.31%		228.18%		153.76%		185.50%		213.71%		194.01%				140.31%		128.18%		53.76%		85.50%		113.71%		94.01%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-07-2021		243.86%		233.25%		155.33%		187.70%		216.62%		194.66%				143.86%		133.25%		55.33%		87.70%		116.62%		94.66%						1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-08-2021		242.86%		229.14%		152.88%		185.81%		214.83%		192.99%				142.86%		129.14%		52.88%		85.81%		114.83%		92.99%						0.99%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.05%

				Jul-09-2021		243.09%		232.37%		155.43%		189.43%		217.05%		195.17%				143.09%		132.37%		55.43%		89.43%		117.05%		95.17%						1.00%		1.02%		1.05%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Jul-12-2021		247.25%		234.16%		156.87%		190.31%		219.34%		195.84%				147.25%		134.16%		56.87%		90.31%		119.34%		95.84%						1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.06%

				Jul-13-2021		248.99%		233.15%		155.57%		189.16%		219.55%		195.16%				148.99%		133.15%		55.57%		89.16%		119.55%		95.16%						1.01%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Jul-14-2021		247.70%		232.71%		155.30%		191.35%		220.03%		195.38%				147.70%		132.71%		55.30%		91.35%		120.03%		95.38%						0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-15-2021		247.86%		231.57%		153.76%		193.21%		220.79%		194.75%				147.86%		131.57%		53.76%		93.21%		120.79%		94.75%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.02%		1.01%		0.99%		0.06%

				Jul-16-2021		245.52%		229.90%		152.81%		190.79%		218.41%		193.28%				145.52%		129.90%		52.81%		90.79%		118.41%		93.28%						0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.05%

				Jul-19-2021		244.14%		225.26%		148.91%		183.84%		213.98%		190.21%				144.14%		125.26%		48.91%		83.84%		113.98%		90.21%						0.99%		0.96%		0.93%		0.92%		0.96%		0.97%		0.05%

				Jul-20-2021		246.97%		228.63%		152.15%		189.66%		218.35%		193.09%				146.97%		128.63%		52.15%		89.66%		118.35%		93.09%						1.02%		1.03%		1.06%		1.07%		1.04%		1.03%		0.05%

				Jul-21-2021		248.33%		229.73%		154.03%		192.39%		220.26%		194.69%				148.33%		129.73%		54.03%		92.39%		120.26%		94.69%						1.01%		1.01%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-22-2021		248.37%		231.22%		152.62%		192.15%		220.27%		195.08%				148.37%		131.22%		52.62%		92.15%		120.27%		95.08%						1.00%		1.01%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-23-2021		248.97%		234.17%		155.71%		191.91%		220.54%		197.06%				148.97%		134.17%		55.71%		91.91%		120.54%		97.06%						1.00%		1.02%		1.06%		1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.05%

				Jul-26-2021		247.62%		233.08%		156.28%		192.08%		219.94%		197.53%				147.62%		133.08%		56.28%		92.08%		119.94%		97.53%						0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-27-2021		245.52%		231.82%		155.22%		191.93%		218.78%		196.60%				145.52%		131.82%		55.22%		91.93%		118.78%		96.60%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Jul-28-2021		245.38%		230.33%		156.69%		192.10%		218.83%		196.56%				145.38%		130.33%		56.69%		92.10%		118.83%		96.56%						1.00%		0.99%		1.03%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Jul-29-2021		249.46%		232.52%		155.53%		195.36%		222.05%		197.39%				149.46%		132.52%		55.53%		95.36%		122.05%		97.39%						1.03%		1.02%		0.98%		1.04%		1.03%		1.01%		0.05%

				Jul-30-2021		250.68%		229.70%		154.74%		195.74%		222.35%		196.32%				150.68%		129.70%		54.74%		95.74%		122.35%		96.32%						1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-02-2021		252.98%		229.50%		151.93%		195.28%		223.21%		195.96%				152.98%		129.50%		51.93%		95.28%		123.21%		95.96%						1.02%		1.00%		0.95%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-03-2021		260.79%		231.87%		154.54%		196.26%		227.15%		197.57%				160.79%		131.87%		54.54%		96.26%		127.15%		97.57%						1.05%		1.02%		1.05%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-04-2021		260.82%		230.67%		153.21%		195.27%		226.68%		196.65%				160.82%		130.67%		53.21%		95.27%		126.68%		96.65%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Aug-05-2021		261.03%		231.69%		154.97%		196.31%		227.42%		197.83%				161.03%		131.69%		54.97%		96.31%		127.42%		97.83%						1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-06-2021		260.69%		230.21%		154.31%		196.36%		226.98%		198.16%				160.69%		130.21%		54.31%		96.36%		126.98%		98.16%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-09-2021		261.40%		228.43%		153.51%		195.93%		226.78%		197.98%				161.40%		128.43%		53.51%		95.93%		126.78%		97.98%						1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-10-2021		262.71%		229.55%		154.74%		198.00%		228.58%		198.17%				162.71%		129.55%		54.74%		98.00%		128.58%		98.17%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-11-2021		264.97%		230.72%		156.34%		199.40%		230.32%		198.66%				164.97%		130.72%		56.34%		99.40%		130.32%		98.66%						1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-12-2021		263.67%		230.33%		155.09%		198.27%		229.11%		199.25%				163.67%		130.33%		55.09%		98.27%		129.11%		99.25%						0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-13-2021		264.16%		230.82%		154.64%		197.87%		229.24%		199.57%				164.16%		130.82%		54.64%		97.87%		129.24%		99.57%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Aug-16-2021		268.22%		231.18%		153.47%		198.73%		231.27%		200.09%				168.22%		131.18%		53.47%		98.73%		131.27%		100.09%						1.02%		1.00%		0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.06%

				Aug-17-2021		264.15%		227.43%		151.61%		196.74%		228.11%		198.68%				164.15%		127.43%		51.61%		96.74%		128.11%		98.68%						0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-18-2021		263.75%		226.39%		151.93%		194.81%		226.97%		196.54%				163.75%		126.39%		51.93%		94.81%		126.97%		96.54%						1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.07%

				Aug-19-2021		264.06%		225.74%		150.07%		194.36%		226.53%		196.79%				164.06%		125.74%		50.07%		94.36%		126.53%		96.79%						1.00%		0.99%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.07%

				Aug-20-2021		264.12%		227.06%		151.29%		195.54%		227.15%		198.39%				164.12%		127.06%		51.29%		95.54%		127.15%		98.39%						1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.06%

				Aug-23-2021		266.82%		229.98%		152.82%		196.98%		229.24%		200.08%				166.82%		129.98%		52.82%		96.98%		129.24%		100.08%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-24-2021		268.61%		228.75%		153.44%		198.96%		230.69%		200.38%				168.61%		128.75%		53.44%		98.96%		130.69%		100.38%						1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-25-2021		268.51%		228.37%		154.59%		200.01%		231.00%		200.83%				168.51%		128.37%		54.59%		100.01%		131.00%		100.83%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Aug-26-2021		266.42%		225.88%		153.40%		199.84%		229.77%		199.66%				166.42%		125.88%		53.40%		99.84%		129.77%		99.66%						0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.06%

				Aug-27-2021		267.45%		227.39%		156.78%		200.84%		230.97%		201.42%				167.45%		127.39%		56.78%		100.84%		130.97%		101.42%						1.01%		1.01%		1.06%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		0.05%

				Aug-30-2021		267.14%		228.27%		156.66%		201.69%		231.33%		202.28%				167.14%		128.27%		56.66%		101.69%		131.33%		102.28%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Aug-31-2021		268.28%		229.58%		155.76%		201.29%		231.85%		202.01%				168.28%		129.58%		55.76%		101.29%		131.85%		102.01%						1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-01-2021		271.92%		229.06%		155.55%		199.78%		232.83%		202.07%				171.92%		129.06%		55.55%		99.78%		132.83%		102.07%						1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-02-2021		273.79%		232.75%		157.54%		201.61%		234.93%		202.65%				173.79%		132.75%		57.54%		101.61%		134.93%		102.65%						1.01%		1.03%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Sep-03-2021		275.20%		231.45%		157.42%		200.22%		234.70%		202.58%				175.20%		131.45%		57.42%		100.22%		134.70%		102.58%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-06-2021		277.93%		231.41%		154.97%		200.38%		235.88%		202.58%				177.93%		131.41%		54.97%		100.38%		135.88%		102.58%						1.02%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-07-2021		275.44%		228.95%		151.80%		196.42%		232.73%		201.89%				175.44%		128.95%		51.80%		96.42%		132.73%		101.89%						0.99%		0.98%		0.94%		0.96%		0.98%		0.99%		0.05%

				Sep-08-2021		275.44%		226.81%		151.94%		196.82%		232.42%		201.63%				175.44%		126.81%		51.94%		96.82%		132.42%		101.63%						1.00%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-09-2021		274.48%		226.22%		151.52%		195.96%		231.22%		200.70%				174.48%		126.22%		51.52%		95.96%		131.22%		100.70%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Sep-10-2021		274.88%		225.75%		149.55%		196.25%		231.44%		199.15%				174.88%		125.75%		49.55%		96.25%		131.44%		99.15%						1.00%		1.00%		0.96%		1.00%		1.00%		0.98%		0.04%

				Sep-13-2021		271.95%		225.78%		151.69%		195.91%		230.20%		199.60%				171.95%		125.78%		51.69%		95.91%		130.20%		99.60%						0.98%		1.00%		1.04%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Sep-14-2021		268.81%		224.53%		149.37%		194.70%		227.93%		198.45%				168.81%		124.53%		49.37%		94.70%		127.93%		98.45%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Sep-15-2021		268.02%		225.25%		149.96%		196.49%		228.28%		200.14%				168.02%		125.25%		49.96%		96.49%		128.28%		100.14%						1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.04%

				Sep-16-2021		265.07%		225.98%		147.92%		194.47%		226.24%		199.83%				165.07%		125.98%		47.92%		94.47%		126.24%		99.83%						0.98%		1.01%		0.96%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-17-2021		265.36%		222.56%		146.76%		192.33%		225.00%		198.00%				165.36%		122.56%		46.76%		92.33%		125.00%		98.00%						1.00%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.04%

				Sep-20-2021		262.54%		219.00%		145.10%		188.77%		221.94%		194.64%				162.54%		119.00%		45.10%		88.77%		121.94%		94.64%						0.98%		0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		0.98%		0.97%		0.04%

				Sep-21-2021		258.54%		219.02%		143.45%		188.32%		220.05%		194.49%				158.54%		119.02%		43.45%		88.32%		120.05%		94.49%						0.98%		1.00%		0.96%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-22-2021		256.03%		220.99%		146.02%		190.50%		220.24%		196.34%				156.03%		120.99%		46.02%		90.50%		120.24%		96.34%						0.98%		1.02%		1.06%		1.02%		1.00%		1.02%		0.03%

				Sep-23-2021		258.70%		223.44%		149.95%		193.62%		223.08%		198.72%				158.70%		123.44%		49.95%		93.62%		123.08%		98.72%						1.02%		1.02%		1.08%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.03%

				Sep-24-2021		256.93%		221.82%		149.15%		193.03%		221.78%		199.01%				156.93%		121.82%		49.15%		93.03%		121.78%		99.01%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.03%

				Sep-27-2021		253.58%		221.42%		151.30%		191.90%		220.17%		198.46%				153.58%		121.42%		51.30%		91.90%		120.17%		98.46%						0.98%		1.00%		1.04%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.03%

				Sep-28-2021		252.29%		214.77%		147.43%		187.75%		217.00%		194.42%				152.29%		114.77%		47.43%		87.75%		117.00%		94.42%						0.99%		0.95%		0.93%		0.96%		0.97%		0.96%		0.04%

				Sep-29-2021		250.80%		214.76%		147.09%		187.61%		216.19%		194.72%				150.80%		114.76%		47.09%		87.61%		116.19%		94.72%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.04%

				Sep-30-2021		247.74%		213.79%		145.05%		184.93%		213.92%		192.40%				147.74%		113.79%		45.05%		84.93%		113.92%		92.40%						0.98%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.98%		0.04%

				Oct-01-2021		247.57%		213.20%		147.73%		186.71%		214.58%		194.61%				147.57%		113.20%		47.73%		86.71%		114.58%		94.61%						1.00%		0.99%		1.06%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-04-2021		246.86%		213.25%		148.55%		184.74%		213.36%		192.09%				146.86%		113.25%		48.55%		84.74%		113.36%		92.09%						1.00%		1.00%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		0.97%		0.04%

				Oct-05-2021		246.95%		216.92%		148.44%		187.52%		215.11%		194.11%				146.95%		116.92%		48.44%		87.52%		115.11%		94.11%						1.00%		1.03%		1.00%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-06-2021		247.11%		216.04%		147.03%		187.87%		215.17%		194.90%				147.11%		116.04%		47.03%		87.87%		115.17%		94.90%						1.00%		0.99%		0.97%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.04%

				Oct-07-2021		249.50%		218.56%		149.03%		189.96%		217.44%		196.52%				149.50%		118.56%		49.03%		89.96%		117.44%		96.52%						1.02%		1.02%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.04%

				Oct-08-2021		248.63%		217.77%		148.17%		188.36%		216.57%		196.14%				148.63%		117.77%		48.17%		88.36%		116.57%		96.14%						0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Oct-11-2021		247.19%		215.43%		147.42%		186.39%		214.70%		194.80%				147.19%		115.43%		47.42%		86.39%		114.70%		94.80%						0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.05%

				Oct-12-2021		246.83%		217.16%		147.20%		184.84%		213.95%		194.33%				146.83%		117.16%		47.20%		84.84%		113.95%		94.33%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Oct-13-2021		248.33%		219.14%		150.54%		186.45%		215.40%		194.91%				148.33%		119.14%		50.54%		86.45%		115.40%		94.91%						1.01%		1.02%		1.07%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-14-2021		252.05%		222.21%		152.35%		190.86%		219.01%		198.24%				152.05%		122.21%		52.35%		90.86%		119.01%		98.24%						1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.05%		1.03%		1.03%		0.05%

				Oct-15-2021		255.01%		225.27%		151.38%		192.35%		221.31%		199.72%				155.01%		125.27%		51.38%		92.35%		121.31%		99.72%						1.02%		1.02%		0.98%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-18-2021		255.05%		225.13%		151.71%		193.16%		221.49%		200.39%				155.05%		125.13%		51.71%		93.16%		121.49%		100.39%						1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-19-2021		256.76%		227.08%		152.39%		194.19%		223.01%		201.87%				156.76%		127.08%		52.39%		94.19%		123.01%		101.87%						1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-20-2021		256.06%		228.36%		154.22%		195.62%		223.41%		202.61%				156.06%		128.36%		54.22%		95.62%		123.41%		102.61%						1.00%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-21-2021		258.71%		230.51%		155.77%		196.10%		225.03%		203.22%				158.71%		130.51%		55.77%		96.10%		125.03%		103.22%						1.02%		1.02%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.05%

				Oct-22-2021		264.53%		230.67%		156.88%		193.56%		226.23%		203.00%				164.53%		130.67%		56.88%		93.56%		126.23%		103.00%						1.04%		1.00%		1.02%		0.97%		1.01%		1.00%		0.06%

				Oct-25-2021		261.61%		229.33%		156.88%		194.25%		224.98%		203.97%				161.61%		129.33%		56.88%		94.25%		124.98%		103.97%						0.98%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		0.06%

				Oct-26-2021		259.05%		228.84%		156.62%		194.33%		224.16%		204.34%				159.05%		128.84%		56.62%		94.33%		124.16%		104.34%						0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.06%

				Oct-27-2021		254.72%		227.73%		153.79%		192.56%		221.32%		203.31%				154.72%		127.73%		53.79%		92.56%		121.32%		103.31%						0.97%		0.99%		0.95%		0.98%		0.98%		0.99%		0.06%

				Oct-28-2021		257.32%		230.81%		160.52%		196.00%		224.32%		205.30%				157.32%		130.81%		60.52%		96.00%		124.32%		105.30%						1.02%		1.02%		1.12%		1.04%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Oct-29-2021		256.90%		236.66%		159.79%		196.20%		224.66%		205.70%				156.90%		136.66%		59.79%		96.20%		124.66%		105.70%						1.00%		1.04%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-01-2021		262.77%		240.23%		161.58%		197.40%		228.21%		206.08%				162.77%		140.23%		61.58%		97.40%		128.21%		106.08%						1.04%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-02-2021		261.07%		240.57%		161.20%		199.50%		228.50%		206.83%				161.07%		140.57%		61.20%		99.50%		128.50%		106.83%						0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.02%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-03-2021		257.81%		241.85%		162.22%		197.73%		226.95%		208.17%				157.81%		141.85%		62.22%		97.73%		126.95%		108.17%						0.98%		1.01%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-04-2021		261.97%		243.20%		163.23%		198.77%		229.17%		209.04%				161.97%		143.20%		63.23%		98.77%		129.17%		109.04%						1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-05-2021		261.71%		241.92%		168.62%		201.59%		230.38%		209.82%				161.71%		141.92%		68.62%		101.59%		130.38%		109.82%						1.00%		0.99%		1.08%		1.03%		1.01%		1.01%		0.04%

				Nov-08-2021		263.16%		244.66%		167.97%		201.38%		231.19%		210.01%				163.16%		144.66%		67.97%		101.38%		131.19%		110.01%						1.01%		1.02%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-09-2021		264.34%		245.13%		167.89%		202.47%		231.73%		209.27%				164.34%		145.13%		67.89%		102.47%		131.73%		109.27%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		0.99%		0.06%

				Nov-10-2021		262.99%		243.76%		169.15%		200.56%		230.18%		207.55%				162.99%		143.76%		69.15%		100.56%		130.18%		107.55%						0.99%		0.99%		1.02%		0.98%		0.99%		0.98%		0.04%

				Nov-11-2021		266.24%		245.28%		167.77%		199.18%		230.98%		207.67%				166.24%		145.28%		67.77%		99.18%		130.98%		107.67%						1.02%		1.01%		0.98%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-12-2021		270.69%		249.53%		168.45%		201.54%		233.94%		209.17%				170.69%		149.53%		68.45%		101.54%		133.94%		109.17%						1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.02%		1.02%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-15-2021		270.29%		248.28%		168.34%		200.90%		233.38%		209.16%				170.29%		148.28%		68.34%		100.90%		133.38%		109.16%						1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-16-2021		271.42%		249.71%		169.41%		200.76%		233.76%		209.97%				171.42%		149.71%		69.41%		100.76%		133.76%		109.97%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-17-2021		269.87%		250.65%		168.53%		199.83%		232.59%		209.43%				169.87%		150.65%		68.53%		99.83%		132.59%		109.43%						0.99%		1.01%		0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-18-2021		269.08%		251.25%		168.82%		200.64%		232.66%		210.13%				169.08%		151.25%		68.82%		100.64%		132.66%		110.13%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.05%

				Nov-19-2021		270.04%		250.27%		169.03%		199.28%		232.09%		209.84%				170.04%		150.27%		69.03%		99.28%		132.09%		109.84%						1.01%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-22-2021		268.10%		252.06%		168.81%		198.96%		231.39%		209.17%				168.10%		152.06%		68.81%		98.96%		131.39%		109.17%						0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		0.05%

				Nov-23-2021		265.65%		250.09%		168.28%		196.91%		229.03%		209.52%				165.65%		150.09%		68.28%		96.91%		129.03%		109.52%						0.99%		0.99%		0.99%		0.98%		0.98%		1.00%		0.05%

				Nov-24-2021		264.55%		249.71%		166.31%		194.41%		227.44%		210.00%				164.55%		149.71%		66.31%		94.41%		127.44%		110.00%						0.99%		1.00%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-25-2021		264.15%		250.29%		166.37%		194.25%		227.39%		210.00%				164.15%		150.29%		66.37%		94.25%		127.39%		110.00%						1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Nov-26-2021		261.84%		244.21%		160.18%		189.58%		223.37%		205.22%				161.84%		144.21%		60.18%		89.58%		123.37%		105.22%						0.99%		0.96%		0.91%		0.95%		0.97%		0.96%		0.06%

				Nov-29-2021		261.83%		246.03%		159.70%		190.62%		223.71%		207.93%				161.83%		146.03%		59.70%		90.62%		123.71%		107.93%						1.00%		1.01%		0.99%		1.01%		1.00%		1.03%		0.06%

				Nov-30-2021		256.51%		242.05%		157.13%		185.17%		219.00%		203.99%				156.51%		142.05%		57.13%		85.17%		119.00%		103.99%						0.97%		0.97%		0.96%		0.94%		0.96%		0.96%		0.06%

				Dec-01-2021		258.68%		242.08%		157.73%		185.31%		220.01%		201.58%				158.68%		142.08%		57.73%		85.31%		120.01%		101.58%						1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-02-2021		261.96%		245.54%		160.48%		187.92%		222.89%		204.44%				161.96%		145.54%		60.48%		87.92%		122.89%		104.44%						1.02%		1.02%		1.05%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.06%

				Dec-03-2021		264.96%		244.70%		159.89%		188.33%		223.87%		202.71%				164.96%		144.70%		59.89%		88.33%		123.87%		102.71%						1.02%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		1.01%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-06-2021		267.13%		245.90%		161.99%		189.95%		225.81%		205.09%				167.13%		145.90%		61.99%		89.95%		125.81%		105.09%						1.01%		1.01%		1.03%		1.02%		1.02%		1.02%		0.06%

				Dec-07-2021		272.18%		255.24%		163.54%		192.86%		230.39%		209.34%				172.18%		155.24%		63.54%		92.86%		130.39%		109.34%						1.03%		1.06%		1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.04%		0.06%

				Dec-08-2021		273.80%		255.08%		164.80%		191.18%		229.99%		209.99%				173.80%		155.08%		64.80%		91.18%		129.99%		109.99%						1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		0.98%		1.00%		1.01%		0.06%

				Dec-09-2021		274.64%		256.17%		162.62%		190.71%		230.36%		208.48%				174.64%		156.17%		62.62%		90.71%		130.36%		108.48%						1.00%		1.01%		0.97%		0.99%		1.00%		0.99%		0.07%

				Dec-10-2021		274.77%		258.00%		162.75%		192.59%		231.46%		210.47%				174.77%		158.00%		62.75%		92.59%		131.46%		110.47%						1.00%		1.01%		1.00%		1.02%		1.01%		1.02%		0.06%

				Dec-13-2021		275.51%		258.27%		161.81%		192.00%		231.58%		208.55%				175.51%		158.27%		61.81%		92.00%		131.58%		108.55%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.99%		1.00%		0.98%		0.06%

				Dec-14-2021		270.07%		256.65%		159.48%		188.89%		227.71%		206.99%				170.07%		156.65%		59.48%		88.89%		127.71%		106.99%						0.97%		0.99%		0.96%		0.97%		0.97%		0.99%		0.05%

				Dec-15-2021		269.79%		261.39%		161.14%		191.29%		229.35%		210.37%				169.79%		161.39%		61.14%		91.29%		129.35%		110.37%						1.00%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		1.01%		1.03%		0.05%

				Dec-16-2021		272.35%		261.48%		161.16%		191.79%		230.66%		208.53%				172.35%		161.48%		61.16%		91.79%		130.66%		108.53%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		0.98%		0.06%

				Dec-17-2021		265.10%		254.95%		159.18%		187.35%		225.00%		206.39%				165.10%		154.95%		59.18%		87.35%		125.00%		106.39%						0.96%		0.96%		0.97%		0.95%		0.96%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-20-2021		260.72%		254.86%		155.82%		184.15%		221.58%		204.04%				160.72%		154.86%		55.82%		84.15%		121.58%		104.04%						0.97%		1.00%		0.94%		0.96%		0.97%		0.98%		0.05%

				Dec-21-2021		265.48%		258.05%		159.87%		186.47%		225.01%		207.66%				165.48%		158.05%		59.87%		86.47%		125.01%		107.66%						1.03%		1.02%		1.07%		1.03%		1.03%		1.03%		0.07%

				Dec-22-2021		267.05%		263.05%		161.83%		186.68%		226.29%		209.78%				167.05%		163.05%		61.83%		86.68%		126.29%		109.78%						1.01%		1.03%		1.03%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		0.07%

				Dec-23-2021		268.69%		265.33%		163.31%		189.02%		228.40%		211.08%				168.69%		165.33%		63.31%		89.02%		128.40%		111.08%						1.01%		1.01%		1.02%		1.03%		1.02%		1.01%		0.08%

				Dec-24-2021		269.03%		265.55%		162.95%		188.80%		228.56%		211.08%				169.03%		165.55%		62.95%		88.80%		128.56%		111.08%						1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.08%

				Dec-27-2021		271.74%		270.51%		165.75%		191.13%		231.17%		214.00%				171.74%		170.51%		65.75%		91.13%		131.17%		114.00%						1.02%		1.03%		1.04%		1.03%		1.02%		1.03%		0.08%

				Dec-28-2021		276.63%		272.52%		165.54%		192.28%		233.77%		213.79%				176.63%		172.52%		65.54%		92.28%		133.77%		113.79%						1.03%		1.01%		1.00%		1.01%		1.02%		1.00%		0.06%

				Dec-29-2021		275.57%		274.00%		166.17%		192.56%		233.47%		214.09%				175.57%		174.00%		66.17%		92.56%		133.47%		114.09%						0.99%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.00%		0.06%

				Dec-30-2021		275.05%		272.69%		165.00%		192.37%		232.98%		213.45%				175.05%		172.69%		65.00%		92.37%		132.98%		113.45%						1.00%		0.99%		0.98%		1.00%		1.00%		0.99%		0.05%

				Dec-31-2021		276.22%		273.15%		165.18%		193.52%		233.91%		212.89%				176.22%		173.15%		65.18%		93.52%		133.91%		112.89%						1.01%		1.00%		1.00%		1.01%		1.01%		1.00%		0.05%



																		Beta		1.6845756511		1.4741597849		0.6099132305		0.9208202984										0.9065972637		0.8644780579		0.9042317561		0.8643053478		0.9048252807		1



																				1483.2037648177		1298.2336159023		537.2579003371		810.7209653419		1129.3158626858		880.3748011934

																				1.6847412747		1.4746374091		0.610260425		0.9208816112		1.2827671364

																		Check:		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE		FALSE













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Base 1	-17.4%	-16.5%	4.4%	-8.1%	-0.17435130896709738	-0.16531051447811473	4.3799999999999999E-2	-8.1099999999999992E-2	Base 2	-9.9348691032902614E-2	-4.9989485521885285E-2	-0.1738435579914368	-8.4173442635945075E-2	Actual Return	Equipment Manufacturing 	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Panels	-0.2737	-0.21530000000000002	4.3799999999999999E-2	-8.1099999999999992E-2	Expected Return	Equipment Manufacturing 	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Panels	-0.17435130896709738	-0.16531051447811473	-0.1738435579914368	-0.16527344263594507	









Stock Return Tables

				Performance Drivers

						Change In:

				Sub-Sector		Earnings (LTM)		Multiples (LTM)		Total Change

				Equipment Manufacturing		6.5%		-33.8%		-27.4%

				Distribution		19.7%		-41.2%		-21.5%

				Contracting Services		-4.8%		9.2%		4.4%

				Control Modules		-30.6%		22.1%		-8.5%

				Aggregate Performance		11.1%		-29.5%		-18.4%





				Expected Return Analysis

				Sub-Sector		Expected Return		Actual Return		Delta

				Equipment Manufacturing		-17.4%		-27.4%		-9.9%

				Distribution		-16.5%		-21.5%		-5.0%

				Contracting Services		-17.4%		4.4%		21.8%

				Control Modules		-16.5%		-8.1%		8.4%

				Aggregate Performance		-17.4%		-18.6%		-1.2%





TEV-EBITDA Multiple Analysis

				Date		Equipment Manufacturing		Distribution		Contracting Services		Control Modules

				12/31/21		9.34x		17.50x		17.37x		15.96x

				1/31/22		8.52x		15.54x		15.51x		15.17x

				2/28/22		8.20x		14.48x		14.14x		13.84x								TEV / EBITDA Volatility

				3/31/22		7.98x		14.58x		13.74x		14.03x								Date		Q4 CY21		Q1 CY22		Q2 CY22		Q3 CY22

				4/30/22		7.84x		13.00x		12.13x		13.48x								Equipment Manufacturing		9.34x		7.98x		7.79x		9.00x

				5/31/22		8.19x		12.50x		11.99x		13.31x								Distribution		17.50x		14.58x		11.27x		10.08x

				6/30/22		7.79x		11.27x		11.81x		11.98x								Contracting Services		17.37x		13.74x		11.81x		11.25x

				7/31/22		9.10x		12.32x		12.37x		13.26x								Control Modules		15.96x		14.03x		11.98x		12.19x

				8/31/22		9.36x		11.86x		12.28x		13.31x

				9/30/22		9.00x		10.08x		11.25x		12.19x









Equipment Manufacturing	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	9.3444916469693506	8.52224	46717904603	8.1956234934536205	7.9796479334094101	7.8357242715331203	8.1908884220474505	7.7932573947095696	9.0989329235124501	9.3592896781867001	8.9986691095952391	Distribution	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	17.498116110200499	15.5379998636586	14.475415332528399	14.5773686214938	12.9977320742594	12.4971224619752	11.272816119765	12.3184423942769	11.858038077846199	10.0840892865043	Contracting Services	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	17.370851808864298	15.5109010204686	14.144503372657701	13.7426807406555	12.126990983443701	11.9904325027506	11.	805884991055599	12.367922624088299	12.283729308897099	11.252156641535301	Control Modules	44561	44592	44620	44651	44681	44712	44742	44773	44804	44834	15.9609590713175	15.170881528927699	13.8378571591659	14.028216356101501	13.4791201822808	13.3140360840046	11.982302594869701	13.2618918876778	13.3125325866986	12.193532576642699	







Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	9.3444916469693506	17.498116110200499	17.370851808864298	15.9609590713175	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	7.9796479334094101	14.5773686214938	13.7426807406555	14.028216356101501	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	7.7932573947095696	11.272816119765	11.805884991055599	11.982302594869701	Equipment Manufacturing	Distribution	Contracting Services	Control Modules	8.9986691095952391	10.0840892865043	11.252156641535301	12.193532576642699	









Company Financial Metrics

		Public Comparable Companies



				Equipment Manufacturing

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Gross
Margin (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual EBITDA Margin (Expected 12/31/2022)		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual GM (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual EBITDA (Expected 1/1/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		2023 Annual Sales (Expected 1/1/2022)		CAGR				Company				Gross
Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR								Company		Revenue
1/1		Revenue
12/31		EBITDA
(1/1)		EBITDA
(12/31)		CAGR		CAGR

				Ticker																2021-2023E (12/31/2022)																2021-2023E (1/1/2022)												2021-2023E										1-Jan		31-Dec		1-Jan		31-Dec		1-Jan		31-Dec

				NasdaqGS:AAON		AAON, Inc.				United States		$535		$1,010		26.3%		17.8%		37.4%		$156		$875		22.1%		28.7%		$158		$716		$758		19.1%				Equipment Manufacturing				31.1%		15.1%		7.9%								Equipment Manufacturing		$   202.6		$   192.4		$   26.5		$   24.3		10.5%		7.9%		-0.0506761453				-0.0833522413

				NYSE:CARR		Carrier Global Corporation				United States		$20,613		$21,681		27.4%		15.9%		2.6%		$3,245		$20,407		16.4%		30.0%		$3,492		$21,294		$22,103		3.6%				Distribution				27.9%		11.7%		13.3%								Distribution		$   53.6		$   58.1		$   6.1		$   7.2		9.4%		13.3%		0.0847362796				0.1668102282

				TSE:6367		Daikin Industries,Ltd.				Japan		$18,933		$29,002		34.8%		14.5%		23.8%		$3,640		$25,117		15.0%		35.0%		$3,834		$25,621		$27,085		19.6%				Contracting Services				14.6%		7.9%		9.4%								Contracting Services		$   29.6		$   29.9		$   2.0		$   1.9		6.4%		9.4%		0.0115352541				-0.0224478526

				SHSE:600690		Haier Smart Home Co., Ltd.				China		$33,591		$39,160		31.1%		8.6%		8.0%		$3,111		$36,160		8.8%		30.6%		$3,529		$40,219		$43,647		14.0%				Control Modules				37.1%		25.5%		5.1%								Control Modules		$   96.6		$   94.2		$   23.0		$   22.2		7.2%		5.1%		-0.0250188057				-0.0325112783

				NYSE:JCI		Johnson Controls International plc				Ireland		$23,668		$26,945		32.9%		14.7%		6.7%		$3,727		$25,332		15.9%		33.9%		$4,101		$25,790		$27,300		7.4%

				NYSE:LII		Lennox International Inc.				United States		$4,194		$4,687		27.3%		15.5%		5.7%		$736		$4,739		16.9%		29.1%		$753		$4,449		$4,598		4.7%

				SZSE:000333		Midea Group Co., Ltd.				China		$50,372		$55,487		23.6%		10.2%		5.0%		$5,249		$51,364		10.8%		25.9%		$6,205		$57,255		$61,896		10.9%

				OM:NIBE B		NIBE Industrier AB (publ)				Sweden		$2,974		$4,154		31.0%		17.7%		18.2%		$663		$3,750		19.0%		33.3%		$713		$3,748		$4,096		17.4%

				NYSE:REZI		Resideo Technologies, Inc.				United States		$5,846		$6,548		27.5%		11.6%		5.8%		$741		$6,376		12.0%		27.5%		$728		$6,091		$6,404		4.7%

				NYSE:SPXC		SPX Technologies, Inc.				United States		$1,220		$1,517		35.7%		15.4%		11.5%		$224		$1,451		15.5%		35.7%		$213		$1,377		$1,477		10.1%

				OM:SYSR		Systemair AB (publ)				Sweden		$822		$1,103		34.9%		12.5%		15.9%		$120		$964		13.2%		35.3%		$134		$1,012		$1,072		14.2%

				NYSE:TT		Trane Technologies plc				Ireland		$14,136		$16,428		31.2%		16.9%		7.8%		$2,674		$15,817		17.5%		32.6%		$2,635		$15,047		$15,789		5.7%





														Mean		30.3%		14.3%		12.4%		$24,287		$192,351		15.3%		31.5%		$26,495		$202,619				10.9%

														Median		31.1%		15.1%		7.9%						15.7%		31.6%								10.5%





				Distribution

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

				OM:BEIJ B		Beijer Ref AB (publ)				Sweden		$1,630		$2,413		26.4%		12.0%		21.7%		$256		$2,137		12.0%		0.0%		$247		$2,062		$2,219		16.7%

				NYSE:FERG		Ferguson plc				United Kingdom		$22,792		$29,256		30.7%		10.9%		13.3%		$3,109		$28,524		10.3%		31.0%		$2,694		$26,153		$27,372		9.6%

				ASX:REH		Reece Limited				Australia		$4,357		$5,653		27.9%		11.3%		13.9%		$563		$4,980		11.3%		0.0%		$563		$4,966		$5,217		9.4%

				NYSE:WSO		Watsco, Inc.				United States		$6,280		$7,436		27.9%		11.7%		8.8%		$858		$7,309		10.1%		26.2%		$655		$6,472		$6,637		2.8%

				NYSE:GWW		W.W. Grainger, Inc.				United States		$13,022		$15,889		38.0%		15.7%		10.5%		$2,385		$15,182		14.2%		37.0%		$1,986		$13,938		$15,003		7.3%





														Mean		30.2%		12.3%		13.6%		$7,170		$58,132		11.6%		18.8%		$6,145		$53,591				9.2%

														Median		27.9%		11.7%		13.3%						11.3%		31.0%								9.4%





				Contracting Services

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin
(Expected 12/31/2022)		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

				NYSE:FIX		Comfort Systems USA, Inc.				United States		$3,074		$4,361		17.7%		7.9%		19.1%		$323		$4,092		9.7%		19.2%		$319		$3,300		$3,480		6.4%

				NYSE: EME		EMCOR Group, Inc.				United States		$9,904		$11,784		14.2%		5.9%		9.1%		$652		$11,000		6.6%		15.8%		$676		$10,246		$10,753		4.2%

				ENXTPA:SPIE		SPIE SA				France		$7,600		$8,838		87.6%		8.8%		7.8%		$753		$8,531		8.7%		86.8%		$761		$8,758		$9,060		9.2%

				OM:BRAV		Bravida Holding AB (publ)				Sweden		$2,110		$2,541		15.0%		8.2%		9.8%		$202		$2,447		8.6%		15.0%		$217		$2,524		$2,624		11.5%

				NYSE:TPC		Tutor Perini Corporation				United States		$4,642		$4,066		4.0%		-0.3%		-6.4%		-$12		$3,854		7.4%		10.2%		$354		$4,754		$5,198		5.8%





														Mean		27.7%		6.1%		7.9%		$1,929		$29,924		8.2%		29.4%		$1,974		$29,582				7.4%

														Median		14.6%		7.9%		9.4%						8.6%		15.4%								6.4%





				Control Modules

				Ticker		Company				Country		2021 Annual Sales		2023 Annual Sales (Expected)		Gross Margin		EBITDA Margin		CAGR		2022 EBITDA (Expected 12/31/2022)		2022 Annual Sales (Expected 12/31/2022)

				Ticker																2021-2023E

		t		NYSE:EMR		Emerson Electric Co.				United States		$18,236		$14,916		41.4%		25.7%		-9.6%		$5,034		$19,612		23.8%		42.4%		$4,628		$19,437		$20,452		5.9%

				NasdaqGS:HON		Honeywell International Inc.				United States		$34,392		$36,842		32.8%		25.3%		3.5%		$8,986		$35,539		26.3%		35.2%		$9,684		$36,878		$39,335		6.9%

				XTRA:IFX		Infineon Technologies AG				Germany		$11,886		$16,566		43.1%		32.7%		18.1%		$4,487		$13,735		31.4%		40.4%		$4,569		$14,531		$15,888		15.6%

				NYSE:JCI		Johnson Controls International plc				Ireland		$23,668		$26,945		32.9%		14.7%		6.7%		$3,727		$25,332		15.9%		33.9%		$4,101		$25,790		$27,300		7.4%





														Mean		37.5%		24.6%		4.7%		$22,234		$94,218		24.4%		38.0%		$22,981		$96,636				9.0%

														Median		37.1%		25.5%		5.1%						25.0%		37.8%								7.2%
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Precedent Transaction Analysis

				Date Closed		Target		Location		Acquirer		Deal Size
(US$M)		Deal Description		EV/
EBITDA		EV/
Revenue

				Pending								$440		Aggreko Ltd, the UK-based provider of specialist power and temperature control rental services in two main product areas, mobile electricity generators, and temperature control equipment announced the acquisition of Resolute Industrial LLC, the US-based provider of water- and air-cooled chiller rental services		8.3x		3.0x				Dailybusinessgroup.co.uk

				Pending								$4,400		Chart Industries Inc., the US-based manufacturer of equipment used in the production, storage, and end-use of hydrocarbon and industrial gases, announced the acquisition of Howden Group Ltd, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment, including industrial fans, heaters, compressors, and steam turbines		12.9x		0.8x

				Pending								$86		Ingersoll Rand Inc., a global provider of mission-critical flow creation and industrial solutions, announced the acquisition of Everest Blowers Private Limited, the Indian market leader for customized blower and vacuum pump solutions, and Airmax Groupe, a French compressed air specialist with strong end-user relationships and a technician network focused on aftermarket service		-		2.5x

				Jan-23								$1,275		Beijer Ref AB, a Sweden-based refrigeration and air conditioning technology distribution company has acquired Heritage Distribution Holdings, a US-based HVACR equipment distribution business		13.4x		2.0x

				Jan-23								$525		Ingersoll Rand Inc., the US-based provider of flow control, compression equipment, and associated aftermarket parts, acquired the air treatment Business from SPX FLOW Inc., the industrial equipment manufacturer engaged in providing and supplying engineered flow components, process equipment, and turn-key systems		-		2.9x

				Dec-22								$342		Spirax-Sarco Engineering plc, the UK-based manufacturer of a range of products for the efficient management of steam and other industrial fluids, acquired Durex International Corp., the US-based company specializing in designing and manufacturing custom thermal solutions		13.5x		4.5x

				May-22								$52		DXP Enterprises, the US-based industrial supplies distributor, acquired Cisco Air Systems, Inc., a US-based distributor of air compressors and related products and services		7.5x		1.2x				Marketscreener.com

				Jun-21								$3,625		Madison Industries, one of the world’s largest privately held companies and a provider of industrial solutions, acquired Nortek Air, a leader in providing critical air management, thermal, and HVAC solutions		12.5x		2.3x

				May-21								$870		Johnson Controls International plc, the Ireland-based company engaged in the manufacture of commercial and residential HVAC equipment and systems, acquired Silent-Aire Limited Partnership, a Canada-based designer and manufacturer of custom air handlers and modular data centers for hyperscale cloud and colocation providers		-		13.6x

				Mar-21								$108		Flex-Tek, a US-based provider of engineered components that move heat, fluid, and gases,  acquired Royal Metal Products, a US-based manufacturer of residential and light commercial HVAC products		-		1.4x

				Feb-21								$291		Polypipe Group, a manufacturer of pressure-rated high density polyethylene pipes acquired ADEY Innovation, a manufacturer and supplier of heating and cooling systems		11.7x		4.1x

				Feb-21								$19		Ferro Group, a Poland-based manufacturer and distributor of plumbing equipment, acquired Termet S.A., a Poland-based manufacturer of HVACR equipment		8.0x		0.6x

				Feb-21								$5		Volution Group plc, a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy-efficient indoor air quality solutions, acquired Nordiska Klimatfabriken AB, a Sweden-based manufacturer of low-carbon residential ventilation equipment		-		3.3x

				Jan-21								$419		Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, a private equity firm focused on the industrial, manufacturing, and IT sectors, acquired Wolseley UK Limited, a leading specialist distributor of plumbing HVACR equipment		-		0.2x

				Dec-20								$52		Volution Group plc, a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy-efficient indoor air quality solutions,  acquired ClimaRad B.V., the market leader for decentralized ventilation systems in the Netherlands		-		6.4x

				Nov-20								$360		CSW Industrials Inc, the US-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, acquired TRUaire, the US-based supplier of passive air handling solutions		10.7x		3.6x

				Nov-20								$233		Madison Industries, one of the world's largest privately held companies and a provider of industrial solutions, through its subsidiary Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC acquired United Coolair Corporation, the US-based company engaged in manufacturing and providing complex HVAC systems		-		3.6x

				Jan-20								$71		GDI Integrated Facility Services, a Canada-based company engaged in providing integrated facility services, acquired ESC Automation, a US-based provider of integration services for security and HVAC systems		-		0.5x



														Mean		10.9x		3.1x

														Median		11.7x		2.7x
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Transactions wo Multiples





				Date Closed		Target		Sub-Sector		Acquirer		Deal Value		Description

				Jan-23				Contracting Services				$6079		Brookfield Infrastructure Partners, the Canada based investor and operator of utility businesses, transport and energy businesses, and timber assets has acquired HomeServe plc, the UK based provider of home warranties and residential repair services.

				Dec-22				Equipment
Manufacturing				-		Capital Export SAS, the France based private equity investment fund, has acquired SEAT Ventilation SA, the local France-based designer and manufacturer of industrial fans.

				Dec-22				Service
Firms				-		Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning systems has acquired Stan Gelber & Sons Inc, the local HVAC Contractor.

				Dec-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Airefco, the United States based distributor of HVAC equipment, parts and supplies.

				Dec-22				Control Modules				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired Venstar Inc, the United States based thermostat and energy management system manufacturer.

				Nov-22				Equipment
Manufacturing				-		Munters Group AB, the Sweden based producer and marketer of air ventilation and dehumidification units and systems has acquired Hygromedia LLC, the United States based manufacturer of desiccant dehumidification media.

				Nov-22				Distribution				-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts has acquired through its subsidiary Munch's Supply LLC, Bell Simons Co, the local distributor of heating, air conditioning, plumbing and refrigeration equipment.

				Nov-22				Distribution				-		The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Fortress Group Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment.

				Nov-22				Service
Firms				-		Astara Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm has acquired Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning, the US based provider of air conditioning, heating, and appliance services.

				Nov-22				Service
Firms				-		Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired M.E. Flow, a provider of heating, air conditioning and plumbing maintenance, repair, and replacement services.

				Nov-22				Distribution				$44		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning and heating equipment has acquired acquire Australian Air Conditioning Distributors, an Australian based distributor of HVACR equipment.

				Oct-22				Control 
Modules				$45		Borromin Capital Management GmbH has acquired Eberle Controls GmbH, the local manufacturer and distributor of heating and air-conditioning controls. 

				Oct-22				Contracting Services				-		NearU HVAC Services, the United States based provider of HVAC repair and installation services has acquired Kendal Air Heating & Cooling Inc, the US-based leading provider of HVAC services.

				Oct-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Cold Chain Capital LLC, the private equity firm engaged in investing for HVACR: Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration companies has acquired Morgana SAS, the France based manufacturer of made-to-measure finned heat exchangers.

				Oct-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based heritage Distribution Holdings is a part of Gryphon has acquired Coastal Supply Co Inc, the local HVAC/R distributor servicing.

				Oct-22				Distribution				-		Beijer Ref, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning/heating equipment, acquires Easy Air Conditioning, the UK-based distributor of commercial AC and heat recovery system supplies.

				Oct-22				Contracting Services				$50		LTP Home Services Group, the United States based us-based leading residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions has acquired Acree Plumbing Air & Electric, the local HVAC services and Air conditioning contractor.

				Sep-22				Contracting Services				-		Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc, the United States based provider of installation, preventative maintenance, and repair for foodservice facilities has acquired Allied Service Group, the local mechanical and electrical contractor for the mechanical services of air conditioning, heating, ventilation, and refrigeration.

				Sep-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Ronin Equity Partners LLC, the US based private equity firm has acquired MTL Cool, the Canada based commercial refrigeration equipment manufacturer.

				Sep-22				Distribution				-		Dakota Supply Group, the US based distributor of HVACR equipment and supplies, has acquired Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. a distributor of plumbing and HVAC products in Bismarck and Minot, North Dakota. 

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		Fix-It Group, the United States based provider of plumbing, heating, electrical and AC repairs and upgrades, services has acquired Airmax Group, the local provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners.

				Aug-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor has acquired Controlled Temp Supply, the local controlled Temp Supply providing HVAC/R equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in Oxford, MS.

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		OMERS Private Equity Inc, the Canada based private equity firm has acquired Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning installation and repair service from Huron Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity investment firm.

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		NSi Industries LLC, the US based manufacturer of electrical lugs has acquired Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc, the local US-based manufacturer and distributor of components and tools designed heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration and appliance parts. 

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$227		Audax Group LP, the United States based private equity firm, has acquired Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the local manufacturer of high quality air filters.

				Aug-22				Contracting Services				-		Heartland Home Services Inc, the United States based provider of heating and air-conditioning contracting services has acquired Hurlburt Heating AC & Plumbing, the local company operating in HVACR equipment services.

				Aug-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Capital Export SAS, the private equity investment fund and Rives Croissance SAS, the venture capital firm, has acquired ACFRI International SAS, the France based manufacturer of refrigeration equipment for the catering business, have acquired the company.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$42		Nederman Holding AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of work environment equipment, including extraction systems, vacuum cleaning and workplace acoustics has acquired RoboVent Products Group Inc, the United States based provider of industrial ventilation and filtration solutions.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				$23		RLJ Equity partners backed portfolio company, Flow Service Partners, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration and plumbing services has acquired R Brooks Mechanical Heating & Air Conditioning Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation and air conditioning services. 

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC, the United States based midwestern-focused platform of Craft Work Capital Partners LLC has acquired a controlling stake in Sexson Mechanical Corp, the local company that provides a full suite of mechanical and electrical contracting services, including that for HVACR, electrical, and plumbing systems. 

				Jul-22				Distribution				-		HOP Energy LLC, the United States based full service energy company has acquired Rycor HVAC, the local full-service reseller of Mitsubishi mini-split heat pump systems.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		A-Gas US Inc, the United States based provider of the supply and life cycle management of specialty chemicals such as refrigerants, hydrocarbon blowing agents has acquired Certified Refrigerant Services Inc, the local refrigerant management and logistics company servicing all segments of the refrigerant and HVAC industry. 

				Jul-22				Distribution				-		Aquarius Water Conditioning Inc, the Canada based HVACR service provider, has acquired Comfort Control Systems, Inc. a distributor and installer of HVACR equipment. 

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, a listed Japan-based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired a majority stake in CM3 Building Solutions Inc, the United States based provider of building services including automation and technology, energy services, security and fire protection, and HVAC support.

				Jul-22				Contracting Services				-		Any Hour Electric Inc, the United States based provider of HVAC services has acquired Magic Electric Plumbing Heating & Air, the local provider of Plumbing, Heating & Air services.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Protectoseal Co, the United States based manufacturer of a wide variety of tank vents and fittings. has acquired Elmac Technologies Limited, the United Kingdom based auk-based maker of flame arresters and low pressure venting equipment.

				Jul-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$52		Middleby Corp, the United States based developer, manufacturer and marketer of a broad line of equipment used for commercial food preparation as well as residential kitchen equipment has acquired Icetro Co Ltd, the South Korea based industrial refrigeration and refrigeration equipment manufacturer.

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired Pro Plumbing Services LLC, the local provider of plumbing, electrical, heating, and air conditioning services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and home services company has acquired Doug's Service Co, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, electrical, and plumbing services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and home services company has acquired Dallas Plumbing Co, the local provider of HVAC and plumbing services. 

				Jun-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Aaron & Company Inc, the United States based distributor of plumbing supply, HVAC and sheet metal wholesale. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		Arcticom Group LLC, the United States based provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry has acquired Tomco Mechanical Corp, the local provider of refrigeration and HVAC services. 

				Jun-22				Contracting Services				-		American Residential Services, a Memphis, Tennessee-based provider of residential heating, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC) and plumbing services, has acquired a family of companies including Absolute Air, Captain Electric, and OyBoy Heating and Cooling, which provide HVACR and electrical services.

				Jun-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Audax Management Co LLC, the United States based private equity firm. has acquired Thermogenics Inc, a Canada based manufacturer of steam and hot-water boilers.

				Jun-22				Control Modules				$1000		One Rock Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity firm, is to acquire Therm O Disc Inc the United States based manufacturer of temperature sensors and controls for the HVAC, appliance, automotive, and electronics industries.

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Altamont Capital Management LLC, the United States based private equity firm has acquired Service Minds Inc, the local owner and operator of multiple franchisees including Mister Sparky, One Hour Heating & AC and Benjamin Franklin Plumbing systems providing electrical, plumbing and HVAC services. 

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services has acquired Almcoe Refrigeration Company, the local service agency specializing in refrigeration for commercial, retail, and industrial cold storage operations.

				May-22				Distribution				-		Industrial Opportunity Partners, a US based private equity firm, has acquired N.B. Handy Company, Inc. a distributor of metals, HVAC, commercial roofing, and machinery products.

				May-22				Contracting Services				-		Wrench Group LLC, the United States based provider of home maintenance and repair services specializing in heating, ventilation and air conditioning, plumbing and electrical services has acquired NexGen HVAC & Plumbing LLC, the local provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services.

				May-22				Control Modules				-		Lorraine Capital, the US based private equity firm has acquired ICM Controls, the US based family-owned electronic controls manufacturer for the HVAC industry. 

				May-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$35		Daikin Industries, a Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired CCOM Group, Inc., a distributor of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning equipment (HVAC) in the United States.

				Apr-22				Contracting Services				-		Emergent Cold Latin America, the Brazil based temperature-controlled warehousing and logistics provider has acquired Frigometro SAS, the Colombia based provider of cold storage solutions.

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor. 

				Apr-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		NB Renaissance Partners, the US-based private equity, has agreed to acquire Arbo Spa the Italy based distributor of spare parts, components and accessories for heating, air conditioning and domestic boilers, in a management buyout transaction. 

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Munch's Supply LLC, the US based distributor of HVACR equipment, has acquired System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co., a HVAC wholesale distributor.

				Apr-22				Contracting Services				-		Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Wardlaw Heating & Cooling, the local an air conditioning solutions provider.

				Apr-22				Distribution				-		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based distributor of HVACR equipment has acquired, Mackay Air Supplies, the Australia based company that engages in the distribution of HVAC&R.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Concentric Equity Partners LP, the private equity firm has acquired Conditioned Air Solutions, the United States based owned and operated Commercial and Residential HVAC company. 

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Catterton Management Co LLC, the private equity firm has acquired LTP Home Services Group, the United States based residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Frontier Service Partners, the United States based residential services company has acquired AB May Co, the local residential services company offering HVAC, plumbing and electrical services.

				Mar-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		A group of investors led by Tikehau Capital, is to acquire LMB, the local designer and manufacturer of high performance fans and AC/DC Brushless motors for the aerospace and defense markets.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		McNally Capital LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm also providing advisory services has invested in Smith & Oby Co, the local HVAC and plumbing mechanical contractor. 

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Comfort Group, the local provider of residential heating, cooling, and indoor air quality services.

				Mar-22				Contracting Services				-		Rush Street Ventures, the United States based US-based private equity firm has acquired a controlling stake in Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning, the local US-based heating, air conditioning, electrical, home renovation and handyman services provider.

				Feb-22				Equipment Manufacturing				-		Zehnder Group AG, the Switzerland based manufacturer of furnaces, measuring instruments, battery charges, sheet metal housing and welding machines through its subsidiaries has agreed to acquire Airia Brands Inc, the Canada based company engaged in development, manufacturing and distribution of heat recovery ventilation systems. 

				Feb-22				Distribution				-		Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Benoist Brothers Supply Co., the local us-based family owned HVAC firm. 

				Feb-22				Contracting Services				-		SEI Group Inc, the United States based provider of installation services of products including insulation, garage doors, and house wrap for single-family and multi-family residential buildings has acquired Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces LLC and Cool Insulation Co, the local providers of insulation solutions.

				Feb-22				Contracting Services				-		The Kelvin Group, the United States-based provider of industrial and commercial mission-critical mechanical services, process safety management, and environmental compliance has acquired Refrigeration Design & Service Inc, the local the company provides a full line of services to meet the needs of the industrial refrigeration marketplace.

				Jan-22				Equipment Manufacturing				$354		Compagnie Benelux Participations, the investment firm which engages in private equity buy-outs and growth capital investments has acquired a majority stake in Groupe Climater SAS, the local air-conditioning equipment manufacturer and installer.

				Jan-22				Contracting Services				-		A&M Capital Partners LP, the United States based private equity fund of Alvarez & Marsal Capital, LLC has acquired a majority stake in Arcticom Group LLC, the local provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry.

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products, has acquired acquire Plumbers Supply Co, the United States based owned wholesale distributor of pipe valves & fittings, pumps/hydronics, electric and hand tools. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Chroma ATE Inc, the Taiwan (China) based manufacturer of testing equipment and solutions for electronics in various industries has acquired Environmental Stress Systems Inc, the United States based supplier of thermal platforms, space simulation thermal chambers, cascade condensers, and liquid recirculating chillers.

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired ThermalNetics Inc, a United States based supplier of heating and cooling equipment. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, has acquired a majority stake in TriState HVAC Equipment LLP, the United States based representative and integrator of commercial HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) mechanical systems and related equipment. 

				Jan-22				Distribution				-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts, has acquired Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products.
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				Announced Date		Completed Date		Target Company		Bidder Company		Deal Value USD(m)		Deal Description

				1/6/23		Pending		G.A. Larson co		Hajoca Corporation

				1/2/23		Pending		Williams Distributing		Daikin Industries Limited				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired Williams Distributing Co, the United States based distributor of heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment and residential building products. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/28/22		Pending		Resolute Industrial, LLC (100% Stake)		Aggreko PLC		$   440.0		Aggreko Ltd, the United Kingdom based provider of specialist power and temperature control rental services in two main product areas, mobile electricity generators, and temperature control equipment is to acquire Resolute Industrial LLC, the United States based provider of water- and air-cooled chiller rental services from AE Industrial Partners LP, the private equity firm focused on investing in the aerospace, power generation, and specialty industrial markets. The consideration was $440m. The transaction provides an exit strategy for AE Industrial Partners LP.

				12/16/22		12/16/22		SEAT Ventilation SA (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Capital Export SAS				Capital Export SAS, the France based private equity investment fund. has acquired SEAT Ventilation SA, the local france-based designer and manufacturer of industrial fans from Ciclad SAS, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Ciclad SAS.

				12/15/22		Pending		Heritage Distribution Holdings (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Beijer Ref AB		$   1,275.0		Beijer Ref AB, the Sweden based wholesaler of commercial refrigeration, industrial refrigeration, air conditioning and heating equipment is to acquire 98% of https://heritagedistribution.com/, the United States based distribution company for Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning and Refrigeration from Gryphon Investors Inc private equity firm. The consideration was $1.275bn. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Gryphon Investors Inc. The transaction is conditional upon regulatory approvals and customary closing conditions and is expected to close early in Q1 2023.

				12/13/22		12/13/22		Stan Gelber & Sons (100% Stake)		Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC				Service Experts Heating & Air Conditioning LLC, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning systems has acquired Stan Gelber & Sons Inc, the local HVAC Contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/2/22		12/2/22		Airefco (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Airefco, the United States based distributor of HVAC equipment, parts and supplies. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/2/22		12/2/22		Venstar, Inc. (100% Stake)		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin North America LLC				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, through its subsidiary Daikin North America LLC, the United States based air-conditioning equipment manufacturer, has acquired Venstar Inc, the United States based thermostat and energy management system manufacturer. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/18/22		11/18/22		Hygromedia LLC (100% Stake); Rotor Source Inc (100% Stake)		Munters Group AB				Munters Group AB, the Sweden based producer and marketer of air ventilation and dehumidification units and systems has acquired Hygromedia LLC, the United States based manufacturer of desiccant dehumidification media from Air Holdings AB, the local company manufacturing desiccant rotors. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/10/22		11/10/22		BellSimons  (100% Stake)		Munch's Supply LLC; Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts has acquired through its subsidiary Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products Bell Simons Co, the local distributor of heating, air conditioning, plumbing and refrigeration equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc is backed by GenStar Capital LLC.

				11/9/22		Pending		Howden Group Limited (100% Stake)		Chart Industries, Inc.		$   4,400.0		KPS Capital Partners LP, a private equity firm, is reportedly looking to sell Howden Group Ltd, the United KIngdon based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment including industrial fans, heaters, compressors and steam turbines. The terms of the deal are undisclosed, but KPS may seek valuation of $3.5bn for Howden as per Bloomberg. The transaction provides an exit strategy for KPS Capital Partners LP. 9 Nov 22 - Chart Industries Inc, the United States based manufacturer of equipment used in the production, storage and end-use of hydrocarbon and industrial gases is to acquire Howden Group Ltd, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air and gas handling equipment including industrial fans, heaters, compressors and steam turbines from KPS Capital Partners LP, the United Kingdom based private equity firm. The consideration was $4.4bn, which consist of $3.3bn paid in cash, $1.1bn paid in convertible preferred. The transaction provides an exit strategy for KPS Capital Partners LP. The transaction is subject to certain regulatory approvals and the satisfaction of other customary closing conditions and is expected to close in the first half of 2023.

				11/7/22		11/7/22		Fortress Group Inc (100% Stake)		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Fortress Group Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipments. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/4/22		11/4/22		Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning (100% Stake)		Astara Capital Partners				Astara Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm has acquired Del-Air Heating & Air Conditioning, the US based provider of air conditioning, heating, and appliance services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/2/22		11/2/22		M.E. Flow (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired M.E. Flow, a provider of heating, air conditioning and plumbing maintenance, repair, and replacement services throughout northern Virginia and parts of West Virginia. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/27/22		Pending		Airmax Group (100% Stake); Everest Blowers Pvt Ltd (100% Stake); Everest Blower Systems Pvt Ltd (100% Stake)		Ingersoll Rand Inc.		$   86.0		Ingersoll Rand Inc, the United States based provider of flow control and compression equipment and associated aftermarket parts, consumables and services has acquired Everest Blowers Pvt Ltd, Everest Blower System Pvt Ltd, the India based manufacturers of blowers and vacuum systems and Airmax Group, the United States based provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners. The combined all-cash upfront purchase price of approximately $86m with additional potential consideration based on achievement of Everest financial targets. The transactions are expected to close in the fourth quarter of 2022.

				10/27/22		10/27/22		Eberle Controls GmbH (100% Stake)		Borromin Capital Management GmbH; Existing Management		$   45.1		The Management of Eberle Controls GmbH, the local manufacturer and distributor of heating and air-conditioning controls. has acquired the company along with Borromin Capital Management GmbH, from Schneider Electric GmbH, the local company engaged in providing energy management and automation solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/24/22		10/24/22		Kendal Air Heating and Cooling Inc (100% Stake)		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services, the United States based provider of HVAC repair and installation services has acquired Kendal Air Heating & Cooling Inc, the US-based leading provider of HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/12/22		10/12/22		Morgana SAS (100% Stake); Samifi France (100% Stake)		Cold Chain Capital, LLC				Cold Chain Capital LLC, the private equity firm engaged in investing for HVACR: Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration companies has acquired Morgana SAS, the France based manufacturer of made-to-measure finned heat exchangers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/12/22		10/12/22		Coastal Supply Co (100% Stake)		Heritage Distribution Holdings				Heritage Distribution Holdings, the United States based heritage Distribution Holdings is a part of Gryphon has acquired Coastal Supply Co Inc, the local hVAC/R distributor servicing. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/6/22		1/3/23		SPX FLOW Inc (Air Treatment Business) (100% Stake)		Ingersoll Rand Inc.		$   525.0		Ingersoll Rand Inc, the United States based provider of flow control and compression equipment and associated aftermarket parts, consumables and services is to acquire the local air Treatment Business from SPX FLOW Inc, the local industrial equipment manufacturer that is engaged in providing and suppling engineered flow components, process equipment and turn-key systems. The consideration was $525m. The all-cash transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter upon obtaining required regulatory approvals. 3 Jan 23 - The transaction has been completed.

				10/4/22		10/4/22		Easyairconditioning Limited		Beijer Ref AB

				10/1/22		10/1/22		Acree Plumbing Air & Electric (100% Stake)		LTP Home Services Group		$   50.0		LTP Home Services Group, the United States based uS-based leading residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions has acquired Acree Plumbing Air & Electric, the local hVAC services and Air conditioning contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/28/22		12/2/22		Durex International Corp (100% Stake)		Spirax-Sarco Engineering Plc		$   342.2		Spirax-Sarco Engineering plc, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of a range of products for the efficient management of steam and other industrial fluids is to acquire Durex International Corp, the United States based company specializing in designing and manufacturing custom thermal solutions. The consideration was $342.2m. The transaction is expected to close in October 2022, following regulatory approval.

				9/27/22		9/27/22		Allied Service Group  (100% Stake)		Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc				Commercial Foodservice Repair Company Inc, the United States based provider of installation, preventative maintenance, and repair for foodservice facilities has acquired Allied Service Group, the local mechanical and electrical contractor, specializing in the mechanical services of air conditioning, heating, ventilation, refrigeration and electrical system. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/19/22		11/1/22		Australian airconditioning distributors		Beijer Ref AB		$   44.4

				9/19/22		9/19/22		MTL COOL (100% Stake)		Ronin Equity Partners, Inc				Ronin Equity Partners LLC, the private Equity Firm has acquired MTL Cool, the Canada based commercial refrigeration. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/1/22		9/1/22		Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc.		Dakota Supply Group, Inc.		-		Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. operates as a distributor of plumbing and HVAC products in Bismarck and Minot, North Dakota. The company was founded in 1949 and is based in Bismarck, North Dakota. As of September 1, 2022, Western Steel & Plumbing, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Dakota Supply Group, Inc.

				8/31/22		8/31/22		Airmax Group (100% Stake)		Fix-It Group				Fix-It Group, the United States based provider of plumbing, heating, electrical and AC repairs and upgrades, services has acquired Airmax Group, the local provider of heating and air conditioning services for homeowners. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Fix-It Group is backed by New Harbor Capital LLC, a United States, private equity firm.

				8/30/22		8/30/22		Controlled Temp Supply (100% Stake)		Ed's Supply Company				Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor has acquired Controlled Temp Supply, the local controlled Temp Supply providing HVAC/R equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in Oxford, MS. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/17/22		8/17/22		Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc (100% Stake)		NSi Industries, LLC				NSi Industries LLC, the United States based manufacturer of electrical lugs has acquired Sealed Unit Parts Co Inc, the local uS-based manufacturer and distributor of components and tools designed heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration and appliance parts. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/15/22		8/15/22		Rensa Filtration (100% Stake)		Audax Group, Inc.		$   227.0		Audax Group LP, the United States based private equity firm, has acquired Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the local manufacturer of high quality air filters, from Duchossois Capital Management LLC, the local investment firm, and Edgewater Services LLC, the local Private equity firm specializing in lower middle market growth capital investments. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/5/22		8/24/22		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc. (100% Stake)		OMERS Private Equity Inc				5 Aug 22 - OMERS Private Equity Inc, the Canada based private equity firm is to acquire Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning installation and repair service from Huron Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity investment firm, specializing in facilitating management buyouts, recapitalizations, corporate spinoffs, and buy-and-build strategies. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Huron Capital Partners LLC. 24 Aug 22 - The transaction was completed.

				8/4/22		8/4/22		Hurlburt Heating, AC, & Plumbing (100% Stake)		Heartland Home Services, Inc.				Heartland Home Services Inc, the United States based provider of heating and air-conditioning contracting services has acquired Hurlburt Heating AC & Plumbing, the local company operating in Refrigeration equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/2/22		8/2/22		Atelier Construction Frigorifique (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Capital Export SAS; Rives Growth				Capital Export SAS, the private equity investment fund and Rives Croissance SAS, the venture capital firm, along with the management of ACFRI International SAS, the France based manufacturer of refrigeration equipment for the catering business, have acquired the company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/29/22		7/29/22		RoboVent, Inc. (100% Stake)		Nederman		$   42.2		Nederman Holding AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of work environment equipment, including extraction systems, vacuum cleaning and workplace acoustics has acquired RoboVent Products Group Inc, the United States based provider of industrial ventilation and filtration solutions from Air Filtration Holdings LLC, the United States based manufacturer of high quality air filters. The consideration was SEK 430m ($42.24m).

				7/28/22		7/28/22		Blue Frontier, Inc		2150 UK Limited; VoLo Earth Ventures; Breakthrough Inc; Modern Niagara Group Inc		$   20.0		Breakthrough Inc, the United States based manufactures educational computer software has acquired an undisclosed stake in Blue Frontier Inc, the local uS-based developer of efficient air conditioning for commercial buildings. The consideration was $20m.

				7/27/22		7/27/22		R Brooks Mechanical Heating and Air Conditioning Inc (100% Stake)		Flow Service Partners		$   22.5		RLJ Equity partners backed portfolio company, Flow Service Partners, the United States based provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration and plumbing services has acquired R Brooks Mechanical Heating & Air Conditioning Inc, the local provider of heating, ventilation and air conditioning services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/19/22		7/19/22		Sexson Mechanical Company		Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC				Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC, the United States based midwestern-focused platform of Craft Work Capital Partners LLC has acquired a controlling stake in Sexson Mechanical Corp, the local company that provides a full suite of mechanical and electrical contracting services, including that for heating, ventilation, air conditioning, refrigeration, electrical, and plumbing systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Mid-Am Building Solutions LLC is backed by Craft Work Capital Partners LLC.

				7/18/22		7/18/22		Rycor HVAC (100% Stake)		HOP Energy LLC				HOP Energy LLC, the United States based full service energy company has acquired Rycor HVAC, the local full-service reseller of Mitsubishi mini-split heat pump systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/14/22		7/14/22		Certified Refrigerant Services Inc (100% Stake)		A-Gas Americas				A-Gas US Inc, the United States based provider of the supply and life cycle management of specialty chemicals such as refrigerants, hydrocarbon blowing agents has acquired Certified Refrigerant Services Inc, the local refrigerant management and logistics company servicing all segments of the refrigerant and HVAC industry. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/12/22		7/12/22		Comfort Control Systems, Inc.		Aquarius Water Conditioning, Inc.		-		Comfort Control Systems, Inc. distributes, sells, and installs heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment. The company was incorporated in 2022 and is based in De Pere, Wisconsin. As of July 12, 2022, Comfort Control Systems operates as a subsidiary of Aquarius Water Conditioning, Inc.

				7/8/22		7/8/22		CM3 Building Solutions Inc		Daikin Industries, Ltd.				Daikin Industries Ltd, a listed Japan-based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors, has acquired a majority stake in CM3 Building Solutions Inc, the United States based provider of building services including automation and technology, energy services, security and fire protection, and HVAC support. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/6/22		7/6/22		Magic Electric, Plumbing, Heating & Air (100% Stake); Perfect Plumbing, Heating & Air (100% Stake); Strongbuilt LLC (100% Stake)		Any Hour Services				Any Hour Electric Inc, the United States based provider of HVAC services has acquired Magic Electric Plumbing Heating & Air, the local provider of Plumbing, Heating & Air services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/4/22		7/4/22		Elmac Technologies Limited (100% Stake)		Protectoseal Co				Protectoseal Co, the United States based manufacturer of a wide variety of tank vents and fittings. has acquired Elmac Technologies Limited, the United Kingdom based uK-based maker of flame arresters and low pressure venting equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/29/22		6/29/22		Pro Plumbing Services  (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corp, the United States based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services has acquired Pro Plumbing Services LLC, the local provider of plumbing, electrical, heating, and air conditioning services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Southern HVAC Corp is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				6/23/22		6/23/22		Dallas Plumbing Co (100% Stake)		Air pros				Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") and home services company has acquired Dallas Plumbing Co, the local provider of HVAC and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/14/22		6/14/22		Aaron & Co Inc (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products has acquired Aaron & Company Inc, the United States based distributor of plumbing supply, HVAC and sheet metal wholesale. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/7/22		6/7/22		Tomco Mechanical Corp (100% Stake)		The Arcticom Group, LLC				Arcticom Group LLC, the United States based provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry has acquired Tomco Mechanical Corp, the local provider of refrigeration and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/2/22		6/2/22		OyBoy Heating and Cooling (100% Stake); Captain Electric (100% Stake); Absolute Air (100% Stake)		American Residential Services LLC				GI Partners LLC backed portfolio company, American Residential Services LLC, the United States based provides maintenance services for heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems. Also services plumbing, electrical and other systems in homes and small commercial buildings and provides installation services has acquired. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/2/22		6/2/22		Thermogenics Inc. (100% Stake)		Audax Private Equity Group				Audax Management Co LLC, the United States based private equity firm. has acquired Thermogenics Inc, a Canada based manufacturer of steam and hot-water boilers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/31/22		5/31/22		Service Minds Inc (100% Stake)		Altamont Capital Partners, Inc				Altamont Capital Management LLC, the United States based private equity firm has acquired Service Minds Inc, the local owner and operator of multiple franchisees including Mister Sparky, One Hour Heating & AC and Benjamin Franklin Plumbing systems providing electrical, plumbing and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/20/22		7/1/22		Icetro Co Ltd (100% Stake)		The Middleby Corporation		$   51.9		20 May 22 - Middleby Corp, the United States based developer, manufacturer and marketer of a broad line of equipment used for commercial food preparation as well as residential kitchen equipment is to acquire Icetro Co Ltd, the South Korea based industrial refrigeration and refrigeration equipment manufacturer. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 1 Jul 22 - The transaction has completed.

				5/19/22		1/4/23		Homeserve plc		Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P.		$   6,079.3

				5/17/22		5/17/22		Almcoe Refrigeration Company (100% Stake)		Smart Care Equipment Solutions ; Zone Climate Services Inc				Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services has acquired through its subsidiary EEC Acquisition LLC, the local provider of commercial kitchen repair, maintenance services, and parts for commercial cooking, refrigeration, ware washing, and other foodservice equipment Almcoe Refrigeration Company, the local service agency specializing in refrigeration for commercial, retail, and industrial cold storage operations. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Zone Climate Services Inc is a portfolio company of Wind Point Partners.

				5/17/22		5/17/22		N.B. Handy Company, Inc.		Industrial Opportunity Partners, LLC		-		N.B. Handy Company, Inc. distributes metals, HVAC, commercial roofing, and machinery products in Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia. The company was founded in 1891 and is based in Lynchburg, Virginia with locations in Rosedale and Hanover, Maryland; Springfield, Norfolk, Richmond, and Roanoke, Virginia; Charlotte, Greensboro, and Raleigh, North Carolina; Greenville and Columbia, South Carolina; and Atlanta, Georgia.

				5/5/22		5/5/22		NexGen Air Conditioning & Plumbing, LLC (100% Stake)		Wrench Group Inc.				Leonard Green & Partners LP backed portfolio company, Wrench Group LLC, the United States based provider of home maintenance and repair services specializing in heating, ventilation and air conditioning, plumbing and electrical services has acquired NexGen HVAC & Plumbing LLC, the local provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/3/22		5/3/22		Cisco Air Systems		DXP Enterprises		$   52.0		DXP Enterprises [NASDAQ:DXPE], a Houston, Texas-based industrial supplies distributor, acquired Cisco Air Systems, Inc., a Sacramento, California-based distributor of air compressors and related products and services. Financial terms were not disclosed.

				5/3/22		5/3/22		ICM Controls (100% Stake)		Lorraine Capital LLC				Lorraine Capital, the Private equity firm has acquired ICM Controls, the US based family-owned electronic controls manufacturer for the HVAC industry. The terms of the deal are undisclosed.

				4/26/22		4/26/22		Frigometro SAS (100% Stake)		Emergent Cold LatAm Management LLC				Emergent Cold Latin America, the Brazil based temperature-controlled warehousing and logistics provider has acquired Frigometro SAS, the Colombia based provider of cold storage solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				4/25/22		4/25/22		Ed's Supply Company (100% Stake)		Wittichen Supply Company				Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Ed's Supply Co Inc, the United States based wholesale HVAC Distributor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Gryphon Investors Inc is a portfolio company of Wittichen Supply Co.

				4/13/22		4/13/22		Arbo S.p.A (100% Stake)		Existing Management; NB Renaissance Partners				28 Jan 22 - Ersel Finanziaria SpA, the Italy based investment company is reportedly seeking buyers for Arbo SpA, the Italy based distributor of spare parts, components and accessories for heating, air conditioning and domestic boilers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 13 Apr 22 - NB Renaissance Partners, the US-based private equity, has agreed to acquire Arbo Spa, in a management buyout transaction. Terms were not disclosed.

				4/13/22		4/13/22		System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co.		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co. represents the combined operations of System Aire Supply Co., Inc. and Control-Aire Supply Co. in their sale to Munch's Supply LLC. As of April 13, 2022, System Aire Supply Co., Inc. / Control-Aire Supply Co. was acquired by Munch's Supply LLC. System Aire Supply Co., Inc. operates as a HVAC wholesale distributor. Control-Aire Supply Co. distributes HVAC systems. The companies are based in the United States.

				4/1/22		4/1/22		Wardlaw Heating and Cooling (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Wardlaw Heating & Cooling, the local an air conditioning solutions provider. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				4/1/22		4/1/22		Mackay Air Supplies		Beijer Ref AB (publ) (OM:BEIJ B)		-		Mackay Air Supplies engages in the distribution of HVAC&R. The company is based in West Mackay, Australia. As of April 1, 2022, Mackay Air Supplies operates as a subsidiary of Beijer Ref AB (publ).

				3/24/22		3/24/22		Conditioned Air Solutions (100% Stake)		Concentric Equity Partners, L.P.				Concentric Equity Partners LP, the private equity firm has acquired Conditioned Air Solutions, the United States based owned and operated Commercial and Residential HVAC company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				3/22/22		3/22/22		LTP Home Services Group (100% Stake)		L Catterton Management Limited				Catterton Management Co LLC, the private equity firm has acquired LTP Home Services Group, the United States based residential plumbing and HVAC services platform operating in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions from Thompson Street Capital Partners, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Thompson Street Capital Partners.

				3/18/22		5/2/22		CCOM Group, Inc.		Daikin Comfort Technologies North America, Inc.		$   34.8		CCOM Group, Inc., through its subsidiaries, distributes heating, ventilating, and air conditioning equipment (HVAC) in the United States. It also distributes whole-house generators; climate control systems; plumbing and electrical fixtures and supplies; and parts and accessories. In addition, the company provides control system design, custom control panel fabrication, technical field support, in-house training, and climate control consultation services for engineers and installers; and designs direct digital control systems, as well as systems that control multi-location facilities through the Internet. It markets its products to HVAC, plumbing, and electrical contractors; building contractors; and other users primarily in New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts, and portions of eastern Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Vermont. The company was formerly known as Colonial Commercial Corp. and changed its name to CCOM Group, Inc. in July 2012. CCOM Group, Inc. was founded in 1964 and is based in Hawthorne, New Jersey. As of May 2, 2022, CCOM Group, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Daikin Comfort Technologies North America, Inc.  

				3/11/22		3/11/22		A.B. May (100% Stake)		Frontier Service Partners				Frontier Service Partners, the United States based residential services company has acquired AB May Co, the local residential services company offering HVAC, plumbing and electrical services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Frontier Service Partners is a portfolio company of Imperial Capital Group Ltd.

				3/8/22		3/8/22		The Smith & Oby Company		McNally Capital, LLC				Mcnally Capital LLC, the United States based private Equity Firm also providing advisory services has invested in Smith & Oby Co, the local hVAC and plumbing mechanical contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				3/7/22		3/7/22		The Comfort Group (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Comfort Group, the local provider of residential heating, cooling, and indoor air quality services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, is a portfolio company of Gryphon Investors Inc.

				3/3/22		6/1/22		Therm-O-Disc Inc (100% Stake)		One Rock Capital Partners, LLC		$   1,000.0		26 Oct 21 - Emerson Electric Co, the United States based technology and engineering company providing innovative solutions for customers in industrial, commercial and residential markets is reportedly seeking buyers for Therm O Disc Inc, the United States based manufacturer of temperature sensors and controls for the HVAC, appliance, automotive, and electronics industries. The transaction could value Therm-O-Disc at about $1bn according to Bloomberg. 3 Mar 22 - One Rock Capital Partners LLC, the United States based private equity firm, is to acquire Therm O Disc Inc from Emerson Electric Co. The transaction is expected to close in the second calendar quarter of 2022 subject to regulatory approvals and other customary closing conditions 01 Jun 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				3/1/22		3/1/22		Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning		Rush Street Ventures				Rush Street Ventures, the United States based uS-based private equity firm has acquired a controlling stake in Harmonic Heating & Air Conditioning, the local uS-based heating, air conditioning, electrical, home renovation and handyman services provider. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/25/22		6/25/22		Doug's Service Co (100% Stake)		Air pros				Air Pros USA, the United States based residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") and home services company has acquired Doug's Service Co, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, electrical, and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/18/22		2/22/22		Airia Brands Inc. (100% Stake)		Zehnder Group AG				18 Feb 22 - Zehnder Group AG, the Switzerland based manufactures furnaces, measuring instruments, battery charges, sheet metal housing and welding machines through its subsidiaries has agreed to acquire Airia Brands Inc, the Canada based company engaged in development, manufacturing and distribution of heat recovery ventilation systems. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The completion is expected to take place in the next few days after the closing conditions have been fulfilled. 22 Feb 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				2/15/22		2/15/22		Benoist Brothers Supply Co. (100% Stake)		Wittichen Supply Company				Gryphon Investors Inc backed portfolio company, Wittichen Supply Co, the United States based wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service has acquired Benoist Brothers Supply Co., the local uS-based family owned HVAC firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				2/2/22		2/2/22		Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces, LLC (100% Stake); Cool Insulation Company (100% Stake)		SEI Group LLC				SEI Group Inc, the United States based provider of installation services of products including insulation, garage doors, and housewrap for single-family and multi-family residential buildings has acquired Coastal Insulation & Fireplaces LLC and Cool Insulation Co, the local providers of insulation solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. SEI Group is a portfolio company of Quad-C Management Inc.

				2/1/22		2/1/22		Refrigeration Design & Service (100% Stake)		The Kelvin Group				The Kelvin Group, the United States-based provider of industrial and commercial mission-critical mechanical services, process safety management, and environmental compliance has acquired Refrigeration Design & Service Inc, the local the company provides a full line of services to meet the needs of the industrial refrigeration marketplace. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/24/22		1/24/22		The Arcticom Group, LLC		A&M Capital Partners, LP				A&M Capital Partners LP, the United States based private equity fund of Alvarez & Marsal Capital, LLC has acquired a majority stake in Arcticom Group LLC, the local provider of maintenance programs, repairs, retrofits, remodels and new stores deployments in the commercial refrigeration industry from Goense Capital Partners, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Goense Capital Partners.

				1/17/22		1/17/22		Environmental Stress Systems, Inc. (100% Stake)		Chroma Ate Inc.				Chroma ATE Inc, the Taiwan (China) based manufacturer of testing equipment and solutions for electronics in various industries has acquired Environmental Stress Systems Inc, the United States based supplier of thermal platforms, space simulation thermal chambers, cascade condensers, and liquid recirculating chillers. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/14/22		6/29/22		ENVEA (18.33% Stake)		Carlyle Group Inc		$   61.9		Carlyle Group Inc, the United States based global asset management firm specializing in private equity is to acquire the remaining 18.33% of Envea SA, the France based gas, dust and water analysis instrumentation manufacturer. The consideration was €54.108m, based on 309,193 shares acquired at an offer price of €175 per share.



				1/12/22		1/12/22		ThermalNetics		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors has acquired through its subsidiary Daikin Applied Americas Inc, a United States based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment ThermalNetics Inc, a United States based supplier of heating and cooling equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/12/22		1/12/22		TriState HVAC Equipment LLP		Daikin Industries, Ltd.; Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Industries Ltd, the Japan based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, fluorochemicals and oil hydraulic motors through its subsidiary Daikin Applied Americas Inc, the United States based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment has acquired a majority stake in TriState HVAC Equipment LLP, the United States based representative and integrator of commercial HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) mechanical systems and related equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				1/11/22		1/11/22		Munch's Supply LLC (100% Stake)		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc, the United States based provider of original equipment manufacturer-branded residential appliance repair parts, has acquired Munch's Supply LLC, the local distributor of heating and air conditioning products, from Ridgemont Partners Management LLC, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Ridgemont Partners Management LLC. Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc is a portfolio company of GenStar Capital LLC.

				1/4/22		1/24/22		Plumbers Supply Co (100% Stake)		Ferguson plc; Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson plc, the United Kingdom based provider of plumbing and heating products, through its subsidiary Ferguson Enterprises LLC, the United States based national distributor of plumbing supplies and HVAC equipment, is to acquire Plumbers Supply Co, the United States based owned wholesale distributor of pipe valves & fittings, pumps/hydronics, electric and hand tools. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. 24 Jan 22 - The transaction has closed.

				12/31/21		12/31/21		Braeburn Systems LLC  (63% Stake)		Computime Group Limited		$   10.1		Computime Group Ltd, the Hong Kong (China) based electronic controls and automation devices manufacturer has acquired 62.9998% of Braeburn, the United States based focusing on energy saving technologies and smart HVAC controls and systems. The consideration was $10.069m.

				12/29/21		12/30/21		Zhejiang Maer Fan Motor Co Ltd (51% Stake)		Undisclosed bidder		$   15.6		Undisclosed Acquiror, the China based undisclosed Acquiror is to acquire 51% of Zhejiang Maer Fan Motor Co Ltd, the local ventilator manufacturer from Zhejiang Yilida Ventilator Co Ltd, the local producer of fans, HVAC equipment and ventilation equipment. The consideration was 99.35m CNY.

				12/23/21		12/23/21		Total Line Refrigeration LLC (100% Stake)		Zone Climate Services Inc				Zone Climate Services Inc, the United States based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired Total Line Refrigeration LLC, the local provider of commercial HVAC installation services. The terms of the deal are undisclosed.

				12/22/21				Specialty Products & Insulation Co.		Incline Management, L.P.		-		Specialty Products & Insulation Co. is a distributor and fabricator of mechanical insulation and complementary products for commercial and industrial applications. Its products include mechanical, industrial, commercial, building, metal building and HVAC insulation systems; OEM products; passive fire protection systems; and architectural acoustical panels. The company was founded in 1981 and is headquartered in Rye, New York.

				12/21/21				EvoAir International Limited		Unex Holdings Inc. (OTCPK:UNEX)		$   - 0		EvoAir International Limited engages in the sales of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products in Asia. The company was incorporated in 2021 and is based in Tortola, BVI. As of December 20, 2021, EvoAir International Limited operates as a subsidiary of Unex Holdings Inc.

				12/20/21				Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc		Genstar Capital, LLC		-		Mar-Cone Appliance Parts Center Inc. distributes and sells appliance parts, cooling and heating equipment, property maintenance supplies, tools, and others products for homes in the United States. The company provides parts and accessories for refrigerators, washing machines, dryers, ranges, dishwashers, air conditioners, ice machines, disposers, HVAC parts and supplies, plumbing, apartment supplies, and others. It also offers various installation and accessory essentials, water filters, water filtration systems, ice makers, range hoods, and specialty cleaning products, as well as installation services. The company was founded in 1932 and is based in Saint Louis, Missouri with locations in California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Canada.

				12/13/21		12/13/21		Value Added HVAC Distributors, Inc. (100% Stake)		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group, the Canada based provider of HVAC services has acquired Value Added HVAC Distributors Inc, the United States based HVAC contractors with residential and commercial heating and air-conditioning equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				12/6/21		3/9/22		LMB SAS (100% Stake)		IDIA Capital Investissement; Existing Management; Tikehau Capital Partners; Amundi Private Equity Funds; Grand Sud Ouest Capital SA; Credit Agricole Centre France				06 Dec 21 - A group of investors led by Tikehau Capital, is to acquire LMB, the local designer and manufacturer of high performance fans and AC/DC Brushless motors for the aerospace and defence markets, from MBO Partenaires SAS, Arkea Capital Investissement SA and RAISE Investissement SA, the private equity firms. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for MBO Partenaires SAS, Arkea Capital Investissement SA and RAISE Investissement SAS. 09 Mar 22 - The transaction has been completed.

				12/2/21		12/31/21		Buehr GmbH  (100% Stake)		Existing Management; HANNOVER Finanz GmbH; Lueck Invest GmbH				HANNOVER Finanz GmbH, the private equity firm, Lueck Invest GmbH, the Germany based investment company and management buyout group have signed and agreement to acquire Buehr GmbH, the local provider of construction, HVAC installation and engineering solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction is subject to approval by the antitrust authorities. 31 Dec 21 - The transaction has closed.

				12/2/21				Air Reps LLC		Daikin North America LLC		-		Air Reps LLC offers air movement and distribution, and chiller systems. It offers variable speed drives/refrigerant volume systems, direct fired industrial heaters, exhaust and supply fans/louvers, commercial HVAC systems, plate/specialty industrial heat exchangers, vertical and ceiling heating/air conditioning units, process cooling systems and accessories, cooling towers, fluid coolers, ice storage systems, electric resistance heating systems, absorption chillers, and modular ceiling-hung plenums. The company also offers unified heat recovery and pump condensing units, mini splits, data processing systems, commercial/industrial filtration systems, air handlers, DX refrigeration/non-chemical water treatment/tower sump sweeper and water filtration/pool ventilation heat recovery/piping connection systems, custom rooftop heating/AC units, water/evaporative-cooled condensing units, air/evaporative-cooled chillers, water source heat pumps, V-Cube self-contained floor- by-floor units, applied air/commercial fan/UV-C products, indirect/direct evaporative cooling units, air curtains, humidification/heat recovery air handling equipment, fan/VAV terminals, fire/smoke dampers, air flow monitoring/measurement systems, fan coil units, triple deck multi-zone units, air cooled condensers and columns, blower coils, line reactors, harmonic/EMI filters, energy/heat recovery ventilators, integrated air handling units, sound attenuation devices, vibration isolators, seismic restraint systems, and floating floors, as well as gas fired, steam, and electric make-up air and heating equipment. In addition, it provides replacement parts, such as cylinder bottles, air coil parts, and ABB drives, as well as support and services. It works with design/build firms, contractors, and building owners in Western Washington and Oregon, as well as parts of Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana. The company was founded in 1975 and is based in Bellevue, Washington with an additional office in Spokane, Washington. As of December 2, 2021, Air Reps LLC operates as a subsidiary of Daikin North America LLC.

				11/18/21		1/31/22		Groupe Climater SAS		Cobepa S.A.		$   354.0		Compagnie Benelux Participations SA-COBEPA, the investment firm which engages in private equity buy-outs and growth capital investments is to acquire a majority stake in Groupe Climater SAS, the local air-conditioning equipment manufacturer and installer from Sagard SAS, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Climater is estimated to be valued at around EUR 350m. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Sagard SAS. 31 Jan 2022: The transaction has been completed.

				11/18/21		12/13/21		BasX Solutions LLC (100% Stake)		AAON, Inc.		$   180.0		Aaon Inc, the United States based manufactures commercial rooftop air-conditioning, heating and heat recovery equipment is to acquire BasX Solutions LLC, the local manufacturer of products including HVAC solutions and OEM products. The consideration was $180m, which consists of $100m in cash and $80m in earnout payments. The acquisition is expected to close by year-end, subject to customary closing conditions and approvals. 13 Dec 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				11/18/21		11/18/21		Aeris Cleantec AG (100% Stake)		iRobot Corporation				iRobot Corp, the United States based robotics company providing cleaning robots for home use has acquired Aeris Cleantec AG, the Switzerland based provider of premium air purifiers from Sarona Ventures, the Israel based venture capital firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Sarona Ventures.

				11/18/21				Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC		User Friendly Home Services, LLC		-		Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC provides HVAC equipment installation services for commercial and residential customers. The company was founded in 1990 and is based in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma. As of November 18, 2021, Tom Hundley Heating & Cooling Company LLC operates as a subsidiary of User Friendly Home Services.

				11/17/21		12/17/21		DiversiTech Corporation (100% Stake)		Existing Management; Partners Group Holding AG		$   2,200.0		27 October 2021: Permira Ltd, the private equity firm, is reportedly seeking buyers for DiversiTech Corp. The consideration is $1.5bn, according to Bloomberg. 18 November 2021: Partners Group Holding AG, the United States based private equity firm is to acquire DiversiTech Corp, the local provider of engineered aftermarket parts and components used in the repair, replacement and installation of residential HVACR systems from Permira Ltd, the United Kingdom based private equity firm. The consideration was $2.2bn. On Completion Partners Group and management will be the largest investors going forward, with the Permira funds maintaining an ownership stake. The transaction is expected to close in December 2021, subject to customary regulatory approvals and closing conditions. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Permira Ltd.

				11/15/21		12/16/21		Cincinnati Fan & Ventilator Company, Inc. (100% Stake)		SPX Corporation		$   145.0		15 Nov 21 - SPX Corp, the listed United States based manufactures technical products and systems has signed an agreement to acquire Cincinnati Fan & Ventilator Co Inc, the local leader in the manufacture of cast aluminum and fabricated steel industrial fans, blowers, and exhausters from Dominus Capital LP, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction is expected to close by year end 2021 and is subject to regulatory approval and customary closing conditions. The transaction provides an exit strategy for Dominus Capital LP. 16 Dec 21 - The transaction has been completed and consideration was $145m.

				11/15/21		11/15/21		Superior Boiler Works & Welding Ltd (100% Stake)		Wavecom Capital Inc				Wavecom Capital Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Superior Boiler Works & Welding Ltd, the Canada-based provider of general, mechanical, HVAC/R and electrical contractors. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				11/8/21		11/8/21		Commercial Kitchens, Inc. (100% Stake)		Tech-24				Foodservice Technologies Inc, the United States based commercial equipment service and repair company has acquired Commercial Kitchens Inc, the United Kingdom based provider of commercial food equipment and refrigeration repair services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Foodservice Technologies Inc is a portfolio company of HCI Equity Partners.

				11/3/21		11/3/21		Clay’s Climate Control, LLC (100% Stake)		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings LLC, the United States based provider of HVAC solutions has acquired Clay's Climate Control LLC, the local provider of HVAC maintenance and installation services. The terms of the deal were not disclosed.

				10/28/21		10/28/21		Done Service Group (100% Stake)		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated				Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services has acquired Done Service Group Inc, the local provider of plumbing, heating, air-conditioning. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Radiant Plumbing Service Inc is a portfolio company of Riverside Co.

				10/28/21		10/28/21		Done Plumbing & Heating Inc (100% Stake)		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated				Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services has acquired Done Plumbing & Heating Inc, the local provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/25/21		11/19/21		EZ-FLO International, Inc.  (100% Stake)		Reliance Worldwide Corporation Limited		$   325.0		25 Oct 21 - Reliance Worldwide Corp Ltd, the Australia based manufacturer of water control valves, plumbing and pipe fittings and related products is to acquire EZ-FLO International Inc, the United States based manufacturer & distributor of plumbing, HVAC, electrical & hardware items. The consideration is $325m. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions & expected to complete in November 2021. 19 Nov 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				10/22/21		10/22/21		Columbus Industries Inc (100% Stake)		Madison Industries; Filtration Group Corporation				Madison Industries Holdings LLC, the United States based conglomerate involved in industrial and mechanical businesses through its subsidiary Filtration Group Corp, has acquired Columbus Industries Inc, the local original equipment manufacturer (OEM) of Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/21/21		10/21/21		Morris-Jenkins (100% Stake)		Wrench Group Inc.				Wrench Group LLC, the United States-based provider of home maintenance and repair services has acquired Morris Jenkins Inc, the United States-based provider of air conditioning, heating and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/19/21		10/19/21		GIANT Factories Inc. (100% Stake)		A. O. Smith Corporation		$   192.0		AO Smith Corp, the listed United States based manufacturer of electrical motors and water heating equipment, has acquired GIANT Factories Inc, the Canada based manufacturer of water heaters. The consideration for the transaction is $192m.

				10/18/21		10/18/21		furnaceguys Home Heating & Cooling (100% Stake)		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.				Right Time Heating & Air Conditioning Canada Inc, the Canada based provider of home heating and cooling solutions has acquired Furnaceguys Home Heating And Cooling Inc, the local provider of home heating and cooling solutions. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/8/21				Shearer Supply, Inc.		PNC RiverArch Capital		-		Shearer Supply, Inc. distributes and supplies heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment. The company sells products, such as commercial HVAC, motors, compressor, compressor parts, refrigeration accessories, air handlers, HP condensers, AC condensers, gas furnaces, coils, HVAC split system, HVAC system components, and residential HVAC equipment accessories. Shearer Supply, Inc. was founded in 1983 and is based in Farmers Branch, Texas with additional locations across USA.

				10/7/21		10/7/21		Advanced Climate Solutions LLC (100% Stake)		Orion Group				Orion Group, the United States based investment company has acquired Advanced Climate Solutions LLC, the United States based commercial HVACR services company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				10/5/21		10/5/21		Hart & Cooley, LLC (100% Stake)		DuraVent				Duravent Inc, the United States based manufacturer of residential and commercial venting products and accessories, has acquired Hart & Cooley LLC, the local company manufactures grilles, registers and diffusers used in residential and light commercial applications from HIG Capital LLC, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for HIG Capital LLC. Duravent Inc is a portfolio company of Egeria BV.

				10/4/21		10/4/21		Southern HVAC Corporation (100% Stake)		Gryphon Investors Inc; Existing Management				Gryphon Investors Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Southern Air & Heat Inc, the local provider of heating, air conditioning, and ventilation installation, repair, and maintenance services from MSouth Equity Partners LLC, the local private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for MSouth Equity Partners LLC

				9/30/21		9/30/21		HealthWay Home Products, Inc.		AE Industrial Partners LP				AE Industrial Partners LP has acquired HealthWay Home Products, Inc., the US-based provider of air purification technology solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				9/29/21		9/29/21		Greystone Energy Systems Inc (100% Stake)		Investment AB Latour; Bemsiq AB				Investment AB Latour, the Sweden based investment company, through its subsidiary Bemsiq AB, the local building automation, metering and energy efficiency services provider, has acquired Greystone Energy Systems Inc, the Canada based designer and manufacturer of HVAC sensors and transmitters for the building automation industry. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				9/29/21		9/29/21		Protect Plus Air, LLC		Freudenberg Filtration Technologies SE & Co. KG				PE-firm HKW has sold Protect Plus Air, a Hickory, North Carolina-based manufacturer of home environment air quality filters, to Freudenberg Filtration Technologies, a Germany-based company engaged in the development and production of air and liquid filtration solutions.

Press release:

HKW, a middle-market private equity firm focused on growth-oriented companies, announces the sale of PPA Holding, Inc. ("Protect Plus Air") to Freudenberg Filtration Technologies. Protect Plus Air, headquartered in Hickory, NC, is a leading manufacturer of home environment air quality filters.

HKW partnered with Protect Plus Air in September 2017. During the investment period, HKW helped Protect Plus Air strengthen foundational operating processes, including capital investments in automation and enhanced manufacturing efficiencies.

"I appreciate HKW’s collaborative approach," said Greg Schorr, CEO at Protect Plus Air. "Their commitment to growth, and strategic vision facilitated our ability to grow the company over our partnership."

"Protect Plus Air has a great product line and is a perfect example of a company where HKW could provide operating expertise to support management on improving efficiencies," said James Snyder, Partner at HKW. "Greg and the entire management team did a fantastic job during our ownership. We appreciate their hard work and dedication, especially over this last year with the multitude of pandemic challenges."

Chris Eline, Principal at HKW, added, "Over the past several years, consumers have been increasingly focused on air quality. Protect Plus was well positioned to support this Health & Wellness trend and management did a great job capitalizing on the market opportunities.”

				9/17/21		9/1/21		Elite Heating & Air Inc		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, a portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC has acquired Elite Heating & Air Inc, the US-based provider of heating, cooling, and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

Source Links:

Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC press release, 17 September 2021 [https://strikepointgroupholdings.com/strikepoint-group-holdings-acquires-elite-heating-and-air/]

Generational Group press release, 01 October 2021 [https://www.genequityco.com/press-releases/elite-heating-air-in-sale-to-strikepoint-group-holdings]

				9/13/21		10/15/21		Farrar Scientific Corp (100% Stake)		Trane Technologies plc		$   365.0		Trane Technologies plc, the United States based diversified, global company engaged in the design, manufacture, sale and service of industrial and commercial products such as air conditioning systems, climate control equipment and other industrial machinery. Operates in four business segments: Climate Solutions, Residential Solutions, Industrial Technologies and Security Technologies is to acquire Farrar Scientific Corp, the local manufacturer of ultra-low temperature cascade refrigeration engineering, consultative solutions and OEM products for pharmaceutical, life science, biotechnology and biorepository applications. The consideration is $365m, which consists of $250m to be paid in cash & $115m to be paid in earnout. The transaction is subject to regulatory approvals, customary closing conditions & is expected to complete in the fourth quarter of 2021. 15 Oct 21 - The transaction has been completed.

				9/8/21		10/18/21		Distribution International, Inc.		TopBuild Corp.		$   1,000.0		TopBuild Corp [NYSE:BLD], a Daytona Beach, Florida-based installer and distributor of insulation and building material products, has signed an agreement to acquire Distribution International (DI), a Houston, Texas-based mechanical-insulation distributor backed by Advent International.

The all-cash transaction is valued at USD 1bn.

Founded in 1986, DI posted pro-forma revenue of around USD 747m for the 12 months ended 30 June 2021.

J.P. Morgan Securities acted as advisor to TopBuild, while Jones Day was its lawyer. RBC Capital Markets was the advisor and Weil, Gotshal & Manges the lawyer to Advent and DI.

TopBuild has a market cap of USD 7.14bn.

Press release:

Distribution International is the leading North American specialty distributor and custom fabricator of mechanical insulation and related accessories to the industrial and commercial end-markets

 * Provides significant entry into ~$5 billion mechanical insulation market
 * Expands footprint and increases penetration within key markets, including recurring MRO business
 * Adds industry leading fabrication capabilities
 * Strategically positions TopBuild as the leading supplier of energy saving insulation products in three critical and growing end-markets
 * Enhances robust M&A pipeline with new roll-up opportunities in fragmented industrial and commercial end-markets
 * Expected to be accretive to GAAP EPS in the first full year after close
 * Anticipate $35M to $40M of run-rate cost synergies

TopBuild Corp. (NYSE:BLD) has entered into an agreement to acquire Distribution International (“DI”) from global private equity firm Advent International in an all-cash transaction valued at $1.0 billion. TopBuild expects to finance the acquisition using a combination of debt financing and cash on hand and to close the transaction in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Robert Buck, President and Chief Executive Officer of TopBuild, stated, “The acquisition of Distribution International is highly strategic for TopBuild. It aligns with our strategy of seeking well managed companies with experienced, talented teams with expertise in our core business of insulation and adjacent products. DI provides us with a direct entry and immediate leadership position in the $5 billion mechanical insulation market which is a highly attractive and complementary new growth platform for TopBuild. In addition, DI’s Maintenance, Repair and Operations (“MRO”) business provides a strong recurring revenue stream, and its fabrication capabilities offer additional value-add services for customers. From a talent perspective, Steve Margolius and the DI leadership team have a rich blend of industry experience and large-scale specialty distribution expertise, and we are excited they will be joining the TopBuild team.

“Following the closing of this transaction, TopBuild will be the leader of energy saving insulation solutions in all three major end-markets: residential, commercial, and industrial. Increasingly stricter energy codes, and the desire for energy efficient solutions and reductions in carbon footprint are driving demand, and we expect they will continue to be important growth drivers for our Company.”

Founded in 1986, DI is the leading specialty distributor of mechanical insulation solutions for the industrial and commercial end-markets. DI has grown significantly through both market share gains and acquisitions, having completed 11 transactions over the past six years. DI has 84 branches across the United States and 17 branches in Canada.

For the trailing 12 months ended June 30, 2021, DI generated pro-forma revenue of approximately $747 million, approximately half of which was tied to its MRO business and the other half related to new construction activity.

TopBuild expects to achieve run rate synergies between $35 million and $40 million over the 24 months following the close of this transaction. This acquisition will position TopBuild as the largest player in the $5 billion market for technical insulation solutions.

“Our robust M&A pipeline will be further enhanced within the sizable and highly fragmented industrial and commercial markets,” Buck noted. “It also cements our position as the leading specialty distributor of all types of insulation and further strengthens our relationships with the major insulation manufacturers.”

Steve Margolius, President and Chief Executive Officer of DI added, “We are very pleased to announce this transaction and look forward to joining the TopBuild team. This will be a tremendous outcome for our customers and associates as the combined organization will now have exposure to all end-market insulation segments. Both companies have similar corporate cultures and shared values and are guided by a commitment to people, safety, integrity, and operational excellence.”

On a June 30, 2021 pro forma basis, the combined company had trailing twelve-month revenue of $3.93 billion and adjusted EBITDA of $647 million, inclusive of expected run rate synergies of $35 million to $40 million.

TopBuild plans to fund this transaction using cash on hand and long-term debt. At the close of the transaction, the Company’s net debt to pro forma adjusted EBITDA, is expected to be approximately 2.5 times pre-synergies.

In conclusion Buck added, “The identification and integration of acquisitions is a TopBuild core competency as evidenced by our successful M&A track record over the past six years. During this period, we have acquired 26 companies that are contributing over $820 million of annual revenue and creating tremendous value for our stakeholders. We are confident DI will be another outstanding addition to our Company and we welcome Steve and the DI team to TopBuild.”

The transaction, which has been approved by TopBuild’s Board of Directors, is subject to customary closing conditions, including expiration or termination of the waiting period under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976. The Company expects the transaction to close in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Supplemental information on TopBuild’s binding agreement to acquire DI will be available online at www.topbuild.com [https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=fqoMULpYbFK6F7e7nVT_x9W2CWPI6cJ-D1Hw4YRqvBMFI1QDzIsT9a7F4i5ZUCLkA2oN1gN_4l9WDfFCkH0hVw%3D%3D].

J.P. Morgan Securities LLC is serving as financial advisor to TopBuild and Jones Day is acting as legal counsel. RBC Capital Markets, LLC is serving as financial advisor, and Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP is acting as legal counsel to Advent and DI.

UPDATE 18 October 2021: The transaction has been completed.

Source Link:

TopBuild Corp. 8-K form filed with SEC on 08 September 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1633931/000155837021012281/bld-20210907xex99d1.htm]

				9/8/21		8/31/21		Air Conditioning Specialist, Inc.		Hidden Harbor Capital Partners, LLC				Air Conditioning Specialist, a Milledgeville and Covington, Georgia-based HVAC service provider focused on residential and commercial customers in the southeastern United States, has been acquired by Hidden Harbor Capital Partners.

Hidden Harbor invests in lower middle market companies with up to USD 500m in revenue and EBITDA up to USD 30m.

Press release:

Hidden Harbor Capital Partners (“Hidden Harbor”), an operationally focused private equity firm specializing in control investments in lower middle market companies, is pleased to announce the acquisition of Air Conditioning Specialist, Inc., (“ACS”), a leading Heating, Ventilation, & Air Conditioning (“HVAC”) service provider focused on residential and commercial customers in the southeastern United States.

Based in Milledgeville and Covington, Georgia and founded in 1967, ACS provides a differentiated value proposition to customers through its expertise and reliability in HVAC services. ACS provides highly responsive preventative maintenance, service, and repair work for thousands of residential and commercial customers across Georgia and has broad capabilities in retrofit and rehab HVAC installations, with a particular focus on the education and healthcare segments.

“ACS, in its nearly 55-year operating history, has established itself as a trusted provider of HVAC services in Georgia, recognized for its exceptional quality, around-the-clock availability, dedicated employees, and customer service,” said Russell Kreutter, a Vice President at Hidden Harbor.

“We look forward to supporting the exciting growth of ACS in partnership with its talented management team while continuing to provide superior service and products to existing customers,” added Chris Paldino, a Managing Partner at Hidden Harbor.

“The ACS team is thrilled to partner with Hidden Harbor,” said Pat Hayes, CEO of ACS. “Working together with the Hidden Harbor team will allow us to strengthen our capabilities for our current customers and expand our service offering into more cities across Georgia and the southeastern United States. At ACS, service is the lifeblood of our organization, and we remain highly committed to our existing customers and suppliers.”

Hidden Harbor’s acquisition of ACS closed on August 31st, 2021. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Source Link:

Hidden Harbor Capital Partners, LLC press release, 08 September 2021 [https://www.hh-cp.com/hhcp-acquires-air-conditioning-specialist-inc]

				9/7/21		8/20/21		Minus Forty Corporation; QBD Cooling Systems Inc.		Ronin Equity Partners, Inc		$   183.5		QBD and Minus Forty, Canada’s Greater Toronto area-situated manufacturers of commercial refrigeration equipment, have been acquired by Ronin Equity Partners.

With the simultaneous purchases, Ronin has invested or reserved for follow-on portfolio investment around USD 300m, which includes all the capital raised for its inaugural fund plus all co-investments, the press release reported.

Triago Americas, Inc., acted as sole placement agent for Ronin Fund I.

For the QBD and Minus Forty purchases, Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP and Bennett Jones LLP acted as legal advisors.

Buyside advisors were M&A Advisory Services and Rabobank.

The transaction was supported with financing provided by J.P. Morgan as Lead Left & Administrative Agent; HSBC, TD Bank, Fifth Third Bank, Rabobank and CIBC as Joint Lead Arrangers; and BHI and Stifel Bank as Participants.

Press release:

Ronin Equity Partners has acquired two leading North American manufacturers of commercial refrigeration equipment, QBD and Minus Forty, both located in Canada’s Greater Toronto area. The brands will continue to be marketed under their own names, but the merged group will be a platform for consolidation in the fragmented refrigerated display case industry, where 60 percent of the market is divided between over one hundred family-owned businesses.

In addition to being the industry’s largest provider of pet food coolers, Minus Forty has developed superior product presentation coolers and freezers for the micro market and food industries that are enhanced by industry-leading smart technology (i.e. the “internet of things”). QBD is a leader in beverage cooler sales and high concept, cost-efficient, and customized refrigerated displays. QBD uses state-of-the art EPA-certified Energy Star products and environmentally friendly natural refrigerants.

“This deal expands our reach into new sectors, it widens the use of our green cooling deck design, and allows us to leverage Minus Forty’s internet of things technology to reinforce our position in the beverage sector,” says Safder Jaffer, President of QBD. “The expanded group will double manufacturing capacity, allow us to expand our unbeatable value proposition, and combines cutting-edge, complementary technologies to create a fantastic platform for buy-and-build acquisitions,” says Julian Attree, Co-Founder of Minus Forty.

Both Attree and Jaffer will be actively involved in the combined business. One of Ronin’s Managing Partners, Jesse Yao, will become Chief Financial Officer, and two other Ronin executives will hold senior roles. The group’s Chief Executive will be Ronin operating advisor, Troy Shannan, who is joining from Nonni’s Foods, where he was Executive Vice President in charge of Supply Chain and Manufacturing. Prior to that he ran Global Operations and Supply Chain at Kraft Heinz. Existing management and the acquired companies’ founders will retain a significant stake in the new group.

“The Minus Forty and QBD teams will create a powerhouse in commercial refrigeration, with technologies and expertise that will usher in an era of energy efficiency, high concept design and innovation in a sector that’s growing six percent annually,” says Ronin Chief Investment Officer Ike Helene. “We are going to create a foundation of continued consolidation in a fragmented sector that rewards scale with higher margins and better than average growth,” says Ronin Managing Partner David Feierstein. “The team we’re assembling will leverage the full breadth of Ronin’s capabilities in integration, operational excellence and commercial expertise.” The merged group is looking at multiple acquisitions in the U.S., Europe and Latin America.

The QBD and Minus Forty transaction – sourced on a proprietary basis through Ronin’s network of operating advisors – has an enterprise value of $230 million. The double-digit top and bottom-line growth of QBD and Minus Forty should be significantly enhanced by raw material purchasing synergies, a combined sales force, organic expansion into new sectors and future acquisitions. Northleaf Capital Partners, Cherng Family Trust, Stephens Capital Partners, Nicola Wealth, Northwood Ventures, Knott Partners and Sope Creek Capital acted as co-investors in the transaction. Measured by sales, the combined company will be the number two player in the North American refrigerated display market.

With the simultaneous purchases, Ronin has invested or reserved for follow-on portfolio investment some $300 million. This includes all the capital raised for its inaugural fund plus all co-investments.

Triago Americas, Inc., acted as sole placement agent for Ronin Fund I. “Ronin stands out from the crowd with an intense focus on operations and simultaneous industry rollups that reduce risk and increase returns,” says Matt Swain, a partner at Triago.

For the QBD and Minus Forty purchases, Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP and Bennett Jones LLP acted as legal advisors. Buyside advisors were Cleive Dumas and William Strenglis of M&A Advisory Services, and Rabobank. The transaction was supported with financing provided by J.P. Morgan as Lead Left & Administrative Agent; HSBC, TD Bank, Fifth Third Bank, Rabobank, and CIBC as Joint Lead Arrangers; and BHI and Stifel Bank as Participants.

				9/1/21		9/1/21		AirX Intermediate, Inc.		Thor Industries, Inc.		$   750.0		THOR Industries, Inc (NYSE: THO), an Elkhart, Indiana-based manufacturer of recreational vehicles, bought the RV Group of Airxcel, a Wichita, Kansas-based manufacturer of air conditioning, heating, ventilating and related appliances, for USD 750m.

The deal broadens Thor's supply chain and adds more revenue.

Baird served as lead financial advisor to Airxcel, with William Blair, Jefferies and Nomura also serving as co-advisors. Kirkland & Ellis LLP served as legal advisor to Airxcel.

Airxcel is backed by L Catterton, a private equity firm.

Press release 1:

L Catterton, the largest global consumer-focused private equity firm, today announced that its portfolio company Airxcel has sold its RV Group to THOR Industries, Inc. (NYSE: THO) ("THOR") for an all-cash purchase price of $750 million, subject to standard post-closing adjustments. Airxcel's retained segment will become AirX Climate Solutions, Inc., a pure-play leader, designer, manufacturer, and distributor of the most functionally critical products for specialty HVAC markets.

Since partnering with Airxcel in 2018, L Catterton has worked with CEO Jeff Rutherford and his team to advance the Company's innovation pipeline with the launch of 55 new products, while also executing meaningful operational improvements across manufacturing, engineering, procurement, and logistics. In addition, L Catterton supported Airxcel in acquiring market leaders within the RV space, including CAN, a European manufacturer of cooking appliances, Cleer Vision, a manufacturer of windows and glass, and Aqua Hot, a designer and manufacturer of hydronic heating systems. These acquisitions have enhanced Airxcel's best-in-class product offerings and extended its reach, particularly in Europe. Most recently, L Catterton and Airxcel have leveraged the Company's unique global supply chain and domestic manufacturing capabilities to mitigate the impact of the pandemic and deliver significant market share growth across all product lines, including significant continued growth within OEM.

"This transaction represents a great outcome for Airxcel, L Catterton and THOR," said Marc Magliacano, a Managing Partner in L Catterton's Flagship Fund. "Over the last three years, our partnership with Jeff has driven significant growth across Airxcel's business, expanding to new products and services, completing multiple strategic acquisitions, and driving increased market share across all of Airxcel's product lines. We know the THOR team well, having previously sold Heartland RV to THOR in 2010, and we're confident that Airxcel's RV business will thrive under their ownership. We are excited to support the ongoing success of the HVAC business as a standalone company. We would like to thank all the Airxcel associates for their tremendous contribution."

"L Catterton played an invaluable role in our growth story, and we're grateful for their partnership," said Jeff Rutherford, CEO of Airxcel. "With their deep operational experience, L Catterton helped position Airxcel as the leading supplier of trusted brands for the RV and HVAC markets. We look forward to building upon these achievements as we enter this exciting next chapter, with the RV Group joining THOR and the HVAC Group becoming a standalone company. I would like to thank all the associates at Airxcel for their relentless commitment to success."

Airxcel's Specialty HVAC Group to Become AirX Climate Solutions, Inc.

With this transaction, Airxcel's specialty HVAC Group will become a standalone, pure-play HVAC leader, AirX Climate Solutions, Inc. ("ACS"). ACS will have a portfolio of premier brands such as Marvair, Industrial Climate Engineering ("ICE"), Suburban AP, Eubank, and Custom Air Products & Services ("CAPS"). With the continued support of L Catterton, ACS will continue to extend its leadership as a committed and preferred partner to a broad range of specialty HVAC clients. ACS will be led by Rick Aldridge, currently President of the Specialty HVAC Group at Airxcel.

"With this transaction, we're positioning ACS as a leader – and consolidator – in a highly fragmented space," said Matt Lischick, Partner at L Catterton. "We see tremendous market expansion opportunities within Specialty HVAC given continued focus on air quality and purification, as well as accelerated investment in ACS' end customer segments, such as telecom infrastructure and energy storage. We look forward to continuing to invest in the business and extending our partnership with Rick and the talented ACS team to drive innovation and value creation."

Rick Aldridge, President of the AirX Climate Solutions group at Airxcel, said, "Over the last several years, we have successfully extended our reach and offerings both organically and through acquisitions, most recently adding valuable new end customer segments and expanding our service capabilities through our acquisition of CAPS. With a premier brand lineup and the support of L Catterton, ACS will have a strong platform and foundation from which to accelerate our growth. We look forward to continued expansion as we enhance our portfolio to bring more high-quality HVAC offerings to customers."

The Company retained Baird to serve as lead financial advisor to Airxcel, with William Blair, Jefferies, and Nomura also serving as co-advisors. Kirkland & Ellis LLP served as legal advisor to Airxcel.

Press release 2:

THOR Industries, Inc. (NYSE: THO) announced it has acquired Wichita, Kansas-based AirX Intermediate, Inc. ("Airxcel") with the transaction closing effective September 1, 2021. Airxcel manufactures a comprehensive line of high-quality RV products which they sell to original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) as well as consumers via aftermarket sales through dealers and retailers. The purchase price is $750 million, subject to standard post-closing adjustments, and was funded through a combination cash-on-hand and $625 million from THOR's expanded Asset-Based Credit Facility (ABL).

Financial Highlights

 * Airxcel generated annual pro forma revenue of approximately $680 million
 * The purchase price is approximately 7.6x estimated, adjusted EBITDA for calendar year 2021
 * Approximately 80% of Airxcel's revenues are from OEM sales with the remaining 20% from aftermarket sales
 * Approximately 30% of Airxcel's OEM revenues were generated from sales to subsidiaries of THOR Industries, Inc.
 * The acquisition is consistent with THOR's long-term strategic growth plan to grow sales and enhance consolidated gross margins
 * The acquisition is expected to be accretive to THOR's fiscal year 2022 earnings

Transaction Benefits

The acquisition of Airxcel by THOR provides significant long-term, strategic benefits to THOR, including:

 * Strengthening the THOR and broader RV supply chain
   * With increased investment, Airxcel will be an even more reliable supply partner to the RV industry expanding its offering of functionally critical components
 * Diversifying and growing THOR's revenue streams with enhanced gross margin, particularly in the aftermarket business
   * With revenue from both OEM and aftermarket sales, Airxcel's businesses diversify THOR's existing revenue streams and gross profit mix
   * Broadening of THOR's product offerings to the RV aftermarket, a growing and recurring revenue stream that benefits from enhanced gross margins
 * Expanding THOR's Innovation Focus
   * Acquisition will allow for even closer collaboration between OEM customers of Airxcel on new, innovative products and features desired by RV OEM manufacturers, RV dealers and end consumers
 * Opportunity to Enter New Product Segments with THOR Investment
   * Potential to expand Airxcel's supply chain business in North America and Europe over time to meet increased RV OEM and aftermarket demand

Overview of Airxcel

Airxcel manufactures and sells a comprehensive line of functionally critical, branded products to the RV industry including:

 * Coleman-Mach rooftop air conditioners, heat pumps, thermostats and accessories
 * Suburban furnaces, water heaters and cooking appliances
 * MAXXAIR ventilation solutions
 * Aqua-Hot hydronic heating systems
 * Dicor roofing products, sealants, coatings, wheels and more
 * Vixen Composites fiberglass reinforced plastic and custom composite panels
 * CAN Italian cooking appliances, sinks and accessories
 * Cleer Vision windows and tempered glass
 * MCD roller shades
 * United Shade window shades

Airxcel began in 1991 as a divesture of the Coleman RV Air Conditioner division. The company has continued to grow through innovative product development, market expansion, and strategic acquisitions. The Airxcel RV Group provides industry-leading products in recreational vehicle heating, cooling, ventilation, cooking, window covering, side wall, and roofing materials under the current brands: Aqua-Hot, CAN, Coleman-Mach, Dicor Products, United Shade, Vixen Composites, Maxxair, MCD, and Suburban. Airxcel's employees are based in five facilities across the U.S. and in Italy, where they design, manufacture, and distribute products all over the world. For additional information, please visit: www.Airxcel.com.

"We are excited to welcome Airxcel to the THOR Industries family. Airxcel has been a long-time business partner to THOR and the RV industry, supplying some of the highest-quality products over decades to the RV industry. There were a number of factors that made this acquisition a compelling and timely fit for THOR, including (i) the strength of their management team and dedicated workforce, (ii) the quality of their products and reputation for innovation, (iii) the long-standing relationships with both OEM and aftermarket customers and, (iv) in the face of so many supply chain challenges over the past year, the ability to invest in the growth of a key supplier for THOR and the RV industry both in North America and Europe. We believe the long-term growth potential for the RV industry remains very positive, and this acquisition reflects our confidence that the RV industry will continue to grow. Airxcel will operate independently in THOR's decentralized business structure, and we will govern this business much like we have managed our Postle Aluminum supply company post acquisition. Airxcel will operate at arm's length from THOR's RV OEM companies and will sell to the various THOR brands as they would any other OEM in the RV industry. Importantly, the current management team at Airxcel will continue operating the business and serving their diverse customer base while gaining access to the financial strength of THOR to support their growth," said Bob Martin, President and CEO of THOR Industries.

"We have had a long history as a key supplier to the RV industry and to THOR and its many brands specifically, and we are excited to become part of the THOR family of companies," said Airxcel's CEO Jeff Rutherford. "Under THOR's ownership, Airxcel will continue its long-standing relationship with manufacturers and aftermarket providers throughout the RV industry without interruption, while continuing to develop, manufacture and sell high-quality, innovative RV product solutions," concluded Rutherford.

Transaction Financing

Thor funded the acquisition of Airxcel from a combination of cash on-hand and its ABL facility. In conjunction with the Airxcel acquisition, THOR expanded its Asset-Based Credit Facility from $750 million to $1.0 billion under favorable terms for THOR. "Consistent with our stated capital allocation priorities, we expect to remain focused on paying down our outstanding debt balances from future net cash generated from operations," said Colleen Zuhl, THOR Industries' Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer.

				8/30/21		8/30/21		Sunny Day Group LLC (100% Stake)		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corporation, the US based provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services, has acquired Sunny Day Group LLC, the local provider of residential HVAC, plumbing and electrical services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. Southern HVAC Corporation is a portfolio company of MSouth Equity Partners.

				8/20/21		8/20/21		ECR International, Inc. (100% Stake)		TerraVest Industries Inc.				TerraVest Industries Inc, the listed Canada based provider of fabrication products and services to the oil and gas industry, has acquired ECR International Inc, the United States based HVAC manufacturer from BDR Thermea Group BV, the Netherlands based heating system manufacturer and contractor. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/16/21		8/16/21		T&O Refrigeration, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the portfolio company of Ares Management LLC, has acquired T&O Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/15/21		8/15/21		Level Home Services Inc.		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, a portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC, has acquired Level Home Services Inc., the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and plumbing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/15/21		8/15/21		SolvIt Home Services		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC, the portfolio company of New Mountain Capital, LLC, has acquired SolvIt Home Services, the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and plumbing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/6/21		8/6/21		Boothe's Heating, Air & Plumbing		Wrench Group Inc.				Wrench Group, a Marietta, Georgia-based home repair, replacement and maintenance services business backed by Leonard Green, has acquired Hollywood, Maryland-based Boothe’s Heating, Air & Plumbing.

Boothe’s was founded in 1993 and provides a wide array of services for homeowners in southern Maryland. The firm has 115 employees.

Press release:

Wrench Group, LLC [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=Wrench+Group%2C+LLC&esheet=52472889&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=64032d35780a195914899fb65f56dc6f&newsitemid=20210806005343&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wrenchgroup.com%2F] (“Wrench”), a national leader in home services, announced that Boothe’s Heating, Air & Plumbing [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=Boothe%26%238217%3Bs+Heating%2C+Air+%26amp%3B+Plumbing&esheet=52472889&id=smartlink&index=2&lan=en-US&md5=95d176aeb718de9eaf61163b4e710197&newsitemid=20210806005343&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.boothehvac.com%2F], based in Hollywood, Md., has joined the company’s family of regional brands. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction expands the Wrench Group presence into the Mid-Atlantic region. Boothe’s was founded in 1993 and provides a wide array of services for homeowners in southern Maryland, including heating, air conditioning, indoor air quality, plumbing and drains.

“Boothe’s has built a reputation of outstanding customer service and rapid response from certified technicians over their nearly three decades in business,” said Ken Haines, Wrench Group CEO. “Their track record of growth is a perfect match for Wrench Group as we move into the mid-Atlantic for the first time.”

“Joining the Wrench Group family is a major milestone for us, as they embody the same values of excellence that I founded our business upon,” said Wayne Boothe, president and owner of Boothe’s. “Wrench’s technology and operations support will enable us to grow more efficiently while providing the same high level of service that our customers have come to rely on.”

Boothe’s will retain its local leadership and management, and continue to operate under its current brand. They currently have over 115 team members and serve approximately 25,000 clients across southern Maryland, with a service area that spans from the southeast Washington D.C. suburbs to Point Lookout, from the Potomac River across to the Chesapeake Bay.

Source Link:

Wrench Group Inc. press release, 06 August 2021 [https://www.wrenchgroup.com/articles/wrench-group-expands-to-midwest-through-partnership-with-williams-comfort-air-of-indianapolis-partner-brands-in-louisville-and-cincinnati-2/]

				8/4/21		8/4/21		Grogg's Home Services (100% Stake)		NearU HVAC Services				NearU Services ("NearU"), a founder-led premier home services platform, today announced the acquisition of Grogg's Home Services ("Grogg's" or the "Company"), a well-established home services provider with locations in Parkersburg and Clarksburg, West Virginia. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				8/2/21		8/2/21		Wittichen Supply Company		Gryphon Investors Inc				Wittichen Supply Company, a Birmingham, Alabama-based wholesale heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration equipment, parts and supplies distributor, has been acquired by Gryphon Investors, a private equity firm. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

This represents the second investment closed by Gryphon's Heritage Fund, a new small-cap fund launched by Gryphon in 2020.

Gryphon was advised by legal counsel Kirkland & Ellis and financial advisor Lincoln International. Uplift Partners served as the exclusive financial advisor to Wittichen Supply Company, and Maynard Cooper Gale served as legal counsel.

Wittichen Supply Company has 25 locations. Gryphon makes equity investments of USD 50m to USD 300m in companies with enterprise values of USD 100m to USD 600m.



Press release:

Gryphon Investors ("Gryphon"), a leading middle-market private equity firm, today announced that it has acquired Wittichen Supply Company ("Wittichen" or the "Company"), a wholesale distributor providing heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) equipment, parts, supplies, and customer service to residential and commercial customers in the Southeastern United States. This represents the second investment closed by Gryphon's Heritage Fund, a new small-cap fund offering launched by Gryphon in 2020. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1914 and headquartered in Birmingham, AL, Wittichen provides best-in-class parts, supplies, and customer service, distributing products from more than 500 leading HVAC/R manufacturers. With 25 locations, the Company is the industry leader in Alabama, and has a growing presence in the Florida panhandle as well as western Georgia. With a loyal technician customer base, the Company maintains long-standing relationships with leading HVAC/R manufacturers and vendors, including Rheem, Chemours, Fujitsu, Nu-Calgon, and Emerson Climate Technologies.

Keith Stimson, Deal Partner and Head of the Heritage Fund Team at Gryphon, said, "Our investment in Wittichen is testament to Gryphon's Heritage Fund strategy, which leverages Gryphon's sector initiative strategy and focuses on partnering with market leaders with sustainable differentiation. We expect to make future investments to develop a strong platform across the Sun Belt."

General Manager Charles Herring, who has been with Wittichen for 48 years, will become President of the Company, and will continue to work closely with the existing management team. Gryphon has also appointed several executive advisors with deep HVAC/R OEM manufacturing and industrial distribution experience to the Company's Board of Directors.

Craig Nikrant, Gryphon Operating Partner on the Heritage Fund Team, said, "Wittichen is a 100-year-old brand with a strong culture and exceptionally loyal employee and customer base. We look forward to partnering and supporting the Wittichen management team in their next phase of growth by leveraging Gryphon's in-house Operations Resource Group and Human Capital Team to enable further investment in its business and employees."

Mr. Herring commented, "We are excited to welcome and partner with the Gryphon team as we build on our recent growth and look to the future. We are experiencing steady demand for product repair, maintenance, and improvement, and we expect that demand to continue in a post COVID-19 environment that is driving greater need for high-quality, safe air filtration. We look forward to servicing our existing and new customers with the same great team, supported by the added resources provided by our new partner."

David Henderson, outgoing President of Wittichen, added, "My goal is to leave the Company, our employees, customers, and suppliers in the best hands, and I feel confident that we have found the best partner in Gryphon. Our business has been built on providing a premium service and customer experience and that will not change. Gryphon's financial resources and operational know-how will be invaluable as Wittichen builds on its geographic expansion and continues to look for the most innovative ways to serve our loyal customers."

Gryphon was advised by legal counsel Kirkland & Ellis and financial advisor Lincoln International. Uplift Partners served as the exclusive financial advisor to Wittichen Supply Company, and Maynard Cooper Gale served as legal counsel.

Source Link:

Gryphon Investors Inc press release, 02 August 2021 [https://www.gryphon-inv.com/news-article/gryphon-investors-acquires-wittichen-supply-company/]

				8/2/21				Heritage Distribution Holdings		Gryphon Investors Inc		-		Wittichen Supply Company Inc. distributes heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) parts, equipment, and supplies to HVAC/R contractors in the Southeastern United States. It offers its products for residential and commercial applications. The company was founded in 1914 and is based in Birmingham, Alabama. It operates stores in Alabama, Georgia, and Florida.

				8/1/21		Pending		Roth Zachry Heating, Inc.		Turnpoint Services, LLC				Turnpoint Services, LLC, a portfolio company of OMERS Private Equity Inc, has agreed to acquire Roth Zachry Heating, Inc., the US-based provider of US-based provider of plumbing, electrical & HVAC services.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

				7/28/21		8/30/21		Friedrich Air Conditioning Co., Ltd.		Rheem Manufacturing Company Inc				Rheem, an Atlanta, Georgia-based HVAC equipment maker has acquired Friedrich Air Conditioning, a San Antonio, Texas-based air conditioning and related products manufacturer, from Monomoy Capital Partners.

Financial terms were not disclosed.

Lazard Middle Market LLC served as financial advisor to Friedrich Air Conditioning.

KeyBanc Capital Markets advised the Board of Managers of Friedrich.

Baker & McKenzie LLP served as legal counsel and Alvarez & Marsal Transaction Advisory Group served as accounting advisor to Friedrich Air Conditioning.

Friedrich Air Conditioning has between 201 to 500 employees, as per its LinkedIn profile.

Press release:

Monomoy Capital Partners, a middle-market private investment firm focused on operational value creation, has sold Friedrich Air Conditioning to Rheem, a global manufacturer of HVAC equipment, water heaters, boilers and commercial refrigeration solutions. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1883, Friedrich manufactures room air conditioning, dehumidification and air purification products for residential and commercial applications. Friedrich is among industry leaders in high-end air conditioning solutions for single room use in lodging, commercial and multi-family sectors. The company is based in San Antonio, Texas with manufacturing operations in Monterrey, Mexico and distribution centers in Texas and New Jersey.

Monomoy acquired Friedrich in February of 2017 with the goal of investing in new product development, upgrading and professionalizing the company’s systems and talent, and diversifying the business into the fast-growing commercial, lodging and multi-family sectors. Over the four and a half years of Monomoy ownership, Friedrich implemented a wide-ranging value creation program to improve cash flow, maximize profitability, execute a growth plan and position the business for sale to a strategic buyer.

Monomoy Managing Director Jaime Forsyth remarked, “Friedrich’s stellar brand reputation, comprehensive product offering and innovative product developments resulted in tremendous growth under our ownership. We are proud of the work that management accomplished to enhance the company’s core business systems while implementing strategic initiatives to grow into new, higher-margin end markets.”

The sale of Friedrich is the latest in a string of successful exits for Monomoy, which sold its majority stake in West Marine, Inc. to consumer product sponsor L Catterton in June [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=West+Marine%2C+Inc.+to+consumer+product+sponsor+L+Catterton+in+June&esheet=52483171&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=42f23f8cd866f98a14be1508801bba66&newsitemid=20210830005066&url=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.mcpfunds.com%2Fnews%2Fmonomoy-capital-partners-agrees-to-sell-west-marine-inc].

“The world-class investing and operating talent at Monomoy provided strategic direction and operating resources to navigate the most challenging of times while positioning our business for future growth and success,” explained Friedrich’s Chief Executive Officer Chuck Campbell. “Because of this support, we have consistently grown our top and bottom lines while also reshaping our commercial outlook and plans to continue scaling our business.”

Monomoy acquired Friedrich through its second private equity vehicle, Monomoy Capital Partners II, L.P., a $420 million fund raised in 2011.

Jim Reilly and Dave Hallett of Lazard Middle Market LLC served as financial advisor to Friedrich with respect to the transaction. TJ Monico of KeyBanc Capital Markets, Inc. advised the Board of Managers of Friedrich. Darcy Down and J. Brooke Mestre of Baker & McKenzie LLP served as legal counsel to the company. Christian Mangelsen of Alvarez & Marsal Transaction Advisory Group, LLC served as accounting advisor of the company.

				7/27/21		Pending		Reedy Industries Inc.		Partners Group Holding AG				PE firm Audax Private Equity has signed an agreement to sell Reedy Industries, a Deerfield, Illinois-based HVAC, plumbing and building controls services firm, to peer Partners Group.

Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.

Audax invested in Reedy in 2019. It has completed 15 add-on acquisitions since the PE investment.

Truist acted as advisor and Kirkland & Ellis as lawyer to Audax and Reedy on the deal.

Press release:

Audax Private Equity (“Audax”) today announced that it has signed a definitive agreement to sell Reedy Industries (“Reedy” or the “Company”), a leading provider of commercial heating, ventilation and air conditioning (“HVAC”), to Partners Group, acting on behalf of its clients. Audax will continue to be an investor in the Company and remain on the Company’s board of directors. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Founded in 1930, Reedy Industries serves commercial, industrial, and municipal buildings in the United States through its HVAC services, mechanical building automation, controls, and energy solutions. With 9,000 customers and nearly 5,000 preventative maintenance contracts, Reedy helps its customers reduce maintenance costs, optimize asset performance and improve energy efficiency to create healthier, more cost-effective environments. Through an active expansion strategy led by Reedy’s highly experienced management team, the company expanded into a multi-regional platform serving the Midwest, Mountain West, South, and Southeast regions.

Since Audax’ investment in 2019, Reedy has undergone a period of growth and transformation, which included:

 * Completing 15 add-on acquisitions to date to create a multi-regional commercial HVAC and building controls platform diversified across end-markets, customers, geographies, and service lines;
 * Building a world-class management team; and
 * Investing in technology and infrastructure to support the company’s long-term growth.

Don Bramley, Managing Director at Audax, said, “The Reedy team has built an exceptionally strong business. We are proud to have partnered with management and supported the company’s growth during this pivotal time. We strongly believe Reedy is setting the standard for premier commercial and industrial building services and wish Joe and the entire Reedy team continued success on their next phase of growth with Partners Group.”

Joe Kirmser, CEO of Reedy Industries, said, “The Audax team has been an incredible partner over the past two years. With their support we have executed numerous add-on acquisitions to further our mission of providing high-quality service to our customers, and, we believe, position Reedy for sustainable, long-term growth. We are thankful for Audax’ partnership, which has been instrumental in driving our geographic expansion, and look forward to continuing to execute on our strategy alongside Partners Group.”

Truist served as financial advisor and Kirkland & Ellis served as legal advisor to Audax and Reedy.

Source Link:

Audax Private Equity Group press 27 July 2021 [https://www.audaxprivateequity.com/news/audax-private-equity-to-sell-reedy-industries-to-partners-group]

				7/27/21		7/27/21		HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd		Exchanger Industries Limited				Exchanger Industries Limited has acquired HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd, the UK-based specialist supplier of heat exchangers, from S E Pither, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition provides Exchanger with immediate access to a cost-effective global footprint with scalable hubs in both India and Spain, and a combined portfolio of anti-fouling technologies that enhances differentiation and acts as a unique platform to create value for customers.

HRS Heat Exchangers had reported revenues of GBP 35.27m with a net profit of GBP 1.54m for the year ended 31 December 2019.

Source Links:

HRS Heat Exchangers Ltd press release, 27 July 2021 [https://www.hrs-heatexchangers.com/news/hrs-heat-exchangers-acquired-by-exchanger-industries-limited/]

Exchanger Industries Limited press release, 27 July 2021 [https://www.exchangerindustries.com/exchanger-industries-limited-acquires-hrs-heat-exchangers/]

				7/20/21		Pending		LSB Industries Inc		Eldridge Industries, LLC		$   300.0		Eldridge Industries, LLC has agreed to acquire LSB Industries Inc, the US-based company making a wide variety of chemicals (including nitric acid) and climate-control products.

The consideration is USD 300m based on offer price of USD 6.16 per share. The transaction values LSB at USD 645.587m including debt. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions, including receipt of stockholder approval from the holders of a majority of the shares of our outstanding common stock not held by Eldridge or any of its affiliates.

				7/12/21		7/12/21		Capstone Mechanical, LP		Reedy Industries Inc.				Audax Private Equity Group portfolio company Reedy Industries Inc. has acquired Capstone Mechanical, LP.

Capstone is the thirteenth strategic add-on acquisition for Reedy Industries since 2019.

Company

Located in the US, Capstone is a hvac and plumbing services firm.

Source Link:

Reedy Industries Inc. press release, 12 July 2021 [https://reedyindustries.com/news/growing-hvac-plumbing-and-building-controls-platform-expands-2/]

				7/6/21		7/6/21		Air Comm Corporation		Arcline Investment Management LP				Arcline Investment Management LP has acquired a majority stake in Air Comm Corporation.

The investment values Air Comm at USD 250m.

Company
Headquartered in Westminster, Colorado, Air Comm manufactures bleed air heaters and vapor-cycle air conditioners for aerospace industry.

Source Link:

Arcline Investment Management LP press release, 06 July 2021 [https://arcline.com/press-release/arcline-investment-management-invests-in-air-comm-corporation/]

				7/2/21				Lathrop-Trotter LLC		Koch Air, LLC		-		Lathrop-Trotter LLC distributes industrial and commercial HVAC products in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, and Wyoming. It offers industrial boilers, such as stock, steam, hot water, firetube, water tube, electric, high efficiency, and heat recovery boilers. The company also provides industrial burners industrial fans and blowers, air handling equipment, turbines, and utility power equipment. The company was founded in 1922 and is based in Cincinnati, Ohio. As of July 2, 2021, Lathrop-Trotter LLC operates as a subsidiary of Koch Air, LLC.

				7/1/21		7/1/21		Sapelec (100% Stake)		Existing Management				The management buyout group has acquired Sapelec, the French manufacturer of industrial process control equipment has acquired the company. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				6/30/21		8/3/21		Global HVAC & Automation Inc.		Kontrol Technologies Corp.		$   7.3		Kontrol Technologies [NEO:KNR], a Toronto, Ontario-based developer of cloud-based and SaaS technology for smart buildings, has acquired Global HVAC & Automation for USD 7.25m

Kontrol anticipates full year revenue for 2021 will be in the USD 38m range up from USD 13m in 2020 and anticipated 2021 Adjusted EBITDA of USD 3.7m.

Press release:

Kontrol Technologies Corp. (NEO: KNR) (OTCQB: KNRLF) (FSE: 1K8) ("Kontrol" or the "Company"), a leader in smart building technologies announces the completion of the acquisition (see prior release dated June 30th, 2021) of Global HVAC & Automation Inc. ("Global") and a record revenue order book of $155 million.

"We are excited to complete such a significant acquisition, which adds substantial new revenues and the largest consolidated revenue order book in our operating history," said Paul Ghezzi, CEO of Kontrol. "This acquisition brings with it an impressive roster of new customers and technical capabilities, which we believe should create many potential lucrative cross-selling opportunities. As such, the acquisition of Global has the potential to drive significant growth and scale for Kontrol over the long term. With a consolidated revenue order book of $155 million, we are well poised for our next stage of growth."

Corporate Outlook

Kontrol anticipates full year revenue for 2021 will be in the $38 million range up from $13million in 2020 and anticipated 2021 Adjusted EBITDA* of $3.7 Million.

For 2022 Kontrol anticipates revenues in the range of $65 to $70 million and Adjusted EBITDA* in the range of $4.5 to $4.8 million.

The Importance of HVAC Systems and Automation for Smart Buildings

Global provides integrated installations of complex heating, cooling, ventilation and building automation systems to its customers.

Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems can account for up to 70% of overall energy consumption in commercial buildings. Efficient and smart HVAC systems can drive important intelligence and improvements to make buildings more sustainable, profitable and healthier.

Kontrol already provides its customers with a growing suite of Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud-based technology to optimize heating, cooling, and ventilation, as well as overall energy management and emission reduction. Kontrol specializes in the provision of real-time monitoring, asset optimization, data analytics, and enhanced facility management. This is driven by Kontrol's smart-learning software platform, which provides the Company with a crucial competitive edge.

Global's service offering complements Kontrol's existing product portfolio neatly. The combination of the two is expected to create significant growth opportunities over the coming years.

Acquisition Synergies

Global has traditionally focused on larger projects, with one-time project revenues. A small percentage of its overall business is in recurring service and asset maintenance. Global will operate as a subsidiary of Kontrol with its current management team in place. Kontrol will seek to grow Global's recurring revenues through vertical integration with its current software and ongoing service agreements.

Software

Kontrol's SmartSite platform integrates into building automation systems and provides a data analysis, reporting and smart learning algorithms to drive improvements in overall energy management and sustainability. Kontrol will integrate its facility management with the Global project platform to drive software revenues.

Service

Kontrol operates a facility management platform with ongoing and recurring revenues to manage energy assets and optimize them for performance. Kontrol will integrate its facility management with the Global project platform to drive service revenues.

Building Automation Installations

Currently Global outsources building automation improvements to third party contractors. Kontrol will internalize building automation installations.

Cost Reductions

Kontrol will work diligently to reduce costs by reducing duplication of staff and focusing on in house project capabilities to drive full vertical integration across its customer base.

Kontrol BioCloud

BioCloud can be integrated into each HVAC installation delivered by Global to provide real-time monitoring for virus and pathogens.

Transaction Details

Pursuant to the agreement, Kontrol has acquired all the outstanding shares of Global HVAC & Automation Inc. for the purchase price of $7.25 Million and any additional contingent performance-based consideration. The purchase price is subject to adjustments for working capital balances at closing date. The purchase price is settled by the following consideration: (i) $3.5 million in cash on the closing, subject to customary post closing adjustments and reconciliations; (ii) $3.5 million Vendor Take Back at 3% annual interest rate with bullet repayment at the end of 3 years from the closing date (iii) a vendor performance payment equal to 45% of adjusted 3 years cumulative earnings after-tax in excess of $4.5 million.

				6/30/21		6/30/21		Plumbing Heating Paramedics		Threshold Brands				The Riverside Company backed portfolio company, Threshold Brands, has acquired Plumbing Heating Paramedics, from Ryan Carpenter.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Based in Noblesville, Indiana, Plumbing Heating Paramedics is the US-Based company engaged in providing engaged in HVAC system repairs, HVAC system replacements, plumbing system repairs and recurring maintenance.

Source Links:

The Riverside Company press release, 30 June 2021 [https://www.riversidecompany.com/currents/to-the-rescue-riverside-s-threshold-brands-acquires-plumbing-heating-paramedics/]

Jones Day press release, June 2021 [https://www.jonesday.com/en/practices/experience/2021/06/riverside-acquires-plumbing-heating-paramedics]

				6/23/21		6/23/21		Refrigeration Sales Corporation		Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC				Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in Refrigeration Sales Corporation.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company
Headquartered in Valley View, Refrigeration Sales Corporation is a distributor of heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration equipment, parts and supplies.

				6/23/21				Refrigeration Sales Company LLC		Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC		-		Refrigeration Sales Company LLC, trading as Refrigeration Sales Corporation, distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and refrigeration equipment, parts, and supplies in Ohio and Western Pennsylvania. It provides support services, such as technical support, sales and marketing support, training and education, delivery, after-sales services, maintenance, and reclamations. Refrigeration Sales Company LLC was formerly known as Refrigeration Sales Corporation of Cleveland and changed its name to Refrigeration Sales Company LLC in June 2021. The company was incorporated in 1945 and is based in Valley View, Ohio.

				6/11/21		6/11/21		Temperature Control, Inc.		Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc.				Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc. (AWHAP), the portfolio company of Dubin Clark & Company, Inc., has acquired Temperature Control, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Company

Headquartered in Woodland Hills, California and founded in 1987, Temperature Control is a provider of HVAC installation and replacement services for residential customers.

Source Link:

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 11 June 2021 [https://dubinclark.com/dubin-clark-portfolio-affordable-water-heaters-and-plumbing-acquires-temperature-control-inc/]

				6/9/21		6/9/21		Moncrief Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Grove Mountain Partners, LLC backed Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC has acquired Moncrief Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc., the US-based company engaged in providing HVAC maintenance and installation solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/9/21		6/9/21		Werley Heating & Air Conditioning Co.		Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC				Grove Mountain Partners, LLC backed Unique Indoor Comfort Holdings, LLC has acquired Werley Heating & Air Conditioning Co., the US-based company providing heating and air conditioning solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/7/21		6/7/21		ACR Supplies Ltd		DiversiTech Corporation				DiversiTech Corp, the United States based provider of engineered aftermarket parts and components used in the repair, replacement and installation of residential HVACR systems and a portfolio company of Permira Ltd, has acquired ACR Supplies Limited, the United Kingdom based manufacturer of air conditioning and refrigeration ancillaries.
The terms of the deal were undisclosed.
DiversiTech Corp is a portfolio company of Permira.

				6/7/21		6/7/21		Marks Supply, Inc		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC a portfolio company of Ridgemont Equity Partners has acquired Marks Supply, Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Marks Supply, Inc. is a Canada-based provider of HVAC, plumbing, hydronic, and pipe, valves, and fittings products.

Source Links:

Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 07 June 2021 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/munchs-supply-acquires-ontario-based-marks-supply/]

				6/7/21				Marks Supply Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		Marks Supply Inc. engages in the distribution of plumbing, pipe, valves, fittings, hydronics, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. It offers plumbing products, such as bath and showers, bidets, drinking fountains, wash fountains, lavatories, toilets and toilet seats, sinks and faucets, flush valves, water dispensers, water treatment, pumps, tanks, water heaters, tankless water heaters, tools, and repair parts; and P.V.F. products, including backflow prevention, brass, copper, MJ/cast iron, plastic, steel, and stainless steel products, valves, and fittings. The company also provides boilers, water heaters, pumps, valves, radiant heating products, venting products, pipes, regulators, components, regulators, and components; and press systems, tappan dealerships, and spiral ducts for Commercial HVAC. In addition, it offers HVAC products, which include IAQ products, sheet metal products, furnaces, air conditioners, unit heaters, radiant heaters, controls, unit heaters, radiant heaters, refrigerant, and refrigerant reclaims; and fasteners, chemical and compounds, solder, and hand tools. Further, the company provides hydronics and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning design services, such as heat-loss/gain calculations, equipment sizing, duct and ventilation design, stamped designs for building permits, site visits and budget quotes, in-floor heating layouts, boiler piping schematics, snowmelt systems, and HVAC and hydronics equipment. The company was incorporated in 1962 and is based in Kitchener, Canada. It has additional offices in Guelph, Brantford, Burlington, Niagara Falls, London, Windsor, Mississauga, and Vaughan, Canada. As of June 7, 2021, Marks Supply Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Munch's Supply LLC.

				6/3/21		6/3/21		CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment Ltd.		The Arcticom Group, LLC				Arcticom Group, a Walnut Creek, California-based commercial refrigeration and HVAC services consolidator, has acquired Canada-based CT Control Temp, IHM Mechanical and CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment.

CT Control and IHM Mechanical are located in Vancouver, and CTR Refrigeration serves Calgary and Edmonton.

This news service reported [https://www.mergermarket.com/intelligence/view/2906553] in 2019 that Arcticom hopes to expand its reach and revenue through additional acquisitions.

Press release:

The Arcticom Group (TAG) [https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?anchor=The+Arcticom+Group+%28TAG%29&esheet=52440095&id=smartlink&index=1&lan=en-US&md5=37fd3922022299cef8ffe6e03da00ac5&newsitemid=20210603005838&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thearcticomgroup.com%2F], a leading North American provider of refrigeration and mechanical services, announces its international expansion into the Canadian HVACR market with acquisitions that add three established and successful brands to the company’s broad geographic operations.

CT Control Temp Ltd. and IHM Mechanical Ltd., located in Vancouver, BC, and CTR Refrigeration & Food Store Equipment Ltd. that serves Calgary and Edmonton are TAG’s newest additions. Financial terms of the deals were not disclosed.

“The addition of CT, IHM & CTR substantially advance The Arcticom Group as an elite specialty mechanical services company by bringing together the market leaders in western Canada with TAG’s existing, loyal client base across the western and southern US. These substantial additions give us access to the growing Canadian market with full design build capability and a reputation for delivering exceptional customer experiences in all aspects of commercial HVACR service and installation,” noted Jim Pape, CEO of The Arcticom Group.

John Devita, CT CEO stated, “We are excited and look forward to being part of The Arcticom Group. I believe our combined systems and HVACR industry knowledge will benefit current and future clients across the border for many years.”

Dean Gabriele, President of CT and IHM, added: “Becoming part of the TAG family of companies gives our business and our people the opportunity to continue to grow.”

CTR President, Stacey Lauer concluded, “We are proud to be joining forces with an enterprise that takes customer success as seriously as we do.”

Through its growing family of HVACR companies, TAG provides a wide variety of commercial refrigeration services including preventative maintenance, repair, installation, renovation, new system engineering and design, energy optimization and refrigerant management programs.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 03 June 2021 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/three-new-partners-in-canada/]

				6/3/21		6/3/21		Green Air Care		Granite Comfort		$   16.0		Granite Comfort, a portfolio company of Tiger Infrastructure Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Green Air Care, the US-based company engaged in providing ventilation and heating services, for a consideration of USD 16m.

As part of the transaction, Green Air Care will join Granite Comfort’s Dallas-based Frymire Home Services.

Previous Funding

In 2019, Tiger Infrastructure Partners formed Granite Comfort.

Source Link:

Granite Comfort press release, 03 June 2021 [https://granitecomfort.com/granite-comfort-expands-footprint-to-chicagoland-with-acquisition-of-green-air-care/]

Baker McKenzie press release, 09 June 2021 [https://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/newsroom/2021/06/granite-comfort-acquires-green-air-care]

				6/1/21		6/1/21		American Heating Company Inc (100% Stake)		Enerquip LLC				Enerquip LLC, the United States based designer and fabricator of stainless-steel heat exchangers and sanitary vessels has acquired American Heating Company Inc, the local provider of industrial heating equipment. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/31/21		5/31/21		Gagnon & Associates Inc		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group L.P. has acquired Gagnon & Associates Inc, a Canada-based company specializing in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

The Master Group L.P. press release, 31 May 2021 [https://www.master.ca/en/press_releases/the-master-group-acquires-ontario-firm-gagnon-associates-inc-]

				5/26/21		5/26/21		Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Morgan Stanley Private Equity				Morgan Stanley Private Equity along with management of Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. has acquired the company from Dubin Clark & Company, Inc., in a management buyout transaction.

The financial terms of transaction are not disclosed.

Company
Headquartered in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, Sila Heating & Air Conditioning is engaged in providing HVAC services.

Source Link:

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 26 May 2021
[https://dubinclark.com/dubin-clark-completes-sale-of-hvac-platform-sila-heating-air/]

Debevoise & Plimpton LLP press release, 26 May 2021 [https://www.debevoise.com/news/2021/05/debevoise-advises-morgan-stanley-capital]

				5/24/21		7/1/21		Bacharach, Inc.		MSA Safety Incorporated		$   337.0		FFL Partners LP has agreed to sell its portfolio company, Bacharach, Inc. to MSA Safety Incorporated, for a consideration of USD 337m.

The transaction is expected to be funded through a combination of long-term fixed rate debt and variable senior revolving incremental borrowings with an after-tax cost of less than two percent. As part of the transaction, MSA amended and extended its credit facilities to increase borrowing capacity.

The acquisition is expected to be accretive to MSA's earnings, margins and cash flow in the first full year of ownership. It includes adjusted earnings accretion of USD 0.10 - USD 0.15 per share in the second half of 2021 and USD 0.25 - USD 0.35 per share for the full year of 2022.

The transaction is expected to close in early July 2021, subject to receipt of regulatory approvals and satisfaction of other customary closing conditions.

Company
Based in New Kensington, Pennsylvania, Bacharach is a company engaged in the design, manufacture and service of gas detection, monitoring and analysis instrumentation for the HVAC and refrigeration industries.

The company reported revenue of approximately USD 70m and employs 200 people across four locations in the U.S., Canada and Ireland.

UPDATE 01 July 2021: The transaction is completed.

Source Links:

MSA Safety Incorporated press release, 24 May 2021 [https://investors.msasafety.com/news-releases/news-release-details/msa-safety-expand-gas-detection-business-acquisition-bacharach]

Bacharach, Inc. press release, 24 May 2021 [https://www.mybacharach.com/msa-safety-acquires-bacharach-inc/]

FFL Partners LP press release, 24 May 2021 [https://www.fflpartners.com/msa-safety-to-expand-gas-detection-business-with-acquisition-of-bacharach-inc]

MSA Safety Incorporated press release, 01 July 2021 [https://investors.msasafety.com/news-releases/news-release-details/msa-safety-completes-acquisition-bacharach-inc-leader-heating]

				5/20/21		5/20/21		Thermal Resource Sales, Inc.; Supermarket Environment Services Co.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC, has acquired Thermal Resource Sales, Inc., and Supermarket Environment Services Co. (together TRS-SESCO), the US-based providers of commercial and industrial HVAC and energy solutions.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 20 May 2021 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-trs-sesco/]

				5/19/21		5/19/21		Dial Plumbing and Air Conditioning Inc.		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners' portfolio company Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Dial Plumbing and Air Conditioning, a US-based provider of residential and light commercial plumbing, heating, air conditioning, ventilation and gas services.

The financial terms of the trasnaction are not disclosed.

				5/13/21		5/13/21		Sturm Heating Inc.		The SEER Group LLC				The SEER Group LLC has acquired Sturm Heating Inc, the US-based company providing equipment and repair related services for heating, air conditioning, electrical, and water heater needs of residential and commercial customers, for an undisclosed consideration.

				5/12/21		5/12/21		UV Resources, LLC		Madison Industries				Madison Industries has acquired UV Resources, LLC, the US-based manufacturer of Ultraviolet-C disinfection and HVAC efficiency products, for an undisclosed consideration.

Pursuant to the transaction, UVR will be a division within Madison’s Indoor Air Quality segment.

Source Link:

FocalPoint Partners, LLC press release, 12 May 2021 [https://focalpointllc.com/uv-resources-madison-industries/]

				5/11/21		5/7/21		Acme Refrigeration of Baton Rouge, LLC		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc. has acquired Acme Refrigeration of Baton Rouge, LLC, the US-based distributor of air conditioning, heating and refrigeration products, for an undisclosed consideration.

Acme Refrigeration has reported an annual turnover of USD 60m in 2020.

Source Link:

https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=58563https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=58563Watsco, Inc. press release, 11 May 2021
[https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-acquisition-acme-refrigeration]

				5/4/21		5/4/21		Radiant Plumbing Service, Incorporated (100% Stake)		The Riverside Company				Riverside Co, the private equity firm has acquired Radiant Plumbing Service Inc, the United States-based provider of maintenance plumbing, sewer and HVAC services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				5/4/21		5/4/21		Custom Air Products & Services, Inc.		Airxcel, Inc.				L Catterton Management Limited's portfolio company, Airxcel, Inc. has acquired Custom Air Products & Services, Inc., the US-based commercial and industrial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) manufacturing and service company, for an undisclosed consideration.

In March 2018, L Catterton had acquired Airxcel from One Rock Capital Partners, LLC for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Airxcel, Inc. press release, 04 May 2021 [https://www.airxcel.com/news/2021/05/04/airxcel-acquires-custom-air-products-services]

				4/30/21		4/30/21		Primex - HVAC Venting Products		Menzies Metal Products		$   5.7		Menzies Metal Products has acquired Primex - HVAC Venting Products, a Canada-based company which designs and builds HVAC Venting solutions, from Primex Manufacturing Limited for a consideration of CAD 7m.

				4/29/21		4/29/21		Larry & Sons		Len The Plumber, LLC				Len The Plumber, LLC, a portfolio company of Thompson Street Capital Partners LP has acquired Larry & Sons. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company

Based in Maryland, USA, Larry & Sons is a full-service residential plumbing and HVAC company.

Source Link:

Thompson Street Capital Partners LP press release, 29 April 2021 [https://www.tscp.com/press-release/thompson-street-capital-partners-portfolio-company-len-the-plumber-acquires-larry-sons-plumbing-heating-services/]

				4/28/21		4/21/21		Mission Plumbing Heating & Cooling LLC		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners' portfolio company Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Mission Plumbing Heating & Cooling LLC, the US-based company engaged in providing HAV, plumbing and heating solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transition will enhance business operations and provide growth and expansion opportunities.

				4/19/21		Pending		Melrose Plc (Nortek Air Management business)		Madison Industries		$   3,646.0		Madison Industries has agreed to acquire Nortek Air Management business of Melrose Plc, comprising of Nortek Global HVAC and Air Quality & Home Solutions segments., for a cash consideration of GBP 2.62bn.

The transaction is subject to approval from shareholders of Melrose, approval from antitrust authorities and other customary closing conditions. The transaction is expected to complete in the second or third quarter of 2021.

Source Links:

Melrose Plc press release, 19 April 2021 [https://www.melroseplc.net/media/announcements/2021/proposed-disposal-of-nortek-air-management-for-3625-billion/]

Madison Industries press release, 19 April 2021 [https://madison.net/madison-industries-agrees-to-acquire-nortek-air-to-bolster-indoor-air-quality-offering/]

Madison Industries stock exchange announcement, 19 April 2021 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/MRO/proposed-disposal-of-nortek-air-management/14941834]

				4/19/21		4/19/21		Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd. (30% Stake)		Carrier Global Corporation		$   46.1		Carrier Global Corporation has agreed to acquire 30% stake in Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd, a China-based company engaged in the commercial air-conditioning business from Chigo Holding Limited.

Terms: The consideration for the transaction is CNY 300m.

Conditions:

 * Carrier 's 70% stake acquisition in Guangdong Chigo Heating & Ventilation Equipment Co., Ltd from GW Group.
 * Customary closing conditions and regulatory sanctions.
 * Other necessary conditions.

Background:

 * Carrier will also acquire other subsidiaries of Guangdong Giwee Group Co., Ltd. - namely Guangdong Giwee Technology Co., Ltd. and Guangdong Giwee electronic commerce Co., Ltd.
 * Chigo Heating reported net profit of CNY 85.664m and CNY 31.799m for the year ended 31 December 2019 and 2020, respectively

UPDATED 19 April 2021: completed

Source Links:

Carrier Global Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 19 April 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000095014221001308/eh210145593_8k.htm]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 19 April 2021 [https://www.corporate.carrier.com/news/news-articles/carrier-agrees-to-acquire-guangdong-giwee-group-a-chinabased-hvac-manufacturer.html]

				4/19/21				Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin		Mestek, Inc. (OTCPK:MCCK)		-		As of April 19, 2021, Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin was acquired by Mestek, Inc. Baseboard Assets of Slant/Fin comprises HVAC systems for industrial, commercial, and residential spaces. The asset is located in the United States.

				4/15/21		Pending		Titanium Steel & Manufacturing Co Ltd		Koch Chemical Technology Group Saudi Arabia Limited		$   9.7		Koch Chemical Technology Group Saudi Arabia Limited, has agreed to acquire Titanium Steel & Manufacturing Co Ltd, a Saudi Arabia-based company engaged in manufacturing of heating, ventilation and air conditioning equipment including ventilation systems, heat exchangers, drums, reactors and evaporators; provides repair and maintenance services, from Saudi Steel Pipe Company, for a cash consideration of USD 9.7m.

The transaction is subject to approval by the General Authority for Competition, and is expected to close within the third quarter of 2021. In 2020, Saudi Steel Pipe has incurred net losses of SAR 34.5m (USD 9.2m) compared with SAR 26.8m (USD 7.15m) in 2019.

				4/15/21		4/15/21		Carolina Air, Inc. Heating & Cooling		NearU HVAC Services				SkyKnight Capital backed NearU Services has acquired Carolina Air, Inc. Heating & Cooling.

The financial terms of transaction are not disclosed. Following the transaction, Carolina Air will continue to operate under its own brand.

Company
Headquartered in Carthage, North Carolina, Carolina Air Heating & Cooling is engaged in providing heating, air purification and air conditioning repair solutions. It currently has 40 employees.

Source Link:

NearU Services press release, 15 April 2021 [https://nearu-services.com/news/nearu-services-continues-strong-momentum-in-north-carolina-through-the-acquisition-of-carolina-air-a-premier-home-services-brand-in-the-broader-raleigh-durham-market]

				4/14/21		4/14/21		API of NH and Delta T		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch’s Supply, an Illinois-based HVAC distributor backed by Ridgemont Equity Partners, has acquired API of NH and Delta T, a New Hampshire-based family owned HVAC distributor. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction includes acquisition of API's eight branches servicing New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine and Vermont.

Source Link:
Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 14 April 2021 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/munchs-supply-acquires-new-hampshire-based-api-of-nh-and-delta-t/]

				4/9/21		5/12/21		Silent-Aire Limited Partnership		Johnson Controls International plc		$   630.0		Johnson Controls International plc has agreed to acquire Silent-Aire Limited Partnership, a Canada-based designer and manufacturer of custom air handlers and modular data centers for hyperscale cloud and colocation providers, for a cash consideration of USD 630m.

Silent-Aire will also receive up to USD 240m as earnout, subject to the achievement of post-closing milestones. The transaction is expected to be immediately accretive and add USD 0.07 to USD 0.09 to FY22 adjusted EPS.

The transaction is expected to close in the fiscal third quarter of 2021, subject to the receipt of regulatory approval and customary closing conditions. Silent-Aire’s revenue for fiscal year 2021 (May) is expected to approximate USD 650m and currently has around 3,000 employees globally.

UPDATE 12 May 2021: The transaction has completed.

Source Links:

Johnson Controls International plc press release, 09 April 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/media-center/news/press-releases/2021/04/09/johnson-controls-agrees-to-acquire-silentaire-to-accelerate-growth-in-hyperscale-data-center-vertica]

Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP press release, 09 April 2021 [https://www.clearygottlieb.com/news-and-insights/news-listing/johnson-controls-to-acquire-silent-aire-for-870-million]

Johnson Controls International plc press release, 12 May 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_in/media-center/news/press-releases/2021/05/12/johnson-controls-completes-acquisition-of-silent-aire]

				4/8/21		4/8/21		Zone Mechanical, LLC		Wind Point Partners, L.P.				Wind Point Partners, L.P. along with the management of Zone Mechanical, LLC, the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC mechanical services to the grocery, convenience store and warehouse industries, have acquired the company, from TJM Capital Partners, for an undisclosed consideration, in a management uyout deal.

Source Links:

Wind Point Partners, L.P. press release, 08 April 2021 [https://www.wppartners.com/overview/wind-point-partners-acquires-zone-mechanical]

NXT Capital, LLC press release, 12 April 2021 [https://www.nxtcapital.com/news/nxt-capital-provides-senior-credit-facility-to-support-wind-point-partners-acquisition-of-zone-mechanical/#0]

Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated press release, April 2021 [https://www.rwbaird.com/ma-transactions/investment-banking/DealCard/5734?utm_source=linkedin&utm_medium=social&utm_content=&utm_campaign=&utm_term=&sf141909978=1]

				4/7/21		4/7/21		Neffsville Plumbing, Heating & Cooling Services		Len The Plumber, LLC				Len The Plumber, LLC, the portfolio company of Thompson Street Capital Partners LP, has acquired Neffsville Plumbing, Heating & Cooling Services.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Company

Headquartered in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Neffsville is a provider of residential plumbing and HVAC full-services.

Source:

Thompson Street Capital Partners LP press release, 07 April 2021 [https://www.tscp.com/press-release/thompson-street-capital-partners-portfolio-company-len-the-plumber-announces-acquisition-of-neffsville-plumbing-heating-services/]

				4/6/21		11/1/20		Wagner Mechanical, Inc		Stan’s Heating & Cooling				Stan’s Heating & Cooling, backed by Treaty Oak Equity LLC has acquired Wagner Mechanical, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Company

Located in US,,Wagner Mechanical, Inc. is a heating, plumbing and electrical services company.

				4/2/21		4/14/21		Skydome ; ESSEMES Services		Kingspan Group Plc				Kingspan Group Plc has agreed to acquire Skydome, a France-based company engaged in production of daylighting, ventilation, smoke evacuation, and roofing access systems, and ESSEMES Services, a France-based company engaged in the installation of skylights and the maintenance of fire safety equipment, from SMAC, SAS for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction enables SMAC to concentrate on Travaux, its core business consisting of waterproofing and building envelope solutions. The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions. In 2020, Skydome reported revenues of approximately EUR 45m.

SMAC is a portfolio company of OpenGate Capital Management, LLC. SMAC had signed an exclusivity agreement in January 2021.

UPDATE 14 April 2021: The acquisition of Skydome and ESSEMES Services has been completed.

Source Links:

SMAC, SAS press release, 19 January 2021 (French) [https://www.smac-sa.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Communiqu%C3%A9-de-presse-SMAC-c%C3%A8de-son-p%C3%B4le-lanterneaux.19.01.21.pdf]

OpenGate Capital Management, LL press release, 25 January 2021 [https://opengatecapital.com/ogc-news/opengate-capital-portfolio-company-smac-signs-agreement-to-sell-skylights-business-to-kingspan-lightair/]

Kingspan Group Plc stock exchange announcement, 19 February 2021 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/KGP/final-results/14871014]

SMAC, SAS press release, 02 April 2021 (French) [https://www.smac-sa.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CP_SMAC-a-finalis%C3%A9-la-vente-de_SKYDOME_ESSEMES-Service_02.04.21.pdf]

OpenGate Capital Management, LLC press release, 14 April 2021 [https://opengatecapital.com/ogc-news/opengate-capital-portfolio-company-smac-completes-sale-of-skydome-and-essemes-services-businesses-to-kingspan-light-air/]

				3/31/21		3/31/21		Sierra Air Inc		Service Champions, Inc.				Odyssey Investment Partners, LLC-backed Service Champions, Inc. has acquired Sierra Air Inc.

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Sierra's founder Ron Ford has become a shareholder of Service Champions.

Company

Based in Reno, Nevada, Sierra Air Inc is an HVAC home services company.

				3/26/21		3/26/21		Royal Metal Products		Flex-Tek		$   107.6		Flex-Tek, a US-based provider of engineered components that move heat, fluid and gases, has acquired Royal Metal Products, a Temple, Georgia-based manufacturer of residential and light commercial HVAC products

				3/16/21		Pending		Temperature Equipment Corporation		Watsco, Inc.; Carrier Global Corporation				Watsco, Inc. and Carrier Global Corporation (Carrier) Temperature Equipment Corporation (TEC), the US-based distributor of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning equipment and related parts and supplies, for an undisclosed consideration.

As per the terms of the agreement, Watsco and Carrier will own 80% and 20% stake in TEC, respectively. Post-acquisition, TEC will operate as an independent entity

In 2020, TEC reported revenues of USD 291m. TEC serves around 10,000 customers from 32 locations in Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota and Missouri.

Source Links:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 16 March 2021 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-acquire-temperature-equipment-corporation-291-million]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 16 March 2021 [https://ir.carrier.com/node/8996/pdf]

				3/10/21		3/10/21		Hurley & David, Inc.		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC				New Mountain Capital, LLC-backed Horizon Services, LLC has agreed to acquire Hurley & David, Inc.

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Company

Based in Springfield, Massachusetts, Hurley & David, Inc. is a provider of heating, cooling, and whole-home comfort.

				3/1/21				Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co.		F.W. Webb Company, Inc.		-		Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co. engages in the distribution of plumbing, heating and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) products. The company is based in Danbury, Connecticut. As of March 1, 2021, Danbury Plumbing and HVAC Supply Co. operates as a subsidiary of F.W. Webb Company, Inc.

				2/23/21		2/23/21		Cool Solution Refrigeration Ltd		Johnson Controls, Inc.				Johnson Controls, Inc. (JCI) has acquired Cool Solution Refrigeration Ltd (CSR), an UK-based company engaged in designing, installation and maintenance of air-conditioner and refrigerator, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will increase JCI’s customer base, enhance its operations and strengthen the company’s market position. The transaction will provide growth and expansion opportunities.

CSR had a workforce of 25 employees.

Source Links:

Johnson Controls International plc press release,23 February 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_gb/insights/2021/pr/johnson-controls-acquires-cool-solution]

Johnson Controls International plc press release,03 March 2021 [https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/en_gb/-/media/jci/be/united-kingdom/insights/files/pr/cool_solution_acquisition_release_final.pdf]

				2/19/21		2/19/21		Termet S.A.		Ferro Group		$   19.2		Ferro Group, a US based private equity firm specializing in the acquisition of manufacturing and distribution services, acquired Termet S.A., a Poland based manufacturer of HVACR equipment.

				2/17/21		3/1/21		Holyoake Industries Ltd.		Price Industries Limited				Price Industries Limited has agreed to acquire an undisclosed stake in Holyoake Industries Ltd, a New Zealand-based manufacturer of commercial HVAC equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is Price’s first key expansion into New Zealand and Australia, creating an Australasian HVAC powerhouse. Post-acquisition, Holyoake will operate independently under the name ‘Holyoake by Price’. Holyoake currently operates in Australia and New Zealand.

UPDATE 02 March 2021: The acquisition completed on 01 March.

				2/11/21		2/11/21		Adey Innovation LLP		Polypipe Group
(LSE:PLP)		$   290.7		Polypipe Group is a manufactures and sells pressure-rated high density polyethylene pipes aquired ADEY Innovation, a manufacturer and supplier of heating and cooling systems.

				2/8/21		2/8/21		ElitAire, Inc.		Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Applied Americas Inc. has acquired ElitAire, Inc., the US-based company engaged in providing HVAC equipment and building automation control solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/5/21		3/2/21		Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company		Tinicum Incorporated				Tinicum Incorporated has agreed to acquire an undisclosed controlling stake in Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Desloge family shareholders will continue to have minority ownership in Watlow. Watlow will continue to operate from its headquarters in St. Louis, Missouri. The transaction is subject to receipt of customary regulatory approvals.

Company
Headquartered in Saint Louis, Missouri, and founded in 1922, Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company is a company engaged in the design and manufacture of industrial electric heaters, sensors, controllers, and software.

It reported revenues of USD 450m in 2019.

UPDATE 02 March 2021: The transaction has been completed.

Source Links:

Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company press release, 05 February 2021 [https://www.watlow.com/about-watlow/news/tinicum-press-release]

Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company press release, 02 March 2021 [https://www.watlow.com/about-watlow/news/tinicum-lp-acquires-controlling-interest-in-watlow]

				2/3/21		2/3/21		Texas Chiller Systems, LLC		Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.				Jackson Mechanical Service Inc., an Orion Group company backed by Alpine Investors LP has acquired Texas Chiller Systems, LLC.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition is in line with Orion group's strategy of building a national platform by partnering with founder-owned facility services businesses and providing resources to help them in their expansion and growth.

It will also enable TCS to expand its service offerings in San Antonio and also expand its geographic presence to other Texas markets.

Previous Funding
Alpine Investors LP acquired Jackson Mechanical Service Inc. in 2020, which led to the formation of the Orion group.

Company
Headquartered in San Antonio, Texas, and founded in 2006, Texas Chiller Systems, LLC is a provider of commercial HVAC services company.

				2/3/21				Munch's Supply Colorado LLC		Munch's Supply LLC.		-		Munch's Supply Colorado LLC, doing business as C&L Supply HVAC and Plumbing, engages in the distribution of heating and air conditioning equipment, and plumbing products. The company was incorporated in 2021 and is based in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. As of February 3, 2021, Munch's Supply Colorado LLC operates as a subsidiary of Munch's Supply LLC.

				2/3/21		2/3/21		Nordiska Klimatfabriken		Volution Group		$   4.8		Volution Group plc,  a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy efficient indoor air quality solutions, has acquired Nordiska Klimatfabriken AB, a Sweden based manufactuturer of low carbon residential ventilation equipment.

				2/2/21		7/16/21		Enwave Energy Corp. (US business)		Ullico Inc.; QIC Limited		$   950.0		QIC Limited and Ullico Inc. have agreed to acquire the US-based business of Enwave Energy Corp., a Canada based heating and air conditioning services company, from Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P.

Terms:

 * QIC and Ullico will acquire Enwave Energy US for a consideration of approximately USD 950m.
 * Concurrently, Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan Board and IFM Investors have agreed to acquire Enwave’s Canadian business for an estimated consideration of USD 2.9bn.

Rationale:

 * The acquisition will enable QIC to expand its global infrastructure presence to 20 assets in six countries.
 * It will also help Ullico to diversify its portfolio within district energy business.

Expected Completion: The transaction is expected to occur in mid-2021.

Conditions:

 * Regulatory approvals.
 * Customary closing conditions.

Background:

 * Enwave Energy US currently serves over 340 clients and operates in eight cities across eight states, providing energy solutions to more than 400 buildings across universities, school districts and hospitals.
 * In October 2012, Brookfield Asset Management had acquired Enwave Energy Corp., from Borealis Infrastructure Management Inc, for an enterprise value of USD 480m.

UPDATE 16 July 2021: The acquisition of Enwave Energy Corp. has been completed and it will operate under the name CenTrio.

Source Links:

Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://bip.brookfield.com/press-releases/2021/02-02-2021-123147392]

Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P. 8-K form filed with SEC on 02 February 2021 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1406234/000117184321000655/f6k_020221.htm]

 * Press Release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1406234/000117184321000655/exh_991.htm]

Enwave Energy Corp. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.enwave.com/resources/statement-on-ownership-transition/]

Ullico Inc. press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.ullico.com/news-item/EnwaveEnergy]

QIC Limited press release, 02 February 2021 [https://www.qic.com.au/knowledge-centre/qic-acquires-enwave-energy-us-20210202]

				2/1/21		2/1/21		Wolseley UK Limited		Clayton Dublilier & Rice		$   418.6		Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, a private equity firm focused in the industrial, manufacturing, and IT sectors, acquired Wolseley UK Limited, a leading specialist distributor of plumbing HVACR equipment.

				1/26/21		1/26/21		United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC		SPP Management Services, LLC; Capitala Group; Pareto & Company LLC				SPP Management Services, LLC (Summit Park), Capitala Group and Pareto & Company LLC and along with the management team of United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC (UAT), acquired the company in a management buyout deal.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

Summit Park via Summit Park III, L.P. fund lead the majority recapitalization of UAT. The management team included, President Mr. Mike Giordano and CEO Mr. Gabe Ivanescu who was the majority owner of UAT prior to the recapitalization.

The transaction will help in UAT's organic growth, expand the company's geographic reach and pursue future add-on acquisitions

The transaction represents sixth investment in via fund Summit Park III, L.P.

Debt

The transaction was supported through debt financing by Bank of Montreal.

Company

Headquartered in Lorton, Virginia, US, United Air Temp, Air Conditioning and Heating LLC (UAT) is a provider of residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning ("HVAC") services

Source link:

https://www.unitedairtemp.com/https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=267213SPP Management Services, LLC press release, 26 January 2021 [https://www.summitparkllc.com/news/1776/summit-park-leads-majority-recapitalization-of-united-air-temp]https://www.summitparkllc.com/news/1776/summit-park-leads-majority-recapitalization-of-united-air-temp

				1/12/21		1/12/21		ABCO HVACR Supply + Solutions		Daikin North America LLC				Daikin North America LLC has acquired ABCO HVACR Supply + Solutions, the US-based HVAC distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

Daikin will be able to strengthen its opportunity for greater collaboration in the local territories among ABCO branches. It will allow ABCO to grow by retaining and growing its contractor customer base, hiring new talent, adding more business technology, expanding product lines. Post-acquisition, ABCO’s senior management team will continue to be the leaders of ABCO and Mr. Michael Senter will continue to be CEO. ABCO will operate as a unit of Daikin.

				1/4/21		1/4/21		Robinson Plumbing & Heating Supply Co., Inc.		Goodman Distribution, Inc.				Goodman Distribution, Inc. has acquired Robinson Plumbing & Heating Supply Co., Inc., the US-based HVAC, hydronics and plumbing equipment and services firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is in line with Goodman’s planned growth strategy. It will also enable Goodman to expand its presence in the Northeast regions of USA. Post acquisition, Robinson will maintain its headquarters at Fall River, Massachusetts. There will also be no changes in the management structure throughout its existing branch locations.

Robinson currently operates seven branches across Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island.

Source Link:

https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=1393381https://admin.mergermarket.com/common/Admin/Company/Edit.aspx?sysid=1393381Goodman Distribution, Inc. press release, 04 January 2021
[https://www.goodmanmfg.com/pdfviewer.aspx?pdfurl=docs/librariesprovider6/default-document-library/robinson-supply-news-release-final--mr-rev-tracked.pdf?view=true]

				1/4/21		12/31/20		Purification Solutions LLC		Atlas Copco AB				Atlas Copco AB has acquired Purification Solutions LLC (Nano Purification Solutions), the US-based manufacturer of air treatment and on-site nitrogen generation equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

Atlas Copco will be able to enhance its market share as well as accelerate growth in North America, Europe and other strategic markets by leveraging on the expertise and product portfolio of Nano Purification Solutions. Post-acquisition, Nano Purification Solutions will become part of the Industrial Air division within the Compressor Technique Business Area.

In 2019, Purification Solutions reported revenues of USD 26m with a work force of 60 employees operating in Europe and the United States.

Source Links:

Atlas Copco AB press release, 04 January 2021 [https://www.atlascopcogroup.com/content/dam/corporate/cision/20210104_Atlas_Copco_has_acquired_air_treatment_and_nitrogen_generator_manufacturer.pdf]

Atlas Copco AB press release, 04 January 2021 (Swedish) [https://www.atlascopcogroup.com/content/dam/corporate/cision/20210104_Atlas_Copco_har_f_rv_rvat_tillverkare_av_luftbehandlare_och_kv_vegeneratorer.pdf]

				12/31/20		12/31/20		Airo Mechanical, LLC		Thomas Investments LLC				Thomas Investments LLC has agreed to acquire Airo Mechanical, LLC, the US-based contractor for multifamily HVAC and plumbing solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Clarity Capital Advisors press release [https://clarityexit.com/completed-deals/#airo]

				12/30/20		12/30/20		Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc.		Gryphon Investors Inc		$   78.0		Gryphon Investors has acquired a majority stake in Canada-based Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc., from Clairvest Group Inc., for a consideration of approximately CAD 100m (USD 78.02m).

The sale represents a 4.7x multiple, for Clairvest on its investment of CAD 21.3m over a period of two years, and an IRR of 110%.

Right Time’s management will continue to remain with the Company and retain a significant equity stake.

The transaction will help Right Time to benefit from the resources and expertise of Gryphon and further expand organically and through acquisitions.

Pursuant to the transaction, Mr. Jeff Balagna, will become Chairman, and Right Time co-founder and CEO Mr. Vaughn Goettler will become Vice Chairman, while co-founder and President Mr. Jeremy Hetherington has been named CEO of the company. Mr. Alex Earls of Gryphon will join the Board of Directors.

Previous funding
In 2018, Clairvest Group Inc via its Clairvest Equity Partners V fund, in partnership with the management of Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning Canada Inc., acquired the company, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 2014 and headquartered in St. Catharines, Ontario, Right Time Heating and Air Conditioning, is a provider of Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) installation, preventative maintenance programs, repairs, and replacements services. It owns and operates 10 brands across 11 locations in Ontario, Manitoba, and British Columbia. It employs 400 people.

Source Links:

Clairvest Group Inc. press release, 30 December 2020 [https://www.clairvest.com/clairvest-generates-an-irr-of-110-and-a-4-7x-multiple-of-capital-on-the-sale-of-right-time-heating-and-air-conditioning/]

Gryphon Investors Inc press release, 30 December 2020 [https://www.gryphon-inv.com/news-article/gryphon-investors-completes-majority-investment-in-right-time-heating-and-air-conditioning/]

				12/22/20		12/9/20		Cunningham Associates Heating and Air Conditioning		Southern HVAC Corporation				MSouth Equity Partners LLC backed Southern HVAC Corporation has acquired Cunningham Associates Heating and Air Conditioning, from Mr. Bob Cunningham.

The terms of the transactions are not disclosed.

				12/21/20				Sierra Air Conditioning, Inc.		SE Capital Partners, LLC		-		Sierra Air Conditioning, Inc. provides residential heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) installation services to new homes built by national and local homebuilders. It offers heating and cooling, indoor air quality, home comfort club, and other installments. The company was founded in 1987 and is based in Las Vegas, Nevada.

				12/18/20		12/18/20		Heatex AB (100% Stake)		Madison Industries				Madison Industries Holdings LLC, the United States based conglomerate involved in industrial and mechanical businesses has acquired Heatex AB, the Sweden based manufacturer of air-to-air heat exchangers for applications in buildings, data centers as well as wind turbines from BWB Partners, the private equity firm. The terms of the deal were undisclosed. The transaction provides an exit strategy for BWB Partners.

				12/18/20		12/18/20		ClimaRad B.V.		Volution Group		$   51.5		Volution Group plc,  a leading international designer and manufacturer of energy efficient indoor air quality solutions, has acquired 75% of the issued share capital of ClimaRad B.V., the market leader for decentralised ventilation systems in the Netherlands.

				12/15/20		12/15/20		Heartland Home Services, Inc.		Cobepa S.A.; The Jordan Company, L.P.				The Jordan Company, L.P. (TJC) and Cobepa S.A., along with the management of Heartland Home Services, Inc. (Heartland), has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in the company, from North Branch Capital, LLC (North Branch), in a management buyout transaction.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed. Under the terms, Cobepa made significant investment whereas North Branch will retain minority stake in Heartland. TJC made investment via its The Resolute Fund IV, L.P.

The transaction will enable Heartland to expand its HVAC service offerings to customers.

Prior to this, Heartland completed nine add-on acquisitions.

Debt

The Carlyle Group provided debt financing to TJC for supporting the acquisition.

Previous Funding

In January 2020, North Branch Capital formed Heartland Home Services with the acquisition of A+ Derr Heating & Cooling.

Company

Headquartered in Macomb, Michigan and founded in 2016, Heartland Home Services, Inc. is a provider of residential HVAC replacement and maintenance, plumbing and electrical services.

Source Links:

The Carlyle Group press release, 15 December 2020 [https://www.carlyle.com/media-room/news-release-archive/carlyle-group-leads-structures-debt-financing-jordan-companys-acquisition-heartland-home-services]

				12/15/20				H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc.		Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions, Inc.		-		H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc. offers heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems' repair, replacement, construction, and installation services in Austin and the surrounding areas. The company was founded in 2011 and is based in Austin, Texas. As of December 15, 2020, H.V.A.C. Team Mechanical Services, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions, Inc.

				11/29/20		Pending		Afpro Filters B.V.		Filtration Group Corporation				Filtration Group Corporation has agreed to acquire Afpro Filters B.V. (Afpro), the Netherlands-based manufacturer of air filtration products, from Stichting Administratiekantoor Acs Holding, for an undisclosed consideration.

Filtration Group is in talks with lenders for incremental TLB add-on of EUR 175m for the acquisition of Afpro Filters. In 2019, Afpro had reported EBITDA of approximately EUR 15m. AFPRO has offices in the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, France, Poland, Finland, Switzerland, China and Australia, with more than 700 employees worldwide.

				11/23/20				Dukes of Air		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based home repair services provider, has acquired Dukes of Air, LLC, a Mesa, Arizona-based HVAC services firm. 

				11/23/20		11/23/20		7AC Technologies Inc.		Emerson Electric Co.				3M Ventures-backed 7AC Technologies Inc. has been sold to Emerson Electric Co.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

The transaction will enable Emerson’s to provide with enhanced air management solutions to customers.

Previous Funding

Till date, 7AC has raised USD 22.3m of funding from various investors.

Company

Headquartered in Beverly, Massachusetts and founded in 2009, 7AC Technologies Inc. is a company engaged in developer of high efficiency heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.

Source Link:

Emerson Electric Co. press release, 23 November 2020 [https://www.emerson.com/en-us/news/corporate/7ac-acquisition]

				11/20/20		11/20/20		Filtration Group Corporation		Sequoia Capital		$   275.0		Sequoia Capital via its Sequoia Capital Heritage Fund has invested USD 257m in Filtration Group Equity LLC, the US-based company that manufactures filtration products and systems.

Company
Based in Oak Brook, IL, Filtration Group offers air filters which include products for the heating, ventilation, air conditioning, industrial, dust, liquid, gas phase, clean room, power systems, pain, and filter media markets.

				11/17/20		11/17/20		Old Dominion Supply, Inc.; Atlantic Construction Fabrics, Inc.		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc has acquired Old Dominion Supply, Inc., the US-based wholesale distributor of HVAC parts and supplies, and Atlantic Construction Fabrics, Inc. (ACF), the US-based manufacturer of erosion control, storm water management, inlet protection, perimeter and sediment control fabric products, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition of Old Dominion will enable the company to expand in the HVAC market with greater synergies. ACF acquisition will also allow the company to expand its geographic footprint along the East Coast. It will further diversify Ferguson's Waterworks business and will complement its existing offerings in geosynthetics, erosion control and storm water management.

Old Dominion reported revenues of around USD 55m and ACF reported revenues of around USD 100m for the year 2019.

Source Links:

Ferguson plc press release, 17 November 2020 [https://www.fergusonplc.com/en/investors-and-media/news/financial-news/2020/ferguson-acquires-old-dominion-supply-inc-and-atlantic-construction-fabrics-inc.html]

Ferguson plc stock exchange announcement, 17 November 2020 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/news-article/FERG/ferguson-acquires-old-dominion-and-acf/14759235]

				11/10/20		11/10/20		Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.		Alpine Investors LP				Alpine Investors LP has acquired Jackson Mechanical Service Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition is in line with Alpine's strategy of building a leading player in the HVACR and plumbing businesses.

Mr. Larry Beatty and Mr. Matt Olson will continue to lead Jackson. With this acquisition, Alpine will create a new commercial facility services platform Orion Group.

Company

Headquartered in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and founded in 1957, Jackson Mechanical Service Inc. is a company engaged in commercial and industrial HVACR and boiler business.

Source Links:

Alpine Investors LP press release, 10 November 2020 [https://updates.alpineinvestors.com/alpine-investors-exits-healthcomp-0]

				11/5/20		11/5/20		TRUaire		CSW Industrials		$   360.0		CSW Industrials, Inc , the Texas-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, and TRUaire, the Santa Fe Springs, California-based supplier of passive air handling solutions.

				11/4/20		11/4/20		United Coolair Corporation		Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC		$   233.0		CSW Industrials, Inc , the Texas-based industrial growth company with a portfolio in industrial products and specialty chemicals, and TRUaire, the Santa Fe Springs, California-based supplier of passive air handling solutions.

				11/2/20		11/2/20		Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC		Daikin Industries, Ltd.				Daikin Industries, Ltd. has acquired Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC, the US-based equipment, accessories, and parts wholesale distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will add on to further growth and development for Daikin Industries, Ltd. The addition of Stevens will bring in more business know-how, extension of product lines, and more client base. It will also endure the supply and sales of Daikin brands.

Post-acquisition Stevens will function as exclusively owned business element of Daikin. The management team led by Mr. Dave DeSutter, Senior Executive Advisor will be retained by Daikin. The team will continue there operations from Eagan, Minnesota. Stevens has 18 branch locations across USA.

Source Link:

Stevens Equipment Supply, LLC press release, 03 November 2020 [https://www.stevensequipmentsupply.com/post/daikin-acquires-stevens-equipment-supply-for-distribution-in-12-states-from-minnesota-to-arizona]

				10/15/20		7/31/20		Hunter-Davisson, Inc.		Employees				The employees of Hunter-Davisson, Inc., the US-based full-service heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration company has acquired the company for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction provides Hunter-Davisson's employee owners with an ongoing financial interest in the business and rewards.

Source Link:

FMI Capital Advisorspress release, 15 October 2020 [https://www.fminet.com/news/2020/10/15/fmi-capital-advisors-announces-hunter-davisson-becomes-100-employee-owned/]

Hunter-Davisson, Inc. press release, 20 October 2020 [http://www.hunterdavisson.com/hunter-davisson-is-now-an-employee-owned-company/]

				10/7/20		10/7/20		Hart & Cooley, LLC		H.I.G. Capital, LLC				H.I.G. Capital has acquired Hart & Cooley, LLC from Johnson Controls International plc. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will enable Hart & Cooley on focus on growth with operational improvements, provide new opportunities and better serve its customers.

Company
Founded in 1901 and headquartered in Grand Rapids, MI, Hart & Cooley is a manufacturer of HVAC and air distribution products, including vents, grilles, registers, diffusers, and rooftop and chimney products.

It has eight manufacturing sites and six distribution centers spread across the United States, Mexico, and Canada.

Source Link:
H.I.G. Capital, LLC press release, 07 October 2020 [https://higcapital.com/news/release/1294]

				10/1/20				UGI HVAC Operations		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based home repair services provider and subsidiary of HomeServe [LSE:HSV], has acquired HVAC operations from UGI Corporation [NYSE: UGI].

				10/1/20		10/1/20		EFI Concepts		The Master Group L.P.				The Master Group L.P., the portfolio company of Novacap Investments, Inc. acquired EFI Concepts. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will accelerate Master Group’s growth and expand its product and service portfolio.

Previous Funding

In March 2014, Novacap acquired 65% stake in The Master Group, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1990 and based in Canada, EFI Concepts is a manufacturer's representative in HVAC applications in industrial, institutional and environmental business solutions

Source Links:

The Master Group L.P. press release, 01 October 2020 [https://www.master.ca/en/press_releases/the-master-group-acquires-the-ontario-manufacturers-representative-efi-concepts]

Novacap Investments, Inc. press release, 01 October 2020 [https://www.novacap.ca/en/news/industries/novacap-portfolio-company-the-master-group-acquires-ontario-manufacturers-representative-efi-concepts/]

EFI Concepts press release, 01 October 2020 [http://www.eficoncepts.com/site_Files/Content/PDF/Press_Release_Master_EFI.PDF]

				9/30/20		9/30/20		Carolina Refrigeration Services Inc		CoolSys, Inc.				Ares Management-backed CoolSys has acquired Carolina Refrigeration Services, the US-based commercial HVAC and refrigeration company.

The financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.

CoolSys expands its expansion into the Southeast via the acquisition.

Ares Management acquired CoolSys in 2019 from Audax Private Equity.

Company
Headquartered in Lexington, South Carolina, Carolina Refrigeration provides refrigeration and commercial and industrial HVAC services.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 30 September 2020 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-carolina-refrigeration/]

				9/16/20		9/16/20		Rogers Mechanical Contractors, Inc.		Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC				Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC has made a control investment in Rogers Mechanical Contractors, Inc. (RMC), the US-based provider of mechanical, HVAC and plumbing contracting services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Craft Work Capital Partners, LLC is a specialized joint venture between Aterian Investment Partners LLC and Craft Work Capital, LLC, established to make strategic investments in mechanical, electrical and other related specialty contractors.

The transaction will enable RMC to expand their business in USA and will continue to be led by Dustin Rogers, who will remain as CEO, and Dustin’s leadership team.

Source Link:

Craft Work Capital, LLC press release, 16 September 2020 [http://www.craftworkcap.com/in-the-news/]

				9/15/20		10/30/20		American Residential Services LLC		GI Partners				GI Partners has acquired a majority stake in American Residential Services (ARS), in a management buyout transaction.

Existing investors Charlesbank Capital Partners and management are also making significant investments as a part of the transaction.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will help ARS to benefit from the expertise and resources of GI and expand its current offering and provide its customers with enhanced services.

The transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter of 2020 and is subject to customary closing conditions and regulatory approvals.

The transaction was carried thorugh an auction process and saw participation from Centerbridge Partners, HIG Capital and Platinum Equity.

Previous funding
In 2014, Charlesbank Capital Partners, acquired American Residential Services, from CI Capital Partners LLC and Royal Palm Capital Management, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 2006 and based in Memphis, Tennessee, American Residential Services is a provider of heating, cooling, indoor air quality, plumbing, drain cleaning, sewer line, radiant barrier, insulation, and ventilation services to retail and light commercial customers.

ARS operates via a network of more than 70 locally managed service centers and has around 6,500 employees.

UPDATE 30 October 2020: This transaction has been completed.

Source Links:

GI Partners press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.gipartners.com/news/gi-partners-joins-charlesbank-capital-partners-to-accelerate-growth-at-american-residential-services]

Charlesbank Capital Partners, LLC press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.charlesbank.com/news/2020/gi-partners-joins-charlesbank-capital-partners-to-accelerate-growth-at-american-residential-services/]

American Residential Services LLC press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.ars.com/blog/gi-partners-accelerate-growth-ars]

Goodwin Procter LLP press release, 15 September 2020 [https://www.goodwinlaw.com/news/2020/09/09_15-ars-receives-majority-investment-gi-partners]

				9/9/20		9/9/20		MSR Mechanical LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, LLC (TAG) has acquired MSR Mechanical LLC, the US-based industrial refrigeration and HVAC installation and services company, for an undisclosed consideration.

MSR complements to TAG’s portfolio and brings a broad base of customers in numerous vertical markets. The transaction will continue to increase the market share in MSR’s core business. Trevor Miller, MSR’s president will become a member of the TAG leadership team and lead the operations and expansion of TAG-Mechanical.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 09 September 2020 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/msr-mechanical-acquisition/]

				9/1/20		9/1/20		Sila Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Astar Heating & Air, LLC				Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. backed Astar Heating & Air, LLC has acquired Sila Heating & Air Conditioning Inc.

The financial terms of the deal were not disclosed. The acquisition will expand the combined company's presence in mid-Atlantic & northeast US regions and will result into further growth of the company.

Concurrent to this transaction, Astar Heating has also acquired Jones Services, a HVAC company headquartered in New York. Following the transactions, Astar Heating will be rebranded into Sila Heating & Air Conditioning.

Debt
Varagon Capital Partners, L.P. provided senior debt financing to support the acquisition.

Previous Funding
In July 2019, Dubin Clark invested in Astar Heating.

Company
Formed in 1989 and headquartered in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, Sila Heating provides heating and air-conditioning services.

Source Links:

Varagon Capital Partners, L.P. press release, 01 September 2020 [https://varagon.com/blog/1579-varagon-capital-partners-supports-dubin-clark-company-s-acquisition-of-sila-heating-air-conditioning-inc]

Dubin Clark & Company, Inc. press release, 02 September 2020 [https://dubinclark.com/sila-heating-and-air/]

				9/1/20				Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc./ Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc		Havtech Management, LLC		-		Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc./ Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc represents the combined operations of Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc. and Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc in their sale to Havtech Management, LLC. Air Conditioning Equipment Sales, Inc. distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) solutions to owners, engineers, and contractors. Mechanical Systems Testing & Balancing Inc offers certified testing, adjusting, and balancing of HVAC air and hydronic systems, as well as building systems commissioning. The companies are based in the United States.

				8/26/20		8/26/20		Airxchange, Inc.		Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC				Madison Indoor Air Solutions LLC has acquired an undisclosed controlling stake in Airxchange, Inc., the US-based manufacturer of heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/10/20				Freedom Heating and Cooling		HomeServe plc				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of home repair services and subsidiary of HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV], bought Freedom Heating and Cooling, a Birmingham, Alabama-based heating and cooling services provider.

				8/4/20		8/4/20		Enerphase Industrial Solutions, Inc.		Xebec Adsorption Inc		$   6.0		Xebec Adsorption Inc has acquired Enerphase Industrial Solutions, Inc (Air Flow), the US-based distributor and service provider of compressed air equipment doing business , for an approximate consideration of USD 6m.

Post-acquisition, the principles of Air Flow will remain the same to support integration of Air Flow in Xebec’s industrial service and support business.

				7/31/20				Patriot Supply, Inc.		Style Crest, Inc.				Style Crest, Inc. has acquired Patriot Supply, Inc., the US-based company engaged in building product distribution and HVAC installation and servicing business for the manufactured housing industry, for an undisclosed consideration.

The addition of Capitol Supply will strengthen Style Crest’s presence in the Michigan market and allow Style Crest to provide HVAC installation and servicing capabilities to the State.

Source Link:

Cascade Partners LLC, press release [https://cascade-partners.com/transactions/capitol-supply-and-service-was-acquired-by-style-crest-inc#:~:text=Patriot%20Supply%2C%20Inc.&text=For%20over%2040%20years%2C%20Capitol,products%20to%20its%20customer%20base.]

				7/21/20		7/21/20		Bass Air Conditioning Company		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services has acquired Bass Air Conditioning Company, the US-based company that provides recurring maintenance, repair, and installation services for HVAC equipment, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will allow NearU to double its workforce in the eastern North Carolina market. It will help NearU to expand its customer reach as well. Post-acquisition, under NearU, the Bass team will continue to operate under the reputed local brand of Bass Air Conditioning.

				7/21/20				Bass Air Conditioning Co, Inc.		NearU Services		-		Bass Air Conditioning Co, Inc. provides heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment contractor, installation, and maintenance services to commercial and residential clients. The company was founded in 1952 and is based in Fayetteville, North Carolina. As of July 21, 2020, Bass Air Conditioning Co Inc operates as a subsidiary of NearU HVAC Services.

				7/17/20		7/17/20		Affordable Water Heaters and Plumbing, Inc. (100% Stake)		Dubin Clark & Company, Inc.				Dubin Clark & Co Inc, the private equity firm has acquired Affordable Water Heaters & Plumbing Inc, the United States based provider of water heater and plumbing services. The terms of the deal were undisclosed.

				7/14/20		7/14/20		ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc.		Service Champions, Inc.				CenterOak Partners LLC through its portfolio Service Champions, Inc., has acquired ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc. (ABC), for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enhance the residential service agreement base of Service Champions across California. It will also enable Service Champions to expand its operations East Bay and strengthen its position as residential services provider in Southern and Northern California. It will also enable them to expand its customer base.

This is the fifth acquisition of Service Champions through the support of CenterOak. ABC will be a part of or merge with Bell Brothers Heating and Air, Inc., the subsidiary of Service Champions.

Previous funding
In 2019, CenterOak had acquired a majority stake in Service Champions, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 1953 and headquartered in Hayward, ABC Cooling Heating & Plumbing, Inc. is a provider of residential air conditioning and plumbing repair services.

Source Link:

CenterOak Partners LLC press release, 14 July 2020 [https://centeroakpartners.com/service-champions-expands-into-east-bay-with-acquisition-of-abc/]

				7/13/20		4/17/20		Metal-Era LLC		GreyLion Capital LP				GreyLion Capital LP has acquired Metal-Era Inc. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction supports the growth strategy of Metal-Era.

Debt

The transaction is supported by Antares Capital LP by providing USD 65m senior debt in the form of term loans and revolving credit facility.

Company

Headquartered in Wisconsin, US and founded in 1980, Metal-Era Inc is a manufacturer of roof edges and roof ventilation solutions.

				7/10/20		7/10/20		Arctic Engineering Co. Inc.		Reedy Industries Inc.				Audax Private Equity Group-backed portfolio company, Reedy Industries Inc., has acquired Arctic Engineering Co. Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will expand Reedy's services footprint deeply into Indiana and within their core end markets. The combination will create significant value and growth potential for vendor partners, employees and customers.

Mr. Bill Mitchell, the President of Arctic, will stay in his current role.

Previous Funding
Audax Private Equity, along with the family and management of Reedy, acquired the company, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Founded in 1958 and based in Merrillville, Indiana, Arctic Engineering Co. Inc. is HVAC design, installation and maintenance firm.

Source Link:

Reedy Industries Inc. press release, 10 July 2020 [https://reedyindustries.com/news/reedy-industries-acquires-merrillville-indiana-arctic-engineering/]

				7/8/20				Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.		Southern HVAC Corporation		-		Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. offers professional repair, service, and installation for residential and light commercial services. It provides air conditioners, furnaces, air handlers, water heaters, garage heaters, and other related products. The company was founded in 1994 and is based in Hastings, Nebraska. As of June 30, 2020 Precision Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Southern HVAC Corporation.

				7/6/20		7/6/20		Service Champions Heating & Air Conditioning		Wrench Group Inc.				Leonard Green & Partners, L.P.-backed Wrench Group Inc. has acquired Service Champions Heating & Air Conditioning from Mr. Kevin Comerford

The terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Mr. Kevin Comerford, Owner and President of Service Champions will continue to lead the organization along with his management team.

Previous Funding

In April 2019, Leonard Green & Partners acquired Wrench Group from Investcorp, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 2000 and based in Orange County, California, Service Champions, Inc. is a provider of essential residential service and replacement services including air conditioning repair and replacement, plumbing, solar and electrical services.

Source Link:

Wrench Group Inc. press release, 06 July 2020 [https://www.wrenchgroup.com/articles/wrench-group-acquires-service-champions/]

				6/30/20		6/30/20		Precision Heating & Air LLC		Southern HVAC Corporation				Southern HVAC Corporation, a portfolio company of MSouth Equity Partners has acquired Precision Heating & Air LLC, the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				6/29/20		6/29/20		Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				Ares Management LLC-backed portfolio company, CoolSys, Inc. has acquired Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc.

The financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The transaction will support CoolSys' M&A growth strategy. This acquisition will complement CoolSys' acquisition of BRR Refrigeration. The acquisition will provide CoolSys with an access across the entire state of Virginia and will accelerate their presence in Maryland, West Virginia and North Carolina.

Previous funding

In March 2019, Ares Management acquired CoolSys from Audax Private Equity Group, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1954 and based in Ashland, Virginia, Richmond Refrigeration Service, Inc. is a commercial refrigeration and air conditioning service and installation company. The company serves Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina and West Virginia locations.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 29 June 2020 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-richmond-refrigeration/]

				6/11/20		6/11/20		Carolina Heating Service Inc.		NearU HVAC Services				NearU HVAC Services, the Charlotte, North Carolina-based HVAC services provider, has acquired Piedmont, South Carolina-based Carolina Heating Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: With this acquisition, NearU has established a footprint in South Carolina and tripled its employee base within the first four months of its formation and first acquisition
 * Post-deal details: Connie Caldwell will lead the combined entity.

Target (Carolina Heating) Piedmont, South Carolina

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides maintenance, repair, and installation services for HVAC equipment and redundant power equipment for residential and commercial customers
 * Size: Serves most of the Upstate of South Carolina with a fleet of more than 20 vehicles and has approximately 50 employees

Buyer (NearU) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides residential and light commercial HVAC services; company founded in February
 * Size: Has between 51 and 200 employees; acquired Fayetteville, North Carolina-based MARK-AIR Heating & Air Conditioning in February

				6/11/20		3/31/20		McDowall Air Conditioning (UK) Limited		Johnson Controls, Inc.				Johnson Controls International plc (JCI) has acquired McDowall Air Conditioning (UK) Limited, the UK-based designer and service provider for air conditioning and ventilation systems, from David Pugh, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction is in line with JCI's expasion strategy by expanding its installation and services capabilities in the UK. It will also enable JCI gain expertise in office building retrofit work alongside strong relationships with interior design and fit out firms.

In 2018, McDowall generated revenues of GBP 11.318m.

Source Link:

KBS Corporate press release, 21 June 2020 [https://www.kbscorporate.com/mcdowall-holdings-limited-sold-to-johnsn-controls-international/]

				6/10/20				Hays Cooling, Heating, and Plumbing		HomeServe plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of home repair services and subsidiary of HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV], has acquired Phoenix, Arizona-based Hays Cooling, Heating and Plumbing.

				5/7/20		5/7/20		Race Engineering, LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, LLC portfolio company of Goense Capital Partners has acquired Race Engineering, LLC, the US-based industrial refrigeration and HVAC installation and service company, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Arcticom to create opportunity to elevate its value proposition to our existing customers. The acquisition will enable Arcticom to use Race Engineering's infrastructure and tools to support its growth and to leverage with their long-standing list of loyal customer.

On December 1, 2017, private equity firms Goense Capital Partners and Backcast Partners has acquired acquired The Arcticom Group.

Source Link:

The Arcticom Group, LLC press release, 07 May 2020 [https://thearcticomgroup.com/news/race-engineering-acquisition/]

				5/1/20		4/21/20		Four Star Mechanical, LLC ; Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc.		Veregy				Bow River Capital Partners-backed Veregy has acquired Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc. and Four Star Mechanical, LLC. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The acquisition will allow Veregy to strive growing energy efficiency, power generation, and long-term master planning needs for both current and prospective customers across Texas.

Previous funding
In June 2019, Bow River Capital Partners acquired Dynamix Energy Services, LLC and Dynamix Engineering Ltd, for an undisclosed consideration. The two companies along with Midstate Energy, Urban Energy Solutions, Control Technology & Solutions, Johnson-Melloh Solutions were consolidated under the umbrella of the newly created trade name, VeregyTM.

Company
Founded in 1985 and based in Texas, US, Four Star Fabricators & Service Inc. is a mechanical HVAC contracting services provider.

Based in Texas, US, Four Star Mechanical, LLC is a plumbing, piping, and domestic water design and implementation services provider.

Source Link:

Bow River Capital Partners press release, 02 May 2020 [https://bowrivercapital.com/veregy-bow-river-capitals-national-energy-services-company-expands-services-and-geographic-reach-with-additional-acquisitions/]

				3/13/20		4/16/20		Refrigerated Solutions Group		Ten Oaks Group		$   11.0		Ten Oaks Group has agreed to acquire Refrigerated Solutions Group, (RSG) the US-based manufacturer of refrigerated cabinets and walk-ins for customers food service and retail markets, from Standex International Corporation for cash consideration of USD 11m.

The sale of RSG is in line with Standex’s strategy to simplify its portfolio and focus on business that have that higher growth & margins. Post transaction Standex anticipates to incur approximately USD 27m in non-cash charges regarding the sale including goodwill impairment in the fiscal third quarter of 2020. In addition, the disposal of RSG is expteced to have immaterial impact on Standex's earnings per share for the remainder of 2020 fiscal year.

The transaction is expected to close in second quarter of 2020, subject to customary closing conditions. RSG reported revenues of USD 150m and an operating loss of USD 1m in 2019.

UPDATE 16 April 2020: The transaction is completed.

Source Links:

Standex International Corporation 8-k form filed with SEC on 13 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/310354/000143774920005083/sxi20200312b_8k.htm]

 * Press release (Exhibit 99) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/310354/000143774920005083/ex_176980.htm]

Standex International Corporation press release, 13 March 2020 [http://www.standex.com/about/news-releases/2020/03/13/standex-international-signs-definitive-agreement-to-divest-refrigerated-solutions-group]

				3/11/20		4/3/20		Carrier Global Corporation		United Technologies Corporation (Shareholders)		$   11,910.6		United Technologies Corporation has agreed to spin off UTC Climate, Controls & Security into a separate listed company Carrier Global Corporation on the New York Stock Exchange.

UTC Climate, Controls & Security, is the US-based provider of fire safety and security, building automation, heating and cooling and refrigeration systems and services headquartered in Palm Beach Gardens.

Terms:

 * The shareholders of UTC will receive 1 share of CARR common stock for every one UTC share held.
 * The shareholders would be receiving cash in case of any remaining fractional share entitlement post application of the above ratio.
 * Based upon the outstanding 866,223,435 shares of UTC as of 28 February 2020, the UTC shareholders would be receiving approximately 866,223,435 shares of CARR common stock.

Rationale:

 * Through this spin off, CARR would be able to take independent strategic, operational and financial decisions. Thus, attaining operational excellence, business profitability and accelerated growth.
 * Both UTC and CARR will be able to focus on their core business as both companies have strong financial position and good credit rating to lead their businesses independently.
 * This transaction would pave the way for new employee incentives such as employee stock options that will ensure better performance.

Post Deal Details:

 * Following the spin-off, CARR would be operating as an independent public company listed in the New York stock exchange.
 * The new company will begin “when-issued” trading on the New York Stock Exchange around 18 March 2020 under the symbol “CARR WI”.
 * On 3rd April 2020, CARR will be trading in the “regular way” on New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “CARR”.
 * Following the separation CARR and UTC will enter into certain other agreements such as transition services agreement, a tax matters agreement, an employee matters agreement and an intellectual property agreement.
 * CARR will be distributing USD 10.9bn in cash to UTC. The proceeds of this distribution will be financed via CARR’s unsecured, unsubordinated notes, revolving credit facility and term loan credit facility of USD 9.5bn, USD 2bn and 1.75bn respectively along with USD 2bn unsecure, unsubordinated commercial paper that it intends to issue.
 * The separate operational activities would be implemented in the next 12-24 months.
 * Following the Spin-off, John V. Faraci would be joining CARR as Executive Chairman and Jean-Pierre Garnier, David Gitlin, John J. Greisch, Charles M. Holley, Jr., Michael M. McNamara, Michael A. Todman, Virginia M. (Gina) Wilson will be joining as Directors of CARR.

Conditions:

 * Certain conditions as per Registration Statements on form 10 filed by CARR
 * Form 10 declared effective by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
 * Distribution occurring on the Distribution date, at the close of trading on 2 April 2020

Background:

 * On 26 November 2018, UTC announced its intention to spin off CARR
 * On 11 March 2020, the UTC Board of Directors approved the separation of CARR from UTC
 * Concurrently, UTC's aerospace businesses will be merging with Raytheon and simultaneously UTC will be spinning off Otis Elevator Company

UPDATE 19 March 2020: Carrier Global Corporation began trading on a when-issued basis on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “CARR WI”.

UPDATE 03 April 2020: Carrier Global Corporation began "regular-way" trading on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol "CARR" at an opening price of USD 13.75 per share.

Source Links:

United Technologies Corporation press release, 26 November 2018 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2018/11/26/united-technologies-announces-intention-to-separate-into-three-independent-compan]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 11 December 2019 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2019/12/11/united-technologies-appoints-members-of-the-board-of-directors-for-future-indepen-2]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 21 January 2020 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/CCS/2020/01/21/Carrier-to-Host-Investor-and-Analyst-Meeting]

United Technologies Corporation press release, 11 March 2020 [https://www.utc.com/en/news/news-center/2020/03/11/united-technologies-board-of-directors-approves-separation-of-carrier-and-otis-an]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 03 June 2019 [https://www.ccs.utc.com/news/news-article/united_technologies_appoints_ceos_for_future_independent_carrier_and_otis.html]

Carrier Global Corporation press release, 11 December 2019 [https://www.ccs.utc.com/news/news-article/united_technologies_appoints_members_of_the_board_of_directors_for_future_independent_carrier.html]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 27 November 2018 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000119312518334171/d659415d8k.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000119312518334171/d659415dex991.htm]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 03 June 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000010182919000022/a2019-06x03item801othereve.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000010182919000022/a2019-06x03exhibit991press.htm]

United Technologies Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 13 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000114036120005675/nc10009877x1_8k.htm]

 * Press Release(Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101829/000114036120005675/nc10009877x1_ex99-1.htm]

Carrier Global Corporation 08-K form filed with sec on 16 March 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_8k.htm]

 * Information statement of [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm]Carrier Global Corporation (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_8k.htm]
 * Separation and Distribution agreement [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#t6]
 * Income Statement [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#ftSO]
 * Balance Sheet [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1783180/000114036120005868/nt10003663x15_ex99-1.htm#ftBS]

				3/11/20				Donovan Heat and Air, Inc.		Wrench Group, LLC		-		Donovan Heat and Air, Inc. offers residential and commercial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) installation, repair, and maintenance services. The company was founded in 1987 and is based in Jacksonville Beach, Florida. As of March 11, 2020, Donovan Heat and Air, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Wrench Group, LLC.

				3/9/20		3/9/20		Arctic Cooling Systems, LLC		PMC Capital Partners, LLC				PMC Capital Partners, LLC has acquired the Chino, California branch operations of The AMS Group division, from Hill Phoenix, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed. The acquisition is done by PMC through a newly created company Arctic Cooling Systems, LLC (ACS).

The transaction will enable ACS to expand its business geographically and provide better HVAC solutions to clients. It will also help to grow its business both organically as well as inorganically.

Post transaction, the business acquired will be operated under its current management team.

Company
Headquartered in Chino, California, the acquired business operations provide aftermarket service in the commercial and industrial refrigeration and HVAC market.

				3/9/20		3/9/20		FEL Group Limited		Existing Management				The management team of FEL Group Limited (FGL), an UK-based provider of data center cooling solutions, installation and maintenance of ventilation and air conditioning equipment, has acquired the company, for an undisclosed consideration.

FEL has received a 0.5m funding line as a part of the management buyout. In 2019, FGL had around 35 employees.

Source Link:

Bibby Financial Services Limited press release, 09 March 2020 [https://www.bibbyfinancialservices.com/about-us/news-and-insights/news/2020/fel-group-secures-funding-line]

				2/15/20		2/15/20		Enex Srl SU		Roen Est Group				Cold Chain Capital, LLC (CCC), portfolio company Roen Est Group has acquired Enex Srl SU, an Italy-based company engaged in designing and production of refrigeration systems using natural fluids, for an undisclosed consideration.

CCC expects to generate a revenue of EUR 200m from similar acquisitions in the next 2 years. CCC also expects to grow Enex’s presence in the market and grow organically. Roen Est Group, which was acquired by CCC on 31 January 2020. Enex generated a revenue of approximately EUR 10m in the year 2019.

Source Link:

Roen Est Group press release, 18 February 2020 [https://www.roenest.com/en/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-enex-s-r-l/?page_id=18]

				1/31/20		1/31/20		Roen Est Group		Cold Chain Capital, LLC				CCC Holdings Europe S.p.A. (“CCCHE”) has agreed to acquire Roen Est Group, manufacturer of heat exchangers and ventilation devices, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will help Roen Est to develope with CCCHE's focuses on HVACR middle-market . Roen Est has reported EUR 35m of revenues and approximately 400 employees in 2019.

Source Link:

Roen Est Group press release, 03 February 2020 [https://www.roenest.com/en/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-roen-est-s-p-a/]

Roen Est Group press release, 03 February 2020 (Italy) [https://www.roenest.com/ccc-holdings-europe-s-p-a-acquires-roen-est-s-p-a/]

				1/28/20		11/1/20		Carrier Transicold CESKA REPUBLIKA		Undisclosed bidder				An undisclosed bidder has acquired Carrier Transicold CESKA REPUBLIKA, the Czech Republic-based manufacturer of land transport refrigeration systems, from Carrier Transicold, Inc, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

bpv Braun Partners press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.bpv-huegel.com/en/newspost/bpv-legal-czech-republic-provided-legal-advice-to-carrier-transicold/4/]

				1/28/20		1/31/20		ACD Trade		Beijer Ref AB				Beijer Ref AB [STO:BEIJ-B], the Swedish refrigeration wholesaler, has agreed to acquire Australia-based ACD Trade from Cliplight US Holdings.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; completion of transaction is scheduled for 31 January.
 * Strategic Rationale: Strengthens Beijer Ref's presence in the Asia Pacific region and especially in Australia.
 * Post Deal Details: ACD Trade will continue to operate as an independent entity. The acquisition is not expected to affect the Beijer Ref ’s earnings.
 * Expected Completion: Acquisition is expected to get complete by 31 January 2020

Target (ACD Trade) Australia

 * Ownership: Private; owned by Cliplight US Holdings
 * Business Description: HVAC distribution company that provides HVAC units and components
 * Size: Annual sales of SEK 540m (USD 56.1m); approximately 60 employees and nine branches

Buyer (Beijer Ref) Sweden

 * Ownership: Public [STO:BEIJ-B]
 * Business Description: Refrigeration wholesaler that offers refrigeration and climate control products
 * Size: SEK 68.4bn market cap

UPDATE 31 January 2020: The transaction is complete.

Source Links:

Beijer Ref AB press release, 28 January 2020 [http://www.beijerref.com/en/Investor-Relations/Current-Affairs/Press-releases/2020/Beijer-Ref-carries-out-acquisition-in-Australia]

Beijer Ref AB press release, 28 January 2020 (Swedish) [http://www.beijerref.com/sv/Investor-Relations/Aktuellt/Pressmeddelanden/2020/Beijer-Ref-genomfoer-foervaerv-i-Australien]

Ashurst press release, 16 July 2020 [https://www.ashurst.com/en/news-and-insights/news-deals-and-awards/ashurst-acts-on-beijer-refs-acquisition-of-acd-holding-company-pty-ltd/]

				1/28/20		1/28/20		Huckestein Mechanical Services, Inc.		Service Logic, LLC				Service Logic, a Charlotte, North Carolina-based HVAC services provider backed by Warburg Pincus, has acquired Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania-based Huckestein Mechanical Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Undisclosed

Target (Huckestein Mechanical) Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Mechanical services provider offering HVAC solutions, including design-build, ongoing maintenance, and repair to the institutional, commercial, and government markets throughout Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, and Maryland
 * Size: 11-50 employees at one location

Buyer (Service Logic) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Private Equity; Warburg Pincus (2017)
 * Business Description: Provides aftermarket maintenance, repair, and replacement services for commercial HVAC equipment, chilled water systems, and building automation and control systems
 * Size: Owns 28 HVAC service companies nationwide and has more than 1,000 employees

Advisors

 * Sellside: Brown Gibbons Lang & Company (financial)
 * Buyside: n/a

Source Link:

Brown Gibbons Lang & Company LLC press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.bglco.com/press-release/bgl-announces-the-sale-of-huckestein-mechanical-services-to-service-logic-a-portfolio-company-of-warburg-pincus/]

				1/28/20		1/15/20		Bigham Services, Inc.		TransPacific Holdings				TransPacific Holdings, has acquired Bigham Services, Inc., the US-based provider of Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with TransPacific's growth strategy. Bigham Servicesis the owner of multiple One Hour Heat and Air Conditioning and multiple Mister Sparky Franchises in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Source Link:

Generational Group press release, 28 January 2020 [https://www.genequityco.com/ca/press-releases/bigham-services-in-sale-to-a-transpacific-holdings]

				1/24/20		1/24/20		Controlled Environment Structures, LLC		NewSpring Capital; Adelphi Capital Partners				NewSpring Capital and Adelphi Capital Partners have acquired an undisclosed stake in Controlled Environment Structures, LLC (CES).

The financial terms of the transaction are not disclosed.

The acquisition will enable CES to further grow its business and solidify its position in the cold storage market. Mr. Don Roussinos will become the CEO of CES.

Company

Headquartered in Mansfield, Massachusetts and founded in 1985, Controlled Environment Structures, LLC is a provider of cold storage and other controlled environments

Source Links:

NewSpring Capital press release, 24 January 2020 [https://newspringcapital.com/news/2020/newspring-completes-investment-in-controlled-environment-structures]

				1/17/20		1/17/20		Thermo Energy Systems Inc.		Gibraltar Industries, Inc.				Gibraltar Industries, Inc. has acquired Thermo Energy Systems Inc.,Canada-based supplies and installs greenhouse heating and cooling systems, irrigation systems, CO2 systems, hot water storage tanks, boiler install and service, greenhouse carts, custom stainless steel kitchens in bunkhouses and fabrication of greenhouse structures from Mr Henry Froese, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with the Gibraltar Industries's expansion strategy. The acquisition will provide Gibraltar access to Thermo’s experience and domain knowledge in commercial growing which will help Gibraltar further expand its leadership position in the design, manufacture, installation and systems integration in the biologically-grown organic food market

The acquisition is expected to increase the earnings of Gibraltar Industries in 2020. Thermo Energy Systems is expected to contribute to Gibraltar's annual revenue at a run rate of approximately USD 75m.

Source link:

Gibraltar Industries, Inc. 8-K form filled with SEC as on 17 January, 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/912562/000091256220000002/a8-kthermoenergysystems.htm]

 * Exhibit 99.1 Press release [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/912562/000091256220000002/ex991thermoenergysyste.htm]

Gibraltar Industries, Inc. press release, 17 January 2020 [http://ir.gibraltar1.com/node/19721/pdf]

				1/15/20		1/15/20		ESC Automation Inc		GDI Integrated Facility Services		$   70.7		GDI Integrated Facility Services, a Canada based company engaged in providing integrated facility services, acquired ESC Automation, a US based provider of integration services for security and HVAC systems.

				1/12/20		1/12/20		Signature HVACR		Granite Comfort		$   13.2		Granite Comfort, a portfolio company of Tiger Infrastructure Partners acquired Signature HVACR for USD 13.191m.

As part of the transaction, Signature will join Granite Comfort’s Raleigh-based Air Experts and Dallas-based Frymire Home Services.

The acquisition will accelerate Signature’s geographical reach.

Previous Funding

In 2019, Tiger Infrastructure Partners formed Granite Comfort.

Company

Based in Pennsylvania, USA, Signature HVACR is a residential HVAC company.

Source Links:

Granite Comfort press release, 12 January 2021 [https://granitecomfort.com/granite-comfort-expands-footprint-to-philadelphia-with-acquisition-of-signature-hvacr/]

Tiger Infrastructure Partners LP press release, 12 January 2021 [https://www.tigerinfrastructure.com/documents/FG/tigerNew/news/609240_Granite_Comfort_Expands_Footprint_to_Philadelphia_With_Acquisition_of_Signature_HVACR.pdf]

Baker McKenzie press release, 20 January 2021 [https://www.bakermckenzie.com/en/newsroom/2021/1/tiger-infrastructure]

				1/9/20		1/2/20		Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc.		Trudela Partners LLC				Coltala Holdings Inc, via its platform company Trudela Partners, has acquired Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc.

Financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

The transaction will enable Trudela Partners to enhance its platform services offered to DFW area whereas Walker Heating will also use resources and expertise provided by Trudela to expand its HVAC business.

The transaction represents 1st acquisition made by Trudela Partners.

Previous Funding

Coltala launched Trudela as an acquisition platform to make acquisitions in the HVAC segment.

Company

Headquartered in Mesquite, Texas and founded in 1963, Walker Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc. is a company engaged in air conditioning and heating related services.

Source Link:

Coltala Holdings press release, 09 January 2020 [http://coltala.com/sites/default/pdf/trudela_acquisition_01092020.pdf]

				1/6/20		1/6/20		Thermaltek Inc.		Sandvik AB				Sandvik AB has acquired Thermaltek, the US-based manufacturer of high temperature furnace systems and metallic heating elements, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will further strengthen Sandvik’s leading position in industrial heating important for Sandvik Materials Technology’s Kanthal division. The acquisition will also help Kanthal to expand its global presence in sustainable industrial heating. Pursuant to the transaction, Thermaltek will continue to operate under the same brand name.

Thermaltek reported a turnover of USD 13m in 2019 and has an employee base of 30.

Source Link:

Sadnvik AB press release, 06 January 2020 [https://www.home.sandvik/en/news-and-media/newslist/news/2020/01/sandvik-acquires-thermaltek/]

Sadnvik AB press release, 06 January 2020 (Swedish) [https://www.home.sandvik/se/nyheter-och-media/nyhetslista/nyheter/2020/01/sandvik-f%C3%B6rv%C3%A4rvar-thermaltek/]

				12/19/19		12/19/19		BRR Refrigeration LLC		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc. a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC from BRR Refrigeration LLC for an undisclosed consideration.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. The acquisition is CoolSys's first step into the Mid-Atlantic region. It will help CoolSys's to expand its presence in that area.

Previous Funding

Earlier in March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired, CoolSys, Inc. from Audax Private Equity Group.

Company

Founded in 2001, BRR Refrigeration LLC is the Virginia Beach-based commercial refrigeration and HVAC services company.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 19 December 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-brr-refrigeration-in-virginia/]

				12/16/19		12/16/19		Tech Mechanical, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., a portfolio company of Ares Management LLC has acquired Tech Mechanical, Inc., for an undisclosed consideration.

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. The acquisition will strengthen CoolSys' commercial division and expand its market presence into Michigan.

Previous Funding

Earlier in March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired, CoolSys, Inc. from Audax Private Equity Group.

Company

Founded in 1983, Tech Mechanical is the Michigan-based provider of commercial and industrial heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration services.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 16 December 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-tech-mechanical/]

Vinson & Elkins LLP press release, 20 December 2019 [https://www.velaw.com/news/coolsys-acquires-brr-refrigeration-and-tech-mechanical/]

				12/12/19		12/12/19		Crawford Services, Inc.		HomeServe USA Corp.				HomeServe USA, a Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of service plans, repair, and installation services, has acquired Grand Prairie, Texas-based Crawford Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: HomeServe's first acquisition in Texas establishes an HVAC operations hub in the Southwest.

Target (Crawford Services) Grand Prairie, Texas

 * Ownership: Private, family owned and operated
 * Business Description: Provides air conditioning, heating and plumbing services for residential and commercial properties in the Dallas – Fort Worth Metroplex
 * Size: Has more than 100 employees

Buyer (HomeServe USA) Norwalk, Connecticut

 * Ownership: Subsidiary of UK-based HomeServe plc [LSE:HSV]
 * Business Description: Provider of service plans, repair, and installation services
 * Size: Has between 501 and 1,000 employees

				12/3/19				N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc.		Watsco, Inc. (NYSE:WSO)		$   4.0		N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. distributes plumbing, heating, HVAC, and specialty products to contractors and homeowners. It offers oil burners, gas burners, chimney liners, electric water heaters, gas water heaters, furnaces, hot water boilers, shower doors, and others. The company also operates plumbing showrooms. In addition, it provides various types of training to the professional installer in the areas of NATE and EPA certifications, service and installation sessions for geo thermal units, solar hot water heating, radiant heating, high efficiency heating equipment, heat pumps, high SEER air conditioning, and various other products. N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. was formerly known as Lou's New and Used. The company was founded in 1946 and is based in Fishkill, New York. As of November 26, 2019, N & S Supply of Fishkill, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Watsco, Inc.

				11/15/19		11/14/19		Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC (49% Stake)		Undisclosed bidder		$   14.1		An undisclosed bidder has acquired a 49% stake in, Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC, a Vietnam-based company engaged in real estate business, installation of water supply, drainage, heating and air-conditioning systems, and other construction activities, from No Va Land Investment Group Corp, for a minimum consideration of VND 324.9bn (USD 14.0824m).

No Va Land Investment Group Corp will transfer 27,448,300 shares with a par value of VND 274,483m (USD 11.89m) in Van Phat Investment Development Real Estate JSC.

Source Link:

No Va Land Investment Group Corp stock exchange announcement, 15 November 2019 [https://links.sgx.com/FileOpen/20191115_NQHDQT_ve_viec_thoai_von_tai_Cong_ty_Van_Phat.ashx?App=Announcement&FileID=586293]

				11/13/19		11/13/19		Strikepoint Group Holdings LLC		New Mountain Capital, LLC				New Mountain Capital, LLC has acquired Horizon Services, LLC from Sun Capital Partners, Inc.

Previous Funding
In March 2017, Sun Capital acquired Horizon Services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Company
Formed in 1987 and based in Delaware, USA, Horizon Services, LLC is a provider of plumbing, heating and air conditioning services.

Source Link:

Sun Capital Partners, Inc. press release, 13 November 219 [http://align5.com/horizon-services-acquired-sun-capital-assistance-align5-team-sts-capital-partners/]

				11/13/19		11/13/19		Harsco Industrial Patterson Kelley		SPX Corporation		$   60.0		SPX Corporation , the listed US-based provider of highly specialized engineering solutions and various other industrial services to different industries has acquired Harsco Industrial Patterson Kelley, the US based company engaged in manufacturing and selling full-line of high-efficiency boilers and water heaters, from Harsco Corporation, the listed US-based company providing industrial services and engineered products worldwide in Metal and Minerals, Industrial and Rail segments for a consideration of USD 60m.

The acquisition will enable Harsco to reduce its debt. It will be able to strengthen its balance sheet, increase financial flexibility. It will be able to transform into a single thesis environmental solutions company. Patterson Kelley will become a part of diversified global company. Patterson Kelly is expected to generate a revenue of approximately USD 35m in 2019.

Source Links:

Harsco Corporation press release, 13 November 2019 [https://www.harsco.com/press-release/harsco-sells-patterson-kelley-business]

SPX Corporation press release, 13 November 2019 [https://www.spx.com/spx-announces-purchase-of-patterson-kelley-from-harsco-corporation/]

Harsco Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 13 November 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/45876/000004587619000147/a8-kdocumentxnovember1.htm]

 * Press release (Exibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/45876/000004587619000147/exhibit991.htm]

				11/12/19				SW Anderson Sales Corporation		Ferguson plc				Ferguson plc, a UK-based company engaged in distribution of plumbing and heating products and supplier of building materials, has acquired SW Anderson Sales Corporation, the US-based HVAC equipment and supplies distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition of SW Anderson complements Ferguson’s HVAC business. It will enhance Ferguson’s product offerings. In 2018, SW Anderson had revenues of USD 90m and it employs around 150 people.

Source Links:

Ferguson plc press release, 12 November 2019 [https://www.fergusonplc.com/en/investors-and-media/news/financial-news/2019/ferguson-acquires-new-york-based-hvac-distributor--s--w--anderso.html]

Ferguson plc stock exchange announcement, 12 November 2019 [https://www.londonstockexchange.com/exchange/news/market-news/market-news-detail/FERG/14304807.html]

				11/11/19		11/11/19		Albers Mechanical Contractors, Inc.		The Vollrath Co., L.L.C.				The Vollrath Co., L.L.C. has acquired Albers Mechanical Contractors, Inc., the US-based stainless-steel fabricator for the food service industry, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enlarge Vollrath’s high-end custom fabrication capabilities and capacity. The products and capabilities of Albers are natural fit to grow Serving Systems and Components business of Vollrath. Post-acquisition, Vollrath will establish a new facility in Minnesota which will occupy an area of more than 70,000 square foot.

Source Links:

The Vollrath Co., L.L.C. press release, 11 November 2019 [https://vollrath.com/Press-Room/Press-Releases/Vollrath-Acquires-Assets-of-Albers-Mechanical-Contractors-Inc-to-Expand-Custom-Fabrication-Capabilities]

				11/4/19		11/4/19		American Equipment Group Inc.		Resolute Industrial, LLC				Resolute Industrial, LLC, the US-based provider of Water and Air Cooled Chiller rental services, compressor remanufacturing, and other custom HVAC services, and a portfolio company of AE Industrial Partners LP, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired American Equipment Group Inc., the US-based industrial equipment dealer, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will allow Resolute to expand its existing rental fleet and service offerings, adding complementary power rental equipment products. Moreover, it will broaden the company's geographic presence.

In March 2019, AE Industrial Partners had Resolute Industrial, from One Equity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

				10/4/19		11/1/19		Batchelor & Kimball, Inc.		EMCOR Group, Inc.		$   220.0		EMCOR Group, Inc., the listed US-based provider of mechanical and electrical construction, energy infrastructure, and facilities services, has agreed to acquire Batchelor & Kimball, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical construction and maintenance services, for a consideration of USD 220m.

The consideration will be settled in cash. The acquisition will enable EMCOR to accelerate its position in the mechanical construction and maintenance services industry. Moreover, it will broaden EMCOR’s reach in the South and Southeast regions. Furthermore, the transaction will strengthen BKI’s mechanical construction and services operation. EMCOR expects BKI to contribute revenues of approximately USD 400m for 2020 with nominal diluted EPS accretion. EMCOR also believes that the increased earnings contribution will be partially offset by amortization expense associated with acquired intangible assets. It expects BKI's non-GAAP EBITDA margins to be at the higher end of subsidiaries included in its US Mechanical Construction and Facilities Services segment.

The transaction is subject to customary closing conditions and regulatory approvals, and is expected to be completed by the end of 2019.

UPDATE 01 Novemebr 2019 : EMCOR Group, Inc. has completed the acquisition of Batchelor & Kimball, Inc.

Source Links:

EMCOR Group, Inc. 8-K form filed with SEC on 04 October 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563419000177/eme-20191004x8k.htm]

 * Press release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563419000177/eme-ex9920191004x8k.htm]

EMCOR Group, Inc. press release, 04 October 2019 [https://www.emcorgroup.com/news-1/2019-news/emcor-group-inc-announces-agreement-to-acquire-batchelor-kimball-inc]

EMCOR Group, Inc. press release, 01 November 2019 [https://emcorgroup.com/news-1/2019-news/emcor-group-inc-completes-acquisition-of-batchelor-kimball]

EMCOR Group, Inc. 10-K form filed with SEC on 28 February 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/105634/000010563420000043/eme-20191231x10k.htm]

				9/27/19		9/27/19		Southern Air Heating & Cooling		Apex Service Partners, LLC				Apex Service Partners, a portfolio company of Alpine Investors LP, has acquired Southern Air Heating & Cooling.

The financial terms of the transaction are undisclosed.

Being a part of the Apex platform, Southern Air will be able to expand its business across the US.

Southern Air will join Florida based businesses Best Home Services and Frank Gay Services as a member of the Apex platform. The company will continue to be operated independently by the Preuett family under its brand name.

Previous Funding
In July 2019, Alpine Investors acquired Frank Gay Services, Inc and formed Apex Service Partners as platform company.

Company
Headquartered in Ball and founded in 1994 by Ira Preuett, Southern Air Heating & Cooling is a company engaged in HVAC and plumbing services business. The company has locations across Louisiana and Mississipp.

Source:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 27 September 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190927-mofo-advises-alpine-investors.html]

				9/24/19		9/20/19		Vredevoogd Heating and Cooling		Randazzo Mechanical Heating & Cooling, LLC				Randazzo Mechanical Heating & Cooling, LLC, a company backed by North Branch Capital, has acquired Vredevoogd Heating & Cooling, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition represents North Branch’s eleventh transaction.

Debt

Maranon Capital provided debt for the transaction.

Previous funding

In December 2017, North Branch had acquired an undisclosed stake Randazzo in a management buyout transaction for an undisclosed consideration.

Company

Founded in 1964, Vredevoogd is the US-based provider of non-discretionary, residential heating, ventilation and air conditioning replacement and maintenance services

Source Link:

North Branch Capital, LLC press release, 24 September 2019 [https://www.northbranchcap.com/images/news/pdf/Vredevoogd_Merger%20Announcement.pdf]

				9/19/19		9/19/19		Newcore, Inc.		HomeServe Plc				HomeServe Plc has acquired Newcore, Inc., the US-based company providing heating and air conditioning services, which is doing business as Fred's Home Services, from Mr. Steve Newman, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will allow HomeServe to enter into the installation business and increase geographic of their HVAC business in the US.

Newcore is the second Cleveland-area company to be acquired by HomeServe. In December 2018, HomeServe acquired Elyria-based Geisel Heating, Air Conditioning and Plumbing, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

HomeServe USA Corp press release, 19 September 2019 [https://www.homeserve.com/media/fred]

				9/13/19		9/13/19		Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd.		Trane Inc.				Trane Inc., the US-based company that manufactures, supplies and services heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems or controls for commercial, residential, institutional and industrial markets, has acquired Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd., a Canada-based HVAC manufacturer, engaged in high efficiency air- and water-cooled magnetic bearing, modular, and process chillers for commercial HVAC and process cooling applications, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line with Trane’s strategy of focusing on energy efficiency and sustainability. The transaction will enable Trane to offer new products and services. Further, Arctic will expand the availability and distribution of Trane’s products. Arctic Chiller operates from locations in Ontario, Canada, and Newberry, US.

Source Links:

Trane Inc. press release, 13 September 2019 [https://www.trane.com/commercial/north-america/us/en/about-us/newsroom/press-releases/Trane-Acquires-Arctic-Chiller-Group.html]

Arctic Chiller Group, Ltd. press release, 19 September 2019 [https://www.arcticchillergroup.com/news/trane-acquires-arctic-chiller-group/#more-53073]

				9/10/19		9/10/19		Market Refrigeration Specialists Inc.		The Arcticom Group, LLC				The Arcticom Group, a Walnut Creek, California-based provider of commercial refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired Corona, California-based Market Refrigeration Specialists.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands Articom's California footprint and increases the number of HVAC and refrigeration companies it owns in the Western US to seven

Target (Market Refrigeration Specialists Inc.) Corona, California

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides comprehensive commercial HVAC and refrigeration services to retail, commercial, and industrial customers
 * Size: One office location

Buyer (The Arcticom Group LLC) Walnut Creek, California

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides commercial HVAC and refrigeration services including preventative maintenance, repair, installation, renovation, new system engineering and design, and energy optimization
 * Size: 17 office locations and 201-500 employees

				9/4/19		9/4/19		Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions		Caltius Equity Partners				Caltius Equity Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired an undisclosed stake in Air Conditioning Innovative Solutions (ACIS), the US-based provider of HVAC solutions and services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will accelerate ACIS’s growth through Caltius Equity’s knowledge of the facility services industry and expand its geographical reach. The transaction will expand ACIS’s development both organically and through acquisitions.

Source Link:

Caltius Equity Partners press release, 04 September 2019 [https://www.caltius.com/equity-partners/news/caltius-equity-partners-invests-in-air-conditioning-innovative-solutions/]

				8/5/19		8/5/19		ABC Industries, Inc.		Branford Castle Partners, LP; Brookside Mezzanine Partners				Branford Castle Inc, the US-based private equity firm via Branford Castle Fund, L.P., along with Brookside Mezzanine Partners, the US-based mezzanine provider and private equity firm , have acquired ABC Industries, Inc., the US based manufacturer and distributor of ventilation products and technical fabrics, from CID Capital, the US-based venture capital firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is supported through senior debt financing by TCF Capital Funding and mezzanine debt financing by Brookside Mezzanine Partners. The acquisition supports the growth strategy of ABC Industries to accelerate its product development and expand its geographic footprints and also cater better services to its customers organically and through potential acquisitions. The transaction represents 10th acquisition from Branford Castle Fund, L.P. In 2012, CID Capital acquired an undisclosed stake in ABC Industries.

				8/2/19		8/2/19		QM Power, Inc (72.02% Stake)		KCK Group				KCK Group, has acquired 72.02% stake of, QM Power, Inc, the US-based provider of electric motor technology, for an undisclosed consideration.

				8/2/19				Peirce-Phelps, Inc.		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc has agreed to acquire Peirce-Phelps, for an undisclosed consideration.

Watsco, Inc. is the listed US-based distributor of residential central air conditioners, stocks heating systems, industrial and commercial refrigeration products, headquartered in Florida.

Peirce-Phelps, Inc. is the US-based distributor of residential and commercial HVAC equipment

Carrier Enterprise, LLC is the US-based joint venture between Watsco and Carrier Corporation, head quartered in North Carolina

Carrier Corporation is the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, and refrigeration systems, controls, services, and building solutions, head quartered in Connecticut

Rationale:

 * The transaction will benefit Peirce with capital, technology and reach.
 * Furthermore, the transaction will enable Watsco to increase its presence in the Northeast.

Post Deal Details:

 * Pursuant to the transaction, Peirce will operate as a separate business of Carrier Enterprise, LLC.
 * Moreover, the Peirce brothers will continue to lead Peirce-Phelps.

Expected Completion: The transaction is expected to be completed in the next 30 days.

Conditions:

 * Customary conditions.

Background:

 * Peirce serves over 9,000 contractor-customers from 19 locations in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware and reported revenues of USD 206m.

UPDATE 02 August 2019: Watsco, Inc. has completed the acquisition of Peirce-Phelps, Inc.

Source Links:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 18 July 2019 [https://www.watsco.com/newsitem/watsco-to-acquire-peirce-phelps-inc-206-million-philadelphia-based-hvac-distributor/]

Watsco, Inc. 8-K form filed with SEC on 18 July 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105016/000119312519196032/d776061d8k.htm]

 * Press Release (Exhibit 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/105016/000119312519196032/d776061dex991.htm]

Watsco, Inc. press release, 02 August 2019 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-peirce-phelps-acquisition]

				7/31/19		7/31/19		Agape Mechanical		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services to the retail, food service, commercial and industrial market segments, has acquired Agape Mechanical, the US-based company providing HVAC, refrigeration, electrical and plumbing services, as well as hot water hydro-scrubbing, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable CoolSys to its Light-Commercial Division and further strengthen its presence in Midwest region. The deal will also enable CoolSys to offer better services to Agape's consumers by lowering the cost. The resources from CoolSys will further support Agape to further grow its business.

In March 2019, Ares Management LLC acquired CoolSys, Inc from Audax Private Equity Group.

Source Links:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 31 July 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-agape-mechanical-in-the-midwest/]

Vinson & Elkins press release, 01 August 2019 [https://www.velaw.com/News/CoolSys-Acquires-Agape-Mechanical-in-the-Midwest/]

				7/30/19				Action Plumbing Supply, LLC		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson Enterprises, LLC, the US-based company engaged in the wholesale distribution of residential and commercial plumbing supplies, pipes, valves, fittings, and heating and cooling equipments, has acquired Action Plumbing Supply, LLC, the US-based company engaged in wholesale and distribution of plumbing, heating, and HVAC parts and supplies, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Ferguson to provide better service to its West Palm customers and expand its presence and competitiveness in the commercial market. Post-acquisition Action Plumbing will be re-branded as Action Plumbing Supply, a Ferguson enterprise. Action Plumbing has two locations in Margate and Lake Worth, Florida. Pursuant to the current transcation, Ferguson also acquired Innovative Soil Solutions LLC, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Ferguson Enterprises, LLC press release, 30 July 2019 [https://www.fergusonpressroom.com/ferguson-expands-geotextile-and-erosion-control-capabilities-through-recent-acquisition/]

				7/29/19		7/29/19		Frank Gay Services, Inc		Alpine Investors LP				Frank Gay Services, an Orlando, Florida-based plumbing, HVAC, electrical, and mechanical services company, has been acquired by Alpine Investors.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; Alpine invests in companies with EBITDA of USD 1m to USD 30m and enterprise values of USD 10m to USD 300m; Frank Gay will be combined with Best Home Services, an Alpine portfolio company, to serve as the foundation for Apex Service Partners, Alpine's new platform.
 * Rationale: The transaction is in line with the growth strategy of Apex and will enable it to have access to capital to build new facilities and enhance their customers’ experience.
 * Post deal deatils: Frank Gay will continue to operate independently.

Target (Frank Gay) Orlando, Florida

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides plumbing, HVAC, electrical, and general contractor services for residential, commercial, and municipal customers
 * Size: Has two locations in Orlando and Tampa, Florida, 140 service vehicles, and 175 full-time employees

Buyer (Alpine Investors - Private Equity)

 * Fund: Undisclosed; most recent fund, Alpine Investors VII, has USD 750m in capital commitments and launched in March
 * Investment Team: Daniel Cohen (San Francisco, CA)
 * Acquisition History: Alpine holdings on Mergermarket PE Portfolio

Source Links:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190729-mofo-advises-alpine-acquisitions.html]

Alpine Investors LP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://updates.alpineinvestors.com/alpine-launches-apex-service-partners]

Apex Service Partners, LLC press release, 29 July 2019 [https://apexservicepartners.com/alpine-launches-hvac-plumbing-and-electrical-services-platform-apex-service-partners-with-acquisition-of-frank-gay-services/]

				7/24/19				Richmond Electric Supply Co.		Locke Supply Co.				Locke Supply Co., the US-based company engaged in plumbing, electrical, HVAC distribution, has acquired Richmond Electric Supply Co. (RESCO), the US-based plumbing, electrical, and HVAC distributor, from RTK Family Capital LLC, the US-based family-owned investment firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable RESCO to expand its footprint in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast region of the US markets. Post-transaction, the entire RESCO team will integrate into Locke.

RESCO was acquired in 2012 from Mr. Darryl Harman by RTK and industry veteran Mr. Mike Bourn. It has operations in Farmville, VA and Norfolk, VA.

Source Links:

Matrix Capital Markets Group press release, 24 July 2019 [https://matrixcmg.com/press-releases/matrix-announces-the-successful-sale-of-richmond-electric-supply-co-llc/]

				7/10/19		7/10/19		Booth Dispensers Limited		Existing Management				The management of the company has acquired an undisclosed majority stake in Booth Dispensers Limited, the UK-based manufacturer of refrigeration systems with respect to drink equipment and vending machines, from Mr. Phil Elliott and Mr. Mike Mitchell, for an undisclosed consideration.

Post the transaction, Mr. Mark Williams, Mr. Daniel Hatton, Mr. Tony McKee, and Mr. Mark Richardson will be a part of the new Board of Directors of Booth Dispensers. Mr. Mark Williams and Mr. Daniel Hatton already were minority shareholders and existing board of directors in Booth Dispensers. Mr. Tony McKee, and Mr. Mark Richardson also became shareholders through this transaction.

Mr. Phil Elliott and Mr. Mike Mitchell held a majority stake in Booth Dispensers. Booth Dispensers Limited has a total of 120 employees.

Source Link:

Farleys Solicitors LLP press release, 10 July 2019 [https://www.farleys.com/news/booth-dispensers-completes-management-buyout-with-help-from-farleys-corporate-team/]

				7/10/19				Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc.		O'connor Company, Inc.		-		As of June 30, 2019, Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc. was acquired by O'connor Company. Assets of Oklahoma City Branch of Hunton Group, Inc. comprises heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment distribution centre. The asset is located in the United States.

				7/8/19		7/8/19		SGS Refrigeration Inc.		SPX Corporation		$   11.5		SPX Corporation, the listed US-based provider of highly specialized engineering solutions and various other industrial services to different industries, has acquired SGS Refrigeration Inc., the US-based manufacturer and distributor of industrial and commercial refrigeration equipment.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms:
   * SPX will pay a consideration of USD 10m.
   * Additionally, an earn-out of up to USD 1.5m will be paid if SGS achieves certain milestones in 2019.
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands SPX's market and portfolio of industrial refrigeration products
 * Post deal details: SGS’s financial results will be reported as a part of SPX’s HVAC Cooling business unit within its HVAC segment.
 * Background:
   * In 2018, SGS reported revenues of approximately USD 15m, which include approximately USD 3.5m of inter-company sales with SPX.
   * Since 2015, SGS has been involved in a partnership with SPX to produce the Cube line of forced draft and induced draft evaporative condenser designed to support a variety of industrial cooling and refrigeration applications

Target (SGS) Dixon, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Manufacturer and distributor of industrial refrigeration products including evaporators and evaporative condensers
 * Size: USD 15m annual revenue and 11-50 employees

Buyer (SPX) Charlotte, North Carolina

 * Ownership: Public [NYSE:SPXC]
 * Business Description: HVAC, detection and measurement, and engineered equipment supplier with USD 1.4bn in 2018 revenue and 4,000 employees in 17 countries
 * Size: USD 1.5bn market cap

Source Links:

SPX Corporation press release, 08 July 2019 [https://www.spx.com/spx-announces-purchase-of-sgs-refrigeration-inc/]

SPX Corporation 10-K form filed with SEC on 14 February 2020 [https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/88205/000008820520000008/spxc-20191231.htm]

				7/8/19				Temperature Control Systems Inc.		Kele, Inc.		-		Temperature Control Systems Inc. operates as distributor of commercial and industrial HVAC controls; burner and boiler controls; and building automation systems. The company was founded in 1975 and is headquartered in Dallas, Texas. As of June 28, 2019, Temperature Control Systems, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Kele, Inc.

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Freije-RSC Engineered Solutions Co. (Industrial refrigeration division)		InterCool USA, LLC				InterCool USA, LLC, the US-based commercial and industrial refrigeration design-build contractor, has acquired the US-based industrial refrigeration division of Freije-RSC Engineered Solutions Co., the US-based national specialty engineering, service and installation services firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition does not include the mechanical and plumbing service and construction divisions of Freije-RSC. The acquisition will expand InterCool and Freije-RSC's presence across the nation. Their respective customer bases will have access to additional products, services and markets. The transaction will create growth opportunites for employees and customers of both the companies. It will enable Freije-RSC to focus on its mechanical and plumbing service and construction divisions. Post transaction, the acquired division will maintain its name and continue to operate out of its current offices in Indiana and Ohio. Its existing leadership team will remain in place.

UPDATE 23 July 2019: RF Investment Partners, US-based private equity firm, recently closed its investment in InterCool to support its acquisition of Freije-RSC's division.

Source Link:

RFE Investment Partners press release, 23 July 2019 [http://www.rf-partners.com/news-article/12/RF-Investment-Partners-Closes-Investment-in-InterCool]

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Keen Home Inc.		ConnectM Technology Solutions Inc.				ConnectM Technology Solutions, a Marlborough, Massachusetts-based provider of indoor climate technology and services, has acquired New York City-based Keen Home, from a group of sellers.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale:
   * Expands ConnectM’s product offerings and services and accelerates its entry into new and contiguous markets.
   * ConnectM will able to strengthen its market position in indoor climate and health solutions market.
   * ConnectM and Keen Home will be able to serve thier customers better.
 * Post Deal Details: ConnectM and Keen Home will continue to operate under their own names, with their own existing brands.

Target (Keen) New York, New York

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides hardware and software used to manage temperature by regulating airflow on a room-by-room basis or for the entire home
 * Size: One office location with 11-50 employees; has raised USD 5.5m in funding (Source: Crunchbase)

Buyer (ConnectM) Marlborough, Massachusetts

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides an IoT platform to connect, monitor, and control HVAC, IAQ, and indoor climate assets
 * Size: Three office locations in Massachusetts, New Jersey, and India and 11-50 employees; has raised USD 10m in funding (Source: Crunchbase)

Vendors:

 * TechStars, LLC, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * FundersClub Inc., the US-based venture capital firm.
 * American Family Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm
 * Brand Foundry Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * NYU Innovation Venture Fund, the US-based venture capital firm
 * R/GA Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * RMR Capital, the US-based venture capital firm.
 * Upslope Ventures, the US-based venture capital firm.

				7/1/19		7/1/19		Best Home Services		Alpine Investors LP				Alpine Investors LP, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired an undisclosed stake in Best Home Services, the US-based provider of HVAC, plumbing and electrical service and repair services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable Best Home to expand its product offerings in HVAC field by enhancing its infrastructure and tools and strengthen its presence in Florida. Pursuant to transaction, Mr. Keegan Hodges and Mr. Chadd Hodges, Co-CEO’s of Best Home Services, will continue to operate independently under its brand name.

Best has an employee-base of around 300 employees.

Source Link:

Morrison & Foerster LLP press release, 29 July 2019 [https://www.mofo.com/resources/news/190729-mofo-advises-alpine-acquisitions.html]

				7/1/19		6/26/19		Alabama Controls, Inc.		Albireo Energy, LLC				Albireo Energy, LLC, the US-based company that provides building automation solutions and energy services to commercial and institutional buildings and a portfolio company of Huron Capital Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Alabama Controls, Inc., US-based provider of building automation and HVAC control solutions to commercial and institutional buildings, from Bobby Reuse, the US-based private investor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition supports the growth strategy of Alabama. It will enable Albireo to diversify its customer base in the government and higher education sectors and expand its footprints in southeastern U.S regions. Albireo will be able to diversify its offerings and enhace its capabilities to serve its customers better. Post transaction, Alabama’s subsidiaries Alabama Equipment, Inc., NOVA Environmental Technologies, Inc. and Wholesale Controls International, Inc. will integrate into Albireo. Alabama’s management will continue to operate the operations of the company.

Alabama employs over 80 people and has even offices with locations in Alabama, Florida and Tennessee. In 2014, Huron Capital formed Albireo.


Source links:

Alabama Controls, Inc. Corporate website [https://alabamacontrols.com/alabama-controls-ae-merge/]

Albireo Energy, LLC press release, 01 July 2019 [https://www.albireoenergy.com/alabama-controls-corporation-joins-albireo-energy/]

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 18 July 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-albireo-energy-completes-add-on-acquisition-of-alabama-controls/]

				6/27/19		6/27/19		Brannon Inc.		ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc.				ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc., the US-based company engaged in designing, manufacturing, installing, and servicing air conditioning, heating, ventilation, plumbing, process piping, electrical, and direct digital control systems, has acquired Brannon Inc., the US-based provider of specialty general construction services to Central California, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will enable ACCO to expand its geographical base in Northern and Southern California. Furthermore, the acquisition creates significant added resources and capabilities that will directly benefit customers in the construction market. The transaction will enable the growth of the Smith brand.

Source Links:

ACCO Engineered Systems, Inc. press release, 27 June 2019 [https://www.accoes.com/acco-engineered-systems-announces-key-acquisition-in-central-coast-of-california/]

				6/17/19		6/17/19		InOvate Technologies, Inc.		Continental Materials Corporation		$   12.3		Continental Materials Corporation (CMC), the listed US-based company that manufactures and sells construction, hardware, heating, ventilation and air conditioning products through its subsidiaries has acquired InOvate Technologies, Inc., US-based manufacturer of metal dryer venting accessories used in residential home construction, from Richard Harpenau, the US-based private investor, for a maximum cash consideration of USD 12.2m.

The consideration includes earnouts of upto USD 1.25m, which is payable within 12 months. The transaction will enable CMC to strengthen their presence in the building products industry and expand its product portfolio. The transaction is in line with CMC’s strategy to acquire strong family owned, manufacturing companies. It will enable InOvate to pursue its full potential. It will enable InOvate to expand its product portfolio and existing channels.

Source Links:

Continental Materials Corporation 8-K form filed with SEC on 17 June 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_18k.htm]

 * Asset Purchase Agreement (Exhibit 10.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_1ex10d1.htm]
 * Press release (Exhibiy 99.1) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/24104/000110465919035769/a19-11618_1ex99d1.htm]

				6/4/19		5/31/19		Trantech Radiator Products, Inc.		Main Street Capital Corporation		$   10.7		Main Street Capital Corporation, the US-based private equity firm, along with the management of Trantech Radiator Products, Inc, the US-based company that manufactures specialty radiators and cooling systems for transformer, has acquired the company in a management buyout transaction, from Industrial Opportunity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm for a consideration of USD 10.7m.

The transaction was financed by Main Street along with the Company's senior management team. Main Street financed USD 15.1m via mix of first-lien, senior secured term debt and a direct equity investment. They provided Trantech a credit facility to back its future growth and working capital needs. The transaction was in line with Trantech’s strategy to serve its customers in a better way and enhance its product portfolio.

The sale of Trantech was IOP’s tenth investment. In November 2011, IOP, via Industrial Opportunity Partners, L.P. had acquired Trantech, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Main Street Capital Corporation press release, 5 June 2019 [http://d1io3yog0oux5.cloudfront.net/_d682724a8bd83329b3dca9557271d837/mainstcapital/news/2019-06-05_Main_Street_Announces_New_Portfolio_2518.pdf]

Industrial Opportunity Partners LLC press release, 4 June 2019 [https://www.iopfund.com/industrial-opportunity-partners-completes-sale-of-portfolio-company-trantech-radiator-products/]

Winston & Strawn LLP corporate website [http://www.winston.com/print/content/1020088/industrial-opportunity-partners-sale-of-trantech-radiator.pdf]

Dennard Lascar Investor Relations press release, 5 June 2019 [https://www.dennardlascar.com/news-multimedia/detail/18401/main-street-announces-new-portfolio-investment]

				5/22/19				Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc.		The SEER Group, LLC		-		Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. provides commercial HVAC installation and maintenance services. Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. was formerly known as Specialty Heating & Fabrication, Inc. and changed its name to Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. in July 2000. The company was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in Tigard, Oregon. As of March 31, 2019, Specialty Heating & Cooling, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of The SEER Group LLC.

				5/16/19		5/16/19		Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc.		Climate Pros, Inc.				Climate Pros, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC repair, maintenance, and construction services and a portfolio company of Saw Mill Capital LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, from Mr. Michael Wade and Mr. James Robinson, the US-based private investors, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will accelerate Climate Pros’ geographic reach and expand its customer base. The transaction will strengthen Climate Pros’ cold-chain customers in the Texas markets.

Concurrently, Climate Pros has also acquired Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration. In January 2017, Saw Mill Capital LLC through its Saw Mill Capital Partners II, LP, had acquired Climate Pros, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Saw Mill Capital LLC press release, 16 May 2019 [http://www.sawmillcapital.com/news/articles/51]

				5/7/19		5/7/19		Reedy Industries Inc.		Audax Private Equity Group				Audax Private Equity Group, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Reedy Industries Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed; Audax targets platforms with USD 8m to USD 50m in EBITDA and enterprise values of USD 50m to USD 400m
 * Rationale: The resources and expertise from Audax will assist Reedy to continue their growth through strategic acquisitions and growth initiatives.

Target (Reedy) Glenview, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provider of commercial HVAC services, mechanical services, and energy solutions primarily serving commercial, industrial, and municipal buildings in the Midwest
 * Size: Has 201-500 employees serving more than 6,000 customers; besides Illinois has additional entities servicing Indiana, Kansas, Missouri, Ohio, and Wisconsin

Buyer (Audax Private Equity)

 * Fund: Undisclosed; most recent fund, Audax Private Equity Fund VI, has USD 3.5bn in capital commitments and launched in 2018
 * Investment Team: Don Bramley (Boston, MA)

				5/7/19		5/1/19		Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc.		Climate Pros, Inc.				Climate Pros, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC repair, maintenance, and construction services and a portfolio company of Saw Mill Capital LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Norfoxx Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, from Mr. Mike Smith, and Ms. Kali Smith, the US-based private investors, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will accelerate Climate Pros’ geographic reach and expand its customer base. The transaction will strengthen Climate Pros’ cold-chain customers in the Texas markets.

Concurrently, Climate Pros has also acquired Tri-Temp Refrigeration, Inc., the US-based supplier of refrigeration and HVAC services, for an undisclosed consideration. In January 2017, Saw Mill Capital LLC through its Saw Mill Capital Partners II, LP, had acquired Climate Pros, in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Statesman Business Advisors press release, 07 May 2019 [http://statesmanbiz.com/norfoxx-has-been-acquired-by-climate-pros/]

Saw Mill Capital LLC press release, 16 May 2019 [http://www.sawmillcapital.com/news/articles/51]

				4/30/19		3/19/19		Metro Air Limited		Pinnacle Home Environment Solutions				Pinnacle Home Environment Solutions, a Canada-based home services company that offers a complete range of home efficiency solutions and comfort products, from heating and cooling to fireplaces and mantles, has acquired Metro Air Limited, a Canada-based company that operates as a mechanical contractor offering heating and air conditioning equipment repair and installation services, for an undisclosed consideration.

Metro Air’s home services complement Pinnacle’s home efficiency solutions. The acquisition closed 19 March 2019.

Source Link:

Generational Group press release, 30 April 2019 [https://www.genequityco.com/press-releases/metro-air-sale-to-pinnacle-home-environment-solutions]

				4/26/19				KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC		The Arcticom Group, LLC		-		KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC offers maintenance, repair, and hvac services of refrigerators. The company was founded in 2013 and is based in Murrieta, California. As of April 26, 2019, KIC Refrigeration Mechanical & Controls LLC operates as a subsidiary of The Arcticom Group, LLC.

				4/17/19				Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC		Badger Bob's Services Inc.		-		Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC distributes heating, air conditioning, and indoor air quality products and also offers HVAC services. The company is based in Venice, Florida. As of April 17, 2019, Allied Cooling & Heating, LLC operates as a subsidiary of Badger Bob's Services, Inc.

				4/12/19		4/11/19		Munch's Supply LLC		Ridgemont Equity Partners				Ridgemont Equity Partners, the US-based private equity firm along with the management team of Munch's Supply LLC the US-based distributor heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) have acquired the company from Rotunda Capital Partners, LLC, the US-based private equity firm for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition was financed by a consortium of incumbent lenders led by PNC Erieview Capital, Kayne Anderson Private Credit and JPMorgan, with additional support provided by AEA Private Debt, PineBridge Private Credit and Stellus Capital Management, LLC. Through this acquisition, Munch's Supply will leverage on the expertise of Ridgemont to achieve future growth. It will also enable Munch's Supply to expand their business in new geographic areas and provide better product and services to their customers.

Rotunda acquired a majority stake in Munch’s in 2015. Since Rotunda’s investment, Munch’s tripled its revenue, completed four acquisitions, and expanded from seven locations in one state to 27 locations in nine states.As reported by this news service in late March, Munch’s Supply was holding management presentations in an auction process run by Lincoln International.

Source links:

Ridgemont Equity Partners press release, 12 April 2019 [https://www.ridgemontep.com/press-releases/ridgemont-equity-partners-acquires-munchs-supply/]

Lincoln International LLC corporate website [https://www.lincolninternational.com/transactions/munchs-supply-a-portfolio-company-of-rotunda-capital-partners-has-been-sold-to-ridgemont-equity-partners/]

				4/4/19				Dunphey & Associates Supply Co., Inc.		Watsco, Inc.				Watsco, Inc. [NYSE:WSO], the Miami, Florida-based distributor of HVAC products, has acquired Whippany, New Jersey-based DASCO Supply.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: DASCO will operate as a subsidiary of Watsco under its present name and leadership; Watsco will provide the resources to assist in achieving DASCO's growth plans

Target (DASCO) Whippany, New Jersey

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Distributor of air conditioning and heating products
 * Size: Revenues of about USD 56m in 2018; has seven locations in New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut

Buyer (Watsco) Miami, Florida

 * Ownership: Public [NYSE:WSO]
 * Business Description: Distributor of heating, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC/R) products with 571 locations in the US, Canada, Mexico, and Puerto Rico
 * Size: USD 5.54bn market cap

Source Link:

Watsco, Inc. press release, 04 April 2019 [https://investors.watsco.com/news-releases/news-release-details/watsco-completes-acquisition-dasco-supply]

				4/2/19		4/2/19		Grupo CYVSA, SA de CV		Daikin Applied Americas Inc.				Daikin Applied Americas Inc., a US-based company engaged in manufactures and sells commercial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, has agreed to acquire Grupo CYVSA, SA de CV, a Mexico-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) solutions, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will enable the companies to respond to increasing market expectations for integrated solutions. The transaction will also help CYVSA to grow its Clima-Flex product portfolio in America and expand its services to maximize value to customers. It will also help the companies to provide better customer experiences.

Post-acquisition, CYVSA group will continue to operate independently. Daikin Airconditioning Mexico will continue to serve all existing channels and customers independently. CYVSA was found in 1951 and executes over 29,000 projects in Mexico, United States and the Caribbean.

Source Links:

Daikin Applied Americas Inc. press release, 02 April 2019 [https://news.daikinapplied.com/Press-Releases/ArticleID/421/Daikin-Applied-and-CYVSA-Form-Alliance]

Daikin Airconditioning Mexico, S de RL de CV press release, 02 April 2019 [http://daikin.com.mx/daikin-applied-cyvsa-form-alliance/]

				4/1/19		3/29/19		Kysor/Warren Corp.		Epta S.p.A.		$   49.0		Epta S.p.A., an Italy-based company engaged in the design, development, manufacture and sale of commercial refrigerated systems, has acquired Kysor/Warren Corp., the US-based manufacturer of refrigerated systems and display cases, from Lennox International Inc., the listed US-based company engaged in designing, manufacturing and distributing heating and refrigeration products and solutions, for a cash consideration of USD 49m.

The sale of Kysor/Warren will help Lennox International to focus and grow its commercial refrigeration business in North America and Europe. The acquisition is in line with the growth strategy of Epta enabling expansion and cornerstone on sustainability and efficiency.

Earlier in January 2011, Lennox acquired Kysor Warren and Kysor Warren de Mexico S. De RL de CV from Manitowoc for a consideration of USD 138m. In February 2019, Lennox had announced its intention to sell Kysor Warren. Kysor Warren has a workforce of over 500 employees and have operations in U.S. and Mexico.

Source Link:

Lennox International Inc. press release, 01 April 2019 [https://lennoxinternational.gcs-web.com/news-releases/news-release-details/lennox-international-closes-sale-kysor-warren]

				3/21/19		3/21/19		CoolSys, Inc.		Ares Management LLC				Ares Management LLC, the US-based private equity firm has acquired, CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services to the retail, food service, commercial and industrial market segments from, Audax Private Equity Group, the US-based private equity firm for an undisclosed consideration.

CoolSys will leverage Ares’s expertise enabling it to pursue strategic acquisitions and expansion strategy. Ares will accelerate CoolSys's growth organically and through add on acquistions.

CoolSys employs more than 2,000 people. Audax Private Equity Group had acquired CoolSys in 2015, which was then known as Source Refrigeration from Arsenal Capital Partners. Ares Management LLC is a subsidiary of, Ares Management, L.P, the US-based company that operates as an alternative asset manager in four segments: Tradable Credit group, Direct Lending group, Private Equity group and Real Estate group.

Source links:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 21 March 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquired-by-ares-management-corporation/]

Ares Management, L.P. press release, 21 March 2019 [http://www.ares-ir.com/file/Index?KeyFile=397195140]

Lincoln International LLC press release, 21 March 2019 [https://www.lincolninternational.com/transactions/audax-private-equity-has-sold-coolsys-to-a-private-equity-group-of-ares-management/?gdpr=accepted]

				3/13/19				CroppMetcalfe		Homeserve plc				HomeServe USA, the Norwalk, Connecticut-based provider of service plans, repair, and installation services, has acquired Fairfax, Virginia-based CroppMetcalfe.

				3/12/19				Comfort Air Distributing Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, a New Lenox, Illinois-based heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor backed by Rotunda Capital Partners, has acquired Denver, Colorado-based Comfort Air Distributing Inc.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed
 * Strategic Rationale: Expands Munch’s geographic footprint into new region.
 * The transaction is part of the long-term strategy of Munch's Supply, to expand the platform into other regions through strategic acquisitions.
 * Post deal details: Comfort Air Distributing will continue to operate under its own name and serve Colorado and 13 Wyoming counties out of the branches in Denver, Centennial and Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Target (Comfort Air Distributing Inc.) Denver, Colorado

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provider of Rheem heating and air conditioning equipment to customers in Colorado and 13 Wyoming counties
 * Size: Has three Colorado branches and 11-50 employees

Buyer (Munch's Supply LLC) New Lenox, Illinois

 * Ownership: Private Equity; Rotunda Capital Partners (2015)
 * Business Description: HVAC distributor founded in 1956
 * Size: Has 27 locations in nine states after acquisition of Comfort Air Distributing and more than 500 employees

				3/8/19		3/8/19		Resolute Industrial, LLC		AE Industrial Partners LP				AE Industrial Partners, LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Resolute Industrial, LLC, the US-based provider of water and air-cooled chiller rental services, compressor remanufacturing, and other custom HVAC services, from One Equity Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction enables Resolute to accelerate its organic growth by expanding its capabilities and geographic footprint in the North American markets. Post-acquisition, Mr. David Myers and Mr. David Kornblatt serve on the Board of Directors of Resolute.

Earlier in 2015, One Equity Partners LLC acquired Resolute Industrial, LLC, from Johnson Controls International plc.

Source Link:

AE Industrial Partners, LLC, 08 March 2019 [https://www.aeroequity.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Resolute-Press-Release-3-8-19-vFINAL.pdf]

				3/4/19		3/4/19		ABC Refrigeration & Air Conditioning, Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, Inc., the US-based provider of refrigeration and HVAC services, has acquired ABC Refrigeration & Air Conditioning, Inc., the US-based company engaged in commercial refrigeration, HVAC installation, service and maintenance, and HVAC fabrication, from Joseph Ligoci, the US-based private investor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will help CoolSys in their plan of expansion throughout the US and create a strategic position in the Northeast market. ABC Refrigeration has 160 employees.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 04 March 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-abc-refrigeration-hvac-in-new-york/]

				2/25/19		2/25/19		Ductmate Canada Limited		Infuse Capital Partners LLC				Infuse Capital Partners LLC, the US-based investment firm has acquired Ductmate Canada Limited, the Canada-based manufactures and distributes heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system components for HVAC systems, from Ductmate Industries, Inc., the US-based company engaged in manufacturing of ventilation and air conditioning system components, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/21/19		1/4/19		Hill York Air Conditioning & Energy Solutions		EMCOR Group, Inc.				EMCOR Group, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical and electrical construction, energy infrastructure, and facilities services, has acquired Hill York Air Conditioning & Energy Solutions, the US-based company providing construction, maintenance, repairing, air conditioning, and energy services for heating, cooling, and ventilation systems, from Wesley Companies Inc., US-based company providing roofing services, for an undisclosed consideration.

				2/20/19		2/20/19		Heat Transfer Sales, LLC		Hoffman & Hoffman, Inc.				Hoffman & Hoffman, Inc., the US-based manufacturers of HVAC equipment and controls, has acquired Heat Transfer Sales, LLC, the US-based provider of hydronic HVAC, pumps, heat exchangers, boilers, water heaters, controls, cooling towers, connectors, pressure gauges, etc. for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction will provide Hoffman with access to Heat Transfer Sales' manufacturing facilities of pre-fab units for mechanical rooms and will add hydronic equipment into its product lines. It will also enable Hoffman to expand its product offerings and footings in the Carolinas.

Following the acquisition, Heat Transfer Sales will operate as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hoffman and will have a workforce of 445 employees.

				2/15/19		2/8/19		TEMP-AIR, Inc		Sunbelt Rentals, Inc.		$   118.0		Sunbelt Rentals, Inc., the US-based equipment rental company, has acquired TEMP-AIR, Inc, the US-based company engaged in temporary, portable heating, cooling, dehumidifying, and air filtration rental services, for a consideration of GBP 92m.

Temp Air is a climate control business operating across 13 markets within the US.

Source links:

Ashtead Group Plc annual report 2019 [http://www.ashtead-group.com/lib/docs/081525-ec1052862ashteadar19indexed.pdf#page=132]

				2/7/19		2/7/19		Systecon Inc.		ENGIE North America Inc.				Engie North America, a Houston, Texas-based energy company that is a subsidiary of Engie [EPA:ENGI], has acquired West Chester, Ohio-based Systecon.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed.
 * Strategic Rationale:
   * Strengthens Engie's ability to provide maintenance, mechanical service, construction, commissioning, and energy solutions in North America.
   * The deal will also help Systecon to enhance approach to delivering modular HVAC and mechanical contracting solutions.
 * Post Deal Details: After the completion, the employees of Systecon will join ENGIE North America.

Target (Systecon) West Chester, Ohio

 * Ownership: Private
 * Business Description: Provides modular HVAC and mechanical contracting solutions including chiller plants, hot water/steam boiler plants, and cogeneration plants
 * Size: Has 85 employees at one location

Buyer (Engie North America) Houston, Texas

 * Ownership: Engie [EPA:ENGI]
 * Business Description: Manages energy businesses in the US and Canada offering clean power generation, cogeneration, and energy storage; retail energy sales; and services to help customers run their facilities more efficiently
 * Size: Has 5,001-10,000 employees at locations throughout the US and Canada.

Source Links:

Systecon Inc. press release, 07 February 2019 [https://www.systecon.com/media/documents/ENGIE%20NA%20Systecon%20Press%20Release.pdf]

ENGIE North America Inc. press release, 08 February 2019 [http://www.engie-na.com/2019/02/08/engie-north-america-acquires-systecon-llc/]

				1/29/19		1/29/19		Newgaard Mechanical Inc.		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc.				Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC replacement, retrofit and repair services primarily for facilities in education, municipal, and healthcare end markets and a portfolio company of Huron Capital Partners LLC, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired Newgaard Mechanical Inc., the US-based provider of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system solutions and services, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition enhances Pueblo’s capability and capacity to design, build and maintain complex systems for customers across Arizona. It will strengthen Pueblo’s position in the HVAC services sector. Post acquisition, Newgaard employees will join Pueblo. The owners of Newgaard will remain involved in operations of the business.

Concurrently, Pueblo acquired CFM Mechanical LLC, the US-based provider HVAC solutions including retrofit and installation of HVAC systems in commercial properties industry, for an undisclosed consideration. The acquisitions will increase Pueblo’s annual revenue to over USD 100m. Newgaard serves industrial, commercial office, hospitality, education, transportation and other industries. In 2018, Huron along with the management of Pueblo, acquired the company in a management buyout transaction.

Source Link:

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 29 January 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-pueblo-mechanical-controls-completes-second-and-third-add-on-acquisitions/]

				1/29/19				Newgaard Mechanical Inc./CFM Mechanical LLC		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC		-		Newgaard Mechanical Inc./CFM Mechanical LLC represents the combines operations of CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. in their sale to Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC. As of January 29, 2019, Newgaard Mechanical Inc. and CFM Mechanical LLC was acquired by Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, LLC. CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. distributes hvac solutions. CFM Mechanical LLC and Newgaard Mechanical Inc. are based in the United States.

				1/29/19				Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc		Hilltop Opportunity Partners LLC.; Treaty Oak Equity LLC		-		Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc distributes and repairs air conditioning systems, furnaces, heat pumps, mini-splits, geothermal products, zoning systems, and thermostats for clients in Texas. It offers system repairs, HVAC system replacement, heating and air conditioning maintenance and performance checking, new construction heating and air conditioning installations, home insulation, solar screens, ductwork sealing and repair, air balancing, indoor air quality improvements, system performance testing, and energy audit services. The company also provides geothermal heating and cooling services that include geothermal systems repair and maintenance, geothermal systems replace existing, and new geothermal systems installation. Stans Heating and Air Conditioning Inc was founded in 1954 and is based in Austin, Texas.

				1/22/19		1/22/19		Arjae Sheet Metal Co., Inc.		CoolSys, Inc.				CoolSys, a Brea, California-based parent of refrigeration and HVAC companies backed by Audax Private Equity, acquired Milwaukie, Oregon-based Arjae HVAC and Mechanical Services.

Deal Snapshot

 * Terms: Undisclosed.
 * Strategic Rationale: Strengthens CoolSys' presence in the Northwest and expands HVAC capabilities.
 * Target (Arjae HVAC) Milwaukie, Oregon.

Ownership: Private

 * Business Description: Provides commercial and industrial HVAC installation and services, as well as sheet metal fabrication.
 * Size: Operates a 25,000-square-foot custom manufacturing plant.
 * Buyer (CoolSys) Brea, California.

Ownership: Private Equity; Audax Private Equity

 * Business Description: Provides refrigeration and HVAC maintenance and installation services to grocery retailers, convenience store chains, telecommunication hubs, and other industrial customers in the US.
 * Size: Has more than 1,200 employees and over 4,000 customers.

Source Link:

CoolSys, Inc. press release, 22 January 2019 [https://coolsys.com/coolsys-acquires-arjae-hvac-and-mechanical-services-in-oregon/]

				1/17/19		1/17/19		Atlantic Cooling Technologies & Services LLC		Service Logic, LLC				Service Logic, LLC, the US-based provider of repair and replacement services for commercial Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment, chilled water systems, and building automation and control systems, has acquired Atlantic Cooling Technologies & Services LLC, the US-based company providing construction and alterations services of new and pre-existing cooling towers, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Link:

Akerman LLP press release, 17 January 2019 [https://www.akerman.com/en/firm/newsroom/akerman-advises-atlantic-cooling-technologies-llc-in-its-sale-to-service-logic-llc.html]

				1/15/19		1/15/19		Yearout Companies		Legence				Yearout Companies, an Albuquerque, New Mexico-based design-build provider of mechanical, fabrication and maintenance services, has been acquired by Therma Holdings, a San Jose, California-based mechanical services company that is backed by Gemspring Capital.

The transaction is in line with Therma’s growth strategy to expand its geographic footprint globally. Pursuant to the transaction, Yearout will operate as a division of Therma whereas Mr. Kevin Yearout, CEO of Yearout, will continue to lead the company.

Yearout Companies, founded in 1963, includes Yearout Fabrication, the US-based provider of fabrication solutions, Yearout Insulation, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical and industrial project insulation solutions, Yearout Mechanical, Inc., the US-based provider of mechanical services and Yearout Service, LLC, the US-based provider of heating, ventilating, air-conditioning and refrigeration (HVAC/R) services and solutions. In June 2017, Gemspring Capital acquired Therma.

Source Link:

Therma Corporation press release, January 2019 [https://www.therma.com/therma-aquires-yearout-mechanical/]

Gemspring Capital, LLC press release, 15 January 2019 [http://www.gemspring.com/news/therma-holdings-llc-acquires-yearout-mechanical]

				1/11/19		2/19/19		Morris Sheet Metal Corporation; Morris Enterprises, LLC; Morris Transportation, LLC		Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd.		$   6.6		Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd has agreed to acquire Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, JTD Spiral, Inc., Morris Enterprises, LLC and Morris Transportation, LLC, from Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd., the listed US-based investment company having interest in companies engaged in automotive technologies, electronics manufacturing, energy services & fabrication technologies, headquartered in phoenix, Arizona.

Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, the US-based company engaged in designing, fabrication and installation of dust collectors, commercial ductwork, kitchen hoods, industrial ventilation systems, machine guards, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

JTD Spiral, Inc., the US-based subsidiary of Morris Sheet Metal that Fabricates and delivers spiral duct, oval duct, and dual wall duct and fittings, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Morris Enterprises, LLC, the US-based company engaged in business to design, fabricate, commercial ductwork, industrial ventilation systems and other contract metal fabrication, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Morris Transportation, LLC, the US-based company engaged in business to design, fabricate, commercial ductwork, industrial ventilation systems and other contract metal fabrication, headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Mr. James Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. Daniel Morris is the US-based private investors.

Terms:

 * Alpine 4 Technologies has agreed to acquire Morris Sheet Metal Corporation, JTD Spiral, Inc., Morris Enterprises, LLC and Morris Transportation, LLC, from Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris, for a consideration of USD 6.6m.
 * The consideration consists of:
   * Cash payment of USD 3.15m
   * Notes payment of USD 3.45m which include:
     * Secured notes of USD 1.033m payable to each of Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.
     * Supplement notes of USD 0.116m to each of Mr. Daniel Morris, Mr. Timothy Morris and Mr. James Morris.
   * Earn outs of 50% of EBIDTA over USD 1.5m if achieved within the 12 months of closing of transaction.

Rationale: The acquisition is in line with Alpine 4 Technologies’s strategy of DSF (Driver, Stabilizer, Facilitator business) acquisition.

Conditions:

 * Completion of due diligence.
 * Approval from board of directors of Alpine 4 Technologies.

Background:

 * Morris Sheet Metal has entered in Consulting Services Agreement with Mr. James Morris and Mr. Daniel Morris pursuant to which James and Daniel Morris agreed for a period of 90 days, following the closing of the Transaction to provide strategic management services to the Morris Sheet Metal and companies.

UPDATE 19 February 2019: Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd has completed the acquisition of Morris Enterprises, LLC, Morris Sheet Metal Corporation and Morris Transportation, LLC.

Source Links:

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd. 8-K form filed with SEC on 11 January 2019 [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606698/000109690619000015/alpine4.htm]

 * Exhibit 99.1 (SEcurities Purchase agreement) [https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1606698/000109690619000015/exh99_1.htm]

Alpine 4 Technologies, Ltd. press release, 19 February 2019 [https://www.alpine4.com/news/alpine-4-technologies-ltd-alpp-subsidiary-morris-sheet-metal-corp-of-fort-wayne-indiana-announces-several-new-projects-that-will-generate-3-8-million-dollars-of-new-revenue-in-2019/]

				1/8/19		1/8/19		PB Heat, LLC		Noritz Corporation		$   47.0		Noritz Corporation, the listed Japan-based company engaged in manufacturing and sales of various water heaters, hydropic systems, and gas co-generation system, has acquired PB Heat, LLC, the US-based company engaged in manufacture and sales of boilers and heaters for residential and commercial applications, from Atlantic Shores Corporation, the US-based company engaged in various line of business, including retail sale of electric and gas refrigerators, stoves, and other household appliances, for a consideration of USD 47m.

The transaction will enable Noritz to expand its business line across North America with PB's existing brand awareness. It also allows Noritz to absorb PB's existing technologies and manufacturing facilities. Post-transaction, PB Heat will become a wholly-owned subsidiary of Noritz. The transaction has been completed on 08 January 2019. Prior to the transaction, PB Heat was a wholly-owned subsidiary of Atlantic Shores.

Sources Links:

Noritz Corporation press release, 08 January 2019 (Japanese) [https://www.noritz.co.jp/company/news/assets/20190108_1h8e.pdf]

				1/2/19		1/2/19		Commercial Air, Inc.		Pueblo Mechanical & Controls, Inc.				Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc., the US-based provider of HVAC replacement, retrofit and repair services primarily for facilities in education, municipal, and healthcare end markets, has acquired Commercial Air, Inc. the US-based company engaged in designing, installing and maintaining air conditioning, refrigeration and heating systems, for an undisclosed consideration.

Pueblo’s management resources and expertise in the HVAC industry are a great fit Commercial air’s commercial service offerings. Post-acquisition, all the employees of Commercial Air will be retained.

Earlier in January 2018, Huron Capital Partners LLC and Mr. Dan Bueschel along with the management of Pueblo Mechanical & Controls Inc. had acquired the company in a management buyout transaction, for an undisclosed consideration.

Source Links:

Huron Capital Partners LLC press release, 03 January 2019 [https://www.huroncapital.com/huron-capitals-pueblo-mechanical-controls-completes-add-on-acquisition/]

				12/14/18				Slakey Brothers, Inc.		The Walters Family				The Walters Family, the US-based family, and owner of Gensco Inc, the US-based wholesale distributor and manufacturer of Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning equipment and supplies, has acquired Slakey Brothers, Inc., the US-based wholesale distributor of plumbing, heating and air conditioning equipment, and parts, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition is in line Walters Family's plan to expand their geographic footprint with the current presence of Slakey in California. Post-acquisition, Slakey will operate as a sister concern of Gensco and will continue to operate under the same name with same team, product lines and under the same leadership. Chris Walters, the President of Gensco, will become the CEO of Slakey Brothers.

Slakey Brothers has 24 branches in three states with 22 in California, one in Nevada and one in Oregon and has three plumbing showrooms in California.

				12/11/18				Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc.		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC		-		Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc. represents the combined operations of Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. and Wallwork Bros., Inc. in their sale to Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. As of December 11, 2018, Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc./Wallwork Bros., Inc. was acquired by Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. distributes plumbing supplies, and HVAC and waterworks products and solutions. Wallwork Bros., Inc. supplies heating and cooling products. Blackman Plumbing Supply, Inc. and Wallwork Bros., Inc. are based in the United States.

				11/1/18				Thermal Mechanics, Inc.		Goodman Manufacturing Company, L.P.				Goodman Manufacturing Company, L.P., the US residential and commercial air conditioning and heating equipment manufacturer has acquired Thermal Mechanics, Inc., the US-based company that provides HVAC equipment and integrated building control solutions, for an undisclosed consideration

Goodman will also take over substantially all the assets of Thermal Mechanics’ affiliates, namely RK Pipe Supply, LLC and Taycon-TMI, LLC.

Source Link:

Haynes and Boone LLP press release [http://www.haynesboone.com/representative%20matters/2018/11/05/haynes%20and%20boone%20represents%20goodman%20manufacturing%20in%20acquisition%20of%20private%20hvac%20services%20company]

				8/29/18				Tommark Company		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor, has acquired Tommark Company, the US-based wholesale distribution of warm air heating and air-conditioning equipment and supplies company, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction includes Tommark six branches in Michigan. The deal expands Munch's' geographic footprint to 24 locations, and will further develop its presence in Michigan state. The deal will enable Munch's supply to expand in new product offerings and customer segment. The transaction helps Tommark’s customers to access Munch’s proven and impressive framework that includes enhanced technology and a strong name brand product offering.

				8/27/18				Ott Distributors, Inc.		MORSCO HVAC Supply Company, LLC		-		Ott Distributors, Inc. distributes HVAC part and equipment. The company was incorporated in 1972 and is based in North Charleston, South Carolina. As of August 27, 2018, Ott Distributors, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of MORSCO HVAC Supply Company, LLC.

				8/8/18				Brock McVey Company		Ferguson Enterprises, LLC				Ferguson Enterprises, Inc., the US-based company engaged in the wholesale distribution of residential and commercial plumbing supplies, pipes, valves, fittings, and heating and cooling equipment, has acquired Brock McVey Company, the US-based seven-location plumbing and HVAC supplier, for an undisclosed consideration.

The acquisition will help Ferguson in expanding its commercial and residential business in Kentucky. Post completion Brock will continue to operate as usual prior to transition into Ferguson brand.

Concurrently, Ferguson also acquired Appliance Distributors of Louisiana, Wright Plumbing Supply and Lighting Design Center.

Source Link:

Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. press release, 08 August 2018 [https://www.fergusonpressroom.com/ferguson-acquires-four-companies-in-july-expands-footprint-in-louisiana-kentucky-and-california/]

				6/4/18				North Fork Heating & Supply Corp.		F.W. Webb Company, Inc.		-		North Fork Heating & Supply Corp. distributes plumbing, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment, parts, and accessories. The company was founded in 1982 and is based in Riverhead, New York. As of June 4, 2018, North Fork Heating & Supply Corp. operates as a subsidiary of F.W. Webb Company, Inc.

				4/23/18				Bush Supply Inc.		MORSCO Inc.		-		Bush Supply Inc. engages in distribution of HVAC products. The company was founded in 1987 and is headquartered in Phoenix, Arizona. As of April 23, 2018, Bush Supply Inc. operates as a subsidiary of MORSCO Inc..

				12/3/17				O’Connor Company, Inc.		Munch's Supply LLC				Munch's Supply LLC, the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor and a portfolio company of Rotunda Capital Partners, the US-based private equity firm, has acquired O’Connor Company, Inc., the US-based heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) distributor, for an undisclosed consideration.

The transaction expands Munch's distribution footprint in six additional branches serving portions of Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa and Missouri. Munch and O’Connor will combine to operate 18 branches in eight states. Post transaction, O’Connor will continue to operate under the same name as an independent company and will retain its current management team. Executive Director of Operations, Mr. Greg Borr, will become President of O’Connor.

Earlier in 2015, Rotunda acquired majority stake in Munch's for an undisclosed consideration.

				10/3/17				Wieland-Kessler, LLC		Wieland-Werke Aktiengesellschaft		-		Wieland-Kessler, LLC, doing business as Kessler Sales & Distribution, supplies pipes and tubing products, fittings, valves, struts and rods, and water heaters. It serves plumbing and heating wholesalers, HVAC wholesalers, industrial supply houses, waterworks suppliers, and OEMs. Wieland-Kessler, LLC was formerly known as Kessler Industries, Inc. and changed its name to Wieland-Kessler, LLC. in October 2017. The company was founded in 1935 and is based in Woodbridge, New Jersey with regional distribution centers in the continental United States. As of October 3, 2017, Wieland-Kessler, LLC operates as a subsidiary of Wieland-Werke AG.

				6/21/17				Russell Sigler Inc.		Carrier Enterprise, LLC		$   63.6		Russell Sigler Inc. operates as an independent distributor for HVAC products for residential, heavy commercial, and industrial customers. The company offers residential equipment, such as aftermarket coils and items, carrier coils, indoor and outdoor air conditioners, indoor and outdoor heat pumps, fan coils, heat pumps, residential thermostats, gas packages, furnaces, horizontal EVAP coils, and gas furnaces; and commercial equipment, including curbs and economizers. It also provides various parts and tools. The company distributes its products through stores and dealers, as well as online. Russell Sigler Inc. was founded in 1950 and is based in Tolleson, Arizona. It has branches in Arizona, North and South California, Idaho, New Mexico, Nevada, and Texas.

				3/28/17				The BAASE Company, Inc.		Tozour Energy Systems, Inc.		-		The BAASE Company, Inc. distributes plumbing, heating, and air conditioning products for commercial customers in Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, and Delaware. It offers plumbing products, such as water heaters, pumps, sump and sewage basins, freeze protection cables, expansion tanks, pressure booster systems, and flue piping for gas fired water heaters; and HVAC products, including boilers, heat exchangers, flue piping for boilers, pumps, heat tracing, pump accessories, and expansion tanks. The company was founded in 1966 and is headquartered in Warminster, Pennsylvania. As of March 28, 2017, The BAASE Company, Inc. operates as a subsidiary of Tozour Energy Systems, Inc.





Transaction Activity Chart
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HVAC Industry Update 2022

ABOUT SEALE & ASSOCIATES
Seale & Associates is a global investment bank applying a process-driven approach to a broad range of services, 
including mergers and acquisitions, corporate finance, and enterprise-level strategy consulting. 

REPRESENTATIVE INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

Strategy ConsultingCorporate FinanceMergers & Acquisitions

 Strategic Alternatives 
Assessments

 Enterprise Level Strategy 
 Competitive Intelligence
 Market Analysis

 Valuation
 Restructuring
 Recapitalizations
 Fairness Opinions

 Mergers & Acquisitions
 Divestitures
 Joint Ventures / Alliances
 Takeover Defense Support
 Due Diligence / Support

Robert Whitney
Managing Director
O: (703) 294-6490
M: (703) 801-8939

901 N. Glebe Road 
5th Floor
Arlington, Virginia 22203
(703) 294-6770

HEADQUARTERSCONTACT

Extensive M&A transaction experience, including:
• Sale of HTPG to Monomoy Capital Partners and Starboard Capital

Partners
• Exclusive financial advisor to Carrier Corp., a subsidiary of

United Technologies Corp., to help with the divestiture of Heat
Transfer Products Group (HTPG), a manufacturer of commercial
refrigeration equipment for the food service, food retail, and
other non-consumable markets

• Seale assisted Carrier in preparing all deal marketing materials,
researching and screening the potential buyers’ universe,
confidentially prequalifying potential buyers, and negotiating the
transaction

• Sale of International Cold Storage to CrownTonka and
ThermalRite

• Exclusive financial advisor to Carrier Corp., a subsidiary of
United Technologies Corp., to help with the divestiture of
International Cold Storage, its commercial walk-in cooler
business

• Seale assisted Carrier Corp. with preparing all deal-related
marketing materials, researching and screening the potential
buyers’ universe, confidentially prequalifying the potential
buyers, and negotiating the transaction

• Sale of State Water Heaters to AO Smith Corporation
• Exclusive financial advisor to the State Water Heaters, a

manufacturer of residential and commercial water heaters, in the
sale of the company

• Seale assisted State Water Heaters with preparation of all deal-
related selling materials, coordinating due diligence, and
negotiating an exclusive deal with the buyer company

• Acquisition of HTPG by Rheem
• Engaged as exclusive financial advisor to Rheem, a subsidiary

of Paloma, to advise on acquisition opportunities in food service
equipment

• Seale conducted extensive market research and prequalification
to identify potential acquisition opportunities that fit the defined
investment criteria and negotiated the transaction with HTPG
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US$1.275B
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/robert-whitney-2913668/
mailto:rwhitney@sealeassociates.com
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